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The Code of Civil Procedure.

Sec.

1. Division of remedies.

2. Definition of an action.

3. Definition of a special proceed-

ing.

4. Division of actions into civil

and criminal.

TITLE I.

The Code of Procedure.

Sec.
A. D. 1902.

5. Definition of a criminal action.

6. Definition of a civil action.

7. Civil and criminal remedies not
merged in each other.

8. Division of the Code of Pro-

cedure.

"The Code of Procedure has made no material changes in the primary rights of

parties, or in the different causes of action, nor undertaken to give any new re-

dress; but has only changed the mode by which redress is reached and applied."

—

Anderson v. Lynch, 37 S. C, 577; 16 S. E., 774; Chapman v. Lipscomb, 18 S. C,
222; Sullivan v. Sullivan, 20 S. C, 509. The only changes in the mode of redress,

are such as relate to the pleading and its incidents.—Price v. Brown, 4 S. C, 144.

It has not interfered with the essential and inherent distinctions between the dif-

ferent causes of actions.—McConnell v. Kennedy, 29 S. C, 187; 7 S. E., yd. Nor
the distinctions between law and equity. "What was equitable before still remains

equitable, and what was legal is still legal, and the mode of trial of each is still

preserved."—McMahan v. Dawkins, 22 S. C, 320; Knox v. Campbell, 52 S. C,
461; 30 S. E., 485. "It allows only one form of action, and special pleas are not

admitted."—Smith v. Chamberlain, 38 S. C, 542; 17 S. E., 371. The General Stat-

utes of 1882 and the amended Code then adopted must be regarded as one Act and
construed together.—Fooshe v. Merriwether, 20 S. C, 337; City Council v. Weller,

34 S. C, 357; 13 S. E., 628.

Section 1. Remedies in the Courts of justice are divided remedies""^

into: I. Actions. 2. Special proceedinsrs. isto, xiv.,
. . 423, § 1

Sec. 2. An action is an ordinary proceeding in a Court of
. - , , , ,

-
,

Definition of
justice, by which a party prosecutes another party for the en- an action.

forcement or protection of a right, the redress or prevention 76., § 2.

of a wrong, or the punishment of a public offence.

This definition has been substantially adopted in all the Codes.—-Henderson v.

Hyatt, 8 S. C, 112. The distinction between the action, the method of applying

the remedy for a wrong, and the cause of action, or wrong itself, and the remedy,

or object of the action, is clearly defined in Bliss on Code Pleadings, 3d Ed., § 2.

Nothing constitutes a cause of action under the Code which did not constitute

a cause of action at law or suit in equity, prior to the adoption of the Code.—South-

ern Porcelain Co. v. Thew, 5 S. C, s; Parker v. Jacobs, 14 S. C, 112; and a com-

plaint fails to state a cause of action under the Code only when, upon the facts

alleged the plaintiff is entitled to no relief, either at law or in equity.—Mordecai
v. Seignious, 53 S. C, 95; 30 S. E., 721; Lathan v. Harby, 50 S. C, 428; 27 S. E.,

862. Attachment being a form of process incident to an action, is embraced in

the term "action;" is not a special proceeding.—Campbell v. Home Ins. Co., i S.

C, 158; Allen V. Partlow, 3 S. C, 417. Appeal from Probate Court to Circuit

Court upon the merits is an action, not a special proceeding.—Henderson v. Hyatt,

8 S. C, 112.
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r
' Sec. 3. Every other remedy is a special proceeding.

Definition of Rule against Sheriff for official misconduct is a special proceeding.—Emory v.

ceedino-. Davis, 4 S. C, 23. Attachment of crop under lien is a special proceeding.—Jolin-

-stone V. Manigault, 13 S. C, 406; Sease v. Dobson, 33 S. C, 235; 11 S. E., 728;
I^-' § 3. 36 s. C, 554; IS S. E., 703.

„. . . r Sec. 4. Actions are of two kinds: i. Civil. 2. Criminal.
Division of

cfvii°Tnd^rim°- ^^^' ^* ^ Criminal action is prosecuted by the State, as a

^^ party, against a person charged with a public offence, for the

lb., § 4. punishment thereof.

Definition of Criminal prosecutions are actions.—State v. Reynolds, 48 S. C, 384; 26 S. E.,679.

^'°"- Sec. 6. Every other is a civil action.

lb., § 5.
gg(,_ 7_ Where the violation of a right admits of both a civil

dvfi"actSn°^ and criminal remedy, the right to prosecute the one is not

"^ Yq
merged in the other.

Civil and ^^^- ^' This Code of Proccdurc is divided into two Parts

:

dliT'not me™-- the first relates to Courts of Justice and their jurisdiction; the

e d i n each gg^ond rclatcs to civil actions in the Courts of this State.
other.

77 TT Prior to the Act of 1884, XVIII., 727, the provisions of the Code as to pro-
''

' ceedings on appeal did not apply to criminal cases.—State v. Pitts, 12 S. C, 180.

Division o f The second part of the Code applies only to the Court of Common Pleas except
the Code of

^yjigre express reference is made to inferior Courts.—Doty v. Duval, 19 S. C, 43.
"

The provisions of Sec. 400 expressly apply also to criminal actions.—State v. Rey-

lb., § 8. nolds, 48 S. C, 384; 26 S. E., 679.



PART 1.

OF THE COURTS OF JUSTICE AND THEIR JURIS-

DICTION.

TITLE I.

OF COURTS OF JUSTICE.

CHAPTER I.

Their Designation.^
A. D. 1902.

Sec.
I

Sec. v^*-V"«w^
9. The several Courts of this State. |

10. Their jurisdiction generally.

Section 9. The following are the Courts of justice in this ^^The several

State

:

^^
1. The Court for Trial of Impeachments. „

g^^c'on'^Ai^t'.

2. The Supreme Court. ^•' § "•

3. The Circuit Courts, to wit: (i.) A Court of Common
Pleas; and (2.) A Court of General Sessions.

4. Probate Courts.

5. County Courts.

6. Courts of Magistrates.

7. The City Court of Charleston.

8. Court for the Arbitration of Mercantile Disputes in the

city of Charleston.

9. Mayors' and Municipal Courts.

Sec. 10. These Courts shall exercise the jurisdiction now j.
Their juris-

•'_

_
diction gener-

vested in them respectively, except as otherwise prescribed byaiiy^

this Code of Procedure or the laws of the State. ,
is7o, xiv.,

s w.
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TITLE II.

SUPREME COURT.

Sec.

11. Its jurisdiction.

12.

13.

Power of Court.

Terms. Preference of causes.

Sec.

14. Judgment ; retiearing. Opinions.

15. Siieriffs to provide rooms, t&c.

16. Courts, where held. Adjourn-
ment.

Jurisdiction
of the Su-
preme Court.

Wliere issues
of fact arise.

lb.

Section 11. (A) The Supreme Court shall have power to

issue writs or orders of injunction, mandamus, quo warranto,
1896, XXII.,

prohibition, certiorari, habeas corpus and other remedial and

original writs : each of the Justices of the Supreme Court &hall

have the same power at chambers to administer oaths, issue

writs of habeas corpus, mandamus, quo warranto, certiorari,

prohibition and interlocutory writs or orders of injunction as

when in open Court : Provided, An appeal shall be allowed from

his decision to the Supreme Court.

(B) Whenever in the course of any such action or proceeding

in the Supreme Court, arising in the exercise of the original

jurisdiction conferred upon the Court by the Constitution and

laws of the State, an issue of fact shall arise upon the plead-

ings, or when an issue of fact shall arise upon a traverse to

return in mandamus, prohibition, certiorari, or whenever the

determination of any question of fact shall be necessary to the

exercise of the jurisdiction conferred upon the Supreme Court,

the said Court shall have power to frame an issue therein and

certify the same to the Circuit Court for the County wherein

the cause shall have originated, or in case of original jurisdic-

tion to the Circuit Court of the County in which the cause of

Action shall have arisen. The Supreme Court shall also have

the same powers as are now possessed by the Circuit Court of

the State for the appointment of Referees to take testimony

and report thereon, under such instructions as may be pre-

scribed by said Court, in any cases arising in the Supreme

Court wherein issues of fact shall arise.

(C) The Supreme Court shall have appellate jurisdiction

only in cases of chancery, and in such appeals they shall review

the findings of fact as well as the law, except in chancery cases

when the facts are settled by a jury and the verdict not set

aside.

(D) The Supreme Court shall have appellate jurisdiction

for correction of errors of law in law cases, and shall review

upon appeal

:

A p p e Ilant
jurisdiction in
chancery.

Ih.

In law cases.

lb.
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I. Any intermediate judgment, order or decree in a law case

involving the merits in actions commenced in the Court of

Common Pleas and General Sessions, brought there by original

process, or removed there from any inferior Court or jurisdic-

tion, and final judgments in such actions: Provided, If no ap-

peal be taken until final judgment is entered, the Court may
upon appeal from such final judgment review any intermediate

order or decree necessarily affecting the judgment not before

appealed from.

An order to involve the merits must finally determine some substantial right in

the case.—Henderson v. Hyatt, 8 S. C, 112; Blakely v. Frazier, 1 1 S. C, 122.

The terms "Involving the merits" and "necessarily affecting the judgment" are

equivalent.—Blakely v. Frazier, 1 1 S. C, 122.

What orders involve the merits and are so reviewable before judgment:

—

An order setting aside verdict for plaintiff without notice to him.—Williams v.

Charleston, 7 S. C, 71.

An order refusing to change place of trial to County where defendant resides.

—

Blakely v. Frazier, 11 S. C, 122.

An order refusing an oral demurrer.—Elliott v. Pullitzer, 24 S. C, 86; McCown
V. McSween, 29 S. C, 131; 7 S. E., 140.

An order refusing to allow amendment, upon legal grounds.—-Sibley v. Young,
26 S. C, 415; 2 S. E., 314.

An appeal from an order of reference on jurisdictional grounds.—Simms v. Phil-

lips, 46 S. C, 149; 24 S. E., 99.

An order of reference that deprives party of mode of trial which the law allows

him.—Ferguson v. Harrison, 34 S. C, 169; 13 S. E., 332; McLaurin v. Hodges, 43
S. C, 187; 20 S. E., 991; Alston v. Limehouse, 61 S. C, i; 39 S. E., 192

Orders that are based upon error in law and will prejudice trial.—Bank v. Stell-

ing, 32 S. C, 102; 10 S. E., 766; Sease v. Dobson, 34 S. C, 345; 13 S. E., 530;

Capell V. Moses, 36 S. C, 559; 15 S. E., 711.

An appeal from an intermediate order, leaving unaffected a former order, is

conclusive of appeal from former order.—Pringle v. Sizer, 7 S. C, 131.

What orders do not involve the merits and are not so reviewable before judgment:
Orders refusing motions to make pleadings more definite and certain.—Fladger

V. Beckman, 42 S. C, 547; 20 S. E., 790; Hawkins v. Wood, 60 S. C, 521; 38 S.

E., 9.

An order requiring security for costs or nonsuit, and an order discharging Clerk

on rule for refusing to enter judgment, and reinstating the case.—McMillan v. Mc-
Call, 2 S. C, 390.

Orders on motions to dissolve attachment.—Allen v. Patton, 3 S. C, 418; Clau-

sen V. Easterling, 19 S. C, 519.

An order of Circuit Court allowing appeal, which had been denied by Probate

Court, as it merely affects form of procedure.—Henderson v. Hyatt, 8 S. C, 112.

An order refusing nonsuit.—Agnew v. Adams, 24 S. C, 86.

Orders as to recommitting case to referee being discretionary.—Westfield v.

Westfield, 13 S. C, 482; Watkins v. Lang, 17 S. C, 13; Symmes v. Symmes, 18

S. C, 601; Lowndes v. Miller, 25 S. C, 119; Smith v. Thomason, 26 S. C, 607;
12 S. E., 96; Hubbard v. Camperdown, 26 S. C, 581; 2 S. E., 576.

An interlocutory order of injunction, "without prejudice."—Garlington v. Cope-

land, 25 S. C, 41.

Orders on motions for continuance.—State v. Dodson, 16 S. C, 459; Crawford
V. Schmidt, 16 S. C, 634; Symmes v. Symmes, 18 S. C, 601; Garvin v. Garvin,

21 S. C, 92; Douthit V. Westfield, 22 S. C, 588; Sawyer v. Senn, 27 S. C, 251;

3 S. E., 298; State v. Atkinson, 33 S. C, 100; 11 S. E., 693. State v. Wise, 33
S. C, 582; 12 S. E., 556; Latimer v. Latimer, 42 S. C, 205; 20 S. -C, 159.

An order referring it to Master to take testimony as to claims in case.—Pal-

metto Co. V. Risley, 25 S. C, 309; Jones v. Trumbo, 29 S. C, 26; 6 S. E., 887.

An order refusing a reference to take testimony in a chancery case.—Farmers'

A. D. 1902,
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^——Y——' Ins. Co. V. Berry, 31 S. E., 53; 53 S. C, 129.

An order refusing to refer issue to a jury in a chancery case.—Hammond v.

Foreman, 43 S. C, 264; 21 S. E., 3.

An order transferring case from one calendar to another to try issues involved.

—

Knox V. Campbell, 52 S. C, 461; 30 S. E., 485.

An order granting a new trial nisi.—Stuckey v. Ry. Co., 57 S. C, 395; 35 S. E.,

550-

An order refusing motion to submit issues of fact to a jury in equity case.—Du-
pont v. DuBos, 33 S. C, 389; 11 S. E., 1073.

What orders reviewable on appeal from final judgment:

—

An order sustaining a demurrer to complaint, with leave to amend on payment
of costs.—Cureton v. Hutchison, 3 S. C, 606.

Order overruling demurrers.—Mobley v. Cureton, 6 S. C, 55.

All material rulings and charges of Circuit Judge excepted to.—Brice v. Hamil-
ton, 12 S. C, 35.

An order denying the right to open and reply.—Bennett v. Sandifer, 15 S. C, 418.

An order requiring referee's report to be printed for Circuit Court.—Scott v.

Alexander, 27 S. C, 15; 2 S. E., 706.

The Supreme Court is not restricted to such review of only siKh orders as have
been appealed from within ten days and the cases for appeal thereon made up within

thirty days; but it may review any orders affecting the final judgment, whether
appealed from or not.—Hyatt v. McBurney, 17 S. C, 150; Lee v. Fowler, 19 S. C,
607; Thatcher v. Massey, 20 S. C, 547; Bomar v. R. R. Co., 30 S. C, 50; 9 S. E.,

512; Sullivan v. Latimer, 32 S. C, 281; 10 S. E., 1071; McCrady v. Jones, 36 S. C,
136; IS S. E., 430; Wallace v. R. R. Co., 36 S. C, 599; 15 S. E., 452; Morgan v.

Smith, 57 S. C, 49; 37 S. E., 44. And such review includes all rulings and charges

material to the judgment, though no motion for new trial was made to Circuit

Court.—Brice v. Hamilton, 12 S. C, 32.

And upon appeal from a final judgment, rendered after appeal from an inter-

mediate order by one party, the other party may review such order.—Hyatt v. Mc-
Burney, 17 S. C, 143.

Is a decree which allows judgment for foreclosure "as soon as the amount is

ascertained" such reviewable intermediate order?—Wallace v. Carter, 32 S. C, 314;

II S. E., 97.

The better practice is to await appeal from final order and then review inter-

mediate orders.—Capell v. Moses, 36 S. C, 559; 15 S. E., 711.

What orders not so reviewable:

An order of inferior Court not final nor involving the merits.—McWilliam v. Mc-
Call, 2 S. C, 393; Donaldson v. Bank, 4 S. C, 114.

Final judgments:

The decision disposing of all the issues and directing judgment for amount, with

interest, to be calculated by the Clerk, is a final judgment.—Adickes v. Allison, 21

S. C, 245. In action at law, decision of Judge is not the final judgment.

—

lb.

The decision of two Trial Justices upon habeas corpus proceedings before them
is not appealable to Supreme Court but to Circuit Court.—State v. Duncan, 22 S.

C, 88.

This subdivision may not allow Supreme Court to hear appeal from City Court of

Charleston.—City Council v. Weller, 34 S. C, 357; 13 S. E., 628.

'i|oi. XXIII., 2. An order affecting a substantial right made in an action,

when such order in effect determines the action and prevents a

judgment from which an appeal might be taken, or discon-

tinues the action, and when such order grants or refuses a new

trial ; or when such order strikes out an answer or any part

thereof, or any pleading in any action ; upon any appeal from

an order granting a new trial on a case made, or on exceptions

taken, if the Supreme Court shall determine that no error was

committed in granting the new trial, it shall render judgment
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absolute upon the right of the appellant; and after the pro-

ceedings are remitted to the Court from which the appeal was

taken, an assessment of damages, or other proceedings to ren-

der the judgment effectual, may be then and there had in

cases where such subsequent proceedings are requisite.

What orders are appealable under this subdivision:

An order refusing leave to defendant to file his answer and giving judgment by

default against him.—Ayer v. Chassereau, i8 S. C, 597-

Orders refusing nonsuit and, after verdict, a new trial.—Moore v. Smith, 24 S.

C, 319-

Doubted whether an order concerning security for costs is, unless it terminate

action by nonsuit.—Johnson v. Cobb, 29 S. C, 37^; 7 S. E., 601.

An order granting or refusing new trial, where some question of law influenced

the decision.—Byrd v. Small, 2 S. C, 388; Durant v. Philpot, 16 S. C, 116; Boyd

v. Munro, 32 S. C, 249; lo S. E., 963.

Orders as to amendments made upon clearly erroneous legal grounds.—Bowden

V. Winsmith, 11 S. C, 411; Mason v. Johnson, 13 S. C, 23; Moore v. Johnson, 14

S. C, 436; Sibley v. Young, 26 S. C, 415; 2 S. E., 314; Lilly v. R. R., 32 S. C,

142; 10 S. E., 932; Waring v. Miller, 36 S. C, 310; 15 S. E., 132.

"An order granting a new trial on a case made on exceptions taken" construed

to embrace an order granting a new trial on the minutes.—Caston v. Brock, 14

S. C, 104.

Order granting new trial in Circuit Court on appeal from verdict of jury in con-

demnation proceedings.—Atlantic Coast Line R. R. Co. v. S. B. R. R. Co., 57 S. C,

317; 35 S. E., 555.

Order of nonsuit taken by plaintiff appellant.—Am. Pub. Co. v. Gibbes, 37 S. E.,

753; 59 S. C, 215.

What orders are not:

An order, though it affect substantial right, unless it prevent judgment.—Allen v.

Partlow, 3 S. C, 417; Garlington v. Copeland, 25 S. C, 41.

An order sustaining demurrer to complaint, with leave to amend on payment of

costs.—Cureton v. Hutchinson, 3 S. C, 606.

Order allowing amendment to pleading, where the amendment is acted on by

appellant.—Baker v. Hornik, 51 S. C, 313; 28 S. E., 941; Clement v. Dean, 51

S. C, 317; 28 S. E., 942; Ruberg v. Brown, 50 S. C, 873; 27 S. E., 397.

Orders on motion to open default judgment.—Buttz v. Campbell, 15 S. C, 614;

Truett v. Rains, 17 S. C, 453.

A judgment by default.—\\'ashington v. Hesse, 56 S. C, 28; 33 S. E., 787.

An order granting or refusing new trial for error of fact.—Floyd v. Abney,

I S. C, 114; Elmore v. Scurry, i S. 'C, 139; Abrahams v. Kelly, 2 S. C, 235;

Byrd v. Small, 2 S. C, 388; Massey v.. Adams, 3 S. C, 265; Winsmith v.

Walker, 5 S. C, 473; Gibbes v. Elliott, 8 S. C, 50; Brickman v. R. R., 8 S. C,

173; Clark V-. Harper, 8 S. C, 256; Bardin v. Drafts, 10 S. C, 493; Lanier v.

Griffin, 11 S. 'C, 584; Steele v. R. R., 11 S. C, 589; Warren v. Lagrone, 12 S.

C, 46; Bank v. Gary, 14 S. C, 572; State v. Clark, 15 S. C, 407; Donaldson

v. Ward, 20 S. C, 585; Blakely v. Frazier, 20 S. C, 144; Altee v. S. C. Co., 21

S. C, 559; Epstin v. Brown, 21 S. •C, 599; Walker v. R. R., 25 S. C, 141; State

V. Nance, 25 S. C, 168; Wolfe v. R. R., 25 S. C, 379; Agnew v. Adams, 26 S.

C, loi; I S. E., 414; Glover v. Burbridge, 2^ S. C, 305; 3 S. E., 471; Dial v.

Agnew, 28 S. C, 454; 6 S. E., 295; Riggs v. Wilson, 30 S. 'C, 172; McCord v.

Blackwell, 31 S. C, 126; Brown v. Thompson, 31 S. C, 436; 10 S. E., 95; Cantwell

V. Fowler, 32 S. C, 589; 10 S. E., 934; Johnston v. Holmes, 32 S. C, 434; 11

S. E., 208; State v. White, 34 S. C, 59; 12 S. E., 66i; Durant v. Durant, 36

S. C, 49; Frick v. Wilson, 36 S. C, 65; 15 S. E., 331; Pelzer v. Sun, 36 S. C,
213; 15 S. E., 562; State v. Haines, 36 S. C, 505; 15 S. E., 555; Webber v.

Ahrens, 36 S. C, 585; 15 S. E., 732.

Order granting or refusing continuance.—State v. Atkinson, 33 S. C, 100; 11

S. E., 693; State v. Wyse, 33 S. C, 582; 12 S. E., 556.

Generally as to this Section:

The Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction in cases of chancery alone; it

A. D. 1902.
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——
^ -> can correct errors of law only in cases at law, and cannot review the facts.

—

Cons., Art. 4, Sec. 4; Sullivan v. Thomas, 3 S. C, 531; Whaley v. Bank, 5 S.

C, 201; Gibbes v. Elliott, 8 S. C, 50; State v. Cardozo, 11 S. C, 222; Joplin v.

Carrier, 11 S. C, 329; Brice v. Hamilton, 12 S. C, 34; Maxwell v. Thompson,

IS S. C, 612; Kappan v. Ryan, 16 S. C, 358; Cowan v. Neel, 17 S. C, 589;

Crawford v. Crawford, 17 S. C, 523; Bowen v. R. R., 17 S. C, 579; Chapman
V. Lipscomb, 18 S. C, 231; Ross v. Lindler, 18 S. C, 605; Caulfield v. Charles-

ton, 19 S. C, 601; Ex Parte Reed, 19 S. C, 604; Blakely v. Frazier, 20 S. C,
148; Donaldson v. Ward, 20 S. C, 585; Gaffney v. Peeler, 21 S. C, 66; Adickes

V. Bratton, 21 S. C, 257; Copeland v. Young, 21 S. C, 287; Whitesides v. Bar-

ber, 22 S. C, 50; Davis V. Schmidt, 22 S. C, 133; McMahan v. Dawkins, 22 S.

C, 322; State v. Columbia, 17 S. C, 83; Nichols v. R. R., 23 S. C, 604; Calvert

V. Nickles, 26 S. C, 304; 2 S. E., 116; Hornsby v. R. R., 26 S. C, 187; i S. E.,

594; State V. Prater, 26 S. C, 199; 2 S. E., 108; Duren v. Kee, 26 S. C, 219;

2 S. E., 4; Moultrie v. Dixon, 26 S. C, 296; 2 S. E., 576; Calvert v. Nickles, 26

S. C, 304; 2 S. E., 116; Hubbard v. Camperdown Mills, 26 S. C, 581; 2 S. E.,

576; Glover v. Burbridge, 27 S. C, 305; 3 S. E., 471; State v. Glover, 27 S. C,
602; 4 S. E., 564; Dial v. Agnew, 28 S. C, 454; 6 S. E., 295; Johnston v. Holmes,

32 S. C, 434; Miller v. R. R., 33 S. C, 359; 11 S. E., 1093; Dobson v. Cothran,

34 S. C, 518; 13 S. E., 679; Draffin v. R. R., 34 S. C, 464; 13 S. E., 427; State

V. Robinson, 35 S. C, 340; 14 S. E., 766; Redfearn v. Douglass, 35 S. C, 569;

15 S. E., 244; Thomson v. Dillinger, 35 S. C, 608; 14 S. E., 776; Durant v.

Durant, 36 S. C, 49; 14 S. E., 391.

Appeals allowed under subdivisions i and 2 are those arising in the course of

actions, and are intended to affect the final judgment. Subdivision 3 provides

appeals in matters of an independent nature or collateral to an action arising

upon a special proceeding, or in matters arising upon a summary proceeding in

an action after judgment, and such proceedings are not intended to disturb or

to affect the judgment, but to give it efficiency. The summary applications under

subdivision 3 are proceedings based upon the judgment and assuming its correct-

ness, and if the object is to affect a judgment by setting it aside, reversing or

modifying it, the appeal must be authorized by subdivision i or 2.—Cureton v.

Hutchinson, 3 S. C, 606; Gibbes v. Elliott, 8 S. C, 62.

3. A final order affecting a substantial right made in any

special proceeding, or upon a summary application in any ac-

tion after judgment, and upon such appeal to review any inter-

mediate order involving the merits and necessarily affecting

the order appealed from.
An order setting aside assignment of homestead, made upon a summary appli-

cation after judgment, affects a substantial right, and is appealable.—Weatherby

V. Jackson, 3 S. C, 228.

Such final order on rule against Sheriff is appealable.—Emory v. Davis, 4 S.

C, 23. So is judgment in special proceeding under Agricultural Lien Act.

—

Johnstone v. Manigault, 13 S. C, 403. And order refusing appeal costs in special

proceeding.—Sease v. Dobson, 36 S. C, 554; 15 S. E., 703. But an order dis-

solving attachment is not.—Allen v. Partlow, 3 S. C, 417.

An order refusing a writ of mandamus is.

—

Ex Parte Mackey, 15 S. C, 328.

Order refusing to vacate order of arrest, under final process, is such final

order and appealable; not reviewable under, as an intermediate order, on ap-

peal from decree refusing to allow prisoner benefit of Insolvent Debtors Act.

—

Hurst V. Samuels, 29 S. C, 476; 7 S. E., 822.

Order in quo warranto containing a preliminary injunction does not involve

the merits and is not appealable.—The State v. Westmoreland, 29 S. C, 1 ; 6 S.

E., 847.

Order in certiorari permanently staying proceedings below is such final order.

—

Coleman v. Keels, 30 S. C, 614; 9 S. E., 270.

4. An interlocutory order or decree in the Court of Com-

mon Pleas, granting or continuing or modifying or refusing an

injunction, or else granting or continuing or modifying or re-
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fusing the appointment of a Receiver hereafter granted in any ^-^'v'*-^

action -.Provided, That the notice of appeal must be given within

ten days from written notice of the fiHng of such interlocutory

order or decree ; and such appeal shall take precedence in the

Supreme Court; and the proceedings in other respects in the

Court below shall not be stayed during the pendency of such

appeal unless otherwise ordered by the Court below.

This Act of 1 90 1 does not apply to orders made before its ratification.—Alstone

V. Limehouse, 61 S. C, : ; 39 S. E., 192. Prior to this Act, an order dissolving

a temporary injunction to restrain a sale under mortgage was held appealable.

—

Strom V. American Mortgage Company, 42 S. C, 97; 20 S. E., 16. So also an

order refusing to restrain a sale.—Salinas v. Aultman, 49 S. C, 325; 27 S. E.,

385. So, generally, where the injunction is essential to the preservation or asser-

tion of a legal right.—Seabrook v. Mostowitz, 51 S. C, 433; 29 S. E., 202. But

an order granting an interlocutory order of injunction is not appealable.—S. B.

R. R. Co. V. Am. Tel., &c., Co., 58 S. C, 21; 35 S. E., 797.

Sec. 12. The Supreme Court may reverse, affirm or modify Powers of in

. . cases of appeal

the judgment, decree or order appealed from m whole or m
J ^ > ^^

i896, XXII.
part, and as to any or all of the parties, and thei.

judgment shall be remitted to the Court below to be

enforced according to law. When a judgment or decree

is reversed or affirmed by the Supreme Court, every point made

and distinctly stated in the cause and fairly arising upon the

record of the case shall be considered and decided, and the

reason thereof shall be concisely and briefly stated in writing

and preserved in the record of the case.

The Justices of the Supreme Court shall file their decisions d e c i sions,

in sixty days from the last day of the Court at which the cases

were heard.

Therefore, it has no power to grant leave to defendant to answer over.-—Johnson

V. Dawkins, 20 S. C, 533. It cannot originally determine the right to counsel

fees.-—Otis v. Brown, 20 S. C, 586. It can make no original decision upon a point

not ruled below.—Railroad Com. v. Railroad Co., 22 S. C, 231; Dulaney v. El-

ford, 22 S. C, 313.

In case at law it cannot modify the judgment below; can only reverse or af-

firm.—Hosford v. Wynn, 22 S. C, 313.

Filing of petition for rehearing does not stay remittitur; there must be an order

of one of the Justices.

—

^Ex Parte Dunovant, 16 S. C, 300. Stay of remittitur

refused.—State v. Jacobs, 28 S. C, 609; 6 S. E., 577. Stay of remittitur rescinded.

—Ex Parte Smith, 35 S. C, 606; 15 S. E., 800. Motion to recall remittitur re-

fused.—State V. Merriman, 35 S. C, 607; 14 S. E., 394.

A remittitur which states that judgment below is affirmed is sufficient transcript

of the judgment above.

—

Ex Parte Dial, 14 S. C, 586.

Supreme Court loses jurisdiction when remittitur is issued, and not when filed

below.

—

Ex- Parte Dunovant, 16 S. C, 300; Brooks v. Brooks, 16 S. C, 621. And
cannot entertain a motion for rehearing after it is issued.—Sullivan v. Speights,

14 S. C, 360; Ex Parte Dial, 14 S. C, 585.

The judgment when remitted cannot be altered or modified by the Circuit Court,

but must be enforced.—Pringle v. Sizer, 3 S. C, 337; Ex Parte Dunovant, 16 S. C,

300; Ex Parte Knox, 17 S. C, 217.
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v^rfp-Y-^fc^ If judgment be afiirmed, it needs no further action b}- the Circuit Court.—Adger
V. Pringle, 13 S. C, 36. And action of Circuit Court is not affected bj^ pending
motion to recall remittitur.

—

lb.

A remittitur which orders a new trial in effect sets aside the verdict and judg-
ment appealed from.—State v. Stephens, 13 S. C, 287.

ing™^
°

™^^
' Sec. 13. The Supreme Court shall hold annually at the seat

of government two sessions, the one commencing on the fourth

314.
' ' ' Tuesday in November, and the other the third Tuesday in

April, and each of said terms shall be continued for so long

a period as the public interests may require. Additional terms

may be appointed and held at such times and places as the

Court may direct, when the public interest may require it.

When any two of the Justices request the Chief Justice to call

an extra term he shall do so. The Court may by general rules

require and provide what cases shall have preference on the

Calendar.

On a second and each subsequent appeal to the Supreme

Court, or when an appeal has once been dismissed for defect

or irregularity, the cause shall be placed upon the Calendar as

of the time of filing the first appeal, and may be noticed and

put on the calendar for any succeeding term : and whenever, in

any action or proceeding in which the State, or any State ofH-

cer, or any Board of State officers, is or are sole plaintiff or

defendant, an appeal has been, or shall be, brought up from any

judgment or order for or against him or them, in any Court,

such appeal shall have preference in the Supreme Court, and

may be moved by either party out of the order on the calendar.

Ex Parte Eason, 35 S. C, 602; 15 S. E., 800.

to'^order ^hat
'^^^ Supreme Court shall on or before the last day of any

ai?otted"to the
stated term make and file an order designating the order in

h e a r 1 n g 01 -\yhich the causcs from the several circuits shall be called at the
causes i r o m
each Circuit, stated tcrms of the Court next ensuing, which order shall

488^^^' ^^^^' designate the time to be alloted to the hearing of the causes

from each circuit.

May c a 1
1 jf ^]-^g cascs from the several circuits cannot be heard in the

extra term, inc.

yr^ii period allotted &s prescribed in the following Section, the Court
^- shall continue the same to be heard after the regular call of the

Circuits, or may call an extra term for the hearing of the same

or continue them until the next stated term thereafter.

Ho w many ggp^ \/^ jj^ ^lW cases dccidcd by the Supreme Court the con-
must agree to j sr

ju°d"ment"*^
^ currcncc of three of the Justices shall be necessary for a re-

Yi,
versal of the judgment below: but if the four Justices equally

divide in opinion the judgment below shall be affirmed, subject
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to the provisions hereinafter prescribed. Whenever upon the ^--^v^<—

'

hearing of any cause or question before the Supreme Court,

in the exercise of its original or appellate jurisdiction, it shall

appear to the Justices thereof, or any two of them, that there

is involved a question of Constitutional law, or of conflict be-

tween the Constitution and laws of this State and of the United ci^uft^ judges

States, or between the duties and obligations of her citizens
gf^^^^f^^l'^^fg'gy"

under the same, upon the determination of which the entire p''^'"^ Judges.

Court is not agreed ; or whenever the Justices of the said Court,

or any two of them, desire it on any cause or question so before

said Court, the Chief Justice, or in his absence the presiding

Associate Justice, shall call to the assistance of the Supreme

Court all the Judges of the Circuit Court : Provided, That when
the matter to be submitted is involved in an appeal from the

Circuit Court the Circuit Judge who tried the case shall not

sit. A majority of the Justices of the Supreme Court and Cir-

cuit Judges shall constitute a quorum. The decision of the

Court so constituted, or a majority of the Justices and Judges

sitting, shall be final and conclusive. In such case the Chief

Justice, or in his absence the presiding Associate Justice, shall

preside. Whenever the Justices of the Supreme Court and the

Judges of the Circuit Court meet together for the purposes

aforesaid, if the number thereof qualified to sit constitute an

even number, then one of the Circuit Judges must retire, and

the Circuit Judges present shall determine by lot which of

their number shall retire. Whenever the Circuit Judges are

called to sit with the Justices of the Supreme Court for the

determination of any cause or causes, the actual traveling and

other expenses of each Judge so attending shall be paid by the

Governor out of his civil contingent fund upon an itemized

statement made out and certified to by each Judge.

Sec. 15. If, at any term of the Supreme Court, proper and pj.^Jj^"^QQ^g°

convenient room, both for the consultation of the Judges and ^
the holding of the Court, with furniture, attendants, fuel, lights ^gg^^''''-

^^'*''-'

and stationery, suitable and sufficient for the transaction of its

business, be not provided for in the place where by law the

Court may be held, the Court may order the Sheriff of the

County to make such provision, and the expenses incurred by

him in carrying the order into effect shall be paid from the

State Treasury.

Sec. 16. The Supreme Court may be held in other buildings Courts where
t^ J o held. Adjourn-

than those designated by law as places for holding Courts, and ment.

lb., § 16.
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at a different place, in the same city or town, from that at

which it is appointed to be held. Any one or more of the

Judges may adjourn the Court with the like effect as if all

were present.

TITLE III.

CIRCUIT COURTS.

Sec.

17. Division of tlie State into Cir-

cuits.

18. Time of holding Courts in First

Circuit.

19. Time of holding Courts in Second

Circuit.

20. Time of holding Courts in Third

Circuit.

21. Time of holding Courts in Fourth

Circuit.

22. Time of holding Courts in Fifth

Circuit.

23. Time of holding Courts in Sixth

Circuit.

24. Time of holding Courts in Sev-

enth Circuit.

25. Time of holding Courts in Eighth

Circuit.

Sec.

26. After General Sessions Court,

Judge may open Court of

Common Pleas.

27. Judges' power to adjourn Courts

of Common Pleas.

27a. Power to open Common Pleas

before completion of crimi-

nal business.

28. Special sessions of Circuit Courts.

29. Petit jurors in Common Pleas

and General Sessions.

30. Adjournment of Circuit Court.

31. Qualification of Judges.

32. Circuit Courts made Courts of

record.

33. Clerk and Deputy Clerk of Cir-

cuit Courts.

Division of
the State into
Circuits.

1S70,XIV., §17;

1868, XIV., 5,

72; 1869, XIV.,
19 8; 1872,
XV., 146;XVI,
376; lb., 296;

1871, XIV., 659,

§2; 1882,XVII.,
682; 1889, XX.,
518; lS71,XiV.,
696, § C; 1897,

XXII., 583, §

10, and 597, §

5; 1807, XXII.,
592, § 7; 1897,

XXII., 609, §
11; Con., 1895,

page 90 and
189 6, XXII.,
250, § 6; 1899,
XXIII., 31, §

5; 1898, XXII.,
879 ; 1899 ,

XXIII., 179, §

4.

Section 17. The State is divided into eight Circuits, as fol-

lows :

1. The Counties of Charleston, Berkeley, Dorchester and

Orangeburg shall constitute the First Circuit.

2. The Counties of Aiken, Bamberg, Barnwell, Beaufort,

Colleton and Hampton shall constitute the Second Circuit.

3. The Counties of Sumter, Clarendon, Williamsburg,

Georgetown and Florence shall constitute the Third Circuit.

4. The Counties of Chesterfield, Marlboro, Darlington,

Marion and Horry shall constitute the Fourth Circuit.

5. The Counties of Kershaw, Richland, Edgefield, Lexing-

ton and Saluda shall constitute the Fifth Circuit.

6. The Counties of Cherokee, Chester, Lancaster, York and

Fairfield shall constitute the Sixth Circuit.
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7. The Counties of Greenwood, Newberry, Laurens, Spar-

tanburg, and Union, shall constitute the Seventh Circuit.

8. The Counties of Abbeville, Anderson, Oconee, Pickens,

and Greenville shall constitute the Eighth Circuit.

Sec. 18. The Courts of the First Circuit shall be held as

follows

:

I. The Court of General Sessions at Charleston, for the
p-;°t"''* Qrcui't

County of Charleston, on the fourth Monday in February, ^.^c^f'^"'""

the third Monday in June and the first Monday in November
; issr, xix.,

and the Court of Common Pleas at the same place on theyi^jig^g^g^'xxii',

second Monday in March, the first Monday in July and the xx^jjj^gi ^^^d

second Monday in November. The jurors for the March term xxni.,'^ 309.°'

of the Court of Common Pleas shall not be summoned to

attend said Court until the Monday after the day fixed herein

for the holding of said Court; but in case the business of the

Court of General Sessions be completed before the said last

mentioned day, but after the day herein fixed for the holding

of said March term of the Court of Common Pleas, then the

Circuit Judge may peremptorily call and hear equity cases

and motions to refer issues of fact in such cases to a jury and

give judgment by default, and transact all other business ex-

cept trials by jury. With a view to facilitate the hearing of

equity cases no jurors shall be summoned for the July term

of the Court of Common Pleas, but the Court may retain the

juries serving in the Court of General Sessions as juries in the

Court of Common Pleas, for the purpose of rendering verdicts

by default in cases requiring the intervention of a jury on the

call of the default docket, and said Court shall also hear any

pending motions to refer the issues of fact in equity cases to a

jury as though the trial of said issues could be heard at said

term.

2. The Court of General Sessions for the County of Berke- ^ in Berkeley
^

. County.

ley shall be held at Monck's Corner on the first Tuesdays m—————

-

-' •'
1886, XIX.,

February and June and the second Tuesday in October; and 4 73; i|'J*^>

the Court of Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednes-

days succeeding the first Tuesdays in February and June and

the Wednesday succeeding the second Tuesday in October.

3. The Court of General Sessions for the County of Orange-
^^J^ c?unfy^^'

burg shall be held at Orangeburg on the second Monday in- ^^

January and the first Monday in May and the third Monday in

September ; and the Court of Common Pleas at the same place
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^
» ^ on the Wednesdays succeeding the second Monday in January,

the first Monday in May and the third Monday in September.
In Dorches- a jhc Court of General Sessions for the County of Dor-

ter County. ^ -J

1897 XXII Chester shall be held at St. George's on the second Monday in

XXII %i^^^'
February, and the third Monday in October ; and the Court of

1901 XXIII
Common Pleas at the same place, on the Wednesdays succeed-

624. ing the second Monday in February, and the third Monday in

October.

Sec. 19. The Circuit Courts of the Second Circuit shall be

held as follows

:

Fall terms of j. Fall tcrms :Court for
Beaufort. The Court of General Sessions at Beaufort, for the County

6"f^'- W^dl"-^^ Beaufort, on the first Monday of September, and the Court

igo?'
^ xxin ' ^^ Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesday follow-

624- ing said Monday.
Colleton. The Court of General Sessions at Walterboro, for the County

xxin ' 310°°' °^ Colleton, on the third Monday in November, and the Court

of Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesday follow-

ing said Monday.
Hampton. fhc Court of General Sessions at Hampton on the first Mon-

^^1896, XXII., day in October, and the Court of Common Pleas at the same

place on the Wednesday following the said Monday.
Aiken. The Court of General Sessions at Aiken, for the County of

1897, XXII., Aiken, on the third Monday in October, and the Court of Com-
444.

mon Pleas at the same place on Wednesday following the said

Monday.
Barnwell. The Court of General Sessions at Barnwell, for the County

^b- of Barnwell, on the first Monday in November, and the Court

of Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesday fol-

lowing said Monday.

2. The Winter term.

Winter terms The Court of General Sessions at Beaufort, for the County

Beaufort. of Bcaufort, on the first Monday in January, and the Court of

1901, XXIII., Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesday follow-

ing the said Monday.
Colleton. The Court of General Sessions at Walterboro, for the Coun-

7b. , 1900, ty of Colleton, on the fourth Mondav of March, and the Court
XXIII. 310.

^

of Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesday follow-

ing said Monday.
Hampton. The Court of General Sessions at Hampton, for the County

1896, XXII., of Hampton, on the first Monday in February, and the Court
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of Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesday follow-

ing said Monday.

The Court of General Sessions at Aiken, for the County of -'^'^^"-

Aiken, on the third Monday of February, and the Court of ^^^j- >

^J
^ '^'

Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesday following

said Monday.

If there be three weeks for the Winter term of the Court at

Aiken, three separate sets of petit jurors, one for each week,

shall be drawn according to law.

The Court of General Sessions at Barnwell, for the County Bamweii.

of Barnwell, on the second Monday in March, and the Court ^^•

of Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesday follow-

ing said Monday.

The Summer term

:

The Court of General Sessions at Beaufort, for the County s™mer^ terms

of Beaufort, on the fourth Monday in May.
Beaufort.

The Court of General Sessions at Walterboro, for the Coun-
^goi xxiii.

ty of Colleton, on the first Monday of August. ^"^

The Court of General Sessions at Hampton, for the County '^°"^^°"-

of Hampton, on the second Monday in June. 310^°°'
^^^^'

The Court of General Sessions at Aiken, for the County of
jj ^^n

Aiken, on the third Monday in June.
is96 xxii

The Court of General Sessions at Barnwell, for the County 20-

of Barnwell, on the second Monday in July. Eamweii.

The Court of Common Pleas for Barnwell County shall hold^^^^- ' ^|^^'

a Summer term beginning on the third Tuesday of July, at

which term may be tried civil causes properly triable by a jury

as at other times of said Court, as well as other causes not re-

quiring a jury, and the separate set of petit jurors shall be

drawn for said Court of Common Pleas. •

4. Courts in Bamberg County

:

The Court of General Sessions for Bamberg County shall For Bamberg.

be at Bamberg, in said County, on the second Monday of _
i897, xxn.,

April and the fourth Monday of July and the first Monday of

December in each year ; and tho Court of Common Pleas at

same place on Wednesdays following the Mondays on which

the Court of General Sessions opens for said County.

Sec. 20. The Circuit Courts of the Third Judicial Circuit Courts in
-' Third Circuit.

of this State shall be held as follows :
,,^,,

1SS4, XVIII.,
I. The Court of General Sessions at Florence, for the Coun-sse ;

i896,
XX I I ., 22;

tv of Florence, on the Monday before the last Monday in Feb-i8 9 9> xxii.,
' - - 3 2 ; 1 9 ,

ruarv, the first Monday after the fourth Monday in May, and xxiii., 3 11

;

" ' -^ ^ J >
1901^ XXIII.,
C25.

2.—C. p.
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"^-^v-*-^ the second Monday in October; and the Court of Common
Pleas, at the same place, on the Wednesday following the Mon-
day before the last Monday in February, the first Monday after

the fourth Monday in May, and the second Monday in Octo-
ber.

toJn''c?unt^ff" 2. The Court of General Sessions at Georgetown, for the

County of Georgetown, on the second Monday in March, the

third Monday in May and the seventh Monday after the fourth

Monday in October; and the Court of Common Pleas at the

same place, on the Wednesdays first succeeding the Mondays
herein fixed for the holding of the Court of General Sessions

at said place.

burg County.^' 3- The Court of General Sessions at Kingstree, for the Coun-
ty of Williamsburg, on the third Monday in March, the fourth

Monday in May, and the fifth Monday after the fourth

Monday in October; and the Court of Common Pleas at the

same place, on the Wednesdays first succeeding the Mondays
lierein fixed for holding the Court of General Sessions at said

place, except the j\lay term thereof.

cJumy!"'''^°" 4- The Court of General Sessions at Manning, for the

County of Clarendon, on the fourth Monday in March, the

second Monday after the fourth Monday in May, and the third

Monday after the fourth Monday in October; and the Court of

Common Pleas at the same place, on the Wednesdays first suc-

ceeding the Mondays herein fixed for holding the Court of

General Sessions at said place, except the summer term thereof.

County."
"™ ^^

5- The Court of General Sessions at Sumter, for the County

of Sumter, on the first Monday after the fourth Monday in

March, the third Monday after the fourth Monday in

May and the first Monday after the fourth Monday in October

;

and the Court of Common Pleas, at the same place, on the

Thursdays first succeeding the Mondays herein fixed for hold-

ing the Court of General Sessions at said place, except the

June term thereof : Provided, That no peremptory call of Cal-

endar No. I shall be made in said County of Sumter before

the second Monday after the fourth Monday in March, and

the second Monday after the fourth Monday in October.

p o w e rs of Nothing contained in this Section shall be construed to pre-
judges at sum- "^

_
_

^
mer term. vcnt the presiding Judge from hearing and determining in any

of the Counties of the Third Circuit at the summer term of the

Court all cases which do not require the intervention of a jury.

Sec. 21. The Circuit Courts of the Fourth Circuit in the
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year A. D. 1897, and in every alternate year thereafter, to

wit: In A. D. 1899, in A. D. 1901, and so on shall be held as

follows

:

1. The Court of General Sessions for the County of Horry

at Conway, on the first Monday of March, and the first Mon-
day of October; and the Court of Common Pleas at the same

place on the Wednesdays next following the first Monday of

March and the first Monday of October.

2. The Court of General Sessions for the County of Marion,

at Marion on the second Monday of March, the second Monday
of June, and the second Monday of October ; and the Court of

Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesdays following

the second Monday in ]\Iarch and the second Monday in

October.

3. The Court of General Sessions for the County of Darling-

ton, at Darlington on the fourth Monday of March, the third

Monday of June, and the fourth Monday of October ; and the

Court of Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesdays

following the fourth Monday of March and the fourth Monday
of October.

4. The Court of General Sessions for the County of Chester-

field at Chesterfield on the Tuesdays next following the third

Monday after the fourth Monday of March, and the fifth Mon-
day after the fourth Monday of October; and the Court of

Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesdays next fol-

lowing the third Monday after the fourth Monday of March

and the fifth Monday after the fourth Monday of October.

5. The Court of General Sessions for the County of Marl-

boro, at Bennettsville on the fifth Monday after the fourth

Monday of March, the fourth Monday in June and the third

Monday after the fourth Monday of October ; and the Court of

Common Pleas on the Wednesdays next following the fifth

Monday after the fourth Monday of March, and the third Mon-
day after the fourth Monday of October. And the Circuit

Courts of the Fourth Circuit in the year A. D. 1898, in the

year 1900, in the year 1902, and so on in each alternate year

from 1898, shall be held as follows :

I. The Court of General Sessions for the County of Horry,

at Conway, on the first Monday of March, and the first Mon-
day of October ; and the Court of Common Pleas at the same

place on the Wednesdays next following the first Monday of

March, and the first Monday of October.

A. D. 19(B.

Courts in -Ith

Circuit in 1897
and every al-

ternate year.

1883, XVIII,
305;1S8-, XIX.,
9 99, 1897 ,

XXII., 404,

19 01, XXIII,
627.

Horry.

Marion.

Darlington.

Chesterfield.

Marlboro.

Horry.
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Darlington.

Chesterfield.

Marlboro.

2. The Court of General Sessions for the County of DarHng-
ton, at Darhngton, on the second Monday of March, the second

Monday of June, and on the fourth Monday after the fourth

Monday of October; and the Court of Common Pleas at the

same place on the Wednesdays next following the second Mon-
day of March, and the fourth Monday after the fourth Mon-
day of October.

3. The Court of General Sessions for the County of Chester-

field at Chesterfield on the Tuesday next following the first

Monday after the fourth Monday in March, and the second

Monday of October; and the Court of Common Pleas at the

same place on the Wednesdays next following the first Monday
after the fourth Monday of March and the second Monday of

October.

4. The Court of General Sessions for the County of Marl-

boro, at Bennettsville on the third Monday after the fourth

Monday of March, the third Monday of June and the fourth

Monday of October, and the Court of Common Pleas at the

same place on the Wednesdays next following the third Mon-
day after the fourth Monday of March and the fourth Monday
of October.

5. The Court of General Sessions for the County of Marion,

at Marion on the fifth Monday after the fourth Monday of

March, the fourth Monday in June, and the second Monday
after the fourth Monday of October ; and the Court of Common
Pleas at the same place on the Wednesdays next following the

fifth Monday after the fourth Monday of March, and the sec-

ond Monday after the fourth Monday of October. That all

recognizances, pleadings, notices and papers whether dated

heretofore or hereafter, shall be made returnable and appli-

cable to the terms of the Court as fixed by this Section, and

given by Clerk the Clerk of Court for each County in this Fourth Circuit shall

give notice through one County paper at least thirty days be-

fore each session of Court, stating the day of the month, on

which the next Court will open for the County.

The business of the Court of General Sessions shall have

precedence in the respective Counties of this Circuit, and this

Section shall not be construed as to terminate the Court of

General Sessions before the business thereof is disposed of;

nor shall it be so construed as to prevent the opening of the

Court of Common Pleas for the purpose of hearing causes by

consent of parties before the times herein fixed for the opening

Marion.
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of the Court of Common Pleas. And the presiding Judge of ' r-'^^

any of the said Courts is herebv authorized to open the Court ,
Opening o f

'^ the Common
of Common Pleas, and to try by consent of parties at any time p^^^®-

between the days on which said Circuit Courts open and close,

any civil action, in the same manner and with the same effect

as if said action should be tried at a regular term of the Court

of Common Pleas.

Sec. 22. The Circuit Courts of the Fifth Judicial Circuit

shall be held as follows

:

1. The Court of General Sessions at Camden, for the Coun- fif^^^^^j^'^^^jj^y""'

ty of Kershaw, on the first Mondays in February, June and ~~^-i ^^
September, and the Court of Common Pleas at the same place ^^^^jj 24^899'

on the Thursdays following the first Mondays in February and ^^m-' 33.

September.

2. The Court of General Sessions at Lexington, for the Lexington.

County of Lexington, on the third Monday in February, the

second Monday in June and the third Monday in September,

and the Court of Common Pleas at the same place on the

fourth Mondays in February and September.

3. The Court of General Sessions at Edgefield, for '^^'^ -^l^Hlx^
County of Edgefield, on the second Monday of March, first

County.

Monday of August, and the third Monday of November; and xxii.^'iss'''^^^'

the Court of Common Pleas, at the same place, on the third xxii, <m, 1899

Monday in INIarch, and the fourth Monday in November.

4. The Court of General Sessions at Columbia, for the

County of Richland, on the first Monday of April, the fourth

Monday of June and the third Monday of October, and the

Court of Common Pleas at the same place on the second Mon-
day in April and first Monday after the fourth Monday in

June and the fourth Monday in October.

<.. The Courts of General Sessions at Saluda Court House, Courts in Sa-
^

__

luda County.

for the County of Saluda, on the first Monday of May, the —7.

third Monday of August, and the first Monday of December;

and the Court of Common Pleas at the same place, on the

Wednesday following the first Mondays in May and De-

cember.

6. A panel of thirtv-six jurors shall be drawn to serve for .

Spedai pro-
^ ^ > visions as to

one week for the Courts of General Sessions and Common Lexington.

Pleas in Lexington County for the terms commencing on the^^^^^^- xxii.,

third Mondays in February and September in each year, and

a like panel for said Courts to serve for the remainder of each
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"^•^"v"*^ of such term commencing on the fourth Mondays in February

and September of each year,

when cifiei^" 7- The presiding Judge shall call calendars two (2) and

~j^_ three (3) peremptorily at the close of the Sessions Court in

Lexington County in February and September in each year

if the Sessions Court is adjourned before the time herein fixed

for holding the Courts of Common Pleas for said terms.

s^X'circu'^ Sec. 23. The Circuit Courts of the Sixth Circuit shall be

1885, XIX., held as follows :

'xl\i.^,^ii\ I- The Court of General Sessions at Winnsboro, for the
1^00, xxiiL, County of Fairfield, on the third Monday of February, the

I n Fairfield
sccoud Monday in June and the third Monday in September

;

County.
g^j^^ ^j-^g Court of Commou Pleas, at the same place, on the

Wednesdays following the third Monday of February and the

third Monday of September : Provided, That no cause on Cal-

endar I shall be forced to trial without agreement of attorneys

until the Mondays following the third Monday in February

and the third Monday in September.

County.'^'^'^°''^^ 2. The Court of General Sessions, at Gaffney City, for the

County of Cherokee, on the first Monday of March, the third

Monday of June, and the first Monday after the fourth Mon-
day in September ; and the Court of Common Pleas on the

Wednesdays following the first Monday of March and the

first Monday after the fourth Monday in September : Provided,

That no cause on Calendar i shall be forced to trial without

agreement of attorneys until the Monday following the first

Monday of March and the first Monday after the fourth Mon-
day in September.

Co^unty^"'^^^*^'^ 3- The Court of General Sessions at Lancaster, for the

County of Lancaster, on the third Monday of March, the

Fourth Monday of June, and the third Monday in October;

and the Court of Common Pleas at the same place on the

Wednesdays following the third Monday in March and the

Wednesdays following the third Monday in October: Pro-

vided, That no jury cases shall be tried before the fourth Mon-
day in March and the fourth Monday in October, except by

consent.

County.
" " 4. The Court of General Sessions, at Chester, for the Coun-

ty of Chester, on the first Monday after the fourth Monday in

March, the first Monday in July, and the first Monday after the

fourth Monday in October; and the Court of Common Pleas

at the same place on the Wednesdays following the first Mon-
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day after the fourth Monday in March, and the first Alonday

after the fourth Monday in October : Provided, That Calendar

I shall not be called peremptorily before the Monday following

the first Monday after the fourth ^Mondays in ^larch and Oc-

tober.

5. The Court of General Sessions, at Yorkville, for the i" ^'°'^ ^o.

County of York, on the third Monday after the fourth Monday
in March, the third Monday after the fourth Monday of June,

and the third Monday after the fourth Monday in October;

and the Court of Common Pleas, at the same place, on the

Wednesdays following the third Monday after the fourth

Monday in March, and the third Monday after the fourth

Monday in October: Provided, That Calendar i shall not be

called peremptorily until the ^Mondays following the third

Monday after the fourth Monday of March, and the third

Monday after the fourth Monday of October.

6. Whenever in this Section provision is made for Courts ^P°Yn ^of

of General Sessions only, the Judge presiding shall, at the Judges at said

conclusion of any such Court of General Sessions, open the

Court of Common Pleas without juries, and give judgments

by default on Calendar 3, hear and determine equity cases,

and transact all other business of a regular term of Court of

Common Pleas, except trials by jury.

Sec. 24. The Circuit Courts of the Seventh Judicial Circuit „ Courts in the
seventh C i r -

shall be held as follows

:

cuit.

1. The Court of General Sessions at Union, for the Countv issq, xx.,
'359;1896,

of Union, on the third ]\Iondav in January, the third Monday ^xii,25j isos,

in June and the third Alonday in September; and the Court xxiii; 35.

of Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesdays fol- in Union
1 r- -L

County.

lowing the third ]\'Iondays in January, June and September.

2. The Court of General Sessions at Laurens, for the Coun- in Laurens
County.

ty of Laurens, on the first Monday in February, the third Mon-

dav in Julv and the second IMonday in October ; and the Court

of Common Pleas at the same place on the Wednesdays fol-

lowing the first ^londay in February and the second Monday

in October.

3. The Court of General Sessions at Newberry, for the ^i^^gf^'-^^''^

Countv of Newberry, on the third IMonday in February, the

fourth iSIonday in July and the fourth Monday in October;

and the Court of Common Pleas at the same place on the

fourth ]\Ionday in February and the Monday following the

fourth ]\Iondav in October: Provided, hozvever. That provis-
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•

« ' ions of Section 27 of the Code of Civil Procedure shall not

apply to the Courts of Newberry County.

Gre°e"nwood 4- The Court of General Sessions at Greenwood, for the
County. County of Greenwood, on the fourth Monday in March, the

first Monday in August, and the second Monday in Novem-
ber ; and the Court of Common Pleas at the same place on the

Wednesdays following the fourth Monday in March, the first

Monday in August and the second Monday in November,

burg Coun'J" 5' '^^^ Court of General Sessions at Spartanburg, for the

County of Spartanburg, on the first Monday in January, the

first Monday in March, the first Monday in May, the first

Monday in July, the first Monday in October, and the fourth

Monday in November; and the Court of Common Pleas at

the same place on the second Monday in March, the second

Monday in May, the second Monday in July, and the first

Monday after the fourth Monday in November : Provided,

That should the business of the Court of General Sessions for

said County at any term be completed, or suspended, before

the expiration of the term, the presiding Judge shall open the

Court of Common Pleas for said County for the trial of all

causes and the transaction of all business pending therein,

except the trial of jury causes, which may be tried at such

time only by consent of the parties or their attorneys,

appointing 6. Sliould the Circuit Judge assigned to hold said Courts

c" u^r t°if the be for any reason unable to hold said Courts, the Chief Justice

is" miab!e°"to of the Supreme Court shall assign another Circuit Judge, dis-
presi e.

engaged, to hold said Courts ; and if there be no Circuit Judge
disengaged, the Governor shall, on the certificate of the fact

and the recommendation of the Chief Justice, appoint and com-

mission a special Judge, some person learned in the law, to hold

said Courts. The special Judge so appointed shall be paid as

provided by law for other special Judges.

drawn. ' 7. The Jury Commissioners of each of said Counties shall

draw jurors for the several terms of said Courts as now pro-

vided by law, except in the County of Spartanburg, where they

shall draw thirty-six jurors to serve at each term of the Court

of General Sessions, and a like number for each term of the

Court of Common Pleas ; and separate writs of venire shall be

issued for the jurors drawn for each of said terms : Provided,

That the Sheriffs of the Counties of Greenwood and Spartan-

burg shall be entitled to no more than fifteen dollars for the

service of each venire. Said Sheriffs mav serve the venire
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on jurors drawn for any term of said Courts by mail, if, at

least two weeks before the opening of said term, they shall

deposit a summons, in the usual form, in the postoffice, sealed

in an envelope, and addressed to each of them, at the post-

office nearest his residence, with the postage thereon prepaid.

Proof of compliance with the foregoing requirements shall

be held to be prima facie evidence of service.

The Clerk of Court for Spartanburg and Greenwood Coun- .Notice to be
^ °

_
given by Clerks

ties shall each forthwith give notice, by advertisement, of the

March terms of said Courts to be held by said Counties.

Sec. 25. The Circuit Courts of the Eighth Circuit shall be issQ, xx
held as follows :

i^i^ s;^ i s^o^e,

1. The Court of General Sessions at Abbeville, for the Coun-isQs, xxiii

,

'
37;1900, XXIII,

ty of Abbeville, on the third Monday in February, the third s^i,^^;^
^g^gg

^'

Monday in Tune, and the first Mondav after the fourth Mon- ^ ^ .•-'' ' .Courts in

day in September ; the Court of Common Pleas for the said Abbeville Co.

County at the same place, on the Wednesdays following the

third Monday in February, the third Monday in June, and the

first Monday after the fourth Monday in September.

2. The Court of General Sessions at Anderson, for the Courts in An-
derson County.

County of Anderson, on the second Monday in February, the

second Monday in June, and the fourth Monday in Septem-

ber; and the Court of Common Pleas at the same place on

the first Monday in March, the first Monday after the fourth

Monday in June, and the third Monday after the fourth Mon-

day in September : Provided, That in the said County of An-

derson the jurors summoned for the General Sessions Court

shall serve at the succeeding term of the Court of Common
Pleas without mileage for said term : Provided, That the

Court of Common Pleas may be opened at any term of the

General Sessions for the purpose of taking judgments on Cal-

endar 3, and for the trial of such other equity causes as may
be ripe for hearing.

3. The Court of General Sessions at Walhalla, for the
^^{^^^^

0*^°"^^

County of Oconee, on the second Monday in March, the sec-

ond Monday after the fourth Monday in June, and the sixth

Monday after the fourth Monday in September ; and the Court

of Common Pleas for said County at the same place, on the

Wednesdays next following the second Monday in March, the

second Monday after the fourth Monday in June, and the

sixth Monday after the fourth Monday in September.

4. The Court of General Sessions at Pickens, for the
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''

» ' Count}^ of Pickens, on the third Monday in March, the third

cointy.'^'''^^""
^on^^y after the fourth Monday in June and the

fourth jMonday after the fourth Monday in September ; and the

Court of Common Pleas for said County at the same place on
the Wednesdays next following the third Monday in March,
the third Alonday after the fourth Monday in June, and the

fourth Monday after the fourth Monday in September.
Greenville. -_ -pj^g Court of General Sessions at Greenville, on the

629!''^'
^^^^^•' fourth Monday in January, the last Monday in May and the

second Monday in September: Provided, That the Court of

Common Pleas may be opened at any term of the General Ses-

sions for the purpose of taking judgments on Calendar 3, and

for the trial of such equity causes as may be agreed upon by

the parties thereto or by their attorneys ; and the Court of Com-
mon Pleas for the said County at the same place on the fourth

Monday in Alarch, the fourth jMonday after the fourth Monday
in June, and the eighth Monday after the fourth Monday in

September.
Civil cases at 6_ Xo civil business requiring a jury shall be heard at theSummer terms ^ o j ,— Summer Term of the Court of Common Pleas for any County

in said Circuit, except in the Counties of Greenville and An-
derson.

After General Scc. 26. Whenever in this Title provision is made for
sessions Court,

_

'

Judge mav Courts of General Sessions onlv, the Judge presiding shall, at
open Court of

_

-
' J & 1" & '

Common Pleas the conclusiou of any such Court of General Sessions, open
1S7S, XVI., the Court of Common Pleas without iuries, and give judg-703;18S3, ^ ..

XVIII., 5S6. ments by default on Calendar 3, hear and determine equity

causes, and transact all other business of a regular term of a

Court of Common Pleas, except trials by jury.

Applies wherever provision is made by the statute for opening the general

sessions only.—Burwell & Dunn Co. v. Chapman, S. C, ; 38 S. E., 224.

Though the Common Pleas so opened is not a regular term within the meaning of

Sec. 311.—McLaurin v. Kelly, 40 S. C, 486; 19 S. E., 143.

Judge's power gee. 27. Should the business before the Court of General
to adjourn
Court of Com- Scssious at auv term not be completed on the arrival of themon Pleas. -

_

^

is'o xi\' ^^y fixed by law for the holding of the Court of Common
|.27; 1SS9, XX, Pleas for said County, the Judge presiding may, in his dis-

cretion, adjourn said Court of Common Pleas until the bus-

iness of the Court of General Sessions shall have been con-

cluded. But the provisions of this Section shall not apply to

the Courts held in the County of Newberry.

It is necessary to such adjournment that the Court of Common Pleas should

be first opened on the day fixed for its holding.—McKellar v. Parker, 29 S. C,

237; 7 S. E., 295. But where the officers and machinery are present in court

house on the fixed day, that Court is then opened by operation of law, without
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any formality.—Hardin v. Trimmier, 30 S. C, 391; 9 S. E., 342; Miller v. George, v^^^y-^.^

30 S. C, 526; 9 S. E., 659.

Sec. 27a. Should the business before the Court of General g;^;^^^^^ ^f/^^

Sessions at any Term in any Circuit in this State be completed tb °''of'^°CTimT-

or suspended before or after the day fixed by law for the open- "ai business.

ing of the Court of Common Pleas for any County in the State, ^^q^'
^^m-'

the presiding Judge may, in his discretion, before the comple-

tion of the criminal business, open the Court of Common Pleas

for the trial of all causes or the dispatch of all business that

may be pending in said Court in which the parties interested

are ready to be heard.

Sec. 28. Special sessions of the Courts of Common Pleas gio^P^^f ci?-

or General Sessions may be held whenever so ordered, either '^"^^ Courts.

by the Chief Justice or by the Circuit Judge at the time hold-
§ 2^si'i's7^''

ing the Circuit Court of the County for which the extra term i|^^" xviilI

may be ordered, of which extra term such notice shall be'^^"'

given as the Chief Justice or the Circuit Judge so ordering the

same may direct. If such extra term of either or both the

Courts aforesaid be ordered by the Chief Justice, he may order

any one of the Circuit Judges to hold the same ; but if such

extra term be ordered by a Circuit Judge, as hereinbefore

provided, then such extra term shall be held only by the Cir-

cuit Judge so ordering the same. No cause shall be tried

at any extra term of the Court of Common Pleas for any Cir-

cuit unless the said cause shall have been previously docketed

upon some one of the calendars of the last preceding regular *

term of said Court.

The Clerk of such Court shall, at least fifteen days before

the commencement of such special session, cause the time

and place for holding the same to be notified, for at least two

weeks successively, in one or more of the newspapers pub-

lished nearest the place where the session is to be holden. All

processes, writs, and recognizances of every kind, whether

respecting juries, witnesses, bail, or otherwise, which relate

to the cases to be tried at the said special session, shall be

considered as belonging to such session, in the same manner

as if they had been issued or taken in reference thereto. All

business depending for trial at any special session shall at the

close thereof be considered as of course removed to the next

stated term of Court. Said special session shall be held in

pursuance of an order which shall be transmitted to the Clerk

of the Court, and by him entered on the records of the Court.
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'^ y —"^ As to Other provisions for special terms, see Code of 1902, Vol. i, Sec. .

An order of reference cannot be granted at a special term in any case not docketed
at the preceding regular term.—Simms v. Phillips, 4 S. C, 149; 24 S. E., 97.

But if no objection be raised, any cailse may be heard.—Rivers v. Priester, 58
S. C, 194; 36 S. E., 543.

CommoTpiei^ Scc. 29. Petit jurors summoned to attend the Court of Gen-

IJ'ssion^^'^"^^ ei'al Sessions in any County, except the County of Charles-

1870, XIV. ,
ton, shall also attend and serve as jurors for the Court of Com-

^
-^" mon Pleas next ensuing in and for said County, except as oth-

ervise provided in Section 2927 of the Code of 1902.

Sec. 30. The Judge of the Circuit Court shall have power to

direct any Circuit Court in his Circuit to be adjourned over- to

a future day designated in a written order to the Clerk of said

Court, whenever there is a dangerous and general disease at

the place where said Court is usually holden.

Such adjournment having been ordered, no inquiry can be made as to whether
conditions existed.—Adickes v. Allison, 21 S. C, 256. But when the term of

I Court fixed by law has expired, the Judge has no power to continue its existence

and convene it at another time.

—

Ex Parte Lilly, 7 S. C, 373. But Judge may
order adjournment of Court from day to day till a fixed day before the next suc-

ceeding Court, and trj- a cause on that day.—DeLeon v. Barrett, 22 S. C, 412.

^Adjournment
^^^^ ^^ jj^g Circuit Judgcs of this State, upon their elec-

Courts. ^-Q^^ shall qualify by taking the oaths required by the Consti-
ib., § 30. tution of this State before a Justice of the Supreme Court, a

cfr^c^uit^ jud°^ Circuit Judge, ' a Clerk of the Supreme Court, or a Clerk of
may qualify." ^^g Q^^^^ q£ Commou Plcas, or a Probate Judge of the

X v'i i^ 502I
County, and shall forthwith enter upon their duties ; and said

1^9 8, XXII.,
Q^ti-^s j^T^^st be filed in the office of the Secretary of State.

Circuit Courts ^^^' ^^- ^lie Circuit Courts herein established shall be

™f ^ecord!°"''*^ Courts of rccord, and the books of record thereof shall, at all

1870, XIV., times, be subject to the inspection of any person interested

§
^^-

therein.

Deputy"^^ Clerk ^cc. 33. The Clerk elected in each County pursuant to Sec-

Cour^s!

'' '^ " '

' tion 27 of Article V. of the Constitution shall be Clerk of the

75_, § 33 Courts of General Sessions and Common Pleas, and may ap-

point a deputy, who may perform the duties of Clerk, for

whose acts such Clerk shall be responsible, and a record of

whose appointment shall be made in the Clerk's office, and

such appointment may be revoked at the pleasure of the

Clerk ; and in case no Clerk exists, the Judge shall have au-

thority to appoint a person who shall perform the duties of

Clerk, and said Deputy Clerk, or the one appointed by the

Judge, shall be required to give the usual bond before enter-

ins: on the duties of the office.
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Generally as to this Title:

Proceedings of a Circuit Court, held by the Judge of another Circuit, at a time

unauthorized by law, are void.-

—

Ex Parte DeHay, 3 S. C, 564.

Where, after the regular session of a Circuit Court has commenced, an Act

transfers the County to another Circuit and fixes another day for holding the

Court, it has jurisdiction to continue its session and to try cases.—Shelton v.

Mabin, 4 S. C, 541.

Circuit Judges are confined, in the performance of their judicial duties, to the

Circuits to which they are respectively elected, except when authorized by statute

to go beyond that limit.—Const., Art. IV., Sees. 13-14; Ex Parte Parker, 6 S. C,

472; State V. Parker, 7 S. C, 235.

TITLE IV.

PROBATE COURT.

29

A. D. 1902,

Sec.

34. Sessions.

35. Court of record. Clerk.

36. Duties of Clerk.

37. Jurisdiction of Judges.

38. In relation to guardians

39. Administration, and probate of

wills.

40. Settlement of estate in the Coun-
ty where will proved ; sale

of real estate.

41. When to grant discharge to ad-

ministrators, &c.

42. All proceedings relative to estates

under guardianship, had in

the Court of Probate.

43. Judges not to act when inter-

ested. When Judges of ad-

joining County to act.

44. Power to administer oaths.

45. Probate Court may issue war-

rants and processes.

46. In cases of contumacy, may com-
mit to jail.

47. When depositions may be taken

and used.

48. Exclusive jurisdiction after once

acquired.

49. Jurisdiction not to be collaterally

impeached.

50. When minor may choose guar-

dian ; guardian interested

;

where appointed.

51. Authorized to permit sale and
settle accounts of guardian.

52. Judges may appoint times and
places for holding Courts.

Sec.

53. Open at all times for certain

business.

54. Adjournment of Court. When by
Clerk.

55. Appellate jurisdiction of Circuit

Court.

56. Jurisdiction of Supreme Court in

probate matters.

57. Appeal to the Circuit Court to be

taken within fifteen days.

58. Certified copies of record to be

filed in Circuit Court.

59. Proceedings stayed by appeal.

60. How Circuit Court may proceed

to the trial.

61. Appellant neglecting to enter ap-

peal, judgment affirmed with
costs.

62. Final decision to be certified to

Probate Court.

63. Probate Judge not to have voice

in determining appeal.

When may practice law.

64. Proceedings may be commenced
by petition.

65. Supreme Court to make rules.

County Commissioners to

provide furniture, &c., for

office.

66. May punish for contempt.

67. Enrolment of decrees.

68. To keep index of decrees enrolled.

69. Empowered to issue executions.

70. Judge may commit lunatics, &c.,

to State Hospital for Insane.

Section 34. A Court of Probate is hereby established in each Sessions.

of the several Counties m this State, which shall hold a session ^gi^^^g^g-x^jX;;

241; 1870, XIv!
§ 35.
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on the first Monday in each month, at or near the Court House,
and continue thereafter so long as the business may require.

Court of re- Scc. 35. The Court of Probate shall be a Court of record,
cord. Clerk. '——^—^ and have a seal ; may appoint a Clerk, and may remove him at

1877, XVI., 233 pleasure ; and on failure of the Court to appoint such Clerk,

the Judge of the Court shall perform all the duties of Clerk:

Provided, That no person holding the office of Clerk of the

Probate Court under and by virtue of the appointment of the

Probate Judge of any County of this State, shall practice in

such Court as an attorney or counsellor at law.

Being a Court of record, it is not an inferior Court within the limits of its

jurisdiction, which is large.—Thomas v. Poole, 19 S. C, 323; Turner v. Malone,
24 S. C, 398; State V. Burnside, 33 S. C, 276; 11 S. E., 787. Facts appearing
on its record cannot be attacked collaterally.—Tederall v. Bouknight, 25 S. C, 275.

Duties of Clerk Scc. 36. The Clerk of the Court of Probate shall keep a true

g
g^^^''"' '^^^' and fair record of each order, sentence, and decree of the

Court, and of all other things proper to be recorded; and,

on the legal fees being paid, shall give true and attested copies

of the files and proceedings of the Court. All copies so at-

tested shall be legal evidence in the Courts of this State.

JjJ^^sdktion of Sec. 37. Every Judge of Probate, in his County, shall have

-jurisdiction in all matters testamentary and of administration,

in business appertaining to minors, and the allotment of dower,

in cases of idiocy and lunacy, and of persons non compotes

mentis.

As to matters testamentary:

What is the extent of such jurisdiction, conferred by the Constitution, has not
been determined.—Thomas v. Poole, 19 S. C, 323.

It does not include action by cestui que trust against his trustee for account-

ing, unless it involves matters testamentary.—Poole v. Brown, 12 S. C, 556.

Nor action of ope legatee against another to recover money paid to her in

. excess of her share as found by decree of Probate Court.—Miller v. Stark, 29
S. C, 325-

In probate of wills the jurisdiction extends only to its execution, and not to

its construction.—Prater v. Whittle, 16 S. C, 40.

Letters testamentary cannot be granted to one as executor not nominated by
the will.—Blakely v. Frazier, 20 S. C, 144.

Probate Court may settle an estate upon petition of the executors as being

a matter testamentary.

—

Iti Re Covin Est., 20 S. C, 476.

What are not cases of "matters testamentary or of administration."—Caldwell

V. Little, IS S. C, 236.

As to matters of administration:

Such jurisdiction does not embrace a case against administrator in his personal

character for wrong done in course of administration.—Roberts v. Johns, 10

S. C, 109.

As to business of minors:

What the extent of tliis jurisdiction has not been determined.—Thomas v.

Poole, 19 S. C, 323.

It is questionable whether it embraces proceedings by a ward having attained

majority to compel his guardian to account.—Waller v. Cresswell, 4 S. C, 355.

Probate Court may appoint guardians ad litem for minors in causes in the

Court of Common Pleas.—Trapier v. Waldo, 16 S. C, 289.

lb., § 38.
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As to dower: '>— y - ^

The jurisdiction is concurrent with the jurisdiction of the Court of Common
Pleas.—Witte v. Clark, 17 S. C, 323.

Such jurisdiction is not ousted because questions of fact are involved.—Stewart

V. Blease, 4 S. C, 37. Nor limited to cases where there is no dispute as to the

right of dower or the title to the land.—Tibbett v. Langley Man. Co., 12 S. C, 465.

As to idiocy, lunacy and noii compotes mentis.

The jurisdiction is not exclusive, but is concurrent with that of Court of Com-

mon Pleas.—Walker v. Russel, 10 S. C, 82. But the Probate Court cannot grant

leave to traverse an inquisition in lunacy; that can only be done in the Court

of Common Pleas.

—

lb.

Sec. 38. The Tud^e of Probate shall have jurisdiction in i" relation to
•^ '-' -' guardians.

relation to the appointment and removal of guardians of —-—s~~39^

minors, insane and idiotic persons, and persons non compotes fon.. Art. v.,

mentis, and in relation to the duties imposed by law on such

guardians, and the management and disposition of the estates

of their wards. He shall exercise original jurisdiction in re-

lation to trustees appointed by will.

Question whether such jurisdiction as to duties of guardians reaches the case

where the ward is of age.—Waller v. Cresswell, 4 S. C, 355.

He has no jurisdiction to appoint another trustee in place of deceased testa-

mentary trustee.—Thomas v. Poole, 19 S. C, 323.

Sec. 39. The probate of the will and the granting of ad-
tion^'Slif'^pro-

ministration of the estate of any person deceased shall belong ^^^^ °^ ^'"^-

to the Judge of Probate for the County in which such person . ^0^°' ^^^•'

was last an inhabitant; but if such person was not an inhab-

itant of this State, the same shall belong to the Judge of Pro-

bate in any County in which the greater part of his or her

estate may be.

Sec. 40. All proceedings in relation to the settlement of the
^J^^*^^^?f°*^^^

estate of any person deceased shall be had in the Probate Court ^"""l^^^lJI^!

of the County in which his will was proved or administration ^^[|
°^ ^^^^ ^^'

of estate was granted. And whenever it shall appear to the ^^ '^^
satisfaction of any Judge of Probate that the personal estate

Igg^*

^^''^' ^^•

of any person deceased is insufficient for the payment of his

debts, and all persons interested in such estate being first sum-

moned before him, and showing no cause to the contrary, such

Judge of Probate shall have power to order the sale of the

real estate of such person deceased, or of so much thereof as

may be necessary for the payment of the debts of such de-

ceased person, upon such terms and in such manner as he may
think best; may grant orders of injunction to stay actions or

proceedings against the executors or administrators of such

deceased person, and such other orders as may be necessary

to secure the marshalling and administering the assets of such

deceased person, such proceedings to be by summons and com-

plaint, the practice wherein shall conform as nearly as may
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"-^"W"-^ be to the form and practice in the Courts of Common Pleas of

this State.

The Constitution confers the jurisdiction to make such sale of real estate.

—

McXamee v. Waterbury, 4 S. C, 156. It is concurrent with the jurisdiction of

the Court of Common Pleas in such cases.—Jordon v. Moses, 10 S. C, 431.

Either in an action by a creditor for that purpose.—Finley v. Robertson, 17 S.

C, 435; Scruggs V. Foot, 19 S. C, 274. But not until the will has been pro-

bated or letters of administration granted.—Whitesides v. Barber, 24 S. C, 373.

Or in such action by the personal representative.—McNamee v. Waterbury, 4 S. C,
156; Shaw V. Barksdale, 25 S. C, 204. The Probate Judge must determine the

necessity of such sale.—Hodge v. Fabian, 31 S. C, 212; 9 S. E., 820. His decree

directing the sale of more land than necessary for the purpose cannot be ques-

tioned in the Court of Common Pleas.

—

lb. Xor can he be controlled by mandamus
from that Court in making such sales or executing titles.—State v. Burnside, 33
S. C, 276; II S. E., 787. He can determine the validity of an alleged deed under
which one of defendants claim title from intestate.—Gregory v. Rhoden, -24

S. C, 90. He can only sell the interest of the deceased in the land, not the

rights of the parties to the action therein as heirs of another party.—McLaurin
V. Rion, 24 S. C, 411. Cannot sell as land of deceased land surrendered to dis-

tributees of deceased by his mortgagor.—Harrison v. Lightsey, 32 S. C, 293; 10

S. E., 1010.

grant discharge Scc. 41. It shall not be lawful for any Judge of Probate

tors^ &c!^^^
^^'

i^ this State to grant a final discharge to any executor, ad-

^S69, XIV., ministrator, trustee, guardian, or committee, unless such ex-

XXI., Tig."^"
*' ecutor, administrator, trustee, guardian, or committee, shall

have finally accounted for the estate in his hands, and have

given notice in a newspaper of the County (if there be no

newspaper published in the County, then in some newspaper

having the greatest circulation therein,) for the space of at

least one month, that on a day certain application will be made
to the said Judge or Probate for a final discharge. Xo such

discharge shall affect any distributee, legatee, cestui que trust,

ward, or lunatic, who has not been made a party to such ap-

plication, either by personal service of the notice, or by publi-

cation in the mode provided for absent defendants.

The provisiens of this Section and of Sections 48, 49 and 73 were only intended

to prescribe the limits of the jurisdiction of the Probate Courts as between

themselves, and not to limit that of the Court of Common Pleas.—Jordan v. Moses,

10 S. C, 431.

All proceed- Scc. 42. All proceedings in relation to the propertv or estate
ings relative to ^

*-
_

_ .
'

^-,

estates under of anv persou uudcr guardianship shall be had in the Court
g u a rdianship - '^

had in t h e of Probatc of the Countv in which the guardian was ap-
Court of Pro- .

. fe i-

bate. pointed.

1S70, XIV., Sec. 43. Xo Judge of Probate shall act as such in the settle-
§ 42. ^ &

ment of anv estate wherein he is interested as heir or legatee,
Judges not '

, . . ,

.

,

to act when in- exccutor or administrator, or as guardian or trustee oi anv
terested. ^^'hen

1 t 1 r -n 1 r 1 • •
'

Judges of ad- person : in everv such case the Judge of Probate of anv adjoin-
joining Countv '

. . ,.,,,,r.,
to act. ing County shall have jurisdiction, and it shall be his duty,

lb., § 43. upon application, to attend at some term of the Court of Pro-
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bate in which such case may be pending, which shall not inter-
^^-^^^^^

fere with the duties in his own County, and hear and determine

such case.

Sec. 44. The Judge or Clerk of the Probate Court shall have ^P'?^^^;:
'°J^\

power to administer all oaths necessary in the transaction of 1370, xiv., §

business before the Probate Court, and all oaths required by'^*'

law to be administered to persons executing trusts under the

appointment of said Court.

Sec. 45. Probate Courts may issue all warrants and pro- ^/y ^i|sue^°ai.!

cesses, in conformity to the rules of law, which may be neces- ^e"ses.^"'^

^'^°'

sary to compel the attendance of witnesses, or to carry into j^,^ § ^^

effect any order, sentence, or decree, of such Courts, or the

powers granted them by law.

Sec. 46. If any person shall refuse or neglect to perform, i" cases of-^^ ° ^ contvi macy,

any lawful order, sentence, or decree of a Probate Court, such ?n?y commit to

Court may issue a warrant, directed to any Sheriff or Con- ~^~r^
stable in the State, requiring him to apprehend and imprison

such person in the common jail of the County, and if there

be no jail of the County, then in the jail of the adjoining

County, until he shall perform such order, sentence, or decree,

or be delivered by due course of law.

Sec. 47. When a witness whose testimony is necessary to ^jWhen^deposi^

be used before any Probate Court shall reside out of this taken and used.

State, or out of the County where said Court is holden, or ^^-^ §
^'^•

more than thirty miles from the County seat, or, by reason

of age or bodily infirmity, shall be unable to attend in person,

the Court may issue a commission to one or more competent

persons to take the testimony of such witness ; and deposi-

tions taken according to the provisions of the law for taking

depositions to be used on the trial of civil causes may be used

on the trial of any question before the Probate Court where

such testimony may be proper.

Sec. 48. When any Probate Court shall have first t^ken
^f^^'^.^J.^/'^l

cognizance of the settlement of the estate of a deceased person,
j^^^.^J'^'^^

^'^"

such Court shall have jurisdiction of the disposition and set- ~Yb. § 48.

tlement of all the personal estate of such deceased person to

the exclusion of all other Probate Courts.

Jordcn v. Moses, lo S. C, 431.

Sec. 49. The jurisdiction assumed by any Probate Court in ^/j " "^^^"^
^o"

any case, so far at it depends on the place of residence or the^^^^J^J^^^^
™"

location of the estate, shall not be contested in any suit or ~Yb^^Y^-

proceeding whatever, except in an appeal from the Probate

3.-C. P.
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'-^'^-^'-^ Court in the original case, or when the want of jurisdiction

appears on the record.

Jordon v. Moses, lo S. C, 431; In re Mayor's estate, S. C, ; 38
S. E., 634.

may c h o oTI Sec. 50. When, by law, a guardian is required to be ap-

fuar^dLn 'inter- poiutcd of a miuor, who is interested as heir or legatee, or

app^oiiitrd.
^ ^^ representative of such heir or legatee, in any estate which is

ih., § 50. in a course of settlement, such guardian shall be appointed by

the Probate Court before - which such estate is in course of

settlement ; but afterwards, if the minor shall reside in another

County, and is of the age of fourteen years, he may choose

and have a guardian appointed in the County where he shall

reside ; and in that case the powers of the former guardian

shall cease, and to such proceedings he shall be made a party.

In all other cases, guardians shall be appointed by the Probate

Court of the County where the persons for whom the guardian

shall be appointed shall reside.

Authorized to Scc. 51. The Probate Court by which a guardian shall be
permit sale and

. ...
settle accounts appointed shall have jurisdiction of the estate of the ward,
of guardian. '

.—————— and shall be alone authorized to permit the sale of such estate,

51- ' ' and settle such guardian's accounts.

Judges may ^®^- ^^- Exccpt as provided in the thirty-fourth Section, the

and°'pilces™or Probate Court in each County shall appoint such times and
holding Courts, pjaces for holding Courts, or for hearing any special matter.
ih.

1873, XV., ^496!^^ shall be judged most convenient for all persons interested,

and shall give notice of such times and places to the parties

interested.

timeffor^^clr- S®^. 53. The Probate Court shall be deemed open at all times
tain business,

f^j. i^^i^ transaction of ordinary business which may be neces-
^1870, XIV.,

§ ^2sy, when previous notice is not required to be given to the

persons interested.
^Adjmirnm^ent ggg_ g^^ ^ Probatc Court may be adjourned as occasion may
When by clerk,

j-equirc ; and when the Judge is absent at the time for holding
Ih., § 54. ^ Court, the Clerk may adjourn it.

•
Ap.peiiate Sec. 55. The Circuit Court shall have appellate jurisdiction

jurisdiction of '^^ "

Circuit Court, of all matters originally within the jurisdiction of the Probate
Ih., § 55. Court.

The hearing by the Circuit Court is strictly on appeal, limiting the presiding

Judge to a review of, and judgment on, the evidence taken below, except as to

questions of fact to be decided by jury under Section 60.—Stewart v. Blease, 4
S. C, 44; Stark v. Hopson, 22 S. C, 42; Ex Parte White, 33 S. C, 442; 12 S. E.,

5. Findings of fact by Probate Court ought not to be disturbed unless clearly

erroneous.—Gunning v. Erwin, 13 S. C, 37. But Circuit Judge may remand the

cause or any particular issue therein to the Probate Court, with instructions to

take further testimony and report the same.—Twitty v. Houser, 7 S. C, 153.
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Sec. 56. The Supreme Court shall have jurisdiction of all

questions of law arising in the course of the proceedings of q/ § " p^r'^eme

the Circuit Court, in probate matters, in the same manner as ^°tg''^^\"grPy°"

provided by law in other cases. ^ibZV^-
Supreme Court, on appeals in such matters, may refer an issue of fact to a

jury.—Shaw v. Cunningham, 9 S. C, 271. It will not disturb concurrent findings

of fact by Probate Judge and Circuit Judge.—Black v. White, 13 S. C, 37. An
order of Circuit Court, without hearing appeal, remanding the case to Probate Judge

for further hearing, with leave to take further testimony, is appealable.

—

Ex Parte

White, 33 S. C, 442 (Sec. 11); 12 S. E., 5.

Sec. 57. Any person interested in any final order, sentence, circmt Court

or decree of any Probate Court, and considering himself in-^v°th;n^ fit^teen

jured thereby, may appeal therefrom to the Circuit Court in _!11

the same County, at the stated session next after such appeal, xii^ eo, '§ is.
'

The grounds of appeal shall be filed in the office of the Probate

Court, and a copy thereof served on the adverse party, within

fifteen days after notice of the decision appealed from.

The only parties who can appeal are parties to the cause.—Witte v. Clarke, 17

S. C, 313. A decree refusing appeal because it was not taken in time is appeal-

able.—Henderson v. Wyatt, 8 S. C, 112.

On appeal to Circuit Court from order disallowing claim, appellant is not en-

titled, of right, to trial by jury.—Hughes v. Kirkpatrick, 37 S. C, 169; 15 S. E.,

912. Filing transcript of record to perfect appeal.—Davenport v. Davenport, 61

S. C, 389; 39 S. E., 548. Appeal by warrantor from order making him a party,

prior to judgment, premature.—Robertson v. Curlee, 59 S. C, 454; 38 S. E., 116.

Person adjudged non compos mentis may appeal.

—

Ex parte Gregory, in re State

ex rel. Buffington, 58 S. C, 114; 36 S. E., 433.

Sec. 58. The person appealing shall procure and file in theies^f ^recor^d

Circuit Court to which such appeal is taken a certified copy of circuit' Court."

the record of the proceedings appealed from, and of the i87o, xiv.,

grounds of the appeal filed in the Probate Court, together with

the proper evidence that notice has been given to the adverse

party according to law.

Sec. 59. When an appeal, according to law, is taken from Proceedings
' i- ' ^

_ _ stayed by ap-

any sentence or decree of the Probate Court, all proceedings m peai.

pursuance of the order, sentence, or decree appealed from, ib., § ei.

shall cease until the judgment of the Circuit or Supreme Court

is had; but if the appellant, in writing, waives his appeal be-

fore the entry of such judgment, proceedings may be had in

the Probate Court as if no appeal had been taken.

Sec. 60. When such certified copy shall have been filed in ^ How circuit
•^-^ Court may pro-

the Circuit Court, such Court shall proceed to the trial and ceai to the

determination of the question, according to the rules of law
;

^^^^

—-^^
and if there shall be any question of fact or title to land to be § 62.

'

decided, issue may be joined thereon under the direction of

the Court, and a trial thereof had by jury.

"According to the rules of law" construed to mean "according to the rules

regulating the hearing of appeals."

—

Ex parte White, 33 S. <v., 442; 12 S. E., 5.
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^^-»^,^"—

^

What constitutes the return to the Circuit Court.—Davenport v. Davenport, 6i

S. C, 389; 39 S. E., 548.

All issues of fact involved in such appeal must be determined de novo by the

Circuit Judge, except such issues as are triable by jury under Section 274, and

except such issues as may be referred to jury under Rule 28 of Circuit Court;

and it is fatal error to so refer such issues without notice to appellant.—Stewart

V. Blease, 4 S. C, 37; Luchen v. Wichman, 5 S. C, 411; Prater v. Whipple, 16

S. C, 40; Rollins v. Whipper, 17 S. C, 32; Ex parte White, 33 S. C, 442; 12

S. E., s; Ex parte Apeler, 35 S. C, 417; 14 S. E., 931.

On appeal from order disallowing claim against estate appellant is not entitled

as of right to trial by jury.—Hughes v. Kirkpatrick, 37 S. C, 161; 15 S. E., 912.

nt|iecdng^?o ^^^- ^l- If the pcrson appealing from the proceedings of

f u d %mintTi- the Probate Court, as provided in this Title, shall neglect to

co^^*^
^'^^^ enter his appeal, the Circuit Court to which such appeal shall

~lb~~^i t»e taken, on motion, and producing attested copies of such

appeal by the adverse party, shall affirm the proceedings ap-

pealed from, and may allow costs against the appellant.

Final decision gee. 62. The final dccision and iudgment in cases appealed,
to be certified •' ° ^^
to Probate as hereinbefore provided, shall be certified to the Probate
Court. _

^
_-—

—

Court bv the Circuit Court or Supreme Court, as the case may
10., § 60. '

be, and the same proceedings shall be had in the Probate Court

as though such decision had been made in such Probate Court.

Probate Judge gee. 63. No Judgc of auv Probate Court shall be admitted
not to have ..
voice in deter- ^q havc any voicc ill judging or determining anv appeal from
mining appeal. •' joo o..jrjr
When may ^{5 dccision, or be permitted to act as attorney or counsel
practice law. ' '^

_

-^

_ _—-

—

^-- thereon, or receive fees as counsel in any matter pending in
10., S DO'

.

the Probate Court of which he is Judge : Provided, It shall

be lawful for Judges of Probate to practice law in other

Courts in such cases as are not cognizable in the Courts of

Probate.

Proceedings gee. 64. Procccdiugs in the Court of Probate may be com-
may be com- ° '

menced by pe- nicnccd by petition to the Judge of Probate for the County
— g_ 1° which the jurisdiction of the subject matter belongs, or

by complaint, briefly setting forth the facts or grounds of the

application. A summons shall be issued to the defendants in

such proceedings, wherein the manner of service, time for

answering, and other proceedings relating to the trial (except

trial by jury), shall conform as nearly as may be to the prac-

tice in the Courts of Common Pleas as provided in this Code

of Procedure,

t^" make^ rui^f ^^^' ^^' ^^'^ Supreme Court may, from time to time, make

m°iTsion*er*s To '^^'^^^^ regulating the practice and conducting the business in

ture ''^Ic ^"Tor th^ Courts of Probatc, in all cases not expressly provided
°^^^- for by law ; and the County Commissioners of each County

lb., § 68. shall provide all books necessary for keeping the records of
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such Court ; also a seal and necessary office furniture : Pro- ^^-^v-"^-'

vided, Said furniture shall not exceed in cost the sum of on?

hundred dollars.

Sec. 66. The Judge may keep order in Court, and punish fo^contempt^^

any contempt of his authority in like manner as such contempt j^ g gg
"

might be punished in the Circuit or Supreme Court.

Sec. 67. Any party in whose favor an order or decree for d^rees"^"*^
°^

the payment of money may be made by a Court of Probate, ists xvi
may cause such order of decree to be enrolled at any time'''^°-

within one year after nlaking the same, and for that purpose

shall prepare and deliver to the Judge of Probate a brief or

abstract, setting forth the title of the proceedings wherein

such order or decree was made, the parties thereto, and the

date when the same was made ; also the date of the said order

and the names of the parties bound thereby, together with

such other 'particulars as may be necessary to identify the

said order with the proceedings, and to exhibit the grounds for

making the same and the operation and effect thereof; and

the Judge of Probate shall annex thereto the said order or

decree, or an exact copy thereof, certified by him, together

with the time when the same was made and entered ; and shall

endorse on the record the day of the month and year when
the brief or a'bstract was lodged in his office, and shall deposit the

same in a case in his office with the records pertaining to the

cause. And no order or decree of any Court of Probate for the

payment of money shall, as to third persons, without express

notice, have any effect as a lien on the real estate of the person

intended to be bound thereby but from the day when the said

brief or abstract shall have been delivered to or lodged with

the said Judge of Probate as aforesaid, and a transcript of

the docket thereof in the index of money decrees hereinafter

prescribed has been filed in the office of the Clerk of the Court

of Common Pleas for the same County and duly entered by

said Clerk on the calendar of judgments kept in his office.

Nor shall such order or decree rank as a judgment against

the estate of any person deceased unless such abstract was

duly filed and indexed, and a transcript of the entry in the

index filed with the Clerk of the Circuit Court for the same

County and duly docketed by the said Clerk on the calendar

of judgments of the Court of Common Pleas before the death

of such deceased person ; except that the lien of decrees and

orders for the payment of money made prior to December
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""^"^v^ twentieth, 1878, shall not be affected ; and after the transcript

of the docket in the index of money decrees has been duly

entered upon the calendar of judgments kept in office of the

Clerk of the Court of Common Pleas, such order or decree

shall have like force and effect as judgments of the Courts of

Common Pleas : Provided, That such enrolment of any or-

der or decree for the payment of money shall not deprive any

party thereto of the right to appeal therefrom; but when no-

tice of such appeal shall be duly given, execution upon the

said order or decree, issued as herein provided, shall be lodged

to bind only, and shall not be enforced until such appeal shall

have been dismissed; and if such order or decree shall be re-

versed, set aside, or modified on appeal, the enrolment thereof

shall be amended or wholly vacated accordingly.

Probate Judge cannot arrest and imprison an administrator for failure to comply

with the terms of a money decree.—Gilliam v. Mcjunkin, 2 S. C, 442.

dex°of'^decrees
^^^' ®^' Evcry Judgc of Probatc shall provide and keep in

enrolled.
j^jg QfQ^e an iudcx of moncy decrees, in which every enrolled

^^1878, XVI., order or decree for the payment of money shall be entered,

with the names of every party or estate bound thereby, alpha-

betically arranged, together with the names of the parties

plaintiff, and (besides the title of the package in which the

order or decree is contained and the number in the package)

shall exhibit the amount ordered to be paid, the costs (if any),

date of enrolment, date of execution, and date of satisfaction,

where satisfaction has been entered. Said book shall be of

convenient size, of durable paper, and well bound, and the

expense of providing the same shall be defrayed by the County

Commissioners of the respective Counties.

to^s^ure'Ilcu'^ Sec. 69. Judges of the Probate Court are authorized and
^'°"^" empowered to issue executions against property, when such

§ vifi872^xvi process is necessary to carry into effect any order, sentence,

23| 1878, XVI., Qj. decree of such Court, or for costs accruing therein. And
they may issue executions against property in their respective

Counties, to enforce decrees from the Probate Courts of other

Counties, upon a transcript of such decree, and certificate of

enrolment of the same, being filed in the office of the Probate

Court from which such execution is to issue, and also in the

office of the Clerk of the Court of Common Pleas of the

County in which it is to issue.—But no execution shall be
^^" ^^^' issued by any Judge of Probate to enforce the collection of

money under any order or decree of a Court of Probate until
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an abstract or brief has been prepared and filed according to ^"'"'^v
'

the direction of Section 67, and the proper minute thereof has

been entered in the index of money decrees, and the proper

transcript of such minute has been filed in the office of the

Circuit Court for the same County, and entered upon the cal-

endar of judgments of the Court of Common Pleas kept in

his office. And when any such execution has been duly re-

turned satisfied to the office of the Judge of Probate from

whence it issued, it shall be the duty of the Judge of such

Court of Probate to have such satisfaction recorded upon the

proper transcript in the office of the Clerk of the Circuit

Court, and entered upon the docket thereof on the calendar

of judgments of the Court of Common Pleas kept in said

Clerk's office. When no form for a warrant or process is

prescribed by statute or rules of Court, the Probate Judge
shall frame one in conformity to the rules of law and the

usual course of proceedings in this State. Any Sheriff or

Constable in the State shall execute the orders or process of

said Court, in the same manner as the orders or process of the

Circuit or Supreme Courts.

Sec. 70. The Judge of the Probate Court may commit toj^^f.^^^l
the State Hospital for the Insane any idiot, lunatic, or person g^f^g Hospital

non compos mentis, who, after due examination, may be found ^° '" ^"^^"^-

to be so furiously mad as to render it manifestly dangerous 72^^™' ^^^' ^

to the peace and safety of the community that such person

should be at large; and also in all such other cases provided

by law. In all cases the Judge shall certify in what place such

person resided at the time of the commitment, and such cer-

tificate shall be conclusive evidence of such residence.

TITLE V.

OF THE COURTS OF MAGISTRATES.

Sec Sec.

71. Jurisdiction. 79. Answer of title.

72. Qualification of bail. 80. Undertaking.
73. Justification of bail. 81. Suit discontinued.

74. Allowance of bail. 82. If undertaking not given.

75. Property, how taken when con- 83. The same.
cealed in building or en- 84. New action.

closure. 85. Costs.

76. Property, how kept. 86. Answer of title as to one cause
77. Claim of property by third per- of action.

son. 87. Docketing judgments.
78. No jurisdiction in certain cases. 88. Rules.
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'""'^^'''""^
Sec. 71. Magistrates shall have civil jurisdiction in the fol-

jurisdiction. lowing actions :

74;^Con^L,^'rt! ^- I" actions arising on contracts for the recovery of money
5, §§ 20 and 21. Q^^iy^ jf ^-^g g^j^ claimed does not exceed one hundred dollars.

It is no objection to the jurisdiction of a Magistrate that the plaintiff reduced
his demand to bring it within the jurisdiction of the Magistrate; but where, in

so reducing his claim, the plaintiff leaves out an item which he could have in-

cluded in his cause of action, he cannot afterwards sue thereon.—Catawba Mills

V. Hood, 42 S. C, 203; 20 S. E., 91. A Magistrate is deprived of jurisdiction

by a counter claim for an amount exceeding $100.—Haygood v. Boney, 43 S. C,
63; 20 S. E., 803.

2. An action for damages for injury to rights pertaining to

the person, or the personal or real property, if the damages
claimed do not exceed one hundred dollars, and in cases of

bastardy.

This gives concurrent jurisdiction with the Court of Common Pleas in such
action for damages.—State v. Fillebrown, 2 S. C, 404; Rhodes v. Railroad, 6 S. C,
385. Such jurisdiction does not embrace actions for damages claimed above one
hundred dollars.—Stegall v. Bolt, 11 S. C, 522. Nor for damages indefinite in

amount, given by statute.—State v. Weeks, 14 S. C, 400. Action by landlord
against Constable for proceeds of crop in his hands applicable to rent, is such an
action for damages for injury to rights pertaining to personal property.—Sullivan
V. Ellison, 20 S. C, 481.

3. An action for a penalty, fine, or forfeiture, where the

amount claimed or forfeited does not exceed one hundred
dollars.

A forfeiture of twenty dollars, under a statute, which provides for its recovery
in a Court of record, cannot be recovered hereunder.—State v. Weeks, 14 S. C, 400.

4. An action commenced by attachment of property, as now
provided by Statute, if the debt or damages claimed do not

exceed one hundred dollars.

Includes cases where defendant is a non-resident.—Burckhalter v. Jones, 59
S. C, 89; 36 S. E., 496.

5. An action upon bond conditioned for the payment of

money, not exceeding one hundred dollars, though the penalty

exceed that sum, the judgment to be given for the sum ac-

tually due. Where the payments are to be made by instal-

ments, an action may be brought for each instalment as it

becomes due.

Trial Justice has jurisdiction of action on bond to recover the amount thereby
secured and due, which is less than one hundred dollars, though the penalty
exceed that amount.—Cavender v. Ward, 28 S. C, 470; 6 S. E., 302.

6. An action upon a surety bond taken by them, where the

penalty or amount claimed does not exceed one hundred
dollars.

7. An action upon a judgment rendered in a Court of a

Magistrate or an inferior Court, where such action is not pro-

hibited by Section 91.
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8. To take and enter judgment on the confession of a de-

fendant, where the amount confessed shall not exceed one

hundred dollars, in the manner prescribed by law.

9. An action for damages, fraud in the sale, purchase, or

exchange of personal property, if the damages claimed do not

exceed one hundred dollars.

10. In all matters between landlord and tenant, and the

possession of land as provided in Chapter LXIV., Code of

1902.

11. An action to recover the possession of personal prop-

erty claimed, the value of which, as stated in the affidavit of

the plaintiff, his agent, or attorney, shall not exceed the sum

of one hundred dollars.

The plaintiff in such action, at the time of issuing the sum-

mons, but not afterwards, may claim the immediate delivery

of such property as hereinafter provided.

Before any process shall be issued in an action to recover

the possession of personal property, the plaintiff, his agent or

attorney, shall make proof by affidavit, showing

:

(i.) That the plaintiff is the owner, or entitled to imme-

diate possession, of the property claimed, particularly describ-

ing the same.

(2.) That such property is wrongfully withheld or detained

by the defendant.

(3.) The cause of such detention or withholding thereof,

according to the best knowledge, information, and belief of the

person making the affidavit.

(4.) That said personal property has not been taken for

any tax, fine, or assessment, pursuant to statute, or seized by

virtue of an execution or attachment against the property of

said plaintiff; or, if so seized, that it is exempt from such

seizure by statute.

(5.) The actual value of said personal property.

Variance between affidavit and pleadings amended.—Ehrhardt v. Breeland, $7
S. C, 142; 35 S. E., 537.

Affidavit must state that value of the property does not exceed one hundred
dollars.—Williams v. Irby, 10 S. C, 371.

But whether such statement is necessary in Circuit Court, on appeal, not de-

cided.

—

lb..

It is not necessary to allege in summons that plaintiff is entitled to the pos-

session of the property; it is sufficient to allege that the defendant is in unlawful
possession of property belonging to the plaintiff.—Dillard v. Samuels, 25 S. C, 318.

This provision allowing such action for recovery of property less in value than
one hundred dollars is not in conflict with Constitution, which limits jurisdiction

in actions ex delicto, where damages do not exceed one hundred dollars.-—Dillard
V. Samuels, 25 S. C, 318.
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12. On receipt of such affidavit, and an undertaking, in

writing, executed by one or more sufficient sureties, to be

approved by the Magistrate before whom such action is com-
menced, to the effect that they are bound in double the value

of such property as stated in said affidavit, for the prosecution

of the said action, and for the return of said property to the

defendant, if return thereof be adjudged, and for the pay-

ment to him of such sum as may, for any cause, be recovered

against said plaintiff", the Magistrate shall endorse upon said

affidavit a direction to any Constable of the County in which

said Magistrate shall reside, requiring said Constable to take

the property described therein from the defendant, and keep

the same, to be disposed of according to law; and the said
^isr9,

^ ., ]y[agistrate shall at the same time issue a summons, with a

copy of the undertaking, directed to the defendant, and requir-

ing him to appear before said Magistrate at a time and place

to be therein specified, and not more than twenty days from the

date thereof, to answer the complaint of said plaintiff; and

the said summons shall contain a notice to the defendant that,

in case he shall fail to appear at the time and place therein

mentioned, the plaintiff will have judgment for the possession

of the property described in said affidavit, with the costs and

disbursements of said action.

Endorsement of approval on undertaking.—Cromer v. Watson, 59 S. C, 495

;

38 S. E., 126.

Such undertaking not necessary unless the plaintiff claims the immediate de-

livery of the property.—Dillard v. Samuels, 25 S. C, 318.

The summons is fatally defective if it name a day for trial more than twenty

days after its date.—Simmons v. Cochran, 29 S. C, 31; 6 S. E., 859.

This case distinguished in State v. Smith, 38 S. C, 272; 16 S. E., 998; re-

affirmed in Kelley v. Kennemore, 47 S. C, 258; 25 S. E., 134.

Immaterial whether the summons is addressed to the defendant or officer.—Bell

v. Pruitt, 51 S. C, 347; 29 S. E., 6.

13. The Constable to whom said affidavit, endorsement and

summons shall be delivered, shall forthwith take the property

described in said affidavit, if he can find the same, and shall

keep the same in his custody. He shall, thereupon, without

delay, serve upon said defendant a copy of such affidavit,

notice and summons, by delivering the same to him person-

ally, if he can be found in said County ; if not found, to the

agent of the defendant in whose possession said property shall

be found ; if neither can be found, by leaving such copies at

the last or usual place of abode of the defendant, with some

person of suitable age and discretion. And he shall forthwith

make a return of his proceedings thereon, and the manner of
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serving the same, to the Magistrate who issued the said sum-

mons.

14. The defendant may at any time after such service, and

at least two days before the return day of said summons, serve

upon plaintiff, or upon the Constable who made such service, a

notice in writing that he excepts to the sureties in said bond or

undertaking; and if he fail to do so, all objection thereto shall

be waived. If such notice be served, the sureties shall justify,

or the plaintiff give new sureties, on the return day of said

summons, who shall then appear and justify, or said Magis-

trate shall order said property delivered to defendant, and

shall also render judgment for defendant's costs and disburse-

ments.

Waiver of any irregularity or defect in undertaking by not excepting.—Cromer

V. Watson, 59 S. C, 495; 38 S. E., 126.

15. At any time before the return day of said summons, the

said defendant may, if he has not excepted to plaintiff's sure-

ties, require the return of said property to him upon giving

to the plaintiff", and filing same with the Magistrate, a writ-

ten undertaking, with one or more sureties, who shall justify

before said Magistrate on the return day of said summons,

to the effect that they are bound in double the value of said

property, as stated in plaintiff's affidavit, for the delivery

thereof to said plaintiff', if such delivery be adjudged, and

for the payment to him of such sum as may for any cause be

recovered against said defendant; and if such return be not

required before the return day of said summons, the property

shall be delivered to said plaintiff.
Qualification

Sec. 72. The qualification of bail must be as follows

:

°^ ^^'^-

1. Each of them must be a resident, and householder or^ isto, xiv.,

freeholder within the State.

2. They must each be worth the amount specified in the

order of arrest, exclusive of property exempt from execu-

tion; but the Judge or a Magistrate, on justification, may

allow more than two bail to justify severally in amounts less

than that expressed in the order, if the whole justification be

equivalent to that of two sufficient bail.
justification

Sec. 73. For the purpose of justification, each of the bail of bail.

shall attend before the Judge or a Magistrate at the time and ^^is7o, xiv., §

place mentioned in the notice, and may be examined on oath,

on the part of the plaintiff, touching his sufficiency, in such

manner as the Judge or Magistrate, in his discretion, may
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lb., §

think proper. The examination shall be reduced to writing,

and subscribed by the bail, if required by the plaintiff.

^Allowance of gec. 74. If the Judge or Magistrate find the bail sufficient,

~^ ~^ he shall annex the examination to the undertaking, endorse

his allowance thereon, and cause them to be filed with the

Clerk ; and the Sheriff shall, thereupon, be exonerated from
liability.

t a™ e^n ^'when Scc. 75. If the property, or any part thereof, be concealed

buiidinror en" in a building or enclosure, the Constable shall publicly demand
i^^^ its delivery. If it be not delivered, he shall cause the building

or enclosure to be broken open, and take the property into his

possession ; and, if necessary, he may call to his aid the power
of his County.

howYept.^'^
^' Sec. 76. When a Constable shall have taken property, as in

lb., § 79. this Chapter provided, he shall keep it in a secure place, and

deliver it to the party entitled thereto, upon receiving his lawful

fee for taking, and his necessary expenses for keeping the

same,

erty by third Scc. 77. If the property taken be claimed by any other per-

son than the defendant or his agent, and such person shall

make affidavit of his title thereto, and right to the possession

thereof, stating the grounds of such right and title, and serve

the same upon the Constable, the Constable shall not be bound

to keep the property or deliver it to the plaintiff, unless the

plaintiff, on demand of him or his agent, shall indemnify the

Constable against such claim, by an undertaking, executed

by two sufficient sureties, accompanied by their affidavits, that

they are each worth double the value of the property as spe-

cified in the affidavit of the plaintiff, and are freeholders and

householders of the County. And no claim to such property,

by any other person than the defendant or his agent, shall be

valid against the Constable, unless made as aforesaid ; and

notwithstanding such claim, when so made, he may retain the

property a reasonable time to demand such indemnity.

The actions so commenced shall be tried in all respects as

other actions are tried in Magistrates' Courts.

The judgment for the plaintiff may be for the possession, or

for the recovery of the possession, or the value thereof, in

case a delivery cannot be had, and of damages for the deten-

tion. If the property have been delivered to the plaintiff, and

the defendant claim a return thereof, judgment for the de-

fendant may be for a return of the property, or the value there-
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of, in case a return cannot be had, and damages for taking and "^-^v^

withholding the same. An execution shall be issued thereon

and if the judgment be for the delivery of the possession of

personal property, it shall require the officer to deliver the

possession of the same, particularly describing it, to the party

entitled thereto, and may, at the same time, require the officer

to satisfy any costs or damages recovered by the same judg-

ment out of the personal property of the party against whom
it was rendered, to be specified therein, if a delivery thereof

cannot be had. The execution shall be returnable within sixty

days after its receipt by the officer to the Magistrate who
issued the same.

In all actions for the recovery of the possession of personal

property, as herein provided, if the property shall not have

been delivered to plaintiff, or the defendant by answer shall

claim a return thereof, the Magistrate or jury shall assess the

value thereof, and the injury sustained by the prevailing party

by reason of the taking or detention thereof, and the Mag-

istrate shall render judgment accordingly, with costs and dis-

bursements.

If it shall appear by the return of a Constable that he has

taken the property described in the plaintiff's affidavit, and

that defendant cannot be found, and has no last place of abode

in said County, or that no agent of defendant could be found,

on whom service could be made, the Magistrate may proceed

with the cause in the same manner as though there had been

a personal service.

For the endorsem.ent on said affidavit the Magistrate shall

receive an additional fee of twenty-five cents, which shall be

included in the costs of the suit.

Such judgment may be given for value oT llie property, though the demand
is only for its recovery and damages for its detention.—Joplin v. Carrier, ii

S. C, 327. It cannot be given in case where party is entitled to general dam-

ages.

—

lb. But where there are proper allegations, plaintiff may, on appeal, in

Circuit Court, elect to treat the action as one for damages.—Williams v. Irby,

16 S. C, 371. Where verdict is not in proper form, the Trial Justice cannot

change it; new trial is the remedy.-—DuBose v. Armstrong, 29 S. C, 290; 6

S. E., 934.

Sec. 78. But no Magistrate shall have cognizance of a civil .
No jurisdic-

° ° tion m certain

action— cases.

1. In which the State is a party, excepting for penalties not g^isro^^xiv.^

§

exceeding one hundred dollars

;

496.

2. Nor where the title to real property shall come in ques-

tion
;

-
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"^^^N^^""-^ Does not include proceedings to eject tenant.—State v. Fickling, lo S. C, 30;

State V. Marshall, 24 S. C, 507.

3. Nor of a civil action for an assault, battery, false impris-

onment, libel, slander, malicious prosecution, criminal conver-

sation, or seduction, where the damages claimed exceed one

hundred dollars,

tit."^*^"^
°^ *'" Sec. 79. In every action brought in a Court of Magistrate

"IsTo XIV. where the title to real property shall come in question, the

§
^^- defendant may, either with or without other matter of de-

fence, set forth in his answer any matter showing that such

title will come in question. Such answer shall be in writing,

signed by the defendant or his attorney, and delivered to the

Magistrate. The Magistrate shall thereupon countersign the

same and deliver it to the plaintiff.

See note to Sec. 78.

Undertaking. gg^^ gQ ^^ ^^^ ^-^^^ ^f answering, the defendant shall de-

§83.™'
'^^^" liver to the Magistrate a written undertaking, executed by at

least one sufficient surety, and approved by the Magistrate,

to the effect that if the plaintiff shall, within twenty days

thereafter, deposit with the Magistrate a summons and com-

plaint in an action in the Circuit Court for the same cause,

the defendant will, within twenty days after such deposit,

give an admission in writing of the service thereof.

Where the defendant was arrested in the action before the

Magistrate the undertaking shall further provide that he will,

at all times, render himself amenable to the process of the

Court during the pending of the action, and to such as may
be issued to enforce the judgment therein. In case of failure

to comply with the undertaking, the surety shall be liable not

exceeding one hundred dollars.

tin^u"ed

'^'^'"^"' Sec. 81. Upon the delivery of the undertaking to the Mag-
„ ~ „, istrate the action before him shall be discontinued, and each

party shall pay his own costs. The costs so paid by either

party shall be allowed to him if he recover costs in the action

to be brought for the same cause in the Circuit Court. If

no such action be brought within thirty days after the delivery

of the undertaking the defendant's costs before the Magis-

trate may be recovered of the plaintiff,

ing^not^giw' S^^- ^^- If *e undertaking be not delivered to the Magis-

~^ T"^^ trate he shall have jurisdiction of the cause, and shall pro-

ceed therein ; and the defendant shall be precluded, in his de-

fence, from drawing the title in question.
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Sec. 83. If, however, it appear on the trial, from the plain-
^^"""^^

'

tiff's own showing, that the title to real property is in ques- The same,

tion, and such title shall be disputed by the defendant, the ib., § so.

Magistrate shall dismiss the action and render judgment

against the plaintiff for the costs.

Sec- 84. When a suit before a Magistrate shall be dis'con- New action.

tinned by the delivery of an answer and undertaking, as pro- i^., § 87.

vided in Sections 79, 80 and 81, the plaintiff may prosecute

an action for the same cause in the Circuit Court, and shall

complain for the same cause of action only on which he relied

before the Magistrate, and the answer of the defendant shall

set up the same defence only which he made before the Mag-
istrate.

Sec. 85. If the judgment in the Circuit Court be for the Costs.

plaintiff, he shall recover costs ; if it be for the defendant, he ^^' § ^s.

shall recover costs, except that upon a verdict he shall pay

costs to the plaintiff, unless the Judge certify that the title to

real property came in question on the trial.

Sec. 86. If, in an action before a Magistrate, the plaintiff ^Answer^of^ti^

have several causes of action, to one of which the defence of cause of action.

title to real property shall be interposed, and, as to such cause, ^^•' § ^^

the defendant shall deliver an answer and undertaking, as

provided in Sections 79 and 80, the Magistrate shall discon-

tinue the proceedings as to that cause, and the plaintiff may
commence another action therefor in the Circuit Court. As

to the other causes of action, the Magistrate may continue his

proceedings.

Sec. 87. A Magistrate, on the demand of a party in whose jyjg°gjj'^g^""s

favor he shall have rendered a judgment, shall give a tran- jgyg^ xiv.,

script thereof, which may be filed and docketed in the office of y^*^'
i8S7,xix,

the Circuit Court of the County where the judgment was

rendered. The time of the receipt of the transcript by the
^j-^^g^'^Jj^"

^ °^

Clerk shall be noted thereon and entered in the Abstract of j^^ operation.

Judgments, and from that time the judgment shall be a judg-

ment of the Circuit Court, but no sale shall be made tnider ^j^'° /^^^^^jj^p'^g*^}

any execution issued upon such judgment in the Circuit Court ^^pi'""-

until the time for appealing from the judgment in the Mag-
istrate's Court has expired, nor pending such appeal. If the

^j^f^"j^^^^'t^^

judgment is set aside in the Magistrate's Court, it shall

have the effect of setting aside the judgment filed and dock-

eted in the Circuit Court. The filing and docketing such
j^'^f'^triai.^""*

transcript in the Circuit Court shall not affect the right of the
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Magistrate to grant a new trial. A certified transcript of such

other "countys"
judgment may be filed and docketed in the Clerk's office of

any other County, and with like effect, in every respect, as in

the County where the judgment was rendered.

There is no limit of time within which the transcript must be filed.—Rhoad v.

Patrick, 37 S. C, 517; 16 S. E., 536.

Such transcript of a valid judgment only of the Trial Justice can be so filed;

if judgment is null, the transcript is null.—Barron v. Dent, 17 S. C, 75. And
the transcript must show everything necessary to give jurisdiction to the Trial

Justice, to make the judgment valid.—Benson v. Carrier, 28 S. C, 119; 5 S. E., 272.

Such transcript is properly signed by an authorized clerk of the Trial Justice.

—

Brown v. Buttz, 15 S. C, 490. Trial Justice has no power to vacate judgment
after the transcript has been filed in the Circuit Court.

—

lb.; Lawrence v. Isear,

27 S. E., 244; 3 S. E., 222. When transcript filed the judgment becomes the

judgment of the Court of Common Pleas.—Rhoad v. Patrick, 37 S. C, 517; 16

S. E., 536.

And execution is to be issued thereon by the Clerk of the Circuit Court.—Amick
V. Amick, 59 S. C, 70; 37 S. E., 39.

^"^^^- Sec. 88. The following rules shall be observed in the Courts

4ifIif9L' of Magistrates:

1. The pleadings in the Courts are: i. The complaint by

the plaintiff. 2. The answer by the defendant.

2. The pleadings may be oral or in writing: if oral, the

substance of them shall be entered by the Magistrate in his

docket ; if in writing, they shall be filed by him, and a ref-

erence to them shall be made in the docket.

The defendant may plead orally to written complaint.—Williams v. Irby, 15

S. C, 458.

3. The complaint shall state, in a plain and direct manner,

the facts constituting the cause of action.

4. The answer may contain a denial of the complaint, or

any part thereof, and also a notice, in a plain and direct man-

ner, of any facts constituting a defence or counter-claim.

Notice of counter must be given.—Williams v. Irby, 15 S. C, 458. Counter-

claim cannot be interposed in action to recover a specific chattel.

—

lb.

In action to recover balance due farm laborer for services, a counter-claim may
be based on the allegation that he killed a horse while working it.—Haygood v.

Boney, 43 S. C, 63; 20 S. E., 803.

5. Pleadings are not required to be in any particular form,

but must be such as to enable a person of common understand-

ing to know what is intended.

Billiard v. Samuels, 25 S. E., 318; Riggs v. Wilson, 30 S. C, 172; 8 S. E., 848.

6. Either party may demur to a pleading of his adversary,

or to any part thereof, when it is not sufficiently explicit to

enable him to understand it, or it contains no cause of action

or defence, although it be taken as true.

7. If the Court deem the objection well founded, it shall

order the pleading to be amended ; and, if the party refuse to

amend, the defective pleading shall be disregarded.
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Leave to amend; strictness in order not required.—Medicine Co. v. Hare,

S. C, 462; 35 S. E., 130.

8. In any action on contract where a defendant does not ap- se^ke^and of

pear and answer, the plaintiff may file proof of the service of "° at^swer.

the summons and complaint, or of the summons, on one or 333
^ ^ ^' -^^^•'

more of the defendants, and that no answer or demurrer has

been served upon him. When the action is for the recovery of

money only, judgment may be given for the plaintiff by de- ^jg^^^^"
''^^^^'^

fault, if the demand be liquidated, and if unliquidated, and the unliquidated

plaintiff itemize his account and append thereto an affidavit
^^™^"^^'

that it is true and correct and no part of the sum sued for has

been paid by discount or otherwise, and a copy be served with

the summons on the defendant, and the defendant shall neither

answer or demur, the plaintiff shall have judgment for the
^""""^ °^ '^^^^^

sum sued for, as in the case of liquidated demands. In all other

cases where the defendant fails to appear and answer, the plain-

tiff cannot recover without proving his case.

The last clause applies to cases by default.—Barron v. Dent, 17 S. C, 75.

And the fact of endorsements upon the summons that there was a hearing

and examination of witnesses is not sufficient to show that defendant appeared

and defended.

—

lb.

Nor can such showing be made by parol testimony.-

—

lb.

9. In an action or defence founded upon an account, or an 423,^/91.
'^^^'

instrument for the payment of money only, it shall be sufficient

for a party to deliver the account or instrument to the Court,

and to state that there is due to him thereon, from the adverse

party, a specified sum, which he claims to recover or set off.

Does not nullify last clause of preceding subdivision; does not apply to default

cases.—Barron v. Dent, 17 S. C, 75.

10. A variance between the proof on the trial and the alle-

gations in a pleading shall be disregarded, as immaterial, unless

the Court shall be satisfied that the adverse party has been

misled to his prejudice thereby.

11. The pleadings may be amended at any time before the

trial, or during the trial, or upon appeal, when, by such amend-

ment, substantial justice will be promoted. If the amendment
be made after the joining of the issue, and it be made to appear

to the satisfaction of the Court, by oath, that an adjournment

is necessary to the adverse party, in consequence of such

amendment, an adjournment shall be granted. The Court

may also, in its discretion, require as a condition of an amend-

ment, the payment of costs to the adverse party.

Amendment allowed during trial.—Harby v. Wells, 52 S. C, 156; 29 S. £., 563.

See also Medicine Co. v. Hare, 56 S. C, 462; 35 S. E., 130.

4.—c. p.
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832.

12. Execution may be issued on a judgment heretofore or

hereafter rendered in Magistrates' Courts at any time after the

M^l^gTstrates^ rendering of such judgment, and within three years after the
executions. rendition thereof, and shall be returnable sixty days from date

undei^^ *^^''^"of the same, but no sale thereunder shall be made until after

18 87, XIX., ^^^ t^^^^ ^or appealing has expired, nor pending such appeal

:

Provided, That in cases for the claim and delivery of personal

property where bond for the property claimed has been prop-

erly given by either party, the status of such property shall

not be changed until after the expiration of the time for ap-

pealing has expired, or until such appeal has terminated.

When execution may issue; after transcript is filed in Circuit Court.—Rhoad v.

Patrick, 37 S. C, 519; 16 S. E., 536; Amick v. Amick, 59 S. C, 70; 37 S. E., 39.

In issuing execution Trial Justice acts judicially and is not liable in damages
therefor unless it was done willfully and corruptly.—McCall v. Cohen, 16 S. C,

445 ; Abrams v. Carlisle, 18 S. C, 242.

Can Trial Justice issue execution within the five days allowed for motion for

new trial?—Abrams v. Carlisle, 18 S. C, 242.

13. If the judgment be docketed with the Clerk of the Cir-

cuit Court, the execution shall be issued by him to the Sheriff

of the County, and have the same effect, and be executed in

the same manner, as other executions and judgments of the

Circuit Court.

Lawrence v. Isear, 27 S. C, 244; 3 S. E., 222; Amick v. Amick, 59 S. C, 70;

37 S. E., 39; Bragg v. Thompson, 19 S. C, 572; Rhoad v. Patrick, 37 S. C,

519; 16 S. E., 536.

14. The Court may, at the joining of the issue, require either

party, at the request of the other, at that or some other speci-

fied time, to exhibit his account, or state the nature thereof as

far as may be in his power, and, in case of his default, preclude

him from giving evidence of such parts thereof as shall not

have been so exhibited or stated.

15. The provisions of this Code of Procedure, respecting

forms of actions, parties to actions, the rules of evidence, the

times of commencing actions, and the service of process upon

corporations, shall apply to these Courts.

The defendant may, on the return of process, and before

answering, make an offer in writing to allow judgment to be

taken against him for an amount, to be stated in such offer,

with costs. The plaintiff shall thereupon, and before any other

proceeding shall be had in the action, determine whether he will

accept or reject such offer. If he accept the offer, and give

notice thereof in writing, the Magistrate shall file the offer

and the acceptance thereof, and render judgment accordingly.

If notice of acceptance be not given, and if the plaintiff fail to
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obtain judgment for a greater amount, exclusive of costs, than

has been specified in the offer, he shall not recover costs, but

shall pay to the defendant his costs accruing subsequent to the

offer.

It is error in Trial Justice to refuse to allow defendant's counsel to cross-

examine generally plaintiff's witness.—Dillard v. Samuels, 25 S. C, 318.

Plaintiff is liable for all costs of the case, subsequent to defendant's offer, if

he refuses to accept it, and recover less.—Williford v. Gadsden, 27 S. C, 87; 2

S. E., 858.

Provision as to forms of actions.—Kelly v. Kennemore, 47 S. C, 260; 25

S. E., 134.

16. When twenty-five or more dollars is demanded, the vingTon^pfafnt!

complaint shall be served on the defendant not less than isoi, xx.,

twenty days; and where less than that sum is demanded, not'^'^^^'

less than five days before the day therein fixed for trial : Pro-

vided, That if the plaintiff shall make out that he is apprehen-

sive of losing his debt by such delay, and the Magistrate con- how shor"ene'd.

siders that there is good reason therefor (the grounds of such

apprehension being set out in an affidavit and served with a

copy of the complaint), he may make such process returnable

in such time as the justice of the case may require.

Summons requiring appearance on twentieth day void.—Adkins v. Moore, 43
S. C, 173; 20 S. E., 985; Paul V. So. Ry. Co., 50 S. C, 23; 27 S. E., 526. But
summons to appear on twenty-first day was held sufficient in Wideman v. Pruitt,

52 S. C, 86; 29 S. E., 405.

Defendant may waive the twenty days' notice; and if he goes to trial on less

notice, without objection, he is bound by the judgment.—Benson v. Carrier, 28

S. C, 119; 5 S. E., 272. As to the proviso, applied.—Cavender v. Ward, 28 S. C,
470; 6 S. E., 302. The summons under this proviso may be made returnable on
the same day it is served.—Cothran v. Knight, 47 S. C, 243; 2$ S. E., 142.

Defect in summons is waived by appearance and pleading to the merits.—Wil-

liams v. Garvin, 51 S. C, 399; 29 S. E., i; Rosamond v. Earle, 46 S. C, 9; 24

S. E., 44; Bird v. Sullivan, 58 S. C, 52; 36 S. E., 494.

It may be waiver by appearing without objecting to jurisdiction of the Court.

—

Grant v. Clinton Mills, 56 S. C, 557; 35 S. E., 193.

17. Any Magistrate Court of this State shall have power tOg^^^'^^'
xvi.,

grant a new trial in any case tried in the said Courts for reasons

for which new trials have usually been granted in the Courts

of law of this State : Provided, however, The case tried shall

only be heard and tried anew by the Magistrate before whom
the case was first tried.

A motion for a new trial is not required as a condition precedent to an appeal.

—

Minnick v. Fort, 13 S. C, 215.

He cannot so relieve against his own judgments on grounds of mistake, in-

advertence, surprise or neglect; that can only be done by appeal.

—

Ih. So as to

judgments by default, that may be satisfactorily excused.—Lawrence v. Isear, 2y

S. C, 244; 3 S. E., 322. New trial will not be granted where irrelevant testi-

mony is received against objection, which could not have affected the verdict.

—

Riggs v. Wilson, 30 S. C, 172; 8 S. E., 848. Appeal lies to the Circuit Court

from an order granting a new trial.—Redfearn v. Douglass, 35 S. C, 569; 15

S. E., 244.

18. No motion for a new trial shall be heard unless made ^^-
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within five days from the rendering of the judgment: Pro-

vided, That the right of appeal from the judgment shall exist

for five days after the refusal of a motion for a new trial.

Notice of motion must be given within five days.—Doty v. Duval, 19 S. C, 143.

But need not be in writing.—Mitchell v. Bates, 57 S. C, 44; 35 S. E., 420. The
hearing (Whetstone v. Livingston, 54 S. C, 539; 32 S. E., 561) and decision

may be later.—Speer v. Meschine, 46 S. C, 505; 24 S. E., 331. And the motion

may be made on a legal holiday.—Mitchell v. Bates, supra.

in Majstr^tes^ 1 9. Magistrates shall have the power to change the venue

——' in all cases, civil and criminal, pending before them : Provided,
1887 XIX

it:'
7 8 7;' 1896'! That in Counties where they have separate and exclusive terri-
XXII 13 .

" * torial jurisdiction the change of venue shall be to another

Magistrate's district in the same County. Whenever either

party in a civil case, or the prosecutor or accused in a criminal

case, which is to be tried before a Magistrate shall

file with the Magistrate issuing the paper an affidavit

to the effect that he does not believe he can obtain

a fair trial before the Magistrate, the papers shall be turned

over to the nearest Magistrate not disqualified from hearing

said cause in the County, who shall proceed to try the case

as if he had issued the papers : Provided, Such affidavit shall

set forth the grounds of such belief, and in civil cases two

days' notice of the application for change of venue shall be

given to the adverse party. One such transfer only shall be

allowed each party in any case.

The party must make the affidavit himself.—Cromer v. Watson, 59 S. C, 488;

37 S. E., 128.



PART II.

OF CIVIL ACTIONS.

Title i . Of their Forms.

Title II. Of the Time of Commencing Them.

Title III. Of the Parties.

Title IV. Of the Place of Trial.

Title V. Of the Manner of Commencing Them.

Title VI. Of the Pleadings.

Title VII. Of the Provisional Remedies.

Title VIII. Of the Trial and Judgment.

Title IX. Of the Execution of the Judgment.

Title X. Of the Costs.

Title XL Of Appeals.

Title XII. Of the Miscellaneous Proceedings.

Title XIII. Actions in Particular Cases.

Title XIV. Provisions Relating to Existing Suits.

Title XV. General Provisions.

This Part, as to appeals, does not apply in criminal cases; they are governed

by the old practice before the Code.—State v. Pitts, 12 S. C, 180. It applies

only to Courts of Common Pleas, except when express reference is made to in-

ferior Courts.—Doty v. Duvall, 19 S. C, 143- Nor does it apply to proceedings

by prohibition or mandamus.—S. C. Society v. Gerney, 3 S. C, 53. See note to

Sec. 8.

TITLE I.

FORM OF CIVIL ACTIONS.

Sec.

89. One form of action established.

90. Parties, how designated.

A. D. 1902.

Sec. --^^^^^.-.^

91. Actions on judgments.

92. Feigned issues not allowed.

Section 89. There shall be in this State but one form of One form of-, . . ..,.,j .action estab-

action for the enforcement or protection of private rights and lished.

the redress of private wrongs, which shall be denominated a isto, xiv., §

civil action.

No action lies unless a cause of action exists which would formerly have main-

tained an action at law or a bill in equity.—Southern Man. Co. v. Tew, s S. C, 5.

Whether legal or equitable, such rights must alilce be enforced or protected

by the same form of action.—Parker v. Jacobs, 14 S. C, 112; Chapman v. Lip-

scomb, 18 S. C, 222; Scaife v. Thompson, 15 S. C, 337- No change is made
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between legal and equitable causes of action.—Chapman v. Lipscomb, i8 S. C,
22.2\ Sullivan v. Sullivan, 20 S. C, 509. But while causes of action are distinct

from remedies, they are enforcible by the one form of remedy.—Emory v. Hazard
Powder Co., 22 S. C, 476.

See note as to changes made by Code, Sec. i.

designated.
''"'^ Scc. 90. In such action the party complaining shall be known

72,.^ § 93. as the plaintiff, and the adverse party as the defendant.

Actions on Scc. 91. No action shall be brought upon a judgment rend-
judgments. ^^^^ -^^ ^^^ Court in this State, except a Court of Magistrate,

ih.,
§ 94. between the same parties, without leave of the Court, for good

cause shovm, on notice to the adverse party; and no action on

a judgment rendered by a Magistrate shall be brought in the

same County within five years after its rendition, except in

case of his death, resignation, incapacity to act, or removal

from the County, or that the process was not personally served

on the defendant, or on all the defendants, or in case of the

death of some of the parties, or where the docket or record of

such judgment is or shall have been lost or destroyed.

Does not apply to action by creditor of decedent to subject lands in possession

of devisees to judgment.—Brock v. Kirkpatrick, 60 S. C, 322; 37 S. E., 779.

si^s^iftTifow- Sec. 92. Feigned issues shall not be allowed, and, instead

!£^ thereof, or when a question of fact, not put in issue by the

^^1870, XIV., § pleadings, is to be tried by a jury, an order for the trial may
be made stating distinctly and plainly the question of fact to

be tried ; and such order shall be the only authority necessary

for a trial.

TITLE II.

TIME OF COMMENCING CIVIL ACTIONS.

Chapter i. Actions Generally.

Chapter 2. For the Recovery of Real Property.

Chapter 3. Other than for the Recovery of Real Property.

Chapter 4. General Provisions.

CHAPTER I.

Actions Generally.

Sec.

93. Limitation not to apply where ac-

tion commenced, or right of

action accrued.

Sec.

94. Time for commencing actions, &c.
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Section 93. The provisions of this Title shall not extend to

actions already commenced, or to cases where the right of ac-
no"^

^ ^ '
^l^^°{^

tion has already accrued ; but the statutes then in force shall ^ommenced^^or

be applicable to such cases, according to the subject of the "^^^^g*^^
^'^''^'^

action and without regard to the form. ~ib~rm
Shand v. Gage, 9 S. C, 188; Hayes v. Clinkscales, 9 S. C, 450; Bratton v.

Guy, 12 S. C., 42; Bolt V. Dawkins, 16 S. C., 210; Nichols v. Briggs, 18 S. C,
473; State V. Pinckney, 22 S. C., 484; Colvin v. Phillips, 25 S. C., 228; Rehkopf
V. Kuhland, 30 S. C., 234; 9 S. E., 99; Lyles v. Roach, 30 S. C, 291; 9 S. E.,

334; Heyward v. Farmers Mining Co., 42 S. C., 138; 19 S. E., 963.

There are only three exceptions to the operation of the limitations in this Title:

I. Where the action was already commenced. 2. Where the right of action had
already accrued. 3. Where a different limitation is prescribed by statute.—Stod-

dard V. Owings, 42 S. C., 88; 20 S. E., 25. Right of action defined.

—

lb.

Applies to bond and mortgage executed prior to adoption of Code, but maturing

afterwards.

Sec. 94. Civil actions can only be commenced within the Time for
< c o m m encmg

periods prescribed in this Title, after the cause of action shall actions, &c.

have accrued, except where, in special cases, a different limi- J^b., § 97.

tation is prescribed by Statute, and in the cases mentioned in

Section 93. But the objection that the action was not com-

menced within the time limited can only be taken by answer.

The statute cannot avail unless so pleaded.—Coney v. Timmons, i6 S. C, 378;

Cureton v. Westfield, 22 S. C, 583; Moore v. Smith, 29 S. C, 254; 7 S. E., 485;

Foggette V. Gaffney, 33 S. C, 303; 12 S. E., 260.

Defendant failing to so object by answer is barred from making that defense

on trial.—Jones v. Massey, 9 S. C, 376.

But such defense does not preclude other defenses, even though inconsist-

ent.—Cohrs V. Eraser, 5 S. C, 355.

Statement of reasons which actuated defendant to plead such limitation prop-

erly stricken out of answer as irrelevant.—Nichols v. Briggs, 18 S. C, 473.

When it need not be formally pleaded by defendants.—Jackson v. Plyer, 38

S. C, 500; 17 S. E., 257; Sutton V. Clark, 59 S. C, 44a; 38 S. E., 154; Bank v.

Gadsden, 56 S. C.,313; 33 S. E., 575.
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Sec.

95.

97.

98.

99.

100.

101.

CHAPTER II.

For the Recovery of Real Property.

When the State will not sue.

When action cannot be brought
by grantee from the State.

When action by the State
or their grantees to be
brought within ten years.

Seizin within ten years, when
necessary. Plaintiff limited

to two actions.

Seizin within ten years, when
necessary in action or de-

fence founded on title, &c.

Action after entry or right of

entry.

Possession, when presumed. Oc-

cupation when deemed under
legal title.

Sec
102

103.

104.

105.

written in-occupation under
strument, &c.

Adverse possession under writ-

ten instrument, &c.

Premises actually occupied, held

adversely.

Adverse possession under claim

of title not written.

106. Relation of landlord and tenant,

as affecting adverse posses-

sion.

107. Descent cast—effect of.

108. Persons under disability.

109. After forty years, no
whatever allowed.

action

When the
State will not
sue.

1870, XIV.,

18 7 3, XV.
496.

lb.

Section 95. The State will not sue any person for or in respect

to any real property, or the issues or profits thereof, by reason

of the right or title of the State to the same, unless

—

1. Such right or title shall have accrued within twenty years

before an)^ action or other proceeding for the same shall be

commenced ; or unless

2. The State, or those from whom it claims, shall have re-

ceived the rents and profits of such real property, or of some

part thereof, within the space of twenty years.

Does not operate retrospectively.—State v. Pinckney, 22 S. C, 484; Heyward
V. Farmers Mining Co., 42 S. C, 138; 19 S. E., 963. Until this Section was
passed in 1870, the doctrine of nullum tempus prevailed in this State.—State v.

P. G. Co., 22 S. C, so. As to its effect, it remains to be construed.—State v.

Pinckney, 22 S. C, 484.

When action Scc. 96. No actiou shall be brought for or in respect to real
cannotbe ,.., . -,
b r o u g h t by property by any person claiming by virtue of letters patent or
grantee from . lo -11 1

the State. grants from the State, unless the same might have been com-

1870, X I v., menced by the State as herein specified, in case such patent or

grant had not been issued or made.

byThe^state or Scc. 97. When letters patent or grants of real property shall

to^ be 1)ro"ugiu have been issued or made by the State, and the same shall be

years!"
"

" ^^" declared void by the determination of a competent Court, ren-

/&., § 100; dered upon an allegation of a fraudulent suggestion, or con-
1873, XV., 496. cealment, or forfeiture, or mistake, or ignorance of a material

fact, or wrongful detaining, or defective title, in such case an

action for the recovery of the premises so conveyed may be

brought either by the State, or by any subsequent patentee or
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grantee of the premises, his heirs or assigns, within ten years

after such determination was made, but not after that period, tenyearsrwhen

Sec. 98. I. No action for the recovery of real property, or piIintiff^iYm-

for the recovery of the possession thereof, shall be maintained, tions.

unless it appear that the plaintiff, his ancestor, predecessor, or isto, xiv.,

grantor, was seized or possessed of the premises in question xv., 496.

within ten years before the commencement of such action.

Adverse possession for ten years confers good title which may be asserted

affirmatively.^—Duren v. Kee, 50 S. C, 457; 27 S. E., 875; Harrelson v. Sarvis,

39 S. C, 14; 17 S. E., 368; Busby v. R. R. Co., 45 S. C, 317; 23 S. E., 50; Cave

v. Anderson, 50 S. C, 293; 27 S. E., 693.

2. The plaintiff in all actions far recovery of real property yg.'^^^^'
^^^^•'

or the recovery of the possession thereof, is hereby limited to

two actions for the same, and no more : Provided, That the

costs of the first action be first paid, and the second action be

brought within two years from the rendition of the verdict or

judgment in the first action, or from the granting of a non-

suit or discontinuance therein.

See Geiger v. Kaigler, 15 S. C, 271.

If action is not renewed or recommenced within two years after discontinuance

©r verdict in first action, the title is determined to be in the defendant.—Dyson
V. Leek, s Strob., 141; Binda v. Benbow, 11 Rich., 24. The two actions are al-

lowed subsequent to Act.—Duren v. Kee, 41 S. C, 171; 19 S. E., 492. As to

payment of costs of first action.—Columbia W. P. Co. v. Columbia L. and I. Co.,

42 S. C, 488; 20 S. E., 378. Dismissal of second action for failure to pay costs

of first action, precludes plaintiff from bringing another.

—

Ih.; 47 S. C, 117; 25
S. E., 48. This subdivision does not apply to actions for partition.—Elmore v.

Davis, 49 S. C, i; 26 S. E., 898. Nor to action for damages and injunction

against trespasses.—Tompkins v. R. R. Co., 30 S. C, 479; 9 S. E., 521.

Sec. 99. No cause of action, or defence to an action, ,
Seizin within

' ten years, when
founded upon a title to real property, or to rents or services

"ction^^o7 If-

out of the same, shall be effectual, unless it appear that the f^"ce^gf°^nded

person prosecuting the action or making the defence, or under ^g^^—xrv"
whose title the action is prosecuted or the defence is made, or|^^2; i873, xv.

the ancestor, predecessor, or grantor of such person, was
seized or possessed of the premises in question within ten years

before the committing of the act in respect to which such action

is prosecuted or defence made.

Sec. 100. No entry upon real estate shall be deemed sufficient entry,'°or right

or valid as a claim, unless an action be commenced thereupon ° ^"^'^^'

within one year after the making of such entry, and within § ^Iq'z -, \m,

ten years from the time when the right to make such entry de-

scended or accrued.

Sec. 101. In every action for the recovery of real property,

or the possession thereof, the person establishing a legal title

to the premises- shall be presumed to have been possessed
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^ thereof within the time required by law ; and the occupation of

wh^en'presum^swch premises by any other person shall be deemed to have

when "deemed ^ceu Under and in subordination to the legal title, unless it ap-
un^der legal

pg^j. ^j^^^ g^^^^ premises have been held and possessed ad-

1S70, _xiv.,_§ versely to such legal title for ten years before the commence-
104; 1S73, XV., ^^^^^ q£ g^^^j^ actioU.

Adverse possession cannot give title as against a town.—Crocker v. Collins, 37
S. C, 328; 15 S. E., 951.

Such adverse possession gives no right until the expiration of the ten years.

—

Ellen V. Ellen, 16 S. C, 132.

There can be no adverse possession by purchaser under contract to purchase
the land against vendor until he has paid the purchase money.—Blackwell v.

Ryon, 21 S. C, 112. Nor by purchaser from mortgagor, with notice of the
mortgage, against the mortgagee.—Norton v. Lewis, 3 S. C, 25; Clark v. Smith,
13 S. S., 585; Lynch v. Hancock, 14 S. C, 66. But there can be by purchaser
against a judgment.—Goldsmith v. Jacobs, 14 S. C, 624. There can be no ad-
verse possession against any of the co-tenants, unless it is against all.—Scaife v.

Thompson, 15 S. C, 337. Before there can be adverse possession as to co-tenants
there must be proof of ouster.—Stone v. Fitts, 38 S. C, 394; 17 S. E., 136; Mole
V. Folk, 45 S. C, 265; 22 S. E., 882. An attempt by one co-tenant to convey all

the land amounts to ouster.—Garrett v. Weinberg, 48 S. C, 29; 26 S. E., 3.

But successive purchasers cannot tack possession so as to give such title.

—

Pegues V. Warley, 14 S. C, 180; Ellen v. Ellen, 16 S. C, 132; Garrett v. Wein-
berg, 48 S. C, 29; 26 S. E., 3.

There can be no adverse possession where no trespass is committed against
owner.—Massey v. Duren, 3 S. C, 34; Mosely v. Hankinson, 25 S. C, 519; Sutton
V. Clark, 59 S. C, 440; 38 S. E., 154.

Hence, where a woman married before the Constitution of 1868 did not have
the right to the possession of her land acquired before that time, until the death
of her husband, the statute did not commence to run against her until her hus-

band's death.—Garrett v. Weinberg, 48 S. C, 29; 26 S. E., 3. See also Boykin v.

Ancrum, 28 S. C, 486; 6 S. E., 305; Rawls v. Johns, 54 S. C, 394; 32 S. E.,

451; Bell V. Talbird, Rich. Eq., 361; Joyce v. Gunnels, 2 Rich. Eq., 259; Bannister
V. Bull, 16 S. C, 220; Covar v. Cantelou, 25 S. C, 35; Moseley v. Hankinson,
25 S. C, 519.

Adverse possession under Act 1871 to ripen into title must run twenty years,

and is not limited to ten years' duration, as fixed in this Section by amendment
of 1873.—Rehkopf v. Kuhland, 30 S. C, 234; 9 S. E., 99; Lyles v. Roach, 30 S. C,
291; 9 S. E., 334. But adverse possession, begun in 1883, is controlled by this

Section, then in force.—Johnson v. Cobb, 29 S. C, 372; 7 S. E., 601.

un^e'^r'' written ^^^' ^^^- Whenever it shall appear that the occupant, or
instrument, &c. ^hosc Under whom he claims, entered into the possession of

iosTistI.^xv.! P^'^'^^s^s under claim of title, exclusive of any other right,
496. founding such claim upon a written instrument, as being a

conveyance of the premises in question, or upon the decree or

judgment of a competent Court, and that there has been a con-

tinued occupation and possession of the premises included in

such instrument, decree, or judgment, or of some part of such

premises under such claim for ten years, the premises so in-

cluded shall be deemed to have been held adversely; except

that where the premises so included consist of a tract divided

into lots, the possession of one lot shall not be deemed a pos-

session of any other lot of the same tract.
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Occupancy of one of two adjoining parcels of land included within lines of ^ - v ~^ '

plat held as color of title does not confer title by adverse possession of the other

parcel.—Massey v. Duren, 3 S. C, 34.

Sufficiency of written instrument.—Garrett v. Weinberg, 48 S. C, 29; 26 S. E., 3.

Sec. 103. For the purpose of constituting an adverse pos- sessfon^under

session, by any person claiming a title founded upon a written ment^\a^''^'^"

instrument or a judgment or decree, land shall be deemed to isto, xiv., §

have been possessed and occupied in the following cases :

^^^'

1. Where it has been usually cultivated or improved.

2. Where it has been protected by a substantial enclosure.

3. \Miere, although not enclosed, it has been used for the

supply of fuel or of fencing timber, for the purposes of lius-

bandr}-, or the ordinary use of the occupant.

4. Where a known farm or a single lot has been partly im-

proved, the portion of such farm or lot that may have been

left not cleared or not enclosed, according to the usual course

and custom of the adjoining country, shall be deemed to have

been occupied for the same length of time as the part improved

and cultivated.

Sec. 104. ^^'here it shall appear that there has been an actual Premises ac-

. . - . , . . .- .-.1 tually occupied
continued occupation of premises, under a claim oi title, ex- held adversely.

elusive of any other right, but not founded upon a written isro, xiv., §

instrument or a judgment or decree, the premises so actually

occupied, and no other, shall be deemed to have been held ad-

versely.

Sec. 105. For the purpose of constituting an adverse pos- Adverse pos-

, , . . . , -
, ,

. session under
session by a person claiming title not founded upon a written claim of title

instrument or a judgment or decree, land shall be deemed to
'—

have been possessed in the following cases only

:

1. Where it has been protected by a substantial enclosure.

2. Where it has been usually cultivated or improved.

Sec. 106. Whenever the relation of landlord and tenant r e i ation of
• 1 1

• r 1
landlord and

shall have existed between any persons, the possession oi the tenant, as af-

r 1 1 11 1 -11 fecting adverse
tenant shall be deemed the possession of the landlord until the possession,

expiration of ten years from the termination of the tenancy; ib., § i09;
, , , , . •, -11 • • 1873, XV., 496.

or, where there has been no written lease, until the expiration

of ten years from the time of refusal to pay rent, notwith-

standing that such tenant may have acquired another title, or

may have claimed to hold adversely to his landlord. But such

presumptions shall not be made after the periods herein

limited.

Sec. 107. The right of a person to the possession of any Descent cast,

real property shall not be impaired or affected by a descent
1S70, XIV., §

110.
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'"^"^-^^-"^ being cast in consequence of the death of a person in possession

of such property.

This changes common law doctrine as to transmission of possession from an-

cestor to heir, which presumed that the possession was rightful.—Geiger v. Kaigler,

IS S. C, 262; Duren v. Kee, 26 S. C, 219; 2 S. E., 4. When the heir is in of

his ancestor's possession and there is no new entry, the possession of the heir is

that of the ancestor.—Duren v. Kee, 26 S. C, 219. And their possession may
be tacked.—Burnett v. Crawford, 50 S. C, 161; 22 S. E., 645; Turpin v. Suddath,

53 S. C, 311; 31 S. E., 245. But where the possession of the ancestor has been
interrupted or put an end to, the entry of the heir is a new trespass, and the

possessions do not unite to make title in heir.—Congdon v. Morgan, 14 S. C,
587; Johnson v. Cobb, 29 S. C, 372; 7 S. E., 601.

de'^^disabiiit'y"' Scc. 108. If a person entitled to commence any action for

7i,.^ § 111. the recovery of real property, or to make an entry or defence

founded on the title to real property, or to rents or services

out of the same, be, at the time such title shall first descend or

accrue, either

—

1. Within the age of twenty-one 3'ears ; or,

2. Insane; or,

3. Imprisoned on a criminal or civil charge, or in execution

upon conviction of a criminal offence for a term less than for

life—

496^"^' ^^" ^^^ ^^'^^ during which such disability shall continue, shall

not be deemed any portion of the time in this Chapter limited

for the commencement of such action or the making of such

entry or defence ; but such action may be commenced, or entry

or defence made, after the period of ten years, and within ten

years after the disability shall cease, or after the death of the

person entitled who shall die under such disability; but such

action shall not be commenced, or entry or defence made, after

that period.

The disability must exist when the cause of action first accrues.—Satcher v.

Grice, 31 S. E., 3; 53 S. C, 126; Maccan v. Crowley, 59 S. C, 342; 37 S. E., 934.

Effect of minority of one cotenant.—Garrett v. Weinberg, 48 S. C, 28; 26 S. E., 18.

The statute does not run during the continuance of the disability.—Rice v.

Bamberg, 59 S. C, 507; 38 S. E., 209.

After forty Sec. 109. No actiou shall be commenced in anv case for the
years, no ac-
tion whatever recovery of real property, or for any interest therein, against

a person in possession under claim of title by virtue of a writ-

ten instrument, unless the person claiming, his ancestor or

grantor, was actually in the possession of the same or a part

thereof, within forty years from the commencement of such

action. And the possession of a defendant, sole or connected,

pursuant to the provisions of this Section, shall be deemed

valid against the world after the lapse of said period.

Does this apply to cases of adverse possession begun before its adoption?—Sut-

ton V. Clark, 38 S. E., 154; 59 S. C, 440.
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CHAPTER III.

Time of Commencing Action Other Than for the Recovery

of Real Property.

Sec.

110. Limitation prescribed

111. Twenty years.

112. Six years.

113. Three years.

114. Two years.

Sec.

115. One year.

116. Actions upon current account.

117. Actions for penalties.

118. Actions for other relief.

119. Actions by the State.
L i m itation

prescribed.

Section 110. The periods prescribed in Section 94 for the 1370, xiv.,

commencement of actions other than for the recovery of real ^
^^^'

property shall be as follows :

Twenty years.

Sec. 111. Within twenty years :

^^•' ^
^^^•

1. An action upon a judgment or decree of any Court of the

United States, or any State or Territory within the United

States.

Action on judgment distinguished from proceeding under Sec. 310.—Roland v.

Shockley, 43 S. C, 246; 21 S. E., 21. Applies to actions on decrees for equality

of partition.—McKibben v. Salinas, 41 S. C, 105; 19 S. E., 302: Simms v. Kearse,
., Q r .,. ,^ Q T- ,„

. 0, y , ^ , XVII.,
42 3. C, 43; 20 is. £.., 19. ,,- ' '

2. An action upon a bond, or other contract in writing, se-

cured by a mortgage of real property ; an action upon a sealed

instrument other than a sealed note and personal bond for the

payment of money only, whereof the period of limitation shall

be the same as prescribed in the following Section.

Subdivision 2 does not apply to action for breach of warranty in deeds made
before 1870.—Bratton v. Guy, 12 S. C, 42. Nor to seal note which matured

before that time.—Nichols v. Briggs, 18 S. C, 473. But mortgage given to secure

it might be foreclosed at any time within twenty years.

—

lb. Nor to bond executed

before that time.—Neely v. Yorkville, 10 S. C, 141; State v. Lake, 30 S. C, 43;

8 S. E., 322. But it does apply to official bond executed since that time.—Strain

V. Babb, 30 S. C, 342; 9 S. E., 271.

Applies to actions to foreclose mortgages maturing after enactment of statute.

—

Jennings v. Peay, 51 S. C, 327; 28 S. E., 949. Execution purchaser of mortgagor

may plead the statute, although the mortgagor is out of the State.—Arthur v.

Screven, 39 S. C, 84; 17 S. E., 641. Six years.

Sec. 112. Within six years : ~im xiv
1. An action upon a contract, obligation, or liability, express § ^^*-

or implied, excepting those provided for in Section iii.

Applies to actions on warranty in deed.—Bratton v. Guy, 12 S. C., 42.

In actions against heirs or devisees to subject real estate in their possession

to payment of debts of ancestor or devisor, nine months must be added to the

six years.—Cleveland v. Mills, 9 S. C, 430.

Applies to note executed prior to but maturing after the enactment of the

statute.—Stoddard v. Owings, 42 S. C., 88; 20 S. E., 25; Jennings v. Peay, 51

S. C, 327; 28 S. E., 949. When cause of accrues to endorser on note.—McCrady
V. Jones, 44 S. C., 406; 22 S. E., 412.

2. An Action upon a liability created by Statute, other than

a penalty or forfeiture.
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^ Action on decree for equality of partition is not.—Artliur v. Screven, 39 S. C,
84; 17 S. E., 641.

3. An action for trespass upon or damage to real property.

4. An action for taking-, detaining, or injuring any goods or

chattels, including actions for the specific recovery of personal

property.

Applies to action to recover houses on land sold to plaintiff by party in pos-

session.—Dominick v. Farr, 22 S. C, 585. To action to recover amount of mis-

take in compromise settlement of note.—McMakin v. Gowan, 18 S. C, 502.

5. An action for criminal conversation, or for any other

injury to the person or rights of another, not arising on con-

tract, and not hereinafter enumerated.
Where goods held for safekeeping are destroyed, this limitation begins to run

from date of loss or of owner's notice thereof, and not from time of demand.—

•

Cohrs v. Fraser, 5 S. C, 356.

6. Any action for relief on the ground of fraud, in cases

which, heretofore, were solely cognizable by the Court of

Chancery, the cause of action in such case not to be deemed to

have accrued until the discovery by the aggrieved party of

the facts constituting the fraud.

Subdivision 6 applied.-—Means v. Feaster, 4 S. C, 257; Beattie v. Pool, 13 S.

C, 379; Kibler v. Mcllwain, 16 S. C, 550; Suber v. Chandler, 18 S. C, 526; Rich-

ardson V. Mounce, 19 S. C, 477; McSvi^een v. McCown, 23 S. C, 342; City Coun-
cil V. Bank, 23 S. C 410; Amicker v. New, 33 S. C, 28; 11 S. E., 386; Harrell

v. Key, 37 S. C, 375; 16 S. E., 42; Jackson v. Plyer,' 38 S. C, 500; 17 S. E., 257;
Brown v. Brown, 44 S. C, 378; 22 S. E., 412; Lenhardt v. French, 57 S. C, 493;

37 S. E., 761; Toole v. Johnson, 61 S. C, 34; 39 S. E., 254

1042^^^'^'
^^"

7- Actions may be brought in any of the Courts of this State

properly having jurisdiction thereof on any policies of insur-

ance, either fire or life, whereby any person or property, resi-

dent or situate in this State, may be or may have been insured,

or for or on account of any loss arising thereunder, within six

years from the date of such loss, or from the accrual of the

cause of action under said policy, any clause or condition in the

said policies or limitations therein contained to the contrary

notwithstanding.

Does not apply to contracts entered into prior to its enactment.—Sample v. Ins.

Co., 46 S. C, 498; 24 S. E., 334.Three years.

~~^Q—XTv" ^®^" ^^^* Within three years :

§
^'"^-

I. An action against a Sheriff, Coroner or Constable, upon

a liability incurred by the doing of an act in his official capacity,

and in virtue of his office, or by the omission of an official duty,

including the non-payment of money collected upon an execu-

tion. But this Section shall not apply to an action for an

escape.

2. An action upon a Statute, for a penalty or forfeiture,

where the action is given to the party aggrieved, or to such
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party and the State, except where the Statute imposing it pre- ^"""^v^"^

scribes a different Hmitation.

Sec. 114. Within two years

:

'^'^•° y^^"-

1. An action for Hbel, slander, assault, battery, or false im- ^'^' §
^^''•

prisonment.

2. An action upon a Statute, for a forfeiture or penalty to

the State.

An agreed forfeit of a certain amount to State for breach of contract is stipu-

lated damages and not a technical penalty; and action therefor is not hereby

barred in two years.—Lipscomb v. Seegers, 19 S. C, 425.

Sec. 115. Within one year

:

_°i!i_^:!!!__

I. An action against a Sheriff or other officer for the escape ^^•' ^
^^'

of a prisoner arrested or imprisoned on civil process.

Sec. 116. In an action brought to recover a balance due upon
^ ^^^f

^°^^jj^"p°^

a mutual, open, and current account, where there have been g°""t.

reciprocal demands between the parties, the cause of action ^^•' ^
^^®-

shall be deemed to have accrued from the time of the last

item proved in the account on either side.

A sealed note on one side and open account on the other do not constitute

such open mutual account.—Chapman v. Chapman, 31 S. C, 405; 10 S. E., 106.

Sec. 117. An action upon a Statute, for a penalty or for- pg^^f^fg"^

^""^

feiture given, in whole or in part, to any person who will prose- ~Y^^^.
cute for the same, must be commenced within one year after

the commission of the offence; and, if the action be not com-

menced within the year by a private party, ' it may be com-

menced within two years thereafter, in behalf of the State, by

the Attorney General, or the Solicitor of the Circuit where the

oft'ence was committed, unless a different limitation be pre-

scribed in the Statute under which the action is brought.

Sec. 118. An action for relief not hereinbefore provided for, Actions
^ ' other relief.

for
other relie

must be commenced within ten vears after the cause of action ^^ , ,,„
lb., § 120.

shall have accrued.

McMakin v. Gowan, 18 S. C, 502; Bank v. Gadsden, 56 S. C, 313; 33 S. E., 575.

Sec. 119. The limitations prescribed by this Chapter shall
^^^^

|t^'jo"s ^y

apply to actions brought in the name of the State, or for its ^^ , ^^i

benefit, in the same manner as to actions by private parties.
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CHAPTER IV.

General Provisions as to the Time of Commencing Actions.

Sec.

120. When action deemed commenced.
121. Exception—defendant out of

State.

122. Exception as to persons under
disabilities.

123. Deatli of person entitled before

limitation expires.

124. Suits by aliens.

125. Where judgment reversed.

126. Stay of action by injunction, &c.

Sec.

127. Disability must exist when right

accrued.

128. Two or more disabilities.

129. This Title, when not to apply.

130. The like.

131. New promise must be in writing.

131a. Effect of partner's act after

dissolution of firm.

1315. Practice in suits saved from
bar of statute.

Section 120. An action is commenced as to each defendant

deemeTc^o*m" whcn the summons is served on him, or on a co-defendant, who
"'^"'^^^-

is a joint contractor, or otherwise united in interest with him.

§
122.°'

^^^'' ^^^ attempt to commence an action is deemed equivalent to the

commencement thereof, within the meaning of this Title, when
the summons is delivered with the intent that it shall be ac-

tually served, to the Sheriff or other officer of the County in

which the defendant or one of them usually or last resided ; or,

if a corporation be defendant, to the Sheriff or other officer of

the County in which such corporation was established by law,

or where its general business was transacted, or where it kept

an office for the transaction of business.

Cureton v. Dargan, 12 S. C, 122; State v. Cohen. 13 S. C.. ig8; Montague v.

Stelts, 37 S. C, 212; 15 S. E., 968; Morgan v. Morgan, 45 S. C 323; 23 S. E.,

64; Norris v. Ins. Co., 55 S. C, 450; 33 S. E, 566

Sec. 121. If, when the cause of action shall accrue against

def?ndant*°oi^ ^"y pcrsou, he shall be out of the State, such action may be

°^ State. commenced within the terms herein respectively limited after

the return of such person into this State; and, if, after such

cause of action shall have accrued, such person shall depart

from and reside out of this State, or remain continuously ab-

sent therefrom for the space of one year or more, the time of

his absence shall not be deemed or taken as any part of the

time limited for the commencement of such action.

Subsequent purchaser of mortgaged premises may plead statute. Where the

mortgagor is out of the State.—Arthur v. Screven, 39 S. C, 85; 17 S. E., 741, §

121, applies to one who was a party to a suit, and absent from the State over one

year prior to a proceeding to revive the decree therein.—Morgan v. Morgan, 45

S. C, 323; 23 S. E., 64. It embraces persons who come into the State without a

previous residence here.^—Burrows v. French, 14 S. C, 165. Where the statute

has once commenced to run against a resident of this State his voluntary re-

moval therefrom will not arrest its currency.—Maccaw v. Crawley, 59 S. C, 342;

37 S. E., 934.

lb., § 123.
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Sec. 122. If a person entitled to bring an action mentioned

in the last Chapter except for a penalty or forfeiture, or against
to^'^efsons^n-

a Sheriff or other officer for an escape, be, at the time the '^^^ disabilities.

cause of action accrued, either

—

^^' § ^^4.

1. Within the age of twenty-one years ; or,

2. Insane; or,

3. Imprisoned on a criminal or civil charge, or in execution

under the sentence of a criminal Court for a less term than his

natural life

—

The time of such disability is not a part of the time limited

for the commencement of the action; except that the period

within which the action must be brought cannot be extended

more than five years by any such disability, except infancy;

nor can it be so extended, in any case, longer than one year

after the disability ceases.

An infant has as much time within which to bring his action as persons not

under disability, and under this Section he has one additional year after his

majority, but no longer, to do so, if the time limited expire before or within

that additional year.—Fricks v. Lewis, 26 S. C, 237; i S. E., 884; Anderson v.

Simms, 29 S. C, 247; 7 S. E., 289.

Sec. 123. If a person entitled to bring an action die before ^''^^^°JP?''-^ ° son entitled be-

the expiration of the time limited for the commencement ^o'"'? limitation
^ expires.

thereof, and the cause of action survive, an action may be com-
^g.^ ^^^—

r

menced by his representatives, after the expiration of that 125.

time and within one year from his death. If a person against

whom an action may be brought die before the expiration of the

time limited for the commencement thereof, and the cause of

action survive, an action may be commenced against his execu-

tors or administrators after the expiration of that time, and

within one year after the issuing of letters testamentary or of

administration.

Only applies to cases where the Statute commenced to run in lifetime of dece-

dent, and statutory period expired before administration.—Strain v. Babb, 30 S. C,

342; 9 S. E., 271. It must be shown that the action was commenced within one

year after letters testamentary or of administration were granted, or the plea of

Statute of Limitations will not avail.—Foggette v. Gaffney, 33 S. C, 303; 12 S.

E., 260. Where statutory period has not expired before administration, the exe-

cutor or administrator, under the law protecting administrator or executor from

suit for nine months, that time must be added to the statutory period.—Cleveland

V. Mills, 9 S. C, 435; Hayes v. Clinkscales, 9 S. C, 450; Moore v. Smith, 29 S. C,

254; 7 S. E., 485.

Where action is in form ex delicto, and defendant die, it cannot be revived

against his personal representatives.—Huff v. Watkins, 20 S. C, 477; except as to

actions for injury to real property under Sec. 2859, Civil Code; Allen v. Union Oil

Co., 59 S. C, 571; 38 S. E., 274.

Sec. 124. When a person shall be an alien subject, or citizen Suits by aliens.

of a country at war with the United States, the time of the ^^' § ^^e.

5.-C. P.
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^""^^^^^^ continuance of the war shall not be part of the period limited

for the commencement of the action.

Where judg- ggp jgS. If an action shall be commenced within the timement reversed.

~^ 7~:^ 'prescribed therefor, and a judgment therein be reversed on

appeal, the plaintiff, or, if he die and the cause of action sur-

vive, his heirs or representatives may commence a new action

within one year after the reversal.

tion*by injunc- ^^^' ^^^' ^"^^^en the Commencement of an action shall be
tion, &c. stayed by injunction or statutory prohibition, the time of the

lb., § 128. continuance of the injunction or prohibition shall not be part

of the time limited for the commencement of the action.

?x'f s't'^Th'en Sec. 127. Xo person shall avail himself of a disability, unless
right accrued. -^ existcd whcu his right of action accrued.

10. J § -1^9. Maccaw v. Crawley, 59 S. C, 342; 37 S. E., 934; Shubrick v. Adams, 20 S. C,
52; Fewell V. Collins, 3 Brev., 286; Adamson v. Smith, 2 Mills Const. Reports, 269;

Faysoux v. Prather, i X. & McC, 296.

dilaMitTes™"'^^ Scc. 128. When two or more disabilities shall co-exist at the

jj, § 30 time the right of action accrues, the limitation shall not attach

until they all be removed.

wii^n^noV^^o Sec. 129. This Title shall not affect actions to enforce the

^PP'^^" .payment of bills, notes, or other evidences of debt, issued by

moneyed corporations, or issued or put in circulation as money.

Sec. 130. This Title shall not affect actions against directors
lb., § 132. Qj. stockholders of a moneyed corporation, or banking associa-

tions, to recover a penalty or forfeiture imposed, or to enforce a

liability created by law ; but such actions must be brought

within six years after the discovery by the aggrieved party of

the facts upon which the penalty or forfeiture attached, or the

liability was created, unless otherwise provided in the law

under which such corporation is organized.

Applied in Parker v. Savings Bank, 53 S. C, 583; 31 S. E., 673.

^uTt^be^fn Sec. 131. No acknowledgement or promisc sliall bc sufficicut

evidence of a new or continuing contract, whereby to take the

case out of the operation of this Title, unless the same be con-

tained in some writing signed by the party to be charged

thereby ; but payment of any part of principal or interest is

equivalent to a promise in writing.

This Section has reference only to the evidence necessary to establish an ac-

knowledgement or new promise, but does not change the pre-existing law as to

what acknowledgements will continue a debt not barred or what new promises will

create a new contract. Ester v. Wood, 21 S. C, 600; Hill v. Hill, 51 S. C, 141;

28 S. E., 309; Park v. Brooks, 38 S. C, 306; 17 S. E., 24.

Parol promise not to plead the statute cannot operate as a waiver or as an agree-

ment, or by way of estoppel to subvert this Section.—Hill v. Perrin, 21 S. C, 356.

A verbal promise to pay a debt after discharge in bankruptcy is not affected by

this Section, but is valid.—Lanier v. Tolleson, 20 S. C, 57.

lb., § 131.

The like.

must be in
writing.

lb., § 133.
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Administrator putting due bill made by him upon his inventory is not such new ^'-"^v^^-^
promise.—Black v. White, 13 S. C, 37.

Endorsement of payment by payor on sealed note sufficient to toll statute.

—

Cook V. Jennings, 40 S. C, 204; 18 S. E., 640. A partial payment sufficient to

toll statute.—Park v. Brooks, 38 S. C, 300; 17 S. E., 24. But is not equivalent

to a promise under the Statute of Frauds.—Millwee v. Jay, 47 S. C, 430; 25 S. E.,

299.

Sec. 131a. No acknowledgement, payment or part pay- nfbig "0^%°,"^^.

ment or renewal of any debt or obligation of a firm, made after
d]^soiufion^^*of

notice of the dissolution of the copartnership, shall have any partnership.

force or efifect to bind any member of the firm, or continue his 349^'''^' ^^^^i-

liability to pay said copartnership debt, other than the person

by whom such acknowledgement, payment or part payment or

renewal shall be made, or in any wise affect their right to plead

the Statute of Limitation or the presumption of payment

from lapse of time.

Payments by one of the joint contractors do not bind the others and deprive them

of the protection herein provided.—Smith v. Townsend, 9 Rich., 44; Smith v.

Caldwell, 15 Rich., 374; Shubrick v. Adams, 20 S. C, 49; Walter v. Kraft, 23

S. C, 578.

Sec. 131b. All actions upon causes of action which would g h^°^il"Ve

be barred by the Statute of Limitations but for part payment ^ ^
°
"el which

or a written acknowledgement, shall be brought on the original ^ar ^orstfture

cause of action, and the part payment or written acknowledge- m^entr&c.
^^^'

ment shall be evidence, to prevent the bar of the Statute of 1900, xxiii..

Limitations.

Prior to this Act, if payments had been made by debtor, the action, after ex-

piration of six years, must have been on new promise implied from payment, and

not on note.—Fleming v. Fleming, 33 S. C, 505; 12 S. E., 257.

Does not apply to judgment obtained before adoption of Code, under Sec. 93.

—

Colvin v. Phillips, 25 S. C, 228.

TITLE III.

PARTIES TO CIVIL ACTIONS.

Sec.

132. Party in interest to sue. Action

by grantee of land held ad-

versely.

133. Assignment of thing in action.

134. Actions by executor, trustee, &c.

135. Actions by and against married

women.
136. Infants, action by and against.

137. Guardian, how appointed.

Sec.

138. Who may be plaintiffs.

139. Who may be defendants.

140. One or more may sue or defend

for all.

141. One action against the different

parties to bills and notes.

142. Action, when not to abate.

143. Court to decide controversy, &c.

Inter-pleading.

Party in in-

Section 132. Every action must be prosecuted in the name of ^''^^^^^^'^ ^^y

the real party in interest, except as otherwise provided in Sec-
ge?d^adv°eKery'!

tion 134; but this Section shall not be deemed to authorize the
^g^^^ ^iv., §

134.
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^^"^^^^"^ assig-nment of a thing in action not arising out of contract. But
an action may be maintained by a grantee of land in the name
of the grantor, or his or her heirs or legal representatives, when
the grant or grants are void by reason of the actual possession

of a person claiming under a title adverse to that of the

grantor at the time of the delivery of the grant, and the plain-

tiff shall be allowed to prove the facts to bring the case within

this provision.

This Section does no more than express a long established principle, that all

parties at interest should be made parties.—Cathcart v. Sugenheimer, i8 S. C, 123.

Only the real party in interest can sue.—Sullivan v. Hellams, 6 S. C, 184.

A County, as real party in interest, may sue on official bond of County Treas-

urer.—Greenville Co. v. Runion, 9 S. C, i.

Distributees may sue in their own names upon the bond of administrator of

their intestate.—Kaminer v. Hope, 9 S. C, 253, or they may join as co-plaintiffs

with the Probate Judge.—McCorkle v. Williams, 20 S. E., 744; 43 S. C, 60.

Action may be brought in name of State alone on official bond of Clerk.—State

V. Moses, 18 S. C, 366.

A mortgage given to City Council of Charleston to secure certain bonds issued

by them to mortgagor is properly sued iu name of City Council.—City Council v.

Caulfield, 19 S. C, 201.

Probate Judge, as successor of the Ordinary, cannot, as real party in interest,

sue on administration bond given to his predecessor.—Johnson v. Dawkins, 20 S. C,
528.

This prevents prosecution of an action by plaintiff after the extinguishment of

his interest.—Matthews v. Cantey, 26 S. E., 894; 48 S. C, 588.

Action at law to recover property of lunatic or damages for its detention must
be brought , in name of lunatic by his committee.—Cathcart v. Sugenheimer, 18

S. C, 123.

of thing^n ac- Scc. 133. In the case of an assignment of a thing in action,
^'°"'

the action by the assignee shall be without prejudice to any
' ^^°'

set-off or other defence existing at the time of, or before notice

of, the assignment ; but this Section shall not apply to a nego-

tiable promissory note or bill of exchange, transferred in good

faith, and upon good consideration, before due.

In action by assignee of sealed note against maker, defendant may set up debt
due him by assignor before notice of assignment as equitable defense, though
pleaded by counter-claim, without demand for judgment thereon.—Sullivan v.

Blythe, 14 S. C, 621.

So assignee of share of distributee, who is surety on administration bond, takes

subject to his liability on such bond.—Bobo v. Vaiden, 20 S. C, 271. And as-

signee of bond and mortgage takes subject to credits that should go on them.

—

Moffett V. Hardin, 22 S. C, 9.

The assignee of mortgage takes subject to equities.—Patterson v. Rabb, 38 S. C,
148; 17 S. E., 462. So assignee of insurance policy.—Westbury v. Simmons, 57
S. C, 467; 35 S. E., 765. The burden of proof to show cause of counter-claim or

defense accrued since the assignment is on the plaintiff assignee.—Bank v. Gads-
den, 56 S. C, 313; 33 S. E., 75.

This Section does not apply where party moves to set off judgment against

him by a judgment he holds against the other party, when the judgment against

him has been assigned by the other party for value.—Simmons v. Reid, 31 S. C,
389; 9 S. E., 1058.

This Section does not affect rights.—Hodgman v. Western R. Co., 7 How.
Pr., 492.
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Sec. 134. An executor or administrator, a trustee of an ex- ^^-^v^^

press trust, or a person expressly authorized by Statute, may ^^^^^ *Q^j°"^^^y

sue, without joining with him the person for whose benefit the *^^^' ^^-

action is prosecuted. A trustee of an express trust, within the ^^' ^
'^^^

meaning of this Section, shall be construed to include a per-

son with whom, or in whose name, a contract is made for the

benefit of another.

Commissioner in Equity could sue in his own name on bond given to him for

benefit of others, although it had been turned over to the Clerk, his successor.

—

Billings V. Williamson, 6 S. C, 119.

Administrator may sue in his own name on note payable to him as such, though

it had been transferred, and suit is for benefit of assignee.—Carroll v. Still, 13 S.

C, 430, and any time before final discharge.—Hill v. Hill, 51 S. C, 134; 28 S. E.,

309-

Clerk of Court is proper party to sue on bond given to former Commissioner in

Equity in his County.—Daniels v. Moses, 12 S. C, 130; Clark v. Smith, 13 S. C,

S8S.

Succeeding committee may bring action against executors of deceased committee for

an account, without joining the lunatic as a party.-—Ashley v. Holman, 15 S. C, 97.

Where equitable relief as to estate of lunatics is sought, it seems that the com-

mittee may sue alone.—Cathcart v. Sugenheimer, :8 S. C, 123. But he cannot sue

in action at law.—Griffin v. Griffin, 20 .S. C, 486.

Superintendent of Penitentiary may sue in his own name for amounts due State

by hirer of convicts for their escape.—Lipscomb v. Seegers, 19 S. C, 425.

Probate Judge, as successor of Ordinary, may sue in his own name upon admin-

istration bond given to his predecessor.—Johnson v. Dawkins, 20 S. C, 528. See

also McCorkle v. Williams, 20 S. E., 744; 43 S. C, 66. Guardian may sue without

joining ward.—54 S. C, 223; 32 S. E., 313. Stranger to trust may sue trustee

without joining beneficiaries.—Price v. Krasnoff, 60 S. C, 172; 38 S. E., 416.

Sec. 135. When a married woman is a party, her husband g^d Ig'aTn'^s^

must be joined with her, except that

—

Sen!"
"^ '^'^ ^°'

1. When the action concerns her separate property, she may
7^,^ § 137,

sue or be sued alone : Provided, That neither her husband nor

his property shall be liable for any recovery against her in any

such suit; but judgment may be enforced by execution against

her sole and separate estate in the same manner as if she were

sole.

2. When the action is between herself and her husband, she

may sue or be sued alone; and in no case need she prosecute

or defend by a guardian or next friend.

Where wife is sued upon contract other than for necessary support, the husband

is a formal and not a substantial party.—Ross v. Linder, 12 S. C, 592.

Where an action againt a married woman does not concern her separate prop-

erty, her husband is a necessary party; where it does, he is only a proper party.

—

Lowry v. Jackson, 27 S. C, 318; 3 S. E., 473.

But where, the action does concern her separate property and the husband has

a vested right in it, then he is a necessary party.—Bannister v. Bull, 16 S. C, 220.

Sec. 136. When an infant is a party, he must appear by ^Jj^^^^^^y^'^^d

guardian, who may be appointed by the Court in which the ^gamst.

action is prosecuted, or by a Judge thereof, or a Judge of Pro-^^g^g^-'jly j i;
32; is98, XXII,'
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bate, Clerk of Court, or by a Master in those Counties where

the office of Master now or may hereafter exist.

Probate Judge may appoint guardian ad litem for infants parties to actions in

the Court of Common Pleas.—Trapier v. Waldo, i6 S. C, 276; Lyles v. Haskell,

35 S. C, 391-

appo'inted'.
^ Scc. 137. The guardian shall be appointed as follows :

1870, XIV., I. When the infant is "plaintifif, upon the application of the

infant, if he be of the age of fourteen years ; or, if under that

age, upon the application of his general or testamentary guar-

dian, if he has any, or of a relative or friend of the infant; if

made by a relative or friend of an infant, notice thereof must

first be given to such guardian, if he has one ; if he has none,

then to the person with whom such infant resides.
^^'

2. When the infant is defendant, upon the application of the

infant, if he be of the age of fourteen years, and apply within

twenty days after the service of the summons. If he be under

the age of fourteen, or neglect so to apply, then upon the appli-

cation of any other party to the action, or of a relative or friend

of the infant, after notice of such application being first given

to the general or testamentary guardian of such infant, if he

has one within this State; if he has none, then to the infant

himself, if over fourteen years of age, and within the State;

or, if under that age, and within the State, to the person with

whom such infant resides. Arid in an action for the partition

of real property, or for the foreclosure of a mortgage or other

instrument, when an infant defendant resides out of the State,

or is temporarily absent therefrom, the plaintiff may apply to

the Court in which the action is pending, or to a Judge, Clerk,

or Master thereof, and will be entitled to an order designating

some suitable person to be the guardian of the infant defend-

ant, for the purposes of the action, unless the infant defendant,

or some one in his behalf, within a number of days after the

service of a copy of the order, which number of days shall be

in the said order specified, shall procure to be appointed a guar-

dian for the said infant ; and the Court or officer appointing

shall give special directions in the order for the manner of the

service thereof, which may be upon the infant.

And in case an infant defendant, having an interest in the

event of the action, shall reside in any State with which there

shall not be a regular communication by mail, on such fact

satisfactorily appearing to the Court, the Court may appoint

a guardian ad litem for such absent infant party, for the pur-

pose of protecting the right of such infant in said action, and on
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such guardian ad litem, process, pleadings, and notices in the

action may be served in the hke manner as upon a party re-

siding in this State.

What is sufficient notice of application for appointment of guardian ad litem.—
Lyles V. Haskell, 35 S. C, 391; 14 S. E., 829.

No jurisdiction of the persons of infants can be obtained except by exact com-

pliance with the requirements of this Section.—Finley v. Robertson, 17 S. C, 435;

Riker v. Vaughn, 23 S. C, 187; Tederall v. Bouknight, 25 S. C, 275.

Jurisdiction of a minor under fourteen is obtained by service on her of summons
and complaint, and acceptance by her father, who is her general guardian, of

service of the summons and complaint, and notice of appointment of guardian

ad litem, although she resides with another, and appointment of guardian ad litem

upon petition of her father.—Barrett v. Moise, 61 S. C, 569; 39 S. E., 755. Ir-

regularity in service and appointment of guardian ad litem for infant may be

cured by subsequent proceedings.—Easterby v. Mcintosh, 51 S. C, 397; 29 S. E., 87.

Sec. 138. All persons having an interest in the subject of the
la^^j^jj^^^

^^

action, and in obtaining the relief demanded, may be joined as ~^^ xiv~
plaintiffs, except as otherwise provided in this Title. §

^*°-

The joinder here is permissive.—Bliss Code Pleading, 61; Roberts v. Johns,

10 S. C, loi; Hellams v. Switzer, 24 S. C, 39; Stallings v. Barrett, 26 S. C,

474; 2 S. E., 483; McCorkle v. Williams, 43 S. C, 66; 20 S. E., 744.

Sec. 139. Any person may be made a defendant who has or
^
J'^'^°^™^y be

claims an interest in the controversy adverse to the plaintiff, ~^^ xiv~
or who is a necessary party to a complete determination or set- §

^'*^-

tlement of the questions involved therein ; and in» an action to

recover the possession of real estate, the landlord and tenant

thereof may be joined as defendants ; and any person claiming

title or a right of possession to real estate may be made parties

plaintiff or defendant, as the case may require, to any such

actions.

A joint action upon a joint and several bond, by two obligors, may be brought

against the survivor of them and the executor of the deceased one.—Trimmier

v. Thompson, 10 S. C, 164; Susong v. Vaiden, lb., 247; W^eisenfield v. Byrd, 17

S. C, 106.

In action for tort, one cause of action against two defendants cannot be joined

with a cause of action against one of them.—Ilines v. Jarrett, 26 S. C, 480; 2

S. E., 393.

In actions for foreclosure, a party in possession, claiming title to land, was

properly made a party defendant.—Sale v. Meggett, 25 S. C, 72.

Personal representatives and grantees of a decedent are proper parties to action

to marshall his assets and set aside conveyances as fraudulent.—Sheppard v.

Green, 48 S. C, 165; 26 S. E., 224.

Sec. 140. Of the parties to the action, those who are united One or more
t^ ' may sue or de-

in interest must be joined as plaintiffs or defendants; but if ^^"'^ ^°'" ^"-

the consent of any one who should have been joined as plain- ^^' § i^^.

tiff cannot be obtained, he may be made a defendant, the reason

thereof being stated in the complaint ; and when the question

is one of a common or general interest of many persons, or

when the parties are very numerous and it may be imprac-

ticable to bring them all before the Court, one or more may sue

or defend for the benefit of the whole. *
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Action by a few members on behalf of an unincorporated association.—Stemmer-
man v. Lilienthal, S4 S. C, 440; 33 S. E., 535.

This provision applies to legal as well as equitable actions; but does not abolish

entirely the common law requirements in legal actions for torts.—Hellams v.

Switzer, 24 S. C, 39; Hines v. Jarrett, 26 S. C, 430; 2 S. E., 393.
Two tenants in common can join in action to recover possession of their shares

in land from a stranger without making other co-tenants parties.—Bannister v.

Bull, 16 S. C, 220.

An action by single creditor against receiver and stockholders of an insolvent

bank for his debt is defective for want of parties; it should be brought by plaintiff

on behalf of himself and other creditors.^—Terry v. Calnan, 4 S. C, 514. And it

should be against all the stockholders, and not one alone.—Terry v." Martin, 10

S. C, 263.

One who asserts distinct claim, peculiar to himself, cannot join other creditors

or claimants with him.—Warren v. Raymond, 17 S. C, 163.

Where plaintiffs sue for benefit of whole class the judgment is binding and
conclusive upon all parties of the class who stand out.—State v. C. & L. R. R.

Co., 13 S. C, 290.

It is only where one or more may sue or defend for the benefit of the whole
class that counsel fee can be allowed out of the common fund.—Wilson v. Kelly,

30 S. C, 483; 9 S. E., 523.

against the di'f'^
^®^- ^^^- Persons severally liable upon the same obligation

/o'^Ti 1 /'s^Tnd
°^ instrument, including the parties to bills of exchange and

"°'^'^^- .promissory notes, may all, or any of them, be included in the
lb., § 143. same action, at the option of the plaintiff.

Trimmier v. Thompson, 10 S. C, 164; Susong v. Vaiden, lb., 247; Weissenfield

V. Byrd, 17 S. C, 106.

n^1i°aiDaTe.^'' Scc. 142. -No action shall abate by the death, marriage, or

lb., § 144. Other disability of a party, or by the transfer of any interest

therein, if the cause of action survive or continue. In case of

death, marriage, or other disability or party, the Court, on

motion, at any time within one year thereafter, or afterwards,

on a supplemental complaint, may allow the action to be con-

tinued by or against his representative or successor in interest.

In case of any other transfer of interest, the action shall be

continued in the name of the original party, or the Court may
allow the person to whom the transfer is made to be substi-

tuted in the action.

After a verdict shall be rendered in any action for a wrong,

such action shall not abate by the death of any party, but the

case shall proceed thereafter in the same manner as in cases

where the cause of action now survives by law.

At any time after the death, marriage or other disability of

the party plaintiff, the Court in which action is pending, upon

notice to such person as it may direct, and upon application

of any person aggrieved, may, in its discretion, order that the

action be deemed abated, unless the same be continued by the

proper parties, within a time to be fixed by the Court, not less

than six months nor exceeding one year from the granting of

the order. ,
-
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Does not authorize continuance of action in name of the pledgee of notes, as ^"-*'^v^""-^

securities, after the extinguishment of his interest.—Matthews v. Cantey, 48 S. C, '

588; 26 S. E., 894.

Proceedings by rule to show cause why the action should not be continued

against the new parties in interest; practice thereon.—Dunham v. Carson, 42 S. C.

388; 20 S. E., 197; DeLoach v. Sarratt, 55 S. C, 254; 33 S. E., 2; Pickett v.

Fidelity and Casualty Co., 60 S. C, 477; 38 S. E., 160; Shull v. Bradford, 59 S. C,

573! Zl S. E., 30; Shull v. Caughman, 54 S. C, 203; 32 S. E., 301; Quick v.

Campbell, 44 S. C, 386; 22 S. E., 479.

Action for rents and profits continued against executrix of person in possession

of land.—Rabb v. Patterson, 42 S. C, 528; 20 S. E., 540.

An agreement to arbitrate, which does not name nor provide number and ap-

pointment of the arbitrators, does not discontinue action after death of plaintiff,

revived by administratrix.—Lynch v. Goodwin, 6 S. C, 144.

This Section does not determine what actions so survive, but the common law

rule still governs; and an action ex delicto does not survive.—Huff v. Watkins,

20 S. C, 477.

No leave is necessary to file such supplemental complaint.—Parnell v. Maner,

16 S. C, 348; Arthur v. Allen, 22 S. C, 432. And this right to so revive is

not limited in point of time.—Best v. Sanders, 22 S. C, 589.

Where action is so continued by order, with notice to appear and answer, it

is not requisite that there be a summons also.—Lyles v. Haskell, 35 S. C, 391;

14 S. E., 829. But where continued by supplemental complaint, summons is

necessary.—Arthur v. Allen, 22 S. C, 432.

Sec. 143. The Court may determine any controversy between
ci(k°controver"-

the parties before it, when it can be done without prejudice to ?^^^^|?-
i'^*""

the rights of others, or by saving their rights ; but when a ~^ 7^^^

complete determination of the controversy cannot be had with-

out the presence of other parties, the Court must cause them

to be brought in. And when, in an action for the recovery of

real or personal property, a person not a party to the action,

but having an interest in the subject thereof, makes application

to the Court to be made a party, it may order him to be brought

in by the proper amendment.

A defendant against whom an action is pending upon a con-

tract, or for specific, real, or personal property, may, at any

time before answer, upon affidavit that a person not a party to

the action, and without collusion by him, makes against him a

demand for the same debt or property, upon due notice to such

person and the adverse party, apply to the Court for an order

to substitute such person in his place, and discharge him from

liability to either party, on his depositing in Court the amount

of the debt, or delivering the property, or its value, to such

person as the Court may direct; and the Court may, in its dis-

cretion make the order.

Where plaintiff thinks a third person is a necessary party to the complete de-

termination of the action, he should take proper steps to have him made defendant.

—

Eakin v. Knox, 6 S. C, 14.

In action by single creditor against receiver of insolvent corporation and num-
ber of individual stockholders, all creditors are necessary parties and should be

brought in.—Terry v. Calnan, 4 S. C, 508-

As to substituting defendant.—Patterson v. Pagan, 18 S. C, 584.
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^"""^v Where land is sold under execution after actions commenced to foreclose mort-

gages on it and notices of lis pendens filed, the purchaser at such sale may inter-

vene by petition as a proper party, charging the mortgages to be fraudulent.—Ex
Parte Moblej-, 19 S. C, 337.

The provision for interpleader applies only where the claimant is not a party

to the action.—Brock v. So. Ry. Co., 44 S. C, 444; 22 S. E., 602.

TITLE IV.

OF THE PLACE OF TRIAL OF CIVIL ACTIONS.

Sec. Sec.

144. Actions to be tried where sub- 146. Actions to be tried where the
ject-matter situated.

[

defendants reside.

145. Actions to be tried where cause 147. Changing place of trial.

of action arose.

The regulations of this Title are intended solely for the benefit of the parties

to the action, and parties outside have no rights in the matter.—Trapier v. \\'aldo,

16 S. C, 2'/6.

triefT hl°r^e Scctioii 144. Actions fcr the following causes must be tried

lituaTed.™^"*^^ ii^ the County in which the subject of the action, or some part

1S70, XIV., thereof, is situated, subject to the power of the Court to change

xix^'sssfilgi! the place of trial, in the cases as hereinafter provided

:

XXL, (93.
j^ Yq^ the recovery of real property, or of an estate or inter-

est therein, or for the determination in any form of such right

or interest, and for injuries to real property.

2. For the partition of real propert}'.

3. For the foreclosure of a mortgage of real property.

4. For the recovery of personal property distrained for any

cause : Provided, That nothing in this Section contained shall

be so construed as to prevent the hearing of any of the said

actions by consent of the parties or their attorneys, and of the

guardian ad litem of any infant party to said action, in a

County other than that in which said action may have been

brought and may be pending, or other than that in which the

property is situated.

The words "must be tried" are imperative and cannot be disregarded. Judgment
in any other County is a nullity.—Trapier v. Waldo, 16 S. C, 276; Steele v.

Exum, 22 S. C, 2y6; Bacot v. Lowndes, 24 S. C, 392; Ware v. Henderson, 25

S. C, 385-

This Section does not embrace an action by creditors of estate for account

and marshaling of assets in County where executor resides.—Jordon v. Moses,

10 S. C, 431.

In such action in one County, a part of the lands lying in that County and a

tract in another County, the title to that tract may be tried in County where
action is brought.—Barret v. Watts, 13 S. C, 441. But where the land devised

has been transferred by devisees, and such action seeks first to set aside the deeds,

it comes within this Section and must be tried in County where land is situate.

—

Bacot v. Lowndes, 24 S. C, 392. Where action is against one defendant residing

in County of F and another defendant residing in another County, and to fore-
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close their mortgage on their respective lands situate in both Counties, the Court ^ -^ v "^ ^

in County F has jurisdiction.—Wagener v. Swygert, 30 S. C, 296; 9 S. E., 107.

Action against trustee for an accounting for value of real estate bought with

trust funds in her own name, is not embraced \p. actions under subdivision i.—Bell

V. flood, 28 S. C, 313; 5 S. E., 510.

Circuit Judge has power at chambers to hear an action for partition, while

in the County in which land is situate.—Woodward v. Elliott, 27 S. C, 368; 3

S. E., 477.

Sec. 2736 of the Civil Code prior to amendment of 1899 construed in connec-

tion with this.—Woodward v. Elliott, 2-j S. C, 368; 3 S. E., 477; Kaminsky v.

Trantham, 45 S. C, 8; 22 S. E., 746.

This Section governs in action quare clausuin fregit.—Henderson v. Bennett,

58 S. C, 30; 36 S. E., 2.

Sec. 145. Actions for the followino' causes must be tried in Actions to be
'^ tried where

the County where the cause, or some part thereof, arose, sub- cause of action
'-

_
arose.

ject to the hke power of the Court to change the place of trial :

———xrv"
1. For the recovery of a penalty or forfeiture imposed by ^23, § U7.

Statute, except that, when it is imposed for an offence com-

mitted on a lake, river, or other stream of water, situated in two

or more Counties, the action may be brought in any County

bordering on such lake, river, or stream, and opposite to the

place where the offence was committed.

2. Against a public officer, or person specially appointed to

execute his duties, for an act done by him in virtue of his

office, or against a person who, by his command or in his aid

shall do anything touching the duties of such officer.

The words "must be tried" are imperative.—^Judgment in any other County

is a nullity.—Trapier v. Waldo, i6 S. C, 276; Steele v. Exum, 22 S. C, 276;

Bacot v. Lowndes, 24 S. C, 392; Ware v. Henderson, 25 S. C, 385.

Applies to proceedings in mandamus.—State ex parte LaMotte v. Smith, 50 S. C,

558; 27 S. E., 933.

Sec. 146. In all other cases the action shall be tried
^ ;Yed"ln°thl

in the County in which the defendant resides at the time of the def^ndanr'^
^^

commencement of the action; and if there be more than one ^"^"-
.

defendant, then the action may be tried in any County in which
§ \4S;%'8 7^5"!

one or more of the defendants to such action resides at the xxiL^^ek?!^^^'

time of the commencement of the action; or if none of the

parties shall reside in the State, the same may be tried in any

County which the plaintiff shall designate in his complaint,

subject, however, to the power of the Court to change the

place of trial in the cases as provided by law : Provided, That Proviso.

any administrator or administratrix, heretofore or hereafter

appointed by any Probate Court of this State, may be sued in

the County where such administration has or shall be granted

;

any executor or executrix may likewise be sued in the County

where the testator's will is proved or admitted to probate ; and

any guardian may likewise be sued in the County in which the

letters of guardianship may be issued.
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^—^v^~-' The language as to trial of action in County where defendant resides is im-
perative, and places the exclusive jurisdiction there.—Blakely v. Frazier, ii S. C,
122; Trapier v. Waldo, 16 S. C, 276; Steele v. Exum, 22, S. C, 276; Bacot v.

Lowndes, 24 S. C, 392; Ware v. Henderson, 25 S. C, 385; Bell v. Fludd, 28 S. C,
313; 5 S. E., 810. If judgment be rendered in another County, the objection to

jurisdiction may be first raised in Supreme Court.—Ware v. Henderson, 25 S. C,
385; Bell V. Fludd, 28 S. C, 313; 5 S. E., 810.

The action against more than one defendant may be tried in County where one
resides.—Wagener v. Swygert, 30 S. C, 296; 9 S. E., 107.

Where none of parties to action reside in State, the County designated in com-
plaint is proper County for trial.—Steele v. Exum, 22 S. C, 276.

Applies to confessions of judgment.

—

Ex Parte Ware Furniture Co., 49 S. C, 20;
2.7- S. E., 9.

Actions against railroads must be tried in a County through which their road
runs.—Tobin v. R. R. Co., 47 S. C, 387; 25 S. E., 283.

pia^e''o^f'\fiaL° Scc. 147. The Couit may change the place of trial in the

18 7 0, XIV., following cases:

xviL, 14^ ' ^' I- ^^'hen the County designated for that purpose in the com-
plaint is not the proper County.

2. "\Mien there is reason to believe that an impartial trial

cannot be had therein.

3. When the convenience of witnesses and the ends of jus-

tice would be promoted by the change.

"When the place of trial is changed, all other proceedings

shall be had in the County to which the place of trial is changed,

unless otherwise provided by the consent of the parties, in

writing, duly filed, or order of the Court ; and the papers shall

be filed or transferred accordingly.

This Section controls the preceding Section of this Title, so far as applicable.—
Steele v. Exum, 22 S. C, zyS. And under it the Court has jurisdiction to order

place of trial to be changed to proper Count)-.—7b.; Bell v. Fludd, 28 S. C, 313;
Geiser Co. v. Sanders, 2(1 S. C, 70. And it is its imperative duty to do so.

—

Blakely v. Frazier, 11 S. C, 122. But Court in wrong County has no jurisdiction

to trj' case on merits, even when no demand is made for change to proper County.

—

Ware v. Henderson, 25 S. C, 385.

The order of Circuit Judge refusing to change place of trial on grounds stated

in subdivision 3 is final and conclusive.—Gower v. Thomson, 6 S. C, 313.

Subdivision 3 constitutional.—Utsey v. R. R. Co., 38 S. C, 399; 17 S. E., 141.

This Section must be construed in connection with Section 2735 of the Civil

Code and the ten days' notice of motion there required given.—Willoughby v.

N. E. R. R. Co., 46 S. C, 317; 24 S. E., 308. The power to grant change is

discretionary.—McFail v. Barnwell Co., 54 S. C, 368; z^ S. E., 417; McCown v.

N. E. R. R. Co., 55 S. C, 384; 33 S. E., 506, and other cases cited under note

to Civil Code, Sec. 2735.
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TITLE V.

MANNER OF COMMENCING CIVIL ACTIONS.

Sec.

148. Actions, how commenced.
149. Summons, requisites of.

150. Notice to be inserted in sum-
mons.

151. Complaint need not be served

with summons.
152. Defendant unreasonably defend-

ing.

153. Notice of lis pendens.

154. Summons, by whom served, fees

for service.

Sec.

155. Summons, how served.

156. Publication of summons.
157. Proceedings when part only of

defendants served—partners.

158. When service by publication

complete.

159. Proof of service.

160. When jui-isdiction of action ac-

quired.

Section 148. Civil actions in the Courts of record of this Actions, how

State shall be commenced by service of a summons. '—
lb., § 150.

Actual service necessary to show knowledge or notice of action.—Norris v.

Ins. Co., 55 S. C, 450; 33 S. E., 566; cited in Tillinghast v. Boston Lumber Co.,

39 S. C, 492; 18 S. E., 120.

Member of Congress not exempt from service of summons in civil action.—Worth
v. Norton, 56 S. C, 56; 33 S. E., 792.

Sec. 149. The summons shall be subscribed by the plaintiff Summons, re-
-' t' quisites of.

or his attorney, and directed to the defendant, and shall re- -^g-^ j,jy g

quire him to answer the complaint, and serve a copy of his ^^^•

answer on the person whose name is subscribed to the sum-

mons, at a place within the State, to be therein specified, in

which there is a postoffice, within twenty days after the service

of the summons, exclusive of the day of service.

Form of summons.—Bell v. Pruitt, 518. C, 344; 29 S. E., 5.

The date is not one of the requisites of a summons.—Smith v. Walker, 6 S.

C, 169.

In action against a corporation, judgment by default will not be set aside be-

cause the summons, properly entitled, was served upon the President and General

Agent, and notified "judgment will be taken against you" upon failure to answer.—
Clark V. Porcelain Co., 8 S. C, 45.

Sufficiency of summons cannot be considered on appeal in the absence of ex-

ceptions thereto.—Beattie v. Latimer, 42 S. C, 313; 20 S. E., 53.

Sec. 150. The plaintiff shall also insert in the summons a .
Notice to be

'
^

1 n s e r t ed in

notice, in substance: That if the defendant shall fail to answer summons.

the complaint within twenty days after the service of the sum- ^^- § ^^'^

mons, the plaintiff will apply to the Court for the relief de-

manded in the complaint.

Sec. 151. -A copy of the complaint need not be served with ^ gC^°^">J'J^™*

the summons. In such case, the summons must state where ^ ^ " "^ ^ "^ ^^*^'^
' summons.

the complaint is or will be filed; and if the defendant, within ~y^

—

7-^—
twenty days thereafter, causes notice of appearance to be given,

and, in person or by attorney, demands, in writing, a copy of
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-^—
^"""-^''^"^ the complaint, specifying the place within the State where it

may be served, a copy thereof must, within twenty days there-

after, be served accordingly ; and, after such service, the de-

fendant has twenty days to answer ; but only one copy need be

served on the same attorney.

Defendant Scc. 152. In the casc of a defendant against whom no per-
u n r easonably

_ _

'-' ^

defending. sonal claim is made, the plaintiff may deliver to such defendant,

lb., § 154. with the summons, a notice subscribed by the plaintiff or his

attorney, setting forth the general object of the action, a brief

description of the property affected by it, if it affects specific

real or personal property, and that no personal claim is made

against such defendant, in which case no copy of the complaint

need be served on such defendant, unless, within the time for

answering, he shall, in writing, demand the same. If a de-

fendant, on whom such notice is served, unreasonably defend

the action, he shall pay costs to the plaintiff.

Defendant., answering after such notice must be regarded as a volunteer.—Wylie
V. Lyle, 7 S. C, 206.

pIlTens
°^ '" ^^^' ^^^' ^^ ^" action affecting the title to real property,

~~7b §"l55 ^^^ plaintiff, at the time of filing the complaint, or at any time

afterwards, or whenever a warrant of attachment, under Chap-

ter 4 of Title 7, Part 2, of this Code of Procedure, shall be

issued, or at any time afterwards, the plaintiff, or a defend-

ant, when he sets up an affirmative cause of action in his

answer, and demands substantive relief, at the time of filing

his answer, or at any time afterwards, if the same be intended

to affect real estate, may file with the Clerk of each County in

which the property is situated, a notice of the pendency of the

action, containing the names of the parties, the object of the

action, and the description of the property in that County af-

fected thereby; and if the action be for the foreclosure of a

mortgage, such notice must be filed twenty days before judg-

ment, and must contain the date of the mortgage, the parties

thereto, and the time and place of recording the same. From
the time of filing only, shall the pendency of the action be con-

structive notice to a purchaser or encumbrancer of the prop-

erty affected thereby ; and every person whose conveyance or

encumbrance is subsequently executed or subsequently recorded

shall be deemed a subsequent purchaser or encumbrancer, and

shall be bound by all proceedings taken after the filing of such

notice to the same extent as if he were made a party to the

action. For the purposes of this Section, an action shall be
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deemed to be pending from the time of filing such notice :

^""^^^^

Provided, heivever, That such notice shall be of no avail, unless

it shall be followed by the first publication of the summons,

or an order therefor, or by the personal service thereof on a

defendant within sixty days after such filing. And the Court

in which the said action was commenced may, in its discretion,

at any time after the action shall be settled, discontinued, or

abated, as is provided in Section 142, on application of any

person aggrieved, and on good cause shown, and on such notice

as shall be directed or approved by the Court, order the notice

authorized by this Section to be cancelled of record by the

Clerk of any County in whose office the same may have been

filed or recorded ; and such cancellation shall be made by an

endorsement to that effect on the margin of the record, which

shall refer to the order, and for which the Clerk shall be en-

titled to a fee of twenty-five cents.

Sale of land under execution levied, before lis pendens was filed in action to

foreclose mortgage on it, gave good title to purchaser; and he had right as a

proper party, by petition in the action, to contest the mortgage.

—

Ex Parte Mobley,

19 S. C, 337.

Filing lis pendens has no effect except in the cases here specifically provided

for.—Armstrong v. Carwile, 56 S. C, 544; 35 S. E., 196.

Sec. 154. The summons may be served by the Sheriff of the whom served;

County where the defendant may be found, or by any other vice,

person not a party to the action. The service shall be made, i87o, xiv., §

,, ,., rri . .^ 156; 1874, XV.,
and the summons returned, with prooi of the service, to the 640.

person whose name is subscribed thereto, with all reasonable

diligence. The person subscribing the summons may, at his

option, by an endorsement on the summons, fix a time for the

service thereof, and the service shall then be made accordingly

:

Provided, That no costs shall be taxed to any person for the

service of any summons, complaint, answer, demurrer, sub- «

poena, or other legal process issuing out of the Courts of Com-
mon Pleas and Courts of Probate, not made by the Sheriff of

the County where such process is served, or his legally con-

stituted deputies.

Smith V. Walker, 6 S. C, 169; Cureton v. Dargan, 12 S. C, 122. Gives juris-

diction of non resident served within the State, though he has no property here.—

•

Ford V. Calhoun, 53 S. C, 106; 30 S. E., 831.

Sec. 155. .The summons shall be served by delivering a copy how "sl?v"d°"^'

thereof as follows : i87o, xiv., §

I. If the suit be against a corporation, to the President or

other head of the corporation, Secretary, Cashier, Treasurer,

a Director or agent thereof. Service upon any person occu-
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^ ' pying an office or room in any railway station, and attending

xvni., ^4 3 7;' to ^"d transacting therein any business of any railroad, shall

l^gj -^xx'ni.; be deemed service upon the corporation under the charter of

which such railroad is authorized by law; and such person

shall be deemed the agent of said corporation notwithstanding

he may claim to be the agent of any other person or corpora-

tion claiming to operate said railroad by virtue of any lease,

contract or agreement.

Foreign corporation may appear solely to test service upon a party "as resident

agent thereof" and have service set aside.—Hester v. Rasin Fert. Co., 33 S. C, 609;
12 S. E., 563. It may waive service and submit itself to jurisdiction of Court by
appearing generally and answering on the merits.—Chafee v. Postal Tel. Co., 35
S. C, 372; 14 S. E., 764. Service may be made on traveling salesman of foreign
corporation temporarily in the State as its agent.—Abbeville, &c., Co. v.' Western
Electrical Supply Co., 61 S. C, 361; 39 S. E., 559. Prior to amendment service

could only be made on a resident agent, and might be made on such agent without
attachment.—Pollock v. B. & L. Ass'n., 48 S. C, 65; 25 S. E., 977. In order
that jurisdiction be acquired the corporation must have either property or agent in

the State.—Tillinghast v. Lumber Co., 37 S. C, 491; 17 S. E., 31; 38 S. C, 819; 18

S. E., 120. But service cannot be made on an officer who is the plaintiff, or at-

torney in fact for the plaintiff, in the action. The appointment of a foreign re-

ceiver for the corporation cannot affect the service or the agent of the corpora-

tion here.—Pollock v. B. & L. Ass'n., supra.

Such service can be made in respect to a foreign corporation

only when it has property within the State, or the cause of ac-

tion arose therein, or where such service shall be made in this

State personally upon the President, Cashier, Treasurer, At-

torney or Secretary, or any agent thereof.

2. If against a minor under the age of fourteen years, to

such minor personally, and also to his father, mother or

guardian; or, if there be none within the State, then to any

person having the care and control of such minor, or with

whom he shall reside, or in whose service he shall be em-

,
ployed.

t These requirements are positive, and the jurisdiction of an infant can only be

obtained by pursuing this mode of service prescribed.—Finley v. Robertson,

17 S. C, 435; Genobles v. West, 23 S. C, 154; Riker v. Vaughan, 23 S. C,
187; Whitesides v. Barber, 24 S. C, 373; Tederall v. Bouknight, 25 S. C, 275;

Faust v. Faust, 31 S. C, 576; 10 S. E., 262'. Service, without appointment of

guardian ad litem, held sufficient to give jurisdiction of infant.—Robertson v.

Blair, 56 S. C, 96; 34 S. E., 11. Sufficiency of recitals in record as to service on

infant.—^Allen v. Allen, 48 S. C, 566; 26 S. E., 786. Where parent is a party, and

thus has knowledge of the action, service need not be made on him as well as his

child under fourteen, in order to give jurisdiction over the latter.—Kennedy v.

Williams, 59 S. C, 378; 38 S. E., 8. As to service on infants, see also Barrett v.

Moise, 61 S. C, 569; 39 S. E., 755. Guardian as plaintiff in action having ad-

verse interests to those of his ward cannot accept service for the latter as a de-

fendant.—Morgan v. Morgan, 45 S. C, 323; 23 S. E., 64.

3. If against a person judicially declared to be of unsound

mind, or incapable of conducting his own affairs in conse-

quence of habitual drunkenness, and for whom a committee
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or guardian has been appointed, to such committee or guard- ^^"""v-^-^

ian, and to the defendant personally.

4. In all other cases to the defendant personally, or to any ^873, xv.,
. . ,, '^ " -'497;18S2,

person of discretion residing at the residence or employed at^viii. 256;

the place of business of said defendant. iw-

This subdivision 4 applies only to service within this State.—Armstrong v. Brant,

44 S. C, 177; 21 S. E., 634.

Sec. 156. Where the person on whom the service of the of^s"^]i^n*^°°

summons is to be made cannot, after due diligence, be found^gyo^ xiv .,

within the State, and that fact appears by affidavit to the satis- l^vT.'i'jofiloii

faction of the Court, or a Judge thereof, the Clerk of the Court ^-"^m-- ^^s.

of Common Pleas, Master, or the Probate Judge of the County

where the trial is to be had, and it in like manner appears that a

cause of action exists against the defendant in respect to whom
the service is to be made, or that he is a proper party to an

action relating to real property in this State, such Court, Judge,

Clerk, Master, or Judge of Probate, may grant an order that

the service be made by publication of the summons in either of

the following cases: i. Where the defendant is a foreign

corporation, has property within the State, or the cause of ac-

tion arose therein. 2. Where the defendant, being a resident

of this State, has departed therefrom, with intent to defraud

his creditors, or to avoid the service of a summons, or keep

himself concealed therein with like intent. 3. Where he is

not resident of this State, but has property therein, and the

Court has jurisdiction of the subject of the action. 4. Where
the subject of the action is real or personal property in this

State and the defendant has or claims a lien or interest actual

or contingent therein or the relief demanded consists wholly or

partly in excluding the defendant from any interest or lien

therein. The order shall direct the publication to be made in

one newspaper, to be designated by the officer before whom
the application is made, as most likely to give notice to the

person to be served, and for such length of time as may be

deemed reasonable, not less than once a week for six weeks. In

case of publication the Court, Judge, Clerk, Master or Judge of

Probate shall also direct a copy of the summons to be forthwith

deposited in the postoffice, directed to the person to be served

at his place of residence, unless it appears that such residence

is neither known to the party making the application nor can

with reasonable diligence be ascertained by him : When pub-

lication is ordered, personal service of the summons out of the

6.—C. P.
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^""^^-"^"^ State is equivalent to publication and deposit in the postoffice.

And such personal service so made and likewise in Magistrates

Courts shall be complete and final on the day of the date of the

personal service of the summons as fully as if such personal

service had been made under the provisions of Section 155 of

the Code of Civil Procedure. In case of minors in like cases

a similar order shall be made and like proceedings be had as in

case of adults.

In case of persons imprisoned in the Penitentiary, or in the

jail of any County in this State, and in case of lunatics confined

in the State Hospital for the Insane, or in any other place of

confinement, personal service of the summons and complaint

or other process affecting the rights of such persons shall be

made by the Sheriff of the County in which such persons

shall be imprisoned or confined, with the like proof of ser-

vice as required in case of minors ; and thereupon the Judge

of the Court or Magistrate before whom the action is to be

tried shall appoint some attorney or other competent person

to act as guardian ad litem for any person so imprisoned or

confined, who shall receive out of the property of such persons

a reasonable compensation for services rendered in their behalf

;

and the ca-se shall proceed as in other cases of persons not

under disabilities : Provided, That in cases of persons im-

prisoned or confined as herein stated outside of this State, ser-

vice by publication shall be deemed sufficient. The defendant

against whom publication is ordered, or his representatives, on

application and sufficient cause shown at any time before judg-

ment must be allowed to defend the action ; and the defendant

against whom publication is ordered, or his representatives,

may, in like manner, upon good cause shown be allowed to

defend after judgment, or at any time within one year after

notice thereof, and within seven years after its rendition, on

such terms as may be just; and if the defence be successful,

and the judgment, or any part thereof, has been collected or

otherwise enforced, such restitution may thereupon be com-

pelled as the Court directs ; but the title to property sold under

such judgment to a purchaser in good faith shall not be thereby

affected. And in all cases where publication is made, the com-

plaint must be first filed, and the summons, as published, must

state the time and place of such filing.

In actions affecting the title to real property or for the parti-

tions of real estate or for the foreclosure of mortgage on real
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estate if any party or parties having any interest or lien upon

such mortgaged premises are unknown to the plaintiff and the

residence of such party or parties cannot with reasonable dili-

gence be ascertained by him and such fact shall be made to

appear by affidavit to the Court or Judge, Clerk of the Court,

Master or Judge of Probate, when the trial is to be had, such

Court, Judge, Clerk, Master or Judge of Probate, shall grant

an order that the summons be served on such unknown party

or parties by publishing the same for six weeks once a week in

a newspaper printed in the County where the premises are

situated which publication shall be equivalent to a personal

service on such unknown party or parties.

The Magistrates of this State are hereby invested, in ,„^y granV^or-

actions brought in their courts, within their jurisdiction, tofion°^of"''sum-

grant orders of publication against absent defendants, in the^°ent^ parses

same manner and to the same extent as authorized in this ^!L^^!!!Lf?.l^

Section to be done by the Circuit Court or a Judge thereof, oregsf^^'
•^'^^-^'

the Clerk of Common Pleas, the Master or the Probate

Judge; and the service of any summons so made upon any

absent defendant or defendants shall have the same binding

force and effect as such service would have in the Court of

Common Pleas.

Prior to amendment inserting the last sub-division Magistrates had no authority

to grant order of publication.—Ferguson v. Gilbert, 17 S. C, 26; Note, p. 29.

In the absence of fraud or collusion, if the affidavit satisfies the officer grant-

ing order of publication, his order is final.—Yates v. Gridley, 16 S. C, 496; Bank
V. Stelling, 31 S. C, 360; 9 S. E., 1028.

The question of good faith cannot be made on mere motion to vacate judgment;
can only be made under formal proceeding.—Yates v. Gridley, 16 S. C, 496.

Where an agreement betvireen member and foreign life insurance association pro-

vided that death claims should be made and paid at home office, the claims of bene-

ficiaries thereunder was not a cause of action that arose in this State, and the for-

eign corporation having no property here it could not be made a party to action

here on such claim.—Rodgers v. Mutual Association, 17 S. C, 406. Cause of ac-

tion arises at place of performance, presumably the place of making.—Tillinghast

V. Boston Lumber Co., 39 S. C, 491; 18 S. E., 120. But when the subject matter

was within the jurisdiction of the Court, and the contract made as to it while the

defendants were residents of this State, they can be made parties, as non-residents,

by publication.—Shumate v. Harbin, 35 S. C, 521; 15 S. E., 270. So, where all

parties in interest are non-residents, they can be so made parties in action to set

aside assignment as to real property situate here.—Bank v. Stelling, 31 S. C, 360;

10 S. E., 1028.

An order for service by publication is absolutely required, even where there is

personal service or its equivalent out of the State.—Riker v. Vaughan, 23 S. C,
187. But when publication has been ordered, personal service out of the State is

equivalent to publication and deposit in postoffice.—Darby v. Shannon, ig S. C,
526. Only defendant can take advantage of alleged insufficiency in service of sum-
mons.

—

Ih. But service by leaving copies at the place of residence is not equiva-

lent to personal service.—Armstrong v. Brant, 44 S. C, 177; 21 S. E., 634. The
affidavit may refer to the complaint, and the statement of the venue is unneces-

sary.—Clemson College v. Pickens, 42 S. C, sn; 20 S. E., 401. The order of

publication may be neither sealed or dated.

—

lb. Where the defendant is furn-
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^ -^ V '^ ^ ished with a copy of the complaint, it is unnecessary in publishing the summons to

state where the complaint is filed.

—

lb. Jurisdiction to render a personal judg-

ment, as to declare a marriage void, cannot be acquired by publication of sum-

mons.—Pepper v. Shearer, 26 S. E., 797; 48 S. C, 492. A successful defence after

judgment, held not to affect the title of purchaser.—Hunter v. Ruff, 47 S. C, 525;

25 S. E., 65. Appearance cures defect in service.-—^Townes v. City Council, 46 S.

C, is; 23 S. E., 984; Ex Parte Keeler, 45 S. C, 537; 23 S. E., 865; Martin v.

Bowie, 37 S. C, 102; IS S. E., 740.

when°'S'^lnfy ^^^' ^^^ ' Where the action is against two or more defend-

served^— part^ ^^^^' ^^^ ^^^ summons is served on one or more of them, but
^"^-

,
not on all of them, the plaintiff may proceed as follows :

159^^°' ^^^" ^ I. If the action be against defendants jointly indebted upon

contract, he may proceed against the defendant served, unless

the Court otherwise direct; and, if he recover judgment, it may

be entered against all the defendants thus jointly indebted, so

far only as that it may be enforced against the joint property

of all and^the separate property of the defendants served, and,

if they are subject to arrest, against the persons of the de-

fendants served ; or.

This does not apply where all the parties were served.—Dulany v. Elford, 22

S. C, 304. Applies to partnership contracts, where only one of the partners has

been served with the summons.—Whitfield v. Hovey, 30 S. C, 117; 8 S. E., 840;

Pope Mfg. Co. V. Welch, ss S. C, 528; 33 S. E., 789. This does not authorize a

general judgment against the one not served.—Roberts v. Pawley, 50 S. C, 491;

27 S. E., 913.

2. If the action be against defendants severally liable, he

may proceed against the defendants served, in the same man-

ner as if they were the only defendants.

3. If all the defendants have been served, judgment may be

taken against any or either of them severally, where the plain-

tiff would be entitled to judgment against such defendant or de-

fendants, if the action had been against them, or any of them,

alone.

Discontinuance as to certain stockholders.—Sadler v. Nicholson, 49 S. C, 7; 26

S. E., 893-

4. If the name of one or more partners shall, for any cause,

have been omitted in any action in which judgment shall have

passed against the defendants named in the summons, and such

omission shall not have been pleaded in such action, the plain-

tiff, in case of judgment therein shall remain unsatisfied, may,

by action, recover of such partner separately, upon proving

his joint liability, notwithstanding he may not have been named

in the original action; but the plaintiff shall have satisfaction

of only one judgment rendered for the same cause of action.

by^pubSon Sec. 158. In the cases mentioned in Section 156, the service

complete. q£ ^j^g summous shall be deemed complete at the expiration of

i90i'.'' xxiii.i the time prescribed by the order for publication, except in the
635.'
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case of personal service, in which case such service shall be

complete and final on the day on which it is made, as provided

in said Section 156,

Sec. 159. Proof of the service of the summons, and of the^j^^""^ °^ ^^^'

complaint or notice, if any, accompanying the same must be as~^^ TTeT^
follows- iss*-' xviii.;

1. If served by the Sheriff, his certificate thereof; or, ^°*^-

2. If by any other person, his affidavit thereof ; or,

3. In case of publication, the affidavit of the printer, or his

foreman, or principal clerk, showing the same, and an affidavit

of a deposit of a copy of the summons in the postoffice, as re-

quired by law, if the same shall have been deposited.

When the service is made out of the State after order for

publication, the proof of such service may be made, if within

the United States, by affidavit before any person in this State

authorized to take an affidavit, or before a Commissioner of

deeds for this State, or a Notary Public who shall use his of-

ficial seal or before a Clerk of a Court of record who shall cer-

tify the same by his official seal ; or if made without the limits

of the United States, before a Consul or Vice-Consul or Consu-

lar Agent of the United States, who shall use in his certificate

his official seal.

4. The written admission of the defendant.

In case of service otherwise than by publication, the certi-

ficate, affidavit, or admission must state the time and place of

the service.

Sufficiency of certificate: Sheriff's deputy may act in serving papers.—Prince v.

Dickson, 39 S. C, 481; 18 S. E., 33.

Sheriff's return of service may be rebutted by entry in his book and testimony

of his deputy and party to be served.—Genobles v. West, 23 S. C, 154. But under
his return of service on defendant "at her residence," it will be presumed that such

service was in the County of the venue.—Lyles v. Haskell, 35 S. C, 391; 14 S. E.,

829.

Service upon proper party by misnomer is binding.—Waldrop v. Leonard, 22 S. C,
118; Genobles v. West, 23 S. C, 154.

Proof of service by one other than Sheriff must be by affidavit.—State v. Cohen,

13 S. C, 198. It is not required that such certificate of Clerk of Court as to au-

thority of Notary Public should be appended to the affidavit at the time it is taken,

but it may be furnished to the Court afterwards.—Bank v. Stelling, 31 S. C, 360;

9 S. E., 1028.

Written admission of the defendant is service.—Benson v. Carrier, 28 S. C, 119;

5 S. E., 278.

Acceptance' of service by an attorney having no authority so to do does not con-

stitute a legal service.—Reed v. Reed, 19 S. C, 548.

Nor can infant bind himself by acceptance of service.—Finley v. Robertson, 17

S. C, 43S; Riker v. Vaughan, 23 S. C, 187; Genobles v. West, 23 S. C, 154;

Whitesides v. Barber, 24 S. C, 373. Yet such acceptance, even of an irregular sum-
mons, by an adult without objection to proceedings thereunder estop him from
denying jurisdiction.-^Finley v. Robertson, 17 S. C, 435. Affidavit sufficient made
before vice consul prior to the amendments of 1884.—Marine Co. v. Parsons, 49
S. C, 136; 26 S. E., 966.
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"^—"^v"""^ Proof of service on foreign corporation.—Tillinghast v. Boston Lumber Co., 39
S. C, 491; 18 S. E., 120.

Jurisdiction of a living person once acquired by service of the summons attaches

always, although he may be beyond the court's jurisdiction.—Peoples' B. & L.
Ass'n. V. Mayfield, 42 S. C, 424; 20 S. E., 290.

When juris- Scc. 160. From the time of the service of the summons in a
diction 01 ac-
tion acquired, civil action, or the allowance of a provisional remedy, the Court

§
16™' ^^^" ^^ deemed to have acquired jurisdiction, and to have control

of all the subsequent proceedings. A voluntary appearance of

a defendant is equivalent to personal service of the summons
upon him.
Even where no summons has been served, but attachment has been issued, the

Court has jurisdiction for certain purposes.—Darby v. Shannon, 19 S. C, 526. Ac
tion must be regularly commenced by attachment to have effect.—Tillinghast

Boston Lumber Co., 39 S. C, 484; 18 S. E., 120. Voluntary appearance is equiva-

lent to personal service.—State v. Cohen, 13 S. C, 198; State v. Mitchell, 21 S. C.

598; State V. Marshall, 24 S. C, 507; Benson v. Carrier, 28 S. C, 119; Shumate
V. Harbin, 35 S. C, 521; 15 S. E., 270; Cone v. Cone, 61 S. C, 512; 39 S. E., 748
Martin v. Bowie, 37 S. C.„ 114; 15 S. E., 741; Townes v. City Council, 46 S. C,
is; 23 S. E., 984; Ex Parte Keeler, 45 S. C, 537.
The voluntary appearance of an infant is binding upon judgment where the face

of the proceedings fails to show his infancy.—State v. Lewis, 21 S. C, 598. But if

defendant appear only to object to jurisdiction because he has not been served, the

Court is without jurisdiction.—State v. Marshall, 24 S. C, 507.

To be equivalent to personal service it must be made before judgment.—State v.

Cohen, 13 S. C, 198. It may be shown by the pleadings or entry in Magistrate's

book; it must be shown by the proceedings, and cannot in absence of such showing
be proved by parol testimony.—Barron v. Dent, 17 S. C., 75.

TITLE VI.

OF THE PLEADINGS IN CIVIL ACTIONS.

Chapter I. The Complaint.

Chapter II. The Demurrer.

Chapter III. The Answer.

Chapter IV. The Reply.

Chapter V. General Rules of Pleading.

Chapter VI. Mistakes and Amendments.

F o r m s o f
pleading. Sbc.

J^ g jg3 161. Forms of pleading.

162. Complaint.

CHAPTER I.

The Complaint.

Sec.

163. Complaint ; what to contain.

Section 161. There shall be no other forms of pleading in

civil actions in Courts of record in this State, and no other rules

by which the sufficiency of the pleadings is to be determined,

than those prescribed by this Code of Procedure.
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It was intended by this Section to change materially the nature and effect of "^^•^^v
"^

'

pleading; but not to abolish the substantial characteristics of the several pleadings

that are retained either in name or by their equivalents under other names.—Mob-
ley V. Cureton, 6 S. C, 49; cited in Warren v. Lagrone, 12 S. C, 45; see also

note as to object of Code before Sec. i.

Sec. 162. The first pleading on the part of the plaintiff is the Complaint.

complaint. ^^' §
^^*-

Sec. 163. The complaint shall contain : ^£° "^tf^^n-

I. The title of the cause, specifying the name of the Court ^^'"-

in which the action is brought, the name of the County in ^^' §
^®^-

which the plaintiff desires the trial to be had, and the names

of the parties to the action—plaintiff and defendant.

2. A plain and concise statement of the facts constituting a

cause of action, without unnecessary repetition.

3. A demand of the relief to which the plaintiff supposes

himself entitled.

The names of the individuals constituting the copartnership suing must appear

in the title.—Smith v. Walker, 6 S. C, 169.

Subdivision 2 : A cause of action exists where the legal rights of one party have

been invaded by another.—Chalmers v. Glenn, 18 S. C, 469; Nance v. R. R., 35

S. C, 309. If the facts alleged do not show the existence and invasion of such

rights, the complaint is defective, and will be held bad on demurrer.-—Southern Por-

celain Co. V. Thew, 5 S. C, 5; Chalmers v. Glenn, 18 S. C, 469; Nance v. R. R.

Co., 35 S. C, 309; 14 S. E., 629.

But it is enough if the allegations show distinctly the cause of action.—Hammond
V. R. R. Co., 6 S. C, 130. The Court refers the facts to their appropriate form of

action.^^Mason v. Carter, 8 S. C, 103; Dowie & Moise v. Joyner, 25 S. C, 123;

Warren v. Lagrone, 12 S. C, 45. Complaint sufficient if it states any cause of action,

either legal or equitable.—Mordecai v. Seignious, 53 S. C, 95; 30 S. E., 721; Latham

V. Harby, 50 S. C, 428; 27 S. E., 862. Plaintiff may obtain any relief appropriate

to the pleadings without regard to the form of prayer for relief.—Sheppard v.

Green, 48 S. C, 165; 26 S. E., 224. Failure to file complaint not fatal on motion

to set aside judgment.—Clemson College v. Pickens, 42 S. C, 511; 20 S. E., 401.

The complaint is so defective if it merely allege conclusions of law and not

facts.—Tutt v. R. R. Co., 28 S. E., 388; 5 S. E., 831; Wallace v. R. R. Co., 34

S. C, 62; 12 S. E., 815; Nance v. R. R. Co., 35 S. C, 307; i4 S. E., 629.

In action for specific performance of contract for sale of land, it is not neces-

sary to allege that contract was in writing.—Hubbell v. Courtney, 5 S. C, 87.

In action against a commission merchant for account, it is unnecessary to allege

a demand for account, after stating a refusal to do so.—Mason v. Carter, 8 S. C,

103. Where paper sued on as a promissory note is not such, but the allegations

show a cause of action, the complaint is sufficient.—Dowie v. Joyner, 25 S. C, 123.

Want of probable cause should be alleged in a complaint in action for malicious

arrest or it will be demurrable.—Hogg v. Pinckney, 16 S. C, 387.

Subdivision 3 : Complaint is not demurrable as defective in not stating facts suf-

ficient to constitute a cause of action because it contains no prayer for relief.

—

Balle v. Mosely, 13 S. C, 439.

Defective statement cured by attached exhibit.—Cave v. Gill, 59 S. C, 256; 37

S. E., 817. Particular complaints considered. On written instrument for payment

of money.—Watson v. Barr, 37 S. C, 466; 16 S. E., 189. On bond.—State v. Sea-

brook, 42 S. C, 74; 20 S. E., 58. On note.—Bolt v. Gray, 54 S. C, 95; 32 S. E.,

148. Damages from tort.—Pickens v. R. R. Co., 54 S. C, 498; 32 S. E., 567.

Nuisance.—Baltzegar v. R. R., S4 S. C, 242; 32 S. C, 358. Conversion.—Michal-

son V. All, 43 S. C, 459; 21 S. E., 323. Recovery of real property.—Huggins v.

Watson, 38 S. C, 506; 17 S. E., 363. On note of officer against the State.—Caro-

lina Nat'l Bank v. State, 60 S. C, 465; 38 S. E., 629.
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CHAPTER II.

The Demurrer.

Sec.

164. Defendant to demur or answer.

165. When the defendant may demur.
166. Demurrer, what to specify.

167. How to proceed, if complaint be

amended.

Sec.

168. Objection not appearing on com-
plaint.

169. Objection, when waived.

Defendant to Scctioii 164. The Only pleadinsf on the part of the defendant
demur or an- -^ ^ •=> ^
swer. ^is either a demurrer or an answer. It must be served within

1870, XIV., § twenty days after the service of the copy of the complaint.

When the de-
^^^' ^^^' '^^^ defendant may demur to the complaint when

deniu"'
"1^7 it shall appear upon the face thereof, either,

—

—~—TT-i—• I. That the Court has no jurisdiction of the person of the

defendant, or the subject of the action ; or,

2. That the plaintiff has not legal capacity to sue; or,

This ground of objection is waived unless taken by demurrer.—Daniels v. Moses,

12 S. C, 130. Under this subdivision. Smith v. Smith, 27 S. E., 549; 50 S. C;
54; Dawkins v. Mathis, 47 S. C, 66; 24 S. E., 991; Mickle v. Construction Co., 41

S. C, 394; 19 S. E., 725; Willis V. Tozer, 44 S. C, i; 21 S. E., 617.

Where complaint alleges corporate existence in plaintiff and nothing appears on

its face to show his want of corporate authority, it is not demurrable on this

ground.—Cheraw R. R. v. White, 14 S. C, 51. A demurrer under this subdivision

can only be interposed where the incapacity to sue appears in the complaint.—Cone

Export &c., Co. V. Poole, 41 S. C, 70; 19 S. E., 203. Where sealed note payable

to an administrator has been transferred to another, it may be sued on in name of

administrator for use of the other.—Carroll v. Still, 13 S. C, 430.

This question of capacity to sue cannot be put in issue by general denial; it

must be made by demurrer.—Commercial Co. v. Turner, 8 S. C, no; Palmetto v.

Risley, 25 S. C, 309; Steamship Co. v. Rodgers, 21 S. C, 27.

3. That there is another action pending between the same

parties, for the same cause ; or,

Subdivision 3 does not apply to actions pending in another State.—Hill v. Hill,

51 S. C, 134; 28 S. E., 309; nor does it apply where one suit is by only one plain-

tiff for the recovery of personal property, and the other with additional plaintiffs

includes claim for punitive damages.—Walters v. Laurens Cotton Mill, 53 S. C,

155; 31 S. E., I.

4. That there is a defect of parties, plaintiff or defendant ; or.

This ground cannot apply in case misjoinder of parties.—Lowry v. Jackson, 27

S. C, 318; 3 S. E., 473.

This objection must be made by demurrer, and is waived upon failure to demur.—
Featherston v. Norris, 7 S. C, 472; Evans v. McLucas, 12 S. C, 56; Daniels v.

Moses, 12 S. C, 13; Ross v. Linder, 12 S. C, 592; Shull v. Caughman, 54 S. C,
203; 32 S. C, 301; Allen v. Cooley, 53 S. C, 77; 30 S. E., 721.

5. That several causes of action have been improperly

united ; or.

Joint demurrer bad as to all, must fail though good as to one who joins.—Lowry
V. Jackson, 27 S. C, 318; 3 S. E., 473. Guy v. McDaniel, 51 S. C, 436; 29 S. E.,

196.

Complaint not demurrable for multifariousness where it alleges breach of trust,

because it makes a party in possession of the assets under the breach, with notice,

a defendant.—Ragsdale v. Holmes, i S. C, 91; Melton v. Withers, 2 S. C, 561.
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Objection to complaint on this ground can only be taken by demurrer.—Field v. ^ -^ v ~'

Hurst, 9 S. C, 2TJ. It may be taken by any defendant.—Suber v. Allen, 13 S. C,
317-

Where there is improper joinder of causes of action, and a demurrer to the com-

plaint therefor, the plaintiff may cure the defect by voluntary amendment of the

complaint.—Sullivan v. Sullivan, 24 S. C, 474.
'• Demurrer on this ground will not lie where several plaintiffs, severally owning
adjoining tracts of land, join in action for damages in solido for injuries thereto

by defendant's dam.—Hellams v. Switzer 24 S. C, 39. But demurrer will lie in

such case, where the injuries are separate and distinct.

—

Ih.

There is not misjoinder of causes of actions where adult ward and three minor

wards sue their guardian for accounting.—Stallings v. Barrett, 26 S. C, 474; 2 S.

E., 483. This objection does not apply where creditor sues heir in possession of

intestate's land and alleges sufficient to show cause of action against administrator,

and does not seek judgment against him.—Lowry v. Jackson, 27 S. C, 318; 3 S.

E., 473-

Proper joinder of several causes of action.—Long v. Hunter, 58 S. C, 152; 36

S. E., 581. Where the defendant fails to raise the question of misjoinder by de-

murrer, he cannot afterwards do so by motion to require plaintiff to elect on which

he will rely. Where the several causes of action are blended in one statement

such motion may be made.—Ross v. Jones, 47 S. C, 211; 25 S. E., 59.

6. That the complaint does not state facts sufficient to consti-

tute a cause of action.

Until it does appear that some fact is omitted which is necessary to constitute

the cause of action, no demurrer can be sustained.—Balle v. Mosely, 13 S. C, 439.

The defect must be substantial, and such as cannot be cured except by allegations

of answer.—Childers v. Verner, 12 S. C, i.

Where administrator of a distributee of an intestate brings action against the

administrator of the intestate and joins with him as plaintiff a distributee of such

distributee, the complaint is demurrable as to such plaintiff distributee on this

ground.—Robert v. Johns, 10 S. C, loi.

Complaint alleged subscription by defendant to stock of plaintiff of fifty acres of

land, and a refusal to convey, and demanded payment in money for the land, with-

out alleging promise to pay money or previous demand, and was held not demur-

rable on this ground.—Cheraw and Chester R. R. Co. v. Garland, 14 S. C, 63. In

action to recover money won at game of faro, if the complaint does not allege that

the money was won at one time and sitting, it is demurrable on this ground.

—

Trumbo v. Finley, 18 S. C, 305.

Omission of allegation relating to capacity to sue is no ground for demurrer

under this subdivision.—Cone Export, &c., Co. v. Poole, 41 S. C, 70; 19 S. E.,

203 ; and other cases cited under subdivision 2.

Allegation as to possession within ten years not necessary in action for par-

tition. S. C. ; Griffith v. Cromley, 36 S. E., 741.

Sec. 166. The demurrer shall distinctly specify the grounds what^
™

"sped-

of objection to the complaint. Unless it do so, it may be dis-Z: .

regarded. It may be taken to the whole complaint, or to any of

the alleged causes of action stated therein.

The demurrer must be to the entire cause of action, and not to a part of a

cause of action or defence.—Buist v. Salvo, 44 S. C, 143; 21 S. E., 615; Lawson

V. Gee, 57 S. C, 506; 35 S. E., 759. A joint demurrer to a complaint stating a

cause of action against any of the defendants is bad.—Stahn v. Catawba Mills,

31 S. E., 498; S3 S. C, 519. A demurrer must distinctly specify the grounds of

objection.—Carroll v. Still, 13 S. C, 430.

Sec. 167. If the complaint be amended, a copy thereof must gg^°^jf ° ^p^;

be served on the defendant, who must answer it within twenty ^^eVded*.
"^ ^

days, or the plaintiff, upon filing with the Clerk due proof of j^^ § ym.
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'^ ' the service and of the defendant's omission, may proceed to

obtain judgment, as provided by Section 267.
It is within the discretion of a Circuit Judge to require an answer to an amended

complaint in less than twenty days. This Section applies only where no time is

fixed in the order.—Lockwood v. Charleston Bridge Co., 60 S. C, 492; 38 S. E., 112.

ap°eiring"on Scc. 168. When any of the matters enumerated in Section'
complaint. j^g do uot appear upon the face of the complaint, the objection

lb., § 170. j^g^y i^g taken by answer.
If the defects do not appear on the fact of the complaint, the objection should

be made by answer.—Patterson v. Pagan, 18 S. C, 584.

wi°n waived."' ^60. 169. If no such objcctiou be taken, either by demurrer

lb., § 171. Of answer, the defendant shall be deemed to have waived the

same, excepting only the objection to the jurisdiction of tlie

Court, and the objection that the complaint does not state facts

sufficient to constitute a cause of action.

The clear intention of this and foregoing Sections of this Chapter is that defend-
ant shall give, by his demurrer or answer, specific notice that he intends to rely

on one or more of these specific defenses, if he wishes to make them available. A
general denial of all the facts alleged in the complaint is not a compliance with
these requirements.—The object of them is to relieve the plaintiff from the neces-

sity of preparing to meet such objections, on trial, unless so notified of them.

—

Steamship Co. v. Rodgers, 21 S. C, 27; Palmetto Co. v. Risley, 25 S. C, 309.
Objection for defect of parties comes too late after failure to make it by de-

murrer or answer.—Featherston v. Norris, 7 S. C, 472; Evans v. McLucas, 12 S.

C, 56; Daniels v. Moses, 12 S. C, 137; Ross v. Linder, 12 S. C, 592.

All other defects, except want of jurisdiction and of sufficient statements of

facts, are cured by failure to object by demurrer and answer.—Bowden v. Win-
smith, II S. C, 409; Daniels v. Moses, 12 S. C, 130; Jackins v. Dickinson, 39 S. C,
439; 17 S. E., 996; Ross v. Jones, 47 S. C, 211; 25 S. E., 59; Dawkins v. Matthis,

47 S. C, 64; 24 S. E., 990; Smith v. Smith, 52 S. C, 205; 25 S. E. 549.
Objection that complaint does not state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of

action may be made orally at any stage of the proceedings.—Southern Porcelain
Co. v. Thew, 5 S. C, 10; Bowden v. Winsmith, 11 S. C, 409; Childers v. Verner,
12 S. C, i; Balle v. Mosely, 13 S. C, 439; Kennerty v. Etiwan Co., 17 S. C, 411;
Davis v. McDufifie, 18 S. C, 495; Hellams v. Switzer, 24 S. C, 39; Hull v. Young,
29 S. C, 64; 6 S. E., 938. Even after trial of the issues on circuit.—Garrett v.

Weinberg, 50 S. C, 310; 27 S. E., 770. But not for the first time on appeal in

the Supreme Court.—Green v. Green, 50 S. C, 514; 27 S. E., 952. Where a

demurrer for want of facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action is once over-

ruled, such ruling is binding when motion is rendered on a subsequent trial.-—Long
v. Hunter, 58 S. C, 152; 36 S. E., 579.

So oral demurrer to answer setting up counter-claims may be made on the ground
of want of cause of action, though not objected by formal demurrer or answer.

—

State V. Corbin, i6 S. C, 533.

CHAPTER III.

The Answer.

Sec.

170. Answer, what to contain.

171. Counter-claim. Several defences.

172. Demurrer and answer, when al-

lowed.

Sec.

173. Sham and Irrelevant defences to

be stricken out.
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Section 170. The answer of the defendant must contain :

^—'v^-^

1. A general or specific denial of each material allegation of to confai'n.^
^

the complaint controverted by the defendant, or of any knowl- is7o, xiv.,

edge or information thereof sufficient to form a belief.

2. A statement of any new matter constituting a defence or

counter-claim, in ordinary and concise language, without

repetition.

A denial in an answer following the exact words of the allegations is bad as a

negative pregnant.—Curnow v. Ins. Co., 46 S. C, 79; 24 S. E., 74; Bliss Code
Pleading, Sec. 332. A denial that plaintiff has "knowledge or information suffi-

cient to form a belief, etc.," is sufficient.—Gilreath v. Furman, 57 S. C, 289; 35

S. E., 516. The admission of the allegations of a paragraph in complaint by the

answer, is an admission only of the facts alleged, and not of the conclusions of

law.—Green v. Latimer, 47 S. C, 176; 25 S. E., 136. A denial of title in claim

and delivery does not dispense with the necessity to prove a demand and refusal.

—

Ludden & Bates v. Southern Music House, 47 S. C, 335; 25 S. E., 150. Denial of

delivery of deed.—Johnson v. Johnson, 44 S. C, 364; 22 S. E., 419.

Allegations of the complaint not denied are admitted.—Addison v. Duncan, 35

S. C, 165; 14 S. E., 305. Answer admitting the simple delivery of note, as al-

leged in complaint, and then asserting that the delivery was conditional, the de-

livery is not admitted.—Lipscomb v. Lipscomb, 32 S. C, 243; 10 S. E., 929.

Where complaint alleges and answer admits note sued on to be a promissory note,

it was error to grant nonsuit upon proof that note was under seal.—Moore v.

Christian, 31 S. C, 337; 9 S. E., 981.

The Code has enlarged the defendant's opportunity for making various defenses

to the action by his answer.—Cohrs v. Eraser, s S. C, 351. Inconsistent defences

may be set up in the answer.—Millan v. So. Ry. Co., 54 S. C, 485; 32 S. E., 539.

The answer is not to be taken as true, as under former equity practice, until the

plaintiff has had an opportunity to controvert it.—Hubbell v. Courtney, 5 S. C, 87.

The defendant must plead in answer all his defenses, legal or equitable; he can-

not bring a separate action on any matter that could have been so pleaded.—-Mc-

Alily V. Barker, 4 S. C, 48; Rice v. Mahaffy, 9 S. C, 582.

And his answer must contain a general or specific denial, or new matter, con-

stituting a defense or counter-claim.—Clement v. Riley, 29 S. C, 286; 6 S. E.,

932. But under general denial he may insist on absence of demand.—Burckhalter

V. Mitchell, 27 S. C, 24; 3 S. E., 225. Yet general denial raises no issue of

failure of consideration, which is an affirmative defense.—Derry v. Holman, 21

S. C, 621; 2 S. E., 841.

A general denial will not put at issue the legal capacity of corporation to sue.

—

Commercial Co. v. Turner, 8 S. C, iii; Steamship Co. v. Rodgers, 21 S. C, 33;
Palmetto Co. v. Risley, 25 S. C, 309; American Co. v. Hill, 27 S. C, 164; 3 S. E.,

82; Land Co. v. Williams, 35 S. C, 367; 14 S. E., 821. But where the complaint

against a corporation alleges it to be incorporated, and its answer makes only

general denial, and it regularly appears by attorney and defends on the merits,

that is admission of its corporate charter.—Rembert v. R. R., 31 S. C, 309; 9
S. E., 968. And where there is a specific denial of the allegation of partnership,

the answer raises an issue triable by jury.—Kerr v. Cochran, 29 S. C, 61; 6 S. E.,

905. But it will put at issue every fact necessary to prove plaintiff's claim and
allow defendant to controvert his proof thereon.—Lyles v. Bolles, 8 S. C, 258.

And upon plaintiff's failure to prove his case, the defendant may have a nonsuit.—Ih. The simple answer of "no knowledge" is a denial.—Tharin v. Seabrook,

6 S. C, 118. ,

Payment must be specially pleaded.—McElwee v. Hutchinson, 10 S. C, 438.

So a plea of justification, which cannot be shown under a general denial.—Hen-
derson v. Bennett, 58 S. C, 30; 36 S. E., 2.

But where certain credits are allowed by complaint, and judgment claimed for

special balance, the defendant, under general denial, can prove other payments to

show true balance.

—

Ih.

Where answer in action for assault and battery admitted the complaint, but
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^^—"^v^^-^ pleaded that the defendant committed the assault in self-defense, it was sufficient.

—

Hughes V. Kellar, 34 S. C, 268; 13 S. E., 475. Plea of confession and avoid-

ance does not establish issues raised by general denial.—Stanley v. Shoolbred, 25
S. C, 181.

Where matter of counter-claim is not so pleaded, and judgment thereon de-

manded, it can only serve as a defense, and not as a counter-claim.—Trimmier
V. Thompson, 10 S. C, 185; Humbert v. Brisbane, 25 S. C, 506; McGee v. Wells,

37 S. C, 367; 16 S. E., 29. And as a counter-claim, cannot be proved at trial.-

—

Sullivan v. Byrne, 10 S. C, 130; Williams v. Irby, 15 S. C, 458. There is no
particular form prescribed for a counter-claim.—Cooperative Co. v. Walker, 61

S. C, 315; 39 S. E., 525.

No objection to answer that it is not responsive to complaint; its only effect

is that any allegation not denied stands admitted.—Zimmerman v. Amaker, 10

S. C, 100.

sTvTrai^'Te. Sec. 171. The counter-claim mentioned in the last Section

!!!!!!!: ^must be one existing in favor of a defendant, and against a
lb.,

§ 173. plaintiff, between whom a several judgment might be had in

the action, and arising out of one of the following causes of

action

:

1. A cause of action arising out of the contract or transaction

set forth in the complaint as the foundation of the plaintiff's

claim, or connected with the subject of the action.

2. In an action arising on contract, any other cause of action

arising also on contract, and existing at the commencement of

the action.

The defendant may set forth by answer as many defences

and counter claims as he may have, whether they be such as

have been heretofore denominated legal or equitable, or both.

They must each be separately stated, and refer to the causes

of action which they are intended to answer, in such manner
that they may be intelligibly distinguished.

In action by executor to recover from defendant several notes due testator, he
cannot set up as counter-claims legacies given him, but unassented to by executor.

—

Latimer v. Sullivan, 30 S. C, iii; 8 S. E., 639.

A defendant cannot set up as a counter-claim a debt purchased by him after

commencement of the action.-—Enter v. Queese, 30 S. C, 126; 8 S. E., 796.

A counter-claim for damages from tort cannot be set up against an action for

damages from tort.—Simkins v. R. R., 20 S. C, 258.

A tort arising out of contract may be waived, and the same cause of action

treated as a contract and set up as such, by way of counter-claim to action on
another contract.—Boyce v. Parker, 11 S. C, 337. Unascertained damages arising

e.v contractu are admissible as a counter-claim.

—

lb.

In action for damages by trespass, the defendant cannot set up a debt due by
plaintiff, as counter-claim.—Sharp v. Kinsman, 18 S. C, 108. A cause of action

for conversion of property cannot plead as counter-claim in an action on a

note.—Lenhardt v. French, 57 S. C, 493; 35 S. E., 761.

A claim that does not fall under either of the above subdivisions cannot be
set up as a counter-claim.

—

Ex Parte Bank, 18 S. C, 289; Copeland v. Young, 21

S. C, 276; Humbert v. Brisbane, 25 S. C, 506.

A counter-claim cannot be interposed in an action for recovery of personal

property, unless, perhaps, under some exceptional circumstances, equitable relief

may be demanded.—Williams v. Irby, 15 S. C, 561; Talbot v. Padgett, 30 S. C,
167; 8 S. E., 845; Badham v. Brabham, 54 S. C, 404; 32 S. E., 444; Ludden &
Bates v. Hornsby, 45 S. C, iii; 22 S. E., 781.
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Partnership account in favor of defendant may be set up as counter-claim to ^^ v^

'

his individual debt, if partnership be unsettled and upon settlement a balance

would be due him.—Mills v. Carrier, 30 S. C, 617; 9 S. E., 350; 741.

A separate judgment in favor of one of several defendants may be given on
counter-claim, showing a separate cause of action in his favor.—Plyer v. Parker,

10 S. C, 465.

Defendant cannot set up against plaintiff, as counter-claim, a debt due the

defendant by firm of which plaintiff is a member.—Byrd v. Charles, 3 S. C, 352.

The answer may set forth many and inconsistent defenses, either legal or

equitable.—Cohrs v. Fraser, s S. C, 354; Mobley v. Cureton, 6 S. C, 68; Cooper
V. Smith, 16 S. C, 331; Millan v. So. Ry. Co., 54 S C, 485; 32 S. E., 539. If

he fail upon one, he may fall back on the others.—Ransom v. Anderson, 9 S. C, 440.

A plea of Statute of Limitations to the "money items" set up in a complaint,

stating two causes of action, one of which was for a sum of money made up
of several items and the other for a penalty, was not sufficient as a defense to

the second cause of action.—County v. Miller, 16 S. C, 244.

Where accounts containing usurious interest have been settled by note, and action

is brought on the latter, defendant cannot interpose counter-claim for the excessive

interest charged.—Witte v. Weinberg, 37 S. C, 593; 17 S. E., 684.

An individual claim of partner against plaintiff cannot be set up as counter-

claim by partnership.—Pope Mfg. Co. v. Welch, 33 S. E., 787; 55 S. C, 528; 37
S. E., 20; 59 S. E., 29.

Parol contract as foundation for counter-claim in action on written contract.

—

V.-C. Chemical Co. v. Moore, 61 S. C, 166; 39 S. E., 346.

Sec. 172. The defendant may demur to one or more of sev-
^ ^^ "Insw^-*^

eral causes of action stated in the complaint, and answer the ^*^*^" allowed.

residue. ^''' § i^*-

Sec. 173. Sham and irrelevant answers and defences may be j. f^ g™
^^"'^

j^;

stricken out on motion, and upon such terms as the Court may,
ft^rlckln o°ut.^^

in its discretion, impose.
An answer making general denial cannot be stricken out as sham, whether

verified or not.—Ransom v. Anderson, 9 S. C, 439.

Motion to so strike out such pleadings should not in terms demand judgment;

but if nothing remains of the answer for trial, after motion is granted, judgment
may be pronounced at once.—Tharin v. Seabrook, 6 S. C, 113.

Such motions ordinarily present questions of fact to be determined upon affidavits

or as the Court may direct.

—

lb.

If the defense is manifestly false and intended to delay, it may be struck out;

but this should be done only in cases free from doubt.

—

lb.

An answer is not untrue which has been sustained on Circuit.—Hall v. Wood-
ward, 30 S. C, 564; 9 S. E., 684.

lb., § 175.

CHAPTER IV.

The Reply.

Sec.

174. Reply. Demurrer to answer.
175. Motion for judgment upon an-

swer.

Sec.

176. Demurrer to reply.

Section 174. When the answer contains new matter consti-

tuting a counter-claim, the plaintiff may, within twenty days,

reply to such new matter, denying generally or specifically each

allegation controverted by him, or any knowledge or informa-

Reply. De-
murrer to an-
swer.

lb., § 176.
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tion thereof sufficient to form a belief ; and he may allege, in or-

dinary and concise language, without repetition, any new matter

not inconsistent with the complaint, constituting a defence to

such new matter in the answer; and the plaintiff may, in all

cases, demur to an answer containing new matter, where, upon
its face, it does not constitute a counter-claim or defence; and

the plaintiff may demur to one or more of such defences or

counter claims, and reply to the residue of the counter claims.

And in other cases, where an answer contains new matter

constituting a defence by way of avoidance, the Court may, in

its discretion, on the defendant's motion, require a reply to

such new matter; and in that case the reply shall be subject to

the same rules as a reply to a counter-claim.

The plaintiff's reply must deny the counter-claim or allege some new matter
as defense thereto, or judgment will go against him for the counter-claim.—Hubbell
V. Courtney, s S. C, 89; Latimer v. Sullivan, 30 S. C, iii; 8 S. E., 639.

A general denial of a counter-claim puts in issue all the allegations upon which
it rested.—Atlantic Co. v. Sullivan, 34 S. C, 301; 13 S. E., 539.

When answer upon its face does not show matter constituting a counter-
claim or defense it is demurrable.—Clement v. Riley, 29 S. C, 286; 6 S. E., 932;
Lipscomb v. Lipscomb, 32 S. C, 243; 10 S. E., 929. But it may be replied to

and determined at same time.—Latimer v. Sullivan, 30 S. C, iii; 8 S. E., 639;
Talbert v. Padgett, 30 S. C, 167; 8 S. E., 845.

A reply without an order of Court where the answer contains no counter-claim
is improper; but should not be formally stricken out.—Davis v. Schmidt, 22. S. C,
128; Egan V. Bissell, 54 S. C, 80; 32 S. E., i; Price v. Ry. Co., 38 S. C, 210;

17 S. E., 736; Bank v. Gadsden, 56 S. C, 313; 33 S. E., 575.

Counter-claim set up in answer, served with motion for leave to file, is admitted,
if not replied to within the time.—Sanders v. Sanders, 31 S. C, 604; 9 S. E., 813.
Where answer sets up payment and laches as defenses, it is demurrable when

the facts set forth as proof thereof are insufficient to determine the defenses.

—

Mobley v. Cureton, 6 S. C, 49. An objection that the answer is not responsive to

the complaint cannot be taken under the Code.—Zimmerman v. Amaker, 10 S. C, 98.

An oral demurrer will lie to a counter-claim, which shows on its face that it is

based on a contract void under the Statute of Frauds.—Civil Code, Sec. 2652;
Mendelsohn v. Banov, 57 S. C, 148; 35 S. E., 499.

judlmen" upon ^^c. 175. If the auswcr contain a statement of new matter
^"^"'^''"

constituting a counter-claim, and the plaintiff fail to reply or
^^1870, XIV.,

§ dgn-iui- thereto within the time prescribed by law, the defendant

may move, on a notice of not less than ten days, for such judg-

ment as he is entitled to upon such statement ; and, if the case

require it, a writ of inquiry of damages may be issued,

re^iy""""^""
*° ^^^' ^^^- ^^ ^ ^^P^Y ^f the plaintiff to any defence set up by

j^ g
j^g— the answer of the defendant be insufficient, the defendant may

demur thereto, and shall state the grounds thereof.
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CHAPTER V.

General Rules of Pleading.

Sec.

177. Pleadings to be subscribed and
verified.

178. Pleadings, bow verified.

179. How to state an account in

pleading.

180. Pleadings to be liberally con-

strued.

181. Irrelevant or redundant matter
to be stricken out, and in-

definite matter made more
definite.

182. Judgment, bow to be pleaded.

183. Conditions precedent, bow to be

pleaded.

Sec.

184. Private statutes, how to be

pleaded.

185. Libel and slander, how stated in

complaint.

186. Answer in such cases.

I860. Pleading in action ex delicto.

187. Answer in action to recover

property distrained for dam-
age.

188. What causes of action may be

joined.

189. Allegation not denied, when to

be deemed true.

Section 177. Every pleading in a Court of record must be
^, J^^g^'^^'g^^f^,*^

subscribed by the party or his attorney ; and when any pleading a"d verified.

is verified, every subsequent pleading, except a demurrer, must ^^' ^
^^'^

be verified also.

Cited in Reader v. Workman, 37 S. C, 416; 16 S. E., 18.

Sec. 178. The verification must be to the effect that the same how^^e^rlffed!^

is true to the knowledge of the person making it, except as to j^^ g ^so.

those matters stated on information and belief, and, as to those

matters, he believes it to be true ; and must be by the affidavit

of the party, or, if there be several parties united in interest,

and pleading together, by one at least of such parties ac-

quainted with the facts, if such party be within the County

where the attorney resides, and capable of making the affidavit.

The affidavit may also be made by the agent or attorney, if the

action or defence be founded upon a written instrument for

the payment of money only, and such instrument be in the

possession of the agent or attorney, or if all the material alle-

gations of the pleading be within the personal knowledge of

the agent or attorney. When the pleading is verified by any

other person than the party, he shall set forth in the affidavit his

knowledge, or the grounds of his belief on the subject, and the

reasons why it is not made by the party. When a corporation

is a party, the verification may be made by any officer thereof

;

and when the State, or any officer thereof in its behalf, is a

party, the verification may be made by any person acquainted

with the facts. The verification may be omitted when an ad-

mission of the truth of the allegation might subject the party

to prosecution for felony. And no pleading can be used in a
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~"^^^^^ criminal prosecution against the party as a proof of a fact ad-

mitted or alleged in such pleading: Provided, That the veri-

fication of any pleading in any Court of record in this State

may be omitted in all cases where the party called upon to

verify would be privileged from testifying as a witness to the

truth of any matter denied by such pleading.

When matters are pleaded upon knowledge, it is unnecessary to add the words

"on information and belief."—Smalls v. Wilder, 6 S. C, 402. So, where it is

upon information and belief, it is unnecessary to state that it is upon knowledge.

—lb.
Where the answer is negative merely of the complaint, the same form of veri-

fication is necessary.

—

lb.

Where the complaint does not state which of its allegations are made on knowl-

edge and which on information and belief, the verification is insufficient in form
if it say that "the complaint is true of his own knowledge, except as to matters

therein stated on information and belief, and as to those matters he believes it to

be true."—Hecht v. Friesleben, 28 S. C, 181; 5 S. E., 475; Burmester v. Mosely,

33 S. C, 251; II S. E., 786; Addison v. Sujette, 50 S C, 201; 28 S. E., 948.

Where the verification is made by another than the party, it must set forth his

knowledge or the grounds of his belief with sufficient clearness.

—

lb.

An attorney may verify a complaint only in two cases: i. Where the action

is founded upon a written instrument and for payment of money only, and that

instrument is in his possession; and, 2. Where all the material allegations are within

his personal knowledge.—Hecht v. Friesleben, 28 S. C, 181; 5 S. E., 475.

Hence, attorney cannot verify complaint on an open account, verified by affidavit

of plaintiff.—Bray Clothing Co. v. Shealy, 53 S. C, 12; 30 S. E., 620. Verifica-

tion of statement in controversy without action must be made by the parties.

—

Reeder v. \\'orkman, 37 S. C, 413; 16 S. E., 187.

an^accoCnf''in
Scc. 179. It shall not be necessary for a party to set forth in

pleading.
^ pleading the items of an account therein alleged ; but he shall

isi^'^'
^^^" ^ deliver to the adverse party, within ten days after a demand

therefor in writing, a copy of the account, which, if the plead-

ing is verified, must be verified by his own oath, or that of his

agent or attorney, if within the personal knowledge of such

agent or attorney, to the effect that he believes it to be true, or

be precluded from giving evidence thereof. The Court, or a

Judge thereof, may order a further account, when the one de-

livered is defective, and the Court may, in all cases, order a

bill of particulars of the claim of either party to be furnished.

Defendant having failed to demand an itemized account, he cannot complain

of the judgment upon the ground that the account was not itemized.—Sloan v.

Westfield, 17 S. C, 589.

be^iTb'rfaii° ^^^- ^^^' ^^ ^^^ construction of a pleading for the purpose
construed . Qf determining its effect, its allegations shall be liberally con-

ib., § 182. strued, with a view of substantial justice between the parties.

Pleading must not be construed strongly against pleader.—Childers v. Verner,

12 S. C, i; Wallace v. Lark, 12 S. C, 576; Dowie v. Joyner, 25 S. C, 123; Parks

V. Brooks, 38 S. C, 300; 17 S. E., 23; Jerkowski v. Marco, 56 S. C, 241; 34

S. E., 388; Mason v. Carter, 8 S. C, 104; Harle v Morgan, 29 S. C, 25S; 7 S. E.,

487. But this Section does not permit allegations of fact in the alternative.—Iseman

V. McMillan, 36 S. C, 28; 15 S. E., 336.
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Sec. 181. If irrelevant or redundant matter be inserted in a '"-^^v-

pleading, it may be stricken out, on motion of any person ag-
^.g^^Jj^^^'^^^^^^^"''

grieved thereby. And when the allegations of a pleading are^^''^^j''^^'|^?^-

so indefinite or uncertain that the precise nature of the charge "^^fip^te matter
^ c made more de-

or defence is not apparent, the Court may require the pleading fi"^^'=-

to be made definite and certain by amendment. '^^' ^ ^s^-

"An allegation is irrelevant when the issue formed by its denial can have no
connection with, or effect upon, the cause of action."—Pom. Code Rem., Sec. 551;

Smith V. Smith, 50 S. C, 54; 27 S. E., 612; Ragsdale v. Ry. Co., 60 S. C, 381;

38 S. E., 612; Nichols V. Briggs, 18 S. C, 473. The remedy is by motion to strike

out.

—

lb. The motion may be waived by answering the complaint.—Allen v.

Cooley, 60 S. C, 353; 38 S. E., 627. But the right to make the motion may be

reserved in the answer.—Whaley v. Lawton, 53 S. C, 582; 31 S. E., 660. Under
Rule XX. of the Circuit Court the motion must be noticed before demurring or

answering, and within twenty days after service of the pleading.

—

lb. If irrele-

vant allegations are permitted to remain in the pleading, they may be supported

by proof.—Dent v. R. R. Co., 61 S. C, 329; 39 S. E., 529.

If complaint is defective in mode of statement, the remedy is by motion to

make allegations certain and not by demurrer.—Flenniken v. Buchanan, 21 S. C,
434;Sandel v. Ins. Co., 53 S. C, 245; 31 S. E., 230; State ex rel. Elliott v. Jeter,

59 S. C, 483; 38 S. E., 124; Buist v. Melchers, 44 S. C, 46; 21 S. E., 449; Gar-

rett V. Weinberg, 50 S. C, 310; 27 S. E., 770; Savage v. Sanders, 51 S. C, 495;
29 S. E., 248; Long v. Hunter, 48 S. C, 179; 26 S. E., 228. And such motion
should be made before trial.—Zimmerman v. McMakin, 22 S. C, 375.

If averments of answer are somewhat indefinite and uncertain, the remedy is

under this Section by motion, and not by demurrer.—Mobley v. Cureton, 6 S. C,
49; Dowie V. Joyner, 25 S. C, 123.

If description of premises is not sufficiently particular, the objection must be

made by motion to have it made so.—Childers v. Verner, 12 S. C, i. Motions
to have pleadings made definite and certain should be made before answer.

—

Bowden v. Winsmith, 11 S. C, 409. If not made in due time it is waived.

—

lb.

When the complaint fails to state each of several causes of action, separately,

it is a vice in pleading; but must be remedied, by motion to make more definite

and certain.—Hellams v. Switzer, 24 S. C, 39; Westlake v. Farrow, 34 S. C,
270; 13 S. E., 469.

If defense and counter-claim are improperly united, motion to make more dis-

tinct, and not demurrer, is the remedy.—McCown v. McSween, 29 S. C, 130;

7 S. E., 45.

If several notes are sued on as one cause of action, and if the allegation is im-

perfect or informal, such motion, and not demurrer, is the remedy.—Holland v.

Kemp, 27 S. C, 623; 3 S. E., 83.

If plaintiffs are not sufficiently referred to in complaint, motion to make more-

definite is the remedy.—Chapman v. City, 28 S. C, 373; 16 S. E., 158.

Where plaintiff desires to demur to certain defences, not separately stated, in

the answer, he may make motion to have pleading made more definite and certain,

and then move to strike out the irrelevant portions.—Buist v. Salvo, 44 S. C,
143; 21 S. E., 615.

The practice to be followed on motion to make more definite and certain in-

dicated in Long v. Hunter, 48 S. C, 179; 26 S. E., 228; Savage v. Sanders, 51

S. C, 495; 29 S. E., 248.

Sec. 182. In pleading a judgment, or other determination of Judgment.
^ .... .

howtobe
a Court or officer of special jurisdiction, it shall not be neces- pleaded.

sary to state the facts conferring jurisdiction, but such judg- ib., § i84.

ment or determination may be stated to have been duly given

or made. If such allegation be controverted, the party plead-

7.—C. P.
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ing shall be bound to establish on the trial the facts conferring

jurisdiction.

c
°j"jft'*Jj°J^

Sec. 183. In pleading the performance of conditions prece-

to be pleaded,
(^q^^i j^ a coutract, it shall not be necessary to state the facts

§
1^^' '^^^'' showing such performance ; but it may be stated generally that

the party duly performed all the conditions on his part ; and

if such allegation be controverted, the party pleading shall be

bound to establish, on the trial, the facts showing such per-

formance. In an action or defence founded upon an instrument

for the payment of money, it shall be sufficient for a party to

give a copy of the instrument, and to state that there is due to

him thereon from the adverse party a specified sum, which he

claims.

Complaint against makers of a note held sufficient under this Section.—Watson
V. Barr, 37 S. C, 466; 16 S. E., 188.

utS"^how^*^o Sec. 184. In pleading a private statute, or a right derived

^^^^'!!f!^:__ therefrom, it shall be sufficient to refer to such statute by its

lb., § 186. ^-^jg ^^^ ^j^g ^^y q£ j^g passage, and the Court shall thereupon

take judicial notice thereof.

Referred to in White v. R. R. Co., 14 S. C, 51-

Libel and ^qq jgS. In an action for libel or slander, it shall not be
slander, how '

^Mnt
''^ *^°'^" necessary to state, in the complaint, any extrinsic facts, for the

~^—r^ purpose of showing the application to the plaintiff of the de-

famatory matter out of which the cause of action arose; but it

shall be sufficient to state generally that the same was published

or spoken concerning the plaintiff ; and if such allegation be

controverted the plaintiff shall be bound to establish, on trial,

that it was so published or spoken.

An allegation that defendant, at a certain time and place, slandered plaintiff,

by saying that he had sworn lies at a certain time and place, and in a named cause,

. states facts sufficient.—Zimmerman v. Mc^Makin, 22 S. C-, 376. And where the.

words of slander proved at trial are not the same as but similar to those alleged,

it is for the jury to say whether they meant the same.

—

lb.

Answer in gec. 186. In the actions mentioned in the last Section, the
such cases.
—7——-— defendant may, in his answer, allege both the truth of the mat-

ter charged as defamatory, and any mitigating circumstances,

to reduce the amount of damages ; and, whether he prove the

justification or not, he may give, in evidence, the mitigating

circumstances.

It may be that defendant can introduce evidence to show his belief in the truth

of the charge made, m mitigation of damages.—Finch v. Finch, 21 S. C, 342.

Whether defendant sustain his plea of justification, the jury may consider the

Pleading i n evidence of mitigating circumstances.—Burckhalter v. Coward, 16 S. C, 439.

licto for dam- Sec. 186a. In all actions ex delicto in which vindicitive, pun-
3.tics rc2rula.tcci. . . , , . .

itive or exemplary damages are claimed in the complaint, it
1898, XXII., r . o r J

693.
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shall be proper for the party to recover also his actual damages

sustained, and no party shall be required to make any separate

statement in the complaint in such action, nor shall any part}^

be required to elect whether he will go to trial for actual or

other damages, but shall be entitled to submit his whole case to

the jury under the instruction of the Court.

In all cases where two or more acts of negligence or other How two or
° °

_
more causes of

wrongs are set forth in the complaint, as causing or contribut- action for dam-
'-'

_ _

-^

_ _

" ages may be

ing to the injury, for which such suit is brought, the party pleaded.

plaintiff in such suit shall not be required to state such several

acts separately, nor shall such party be required to elect upon

which he will go to trial, but shall be entitled to submit his

whole case to the jury under the instruction of the Court and to

recover such damages as he has sustained, whether such dam-

ages arose from one or another or all of such acts or wrongs

alleged in the complaint.

Glover V. Ry. Co., 57 S. C, 234; 35 S. E., 510; Mew v. Ry. Co., 55 S. C, 96;

32 S. E., 828; Bowen v. Ry. Co., 58 S .C, 226; 36 S. E., 590; Proctor v. So.

Ry. Co., 61 S. C, 184; 39 S. E., 351; Appleby v. So. Ry. Co., 60 S. C, 48; 38

S. E., 240.

Sec. 187. In action to recover the possession of property ^^^A^^^^^^^ ^"

distrained doing damage, an answer that the defendant, or per-
d°Jtrained^"^for

son by whose command he acted, was lawfully possessed of the damage.

real property upon which the distress was made, and that the ^^' ^
^^^•

property distrained was at the time doing dama^^e thereon,

shall be good, without setting forth the title to such real prop-

erty.

Sec. 188. The plaintiff may unite, in the same complaint, of^ct^on^may

several causes of action, whether they be such as have been ^^ jomed.

heretofore denominated legal or equitable, or both, where they ^^•' § ^^''•

all arise out of

—

1. The same transaction, or transactions connected with the

same subject of action; or,

2. Contract, express or implied; or,

3. Injuries with or without force, to person and property,

or either; or,

4. Injuries to character; or,

5. Claims to recover real property, with or without dam-

ages for the withholding thereof, and the rents and profits of

the same; or,

6. Qaims to recover personal property, with or without

damages for the withholding thereof ; or,

7. Claims against a trustee, by virtue of a contract, or by

operation of law.
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^~"''^~^'' But the causes of action, so united, must all belong to one of

these classes, and, except in actions for the foreclosure of mort-

gages, must affect all the parties to the action, and not require

different places of trial, and must be separately stated. In

actions to foreclose mortgages, the Court shall have power to

adjudge and direct the payment by the mortgagor of any resi-

due of the mortgage debt that may remain unsatisfied after a

sale of the mortgaged premises, in cases in which the mort-

gagor shall be personally liable for the debt secured by such

mortgage ; and if the mortgage debt be secured by the covenant

or obligation of any person other than the mortgagor, the •

plaintiff may make such person a party to the action, and the

Court may adjudge payment of the residue of such debt re-

maining unsatisfied after a sale of the mortgaged premises

against such other person, and may enforce such judgment as

in other cases.

rencfeT^" u^cfg^ The Court shall also have the power to render judgment

dtfr" s a1 e °at against the parties liable for the payment of the debt secured
same time.

by the mortgage and to direct at the same time the sale of

XXI.', 'sie! 1^2.' the mortgaged premises. The said judgment so rendered may
be entered and docketed in the Clerk's office in the same man-

ner as other judgments. Upon sale of the mortgaged premises,

be cre^dTted!
*° the ofBccr making the sale under the order of the Court shall

credit upon the judgment so rendered for the debt the amount

or amounts paid to the plaintiff from the proceeds of the sale.

ti^ns'^'for slrfct ^^^ it shall not bc necessary to make the personal represen-

g°fg^'^'°^"'"^^"*^tative of a deceased mortgagor a party to any foreclosure pro-

1900, xxiifT needing ; nor in any foreclosure proceeding (if the mortgagor
^*^- be dead) shall it be necessary to first establish the debt by the

judgment of some Court of competent jurisdiction in order to

obtain a decree of foreclosure and sale; nor shall it be neces-

sary to make the mortgagor who may have conveyed the mort-

gaged premises a party to any action for foreclosure where no

judgment for any deficiency is demanded.

There is a limit to this union of causes of action.—Hellams v. Switzer, 24 S.

C, 39. To be a cause of action the matter must be stated in a separate and

distinct division of the complaint, in such manner that each division alone might

be the subject of an independent action.

—

lb.; Hammond v. R. R., 15 S. C, 10.

Such failure to so state each cause of action separately is a vice in pleading, but

only to be remedied by motion to make more definite and certain.—Hellams v.

Switzer, 24 S. C, 39.

Action against administrators, their sureties and personal representatives, for

account and settlement of the estate of intestate, which made a party defendant,

who was alleged to claim the land of the intestate, was held to be multifarious as

to that party.-—Suber v. Allen, 13 S. C, 317.

\ bill seeking settlement of all matters growing out of an estate is not multi-
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farious.-—Tucker v. Tucker, 13 S. C, 318. There is no misjoinder where, under ^—^v——

^

a bill to marshal assets, two of the defendants claim different tracts of land.

—

Barret v. Watts, 13 S. C, 441. Nor where a single action is brought upon a

note and account against a corporation and its directors, who are jointly and

severally liable therefor.—Sullivan v. Sullivan, 14 S. C, 494.

Survivor and representative of surviving partner can be joined as defendants.

—

Wiesenfield v. Byrd, 17 S. C, 106. Causes of action on single bill, promissory

note and money account may be joined.—Cureton v. Stokes, 20 S. C, 582.

Two or more demands for relief is not a misjoinder.—Emory v. Hazard Co.,

22 S. C, 476.

Action for partition among remaindermen and for account of estate of life

tenant is a misjoinder.—Shanks v. Mills, 25 S. C, 358.

A joint trespass by two and continued by one cannot be sued together.—Hines

v. Jarrett, zd S. C, 480; 2 S. E., 393.

Joint action by four wards against their guardian is not multifarious.—Stellings

v. Barrett, 26 S. C, 474; 2 S. E., 483.

Claim of heirs to land descended, and as distributees, to an accounting, can-

not be joined.—Rush v. Warren, 26 S. C, 72; i S. E., 363. But complaint being

dismissed as to land, it was properly retained as to accounting.

—

-Ih.

Demurrer for misjoinder is bad if one cause is imperfectly pleaded.—Machine

Co. V. Wray, 28 S. C, 86; 5 S. E., 603.

Plaintiff may join suit on note, with claim to set aside fraudulent transactions

of his debtor, and failing in last may have judgment for his debt.—McGruder v.

Clayton, 29 S. C, 407; 7 S. E., 844.

As to judgment for balance due after sale of mortgaged premises.—Wagener v.

Swygert, 30 S. C, 296. g S. E., 107.

Doubted whether two causes of action, one for partition and the other for

recovery of real estate, can be joined.—Westlake v. Farrow, 34 S. C, 270; 13

S. E., 469.

Action for specific performance of contract to devise or for value of services

rendered under such contract is not an improper joinder of actions.—Scoggins

V. Smith, 31 S. C, 60s; 9 S. E., 971.

Action of partner against devisee of copartner in possession of the land alleging

that it was partnership property and demanding reconveyance or sale and division

of proceeds did not improperly join several causes of action.—Jones v. Smith, 31

S. C, 527; 10 S. E., 340.

Plaintiff may join in same complaint an action against an association for illegally

receiving his money, with an action against a bank for illegally paying it out.

Both causes of action arising out of the same transaction.-—Pollock v. B. & L.

Ass'n, 48 S. C, 6s; 2s S. E., 977.

Where several causes of action are separately stated in the same complaint,

plaintiff cannot be required to elect which shall be first tried, or that they be sep-

arately tried.—Ross v. Jones, 47 S. C, 211; 2s S. E., 60.

An action for damages from a tort and for an injunction against the continuance

of the tort, seeking two different modes of relief, states but one cause of action.—
Threatt v. Mining Co., 49 S. C, 95; 26 S. E., 983. So also a complaint for dower
against more than one defendant in posses.sion of different tracts of land aliened

by the husband in one tract, states but one cause of action.—Bostick v. Barnes,

59 S. C, 22; 37 S. E., 24.

Sec. 189. Every material allegation of the complaint, not dtikdf°when
controverted by the answer, as prescribed in Section 170, andt°ue^^

deemed

every material allegation of new matter in the answer, consti- jsto, xiv.,

tuting a counter-claim, not controverted by the reply, as pre-^
^^^'

scribed, in Section 174, shall, for the purposes of the action, be

taken as true. But the allegation of new matter in the answer,

not relating to a counter-claim*, or of new matter in a reply, is

to be deemed controverted by the adverse party as upon a direct

denial or avoidance, as the case may require.
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'

Material allegations in a special proceeding not controverted by answer are taken

to be true.—Columbia Co. v. Columbia, 4 S. C, 388.

Allegations of complaint not controverted are to be taken as true.—Lupo v
True, 16 S. C, 579. The only effect of an answer that is not responsive to the

complaint is that the complaint so far stands admitted.—Zimmerman v. Amaker,
10 S. C, 98.

New matters stated in reply are deemed to be controverted.-—Gravely v. Gravely,

20 S. C, 93. So are new matters stated in answ-er.—Hubbell v. Courtney, 5

S. C, 85; Geiger v. Kaigler, 15 S. C, 262; Simpson v. Ins. Co., 59 S. C, 195;

37 S. E., 18; Bank v. Gadsden, 56 S. C, 317; 33 S. E., 575. But that of counter-

claim is not deemed controverted without reply.—Hubbell v. Courtney, 5 S. C, 87.

An answer setting up defenses, other than counter-claim, not set aside on
demurrer is left still as controverting the complaint by direct denial or avoidance.

—

Mobley V. Cureton, 6 S. C, 49. Answer admitting complaint but stating sufEcient

new matter in avoidance is deemed to be controverted, and is good.—Hughey v.

Kellar, 34 S. C, 268; 13 S. E., 475.

An allegation of his corporate existence is no part of plaintiff's cause of action,

and is not put in issue by general denial.—Insurance Co. v. Turner, 8 S. C, iii;

Steamship Co. v. Rodgers, 21 S. C, 33; Palmetto Co. v. Risley, 25 S. C. 309;'

American Co. v. Hill, z-j S. C, 164; Rembert v. R. R., 31 S. C, 309; 9 S. E., 968;
Land Co. v. WilUams, 35 S. C, 367; 14 S. E., 821.

Failure to deny is such admission of plaintiff's case as to allow defendant to

open and reply.—Addison v. Duncan, 35 S. C, 165; 14 S. E., 305.

CHAPTER VI.

Mistakes in Pleadings and Amendments.
Sec.

, Sec.

190. Material variances, how pro- , 195. Court may give relief in case of

vided for.
j

mistake.

191. Immaterial variances, how pro-
\ 196. Suing a party by a fictitious

vided for.
t

name.
192. "What not to be deemed a vari- i 197. Xo error or defect to be regard-

ance. ! ed unless it affect substan-

193. Amendments of course, and af- tial rights.

ter demurrer.
j

198. Supplemental complaint, answer
194. Amendments by the Court. and reply.

The provisions of this Chapter do not seem to give a Circuit Judge greater

power than that which was formerly exercised by the Chancellors in this State.

—

Coleman v. Heller, 13 S. C, 491.

_
Material va- Sectloii 190. No Variance between the allesfation in a pleadinsf

nances, how 010
provided for, and the proof shall be deemed material unless it have actually

ih., § 192. misled the adverse party, to his prejudice, in maintaining his

action or defence, upon the merits. Whenever it shall be al-

leged that a party has been so misled, that fact shall be proved

to the satisfaction of the Court, and in W'hat respect he has

been misled ; and thereupon the Court may order the pleading

to be amended, upon such terms as shall be just.

This Section applies to trials in actions pending when the Code was adopted.

—

Ahrens v. Bank, 3 S. C, 401. Nonsuit cannot be granted for variance between
the allegations and the proof; the only remedy is by amendment upon such terms

as shall be just, and for this the party must satisfy the Court, by affidavit, that

he has been misled, and in what respect.

—

Ih.; State v. Scheper, 33 S. C, 562; 11
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S. E., 623. Unless the party prejudiced has actually been misled, he has no rights "'^"'^v^""'^

under this Section.—Hammond v. R. R. Co., 6 S. C, 130; Mew v. C. & S. Ry.

Co., 55 S. C, 99; 32 S. E., 829. Judgment may be rendered on account stated,

although no allegation of account stated was made.—Sloan v. Westfield, 17

S. C, 589-

Sec. 191. Where the variance is not material, as provided in variances!* how

the last Section, the Court may direct the fact to be found ac-
p'""^'^^'^ ^°^-

cording to the evidence, or may order an immediate amendment
§

193°'
^^^•>

without costs.

In all immaterial variances the Court may disregard them and direct a verdict

according to the evidence or order immediate amendment.—Ahrens v. Bank, 3

S. C, 401.

Such amendment is to conform the pleadings to the facts proven, and may be

made informally, sometimes orally, or by the Court of its own motion.—Chichester

v. Hastie, 9 S. C, 330.

Sec. 192. Where, however, the allegation of the causes of ^
What^^o^ to

action or defence to which the proof is directed is not proved, variance.

not in some particular or particulars only, but in its entire -^^•' § i^*-

scope and meaning, it shall not be deemed a case of variance

within the last two Sections, but a failure of proof.

This failure of proof warrants a nonsuit.—Ahrens v. Bank, 3 S. C, 401.

Sec. 193. Any pleading may be once amended by the party
^f^^'^^^g'^J^^a"*!

of course, without costs, and without prejudice to the proceed-
^l*^""

^iemur-

ings already had, at any time within twenty days after it is~^^ 7^
served, or at any time before the period for answering

it expires ; or it can be so amended at any time within twenty

days after the service of the answer or demurrer to such plead-

ing, unless it be made to appear to the Court that it v\^as done

for the purpose of delay, and the plaintiff or defendant will

thereby lose the benefit of a circuit or term for which the cause

is or may be docketed ; and if it appear to the Court that such

amendment was made for such purpose, the same may be

stricken out, and such terms imposed as to the Court may seem

just. In such case a copy of the amended pleading must be

served on the adverse party. After the decision of a demurrer,

the Court shall, unless it appear that the demurrer was inter-

posed in bad faith, or for purposes of delay, allow the party to

plead over upon such terms as may be just. If the demurrer

be allowed for the cause mentioned in the fifth subdivision of

Section 165, the Court may, in its discretion, and upon such

terms as may be just, order the action to be divided into as

many actions as may be necessary to the proper determination

of the causes of action therein mentioned.

The allowance of voluntary amendment, it seems, does not allow a wholly

different cause of action to be substituted in place of original one.—Sullivan v.

Sullivan, 24 S. C, 474.

Facts occurring since commencement of action cannot be alleged as amendments
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^^-•"N,/^^-^ in the original complaint; they can only be brought before the Court by supple-

mental complaint.—McCaslan v. Latimer, 17 S. C, 123.

Permission to answer over cannot be claimed as a right; it rests in the dis-

cretion of the Judge, and he may grant such relief upon payment of costs.—R. R.

Co. V. White, 14 S. C, 51; Lowry v. Jackson, 27 S. C, 318; 3 S. E., 473. Or
without payment of costs.-—Stallings v. Barrett, 26 S. C, 474; 2 S. E., 483.

When Judge properly overruled demurrer made for several causes, and required

defendant to answer over by a given time, he acted within authority herein con-

ferred.—Cureton v. Stokes, 20 S. C, 582. When demurrer is taken in good faith,

the Court in overruling it should allow defendant to answer.—The New Co. v.

Wray, 28 S. C, 86; 5 S. E., 603. The plaintiff's right to amend as of course

may be waived by motion for leave to amend; the granting of which is discretion-

ary.—Hamilton v. Carrington, 41 S. C, 385; 19 S. E., 616.

See also Simms v. Ry. Co., 56 S. C, 30; 33 S. E., 746.

by^thl"crrt' Sec. 194. The Court may, before or after judgment, in fur-

therance of justice, and on such terms as may be proper, amend
any pleading, process, or proceeding, by adding or striking out

the name of any party ; or by correcting a mistake in the name
of a party, or a mistake in any other respect; or by inserting

other allegations material to the case ; or, when the amendment
does not change substantially the claim or defence, by conform-

ing the pleading or proceeding to the facts proved.

The power of amendment herein is limited to the amendments of the character

specified; it is intended only to perfect a proceeding in which the party has been

successful, and not when he has lost his cause; and not to be used as a means
to obtain a new trial on a new cause after the case has been lost on the original

cause of action.—Kennerty v. Etiwan Co., 21 S. C, 226; Whaley v. Stevens, 21 S.

C, 221; Hall v. Woodward, 30 S. C, 564; 9 S. E., 684; Clayton v. Mitchell, 31 S.

C, 199; 9 S. E., 814. This limitation, however, applies only during or after trial.—
Mason v. Johnson, 13 S. C, 21; Cleveland v. Cohrs, 13 S. C, 397; Trumbo v.

Finley, 18 S. C, 316; Dunsford v. Brown, 19 S. C, 567; Nesbett v. Cavender, 27

S. C, i; 2 S. E., 702; Hall v. Woodward, 30 S. C, 564; 9 S. E., 684; Edwards
V. R. R. Co., 32 S. C, 117; 10 S. E., 822; Lilly v. R. R. Co., 32 S. C, 142; 10

S. E., 932.

But judgment will not be arrested because of defects in complaint which might
have been cured by amendments before or after judgment.—Brickman v. R. R.

Co., 8 S. C, 173-

A petition to enforce mechanic's lien is subject to the liberal rules of amend-
ment under this Code.—McGee v. Piedmont Co., 7 S. C, 263. A proceeding in

mandamus in name of party, to which no objection is made, may be amended by

substituting name of State.—Runion v. Latimer, 6 S. C, 126.

Such a motion to amend is within the discretion of the Court.—Chichester v.

Hastie, 9 S. C, 334. So motion for leave to amend answer to plead Statute of

Limitations.—Seegers v. McCreery, 41 S. C, 548; 19 S. E., 696. And such dis-

cretion is not to be disturbed unless it deprives a party of substantial right.—Trumbo
V. Finley, 18 S. C, 305; Stallings v. Barrett, 26 S. C, 474; 2 S. E., 483; Green v.

Iredell, 31 S. C, 588; 10 S. E., 545; Garlington v. Copeland, 32 S. C, 57; 10 S.

E., 616. And Circuit Judge has power at chambers to grant an order permitting

an amendment of the complaint.-—Ellen v. Ellen, 26 S. C, 99; i S. E., 413.

In actions against two, as copartners, the proof showing neither copartnership

nor joint liability, and motion for nonsuit being made, the plaintiff was properly

allowed to amend, striking out name of one defendant and proceeding against the

other.—Bull v. Lambson, 5 S. C, 288.

Application to amend before trial, made in good faith, should be allowed, where

the amendment is such as the Code permits.—Zimmerman v. Amaker, 10 S. C, 98.

It is proper, upon the admitted fact of the lunacy of the defendant, to allow

amendment making guardian ad litem party.—Boyce v. Lake, 17 S. C, 481.

It is error, at the trial, to permit the name of sole plaintiff to be stricken out

and another substituted without giving defendant time to answer.—Cleveland v.
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Cohrs, 13 S. C, 397; Coleman v. Heller, 13 S. C, 491. But if time to answer is

not asked, the Court may, in its discretion, proceed to trial upon the amended

complaint.—Tarrant v. Gittelson, 16 S. C, 231.

Refusal to allow substitution of a new party, for a plaintiff, who shows no

cause of action, is not error.—Strickland v. Bridges, 21 S. C, 21.

The Court may correct by amendment manifest errors and mere clerical mis-

takes.—Carroll v. Tompkins, 14 S. C, 223; Heyward v. Williams, 48 S. C, 564;

26 S. E., 797.

Where complaint alleged quantum meruit for work done, it was permissible to

allow amendment, showing special contract, in order to allow proof of it.—Tarrant

V. Gittelson, 16 S. C, 231.

Or where the complaint is for assault, it may be amended so as to be for assault

and battery.—Sullivan v. Sullivan, 24 S. C, 474.

Plaintiff may be permitted to amend the complaint so as to conform it to the

facts proved.—R. R. Co. v. Barrett, 12 S. C, 173.

But he cannot be permitted to amend by stating a wholly different and new
cause of action, when his complaint is held to state no cause of action.—Trumbo
V. Finley, 18 S. C, 305; Sullivan v. Sullivan, 24 S. C, 474.

Nor to change substantially the claim.—Whaley v. Stevens, 21 S. C, 221. As, to

substitute a claim of right of way appurtenant for a right of way in gross.

—

lb.

Or a claim of cancellation of an instrument instead of reformation thereof.

—

Kennerty v. Etiwan Co., 21 S. C, 226. Or to change an action for accounting

into a direct attack upon the settlement and receipt, set up in defense thereto.

—

Dunsford v. Brown, 19 S. C, 560. Or to make a case at law to recover mortgaged

land a case in equity to redeem it.—Skinner v. Hodge, 24 S. C, 165. Or to change

action to enjoin judgment as paid into one for specific performance of contract.—

•

Miller v. Klugh, 29 S. C, 124; 7 S. E., 67. But in action on sealed notes against

a firm, calling them promissory notes, an amendment alleging indebtedness on the

account for which the notes were given does not substantially change the claim

and should be allowed.—Sibley v. Young, 26 S. C, 415; 2 S. E., 314. Where the

amendment is refused on legal grounds, the action of the Court will be reviewed.

—

lb.; Madden v. Watts, 59 S. C, 81; 37 S. E., 209.

So amendment is allowed to allege sealed note instead of promissory note.

—

Moore v. Christian, 31 S. C, 338; g S. E., 981.

Wide as is the latitude allowed by this Section, an order to amend cannot be

granted where its effect would be to incorporate into one action two distinct actions

against different parties.—Howard v. Wofford, iS S. C, 148.

An amendment to answer setting up a separate defence, when case is called for

trial, allowed where the facts alleged in amendment are nearly identical with the

facts set out in the original answer, and plaintiff asked no delay on account of

such amendment.—Richardson v. Wallace, 39 S, C, 223; 17 S. E., 725.

In action for partition where defendant plead a general denial, and claimed title

in himself, an amendment allowing him also to plead that plaintiff was estopped

to claim title did not materially change the defence.—Woodward v. Williamson,

39 S. C, 336; 17 S. E., 778.

Can a petition for prohibition be changed by amendment so as to ask for an

injunction?—Hunter v. Moore, 39 S. C, 396; 17 S. E., 797.

Where an action was brought under the statute against a railroad for damages
from fire, the plaintiff will not, after an action for common law negligence has been
barred, be allowed to amend the complaint so as to strike out the allegations

referring to the statute and allege an action at common law.—Mayo v. Spartan-

burg &c., Ry. Co., 43 S. C, 22s; 20 S. E., 10.

It is within the discretion of the Court to allow an amendment to a complaint

converting it from an action against a copartnership to one against, the individual

members thereof.—Baker v. Herrick, 51 S. C, 313; 28 S. E., 941.

An amendment to conform to the facts proved is within the discretion of the

Judge.-—Interstate B. & L. Ass'n v. Waters, 50 S. C, 459; 27 S. E., 948; Booth v.

Langley M'f'g Co., 51 S. C, 412; 29 S. E., 204.

Error to allow amendment during trial after plaintiff had rested, and the de-

fendant had moved for a nonsuit so as to convert admissions into denials in the

answer.—Cuthbert v. Brown, 49 S. C, 513; 27 S. E., 485. But amendments may
be allowed to complete a defectively stated cause of action.—Brown v. C. M. Ry.
Co., 58 S. C, 466; Ruberg v. Brown, 50 S. C, 397; 27 S. E., 873. Or to change
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'~-^'^v'
'~— ' the alleged date of the transaction in question where the other party is not misled

thereby.—Dent v. S. B. R. R., 6i S. C, 329; 39 S. E., 527. A complaint in fore-

closure may be amended after the testimony is in so as to allege a cause of action

for the purchase money of the land only.-—Whitmire v. Boyd, 53 S. C, 315; 31

S. E., 307. So an amendment may be allowed after the close of argument.—Mew
V. C. & S. Ry. Co., 55 S. C, 90; 32 S. E., 831. Or after demurrer is overruled.

—

Bomar v. Means, 47 S. C, 190; 25 S. E., 60. And also after case is remanded
from Supreme Court.—Zb.; Jennings v. Parr, 54 S. C, 109; 32 S. E., 73; Lawton
V. S. B. R. R. Co., 61 S. C, 548; 39 S. E., 732. But when a litigant waits umil
after he has been successful in his appeal his motion to amend comes too late.

—

Cothran v. Knight, 47 S. C, 243; 25 S. E., 146. After judgment answer cannot

be amended to change admissions into denials.—Martin v. Fowler, 51 S. C, 164;

28 S. E., 314. Amendment changing defense not allowed.—Pickett v. Fidelity and
Casualty Co., 60 S. C, 477; 38 S. E., 160. Amendment not to set up usury after

testimony had been taken and reported.

give°"reiief ^n ^®^' ^^^- The Couft may likewise, in its discretion, and upon

take.
°^ "'^ s^ch terms as may be just, allow an answer or reply to be made,

j^^ g 19^ or other act to be done, after the time limited by this Code of

Procedure, or, by an order, enlarge such time ; and may also,

in its discretion, and upon such terms as may be just, at any

time wuthin one year after notice thereof, relieve a party from

a judgment, order, or other proceeding, taken against him

through his mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable

neglect, and may supply an omission in any proceeding; and

whenever any proceeding taken by a party fails to conform in

any respect to the provisions of this Code of Procedure, the

Court may, in like manner, and upon like terms, permit an

amendment of such proceeding, so as to make it conformable

thereto.

A belief as to the effect of a consent decree is not such a mistake as will relieve

one under this Section.—Alma Lumber Co. v. Beacham, 25 S. E., 285; 47 S. C,

393. A refusal to allow time to answer not an abuse of discretion.—McDaniel v.

Addison, 53 S. C, 222; 31 S. E., 226. Where the rule of Court fixes the time

within which an Act is to be done, a party cannot plead as surprise that he did

not know what time was limited.—Brown v. Easterling, 59 S. C, 472; 38 S. E., 119.

After time to answer has expired, the Judge may impose as a condition of leave

to answer the payment of all costs accrued.-—Hecht v. Friesleben, 28 S. C, 181;

5 S. E., 475.

A decree will not be reversed for defects purely technical, which might have,

upon objection, been cured by amendment.—Lanier v. Grifiin, 1 1 S. C, 565.

Such relief is only to be given in cases where the judgment has been taken

through party's own mistake, inadvertence, surprise or excusable neglect, and does

not apply to cases where relief may be had upon application to same tribunal

which rendered judgment under General Statutes.—Garvin v. Garvin, 13 S. C, 160.

It is intended for parties who may, through such cause, have lost the oppor-

tunity to be present at the trial or to be represented there; and not for parties

who, represented at the trial, are only entitled to relief by application for new
trial under the provisions of the law therefor.—Williams v. Charleston, 7 S. C,

71; Gibbes v. Elliott, 8 S. C, 60; Steele v. R. R., 14 S. C, 3^4; Hand v. R. R.

Co., 17 S. C, 219; Clark v. Wimberly, 24 S. C, 138; Kamintsky v. R. R. Co.,

25 S. C, 53; Hubbard v. Camperdown Mills, 26 S. C, 581; 2 S. E., 576; Wood-
ward V. Elliott, 27 S. C, 368; 3 S. E., 477.

And extends to cases of such mistake or excusable neglect on the part of the

party's attorney.—Vaughn v. Hewitt, 17 S. C, 442.

One Circuit Judge may allow absent party to file security for costs after the
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time to do so, fixed by another has expired.—McMillan v. McCall, 2 S. C, 393; ~^ '"

Williams v. Connor, 14 S. C, 621.

Upon application for such relief by defendant, upon grounds of failure to

answer because of illness, refused by the Judge, it must be assumed that the Judge's

order was the result of his conclusion as to the weight of evidence and not to

be disturbed by the Supreme Court.—Buttz v. Campbell, 15 S. C, 614.

This Section authorizes Judge to vacate judgment by default.—Buttz v. Campbell,

IS S. C, 614; Truett v. Rains, 17 S. C, 453; Leconte v. Irwin, 19 S. C, 554.

This limitation of one year is the only limitation in the State to time for motion

to set aside judgment.—Thew v. Porcelain Co., 5 S. C, 415; Ex Parte Carroll, 17

S. C, 446. There is no other limitation as to the time within which a motion to

vacate or set aside a judgment may be made, than that provided in this Section.

—

'

Allen v. Allen, 48 S. C, 566; 26 S. E., 786.

Such relief against a judgment must be sought within the one year after notice

thereof.—Vaughn v. Hewitt, 17 S. C, 442.

Where plaintiff's attorney failed to attend the trial because he was detained in

Court in his own County, and judgment was obtained against him, he was not

entitled to relief against this judgment under this Section.—Claussen v. Johnson,

32 S. C, 86; II S. E., 209.

Nor can party find such relief from a judgment by default when he entrusted

a friend to hand the copy summons to an attorney, with directions to plead pay-

ment, but the friend failed to do so.—Sullivan v. Shell, 36 S. C, 578; 15 S. E., 377.

The Court can correct any mistake or clerical error in its own process to make
it conform to the record.—Carroll v. Tompkins, 14 S. C, 223. But it has no

authority to make such alteration as would contradict the record and change the

whole scope of the judgment.—Trimmier v. Thomson, 19 S. C, 247. Nor to amend
decree rendered in term time after adjournment of Court.-—Garlington v. Copeland,

32 S. C, 57; 10 S. E., 616.

This Section does not relate to Courts of Magistrates.—Doty v. Duvall, 19

S. C.,*i43.

Does it apply to Supreme Court?—Clark v. Wimberly, 24 S. C, 138.

It does not apply to extension of time for filing security for costs.—Bomar v.

R. R. Co., 30 S. C, 450; 9 S. E., 512; Cummings v. Wingo, 31 S. C, 427; 10

S. E., 107.

What is surprise?—Martin v. Fowler, 51 S. C, 164; 28 S. E., 312. The sufficiency

of the evidence as to surprise is for the Judge.

—

Ex Parte Rountree; Michalson

V. Rountree, 51 S. C, 405; 29 S. E., 66. This is an exclusive remedy, taking the

place of a bill for rehearing or review.—Carolina Nal'l Bank v. Homestead B. &
L. Ass'n, 56 S. C, 12; 33 S. E., 781; Odom v. Burch, 52 S. C, 305; 29 S. E.,

726. The discretion of the Judge will not be reviewed on appeal, except in case

of abuse.

—

lb.; Washington v. Hesse, 56 S. E., 28; 33 S. E., 787.

Sec. 196. When the plaintiff shall be ignorant of the name Suing a par-

of the defendant, such defendant may be designated in any tious name.

pleading or proceeding by any name ; and when his true name i87o, xiv.,

shall be discovered, the pleading or proceeding may be amend-

ed accordingly.

Sec. 197. The Court shall, in every stage of action, disre- No error or

• 1 1 1- 1- 1-1 defecttobe
gard any error or defect m the pleadings or proceedings, which r e g arded un-

shall not affect the substantial rights of the adverse party ; and s u b s t a n tiai

no judgment shall be reversed or affected by reason of such
'-

^ ^
, ,

lb., § 199.

error or defect.

If party wishes to take advantage of any irregularity in the pleadings he must

move in due time before trial for such order as he deserves.—Blakely v. Eraser,

II S. C, 122.

Judgment may be rendered on account stated, although no allegation of account

stated was made.—Sloan v. Westfield, 17 S. C, 589.

This Section precludes the allowance of a nonsuit on the ground of informality

alone.—Bowden v. Winsrhith, 11 S. C, 409.
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^—
'~-v^~-^ A failure of plaintiff to allege his readiness to perform his part of the contract

did not affect the substantial rights of the defendant and was properly disregarded
by the Circuit Judge.—R. R. Co. v. Garland, 14 S. C, 63.

Failure to insert in endorsement on complaint for judgment the words "have
judgment" was mere clerical error not affecting the substance, and should be
disregarded in the supplementary proceedings thereon, which is but a stage of the
original action.—Henlein v. Graham, 32 S. C, 303; 10 S. E., 1012.

A party cannot under this Section be relieved of consequences of failure to

comply with order for security for costs within the time.—Bomar v. R. R. Co.,

30 S. C, 450; 9 S. E., 512; Cummings v. Wingo, 31 S. C, 427; 10 S. E., 107.

Immaterial defects in allegation to the qualification of executors.—Jerkowski v.

Marco, 34 S. E., 389; 56 S. C, 241. Effect given material facts, not in the
pleadings, but brought out in the evidence, without objection.—Matthews v. Cantey,

48 S. C, 588; 26 S. E., 894.

compklnr^'an^ ^cc. 198. The plaintiff and defendant, respectively, may be
swer, and re-

g^jj^^^g^^^ ^j^ motion, to make a supplemental complaint, an-

j^., § 200.
swer, or reply, alleging facts material to the case occurring

after the former complaint, answer, or reply, or of which the

party was ignorant when his former pleading was made, and
either party may, by leave of the Court, in any pending or

future action, set up by a supplemental pleading the judgment
or decree of any Court of competent jurisdiction rendered since

the commencement of such action, determining the matters

in controversy in said action, or any part thereof; and if said

judgment be set up by the plaintiff, the same shall be without

prejudice to any provisional remedy theretofore issued, or

other proceedings had in said action on his behalf.

The Court may examine into the merits of the proposed supplemental defence,

or other matter, and exercise its discretion in passing on motion.—Copeland

V. Copeland, 60 S. C, 135; 38 S. E., 269.

Facts occurring after commencement of action can only be brought before the

Court by supplemental pleadings and not by amendment of original pleadings.

—

McCaslan v. Latimer, 17 S. C, 123.

But plaintiff cannot in action to recover real estate set up a legal title acquired

after action brought.—Moore v. Johnson, 14 S. C, 434.

Such motion to make supplemental pleadings may be made at chambers.—Ed-

wards V. Edwards, 14 S. C, 11.

But the opposite party should have notice of such motion.

—

lb.; Parnell v. Maner,
16 S. C, 348. Four days' notice required.—Avery v. Wilson, 47 S. C, 78; 25

S. E., 286.

Where submission was agreed to and plaintiff opposed the award, the defendafit

had the right to plead it by supplemental answer.—McCrady v. Jones, 36 S. C,
136; IS S. E., 430.

A bill in equity prior to 1870 must be revived and amended by such supplemental

complaint and summons.—Arthur v. Allen, 22 S. C, 432.

The extinguishment of plaintiff's interest during the pendency of the action

should be brought to the Court's attention by supplemental pleading.—Matthews v.

Cantey, 48 S. C, 588; 26 S. E., 894.
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OF THE PROVISIONAL REMEDIES IN CIVIL AC-
TIONS.

Chapter I. Arrest and Bail.

Chapter II. Claim and Delivery of Personal Property.

Chapter III. Injunction.

Chapter IV. Attachment.

Chapter V. Provisional Remedies.

CHAPTER I.

Arrest and Bail.

Sec. Sec

199. No one to be arrested in a civil 211

action, except as prescribed. 212.

200. Arrest in civil actions, in what
cases.

213.

201. Order for arrest, by whom to be

made. 214.

202. Affidavit to obtain order for ar- 215

rest. To what actions this 216

Chapter applies. 217

203. Security by plaintiff before ob- 218

taining order for ai-rest. 219

204. Order for arrest, when it may be 220

made, and its form. 221

205. Original affidavit and order to

be delivered to Sheriff, and 222

copy to be delivered to de- 223

fendant.

206. Arrest, how made. 224

207. Defendant to be discharged on

giving bail or making a de-

225

posit. 226

208. Bail, how given.

209. Surrender of defendant.

210. The like.

Bail, how proceeded against.

Bail, how exonerated.

Delivery of undertaking of bail

to plaintiff, and its accept-

ance or rejection by him.

Notice of justification. New bail.

Qualification of bail.

Justification of bail.

Allowance of bail.

Deposit in lieu of bail.

Payment of deposit into Court.

Substituting bail for deposit.

Deposit, how disposed of after

judgment in the action.

Sheriff, when liable as bail.

Proceedings on judgment against

Sheriff.

Bail liable to Sheriff.

Vacating order of arrest or re-

ducing bail.

Affidavits on motion to vacate

order of arrest or reduce

bail.

Section 199. No person shall be arrested in a civil action, ex- ,
No person to

^ be arrested in

cept as prescribed by this Code of Procedure : but the same shall a dvii action,
^ ^ •'

_
except as pre-

not apply to proceedings for contempt. scribed.

Sec. 200. The defendant may be arrested, as hereinafter i87o, xiv., §

prescribed, in the followins' cases

:

...•^
.

'^
,

Arrest in civ-

I. In an action for money received, or property embezzled n actions, in
•^ '-'' what cases.

or fraudulently misapplied, by a public officer, or by an attor-—-—-—

—

It?. J s ^w^.

ney, solicitor, or counsellor, or by an officer or agent of a cor-

poration or banking association, in the course of his employ-

ment as such, or by any factor, agent, broker, or other person
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in a fiduciary capacity, or for any misconduct or neglect in of-

fice, or in a professional employment.

Sufiiciencj- of complaint and afEdavits in action against agent for monies collected

in a fiduciary capacity.—National Bank of Greenville v. Jennings, 38 S. C, 372;

17 S. E., 16.

2. In an action to recover the possession of personal prop-

erty fraudulently detained, or where the property, or any part

thereof, has been fraudulently concealed, removed, or disposed

of so that it cannot be found or taken by the Sheriff or Con-

stable, and with intent that it should not be so found or taken,

or with the intent to deprive the plaintilt of the benefit thereof.

3. AMien the defendant has been guilty of a fraud in con-

tracting the debt, or incurring the obligation for which the

action is brought, or in concealing or disposing of the prop-

erty for the taking, detention, or conversion of which the action

is brought, or when the action is brought to recover damages

for fraud or deceit.

What are insufficient grounds for arrest under this subdivision.—Davis v. Cardue,

38 S. C, 471; 17 S. E., 247.

4. When the defendant has removed or disposed of his prop-

erty, or is about to do so, with intent to defraud his creditors.

But no female shall be arrested in any action.

5. AA'henever a person domiciled in this State, indebted by

bond, note, or otherwise, is about to remove or abscond from

the limits of this State, and the said debt is not yet due, but

payable at some future date, it shall any may be lawful for the

obligee, payee, or holder of said demand, or his assignee, or

endorsee, as the case may be, upon swearing that such person

is indebted to him, and that the demand is just and owing but

not yet due, and that the debtor is about to abscond or remove

without the limits of this State, and that such creditor was not

aware that the debtor had any intention to remove from the

State at the time when the original contract was made, or at

the time of such assignment, or endorsement, as the case may
be, to commence an action by issuing a summons and com-

plaint and shall have power to arrest and hold to bail in such

manner as is now prescribed in this Chapter in cases of debts

actually due.

6. In an action for the recovery of damages in a cause of

action not arising out of contract, when the defendant is a non-

resident of the State or is about to remove therefrom, or when
the action is for an injury to person or character, or for injury

or for wrongfully taking, detaining or converting property.
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Arrest by execution under Section 308 is authorized by this Section and Section ^^^"^y^""^

202.—Hurst, Purnell & Co. v. Samuels, 29 S. C, 476; 7 S. E., 822.

Sec. 201. An order for the arrest of the defendant must be ^.^^''^^/y
^
°^jj^^

obtained from a Judge, Magistrate, or Clerk of the Court, in tojjejriaae^^^

which or before whom the action is brought. „ 20^'
•^^^•'

Sec. 202. The order may be made where it shall appear to
j^^ffi^^yn t o

the proper officer by the affidavit of the plaintiff, or of any °^j3^^^.°g[
^

:|,^

other person, that a sufficient cause of action exists, and i^'^^^i'^i%^c'^°^^l

the case, from the facts stated, is one of those mentioned in applies.

Section 200. ^^- § ^o*.

Affidavit held sufficient in National Bank of Greenville v. Jennings, 38 S. C,

372; 17 S. E., 16.

Sec. 203. Before making the order, the Judge or other of-
pjj^^[^f^'*y

^^'^^y

ficer, shall require a written undertaking on the part of the ^^^^'"^"^^."gg^'

plaintiff, with or without sureties, to the effect that, if the de-"~y^ 7~^

fendant recover judgment, the plaintiff will pay all costs

that may be awarded to the defendant, and all damages which

he may sustain by reason of the arrest, not exceeding the sum

specified in the undertaking, which shall be at least one hun-

dred dollars. If the undertaking be executed by the plaintiff,

without sureties, he shall annex thereto an affidavit that he is

a resident and householder or freeholder within the State, and

worth double the sum specified in the undertaking, over all his

debts and liabilities.

Sec. 204. The order may be made to accompany the sum- ^^l'^lyh°^ Y't

mons, or at any time afterwards before judgment. It shall re-^^-^g'^fq™^*^^'

quire the Sheriff or Constable of the County where the de- ^g^g^ xivT^

fendant may be found forthwith to arrest him, and hold him §
^°^-

to bail in a specified sum, and to return the order, at a place and

time therein mentioned, to the plaintiff or attorney by whom it

shall be subscribed or endorsed.

But said order of arrest shall be of no avail, and shall be

vacated or set aside, on motion, unless the same is served upon

the defendant, as provided by law, before the docketing of any

judgment in the action ; and the defendant shall have twenty

days, after the service of the order of arrest, in which to an-

swer the complaint. da?"^a"nd ""or-

Sec. 205. The affidavit and order of arrest shall be delivered ilvered to Shtr-

to the Sheriff or Constable, who, upon arresting the defendant, b^' ieiwlrel to

shall deliver to him a copy thereof.
^"^^"'^^"'-

Sec. 206. The Sheriff or Constable shall execute the order ^^- §
2°^-

by "arresting the defendant and keeping him in custody until mad""*'
^°^'

lb., § 208.
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—

' discharged by law, and may call the power of the County to

his aid in the execution of the arrest, as in case of process.

Defendant to gee. 207. The defendant, at anv time before execution, shall
be discharged
on ^^^'^^ ^^^] be discharged from the arrest, either upon giving bail or upon
deposit. depositing the amount mentioned in the order of arrest, as

ih., % 209. provided in this Chapter, or he may be discharged under the

provisions of Sections 2405 to 2423, inclusive, of the first vol-

ume of the Code of 1902.

This Section does not affect Chapter C. of the General Statutes, and under that

Chapter the defendant may be discharged under final process.—Hurst, Purnell &
Co. V. Samuels, 29 S. C, 476; 7 S. E., 822.

Bail, how ggg^ gQS. The defendant may give bail by causing a written

^Yi,—r2io— undertaking to be executed by two or more ^sufficient bail, stat-

ing their places of residence and occupations, to the effect that

the defendant shall, at all times, render himself amenable to

the process of the Court, during the pendency of the action,

and to such as may be issued to enforce the judgment therein;

or if he be arrested for the cause mentioned in the second sub-

division of Section 2(X), by an undertaking to the same effect as

that provided by Section 232.

defendlnt^''
°^ ^^^* ^^^* -'^^ ^^3' 'VirviZ bcfotc a failure to comply with the

^Y^ Tsn undertaking, the bail may surrender the defendant in their ex-

oneration, or he may surrender himself to the Sheriff of the

County where he was arrested, in the following manner

:

1. A certified copy of the undertaking of the bail shall be

delivered to the Sheriff or Constable, who shall, by a certificate

in writing, acknowledge the surrender.

2. Upon the production of a copy of the undertaking and

Sheriff's or Constable's certificate, a Judge or Clerk of the

Court may, upon notice to the plaintiff of eight days, with a

copy of the certificate, order that the bail be exonerated ; and

on filing the order and papers used on said application, they

shall be exonerated accordingly. But this Section shall not

apply to an arrest for cause mentioned in sub-division two of

Section 200, so as to discharge the bail from an undertaking

given to the effect provided by Section 232.

The like. Scc. 210. For the purpose of surrendering the defendant,

1870, XIV., the bail, at any time or place, before they are finally charged,

may themselves arrest him, or, by a written authority, endorsed

on a certified copy of the undertaking, may empower any per-

son of suitable age and discretion to do so.

Sec. 211. In case of failure to comply with the undertaking,

proceeded the bail may be proceeded against by action only.
against.

Ih., § 213.
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Sec. 212. The bail may be exonerated, either by the death

of the defendant, or his imprisonment in a state prison, or by o^jfli^°^
^^'

his legal discharge from the obligation to render himself ~^^

—

7~^^
—

amenable to the process, or by his surrender to the Sheriff or

Constable of the County where he was arrested, in execution

thereof, within twenty days after the commencement of the

action against the bail, or within such further time as may be

granted by the Court.

Sec. 213. Within the time limited for that purpose, the Delivery o f
^ undertaking of

Sheriff or Constable shall deliver the order of arrest to the bail to plain-
tiff, and Its ac-

plaintiff, or attorney by whom it is subscribed, with his return ceptance orre-
•^

. ,
jection by him.

endorsed, and a certified copy of the undertaking of the bail.—-——
The plaintiff, within ten days thereafter, may serve upon the

Sheriff or Constable a notice that he does not accept the bail, or

he shall be deemed to have accepted it, and the Sheriff or Con-

stable shall be exonerated from liability.

Sec. 214. On the receipt of such notice, the Sheriff or Con- Notice of jus-
^

_ _ _
tification. New

stable, or defendant, may, within ten days thereafter, give to^aiL

the plaintiff or attorney by whom the order of arrest is sub- it>-> § 216.

scribed, notice of the justification of the same or other bail

(specifying the places of residence and occupation of the lat-

ter) before a Judge or Clerk of the Court, at a specified time

and place; the time to be not less than five nor more than ten

days thereafter. In case other bail be given, there shall be a

new undertaking, in the form prescribed in Section 208.

Sec. 215. The qualification of bail must be as follows :

of ^an'^"^*'""*

1. Each of them must be a resident and householder, or free-"yj^

—

7-^—
holder, within the State.

2. They must each be worth the amount specified in the order

of arrest, exclusive of property exempt from execution ; but

the Judge or Clerk of the Court, on justification, may allow

more than two bail to justify severally in amounts less than

^that expressed in the order, if the whole justification be equiva-

lent to that of two sufficient bail.

Sec. 216. For the purpose of justification, each of the bail
^^

{^['^'=^*'°"

shall attend before the Judge or Clerk of the Court at the time ^g^^ xiv^
and place mentioned in the notice, and may be examined, on§ ^is.

oath, on the part of the plaintiff, touching his sufficiency, in

such manner as the Judge, or Clerk of the Court, in his dis-

cretion, may think proper. The examination shall be reduced

to writing, and subscribed by the bail, if required by the plain-

tiff.

8.—C. P.
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Sec. 217. If the Judge or Clerk of the Court find the bail

sufficient, he shall annex the examination to the undertaking,

endorse his allowance thereon, and cause them to be filed in the

office of the Clerk; an

onerated from liability.

lb., § 219.

office of the Clerk; and the Sheriff shall, thereupon, be ex

lb., § 220.

Deposit i n gg^ 218. The defendant may, at the time of his arrest, in-
lieu of bail. -'

stead of giving bail, deposit with the Sheriff or Constable the

amount mentioned in the order. The Sheriff' shall thereupon

give the defendant a certificate of the deposit, and the defendant

shall be discharged out of custody.

Payment of ggg^ 219. The Sheriff' or Constable shall, within four davs
deposit into _ '

Court.
^fi-gj. ^]^g deposit, pay the same into Court, and shall take from

lb., § 221. |-j-jg officer receiving the same two certificates of such payment,

the one of which he shall deliver to the plaintiff', and the other

to the defendant. For any default in making such payment,

the same proceedings may be had on the official bond of the

Sheriff or Constable, to collect the sum deposited, as in other

cases of delinquency.

baif"''fo?''^dK Sec, 220. If money be deposited, as provided in the last two
P°^'^- Sections, bail may be given and justified upon notice, as pre-

ib., § 222. scribed in Seq^ion 214, any time before judgment; and there-

upon the Judge, before whom the justification is had, shall

direct, in the order of allowance, that the money deposited be

refunded by the Sheriff' or Constable to the defendant, and it

shall be refunded accordingly.

Deposit how Sec. 221. Where monev shall have been so deposited, if it
disposed of af- '

. , .
,ter judgment j-emain ou dcDOsit at the time of an order or judgment for the

in the action. ^
, ,— payment of money to the plaintiff, the Clerk shall, under the

direction of the Court, apply the same to the satisfaction there-

of, and, after satisfying the judgment, shall refund the surplus,

if any, to the defendant. If the judgment be in favor of the

defendant, the Clerk shall refund to him the whole sum de-

posited and remaining unapplied.

Sheriff, when gec. 222. If, after being arrested, the defendant escape or
liable as bail. ' o ' j-

be rescued, or bail be not given or justified, or a deposit be not

made instead thereof, the Sheriff' or Constable shall himself

be liable as bail. But he may discharge himself from such

liability by the giving and justification of bail, as provided in

Sections 214, 215, 216 and 217, at any time before process

against the person of the defendant to enforce an order or

judgment in the action.

lb., § 224.
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Sec. 223. If a judgment be recovered against the Sheriff or

Constable, upon his HabiHty as bail, and an execution thereon
^
/^9cee^<^ngs

be returned unsatisfied, in whole or in part, the same proceed- ^ga'^st Sheriff.

ings ma}^ be had on the official bond of the Sheriff or Constable,
g If^^'

^^^'

to collect the deficiency, as in other cases of delinquency.

Sec. 224. The bail taken upon the arrest shall, unless they gj^^^y'^^'^ *°

justify, or other bail be given or justified, be liable to the—^^——^

—

Sheriff or Constable by action for damages which he may sus-

tain by reason of such omission.

Sec. 225. A defendant arrested may, at any time before
,
Vacating or-

der of arrest or

judgment, apply, on motion, to vacate the order of arrest, or to reducing bail.

reduce the amount of bail. i^-' § 227.

Sec. 226. If the motion be made upon affidavits on the part Affidavits on
motion to va-

of the defendant, but not otherwise, the plaintiff may oppose cate order of
'

.
,

arrest or ra-

the same by affidavits, or other proofs, in addition to those on duce bail.

which the order of arrest was made. ib., § 228.

CHAPTER II.

Claim and Delivery of Personal Property.

Sec.

227. Claim and delivery of personal

property.

228. Affidavit and its requisites.

229. Requisition to Sheriff to take

and deliver the property.

230. Security by plaintiff.

231. Exception to sureties.

232. Defendant, when entitled to re-

delivery.

233. Justification of defendant's

sureties.

Sec.

234. Qualification and justification of

sureties.

235. Property, how taken when con-

cealed in building or inclos-

ure.

236. Property, how kept.

237. Claim of property by third per-

son.

238. Notice and affidavit, when and
where to be filed.

Section 227. The plaintiff, in an action to recover the posses-
^^^.^ ^^^ ^^_

sion of personal property, may, at the time of issuing the sum-
^'J^f^f property,'

mons, or at any time before answ'er, claim the immediate de-
^^ ^ g^g.

'

livery of such property, as provided in this Chapter.

Claim and delivery is a civil action, subject to the same rules as other civil

actions.—Jones v. Brown, 57 S. C, 14; 35 S. E., 397.

Sec. 228. Where a delivery is claimed, an affidavit must be Affidavit and

made by the plaintiff, or by some one in his behalf, showing— !'^ requisites.

I. That the plaintiff is the owner of the property claimed,

(particularly describing it,) or is lawfully entitled to the pos-

session thereof, by virtue of a special property therein, the facts

in respect to which shall be set forth.

Ib., § 230.
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^'"^-•^'^'^
2. That the property is wrongfully detained by the defend-

ant.

3. The alleged cause of the detention thereof, according to

his best knowledge, information and belief.

4. That the same has not been taken for a tax, assessment,

or fine, pursuant to a Statute; or seized under an execution or

attachment against the property of the plaintiff ; or, if so seized,

that it is, by Statute, exempt from such seizure. And,

5. The actual value of the property.

t o^ Sheriff ''°o ^®^- ^^^- ^hc plaintiff may, thereupon, by an indorsement,

\iv&T the'^proD-
^^ Writing, upon the affidavit, require the Sheriff of the County

^'^^y- where the property claimed may be, to take the same from the

F22L
'^^^" defendant and deliver it to the plaintiff'.

Bardin v. Drafts, 10 S. C, 493.

pifintfff"'^'
^y Sec. 230. Upon the receipt of the affidavit and notice, with

~y^ „ 232 • ^ written undertaking executed by one or more sufficient sure-

1S73, XV., 498.
-j-igg^ approved by the Sheriff, to the effect that they are bound

in double the value of the property, as stated in the affidavit

for the prosecution of the action, for the return of the property

to the defendant, if return thereof be adjudged, and for the

payment to him of such sum as may, for any cause, be recov-

ered against the plaintiff, the Sheriff shall forthwith take the

property described in the affidavit, if it be in the possession of

the defendant or his agent, and retain it in his custody. He
shall also, without delay, serve on the defendant a copy of the

affidavit, notice, and undertaking, by delivering the same to

him personally, if he can be found, or to his agent, from whose

possession the property is taken ; or, if neither can be found, by

leaving them at the usual place of abode of either, with some

person of suitable age and discretion. In case the plaintiff does

not execute the required undertaking, the party having pos-

session of the property shall retain the same until the determi-

nation of the suit.

Exception to Scc. 231. The defendant may, within three days after the
sureties.

———-7—— service of a copy of the affidavit and undertaking, give notice

233. to the Sheriff that he excepts to the sufficiency of the sureties.

If he fail to do so, he shall be deemed to have waived all ob-

jections to them. When the defendant excepts, the sureties shall

justify, on notice, in like manner as upon bail on arrest. And
the Sheriff shall be responsible for the sufficiency of the sure-

ties, until the objection to them is either waived, as above pro-

vided, or until they shall justify, or new sureties shall be sub-
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stituted and justify. If the defendant except to the sureties,

he cannot reclaim the property, as provided in the next Section.

Sec. 232. At any time before the delivery of the property to ^^^^ ^
^Jjfj^j'^^ji

the plaintiff, the defendant may, if he do not except to the ^° re-dehvery.

sureties of the plaintiff, require the return thereof, upon giving ^^•' ^ ^*-

to the Sheriff a written undertaking, executed by two or more

sufificient sureties, to the effect that they are bound in double

the value of the property, as stated in the affidavit of the plain-

tiff, for the delivery thereof to the plaintiff, if such delivery be

adjudged, and for the payment to him of such sum as may, for

any cause, be recovered against the defendant. If a return of

the property be not so required within three days after the

taking and service of notice to the defendant, it shall be de-

livered to the plaintiff, except as provided in Section 237.

Judgment having been rendered in the action in favor of plaintiff for damages,

and not for delivery of the property, it was sufficient proof of breach of the bond

given by the defendant under this Section in suit thereon.—Thompson v. Joplin,

12 S. C, 580.

The words "if such delivery be adjudged" mean adjudged by any competent

authority.—Elder v. Green, 34 S. C, 154; 13 S. E., 323.

As to damages recoverable in claim and delivery.—Vance v. Vandercock Co., No.

2, 170 U. S., 481; Miami Powder Co. v. R. R. Co., 47 S. C, 324; 25 S. E., 153;

Loeb v. Mann, 39 S. C, 465; 18 S. E., i; Lipscomb v. Tanner, 9 S. E., 733; 31

S. C, 49; Brock V. Bolton, 37 S. C, 41; 16 S. E., 370.

Sec. 233. The defendant's sureties, upon a notice to the plain- ^^ -defendant's

tiff of not less than two nor more than six days, shall justify f^^^f^^ff__

before a Judge, Clerk of the Court, or Magistrate, in the. 23^°'
^^^^•'

same manner as upon bail on arrest. Upon such justification,

the Sheriff shall deliver the property to the defendant. The
Sheriff shall be responsible for the defendant's sureties until

they justify, or until justification is completed or expressly

waived, and may retain the property until that time; but if

they, or others in their place, fail to justify at the time and

place appointed, he shall deliver the property to the plaintiff.

Sec. 234. The qualifications of sureties and their justifica- Qualification

. ,f-,. j\^- and justifica-

tion shall be as are prescribed by Sections 215 and 216 m re-tjon of sure-

spect to bail upon an order of arrest. -—
^ ^

lb., § 236.

Sec. 235. If the property, or any part thereof, be concealed

in a building or enclosure, the Sheriff shall publicly demand taken when
111 iiMi>*^°"*^ ealed m

its delivery. If it be not delivered, he shall cause the building building or en-... closure.

or enclosure to be broken open, and take the property into his—-—-—-

—

possession ; and if necessary, he may call to his aid the power

of his County.

Sec. 236. When the Sheriff shall have taken property, as inhow^'kept!''*^'

this Chapter provided, he shall keep it in a secure place, and j^_ g 238.
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^""^v^-^ deliver it to the party entitled thereto, upon receiving his law-

ful fees for taking, and his necessary expenses for keeping, the

same,

p r^o'piny by ^®^' ^^^
' ^^ ^^^ property taken be claimed by any other per-

third person. gQ^ thsLti the defendant or his agent, and such person shall

lb., § 239. make affidavit of his title thereto, and right to the possession

thereof, stating the grounds of such right and title, and serve

the same upon the Sheriff, the Sheriff shall not be bound to

keep the property, or deliver it to the plaintiff, unless the plain-

tiff, on demand of him or his agent, shall indemnify the Sheriff

against such claim, by an undertaking, executed by two suffi-

cient sureties, accompanied by their affidavit that they are each

worth double the value of the property, as specified in the affi-

davit of the plaintiff, and are freeholders and householders

within this State. And no claim to such property, by any other

person than the defendant or his agent, shall be valid against

the Sheriff, unless made as aforesaid ; and, notwithstanding

such claim, when so made, he may retain the property a

reasonable time to demand such indemnity.

Notice an d gcc. 238. The Sheriff shall file the notice and affidavit, with
affidavit, when
and^jWhere to ^jg procccdiugs thcrcou, with the Clerk of the Court in which

the action is pendin.sf, within twenty days after taking the
be filed.

lb., § 240*
action is pending,

property mentioned therein.

No penalty for failure to comply with this Section.-

S. C, 409; 34 S. E., 695.

-Alexander v. Jamison, 56

CHAPTER III.

Injunction.

Sec.

239. Writ of injunction abolished,

and order substituted

240. Temporary injunction, in wliat

cases granted.

241. At what time it may be granted.

Copy affidavit to be served.

242. Injunction after answer.

242a. Injunctions to stay execution

or judicial sales.

Sec.

243. Security upon injunction. Dam-
ages, how ascertained.

244. Order to show cause why in-

junction should not be

granted.

245. Security upon injunction to sus-

pend business of corporation.

246. Motion to vacate or modify in-

junction.

247. Affidavits on motion.

Writ of in- Section 239. An order of injunction may be made by the
junction abol- . , . , , . . . , ^

" ,

ished, and or- Court of Common Pleas m which the action is brought, or by a
' Judge thereof, and in the absence from the circuit, or inability,

1870, XIV., §

241. from any cause, of a Judge thereof, by a Judge of any other cir-
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cuit, or a Justice of the Supreme Court. And by any Probate ^""^^ '

Judges in the cases provided in Section 41 of this Code of Pro-

cedure.

Sec. 240. I. Where it shall appear by the complaint that the
;
J^^,™iP„°/^i'^

plaintiff is entitled to the relief demanded, and such relief, or gj.^^jj^g^j^
^ ^

'^
^

any part thereof, consists in restraining the commission or j^,^ § 242.

continuance of some act, the commission or continuance of

which, during the litigation, would produce injury to the plain-

tiff ; or, 2. When, during the litigation, it shall appear that the

defendant is doing, or threatens, or is about to do, or procuring

or suffering some act to be done, in violation of the plaintiff's

rights respecting the subject of the action, and tending to ren-

der the judgment ineffectual, a temporary injunction may be

granted to restrain such act. 3. And where, during the pend-

ency of an action, it shall appear by afifidavit that the defendant

threatens or is about to remove or dispose of his property, with

intent to defraud his creditors, a temporary injunction may be

granted to restrain such removal or disposition.

A perpetual injunction should not be granted at chambers.-—Hornesby v. Burdell,

9 S. C, 303. When temporary injunction should not be dissolved on affidavits.

—

Cudd V. Calvert, 54 S. C, 457; 32 S. E., 503. As to granting injunction against

continuous trespasses.—McClellan v. Taylor, 32 S. E., 527; 54 S. C, 430; Ragsdale

V. Ry. Co., 60 S. C, 381; 38 S. E., 612.

The sole object of this Section is to preserve the subject of controversy in the

condition in which it is when the order is made until an opportunity is afforded

for a full and deliberate investigation. It cannot be used to take property out of

the possession of one and put it into that of another.—Pelzer v. Hughes, 2^ S. C,
408; 3 S. E., 781. Unless the party acquired the possession in breach of the order

of injunction.—Columbia Water Power Co. v. Columbia, 4 S. C, 388. Order for

temporary injunction may be granted without notice to the defendant.—Watson
V. Bank, 5 S. C, 159. And is not void because an undertaking was not required

of the plaintiff.

—

Ih.

Sec. 241. The injunction may be granted at the time of com-.^^t ^i^^^
t™^

' J a it may be gran-

mencing the action, or at any time afterwards, before Judg-t.ed-^.^Copy a^f^

ment, upon its appearing satisfactorily to the Court or Judge, served.

by the affidavit of the plaintiff, or to any other person, that ^^•> § 243.

sufficient grounds exist therefor. A copy of the affidavit must

be served with the injunction.

Upon such application for injunction the Judge may consider the merits of

the case in order to determine whether it should be granted, and his refusal is

not a decision upon the merits.—Sease v. Dobson, 34 S. C, 345; 13 S. E., 530.

The temporary injunction, except as provided in Sec. 242a, may be granted on
an ex parte application to preserve the status quo.—Meinhard v. Youngblood, 37
S. C, 227; 15 S. E., 947. Where the affidavits are sufficient the complaint need
not be verified.

—

lb.

Sec. 242. An injunction shall not be allowed after the de-^^r^ answer.''

fendant shall have answered, unless upon notice or upon a-n~^ '^'^^

order to show cause ; but in such case the defendant may be re-
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""^^^^^ Strained until the decision of the Court or Judge granting or

refusing the injunction,

fo^r^ gfa^nting ^®^' 242a. An injunction to stay an execution or judicial

injunctions^Jo g^jg shall not be allowed unless upon notice of at least four

ffjfi days to the adverse party or to his attorney, unless the Court
^^1899, XXIII, Qj. Judge before whom the application is made shall prescribe

a shorter time, nor shall a motion for such an injunction be

heard less than five days before the time fixed for such sale,

unless the Court or Judge, upon cause being shown, shall order

otherwise. And in all cases the decision of the Court or Judge
upon such a motion shall be filed with the Clerk of the Court

for the County before the time fixed for such sale, otherwise

the sale shall not be stayed : Provided, however, That when
an execution or judicial sale is stayed by injunction, the time of

the existence of such stay shall not be deemed or taken to be

a part of the time of the existence of the active energy of such

execution, or a part of the time of the existence of the lien

of any judgment or decree, whether such stay be obtained be-

fore or after the passage of this Section.

As to effect of injunction on leave to issue execution.

—

Ex parte Graham, in re.

Flyler v. Robertson, 54 S. C, 163; 32 S. E., d^.

i n'^j^ u'^n^c tion" Scc. 243. Whcu no provision is made by Statute as to se-

ascertafned.
°^^ curity upou an iujunctiou, the Court or Judge shall require a

1870, xivT^ written undertaking on the part of the plaintiff, with or with-
423. §

2-15.
^^^ sureties, to the effect that the plaintifif will pay to the party

enjoined such damages, not exceeding an amount to be speci-

fied, as he may sustain by reason of the injunction, if the Court

shall finally decide that the plaintiff was not entitled thereto.

The damages may be ascertained by a reference or otherwise

as the Court shall direct.

The Judge may, in his discretion, dispense with sureties on the undertaking.

—

Meinhard v. Strickland, 29 S. C, 491; 7 S. E., 838. The undertaking may be

filed after the granting of the injunction.—Meinhard v. Youngblood, 37 S. C, 223;

18 S. E., 947. The words requiring an undertaking are plain and mandatory,

and the Court should require one.-—Smith v. Smith, 51 S. C, 379; 29 S. E., 227.

But the failure to require the undertaking is not a jurisdictional defect.—Watson
V. Bank, 5 S. C, 177.

Such damages may be ascertained by a reference.—Hill v. Thomas, 19 S. C,
230. Counsel fee for single act of dissolving injunction is allowable as part of

damages; but a fee for general services in defending case is not.—Livingston v.

Exum, :9 S. C, 223; Hill v. Thomas, 19 S. C, 230. Not determined whether

costs are a part of the damages.—Hill v. Thomas, 19 S. C, 230. But creditor is

allowed interest on debt enjoined, as part of his damages.

—

Ih.

In an action by the owner of land for rents and profits received b)^ the defendant,

the plaintiff is not precluded from recovering by her failure to assert her claim in

a previous action to restrain her from taking possession of the land.—Rabb v.

Patterson, 42 S. C, 528; 20 S. E., 540.
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Sec. 244. If the Court or Judge deem it proper that the de-
^~-"^'^~''

fendant, or any of several defendants, should be heard beforCgj^^^^^^^^^J^^^jj"

granting the injunction, an order may be made, requiring cause ^"^1^]'^'^^'^^^'^"

to be shown, at a specified time and place, why the injunction g^^"^^'^-

should not be granted ; and the defendant may, in the mean-
g Ifl^'

^'^^'

time, be restrained.

Sec. 245. An injunction to suspend the general and ordinary j^j^^^^^jy^^P"^

business of a corporation shall not be granted except by the^"|P^^j^^^j^^^^^^;

Court or a Judge thereof. Nor shall it be granted without due ^^'°"-

notice of the application therefor, to the proper officers of the ^^' ^
^^''

corporation, except where the State is a party to the proceed-

ing, and except in proceedings to enforce the liability of stock-

holders in corporations and associations for banking purposes,

as such proceedings are or shall be provided by law, unless the

plaintiff shall give a written undertaking, executed by two

sufficient sureties, to be approved by the Court or Judge, to

the eft"ect that the plaintiff will pay all damages, not exceeding

the sum to be mentioned in the undertaking, which such corpo-

ration may sustain by reason of the injunction, if the Court

shall finally decide that the plaintiff was not entitled thereto.

The damages may be ascertained by a reference or otherwise,

as the Court shall direct.

Sec. 246. If the injunction be granted by the Court, or a ^a'^at'eVrm^dT

Judge thereof, without notice, the defendant, at any time before ^^ injunction.

the trial, may apply, upon notice, to the Court, or a Judge ^^'' ^
^*^'

thereof, in which the action is brought, to vacate or modify

the same. The application may be made upon the complaints

and the affidavits on which injunction was granted or upon

affidavits on the part of the defendant, with or without the

answer.

Sec. 247. If the application be made upon affidavits on the^^gj^^it^ on

part of the defendant, but not otherwise, the plaintiff may~~j:^ 7~^

oppose the same by affidavits or other proofs, in addition to

those on which the injunction was granted.

A Circuit Judge can dissolve a temporary injunction granted by his predecessor

until the further order of the Court.—Bouknight v. Davis, 33 S. C, 410; :2 S. E.,

96. When it should not be dissolved.—Cudd v. Calvert, 54 S. C, 457; 32

S. E., 503.
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1870, XIV.,
§ 250; 1879,

X VII ., 23 ;

189 7, XXII.,
450.

Section 248. In any action arising for the recovery of money,

or for the recovery of property, whether real or personal, and

damages for the wrongful conversion and detention of personal

property, or an action for the recovery of damages for injury

done to either person or property, or against a corporation

created by or under the laws of any other State, government

or country, or against a defendant who is not a resident of this

State, or against the master, captain or agent of any sailing

vessel entering any of the ports of this State for pilotage ser-

vices rendered such vessel, or against a defendant who has ab-

sconded or concealed himself, or whenever any person or cor-

poration is about to remove any of his or its property from

this State, or has assigned, disposed of, or secreted, or is about

to assign, dispose of, or secrete, any of his or its property,

with intent to defraud creditors as hereinafter mentioned, the

plaintiff, at the time of issuing the summons, or any time after-

wards, may have the property of such defendant or corpora-

tion attached, in the manner hereinafter prescribed, as a se-

curity for the satisfaction of such judgment as the plaintiff may
recover; and for the purposes of this Section an action shall be

deemed commenced when the summons is issued : Provided,
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howevery That personal service of such summons shall be made ^"-^^^"^

or publication thereof commenced within thirty days.

An action commenced by attachment of property against a non-resident in

which the defendant is not personally served, and does not appear, is a proceeding

in rem.—Stanley v. Stanley, 35 S. C, 94; 14 S. E., 675; Gibson v. Everett, 41

S. C, 23; 19 S. E., 286.

The right to attachment in an action on contract is governed by the lex fori,

and not by the lex loci contractus.—Pegram v. Williams, 4 Rich. L., 219. A non

resident creditor may proceed by attachment on a cause of action arising out of

this State.—Sheldon v. Blauvelt, 29 S. C, 453; 7 S. E., 593. So in causes of

action between non-residents arising out of the State.

—

Ex parte Perry Store Co.,

43 S. C, 176; 20 S. E., 980; Gibson v. Everett, 41 S. C, 23; 19 S. E., 286. At-

tachment will not be granted in an action for slander.—Addison v. Sujette, 50

S. C., 192; 28 S. E., 948; Sarjeant v. Helmbold, Harp., 219. It will be granted

in an action to enforce collection of debt and set aside a fraudulent conveyance

of the debtor's property.—Bank v. Stelling, 31 S. C, 360; 9 S. E., 1028; Fersts

V. Powers, 58 S. C, 406; 36 S. E., 748. As to grounds of attachment; non resi-

dence, what is.—-Munroe v. Williams, 37 S. C., 81; 16 S. E., 533. Removal of

property.—Sloan v. Bangs, 10 Rich., 15. Fraudulent transfer and disposition of

property.—Claussen v. Fultz, 13 S. C., 16; Tabb & Jenkins Hardware Co. v. Gelzer,

43 S. C, 342; 21 S. E., 261; Myers v. Whiteheart, 24 S. C, 196; Wando Phos-

phate Co. v. Rosenberg, 31 S. C, 301; 9 S. E., 969; Guckenheimer v. Libby, 42

S. C, 162; 19 S. E., 999; Kerchner v. McCormac, 25 S. C, 461; Meinhard v.

Youngblood, 41 S. C, 312; 19 S. E., 675; Grollman v. Lipsitz, 43 S. C, 329; 21

S. E., 272; Fersts v. Powers, 58 S. C, 406; 36 S. E., 744; Bray Clothing Co. v.

Shealy, 53 S. C, 12; 30 S. E., 620; ex parte Chase, 38 S. E., 718. Effect of

Bankruptcy Law.

—

lb.

\\'here action fails for want of jurisdiction, attachment therein falls with it,

being a provisional remedy in aid of an action.—Central R. R. Co. v. Georgia

Co., 32 S. C, 319; II S. E., 192.

The attachment is not void because it bears date before the date of the summons;
the existence of the summons at date of attachment may be shown aliunde.—Smith

V. Walker, 6 S. C, 169. Nor void when the summons bears same date as at-

tachment but Sheriff's endorsement shows service next day.—Cureton v. Dargan,

12 S. C, 122. The summons is considered issued as soon as it is made out and

an application for attachment founded on it.

—

lb.

Attachment against foreign corporations.—Williamson v. Ass'n, 54 S. C, 598;

32 S. E., 765.

Sec. 249. A warrant of attachment must be obtained from a by whom^^ant-

Judge, or Clerk of the Court, or Magistrate, in which or be-f^

fore whom the action is brought, or from a Circuit Judge. m^''&'
2^^^''

Sec. 250. The warrant may be issued whenever it shall ap-
j^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

pear by affidavit that a cause of action exists against such de- ^^ ^^ j""^"^!

fendant, specifying the amount of the claim and the grounds ^^^^^''^^ *° ^^

thereof, and that the defendant is either a foreign corporation ^^g^ xxii.,

or not a resident of this State, or that the defendant is the nias-^^x\ii 3i;^7V,

ter, captain or agent of any sailing vessel entering any of the^^-

ports of this State, and is about to take such vessel out of any

port of this State, without paying the pilotage fees provided

by law, or that the defendant has departed from the State with

intent to defraud his or its creditors, or to avoid the service of

a summons, or keeps himself concealed therein with the like

intent, or that such corporation or person has removed, or is

about to remove, any of his or its property from this State, with
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/""^^^ intent to defraud his or its creditors, or has assigned, disposed

of or secreted, or is about to assign, dispose of or secrete, any of

his or its property with the Hke intent, whether such defendant

be a resident of this State or not. It shall be the duty of the

plaintiff procuring such warrant, at the time of the issuing

thereof, to cause the affidavits on which the same was granted

to be filed in the office of the Clerk of the Court of Common
Pleas, or with the ^Magistrate, in which or before whom the

action is to be tried, within forty-eight hours after the issu-

ance of the attachment. He shall also cause copies thereof to

be serv^ed on the defendant with the summons, if he can be

found within the County: Provided, hozcever, That in cases

where the defendant is the master, captain or agent of any ves-

sel entering any of the ports of this State, it shall only be

necessary that the affidavit show that a cause of action exists

against such defendant for pilotage services, specifying the

amount of the claim and the grounds thereof, and that the de-

fendant is about to take such vessel out of any port of this

State and refuse to pay or has not paid the fees provided by

law for such pilotage servaces.

The affidavit need not be made by plaintiff, but may be made by agent or attorney

on information and belief; and the same affidavit may be used in several cases.

—

Grollman v. Lipsitz, 43 S. C, 341; 21 S. E., 272; Guckenheimer v. Libbey, 42

S. C, 162; 19 S. E., 999. A verified complaint may be used as an affidavit.—Fersts

V. Powers, 58 S. C, 398; 36 S. E., 744. But an unverified complaint cannot help

affidavit.—Addison v. Sujette, 50 S. C, 200; 28 S. E., 948.

Attachment of non-resident against a foreign corporation is valid to the extent

that the cause of action arose in this State.—Central R. R. Co. v. Georgia Co.,

32 S. C, 319; II S. E., 192. But attachment will not He in action of resident

administrator against non-resident guardian of infants residing in another State

because such action cannot be maintained.—Stevenson v. Dunlap, 33 S. C, 350;

11 S. E., 1017.

The affidavit is sufficient as to cause of action, if it state a cause of action,

or if it state facts from which, as a legal conclusion, it must be inferred that it does

exist.—Monday v. Elmore, 27 S. C, 126; 3 S. E., 65; Central R. R. Co. v. Georgia

Co., 32 S. C, 319; II S. E., 192; Roddey v. Erwin, 31 S. C, 36; 9 S. E., 729;

Bank v. StelHng, 31 S. C, 360; Ketchen v. Landecker, 32 S. C, 155; 10 S. E., 936.

Where ground of attachment is such non-residence of the defendant, the affidavit

is sufficient if it state that fact without other facts and circumstances.—Smith v.

Walker, 6 S. C, 156; Roddey v. Erwin, 31 S. C, 36; 9 S. E., 729.

But as to all the other grounds, the affidavit must positively state the facts;

and if upon information, it must also state the sources of information and cir-

cumstances relied on to show them.—Smith v. Walker, 6 S. C, 169; Brown v.

Morris, 10 S. C, 467; Clausen v. Fultz, 13 S. C, 478; Burch v. Brantley, 20 S. C,
506; Ivy V. Caston, 21 S. C, 588; Myers v. Whiteheart, 24 S. C, 196; Mixon v.

Holley, 26 S. C, 256; 2 S. E., 385; Monday v. Elmore, 27 S. C, 126; 3 S. E., 65;

Wando v. Rosenberg, 31 S. C, 301; 9 S. E., 969; Roddey v. Erwin, 31 S. C, 36;

9 S. E., 729; Sharp v. Palmer, 31 S. C, 444; 10 S. E., 98.

W^hether copies of the affidavits filed will suffice.—Wagener v. Booker, 31 S. C,

375; 9 S. E., 1055.

Where the affidavits were not, prior to the amendment of 1899, XXIII., 30,

filed in ten days the attachment will be discharged on motion.—Ketchen v.

Landecker, 32 S. C, 155; 10 S. E., 936. Service of copies on the defendant
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within that time will not suflice.

—

lb. And this requirement as to the time within ^~——"^v''™-^

which the affidavits must be filed still governs in proceedings to enforce agricultural

liens.—Doty v. Boyd, 46 S. C, 39; 24 S. E., 59; Townsend v. Sparks, 50 S. C,
380; 27 S. E., 801; Blair v. Morgan, 59 S. C, 52; 37 S. E., 45. But the time

within which the affidavits in attachment must now be filed has been reduced by

that amendment to two days.—Fersts v. Powers, 58 S. C, 398; 36 S. E., 744.

While the affidavit must be signed by the affiant, the jurat thereto need not

be signed by the officer administering the oath.—Doty v. Boyd, supra. The affidavit

is filed when delivered to the Clerk, and by him received to be kept on record.-—

•

Townsend v. Sparks, supra. The affidavit need not state that the property dis-

posed of was not a part of the homestead.—Grollman v. Lipsitz, supra.

Sec. 251. Before issuing the warrant, the Judge, Clerk, or o^ffSng^ a°t"

Magistrate shall require a written undertaking, on the part .*^'^^^™^'^'''

1870, XIV.
253.of the plaintiff, with sufficient surety, to the effect that if the

§

defendant recovered judgment, or the attachment be set aside

by order of the Court, the plaintiff will pay all costs that may
be awarded to the defendant, and all damages which he may
sustain by reason of the attachment, not exceeding the sum
specified in the undertaking, which shall be at least two hun-

dred and fifty dollars, except in case of a warrant issued by a

Magistrate, when it shall be at least twenty-five dollars.

This written undertaking required must be signed by the plaintiff before the

warrant is issued, or the attachment based on it will be set aside.—Bank v. Stelling,

31 S. C, 360; 9 S. E., 1028; Wagener v. Booker, 31 S. C, 375; 9 S. E., 1055.

It must be signed by the plaintiff, or is a nullity.—Booker v. Smith, 38 S. C,
228; 16 S. E., 774. And by all the plaintiffs.—Guckenheimer v. Dryfus, 43 S. C,
443; 21 S. E., 331. But plaintiffs may sign by their agent, a telegram being

sufficient authority.—Fersts v. Powers, 58 S. C, 398; 36 S. E., 748. And one

member of a firm can bind the firm by signing for the firm without special authority

so to do.—Grollman v. Lipsitz, 43 S. C., 341; 21 S. E., 272. The signature may be

either in the firm name or the individual names of the partners.

—

lb.; Hampton v.

Bogan, 55 S. C, 549; 33 S. E., 581. The undertaking need not be under seal.

—

lb.;

Fersts v. Powers, 58 S. C, 398; 36 S. E., 748.

Sec. 252. The warrant shall be directed to any Sheriff or ^^ "^"holT^di:

Constable of any County in which property of such defendant ^^^'^^'^ ^^ ^
'
/"'l

may be, and shall require him to attach and safely keep all the ^"'^^-

property of such defendant within his County, or so much ^^•' §
^^^

thereof as may be sufficient to satisfy the plaintiff's demand,

together with costs and expenses, the amount of which must

be stated in conformity with the complaint, together with costs

and expenses. Several warrants may be issued at the same

time to the Sheriffs or Constables of different Counties.

Debt due defendant by another is subject of attachments.—McElvey v. S. C.

R. R. Co., 6 S. C, 446; Campbell v. Ins. Co., i S. C, 158.

The interest of a non-resident partner in partnership property cannot be at-

tached for partnership debt where one of the partners resides here and is duly

served.—Whitfield v. Hovey, 30 S. C, 117; 8 S. E., 840.

Property in hands of receiver cannot be attached.—Regenstein v. Pearlstein, 30

S. C, 192; 8 S. E., 850.

Debts evidenced by bonds and notes can be attached.—Williamson v. Eastern

B. & L. Ass'n, 54 S. C, 582; 32 S. E., 765. As well as books of accounts.

—

Riely v. Middleton, Dud., 21; Waddle v. Cureton, 2 Speer, 53; Burrill v. Letson,

lb., 378. While a clairh for damages under former attachment act was held not
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^-^ V "^ '' to be the subject of attachment.

—

lb. Alcoholic liquors, kept contrary to law,

cannot be attached.—Lanahan v. Bailey, 53 S. C, 489; 31 S. E., 332.

Where an attachment is set aside after sale, the proceeds of the sale may be
attached for the same debt, while in the Sheriff's hands.—Roddey v. Erwin, 31

S. C, 36; 9 S. E., 729. Property levied upon execution may also be attached under
process against same defendant.—Day v. Becher, i McMul., 92. As to moneys
received on execution, in hands of Sheriff, see Blair v. Cantey, 2 Speer, 34.

be^ attached.
'° ^60. 253. The Sheriff or Constable to whom such warrant

jj, § 555_
is directed and delivered shall immediately attach all the real

estate of such debtor, and all his personal estate, including

money and bank notes, except such real and personal estate

as is exempt from attachment, levy, or sale, by the Constitu-

tion, and shall take into his custody all books of account,

vouchers and papers relating to the property, debts, credits,

and effects of such debtor, together with all evidences of his

title to real estate, which he shall safely keep, to be disposed of

as hereinafter directed.

A\'hen real estate is attached, a true and attested copy of

such attachment, together with a description of the real estate

attached, shall be, by the officer serving the same, delivered to

the party whose real estate is attached, or left at his last and
usual place of abode ; and the officer making such service shall

also leave a true and attested copy of such attachment, to-

gether with a description of the real estate so attached, in the

office where, by law, a deed of such estate is required to be re-

corded; and, if the party whose estate is attached does not

reside in this State, then such copy shall be delivered to his

tenant, agent, or attorney, if any be known; and, if no such

agent, tenant, or attorney, be known, then a copy of such war-

rant of attachment, with the officer's return thereon, lodged in

the office where, by law a deed of such real estate ought to be

recorded, shall be deemed sufficient service. It shall be the

duty of the Clerk or Register of the office wherein said war-
' rant of attachment is required to be lodged, to receive the

same, and enter in a book kept for that purpose the names of

the parties, the date of the warrant of attachment, the sum
demanded, and the officer's return thereon. Said attachment,

shall be a lien, subject to all prior liens, and bind the real estate

attached from the date of lodgment : Provided, That all at-

tachments lodged upon the same day shall take rank together.

The affidavits and warrant need not be served on the defendant in attaching

personalty.—Grollman v. Lipsitz, 43 S. C, 341; 21 S. E., 272.

Two attachments levied upon personal property of the debtor at different hours

of the same day, they rank together as liens.-—Steffens v. Wanbacker, 17 S. C, 475.

Sec. 254. He shall, immediately on making such seizure,

with the assistance of two disinterested freeholders, make a
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just and true inventory of all the property so seized, and of the

books, vouchers, and papers taken into custody, statins therein .
Sheriff's du-

^ -^ ^ ' o ties m case of

the estimated value of the several articles of personal property, seizure.

and enumerating such of them as are perishable, which in- i?^o. xiv.,

ventory, after being signed by the Sheriff and appraisers, shall,

within ten days after such seizure, be returned to the officer

who issued the warrant; and the Sheriff or Constable shall,

under the direction of such officer, collect, receive, and take into

his possession, all debts, credits, and effects of such debtor, and

commence such suits, and take such legal proceedings, either

in his own name or in the name of such debtor, as may be

necessary for that purpose, prosecute and discontinue the same

at such times, and on such terms, as the Court may direct. The
property so seized, or the proceeds of such as shall have been

sold and debts collected, shall be kept to answer any judgment

which may be obtained in such action.

An action may be brought by the Sheriff on a note seized under this Section,

while a motion to vacate the attachment is pending. The same defences may be

made as though the action were brought by the defendant in attachment.—Nichols

V. Hill, 42 S. C, 28; 19 S. E., 1017.

Sec. 255. If any of the property so seized be perishable, the^^f^^ ^rop'e'ny

Sheriff shall sell the same at public auction, under order of the seized.

Court or of a Judge thereof, and shall retain in his hands the 4owb'^^57"/''

proceeds of such sale, after deducting his expenses, to be al-

lowed by such Court or Judge, which proceeds shall be dis-

posed of in the same manner as the property so sold would

have been if it had remained unsold.

Where a motion to vacate the attachment was made, refused, appeal taken to

the Supreme Court, and a stay of proceedings asked for, held the Court had a

right to order the sale of personal property.—So. Ry. Co. v. Sheppard, 42 S. C,
543; 20 S. E., 481.

Sec. 255a. If the person in whose possession such property claim of
third persons.

shall be attached shall appear at the return of the writ and file p r o c eedings
on.

his answer thereto, and deny the possession or control of any
property belonging to the defendant, or claim the money, lands,

goods and chattels, debts and books of account as creditor in

possession, or in his own right, or in the right of some third

person, or if any part of the said property be claimed by any

other person than such defendant, then, if the plaintiff be

satisfied therewith, the party in possession shall be dismissed

and the plaintiff pay the cost of his action. But if the plaintiff

shall contest the said return or the claim of said third person,

an issue shall be made up under the direction of the Judge to

try the question, and the party that shall prevail in said issue

lb.
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'^''"^^"^
shall recover the costs of such proceeding of the opposite party,

and judgment shall be given accordingly. If the party in pos-

session or the third person claiming the property, as the case

may be, resides in a different County from that in which the

action is brought, and an issue be made up between him and

the plaintiff, the action shall be tried in the County where the

party in possession resides. In case the property is claimed by

a third person, the plaintiff shall execute to such person the

same undertaking that he is now required to give under Sec-

tion 251 ; the said undertaking to be executed within ten (10)

days after notice of such claim.

Under this Section, assignee of defendant's property, under deed of assign-

ment, must establish his right to the property before he can move to discharge

the attachment under Section 263.—Bryce v. Foot, 25 S. C, 467.

This Section does not provide that a third person may move to vacate the at-

tachment, but simply provides a remedy by which he may retain or regain possession

of the property attached, unless the attaching creditor gives the undertaking required

by the Act within the time prescribed.—Ford v. Calhoun, 53 S. C, no; 30 S. E.,

830. The provisions of this Section do not apply to proceedings to enforce agri-

cultural liens.—So. Ry. Co. v. Sarratt, 58 S. C, 103; 36 S. E., 504.

ment when debt Scc. 255b. Whenever a debt is not yet due, and it appears to

—'-— the satisfaction of a Circuit Judge, the Clerk of the Court of

Common Pleas, or Magistrate, by affidavit, that the debtor

has departed from the State with intent to defraud his credit-

ors, or to avoid the service of a summons, or keep himself con-

cealed therein with a like intent, or that such person has re-

moved or is about to remove any of his property from this

State with intent to defraud his creditors, or has assigned,

disposed of or secreted, or is about to assign, dispose

of or secrete, any of his property with like intent, it shall be

lawful for the plaintiff forthwith to institute suit upon such

debt or cause of action, and for said Circuit Judge, Clerk or

Magistrate to issue his warrant of attachment as if said debt

were then due and payable : Provided, That no judgment shall

be had thereon till after the maturity of the debt : And provided

further, That the plaintiff pay the costs in case the debtor pays

the debt on or before its maturity.

Action on debt not yet due; affidavit held insufficient.—Correll v. Ga. Co., 37
S. C, 444; 16 S. E., 157. Affidavit sufficient.

—

Ex parte Chase, 38 S. E., 78.

inwrporat^on^s! ^®^' ^^^' ^^^ rights or sharcs which such defendant may
vessels, &c. havc in any vessel, or in the stock of any association or corpo-

2
5 ^8"^*^ ^8^3' ration, together with the interest and profits thereon, and all

XVIII., 491. other property in this State of such defendant, except that ex-

empt from attachment by the Constitution, shall be liable to be

attached and levied upon and sold to satisfy the judgment and

execution.
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Right of Sheriff to sell stock in corporation.—Richardson v. Wallace, 39 S. C, ^^—'^v' '^
'

216; 17 S. E., 725.

Sec. 257. The execution of the attachment upon any such Attachment,

,
how executed

rig"hts, shares, or any debts or other property incapable of on property in-°
.

i J. ^ i. capable ot man-
manual delivery to the Sheriff or Constable, shall be made by uai delivery.

leaving a certified copy of the warrant of attachment with the -fb-. § 259.

President or other head of the association or corporation, or the

secretary, cashier, or managing- agent thereof, or with the

debtor or individual holding such property, with a notice

showing the property levied on.

Xot necessary to serve copy on defendant in seizing personal property capable

of manual delivery.—Groliman v. Lipsitz, 43 S. C, 329; 21 S. E., 2T2. *

Sec. 258. Whenever the Sheriff or Constable shall, with a ^
Certificate of

' defendants in-

warrant of attachment or execution against the defendant, 'L^'^'^^.t
,

t° te
c' ' turnished.

apply to such officer, debtor, or individual, for the purpose of ^-^:^

—

t";^^
—

attaching or levying upon such property, such officer, debtor,

or individual shall furnish him with a certificate, under his

hand, designating the number of rights or shares of the de-

fendant in the stock of such association or corporation, with

any dividend or encumbrance thereon, or the amount and de-

scription of the property held by such association, corporation,

or individual, for the benefit of or debt owing to the defend-

ant. If such officer, debtor, or individual refuse to do so, he

may be required by the Court or Judge to attend before him,

and be examined on oath concerning the same, and obedience

to such order may be enforced by attachment.

Sec. 259. In case judgment be entered for the plaintiff Judgment,
^ ° -^ how satisfied.

in such action, the Sheriff or Constable shall satisfy the same- ^
^

out of the property attached by him, if it shall be sufficient for

that purpose

:

1. By paying over to such plaintiff the proceeds of all sales

of perishable property, and of any vessel, or share or interest in

any vessel, sold by him, or of any debts or credits collected by

him, or so much as shall be necessary to satisfy such judgment.

2. If any balance remain due, and an execution shall have

been issued on such judgment, he shall proceed to sell, under

such execution, so much of the attached property, real or per-

sonal, except as provided in subdivision 4 of this Section, as

may be necessary to satisfy the balance, if enough for that pur-

pose shall remain m his hands ; and in case of the sale of any

rights or shares in the stock of a corporation or association,

the Sheriff or Constable shall execute to the purchaser a certi-

ficate of sale thereof, and the purchaser shall thereupon have

9.—C. P.
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^~"*~^'^"^
all the rights and privileges in respect thereto which were had

by such defendant.

Question as to e£&cacy of Sheriff's sale of corporate* stock.—Richardson v. Wal-
lace, 39 S. C, 224; 17 S. E., 72.

3. If any of the attached property belonging to the defend-

ant shall have passed out of the hands of the Sheriff or Con-

stable without having been sold or converted into money, such

Sheriff or Constable shall repossess himself of the same, and

for that purpose shall have all the authority which he had to

seize the same under the attachment ; and any person who shall

wilfully conceal or withhold such property from the Sheriff or

Constable, shall be liable to double damages, at the suit of the

party injured.

4. Until the judgment against the defendant shall be paid,

the Sheriff or Constable may proceed to collect the notes and

other evidences of debt, and the debts that may have been

seized or attached under the warrant of attachment, and to

prosecute any bond he may have taken in the course of such

proceedings, and apply the proceeds thereof to the payment of

the judgment.

If the attachment is a foreign attachment, it is only a proceeding in rem., unless

the defendant appear; and if he fail to appear, the Court cannot render a judgment
that would have any effect beyond the property attached and so subjected to a

lien.—Stanley v. Stanley, 35 S. C, 94; 14 S. E., 675.

At the expiration of six months from the docketing of the

judgment, the Court shall have power, upon the petition of the

plaintiff accompanied by an affidavit, setting forth fully all the

proceedings which have been had by the sheriff or Constable

since the service of the attachment, the property attached, and

the disposition thereof, and also the affidavit of the Sheriff or

Constable that he has used diligence and endeavored to collect

the evidences of debt in his hands so attached, and that there

remains uncollected of the same any part or portion thereof,

to order the Sheriff or Constable to sell the same, upon such

terms and in such manner as shall be deemed proper. Notice

of such application shall be given to the defendant, or his at-

torney, if the defendant shall have appeared in the action. In

case the summons has not been personally served on the de-

fendant, the Court shall make such rule or order, as to the

service of notice and the time of service, as shall be deemed

just.

When the judgment and all costs of the proceedings shall

have been paid, the Sheriff or Constable, upon reasonable de-
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When action
e c o V e r

mand, shall deliver over to the defendant the residue of the

attached property, or the proceeds thereof.

Sec. 260. The actions herein authorized to be brought by
, ^J

the Sheriff or Constable may be prosecuted by the plaintiff, or defendant' may

under his direction, upon the delivery by him to the Sheriff or l^ the°p\ai^tiE

Constable of an undertaking executed by two sufficient sure-
?^ which^^the

ties, to the effect that the plaintiff" will indemnify the Sheriff f^^^^™^"*
'^

or Constable from all damages, costs, and expenses on account -^g^Q^ ^iv.,

thereof, not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars in any §
^^^•

one action. Such sureties shall, in all cases, when required by

the Sheriff or Constable, justify by making an affidavit that

each is a householder, and worth double the amount of the

penalty of the bond, over and above all demands and liabili-

ties.

Sec. 261. If the foreign corporation, or absent or abscond- ^ Bon d to
=> -^

,
Sheriff on at-

ing or concealed defendant, recover judgment against thetachment, how
* ' J o o disposed of on

plaintiff in such action, any bond taken by the Sheriff or Con- judgment for
•^

. . .
deiendant.

stable, except such as are mentioned in the last Section, all-——-—-

—

lb., ^ 263.

the proceeds of sales and moneys collected by him, and all

the property attached remaining in his hands, shall be de-

livered by him to the defendant, or his agent, on request, and

the warrant shall be discharged and the property released

therefrom.

Sec. 262. Whenever the defendant shall have appeared in Discharge of
•^ -^ a 1 1 a c nment,

such action, he may applv to the officer who issued the attach- and return of
' ./ x-jT ^ property or its

ment, or to the Court, for an order to discharge the same ;
proceeds to de-

' ' °
f e n d a nt, on

and, if the same be granted, all the proceeds of sales and his appearance
' o ' J.

, m the action.

moneys collected by him, and all the property attached remain-—-——^

—

ing in his hands, shall be delivered or paid by him to the de-

fendant or his agent, and released from the attachment. And
where there is more than one defendant, and the several pro-

perty of either of the defendants has been seized by virtue of

the order of attachment, the defendant whose several pro-

perty has been seized may apply to the officer who issued the

attachment for relief under this Section.

Where defendants moved on affidavits to vacate the attachment, and plaintiffs

offered affidavits in reply, the Judge should indicate what affidavits were considered

by him.—Grollman v. Lipsitz, 43 S. C, 338; 21 S. E., 272. The weight to be

given the affidavits must be determined by the Circuit Court.

—

lb.

Pendency of another action for same cause is sufficient to vacate.—Fersts v.

Powers, 58 S. C, 411; 36 S. E., 749.

Defendant having given bond under next Section does not thereby waive his

right to have attachment discharged under this.—Bates v. Killian, 17 S. C, 553.

Circuit Judge, on motion upon notice, may discharge an attachment at chambers.

—

Cureton v. Dargan, 12 .S. C, 122; Clothing Co. v. Shealy, 53 S. C, 14; 30 S. E.,

620. And in so doing he may decide whether or not the plaintiff has a cause of
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^-"-N/—-^ action.—Williamson v. Ass'n, 54 S. C, 582; 32 S. E., 765. But he cannot decide

questions of fact determining the merits of the case.

—

lb.; ex parte Rountree, 57

S. C, 77; 35 S. E., 386.

Refusal to so discharge the attachment is res adjudicata as to moving party,

and he cannot raise the question again in formal suit.—Darby v. Shannon, 19

S. C, 526.

Such discharge may be had either for invalidity or irregularity of the attach-

ment.—Smith V. Walker, 6 S. C, 169; Brown v. Morris, 10 S. C, 467; Claussen

V. Fultz, 13 S. C, 476; Cureton v. Dargan, 12 S. C, 122; Darby v. Shannon, 19

S. C, 526; Bates v. Killian, 17 S. C, 553; Kerchner v. McCormac, 25 S. C, 461.

Such motion to discharge the attachment on partnership property against non-

resident partner granted upon the disclosure of the fact by the papers and affidavits

that the non-resident had no other property here.-—Whitfield v. Hovey, 30 S. C,
117; 8 S. E., 840.

Assignee under deed of assignment of defendant cannot move to discharge at-

tachment until he has established his right to the property under issue on his return

to the attachment.—Copeland v. Ins. Co., 17 S. C, 116; Metts v. Ins. Co., 17 S.

C, 120; Bryce v. Foot, 25 S. C, 467; Ex parte Dickinson, 29 S. C, 453; -7 S.

E., 593-

When third party intervenes and claims right to the property, such claimant

should be actor on trial of issue of ownership.—Central R. R. Co. v. Georgia Co.,

32 S. C, 319; II S. E., 192.

Another attaching creditor cannot question the regularity of the attachment pro-

ceedings, and his voluntary appearance in the action for that purpose gives the

jurisdiction over him.

—

Ex parte Perry Stove Co., 43 S. C, 176; 20 S. E., 980;

Ford V. Calhoun, 53 S. C, no; 30 S. E., 830. Property attached may be released

by the agreement of parties without an order of Court.—Sullivan v. Williams, 43

S. C, 489; 21 S. E., 642.

on^h^pS'of Sec. 263. upon such application, the defendant shall deliver
the defendant.

^^ ^j^^ Court Or officcr an undertaking executed by at least two
lb., §26o.

sureties, who are resident and freeholders or householders in

this State, approved by such Court or officer, to the effect that

such sureties will, on demand, pay to the plaintiff the amount

of judgment that may be recovered against the defendant in

the action, not exceeding the sum specified in the undertaking,

which shall be at least double the amount claimed by the plain-

tiff in his complaint. If it shall appear by affidavit that the

property attached be less than the amount claimed by the

plaintiff, the Court, or officer issuing the attachment, may

order the same to be appraised, and the amount of the under-

taking shall then be double the amount so appraised. And in

all cases the defendant, or any person who establishes a right

to the property attached, may move to discharge the attach-

ment, as in the case of other provisional remedies.

And where there is more than one defendant, and the sev-

eral property of either of the defendants has been seized by

virtue of the order of attachment, the defendant whose sev-

eral property has been seized may deliver to the Court or offi-

cer an undertaking, in accordance with the provisions of this

Section, to the effect that he will, on demand, pay to the

plaintiff the amount of judgment that may be recovered against
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such defendant. And all the provisions of this Section appli-

cable to such undertaking shall be applied thereto.

Bond not good as a statutory bond, held valid as a common law bond.—Sullivan

V. Williams, 43 S. C, 489; 21 S. E., 642.

Sec. 264. When the warrant shall be fully executed or dis-to 'ritum^^t-

charged, the Sheriff or Constable shall return the same, with if i s^^prodid-

his proceedings thereon, to the Court in which the action wasl^^^ —
^

,

^
1870, XIV.,

brought. *
§ 266.

CHAPTER V.

Provisional Remedies.

Sec. 265. Powers of Courts as to receivers, deposit of money, &c., in Court,
and other provisional remedies ;

judgment for sum admitted due.

Section 265. A receiver may be appointed by a Judge of the

Circuit Court, either in or out of Court

:

Courts' ^a's^ to

1. Before judgment, on the application of either party, when receivers.

he establishes an apparent right to property which is the isjo, xiv.,

subject of the action, and which is in the possession of an ad-

verse party, and the property, or its rents and profits, are in

danger of being lost, or materially injured or impaired; ex-

cept in cases where judgment upon failure to answer may be

had without application to the Court.

2. After judgment, to carry the judgment into effect.

3. After judgment, to dispose of the property according to

the judgment, or to preserve it during the pendency of an ap-

peal, or when an execution has been returned unsatisfied, and

the judgment debtor refuses to apply his property in satis-

faction of the judgment.

4. When a corporation has been dissolved, or is insolvent,

or in imminent danger of insolvency, or has forfeited its cor-

porate rights ; and, in like cases, of the property within this

State of foreign corporations. Receivers of the property

within this State of foreign. or other corporations shall be al-

lowed such commissions as may be fixed by the Court appoint-

ing them, not exceeding five per cent, on the amount received

and disbursed by them.

5. In such other cases as are now provided by law, or may
be in accordance with the existing practice, except as other-

wise provided in this Code of Procedure.
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6. No receiver of the property of any person or corporation

to^be"ap^poin°t-
^^^^^ ^^ hereafter appointed by any Court or Judge, either in

tkeT*^'^"'^'^
^°' term time or at chambers, without notice of the application

1897 XXII. ^°^ ^^^^ appointment to the party or parties to the action
510. whose property is sought to be put in the hands of a receiver

and to the party or parties to the action in possession of such

property claiming an interest therein under any contract, lease

or conveyance thereof from the alleged owner. At least four

days' notice of the application must be given, unless the Court

shall, upon it being made to appear that delay would work in-

justice, prescribe a shorter time.

rSdent°"°"' Where the party whose property is sought to be placed in

the hands of a receiver cannot be found within the State, then

notice of the application to the party in possession of such

property shall be sufficient; and where the property is aban-

doned and not in the possession of any one, and the party

claiming the same cannot be found within the State, then the

servedT
'^ ° "" appointment may be made without the notice of the applica-

Proviso. tion: Provided, That wherever a receiver is appointed and
the party claiming the property cannot be found within the

State, notice of such appointment shall be forthwith given by
publication or personal service without the State, as pre-

scribed by law in the case of a summons in a civil action.

injunc™on°Say 7- The Court or Judgc may by temporary injunction, with-

without notiS out notice, pending the hearing of such application, restrain

J^^ the delivery of the property, or any part thereof, sought to be

put in the hands of a receiver to any other person whomsoever,
and the Court shall be deemed to have taken jurisdiction over

such property from the time of the issuance of such temporary

injunction: Provided, That no such temporary injunction shall
Proviso.

issue so as to interfere with the use and disposition of such

property by any person or corporation in the usual and cus-

tomary mode and course of business and use of the same with-

out the Court or Judge first requiring from the party apply-

ing for such injunction a bond, with security, in a sufficient

sum, not less than two hundred and fifty dollars, to pay all

damages arising from said temporary injunction should no
receiver be appointed on the hearing of the application.

No receiver 8. No rccciver of the property of any person or corporation

before^'^u'd g - shall be hereafter appointed before final judgment in the cause

bond.
^' '°"

if the party claiming the property so sought to be placed in

lb.
' the hands of a receiver or the party in possession thereof shall
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offer a bond, in the penalty of double the value of the prop-

erty, with sufficient security, approved by the Clerk of the

Court of Common Pleas of the Courts in which the action is

brought, to fully account for and deliver over whenever there-

after required by any final adjudication in the cause the prop-

erty sought to be placed in the hands of a receiver, and to

meet and satisfy any decree or judgment or order that may
be made in the cause.

9. Whenever the Court or Judge before whom such appli- ^jj^°^^^jy° ^
cation is made shall appoint a receiver before final judgment ^^^ Pjj°P^g'^^y *°

in the cause, there shall be inserted in the order of appoint-
j^

—~—
ment a clause fixing the value of the property for which the

bond may be given, as prescribed in sub-division 8 of this Sec-

tion ; and upon the due execution and filing of such bond there-

after before final judgment in the cause, the Court or Judge
shall vacate the appointment of such receiver and direct the

redelivery of the property to the party from whose possession

it was taken : Provided, That where, under the orders of the

Court or Judge, the receiver has incurred any lawful charges

and expenses in the care and custody of the property put into

his hands, the Court or Judge, before directing the redelivery,

may require sufficient security to be given in addition for the

payment of such lawful charges and expenses should they be

thereafter finally adjudged to be chargeable against the prop-

erty.

10. Whenever a receiver shall have been appointed of any g^grtafnS^^lf

property against the opposition of any party to the cause, and prop^rfy 'Vp^-

shall have taken possession of the same, and thereafter by any p^'^^^*^-

final adjudication such receiver shall be held to have been im- ^^•

properly appointed, the costs, charges and expenses of such

receivership shall not be charges upon the property as a whole,

but only upon the interests therein of the party or parties

procuring the appointment ; and any party to the cause having

opposed such receivership may apply to the Court after final

adjudication, as aforesaid, and have it referred to a Master,

Referee or jury, as the practice in the case presented may be

proper, to have his actual damages by reason of such receiver-

ship ascertained and assessed and for judgment therefor

against the party or parties having procured such receiver.

11. The several bonds required by this Chapter shall be ^^^°'^'^?^^^°^^'|^

made payable to the Clerks of the respective Courts in which
qJ^^.^ ^If^

°*

the action is pending in which the bonds shall be made, and
j^
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^^""'^•-^^'^
shall be conditioned as required by this Chapter, and shall,

upon execution and approval as to form and sufficiency by the

Court or Judge, or such other officer as the order shall pre-

scribe, be filed in the office of the Clerk of Court, who shall,

upon demand of any party to the cause and payment of the

legal fees therefor, give certified copies of such bonds, on

v^^hich any party entitled to the benefit thereof may sue the

parties liable thereon in any Court of competent jurisdiction;

and the production of such certified copy shall be prima facie

evidence of the bond. Should the security become insufficient

* upon any of such bonds after the same have been given and

approved, the Court or Judge may, upon application, after

notice, require the security to be made sufficient, and on de-

fault therein may proceed as if no bond had been given, but

without prejudice to the right of any party entitled to the

benefit of such bond, to enforce it according to the terms and

conditions thereof.

In application for Receiver under subdivision i he may be appointed under sub-

division 2.—Green v. Bookliart, 19 S. C, 417.

Receiver may be appointed in supplementary proceedings without notice.—Billing

V. Foster, 21 S. C, 338.

Although another Judge upon application of other creditors had previously re-

fused to do so.—Dauntless Co. v. Davis, 22 S. C, 584. And notwithstanding

creditors' action in another Court and a previous assignment by debtor.

—

lb.

But there can be only one Receiver so appointed.—Sparks v. Davis, 25 S. C, 381.

Receiver may be appointed at chambers.—Kilgore v. Hair, 19 S. C, 486; Regen-

stein V. Pearlstein, 30 S. C, 192; 8 S. E., 850; Harmon v. Wagener, 33 S. C,
487; 12 S. E., 98.

But the power is a delicate one and must be exercised with great care.—Pelzer

V. Hughes, 27 S. C, 408; 3 S. E., 781.

The Master of the Court cannot be appointed Receiver.—Kilgore v. Hair, 19

S. C, 486.

Admissions in answer are sufficient evidence on motion for appointment of Re-

ceiver.—Meinhard v. Strickland, 29 S. C, 491; 7 S. E., 838.

Where President and Directors of an insolvent railroad are directed by the

Court to continue in possession of the property under order of and subject to

the Court, they are thus made Receivers.

—

In re Mortgage Bonds, 15 S. C, 314;

Ex parte Brown, 15 S. C, 531.

Where complaint claims title to land and seeks to recover it and alleges in-

solvency of defendant and danger of loss of rents, and all these are denied in

answer, there is no case for appointment of Receiver.—DeWalt v. Kinard, 19

S. C, 293.

Even under Assignment Act creditors cannot have Receiver appointed to take

charge of the assigned estate, where they have not exhausted their legal remedies,

nor show danger of loss of property or injury thereto.—Pelzer v. Hughes, 27 S. C,
408; 3 S. E., 781.

But upon showing of insolvency, negligence and incompetency on the part of the

assignee, satisfactory to the Judge, he was justified in appointing a Receiver.

—

Regenstein v. Pearlstein, 30 S. C, 192; 8 S. E., 850.

So in action by executor to marshal assets, where he is shown to be guilty

of misconduct, and that he and estate were insolvent, creditors would, without ex-

hausting their legal remedies, have Receiver appointed.—Harmon v. Wagener, 33

S. C, 487; 12 S. E., 98.
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Unless mortgagee establishes an apparent right or claim to the assets and profits,

he is not entitled to have a Receiver thereof appointed in his action for fore-

closure.—Hardin v. Hardin, 34 S. C, TT, 12 S. E., 936.

Even though the mortgagor be insolvent and the property insufficient to pay the

mortgage.—Seignious v. Pate, 32 S. C, 134; 10 S. E., 880.

Receivers may be appointed by the Court to make sales under its orders.

—

Clyburn v. Reynolds, 31 S. C, 91; 9 S. E., 973. But a Receiver was properly

appointed in an action for partition where the party in possession was insolvent.

—

McCrady v. Jones, 36 S. C, 136; 13 S. E., 430.

Receiver need not give bond to collect rents in pending action.—DeWalt v.

Kinard, 19 S. C, 293. Nor is bond essential for Receiver appointed in supple-

mentary proceedings.—Billing v. Foster, 21 S. C, 338.

Receiver should not be appointed where corporation is solvent.—Miller v. So.

Land and Lumber Co., 53 S. C, 364; 31 S. E., 281.

Notice of application for appointment of a Receiver left with defendant's wife,

at his residence, is good service.—Allen v. Cooley, 53 S. C, 414; 31 S. E., 634.

The appearance of defendant held to be waiver of service of notice; practice

under the Act of 1897, XXII., 510, subdivisions 6 to 11 above.

—

Ih.

When it is admitted, by the pleading or examination of a money, &c., in

party, that he has in his possession, or tmder his control, any—

—

'-

1 1 • 11 r- J 1- 1 • 1 1- • xl 1S70, XIV.,
money or other thmg capable of delivery, which, being the 423, § 267.

subject of litigation, is held by him as trustee, for another

party, or which belongs or is due to another party, the Court

may order the same to be deposited in Court, or delivered to

such party, with or without security, subject to the further

direction of the Court.
TT71 -1 •

r- • 1 • /— , 1 11 Other provis-
Whenever, m the exercise of its authority, a Court shall ionai remedies.

have ordered the deposit, delivery, or conveyance of money

or other property, and the order is disobeyed, the Court, be-

sides punishing the disobedience as for contempt, may make

an order requiring the Sheriff or Constable to take the money

or property, and deposit, deliver, or convey it, in conformity

with the direction of the Court.

When the answer of the defendant expressly, or by not suJjf^'^dmitted

denying, admits part of the plaintiff's claim to be just, the'^"'^"

Court, on motion, may order such defendant to satisfy that

part of the claim, and may enforce the order as it enforces

a judgment or provisional remedy.

Where President and Directors of an insolvent railroad are directed by the Court

to continue in possession of the property under order of and subject to the Court,

they are thus made Receivers.

—

In re Mortgage Bonds, 15 S. C, 314; Ex parte

Brown, 15 S. C, 531.

Where complaint claims title to land and seeks to recover it and alleges in-

solvency of defendant and danger of loss of rents, and all these are denied in

answer, there is no case for appointment of Receiver.—DeWalt v. Kinard, 19

S. C, 293. .
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TITLE VIII.

OF THE TRIAL AND JUDGMENT IN CIVIL ACTIONS.

Chapter I. Judgment upon Failure to Answer, &c.

Chapter II. Issues, and the Mode of Trial.

Chapter III. Trial by Jury.

Chapter IV. Trial by the Court.

Chapter V. Trial by Referees.

Chapter VI. Of the Manner of Entering Judgment.

CHAPTER I.

Judgment Upon Failure to Answer, &c.

Sec.

268. Judgment on frivolous demurrer,
answer, or reply.

Sec.

266. Judgment defined.

267. Judgment on failure of defend-

ant to answer, or for excess

over counter claim, where
service of summons by pub-

lication.

fined
^™''"'' '^^' Section 266. A judgment is the final determination of the

1S70 XIV rights of the parties in the action.

§ "^°- A judgment must ascertain and fix these rights to an extent amounting to a

substantial termination of all the issues.—Donaldson v. Bank, 4 S. C, 106; Agnew
v. Adams, 24 S. C, 86. It is erroneous if based on grounds not raised by the

pleadings.—Magovern v. Richard, 27 S. C, 272; 3 S. E., 340.

When granted upon contract, it determines what the contract is and closes it,

giving the means of enforcing it or redress for its breach.—Moore v. Holland,

16 S. C, 15.

Judgment is not invalid because Circuit Judge made a mistake in the heading

of it.—Woodward v. Woodward, 36 S. C, 118; 15 S. E., 355.

A decree cannot be regarded as final that leaves in doubt the question whether

in the end the plaintiff will be entitled to recover.—Donaldson v. Bank, 4 S. C, 106.

To entitle a decree to rank as a final judgment for money it must ascertain

a definite sum to be paid and order its payment, and authorize execution therefor.

—

Ex parte Farrars, 13 S. C, 254. But where the decision disposes of all the issues

and directs judgment for balance due on a former judgment particularly stated in

the record and orders execution for the amount to be ascertained by the calcula-

tion of Clerk, it is a final judgment.—Adickes v. Allison, 21 S. C, 245.

faliul-rof d°e'^
Sec. 267. Judgment may be had, if the defendant fail to

fwerry* for auswer the complaint, as follows

:

Muntlr-ciah)?. ^ I- ^^ ^^V actiou ou contract the plaintiff may file proof of

1870, XIV., lawful service of summons and complaint on one or more of

xv^,^' slfsi^'-the defendants, or of the summons, according to provision of

lilt 18^7^9; Section 151, and that no appearance, answer or demurrer has
1899; XXIII.,

i^ggj^ served on him. It shall be the duty of the Clerk to place

all such cases on the default calendar, and said calendar shall
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be called the first day of the term. When the action is on a

complaint for the recovery of money only, judgment may be

given for the plaintiff by default if the demand be liquidated;

and if unliquidated, and the plaintiff itemize his account, and

append thereto an affidavit that it is true and correct, and no

part of the sum sued for has been paid, by discount or other-

wise, and a copy be served with the summons and complaint

on the defendant ; or if the plaintiff prove his claim in open

Court, whether itemized or not, and the defendant shall neither

answer, demur nor serve notice of appearance, the plaintiff

shall have judgment for the sum sued for as in the case of liqui-

dated demands. But in case notice of appearance in an action

has been given by, or on behalf of, a defendant, but no answer

or demurrer has been, or thereafter shall be, served within

the time required by law, the plaintiff, upon filing proof of

such facts, shall have his judgment by default against such

defendant in the same manner, and with like effect, as in cases

where no notice of appearance has been given. In all other inothe/ca^ses!

cases the relief to be afforded the plaintiff shall be ascertained

either by the verdict of a jury or in cases in chancery by the

Judge, with or without a reference, as he may deem proper.

The order for judgment in such cases shall be endorsed upon

or attached to the complaint. Where the defendant, by his

answer in any such action, shall not deny the plaintiff's claims,

but shall set up a counter-claim amounting to less than the

plaintiff's claim, judgment may be had by the plaintiff for the

excess of said claim over the said counter-claim in like man-

ner in any such action, upon the plaintiff's filing with the

Clerk of the Court a statement admitting such counter-claim,

which statement shall be annexed to and be a part of the

judgment roll.

Where time to answer expires after day fixed for opening of Court, but before

Court is actually opened, and no appearance, answer or demurrer has been served,

the case may be docketed and judgment by default taken.—McCoomb v. Wood-
side, 13 S. C, 479.

The omission of the words "have judgment" in the Judge's order for judgment
endorsed on the complaint is merely clerical, and does not vitiate the judgment.

—

Henlien v. Graham, 32 S. C, 303; 10 S. E., 1012.

When defendant does not deny plaintiff's claim, but sets up a counter-claim, the

plaintiff upon filing with the Clerk an admission of such counter-claim is entitled,

on call of default docket, to judgment for excess claimed above the counter-claim.

—

Burges v. Pollitzer, ig S. C, 451.

In order to obtain a judgment by default, without taking a verdict of the jury,

on an open account, an itemized copy of the account, duly verified, must be served

on the defendant with the summons and complaint.—Roberts v. Pawley, 50 S. C,
491; 27 S. E., 913.
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^ -* V "^ ' Where a defendant neither answers nor demurs to a complaint in foreclosure,

he cannot demand time to the report of the referee, as to the amount due.

—

Johnson v. Masters, 49 S. C, 525; 27 S. E., 474.

In an action on a liquidated demand an answer was served, and the case docketed

on calendar one; an oral demurrer was sustained to the answer, and judgment
rendered on that calendar; held that it was unnecessary for the plaintiff to prove
his case before the jury, the defendant could not object to his doing so.

—

^Jones

V. Garlington, 44 S. C, 533; 22 S. E., 741.

of summons by 2. In actions whcre the service of the summons was by pub-
pu ica ion.

ligation, the plaintiff may, in Hke manner, apply for judgment,

and the Court must thereupon require proof to be made of

the demand mentioned in the complaint, and, if the defendant

be not a resident of the State, must require the plaintiff or his

agent to be examined, on oath, respecting any payments that

have been made to the plaintiff, or to any one for his use,' on

account of such demand, and may render judgment for the

amount which he is entitled to recover. Before rendering

judgment, the Court may, in its discretion, require the plaintiff

to cause to be filed satisfactory security, to abide the order of

the Court, touching the restitution of any estate or effects

which may be directed by such judgment to be transferred or

delivered, or the restitution of any money that may be collected

under or by virtue of such judgment, in case the defendant or

his representatives shall apply and be admitted to defend the

action, and shall succeed in such defence.

It is not necessary that the judgment record show the reference here required

to have been had.—Clemson College v. Pickens, 42 S. C, 511; 20 S. E., 401.

frivoious^'^'^d°e^ Scc. 268. If a demurrer, answer, or reply, be frivolous, the

™ve'r7o'r repfj'! p^rty prejudiced thereby, upon a previous notice of five days,

1870^ XIV., may apply to a Judge of the Court, either in or out of the

^ ^^ Court, for judgment thereon, and judgment may be given

accordingly.

An answer, to be adjudged frivolous, must be clearly so in its whole scope and
bearing, and not merely through a formal defect that might be cured by amend-

ment. If argument is necessary to show its character as frivolous, the Court will

not dispose of it as such.—Boylston v. Crews, 2 S. C, 422.

An answer is frivolous when it fails to deny any allegation of the complaint

or to state any new matter by way of defense.—American Co. v. Hill, 27 S. C,
164; 3 S. E., 82.

But to make the answer frivolous the objection must extend to and embrace

the whole answer, so that nothing is left of it that can entitle the party to trial.

—

Tharin v. Seabrook, 6 S. C, 113. So that answer that presents two issues ma-

terial to plaintiff's case is not frivolous.—Hall v. Woodward, 30 S. C, 564; 9 S. E.,

684; Machine Co. v. Henry, 43 S. C, 17; 20 S. E., 790.

An answer denying that defendant "ever was indebted to the plaintiff in any
sum whatever, exceeding eighty dollars" held frivolous.—Grayson v. Harris, 37
S. C, 606; 16 S. E., 154. So also is an answer presenting no issues which can

be determined in the action; as attempting to interpose a counter-claim in an

action for claim and delivery.—Badbam v. Brabham, 54 S. C, 402; 32 S. E., 444.

This motion may be made at the time of serving written demurrer.

—

Ih. Where
the motion is heard at chambers, and the answer adjudged frivolous, judgment can-

not be then and there given as by default for the plaintiff.

—

Ih.
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CHAPTER II.

Issues and the Mode of Trial.

Sec
269
270,

271,

272,

The different kinds of issues.

Issue of law.

Issue of fact.

On issues of both law and fact,

the issues to be tried to-

together.

273. Trial defined.

274. Issues, how tried.

275. Issues triable by the Court.

Sec.

276. Summons and complaint to be

filed in Clerk's office ; docket

fee in First Circuit for sal-

ary of stenographer.

277. Stenographer to be appointed by

the Judge of First Circuit,

to take stenographic notes.

278. Duty of stenographer.

279. Order of disposing of issues on

the calendar.

Section 269. Issues arise upon the pleadings when a fact or i,i„Jfs ^f ^H'^s

1870,

271.

XIV.,conckision of law is maintained by the one party and contro-

verted by the other. They are of two kinds

—

1. Of law; and

2. Of fact.

Sec. 270. An issue of law arises

—

I. Upon a demurrer to the complaint, answer, or reply, or

to some part thereof.

Railroad Co. v. Gibbes, 23 S. C, 370.

Sec. 271. An issue of fact arises

—

1. Upon a material allegation in the complaint controverted

by the answer] or,

2. Upon new matter in the answer controverted by the

reply ; or,

3. Upon new matter in the reply, except an issue of law

is joined thereon.

Sec. 272. Issues, both of law and of fact, may arise upon ^^^"^ law^anl

different parts of the pleadings in the same action.

Issue of law.

lb., § 272.

Issue of fact.

lb., § 273.

In such case the cause shall be placed on the calendar of£

fact, the issues
to be tried to-

gether.

issues of fact, and the issues shall be tried together, unless isrl'xv., lis!

the Court otherwise direct.

Sec. 273. A trial is the judicial examination of the issues "^"^^ defined.

between the parties, whether they be issues of law or fact.
§ .^l[°'

-^^^'

Meetze v. Railroad Co., 23 S. E., 13.

Sec. 274. An issue of law must be tried by the Court, as ^Jl'""^''
^°'^

also cases in chancery, unless they be referred as provided
^j,^ g ^-q_

in Chapter V. of this Title. An issue of fact, in an action for

the recovery of money only, or of specific real or personal

property, must be tried by a jury, unless a jury trial be waived,

as provided in Section 288, or a reference be ordered.
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^^ V '"^ ^ This Section not affected by the Master's Act.— 16 Stat., 608.—Chapman v.

Lipscomb, 15 S. C, 470.

This Section specifies the cases in which a trial by jury may be demanded as

a legal right.—Rollin v. Whipper, 17 S. C, 32.

An action to set aside a deed of Sheriff on the ground that the judgment debtor

held the land as trustee for plaintiff is not an action to recover real property.

—

Price V. Bowen, 4 S. C, 151.

Title to land m.ust be so tried; it cannot be tried on motion by assignee of

land to discharge attachment thereon.—Copeland v. Piedmont Ins. Co., 17 S. C,
116. And defendant does not waive the right by failure to demand it.—DeWalt
V. Kmard, 19 S. C.,_286.

An action for the recovery of money only does not require a jury trial, unless

the pleadings raise an issue of fact.—R. R. Co. v. Gibbes, 23 S. C, 370. If the

only issue raised is one of law, it must be tried by the Court.-

—

lb.

An action for partition, where the question of title arises, it is not an issue out

of chancery, but for trial by a jury at law.—Adickes v. Lowry, 12 S. C, 97; Brock
V. Nelson, 29 S. C, 49; 6 S. E., 899; Reams v. Spann, 28 S. C, 530; 6 S. E., 325;
Carrigan v. Evans, 31 S. C, 262; 9 S. E., 852; Capel v. Moses, 36 S. C, 559; 15

S. E., 711. Or where in equity cause defendant sets up title to land in contro-

versy which, if sustained, would defeat the action, he is entitled to a jury trial of

that issue.—Adickes v. Lowry, 12 S. C, 108; Cooper v. Smith, 16 S. C, 333; Smith
V. Bryce, 17 S. C, 544; Chapman v. Lipscomb, 18 S. C, 232; Dewalt v. Kinard,

19 S. C, 289; McGee v. Hall, 23 S. C, 388; Sale v. Megget, 25 S. C, 72; Reagin
V. Bishop, 25 S. C, 583; Pelzer v. Hughes, 27 S. C, 408; 3 S. E., 781; Dupont
V. DuBos, 33 S. C, 389; II S. E., 1073. But where the action is in equity for

cancellation of deed for fraud, a trial by jury is not demandable of right.—Dupont
V. DuBos, 33 S. C, 3S9; II S. E., 1073.

Where a defendant is entitled to specific personal property in hands of executor,

answers the complaint and agrees to a reference to the Master of all the issues,

he thereby waives right to a trial by jury of his title to such property.—Trenholm
V. Morgan, 28 S. C, 268; 5 S. E., 521.

On appeal from Probate Court there is only a right of jury trial of those issues

required to be so tried by this Section.—Stewart v. Blease, 4 S. C, 37; Lucken
V. Wichman, 5 S. C, 411; Prater v. Whipple, 16 S. C, 40; Rollin v. Whipper,
17 S. C, 32; Ex parte White, 33 S. C, 442; 12 S. E., 5; Ex parte Apeler, 35 S.C.,

417; 14 S. E., 931; Hughes v. Kirkpatrick, 37 S. C, 169; 15 S. E., 912.

Consent to a reference is waiver of a trial by jury.—Meetze v. R. R. Co., 23

S. E., 25; Griffith v. Cromley, 58 S. C, 458; 36 S. E., 738, and other cases cited

in note to Sec. 288.

Where title is involved in an action for partition, it must be determined by a

jury, unless a jury trial is waived.—Osborne v. Osborne, 41 S. C, 195; 19 S. E.,

494. So in an action for trespass and to enjoin continuance of same.—Alston v.

Limehouse, 60 S. C, 559; 39 S. E., 18S; Threatt v. Brewer Mining Co., 42 S. C,
92; 19 S. E., 1009; Heyward v. Farmers Mining Co., 42 S. C, 138; 19 S. E.,

963. Where the issues are equitable the cause must be heard by the Court.

—

Greenville v. Ormand, 44 S. C, 116; 21 S. E., 64. So in an action for fore-

closure where usury is interposed as a defence and counter-claim.—McLaurin v.

Hodges, 43 S. C, 187; 20 S. E., 991. So in action for foreclosure where counter-

claim is interposed for damages from breach of warranty.—Sullivan Hardware Co.

v. Washington, 25 S. E., 45; 47 S. C, 187.

In actions where the issues are partly legal and partly equitable.—Greenville

V. Ormand, 42 S. C, 119; 21 S. E., 642.

issues

1890, XX.,

Framing of In all equity causes now pending or hereafter instituted in

the Courts of Common Pleas of this State, the presiding- Judge
may, in his discretion, cause to be framed an issue or issues

of fact, to be tried by a jury.

Trial of is- Such issues shall be tried at the same term of Court at
sues regulated.

which they are ordered, and, if necessary, a day shall be set

for the trial of the same : Provided, That a continuance may be

ordered by the Court in proper cases.
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Upon the first day of the term, immediately after the call ''^-""v—-'

of Calendar Three, the presiding Judge shall call for cases in

which such issues are desired, and if any are presented in ^^^y^i^^^^" t° be

which such issues are, in his judgment, proper, he shall at once

call the same to be framed and placed upon the proper Calen-

dar for trial.

The findings of fact upon such issues by the jury shall be

conclusive of the same : Provided, That the presiding Judge

may grant nev/ trials therein, according to the practice in other
^,gj.dict^^

°^ ^

jury trials : And provided, further. That exceptions to the

rulings of the presiding Judge upon such trials may be taken ^'^^^ *"^^^-

by either party, and such rulings may be reviewed by the ^^ ^
*=

eafs°'^^

Supreme Court upon appeal from the final judgment.

At some time during the term the presiding Judge shall

hear the cause out of which such issues are ordered, and shall,

some time during said term or thereafter, file his decision ^f^^^ ^I^^
^^'

o ' cision at same

therein as in other equity causes, from which decision there ^^™-

shall be the same right of appeal now existing in like causes.

Refusal to frame an issue under this Section does not affect right of Judge to , .

order an issue in chancery.—Land Mortgage Co. v. Gillam, 46 S. C, 34s ; 26

S. E., 990; Hammond v. Foreman, 43 S. C, 264; 21 S. E., 3. An order of refer-

ence preparatory to hearing on merits held not to interfere with right to an issue

under this Section.—Bank of Hampton v. Fennell, 55 S. C, 379; 33 S. E., 485.

The discretion of the Circuit Judge in refusing to frame issues under this Section

will not be interfered with on appeal.—DeLoach v. Sarratt, 53 S. C, 276; 33 S.

E., 2; Neal v. Suber, 56 S. C, 303; 33 S. E., 463.

Sec. 275. Every other issue is triable by the Court, which,

however, may order the whole issue, or any specific question

of fact involved therein, to be tried by a jury, or may refer
i,y^t^|^ Court!^

it, as provided in Sections 292 and 293. J^ Vm.
This Section not affected by Master's Act.—16 Stat., 608.—Lipscomb v. Chap-

man, 15 S. C, 470.

Construing this and preceding Section together, it is conclusive that there are

two general modes of trial, i. e., trials by Court and trials by jury. To the Court

belongs all issues of law and all cases in chancery, and to the jury all questions

of fact in cases at law for the recovery of money or of any specific real or per-

sonal property.—Meetze v. R. R. Co., 23 S. C, i.

Under this Section a party has no right to demand a jury, unless he proceeds

according to the 28th Rule of Circuit Court.—-Lucken v. Wichman, 5 S. C, 411;

Ex parte Apeler, 35 S. C, 417; 14 S. E., 931.

The mode of trial, whether by the Judge, a referee or a jury, is discretionary

with the Court.—Lucken v. Wichman, 5 S. C, 411.

The Constitutional declaration that "the right of jury trial shall remain inviolate"

does not apply to cases within the equitable jurisdiction of the Court.

—

Ih. And
in such cases- neither party has the right to demand a submission of the issues to

a jury.—Pelzer v. Hughes, 27 S. C, 408; 3 S. E., 781. An action to set aside a

Sheriff's conveyance of land, sold under execution, on the ground that judgment
debtor held the land as trustee of plaintiffs, is an equitable action and triable by
the Court.—Price v. Brown, 4 S. C, 157.

Summons to renew execution is not case for issues out of chancery.—Adams v.

Richardson, 30 S. C, 217; 9 S. E., 95.

Where Judge orders such issues of fact to be tried by a jury, he does so only

that he may be aided by their verdict; he is not to be controlled thereby.—Flinn
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~-~—-N^^^^ V. Brown, 6 S. C, 209; Gadsden v. Whaley, 9 S. C, 147; Ivy v. Claussen, 14

S. C, 273; Small V. Small, 16 S. C, 76; Grierson v. Harmon, 16 S. C., 619;
Peake v. Peake, 17 S. €., 425; Pelzer v. Hughes, 27 S. C., 408; 3 S. E., 781.
And such findings of the jury are properly to be considered on new trial by the

Judge as ordered by the Supreme Court.—Rynerson v. Allison, 30 S. C, 534;
9 S. E., 656.

But all equitable issues must be tried by the Judge either alone or with such
aid of a jury.—Gadsden v. Whaley, 9 S. C, 147; Sloan v. Westfield, 11 S. C.,

447; Adickes v. Lowry, 12 S. C, 108; Cooper v. Smith, 16 S. C, 331.

A case involving cancellation of deed for fraud may be referred to the Master.

—

Dupont V. DuBos, 33 S. C, 389; 11 S. E., 1073.

On appeal from decree of Probate Court, declaring a paper offered for pro-

bate no will, it was error in Circuit Judge to form issues and submit them to

jury without notice to appellant, and a judgment based on verdict on such issues

must be set aside.

—

Ex parte Apeler, 35 S. C, 417; 14, S. E., 931.

On appeal from Probate Court disallowing claim against an estate, the appellant

is not entitled as of right to a jury trial.—Hughes v. Kirkpatrick, sy S. E., 169;

IS S. E., 912.

Sec. 276. In all issues to be tried by the Court or a jury, the

plaintiff shall, at least fourteen days before Court, file in the

Clerk's office the summons and the complaint in the action,
S u m m o ns .

•

and complaint endorsmg thcreon the nature of the issue and the docket upon
Clerk's office; which the samc shall be placed; and if the plaintiff fail so to

cases.
'^

do, the defendant, seven days before the Court, may file copies

lb., § 27S; of said papers with a like endorsement, and the Clerk shall
1873, XV., ,

^ ^^
, .

, . ,

'

.

498;^ 1 8 8 2 , thereupon lorthwith enter said cause upon its appropriate
X V I I I.. 41; , . , ,, , . . 1 . ,

18 8 7, XIX., docket, and it shall stand for trial without any further notice

of trial or notice of issue. The Clerk shall, within twenty

trial. days after every adjournment of the Court of Common Pleas,

Docketing of carry forward on Calendars numbers one and two, for trial
causes. ,''. _,,,.

or hearmg- at the next term, all causes not finally disposed of

dockets for- at the preceding term, and shall enter in regular order all sub-

sequent causes duly filed and endorsed as above provided, and

upon entering the same shall endorse upon the summons the

date of filing, the number of the Calendar in which the cause

is entered, and its number on the Calendar. In case of his

failure to comply with an}^ of the requirements of this Section,

the Clerk shall forfeit all docketing fees for the term of the

Court next succeeding.

Forfeiture of There is nothing in this Section which declares that failure to have the case
i^^s. gQ docketed within a prescribed time after action begun puts a party out of Court.

—

Hagood V. Riley, 21 S. C, 143.

When the time for answering expires, after the day for the Court to open, but

before it is actually opened, the case may be put on calendar 3 and judgment by

default taken.—McComb v. Woodbury, 13 S. C, 479.

Sufficiency of endorsement by plaintiff of instructions to docket.—Bank of

Camden v. Thompson, 46 S. C, 499; 24 S. E., 332. The placing on the docket

fourteen days before Court is the notice of trial.

—

lb. ; Steffens v. Bulwinkle, 48

S. C, 362; 26 S. E., 666. Where case is docketed on the wrong calendar, the

remedy is by motion to transfer.—Threatt v. Brewer Mining Co., 42 S. C, 92;

19 S. E., 1009. The requirement that a case be docketed before trial does not

apply to motions for orders preparatory to the hearing of the case on its merits.

—

Bank v. Fennell, 55 S. C, 379; 33 S. E., 485. Answer being stricken out on oral

demurrer, retaining the case of calendar one, and there giving judgment, held
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harmless error.—Jones v. Garlington, 41 S. C, 533; 22 S. E., 741. A legal action ^ ^^^^—

^

to which an equitable defence has been interposed, which was docketed on calendar

one, may be transferred to calendar two in order to have the equitable defense

tried by the Court.—Knox v. Campbell, 52 S. C, 461; 30 S. E., 485.

Sec. 277. A Stenographer for each of the Judicial Circuits stenographers
- 1 r- 1111 • 11 1 -1 T 1

to be appointed
ot the State shaU be apponited by the resident Judge thereof, by circuit

who shall be a sworn officer of the Court, and shall hold office ies and duties.

for the term of four 3'ears, subject to the power of the Judge iss", xix.,
, . . ^,, . , . ,

815; 18 89,
to remove him, at any time, upon sufficient cause being shown x x., 3 e 1

;

1SS3 XVIII.
therefor. Each Stenographer so appointed shall receive an 465,

' 643 ;
^issi!

annual salary as follows: To Stenographers of the First Cir-i88 5;" xix.',

• 1 1 1 1 1 1, It 1 f- , 287, 329; Code
cuit, eighteen hundred dollars, and the several Stenographers Pro., § 279.

of the other Circuits, twelve hundred dollars ; such salaries to

be paid by the State Treasurer in the same manner provided

by law for the payment of the salaries of the Circuit Judges

and Solicitors of the State. It shall be the duty of every Sten-

ographer so appointed, under the direction of the presiding

Judge of his Circuit, to take full stenographic notes of all pro-

ceedings, including the rulings and charge of the Court in

every trial thereat ; and in case the presiding Judge, or the

Solicitor, for use in criminal cases, shall require a transcript

of said stenographic notes, the Stenographer shall furnish the

same written out in full.

Sec. 278. It shall be the duty of the Stenographer to furnish stenographers
-^ o JT jg furnish cop-

to any party to such trials, upon request, a copy of the evi- ies; fees.

dence and proceedings taken by him in such trials, or of such 1^70, § 279;
'^ °

.
18S3, xviii.,

part thereof as may be required, on payment in advance, on 465; iss4, /^,

behalf of such party, to the Stenographers of the First and 287^329^^^ 18S9',

Second Circuits, respectively, of ten cents, and to the Stenog-

raphers of the other Circuits, respectively, of three cents, for

every hundred words of the copy so furnished : Provided, Said

copy is furnished within ten days after the rising of the Court

and written demand therefor and tender of said fees. Any
sum so paid by any party shall be considered a necessary dis-

bursement in the taxation of costs.

Sec, 279. The issues on the calendar shall be disposed of in Order of dis-
'^ posing ot is-

the following order, unless, for the convenience of parties or
|Jj^|°"

^^^ ^^^'

the despatch of business, the Court shall otherwise direct

:

-^ 7-^

1. Issues of fact to be tried by a jury.

2. Issues of fact to be tried by the Court.

3. Issues of law.
The order in which issues should be tried is discretionary with the Court.—Knox

V. Campbell, 52 S. C, 461; 30 S. E., 485. Retaining case on calendar one. and

there giving judgment, after sustaining demurrer to aifswer, if error, is harmless.

—

Jones V. Garlino-ton, 22 S. E., 741; 44 S. C, 533.

10.—c. p.
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CHAPTER III.

Trial by Jury.

Sec.

280. Trial. Separate trials.

2S1. Court to be furnished with a

copy of the pleadings.

282. General and special verdicts de-

fined.

When jury may render either

general or special verdict

and when the Court may di-

rect a special finding.

283.

Skc.

284. On a special finding with a gen-

eral verdict, the former to

control.

285. Jury to assess defendant's dam
ages in certain cases.

286. Entry of the verdict. Motion
for new trial.

287. Motion for new trial, or for

judgment on special verdict,

where to be heard.

§ 282.

Court to be
furnished with

it"friais^^^' Section 280. Either party complying with the requirements

'^ XIV., of Section 276 may bring the issue to trial, and, in absence of

the adverse party, unless the Court for good cause otherwise

direct, may proceed with his case, and take a dismissal of the

complaint, or a verdict or judgment, as the case may require.

A separate trial between a plaintiff and any of the several de-

fendants may be allowed by the Court whenever, in its opinion,

justice will thereby be promoted.

Sec. 281. When the issue shall be brought to trial by the

pieTdings.^
*^^

plaintiff , he shall furnish the Court with a copy of the sum-

ji,_^ I 2S3. mons and pleadings, with the offer of defendant, if any shall

have been made. \\"hen the issue shall be brought to trial by

the defendant, and the plaintiff shall neglect or refuse to

furnish the Court with a copy of the summons and pleadings

and the offer of the defendant, the same may be furnished by

the defendant.
gp General^ and ggg_ 282. A general verdict is that by which the jury pro-
dicts defined, nouuce generally upon all or any of the issues, either in favor

lb., § 284. Qf ^-j^Q plaintiff or defendant. A special verdict is that by

which the jury finds the facts only, leaving the judgment to

the Court.

m a^y^^*^render ^®^- ^^^' ^^ ^" actiou for the rccovcry of specific personal

or \^pecia!"ver? P^opsrty, if the property have not been delivered to the plain-

the^'court^^may ^iff , or if it liavc, and the defendant, by his answer, claim a

finding^
special return thereof, the jury shall assess the value of the property,

jj, I 285. if their verdict be in favor of the plaintiff, or if they find in

favor of the defendant, and that he is entitled to a return

thereof ; and may at the same time assess the damages, if any

are claimed in the complaint or answer, which the prevailing

party has sustained by reason of the detention or taking and

withholding such property.
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In every action for the recovery of money only, or specific

real propert}^, the jury, in their discretion, may render a gen-

eral or special verdict. In all other cases, the Court may
direct the jury to find a special verdict in writing, upon any

or all of the issues ; and in all cases may instruct them, if they

render a general verdict, to find upon particular questions of

fact, to be stated in writing, and may direct a written finding

thereon. The special verdict or finding shall be filed with the

Clerk, and entered upon the minutes.

Where plaintiff takes possession of the property, a verdict in. the words "We
find for the defendant the return of the property or $507.95" is in compliance

with this Section.—Bardin v. Drafts, 10 S. C, 493. But where the action is to

recover "patterns" in foundry proved to be worth $5,000, and the Judge charged

that defendants were entitled to a part thereof, the verdict in these words, "We
find the plaintiff patterns the value of $100," does not identify the property, and
is void.—Eason v. Kelly, 18 S. C, 381.

In such action a verdict which calls for a delivery or return of the property

is insufficient and illegal, unless it assess the value of the property, even though
there be no testimony as to value. The Section is mandatory.—Eason v. Kelly,

18 S. C, 381; Thompson v. Lee, 19 S. C, 489; Lockhart v. Little, 30 S. C, 326;

9 S. E., 511; Robbins v. Slattery, 30 S. C, 328; 9 S. E., 510.

An alternative verdict is only required when the defendant is entitled to the

return of the property.—Finley v. Cudd, 42 S. C, 121; 20 S. E., 32.

Where the defendants are not jointly liable, a general verdict for the plaintiff

for certain property valued at a certain sum, with damages for detention, is too

indefinite, as it should be against each defendant separately for the specific prop-

erty in his possession, or its value.—Norris v. Clinkscales, 47 S. C, 488; 25 S. E.,

797-

To entitle plaintiff to damages he must give some proof thereof.

—

lb. As to what
damages are allowed.—Miami Powder Co. v. R. R., 47 S. C, 324; 25 S. E., 153;
Brock V. Bolton, 37 S. C, 41; 16 S. E., 370; Lipscomb v. Tanner, 31 S. C, 49;

9 S. E., 733; Loeb V. Mann, 39 S. C, 469; 18 S. E., i; Jones v. Hires, 57 S. C,
427; 35 S. E., 748; Vance v. Vandercook Co., No. 2, 170 U. S., 472; Buford v.

Fannen, i Bay, 273; Banks v. Hatton, i N. & McC, 221; Kid v. Mitchell, lb., 324.

Where the defendant answers that the property does not belong to him, but to his

assignee, the plaintiff cannot be adjudged to return the goods, or pay their value,

to the defendant, but the Court, of its own motion, should compel the assignee

to intervene.—Wilkins v. Lee, 42 S. C, 31; 19 S. E., 1016. See also Sec. 299 and
note, post.

Sec. 284. Where a special finding of facts shall be incon- findfng^with'^i

sistent with the general verdict, the former shall control the IfcT'^tte Lrm-

latter, and the Court shall give judgment accordingly.
er to control.

Sec. 285. When a verdict is found for the plaintiff in an § Me!^'
^^^•'

action for the recovery of money, or for the defendant when jury to as-

a set-ofif for the recovery of money is established, beyond theant^s*^daLfages

amount of the plaintiff's claim as established, the jury must S.
''^^*^''' ''^^'

also assess the amount of the recovery; they may also, under ib., § 287.

the direction of the Court, assess the amount of the recovery

when the Court gives judgment for the plaintifif on the answer.

If a set-off, established at the trial, exceed the plaintiff's de-

mand so established, judgment for the defendant must be given

for the excess ; or if it appear that the defendant is entitled to
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any other affirmative relief, judgment must be given accord-

ingly.

vefdic7 °M*o^ ^®^' ^^^- ^- ^'po" receiving a verdict, the Clerk shall make

trial
^°^ ^^''^' ^^ entry in his minutes, specifying the time and place of the

~^ r^ trial, the names of the jurors and witnesses, the verdict, and

either the judgment rendered thereon or an order that the

cause be reserved for argument or further consideration. If

a different direction be not given by the Court, the Clerk must

enter judgment in conformity with the verdict. 2. If an ex-

ception be taken, it may be reduced to writing at the time, or

entered in the Judge's minutes, and afterwards settled as pro-

vided by the rules of Court, and then stated in writing in a

case, or separately, with so much of the evidence as may be

material to the questions to be raised, but need not be sealed

or signed, nor need a bill of exceptions be made. 3. If the ex-

ceptions be, in the first instance, stated in a case, and it be

afterwards necessary to separate them, the separation may
be made under the direction of the Court, or a Judge thereof.

4. The Judge who tries the cause may, in his discretion, en-

tertain a motion, to be made on his minutes, to set aside a

verdict and grant a new trial upon exceptions, or for in-

sufficient evidence, or for excessive damages ; but such motions,

if heard upon the minutes, can only be heard at the same term

at which the trial is had. When such motion is heard and

decided upon the minutes of the Judge, and an appeal is taken

from the decision, a case or exceptions must be settled or

agreed upon in the usual form, upon which the argument of

the appeal must be had.

Unless otherwise directed by the Court, the Clerk must enter judgment in con-

formity with the verdict or it will be void.—Eason v. Kelly, 15 S. C, 200; lb., 18

5. C, 381; Kaminsky v. R. R., 25 S. C, 53. But where the judgment is based

upon a verdict on an equitable issue, that should have been tried by the Court,

it is void.—Gadsden v. Whaley, 9 S. C, 147; Sloan v. Westfield, 11 S. C, 447;

Cooper v. Smith, 16 S. C, 331.

When, upon rendition of verdict, the Court ordered the case to be transferred

to Calendar No. 2 and that plaintiffs have leave to apply for judgment thereon,

the Clerk could not enter judgment on the verdict.—Whitesides v. Barber, 22

S. C, 47.

This Section, as to the power of the Judges in granting new trials, is not to

be restricted by any construction of Cons, of 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 26.—Wood v.

R. R. Co., 19 S. C, 579.

This Section dispenses with the use of "bills of exceptions," and substitutes a

statement of the exceptions taken at the trial, containing so much of the evidence

as may be necessary to show the bearing of the exceptions.—Caston v. Brock,

14 S. C, 104.

Exceptions to the orders and rulings of the Judge may be taken at the trial,

and, if so taken, they need not be served within ten days after the rising of the

Court.—Coleman v. Heller, 13 S. C, 491.

The better practice is to notify the Court at the time that the party "excepts,"'
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and have it so noted on the record; but it has been held that when it appears from ^^-""v^"-^

the record that the Judge was apprised that the party intended to rely on his

propositions advanced by way of exceptions, that is sufficient to constitute an ex-

ception, though there is no formal request to note it.—Fox v. R. R., 4 S. C, 543;

S. C. R. R. V. Wilmington R. R., 7 S. C, 416; Clark v. Harper, 8 S. C, 257;

Coleman v. Heller, 13 S. C, 491; Godbold v. Vance, 14 S. C, 458.

Under motion for new trial on the minutes, upon the ground of excessive dam-

ages, the Circuit Judge has power to order a new trial, unless the plaintiff enter

a remittitur for a specified amount.—Warren v. Lagrone, 12 S. C, 45.

Where the Judge thought the evidence insufficient, but refused to grant new trial

because he underrated his power to do so, under the Constitution, he committed

error in law.—Wood v. R. R. Co., 19 S. C, 579.

A Judge cannot grant such a new trial at chambers.—Charles v. Jacobs, 5 S. C,

348; Clawson v. Hutchison, 14 S. C, 520. And an order transferring the hearing

to another Judge is of no effect.—Donly v. Fort, 42 S. C, 200; 20 S. E., 51.

Where a case for appeal has not been settled or agreed on, it must be returned

to Circuit for settlement.—Chalk v. Patterson, 4 S. C, 98.

See also note to Sec. 2734 in Civil Code.

Sec. 287. A motion for a new trial on a case or exceptions,
ne^°'^^ai^ ^°l

or otherwise, and an application for judgment on a special ^°'" gp|.^[jsnient

verdict or case reserved for argument or further consideration,
^e'^'^e^d^'^^

*°

must, in the first instance, be heard and decided at the same~j^ ^~^
term, except that when exceptions are taken, the Judge trying

the cause may, at the trial, direct them to be heard at some

subsequent term, and the judgment in the meantime sus-

pended ; and in that case they must be there heard in the first

instance, and judgment there given. And when, upon a trial,

the case presents only questions of law, the Judge may direct

a verdict.

"Same term" means the term at which the trial was had.^—Hinson v. Catoe, 10

S. C, 311-

The Circuit Judge cannot hear a motion on the minutes for a new trial after

the term has ended.—Caston v. Brock, 14 S. C, 104; Molair v. R. R., 31 S. C.,510;

10 S. E., 243. Where the motion is made and heard during the term, the decision

may be filed nunc pro tunc after the term has ended.—Calhoun v. R. R. Co., 42

S, C, 132; 20 S. E., 30. This and Section 286 relate only to motions for new
trials upon a ground arising out of something that occurred at the trial.—State

V. David, 14 S. C, 428; Clawson v. Hutchison, 14 S. C, 517; Sams v. Hoover,

33 S. C, 401; 12 S. E., 8.

Referred to in Charles v. Jacobs, 5 S. C, 349; Caston v. Brock, 14 S. C, iii.

CHAPTER IV.

Trial by the Court.

Sec.

288. Trial by jury, how waived.
289. On trial by the Court, judgment

how given. Motion for new
trial.

Sec.

290. Exceptions, how and when taken.

Judgment at general term.

291. Proceedings upon judgment on
issue of law.

Trial by jury,
_ . nnn rr^ • ^ t • • 1 /— r r~<

how waived.
Section 288. Trial by lury m the Court of Common Pleas''•'

^ 1870, XIV.,
may be waived by the several parties to an issue of fact in § 290.
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'-— actions on contract, and with the assent of the Court in other

actions, in the manner following

:

1. By failing- to appear at the trial.

2. By written consent, in person, or by attorney, filed with

the Clerk.

3. By oral consent in open Court, entered in the minutes.

This Section in the terms "actions on contract" includes such actions as before

its adoption were recognized as actions at common law.—State v. R. R., 8 S.

C, 129.

Party may waive right to jury trial, by consenting to reference of such issues

in the cause.—City Council v. Ryan, 22 S. C, 339; Meetze v. R. R., 23 S. C, i;

Martin v. Martin, 24 S. C, 446; Calvert v. Nichols, 26 S. C, 304; 2 S. E., 116;

Archer v. Ellison, 28 S. C, 238; 5 S. E., 713; Rhodes v. Russel, 32 S. C, 585;

10 S. E., 828. Or by consenting to trial by the Court.—Whaley v. Charleston, 5

S. C, 206; Magruder v. Clayton, 29 S. C, 407; 7 S. E., 844; Griffith v. Cromley,

58 S. C, 458; 36 S. E., 738.

But party cannot so waive such right by his conduct.—Sale v. Meggett, 25

S. C, 72.

Where the Judge in an action on contract withdrew the trial of the issues of

fact from the jury without the consent of the several parties, the party requesting

the Judge so to do cannot complain on appeal that it was error.—Stepp v. Ass'n,

37 S. C, 432; 16 S. E., 134.

the°"c*o'u r t^ Sec. 289. Upon the trial of a question of fact by the Court,

i^ve^^"" Mo?i°on its dccisiou shall be given in writing, and shall contain a

for new trial, statement of the facts found, and the conclusions of law, sep-

ih., § 291. arately ; and upon a trial of an issue of law, the decision shall

be made in the same manner, stating the conclusions of law.

Such decision shall be filed with the Clerk within sixty days

after the Court at which the trial took place. Judgment upon

the decision shall be entered accordingly.

The demand as to the form of the decision should be complied with.—Visanska

V. Bradley, 4 S. C, 288.

But where there is no contest as to the facts, there need be no finding of fact.—

•

Briggs v. Winsmith, 10 S. C, 133.

The rule is directory and not mandatory, and an omission on the part of the

Court to contain in its decision a statement of the facts found and the conclusions

of law separately is not ground for reversal unless it appear that appellant has

suffered prejudice thereby, as to the merits of the case.—Joplin v. Carrier, 11

S. C, 329; State V. Columbia, 12 S. C, 393; Bouknight v. Brown, 16 S. C, 166;

Briggs V. Briggs, 24 S. C, z^T, May v. Cavender, 29 S. C, 598; 7 S. E., 489;

Stepp V. Ass'n, 37 S. C, 432; 16 S. E., 134; Harrell v. Kea, 37 S. C, 372; 16 S. E.,

42; Aultman v. Utsey, 41 S. C, 304; 19 S. E., 617.

Where decision of the Court found a balance due on former judgment and

directed execution thereof, the Clerk properly entered up judgment on the decision

for the balance.—Garvin v. Garvin, 21 S. C, 83.

The Judge has power upon hearing referee's report in law case to reverse, affirm

or modify his finding of fact.—Meetze v. R. R., 23 S. C, i; Griffith v. R. R., 23

S. C, 25.

Decision valid though filed more than sixty days after Court.—Koon v. Munro,

II S. C, 139.
Exceptions, n.r^r\ 1-. 1 r 1-1

how and when Scc. 290. I. For the purposc of an appeal, either party may
ment ' at gen- exccpt to a dccisiou on a matter of law arising upon such trial,

'-

within ten days after written notice of the filing of the decision,
Ih., § 292.

,
. ^ .,,.„. ", „

order, or decree, as provided m Sections 344 and 345: tro-
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vided, hozvever, That where the decision filed under Section

289 does not authorize a final judgment, but directs further

proceedings before a referee or otherwise, either party may
move for a new trial at the next term, and for that purpose

may, within ten days after notice of the decision being filed,

except thereto, and make a case or exceptions as above pro-

vided in cases of an appeal.

2. And either party desiring a review upon the evidence ap-

pearing on the trial, either of the questions of fact or of law,

may, at any time within ten days after notice of the judgment,

or within such time as may be prescribed by the rules of the

Court, make a case or exceptions, in like manner as upon a

trial by jury, except that the judge, in settling the case, must

briefly specify the facts found by him, and his conclusions

of law.

If exception has been taken to a decision on a matter of law arising on the trial,

no further exception need be made thereto as required by this Section.—Coleman
V. Heller, 13 S. C, 491.

In appealing from a decree in chancery rendered in vacation, it was held not

necessary to serve the Judge with a copy of the exceptions.—Godbold v. Vance, 14

S. C, 458. Since the amendments to Sec. 345, it is not now necessary to serve ,

the Judge with the exceptions in any case.

Matters stated only in the exceptions are not facts in the case.—Lites v. Addison,

27 S. C, 226; 3 S. E., 214.

This Section controls on hearing of referee's report in a law case on exceptions

taken, and allows a review of his findings of fact as well as of law.—Meetze v.

R. R., 23 S. C, i; Griffith v. R. R., 23 S. C, 23.

Sec. 291. On a judgment for the plaintiff upon an issue of upo^''°u^|melt

law, the plaintiff may proceed in the manner prescribed by°^^_ *^^"^ °^

Section 267, upon the failure of the defendant to answer, j^sro, xiv.,

where the summons was personally served. If judgment be ^

for the defendant, upon an issue of law, and if the taking of

an account or the proof of any fact be necessary to enable

the Court to complete the judgment, a reference or assessment

by jury may be ordered, as in that Section provided.

293.

CHAPTER V.

Trial by Referees.

Sec.

292. All issues referable by consent.

293. When a reference may be com-

Sec.

294. Mode of trial. Effect of report.

Review.

pulsorily ordered. I 295. Referees, how chosen. Report.

As to the application of this Chapter in those Counties where the office of

Master exists, see Chapman v. Lipscomb, 15 S. C, 474. All issues re-

ferable by con-

Section 292. All or any of the issues in the action, whether of sent.

fact or of law, or both, mav be referred upon the written con-, R- S; i872,
- ^ 180, § lo.
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sent of the parties; and, in such case, the order, if taken in

vacation, may be made by the Clerk.

All issues in law may be so referred.—Meetze v. R. R., 23 S. C, i; Griffith v.

R. R., 23 S. C, 25. But not except upon written consent.—Sale v. Meggett, 25

S. C, 72. An order of reference, by consent, is sufficient.—City Council v. Ryan,
22 S. C, 339; Martin v. Martin, 24 S. C, 446; Calvert v. Nichols, 26 S. C, 304;
2 S. E., 116; Trenholm v. Morgan, 28 S. C, 268; 5 S. E., 721.

An order of reference which does not adjudge the rights of the parties is an
administrative order which may be changed by a succeeding Judge for cause

shown.

—

Ex parte Simms, 43 S. E., 311; 21 S. E., 113.

ference" may Scc. 293. Where the parties do not consent, the Court may,

ly ordenS.^°" upon the appHcation of either, or of its own motion, except

where the investigation will require the decision of difficult

questions of law, direct a reference in the following cases

:

1. Where the trial of an issue of fact shall require the ex-

amination of a long account on either side ; in which case the

referee may be directed to hear and decide the whole issue,

or to report upon any specific question of fact involved

therein ; or,

2. Where the taking of an account shall be necessary for the

information of the Court, before judgment, or for carrying a

judgment or order into effect ; or,

3. Where a question of fact, other than upon the pleadings,

shall arise, upon motion or otherwise, in any stage of the

action.

4. The reference shall be made, in all Counties in which

the office of Master has been established, to a Master; in all

other Counties the reference shall be made to such person or

persons as shall be appointed as provided in Section 295.

This Section does not impair the common law power of the Court to submit

a case, with consent of parties, to arbitration and make the award the judgment

of the Court.—Bollman v. Bollman, 6 S. C, 29.

The provision of this Section is permissive merely, and not mandatory, and

the matter of reference is addressed to the discretion of the Judge.—Bouland v.

Carpin, 27 S. C, 235; 3 S. E., 219. While he can only refer in the specified cases,

it must be assumed that the Judge had before him sufficient to show that the

case did fall under one of the subdivisions.—Ferguson v. Harrison, 34 S. C,
169; 13 S. E., 332. And in proper case reference may be ordered at same time

it is required that other persons be made parties.—Sullivan v. Latimer, 32 S. C,
281; 10 S. E., 1071.

This Section, as to subdivision i, must be construed to apply to such cases only

as were not triable by jury prior to 1868, and where an action on open account

or account stated presents no special feature of equitable cognizance the parties

are entitled to a jury trial, even though the examination of a long account may
be involved.—Smith v. Bryce, 17 S. C, 538.

Where a creditor, defendant, cjaims priority of payment out of a fund in Court,

through a lien on the property it represented, the case was referable under this

Section.—State v. R. R., 8 S. C, 129.

So when the defendant to an equitable action sets up a claim for damages, the

Court may still refer the case.—Lamar v. R. R., 10 S. C, 476; Bath Co. v. Langley,

23 S. C, 145; Bouland v. Carpin, 27 S. C, 235; 3 S. E., 219.

An order of reference under this Section is not. appealable, unless it deprive the

appellant of a mode of trial to which he is entitled by law.—Devereaux v. Mc-
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Cready, 49 S. C, 423; 27 S. E., 467; Ferguson v. Harrison, supra. Where a party ^-*"~^v^"~'

is entitled to a jury trial, inconvenience of witnesses, and the length of time the

case would take, if the testimony were taken before the jury, are not grounds for

granting a compulsory order of reference.—Wilson v. Township of York, 43 S. C,
299; 21 S. E., 82.

Sec. 294. The trial by a blaster, or by referees, shall be con- ^ode of trial.
' -' ' Effect of

_
re-

ducted in the same manner and on similar notice as a trial by p°^^- Review .

the Court. Eyery referee appointed pursuant to this Code of
^
^^™' ^ ^ ^•'

Procedure shall have power to administer oaths in any pro-

ceedings before him, and shall haye, generally, the powers

yested in a reference by law. Masters and referees shall haye

the same power to grant adjournments, and to allow amend-

ments to any pleadings and to the summons, as the Court,

upon such trial, upon the same terms, and with the like effect.

They shall haye the same power to preserve order and punish

all violations thereof upon such trial, and to compel the at-

tendance of witnesses before them by attachment, and to

punish them as for contempt for non-attendance or refusal

to be sworn or testify, as is possessed by the Court. They

must state the facts found, and the conclusions of law, sep-

arately ; and their decision must be given, and may be ex-

cepted to and reviewed in like manner, and with like effect, in

all respects, as in cases of appeal under Section 290; and they

may in like manner settle a case or exceptions. When the

reference is to report the facts, the report shall have the effect

of a special verdict.

Masters and referees to whom causes may be referred, objections'" to

whether to hear and decide the whole issues or to report upon fl!_!!^!f^

any specific question of fact, or upon the facts generally, shall 733. igsg, xx'.',

hear and decide any obj ection which may be made to the com- "^*"

petency, relevancy, or admissibility of any testimony which

may be offered; and in case, upon hearing such testimony, the

Master or referee shall decide the same inadmissible, he shall

take the same, subject to such objection, but shall not incor-

porate such testimony so held by him inadmissible with the

rest of the testimony in the body of his report, but shall append separateiy!^^°'^

the same separately at the end of his report.

The Master or referee, at the request of any party to a cause
gteno^ raThir^

who may. tender the necessary expenses incident thereto, may
employ a competent stenographer to take testimony in such

cause : Provided, That such expenses shall not be taxed in the

costs or included in the disbursements of the same.

Whenever any cause shall be referred to any ^Master or
and°si^ned"^by

referee by any Court in this State, and testimony be taken witness.
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""^^^^"^ therein, it shall be the duty of such Master or referee to reduce

the testimony of the witnesses to writing and require the same

to be read over and signed by the witness : Provided, however,
Proviso as to

-pj^^l- nothing herein contained shall be construed to prevent
stenographers. c

_
-^

_

the use of stenographers for the purpose of taking testimony

at such references, or to require that the testimony so taken

by such stenographers shall be read over to or signed by such

witnesses.

scrTbecf
^ ^ ^'

•'"^ ^^^ cascs referred to Masters and referees by the Courts

of Common Pleas, as now provided by law, the blasters or

referees shall make and file with the Clerks of the Courts of

Common Pleas of their respective Counties their reports within

sixty days from the time the action shall be finally submitted

to them, and in default thereof they shall not be entitled to

Penalty.
^^^^ £ggg . provided, That nothing herein contained shall pre-

Extension of vcnt parties to said action, or their attorneys, from extending
time.

^]^g ^jj^g ^y mutual consent in writing.

When the case shall have been heard and decided upon the

report of the referee and exceptions, the decision may be re-

viewed on appeal to the Supreme Court.

An order of reference, reser\-ing equities, does not prevent Master from deter-

mining objection to testimony.—Devereaux v. McCrady, 49 S. C, 423; 27 S. E., 467.

Referee has power to allow amendments.—Mason v. Johnson, 13 S. C, 20.

This Section does not authorize a Master to require a party to produce a deed.^

Cartee v. Spence, 24 S. C, 550.

It is not mandatory, but directory merely, as to the statement "of facts found

and conclusions of law," separately.—Bollman v. Bollman, 6 S. C, 29.

The "facts found" are the conclusions of facts drawn from the testimony. There

should first be a clear statement of all material facts, and then should follow the

conclusions of the referee.—Moore v. Johnson, 7 S. C, 303.

An exception to the report cannot by its own statement supply such defect of

facts.—Thompson v. Thompson, 6 S. C, 279- Nor can the Judge hearing the

case upon the report call for a paper to be produced which was not before the

referee.—Griffin v. Griffin, 20 S. C., 486.

It is the duty of the Judge to determine by his own judgment all the issues

in an equity cause; and the report of the referee merely aids the Judge in reach-

ing his judgment.—Thorpe v. Thorpe, 12 S. C, 154.

While the report of the referee upon an issue of fact "shall have the effect of

a special verdict," as such a verdict it may be set aside, for any cause for which

verdicts may be set aside.—Fields v. Hurst, 20 S. C, 282. But in equity his

findings of fact are only to assist the Court and for its information, and may be

disregarded by the Court.

—

lb.

When there is a consent order of reference, of all issues, in a law case, the

Judge has power to review the findings of fact as well as of law, made by the

referee, when the report, the testimony and exceptions are all before him.—Meetze

V. R. R., 23 S. C, i; Griffith v. R. R., 23 S. C, 25; Calvert v. Xickles, 26 S. C,

305; 2 S. E., 116.

A party can be heard in opposition to the confirmation of the report of the

referee, without having excepted thereto, when he has not been served with a

copy or notice thereof ten days before Court.

—

Ex parte Fort, 36 S. C, 20; 15

S. E., 723.

The hearing of the exceptions to the Master's report within ten days after

notice of filing the report is error.—McGee v. Mefriman, 43 S. C, 103; 20 S. E.,
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971. Time to file additional exceptions cannot be extended be3fond ten days.— ^^-»^v^~—

^

Verner v. Perry, 45 S. C, 262; 22 S. E., 888.

Sec. 295. In all cases of reference to referees, the parties to^,^^g|^^'^^'j^°^

the issues in the action, except when the defendant is an infant ^°^^-
.

or an absentee, may agree in writing upon a person or persons, »
297
1870, XIV.,

I

not exceeding three, and a reference shall be ordered to him

or them, and to no other person or persons. And if such

parties do not agree, the Court shall appoint one or more

referees, not more than three, who shall be free from excep-

tion. And no person shall be appointed referee to whom all

parties in the action shall object. And no Judge or Justice

of any Court shall sit as referee in any action pending in the

Court of which he is Judge or Justice, and not already re-

ferred, unless the parties otherwise stipulate. The referee or

referees shall make and deliver a report within sixty days from

the time the action shall be finally submitted ; and in default

thereof, and before the report is delivered, either party may
serve notice upon the opposite party that he elects to end the

reference ; and thereupon the action shall proceed as though no

reference had been ordered, and the referees shall not, in such

case, be entitled to any fees.

CHAPTER VI.

Manner of Entering Judgment.

Sec.

296. Judgment may be for or against

any of the parties to the ac-

tion ; may grant defendant

affirmative relief. Complaint

may be dismissed for ne-

glect toi)rosecute the action.

Judgment against married
women.

297. The relief to be awarded to the

plaintifE.

298. Rates of damages where dam-
ages are recoverable.

Sec.

299. Judgment in action for recovery

of personal property ; how
directed.

300. Clerk to keep "Abstract of Judg-

ments."

301. Judgment to be entered in Ab-

stract.

302. Judgment-roll. Transcript of

Judgment filed in any other

County—effect of.

J u d g m ent
may be for or
against any of

Section 296. i. Judgment may be given for or against one or the parties to
J c> y o o ^]-jg action ;

more of several plaintiffs, and for or against one or more 01
^^dant^affirm-

several defendants; and it may determine the ultimate rights a,t^ve_^reiie^f.

of the parties on each side, as between themselves. ^ ^ dismissed
tr ' for neglect to

2. And it may grant to the defendant any affirmative relief pros^^^cute the

to which he may be entitled. Sied^^w o^-

Harrison v. Manufacturing Co., lo S. C, 278. men.

In action against survivor of joint obligors and the executor of deceased one, -""" ^^^777"

the judgment should be separate.-—Trimmier v. Thompson, 10 S. C, 164. 5 298.'
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^^^'^v'-""^ A separate judgment may be rendered in favor of one defendant against the

plaintiff, upon a counter-claim.—Plyer v. Parker, 10 S. C, 464.

Does not apply to partnership contracts where the liability is joint.—Pope M'f'g

Co. V. Welch, SS S. C, 528; 33 S. E., 787-

The Court may give judgment for one defendant as against another, if it can be

done without injury to the plaintiff.—Beattie v. Latimer, 42 S. C, 313; 20 S. E., 53.

3. In an action against several defendants, the Court may,

in its discretion, render judgment against one or more of them,

leaving the action to proceed against the others, whenever a

several judgment may be proper.

4. The Court may also dismiss the complaint, with costs in

favor of one or more defendants, in case or unreasonable neg-

lect on the part of the plaintiff to serve the summons on other

defendants, or to proceed in the cause against the defendant

or defendants served.

Mere failure by plaintiff to proceed with his case after service of summons and

docketing does not have the effect, under this Section, of putting the plaintiff out

of Court.—Hagood v. Riley, 21 S. C, 143.

In an action brought by or against a married woman, judg-

ment may be given against her as well for costs as for dam-

ages, or both for such costs and for such damages, in the same

manner as against other persons, to be levied and collected of

her separate estate, and not otherwise.

The provision for the levy and collection out of her separate estate is merely

directory.—Clinkscales v. Hall, 15 S. C, 602. Only intended to indicate what

property of the woman could be made liable.^Habenicht v. Rawls, 24 S. C, 461.

The relief to gee. 297. The relief granted to the plaintiff, if there be no
be awarded to °

1 1 1 1 j •

the plaintiff, answcr, cauiiot exceed that which he shall have demanded m
lb., § 299. his complaint ; but in any other case, the Court may grant him

any relief consistent with the case made by the complaint, and

embraced within the issue.

The prayer for relief is not essential to the complaint.—Balle v. Moseley, 13 S.

C, 439-

Relief not limited by prayer of complaint, if answer is filed and the relief is

consistent with the case made.—Christopher v. Christopher, 18 S. C, 600.

Where complaint states notes and credits and demands judgment for a certain

sum, and answer admitted the allegation, it was error in the Judge to reduce the

credits and give judgment for a larger sum; this was not consistent with the case

made.—Straub v. Screven, 19 S. C, 44S-

Rates of dam- Sec. 298. Whenever damages are recoverable, the plaintiff

damages are may claim and recover, if he show himself entitled thereto, any
e

.— ^^^^ ^^ damages which he might have heretofore recovered for
lb., § 300.

*=

the same cause oi action.

This Section only remands such cases to the former practice, and in actions

for damages not punitive the recovery is limited to the direct pecuniary loss.

—

Sullivan v. Sullivan, 20 S. C, 509.

See also Vance v. Vandcrcook Co., 170 U. S., 474.

Judgment in Scc. 299. In an action to recover the possession of personal
action for re- . , .,,..;-, 1 r , 1

covery of per- property, judgment for the plaintiff may be for the possession,
sonal property. . ,

""

- . i'i,ir-
or for the recovery of possession, or the value thereot, m case

lb., § 301.
' '
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a delivery cannot be had, and of damages for the detention.

If the property have been deHvered to the plaintiff, and the

defendant claim a return thereof, judgment for the defendant

may be for a return of the property, or the value thereof, in

case a return cannot be had, and damages for taking and with-

holding the same.

For measure of damages in claim and delivery, and form of verdict, see cases

cited in note to Sec. 283.

This Section does not apply to action for general damages.—Joplin v. Carrier,

II S. C, 327; Richey v. DuPre, 20 S. C, 6.

Judgment may be given for value of the property, though only its recovery and

damages be demanded.—Joplin v. Carrier, 11 S. C, 327.

In action for bale of cotton, which defendant had sold, or for the value thereof,

a verdict for stated amount is not invalid, the plaintiff so electing.—Richey v.

DuPre, 20 S. C, 6.

In such action, where plaintiff takes possession of the property and the verdict

gives him a portion of it with damages, and the remainder to the defendant with

damages, each party is entitled to enter judgment.—Stoney v. Bailey, 28 S. C,
156; 5 S. E., 347.

Sec. 300. The Clerk shall keep among the records of the "Abstrac°t ^o?

Court a book for the entry of judgments, to be called the "'Ab
g^ents.

. r T , . „ 1S39, XI., 103,
stract of Judgments. § s.

The judgment must be entered on the abstract before execution can issue.

—

Mason &c., Co. v. Killough Music Co., 45 S. C, n; 22 S. E., 755.

Sec. 301. In this book shall be entered each case wherein be "entered in

judgment may be signed, including each case in dower, par- ?—
tition and escheat, after judgment or final order, with separate

columns, showing number of enrollment, names of parties,

cause of action, attorney, date of judgment, amount of judg-

ment, time of bearing interest, how judgment obtained, costs,

(separating attorney, clerk, Sheriff, witness and total,) kind
- . 1

. . . ^. . -., . , What Index
of execution, date of issuing, Sherm s return, when renewed, to judgments

1 . . .
, . 1 . . , , 1-1 shall contain.

and satisfaction, together with an index, by the names of de-

fendants, and a cross index by the names of plaintiffs, each 436.

alphabetically arranged and kept in separate volumes, with the

number of enrollment of judgment. And whenever judgment

against any party plaintiff or defendant has been entered, the

names of such party, and each of them, shall appear in the

index, and the name of the party plaintiff or defendant in whose

favor judgment has been entered, and each of them, shall appear

in cross index.

Mason, &c., Co. v. Killough, 45 S. C, 11; 22 S. E., 755.

Sec. 302. Unless the party or his attorney shall furnish a r on . ^ fr "n-

judgment roll, the Clerk, immediately after entering the judg-ment* filed" in

ment, shall attach together and file the following papers, which county—effect

shall constitute the Judgment-roll

:

—

^

I . In case the complaint be not answered by any defendant, § 305.

'
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the summons and complaint, or copies thereof, proof of service,

and that no answer has been received, the report, if any, and

a copy of the judgment.

2. In all other cases, the summons, pleadings, or copies

thereof, and a copy of the judgment, with any verdict or report,

the offer of the defendant, exceptions, case, and all orders and

papers in any way involving the merits and necessarily affect-

ing the judgment.

A transcript of a final judgment, directing, in whole or in

part, the payment of money, may be docketed with the Clerk

of the Court of Common Pleas in any other County, and, when

so docketed, shall have the same force and effect as a judgment

of that Court. Such transcript shall set out the names of the

parties plaintiff and defendant, the attorneys of record, the

date and amount of the judgment, the time from which in-

terest is to be computed, and the amount of costs.

"Case" required as part of judgment roll, is the case prepared on application

for new trial, and not case for appeal.—Tribble v. Poore, 28 S. C, 565; 6 S. E., 577.

Final judgment applies to the Circuit Court.—Garrison v. Dougherty, 18 S.

C, 486.

A transcript of a final judgment is a copy of the entry in the judgment book.

—

Harrison v. Manufacturing Co., 10 S. C, 278. But is good although certified to

be from the docket of judgments instead of the judgment book, and without the

Clerk's name, but with his seal.- -Ib.

TITLE IX.

OF THE EXECUTION OF THE JUDGMENT IN CIVIL
ACTIONS.

Chapter I. The Execution.

Chapter II. Proceedings Supplementary to the Execution.

CHAPTER I.

The Execution.

Sec.

303.

3U4.

305.

306.

Execution within ten years of

course.

Judgments, how enforced.

The different kinds of execution.

To what Counties execution may
be issued, sales by whom
made. Execution against a

married woman.

Sec.

307. Execution against the person, in

what cases.

308. Forms of execution.

309. Final judgments a lien on real

estate for ten years.

310. Personal property bound only by

levy.

311. Actions on Judgments after

lapse of twenty yeai-s.
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Sec. 303. Writs of execution for the enforcement of judg-

ments shall conform to this Title; and the party in whose favor ••?''^'=,"*'°"
' ^ J withm three

iudptnent has been heretofore or shall hereafter be given, and y^^""^ °^JO cs ' > course.

in case of his death, his personal representatives duly ap-~^^^^^

—

^^^
pointed, may, at any time within ten years after the entry of |-y^°^|g H^:

judgment, proceed to enforce the same, as prescribed by this ^^^°' ^^^^ ^^'^

Title.

This Section is expressly retrospective and applies to executions on previous

as well as subsequent judgments.—Garvin v. Garvin, 34 S. C., 388; 13 S. E., 625.

Execution may issue at any time within ten years without leave; and at any
time after ten years with leave; and if then issued without leave, the execution is

not void, but only voidable for irregularity.—Lawrence v. Grambling, 13 S. C., 120.

Consent will cure want of leave, and it may be presumed from payment on the

execution or failure to move to set it aside.

—

lb.

Sec. 304. Where a judgment requires the payment of money, judgments,

or the delivery of real or personal property, the same may be ^°^ enforced.

enforced, in those respects, by execution, as provided in this ^^•' ^
^*^^'

Title. Where it requires the performance of any other act, a

certified copy of the judgment may be served upon the party

against whom it is given, or the person or officer who is re-

quired thereby or by law to obey the same, and his obedience

thereto enforced. If he refuse, he may be punished by the

Court as for a contempt.

Judgment of foreclosure and sale of mortgaged premises is not a judgment for

delivery of real property to be enforced by execution alone, but may be enforced

by attachment.—Trenholm v. Wilson, 13 S. C., 174; LeConte v. Irwin, 23 S. €.,

106; Ex parte Winkler, 31 S. C., 171.

Sec. 305. There .shall be three kinds of executions : one j^j'^^g *!!Pex"-

against the property of the judgment debtor; another against;

his person ; and the third for the delivery of the possession of
§ f^'

•^^^"

real or personal property, or such delivery with damages for

withholding the same. They shall be deemed the process of

the Court.

Sec. 306. When the execution is against the property of the ^ ^ o what
° r- 1 y Counties exe-

judgment debtor, it may be issued to the Sherifl^ of any County c^t'o" may be

, .
issued; sales,

where judgment is docketed. When it requires the delivery '^y^ whom
•' "^ ^ - made, bxecu-

of real or personal property, it must be issued to the Sherififtio" against a
^ i 1 ^ ' mar ried wo-

of the County where the property, or some part thereof, is sit- "^^n.

uated. Executions may be issued at the same time to different Z^^-' § ^lo;

Counties is78,' x v i
.

',V^omines.
336, 558; 1884,

Property adjudged to be sold must be sold in the County ^^^i.-j^^'^^

;

where it lies, except as hereinafter otherwise provided, and in

the following manner

:

All sales of real estate under the orders of the Probate Court

shall be made by the Judge of Probate; all sales under the
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—
'^^"^'^^^^"^ order of the Court where the title is to be made by the Clerk

of the Circuit Court shall be made by the Clerk. In those

Counties where the office of Master exists, the Master shall

make all sales ordered by the Court in granting equitable relief,

conformably to the practice of the Circuit Court, or to the prac-

tice of the Courts of Equity of this State before said Courts

were abolished. And whenever real estate is adjudged to be

sold by a Alaster, such sale may take place by consent of the

parties to the cause, or their attorneys, or, when infants are

parties, by the consent of their guardians ad litem, or their at-

torneys, in any County which the Court may direct.

Whenever the Court of Common Pleas in any County shall

have acquired jurisdiction over real estate lying in another

. County, it shall be lawful for the Master for the County in

which the action is brought to sell such real estate in the County

in which the land is situated.

All other judicial sales shall be made by the Sheriffs, as now
provided by law.

Upon such sale being made, and the terms complied with,

the officer making the same must execute a conveyance to the

purchaser, which conveyance shall be effectual to pass the rights

and interests of the parties adjudged to be sold.

An execution may issue against a married woman, and it

shall direct the levy and collection of the amount of the judg-

ment against her from her separate property, and not other-

wise.

A sale by referee is invalid, but binds defendant until notice of appeal from

the decree, and a purchaser at the sale will not be affected by appeal afterwards

taken.—Armstrong v. Humphreys, 5 S. C, 128.

Execution may issue upon a transcript of the judgment filed in a new County,

against lands embraced in the new County.—Garvin v. Garvin, 34 S. C, 388; 13

S. E., 625. Where Sheriff sells land under execution on a judgment not rendered

when the land was sold by defendant, the purchaser will take good title, against the

vendee, when there is in Sheriff's office an execution on an older judgment.

—

lb.

In Counties where there is no Master, the Court may order a sale of fore-

closure to be made by the Sheriff.—Childs v. Alexander, 22 S. C, 169. Or where

he orders titles made by the Clerk he may order the sale to be made by him also.—

•

Fort V. Assman, 38 S. C, 253; 16 S. E., 887. If sale is ordered to be made by

one other than the proper officer, he may intervene to protect his rights.

—

Ex parte

Simms, 43 S. C, 311; 21 S. E., 113.

The sale of Sheriff made in another County than where the land lies gives indis-

putable title to purchaser, as to defendant and his vendee, where the defendant

failed, when served with summons, to show cause against renewal of the execu-

tion.—Freer v. Tupper, 21 S. C, 75. So, sale by Sheriff under renewal of execu-

tion more than twenty years old where defendant failed to object, when summoned
to show cause against the renewal.—Jackson v. Patrick, 10 S. C, 197; McNair

V. Ingraham, 21 S. C, 70.

This provision as to execution against a married woman is merely directory,

and not necessary to its validity.—Clinkscales v. Hall, 15 S. C, 602.

Cited to show that the limitation upon the right of a married woman to con-
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tract was not intended to indicate what property would be liable for the breach ^—"~v^~^
thereof.—Habenicht v. Rawls, 24 S. C, 461.

Sec. 307. If the action be one in which the defendant might ^g^^i^'^sfj.^^^

have been arrested, as provided in Section 200 and Section p^^|°"'
"''^''^*

202, an execution against the person of the judgment debtor ^g-Q_ xiv.,

may be issued to any County within the jurisdiction of the^^-^-^-

Court, after the return of an execution against his property

unsatisfied in whole or in part. But no execution shall issue

against the person of a judgment debtor, unless an order of

arrest has been served, as in this Code of Procedure provided,

or unless the complaint contains a statement of facts showing

one or more of the causes of arrest required -by Section 200.

A person so arrested is entitled to obtain a discharge under the insolvent debtor's

Act.—Civil Code, 3072-3090; Hurst, Purnell & Co. v. Samuels, 29 S. C, 476; 7

S. E., 822.

. , ,. 1 01 Ti- Forms of ex-

Sec. 308. The execution must be directed to the Sheriii, orecution.

Coroner when the Sheriff is a party or interested, attested i87o, xiv.,

by the Clerk, subscribed by the party issuing it, or his attorney,

and must intelligibly refer to the judgment, stating the Court,

the County where, the judgment roll or transcript is filed, the

names of the parties, the amount of the judgment if it be for

money, the amount actually due thereon, and the time of

docketing in the County to which the execution is issued, and

shall require the ofificer, substantially, as follows

:

1. If it be against the property of the judgment debtor, it

shall require the officer to satisfy the judgment out of the

personal property of such debtor; and if sufficient personal

property cannot be found, out of the real property belonging ^
to him.

2. If it be against real or personal property in the hands

of personal representatives, heirs, devisees, legatees, tenants

of real property, or trustees, it shall require the officer to

satisfy the judgment out of such property.

3. If it be against the person of the judgment debtor, it

shall require the officer to arrest such debtor and commit him >

to the jail of the County until he shall pay the judgment or be

discharged according to law.

4. If it be for the delivery of the possession of real or per-

sonal property, it shall require the officer to deliver the pos-

session of the same, particularly describing it, to the party en-

titled thereto, and may, at the same time, require the officer to

satisfv any costs, damages, or rents or profits recovered by the

same judgment, out of the personal property of the party

II.—C. P.
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^^"^^"^^ against whom it was rendered, and the vahie of the property

for which the judgment was recovered, to be specified therein;

if a delivery thereof cannot be had, and if sufficient personal

property cannot be found, then out of the real property be-

longing to him, and shall, in that respect, be deemed an execu-

tion against property.

The judgment must be entered on the abstract before execution can issue.—
Mason, &c., Co. v. Killough Music Co., 45 S. C, 11; 22 S. E., 755.

mentl'aiien on ^®^* ^^^* Filial judgments entered in any Court of record in

ten yea?s*^
^°^ ^^^^ State, subscqucnt to the twenty-fifth day of November,

~7&7~^~~3i3^ A. D. 1873, shall constitute a lien upon the real estate of the

1SS4' '^xvm ' judgment debtor in the County where the same is entered for a

749; 1885, XIX, pej-jod of tcu ycars from the date of entry thereof. And a

Judgment to
transcript of such judgment may be filed in the office of the

fn"tiie"county Clerk of the Court of Common Pleas of any other County, and
for 10 years,

-y^i^en SO filed sliall constitute a lien on the real property of
Transcripts. |-|-^g judgment dcbtor in that County from' the date of the filing

^jgj'
^ '^ ^''^'^ thereof, with the same force and effect as the original judg-

ment, for the period of ten years from the entry of said original

judgment.

in^iTyearr^*^ 2. A filial judgment may be revived at any time within the

period of ten years from the date of the original entry thereof
How done, ^y ^j^g service of a summons upon the judgment debtor, as pro-

vided by law, or, if the judgment debtor be dead, upon his

heirs, executors or administrators, or, if he be removed out of

the State, by publication of such summons in the manner pro-

vided in Section 156 for publication of summons on complaint

to be filed, to show cause, if any he or they may have, why
such judgment should not be revived; and if no good cause

be shown to the contrary, it shall be decreed that such

A lien for 10 judgment is revived. And such judgment shall thereupon

vfvaf.
^"^"^

'^^' constitute a lien upon the real estate of the judgment debtor,

then owned or thereafter to be acquired by them, in the County

». where the judgment is entered, for a period of ten years from

the entry of such decree ; but such lien shall not revert back to

the date of the original entry of such judgment. And a tran-
Transcripts.

g(,j.jp|. Qf g^j^j summous and decree may be filed in the office of

the Clerk of the Court of any other County, and when so filed

the judgment shall have like liens in that County from the

date of filing of such transcript and for a like period as in the

County in which the judgment is revived as aforesaid : Pro-

i^T^l^oT^^thlnvided, That a judgment shall not in any case constitute a lien

20 years in all.
^^ ^^^ property of the judgment debtor in any County after
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the lapse of twenty years from the date of the original entry of
^^-^"^^^^

the judgment.

3. Judgments obtained between the ist day of March, 1870, j^^ntsVrior^^o

and the 25th day of November, 1873, may be revived and made ^"^^ ^ ™ ^ ^ "'

a lien at any time within two years from the 24th day of De-

cember, 1885, by service of summons upon the judgment ^^^^ revived,

debtor, his heirs, executors or administrators, or, if he or they

be removed out of the State, by publication of the summons

as hereinbefore provided, to show cause, if any he have, why
the judgment should not be revived and made a lien according

to the provisions of this Chapter; and if no sufficient cause be

shown to the contrary, then it shall be decreed that such judg-

ment is revived, and it shall thereupon constitute a lien on all ^^^"1^°^^^^'

the real property of the judgment debtor in the County where

said decree is entered for a period of ten years from the date of

the entry of said decree. A transcript of such summons and Transcripts.

decree may be filed in the office of the Clerk of the Court of

Common Pleas of any other County, and when so filed such

judgment shall have like liens in that County from the date

of the filing thereof, and for a like period, as in the County

in which the judgment is revived and made a lien as aforesaid.

4. This Section shall not be construed so as to make final pro^p^^tTe"^^

judgments in any case a lien on the real property of the judg-^^^*"

ment debtor exempt from attachment, levy and sale by the

Constitution.

5. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to affect the
t o^'°jud°gments

lien of judgments or executions entered prior to the ist day of p"""" *° ^^^°-

March, A. D. 1870.

As to eflfect on injunction against enforcing execution on lien, see Sec. 242a;

Ex parte Graham, 54 S. C, 171; 32 S. E., 67. Mode of renewal.—7b.; McLaurin

V. Kelly, 40 S. C, 488; 19 S. E., 143-

The lien allowed to decrees and judgments is no part of the remedy of enforce-

ment, and an Act which prevented such lien in absence of levy did not impair

the obligation of the contract and was valid.—Moore v. Holland, 16 S. C, iS- So

is an Act that limits the duration of such retrospectively.—Henry v. Henry, 31

S. C, i; 9 S. E., 726.

The Section providing no time within which the summons to revive a judgment

and give it a lien, the Courts cannot fix any.—Alsbrook v. Watts, 19 S. C, 539.

Any legal objection in response to the summons may be considered by the Courts

as to whether it is sufficient.

—

lb. The provisions as to the renew^al of judgments

after they have lost their active energy do not apply to judgments entered prior

to March ist, 1870. The only change as to such judgments is the substitution of

the summons to revive them or to renew executions in place of the old remedy of

scire facias.—Lauderdale v. Mahon, 41 S. C, 104; 19 S. E., 294; Lawton v. Perry,

40 S. C, 255; 18 S. E., 861.

Executions having an unexpired lien before the Act of 25th November, 1873.

then and thereunder acquired an extended lien for ten years from date the lien

attached.—Arnold v. McKellar, 9 S. C, 33s; Adickes v. Lowry, 12 S. C, 97-

A judgment so revived continues to have a lien from its original entry and
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^^""^^^^—^ ranks as of that date.—Railroad Co. v. Marshall, 40 S. C, 63; 18 S. E., 247; Ex
parte Witte Bros., 32 S. C, 226; 10 S. E., 950. Subdivision 2 does not apply to

judgments previously obtained.—King v. Belcher, 30 S. C, 381; 9 S. E., 359. The
judgment may be revived, although signed by one who styled himself "deputy
clerk," but was never regularly appointed.

—

lb.

The proceeding to revive is not by action, but by summons to show cause;

and when defendant fails to do so at time notified, the Court may, in its dis-

cretion, give judgment by default or allow him to answer.—Carroll v. Simkins, 14

S. C, 223.

Where such summons to revive judgment before the Code is served within

twenty years and defendant consents to revival and acknowledges debt to be due,

the presumption of payment ceases to run, and upon revival the lien is continued
for twenty years longer.—Adams v. Richardson, 32 S. C, 139; 10 S. E., 931;
Wood V. Milling, 32 S. C, 378; 10 S. E., loSi; Leitner v. Metz, 32 S. C, 383;
10 S. E., 1082; Railroad Co. v. Marshall, 40 S. C, 63; 18 S. E., 247.

There is no lien under a decree in equity as a judgment until it is properly en-

tered in the abstract of judgments.—Reid v. McGowan, 28 S. C, 74; 5 S. E., 215.

A judgment is not a lien on the homestead of debtor, either in his possession'

or that of vendee.—Cantrell v. Fowler, 24 S. C, 424; Ketchin v. McCarley, 26

S. C, i; II S. E., 1099. Or even in lands unpartitioned.—Nance v. Hill, 26 S. C,
227; I S. E., 897.

The renewal of the lien exists as to the original parties, but not as to purchasers

for value, before the renewal is made effective.—Woodward v. Woodward, 39 S. C,
261; Kaminsky v. Trantham, 45 S. C, 393; 23 S. E., 132. The order of renewal
need not be entered on abstract to be effective.—Rowland v. Shockley, 43 S. C,
246; 21 S. E., 21.

As to renewal of Magistrate's judgments, see Roadt v. Patrick, Z7 S. C, 520;
16 S. E., 536. Proceedings under this Section res judicata.—Babb v. Sullivan, 43
S. C, 436; 21 S. E., 277.

tions'^^may^'is- Scc. 310. I. Executions may issue upon final judgments
^.^ or decrees at any time within ten years from the date of the

499^1885, xixi Original entry thereof, or within ten years from the date of any
^^'

revival of the same, and shall have active energy during said

periods respectively without any renewal or renewals thereof,

and thus whether any return or returns may or may not have

been made during such periods respectively in said executions

:

But not after Pi'oz'idcd, The cxecution shall not issue or be renewed in any
20 years.

^^^^ after the lapse of twenty years from the date of original

personal" prop- e'^try of the judgment. Executions shall not bind the personal

ter^'kvy,^^for I property of their debtor, but personal property shall only be
months. bouud by actual attachment or levy thereon for the period of

four months from the date of such levy. When judgment

s u^e^execu'tion s-hall havc bccu rendered in a Court of a Magistrate, or other

judgment.'^^*^
^ inferior Court, and docketed in the office of the Clerk of the

Circuit Court, the application for leave to'" issue execution must

be to the Circuit Court of the County where the judginent

was rendered.

2. The Sheriff, Coroner, or other officer, with whom final

process as aforesaid shall be lodged, shall, at each regular term

of the Court from which the said execution or process was

sued out, during the continuance of its active energ\% until full

execution thereof be returned, make a return to the office of the
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Clerk of the Court of Common Pleas of his actings and doings ^
-^^

thereunder. If he shall have fully executed, he shall return the

process, with the manner of its execution ; if he shall have par-

tially executed, he shall return, on oath, to the Clerk, a state-

ment in writing, under his hand, of such partial execution,

with the reason of his failure as to the remainder ;
if he shall

have wholly failed to make execution, he shall return, on oath,

a statement in writing, under his hand, of his failure, with the

reasons ; and in any event, on the first day of the term at which

the active energy of the process shall cease as herein provided,

he shall return the process, if the same has not been before

returned as fully executed ; and the return of the officer made

as aforesaid shall, for all purposes, have the same legal efifect

as if the said process had been made returnable to the term suc-

ceeding its first lodgment, and renewed after each subsequent

regular term. For failure or neglect to make any of the re-

turns above mentioned, or for any false return, the Sheriff, or

other officer as aforesaid, shall be subject to rule, attachment,

action, penalty, and all other consequences provided by law for

neglect of duty by executive or judicial officers.

Judgments never were a lien on personal property, and under the Code an

execution has no lien until levy.—Kohn v. Meyer, 19 S. C, 200.

This Section has no retroactive effect; applies only to executions issued after

adoption of Code, and does not divest lien of execution of Judgment obtained before

that time.—Warren v. Jones, 9 S. C, 288; Railroad Company v. Marshall, 40 S. C,

63- 18 S E., 247; Lauderdale v. Mahon, 41 S. C, 104; 19 S. E., 294; Lawton v.

Perry, 4o S. C, 255; 18 S. E., 861. Applies to Magistrates' judgments.—59 S.

C 70- 37 S. E., 39. Such lien continues after active energy of execution has ex-

pired and attaches to personal property acquired after adoption of the Code.—

Carrier v. Thompson, 11 S. C, 79- Such execution may be renewed by consent.-

Ib Although the Sheriff fails to make such return, it is no reason why he should

not be competent to prove that endorsements on executions were made by him

and that he had not sold the property levied on.—Bank v. Kmard, 28 S. C, loi;

A term of the Common Pleas held at the conclusion of the General Sessions,

under Sec. 26 is not a regular term within the meaning of this Section.—McLaurm

V. Kelly, 19 S. E., 143. An order giving leave to issue execution has the effect

of reviving the judgment.

—

lb.

Sec. 311. Nothing in the two preceding Sections contained .^A^^^t^j^ons on

shall be construed to prevent an action upon a judgment after ^^^J^^P^e of 20

the lapse of twenty years from the date of the original entry
^^^^^ _,^yj^^^

thereof, and a recovery thereon, in case it shall be established 229-

by competent and sufficient evidence that said judgment, or

some part thereof, remains unsatisfied and due; nor shall

be construed as prejudicing any action pending on the 24th of

December, 1885.

The time during which a defendant is absent from the State must be deducted

from the time prescribed by the Statute to bar an action on a judgment, and the

same rule applies to the presumption of payment from lapse of time.—Latimer v.
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Trowbridge, 52 S. C, 193; 29 S. E., 634. This Section applies to judgments ob-

tained before as well as to those obtained after Nov. 25, 1873.—Lawton v. Perry,

40 S. C, 255; 18 S. E., 861.

CHAPTER II.

Proceedings Supplementary to the Execution.

Sec.

312. Order for discovery of property ;

examination of judgment
debtor, &c.

313. Any debtor to execution debtor
may pay his debt to Sheriff.

314. Examination of debtors of judg-

ment debtor, or of those

having property belonging to

him.

315. Witnesses required to testify.

316. Compelling party or witnesses to

attend.

Sec.

317. What property may be ordered

to be applied to the execu-

tion.

318. Judge may appoint receiver, and
prohibit transfer of prop-

erty.

319. Proceedings upon claim of an-

other party to property, or

on denial of indebtedness to

judgment debtor.

320. Reference by Judge.

321. Cost of proceeding.

322. Disobedience of order, how pun-

ished.

Section 312. When an execution against property of theOrder for
disc overy ot
property; e x - judp-ment dcbtor, or any one of several debtors in the same
amination o t

"I
° -'

judgment deb- judgment, issucd to the Sheriff of the County where he resides

1870,

§ 318.

XIV.
or has a place of business, or, if he do not reside in the State,

to the Sheriff of the County where a judgment roll, or a tran-

script of a Justice's judgment for twenty-five dollars or up-

wards, exclusive of costs, is filed, is returned unsatisfied, in

whole or in part, the judgment creditor, at any time after

such return made, is entitled to an order from a Judge of the

Circuit Court, requiring such judgment debtor to appear and

answer concerning his property before such Judge, at a time

and place specified in the order, within the County to which the

execution was issued.

2. After the issuing of an execution against property, and

upon proof by affidavit of a party, or otherwise, to the satisfac-

tion of the Court, or a Judge thereof, that any judgment debtor

has property which he unjustly refuses to apply towards the

satisfaction of the judgment, such Court or Judge may, by an

order, require the judgment debtor to appear at a specified time

and place to answer concerning the same ; and such proceedings

may thereupon be had for the application of the property of

the judgment debtor towards the satisfaction of the judgment

as are provided upon the return of an execution.
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3. On an examination under this Section, either party may
examine witnesses in his behalf, and the judgment debtor may
be examined in, the same manner as a witness.

4. Instead of the order requiring the attendance of the

judgment debtor, the Judge may, upon proof by affidavit, or

otherwise, to his satisfaction, that there is danger of the

debtor's leaving the State or concealing himself, and that there

is reason to believe he has property which he unjustly refuses

to apply to such judgment, issue a warrant requiring the

Sheriff of any County where such debtor may be, to arrest him

and bring him before such Judge. Upon being brought before

the Judge, he may be examined on oath, and, if it then appears

that there is danger of the debtor's leaving the State, and that

he has property which he has unjustly refused to apply to

such judgment, ordered to enter into an undertaking, with one

or more sureties, that he will, from time to time, attend before

the Judge, as he shall direct, and that he will not, during the

pendency of the proceedings, dispose of any portion of his

property not exempt from execution. In default of entering

into such undertaking, he may be committed to prison by

warrant of the Judge, as for a contempt.

5. No person shall, on examination, pursuant to this Chap-

ter, be excused from answering any question on the ground

that his examination will tend to convict him of the commis-

sion of a fraud ; but his answer shall not be used as evidence

against him in any criminal proceeding or prosecution. Nor

shall he be excused from answering any question, on the

ground that he has, before the examination, executed any con-

veyance, assignment, or transfer of his property for any pur-

pose ; but his answer shall not be used as evidence against him

in any criminal proceeding or prosecution.

Every judgment creditor who can make the requisite showing is entitled to insti-

tute supplementary proceedings.—Sparks v. Davis, 25 S. C, 381. And to have

examination of debtor even after appointment of receiver.

—

lb.

The remedy given by this Section cannot be taken by way of defense to an

action; it is a summary remedy, based directly on the judgment and supplementary

to the prior proceedings.—Wylie v. Lyie, 7 S. C, 202.

The judgment debtor has the right to have examination conducted in his own
County.—Bank v. Northrop, 19 S. C, 473. But he may waive this right by sub-

mitting his own written statement.

—

lb.

It is no ground for dismissing the proceeding that the copy-order to appear

before referee, served on the defendant, was without seal of Court to Clerk's cer-

tificate.—Billing V. Foster, 21 S. C, 334.

Upon proper proceeding heretinder the Court may order money of defendant,

in its hands, to be applied to execution against him returned unsatisfied.—Mc-
Daniel v. Stokes, ig S. C, 60.

Although application for appointment of a receiver was made under subdivision
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~~~-^~V-"~-^ I, the appointment might be made under subdivision 2, if the facts justified it,

although no execution had issued.—Green v. Bookhart, 19 S. C, 466.

When defendant debtor, residing in another County, appears in the Court of
another County, where the judgment was rendered, and, without objection, was
examined, and a receiver was appointed, he waives his right to examination in his

own County and to object to appointment of receiver.—7b.

Any debtor a n-\n \ r, \ • • r
to execution oec. Old. Alter the issuing of execution against property,
debtor may pay • 1 1 1 , • 1

his debt to any person indebted to the judgment debtor may pay to the
^" —— Sheriff the amount of his debt, or so much thereof as shall be

§319.' ''necessary to satisfy the execution; and the Sheriff's receipt

shall be a sufficient discharge for the amount so paid.

Such payment, with instructions to apply to a junior execution against creditor
which had lost its active energy, was a valid payment and discharged the debtor
therefor.—Isbell v. Dunlap, 17 S. C, 581.

This applies only to claims which have not been reduced to judgment.—Gray v.

Putnam, 51 S. C, 97; 28 S. E., 149.

of^ debto"rf'
o" Sec. 314. After the issuing or return of an execution against

tor^^^'o"f those property of the judgment debtor, or of any one of several

tjldonlinrto debtors in the same judgment, and upon an affidavit that any
^^ person or corporation has property of such judgment debtor,

lb.,
§ 320. ^j. -g indebted to him in an amount exceeding ten dollars, the

Judge may, by an order, require such person or corporation,

or any officer or member thereof, to appear at a specified time

and place, and answer concerning the same. The Judge may
also, in his discretion, require notice of such proceeding to

be given to any party to the action, in such manner as may
seem to him proper.

The proceedings mentioned in this Section, and in Section

312, may be taken upon the return of an execution unsatisfied

issued upon a judgment recovered in an action against joint

debtors, ip which some of the defendants have not been served

with the summons by which said action was commenced, so

far as relates to the joint property of such debtors ; and all

actions by creditors to obtain satisfaction of judgments out of

the property of joint debtors are maintainable in the like man-
ner and to the like effect. These provisions shall apply to all

proceedings and actions now pending, and not actually termi-

nated by any final judgment or decree.

qi}h^ed^to"tes- ^^^' ^^^- Witncsscs may be required- to appear and testify

^^ on any proceedings under this Chapter, in the same manner as
lb., § 321. upon the trial of an issue.

party ""or'wh^ ^^^- ^^^- ^hc party or witness may be required to attend

"end"
*° "'" before the Judge, or before a referee appointed by the Court or

jj,_^ § 322.
J^idge. If before a referee, the examination shall be taken by
the referee, and certified to the Judge. All examinations and
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answers before a Judge or referee, under this Chapter, shall ""^-^-^
'

be on oath, except that when a corporation answers, the

answer shall be on the oath of an officer thereof.

Where the same referee is appointed in separate cases of supplementary pro-

ceedings by two creditors against the same defendant, the two cases may be heard

together.—Kennesaw Mills Co. v. Walker, 19 S. C, 104.

A referee, no matter how limited his power, must sometimes necessarily decide

questions in making the examination.

—

lb.

A Circuit Judge may pass the final order in such proceedings at his chambers

in a County other than that in which the defendant resides, the examination having

been held in his County.

—

lb.

. What proper-

Sec. 317. The Judsre mav order any property of the judg-ty may be or-
" '.,,,., dared to be ap-

ment debtor, not exempt from execution, m the hands either plied to the ex-

. ecution.

of himself or any other person, or due to the judgment debtor,

to be applied towards the satisfaction of the judgment; except

that the earnings of the debtor for his personal services, at any

time within sixty days next preceding the order, cannot be so

applied, when it is made to appear, by the debtor's affidavit or

otherwise, that such earnings are necessary for the use of a

family supported wholly or partly by his labor.

After return of execution unsatisfied, the Court may, upon hearing, order defend-

ant's property in its hands to be so applied.—McDaniel v. Stokes, 19 S. C, 60;

Bank v. Northrop, 19 S. C, 473. Or money due the defendant to be so applied.

—

Rhodes V. Casey, 20 S. C, 491.

But cannot require debtor's sureties to give up property pledged to them as

indemnity.—Cheatham v. Seawright, 30 S. C, loi; 8 S. E., 526. Nor require inno-

cent assignee of a judgment, who bought after order to show cause and enjoining

assignment had been passed but not served.—Robertson v. Segler, 24 S. C, 387.

The Judge may enforce his order for such application of property by attach-

ment for contempt.—Kennesaw Co. v. Walker, 19 S. C, 104.

But such attachments should not issue until party has had an opportunity to

answer.

—

lb.

A fee earned in litigation ended more than sixty days before such order was

made against the defendant, was not an earning of the debtor's so exempt.—Bank
V. Northrop, 19 S. C, 473.

Where there are several judgment plaintiffs the property should go to those

alone who move hereunder.—Rhodes v. Casey, 20 S. C, 491.

Sec. 318. The Judge may also, by order, appoint a receiver appoint; receiv-

r 1 r- 1 • 1 i 1 • 1
^'" ^^'^ prohibit

of the property of the judgment debtor, m the same manner, t r a n s f er of

and with the like authority, as if appointment was made by the ^

1870 XIV §

Court, according to Section 265. But before the appointment 324.

of such receiver, the Judge shall ascertain, if practicable, by the

oath of the party or otherwise, whether any other supplemen-

tary proceedings are pending against the judgment debtor,

and if such proceedings are so pending, the plaintiff therein

shall have notice to appear before him, and shall likewise have

notice of all subsequent proceedings in relation to said receiver-

ship. No more than one receiver of the property of a judgment

debtor shall be appointed. The Judge may also, by order, for-

bid a transfer or other disposition of the property of the judg-
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ment debtor not exempt from execution, and any interference

therewith.

Whenever the Judge shall grant an order for the appoint-

ment of a receiver of the property of the judgment debtor, the

same shall be filed in the office of the Clerk of the Court of

Common Pleas of the County where the judgment roll in the

action, or transcript from Magistrate's judgment, upon which

the proceedings are taken, is filed ; and the said Clerk shall re-

cord the order in a book, to be kept for that purpose in his

office, to be called "Book of Orders Appointing Receivers of

Judgment Debtors," and shall note the time of the filing of said

order therein. A certified copy of said order shall be delivered

to the receiver named therein, and he shall be vested with the

property and effects of the judgment debtor from the time of

the filing and recording of the order, as aforesaid. The receiver

of the judgment debtor shall be subject to the direction and

control of the Court in which the judgment was obtained, or

docketed, upon which the proceedings are founded.

A certified copy of said order shall also be filed and recorded

in the office of the Register of Mesne Conveyances of the

County in which any real estate of such judgment debtor sought

to be afifected by such order is situated, and, also, in the office of

the Register of Mesne Conveyances of the County in which

such judgment debtor resides.

Where judgment debtor, residing in another County, appeared without objec-

tion, and was examined in the County where the judgment was entered, and a

receiver was then appointed, he cannot afterwards object to such appointment.

—

Green v. Bookhart, 19 S. C, 466.

On hearing referee's report, Judge may appoint a receiver, without notice having

been given therefor.—Billing v. Foster, 21 S. C, 334- And it will be assumed,

in absence of testimony to the contrary, that the Judge did his duty and ascer-

tained that no other supplementary proceedings were then pending against defend-

ant.

—

lb. And a receiver may be appointed although it appears that there is

sufficient property in debtor's hands to satisfy the judgment.

—

lb. It is better

practice to require bond of receiver so appointed.

—

lb. A receiver should not be

authorized to sell choses in action, unless they represent desperate debts.

—

lb. He
should, after paying the debts, return to the debtor all property remaining in his

hands.

—

lb.

A creditor who obtains his judgment after the appointment of a receiver in a

former proceeding is entitled to have an examination of the debtor; but not to

have appointment of another receiver.—Sparks v. Davis, 25 S. C, 381.

Where the execution is returned unsatisfied and 'the debtor has property which

he refuses to apply to the debt, the creditor may obtain the appointment of a re-

ceiver to recover such property, however slight its value may be.—Burdett v.

McAllister, 42 S. C, 352; 20 S. E., 86. Practice and costs in such proceedings.

—

lb.

Proceedings ggg^ 3^9^ jf j|- appear that a person or corporation alleged to
upon claim 01 rir ir r o
another^^ party ]^a.ve property of the judgment debtor, or, indebted to him,

on denial of ^^jg^jj^g ^n interest in the property adverse to him, or denies the
indebtedness f f J

to judgment
(^gl^^ such interest or debt shall be recoverable only in an

debtor. ' -^

lb., § 326.
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action against such person or corporation by the receiver; but '"^''^v
'

the Judge may, by order, forbid a transfer or other disposition

of such property or interest, till a sufficient opportunity be

given to the receiver to commence the action, and prosecute the

same to judgment and execution ; but such order may be modi-

fied or dissolved by the Judge granting the same, at any time,

on such security as he shall direct.

One not a party to the proceedings, but indebted to the defendant in execution,

may be enjoined from paying the debt to anyone but the receiver.—Globe Phos. Co.

V. Pinson, 52 S. C, 185; 29 S. E., 549.

Sec. 320. The Judge may, in his discretion, order a reference j^^te"^"'^^
^^

to a referee agreed upon by the parties, or appointed by him,
j^_^ § 3,6.

to report the evidence or the facts, and may, in his discretion,

appoint such referee in the first order, at any time.

Sec. 321. The Judge may allow to the judgment creditor, ceedfn|.°^
''''°'

or to any party so examined, whether a party to the action or "isro, xiv., §

not, witness' fees and disbursements, and a fixed sum in addi-
^^

'

tion, not exceeding thirty dollars, as costs.

Fee to plaintiff's attorney not allowed.—Billing v. Foster, 21 S. C, 334. And
a fixed sum as costs must be fixed by the Judge and not by the Clerk of the Court.

—Ih.
A party is allowed not only the sum provided by this Section, but also other

costs due the officers of Court, and the attorneys, for their services.—Dauntless

Co. v. Davis, 24 S. C, 536. Costs of $10 for motion for appointment of receiver

cannot be taxed, without order of Court allowing same.

—

lb.

No error to allow sureties of debtor their fees and disbursements as witnesses

and also a fixed sum of ten dollars.—Cheatham v. Seawright, 30 S. C, loi ; 8

S. E., 526.

But their payment cannot be enforced by judgment and execution; but must be

enforced under next Section.—Jb.

The costs being statutory, a direction as to their payment falls with the reversal

of the order on its merits.—Burdett v. McAllister, 42 S. C, 352; 20 S. E., 86.

Sec. 322. If any person, party or witness, disobey an order

of the Judge or referee, duly served, such person, party or wit-

ness, may be punished by the Judge as for a contempt. And,

in all cases of commitment Under this Chapter, the person com-

mitted may, in case of inability to perform the act required, or

to endure the imprisonment, be discharged from imprisonment

by the Court or Judge committing him, or the Court in which

the judgment was rendered, on such terms as may be just.

This power of the Court to enforce its own orders by attachment for contempt
is not in violation of the declaration of rights in Constitution of State.—Kenriesaw

Co. V. Walker,. 19 S. C, 104.

But such attachment should not issue until the party has had an opportunity

to answer.—Earle v. Stokes, 5 S. C, 336; Kennesaw Co. v. Walker, 19 S. C, 104.

The debtor's only relief, therefore, is appeal, not habeas corpus.—In re Knox, 5

S. C, 71.

The payment of all amounts ordered to be paid under the preceding Section

must be enforced as here prescribed, and not by judgment and execution.—Cheatham
V. Seawright, 30 S. C, loi; 8 S. E., 526.
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TITLE X.

OF THE COSTS IX CIVIL ACTIONS.

Sec.

323. Costs, except in chancery cases,

to follow event of action

;

proviso ; chancery costs.

324. Officers may take out execution

for costs.

Sec.

330. Costs in action by or against an
executor or administrator,

trustee of an express trust,

or a person expressly au-

thorized by statute to sue.

325. Interest on verdict or report, i 331. Costs on review of a decision of

when allowed. an inferior Court in a spe-

326. Costs, how to be inserted in : cial proceeding.

judgment ; adjustment of in-
j
332. Costs in an action by the State,

terlocutory costs
I 333. The like.

327. Costs on postponement of trial,
j
334. Costs against assignee after ac-

tion brought, of cause of ac-

tion.

328. Costs on a motion.

329. Costs against an infant plaintiff.

in*^ Chan c^e^r^^
SectioiL 323. Ill cverv civil action commenced or pro.secuted in

evlnV°of°^'ac- ^^^ Coufts o£ rccord of this State, (except cases in chancery,)
tion. Proviso,

^j^g attomevs of plaintiff or defendant shall be entitled to re-

cover costs and disbursements of the adverse party as pre-

scribed in Chapter CIII. of the Civil Code of 1902, such costs

to be allowed as of course to the attorneys of plaintiff or de-

fendant, and all officers of the Court thereto entitled, accord-

ingly as the action may terminate, and to be inserted in the

judgment against the losing party to such action : Provided,

That wherever, in any action for assault, battery, false im-

prisonment, libel, slander, malicious prosecution, criminal con-

versation, or seduction, the amount recovered shall be less than

one hundred dollars, the total amount of costs and disburse-

ments shall not exceed the amount so recovered in the action,

co^t^
^ "

"
^ ''^' In cases in chancery the same rule as to costs shall prevail,

unless otherwise ordered by the Court.

A co-defendant is entitled to costs as the prevailing party on appeal.—Murray
v. Aiken M'f'g Co., 39 S. C, 414; 18 S. E., 5. The right to disbursements was not

included in the repealing Act of 1892.—Durham Fert. Co. v. Glenn, 48 S. C, 494;
26 S. E., 796.

Costs cannot be allowed without statutory warrant.—State v. Treasurer, 10

S. C, 41; Scott v. Alexander, zj S. C, 15; 2 S. E., 706; Sease v. Dobson, 36 S.

C, 554; 15 S. E., 703. The right to costs is purely statutory.—Kershaw Co. v.

Richland County, 61 S. C, 75; 29 S. E., 263; Whittle v. Saluda Co., 56 S. C, 506;

35 S. E., 203; Green v. Anderson Co., 56 S. C, 411; 34 S. E., 691; Hightower v.

Bamberg Co., 54 S. C, 536; 32 S. E., 576; Lancaster v. Barnwell Co., 40 S. C,
446; 19 S. E., 74; Carolina National Bank v. Senn, 25 S. C, 572. Costs are in

the nature of penalties.—Kershaw Co. v. Richland Co., 61 S. C, 75; 39 S. E., 263;
State V. Co. Treas., 10 S. C, 43; Lancaster v. Barnwell Co., 40 S. C, 44s; 19 S.

E., 74; Thompson v. Farr, i Rich. L., 4. Costs are governed by the fee bill in

force at time of verdict or order for judgment.—Kapp v. Lyons. 13 S. C, 288;

Benbow v. Richardson, 21 S. C, 602; Winship v. Tewberry, 13 S. E., 554. And
can only be taxed against the parties to the record.—State v. ^larshall, 28 S. C,
559; 6 S. E., 564.

Costs are not allowed in special proceedings; only in actions.—Columbia Co. v.
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Columbia, 4 S. C, 402. Exception appeal.—Sease v. Dobson, 36 S. C, 534; 15

S. E., 703.

Where all issues in a pending cause have been submitted to arbitrators, they

may award who shall pay the costs.—Bollman v. Bollman, 6 S. C, 48.

The Court declined to consider whether, since the Code, costs under former

laws could be taxed.—Thompson v. Thompson, 6 S. C, 287.

Where complaint is dismissed, plaintiff is liable for all costs of the references

in the action.—Huffman v. Stork, 25 S. C, 267.

Where in action of claim and delivery the verdict gives to each party a portion

of the property and damages, each is entitled to costs.—Stoney v. Bailey, 28 S. C,

156; s S. E., 347.

Costs follow the judgment in action at law.—Shuford v. Shingler, 30 S. C,

612; 8 S. E., 799.

The Court that gives final judgment in a chancery case is the Court to order

as to the costs.—Cooke v. Poole, 26 S. C, 321; 2 S. E., 609. A succeeding Judge

cannot disturb such order by the trial Judge.

—

Ih.

The payment of costs in cases in chancery is within the discretion of the Court.—

-

Mars v. Connor, 4 S. C, 70; Nimmons v. Stewart, 13 S. C, 445; Cooke v. Pen-

nington, 15 S. C, 185; Winsmith v. Winsmith, 15 S. C, 611; Childs v. Frazee,

15 S. C, 612; Jacobs V. Bush, 17 S. C, 595; Pearson v. Carlton, 18 S. C, 47;

Bratton v. Massey, 18 S. C, 555; Lake v. Shumate, 20 S. C, 23; Hand v. R. R.,

21 S. C, 162; Covar v. Sallat, 22 S. C, 265; Johnson v. Pelot, 24 S. C, 264; Gary

V. Barnwell, 24 S. C, 595; McAfee v. McAfee, 28 S. C, 218; 5 S. E., 593; Bean

V. Bean, 28 S. C, 607; 5 S. E., 827; Alexander v. Meroney, 30 S. C, 335; 9 S. E.,

266; Geddes v. Hutchinson, 40 S. C, 402; 19 S. E., 9; Younger v. Massey, 41

S. C, so; 19 S. E., 125; Brown v. Brown, 44 S. C, 378; 22 S. E., 412.

Costs in equity cases, being within discretion of the Circuit Judge, would not

ordinarily be disturbed by the Supreme Court.—Mars v. Connor, 9 S. C, 79;

Bratton v. Massey, iS S. C, 555; Covar v. Sallat, 22 S. C, 265; Gravely v. Gravely,

25 S. C, 2; Finch v. Finch, 28 S. C, 165; 5 S. E., 348; McAfee, v. McAfee, 28

S. C, 518; 5 S. E., 480; Bean v. Bean, 28 S. C, 607; 5 S. E., 527; Scott v. Scott,

29 S. C, 414; 7 S. E., 811; Hunter v. Mills, 29 S. C, 72; 6 S. E., 907; Booker v.

Wingo, 29 S. C, 116; 7 S. E., 49; Miller v. Stork, 29 S. C, 325; 7 S. E., 501;

Alexander v. Maroney, 30 S. C, 336; 9 S. E., 266; Anderson v. Butler, 31 S. C,

184; 9 S. E., 797; Bredenburg v. Landrum, 32 S. C, 216; 10 S. E., 556; Young v.

Edwards, 33 S. C, 437; Dendy v. Waite, 36 S. C, 569; 15 S. E., 712. The Judge
may in such cases, preparatory to their insertion in his decree, order the Clerk

to estimate the costs.—Dial v. Tappan, 20 S. C, 167.

But an appeal alleging error in awarding costs against parties not liable in law

therefor will be determined by the Supreme Court.—Scott v. Alexander, 20 S. C,
120. When a board of aldermen have the one issue involved in a case, charging

them with excess of authority, decided against them, they are liable for costs.

—

lb.

But plaintiff should not be required to pay costs incurred in contest between co-

defendants.—McCrady v. Jones, 36 S. C, 138; 15 S. E., 430. And a pretended

purchaser who resists action for foreclosure should pay costs.—Dendy v. Waite,

36 S. C, 569; 15 S. E., 712.

The special provision in the General Statutes as to dower, requiring the defendant

to pay the expenses, must be regarded as an exception to this general rule as to

costs, and the defendant is not liable for costs on exceptions to return of com-

missioners.—Fooshe V. Merriweather, 20 S. C, 337.

Plaintiff should not be required to pay costs incurred in a contest between co-

defendants.-—McCrady v. Jones, 36 S. C, 138. Pretended purchaser resisting action

for foreclosure should pay costs.—Dendy v. Waite, 36 S. C, 569; 15 S. E., 712.

If Circuit Court makes no order as to such costs the Supreme Court will not.

—

Walker v. Walker, 17 S. C, 339; Harbin v. Parker, 19 S. C, 598; Scott v. Alex-

ander, 23 S. C, 120; Johnson v. Pelot, 24 S. C, 255; Webb v. Chisolm, 24 S. C,
487; Gary v. Barnwell, 24 S. C, 595. The reversal on appeal of a decree which
directs the payment of the costs sets aside this direction, although it is not made
a ground of appeal.—Bratton v. Massey, 18 S. C, 555. In actions for the benefit

of persons unable to contract, or by one of a class for the benefit of all, the costs

and disbursements should be apportioned and paid out of the fund in Court.—Nim-
mons v. Stewart, 13 S. C, 445; Roberts v. Johns, 24 S. C, 580. But where there

are liens upon part of ' the fund, costs are primarily chargeable upon the unen-
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cumbered part.—Baxter v. Baxter, 23 S. C, 114. An appeal lies from a judgment,
in an action at law, as to taxation of costs.—Stegall v. Bolt, 11 S. C, 522; Billing

V. Foster, 21 S. C, 340; Dauntless Co. v. Davis, 24 S. C, 539. An appeal alleging

error of law maj- be taken from an order made upon the sole question of costs in

a chancery case.—Scott v. Alexander, 23 S. C, 120. But the Supreme Court has
no original jiu-isdiction as to costs.—Huff v. Watkins, 20 S. C, 479.

See also note to Sec. 3098 Civil Code, as to costs on appeal.

taSpMt Sfe^ ^®^- ^^^' ^^'henever a case may be settled or determined

costl'°''
^"""at the mutual costs of parties, or discontinued or settled by

1 s 7 8, xvi.i
plaintiff, or the judgment shall be for defendant, or the execu-

^^- tion against the defendant shall be returned iiiiUa bona, any of

the officers aforesaid shall have power to issue an execution for

his costs, or the Clerk may issue for the whole, directed to the

Sheriff, who is authorized and required to execute such process

as in other cases of execution delivered to him.

xlrdilt^lf it ^®^- '^^^^ ^Vhen the judgment is for the recovery of money,

fowed.''^'^''
^^" interest from the time of the verdict or report, until judgment

1870, xi\'., §
^s finally entered, shall be computed by the Clerk, and added

^^- to the costs of the party entitled thereto.

Stegall V. Bolt, 11 S. C, 552.

be^°inl4rteT in
^ec. 326. The Clerk shall insert in the entry of judgment,

ju^t^nTof !n- o" t^^^ application of the prevailing party, upon five days'

co^s[s_^

° '^ '^''°''^ notice to the other, except when the attorneys reside in the

jiy^ I 337_
same city, village, or town, and then, upon two days' notice,

the sum of the allowances for costs and disbursements, as pro-

vided by law, the necessary disbursements, including the fees

of officers allowed by law, the fees of witnesses, the reasonable

compensation of commissioners in taking depositions, the fees

of referees, and the expense of printing the papers for any

hearing, when required by a rule of the Court. The disburse-

ments shall be stated in detail and verified by affidavit. A
copy of the items of the costs and disbursements shall be

served, with a notice of adjustment.

Whenever it shall be necessary to adjust costs in any inter-

locutory proceeding in an action, or in any special proceedings,

the same shall be adjusted by the Judge before whom the same

may be heard, or the Court before which the same may be de-

cided or pending, or in such other manner as the Judge or

Court may direct.

Taxation of costs must await final judgment when Circuit decree has been re-

versed.—Addison v. Duncan, 35 S. C, 165; 14 S. E., 305. Costs and disburse-

ments should be inserted in the judgment.—Lewis v. Brown, 16 S. C, 58. Fees
of officers of Court and witnesses should be taxed to them as costs, if not paid

by the party.—Lewis v. Brown, 16 S. C, 58; Cureton v. Westfield, 24 S. C, 457;
Dauntless Co. v. Davis, 24 S. C, 536. But if so paid by him they are considered
as disbursements by the prevailing partj'.—Lewis v. Brown, 16 S. C, 58; Cureton
V. Westfield, 24 S. C, 457; Dauntless Co. v. Davis, 24 S. C, 536. Disbursements
shotild be taxed under fee bill of force at time incurred.—Lewis v. Brown, 16
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S. C, 58. Expenses of keeping property taken in claim and delivery is properly

a disbursement to be taxed by Clerk.—Addison v. Sugette, 60 S. C, 58; 39 S. E.,

229; Railway Co. v. Sheppard, 42 S. C, 543; 20 S. E., 481. Disbursements do

not bear interest before taxation.—Addison v. Sugette, 60 S. C, 58; 38 S. E., 229.

The right to disbursements was not affected by the repeal of the Act allowing

attorney's costs.-—Durham Fertilizer Co. v. Glenn, 48 S. C, 494; 26 S. E., 796.

What are disbursements.

—

lb. Printing arguments for Supreme Court.—McElwee

V. Kennedy, S9 S. C, 33S; 37 S. E., 920; Finley v. Cudd, 45 S. C, 87; 22 S. E.,

753. Disbursements should be verified by affidavit.

—

lb.; Cureton v. Westfield, 24

S. C, 457. Points and authorities in Supreme Court are taxable as disburse-

ments.—Elder V. R. R., IS S. C, 610. But copying of case for printer is not so

taxable.

—

lb.

Costs are allowed in lieu of damages by expense in carrying on the litigation.—

Loeb V. Mann, 39 S. C, 469; 18 S. E., 2. Though they are to be inserted in the

judgment as matter of course, it is not error to direct in the decree that the

Clerk shall enter them.—Johnson v. Masters, 49 S. C, 525; 27 S. E., 474.

This Section does not require that the costs and disbursements shall be taxed

by the Clerk exclusively; but the Court in equity cases has control of the question

of costs.—Dial v. Tappan, 20 S. C, 167.

And it does not prevent taxation by the Master.

—

lb. But erroneous taxation

directed by the Court will be reviewed by the Supreme Court.—Dilling v. Foster,

21 S. C, 334.

Unless the costs have been taxed by the Clerk and a motion to correct the taxa-

tion has been decided in the Court below, the Supreme Court will not consider

any question as to same.—Bradley v. Rodlesperger, 6 S. C, 291; Dilling v. Foster,

21 S. C, 334; Cooke V. Poole, 26 S. C, 321; 2 S. E., 609; Hecht v. Friesleben, 28

S. C, 181; 5 S. E., 475 ; Armstrong v. Friesleben, 28 S. C, 605; 5 S. E., 479.

But when the taxation has been heard and confirmed by Circuit Court, appeal

lies to Supreme Court.—Stegall v. Bolt, 11 S. C, 522. But such order of con-

firmation is not a final judgment that allows previous orders to be reviewed.—Huff-

man V. Stork, 25 S. C, 267.

Notice of taxation may be given by Clerk as well as by the attorneys.—Cureton

V. Westfield, 24 S. C, 457.

The fees cf the officers and witnesses are in theory the disbursements paid by

prevailing party; but it is not error to tax them as due to them.—Lewis v. Brown,

16 S. C, 58. And the costs of the officers need not be sworn to or certified by

them.—Cureton v. Westfield, 24 S. C, 451.

Production of subpoena writ is not necessary to entitle witness to tax his fees.

—

lb.

Disbursements must be taxed under the fee bill in force at time incurred.

—

lb.

But they must be verified or not allowed.—Cureton v. Westfield, 24 S. C, 457.

"A rule of Court" means a pre-existing rule of general operation, and not a

mere order pro hoc vice.—Scott v. Alexander, 27 S. C, 15; 2 S. E., 706.

The rules of Court require printing of papers only in the Supreme Court; so

that printing of papers in the Circuit Court cannot be taxed.

—

lb.

Fees of stenographers cannot be taxed.

—

lb.

Costs on post-
Sec. 327. When an application shall be made to a Court or p o n ement of

trial.
referee to postpone a trial, the payment to the adverse party

of a sum not exceeding ten dollars, besides the fees of wit-

nesses, may be imposed, as the condition of granting the post-

ponement.

Sec. 328. Costs may be allowed on a motion, in the discre- ^^°^^ °" ^ ™°'

tion of the Court or Judge, not exceeding ten dollars, and may ~J^^Y^.
be absolute or directed to abide the event of the action.

Such costs are discretionary with the Court and cannot be taxed without order

allowing them.—Dauntless Co. v. Davis, 24 S. C, 536.

Appeal from refusal of Clerk to tax costs is not such motion.—State v. Marshall,

28 S. C, SS9; 6 S. E., 564.
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Sec. 329. When costs and disbursements are adjudged

Cost against agaiust an infant plaintiff, the guardian by whom he appeared

plaintiff. in the action shall be responsible therefor, and payment thereof

lb., § 342. j^ay be enforced by attachment.

Costs in ac- ggc. 330. In an action prosecuted or defended by an execu-tionbyor J^ '

against an exe- |.qj- administrator, trustee of an express trust, or a person ex-
cutor or ad- ' '

.

minis trator, presslv authorized by Statute, costs shall be recovered, as in an
trustee of an t^ - -' '

•
i

•

express trust, action by and against a person prosecuting or defending in his
or a person ex- j a l r o <-=>

pressiy author- q^^j-j risrht ; but such costs shall be chargeable only upon or
ized by statute fe ' o ./ x

to sue. collected of the estate, fund, or party represented, unless the

^^1870, XIV., § Court shall direct the same to be paid by the plaintiff or de-

fendant personally, for mismanagement or bad faith in such

action or defence.

The Court has no right to require an administrator to pay costs of an action,

personally, unless he has been guilty of mismanagement or bad faith in that action.

—Clark V. Wright, 26 S. C, 196; i S. E., 814. And the Court should charge the

assigned estate with costs where the assignee had not made himself so liable "for

mismanagement or bad faith in the conduct of the business."—Akers v. Rowan,

36 S. C, 87; IS S. E., 30.

A committee held liable for the costs of a suit maliciously prosecuted by him

without cause.—Ashley v. Holman, 44 S. C, 14S; 21 S. E., 624.

Costs on re- gee. 331. Whcu the decision of a Court of inferior jurisdic-
view of a de- "^

cision of an in-
^Jqj-^ {^ ^ Special proceeding, including appeals from Probate

a special pro- Courts, shall bc brought before the Circuit Court for review,
ceedmg. ' °

j^ g^^
— such proceeding shall, for all purposes of costs, be deemed an

action at issue, on a question of law, from the time the same

shall be brought into Court, and costs thereon shall be awarded

and collected as provided by law.

A proceeding before Master under the direct tax refunding Act of 1891 was not

a proceeding in an inferior Court, and no costs were taxable thereon.—Campbell

V. Sanders, 42 S. C, 522; 20 S. E., 415.

Costs in an gee. 332. In all civil actions, prosecuted in the name of the
action by the ^

State. State, by an officer duly authorized for that pur-

ib., § 345. pQsg^ the State shall be liable for costs in the same cases, and

to the same extent, as private parties. If a private person be

joined with the State as plaintiff, he shall be liable in the first

instance for the defendant's costs, which shall not be recovered

of the State till after execution issued therefor against such

private party and return unsatisfied.

The like- Scc. 333. In an action prosecuted in the name of the State,

lb., § 346.
fQj. thg recovery of money or property, or to establish a right

of claim for the benefit of any County, city, town, village, cor-

poration, or person, costs awarded against the plaintiff shall

be a charge against the party for whose benefit the action was

prosecuted, and not against the State.
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Sec. 334, In actions in which the cause of action shall, by

assignment after the commencement of the action, or in any
as^i°nee^^after

other manner, become the property of a person not a party to ofcause of^'^*-

the action, such person shall be liable for the costs and dis-*_^:

bursements in the same manner as if he were a party, and pay- ^'^' §
^^'^

ment thereof may be enforced by attachment.

Costs against a person not party to the action cannot be taxed by the Clerk;

they can only be enforced by attachment on rule to show cause.—State v. Marshall,

28 S. C, 559; 6 S. E., 564.

TITLE XI.

OF APPEALS IN CIVIL ACTIONS.

Chapter I. Appeals in General.

Chapter II. Appeals to the Supreme Court.

Chapter III. Appeal to the Circuit Court from an Inferior

Court.

CHAPTER I.

Appeals in General.

Sec.

335. Mode of reviewing judgment or

order.

336. Orders made out of Court, how
vacated or modified.

337. Who may appeal.

338. Parties, how designated on ap-

peal.

339. Appeal, how made.

Sec.

340. Clerk to transmit papers to Ap-
pellate Court.

341. Intermediate orders affecting the

judgment may be reviewed
on the appeal from the judg-

ment.
342. Judgment on appeal.

343. How and when printing, etc.,

dispensed with.

Mode of re-

viewing judg-
Section 335. The only mode of reviewing a judgment or

order in a civil or criminal action, shall be that prescribed by ment o1r oVder.

this Title.

No appeal lies from a verdict of a jury.—Winsmith v. Walker, 5 S. C, 473;
Bank v. Gary, 14 S. C, 572. Nor from an order made out of Court, without

notice to the adverse party.—Hill v. Watson, 10 S. C, 268. Nor from a judgment
by default.—Washington v. Hesse, 56 S. C, 28; 33 S. E., 787.

Sec. 336. An order, made out of Court, without notice to

the adverse party, may be vacated or modified, without notice,

by the Judge who made it, or,may be vacated or modified, on

notice, in the manner in which other motions are made.

Sec. 337. Any party aggrieved may appeal in the cases pre-

scribed in this Title.

Special proceedings are included by the word "cases."—Sease v. Dobson, 36
S. C, 554; 15 S. E., 703.

12.—C. P.

1870, XIV., §

Orders made
out of Court,
how vacated or
modified.

lb., § 350.

Who may ap-
peal.

lb., § 351.
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^"^"^^^
Sec. 338. The party appealing shall be known as the appel-

de^^tld ^o n -^^^' ^^^ ^^^ adverse party as the respondent. But the title of
^PP^- the action shall not be changed in consequence of the appeal.

lb., § 3o2. ggg_ 339_ i^jj
x^ appeal must be made by the service of a

made.^^^"
^°'' notice, in writing, on the adverse party or his attorney, and, in

26., § 353;
the cases provided by law, on the Judge or Magistrate, or other

ilso', "^^xvil! officer who heard the cause, with whom the judgment or order
^^- appealed from is entered, stating the appeal from the same, or

some specified part thereof. (2.) AA'hen a party shall give, in

good faith, notice of appeal from a judgment or order, and

shall omit, through mistake, to do any other act necessary, to

perfect the appeal or to stay proceedings, the Court may per-

mit an amendment on such terms as may be just.

Failure to serve exceptions in time, when relieved.—Crosswell v. Connecticut

Indemnity Ass'n, 49 S. C, 374: 27 S. E., 388.

A notice of appeal must be in writing.—Abney v. Cole, 30 S. C, 607; 10 S. E.,

390; Barnwell v. Marion, 56 S. C, 54; 33 S. E., 719. And should be from the

judgment, instead of the mere order for judgment.

—

Boylston v. Crews, 2 S. C,
422; Grayson v. Harris, 37 S. C, 606; 16 S. E., 154.

Sec. 340. If the appellant shall not, within twentv davs after
C 1 e r k t o _

_ . . . " "
.

transmit p a - his appeal is perfected, cause a certified copv of the notice of
pars to Appel- ' ' f

' ^-

late Court. appeal and of the judgment roll, or, if the appeal be from an
rsro, XIV., order or any part thereof, a certified copy of such order, and

the papers upon which the order was granted, to be transmitted

to the Appellate Court by the Clerk with whom the notice of

appeal is filed, the respondent may cause such certified copy

to be transmitted by such Clerk to the Appellate Court, and

recover the expenses thereof, as a disbursement on such appeal,

in case the judgment or order appealed from shall be in whole

or in part affirmed ; and this provision shall apply to all appeals

heretofore taken, where the appeal has not been dismissed in

the manner provided by the rules of the Appellate Court.

Intermediate
^^^" ^^^' ^'p^^ ^" appeal from a judgment, the Court may,

9 r ders affect- revicw auv intermediate order involving the merits and neces-
ing the judg- - *=>

ment mav be garilv affecting the judgment.
r e v 1 ewed on - o j o
the appeal from See cases in note to Sac. 11.

'- Sec. 342. Upon an appeal from a iudgment or order, the
1870, XIV., § ^ ,, „ ^ ^^ „ •,..,.,

355. Appellate Court may reverse, arhrm, or modity the 'judgment

Judgment on Or Order appealed from, in the respect mentioned in the notice
appeal. ,, . , .

,

; : of appeal, and as to any or all ot the parties, and may, it neces-

sary or proper, order a new trial, ^^'hen the judgment is re-

versed or modified, the Appellate Court may make complete

restitution of all property and rights lost by the erroneous

judgment.
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In an action at law the Supreme Court cannot modify a judgment of the Court "~~-^~v'~-^

below; it must either reverse or affirm.-—Hosford v. Winn, 22 S. C, 313. But it

may direct the respondent to enter a remittitur on the judgment below, and grant

a new trial upon his failure to so do.—Cave v. Ins. Co., 57 S. C, 347; 35 S. E., 580.

Sec. 343. No rule or order of any Court or Judge shall re- How and
•' JO when printing,

quire the printing of any brief, report, or other paper connected ^tc- dispensed

with appeals by any party to an action or proceeding, who
makes an affidavit, to be filed with the Clerk of the Supreme s™-

Court, that he or she is unable to pay for such printing.

Where typewritten copies are substituted for printed, the cost of having same

made may be taxed as a disbursement.—Finley v. Cudd, 45 S. C, 87; 22 S. E., 753.

1873, XV.

CHAPTER II.

Appeals to the Supreme Court.

Sec.

344. Appeal, in what cases.

345. When appeal may be taken ; ap-

pellant to give notice ; case,

amendments ; docketing ap-

peal ; waiver of appeal

;

statement may be agreed

upon.

346. When notice of appeal may stay

execution ; undertaking on

appeal.

347. New undertaking in case sure-

ties insolvent.

348. Extending time for certain steps

in appeals.

349. Appeal, how perfected.

350. If judgment be to deliver docu-

ment or personal property,

it must be deposited or se-

curity given.

Sec.

351. If judgment be to execute con-

veyance, it must be executed

and deposited.

352. Security where judgment is to

deliver real property, or for

a sale of mortgaged prem-
ises.

353. Stay of proceedings upon se-

curity being given.

354. Undertakings may be in one in-

strument or several.

355. Security to be approved and
sureties to justify.

356. Perishable property may be sold,

notwithstanding appeal.

357. Undertaking must be filed.

Section 344. An appeal may be taken to the Supreme Court
^i^f^^PP^f^'s

' "^

in the cases mentioned in Section ii. When the Circuit Court

shall render judgment upon a verdict taken, subject to the § soS.

opinion of the Court, the questions or conclusions of law, to-

gether Avith a concise statement of the facts upon which they

arose, shall be prepared by and under the direction of the

Court, and shall be filed with the judgment roll, and be deemed

a part thereof, for the purposes of a review in the Supreme

Court.

The provisions of this Section shall apply to any judgment

therein mentioned that has been heretofore rendered, and upon

which an appeal has been brought and is now pending, or upon

which an appeal shall hereafter be brought. When the return

has already been filed with the Clerk of the Supreme Court,

1870, XIV.
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^"'^"'^ ' such Statement shall be filed with him, and be deemed a part of

such return.

may^be fikeni ^^^- ^45. I. In cvcry appeal to the Supreme Court from an

gi'vl"notice°o^der, decree or judgment granted or rendered at Chambers

ments;' d™dfet- ^^o^^ which an appeal may be taken to the Supreme Court, the

'^five/' P/ ^api appellant or his attorney shall, within ten days after written

mliy'be^l^^led^'^^^'^s that such ordcr has been granted, or decree or judgment
"P°"" rendered, give notice to the opposite party or his attorney of

iJo! \ V i^".'
his intention to appeal ; and in all other appeals to the Supreme

^^^'
1^1,' x\^"', Court the appellant or his attorney shall, within ten days after
1880, XVII, |-}^g rising of the Circuit Court, give like notice of his intention

to appeal to the opposite party or his attorney, and within

inl^notfce^^of thirty days after such notice the appellant or his attorney shall

rion^^^
'" ^^^^' prepare a case with exceptions and serve them on the opposite

In other ap- P'^^'^y or his attorney. The respondent, within ten days after
peals. service of such case, may propose any objection thereto or

ing"cai°e^ wiS alteration thereof, and the case shall be settled in such mode as
exceptions. j^^y j-,g provided in the rules of the Supreme Court.

pJs'^l ^amend- 3- ^hc casc sliall be placed on the docket of the Supreme
ments. Court at such time as may be fixed by the rules of the Supreme
Settlement of (^/-inrf

case.
v_uuiL.

4. Whenever the appellant shall fail to perfect his appeal,

his failure to do so shall amount to a waiver thereof, unless the

Court permit the appeal to be perfected as provided in Sections

339 and 349.
1875, XV., 862.

^^ Upou appeals to the Supreme Court, in case the attorney

for the appellant and respondent shall agree upon a statement

of the case as prepared by them for the hearing of the Supreme

Court, such statement of the case shall be a sufficient brief of

the same, and no return or other paper from the Circuit Court

shall be required.

Upon the transmission of a certified copy of such agreement

to the Clerk of the Appellate Court, within the time now re-

quired by law, he shall place said cause on the docket for a

hearing by said Court.

The time within which to appeal does not commence to run until the order ap-

pealed from is filed.—Archer v. Long, 46 S. C, 292; 24 S. C, 83. Where an

order overruling a motion for a new trial is filed six days after the adjournment of

the term, and judgment entered on the verdict the next day, the judgment is

to be deemed for the purpose of an appeal as though rendered at chambers, and

the notice of intention to appeal may be given within ten days after written notice

that such order was granted or judgment entered.—Appleby v. S. C. & G. Ry. Co.,

58 S. C, 33; 36 S. E., 109. Mailing on the tenth day is sufficient service.—Walters

V. Laurens Cotton Mill, 53 S. C, 155; 31 S. E., no.
The time for appeal runs from written notice of the judgirftnt at chambers,

notwithstanding actual notice previously had.—Lake v. Moore, 12 S. C, 564.
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Notice of appeal within ten daj's after entry of judgment on a verdict; but more

than ten days after rising of the Court, is sufficient.—Bank v. Gary, 14 S. C,

571; Molair v. R. R. Co., 31 S. C, 510; 10 S. E., 243.

Where party fails to serve notice of appeal within the time, the appeal will be

dismissed on motion.—Rogers v. Nash, 12 S. C, 559- So if he fail to serve his

case within time.

—

lb.; McElwee v. McElwee, 14 S. C, 623.

The Supreme Court has no power to remedy the omission to give notice of appeal

within the ten days, which is imperative.—Renneker v. Warren, 20 S. C, 581.

Nor to extend the time within which to serve the case.—Scurry v. Coleman, 14

S. C, 166.

Notice of appeal within ten days from notice of filing a decree at chambers, and

service of case within thirty days thereafter, is a compliance with the law.—God-

bold V. Vance, 14 S. C, 458.

Appeal dismissed because notice was not served in time.—Service being denied,

appellant was bound to prove it.—Allen v. Stokes, 19 S. C, 602.

The appellant is confined to matters in Judge's view of the ease and embraced

in his exceptions; but respondeni; may rely upon other and any grounds to sustain

the judgment.—Southern Co. v. Thew, 5 S. C, 5; Sheriff v. Welborn, 14 S. C, 487.

Where an exception is founded on facts, they must appear in -the case, and

not in the exception alone, or the Supreme Court will not consider it.—Thompson
V. Thompson, 6 S. C, 279; State v. Satterwhite, 20 S. C, 538; McPherson v. Mc-
Pherson, 21 S. C, 267; State v. Jenkins, 21 S. C, 596.

The exceptions must be served within the required time.—Bell v. Wheeler, 3

S. C, 104; Weatherly v. Jackson, 3 S. C, 228; Spratt v. Pierson, 4 S. C, 308;

Kibler v. Mcllwaine, 12 S. C, 555; Rogers v. Nash, 12 S. C, 559; Sullivan v.

Speights, 12 S. C, 561; Ex parte Clyde, 14 S. C, 385; Blakely v. Frazier, 15 S.

C, 600.

A "case" is a clear and intelligible statement of all the proceedings on the trial

important to a review of a cause, upon the points raised by the appeal.—Sullivan v.

Thomas, 3 S. C, 531.

The proposed case may be served in parts, so they are within time.—Archer v.

Long, 35 S. C, 585; 14 S. E., 24. A copy of the case may be filed.

—

lb.

The power of a Judge to settle a case is not personal, but may be exercised by

his successor in office.—Chalk v. Patterson, 4 S. C, 98.

He settles the case at the time and place for settlement, and must not regard

the respondent's am.endments proposed as abandoned because his attorney does

not appear.

—

lb.

The case may be settled upon affidavits and other proofs, as well as upon the

minutes and personal recollections of the Judge.

—

lb.

If case proposed does not satisfy respondent, he must proceed to remedy it

under the rules, as no ex parte statements will be considered by the Supreme Court.

—Hornesby v. Burdell, 9 S. C, 303; Ransom v. Anderson, 9 S. C, 438.

If brief presented is not the case as settled, the appeal will be dismissed.—Collins

V. Roumillat, 22 S. C, 389.

If case for appeal is incorrect or improper, it can only be taken advantage of

en proper motion before the submission or hearing; it is too late after hearing

begins.—Sullivan v. Thomas, 3 S. C, 548; Redding v. R. R. Co., 5 S. C, 67;

Green v. R. R. Co., 6 S. C, 342.

The case is defective if it does not contain a proper statement of the nature

of the issue to which the judgment appealed relates.—Trotter v. Robinson, 6 S.

C, 410.

And when it does not contain an intelligible statement of the case and grounds

of appeal it will be stricken from the docket.—Shumate v. Powell, 5 S. C, 286.

Or if it does not contain exceptions specifying the errors complained of.—Cureton

V. Dargan, 16 S. C, 619. A statement referring to papers filed in the office of

the Clerk of. the Supreme Court is not sufficient.

—

In re Perry's estate, 42 S. C,
183; 20 S. E., 84; Moore v. Perry, 42 S. C, 369; 20 S. E., 200.

When party fails to file return within forty days as required by the Rule i

of Supreme Court, his appeal will be dismissed on motion.—Agnew v. Adams, 24

S. C, 90; Nabors v. Latimer, 30 S. C, 607; 10 S. E., 390; Abney v. Cole, 30 S. C,
607; 10 S. E., 390; Calvo V. R. R. Co., 30 S. C, 608; 10 S. E., 389. Where both

parties appeal, one docketing is sufficient.—Coleman v. Keels, 31 S. C, 601; 9 S.

E., 735-
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"~-"-v-"~^ Where appellant fails to appear on regular call of case on the docket, the

appeal will be dismissed, on motion, for -nant of prosecution.—Yarn v. Williams,

30 S. C, 608; 10 S. E., 390.

Where waiver and order of dismissal bj^ Clerk have not been brought to attention

of the Court, and the papers presented show an appeal, the Court will consider it.

—

Coleman v. Keels, 31 S. C, 601; 9 S. E., 335.

An "agreed case," with notice of appeal and exceptions, constitutes the return,

and no other papers are required to be filed.—McNair v. Craig, 34 S. C, 9; 12

S. E., 367; Davis V. Pollock, 35 S. C, 584; 13 S. E., 897.

It must be filed with Clerk of the Circuit Court, within ten days, under Rule 49

of that Court.—Chisolm v. Providence Co., 35 S. C, 599; 14 S. E., 349, 4S0.

Upon failure to serve proposed case within the time limited, an order may be

taken declaring the appeal abandoned; in the Circuit Court, if the return to the

Supreme Court has not been filed; and if it hsis been filed, in the Supreme Court.

—

State v. Johnson, 52 S. C, 505; 30 S. C, 592. The jurisdiction of the latter

Court not attaching until the filing of the return.

—

lb.; Pickens v. Quillian, 31

S. C, 602; 9 S. E., 743; Pelzer M'f'g Co. v. Celey, 40 S. C, 430; 18 S. E., 790.

As to form of exceptions, see Rules of Court.

of^''appeaf°mav Sec. 346. A noticc of appeal from a judgment directing the

unlemkhiTon P^y"^^^^^
°*" monev shall not stay the execution of the judg-

^pp^^^- ment. unless the presiding Judge before whom the judgment

360^-'' i87f,^xv.! was obtained shall grant a stay of execution; but, after notice

^^- of appeal, the plaintiff shall not enforce a sale of property

without giving an undertaking or bond to the defendant, with

two good sureties, in double the appraised value of the pro-

perty, or double the amount of the judgment, conditioned to

pav all damages which the defendant may sustain by reason

of such sale, in case the judgment is reversed. Nor shall the

plaintiff in such case be allowed to proceed with a sale of de-

fendant's property if the defendant do enter into an undertak-

ing, with good sureties, in double the appraised value of the

said property, or the amount of the judgment, to pay the judg-

ment with legal interest, and all costs and damages which the

plaintiff' may sustain by reason of the appeal, or produce the

propertv levied on, and submit to the sale in case the judgment

be confirmed.

Notice of appeal from decree directing payment of money does not stay execu-

tion, unless a stay is granted.—Pelzer M'f'g Co. v. Celey, 40 S. C, 43°; 18 S.

, E., 790.

The stay of execution is discretionary with the Judge; it is not mandatory.

—

Brown V. Buttz, 15 S. C, 488.

Sheriff after appeal is not guilty of any breach of duty in failing to enforce a

sale of property, without the plaintiff giving the bond so required.—State v. Gil-

reath, 16 S. C, 100.

New under- gec. 347. Whenever it shall be made satisfactorilv to appear
taking in case

^
'

, .

sureties insoi- to the Court that since the execution ot the undertakmg the
vent.

1 1 J—
^, ^^^, sureties have become insolvent, the Court mav, bv rule or order,

1870, XIV., § _, ,
' '

,

360. require the appellant to execute, file, and serve a new under-

taking as above ; and, in case of neglect to execute such under-

taking within twenty days after the service of a copy of the

rule or order requiring such new undertaking, the appeal
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may, on motion to the Court, be dismissed with costs. When-
ever it shall be necessary for a party to any action or proceed-

ing to give a bond or an undertaking with surety or sureties,

he may, in lieu thereof, deposit with the officer or into Court,

as the case may require, money to the amount for which such

bond or undertaking is to be given. The Court in which such

action or proceeding is pending may direct what disposition

shall be made of such money, pending the action or proceed-

ing. In any case where, by this Section, the money is to be

deposited with an officer, a Judge of the Court, in term or at

Chambers, upon the application of either party, may, before

such deposit is made, order it to be deposited in Court instead

of with such officer ; and a deposit, made pursuant to such

order, shall be of the same effect as if made with such officer.

Sec. 348. The time for taking anv step or proceeding in the ,. ^ x t e nding
o ~ f tr a time lor cer-

preparation and perfection of appeals from the Circuit Courts t^m^^steps in

to the Supreme Court as now prescribed by law, may be ex-

tended by the Judge w^ho heard the cause, or by any one of the

Justices of the Supreme Court, upon four days' notice of such

motion being first given to the opposite party, except the time

of giving notice of appeal to the opposite part3^

The Supreme Court has no power to remedy the omission to give the notice of

appeal within the required time of ten days.—Renneker v. Warren, 20 S. C, 581.

Such motion for extension of time must be made before the expiration of the

time limited.—Stribbling v. Johns, 16 S. C, 112; Tribble v. Poore, 28 S. C, 565;

6 S. E., 577.

Such extension may be granted where record cannot be prepared in the time

limited.—Lysaght v. Berkeley Co., 41 S. C, 554; 19 S. E., 747.

This Section relates only to proceedings on appeal.—Brown v. Easterling, S9 ^•

C, 472; 38 S. E., 121.

Sec. 349. When any party shall omit, through mistake or Appeal, how
J ^ -^

» perfected.

inadvertence, to do anv act or acts necessarv to perfect an ap z^rrrr' ' '
. 1880, XVII.,

peal, or to stay proceedings, the Supreme Court may, in their 368.

discretion, permit such act or acts to be done at any time to

perfect the appeal on such terms as may be just, provided that

the Court shall be satisfied that the appeal was taken bona fide,

and provided that notice of the same was given as now re-

quired by law.

Extension of time to perfect appeal given on account of inadvertence, counsel

being engaged in the discharge of public duties.—Price v. Price, 45 S. C, 57; 20 S.

E., 743; 22 lb., 791. To relieve against in construing an indefinite agreement as

to extension of time.—Buerhaus v. DeSaussure, 39 S. C, 548; 17 S. E., 500. Or
where a party is misled by another to believe that time will not be insisted on.

—

Geddes v. Hutchinson, 39 S. C, 550; 17 S. E., 560.

Relief will not be granted for mistakes of law.—Simonds v. Marco, 38 S. C,

554; 16 S. E., 830. Nor for failure to file points and authorities under Rule 8.

—

N. E. M'tg'e Co. v. McMillan, 41 S. C, 547; 19 S. E., 692.

This Section is only intended to supply defects in order to perfect appeals; and
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^ -^ V ^ "^ as after appeal has been dismissed tliere is no appeal, it cannot apply.—Clark v.

Wimberly, 24 S. C, 138.

But notice of appeal having been given, the Court has power to relieve against

the consequences of other omissions.—Wardlaw v. Erskine, 20 S. C, 582.

Court may grant leave to perfect appeal for excusable neglect in failing to file

exceptions within ten days after rising of Court in case of jury trial.—Harle v.

Morgan, 30 S. C, 611; 9 S. E., 659.

Where notice of appeal has not been given in writing, as required by law, no

relief under this Section can be had.—Abney v. Cole, 30 S. C, 607; 10 S. E., 390.

Where appellant was honestly mistaken in supposing that the "case" for appeal

should constitute a part of the judgment roll and failed to file the return within

the time, he was allowed to reinstate his appeal, dismissed by the Clerk for such

failure.—Tribble v. Poore, 28 S. C, 565; 6 S. E., 577; Cummings v. Wingo, 28

S. C, 610; 7 S. E., 48.

But such relief must be obtained on motion based upon affidavits, and the

notice of motion and copies of the afiidavits must be served on the opposite party

at least eight days before hearing.—Cummings v. Wingo, 28 S. C, 610; 7 S. E., 48.

If Jud^ent Sec. 350. If the judgment appealed from direct the assign-

doc ument or nient or delivery of documents or personal property, the execu-
personal prop- _ _

-' '^ r r j ^

erty, it must ^ion of the judgment shall not be stayed by appeal, unless the
be deposited or jo j j r l '

security given
, things required to be assigned or delivered be brought into

1870, XIV., § Court, or placed in the custody of such officer or receiver as
361. '

the Court shall appoint, or unless an undertaking be entered

into on the part of the appellant, by at least two sureties, and

in such amount as the Court, or a Judge thereof, shall direct,

to the effect that the appellant will obey the order of the

Supreme Court upon the appeal.

An order directing executor to turn over assets to a receiver is not stayed by

appeal to Supreme Court unless a supersedeas bond be given as required by order

of that Court.—Harmon v. Wagener, 33 S. C, 487; 12 S. E., 98.

If judgment Scc. 351. If the judgment appealed from direct the execu-
be to execute .

,
. . - ,

conveyance, it tioii of a convcyancc Or othcr instrument, the execution of the

cuted and de- judgment shall not be stayed by the appeal until the instru-

ment shall have been executed and deposited with the Clerk
lb., § 362. .

, , 1-1 • ,.,,., c
with whom the judgment is entered, to abide the judgment of

the Supreme Court.

When appeal Scc. 352. If the judgment appealed from direct the sale or
will stay exe- ...
c u t i o n, and delivery of possession of real property, the execution of the

'

same shall not be stayed unless a written undertaking be exe-
/&., 363; 1898,

"'

.
.^

XXII., 689; cuted On the part of the appellant, with two sureties, to the
1900, XXIII., ^

.

'

,
351. effect that, during the possession of such property by the ap-

pellant, he will not commit, or suffer to be committed, any

waste thereon, and that if the judgment be affirmed, he will

pay the value of the use and occupation of the property, from

the time of the execution of the undertaking until the delivery

of possession thereof, pursuant to the judgment, not exceeding

a sum to be fixed by a Judge of the Court by which judgment

was rendered, and which shall be specified in the undertaking.
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When the judgment directs the sale of land to satisfy a mort- ""—^v^^^

gage of, or other lien, the undertaking shall provide that in

case the judgment appealed from be affirmed, and the said land

be finally sold for less than the judgment debt and costs, then

the appellant shall pay for any waste committed, or suffered

to be committed, on said lands, and shall pay a reasonable

rental value for the use and occupation for said land from the

time of the execution of said undertaking to the time of said

sale, but not exceeding the amount of such deficiency, which

said sum shall be duly entered as a pa3^ment of said judgment;

and in case the said lands shall be unimproved lands, then in

any action or proceeding now pending or hereafter begun in

any of the Courts of this State, said undertaking shall further

provide for the payment by appellant (if the judgment be

affirmed) of any taxes due at the time of such appeal, or

already paid by the mortgagee, or becoming due during the

pendency of said appeal, and also for the payment by appellant

of the interest on the debt falling due during the pendency of

such appeal.

Stay of sale, pending appeal from decree of foreclosure, is not permitted unless

the appellant has executed the written undertaking required.—City Council v.

Caulfield, 19 S. C, 201; Gerald v. Gerald, 30 S. C, 348; 9 S. E., 274; Stanley v.

Stanley, 35 S. C, 584; 14 S. E., 675.

When defendant surrendered possession of the premises, at the sale, that was
"delivery of possession pursuant to the judgment," and the undertaking was then

payable.—Gerald v. Gerald, 30 S. C, 348; 9 S. E., 274; Ex parte Winkler, 31 S.

C, 171; 9 S. E., 792.

Sec. 353. Whenever the defendant executes the bond herein- stay of pro-
ceedings ujjon

before prescribed, or the appeal is perfected as provided by^?^,^'^'*^ ^""^

Sections 346, 350, 351, and 352, it stays all further proceedings -y^ §~F6T^
in the Court below upon the judgment appealed from, or upon^*"-^- ^^' ^^'^

the matter embraced therein ; but the Court below may pro-

ceed upon any other matter included in the action, and not

affected by the judgment appealed from. And the Court below

may, in its discretion, dispense with or limit the- security re-

quired by Sections 346, 350, and 352, when the appellant is an

executor, administrator, trustee, or other person acting in

another's right ; and may also limit such security to an amount

not less than fifty thousand dollars, in the cases mentioned in

Sections 350, 351, and 352, where it would otherwise, accord-

ing to those Sections, exceed that sum.

The discretion of the Court as to security required will not be exercised without

proper showing to justify it.—Stanley v. Stanley, 35 S. C, 584; 14 S. E., 675.

Sec. 354. The undertakings prescribed by Sections 346, 347,

and 352, may be in one instrument or several, at the option of
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'""'^-'''^
the appellant ; and a copy, including the names and residences

mY" be'^Tn 'one
^^ ^^^ surctics, must bc scrved on the adverse party, with a

seve'raf
^"' ° ^ "oticc of appeal, unlcss a deposit is made as provided in Sec-

1870 XIV §
^^^^^ 34/' ^^^ notice thereof given.

365; 1873, XV., ^qq 355^ ^j-^ undertaking upon an appeal shall be of no

Securities to
^^^^t unless it be accompanied by the affidavit of the sureties

an/su?eties' to
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ wortli doublc the amouut specified therein.

j"^^'^y- The respondent may however except to the sufficiency of the

^^1901, XXIII., sureties within ten days after the notice of appeal ; and unless

they or other sureties justify before a Judge or Clerk of the

Court below, as prescribed by Sections 216 and 217 within ten

days thereafter the appeal shall be regarded as if no under-

taking had been given. The justification shall be upon notice of

not less than five days. No Clerk shall take the justification of

any surety or sureties in a case in which he may be interested

or when either of the parties or such surety or sureties shall be

connected with him by affinity or consanguinity within the

sixth degree and in all cases where the Clerk may have ap-

proved or disapproved of the sufficiency of a surety or sureties

his action may be reviewed on motion after notice before a

Circuit Judge. And in case at any time in any action now
pending or hereafter brought a respondent shall be of opinion

that the surety or sureties on any bond already approved are

insufficient and shall make affidavit of the fact, setting out the

grounds of such belief and serving a copy thereof upon appel-

lant's attorney, then the said sureties or other sureties shall

justify anew thereon in the same manner and with the same

efi'ect as though such new justification were an original justifi-

cation on said bond,

st^i'^pro^eld- Sec. 356. In cases not provided for in Sections 346, 350, 351,

ceptions°^'
^'"^"352 and 353, the notice of appeal shall stay proceedings in the

1887, XVIII., Court below, upon the judgment appealed from, except that

355.' ' ' " where it directs the sale of perishable property, the Court below

may order the property to be sold and the proceeds thereof to

be deposited, or invested in this State or United States bonds,

to abide the judgment of the Supreme Court: Provided, An
appeal from a judgment or decree overruling a demurrer shall

stay the further hearing of the cause unless the presiding Judge

shall be satisfied that the ends of justice will be subserved by

proceeding with the trial, and shall order the trial of the cause

to proceed to judgment: Provided, further, That nothing con-

tained in the preceding proviso shall be construed to prevent a
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review upon appeal from the final order or judgment in the ^"""^v^^^

cause of any judgment or decree on demurrer.

Appeal from order overruling demurrer to one cause of action shall stay pro-

ceedings as to second cause of action.—Hammond v. R. R. Co., 15 S. C, 10.

When appeal from an order confirming the sale in an action for foreclosure has

been taken, it operates to stay proceedings to put the purchaser in possession.—Le-

Conte V. Irwin, 23 S. C, 106.

A notice of appeal, orally given, from an order refusing an oral demurrer, stays

the further hearing of the cause on the Circuit.— Elliott v. PoUitzer, 24 S. C, 81.

Appeal from return of homestead appraisers operates as a supersedeas upon all

the proceedings in the Court below.—Simonds v. Haithcock, 26 S. C, 595; 2 S.

E., 616.

But appeal from order setting aside attachment does not stay trial of cause upon

merits.—Cureton v. Dargan, 16 S. C, 619.

Sec. 357. The undertaking must be filed with the Clerk with n^uYt^KS^
whom the judgment or order appealed from was entered. The
provisions of this Chapter, as to the security to be given upon

appeals, and as to the stay of proceedings, shall apply to ap-

peals taken under Subdivision 3 of Section 11.

1870, XIV.,
§ 368.

CHAPTER III.

Appeal to the Circuit Court From an Inferior Court.

Sec.

358. By what Courts judgments to be

reviewed ; to be heard on the

papers.

359. Appeal, when to be taken.

360. Notice of appeal to be served on
Magistrate and on respon-

dent, agent, or attorney.

361. Filing in lieu of service of no-

tice of appeal.

362. Return, when and how made and
compelled.

363. How made if Magistrate be out

of office.

Sec.

364. Further return.

365. Magistrate dead, insane, or ab-

sent.

366. Hearing upon return.

367. Appeal to be heard on the orig-

inal papers.

368. Judgment on appeal. New trial.

369. Judgment roll.

370. Costs, how awarded.
371. Restitution.

372. Setting off costs and recovery.

373. The costs on appeal.

Section 358. When a judgment is rendered by a Magistrate's inte^r^or courS

Court, by the County Commissioners or any other inferior

Court or jurisdiction, save the Probate Court heretofore pro-

vided for in this Code of Procedure, the appeal shall be to the

Circuit Court of the County wherein the judgment was ren-

dered, and shall amount to a supersedeas, if the party against

whom judgment is rendered shall execute a good and sufficient

bond with surety to pay the amount of the judgment and costs

in the event that he fail to sustain such appeal, and in all me"ts to be re
J^^ ' viewed; to bt

cases in which such bond with surety shall be filed no execution '^^^'"'^ °^ ^^^
J papers.

shall issue until the termination of such appeal. The said ~to xiv §

appeal shall be heard by the Court upon all the papers in the -^l^'
i^"^- ^^^'

Supersedeas.

By what
Courts j u d g-
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case, including the testimonj^n the trial, which shall be taken

down in writing and signed~\m^ the witnesses, and the grounds

of exception made, without the examination of witnesses in

Court.

This Section does not purport to confer the right of appeal in any case; but

simply to provide to what Court such appeal shall be made, how it shall operate

as a supersedeas, and how it shall be heard.—Whipper v. Talbird, 32 S. C, i; 10

S. E., 578.

No appeal lies from the decision of a State Board of Canvassers, it not being

an inferior Court.

—

'lb.

An appeal from the City Court of Charleston does not lie to Circuit Court, but

must be taken to the Supreme Court exclusively, under the particular intention

declared in Section 2790 of the Civil Code, although it is an inferior Court.—City

Council V. Weller, 34 S. C, 357; 13 S. E., 628.

This Section as to hearing of appeal in Circuit Court did not apply to appeals

before it went into effect, May ist, 1892.—McFadden v. Tant, 20 S. C, 585.

An appeal from an order made by two Magistrates discharging a prisoner under

habeas corpus proceedings cannot be taken to the Supreme Court; it must be taken

to the Circuit Court.—State v. Duncan, 22 S. C, 87.

Party may appeal from judgment by Magistrate without making a motion for

neW' trial before him.—Minnick v. Fort, 13 S. C, 215.

The Circuit Court cannot review findings of fact to which no exceptions were

taken."—Burns v. Gower, 34 S. C, 160; 13 S. E., 331.

The object of exceptions is to point out the particulars in which the errors of

law complained of consist.—Wolfe v. R. R. Co., 25 S. C, 379.

And where the ground of appeal taken is that "manifest injustice had been done,

and that defendant's default in not being present at trial was excusable," it is in-

sufficient.

—

lb.

An appeal lies to the Circuit Court from an order of Magistrate granting a new
trial.—Redfearn v. Douglass, 35 S. C, 569; 15 S. E., 244.

Adjustment and taxation of costs by Clerk is not a judgment, and is to be review

by exceptions, not appeal, in the Circuit Court.—State ex rel. Bartless v. Town
Council, 44 S. C, 500; 22 S. E., 719.

oA^e^taken^'^''
Scc. 359. Thc appellant shall, within five days after judg-

ment, serve a notice of appeal, stating the grounds upon which

the appeal is founded. If the judgment is rendered upon pro-

cess not personally served, and the defendant did not appear,

he shall have five days, after personal notice of the judgment,

to serve the notice of appeal provided for in this and the next

Section.

The Circuit Judge has no power to extend this time within which to appeal.

—

Davis V. Vaughan, 7 S. C, 342. Nor jurisdiction to hear an appeal where notice

in writing was not served within that time.—Davis v. Vaughan, 7 S. C, 343; Scott

V. Pratt, 9 S. C, 82; Foot v. Williams, 13 S. C, 601. Notice served seven days

after order refusing new trial is too late.—Manuel v. Loveless, 56 S. C, 426;

as S. E., i.

The notice of appeal must state the grounds in every case.—Sternberger v. Mc-

Sween, 14 S. C, 35.

The grounds of appeal being referred to in notice, as being made before the

Magistrate on motion for new trial and on the evidence and records, is a sufficient

statement of the grounds.—Dargan v. West, 27 S. C, 156; 3 S. E., 68. When no

objection is raised in the Circuit Court as to the sufficiency of the notice of appeal,

it cannot properly be raised on appeal to Supreme Court.

—

lb.

Sec. 360. The notice of appeal must, within the same time,

be served on the Magistrate personally, if living and within

the County, or on his clerk, if there be one, and upon the attor-

to be taken.

lb., § 370.
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ney for the respondent, or on the respondent personally, or by ^^—'^v^'^

leaving it at his residence, with some person of suitable age ^^'{'^^'^^'^^^^"gg^P;

and discretion ; or in case the respondent is not a resident of t4te°" and^^on

such County, or cannot, after due diligence, be found therein, ^^^^p °
^j.^^^^:

in the same manner, on the agent, if any, who is a resident of ^"'^"'^y-

such County, who appeared for the respondent on the trial
; ^^^\-' jly^ ''^^

and, if neither the respondent nor such agent or attorney can|-y^j5' 306^°'

be found in the County, the notice may be served on the re-

spondent by leaving it with the Clerk of the Appellate Court.

Failure to serve the Magistrate with such notice of appeal within the five days

is fatal, and Circuit will dismiss the appeal, being without jurisdiction to hear it.

—

Scott V. Pratt, 9 S. C, 82; Davis v. Vaughan, 7 S. C, 343; Foot v. Williams, 13

S. C, 601; Manuel v. Loveless, 56 S. C, 426; 35 S. C, r.

Where respondent was a non-resident, service of the notice on the agent who
appeared for him at the trial, but was also a non-resident of the County, was held

insufficient in Sheldon v. Pearson, 42 S. C, m; 20 S. E., 26. The notice must
be served personally, not by mail.—Bingham v. Holliday, 52 S. C, 528; 30 S. E.,

485. An acknowledgement of personal service by the Magistrate is sufficient to show
service on him.—Baker v. Irvine, 58 S. C, 436; 36 S. E., 742. But insufficient to

show service on the respondent.—Whetstone v. Livingston, 54 S. C, 539; 32 S.

E., s6i.

Sec. 361. When, by reason of the death of a Magistrate, or of^'serviS^'o'f

his absence from the County, or any other cause, the notice of peaL^
° ^^

appeal cannot be served as provided by Section 360, it may be "
isro, xiv., §

served by leaving the same with the Clerk of the County.
'"^'

Sec. 362. The Court below shall thereupon, after ten days, and^^how made

and within thirty days after service of the notice of appeal, ^" compe e .

make a return to the Appellate Court of the testimony, pro- 1 8 so, xvii.',

ceedings, and judgment, and file the same in the Appellate
^''^^

Court. The return may be compelled by attachment.

Sec. 363. When a Magistrate, by whom a judgment appealed M'agiltr'at^e ^be

from was rendered shall have gone out of office before a re-
°"^ °^ °^^^'

turn is ordered, he shall, nevertheless, make a return in thesr^'"' ^ "
^

same manner, and with the like effect, as if he were still in

office.

Sec. 364. If the return be defective, the Appellate Court Fur ther re-

may direct a further or amended return as often as may be
"'^""

necessary, and may compel a compliance with its order by at- ''
*

tachment. And the Court shall always be deemed open for

these purposes.

Where a return has been made, though defective, it is discretionary with the

Circuit Court whether to order a further or amended return.—Lynch v. Heyward,

56 S. C, 562; 35 S. E., 220.

Sec. 365. If a Magistrate, whose judgment is appealed from, ^
Magistrate,

'-' ' JO trr 'dead, insane,

shall die, become insane, or remove from the state, before hav- °^ absent.

ing made a return, the Appellate Court may examine witnesses ^^^'^'^' ^^V- §

on oath as to the facts and circumstances of the trial or judg-
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ment, and determine the appeal, as if the facts had been re-

turned by the Magistrate. If he shall have removed to another

County within the State, the Appellate Court may compel him
to make the return, as if he were still within the County where
the judgment was rendered,

return. Sec. 366. If a return be made, the appeal may be brought

jb., § 3 s 1 ; to a hearing by either party. It shall be placed upon the calen-

dar, and continue thereon until finally disposed of. But if

neither party bring it to a hearing before the end of the second

term, the Court shall dismiss the appeal, unless it continue the

same by special order, for cause shown. At least eight days

before the Court, the party desiring to bring on the appeal

shall file the return and accompanying papers, if any, with the

Clerk, and the Clerk shall thereupon enter the cause on the

calendar, according to the date of the return, and it shall stand

for trial vv^ithout any further notice.

The Statute does not fix the time when the Clerk shall place the case on the

calendar.—Marshall v. Mitchell, 59 S. C, 523; 38 S. E., 158. The party desiring

to bring on the appeal is only required to file the return and accompanying papers

in the office of the Clerk of Court eight days before Court.

—

Ih. This Section is not
mandatory.—Manuel v. Loveless, 54 S. C, 346; 32 S. E., 421. Where continued
at first term by consent, should be dismissed on last day of second term.—Bell v.

Pruitt, SI S. C, 344; 29 S. E., 5. Dismissal for failure bf Magistrate to file return.

—Ramseur v. Moore, 43 S. C, 304; 21 S. E., 81.

het?d^''on*'°the
^^^- ^^'^

'
^'^^ appeal shall be heard on the original papers,

original pape rs, ^.nd no copy thereof need be furnished for the use of the Court,

^^1870, XIV., § Sec. 368. i. Upon hearing the appeal, the Appellate Court

Judgment on ^^^^^ fe^"^^ judgment according to the justice of the case, with-

tnai.^^'

^ ^^ ^^'^^ regard to technical errors and defects which do not affect

'~J^ g 333 the merits. In giving judgment, the Court may affirm or re-

verse the judgment of the Court below, in whole or in part,

and as to any or all the parties, and for errors of law or fact.

If the appeal is founded on an error in fact in the proceedings,

not affecting the merits of the action, and not within the

knowledge of the Magistrate, the Court may determine the

alleged error in fact on affidavits, and may, in its discretion,

inquire into and determine the same upon examination of the

witnesses. If the defendant failed to appear before the

Magistrate, and it is shown by the affidavits served by the

appellant, or otherwise, that manifest injustice has been done,

and he satisfactorily excuses his default, the Court may, in its

discretion, set aside or suspend judgment, and order a new
trial, before the same or any other Magistrate in the same

County, at such time and place, and on such terms, as the

Court may deem proper. Where a new trial shall be ordered
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before a Magistrate, the parties must appear before him accord- '"—^v^~"

ing- to the order of the Court, and the same proceedings must

thereupon be had in the action as on the return of a summons

personally served.

The Supreme Court will not lend a ready ear to any objections based upon mere

.matter of form; but will decide without regard to technical errors and defects.

—

Dargan v. West, zy S. C, 156; 3 S. E., 68.

And the Circuit Court will, in order to do justice when the verdict in Magis-

trate's Court is not in proper form, send the case back there for new trial.—Du-

Bose V. Armstrong, 29 S. C, 290; 6 S. E., 934.

The Circuit Court, on appeal, can review and reverse errors of fact in Magis-

trate's Court.—Redfearn v. Douglass, 35 S. C, 569; 15 S. E., 244.

But it cannot review findings of fact by Magistrate not excepted to.—Burns v.

Gower, 34 S. C, 160; 13 S. E., 331.

The only mode of relief from a Magistrate's judgment, rendered against a party

through his excusable defaults, is by appeal to the Circuit Court.—Doty v. Duvall,

19 S. C, 143; Wolfe v. R. R. Co., 25 S. C, 379; Lawrence v. Isear, 27 S. C,
244; 3 S. E., 322.

Such relief applies only to cases of judgment by default, and not where there

was trial.—Miller v. Schmidt, 20 S. C, 588; Green v. County Commissioners, 27

S. C, 9; 2 S. E., 618.

Whether Circuit Court can remand a case to County Commissioners for new
trial not determined.—Green v. County Commissioners, 27 S. C, 9; 2 S. E., 618.

On appeal from the County Commissioners, the Circuit Court may review the

facts, but its finding thereon is not reviewable.—Tinsley v. Union Co., 40 S. C,
276; 18 S. E., 794; AuU V. Newberry Co., 42 S. C, 321; 20 S. E., 61.

Failure to file notice and grounds of appeal a mere technical error.—Perkins v.

Douglass, 46 S. C, 6; 24 S. E., 42.

An irregularity or defect in summons is waived by appearance.—Grant v. Clinton

Cotton Mills, 56 S. C, 554; 35 S. E., 193.

2. If the issue joined before the Magistrate was an issue of

law, the Court shall render judgment thereon according to the

law of the case; and if such judgment be against the plead-

ings of either party, an amendment of such pleading may be

allowed on the same terms, and in like case, as pleadings in

actions in the Circuit Court, and the Court may thereupon

require the opposite party to answer such amended pleading,

or join issue thereon, as the case may require, summarily.

3. If, upon an appeal in an issue of law, the Court should

adjudge the pleading complained of to be valid, it shall, in

like manner, require the opposite party summarily to answer

such pleading, or join issue thereon, as the case may require.

4. Every issue of fact so joined or brought upon an appeal

.shall be tried in the manner as provided in Section 358.

5. The Court shall have the same power over its own de-

terminations, and shall render judgment thereon in the samel^^g' xv., 502,

manner, as the Circuit Court in actions pending therein, with-

out trial by jury, and may allow either party to amend his

pleadings upon such terms as shall be just; and in any appeal,

either party may, at any time before the trial, serve upon the
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opposite party an offer, in writing, to allow judgment to be

taken against him for the sum or property, or to the effect in

such offer specified, and with or without costs, as said offer

shall specify. If the party receiving such offer accept the

same, and give notice thereof, in writing, within ten days, he

may file the return and offer, with an affidavit of service of

notice of acceptance thereof, and judgment shall be entered

thereon according to said offer. If the notice of acceptance

be not given, the offer is to be deemed withdrawn, and cannot

be given in evidence. And if the party to whom such offer is

made fail to obtain a judgment more favorable to him than

that specified in said offer, then he shall not recover costs, but

must pay the other party's costs from the date of the service

of the offer.

6. Either party may move for a new trial in said Court on

a case or exceptions, or otherwise, and such motion may be

made before or after judgment has been entered; and the pro-

visions of this Code of Procedure in relation to the proceed-

ings, exceptions to the decisions of the Court, makiflg and

settling cases and exceptions, motions for new trials, and

making up the judgment roll in the Circuit Court, are hereby

made applicable to all appeals brought up for trial, as in this

Chapter provided.

Sec. 369. To every judgment upon an appeal there shall be

annexed the return on which it was heard, the notice of appeal,

with any offer, decision of the Court, exceptions, case, and

all orders and papers in any way involving the merits and

necessarily affecting the judgment, which shall be filed with

the Clerk of the Court, and shall constitute the judgment roll.

The return may be used in evidence to show pendency of the case in the Magis-

trate's Court.—Cothran v. Knight, 47 S. C, 243; 25 S. E., 142.

Judgment roll, gg^^ 37Q_ jf ^^le judgment be affirmed, costs shall be awarded

^870, XIV., § ^Q ^YiQ respondent. If it be reversed, costs shall be awarded to

the appellant. If it be affirmed in part, the costs, or such part

as to the Court shall seem just, may be awarded to either party.

Sec. 371. If the judgment below, or any part thereof, be

paid or collected, and the judgment be afterwards reversed,

the appellate Court shall order the amount paid or collected

to be restored, with interest from the time of such payment or

collection. The order may be obtained on proof of the facts

made at or after the hearing, upon a previous notice of six

davs; and if the order shall be made before the judgment is

entered, the amount mav be included in the judgment.
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Sec. 372. If, upon an appeal, a recovery be had by one party,

and costs be awarded to the other, the appellate Court shall ^^^^^
* l^'^s °^_

set off the one against the other, and render judgment for <^°''^^y-

the balance. ^^' §
^^''

Sec. 373. Costs shall be allowed to the prevailing party, in
ap^peai.''°^*^

°'^

judgments rendered on appeal, in all cases, with the following ~^_ §388;
exceptions and limitations: In the notice of appeal, the ap-§^2o!

'^^'' ^°^'

pellant shall state in what particular, or particulars, he claims

the judgment should have been more favorable to him. If

he claims that the amount of judgment is less favorable to

him than it should have been, he shall state what should have

been its amount. Within fifteen days after the service of the

notice of appeal, the respondent may serve upon the appellant

and Magistrate an offer, in writing, to allow the judgment to

be corrected in any of the particulars mentioned in the notice

of appeal. The appellant may thereupon, and within five days

thereafter, file with the Magistrate a written acceptance of

such off'er, who shall thereupon make a minute thereof in his

docket, and correct such judgment accordingly, and the same,

so corrected, shall stand as his judgment, and be enforced ac-

cordingly; and any execution which has been issued upon the

judgment appealed from shall be amended by the Magistrate

to correspond with the amended judgment. If such offer be

not made, and the judgment in the appellate Court be more

favorable to the appellant than the judgment of the Court be-

low, or if such offer be made and not accepted, and the judg-

ment in the appellate Court be more favorable to the appellant

than the offer of the respondent, the appellant shall recover

costs : Provided, hozvever, That the appellant shall not recover

costs unless the judgment appealed from shall be reversed on

such appeal, or be made more favorable to him, to the amount

of at least ten dollars. If the offer be made and accepted by

the appellant, the appellant shall recover all his disbursements

on appeal, and all his costs in the Court below. But the ap-

pellant shall not recover costs, except as provided in this Chap-

ter. The respondent shall be entitled to recover costs where

the appellant is not. Whenever costs are awarded to the ap-

pellant, and when the judgment in the suit before the Court

below was against such appellant, he shall further be allowed

to tax the costs incurred by him which he would have been

entitled to recover in case the judgment below had been ren-

dered in his favor. If, upon an appeal, a recovery for any

13.-C.R
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^~'^">'' ' debt or damages be had by one party, and costs be awarded

to the other party, the Court shall set off such costs against

such debt or damages, and render judgment for the balance.

The following fees and costs, and no others, except fees of

officers, disbursements, and witnesses' fees, shall be allowed,

on appeal, to the party entitled to costs, as herein provided,

when the new trial is in the Circuit Court : For the proceed-

ings before trial, three dollars; for trial of the cause, five dol-

§ '^^0; "^xvil' l^rs ; when the amount sued for is under twenty dollars, only
297, § 2.

^^^^Q dollars and fifty cents. If the judgment appealed from

be reversed in part, and affirmed as to the residue, the amount

of costs allowed to either party shall be such sum as the appel-

late Court may award, not exceeding five dollars. If the

appeal be dismissed for want of prosecution, as provided by

Section 366, no costs shall be allowed to either party. In

ih., § 7. every appeal, the Magistrate, before whom the judgment ap-

pealed from was rendered, shall receive sixty cents for his

return. If the judgment be reversed for an error of fact in

the proceedings, not affecting the merits, costs shall be in the

discretion of the Court. If, in the notice of appeal, the ap-

pellant shall not state in what particular, or particulars, he

claims the judgment should have been more favorable to him,

he shall not be entitled to costs, unless the judgment appealed

from shall be \vholly reversed.

Where a party appeals from judgment of a Magistrate without stating in what

particular or particulars the judgment should have been more favorable to him,

he will not be entitled to costs unless the judgment be wholly reversed.—Wall v.

Davis, 19 S. C, 455. And where appellant is not entitled to costs the respondent

is.

—

Ih.

Where appellant refuses to accept offer of respondent to allow judgment for cer-

tain amount, and finally obtains judgment for less than defendants offer, he is

liable for all costs subsequent to the offer.—Williford v. Gadsden, 2y S. C, 87;

2 S. E., 858.

An application to the Circuit Court to correct errors in the adjustment of costs

by the Clerk is not an appeal under this Section.—State ex rel. Bartless v. Town
Council of Beaufort, 44 S. C, 500; 22 S. E., 719.

As to appeal dismissed for failure to file return.—Ramseur v. Moore, 43 S. C,

304; 21 S. E., 81.
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TITLE XII.

OF THE MISCELLANEOUS PROCEEDINGS IN CIVIL
ACTIONS, AND GENERAL PROVISIONS.

Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter IV.

V.

VI.

Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter VIII

Chapter IX

I. Submitting a Controversy without Action.

II. Proceedings against Joint Debtors.

III. Confession of a Judgment without Action.

Offer of the Defendant to Compromise the

Whole or a Part of the Action.

Admission or Inspection of Writings.

Examination of Parties.

VII. Examination of Witnesses.

Motions and Orders.

Entitling Affidavits.

Chapter X. Computation of Time.

Chapter XI. Notices, and Filing and Service of Papers.

Chapter XII. Miscellaneous Provisions.

CHAPTER I.

Submitting a Controversy Without Adtion.

Sec.

374. Controversy, how
without action.

submitted

Sec.

375. Judgment, how enforced.

376. Judgment, how enforced or ap-

pealed from.

Section 374. Parties to a matter in dispute, which might 1^^ how""!!^^!^^!

the subject of a civil action, may, without action, agree upon a without action.

case containing the facts upon which the controversy depends, gg^^'"' ^^^' §

and present a submission of the same to any Court which

would have jurisdiction if an action had been brought. But

it must appear by affidavit that the controversy is real, and

the proceedings in good faith, to determine the rights of the

parties. The Court shall thereupon hear and determine the

case, and render judgment thereon, as if an action were de-

pending.

Cases submitted to Supreme Court.—Simpson v. Willard, 14 S. C, 191; Macoy v.

Curtis, 14- S. C, 367. Original proceedings in mandamus.-—Carolina Grocery Co.

V. Burnet, 61 S. C, 205; 39 S. E., 381.

The Court of Common Pleas refused to entertain a case for prohibition under

this Section because Section 452, Code, provides that this Section shall not affect

the procedure in cases of mandamus and prohibition.—The South Carolina Society

V. Gurney, 3 S. C, 51.
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^ -^^ V ""• '^ The Court has no jurisdiction unless the affidavit is filed.—Reeder v. Workman,

37 S. C, 415; 16 S. E., 187; Bradford v. Buchanan, 39 S. C, 242; 17 S. E., 503.

The agreement must be signed by the parties themselves, and not by their attorneys

for them.

—

lb.

The Court will look alone to the facts stated in the agreement, without regard to

any legal conclusions incorporated with them.—So. Ry. Co. v. City Council of

Greenville, 49 S. C, 449; 27 S. E., 652.

Judgment, Scc. 375. Judgment shall be entered, as in other cases, but
how enforced. .

,
. , ^^,

Without costs for any proceeding prior to the trial, i he case,

the submission, and a copy of the judgment, shall constitute

the judgment roll.

Judgment, Sgc. 376. The judgment may be enforced in the same man-
how enforced ...,,,
or appeaiedner as if it had been rendered m an action, and shall be subject
from.

, . ,.,

to appeal m like manner.
lb., § 391.

^^

CHAPTER II.

Proceedings Against Joint Debtors.

Sec. Sec.

377 Parties not summoned in action

on joint contract, may be

summoned after judgment.

378. Form of summons.
379. Summons to be accompanied by

affidavit of amount due.

380. Party summoned may answer
and defend.

381. Subsequent pleadings and pro-

ceedings the same as in an
action.

382. Answer and reply to be verified

as in an action.

summonid'' fn Scctioii 377. Whcu a judgment shall be recovered against

cont°r"c*trm°ryOi^s o^ morc of scveral persons jointly indebted upon a contract,

after^rudgm^nl by procccdiug as provided in Section 157, those who were not

1870, XIV., § originally summoned to answer the complaint may be sum-
^°^" moned to show cause why they should not be bound by the

judgment, in the same manner as if they had been originally

summoned.
Judgment was obtained against a copartnership and one of the firm. Several years

afterwards, the other copartner, having returned to the State, was summoned to

show cause why he should not be bound by the judgment. Judgment against him

was entered for the sum of the original judgment, with interest to date. This was

error, as judgment against him should have been that he "be bound by" the

original judgment, and that plaintiff have leave to issue execution thereon.—Form
of such judgment suggested.—Adickes v. Allison, 21 S. C, 245.

Form of sum- gee. 378. The summons provided in the last Section shall be

lb §
394— subscribed by the judgment creditor, his representative or

attorney, shall describe the judgment, and require the person

summoned to show cause, within twenty days after the ser-

vice of the summons; and shall be served in like manner as

the original summons.

mons
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Sec. 379. The summons shall be accompanied by an affidavit

Si
accompan-of the person subscribing it, that the judgment has not been

i^
g^"^^^°j^^^^°

satisfied, to his knowledge or information and belief, and shall
^f'^^^^o^^t'^lye^

specify the amount due thereon. ~/&7^§^.

Sec. 380. Upon such summons any party summoned may p^^-^y ^^^,

answer within the time specified therein, denying the judg-!fj^3^"g^and"cfe^

ment, or setting up any defense thereto, which may have ^^"'^-

arisen subsequently to such judgment; and, in addition thereto, ^^' ^
^^^'

if the party be proceeded against according to Section 377,

he may make any defense which he might have made to the

action if the summons had been served on him at the time

when the same was originally commenced and such defense

had been then interposed to such action.

In answer to such summons the Statute of Limitations cannot be pleaded to the

claim upon which the judgment had been entered, if not barred when the action

commenced.—Adickes v. Allison, 21 S. C, 245.

Sec. 381. The party issuing the summons may demur or
jf^^in^l'^^^nd

reply to the answer, and the party summoned may demur to P^^'^g^e^mgs the

the reply; and the. issues may be tried and judgment may be action.

given in the same manner as in an action, and enforced by •^^•^ §
^^''•

execution ; or the application of the property charged to the

payment of the judgment may be compelled by attachment,

if necessary.

Sec. 382. The answer and reply shall be verified in the like
^^^j^^^^^g^J^^"^

cases and manner, and be subject to the same rules, as the^^^j^^^^^ ^^ ^^

answer and reply in an action. ~i^ ^~^_

CHAPTER III.

Confession of Judgment Without Action.

Sec.

383. Judgment may be confessed for

debt due or for contingent

liability.

Sec.

384. Statement in writing, and form
thereof.

385. Judgment and execution._... .. , ,., Judgment may
Section 383. A mdsrment by confession may be entered, with- be confes s e d

. , , ^ y
,

. for debt due or

out action, either for money due, or to become due, or to secure for contingent

any person against contingent liability on behalf of the de ;
—;

fendant, or both, in the manner prescribed in this Chapter. 399.

A confession of judgment may be made by a client to his attorney, if made
with entire fairness and full knowledge.—Wise v. Hardin, s S. C, 325.

A judgment by confession has all the characteristics of an ordinary judgment

and cannot be attacked collaterally; the remedy is by application to the Court in

which the confession is entered to vacate or modify it, if it is insufficient in form

or for any reason void.—Southern Co. v. Thew, 5 S. C, 5. A confession of judg-

ment against it, by the president of a corporation, is invalid, it not appearing that

he had authority to make it, or that it had been confirmed by acquiescence.

—

Ih.
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^ -•" V "'- ' A confession of judgment entered without action in the Clerk's office during
vacation is valid. Section 2(1^, subdivision i, does not conflict with this Section.

—

Weinges v. Cash, 15 S. C, 44.

There is no law which requires a confession of judgment to be obtained or read

in open Court.

—

Ih.

A confession made with view to protect debtor's property against debts present

or which he expects to contract may be set aside for fraud, by the subsequent

creditors.—Kohn v. Meyer, 19 S. C, 190.

The Clerk of Court may take a confession of judgment in his own favor.—Trim-
mier v. Winsmith, 23 S. C, 449.

The confession can only be entered in the County where the action could be

brought and tried.

—

Ex parte Ware Furniture Co., 49 S. C, 20; 2.y S. E., 9.

wr1tfn|?'''a*n'd ^60. 384. A Statement in writing must be made and signed
form thereof.

|^y ^j^^ defendant, and verified by his oath, to the following
/?,., §400. g^g^^.

1. It must state the amount for which judgment may be

entered, and authorize the entry of judgment therefor.

2. If it be for money due, or to become due, it must state

concisely the facts out of which it arose, and must show that

the sum confessed therefor is justly due, or to become due.

3. If it be for the purpose of securing the plaintiff against a

contingent liability, it must state concisely the facts consti-

tuting the liability, and must show that the sum confessed

therefor does not exceed the same.

A confession is not void merely because the value of the consideration is less

than the amount of the confession.—Wise v. Hardin, s S. C, 325.

A confession for an amount less than what is actually due contains a sufficient

statement.—Weinges v. Cash, 15 S. C, 44.

A description of the debt without a statement of its consideration and facts

out of which it arose is insufficient.

—

Ex parte Carroll, 17 S. C, 446; Kohn v.

Meyer, 19 S. C, 190. A confession insufficient in statement is not merely irregular

but is invalid.

—

Ex parte Carroll, 17 S. C, 446; Kohn v. Meyer, 19 S. C, 190.

And cannot be corrected by amendment.

—

Ex parte Carroll, 17 S. C, 446. And
should be set aside on motion, as proper proceeding.

—

Ih. And such motion may
be made at any time within five years.

—

Ih.

When statement is false or so grossly inaccurate as to mislead inquirers, it

is void as to other creditors.—Kohn v. Meyer, 19 S. C, 190.

"For goods sold and delivered" is a sufficient statement.

—

Ex parte Graham, in

re. Plyler v. Robertson, 54 S. C, 163; 32 S. E., 67. A confession of judgment

on note without mentioning the indebtedness for which the note was given is void.

—

Woods v. Bryan, 41 S. C, 74; 19 S. E., 218.

Judgment gee. 385. The statement may be filed with the Clerk of the
and execution. -'

lb 401- 1884 Court of Commou Pleas, or with a Magistrate, if the amount
XVIII., 693. fQj. vv^hich judgment is confessed shall not exceed one hun-

dred dollars, who shall enter a judgment endorsed upon the

statement for the amount confessed, with five dollars, plaintiff's

attorney's costs, when the confession is entered by an attorney,

and the usual fees provided by law to the Clerk of the Court

of Common Pleas or Magistrate, as the case may be, for enter-

ing up judgments and issuing executions in any cases, together

with any necessary disbursements of the plaintiff. The state-
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ment and affidavit, with the judgment endorsed, shall there-

upon become the judgment roll. Executions may be issued

and enforced thereon in the same manner as upon judgments

in other cases in such- Courts. When the debt for which the

judgment is entered is not all due, or is payable in installments,

and the installments are not all due, the execution may issue

upon such judgment for the collection of such installments

as have become due, and shall be in the usual form, but shall

have endorsed thereon, by the attorney or person issuing the

same, a direction to the Sheriff to collect the amount due on

such judgment, with interest and costs, which amount shall be

stated, with interest thereon, and the costs of said judgment.

Notwithstanding the issue and collection of such execution,

the judgment shall remain as security for the installments

thereafter to become due, and whenever any further install-

ments become due, execution may, in like manner, be issued

for the collection and enforcement of the same.

Debtor confessing judgment to Clerk himself, his creditor cannot object that the

Clerk had no right to consider his application and statement and enroll the judg-

ment.—Trimmier v. Winsmith, 23 S. C, 449.

"The Clerk" is the Clerk of the County where the defendant resides.

—

Ex parte

Ware Furniture Co., 49 S. C, 20; 27 S. E., 9. Entry on the abstract of judgments

is sufficient.—Putney v. McDow, 54 S. C, 172; 32 S. E., 67.

CHAPTER IV.

Offer of the Defendant to Compromise the Whole or a Part

of the Action.

Sec.

386. Offer of compromise.

387. Defendant may offer to liquidate

damages.

Sec.

388. Effect of acceptance or refusal

of offer.

Section 386. The defendant may, at any time before the trial offer of com-

1 1 • • rr rr • • • 11
promise.

or verdict, serve upon the plaintiff an offer m writing to allow
, f y , . r ,

1S70, XIV., §

judgment to be taken against him for the sum or property, or 402; ists, xv.,

to the effect therein specified, with costs. If the plaintiff

accept the offer, and give notice thereof in writing within ten

days, he may file the summons, complaint, and offer, with an

affidavit of notice of acceptance, and the Court shall direct

judgment to be entered thereon accordingly. If the notice of

acceptance be not given, the offer is to be deemed withdrawn,

and cannot be given in evidence; and if the plaintiff fail to

obtain a more favorable judgment, he cannot recover costs, but

must pay the defendant's costs from the time of the offer ; and
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^"^
' in case the defendant shall set up a counter-claim in his answer

to an amount greater than the plaintiff's claim, or sufficient to

reduce the plaintiff's recovery below fifty dollars, then the

plaintiff may serve upon the defendant an offer in writing to

allow judgment to be taken against him for the amount speci-

fied, or to allow said counter-claim to the amount specified,

with costs. If the defendant accept the offer, and give notice

thereof in writing within ten days, he may enter judgment as

above for the amount specified, if the offer entitled him to

judgment, or the amount specified in said offer shall be al-

lowed him in the trial of the action. If the notice of acceptance

be not given, the offer is to be deemed withdrawn, and cannot

be given in evidence ; and if the defendant fail to recover a

more favorable judgment, or to establish his counter-claim

for a greater amount than is specified in said offer, he cannot

recover costs, but must pay the plaintiff's costs from the time

of the offer.

mOT^offe"/^?o ^^c- 38'^- III ^" action arising on contract, the defendant

ages.'^^'^^

"^^"^ may, with his answer, serve upon the plaintiff an offer in

~E7~fm. writing that, if he fail in his defense, the damages be assessed

Effect of ac- ^^ a Specified sum ; and if the plaintiff signify his acceptance

fusai"of offen thcrcof in writing, before trial, and on the trial have a verdict,

lb § 404. 'the damages shall be assessed accordingly.

Sec. 388. If the plaintiff do not accept the offer, he shall

prove his damages as if the offer had not been made, and shall

not be permitted to give it in evidence. And if the damages

assessed in his favor shall not exceed the sum mentioned in

the offer, the defendant shall recover his costs incurred in

consequence of any necessary preparation or defence in respect

to the question of damages.

CHAPTER V.

Admission or Inspection of Writings.

Sec. 389. Inspection and copy of books, papers, &c., how obtained.

and" copy'^^'of Sectloii 389. Either party may exhibit to the other, or to his

&°°!'^'how^^^ob- attorney, at any time before the trial, any paper material to

^^^
. the action, and request an admission in writing of its genuine-

^^1870, XIV., §
j^ggg^ j^ ^-^^ adverse party, or his attorney, fail to give the

admission, within four days after the request, and if the party
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exhibiting- tlie paper be afterwards put to expense in order

to prove its genuineness, and the same be finally proved or

admitted on the trial, such expense shall be paid by the party

refusing the admission, unless it appear to the satisfaction of

the Court that there were good reasons for the refusal. The

Court before which an action is pending, or a Judge or Justice

thereof, may, in their discretion, and upon due notice, order

either party to give to the other, within a specified time, an

inspection and copy, or permission to take a copy, of any books,

papers, and documents in his possession or under his control,

containing evidence relating to the merits of the action or the

defense therein. If compliance with the order be refused, the

Court, on motion, may exclude the paper from being given in

evidence, or punish the party refusing, or both.

The Master is a special tribunal and has no power as a Court to require the

defendants to produce a deed in their possession, no such power having been con-

ferred upon him.—Cartee v. Spence, 24 S. C, 550.

Doubtea whether a Circuit Judge or Court authorized to do so.

—

lb.

Before the order can be ;nade the affidavit must show the facts which call for

the exercise of the Judge's discretion. It must show there was a request for the

inspection and notice given the other party.—Wenzel v. Palmetto Brewing Co.,

48 S. C, 80; 26 S. E., I.

A penalty for refusal to comply with the order will not be imposed until it is

judicially ascertained that such refusal was without good reason.—Jenkins v.

Bennett, 40 S. C, 393; 18 S. E., 929.

A. D. 1902.

CHAPTER VI.

Examination of Parties.

Sec.

390. Action for discovery abolished.

391. A party may examine his adver-

sary as a witness.

392. Such examination also allowed

before trial. Proceedings
therefor.

393. Party, how compelled to attend.

394. Testimony of party may be re-

butted.

395. Effect of refusal to testify.

Sec.

396. Testimony of a party not re-

sponsive to the inquiries

may be rebutted by the oath

of the party calling him.

397. Persons for whom action is

brought or defended may be

examined.

398. Examination of co-plaintifE or

co-defendant.

Section 390. No action to obtain discovery under oath, in aid ..Action for
-' discovery abol-

of the prosecution or defense of another action, shall be al- 's^gd.

lowed, nor sTiall any examination of a party be had on behalf -^^-^ § ^'^

of the adverse party, except in the manner prescribed by this

Chapter.

Sec. 391. A party to an action may be examined as a witness,

at the instance of the adverse party, or of any one of several ^^j^^^^y

adverse parties, and for that purpose may be compelled, in

A party may
examine his ad-

Ib., § 407.
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"""'^^-^—
the same manner, and subject to the same rules of examina-

tion as any other witness, to testify, either at the trial, or con-

ditionally, or upon commission.

Party examined on his own behalf is entitled to the same means of refreshing

his memory as are allowed to other witnesses.—Bull v. Lambson, 5 S. C, 285.

One of two defendants may be examined on behalf of the plaintiff.—Devereaux

V. McCready, 46 S. C, 133; 24 S. E., tj.

This Section does not authorize the physical examination of the plaintiff in an

action for personal injuries.—Easier v. So. Ry. Co., 60 S. C, 117; 38 S. E., 258.

nation afs^^™i- Scc. 392. The examination, instead of being had at the trial,

triaL Proc°eed^as provided in the last Section, may be had at any time before
ings

—

trial, at the option of the party claiming it, before a judge of

4ce.'
' ' " the Court, on a previous notice to the party to be examined,

and any other adverse party, of at least five days, unless, for

good cause shown, the Judge order otherwise. But the party

to be examined shall not be compelled to attend in any other

County than that of his residence, or where he may be served

with a summons for his attendance.

com^Jeiied°t^ Scc. 393. The party to be examined, as in the last Section
^

provided, may be compelled to attend in the same manner as

a witness who is to be examined conditionally ; and the exami-

nation shall be taken and filed by the Judge in like manner,

and may be read by either party on the trial.

paTty'm°a7be Scc. 394. The examination of the party, thus taken, may
rebutted.

|^^ rcbuttcd by adverse testimony.
ih., § 410.

ggj,_ ggg_ j-£ ^ party refuse to attend and testify, as in the

fufd uft^tify! ^ast four Sections provided, he may be punished as for a con-

ih., § 4u. tempt, and his complaint, answer, or replv may be stricken out.

Sec. 396. A party examined by an adverse party, as in this

a part^nofre^ Chapter provided, may be examined on his own behalf, sub-

mquiV7el m a^y J
ect to the samc rulcs of examination as other witnesses. But

the'^oath^of the if ^6 testify to any new matter, not responsive to the inquiries

him!
^^ *^^''''^° put to him by the adverse party, or necessary to explain or

jb.^ § 412. qualify his answers thereto, or discharge when his answers

would charge himself, such adverse party may offer himself

as a witness on his own behalf in respect to such new matter,

subject to the same rules of examination as other witnesses,

and shall be so received.

Persons for §£(;_ ^^^ ^ person for whose immediate benefit the actionwhom action is ^

fended^ma Ife
^^ prosccutcd Or defended, though not a party to the action,

examined. j^^y j^g examined as a witness, in the same manner and subject

lb., § 413. ^Q ^l-^g same rules of examination as if he were named as a

party.
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ant.

lb., § 414.

Sec. 398. A party may be examined on behalf of his co-

plaintiff, or of a co-defendant, as to any matter in which he is^jj^^^'^\"f^'^°g

not jointly interested or liable with such co-plaintiff or co-de-
""^ '^"''^^^ ^ " '^"

fendant, and as to which a separate and not joint verdict or

judgment can be rendered. And he may be compelled to at-

tend in the same manner as at the instance of an adverse

party; but the examination thus taken shall not be used in the

behalf of the party examined. And whenever, in the case

mentioned in Sections 391 and 392, one of the several plaintiffs

or defendants who are joint contractors, or are united in in-

terest, is examined by the adverse party, the other of such

plaintiffs or defendants may offer himself as a witness to the

same cause or action or defense, and shall be so received.

CHAPTER VII.

Examination of Witnesses.

Sec.

399. Interest not to exclude a wit-

ness.

Sec.

400. Parties to actions and special

proceedings may be wit-

nesses on their own behalf

except in certain cases.

Interest not
to exclude a

Section 399. No person offered as a witness shall be excluded witness.

bv reason of his interest in the event of the action. ,

is7o, xiv., §

414.

Sec. 400. A party to an action or special proceeding in any
j,^^^-^^^ ^g ^^.

and all Courts, and before any and all officers and persons ^'^°^^, ^nd spe-
' -' -"^ c 1 a I proceed-

acting judicially, may be examined as a witness on his owni"?s may be
o J J ' J wit nesses on

behalf, or in behalf of any other party, conditionally, on com- t^^eiv '^own ^be-

mission, and upon the trial or hearing in the case, in the same certain cases.

manner and subject to the same rules of examination as any ^^-^ §
'^'^•^

other witness : Provided, however, That no party to the action

or proceeding, nor any person who has a legal or equitable in-

terest which may be affected by the event of the action or pro-

ceeding, nor any person who, previous to such examination,

has had such an interest, however the same may have been

transferred to, or come to the party to the action or proceeding,

nor any assignor of anything in controversy in the action,

shall be examined in regard to any transaction or communi-

cation between such witness and a person at the time of such

examination, deceased, insane, or lunatic, as a witness against

a party then prosecuting or defending the action as executor,

administrator, heir at law, next of kin, assignee, legatee, de-
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visee, or survivor of such deceased person, or as assignee or

committee of such insane person or hmatic, when such exami-

nation, or any judgment or determination in such action or

proceeding, can in any manner affect the interest of such wit-

ness or the interest previously owned or represented by him.

But when such executor, administrator, heir at law, next of

kin, assignee, legatee, devisee, survivor, or committee, shall

be examined on his own behalf in regard to such transaction

or communication, or the testimony of such deceased or insane

person or lunatic, in regard to such transaction or communica-

tion, (however the same may have been perpetuated or made

competent,) shall be given in evidence on the trial or hearing

in behalf of such executor, administrator, heir at law, next of

kin, assignee, legatee, devisee, survivor, or committee, then

all other persons not otherwise rendered incompetent shall be

made competent witnesses in relation to such transaction or

communication on said trial or hearing. Nothing contained in

Section 8 of this Code of Procedure shall be held or construed

to affect or restrain the operation of this Section

:

1. In any trial or inquiry in any suit, action, or proceeding

in anv Court, or before any person having, by law, or consent

of parties, authority to examine witnesses or hear evidence,

the husband or wife of any party thereto, or of any person

in whose behalf any such suit, action, or proceeding is brought,

prosecuted, opposed, or defended, shall, except as hereinafter

stated, be competent and compellable to give evidence, the

same as any other witness, on behalf of any party to such suit,

action, or proceeding.

2. No husband or wife shall be compellable to disclose any

confidential communication made by one to the other during

their marriage.

"This Section describes four classes of persons and three characteristics of testi-

mony. The four classes of persons are these: (i) A party to the action or

proceeding; (2) a person having an interest that may be affected by the event

of the trial; (3) a person who has had such an interest, but which has been in

any manner transferred to, or has in any manner come to, a party to the action

or proceeding; (4) an assignor of a thing in controversy in the action. The three

characteristics of the testimony are these: (a) Tn regard to any transaction or com-

munication between the witness and a person deceased, insane, or lunatic; (b)

against a party prosecuting or defending the action as executor, administrator,

heir at law, next of kin, assignee, legatee, devisee, or survivor of such deceased

person, or as assignee or committee of such insane person or lunatic; (c) when the

present or previous interest of the witness may in any manner be aifected by the

testimony or by the event of the trial. It will thus be seen that, to justify the

exclusion of testimony under this proviso of Section 400, it should be shown to

the satisfaction of the trial Judge—First, that the witness belongs to one or more

or all of the four classes of persons whose testimony may under certain circum-

stances be excluded; and, secondly, lliat his testimony partakes of, not merely one
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or two of the disqualifying characteristics classified under a, b, and c, but that

it possesses all three of those characteristics."—Norris v. Clinkscales, 47 S. C,

488; 25 S. E., 797; Lewie v. Hallman, 53 S. C, 32; 30 S. E., 601; Martin v. Jen-

nings, 52 S. C, 371; 29 S. E., 808; Burkim v. Pinkhussohn, 58 S. C, 469; 36 S. E.,

908; Westbury v. Simons, 57 S. C, 472; 35 S. E., 764; Sloan v. Hunter, 56 S. C,

385; 34 S. E., 658.

This Section is in restriction of the general right conferred by the preceding

Section and cannot be extended by construction beyond its clearly expressed

design.—Guery v. Kinsler, 3 S. C, 423; Jones v. Plunkett, 9 S. C, 392. The pro-

visions of this Section apply to criminal as well as civil actions.—State v. Reynolds,

48 S. C, 384; 26 S. C, 679.

Only persons included in the particular relations therein referred to can be

considered as embraced in the proviso or exceptions; others not named, though

within the mischief intended to be prevented, cannot be included.—Guery v. Kinsler,

3 S. C., 423; Jones v. Plunkett, 9 S. C., 392; Colvin v. Phillips, 25 S. C, 228;

Brown v. Moore, 26 S. C., 160; 2 S. E., 9; Huff v. Latimer, 33 S. C., 225; 11

S. E., 758; Rapley v. Klugh, 40 S. C., 142; 18 S. E., 680. But the Section must

be construed by the intent appealing on its face, and whether the proviso should

be applied must be determined by the issue raised through the pleadings aud not

by the form of the action.—Boykin v. Watts, 6 S. C., 76.

These provisions do not apply where the witness is not a party to the action,

has no interest in the event of it, and cannot be affected by it.—Bollman v. Boll-

man, 6 S. C., 29; Twitty v. Houser, 7 S. C., 153; Blakely v. Frazier, 11 S. C, 122;

Shaw V. Cunningham, 16 S. C., 631.

"It was not error to allow an assignee of a life policy, who had assigned to de-

fendant, to testify, in an action to recover the money collected by defendant there-

under, that he had advanced the money to pay the first premium on the policy.

—

Westbury v. Simons, 57 S. C., 473; 35 S. E., 764.

A person is not excluded as. a witness whose liability on a note will in no way
be increased or diminished by the event of the suit.—Twitty v. Houser, 7 S. C.,

153; Sanders v. Bagwell, 37 S. C., 145; 15 S. E., 714.

It is the possibility that "any person who has a legal or equitable interest which

may be affected by the event of the action" that will exclude him as a witness.—Roe
V. Harrison, 9 S. C, 279.

If the defendant, though not named as executor, defends for the benefit of the

estate of his testator, whose declarations the plaintiff is offered to prove, he is

protected against such testimony.—Boykin v. Watts, 6 S. C., 76.

A party as witness is incompetent to testify as to communication with deceased

person against his administrator where the judgment would affect his interest.

—

Earle v. Harrison, 18 S. C., 329; Trammell v. Trammell, 57 S. C., 89; 35 S. E., 533.

A witness in interest is not incompetent to testify to communications and trans-

actions had between a person deceased and some third person.—Roe v. Harrison,

9 S. C., 279; Brock V. Odell, 44 S. C., 25; 21 S. E., 977; Hughey v. Eichelberger,

II S. C, 36; Shaw V. Cunningham, 16 S. C, 631; McLaurin v. Wilson, 16 S. C,
402; Robinson v. Robinson, 20 S. C, 567; Kennemore v. Kennemore, 26 S. C,
251; I S. E., 881; Moore v. Trimmier, 32 S. C, 511; 11 S. E., 548; Brice v. Miller,

35 S. C, 537; 15 S. E., 272; Sloan v. Hunter, 56 S. C, 385; 34 S. E., 658; Archer
V. Long, 38 S. C, 272; 16 S. E., 998; Brockle v. Leach, 55 S. C, 510; 33 S. E., 720.

Nor to testify against his own interest, though his testimony should affect the

rights of others.—Shell v. Boyd, 32 S. C, 539; 11 S. E., 205.

The interest affected means the interest promoted; parties are competent to

testify against their interest.—Boykin v. Watts, 6 S. C, 76; Robinson v. Robinson,

20 S. C, 567; Moffatt V. Hardin, 22 S. C, 25; Griffin v. Earle, 34 S. C, 246;

13 S. E., 473.

A factor in his action against executor of owners of cotton for reclamation can-

not testify to conversation had with him.—Blakely v. Frazier, 11 S. C, 122.

Where assignee of sealed note sues, the defendant may prove the loss of the

receipt given him by assignor, since deceased, but he cannot testify to contents of

it.—Standeridge v. Powell, 1 1 S. C, 549.

The introduction of testimony other than that of the representative of the de-

ceased, as to certain transactions or communications of the deceased, does not
render a party in interest competent to testify as to the same matter.—Brice v.

Hamilton, 12 S. C, 32.
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A legatee under lost will, in attempting to set up same, cannot testify to com-

munications or transactions with testator.—Bauskett v. Keitt, 22 S. C, 187.

In proceeding to revive execution by administrator of the assignee the defendant

cannot testify that he had placed two notes in hands of the deceased assignee to

collect.—Monts v. Koon, 21 S. C, no.

A ward, in action for account brought by him after majority, against the executor

of his deceased guardian, cannot testify to communications made to him by the

deceased upon the matter of compromise formerly made between them, as to the

value of the estate, although the returns of the guardian had been introduced in

evidence by the executor.-—Owens v. Watts, 24 S. C, 76.

Where plaintiff sues administrator of deceased on account for services rendered

the deceased, he cannot testify that the account is correct, as that is, in substance

and effect, testifying that the services had been rendered under contract or upon

request, and related to a contract with deceased.—Boyd v. Cauthen, 28 S. C, 72;

5 S. E., 170.

A surviving executor may not testify to communications or transactions between

himself and the deceased executor affecting their liability to each other for the

administration of their testator's estate.—Williams v. Mower, 29 S. C, 332; 7 S.

E., 505-

In action by creditor to set aside a judgment confessed by father, since de-

ceased, to defendant, his daughter, and to set aside sale of land thereunder, the

plaintiff could not prove communications had by him with the deceased.—Martin

v. Adams, 29 S. C, 597; 6 S. E., 860.

In action by survivor of firm against devisee of deceased partner to recover

his share of certain lands held in deceased partner's name, but being really partner-

ship property, the plaintiff was incompetent to prove any communications or

transactions between the deceased and himself.—Jones v. Smith, 31 S. C, 527;

10 S. E., 340.

When defendant, as administrator of deceased son, being sued on note by the

executor of the deceased father, testified as to the facts of the conversations with

the testator, relative to the note, without giving any detail thereof, the plaintiff

could not, in reply, prove the substance of conversation with his testator about

the note.—Richards v. Munro, 30 S. C, 284; 9 S. E., 108.

A trustee is not the representative of his deceased predecessor, and the obligor

of bond, given to the latter, can prove payment to him in the action thereon by

the former.—Guery v. Kinsler, 3 S. C, 423.

In an action to recover land, brought against one who claimed as purchaser under

A, who had purchased from C, deceased, A was a competent witness to prove C's

declarations as to the title to the land.—Jones v. Plunkett, 9 S. C, 392.

A remote alienee of one deceased is within the mischief intended to be remedied

by the exception, but she is not within its express terms, and can testify as to com-

munications and transactions between herself and the deceased as to the land

she seeks to recover in the action.—Cantey v. Whittaker, 14 S. C, 527; Brice v.

Miller, 35 S. C, 537; 15 S. E., 272; Rapley v. Klugh, 40 S. C, 142; 18 S. E., 680.

Plaintiff in action against a town can testify as to the transactions between him-

self and a former Intendant of the town, acting for the corporation, but at the

time of trial deceased.—Coleman v. Chester, 14 S. C, 286.

In action to recover share of crop made by plaintiff on defendant's farm revived

after defendant's death against his executors, the plaintiff could testify as to his

own acts in connection with the subject matter, in no way attempted to be con-

nected with the deceased.—Rookheart v. Dean, 21 S. C, 597.

In action by executrix, an attorney can testify to communications between him-

self as attorney for the testator and the administrator, now deceased, of an estate

under which defendants claim.—Reynolds v. Rees, 23 S. C, 438.

A defendant to an action for partition is not incompetent to testify to com-

munications between himself and a former trustee of the property now deceased,

under whom plaintiff claimed, the plaintiff not holding any of the relations to the

deceased specified in this Section.—Minton v. Pickens, 24 S. C, 592.

And the assignee of a judgment, in his action thereon against the administrator

of the deceased judgment debtor, can testify to communications between his

assignor, then owner of the judgment, and the judgment debtor.—Colvin v. Phillips,

25 S. C, 228.

In a contest between two claimants under -the obligee in a bond for titles, the
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obligor can testify to communications between himself and the deceased obligee,

as such a witness, though a party to the cause, has no interest in the action.—Wood
V. Wood, 25 S. C, 600.

Witness, through whom defendants claimed, was competent to testify in their

behalf that he permitted another party, since deceased, to remain on the land in

dispute, the testimony relating to an act of the witness and not to a transaction

with the deceased.—Brown v. Moore, 26 S. C, 160; 2 S. E., g.

A grantor, as against her grantee, is a competent witness to prove the declaration

of one deceased under whom both of the parties to the cause derived their title.—

-

Blohme v. Lynch, 26 S. C, 300; 2 S. E., 136.

In action by beneficiaries under a policy of life insurance against a bank for

the possession of the policy, the President and Cashier of the bank can testify

as to conversations and transactions by them with the assured, since deceased, as

'

to the policy, because the plaintiffs are not prosecuting the action in any of the

representative characters referred to in this Section.—McCauley v. National Bank,

27 S. C, 215; 3 S. E., 193.

Where the defendant, as administrator of deceased executor, brings out on cross-

examination of the plaintiff, the surviving co-executor, that certain payments have

been made to him by defendant's intestate, the plaintiff was allowed to testify as

to whether other alleged payments had been made to him.—Williams v. Mower,

29 S. C, 332; 7 S. E., 505.

In action by creditor to set aside judgment confessed to defendant by her father,

who died before the trial, and to set aside the sale of land under the judgment, a

witness who held none of the relations prohibited under this Section could testify

to communications had by him with the father.—Martin v. Adams, 29 S. C, 597;

6 S. E., 860.

Defendant, as administrator of deceased son, being sued on note by executor of

deceased father, was competent to prove the facts that he had had repeated con-

versations with the father and he had never made demand upon the defendant,

as administrator, for payment of the note.—Richards v. Munro, 30 S. C, 284;

9 S. E., 108.

In action by creditor to set aside for fraud a deed made by his debtor, now
deceased, one of the grantees to the deed, and party defendant, who has sold his

"

interest in the land, can testify to the circumstances of the transaction and the

declarations of the grantor, to show the fraud.—Shell v. Boyd, 32 S. C, 359; 11

S. E., 205.

In action by tenant to recover personal property seized by the executor of the

land owner for rent, which had been paid by plaintiff to one from whom he claimed

to have leased the land, such person can testify as to communications and trans-

actions with the deceased land owner, he being no party to action nor interested

in the result, and the action being against the defendants individually and not as

executors.—Huff v. Latimer, 33 S. C, 255; 11 S. E., 758.

In action against administrator of a deceased debtor to recover the value of

work done in building and repairing houses, the plaintiff may testify as to what
work was done by him on the premises of intestate, in his presence, that being an

independent fact.—Fogette v. Gaffney, 33 S. C, 303.

The testimony of the plaintiff, in a suit for services rendered to a person since

deceased, that she rendered services for a specified time, and on cross-examination

as to what she received from the deceased, was not incompetent.—Marshall v.

Mitchell, 59 S. C, 523; 38 S. E., 158.

In action by assignee of mortgage, the mortgagor may testify that she never

had any communication or transaction with the mortgagee, now deceased.—Griffin

V. Earle, 34 S. C., 246; 13 S. E., 473.

In action by surviving executor against administrator of deceased co-executor,

for account and settlement, the plaintiff can testify to the fact that he had con-

versations with defendant's intestate as to certain matters, and when, where, and
in whose presence such conversation was had, the statements of witness or de-

ceased not being disclosed.—Williams v. Mower, 35 S. C, 206; 14 S. E., 483.

Testimony incompetent under this Section is admissible if not objected to at

time.—Tompkins v. Tompkins, 18 S. C., i; Burris v. Whitner, 3 S. C, 510;

Bollman v. Bollman, 6 S. C, 30; McCougan v. Hall, 21 S. C., 601.

It was error for Probate Judge to strike out on motion testimony as incom-

petent under this Section, where such testimony had been previously given without
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'^-- s^ "— ' objection.—Stark v. Hopson, 22 S. C, 42. And Circuit Judge erred in holding

such testimonj- to be competent and sustaining the decree below; he should have

ordered a new trial so that the Court below might first consider such testimony.

—lb.
A partj- examined on his own behalf may, like other witnesses, refresh his

memory by book entries and other memoranda.—Bull v. Lambson, 5 S. C, 284.

An heir at law, co-defendant with an administrator, in a suit on a debt of the

intestate, may testify as to conversation between her and the deceased, and as to the

contents of a letter from plaintiff to the deceased.—Martin v. Jennings, 52 S. C,
371 ; 29 S. E., 808.

To permit a defendant in a suit by an administrator to testify he met the de-

ceased on several occasions, with certain amounts of monej' on his person, that he

did not have when he left him, is a palpable effort to evade the provisions of this

Section.—Martin v. Fowler, 51 S. C, 499; 29 S. E., 261.

One who petitioned for letters of administration could testify that he paid a

doctor's bill for the deceased, since the testimony was not given in an action against

anj' of the parties named in the Section.—Burkim v. Pinkhussohn, 58 S. C, 469;

36 S. E., 908.

Testimony of physician, who presents bill for sers'ices in attending on deceased,

as to his physical condition, is competent.—Sullivan v. Latimer, 38 S. C, 158; 17

S. E., 701.

An executor is a competent witness as to a conversation had with his testator,

against the interest of the testator, if such witness has no individual interest in

the controversy.—Devereaux v. McCrady, 46 S. C, 133; 24 S. E., 77.

The heirs at law and grantee of deceased, by introducing the testimons' of de-

ceased, taken de bene esse, as to transactions between her and the plaintiff, make
the testimony of the plaintiff as to such transactions competent.—Ellis v. Cribb, 55

S. C, 328; 33 S. E., 484.

Definition of

an order.

CHAPTER VIII.

Motions and Orders.

Sec. I Sec.

401. Definition of an order. ' 403. Notice of motion.

402. Definition of a motion. Motions, 404. In absence, &c., of Judge at

how and when made. Stay Chambers, motion may be

of proceeding. Compelling transferred to another Judge

parties to testify on mo- 1 405. Enlarging time for the proceed-

tions. Decision on motion. i ings in an action.

Section 401. Every direction of a Court or Judge, made or

§ 416.' " "entered in writing, and not included in a judgment, is denomi-

nated an order.

The refusal of a motion for nonsuit, never being "made or entered in writing,"

is not an order.—^Agnew v. Adams, 24 S. C, 86.

A Judge has no power of his own mere motion to make an order affecting the

rights of a party.—State v. Parker, 7 S. C, 233.

The order of one Court or Judge cannot be set aside or disregarded for irregu-

larity by another.—Furman v. R. R. Co., 3 S. C, 438.

The order of one Judge granting leave to a party to make a motion before an-

other Judge is without force.—Steele v. R. R. Co., 14 S. C, 324.

Order passed in equity cause valid, although the cause is not on calendar.—Wright

V. Herlong, 16 S. C, 620.

Sec. 402. I. An application for an order is a motion.

Motion is proper mode of obtaining relief in a cause not ended.—Wright v.

Herlong, 16 S. C, 620.

Such motions must be first made before the Judge of the Court having juris-

diction of the case.—State v. Black, 34 S. C, 194; 13 'S. E., 361.
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2. Motions may be made to a Judge or Justice out of Court, ^--^v"*-^

except for a new trial on the merits. Definition of
T a motion. Mo-

As to motions at chambers, see Sec. 2736, Civil Code and note. As a Judge tions, how and
1 , , T-,, <«,, o^ „ „, when made.

cannot vacate a judgment at chambers.—Bank v. Mellett, 44 b. C, 383; Claussen Stay of pro-

V. Hutchinson, 14 S. C, 517; Charles v. Jacobs, 5 S. C, 348; Turner v. Foreman, ceeding. Com-

47 S. C, 31; 24 S. E., 989. So he cannot give a judgment at chambers.—Badham P'^^""S,.P^'^'-''^^
to testify on

V. Brabham, 54 S. C, 400; 32 S. E., 444. Nor can he, on motion to dissolve an u^ q tions. De-
attachment, decide on the merits of the action.—Williamson v. Ass'n, 54 S. C, cision on mo-

582; 32 S. E., 76s; Moore v. Rountree, 35 S. E., 386; 57 S. C, 75. So a Judge ^^°"-
^

of one Circuit cannot hear a petition for mandamus arising in another Circuit, /{,_ §417;
the Courts of which he is not holding.—State e.r rel. Cunningham v. Williams, 1S99, XXIII.,

52 S. C, 416; 29 S. E., 814. Nor can application for such writ be heard outside

of Circuit.—State ex rel. LaMotte v. Smith, 50 S. C, 558; 2y S. E., 933.

The following motions may be made at chambers

:

Motion to dissolve an attachment upon notice.—Cureton v. Dargan, 12 S. C, 122.

Motion for leave to file a supplemental complaint.—Edwards v. Edwards, 14

S. C, II.

Motion to vacate a warrant of seizure to enforce agricultural lien.—Segler v.

Coward, 24 S. C, 119; Moore v. Rountree, 57 S. C, 75; 35 S. E., 386.

Motion for leave to amend complaint.—Ellen v. Ellen, 26 S. C, 99; i S. E., 413.

Motion for order of reference, on notice.-—-Bank of Hampton v. Fennell, 55 S.

C, 379; 33 S. E., 485.

Motion for alimony pendente lite.—Smith v. Smith, 51 S. C, 379; 29 S. E., 227.

Motion to authorize issuance of receiver's certificates.—State v. R. R. Co., 45
S. C, 413; 23 S. E., 362.

3. Orders made out of Court, without notice, may be made
by the Judge of the Court, in any part of the State.

Judge can correct mere clerical error in his decree on ex parte application out

of Court.—Chafee v. Rainey, 21 S. C, 11.

It is doubted whether this subdivision applies to the granting of a writ of

certiorari.—State v. Black, 34 S. C, 194; 13 S. E., 361.

Orders at foot of decree to carry it into effect.—Miller v. Cramer, 48 S. C,
282; 26 S. E., 657. Or give certificate as to default judgment being for purchase

money.—Odom v. Burch, 52 S. C, 305; 29 S. E., 726.

4. Motions upon notice must be made within the Circuit in

which the action is triable, or, in the absence or inability of

the Judge of the Circuit, may be made before the resident or

presiding Judge of a Circuit adjoining that in which it is

triable.

This subdivision does not empower a Circuit Judge to perform judicial duties

outside of his own Circuit.

—

Ex parte Parker, 6 S. C, 472.

But Judge may render a decree in cause heard by him in one Circuit after he

had entered upon his duties in another Circuit.—Chafee v. Rainey, 21 S. C, 11.

Motion to set aside a decree of foreclosure can be made only in the Circuit

where the action is pending.—Thomas v. Raymond, 4 S. C, 347.

It is error to grant relief beyond the terms of the notice.—De Walt v. Kinard,

19 S. C, 286.

Applications for writ of mandamus must be heard in Circuit.—State ex rel. La-

Motte v. Smith, so S. C, 588; 27 S. E., 933. And must be heard by the Judge

of, or holding the Courts in the Circuit.—State ex rel. Cunningham v. Williams,

52 S. C, 416; 29 S. E., 814.

5. A motion to modify or vacate a provisional remedy, and

an appeal from an order allowing a provisional remedy, shall

have preference over all other motions.

6. No order to stay proceedings for a longer time than

14.—C. P.
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'^''"V"*^ twenty days shall be granted by a Judge out of Court, except

upon previous notice to the adverse party, of at least four

days, unless the Circuit Judge prescribe a shorter period.

This Section applies only to a Circuit Judge, and not to a Justice of the Supreme
Court.—Salinas v. Aultman, 49 S. C, 378; 27 S. E., 407. Nor does it refer to

injunctions against individuals; or, if so, it merely makes the restraining order

nugatory after the lapse of twenty days, and not irregular ab initio.—Strom v.

American Freehold, &c., Co., 42 S. C, 97; 20 S. E., 16. The defect, if any, by

motion to vacate within the twenty days.—Meinhard v. Youngblood, 37 S. C, 223;

IS S. E., 947.

7. When any party intends to make or oppose a motion in

any Court of record, and it shall be necessary for him to have

the affidavit of any person who shall have refused to make
the same, such Court, or a Judge thereof, may, by order, -ap-

point a referee to take the affidavit or deposition of such person.

Such person may be subpoenaed and compelled to attend and

make an affidavit before such referee, the same as before a

referee to whom it is referred to try an issue. And the fees

of such referee for such service shall be three dollars per day.

8. Whenever a motion shall be made in any cause or pro-

ceeding in any of the Courts in this State to obtain an injunc-

tion order, order of arrest, or warrant of attachment, granted

in any such case or proceeding, it shall be the duty of the

Judge, Magistrate, or other officer before whom such motion

is made, to render and make known his decision on such motion

within twenty days after the day upon which such motion

shall or may be submitted to him for his decision.

tion
'^'^^ °^ ™° ^®^' ^^^- When a notice of a motion is necessary, it must

"TsTO XIV § ^^ served four days before the time appointed for the hearing

;

^^^-
. but the Court or Judge may, by an order to show cause, pre-

scribe a shorter time.

An order cannot be made without notice to the party prejudiced by it.—State v.

Parker, 7 S. C, 235.

An order to enjoin a decree for sale of mortgaged premises cannot b^ made
without four days' notice.—Rice v. Mahaffey, 9 S. C, 281.

Motion for security for costs should be notified four days before the time for

hearing.—Dulany v. Elford, 22 S. C, 304.

Orders granted upon notice for less time should be set aside.

—

Ex parte Apeler,

35 S. C, 419; 14 S. E., 931.

Notice of motion to change venue.—Willoughby v. N. E. Ry. Co., 46 S. C, 317;

24 S. E., 308, and Sec. 2785, Civil Code.

&c^," of'^judg^e ^^^' ^^^' When notice of a motion is given, or an order to

motio^nwy^'be show causc is returnable before a Judge out of Court, and at

In^o'the7?udgl° ^^^ ^^nie fixed for the motion he is absent or unable to hear

jj,_^ § 4i9_
it, the same may be transferred, by his order, to some other

Judge, before whom the motion, in case of his absence or in-

ability, might originally have been made.
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This Section extends the provisions of Section 402, subdivision 4, to the case ^-^^-y"*-^

of a motion already noticed or ordered to be heard in proper Circuit.

—

Ex parte

Parker, 6 S. C, 472.

It does not enlarge the authority of the Judges to perform judicial acts beyond

the limits of their own Circuits.

—

lb.

Does not apply to proceedings in nvaiidamits.—State ex rel. Cunningham v. Wil-

liams, 52 S. C, 416; 29 S. E., 814.

See. 405. The time within which any proceeding in an action time'^ ilr ^thl

must be had, after its commencement, except the time within an°action.^^

which an appeal must be taken, may be enlarged, upon an it., § 420.

affidavit showing grounds therefor, by a Judge of the Circuit

Court. The affidavit, or a copy thereof, must be served with a

copy of the order, or the order may be disregarded.

CHAPTER IX.

Entitling Affidavits.

Sec. 406. AflBdavits defectively entitled valid.

Affidavits de-
Section 406. It shall not be necessary to entitle an affidavit in fectiveiy' ^entt

the action ; but an affidavit made without a title, or with a de-
^'^'^ '^^^"^'

fective title, shall be as valid and effectual, for every purpose, ^^" ^
^^^'

as if it were duly entitled, if it intelligibly refer to the action

or proceeding in which it is made.

It is not necessary to state the venue in the affidavit.—Clemson College v. Pickens,

42 S. C, sii; 20 S. E., 401. An affidavit defined; before whom to be taken.

—

Marine Wharf Co. v. Parsons, 49 S. C, 136; 26 S. E., 956. The affidavit need

not be signed by the affiant.—Armstrong v. Austin, 45 S. C, 69; 22 S. E., 767.

As to the necessity of the officer signing the jurat.—Doty v. Boyd, 46 S. C, 39;

24 S. E., 59.

CHAPTER X.

Computation of Time.
• Sec. 407. Time, how computed.

Section 407. The time within which an act is to be done, as Time, how1- '111 f 1 f 1
computed.

herem provided, shall be computed by excluding the first day

and including the last. If the last day be Sunday, it shall be 422.

excluded.

When an order allowing twenty days in which to serve an answer is affirmed, the

defendant has twenty days after the answer reaches the lower Court in which to

do so.—Barnwell v. Marion, 56 S. C, 54; 33 S. E., 719.
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CHAPTER XL
Notices, and Filing and Service of Papers.

Sec.

408. Notices, &c., how served.

409. Service, how made.
410. Service by mail.

411. The like.

412. Double time where service by
mail.

413. Notice of motion, &c., where
personally served.

Sec.

414. When papers need not be served
on defendant.

-±15. Service of papers where parties

reside out of the State.

416. Summons and pleadings to be
filed.

417. Service on attorney.

418. When this Chapter does not
apply.

Notices, &c.
how served.

lb., § 423.

Service, liow
made.

lb., § 424.

S e r V ice by
mail.

lb., § 425.

The like.

lb., § 426.

Section 408. Notices shall be in writing, and notices and

other papers may be served on the party or attorney, in the

manner prescribed in the next three Sections, where not other-

wise provided by this Code of Procedure.

Telephone notices, being verbal, do not comply to this Section.

—

Ex parte Apeler,

35 S. C, 417; 14 S. E., 931. Notice of appeal.^—Abney v. Cole, 30 S. C, 607;

10 S. E., 390; Barnwell v. Marion, 56 S. C, 54; 33 S. E., 719.

Sec. 409. The service may be personal, or by delivery to the

party or attorney on whom the service is required to be made;

or it may be as follows

:

1. If upon an attorney, it may be made during his absence

from his office, by leaving it with the clerk therein, or with a

person having charge thereof; or, when there is no person in

the office, by leaving it, between the hours of six in the morn-

ing and nine in the evening, in a conspicuous place in the office

;

or, if it be not open so as to admit of such service, then by

leaving it at the attorney's residence, with some person of

suitable age and discretion.

2. If upon a party, it may be made by leaving the paper

at his residence between the hours of six in the morning and

nine in the evening, with some person of suitable age and

discretion.

Leaving with wife at residence sufficient.—Allen v. Cooley, 53 S. C, 414; 31

S. E., 634.

Sec. 410. Service by mail may be made where the person

making the service and the person on whom it is to be made
reside in different places, between which there is a regular

communication by mail.

Service by mailing on last day sufficient.—S3 S. C, 155; 31 S. E., i.

Sec. 411. In case of service by mail, the paper must be de-

posited in the postoffice, addressed to the person on whom it

is to be served, at his place of residence, and the postage paid.
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Sec. 412. When the service is by mail, it shall be double the

time required in cases of personal service. Double time
T- ^ where service

This provision is intended for the benefit of the party upon whom the service "y ma"-

is made and not for the party making the service. The service is complete as ^^g^o XIV §

soon as the paper is deposited in postoffice, properly addressed and stamped.— 427.

Sullivan v. Speights, 12 S. C, 561. The time for service of exceptions upon the

Judge, after rising of the Court, not extended when sent by mail.

—

lb.

Sec. 413. Notice of a motion or other proceeding- before a Noticeof
,

mot ion, &c..

Court or Judge, when personally served, shall be given at where person-

1 r r 1
• •

1 r
^^^^ served.

least four days before the time appointed therefor. — •

-^
_

^^
^

lb., § 428.

An order to enjoin a decree for sale of mortgaged premises cannot be made
without four days' notice.—Rice v. Mahaffey, 9 S. C, 281. Motion requiring

security for costs should be notified four days beforehand.—Dulany v. Elford, 22

S. C, 304.

Notice of motion for change of venue.—Willoughby v. N. E. Ry. Co., 46 S. C,
317; 24 S. E., 308; Civil Code, Sec. 2785.

Sec. 414. When a defendant shall not have demurred or When papers
need not be

answered, service of notice or papers in the ordinary proceed- served on de-

insrs in an action need not be made upon him unless he be im- =

. .

^
lb., § 429.

prisoned for want of bail, but shall be made upon him or his

attorney, if notice of appearance in the action has been given.

Sec. 415. Where a plaintiff or a defendant who has de- Service of pa-
^

_
pers where par-

murred or answered, or gives notice of appearance, resides ti|s reside out

out of the State, and has no attorney in the action, the service—r————

•

.... -'''• S 430.

may be made by mail, if his residence be known; if not known,

on the Clerk, for the party.

Sec. 416. The summons and the several pleadings in an Summons and
^ '-' pleadings to be

action shall be filed with the Clerk within ten days after the fii^^-

service thereof respectively, or the adverse party, on proof of ^^^ § 431.

the omission, shall be entitled without notice to an order from

a Judge that the same be filed within a time to be specified

in the order, or be deemed abandoned.

Sec. 417. Where a party shall have an attorney m the action,^ Service on at-
'^ -' ' torney.

the service of papers shall be made upon the attorney instead ^^ ^^^

of the party.

Applies only after action has been commenced.-—Duncan v. Brown, 15 S. C, 416.

Notice to set aside an execution should be served on the parties; service upon

attorney who renewed the execution is not sufficient.

—

lb.

Sec. 418. The provisions of this Chapter shall not apply to ch^pte? d o*e's

the service of a summons, or other process, or of any paper to
"°^ ^^^ ^'

.

bring a party into contempt.
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CHAPTER XII.

Miscellaneous Provisions.

Sec.

419. Papers lost or withheld, how
supplied.

420. Where undertakings to be filed.

Sec.

421. Time for publication of notices,

how computed.

422. Laws of other States and Gov-

ernments, how proved.

or^w f tVh°efd! Section 419. If an original pleading or paper be lost or with-
how supplied,

i^gi^ i^y ^j^y person, the Court may authorize a copy thereof

lb., § 437. ^Q ^g i^ig^. ^^^ ^gg(^ instead of the original.

This Section confers no new powers, but simply recognizes the general power

already existing in the Court of so substituting new records.—DuBois v. Thomas,

14 S. C, 30. Such general authority includes judgments.

—

lb.
Where un-

. . 1 • 1

d e r takings to gec. 420. The various undertakings required to be given by
be filed.— this Code of Procedure must be filed with the Clerk of the

Court, unless the Court expressly provides for a different dis-

position thereof, except that the undertakings provided for by

the Chapter on the claim and delivery of personal property,

shall, after the justification of the sureties, be delivered by the

Sheriffs to the parties, respectively, for whose benefit they are

taken.

licatTon o'f^no- Scc. 421. The time for publication of legal notices shall be

putld.
°'^ '^""^

computed so as to exclude the first day of publication, and

1S70, XIV., § include the day on which the act or event, pf which notice is

given, is to happen, or which completes the full period required

for publication,

er ^stltes and Scc. 422. Printed copies, in volumes, of statutes, code, or

how^'prove^d!
^' Other written law, enacted by any other sovereignty, State or

lb., § 441. Territory, or foreign government, purporting or proved to

have been published by the authority thereof, or proved to be

commonly admitted as evidence of the existing law in the

Courts and judicial tribunals of such sovereignty, State, Ter-

ritory, or government, shall be admitted by the Courts and

officers of this State, on all occasions, as presumptive evidence

of such laws. The unwritten or common law of any other

sovereignty, State, or Territory, or foreign government, may

be proved as facts by parol evidence ; and the books of reports

of cases adjudged in their Courts may also be admitted as pre-

sumptive evidence of such law.
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TITLE XIII.

ACTIONS IN PARTICULAR CASES.

Chapter I. Actions against Foreign Corporations.

Chapter II. Actions in place of Scire Facias
^
Quo Warranto,

and of Informations in the nature of Quo
Warranto.

CHAPTER I.

Actions Against Foreign Corporations.

Sec. 423. Where and by whom action brought.

Section 423. An action against a corporation created by or by^^ Ijh'o^jn^ ac'^

under the laws of any other State, government, or country, ^'°" ^°^° ^'

may be brought in the Circuit Court

—

^^'' ^
^^^"

1. By any resident of this State, for any cause of action.

2. By a plaintiff not a resident of this State, when the cause

of action shall have arisen, or the subject of the action shall be

situated, within this State.

A complaint in a Court of general jurisdiction is not demurrable on the ground

of want of jurisdiction, because of the non-residence of the plaintiff, it not appear-

ing therefrom what his residence is.—Pollock v. B. & L. Ass'n, 48 S. C, 65; 25

S. E., 977.

Where such corporation appears and answers on the merits, it submits itself

to the jurisdiction of the Court, and the complaint will not then be held defective

because it failed to show that the plaintiff was a resident of the State.—Chafee v.

Postal Co., 35 S. C, 372.

A non-resident can sue a foreign corporation only in the two cases specified in

subdivision 2, and this action cannot be maintained unless it appear that it is

brought in one case or the other.—Central R. R. v. Georgia Company, 32 S. C, 319.

The cause of action arises at the place of performance, presumably the place of

making.—Tillinghast v. Boston Lumber Co., 38 S. C, 319; 18 S. E., 120; Curnow
V. Phoenix Ins. Co., 37 S. C, 407; 16 S. E., 132; Carpenter v. American Accident

Co., 46 S. C, 541; 24 S. E., 500.
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CHAPTER II.

Action in Place of Scire Facias, Quo Warranto, and of In -

formations in the Nature of Quo Warranto.

Sec. Sec.

424. /Scire facias and quo warranto 434.

abolished, and this Chapter
substituted.

425. Action may be brought, by di- 435.

rection of the Legislature, 436.

by the Attorney General, to

vacate a charter.

426. Action to annul a corporation, 437.

when and how brought by

the Attorney General, by 488.

leave of the Supreme Court.

427. Leave to sue, how obtained. 439.

428. Action upon information or com-
plaint of course.

429. Action, when and how brought 440.

to vacate letters patent.

430. Relator, when to be joined as 441.

plaintiff.

431. Complaint and arrest of defend-

ant in action for usurping 442.

an office.

432. Judgment in such actions. 443.

433. Assumption of office, &c., by re-

lator, when judgment is in

his favor.

Proceedings against a defendant,

on his refusal to deliver

books or papers.

Damages, how recovered. -

One action against several per-

sons claiming office and
franchise.

Penalty for usurping office or

franchise, how awarded.
Judgment of forfeiture against a

corporation.

Costs against a corporation, or

persons claiming to be such,

how collected.

Restraining corporation, and
appointment of receiver.

Copy of judgment roll against

corporation, where to be

filed.

Entry of judgment relating to

letters patent.

Action for forfeiture of prop-

erty to the State.

Scire facias
quo warranto
abolished, and
this Chapter
substituted.

1S70, XIV., §

443.

Action may
be brought, by
direction of the
Legislature, bj'

t li e Attorney
General, to va-
cate a charter.

lb., § 444.

Section 424. The writ of scire facias, the writ of quo war-

ranto, and proceedings by information in the nature of quo tvar-

ranto, are abolished ; and the remedies heretofore obtainable in

those forms may be obtained by civil actions under the provis-

ions of this Chapter. But any proceeding heretofore com-

menced, or judgment rendered, or right acquired, shall not be

affected by such abolition.

The Supreme Court still retains the power conferred upon it by Cons., Art. IV.,

Sec. 4, to issue writs of quo zvarranto in tlie sense that it has jurisdiction of such

proceedings. This Section does not attempt to abolish that jurisdiction, but

simply to abolish the formal characteristics of the writ.—Alexander v. McKenzie,

2 S. C, 8i; State v. Bowen, 8 S. C, 382.

Relates only to scire facias as a civil remedy; does not affect it as a remedy to

estreat a recognizance in the Court of General Sessions.—State v. Wilder, 13 S.

C, 344.

Sec. 425. An action may be brought by the Attorney Gen-

eral, in the name of the State, whenever the Legislature shall

so direct, against a corporation, for the purpose of vacating

or annulling the Act of incorporation, or an Act renewing its

corporate existence, on the ground that such Act or renewal

was procured upon some fraudulent suggestion or conceal-

ment of a material fact, by the persons incorporated, or by

some of diem, or with their knowledge and consent.
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Sec. 426. An action may be brought by the Attorney Gen-

eral in the name of the State, on leave granted by the Supreme ^^^1'"'^'°"^*°^^^.^:

Court or a Justice thereof, or a Circuit Judge, for the purpose
^j,'°";;''1fj?^^^g'^'J

of vacating the charter or annulling the existence of a cor- J^^^
^^^ Qg'^g^j."^^

poration, other than municipal, whenever such corporation I^^J^^^'^
°*4^|

shall— ^""'•^-

1. Offend against any of the provisions of this Code of ^^' ^
^^^'

Procedure, or the Acts creating, altering, or renewing such

corporation ; or,

2. \^iolate the provisions of any law by which such cor-

poration shall have forfeited its charter by abuse of its

powers ; or,

3. Whenever it shall have forfeited its privileges or fran-

chises by failure to exercise its powers ; or,

4. Whenever it shall have done or omitted any act which

amounts to a surrender of its corporate rights, privileges, and

franchises ; or,

5. Whenever it shall exercise a franchise or privilege not

conferred upon it by law.

And it shall be the duty of the Attorney General, whenever

he shall have reason to believe that any of these acts or omis-

sions can be established by proof, to apply for leave, and, upon

leave granted, to bring the action, in every case of public in-

terest, and, also, in every other case in which satisfactory se-

curity shall be given to indemnify the State against the costs

and expenses to be incurred thereby.

Sec. 427. Leave to bring the action may be granted upon Leave to sue,

the application of the Attorney General ; and the Court or _^:^ —_

—

Judge may, at discretion, direct notice of such application to 446.' '

'

be given to the corporation or to its officers, previous to grant-

ing such leave, and may hear the corporation in opposition

thereto.

See. 428. An action may be brought by the Attorney Gen- Action upon
. . . r 1 A

,

1 • ' • r i_- information or
eral m the name of the State, upon his own miormation, orcompiaint of

upon the complaint of any private party, or by a private party

interested, on leave granted by a Circuit Judge, against the

parties offending, in the following cases

:

1. When any person shall usurp, intrude into, or unlawfully

hold or exercise any public office, civil or military, or any fran-

chise within this State, or any office in a corporation created

by the authority of this State ; or,

2. When any public officer, civil or military, shall have done
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'•~—'v-^ or suffered an act which, by the provisions of law, shall make

a forfeiture of his office ; or,

3. When any association or number of persons shall act

within this State as a corporation, without being duly incor-

porated,

a t''d°"'h''o^ w S^c. 429. An action may be brought by the Attorney Gen-

c™e''!etter°s pa- ^^^^' ^^ ^^^ uamc of the State, for the purpose of vacating or

^J^ .annulling letters patent granted by the people of this State in

lb., § 448. ^Yie following cases

:

1. When he shall have reason to believe that such letters

patent were obtained by means of some fraudulent sugges-

tion or concealment of a material fact, made by the person to

whom the same were issued or made, or with his consent or

knowledge; or,

2. When he shall have reason to believe that such letters

patent were issued through mistake, or in ignorance of ma-

terial fact; or,

3. When he shall have reason to believe that the patentee, or

those claiming under him,- have done or committed an act, in

violation of the terms and conditions on which the letters patent

were granted, or have, by any other means, forfeited the inter-

est acquired under the same.

Relator, when Scc. 430. When an action shall be brought by the Attorney
to be joined as . . , . _,,

, , . -

plaintiff. General, by virtue of this Chapter, on the complaint of any

1870, xiY., private party, or by a person having an interest in the question,

the name of such person shall be joined with the State as plain-

tiff ; and, in every case, the Attorney General, or Circuit Judge,

as the case may be, may require as a condition precedent to

bringing such action, that satisfactory security shall be given

to indemnify the State against the costs and expenses to be in-

curred thereby ; and in every case brought by the Attorney

General where such security is given, the measure of compen-

sation to be paid by such person to the Attorney General, shall

be left to the agreement, express or implied, of the parties.

Complaint and Scc. 431. When such an action shall be brought against a
arrest of de-

"^ ^

tfon'^for usur""
P^^sou for usurping an office, the Attorney General, or private

ing an office, party bringing the same, in addition to the statement of the

lb., § 450. cause of action, may also set forth in the complaint the name

of the person rightfully entitled to the office, with a statement

of "his right thereto; and in such case, upon proof by affidavit

that the defendant has received fees or emoluments belonging

to the office, and by means of his usurpation thereof, an order
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may be granted by a Judge of the Circuit or Justice of the ^ »
'

Supreme Court for the arrest of such defendant, and holding

him to bail ; and thereupon he shall be arrested and held to

bail in the manner, and with the same effect, and subject to the

same rights and liabilities, as in other civil actions where the

defendant is subject to arrest.

Sec. 432. In every case, judgment shall be rendered upon the Judgment in
J ' J <^ ^ such actions.

right of the defendant, and also upon the right of the party so

alleged to be entitled, or only upon the right of the defendant,

as justice shall require.

Sec. 433. If the judgment be rendered upon the right of the .Assumption

person so alleged to be entitled, and the same be in favor of by relator
•^ ° '

^
when judgment

such person, he shall be entitled, after taking the oaths of office, is in his favor.

and executing such official bond as may be required by law, ^^> § "152.

to take upon himself the execution of the office ; and it shall

be his duty, immediately thereafter, to demand of the defend-

ant in the action all the books and papers in his custody, or

within his power belonging to the office from which he shall

have been excluded.

Sec. 434. If the defendant shall refuse or neglect to deliver Proceedings
•-' against a de-

over such books or papers, pursuant to the demand, he shall be
^Ifusl'i^'to'^ di^

guilty of a misdemeanor, and the following proceedings shall ^'^er books or

be had, to compel delivery of such books or papers : —^—r^^^

—

1. Whenever any person shall be removed from office, or the

term for which he shall have been elected or appointed shall

expire, he shall, on demand, deliver over to his successor all

the books and papers in his custody as such officer, or in any

way appertaining to his office. Every person violating this

provision shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.

2. If any person shall refuse or neglect to deliver over to

his successor any books or papers, as required in the preceding

Section, such successor may make complaint thereof to any

Judge of the Circuit Court, or Justice of the Supreme Court,

where the person so refusing shall reside; and if such officer

be satisfied by the oath of the complainant, and such testimony

as shall be offered, that any such books or papers are with-

held, he shall grant an order directing the person so' refusing

to show cause before him, within some short reasonable time,

why he should not be compelled to deliver the same.

3. At the time so appointed, or at any other time to whicli

the matter may be adjourned, upon due proof being made of the

service of the said order, such officer shall proceed to inquire
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r
—"^ into the circumstances. If the person charged with withhold-

ing such books or papers shall make affidavit before such officer

that he has truly delivered over to his successor all such books

and papers in his custody, or appertaining to his office, within

his knowledge, all further proceedings before such officer shall

cease, and the person complained against shall be discharged.

4. If the person complained against shall not make such

oath, and it shall appear that any such books or papers are

withheld, the officer before whom such proceedings shall be had

shall, by warrant, commit the person so withholding to the jail

of the County, there to remain until he shall deliver such

books and papers, or be otherwise discharged according to

law.

A party having prima facie title to an appointive office is entitled to a summary
order against the party in possession of the books belonging to the office.—Verner

V. Seibels, 39 S. E., 274.

5. In the case stated in the last Section, if required by the

complainant, such officer shall also issue his warrant, directed

to any Sheriff or Constable, commanding him in the day time

to search such places as shall be designated in such warrant for

such books and papers as belong to the- officer so removed, or

whose term of office expired, in his official capacity, and which

appertained to such office, and seize and bring them before the

officer issuing the warrant.

6. Upon any books or papers being brought before such of-

ficer, by virtue of such warrant, he shall inquire and examine

whether the same appertained to the office from which the

person so refusing to deliver was removed, or of which the

term expired, and he shall cause the same to be delivered to

the complainant.

7. If any person appointed or elected to any office shall die,

or his office shall in any way become vacant, and any books or

papers belonging or appertaining to such office shall come to

the hands of any person, the successor to such office may, in

like manner as hereinbefore prescribed, demand such books

or papers from the person having the same in his possession

;

and on the same being withheld, an order may be obtained,

and the person charged may, in like manner, make oath of

the delivery of all such books and papers that ever came to

his possession ; and in case of omission to make such oath, and

to deliver up the books and papers so demanded, such person

may be committed to jail, and a search warrant may be issued,
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and the propert}' seized by virtue thereof may be delivered to ^-*-v-*-^

the complainant, as hereinbefore prescribed.

Where a person has been elected Probate Judge and he qualifies and is com-

missioned as such, he is prima facie entitled to the possession of the office and its

books, records and property, without awaiting a judgment in his favor under a

proceeding in quo zi^arraiito; and his predecessor in office may be committed to jail,

as for contempt, for refusal to obey an order of the Circuit Judge directing him to

surrender such office and property to his successor.

—

Ex parte ^^hipper, 32 S. C,

5; 10 S. E., 579.

Sec. 435. If judgment be rendered upon the right of the per- re^o^'fed.'
^"'"^

son so alleged to be entitled, in favor of such person, he rnay ^sto, xiv., §

recover, by action, the damages which he shall have sustained ^^*-

by reason of the usurpation by the defendant of the office from

which such defendant has been excluded.

Sec. 436. Where several persons claim to be entitled to the ag°n"t^ sevlml

same office or franchise, one action may be brought against all fn"°office'' liTd

such persons, in order to try their respective rights to such !!!!liJ!l .

rr r ^ • ^b., § 455.
office or francnise.

Sec. 437. When a defendant, whether a natural person or ^^Pe^a^tj j^^r

corporation, against whom such action shall have been brought, o^j ^ a n^diise,

shall be adjudged guilty of usurping or intruding into, or un-
^^_^ ^ ^^g_

•

lawfully holding or exercising, any office, franchise, or privi-

lege, judgment shall be rendered that such defendant be ex-

cluded from such office, franchise, or privilege, and also that

the plaintiff recover costs against such defendant. The Court

mav also, in its discretion, fine such defendant a sum not ex-

ceeding two thousand dollars, which fine, when collected, shall

be paid into the Treasury of the State.

Sec. 438. If it shall be adjudged that a corporation against ^
J^^gment^ of

which an action shall have been brought pursuant to this Chap-
pf^itilV.^

''°''"

ter, has, by neglect, abuse, or surrender, forfeited its corporate
j^_^ ^ ^^^

rights, privileges, and franchises, judgment shall be rendered

that the corporation be excluded from such corporate rights,

privileges, and franchises, and that the corporation be dis-

solved.

Sec. 439. If judgment be rendered in such action against a ^ Cost^pj;.|^|JJJ

corporation, or against persons claiming to be a corporation, "[^jPf^^^^'^i,!

the Court may cause the costs herein to be collected by execu-
fe^c'te'd.''"'^

^°^'

tion against the persons claiming to be a corporation, or by at-
j^_^ § ^gg^

tachment or process against the Directors or other officers of

such corporation.

Sec. 440. When such judgment shall be rendered against a ^^^^^^''^^^fi^f^^

corporation, the Court shall have power to restrain the corpo- 1^\'^^ tTf°'re-

ration, to appoint a receiver of its property, and to take anf!^
lb., § 459.
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' account, and make distribution thereof among its creditors

;

and it shall be the duty of the Attorney General, immediately

after the rendition of such judgment, to institute proceedings

for that purpose.
Copyofjudg- Sgc_ 44i_ Upon the rendition of such iude-ment against amentroll ^ JO o

alon^ whereTo
Corporation, or for the vacating or annulling of letters patent,

^^ ^^^^-
it shall be the duty of the Attorney General to cause a copy of

460^"' '^"^^' ^^^^ judgment roll to be forthwith filed in the office of the

Secretary of State,

men't^ ?eiitm<^
^®^' ^'^^' Such Secretary shall thereupon, if the record re-

ent
^"^""^ P^t- lates to letters patent, make an entry in the records of the office

II, ^^gy
— of the Secretary of State, of the substance and effect of such

judgment, and of the time when the record thereof was dock-

eted ; and the real property granted by such letters patent may
thereafter be disposed of in the same manner as if such letters

patent had never been issued,

f (^r future °of
^®^* '^^^- Whenever, by the provisions of law, any property,

Itetl"^^
*° *^^ real or personal, shall be forfeited to the State, or to any officer

j^ g ^, for its use, an action for the recovery of such property, al-

leging the grounds of the forfeiture, may be brought by the

proper officer in the Circuit Court.

TITLE XIV.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

Sec. Sec.

444. Definition of real property. 450. Judges to meet and malie gen-

445. Definition of personal property. eral rules.

446. Definition of property. 451. Justices of Supreme Court may
447. Definition of Clerk. !

make rules.

4iS. Eules of construction. 452. Proceedings by mandamus and

449. Inconsistent statutory provisions prohibition not affected, &c.

repealed. 1
453. Equity rules to prevail in cases

I

of conflict.

Definition of Scctioii 444. The words "real propertv'" and "real estate," as
real property. i

j.
.

^ •
1 i j

,, , ,,,
—

-used in this Code of Procedure, are co-extensive with lands,
lb., S ioD.

tenements, and hereditaments.

Definition of Sec. 445. The words "personal property," as used in this
persona prop

q^^^ ^£ Proccdurc, includc money, goods, chattels, things in

lb., § 467. action, and evidences of debt.

Held to include debts evidenced by bonds and mortgages.—Williamson v. Ass'n.

54 S. C, 582; 32 S. E., 765.
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Sec. 446. The word "property," as used in this Code of Pro-

cedure, includes property, real and personal. property!""
°^

Sec. 447. The word "Clerk," as used in this Code of Pro- y^_^ g 468.

cedure, signifies the Clerk of the Court where the action is Definition of

pending, and, in the Supreme Court, the Clerk of the County ^'^'"^"
,

mentioned in the title of the Complaint, or in another County ^^' ^
'^^^

to which the Court may have changed the place of trial, unless

otherwise specified.

Sec. 448. The rule of common law, that Statutes in deroga- R^i" of con-
' ° struction.

tion of that law are to be strictly construed, has no application———-

—

to this Code of Procedure.

Sec. 449. All Statutory provisions inconsistent with this i " consistent
'^ statutory pro-

Code of Procedure are repealed ; but this repeal shall not re-
^|f'°"^

repeai-

vive a Statute or law which may have been repealed or abol-
^g^^ ^^y ^

ished by the provisions hereby repealed. And all rights of'^''^-

action given or secured by existing laws may be prosecuted in

the manner provided by this Code of Procedure. If a case

shall arise in which an action for the enforcement or protection

of a right, or the redress or prevention of a wrong, cannot be

had under this Code of Procedure, the practice heretofore in use

may be adopted so far as may be necessary to prevent a failure

of justice.

Remedy can be had under the Code, in action already pending, according to

its new forms of proceeding if practicable; if not practicable, in order to prevent

failure of justice, resort might be had to the former practice.—Parnell v. Maner,

16 S. C, 348; Arthur v. Allen, 22 S. C, 432. In the light of this Section so

much of the Act of 1878 as to appeals (16 Stat., 698,) is inconsistent with Section

345, subdivision 2, and must be considered as repealed.—Molair v. R. R. Co., 31

S. C, 510; 10 S. E., 243.

The Code making no provision as to proceedings in case of certiorari, the "prac-

tice heretofore in use" must govern in such case.

—

Ex parte Black, 34 S. C, 194;

13 S. E., 361.

Sec. 450. The Justices of the Supreme Court and the Judges j^^^^ f^d^i^ake

of the Circuit Courts shall meet in general convention on such £!!^!^iLjZ!l!!i_

day and at such place as may be designated by the Chief Jus- issl'' xviii.',

tice, at least once in every two years, counting from the year '^^•

of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-two, for

the purpose of revising and amending the rules of the Circuit

Court, and establishing such additional rules as may be deemed

necessary to regulate the practice in the Circuit Courts : Pro-

vided, Such alterations or additions be not inconsistent with

any of the Statutes of this State.

Such convention has no power to prescribe rules for the exercise of any special

jurisdiction conferred by statute upon a Clerk or Magistrate. Rule 66 of the

Circuit Court does not apply to sureties on a bond given by lienee to obtain war-

rant for seizure of crop under agricultural lien.—Sharp v. Palmer, 31 S. C, 444!

IP S. E., 98.
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v.^^-y'-^fcX The authority of the Rules, so adopted, not inconsistent with the Code, recog-

nized.-—Ketchin v. Landecker, 32 S. C, 155; 10 S. E., 936; Townsend v. Sparks,

50 S. C, 3S0; 2.^ S. E., 802.

Justices of Sec. 451. The Justices of the Supreme Court shall, from

may make rules time to time, make such rules for the orderly conduct of busi-

ih., § 471. ness in said Court as they may deem proper, not inconsistent

with this Code of Procedure.

Proceedings Sec. 452. Until the Legislature shall otherwise provide, the

and prohibition second part of tliis Codc of Procedure shall not affect proceed-
not affected, . 1 -l-j^-
&c. mgs by mandamus or prohibition.

Ih., I 475. State ex rel. LaMotte v. Smith, 50 S. C, 558; 27 S. E., 933; State ex rel. Cun-

ningham V. Williams, 52 S. C, 416; 29 S. E., 814.

Equity Rules ggg^ 453^ Generally in all matters in which there is any con-
to prevail m -'

cases of con-
flj^»^ qj- variance between the rules of equity and the rules of the

nict. ^ '

common law, with reference to the same matter, the rules of

equity shall prevail.
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Bein^ a List of Sections Construed by Supreme Court in Volumes 62 and 63

S. C. I^eports.

Published Since Adoption of Code.

Sec. 11, S. d. 1. When appeal may be taken from a default judgment.—McMahon v.

Pugh, 62 S. C, 509; 40 S. E., 961. A motion to recommit to Mas-

ter is not appealable.—Halk v. Stoddard, 62 S. C, 563; 40 S. E.,

957-

Sec. 11, S. d. 2. An order refusing petition to be made a party is appealable.—Rutledge

V. Tunno, — S. C, — ; 41 S. E., 308.

Sec. 11, s. d. 4. Order denying injunction appealable.—South Bound R. R. v. Burton,

63 S. C, 348; 41 S. E., 451. Interlocutory order restraining opera-

tion of ginnery appealable.—Williams v. Jones, 62 S. C, 472; 40

S. E., 880.

Section 26. Term of Common Pleas.—Burwell v. Chapman, 59 S. C, 581; 38 S. E.,

224; Ward V. Tel. Co., 62 S. C, 274; 40 S. E., 670.

Section 59. Probate Court cannot grant administration during pendency of appeal

from its judgment on question of "Will" or "No Will."—In re es-

tate of Seay, 63 S. C, 130; 41 S. E., 11.

Section 94. Adverse possession may be shown under general denial.—Loyd v.

Rawl, 63 S. C, 241; 41 S. E., 312.

Adverse possession.—Kolb v. Jones, 62 S. C, 193; 40 S. E., 168.

Adverse possession.—Loyd v. Rawl, 63 S. C, 241; 41 S. E., 312.

An allegation of a payment by defendant on a day certain is an alle-

gation of a new promise.—McBrayer v. Mills, 62 S. C, 36; 39

S. E., 788.

The summons is the process by which jurisdiction of defendant's per-

son is acquired.—Wren v. Johnson, 62 S. C, 533; 40 S. E., 937.

Service on foreign corporation.—Emanuel v. Ferris, 63 S. C, 104;

41 S. E., 20.

Service of summons out of State, without order of publication and at-

tachment is void.—Wren v. Johnson, 62 S. C, 533; 40 S. E., 937;

Emanuel v. Ferris, 63 S. C, 104; 41 S. E., 20.

Section 160. An appearance for purpose of motion to vacate judgment obtained by

void service of summons in foreign State gives no jurisdiction of

the person.—Wren v. Johnson, 62 S. C, 533; 40 S. E., 937.

Section 163. It is unnecessary to allege in what State defendant corporation is

chartered.—Machen v. W. U. Tel. Co., 63 S. C, 363; 41 S. E., 448.

Section 98.

Section 101.

Section 131b.

Section 148.

Section 155.

Section 156.
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Section 195.

Section 230.

Section 232.

Section 240.

Section 170. Suicide when a cause of forfeiture must be specifically plead in an ac-

S. C, 38; 40 S. E., 1023.

tion on insurance policy.—Latimer v. Woodman of the World,
62, S. C, 14s; 40 S. E., 155.

Section 178. A party may always verify his own pleading.—Holmes v. Moore, 63

S. C, 182; 41 S. E., 90. Sufficiency of verification by agent.

—

Carolina Grocery Co. v. Moore, 63 S. C, 184; 41 S. E., 88.

Section 181. Remedy for indefiniteness is by motion.—Smith v. Bradstreet Co., 63

S. C, 525; 41 S. E., 763. Allegations held not irrelevant.—Sim-

mons V. W. U. Tel. Co., 63 S. C, 425; 41 S. E., 521.

Section 186a. It is unnecessary to separate allegations as to actual and exemplary

damages.—Machen v. W. U. Tel. Co., 63 S. C, 425; 41 S. E., 763.

Butler V. Same, 62 S. C, 235; 40 S. E., 162.

Section 193. The limitation of right to amend applies only during or after trial;

not to amendments of course, before trial.—McDaniel v. Monroe
Bros., 63 S. C, 307; 41 S. E., 456.

195. The remedy where default judgment goes beyond relief demanded is

by appeal.—McMahon v. Pugh, 62 S. C, 509; 40 S. E., 961.

The undertaking on part of plaintiif must be executed by him.—Polite

V. Bero, 63 S. C, 241; 41 S. E., 312.

The undertaking on part of the defendant here required need not be

executed by him.—Polite v. Bero, 63 S. C, 209; 41 S. E., 300.

The wheels of a going concern should not be stopped before it is de-

termined to be a nuisance.-—Williams v. Jones, 62 S. C, 483; 40

S. E., 880. The issue as to existence of nuisance, sought to be

enjoined, should be tried by a jury.—Lipscomb v. Littlejohn, 63

S. C, 38; 40 S. E., 1023.

Section 248. The property of a foreign corporation may be attached in an action for

unliquidated damages, sounding in tort.—Chitty v. Penn. Ry. Co.,

62 S. C, 526; 40 S. E., 944.

Sec. 265, S. d. 7. The undertaking required cannot be dispensed with.—Roberts v. Pip-

kin, 63 S. C, 252; 41 S. E., 300.

Sec. 267, S. d. 1. The order for judgment may be on paper separate from complaint.

—

Melchers & Co., v. Moore, 62 S. C, 389; 40 S. E., 773. Giving

two orders for judgment not prejudicial error.—Carolina Grocery

Co. V. Moore, 63 S. C, 184; 41 S. E., 88. Renditions of judgment

on admission of counter claim.—ifelchers & Co. v. Moore, 62 S.

C.„ 389; 40 S. E., 773.

Section 274. Motion to recommit to Master discretionary.—Halk v. Stoddard, 62

S. C, 564; 40 S. E., 1023. Issue as to existence of nuisance must

be tried by jury. Lipscomb v. Littlejohn, 63 S. C, 38; 40 S. E., 1023.

Section 275. Nonsuit is improper on trial of issue in chancery.—So. Ry. Co v. Beaud-

rot, 63 S. C, 266; 41 S. E., 299.

Section 276. Placing on wrong calendar is a mere irregularity, and not a jurisdic-

tional defect.—Ward v. Western U. Tel. Co., 62 S. C, 279; 40 S.

E., 670; Carolina Grocery Co. v. Moore, 63 S. C, 386; 41 S. E., 88.

Case is properly retained on Calendar 2 after withdrawal of de-

murrer to give judgment on admission of counter-claim.—Melchers

& Co. V. Moore, 62 S. C, 386; 40 S. E., 773-

Section 297. Where the relief given exceeds that demanded, the remedy is by ap-

peal.—McMahon v. Pugh, 62 S. C, 509; 4° S. E., 901.

Section 417. Service of notice of survey, after action commenced, should be made

on attorneys.—Kolb v. Jones, 62 S. C, 193; 40 S. E., .168.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX

TO

CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

VOLUME II.

Code of Civil Procedure.

A
Abatement—

[See Actions.]

When action does not abate 142

Action by pledgee abates with extinguishment of his interest. . (n) 142

For injuries to real property do not abate on death. . . (Civil Code) 2859

Abbeville County—
Time for holding Courts in 25

Embraced in Eighth Circuit . 17

Abscond—
Persons about to, may be arrested for debts not due (s. d. 5) 200

Absconding Debtors—
Property of, may be attached 250

Arrest of (s. d. 5) 200

Absence from State—
Effect on Statute of Limitations 121

Of party to joint contract (n) . .377, 380

Absence from State after Statute has commenced to run (n) 121

To whom applied (n) 121

Absent—
Debtors; [See Non-Residents.]

Defendants
;
permitted to defend 156

Abstract of Judgments—
Clerk to keep a book to be called 300

Judgment to be entered in 301

What to contain 301



II INDEX TO CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

SEC.

Acceptance—
Of offer of judgment, to be filed (s. d. 5) 368

Notice of acceptance to be given (s. d. 5) 368

Effect of refusal (s. d. 5) 368

Of summons, by defendant in writing (s. d. 4) 159

by attorney (n) 159

by infant (n) 159

by adult (n) 159

offer for judgment in Magistrate's Court (s. d. 15) 88

refusal effect (n. s. d.) 88

by respondent on appeal 373

Accounts—
How stated in pleadings I79

Verified copy of, to be delivered 179

Further, may be ordered I79

Further, demand for necessary (n) 179

Mutual, limitation actions on 116

In Magistrates' Courts, either party may be required to exhibit

(s. d. 14) 88

Pleading founded on 88

Reference to take, after judgment on issue of law 291

Compulsory reference on 293

For information of Court, or to carry a judgment into effect 293

Guardians, &c., to render final, before discharge 41

[See Bill of Particulars, Current Account, Long Account.']

Acknowledgement of Debt—
When it must be in writing 131

By partner after dissolution of firm 131a

Actions on causes saved by, how brought 131b

Rule of evidence (n) 131

Action—
Definition of 2

Two kinds of, civil and criminal 4

Civil, defined 6

Criminal, defined 5

Remedies divided into, and special proceedings i

May be brought by Attorney General, when 426- 429

One form of, established 89

Not to be brought on judgment without leave of Court, exception. 91

For discovery abolished 39°

Against domestic corporation to vacate charter 4^'i

For usurpation of office 42<^

For trying title to office 430- 437

Against bail 211

To vacate letters patent 429

For negligence and other torts—pleadings 189a

After discontinuance in Magistrate's Court 84



INDEX TO CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. Ill

SEC.

Action—(Continued.)

Against foreign'corporations 4^3

Mode of trial in equitable and legal actions unchanged (n i, n) 274

Equitable, to be tried by the Court 275 (n) 274

verdict of jury in, effect of, under 274

where issue is not ordered

under Act of 1899. . . (n) 275

trial by Judge, Referee or Jury, when discretionary. .
(n) 275

Legal waiver of jury trial in (n.) 274, 288

Where both issues of law and fact are involved 272

Title not changed on appeal 33S

Another, pending, ground for demurrer 165

Complaint need not be served in, where no personal demand 152

Severance allowed in, on demurrer for improper joinder I93

Severance in rendering judgment in 296

Dismissal for want of prosecution (s. d. 4) 296

Distinction in forms of action abolished ^
No merger of civil and criminal actions 7

Discontinuing in Magistrate's Court, on answer of title 81

Limitation of:

Civil, when can be commenced 94

Limitation not to apply when right of, already accrued 93

Nor where a different limitation is prescribed by statute 94

Objection must be taken by answer 94

For recovery of real property 96- 99

Plaintiff limited to two, for recovery of real property (s. d. 2) 98

Second, to be brought within two years after verdict or non-

suit (s. d. 2) 98

None to be commenced for recovery of real property after forty

years ^°9

Upon judgments, bonds or instruments secured by mortgage in

Upon contract ^^^

Upon liability by statute ^^^

For trespass to real property ^^2

Detaining or injuring goods 1^2

For criminal conversation ^ ^^

For relief 112, 118

Upon policies of insurance ^^^

Against Sheriff, Coroner, &c ii3> nS

Upon a statute for penalty, forfeiture 112, 117

For libel, slander, assault, &c ^^4

In behalf of the State "4, ^9

When deemed commenced 120, 248

If defendant out of the State ;
121

By persons insane, imprisoned, or under age 122

By representative of a deceased person ^23

By aliens ^^4

After judgment reversed ^^3

Where stayed by injunction ^^o



IV INDEX TO CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE.

SEC.

Action—(Continued.)

Parties to :

How designated 90

Must be prosecuted in name of real part\- in interest 132

When cause of action assigned 133

By executor, trustee, &c 134

"When married woman a party 135

Additional, to be brought in, where necessary to determination

of controversy 143

Additional, in actions on contracts in relation to specific property. 143

Additional, in actions for recovery of specific property 143

Grantee suing in name of grantor 132

In actions for foreclosure of mortgages 188

When infant a party 136

For partition or foreclosure 137

Who to be plaintiffs in 138

Who to be made defendants 139

Joinder of Parties to :

Those united in interest to be joined 14c

Persons claiming realty adversely to plaintiff 139

Persons severally liable may be 141

Landlord and tenant may be joined in actions for recover}^ of

real propertv' 139

Continuance or Abatement of:

Not abated by reason of death or marriage of party 142

Nor after verdict for a wrong 142

Court may order abated in certain cases 142

For injuries to real property (Civil Code) 2859

On extinguishment of pledgee's interest (n) 142

On transfer of interest 142

Substitution of new parties
;
practice (n) 142

For foreclosure 188

Place of Trial of :

Certain, to be tried in County of the situs 144

Court may change place of trial I44

For recover)' of real property', partition, foreclosure 144

For the recover}' of personal propertj^ distrained 144

Place changed by consent 144

Magistrate (s. d. 19) 88

For penalty or forfeiture I45

Against a public officer I45

All other, to be tried in County where defendant resides 146

If more than one defendant 146

When Court may change place of trial (Civil Code 2735) 147

Place changed, all proceedings to follow I47



INDEX TO CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. V

SEC.

Action—(Continued.)

Permission to Bring

:

On judgments 91

To vacate charters, &c 4:26, 427

Against usurpers in office, &c 428

of franchise 428

For forfeiture of office 428

Joinder of Causes in :

What may be made 188, i86a

How Commenced

:

By service of summons 148

Requisites of summons 149

Notice to be inserted in summons 150

Deemed Commenced:
On appearance of party 160

When summons is served 120

Or allowance of provisional remedy 160

Or lodged for service 120

When summons is issued 248

On filing of lis pendens 153

Submitting Controversy Without:

Parties may agree upon a case 374
Case, what to contain 374
Court to hear and render judgment 374
Offer to compromise 386

Acceptance of compromise ; 386

Offer compromise, in Magistrate's Court (s. d. 15) 88

Confession of judgment, without 383

Active Energy—
Of executions, how renewed (s. d. i) 310

Additional—
Allowance as costs 321

Terms of Supreme Court 13

Circuit Court 28

Time allowed 195, 405, 412

Adjustment of Costs—
By the Court or Master (n) 326

By the Clerk 326

Notice of 326

Of interlocutory 326

Must await final judgment (n) 326

Motion to correct (n) 326

Administration—
Granting, of, by Judge of Probate Court 39
Settlement of, where granted 40



VI INDEX TO CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE.

SEC.

Administrators—
Actions By or Against :

Costs in actions by or against 330

No discharge to be granted to, until after notice 41

Parties, non joinder of parties in interest 134

Security, on appeal by may be dispensed with 353

Admission—
Of foreign laws, &c., in evidence 422

Of defendants to defend after judgment 156

Of service of summons , 159

Of genuineness of paper, when may be required, &c 389

In answer of part of plaintiff's claim 265

By not answering or replying 189

Verification omitted, when 178

Of absent defendant, or his representative, to defend 156

Adverse—
Claims to real estate 139

Party, examination of 390, 397

Possession under written instrument 102, 103

Possession, not under written instrument 104, 105

Possession, period .' loi

Possession, effect of relation of landlord and tenant on 106

Possession, effect of descent cast 107

Possession, tacking (n) 107

Possession, action by grantee of lands in 132

Advertisement—
Of summons 156

Of special sessions of Courts 28

Affidavits—
Defined (n) 406

Before whom taken (n) 406

Jurat, officers signing (n) 406

Venue, need not be stated (n) 406

Affiant need not sign (n) 406

Not necessary to entitle 406

Necessary to procure warrant of attachment 250

To be filed ; when and where 250

Requisites of, in actions for claim and delivery 228

To obtain publication of summons 156

In actions for foreclosure and partition 156

Of proof of service for publication IS9

In case of service otherwise than by publication _ 159

Proof of disbursements by 326

On motion, proceedings where a person refuses to make. . . (s. d. 7) 402

to vacate order of arrest or to reduce bail 226

to vacate inj unction, &c 247

to obtain arrest 202
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SEC.

Affidavits—(Continued.)

To change venue in Magistrate's courts (s. d. 19) 88

To obtain injunction .240, 241

Copy to be served on Defendant 241

To be made by any person 241 (n) 250

Additional 226, 247

In reply 226, 247

Of verification 178

To obtain arrest, original delivered to Sheriff 205

To obtain arrest, copy delivered to Defendant 205

Affidavit of claim by third party 237, 238

For enlargement of time 405

Copy to be served with order • 40S

Affirmance—
On appeal, vi^here Court is equally divided 14

from Magistrate not brought to hearing at second term 366

costs, how awarded 37°

when affirmed in part 370

Probate Court, failure to prosecute 61

Affirmative Relief—
To Defendant 285 (s. d. 2) 296

Agent—
Notice of appeal from Magistrates to be served on 360

When he may verify a pleading 178

Service of process upon, in what cases i5S

Liable to arrest (s. d. i) 200

Aiken County—
Embraced in Second Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 19

Allegations—
In pleading, when deemed true 189

Of pleading liberally construed 180

Of different causes to be made separately 188

Irrelevant or redundant 181

Alien Enemy—
Excepted from Statutes of Limitations, when 124

Allowance—
Of costs and disbursements 326

Of costs on continuance 3^7

Of costs on appeal to Circuit Court , 373

Of provisional remedy, effect 160

Of costs on motion 328

Of bail 74 217
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SEC.

Alternative—
Judgment in claim and delivery to be in the 283

Amendment—
Of complaint, time of answer after 167

Proceedings after 167

Of variances igo, 191

Of course 193

After service of answer or demurrer 193

By the Court to perfect proceedings . .
.".

194

By the Court to relieve against mistake, &c 195

To bring in new party 145

As to names of parties 196, 194
On appeal 339, 349
In Magistrate's Court 88

By Referees and Masters 294

Amount—
Claivied, judgment by default not to exceed 297

Of relief, to be consistent with the issues in case 297
Admitted to be due ; deposit in Court 265

Admitted to be due ; order for payment of 265

Of excess over counter claim, judgment for 267

Anderson County—
Embraced in Eighth Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 25

Answer—
The only pleading by Defendant is demurrer or 164

Statute of Limitations must be set up by 94
Time to 164

Extending time to 405

And demurrer 164

What to contain 170

And counter-claim i^i

Certain objections to complaint must be taken by 169

In action for libel or slander 186

In action to recover property distrained, doing damage 187

Of several defenses 171

Sham and irrelevant, may be stricken out 173

Demurrer to 172

Frivolous 268

New matter in, when deemed controverted 174

Judgment on failure of 267

Objections to complaint not appearing on the face thereof are to be

taken by, instead of by demurrer 168

Of Defendant unreasonably defending 152

Offer of compromise on 386

Offer of liquidated damages served with 387

Objection not taken by, or demurrer, when waived 169



INDEX TO CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. IX

SEC.

Answer—(Continued.)

Time to, if complaint be amended 167

Time to, after service of order of arrest 204

May be allowed after time therefor has expired 195

Admitting part of claim 265

Amended, of course 193

Of counter-claim 170, 171

When it may be replied or demurred to 174, 175

Motion for judgment on 175

Injunction after 242

Supplemental, when proper • 142, 198

Frivolous, motion for judgment on 268

In Magistrates' Courts , 88

Of title in Magistrates' Courts * 83

To be accompanied with undertaking 84

As to one of several causes of action 86

Appeal—
Allowed from Probate to Circuit Court 55, 57

Allowed from Magistrate's Court 358

Proceedings in Probate Court stayed by 59
Who may 337
Parties to, how designated 338

Title of action not changed by 338

How made 339
Reviewing judgment by, in civil or criminal action 335

Mistake in proceedings after notice of, may be rectified 339, 349
Clerk to transmit papers to appellate Court 340

Intermediate orders reviewed on 11, 341, 345

Interlocutory orders as to injunction or receivers
;
procedure 11

Judgment on 342

Restitution on reversal of judgment on 342

New trial may be ordered on 342

To Supreme Court—
Time for .- 11, 345
Time for serving notice of cannot be enlarged 349
Time for, when it commences to run 57, 345, 359
Costs on 331

Exceptions for purposes of 290, 345

To Supreme Court, in what cases 11, 290, 344, 352

Power of Court on 12

Remittitur after 12

When to be reheard 13, 14

Security or deposit on 346, 350, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357
Sureties becoming insolvent, new undertaking may be ordered. .

.

347
Stay of execution on, from judgment directing the payment of

money 346

Stay of, from judgment directing the assignment or delivery of

documents or personal property 350
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SEC.

Appeal-—(Continued.)

To Supreme Court—
Stay of, from judgment to execute conveyance or other instru-

ment 351

Stay of, from judgment directing sale or delivery of real prop-

erty, or for the sale of mortgaged premises 352

On being perfected, proceedings stayed 353

Security may be dispensed with or limited in certain cases 353

By executors, administrators, trustees, or persons acting in an-

other's right 353

Undertaking on, and service thereof 354

Security on, to be approved and justify 355

Undertaking on, may be in one instrument or several 354

Case of perishable property 356

Undertakings on, to be filed 357

Statement of case for 344, 345

To the Circuit Court—
Time for 57, 359

When process not personally served 359

Notice of—
What to contain 57, 339

On whom to be served 360

To be filed with Clerk 360

Where Magistrate dead or removed 365

Return, how made and compelled on 362

Return, how made if Magistrate be out of office 363

Return, where Magistrate is out of office, dead, insane, &c 365

Return, amended, or further 364

Hearing of—
To be on original papers 367

To be on original testimony 358

At hearing of, new trial may be ordered 368

Dismissal of, for want of prosecution 366

Judgment on (s. d. 2) 368

New trial on (s. d. 6) 368

Costs on, how awarded 373

Restitution on 371

Set-off costs and recovery 373

Amount of costs on 373

Fee to Magistrate for his return 373

From judgment on controversy submitted without action 376

Appearance—
Of Defendant equivalent to service 160

Without answering or demurring, effect mode taking judgment. . . . 267

Effect on mode of serving notices 414, 4^5

Entitles defendant to notice of motions 414, 415



INDEX TO CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. XI

SEC.

Appellant—
Party appealing known as 33°

To cause certified copy of papers to be transmitted to appellate

Court
340

Arrest—
[See Arrest and Bail.]

Arrest and Bail—
No person to be arrested in a civil action, except as prescribed

herein ^^

Provisions of Code as to, not to apply to proceedings for con-

, 199
tempts

-. 1 , 200
In what cases

On proceedings supplementary to execution (s. d. 4) 312

Of female («• d- 4) 200

Order for, by whom made ^°^

affidavit to obtain 202

security on issuing of ^°3

when made ^°^

to be served ^°^

and affidavit to be delivered to Sheriff 205

copy of, and affidavit, to be delivered to defendant 205

motion to vacate ^^5

time to answer after 2°4

Delivery of defendant's undertaking to plaintiff 213

How made
Defendant may be discharged from, on bail or deposit 207

Bybail
^°^

In action for usurping an office • 43i

Of persons about to abscond (s. d. 5) 200

May be where debt is not due in certain cases 200

Securities on, how proceeded against 211

how exonerated ^'•^

justification of ^^"

notice of justification 214

qualification of 72, 215

deposit in lieu of
^'^°

Payment of deposit into Court ^^9

Bail, allowance of "
•

Substituting, for deposit
^^°

Deposit, how disposed of after judgment 221

Sheriff, when liable as •
^^^

Vacating arrest, or reducing 225

Affidavits, on motion for •
^26

Bail, liable to Sheriff •
• ^^4

Proceedings on judgment against Sheriff 223



XII INDEX TO CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE.

SEC
Assault—

Action for, within two years 114

^Magistrates have jurisdiction of action for; Hmit (s. d. 3) 78

Costs in action for 323

Arrest of defendant in actions for (s. d. 6) 200

Assessment—
Of damages, jury to make 285

On judgment on issue of law 291

In special findings 283

In favor of defendant 283

By j ury in default cases 267

Assets—
Probate Court may order marshaling or administration of 40

Assignee—
Of thing in action to sue 133

Takes subject to set off 133

When not to testify 400

Costs against, after action brought 334

Assignor—
Of thing in action, examined as witness 400

Attachment—
In what cases it may issue 248

By whom granted 249

Requisites to the issuance of 250

Affidavit to obtain, to be filed 250

Security on issuance of 251

Several may issue at the same time to diff'erent Counties 252

To whom directed and what to require 252

How executed 253

Property seized on to be appraised 254

Proceedings on, in case of perishable property or vessels 255

Claim of third person
;
proceeding on 255a

When debt not due 255b

Of rights and shares of defendant in the stocks of corporations, &c.,

may be attached 256, 257, 258

Sheriff may sue for debts, &c (s. d. 4) 259

Plaintiff in, may prosecute actions on notes, &c., attached 260

How executed on property incapable of manual delivery 257

Certificate of the defendant's interest in stock of corporation to

be furnished to Sheriff 258

Defendant may procure discharge of, and return of property on

giving undertaking 262, 263

Issue of ownership, how tried 255a

Undertaking of the defendant on such discharge of attachment. . . . 263

Return of, and proceedings thereon 264

Release of propert}'' of one of several defendants 263



INDEX TO CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. XIII

SEC,

Attachment—(Continued.)

Judgment, how satisfied 259

How satisfied, on judgment for the plaintiff in the action. .
(s. d. i) 259

Sheriff may repossess himself of property eloigned (s. d. 3) 259

Court may order things in action to be sold (s. d. 4) 259

Residue of attached property, after satisfaction of judgment, to

be delivered to defendant (s- d. 4) 259

On judgment for the defendant, the bond given to the Sheriff on

the attachment to be delivered to the defendant 261

Lien on property attached ."."' ^^"^

To enforce payment of costs against guardian of an infant plaintiff. 329

against assignee of cause of action 334

For contempt, for disobedience to orders in supplementary pro-

ceedings 2^^

In Magistrates' Courts (s. d. 4) 7i, 249

Person establishing right to property may move to discharge 263

Action to recover on notes, and other evidences of indebtedness

seized by Sheriff or Constable in (s. d. 4) 259, 254

Bond of indemnity to be given Sheriff by plaintiff in 260

Debt in hands of defendant's debtor may be attached 257 (n) 252

Debtors to furnish certificate of defendant's interest, &c 258

Attempt—
To commence action equivalent to commencement 120

Attendance—
Of parties as witnesses, how enforced 393, 395

defendant in execution, under supplementary proceedings. .312, 316

witnesses, under supplementary proceedings 3i5> 3i6

Attorney—
When liable to arrest (s. d. i) 200

Service of papers in cause upon 408, 409, 4^7

When he may verify pleading 178

To subscribe pleadings '^77

To subscribe execution 30o

To subscribe summons • • • • ^49

Attorney General—
Actions, may be brought by, in name of State, when. .425, 426, 428, 429

To vacate charter 425

To annul existence of corporation 426

Upon information against usurpers 428

To vacate letters patent 429

When Legislature directs 425

Duty of, to apply for leave to bring (s. d. S) 426

To bring, upon his own information, when 428

On leave granted by Supreme Court, when 426

On complaint of any private party relator to be joined in.

.

43a

Jn cases of usurping office 431
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B
SEC.

Bail—
Action against 211

Allowance of ; what done 217

Defendant may give at any time before execution 207

How given 208

May arrest defendant 210

May surrender defendant 209

How proceeded against 211

How exonorated 212

Substituted for deposit 220

Deposit in lieu of , .

.

218

Qualifications of 215

Justification of 214, 216

New sureties 214

Sheriff liable as t 222

Proceedings against Sheriff as 223

Bail liable to Sheriff. 224

Reduction of 225

Bailee—
[See Interpleader^ 143.]

Bamberg County—
Embraced in Second Judicial Circuit 17

Times for Courts in 19

Banking Associations—
Bills issued by, not subject to limitation of actions 129

Actions against directors or stockholders of 130

Barnwell County—
Embraced in Second Judicial Circuit 17

Time for holding Courts in 19

Special provision as to Courts in 19

Battery—
Costs in actions for 3^3

Beaufort County—
Embraced in Second Judicial Circuit 17

Time for holding Courts in IQ

Berkeley County—
Embraced in First Judicial Circuit i7

Time for holding Courts in 18

Bill of Particulars—
Court may order either party to deliver I79



INDEX TO CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. XV

SEC.

Bills and Notes—
Complaint in action on 183

Parties to actions upon 141

Put in circulation as money by moneyed corporations, limitation of

action on 130

Provisions as to assignment not to apply to transfer of 133

Action or defense upon, how pleaded 183

Taken upon attachment, may be put in suit (s. d. 4) 259

Bond—
Actions on, Magistrate has jurisdiction in certain (s. d. s) 71

Limitation of (s. d. 2) iii

On application for appointment of receiver 265

Injunction bond 265

[See Official Bond; Security; Undertaking.^

Books—
Abstract of judgments 300

Inspection of, how obtained 389

Belonging to public ofRce; proceedings to compel delivery of 434

Bringing in New Parties—
Proceedings for 143

c

Calendar—
Clerk, when to enter cause on 276

Fees for entering cause on, in First Circuit 276

Disposition of causes on 279

Preference on^ in Supreme Court (s. d. 4) 11, 13

Canceling—
Notice of lis pendens 153

Capacity to Sue—
Objection to, taken by demurrer 165

answer 168

when waived 169

Case—
On trial of questions of fact by the Court (s. d. 2) 290

Settlement of (s. d. 4) 286

Motion for new trial on 287

On appeal from motion for new trial (s. d. 4) 286

With exceptions on appeal (s. d. i) 345

When to be docketed in Supreme Court (s. d. 2) 345

May be agreed upon (s. d. 4) 34s

2—1.
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SEC.

Cause—
Of action, when it accrues on a current account ii6

when it accrues in cases of fraud (s. d. 6) 112

what may be joined 188

misjoinder of 165

to be separately stated 188

Of demurrer 165

Certificate—
Of service of summons by the Sheriff 159

defendant's interest in rights and shares in corporations 258

deposit in lieu of bail (s. d. 2) 209

Magistrate to answer of title 79

final decision in appeals from Probate Court 62

Chambers—
Orders at, how appealed from (s. d. i) 345

Motions may be made before Judge at 402

Receivers may be appointed at 265

Jurisdiction of Justices of Supreme Court at lia

Chancery Cases—
Judgment in default of answer in 267

Rule as to costs in 323

Change—
Of place of trial (s. d. 19) 88, 147

In Magistrate's Courts (s. d. 19) 88

Affidavit used on motions (s. d. 19) 88

When in Circuit Court 147

Effect of 147

Charleston County— ^

Embraced in First Judicial Circuit 17

Time for holding Courts in 18

Stenographer for 277

City Court of 9
Court for settling mercantile disputes in city of 9
Term of service of jurors in 29

Cherokee County—
Embraced in Sixth Judicial Circuit 17

Courts in, times for 23

Chester County—
Embraced in Sixth Judicial Circuit 17

Time for holding Courts in 23

Chesterfield County—
Embraced in Fourth Judicial Circuit 17

Time for holding Courts in 21

Order of business at Courts in ^ 21
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SEC.

Circuit Courts—
Judges to hold 28

Judges may adjourn, in certain cases 30

Qualification of Judges of 31

To be Courts of record 32

Clerk and Deputy Clerk of 33

To have appellate jurisdiction of matters in Probate Court 55

Appeals to, from Probate Court 57

Trial in, of cases appealed from Probate Court 60

Appeals to, from inferior Court 358

May tax costs for prevailing party 33i

Stenographer may be appointed for 277

Times for holding 18- 26

Special sessions of 28

Civil Actions—
[See Actions.]

Civil Remedy—
Not merged in criminal 7

Claim—
Admission of, by answer 267

Partial admission by pleading 265

Of third person in supplementary proceedings 319

attachment proceedings 255a

claim and delivery proceedings 237

Personal, notice of having no 152

Satisfaction of admitted ; order for 265

Reduction of, to give jurisdiction (n., s. d. i) 71

Claim and Delivery—
Of personal property in Courts of record 227

within what time action to be commenced. .. . 112

requisites of affidavit to obtain delivery 228

requisition to Sheriff to take and deliver the

property 229

Security for return of the property 230

Copy affidavit, notice and undertaking to be served on defendant. . 230

Return by Sheriff 238

Undertaking of plaintifif for delivery of property 230

defendant for return of property 232

Defendant may except to plaintiff's sureties 231

When defendant deemed to have waived exception to plaintiff's

sureties 231

Plaintiff's sureties, when and how to justify 231

When defendant entitled to a redelivery of the property taken. . . . 232

Defendant to give undertaking with sureties 232

When property taken is to be delivered to plaintifT 232

Defendant's sureties, when and how to justify 233
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SEC.

Claim and Delivery—(Continued.)

When Sheriff responsible for defendant's sureties 233

Qualification and justification of sureties, same as on arrest 234

Property, how taken when concealed in any building or inclosure. . 235

Duty of Sheriff as to keeping and delivering property taken 236

Claim of property by third party 237

Notice and affidavit, and proceedings thereon, to be filed 238

Judgment in action for 299

Verdict on 283

Jury to assess damages 283

III Magistrates' Courts (s. d. 11) 71

Affidavit in action for (s. d. 11) 71

Undertaking on part of plaintiff (s. d. 11) 71

Direction to Constable (s. d. 11) 71

Summons (s. d. 11) 71

Duties of Constable (s. d. 13) 71

Defendant may except to plaintiff's sureties (s. d. 14) 71

Proceedings on exception to plaintiff's sureties (s. d. 14) 71

Judgment for defendant, if plaintiff's sureties fail to justify

(s. d. 14) 71

Defendant may require return of the property (s. d. 15) 71

Undertaking on the part of defendant (s. d. 15) 71

Qualification and justification of sureties 72

Trial of 77

Magistrate or jury to assess value of property and damages 77

When action may proceed without personal service of summons. 77

Fee of Magistrate 77

When property claimed by other person than defendant 77

Clarendon County—
Embraced in Third Judicial Circuit 17

Time for holding Courts in 20

Clerk of Court of Common Pleas—
On docketing ^Magistrate's judgment 87

To insert costs in entry of judgment 326

To make up judgment roll 302

To enter judgment in conformity with verdict 2S6

To transmit papers to appellate Court 340

Service on, for the party 4^5

On entry of judgment by confession 385

To compute interest on verdict or recovery 325

To issue executions for costs ^ 324

To keep book of abstracts of judgments 300

Abstract to contain certain entries 301

To place causes on Calendar 267, 276

To advertise special terms 28

To enter decrees from Probate Court 67

To docket transcript of judgments from Magistrates' Courts 87
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SEC.

Clerk of Probate Court—
Not to practice as attorney in 35

Appointment of 35

Co-Defendant—
May be examined as a witness 39°

Colleton County—
Embraced in Second Judicial Circuit I7

Time for holding Courts in IQ

Color of Title—
Adverse possession under I03

Commencement of Actions—
[See Actions.]

Commercial Paper—
Plaintiff may sue in one action different parties to 141

Commissions—
Of Receivers of corporations (s. d. 4) 265

Complaint—
Is the first pleading on the part of the plaintiff 162

Requisites of, ordinarily 163

In action for libel or slander 185

What causes of action may be joined in 188

Allegations of, when admitted • 189

Time to answer 164

Copy of, need not be served with summons 151

Demand of copy of ^51

Demurrer to ^"5

Objections to, when deemed to be waived 169

After amendment, service on defendant '^^7

Filing of, before publication of summons i5i> ^53

in all cases 4io

Dismissal of, for not serving copy (s. d. 4) 290

for not proceeding to trial (s. d. 4) 296

Supplemental, when allowed 142, 198

Verification of ^77> 178

Proceedings in Probate Court may be commenced by 64

Motion to make more definite must be made before pleading

thereto (n) 181

Complete—
When service by publication is complete 158

Complete Determination—
Bringing in parties to effect I43

Compromise—
Offer of, in Magistrates' Courts (s. d. 15) 88

Defendant may serve offer of, any time before trial 386
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SEC.

Computation of Time—
[See Time.]

Concealed Defendant—
Attachment against the property of 248

Service of process on, by pubHcation 156

[See Attachment]

Condition Precedent—
Performance of, how pleaded 183

Confession—
Of judgment without action, may be for debt due or contingent

liability 383

Statement in writing, and form thereof 384

Statement to be filed, and judgment entered thereon 385

Judgment roll in 385

Costs on 385

Execution on judgment in 385

Magistrates may take (s. d. 8) 71

Conflicting Claims—
Place of trial of action for, to real property I44

To property, intervention , 143

Constables—
Action against, within three years 113

Construction—
Of pleadings to be liberal ' 180

Of Code of Procedure 448

Of words 444, 445, 446

Constructive Notice—
Lis pendens is I53

Contempt—
Service of papers or process to bring parties into 418

Master and Referee may punish for 294

Probate Court may punish for 66

Refusing to deliver papers, &c., under order of Court 434

Refusal of party to be sworn 395

Disobedience of order in supplementary proceedings 322

Disobedience of order as to deposit, delivery or conveyance of

money or other property 265

Refusal to allow examination of books and papers 389

Continuance—
Costs on 327

Contract—
Acknowledgement of by partner after firm's dissolution 131a

Action on, where saved by acknowledgement 131b
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SEC.

Contract—(Continued.)

Joint and several, where parties are severally liable on 141

service of summons in actions on IS7

Summoning parties to, after judgment on 377

Joint ;
proceedings on ^4i> 377" 3o2

[See Joint.]

Action on, v^^hen to be commenced • •
^^^

Evidence of new, or continuing, must be in writing 131

Magistrate to have jurisdiction of certain actions on 7^

Controversy—
Submitting without action 374

Complete determination of -^43

Contumacy—
^

Commitment for
"^-

"

4

Convenience of Witnesses—
Change of venue for -^47

Conveyance—
In judicial sales, by officer making sale 300

Copartners—
Acknowledgement of one, after dissolution of firm does not bmd

others •
^3^^

COPLAINTIFF

—

Examination of as witness 39o

Copy— „

Of books, papers, &c., used on trial 3«9

lost paper may be filed and used 4^9

paper in hands of opposite party. 389

summons, how served, &c ^55

pleadings to be furnished the Court 281

record on appeal from Probate Court to filed, &c 58

record on appeal certified to appellate Court 34°, 345

Coroner—
Action against, within three years ^^3

Corporations—
Service of summons upon -"-SS

Service on agent of certain ^55

Injunction to suspend business of ^45

Actions against, in name of Attorney General 425, 426, 427

Interest in, may be sold under attachment 256

Judgment of forfeiture against 438, 44°

Receiver of property of ^°5> 44°

How examined, as to property of a judgment debtor 3H, 3i9

Action to annul charter of 420

Verification of pleadings by ^78

Answer of, in supplementary proceedings 3I4
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SEC.

Corporations—(Continued.)

Execution against 439

Foreign; where and by whom actions against must be brought 423

Shares in may be attached 256

Actions against directors and stockholders of; limitations 130

To answer in supplementary proceedings by oath of officer 316

Action to vacate charter 425

Action ; leave to bring against 427

Costs—
Except in chancery cases to follow event of action 323

No more, than recovery in certain actions 323-

Execution may issue for 324

To be inserted in entry of j udgment 326

Interlocutory, how adjusted 326

In special proceedings 326

Against corporations, how collected 439

Allowance of, on appeal to Circuit Court 373

Allowance of, in supplementary proceedings 321

W^hen appellant from Magistrate is not entitled to 373

Defendant unreasonably defending to pay 152

Notice for adjustment of, and disbursements 326

Court or Judge may adjudge interlocutory 326

As condition of postponement of trial • 327

On motion 328

Against an infant plaintiff, guardian liable for 329

In actions by or against executors, &c 330

On appeal from inferior to Circuit Court 331

In actions prosecuted in name of the State 332

To be charged against person for whose benefit action brought or

defended 333

Against assignee of cause of action 334

In chancery cases, in discretion of the Court Z^Z

On appeal from Magistrate's Court 373

On issue of title in Magistrate's Court 81

On submitting controversy without action 375

Set-off of Z73

After offer of defendant to compromise, or to liquidate damages. .

.

388

After notice of no personal claim 152

None allowed for service of process unless made by Sheriff 154

Counter-Claim—
Defendant may set up in answer 170

What may be set up as 171

Several may be set up 171

Reply to demurrer to 172, I74

Judgment by default on I75

Judgment for excess over 267

Effect of amount of on jurisdiction of Magistrates. . . . (n., s. d. i) 71
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SEC.

Counter-Claim—(Con tin u ed)

In Magistrate's Court (s. d. 4) 88

Allegations of, when deemed true 189

Order to allow 386

County—
In what, action to be tried 144- 146

Court—
Designation of, for trial of impeachment 9

Supreme Court 9

Common Pleas, General Sessions 9

Probate Courts 9

County Courts 9

Courts of Magistrates 9

City Court of Charleston 9
For Arbitration of Mercantile Disputes 9
Municipal Courts 9
To be furnished with a copy of the pleadings 281

To direct j ury as to verdict 282

Leave of, to issue execution 304

Leave of, to bring action, on judgment 91

Leave of, to bring action, by Attorney General 426, 427, 428

Tries issues of law unless referred 274

Tries other issues 275

Tries issues of fact, when jury trial waived, &c 279, 288

May frame and submit issues to jury 274, 275

Proceedings on trial by 288- 291

New trials may be granted by 274, 286, 287, 290

Supreme, jurisdiction of 11

power of 12

appeals to 344

terms of 13

additional terms of 13

preference of causes on calendar of 13

position of cause on calendar on a second or subsequent

appeal 13

judgment of, how pronounced 14

Sheriff to provide rooms for 15

where to be held 16

how adjourned 16

rehearing in 14

opinions of 14

procedure where issues arise in 11

may call Circuit Judges to its assistance 14

Courts of Common Pleas—
[See Circuit Courts.]

Criminal Action—
[See Actions.]



XXIV INDEX TO CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE.

SEC.

Criminal Conversation—
Action for, may be brought in Magistrate's Court; limit. . . (s. d. 3) 78

limited to six years (s. d. 5) 112

rule as to costs in 323

Current Account—
Actions on 116

D
Damages—

Rate of, where recoverable 299

When costs not to exceed 222.

Writ of inquiry of 175

Defendant's, jury may assess 285

In actions for recovery of specific property 283, 299

Rates of 297

Defendant may offer to liquidate 387

. Mitigation of, in libel, &c 186

Pleading in action to recover property distrained for 187

Pleading in action ex delicto for vindictive, punitive, exemplary

and actual i86a

By reason of injunction, reference to ascertain 245

Assessment of, after appeal to Supreme Court 11

In action for usurping office 43S

Darlington County—
Embraced in Fourfh Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 21

Death—
Action not to abate by reason of, of party 142

Of persons before expiration of time to bring action 123

After verdict 142

Of Magistrate, effect of, on appeal from 3^5

Debtors—
Arrest of, leaving State 312

Examination of 312

Of execution debtors may pay Sheriff 313

Of execution debtors may be examined 3^4

Proceedings against joint 277

To be summoned 2>77

Form of summons 378

Affidavit to accompany summons 379

Party summoned may answer and defend 380

Examination of, in supplementary proceedings 312

To defendant in attachment (n) 252, 254, 257, 258, 259

[See Exectition.]
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SEC.

Decision—
On trial of question of fact by the Court 289

On a question of law , 290

Time for filing, &c., on motion (s. d. 8) 402

by Supreme Court 12

by Master 294

by Referee 294

Decree—
Money, by Probate Court, to be enrolled 6^

Manner of enrolling 67

To be a lien from time of enrollment 67

Deed of Conveyance—
To be executed by officer making sale 306

Stay on appeal from order requiring execution of . . ., 351

Default—
Judgment by, when may be taken (s. d. i

)

267

plaintiff to give security in certain cases before

taking (s. d. 2) 267

on counter claim 175

how taken in Magistrates' Courts (s. d. 8) 88

appeal from order refusing to open (s. d. 2) 11

opening 195

Defect of Parties—
Demurrer on account of (s. d. 4) 165

Pleading to be corrected as to 194

Plaintiff ignorant of name of party may amend when discovered. .

.

196

Defense—
Occurring after commencement of action 198

To be separately stated 171

Joinder of several 171

After judgment when allowed 156

When deemed waived -

.

169

Sham and irrelevant, may be stricken out I73

Judgment on frivolous answer or, may be taken 268

Defendant—
Party adverse to plaintiff is 90

Who to be 139

Service of summons on ' 154

May file notice of lis pendens I53

May demur or answer 165

Served by publication, may be allowed to defend after judgment. .

.

156

Name unknown, may be sued by fictitious name 196

Unknown, served by publication 156

Not originally served; may be summoned after judgment on joint

contracts 377- 382

Discharge of, on arrest 207
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SEC.

Defendant—(Continued.)

Arrest of 200, 312

Attachment against property of 248

Appearance by 160

Order on, to satisfy amount admitted due 265

Affirmative relief to 285, 296

Judgment against one of several 296

Damages of, jury to assess 285

When papers need not be served on 414, 415

Costs against, after notice of no personal claim 152

Where several defendants 140

Offer of, to compromise 386

When to furnish copy pleadings to Court 281

Not personally served with process in Magistrate's Court, time for

appeal 359

May offer to liquidate damages 387

Deficiency—
On mortgage debt ; judgment for 188

On parties in actions to recover 188

Definition—
Of action 2

civil action 6

criminal action 5

special proceeding 3

judgment 266

trial 273

general verdict 282

special verdict 282

order 401

motion 402

real property 444
personal property 445

property 446

Clerk 447

Delivery of Personal Property—
[See Claim and Delivery.]

Demand—
Counter claim exceeding, effect 386

For trial in proper County 147

Of copy complaint, when and how made 151

admission or inspection of writings 389
items of account 179

bill of particulars 179

For relief to be inserted in summons ". 150
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SEC.

Demureier—
Or answer only pleading on part of defendant 164

Within what time to be served 164

Need not be verified .• 177

To the complaint, when 165

May be to all complaint or to any one alleged cause of action 166

When it may be disregarded 166

Must specify the grounds of objection 166

Objections not appearing on face of complaint to be taken by

answer 168

Grounds for, when deemed waived 169

To amended complaint 167

And answer, when both allowed 172

To answer, in what cases 174

To counter-claim 174

To reply 176

Frivolous, judgment on 268

Amendments after 193

In Magistrate's Court (s. d. 6) 88

Denial—
How made 170

Deposit in Lieu of Bail—
[See Arrest and Bail.]

Of moneys in Court 265

In lieu of security on appeal 347

Deposition—
On motion (s. d. 7) 402
Taking testimony by in Probate Court 47

Descent Cast—
Right of person not affected by 107

Detention of Personal Property—
[See Claim and Delivery, 227-238.]

Limitation of action for 112

Determination—
Complete ; bringing in parties to effect. 143

Of rights of parties, judgment is final 266

ultimate rights of parties by judgment 296
right to personal property, in claim and delivery. 227- 238
right to personal property, in attachment 255a

right to real estate ; parties in actions for 139

Disabilities—
What are 108

Effect of 108

When they must exist 122

Cumulative 128
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SEC.

Disabilities—(Continued.)

Only available where right of action has accrued 127

Defendant out of State 121

Of alien enemy 124

By death of party entitled to sue or be sued 123

Several, effect of 128

Not applicable to certain actions 129, 130

Stay of action by injunction 126

Not to be available in certain cases 127

Disbursements—
[See Costs.]

Fees of Stenographer allowed as 278

Amount of, to follow event of action 323

To be inserted in judgment 326

Against an infant plaintiff 329

Charged against assignee after action brought 334

Copy of disbursement stated in detail to be served with notice of

taxation 3^^

Discharge—
Judge of Probate not to grant a final discharge to executor, &c.,

without notice 4i

Notice of application for, how given 41

Notice of, how to be advertised 41

Of attachment, motion for 262

On defendant's giving security 263

From arrest, on giving bail or making deposit 207

Discontinuance of Action—
Limitation as to new action to recover real estate 98

In Magistrate's Court, title to land being involved 81

Discovery—
Action for, abolished 390

Of property, order for 312

Of books, papers and documents 389

Dismissal—
Of complaint, for not serving summons (s. d. 4) 296

Of action, for want of prosecution (s. d. 4) 296

Of appeals from Magistrate 366

Disobedience—
Of order in supplementary proceedings 322

order to deposit money, &c 265

order to deliver papers, &c 434

order of Probate Court 4^

Dissolution—
Of corporation 265
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«

SEC.

Distinction—
None as to forms of pleadings in actions in Courts of Record i6i

Distrained Property—
Actions for recovery of—venue 144

Answers in actions to recover 187

Docket—
Cause to be entered on, when 276

Magistrate to enter judgments in 87

Magistrate to enter pleadings in (s. d. 2) 88

Decree of Probate Court to be entered in ofifice Clerk of Circuit

Court on judgment (y'j

Appeal to Supreme Court to be placed on 345

Document—
[See Discovery.l

Stay on appeal from order requiring delivery of 350

Dorchester County—
Embraced in First Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 18

Double Time—
On service by mail 41®

E
Edgefield County—

Embraced in Fifth Judicial Circuit 17

Eighth Circuit—
Counties composing 17

Times for holding Courts in 25

Embezzlement—
Agent, &c., may be arrested in action for 200

Enlarging Time—
In case of surprise, mistake and excusable neglect 195

For proceedings in actions 405

On appeal 348j 349

Where Defendant is arrested 204

Enrollment—
Of money decrees dj

Index of , 68

Entitling—
Affidavits 406
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*

SEC.

Entry—
Of verdict (s. d. i

)

286

Of judgment, manner of 296

After offer 3^^

Costs after 386

In abstract of judgments 301

By Magistrate of judgments 87

By Magistrate of pleadings (s. d. 2) 88

Equity—
Rules of practice in, to prevail 453

Causes, at Summer terms of Courts 26

Errors and Defects—
When to be disregarded 197

Escape—
Action for ; limitation 115

Evidence—
Of foreign laws 422

Of foreign public records 422

On the trial of an issue of fact by the Court, how reviewed (s. d. 2) 290

Pleadings not to be, in criminal proceedings 178

Examination in supplementary proceedings not to be in criminal

proceedings (s. d. 5) 312

Of new or continuing contract to take case out of Statute of Limi-

tations 131, 131a

Of acknowledgement, &c., by partner after dissolution of firm 131a

Taking by deposition in Probate Court 47

Of parties 400

Of party taken conditionally 391

May be rebutted 394

Certain persons not to give, of transaction or communication with

lunatic or deceased person 400

Examinations—
Of parties, by adversary only in the cases prescribed by the Code. . 390

May be on the trial, conditionally, or on commission 391

Before trial 392

Attendance for purpose of, how compelled 393

Punishment for refusing to submit to 395

Testimony on, may be rebutted 394

On their own behalf, when 396

Of co-plaintiff or co-defendant 398

Of joint contractors or parties united in interest 39S

Of witnesses, witness not excluded by reason of interest 399

Party for whose immediate benefit action is prosecuted or defended 400

Assignor of cause of action 400

In supplementary proceedings 314

Of parties or witnesses on a motion (s. d. 7) 40^
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SEC.

Exceptions—
On appeal to Supreme Court may be served within 30 days after

Notice of Appeal 345

To a matter of law arising on the trial by the Court may be taken

within ten days after written notice of the judgment 290

To be reduced to writing or entered on minutes of Judge. . (s. d. 2) 286

Separating s. d. 3) 286

Need not be signed, nor sealed, nor need a bill of exceptions be

made (5. d. 2) 286

How stated in a case (s. d. 2 286

Settlement of 287

To sureties on appeal to Supreme Court 355

To sureties on claim and delivery 231

To report of Referee 294

Executions—
Of course, within ten years 303

Judgments enforced by 304

Kinds of 30S

Form of 308

To be deemed process 305

To what Counties may issue 306

May issue to several Counties at same time 306

How renewed 310

Debtor of execution debtor may pay 313

Leave to issue, how obtained 309

Against the person 307> (s. d. 3) 308

Against a married woman 306

Return of, in what time. . 310

On judgment of Magistrate's Court (s. d. 12) 88

Proceedings supplementary to 312

On confession of judgment without action 385

Sales under, by what Court or officer to be made 306

For the delivery of real or personal property (s. d. 4) 308

Probate Court empowered to issue.,
• 69

Not to be issued till decree enrolled 69

May issue, upon transcript from other Counties 69

Satisfaction of 69

Executors—
Costs in actions by or against 3Z^

May sue without joining party in interest 134

May appeal without giving security 353

Not to be discharged except after giving notice 41

Limitation for actions by 123, 125

Exemption from Arrest—
Of females 200

Exoneration—
[See Arrest and Bail.]

3-1.
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SEC.

Ex Parte Order—
May be made by Judge in any part of the State (s. d. 3) 402

How vacated or modified 342

None to stay proceedings longer than twenty days (s. d. 6) 402

Extension—
Of time to answer when defendant arrested 204

perfect appeal '.

348, 349

answer generally 195

for proceedings in actions 405

Express Company—
Manner of serving process on (s. d. i

)

155

F
Fact—

Issues of, directing 274, 275, 92

trial of, by Jury 274, 92

trial of 279

trial of by Court 289

waiver Jury trial 288

trial by Master or Referee 294

Failure—
Of proof, what is 192

Fairfield County—
Embraced in the Sixth Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 23

False Imprisonment— ^
Action for, may be brought in Magistrates' Courts (s. d. 3) 78

Must be within two years 114

Costs in action for 323

Fees—
[See Costs.]

Of Stenographer 278

Feigned Issues—
Not allowed ; substitute 92

Females—
Not to be arrested in civil actions (s. d. 4) 200

Fictitious Name—
Parties may be sued by, when real name unknown 196

Fiduciary Capacity—
Arrest for money received in (s. d. i) 200

Fifth Circuit—
Counties composing 17

Times for holding Courts in 22
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SEC.

Filing—
Transcript of judgment, effect of (s. d. 2) 302

Of Magistrate's Court 8?

Complaint ^Si

Notice of lis pendens • i53

Undertakings 357, 420

Affidavits 250

Copy in lieu of original 4^9

Notice and affidavit on claim and delivery 238

Of complaint in cases of service by publication 156

Order appointing receiver 318

Appeal papers from Probate Court 58

Decrees of Probate Court in office of Clerk Circuit Court 67

Final Order—
Appeal from, to Supreme Court (s. d. 2) 11

Circuit Court on appeal from Probate Court 62

Final Settlement—
Of estates of deceased persons 4i

Finding—
Of facts controlled by general verdict 284

on issues out of chancery, by jury 274

fact and law, by Referee or Master 294

the Court 289

Firm—
Acknowledgement by partner after dissolution of 'i-Z^^

First Circuit—
Counties composing i7

Time for holding Courts in 18

Foreclosure of Mortgage—
Power of Court on (s. d. 7) 188

Judgment on (s. d. 7) 188

Service of summons on unknown parties in actions for 156

Guardian for infant in (s. d. 2) 137

Place of trial of (s. d. 3) 144

Notice of lis pendens in actions for I53

Parties in (s. d. 7) 188

Foreign Corporation—
Actions against, in what Court and by whom it may be brought. . . . 423

Service of summons on (s. d. i) 155

Service of summons by publication 156

Attachment against the property of 248

Receiver for property of 265

Foreign Laws—
Printed copies of, to be evidence 422
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SEC.

Forfeiture—
Action for, within what time to be commenced (s. d. 2) 114

Against Directors or stockholders of moneyed corporation 130

Place of trial of action to recover (s. d. i) 145

Judgment of, against corporation 438

To State, actions for 443

Form—
Of action 89

Of pleading 161

Provision as to, applied to Magistrates' Courts (s. d. 15) 88

Former Practice—
Inconsistent with the Code abrogated 449'

Preserved where not changed 449

Fourth Circuit—
Counties composing 17

Times for holding Courts in 21

Special provisions as to Courts in 21

Franchise—
Action against persons claiming (s. d. 5) 426

Penalty for unlawfully exercising (s. ds. i and 3) 428

Fraud—
Certain actions for, may be in Courts of Magistrates (s. d. 9) 71

When right of action accrues in cases of (s. d. 6) 112

Time of limitation in actions for relief on the ground of, pre-

scribed (s. d. 6) 112

Arrest when defendant has been guilty of (s. d. 3) 200

Frtv'olous Pleading—
If demurrer, answer or reply be, may be stricken out 268

Further Return—
'When required on appeal from Magistrate 364

G
Georgetown County—

Embraced in Third Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 20

Genuineness—
Of writing, admission of - 389

Grantee of Real Property—
Action by in name of grantor 132

Of lands held adversely, action by 97

Grantee of the State—
Limitation of action by 96
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SEC.

Grant—
[See Grantee of the State.]

Greenville County—
Embraced in Eighth Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 25

Business at Summer terms of Courts in (s. d. 6) 25

Greenwood County—
Embraced in Seventh Judicial Circuit 17

Times for Courts in 24

Guardians—
When minors may choose 50

Probate Court appointing, to have jurisdiction of w^ard's estate. ... 51

For infant, when necessary 50, 136

Appointment of 137

For married women, not necessary 135

Ad litem, liable for costs 329

For lunatics or persons imprisoned 156

Discharge of 41

H
Hampton County—

Embraced in Second Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 19

Heir at Law—
Person prosecuting or defending suit as, not to testify to trans-

actions with deceased persons 400

May commence new action after ancestor's death 122

May commence new action after reversal, &c 125

Of person under disability 108

Effect of descent cast 107

Horry County—
Embraced in Third Judicial Circuit 17

* Times for holding Courts in 21

Houses—
May be broken open in claim and delivery .75, 235

Husband and Wife—
When they should join, or be joined, as parties 135

Shall not be compelled to disclose confidential communications

(s. d. 2) 400
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I
SEC.

Idiots—
Service of summons on (s. d. 3) 155

Guardians for 38

[See Insane Person.]

Imprisonment—
Of defendant, effect of, on time of limitation 122

Inability of Judge—
To hear motion 404

Inconsistent—
Statutory provisions repealed 449

Index—
Judge of Probate to keep, of money decrees 68

Infancy—
Effect of, on time of limitation 122

Infant—
Costs against 329

Service of summons on (s. d. 2) 155

Guardian of, liable for costs 329

To appear by guardian 136

Guardian for, how appointed 50

Guardian ad litem for (s. d. 2) 137

Inferior Court—
Appeal from, to Circuit Court 358, 359

Information—
Action by Attorney General upon 428

Injunction—
Justices of Supreme Court may grant 11, 239

May be by the Court or a Judge 11, 241

To suspend business of corporation 245

In what case granted 2f40

May be granted at any stage of the action before judgment 241

How grounds for issuing may be shown to the Court 241

After answer 242

Order to show cause ; restraint meanwhile 244

Copy affidavit be served with 241

When granted 241, 242a

On application for appointment of Receiver 265

Granting to stay certain sales 242a

Damages on, how ascertained 243

Security upon 243, 265

Security upon, to stay business of corporation 245
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SEC.

Injunction—(Continued.)

Motion to vacate or modify 246

Affidavits on motion 247

Stay by, effect of, on time of limitation 126

Probate Judge may grant, in certain cases 40

Injury—
To person or character, arrest in action for (s. d. 6) 200

Insane Person—
Service of summons on (s. d. 3) 155

Limitation of action against 108, 122

Insolvent—
Corporation ; Receiver for 265

Sureties on appeal bonds ; substituted bond 347

Inspection of Books and Writings—
How obtained 389

Installments—
Execution for, on judgment by confession 385

Action in Magistrates' Courts for (s. d. 5) 71

Instruments—
For payment of money, action or defense on, how pleaded 183

In Magistrates' Courts 88

Insurance Companies—
Service of summons on (s. d. i) 153

Actions against limitation of (s. d. 7) 112

Interest—
Party in, to sue 132

All parties in, to be joined 138, 139

When all parties in, need not be joined 140

Transfer of, not to abate action 142

On verdict, &c., how allowed and computed 325

Not to disqualify witness 399

Interlocutory—
Costs, how adjusted.^ 326

Orders—appeals from (s. d. 4) 11

Intermediate Order—
May be reviewed on appeal li

Interpleader—
When it will be ordered 143

Inventory—
To be made of property seized on attachment 254
To be returned to officer issuing warrant 254
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SEC.

Irrelevant—
Answers and defenses may be stricken out i73

Or redundant matter may be stricken out on motion i8i

Issues—
Different kinds of 269

When issues of law arise 270

When issues of fact arise 271

Of law and fact may arise in one action 272

When there are issues of law and fact, the issues to be tried to-

gether 272

The judicial examination of, is a trial 273

How tried 274

How, of fact in equity causes may be framed and tried 274a

May be referred 275, 292

Of law to be tried by the Court, unless referred 274

Of fact in action for the recovery of money only, or specific real or

personal property, or for a divorce, to be tried by a jury, unless

jury trial is waived, or a reference be ordered 274

Of fact in equity causes 274

not put issue by pleadings 92

trial by Court 288, 289

trial by Master or Referee 294

In other actions, to be tried by the Court, except a jury trial or a

reference be ordered 275

Of law, proceedings in judgment on 291

Either party may bring, to trial 276

To be entered on calendar 276

How disposed of on the calendar 279

Costs of trial of 323

Nature of, to be endorsed on complaint 276

[See Trial, Verdict.']

Feigned, not allowed 92

Collateral 92

Items of Account—
[See Accounts.']

J

Joinder—
Of causes of action 188

defenses (s. d. 2) 171

parties plaintiff 138

parties, where some refuse to join 140

when very numerous 140

defendant I39

[See Parties to Actions.]
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Joint— ^

And several defendants, proceedings against, where the summons
is served on one or some of the defendants only (s. d. i) 157

Where the summons is served on all the defendants (s. d. 3) 157

Judgments in actions against 377

Contractor^ examination of, as a witness on his own behalf 398

Debtors 314

Debtors, proceedings against when not served originally 377

Debtors, form of summons 378

Summons to be accompanied by affidavit of amount due 379

Answer by party summoned 380

Subsequent proceedings the same as in an action 380, 381

Answer and reply to be verified as in an action 382

Attachment may issue to compel application of property to pay-

ment of the judgment 381

Supplementary proceedings against 314

Judge—
May adjourn Court of Common Pleas 27

Power to open Common Pleas before completion of criminal busi-

ness 27a

May hold special sessions of Circuit Court 28

None to be ordered except by, at the time of holding the regular

sessions for the County 28

What causes to be tried at extra term 28

May adjourn Circuit Courts when dangerous and general disease

prevails 30

Qualification of 31

Who may administer oath to 31

Not to act as Referee 295

May grant orders of injunction 239

May order reference in supplementary proceedings 320

Judges to meet and revise Rules of Court 450

Judges—
[See Judge.]

Judgment—
Defined 266

A lien on real property for ten years 309

On failure of defendant to answer 267

After service by publication (s. d. 2) 267

For the difference on an admitted demand and admitted counter-

claim (s. d. I

)

267

After amendment of complaint 167

Clerk to enter, pursuant to verdict (s. d. i) 286

Manner of entering 296

Clerk to insert costs in entry of 326

In action to recover personal property 299
On the pleadings, motion for 175

Against joint or several defendants 157, 296
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* . SEC.

Judgment—(Continued.)

For want of reply to answer 175, 267

On frivolous demurrer, answer or reply 268

To be entered in abstract of judgments 301

When and how docketed 87, 302

On report of Referee 294

On issue of law, proceedings on 291

By confession 383

Against one of several partners 157

On answer, motion for 175

On verdict 286

Against married women (s. d. 4) 296

Of Supreme Court 14

Of Magistrate, transcript of 87

docketing 87

How pleaded 182

How satisfied in action commenced by attachment 259

Appeal from, to Supreme Court 368, 369, 370, 371

On appeal to Supreme Court from order granting a new trial.

(s. d. 2) II

In foreclosure cases (s. d. 7) 188

Taken against a party through his mistake, inadvertence or sur-

prise, or excusable neglect. Court may relieve from 195

How enforced 305

When a lien on real estate 309

Security to be given on appeal from 350- 355

Restitution on reversal of 156, 342

Reversed, time for commencing action after 125

Will not be reversed for technical defects 197

Actions on, regulated 91

Lien of, on personal property for four months after levy. . . (s. d. i) 310

Actions on, in Magistrates' Courts (s. d. 7) 71

Time for commencing actions on (s. d. i) iii

Roll, when and how Clerk to make up 302

What papers to contain 302

On submission of controversy without action 375

Roll, on confession of 385

In actions for usurping office 432

How lien of certain, may be affected 310

How revived 310

Judge of Probate—
[See Probate Court.]

Jurisdiction—
Of Courts generally 10

To enforce judgment against married woman (s. d. 4) 296

Answer or demurrer for want of 165

Courts acquire, from time of service of summons, or allowance of

provisional remedy 160
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Jurisdiction—(Continued.)

Of Supreme Court ^^

Of Judges of Probate 37, 38, 43, 48, 49> 5i

Probate Court first taking cognizance of settlement of estates to

have exclusive 4°

Not to be collaterally impeached 49

Circuit Courts to have appellate, of cases from Probate Court 55

Of Magistrates' Courts in civil cases 7i

Jury Trial—
Of issues not embraced in pleadings 92

Of issues out of chancery i74, i/S

Of what issues ^74

How waived ^°°

Justification—
Of slander, how pleaded ^8;

bail 216

sureties on appeal 355

claim and delivery ^33

Kershaw County—
Embraced in Fifth Judicial Circuit I7

Times for holdings Courts in 22

L

Lancaster County—
Embraced in Sixth Judicial Circuit. I7

Times for holding Courts in 23

Land—
Sale of, under execution or order of Court 3°^

under order of Probate Court 4^

Landlord and Tenant—
Magistrates' Courts to have jurisdiction of matters between.

(s. d. 10) 71

Joinder of, as defendants in actions to recover land I39

Relation of adverse possession 100

Law Issues of—
To be tried by Court 274

Judgment on 291

Arise how • • 270

Laurens County—
Embraced in Seventh Judicial Circuit I7

Times for holding Courts in 24
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SEC.

Leave—
To bring action, Attorney General 426, 427, 428

on j udgment 91

issue execution 304

Legal Notices—
Time for publication of, how computed 421

Levy and Sale of Property—
Sales, by vi^hom and how made 306

Lexington County—
Embraced in Fifth Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 22

Libel and Slander—
Action for, within two years 114

How stated in complaint 185

Answer in action for 186

Costs in 323

Lien—
Judgment a, on real estate for ten years 309
On personal property for four months after levy (s. d. i) 310

When entered prior to March i, 1870 309

Of attachment on real estate 253
On personal property 254, 258

How obtained, on certain j udgments 309
Money decrees of Probate Court 67

Judgments of Magistrates' Courts 87

Limitation of Actions—
For Recovery of Real Property—
Not to apply where action commenced or right of accrued 93
Civil to be commenced as prescribed 94
Plea of, to be taken by answer 94
For recovery of real property 95
By grantee from State 96
To be brought within ten years 97
Seizin when necessary 98
Seizin within ten years 99
After entry or right of entry 100

Possession presumed in what time loi

Occupation under written instrument 102

Under written instrument, where adverse possession 103

Actual occupation 104

Possession under claim of title not written 105

Possession by tenant 106

Possession not affected by descent cast 107

Not to apply to persons under disability 108

Possession for forty years valid against world 109
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SEC.

Limitation of Actions—(Continued.)

Ill
Other than real property "°
Within twenty years

Decree, judgment, bond, or writing secured by mortgage m
Within six years ;

•
• ^ ^^

Contract, Hability by statute, trespass, detaining or mjuruig

goods, injury to person, relief, policies of insurance 112

Within three years ^^^

Against Sheriff, &c., for penalty or forfeiture ii3

Within two years ^^4

For libel, slander, assault, battery, false imprisonment, or upon a

statute
^^4

Within one year ^^^

For escape
^

On current accounts
^^

. 117
For penalties

^
For relief generally in ten years ^^°

Not to apply in actions by State ^^9

When defendant out of State ^^i

As to persons under disabilities 122

Death of person before claim barred 123

As to alien subjects ^^4

When judgment reversed ^^5

Stay of action by injunction 126, 142a

Disability must exist when right accrued 127

Two or more disabilities coexisting 128

Not to apply to bills issued by moneyed corporations 129

Nor to affect actions against directors or stockholders, &c 130

Promise to take case out of statute to be in writing 131

Promise of partner after dissolution of firm 131a

Actions on claims saved from bar of statute 131b

Non suit new action in two years 9°

Liquidate Damages—
Defendant may offer to ^ 387

Lis Pendens—
Notice of, when may be filed ^53

What to contain -^53

In foreclosure suits -^53

When constructive notice -^53

When it may be removed • -^53

Must be followed by publication of summons i53

How canceled ^3

Long Account—
Reference ordered on, when (s. d. 2) 293

Lost Paper—
How supplied

4i9
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SEC.

Lunacy—
Judge of Probate to have jurisdiction in cases of y]

Lunatic—
Judge of Probate may commit to Asylum 7°

Service of process on 150

[See Insane Person.]

M
Magistrate's Court—

In civil actions, jurisdiction of 71

Rules in 88

Pleadings in (s. d. 2) 88

Answer of title in 79

Variance (s. d. 10) 88

Amendments (s. d. 11) 88

Execution (s. d. 12) 88

To furnish transcript of judgment 87

Judgment by confession in (s. d. 8) 71

Proceedings in action to recover personal property (s. d. 11) 71

To have jurisdiction in matters between landlord and tenant.

(s. d. 10) 71

Judgment of, transcript of, may be filed and docketed with County

Clerk 87

Effect of filing such transcript 87

Time for service of process in (s. d. 16) 88

New trials in (s. d. 17) 88

Motion for new trial, when to be made (s. d. 18) 88

When to transfer cases (s. d. 19) 88

Mail—
Summons to be served by, in what cases 156

Service of notice by 410

Notice must be deposited in postoffice 411

Double time where service by 412

Exception where party charged with contempt 418

Malicious Prosecution—
Costs in action for 3^3

Magistrate's jurisdiction in actions for 78

Managing Agent—
Of corporation, service of summons on i55

Mandamus—
Proceedings on, not affected by the second part of the Code 452

Issuance of "writ of, by Supreme Court 11

Marion County—
Embraced in Fourth Judicial Circuit I7

Times for holding Courts in 21
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SEC.

Marlboro County—
Embraced in Fourth Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 21

Marriage—
Not to abate action 142

Married Women—
Costs against (s. d. 4) 296

Need not prosecute or defend by guardian or next friend, (s. d. 2) 135

Judgment against (s. d. 4) 296

Execution against (s. d. i

)

135

Masters—
Causes to be referred to (s. d. 4) 293

Trial by 294

To grant orders for publication of summons 156

make sales in what cases 306

appoint guardians for infants 136

appoint guardians ad litem (s. d. 2) 137

make sales of property in certain cases 306

file report within sixty days 294

Material Allegation—
If not denied, deemed admitted 189

Material Variance—
What is 190

When not 191

Merger—
None of civil and criminal remedies 7

Minutes—
Special verdict or finding to be entered on 283

Verdict to be entered on (s. d. i) 286

Motion for new trial founded on (s. d. 4) 286

Entry on, at trial (s. d. 2) 286

Misnomer—
May be remedied by amendment 196

Mistake—
[See Pleadings, Amendments.]

Mitigating Circumstances—
May be shown in actions for libel and slander 186

Money Decrees—
Made by Probate Court to be enrolled 67

Manner of enrolling 67

To be indexed 68

Time for enrolling 68
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SEC.

Money Decrees—(Continued.)

To be filed in Clerk's office 67

Satisfaction of 69

Not to rank as judgment unless enrolled 67

Execution not to issue on, from Probate Court unless enrolled. ... 69

Moneyed Corporations—
Time of limitation not applicable to actions on certain evidences of

debt of 129

Time of limitation against stockholders and directors of, in cer-

tain cases 130

Moneys—
[See Deposit.]

Mortgages—
[See Foreclosure of Mortgages.]

Limitation of actions on instruments secured by 11

1

Motion—
Defined 402

Decision, within what time : (s. d. 8) 402

Affidavits on, to be served 405

Preference of certain (s. d. s) 402

To stay proceedings (s. d. 6) 402

Notice of (s. d. 4) 402

Transfer of 404

Questions of fact arising on, may be referred (s. d. 3) 293

Costs on, allowed in discretion of Court 328

For injunctions generally 242

For injunction to stay certain sales 242a

To vacate inj unction 246

To discharge attachment 262

For appointment of Receiver 265

For judgment for amount admitted in answer 265

For judgment on frivolous pleading 268

Mutual Account—
Limitation of action on 116

N
Name—

Fictitious, when party may be sued by 196

Names to be stated in complaint 163

Neglect—
Court may relieve from consequences of excusable 195

New Bail—
Defendant may give 214
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SEC,

Newberry County—
Embraced in Seventh Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 24

New Matter—
Must be replied to I74

In answer or reply, when deemed controverted 189

In answer 170

New Promise—
To take case out of limitation, must be in writing 131

By partner after dissolution of firm 131a

Action on cause saved by 131b

Newspaper—
Publication of summons in 156

Special sessions of Court to be advertised in 28

New Trials—
[See Civil Code, Sec. 2^34.]

Motions for 287, 274, 286, 290

when to be heard 287

On appeal from judgment (s. d, 2) 11

Magistrate may grant (s. d. 17) 88

Motion for, before whom to be made (s. d. 18) 88

On appeal from inferior Court 368

Non-Joinder—
[See Parties.]

Non-Resident—
Service of summons on, by publication 156

Attachment against property of 248

Service of papers on 415

Action by, against foreign corporations 423

Notice—
Of intention to offer copy of lost paper 389

To be in writing 408

In summons 150

Service of, personal, or as prescribed 409

By mail 410, 415

On party out of the State 415

To bring party into contempt 418

Where party appears by attorney 151, 417

Of motion generally, time of 412, 413

for injunction 242a

appointment of Receiver 265

judgment on frivolous pleadings 268

To defendant of no personal claim 152

Proof of service of I59

For judgrnent, for want of a reply or demurrer 175

4-1.
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SEC.

Notice—(Continued.)

Of trial not required 276

Of adjusting costs 326

Of lis pendens IS3

When it may be canceled I53

[See Lis Pendens.l

Of appeal 57> 339, 345

[See Appeal]

Legal, publication of 4^1

On motion to end reference 295

Oath—
Judge or Clerk of Probate Court may administer 44

Referee may administer 294

Judges to take Constitutional, and oath against dueling 31

Objectioxs—
When -waived 169

OcoxEE County—
Embraced in Eighth Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 25

Occupation—
Of lands, when deemed to be under legal title 104

Under written instrument 103

Offer—

•

Of defendant to compromise the whole or part of the action 386

Defendant maj^ before trial or verdict, offer to allow judgment for

a certain sum and costs 386

Acceptance of 386

When deemed withdrawn 386

Effect of, if plaintiff do not recover a more favorable judgment. . .

.

386

To liquidate the damages 387

Effect of acceptance or refusal of such 388

Office—
Action to try title to 428, 437

Usurpation of, action for 428, 437

arrest for 431

penalty for 437

When several claim, one action to try title of all 436

Officers—
To turn over books and papers to successors, penalty 434
Actions against ; where brought 145

Official Bond—
Action on, limitation of 112
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SEC.

Omissions—
Court may supply, in any proceedings IQS

Of necessary acts to perfect appeal, Court may relieve against. .339, 349

Open Account—
Limitation of action of 116

Opening Judgments by Default—
For surprise, &c I95

After service by publication 156, 267

Orangeburg County—
Embraced in First Judicial Circuit 17

Times of holding Courts in 18

Order—
Definition of 401

Review of, on appeal from judgment 335

By whom and where made (s. d. 3) 402

Made out of Court, how vacated or modified 336

Staying proceedings (s. d. 6) 402

Copy affidavit to be served with 405

To show cause 404

Appeal from 11, 335

For publication 156

For arrest 201

For new trial 286

Before issuing injunction restraining party 244

Restraining, after answer 242

Restraining, against corporation 440

Original—
When copy may be substituted 419

Papers—
Service of, how made 409

by mail 410

When not required to be served on defendant 414

On party out of the State 415
- Where party appears by attorney, to be on the attorney 417

To bring party into contempt 418

Admission of genuineness of 389

Lost or withheld, how place of supplied 419

Transfer of, on change of place of trial 147

Particulars—

^

Bill of 179
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SEC.

Parties to Actions—
Provisions as to, applied to Magistrates' Court (s. d. 15) 88

How designated 90, 338

Provisions as to 132

Party in interest to sue 132

By grantee of land held adversely 132

By assignees 133

By administrators 134

By executors 134

By trustees of express trusts 134

By parties authorized by statute to sue 134

On bills and notes, &c 141

By and against married women 135

Plaintiff, who may be united as 138

Defendant, who may be united as 139

By and against infants 136

Who must be joined as 140

Death of, pendente lite 142

Marriage of, pendente lite 142

Transfer of interest of 142

Court may determine controversy between 143

When they may interplead 143

Demurrer for defect of (s. d. 4) 165

When others may be ordered to be brought in 143

Examination of, as witnesses 391

at trial or conditionally 391

before trial 392

Refusing to testify, penalty 395

Testimony of, rebutted 396

Defect of, how taken advantage of (s. d. 4) 165

Service of notices and papers on 409

Parties to Appeal—
How designated 338

Partition—
Place of trial of action for (s. d. 2) 144

Guardian for infants (s. d. 2) 137

Publication of summons to parties having lien or interest 156

Partners—
Acknowledgement, &c., of one after dissolution of firm, binds no

others , 171

Omission of name in summons ; effect 157

Party—
[See Parties to Actions.']

Payment—
Effect on Bar of Statute of Limitations 131, 131a, 131b

Of money ordered, when 265
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SEC.

Penalties—
Limitation o£ action for 114, 117

Against directors or stockholders, &c 130

Action for, where to be tried (s. d. i

)

145

Pending Suits—
Notice of 153

Performance—
Of conditions precedent, how pleaded 183

Perishable Property—
Under attachment, to be sold 255

To be sold pending appeal 356

Person—
Execution against the 308

Personal Claim—
Notice of no, to be served with summons 152

Notice of none effect of defending after 152

Personal Property—
Definition of 445

Time for commencing action for taking, detaining or injuring, or

for recovery of possession of '. (s. d. 4) 112

Arrest in action to recover (s. d. 2) 200

Judgment in action to recover 299

Distrained, action for recovery of, where to be tried (s. d. 4) 144

Doing damage, answer 187

Execution against 306, 309

Claim and delivery of 227

[See Claim and Delivery.]

Petition—
Proceedings in Probate Court by complaint or 64

Pickens County—
Embraced in Eighth Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holdings Courts in 25

Pilot—
May attach vessel for pilotage fees 248, 250

Place of Sale—
Of lands 306

Place of Trial—
Of actions to recover real property, or any estate or interest in real

property, or to determine right or interest in real prop-

erty (s. d. I ) 144

For injuries to real property (s. d. i) 145

For partition of real property (s. d. 2) 144
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SEC,

Place of Trl.\l—(Continued.)

To foreclose a mortgage of real property (s. d. 3) 144

To recover personal property distrained for any cause. . . . (s. d. 4) 144

To recover a penaltj' or forfeiture imposed by statute (s. d. i) 145

Against a public officer or his deputy (s. d. 2) 145

In other actions, where defendant resides 146

May be changed by Court 147

Magistrate (s. d. 19) 88

consent of parties 144

Plaintiff—
[See Parties to Actions, Pleadings, Complai}its.]

Pleadings—
In Courts of Record, prescribed in Code 161

The complaint 162

Complaint, what to contain 163

The demurrer 164

The answer 170

The reply I74

Mistakes and Amendments. [See Amendments.]

To be subscribed I77

To be verified, except demurrers 177

How verified 178

When Terification may be omitted 178

When agent or attorney may make the verification 178

Account, how to be stated in 179

Copy account to be furnished I79

Further account -may be ordered 179

Bill of particulars. Court may order to be furnished 179

To be liberally construed 180

Irrelevant or redundant matter may be stricken out 181

Indefinite or uncertain, may be ordered to be made more definite

and certain 181

Judgments and determinations, how pleaded 182

Conditions precedent, how pleaded 183

In actions or defense founded on instrument for the payment of

money 183

Private statutes, or rights derived therefrom, how pleaded 184

Libel and slander, how stated in complaint 185

Answer in actions for libel and slander 1S6

In actions to recover property distrained, doing damage 187

What causes of action may be joined 188

In actions on torts i86a

Allegations not denied, when deemed true 189

New matter in answer (not a counter-claim) is not to be deemed

controverted as upon a direct denial or avoidance 189

The like of new matter in a reply 189

Cannot be used as evidence in criminal proceedings 178

Party unknown may be sued by a fictitious name 196
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SEC.

Fl-eabings—(Continued.) . , . , ^ u a;.,-^

Errors and defects not affecting substantial rights to be disie-

s^'^d^f ••••;: '.'.'.'.'.'.'.

iS
Failure of proof m
Supplemental pleading, when allowed

J
When amended, to be answered anew ^7

Court to be furnished with copy of

To be filed f
Motion for judgment

gg
In Magistrates' Courts

In Probate Court

[See Ansiver, Complaint, Demurrer, Reply.],

Policy of Insurance— . ^^^

Limitation of action on *^^-

Possession—
^^^

Of land, when presumed

by tenant, deemed that of landlord

adverse. [See Adverse Possession, 101-107, 132.]

Postponement—
Cost on application for

Postage—
To be paid on papers mailed

Practice— ^
In Probate Court, to conform to Common Pleas. "4

All inconsistent with Code repealed 449

In cases not provided for by Code. 449

1 .... 45*-'

Rules to regulate

Preliminary Injunction—

[See Injunction.]

Presumption—
^^^

Of possession ,

Of tenant holding under landlord ^

Printing—
f-

Papers for Court to be taxed as disbursement. . . 3^"

Not required where party is unable to pay for it 343

Prisoners— •

^ g
Service of summons on ^

Guardians ad litem for

Private Statutes—
^g

How pleaded
'

"

*
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SEC.

Probate Comx

—

Established 34

Sessions of 34

To be a Court of record, and have a seal 35

Judge of, may appoint a Clerk 35

Duties of Clerk of , 36

Clerk not to practice law 35

Jurisdiction of Judges of 37, 38

Of Count}- w-here will is proved to have settlement of estates 40

To have jurisdiction in proceedings relating to guardians, &c 38

Blay issue warrants and processes 45

To punish for contumacj- 46

To issue commissions to examine witnesses 47

First taking cognizance of settlement of estate to have exclusive

jurisdiction 48

Jurisdiction of, not to be collaterally impeached 49
Clerk to give certified copy of records ; fees 36

To have the appointment of guardians of minors in certain cases.

.

50

To have jurisdiction of ward's estate and settlement of guardian's

accounts 51

Time for holding 52

To be open at all times for transaction of certain business 53

Adj ournment of the 54

Appellate jurisdiction of Circuit Court over 55

Appeal to Circuit Court to be taken within fifteen days 57

Proceedings in, stayed bj' appeal 59

Proceedings in, to be commenced by petition or complaint 64

Supreme Court may make rules for 65

'Mzy issue executions against propertj^ 69

Administration and probate of wills 39

JMay marshal assets 40

May stay actions or proceedings against executors, &c 40

When to grant discharge to administrators, &c 41

Money decrees of, to be enrolled 67

Manner of enrolling 67

To keep index to decrees 68

Judge of, may punish for contempt 66

not to have voice in determining appeal 62,

may commit to State Hospital for Insane 70

Supreme Court, to have appellate jurisdiction over 56

decision of, to be certified to 62

[See Appeal.]

Practice in, to conform to Common Pleas 64

Probate Judge—
[See Judge of Probate Court.]

Proceedings—
Supplementary- to execution 312- 322
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SEC.

Process—
[See Smnmons, Service of.'\

Probate Judge to frame in certain cases 69

Sheriff to execute, of Probate Courts 69

Production and Discovery of Papers, &c.—
Proceedings for 389

Prohibition—
Second part Code not to apply to 452

Writs of, who may issue iia

Promise—
When to be in writing '. 131

Of partner after dissolution of firm 131a

Action on claim saved from bar of statute by 131b

Proof—
Of service of summons, notice, &c 159

Of service of amended complaint, &c 167

Failure of 192

Of laws of other States, &c 422

Of public records of other States 422

Of default 267

Of claim on default 267

In supplementary proceedings 312

In attachment proceedings 250

Property—
Real, defined 444
Personal, defined 445
Arrest for fraudulently taking or detaining (s. d. 2) 200

Execution against ' 309

Distrained doing damage 187

[See Claim and Delivery."]

Causes of action for injury to, and to person, may be joined 188

Stay on appeal from order directing sale or delivery of 352

Provisional Remedies—
Allowance of, gives jurisdiction 160

Motion to vacate or modify, to have preference (s. d. 5) 402

[See Arrest, Attachment, Claim and Delivery, Injunction, Receivers,

Remedies.]

Publication—
Of application for discharge by trustee, &c 41

Of legal notices, time for 421

Of notice of motion for leave to issue executions 304
Of advertisement of summons, how proved 159

Service of summons by, in what cases 156

Service of summons by, order for 156

Personal service out of State 156
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SEC.

Publication—(Continued.)

When defendant allowed to defend after 156

Complaint must be first filed 156

AVhen service complete after 158

Proof of 159

Application for judgment after 267

Judgment after service by 267

a
Qualification—

[See Bail]

Question of Fact—
May be referred 292

Trial of by Jury 279

Court 288, 289

Referee 294

Quo Warranto—
Writ of, abolished 424

issuance of i la

Railroad Companies—
Service of summons on 155

Rates of Damages—
Recoverable 298

Real Estate—
[See Real Property.]

Real Party in Interest—
Every action to be brought in name of 132

Real Property—
Definition of 444

When title to, need not be set forth 187

When title to, in question 79

Lien on, by attachment 253

Adjudged to be sold, where to be sold 306

Notice of lis pendens in actions affecting 153

Sale of, to pay debts 40

Lien on, of money decrees 67

Place of trial of actions relating to (s. d. i) 144

[See Conflicting Claims, Partition, Limitations of Actions.]

Reargument—
Of appeal 14
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SEC.

Rebutting—
Testimony of party called as a witness 394

Receiver—
In what case he may be appointed 265

Not to be appointed without four days' notice 265

Notice, how served on non-resident 265

Publication of notice 265

Temporary injunction on application for 265

Security to be given 265

Not to be appointed before judgment, where bond is given by re-

spondent 265

Order for appointment to provide in alternative for bond 265

Order vacated where bond is given 265

Reference to ascertain damages, where receivership is vacated 265

Bond, to whom payable 265

filed with Clerk 265

certified copy • 265

strengthening • 265

For insolvent corporations 265

Commissions to (s- d. 4) 265

In supplementary proceedings, when may be appointed 318

Order appointing, to be filed 3i8

Subject to order of the Court 3i8

Only one to be appointed 318

Record—
Of foreign State, how proved 422

[See Judgment Roll.]

Recovery of Personal Property—
[See Claim and Delivery.]

Reducing—
Amount of bail 225

Referee— *•

How chosen 295

Mode of trial by 294

Powers of 294

Report of 294

Within what time to report 295

To administer oaths 294

Report has effect of special verdict 294

. Interest on report of 325

In proceeding supplementary to execution 320

Judge not to act as, in certain actions 295

Reference—
After judgment on issue of law 291

For trial issue of fact 274

In default cases 267
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SEC.

Reference—(Continued.)

By consent 292

By compulsion 293

When ordered 293

Of issues 293

To take an account (s. d. 2) 293

Of questions arising on motion, &c (s. d. 3) 293, 402

On judgment for want of answer 267

In proceedings supplementary to execution 320

To ascertain damages on injunction 245

To ascertain damages on Receivership being vacated 265

When action to proceed as if none ordered 295

Of other than the issues, proceedings on (s. d. 3) 293

To be to Master in Counties where office of exists (s. d. 4) 293

Relator—
Joinder as plaintiff in action by Attorney General 430

Rights, on judgment in favor of 433

Relief—
Demand of (s. d. 3) 163

In cases of mistake 195

When there is no answer, extent of 297

For judgment taken by mistake, &c 19S

To defendant 296

Time of limitation in certain actions for 112, 118

To be consistent with case made 297

Remedies—
Division of i

Civil and criminal, not merged . 7

[See Provisional Remedies.]

Remittitur—
From Supreme Court 12

To be certified to Probate Court, when I 62

Removal—
Of cases from one Magistrate to another (s. d. 19) 88

Repeal—
Of inconsistent statutory provisions 449

Replevin—
[See Claim and Delivery, 22^-238.]

Reply—
When to be put in, and what to contain 174

Demurrer to 176

Motion for judgment for want of I7S

When Court may order a 174
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SEC.

Reply—(Continued.)

Supplemental, when may be put in 198

New matter in, deemed controverted 189

Frivolous, judgment on 268

[See Demurrer.]

Reports—
Of foreign States presumptive evidence 422

Of Referees, what to state 294

exceptions to 294

Respondent—
Adverse party in appeal, known as , 338

Representative—
Of deceased party to be substituted 142

Restitution—
After reversal or modification of judgment on appeal 342, 37i

[See Judgment.]

Restraining Order—
[See Injunctions.]

Return—
Of summons, Sheriff to make I54

Of execution 3io

On appeal from Magistrate 362

to Supreme Court 34^, 345

Reversal of Judgment—
Cost on 370

Not allowed for errors or defects not affecting the merits I97

Time for commencing action after 125

On appeal 342, 368

[See Judgment.]

Review—
Of question of law and fact arising on a trial of fact by the Court,

how obtained (s. d. 2) 290

Richland County—
Embraced in Fifth Judicial Circuit I7

Times for holding Courts in • • • 22

Rules—
Supreme Court may make, for Probate Courts 65

All, inconsistent with Code repealed 449

Judges to meet to revise and make new 45°

Supreme Court to make 45°

In Magistrates' Courts 88

Judge of Probate to frame, when none prescribed 69

Of construction 44°
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s

Sale—
Inj oining execution of j udicial 242a

Of property under mortgage; proceeds to be credited on judgment. 18S

Of Property under mortgage, deficiency 188

Of property under execution 306

Of property, under orders of Probate Court 40, 306

by Clerk 306

by Master 306

Of evidence of debt taken on attachment 259

Of perishable property 3S6, 255

Of vessels 255

Conveyance to purchaser, by officer making 306-

Saluda County—
Embraced in Fifth Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 22

Satisfaction of Execution—
When debtor to judgment debtor may make 313

What property may be ordered to be applied to 317

Return of, Sheriff to make 310

Scire Facias—
Writ of, abolished 424

'Sealed Instruments—
Time for commencing actions on (s. d. 2) iii

Second Circuit—
Counties composing 17

Times for holding Courts in 19

Security—
On arrest, plaintiff to give 203

On attachment, plaintiff to give 251

By defendant on return of property to him 263

On claim and delivery, by plaintiff 230

By defendant 232

On injunction, where no special provision on the subject 243

To suspend business of corporation 245

On appeal to Supreme Court 346, 352

On taking a judgment for want of an answer (s. d. 2) 267

On injunction pending motion for Receiver. 265

Seduction—
Rule as to costs in actions for 323

Seizin—
Necessary in real actions 98, 99
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SEC.

Separate—
Trials between plaintiff and any defendant 280

Defences to be separately stated 171

Judgments may be given 296

Service—
Of summons, by whom made I54

Time of I54

How made I5S

By publication 156

On unknown defendant 156

On corporation (s. d. i) 155

On a minor \ (s. d. 2) 155

On a person of unsound mind (s. d. 3) 155

On one temporarily out of the State (s. d. 3) 156

On joint and several defendants I57

Time for, may be fixed I54

When complete by publication 158

Proof of 159

Gives jurisdiction i6br

Voluntary appearance equivalent to 160

Is commencement of action 148

Of order of arrest 204

Time to answer after 204

On corporations, provisions as to, applied to Magistrates' Courts.

(s. d. 15) 88

Of complaint, with summons 151

notice of no personal claim 152

After demand .' 151

Dismissal of judgment for default in (s. d. 4) 296

Of notices and other papers on party or attorney 408, 409

How made 409

By mail 4io, 411

On a party residing out of the State 41S

On attorney for the party 4^7

To bring a party into contempt 4^8

No costs where made other than by Sheriff I54

Set-Off—
Assignee of right of action takes subject to 133

Exceeding plaintiff's demand 285

[See Counter Claim.]

Settlement—
[See Case.]

Of estates of deceased persons ; 4°) 4i

Seventh Circuit—
Counties composing 17

Times for holding Courts in 24
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SEC.

Severance—
Of actions I93

In rendering judgments 296

Sham—
Answers and defenses may be stricken out I73

Sheriff—
In civil actions, duties of, &c., incident to arrest:

To execute order by arresting defendant 206

To deliver copy order of arrest and affidavit to defendant 205

To accept bail or deposit 207

To detain defendant at instance of bail 209

To deliver order, virith return endorsed, and certified copy of

undertaking of bail, to plaintiff 213

When exonerated from liability 213

To give defendant a certificate of deposit 218

To pay deposit into Court 219

When liable as bail 222

Proceedings on judgment against, as bail 223

Liability of bail to 224

Action against, to be within three years 113

Action against, for escape to be within one year 115

To return summons I54

Proof of service of summons by IS9

To provide rooms, &c., for Supreme Court IS

May be ordered to take property, &c., and deposit it in Court.

(s. d. 5) 265

Duties of, incident to attachment:
*

To execute warrant of attachment 253

To make an inventory 254

Inventory to be signed and returned 254

To take legal proceedings to recover debts, credits, &c., of the

defendant 254

To sell perishable property 255

To sell vessels 256

As to property incapable of manual delivery 257

To satisfy judgment out of property attached 259

As to residue of attached property after satisfaction of judg-

ment (s. d. 4) 259

May apply to Court for leave to sell evidences of debt. . (s. d. 4) 259

May permit actions to be in name of plaintiff 260

On judgment for the defendant 261

On discharge of the attachment 262

To return warrant and proceedings thereon 264

Duties, &c., incident to claim and delivery of personal property:

To take property 230

To deliver to the defendant a copy of the affidavit, notice and

undertaking 230
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SEC.

Sheriffs— (Continued.)

Duties, &c., incident to claim and delivery of personal property—
Responsible for plaintiff's sureties 231

When to deliver property to the plaintiff 232

When to deliver property to the defendant 233

When responsible for defendant's sureties 233

Proceedings by, where the property is concealed in building or

enclosure 235

To keep property in a secure place 236

When property claimed by third party 237, 2SSa

When to file notice and affidavit, with proceedings thereon 238

Duties of, &€., incident to execution:

To make all sales under 306

To make return of, at each term of Court (s. d. 2) 310

Return, when partially executed (s. d. 2) 310

Nulla bona feturn (s. d. 2) 310

Penalty for failure or neglect to make return (s. d. 2) 310

To execute process of Probate Court 69

Ships—
Subj ect to attachment 248, 250, 255

Sixth Circuit—
Counties composing '

17

Times for holding Courts in 27

Slander—
[See Lib el and Slander.]

Spartanburg County—
Embraced in Seventh Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 24

Special—
Finding, when Court may direct 284
Jurisdiction, judgment of Court or officer of, how pleaded 182

Proceedings defined 3

appeal from final order in, to Supreme Court, (s. d. 3) 11

costs of reviewing the decision of an inferior Court in. 331

examination of witnesses in 400

Sessions of Circuit Court, Circuit Judges may hold 28

Chief Justice of Supreme Court may di-

rect holding of 28

Order for, to be entered of record 28

Sessions of Probate Court 52

Supreme Court 13

Verdict 283
[See Verdict.]

Verdict to be filed 283
Referee's report to have effect of 294

5-1.
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SEC.

State—
When action cannot be brought by the grantee of the 96

Effect of absence from, on time of limitation 121

When it will not sue for real property 95

To sue within twenty years in certain cases 95

Time of limitation applies to actions by 119

When it cannot sue or be sued in Magistrates' Courts 78

Injunction at instance of, to suspend business of corporations 245

Costs in actions by, or in name of 430

Actions in name of 425

Actions for forfeiture of property to 443

Statute—
Action upon, for penalty or forfeiture 114

Private, how pleaded 184

[See Limitation of Actions.]

Statutes—
Construction of 448

How proved 422

Stay—
Of execution, by appeal to Supreme Court. 346

Of proceedings, order for, for more than twenty days, cannot be

granted except on notice (s. d. 8) 402

By appeal from Probate Court 59

By inj unction 142a

Effect of, on time of limitation 126, 142a

Stenographer—
To be appointed 277

His compensation 277

Duties of 277, 278

Charges of, may be taxed as disbursements 278

Stockholder—
Limitation of actions against 130

Strict Foreclosure—
Proceedings on

;
parties 188

Striking Out Irrelevant Matter—
On motion of any party aggrieved 181

Submitting Controversy—
Without action 374
Judgment as in other cases, but without costs 375
Judgment roll in 375
Judgment on, may be enforced or appealed from 376
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SEC.

Subscribing—
Summons 149

Pleadings I77

Execution 308

Substituted Service—
Of process 156

Substituting Parties-—
[See Parties to Actions.]

On death, or transfer of interest 142

Where another claimant to the subject matter 143

Summons—
Actions to be commenced by service of 148

Form of, ordinarily 149

Form of, when served without copy complaint 151

Form of, when served by publication 156

Notice to be inserted in 150

Service of, by vv^hom it may be made IS4

Commences action 120

How it must be served I55

On corporation (s. d. i

)

155

On minor under age of fourteen (s. d. 2) 155

On person judicially declared to be of unsound mind, &c. . (s. d. 3) 155

In other cases (s. d. 4) 155

On unknown defendant in foreclosure action 156

Party subscribing may fix time for 154

By publication, when ordered, and how made 156

On joint and several defendants IS7

To revive j udgmfint 309

To create j udgment lien 309

To renew execution 310

Service of, when complete 158

Proof of service iS9

Effect of, to confer jurisdiction 160

Voluntary appearance is equivalent to personal service 160

In proceedings against joint debtors 377, 378

From Probate Court 64

Sumter County—
Embraced in Third Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 20

Supplemental—
Pleading, when allowed 198

Complaint, action may be continued by 142

Supplementary Proceedings—
When an order for the examination of the judgment debtor may be

applied for ( s. d. i

)

312
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SEC.

Supplementary Proceedings— (Continued.)

Arrest of defendant upon (s. d. 4) 312

Examination upon order (s. d. 2) 312

Against debtor of judgment debtor, or of those having property be-

longing to him 313

Witnesses, how required to appear and testify in 315

Examinations in, to be on oath 316

What property may be ordered to be applied to execution in 317

Appointment of receiver in 318

Prohibiting transfer of property 319

Where a third party claims property alleged to be the property of

the judgment debtor 319

Where the alleged debtor to judgment debtor denies his indebted-

ness 319

Reference may be ordered in 320

Disobeying order in 322

Supreme Court—
Original jurisdiction of II

How issues of fact in matters within original jurisdiction are de-

termined II

Appellate jurisdiction in chancery cases II

To correct errors of law 11

Appellate jurisdiction of, generally 11

In Probate matters 56

Additional terms of 13

Sessions of 13

Opinions of, how pronounced 14

Rehearing in 14

Rooms, fuel, stationery, &c., for 15

Sessions, where to be held 16

May make rules for Probate Court 65

May make general rules 451

Causes in which State a party preferred 13

Precedence given certain appeals (s. d. 4) 11

Sureties—
[See Security, Undertaking.^

Surprise—
Relief in cases of neglect or 195

T
Taxation of Costs—

[See Adjustment of Costs, 326.]

Telegraph Companies—
Service of process on agent of (s. d. i ) 155

Tenant—
[See Landlord and Tenant.]
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SEC,

Testimony—
Of parties 391

Of witnesses 399, 400

Taken by deposition in Probate Court 47

On motion, by deposition (s. d. 7) 402

Third Circuit—
Counties composing 17

Times for holding Courts in 20

Time—
To serve complaint after demand 151

To answer or demur 149, 151

To answer or demur to amended complaint 167

To answer after service of order of arrest 204

To reply 174

Within which to amend of course 193

For service of notices, &c 413

For appeal 345

[See Appeal]

Enlarging 195, 412, 405

How computed 407

if last day be Sunday 407

For publication of legal notices 421

Double, when service by mail 412

For commencing actions in general 94- 119

Objection that action not commenced in time must be taken by

answer 94
To place cause on calendar 276

Title—
Of action not changed on appeal 338

Need not be set forth in answer to action to recover property dis-

trained damage feasant 187

Magistrates have no jurisdiction of actions involving, to real estate. 78

Answer of, in Magistrates' Courts 79

Certificate that it came in question 79

Costs when it comes in question 81

Color of 102- 104

Of cause to be stated in complaint 163

Of affidavit '. 406

Tort—
Pleading vindictive, punitive, exemplary and actual damages from. i86a

Counter claim in actions for (n.) 171

Transcript—
Of Magistrate's judgment 87

Of judgment in Common Pleas 302

Of money decree from Probate to Circuit Court 69
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SEC.

Transfer—
Judge may prohibit, of property in certain cases (s. d. 4) 312, 318

Of interest not to abate action 142

Of case by Magistrate, for trial (s. d. 19) 88

Trespass—
On real property, time for commencing action for 112

Trial—
In civil actions, definition of 273

Of question of fact not in issue on pleadings (s. d. 3) 293

Place of 144

[See Place of Trial.]

Mode of 274

Separate, between the plaintiff and one or some of the defendants,

may be had 280

Copy summons and pleadings to Court on 281

Costs on postponement of 327

Amendments at
*

193

Court to be furnished with copy pleadings, etc 281

Set-off established at, exceeding plaintiff's demand 285

Stenographer to take evidence 278

Dismissal of complaint for not proceeding to 296

By jury 280

How waived 288

By the Court, of a question of fact, decision to be given in writing,

and be filed with the Clerk within sixty days 289

Finding of Judge on, what to contain 290

For the purpose of an appeal, either party may except to a decision

on a matter of law arising on (s. d. i) 290

Questions of law, how and when reviewed (s. d. i) 290

Question of fact, how and when reviewed (s. d. 2) 290

By Referee or Master 292, 295

In Probate Court, to conform to, in Common Pleas 64

Trustees—
Appointed by will. Probate Court to have jurisdiction of 38

When personally liable for costs 330

Of express trusts may sue without joining party in interest 134

Who is such trusteee 134

Costs in actions by or against 330

Truth—
May be shown in actions for libel and slander 186

u
Uncertain Allegations—

Remedy for 181
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SEC.

Undertaking—
On answer of title in Magistrates' Courts 80

On appeal 346, 347, 3So, 352, 354

To be filed with Clerk. 357

To be delivered to parties 354

On obtaining order of arrest 203

On obtaining warrant of attachment 251

[See Security, Bonds.]

Unknown Defendant—
How served with summons i5o

Union County—
Embraced in Seventh Judicial Circuit I7

Times for holding Courts in 24

Unreasonably Defending—
Costs for ,

^52

Usurping Office or Franchise—
Action for 43i, 437

V
Vacating—

Order of arrest 204, 225

Order made out of Court 33^

Attachment 263

Injunction 246

Provisional remedy, motion for, to have preference 402

Charter of corporation, action for. 426

Enrollment of money decree ^7

Variance—
When not material IQO

Amendment of material 192

In Magistrates' Courts 88

Venue—
Settlement estates 42

[See Place of Trial, s. d. 19, 88, 144-^47-]

Verdict—
General and special, defined 282

What, jury may render 282

Special, controls general 284

Referee's report to have effect of 294

Assessing defendant's damages 285

Subject to the opinion of the Court 286

Judge may entertain motion to set aside 286

Entry of 286
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SEC
Verdict—(Continued.)

Entry of judgment on 286

Interest on, when allowed 325

Death of party after 142

On issue out of chancery 274

Veeificatiox—
Of pleadings, when necessary- 177

How to be made 178

When it may be omitted 178

By the attorney or agent 178

When corporation is a party 178

Vessel—
Subject to attachment 248, 250, 255

Voluntary Appe.a.rance—
Equivalent to personal service 160

w
Waiver—

Of defense 169

trial by j ury 288

Warrant—
[See Attachment, Arrest and Bail.]

Warrants and Process—
Judge of Probate may issue 45

AViFE

—

Xot to disclose communications made by husband (s. d. 2) 400

Will—
Where to be proved 39

Withdrawal—
Of offer of judgment 386

Withheld Papers—
How supplied 419

WiLLIAJtSBURG CoUNTY

—

Embraced in Third Judicial Circuit 17

Times for holding Courts in 20

Witnesses—
Compelled to attend, on trial by referees 294

On supplementary proceedings 315

Allowance to, in proceedings supplementary to the execution 321

Punishment of, for disobedience to orders of Judge or Referee. . . . 322

Change of place of trial for convenience of 147
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURE.

Of Arrests, Examination, Commitment and

Bail.

Jurisdiction of Magistrates and their Courts.

Proceedings in Courts of Sessions.

Of the Rights of Persons Accused.

Of Trials.

Of Appeals and Nezu Trials.

Of Judgment and Execution.

Of Habeas Corpus.

CHAPTER L

Of Arrest, Examination, Commitment and Bail.
A. D. 1902.

Sec.

6. Agents to receive three dollars a
day and expenses ; how paid.

7. Proceeding for the discharge of

prosecutor on his own recog-

nizance in criminal cases not

capital.

8. Witnesses may be discharged in

like manner.
9. Penalty for failure to appear.

10. Clerk's costs.

Sec.

1. Who may arrest a felon, and
where.

2. When citizens may arrest, and
the means to be used.

3. Sheriffs and Deputies may ar-

rest for offences committed
in their view.

4. No civil process to be executed

on any person attending

musters.

5. Officers may issue warrants for

arrest of fugitives from jus-

tice charged with crime, and
shall transmit copies of pa-

pers to the Governor.

Section 1. Upon view of felony committed, or upon certain ^^.^^^"^ "j^jj^

information that a felony has been committed or upon view of ^^"^ where.

a larceny committed, any person may arrest the felon or thief,
j^ % ^.

iggg'

""":i.", 406; §

_ _ 1898, XXII,

cording to law.

15.-C. P.

809.
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^~—•""v^""^ Prior to the amendments of 1898, such an arrest could not be made where only

a simple petit larceny was committed.—State v. Davis, 50 S. C, 426; 27 S. E.,

905. See also Sec. 590 as to arrests for violation of Dispensary Law.
It is sufficient to justify an arrest in this State, by private persons, without

warrant, to show that prima facie a felony has been committed in a sister State

and the party arrested is the perpetrator.—State v. Anderson, i Hill, 327; State

V. Whittle, 59 S. C, 297; 37 S. E., 923.

The jury is the judge as to how much force was necessary to be used in making
the arrest.—State v. Golden, i S. C, 292; State v. Anderson, i Hill, 237. How
arrest should be made.

—

lb. Resistance to arrest.—State v. Brownfield, 60 S. C,
S15; 39 S. E., 2. A person has the same right to resist an unlawful arrest as he
has to resist an assault.—State v. Davis, 53 S. C, 150; 31 S. E., 62.

may arrest and Scc. 2. It shall bc lawful for any citizen to arrest any person

be used. in the night time, by such efficient means as the darkness and

G. s. ^617; the probabihty of his escape render necessary, even if his life

12.
' ' should be thereby taken, in cases where he has committed a

felony, or has entered a dwelling house with evil intent, or has

broken or is breaking into an out-house, with a view to plunder,

or has in his possession stolen property, or, being under cir-

cumstances which raise just suspicion of his design to steal or

to commit some felony, flees when he is hailed.

This only applies to arrests in the night time, under the circumstances named.

—

State V. Davis, 50 S. C, 426; 2y S. E., 905.

Sheriffs and Sec. 3. It shall be lawful for the Sheriffs and Deputy Sher-
Deputies to ar- ^ -'

rest for of- jffg of this State to arrest without warrant any and all persons
fenses commit- ..... . . .

ted in view, who, withiu their view, violate any of the criminal laws of this

gggi898, XXII., State : Provided, Such arrest be made at the time of such vio-

lation of law. or immediately thereafter.

Applies where the offence was committed within the hearing of the officer.

—

State V. Williams, 36 S. C, 493; 15 S. E., 554.

cess°to'be exe-
^^^' ^' '^^ '^^^^^ officcr shall cxccutc any process arresting

person °attemi^
^^"^ Confining the person, or requiring bail or surety, (unless

ing musters, jqj. trcason, fclony, or breach of the peace,) on any person en-

439'^
M6-*^is39'

g'^&^'i i^ ^^^ military service required by the laws of this State,

1841 xi ^ 210' goi^g to or returning from the same, under the penalty of twen-

2618^'^fe s'.
3^' ty-five dollars, and the service of any such process shall be void.

This Section does not apply to officers in the military service.—Moses v. Millett,

3 Strob., 210; applied.—Gregg v. Summers, i McC, 461.

1. Officers Sec. 5. I. Any officer in the State authorized by law to issue
may issue war- ' -^

re^t*^ o\°^iu^i
warrants for the arrest of any persons charged with crime,

tiyes charged shall, ou Satisfactory information laid before him under the
with crime. ' -^

rektfon'^th^ r
" °^^^ '^^ ^"^ Credible person, that any fugitive in the State has

^^ committed, out of the State, and within any other State, any

D % ^: ^c"°,' offence which by the law of the State in which the offence was
K. O. 4; 1d<52, -'

xvii., 784. committed is punishable, either capitally or by imprisonment

for one year or upwards in any State prison, shall have full

power and authority, and is hereby required, to issue a warrant
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for said fugitive, and commit him to any jail within the State

for the space of twenty days, unless sooner demanded by the

public authorities of the State wherein the offense may have

been committed, agreeable to the Act of Congress in that case

made and provided ; if no demand be made within the time, the

said fugitive shall be liberated, unless sufficient cause be shown

to the contrary : Provided, That nothing herein contained shall

be construed to deprive any person so arrested of the right to

release on bail as in cases of similar character of offenses

against the laws of this State.

2. Every officer committing any person under this Section, record \n§

shall keep a record of the whole proceedings before him, and to^Govemon^^

immediately transmit a copy thereof to the Governor of this

State for such action as he may deem fit therein under the law,

3. The Governor of this State shall immediately inform the to info°m^Gov^

Governor of the State in which the crime is alleged to have dgn'^state.

been committed of the proceedings had in such case.

E01 • r-c T M •
1 /I 4. Sheriff and

very Sheriff or J ailer, m whose custody any person com- jaikr to sur-

mitted under this Section shall be, upon the order of the Gov- under'^ orde/ol

ernor of this State, shall surrender him to the person named
in said order for that purpose.

Arrest of such fugitive without warrant.—State v. Whittle, 59 S. C, 306; 37

S. E., 923.

Such warrant may be issued before demand has been made upon the Governor

for such fugitive.—State v. Anderson, i Hill, 327.

As to order of Governor to surrender prisoner on requisition from another

State.

—

Ex parte Swearingen, 13 S. C., 74.

Technical accuracy of an indictment is not required in a commitment.—State

V. Killet, 2 Bail., 289. A warrant must be subscribed by the officer issuing it.

—

State V. Davis, 40 S. C., 507; 19 S. E., 138. But need not be under seal.—State

V. Vaugh, Harp., 313. It need not fully set out the charge.—State v. Hallback,

40 S. C., 298; 18 S. E., 919; State v. Killet, 2 Bail., 289; State v. Rowe, 8

Rich., 17. But the nature of the offense should be stated.—State v. Everett,

Dudley, 295. One who appears and submits to trial cannot object to defect in

warrant.—State v. Mays, 24 S. C., 190.

Sec. 6. In all cases of requisition for the delivery of fugitives cefv^e^'$3^ I°day

from justice the agents appointed by the Governor to bring t^
'^ expenses.

such fugitives into this State shall receive in compensation forxix., 'sso."^^
'

their services the sum of three dollars per day for the time

actually employed and shall be reimbursed their expenses

actually and necessarily incurred in the performance of their

duties.

Upon presentation to the Governor of the accounts of such accounts.^

agents, itemized and duly verified by their affidavits thereto

annexed, the Governor, if he approve the same as correct, shall

endorse his approval thereon, and upon presentation of the

said accounts, so endorsed, to the Comptroller General, he shall
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^""^^^^ draw his warrants on the State Treasurer for the amount
How paid, thereof, payable out of the regular contingent fund of the Gov-

ernor.
j^^Proceedings g^^^ i^_

Hereafter, when any prosecutor, resident in the Ju-

prosfcutor ''on
^icial District where the prosecution is instituted, in criminal

nizanc^ i"''c°n- cases Icss than capital, shall have been committed to jail by

Spitii?
^^" ''°* rs^son of his or her inability to give surety, on his or her

G. s. 2625; recognizance to prosecute, the Clerk of the Court of Common

^•jj^- el^-f^i; Pleas and General Sessions of such District shall have power

to discharge such prosecutor on his or her own recognizance,

upon being satisfied of his or her inability to give such surety,

ma^ ' be*" "d" Scc. 8. Whenever any witness in a criminal case less than

manner.''' ^'^^ Capital shall havc been committed to jail by reason of the like

G. s. 2626; inability to give surety on a recognizance to testify, the Clerk
R. s. 7; lb.,

§^^ ^j^^ Court shall have the like power to discharge such wit-

ness on his or her own recognizance.

kir^to S Sec. 9. Prosecutors or witnesses failing to appear under

such recognizance shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
failure
pear

G. S. 2627;

R. s'. 8;'7fc./§land the Attorney General and Solicitors are hereby authorized

to order warrants to issue against such offenders without affi-

davit or bond to prosecute.

Sec. 10. The Clerks of the Court shall be entitled to one dol-

R. s. 9;"7&.,"§ilar costs for each recognizance taken under the provisions of

Sections 7 and 8 of this Chapter.

Clerk's costs.

CHAPTER II.

Jurisdiction of Magistrates and Their Courts.

Sec.

11. Jurisdiction generally.

12. Jurisdiction where crimes are

not subject to a punishment

more than one hundred dol-

lars or imprisonment more
than thirty days.

13. Of assaults and batteries.

14. May arrest affrayers and others

threatening breach of the

peace.

15. Jurisdiction in certain cases.

16. Jurisdiction in larceny.

17. Jurisdiction in receiving stolen

goods.

18. Jurisdiction in obtaining prop-

erty by false pretenses.

19. Can arrest persons charged with

offenses.

20. All proceedings to be by infor-

mation.

Sec.

21. All persons entitled to trial by
Jury.

22. In Charleston can try offenses

against city ordinances.

23. Can appoint Special Constables.

24. Magistrates must hold prelimi-

nary examinations on de-

mand of defendant, regula-

tions as to.

25. Can bind over witnesses.

26. May command the peace.

28. May admit to bail except in capi-

tal felonies and cases pun-

ished by imprisonment for

life.

29. Scale by which recognizances

shall be regulated.

30. May arrest witnesses and com-

mit to jail, on their refusal

to recognize.
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Sec.

31. Eeturn papers to Clerk ten days
before Court.

Sec.

35. Prosecutor not to serve war-
rant. .

32. Duty of, on information of an I 36. Magistrates may issue search
impending duel.

'

warrants.
33. Change of venue.

! 37. Warrants to be endorsed in

34. Constables not to swear out
, County where served.

warrants.
|

Section 11. Magistrates shall have and exercise, within their Generally.

respective Counties, all the powers, authority and jurisdiction g.s_.s22;R.

in criminal cases hereinafter set forth. xiv., 402, § 1!

Sec. 12. They shall have jurisdiction of all offences which OY^r offen-
-^ •' ses in whicJi

ma}^ be subject to the penalties of either fine or forfeiture not^^^^ °.^ torfeit-

, .
ure IS under

exceeding- one hundred dollars, or imprisonment in the jail or 5i?o and im-
° ' r J prisonmentless

workhouse not exceeding thirty days; and may impose any^^^^^^ thirty

sentence within those limits, singly or in the alternative. „ „ „„„
——

' <=> J G. S. 823; R.

This, construed with Sec. 657, gives power to sentence to imprisonment, at hard S. 11; lb., § 2.

labor on chain gang, not exceeding thirty days. Tiie case of State v. Williams, 40

S. C., 373; 19 S. E., 5, decided under the Constitution of 1868, does not apply

since the Constitution of 1S95.

Magistrates have jurisdiction of an offense only where the punishment is limited

to a fine of $100, or to imprisonment for thirty days.—State v. Madden, 28 S. C,
50; 4 S. E., 810.

When the punishment of petit larceny was not so limited, Magistrates had

no jurisdiction of it.—State v. Williams, 13 S. C, 546; State v. Jenkins, 26 S. C,
121; I S. E., 437. But since Act 1887 (19 Stat., 819,) so limiting the punish-

ment, they have jurisdiction of that offense.—State v. Cooler, 30 S. C, 105; 8

S. E., 692.

They have no jurisdiction of the offense of taking or stealing a boat under

the Act of 1695, because the penalty is indefinite.—State v. Weeks, 14 S. C, 402.

Under Art. V., Sec. 18, Constitution of 1895, the Circuit Court has concurrent

jurisdiction in all cases where "exclusive" jurisdiction is not given the Magistrates'

Court.—State v. Wolfe, 61 S. C, 25; 39 S. E., 179.

Sec. 13. They may punish by fine not exceeding one hundred
^,,1^^^,^^ tifgy^^j^ay

dollars, or imprisonment in the jail or house of correction not^'f^he pea^c''^^^

exceeding thirty days, all assaults and batteries, and other q g. S24; r.

breach of the peace, when the offense is not of a high and ag-^Vt.'^^i'.,^§"^2i;

gravated nature, requiring in their judgment, greater punish- ^^' ^
^'

ment.

Jurisdiction to bind over party to keep the peace, and in default of bond to

commit to jail.—State v. Garlington, 56 S. C, 413; 34 S. E., 689.

The determination of the Magistrate that a case is within his jurisdiction, where

it is an assault of a high and aggravated nature, as with a pistol, is not binding

on the Circuit Court.—State v. Burch, 43 S. C, 3; 20 S. E., 758. Since the

Constitution of 1895 the Circuit Court has concurrent jurisdiction. But prior

to :8q5 it was held that if the indictment in the Court of General Sessions did

not show on its face that the assault and battery was of a high and aggravated

nature, it was without its jurisdiction and was exclusively within the jurisdiction

of the Magistrate's Court.—State v. McKetterick, 14 S. C, 353; State v. Grant,

34 S. C, 109; 12 S. E., 1070.

Where an indictment charged an assault and battery with intent to kill in the

first count and carrying concealed weapons in the second, and a true bill was
returned only as to the second, the case was properly remanded to a Magistrate

for trial.—State v. McClenton, 59 S. C, 226; 37 S. E., 819.
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Sec. 14. They may cause to be arrested all affrayers, rioters,

ai^^^affra'^^rs'^^s^^^^^^^' ^""^ breakers of the peace, and all who go armed

th'VeVt'lnin'^^^^^^'^^^y' ^° ^^^ terror of the people, and such as utter men-
breach of peace ^^^.gg qj- threatening speeches, or otherwise dangerous and dis-

R. s. 13; 7b., Qj-(^gj.|y persons. Persons arrested for any of said offences

shall be examined by the Magistrate before whom they are

brought, and may be tried before him, and if found guilty may
be required to find sureties of the peace, and be punished within

the limits prescribed in Section 13, or, when the offence is of a

high and aggravated nature, they may be committed or bound

over for trial before the Court of General Sessions.

What is an affray.—State v. Sumner, s Strob., 53.

0/ Mag1strat°es ^^c. 15. Any pcrsou, upou conviction of any one of the fol-

cMes!
^ *^ * ^

'" lowing named misdemeanors, shall be subject and liable for

R. s. 14; 1892, each offense to a fine not to exceed one hundred dollars or to

isQsi xxi" 411. imprisonment for a term not exceeding thirty days, to wit:
1894, XXI, 824.

(3a,rrying concealed about the person any deadly weapon, such

as are enumerated in Section 130; disturbing a religious meet-

ing in any way, or otherwise violating the provisions of Section

505, when no weapons were actually used and no wounds in-

flicted; all riots, routs or affrays where no weapons were

actually used and no wounds inflicted ; malicious mischief and

malicious trespass as contemplated in Sees. 170 and 171, when

the damage to such property does not exceed twenty dollars

;

disposing of property under lien, or obtaining property under

false pretense, when the value of such property so disposed of,

stolen or obtained, respectively, does not exceed twenty dollars,

in larceny?
'°"

Scc. 16. Magistrates shall have jurisdiction of larcenies, by

G. s. 826; R. stealing of the property of another, of money, goods or chat-

XIV., 403; § s.'tels, or any bank note, bond, promissory note, bill of exchange,

or other bill, order, or certificate, or any book of accounts for

or concerning money or goods due, or to become due, or to. be

delivered, or any deed or writing containing a conveyance of

land, or any other valuable contract in force, or any receipt,

release, or defeasance, or any writ, process, or public record, if

the property stolen does not exceed twenty dollars in value.

When there was no law limiting punishment of petit larceny to one hundred

dollars' fine or thirty days' imprisonment, this Section was unconstitutional, and

Magistrates had no jurisdiction of the crime, and the jurisdiction was exclusively

in the Court of General Sessions.—State v. Williams, 13 S. C, 546; State v.

Jenkins, 26 S. C, 121; i S. E., 437. But since Act of 1887, (19 Stat., 819,)

so limiting the punishment, Magistrates have jurisdiction of petit larceny.

—

State

V. Cooler, 30 S. C, 105; 8 S. E., 692; 3 L. R. A., 181. Concurrently with the

Circuit Court since the Constitution of 1895. .
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Sec. 17. They shall have jurisdiction of the offences of buy-

ing, receiving or aiding in the concealment of stolen goods and
stolen "^goods"^

other property, where they would have jurisdiction of the q g S27- r
larceny of the same goods or property. ^- ^'^' ^^' § ®-

Sec. 18. They shall have jurisdiction of the offences of ob- pj-^pg °jy' yJJJj"^

taining property by any false pretense, or any privy or false ^^'^^ pretenses

token, or by any game, device, sleight of hand, pretensions to s^'^y^'j^^^'g^;

fortune-telling, trick or other means, by the use of cards or

other implements or instruments, where they would have juris-

diction of a larceny of the same property, and may punish said

offenses the same as larceny.

Sec. 19. They shall cause to be arrested all persons found per^ns cillrg*

within their Counties charged with, any offense, and persons fensel'^^
°^'

who after committing any offense within the County escape g. s. 82s; r.

out of the same ; examine into treasons, felonies, grand lar- '
^^' ^^" ^

^'

cenies, high crimes and misdemeanors ; and commit or bind

over for trial those who appear to be guilty of crimes or of-

fenses not within their jurisdiction, and punish those guilty of

such offenses within their jurisdiction.

Sec. 20. All proceedings before Magistrates in criminal ah proceed-

. . in!?s to be by
cases shall be commenced on information, under oath, plainly information,

and substantially setting forth the offense charged, upon which, g. s. sso; r.

,•,,,, r •
^ ' ^ ' S. 19; lb., § 9.

and only which, shall a warrant of arrest issue.

The information may be amended at any time before trial.

All proceedings before Magistrates shall be summary, or

with only such delay as a fair and just examination of the case

requires.

The affidavit may be amended before trial.—State v. Nash, 51 S. C, 321; 28

S. E., 946.

A warrant issued upon a statement of facts not sworn to is unconstitutional,

null and void.—State v. Wimbush, 9 S. C, 309.

This Section was only intended to require the sworn information to so set

forth the charge "plainly and substantially" as that the accused would understand

the nature of the offense with which he was charged and might prepare to meet

it. It was not designed to require any formality or technical accuracy in stating

the offense.—McConnel v. Kennedy, 29 S. C, 180; 7 S. E„ 76; Rogers v. Marl-

boro Co., 32 S. C, 555 ; 11 S. E., 383.

Sec. 21. Every person arrested and brought before a Magis-g^^k^jPto"";"!

trate, charged with an offense within his jurisdiction, shall be p^^jg^YroL.
^^"

entitled, on demand, to a trial by jury, which shall be selected q s. ssi; r.

as provided in Section 987 of the Civil Code. ^- ^°' ^^•' ^^*^-

Demand for jury made after State has closed its case comes too late.—State

V. Mays, 24 S. C, 194.

A prosecutor may demand a jury trial.—State v. Nash, 51 S. C, 321; 28 S.

E., 946.
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See. 22. Magistrates residing within the limits of the City

in^Ch^ries^ton°^ Charleston are vested with jurisdiction to try, determine and

fenses^Tgainst
impose the penalties authorized by ordinance of the City Coun-

city ordinances
^^^ of Charleston.

^
G. s^. S32^^R.

ggg_ 23. Whenever a Magistrate shall have issued a warrant
XIV., 382; § 2. £qj. ^j^^ arrcst of any person charged with an offense above the

spi^fai ^officers grade of a misdemeanor, such Magistrate shall be authorized

sCns^^^^chargedto sclcct any citizcn or citizens of the County to execute the

Tbove
'^

mis'de^ Same, upon his endorsement upon the said warrant that, in his
meanor. jnrlgmpnt, the Selection of such person or persons will be con-

s '22'; 1S71; ducive to the certain and speedy execution of the said warrant;
XI ., 666, 1. ^^^ ^j^^ person or persons so selected shall have all the powers

now or hereafter conferred by law upon any Constable within

this State; and any person or persons selected in the manner

provided for in this Section shall be required forthwith to pro-

ceed to execute the said warrant ; and upon his willfully, negli-

gently or carelessly failing to make the arrest, or permitting

the party to escape after arrest, he or they shall be punished,

upon conviction, on indictment, by fine and imprisonment, in

the County jail, in the discretion of the Judge before whom
the indictment may be tried; said imprisonment not to be less

than six months.

A Magistrate cannot verbally authorize a person not a Constable by legal ap-

pointment to convey a prisoner to jail.—State v. Clark, 51 S. C, 265; 28 S. E., 906.

Magistrates ggg 24. It shall be the duty of any Magistrate who issues
must bold pre- •' .' o

iMtkfns"uTn^ warrant charging a crime beyond his jurisdiction to grant

fen'dant-v4e1f-^^'^ ^^ ^^^^ ^ preliminary investigation of the same upon de-

ini^&c'^^^''^^''"
mand of the defendant at any time before trial, at which investi-

1898 xxiLgs-tion the defendant shall have the right to cross-examine the

^^^-
State's witnesses in person or by counsel, and to have the reply

in argument if there be counsel for the State and to be heard

in argument in person or by counsel as to whether a probable

case has been made out and as to whether the case ought to be

dismissed by the Magistrate and the defendant discharged with-

out day. And the defendant when first brought before the

Magistrate shall have the right to demand a removal of the

hearing to the next Magistrate on the same ground as in cases

within the jurisdiction of the Magistrate, and shall be granted

two days, if requested, within which to prepare a showing for

removal: Provided, The defendant be held by recognizance

in bailable cases or committed for custody in the meantime.

This Act repeals by implication G. S. 834; R. S. 23.

No formal indictment is required in a Magistrate's Court.—State v. Brown,

14 S. C, 380.
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Magistrates have no authority in cases of felony, except to so examine the ^"-""""v^^-^

prisoner and commit or bind him over for trial in the General Sessions.—Cherry

V. McCants, 7 S. C, 224.

It is not the duty of the Magistrates, under this Section, to examine accused

persons or to take their statements in writing, unless they are sworn as witnesses

on behalf of the State by their own consent; and if he does so, it is not an

official act; but he is not prohibited from doing so.—State v, Branham, 13 S. C,
389; State V. Howard, 32 S. C, 91; 10 S. E., 831.

A Magistrate cannot supplement the testimony of a witness as taken, after it is

signed by the witness, by appending a statement as to the testimony.—State v.

Freeman, 43 S. C, 105; 20 S. E., 974. The Magistrate may discharge absolutely

on the preliminary examination.—State v. Jones, 32 S. C, 583; 10 S. E., 577.

Sec. 25. Upon information made of the materiality of any ^^^^^^..^^^^^^^

witness within the State, to support any accusation made, or ^ g gg.. ^
where the materiaHty of such witness shall be within the knowl- ^3 ^|'s'^^^°'

^^'

edge of any Magistrate he shall issue his warrant, requiring

such witness to appear before him or the next Magistrate, to

enter into recognizance, with good security, if deemed proper,

which warrant shall authorize the arrest and detention of any

such witness in any County in the State, and on being brought

before such Magistrate, and refusing to enter into recogni-

zance, such witness may be committed by the said Magistrate;

and the accused shall, in felonies, and no other case, have the

like process to compel the attendance of any witness in his behalf

as is granted or permitted on the part of the State : Provided,

That no Magistrate shall receive any fees for issuing more than

one warrant for witnesses on the part of the State, or upon the

part of the accused,, in the same case, unless, on the second or

other application, oath shall be made that the prosecutor or ac-

cused was not aware, at the issuing of the previous warrant,

of the materiality of such witness.

Sec. 28. Any ^Magistrate shall be authorized and required May com-

to command all persons who, in his view, may be engaged in
"'^" —epeace

riotous or disorderly conduct, to the disturbance of the peace, s. 25; 'ib. 21, §

to desist therefrom, and to arrest any such person who shall re-
"'

fuse obedience to his command, and to commit to jail any such

person who shall fail to enter into sufficient recognizance either

to keep the peace or to answer to an indictment, as the Magis-

trate may determine. In like manner he shall arrest and com-

mit, if necessary, any person who, in his view, shall perpetrate

any crirne or misdemeanor whatsoever. In making any such

arrest, the Magistrate shall have power to command any Con-

stable, bystander, or the posse comitahis, as the emergency may
require ; and any person who shall refuse to aid in such arrest,

when requiredby the Magistrate, shall be liable to indictment as
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for a misdemeanor. Whenever there shall be an indictment

for any offense committed in his view, the Magistrate shall be

the prosecutor, and he shall bind in recognizance all necessary

witnesses.

The authority here given to a Magistrate to arrest and commit for said offenses

committed "in his view" extends to such offenses committed in his hearing.

—

State V. Williams, 36 S. C, 493; 15 S. E., 554.

may" be^ basiled Scc. 28. Magistrates may admit to bail any person charged

excl^t^^'^^'hosl with any offense the punishment of which is other than death

offeS^es pui>or imprisonment for life ; and if any person under lawful arrest

dik^th^ or'im^on a charge regularly made and not bailable, be brought before
i^r^sonment for

^ Magistrate he shall commit the prisoner to jail; but if the

G. s. 2621; R^ offense charged be bailable, the Magistrate shall take recogni-

XI., 22'; § \^.''^' zance, with sufficient surety, if the same be offered; in default

whereof, such party shall be committed to prison, unless it shall

clearly appear, upon examination, that the charge is not founded

in probability ; in which case the party may be discharged.

Seal not necessary to the recognizance.—State v. Foot, 2 Mill, 123.

Legal obligation of surety is, that principal shall appear and abide by judgment

of the Court.—Reynolds v. Harral, 2 Strob., 87.

And sureties are liable notwithstanding discharge of prisoner by U. S. Judge.

—

State v. Davis, 12 S. C, 528.

In felony, it requires the personal appearance of the principal.—State v. Rowe,

8 Rich., 17.

Even failure to appear and plead will estreat recognizance.—State v. Minton,

19 S. C, 282.

Objections to recognizance come too late after estreat.—Barton v. Keith, 2

Hill, 537-

No objection, that there is a variance between it and warrant.—State v.

Rowe, 8 Rich., 17.

It must appear on its face to have been issued by competent authority; other-

wise it will be held invalid on objection, ore tenus.—State v. Ahrens, 12 S. C, 493-

Surety not estopped from denying validity of recognizance because another

made payments thereon.—State v. Bright, 14 S. C, 7.

Court of General Sessions may estreat recognizance by scire facias.—State v.

Wilder, 13 S. C, 344; State v. Jackson, 13 S. C, 344-

And rule to show cause why not is not appealable.—State v. McNinch, 13 S.

C, 452-

Scale by which Sgc. 29. Rccognizanccs entered into before a Magistrate shall
recognizances

, ^ .,
shall be regu- be according to the following scale :

lated; recog-
'^^ ° .,,,.,_ . . .

nizances; of I. If the offcnsc charged be punishable with fine and impris-
prosecutors

.

and witnesses, onment, or either, the recognizance of the accused shall not be

G. s. 2622; R. for less than two hundred dollars. In all cases the Magistrate
S. 35; lo., § 7; 1-11
1885, XIX., 349 taking the recognizance shall cause the same to be m such large

amount as the circumstances may seem to require.

2. The recognizance of any prosecutor or witness, in case of

misdemeanor, shall not be for less than one hundred dollars;

and in case of capital felony, for not less than five hundred

dollars ; though in all cases the Magistrate shall cause the same
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to be in such large amount as the circumstances may seem to

require.

Sec. 30. Upon information made of the materiaHty of any
j^^^y^^^fgf^'^^fj^;

witness within the State to support any accusation made, or
^^^^^jfj^^^lgj^*^^

where the materiaHty of such witness shall be within the knowl- -^^^^
*
y^^J^ol'

edge of any Magistrate he shall issue his warrant requiring ^^^^f^

such witness to appear before him or the next Magistrate tog^gg^.-
/^^^^i^;

enter into recognizance, with good security, if deemed proper;

which warrant shall authorize the arrest and detention of any

such witness in any County in the State ; and on being brought

before such Magistrate, and refusing to enter into recognizance,

such witness may be committed by the said Magistrate to the

jail of the County, there to remain until he shall be regularly

discharged, or shall enter into recognizance as required by this

Chapter.

Sec. 31. All Magistrates before whom recognizances of^^ ^turn"pa-

witnesses, defendant, or prosecutor, for their respective ap-P^^J^
days'^^be'^

pearances at any of the Courts of Sessions for this State shall ^"'"^ Court.

be taken, or before whom any information or other paper ^&- s%'-r,'i836^,'^',

turnable to the same shall be made, shall lodge the said recog- ^l, ia,^ ii.^^'

nizances, information, or other papers, in the respective Clerks'

offices of the Courts to which they are returnable, at least ten

days before the meeting of the said Courts respectively.

Sec. 32. Whenever any Magistrate shall receive information o^y ^f^ ^^

in writing, and under oath, that any person or persons are about Ln "Tmp^ending

to leave this State for the purpose of sending or receiving a chal-
"^

'

lenge to fight a duel, or for the purpose of fighting a duel after s. ' 2 8, is57,'

such challenge shall have been sent or received, it shall be the" '

duty of such Magistrate forthwith to issue his warrant for the

arrest of such person or persons, to be carried before some

Magistrate who shall require such persons to enter into recogni-

zance in such sum as to such Magistrate may seem meet, con-

ditioned that such person or persons shall keep the peace within

this State, and shall not leave the State for the purpose of send-

ing or receiving a challenge to fight a duel, or for the purpose

of fighting a duel after such challenge has been sent or received.

Sec. 33. Magistrates shall have the power to change the Change of
venue.

venue in all cases, civil and criminal, pending before them:
1 ,

R. S. 29; 1887,

Provided, That in Counties where they have separate and ex-xix.,7s7;i896,

elusive territorial jurisdiction the change of venue shall be to^

another Magistrate's district in the same County. Whenever

either party in a civil case, or the prosecutor or accused in a
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criminal case, which is to be tried before a Magistrate, shall

. file with the Magistrate issuing the paper an affidavit to the

effect that he does not believe he can obtain a fair trial before

the Magistrate, the papers shall be turned over to the nearest

Magistrate not disqualified from hearing said cause in the

County, who shall proceed to try the case as if he had issued the

papers : Provided, Such affidavit shall set forth the grounds

of such belief, and in civil cases two days' notice of the applica-

tion for change of venue shall be given to the adverse party.

One such transfer only shall be allowed each party in any

case.

See McNair v. Tucker, 24 S. C, 107.

to Twear^out Sec. 34. No Magistrate shall permit a Constable to swear
warrants.

.out a warrant in any criminal case, except where the Con-

XIX.,' 53i. ' stable has been personally affected by the offense with which

p r o secutor the party is charged,

warrant. ^ Scc. 35. No Magistrate shall deputize the person swearing

R. s. 31, is86;Out a warrant in any case to serve the same.
'' "^'

'

Sec. 36. I. Magistrates shall have authority to issue war-

may issue rants to make search or seizure in suspected places, and to
search war-

, , . , .

rants. arrcst suspected persons and to seize their property.

1SS5, XIX., 2. Such warrants shall issue only in cases of stolen
251 R. S. 32.

goods, and must be supported by the oath or affirmation of the
When and in

, . .
, ,.,,,, . , - ,, ,

what cases. party applying for the same, which shall set forth fully and par-

ticularly all the facts upon which such application is based, and

shall specially designate the suspected place or places, the ob-

ject or objects of search or seizure, the name or names of the

person or persons suspected, and who are to be arrested.

erwise. 2- No such Warrant shall issue except in the cases and with

the formalities herein prescribed.

Such warrant issued upon a statement of facts not sworn to is unconstitu-

tional, null and void.—State v. Wimbush, 9 S. C, 309.

beindorsed in Scc. 37. Magistrates are authorized and empowered to en-

served
^"^^^ dorse the warrant or warrants issued by Magistrates of other

R. s. 33; 1891, Couutics whcn the person or persons charged with a crime in

" " ' "' said warrant or warrants resides, or is, in the County of said

Magistrate. When a warrant or warrants is presented to a

Magistrate for endorsement, as herein provided, the said Mag-
Appointment istrate shall authorize the person presenting the same, or anv

of Constable. ^ ^
. . . ^

special Constable, to execute the same within his County.
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Sec.

38.

39.

40.

41.

A. D. 1902.

CHAPTER III.

Proceedings in Courts of Sessions.

Grand jurors, how returned, and
term of service.

Who to be grand jurors and who
jurors for trials.

Persons indicted for capital of-

fenses to have a copy of the

indictment.

Persons indicted may have coun-

sel.

Sec.

42. Court may assign counsel.

43. Traverse of an indictment not a
continuance.

44. How juries are empaneled.

45. Accused in felonies may have
process to compel attendance

of witnesses.

46. Clerks to keep record of persons

tried.

Section 38. a. During the last term of the Court of General jufors°of^'^is97

Sessions for each County in the year 1897, six of the grand igos.^^'"''*^

^°''

jurors then in service shall be drawn in the manner now pro- g. s. 2629;

vided by law for the empaneling of petit jurors in crimmal x'xii., 419.
'

cases, who shall serve as grand jurors during the next succeed-

ing year.

h. The Clerk of the Court of General Sessions in each juries^ drawn

County in the year 1898, and each succeeding year thereafter, ler.

not less than fifteen days before the commencement of the is7i, xiv.,
/- , . r .1 r- ^ • -J 1 11 • -^ 694, § 33; 1897,
first term of the Court m said year, shall issue writs venire xxii., 419.

facias in each County for twelve grand jurors to be returned

to that Court, who, together with the six grand jurors for

whose selection provision has hereinbefore been made, shall

be held to serve at each, term thereof throughout said year, and

until another grand jury is selected and empaneled.

c. At the end of each succeeding year thereafter, during the Six of tiie

last term of the Court of General Sessions held in each County be drawn each
. , . . , , . , . .-HI year for the

for such year, six of the grand jurors then m service shall be next year.

drawn as hereinbefore provided, who, together with twelve ib.

grand jurors selected in the manner herein prescribed, shall

constitute the grand jury for said year : Provided, That no Proviso.

person shall serve as a grand juror for more than two con-

secutive years, and that the provision of this Section shall not

apply to the County of Charleston.

d. Whenever for any cause, such as the quashing of the array cr^^d ^?urors

or there being no Court at the Fall Term, there has heretofore ^f^J/y drcum-

been or shall hereafter be a failure to draw the names of six
stances.

members of any Grand Jury for any County to serve on iht^f}'
^^"i-

Grand Jury for that County for the ensuing year as required by

law, there shall be drawn, at the proper time for drawing the

Grand Jury, eighteen names from the jury box, instead of
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^"""^"^''^'^
twelve, and the said eighteen persons, whose names are so

drawn, shall be summoned and shall serve as the Grand Jury

for the year in question, and shall be the lawful Grand Jury

for such County for that year, and until their successors be

drawn, summoned and qualified according to law.

e. When the Judge, entitled to preside, fails to attend and

to hold the fall or last term of the Court of Common Pleas and

General Sessions for any County, the Clerk of the Court shall

have the right and is required hereby to make the drawing

from the outgoing Grand Jury, that is to say from the Grand

Jury for the then current year of the names of the six mem-
bers who shall serve as a part of the Grand Jury for the then

ensuing year, with the same force and effect as if the names of

the said six Grand Jurors had been drawn in the presence of the

Presiding Judge.

The writ of venire must have the seal of the Court or it is invalid.—State v.

Dozier, 2 Speer, 216; State v. Williams, i Rich., 189- But it is not necessary

that the impression of the device should be manifest on the seal.—State v. Mc-

Elmurray, 3 Strob., 39; State v. Thayer, 4 Strob., 287. It is not necessary that

the names of the jurors should be embodied in the writ; it is sufficient if they

be arranged in lists below the signature of the Clerk.—State v. McElmurray, 3

Strob., 39.

Grand jury need not consist of more than twelve members.—State v. Clayton,

II Rich., s8i. If grand jury drawn to serve during the year are discharged

before they are empaneled, the grand jury of the preceding year may act.—State

V. McEvoy, 9 S. C, 208.

Indictment quashed because a paid attorney, representing Solicitor in his ab-

sence, advised the grand jury as to their duty.—State v. Addison, 2 S. C, 366.

But no ground to do so, where Solicitor, at foreman's request, went into their

room and advised as to how the jury should write their findings, already agreed

on.—State v. McNinch, 12 S. C, 89.

Witnesses examined before grand jury must be sworn in open Court.—State

V. Kilcrease, 6 S. C, 444. Court will not inquire into testimony that influenced

the jury.—State v. Boyd, 2 Hill, 288.

Finding of grand jury in writing, if publicly announced by the Clerk in their

presence, is good, though not signed by the foreman.—State v. Creighton, i N.

& McC, 256.

The Act of 1897, XXII., 419, is directory only, and not mandatory.—State v.

Powers, 59 S. C, 201 ; 37 S. E., 690. So as to time within which venire must

issue.—State v. Smith, 38 S. C, 270; 16 S. E., 977.

The presentment of a grand jury as to the management of County affairs is

only advisory to the County Commissioners; and if, on being served with the pre-

sentment, they make return that they disapprove of the recommendations of the

grand jury, and decline to comply, the Court will not order an indictment against

them.—State v. Commissioners, 12 Rich., 300.

Who to be Sec. 39. Grand Jurors shall be drawn, summoned, and re-

and who jur- turned, in the same manner as jurors for trials, and, when
ors for trials. . . . , , .

: drawn at the same time as jurors for trials, the persons whose

R. s. 39; i87i; names are first drawn, to the number required, shall be returned
XIV., 694, § 34 . , , 1 -L

as grand jurors, and those afterwards drawn, to the number

required, shall be jurors for trials.
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Deficiency in grand jurors to be supplied as provided in Sec. 2924, Civil Code.

The accused not entitled to demand copy of jury list.—State v. Merriman, 34

S. C, 16; 12 S. E., 619.

The fact that the grand jury which found the indictment contained no member
of the race to which the defendant belongs is not, of itself, a ground for quashing

the indictment.—State v. Brownfield, 60 S. C, 509; 39 S. E., 2. Objection as to

qualification of grand juror comes too late after pleading to the indictment.

—

State V. Boyd, 56 S. C, 382; 34 S. E., 661.

Sec. 2946, Civil Code, does not apply to grand jurors.

—

lb.; State v. Rafe, 56

S. C, 381; 34 S. E., 660.

Sec. 40. Whoever shall be accused and indicted for any capi- ,. fj"?"®
^"'

-^ ^ dieted for cap-

tal offense whatsoever, shall have a true copy of the whole i^a^ offenses to
' J^-' have a copyof

indictment, but not the names of the witnesses, delivered to him,tiieir indict-
' ' ' ment.

three days, at least, before he shall be tried for the same, where- ^ g 2632-

by to enable him to advise with counsel thereupon, his attorney ^jj^-g^^: j"^^'

or attorneys, agent or agents, or any of them requiring the same,

and paying the officer his usual fees for the copy of every

such indictment.

The three days are inclusive of day on which motion is made for copy.—State

V. Briggs, I Brev., 8.

The demand for the copy should be made at the latest at the arraignment.

—

State v. Willingham, lo Rich., 257.

When made after trial had commenced and more than three days after arraign-

ment, it was properly refused.—State v. Briggs, 27 S. C, 80; 2 S. E., 854.

To move for a continuance at arraignment, on the ground that the prisoner

was entitled to a copy of the indictment three days before trial, was considered

a demand for the copy.—State v. Willingham, 10 Rich., 257.

Arraignment without demand for the copy amounts to a waiver.

—

lb.

On Monday the prisoner was arraigned and his counsel demanded a copy of

indictment, which was furnished same day. The counsel then said they thought

they would be ready for trial on Wednesday, but on that day they were not

ready, and declined to move for delay. Held that they had waived right to have

copy of indictment three days before trial.—State v. Colclough, 31 S. C, 156;

9 S. E., 811.

Sec. 41. Every such person so accused and indicted, arraign- ^g^gg,^
^^^^

ed or tried, for any capital offense, shall be received and admit- q §. 2033;

ted to make his full defence by counsel learned in the law, and^' ^' ^^' ^'^'

to make any proof that he can by lawful witness or witnesses,

who shall then be upon oath, for his just defence in that behalf.

Sec. 42. In case any person so accused or indicted shall de- assign^aju^eh

sire counsel, the Court before whom such person shall be tried g. s. 2684;

is authorized and required, immediately upon his request, to as- ifi., '286,' § '43!

sign to such person such and so many counsel, not exceeding-

two, as the person shall desire, to whom such counsel shall

have free access, at all seasonable times, either before, at, or

after the said trial, any law or usage to the contrary notwith-
j

.

Traverse of
Standmg. an indictment

Sec. 43. A traverse of an indictment shall not, in any Court ance.

of criminal jurisdiction in this State, of itself, operate to con- g. s. 2635;
^ ' R. S. 43; 1871,

tmue the case. xiv., 534.
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Sec. 44. In empaneling juries in criminal cases, the jurors

e JpTn e Hed! ^hall be Called, sworn, and empaneled anew for the trial of each
&c., in each
case.

case, according to the established practice, and their foreman

G. s. 2636; shall be appointed by the Court or by the jury when they retire

692, ^§ w.'
^^'' to consider their verdict.

As to practice of empaneling juries.—State v. Stack, i Bail., 330; State v.

Sims, 2 Bail., 29; State v. Crank, 2 Bail., 66; State v. Kleinback, 2 Spear, 421;

State V. Brown, 3 Strob., 514.

Pay of de- ggc. 45. In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall have
fendant s wit- -

nesses in crim- compulsorv proccss for obtaining witnesses in his favor ; and inma cases. jr - jt & '

felonies, and no other cases, such witnesses shall receive the

same pay as the State's witnesses upon the certificate of the

Trial Judge that the testimony of such witness was material to
I n felonies J s> J

^

prisoners may the dcfcncc ! Provided, That the compulsor\^ process herem-
have process to
compel attend- abovc mentioned shall be in misdemeanors a subpoena under the
ance of wit-

nesses^
^

official signature of the Clerk of the Court, or other judicial

G. s_. 2638; officer, which subpoena or copy shall be served upon the wit-
R. o. 4o J 1S96,

XX II
,

102; ness a reasonable time before such witness is required to attend
1731, III., 286,

.

^

|44; 1S39, XI., Court, and for any disobedience to such subpoena the Court

may punish for contempt.

No process can be issued to compel attendance of witnesses from another State,

nor can their testimony be taken by commission.—State v. Murphy, 48 S. C,
i; 25 S. E., 43.

In cases of misdemeanor defendant cannot have his witnesses bound over.

—

State V. Thomas, 8 Rich., 295. His witnesses are onlj' to be paid in case of felony.

—Whittle V. Saluda Co., 59 S. C, 554; 38 S. E., 168; ex parte Henderson in re.

State V. Evans, 51 S. C, 331; 29 S. E., 5.

In case of a capital offense, the prisoner having been committed a short time

before the Court, he was allowed continuance to procure his witnesses.—State v.

Lewis, I Bay, i.

Clerk of Court gee. 46. Each Clerk of the Court of General Sessions
to keep record

t/ied'for"rime shall kccp a rccord, and report annually to the Attorney General

1900 XXIII ^^d the Solicitor of his Circuit, in duplicate, by the loth day of

^^- December, on blank forms to be furnished by the Attorney

General, the name, race, sex, age, alleged crime, of every per-

son brought to trial in his Court for the year ending December

1st; and in case of his failure to make said report within the

time herein limited, he shall forfeit to the County ten dollars

as a penalty for each day's delay in making such report, to be

recovered by the Solicitor of the Circuit by an action in any

Court of competent jurisdiction.
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CHAPTER IV.

Of the Rights of Persons Accused.

Sec
47, Persons arrested to be informed

of ground of arrest, &c.

;

penalty for false answering,

&c.

48. Offenses to be prosecuted by in-
"^ dictment, except, &c.

Sec
49. Persons arrested may have coun-

sel, &c.

50. Persons indicted, bow convicted.

51. When no defense.

52. No person to be punished until

legally convicted.

Section 47. Every person, arrested by virtue of process, or ,.^5^!"°"
^i^g

[^'.

taken into custody by an officer in this State has a right to knowjg^^^^^^f l^,

from the officer who arrests or claims to detain him, the true^ffy' f^; f^^^

ground on which the arrest is made ; and an officer who refuses
^"swers, &c.

to answer a question relative to the reason for such arrest, org^/|- fg
^^''

answers such question untruly, or assigns to the person arrest-

ed an untrue reason for the arrest, or neglects, on request, to ex-

hibit to the person arrested, or any other person acting in his

behalf, the precept by virtue of which such arrest is made, shall

be punished as for a misdemeanor.

Sec. 48. No person shall be held to answer in any Court be prosecuted

for an alleged crime or offense, unless upon indictment by a except, ''s™^"*'

grand jury, except in the following cases :

~
g. s. 2448;

1. When a prosecution by information is expressly author- of Procedure!

ized by statute.

2. In proceedings before a Police Court or Magistrate ; and,

3. In proceedings before Courts-martial.

Sec. 49. The accused shall, at his trial, be allowed to be^d^mlyXve
heard by counsel, may defend himself, and shall have a right to

counsel, &c.

produce witnesses and proofs in his favor, and to meet the wit-j^/g
fg

-^^'

nesses produced against him face to face.

Sec. 50. No person indicted for an offense shall be convicted ^ i c?rd,^ how

thereof, unless by confession of his guilt in open Court, or by co"v'cted.

admitting the truth of the charge against him by his plea orj^ g^-^f;
^^^^'

demurrer, or by the verdict of a jury accepted and recorded

by the Court.

Sec. 51. If a person, on his trial, be acquitted upon the j^^^^"^^*^
"° '^^

ground of a variance between the indictment and the proof, or ^ g
—-

upon an exception to the form or substance of the indictment,^ s. 50.

he may be arraigned again on a new indictment, and tried and

convicted for the same offence, notwithstanding such former

acquittal.

State V. Jenkins, 20 S. C, 351; State v. Brown, 33 S. C, 151; 11 S. E., 641.

16.—c. p.
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^
y ' Sec. 52. No person shall be punished for an offense unless

No person to dulv Eud legfally convicted thereof in a Court havinar competent
be punished. f ,. . ^ , ^ r ^

s= i-

until legally juHsdiction of the CEUsc and of the person.
convicted

G. S. 2452;

R. S. 51.

CHAPTER V.

Of Trials.

Sec.
(
Sec.

53. No grand juror to be on trial ' 60. Indictments for murder.

jury. I
61. Averment of instrument of writ-

54. Payment of taxes not a cause
i

ing.

for challenge.
I

62. Indictment for perjury.

55. Rights of challenge.
|

63. Prisoners' witnesses to be sworn.

56. What indictment shall be suf- I 64. Defendant may testify.

ficient.

57. How defects may be objected to.

58. Amendments of indictments.

59. Plea of autre fois acquit or coti-

vict.

65. Persons not required to crimi-

nate themselves ;
privilege of

husband and wife.

As to nolle pros, where both civil and criminal actions are being prosecuted for

same assault.—State v. Blyth, i Bay, 167; overruled in State v. Frost, i Brev.,

385. A nolle pros, may be entered at any time before the jury is charged.—State

V. McKee, i Bail., 651.

A motion for severance of trial is addressed to the discretion of the Circuit

, . ... -. - Judge.—State v. Mitchell, 49 S. C, 410; 27 S. E., 424.

No grand ju- Section 53. No member of the errand jury which has found
ror to be on

. .

trial jury. a.n indictment shall be put upon the jury for the trial thereof.

G. S. 2639; gut tjjg objection must be made before the juror is sworn.—State v. O'Driscoll,
R. S. 52; 1731, „
III., 279, § 19. 2 Bay, 153-

Payment of Sec. 54. Ill indictments and penal actions for the recovery of

cause of °chai^ a sum of monev, or other thing forfeited, it shall not be a cause
^^"^^"

of challenge to a juror that he is liable to pay taxes in any Coun-

R.% ^; if-i! ty, city, or town, which may be benefitted by such recovery.
XIV., 693, § 23

gg^^ gg^ ^^^^ person or persons who shall be arraigned for

lenfe.^
°^ '^^^^'

the Crime of murder, manslaughter, burglary, arson, rape,

R. s. 54; 33 grand larceny or forgery, shall be entitled to peremptory chal-

II.;' 549; i84i! Icngcs uot excccding ten ; and the State in such cases shall be

xix.,'^^^'o;ii2; entitled to peremptory challenges not exceeding five; and any

person or persons who shall be indicted for any crime or offense

other than those enumerated above shall have the right to per-

emptory challenges not exceeding five, and the State in such

cases shall be entitled to peremptory challenges not exceeding

two. But no right to stand aside jurors shall be allowed to

the State in any case whatsoever : Provided^ That in no case

where there shall be more than one defendant jointly tried

shall more than twenty peremptory challenges be allowed in all

to the defendants.

XXI., 94.
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Arraignment is only required in the cases here enumerated, and has never ^ >

been necessary in cases of misdemeanors, where defendants may be tried in their

absence.—State v. Brock, 6i S. C, 141; 39 S. E., 59; State v. Tucker, 40 S. C,
549; 18 S. E., 932; State v. Meyers, 40 S. C, 55s; 18 S. E., 892.

The right to arraignment in larceny is determined by the value of the property

stated in the indictment, whether below the value of twenty dollars.—State v.

Moore, 30 S. C, 69; 8 S. E., 437.

The Acts reducing the number of challenges to what is here allowed are not

unconstitutional, as they do not prevent the right of trial by jury.—State v.

Wyse, 32 S. C, 45; 10 S. E., 612.

The right to challenge is a sacred right.—State v. Briggs, 27 S. C, 80; 2 S.

E., 854. But the right to challenge is not a right to select a jury, but a right to

reject certain number of jurors.—State v. Wise, 7 Rich., 412; State v. Coleman,

8 S. C, 237; State v. Gill, 14 S. C, 411; State v. Prater, 26 S. C, 198; 2 S. E.,

108. Effect of exhausting jury by challenge.—State v. Burket, 2 M. Con. Rep.,

155. Prisoner cannot withdraw a peremptory challenge in order to challenge for

cause.-—State v. Price, 10 Rich., 351.

Overruling challenges for cause not to be considered as error when jury was
completed without exhausting peremptory challenges.-—State v. McQuaige, s S.

C, 420; State v. Dodson, 16 S. C, 453. Defendant on trial for burning stacks

of hay and ricks of corn fodder only entitled to five peremptory challenges.-

-

State v. Pope, 9 S. C, 273.

Defendant on trial for burning a frame building is only entitled to five per-

emptory challenges.—State v. Workman, 15 S. C, 544.

Defendants on trial for receiving stolen goods above $20 are each entitled to

only five challenges.—State v. Jacob, 30 S. C, 131; 8 S. E., 698.

Formerly, before the amendatory Act of December 23, 1882, no peremptory

challenge, in trials for offenses not described in this Section, could be made to

jurors drawn from supernumeraries to fill places of those challenged.—State v.

Cardozo, 11 S. C, 197; State v. Smalls, 11 S. C, 262.

Where the panel is exhausted by challenges of four prisoners, it was irregular

to postpone trial to another week before another original jury; and it was error

to allow the prisoner then only twelve challenges because he had exhausted eight

the week before.—State v. Briggs, 27 S. C, 80; 2 S. E., 854.

Where juror's father and grandfather of accused were brothers, the Judge
properly excluded the juror on account of consanguinity.—State v. Merriman, 34

S. C, 16; 12 S. E., 619.

In trial on an indictment for larceny of live stock, valued at $13, the State was
held entitled to only two peremptory challenges.—State v. Anderson, 59 S. C,
229; 37 S. E., 820.

Arraignments by de facto deputy clerk valid.—State v. Hopkins, 15 S. C, 153.

Defendant being once arraigned, and a mistrial had, need not be again arraigned

on second trial.—State v. Stewart, 26 S. C, 125; i S. E., 468.

Peremptory challenge may be interposed at any time by the State before the

prisoner has spoken.—State v. Corley, 43 S. C, 127; 20 S. E., 989; State v.

Haines, 36 S. C, 504; 15 S. E., 555.

Judge may refuse to have list entirely called over in hearing of the prisoner before

the jurors are presented.—State v. Hallback, 40 S. C, 298; 18 S. E., 919.

Sec. 56. Every indictment shall be deemed and judged suf-jj^^^g^gj^'^^'^lg

ficient and good in law which, in addition to allegations as to sufficient.

time and place, as now required by law, charges the crime ^^x^- 1^|
^^^'^'

substantially in the language of the common law or of the

statute prohibiting the same, or so plainly that the nature of

the offense charged may be easily understood; and if

the offense be a statutory offense, that the same be alleged to

be contrary to the statute in such case made and provided.

Such indictment for forgery held sufficient, though the word "feloniously" was

not used.—State v. Allen, 56 S. C, 499; 35 S. E., 402.

It must not allege the date of the commission of the crime posterior to the finding
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^^. of the indictment.^—State v. Ray, Rice, 3. It must set fortli the necessary in-
^^^y^'"^

gredients of the offense charged.—State v. Henderson, i Rich., 184. How third

persons should be described.—State v. Anderson, 3 Rich., 174; State v. Scurry,

3 Rich., 70. Defendant's name once set out in full need not be constantly re-

peated.—State V. Anderson, 3 Rich., 176.

It is correct to charge in the indictment that the ofEense was committed at the

court house.—State v. Colclough, 31 S. C, 156; 9 S. E., 811.

Even when the name of the owner of the stolen goods as laid in the indictment

for larcenj' is idem sonans with the name proved, and the defendant was not mis-

led, the variance is not fatal.—State v. White, 34 S. C, 59; 12 S. E., 661.

If the offense be statutory, it must be alleged to be contrary to statute in

such case made and provided.—State v. Strickland, 10 S. C, 192.

Where several offences grow out of the same transaction, they may be joined

in the same indictment and the jury instructed to pass upon the several counts

separately.—State v. Sheppard, 54 S. C, 178; 32 S. E., 146. Each count must be

complete in its allegations without aid from another.—State v. Johnson, 45 S. C,
483; 23 S. E., 619; State v. Langford, 55 S. C, 327; 33 S. E., 370. If the counts

do not grow out of the same transaction the Solicitor may be required to elect upon

which count he will proceed.—State v. Sheppard, supra; State v. Bouknight, 55

S. C, 354; 34 S. E., 431; State v. Woodward, 38 S. C, 353; 17 S. E., 135. Joinder

of counts for robbery and assault with intent to kill.—State v. Smith, 57 S. C,

490; 34 S. E., 657; 35 S. E., 727. Grand larceny and receiving stolen goods

joined.-—State v. Posey, 7 Rich., 484. Murder and accessory after the fact.

—

State v. Burbage, 51 S. C, 284; 28 S. E., 937. Dispensary cases.—State v.

Beckroge, 49 S. C, 484; 27 S. E., 658.

A general verdict of guilty will be sustained where there is one good count to

which the evidence applies.—State v. Henderson, 52 S. C, 470; 30 S. E., 477;

State v. Poole, 2 Brev., 490; State v. Smith, 18 S. C, 149; State v. Woodward,

38 S. C, 353; 17 S. E., 135; State v. Burbage, 51 S. C, 288; 28 S. E., 937.

How defects Sec. 57. Everv obiection to anv indictment for anv defect
may be objec- . j .

ted to. apparent on the face thereof shall be taken by demurrer, or on

lb., R. s. 56. motion to quash such indictment before the jur}- shall be sworn,

and not afterwards.

A motion to quash indictment on ground of disqualification of grand juror comes

too late after pleading thereto.—State v. Boyd, 56 S. C, 382; 34 S. E., 661. See

note to Sec. 2946, Civil Code, and Sec. 39, ante.

State V. Crank, 2 Bail., 66; State v. Cook, Riley's Coll. of Cases, 1837, p. 233.

The Supreme Court will not consider error imputed to trial Judge for refusing to

quash indictment, when the "Case" does not show that motion therefor was

made.—State v. Atkinson, 33 S. C, 100; 11 S. E., 693.

The fact that the indictment was found on a bill sent to the grand jury by the

Solicitor without a preliminary examination before a Magistrate is no objection

to it.—State V. Bowman, 43 S. C, 108; 20 S. E., loio; State v. Bullock, 54

S. C, 313; 32 S. E., 424.

Amendments ^qq 5g_ That if there be anv defect in form in any indictment
of indictments - -'

it shall be competent for the Court before which the case is

T, • tried to amend the said indictment : Provided, Such amend-
Proviso.

T, c K- Tu ment does not change the nature of the offense chars:ed ; that if

,. on the trial of anv case there shall appear to be anv variance
V ariance. - ^ '^ '

between the allegations of the indictment and the evidence

offered in proof thereof, it shall be competent for the Court

before which the trial shall be had to amend the said indictment

Proviso. according to the proof: Provided, Such amendment does not

change the nature of the offense charged ; and after such amend-

ment the trial shall proceed in all respect^ and with the same
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consequences as if no variance had occurred, unless such ^—-^v^^-'

amendment shall operate as a surprise to the defendant, in

which case the defendant shall be entitled, upon demand, to a Continuance.

continuance of the cause.

While a material change in the body of the indictment cannot be made by amend-

ment by order of Court, such amendment may be made with the defendant's con-

sent in open Cout.—State v. Faile, 43 S. C, 52; 20 S. E., 798.

Indictment amended to insert proper date.—State v. May, 45 S. C, 509; 23

S. E., 513-

The Court may amend caption of indictment at any time.—State v. Williams,

2 McC, 301; Vandyke v. Dare, i Bail., 65.

Sec. 59. In any plea of autre fois acquit or autre fois convict fois o°g!«Tor

it shall be sufficient for any defendant to state that he has been '^
"^"^

" .

lawfully acquitted or convicted, as the case may be, of the of- • • > •

fense charged in the indictment.

Where defendant was convicted on second count, and a new trial granted, the

whole case stood as though it had never been tried.—State v. Commissioners of

Roads, Riley, 273; State v. McGee, 55 S. C, 254; 33 S. E., 353; State v. Stephens,

13 S. C, 285.

Such defense, under the Cons, of 1868, Art. I., Sec. 18, could not avail except

where the defendant had been acquitted or convicted by a jury.—State v. Shirer, 20

S. C, 392; State V. Wyse, 33 S. C, 582; 12 S. E., 556.

An acquittal upon an insufficient indictment is no bar to a second indictment

for same offense.—State v. Ray, Rice, 3; State v. Jenkins, 20 S. C, 35; State v.

Brown, 33 S. C, 151; 11 S. E., 641.

The acquittal or conviction must be upon charge of same offense to sustain such

plea.—State v. Thurston, 2 McM., 396; State v. Casey, i Rich., 92; State v.

Risher, i Rich., 219; State v. Nathan, 5 Rich., 231; State v. Parish, 8 Rich., 322.

The provision of the Constitution of 1895, Art. i. Sec. 17, differs from the

Constitution of 1868; and as to what is "jeopardy" under it, see State v. Stephen-

son, 54 S. C, 237; 32 S. E., 305; State v. Richardson, 47 S. C, 166; 25 S. E.,

220; State V. McKee, i Bail., 651; State v. McLemore, 2 Hill, 680; State v.

Briggs, 27 S. C, 8s; 2 S. E., 854; State v. Syphrett, 27 S. C, 34; 2 S. E., 624.

In arson, the crime being against possession rather than against the ownership,

the subject might be alleged as the property of either the owner or the possessor,

and an acquittal would bar a new indictment in the name of the other.—State v.

Copeland, 46 S. C, 13; 23 S. E., 980. But as an indictment for larceny must

allege the true name of the owner, an acquittal for stealing the fowls of A cannot

be set up as former jeopardy for stealing the fowls of A's wife.—State v. Council,

58 S. C, 368; 36 S. E., 663.

Sec. 60. Every indictment for murder shall be deemed and for^^urder"*^

adjudged sufficient and good in law which, in addition to -^ g gg. j^

setting forth the time and place, together with a plain state-

ment, divested of all useless phraseology of the manner in

which the death of the deceased was caused, charges that the

defendant did feloniously, willfully, and of his malice afore-

thought kill and murder the deceased.

Principal and accessory may be charged jointly in same count.—State v. Atkin-

son, 40, S. C, 363; 18 S. E., 1021.

Concluding "against the peace and dignity of the same State aforesaid" instead

of "against the peace and dignity of the State" is good.—State v. Robinson, 27

S. C, 615; 4 S. E., 570.

The place of death is an essential allegation which this Section has not dis-

pensed with, and which, under the terms of the Constitution, the Legislature can-

not dispense with.—State v. Blakeney, 33 S. C, iii; 11 S. E., 637.
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^^^-Y"^.^ If the indictment fail to allege the place of death, the omission cannot be

supplied by amendment.

—

lb.

See also note under Sec. io8.

insfrumTnt'^'' of ^^^' ^^' ^^ ^^^ CESCS whatsocver ill which it shall be neces-
writing. sary to make any averment in any indictment as to any instru-

R. s. 60; lb.
j^gj^^^ whether the same consists wholly or in part of writing,

print or figures, it shall be sufficient to describe such instrument

by any name or designations by which the same may be usually

known, or by the purport thereof, and in such manner as to

sufficiently identify such instrument without setting out any

copy or fac simile of the whole or any part thereof,

for perjury.'^
^ Scc. 62. In any indictment for perjury it shall not be neces-

R. s. 61; 7&. sary to set forth more than the substance of the oath and the

fact concerning which the perjury is alleged to have been com-

mitted.

nesses to be Scc. 63. Evcry pcrsou who shall be produced or appear as

^^——'-—-a witness on the behalf of the prisoner, upon any trial for trea-
G S 2642- .

R.s.'62;'i Ann son or fclony, before he be admitted to depose, or give any man-St2c9' <j -'

1712, li., 543, § ner of evidence, shall first take an oath to depose the truth,
g

the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, in such manner as

the witnesses for the State are by law obliged to do ; and, if

convicted of any wilful perjury in such evidence, shall suffer

all the punishments, penalties, forfeitures, and disabilities

which, by law, may be inflicted upon persons convicted of wilful

perjury.

ma/^t^est1fy^fn Scc. 64. In the trial of all criminal cases, the defendant
criminal cases.

g|^g^^| |^g allowcd to testify (if he desires to do so, and not other-

R % fs; 1866', wise,) as to the facts and circumstances of the case.

Xlil., 378; §^. j^ defendant cannot be made to testify against himself and be convicted on his

own testimony.—Town Council v. Owens, 6i S. C, 22; 39 S. E., 184.

Defendant taking the stand may be cross-examined as any other witness.—State

V. Robertson, 26 S. C, 117; 1 S. E., 443; State v. Wyse, 33 S. C, 582; 12 S. E.,

556; State V. Merriman, 34 S. C, 16; 12 S. E., 619. May be examined as to his

religious belief.—State v. Turner, 36 S. C, 534; 15 S. E., 602. His veracity may

be assailed.—State v. Robertson, 26 S. C, 117; i S. E., 443. When two defend-

ants are jointly tried for larceny, the testimony of one already convicted of an

infamous crime should go to the jury under instructions that it is incompetent

as to the other.—State v. Peterson, 35 S. C, 279; 14 S. E., 617.

It is improper for Solicitor in argument to comment upon defendant's failure

to testify; but it is not reversible error if trial Judge corrected the effect intended.

—

State V. Howard, 35 S. C, 197; 14 S. E., 481.

This Section was intended to render a defendant competent to testify in hfs

own behalf, and does not relieve him from his common law disability to testify

in behalf of a co-defendant, when jointly indicted with others.— State v. Franks,

51 S. C, 259; 28 S. E., 908. One defendant may introduce testimony to contra-

dict a co-defendant who testifies against him.— State v. Adams, 49 S. C, 414;

27 S. E., 451-

Sec. 65. No person shall be required to answer any question

tending to criminate himself, nor shall husband or wife be re-
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quired to disclose any communication made to each other during » '

their coverture; nor shall testimony given under the preceding j.g-^^"°^|^j'^°o

Section be afterwards used against him in any other criminal s"™'^"fs^_*^|^'

case, except upon an indictment for perjury, founded on that ^4^J^d ^| °
^

testimony.
^^^^-

Construed as "simply intended to preserve the then existing rules of law by r g
which persons could not be required to criminate themselves, and by which con- § 3.

fidential communications" between husband and wife were protected; it does not

change the rule that a wife is an incompetent witness for or against her husband.

—

State V. Workman, 15 S. C, 540; State v. Dodson, 16 S. C, 453. Accomplice,

by becoming witness, does not waive protection accorded to his communications

to his attorney.—State v. James, 34 S. C, 49; 12 S. E., 657.

See Sec. 2264, Civil Code, as to commitment of persons non compos mentis,

charged with crime, to the State Hospital for the Insane. See Sec. 2735 of Civil

Code as to change of venue; when and how made.

S. 2644;
65; lb..

CHAPTER VL

Of Appeals and New Trials.

Sec.

66. Appeals from Magistrates'

Courts.

67. Time of appeal.

68. Notice to be filed with Clerk of

Court.

69. Defendant entitled to bail.

70. Clerk to enter case on proper

docket.

Sec.

71. Appeal heard without examina-
tion of witnesses.

72. Circuit Courts may grant new
trials.

73. Stay of execution.

74. No bail after conviction for

higher crimes.

75. Practice and proceedings on ap-

peal.

Defendant cannot appeal after fine is paid.—Town of Batesburg v. Mitchell,

58 S. C, 564; 37 S. E., 36.

Section 66. Every person convicted before a Magistrate of ^i"^lfl\^l°^

any offense whatever, and sentenced, may appeal from the sen- Courts.

tence to the next term of the Court of General Sessions for
jj % qq. 1I70',

the County. All appeals from Magistrates' Courts in criminal "^^^' ^°^' ^
^^

causes shall be taken and prosecuted as hereinafter prescribed.

Sec. 67. The appellant shall, within five days after sentence, peai.™^
°

^^"

serve notice of appeal upon the Magistrate who tries the case, g. s. 2647;

stating the grounds upon which the appeal is founded. xVii., 493. '

Sec. 68. Within ten days after said service the said Magis- Notice to be

trate shall file in the office of the Clerk of Court the said notice, of^ Coirt.

together with the record and statement of all the proceedings in g. s. 2.64S;

the case, and the testimony in writing taken at the trial and xVii., 493.

signed by the witnesses.

Sec. 69. Upon service of the said notice the said Magistrate entitled to ban

shall, on demand of the defendant, admit him to bail in such g. s. 2649;

reasonable sum, and with good sureties, as said Magistrate may
require, with conditions to appear at the Court appealed to, and
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^—"v-^*-^ at any subsequent term to which the case may be continued, if

not previously surrendered, and so from term to term until the

final decree, sentence, or order of the Court thereon, and to

abide such final sentence, order, or decree, and not depart with-

out leave, and in the meantime to keep the peace and be of good

behavior.

te/''"ase° Tn ^^^- '^^- The Clerk of Court, upon receipt of said case, shall
proper docket,

pj^ce the samc upon the proper docket of the Court of Gen-

R. %. 70; ^ib!' ^^^^ Sessions for trial or other disposition at the next ensuing

term of said Court.

^vhhoufexamt Scc. 71. The Said appeal shall be heard by the Court of

nisses.
°^ ''^*" General Sessions upon the grounds of exception made, and

G. s. 2651;' upon the papers hereinbefore required, and without the examin-
'^' ^^- ation of witnesses in said Court. And the said Court may

either confirm the sentence appealed from, reverse or modify

the same, or grant a new trial, as to the said Court may seem

meet and conformable to law.

After making order sustaining appeal and dismissing case, the Circuit Judge
may amend his order, and remand the case for a new trial.—State v. Fullmore,

47 S. C, 34; 24 S. E., 1026.

But pending such appeal the Court of General Sessions has no authority to

order a new trial on the ground of newly-discovered evidence.—Sams v. Hoover,

33 S. C, 401; 12 S. E., 8.

The appeal should be heard on the papers, not de novo.—State v. Brown, 14

S. C, 380.

Circuit Courts Scc. 72. All the Circuit Courts of this State shall have power
may grant new

_ _

-^

_

trials. to grant new trials in cases where there has been a trial by jury,

G. ^s. 2652; for reasous for which new trials have usually been granted in

the Courts of law of the United States.

See also Sec. 2734 of Civil Code, and note.

To be liberally construed as to granting new trials.—Elmore v. Scurry, i S. C,
139. No time prescribed to move therefor.—Sams v. Hoover, 33 S. C, 401;

12 S. E., 8. Error in amount of verdict should be corrected by new trial.—Wilson

v. R. R., 16 S. C, 592; Levi v. Legg, 23 S. C, 282. New trial is the remedy
where there is variance between the testimony and material allegation of the in-

dictment.—State V. Hamilton, 17 S. C, 462. New trial should be granted when
the jury disregard the Judge's charge.—Dent v. Bryce, 16 S. C, 14; Thompson v.

Lee, 19 S. C, 489. Judge's conclusion as to new trial, when founded on the

facts at trial, is final.—Brickman v. R. R., 8 S. C, 173; Steele v. R. R., 11 S.

C, 589; Warren v. Lagrone, 12 S. C, 45; Steele v. R. R., 14 S. C, 324; Wood
V. R. R., 19 S. C, 579; Lanier v. Tolleson, 20 S. C, 57; Blakely v. Frazier, 20

S. C, 144; Finch v. Finch, 21 S. C, 342; Hyrne v. Erwin, 23 S. C, 226; State

V. Tarrant, 24 S. C, 593. But not when founded on error of law.—State v.

David, 14 S. C, 428; Wood v. R. R., 19 S. C, 579. Judge has discretionary

power to grant new trial on after-discovered testimony.—State v. David, 14 S.

C, 428; Tarrant v. Gilletson, 14 S. C, 620; State v. Workman, 15 S. C, 540;

Durant v. Philpot, 16 S. C, 116; Waring v. R. R., 16 S. C, 416; Sams v Hoover,

33 S. C, 401; 12 S. E., 8. Circuit Court has no power to grant new trials, except

in cases tried by a jury.—Meetze v. R. R., 23 S. C, i. Judge cannot grant at

chambers.—State v. Chavis, 34 S. C, 132; 13 S. E., 317.

In absence of facts showing prejudice to appellant, judgment will not be re-
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Appeal to

versed because Judge permitted a letter to be handed a juror without examining

it or asking consent of counsel.—State v. Wine, 58 S. C, 94; 36 S. E., 439.

Sec. 73. In criminal cases, service of notice of appeal in^^^y execution

accordance with law, shall operate as a stay of the execution"^ sentence.

of the sentence, until the appeal is finally disposed of. 737^r.'^S^™."'

Pending- such appeal the defendant shall still remain in con- j^^^ endant

finement, unless he give bail in such sum and with such sureties "x^pMn ^cLpl-

as to the Court shall seem proper : Provided, however, Bail ^^^ '^^^''^

shall not be allowed in case the defendant has been convicted

of a capital crime.

An appeal is finally disposed of when declared abandoned by competent au-

thority.—State V. Johnson, 52 S. C, 507; 30 S. E., 592. The jurisdiction of the

Supreme Court to the exclusion of that of the Circuit Court does not attach until

the "return" is filed, and the appeal may be declared abandoned by the Circuit

Court where the return has not been filed and the appeal perfected in the time

prescribed by Sec. 345 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

—

lb.

Sec. 74. It shall not be lawful for any Justice of the Su- Judges shall
-^ •' not grant bail

preme Court, or any Circuit Judge of this State, pending an in certain cases

appeal to the Supreme Court, to grant bail to any person who^ggi887. g^^^^-'

shall have been convicted of any offense the punishment whereof

is death, or imprisonment for life, or imprisonment for any

term exceeding ten years.

This Section does not limit the power of the Supreme Court.—State v. Farris,

SI S. C, 176, 540; 28 S. E., 308, 370.

Sec. 75. The practice and proceedings in cases of slPP^^^ p^oleedlnls^on

from the Courts of General Sessions shall conform to the appeal.

practice and proceedings in cases of appeal from the Courts ,^^jjS:J4^'3^^^8^.

of Common Pleas.

An appeal from an interlocutory order, in a criminal case, before final judg-

ment, is premature.—State v. Hughes, 56 S. C. ; 35 S. E., 214.

CHAPTER VII.

Of Judgment and Execution.

Sec.

76. Punishment for felony where not

specially provided.

77. Punishment in cases where im-

prisonment is provided.

78. Sentence where no punishment
is provided.

79. Prisoners to pay their own costs,

if able, &c.

80. Courts may order Sheriffs to sell

goods of prisoner to pay
costs.

81. Appraisement of such goods

;

how made.
82. Sale of goods, &c., by prisoner

void.

Sec.

83. Prisoner acquitted freed from
costs.

84. Recognizances to be in the name
of the State.

85. Proceedings in cases of forfeit-

ure of recognizance.

86. Execution to issue for sale of

estate of offender, &c.

87. If amount not made, offender

may be committed to jail,

&c.

88. Court may remit forfeiture in

certain cases.
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An erroneous sentence only affects the sentence, and will be reversed with-

out granting a new trial.—State v. Trezevant, 20 S. C, 364; State v. Jeffcoal,

20 S. C, 283; State V. Baker, 58 S. C, iii; 36 S. E., 501.

Where an act violated has been repealed before sentence, none can be imposed
on a convict.—State v. Mansel, 52 S. C, 468; 30 S. E., 481. See also State v.

Cole, 2 McC, I.

Punishment
for fe'i^ny when Sectloii 76. Where no special punishment is provided for a

providir'for!^ fslc>^y' ^^ shall, at the discretion of the Court, be by one or

G. s. 26U;"^<^re of the following modes, to wit: confinement in the

xiiL.^^.'^fg;' Penitentiary, or in a work-house or penal farm (when such
186^9, xi\

,

i7d,
institutions shall exist) , for a period not less than three months
nor more than ten years, with such imposition of hard labor

and solitary confinement as may be directed.

A Judge cannot pass an alternative sentence of so many years, and then of so

many more, or banishment from the State.—State v. Baker, 58 S. C., iii; 36

S. E., 501.

in Sses^w"here ^®^" '^'^
'
^^ cvcry casc in which imprisonment is provided

is™ rovlded
^"^ ^^ ^^^ punishmcnt, in whole or in part, for any crime, such

—^~g~^^ imprisonment shall be either in the Penitentiary with or with-

xVi' 451-1893'°^^ hdiV^. labor, or in the County jail with or without hard

^l^g^g'
'*^'^§j-|' labor, at the discretion of the Circuit Judge pronouncing the

^^j^'j J
^^^gg.'Sentence: Provided, That all able bodied male convicts, whose

1^8 9 0, XXIII., sentences shall not be for a longer period than five years, shall

be sentenced to hard labor upon the public works of the County

in which such convict shall have been convicted, and in the

alternative to imprisonment in the County Jail or State Peni-

tentiary at hard labor.

Violations of law in selling liquor without license being then punishable by
fine or imprisonment, such imprisonment was properly made in the penitentiary

with hard labor.—State v. Boyd, 35 S. C, 269; 14 S. E., 620.

Person convicted of assault and battery with intent to kill may be sentenced to

imprisonment at hard labor in the penitentiary.—State v. Welsch, 29 S. C, 4;

6 S. E., 894.

s e n t e nee gec. 78. In cascs of legal conviction, where no punishment
where no pun-

_ _

° ^ r-

ishment is pro- is provided by Statute, the Court shall award such sentence
—

2653-
^^ ^^ conformable to the common usage and practice in this

R-S. 78;. (See State, according to the nature of the offense, and not repug-
406. '§§ 9, io.)"nant to the Constitution.

Prisoners to Scc. 79. Every person who shall be committed to any com-
pay their own .... .

costs if able, nion jail in this State, by any Magistrate for any offense or

—^—^-^g— misdemeanor, having means or ability to do the same, shall

m^'ess' sY^^'bear his own reasonable charges for conveying or sending him

to the said jail, and the charges also of such as shall be ap-

pointed to, and shall guard him to the said jail.

Sec. 80. The Court of General Sessions before whom any

criminal shall be tried, shall, upon conviction of the

offender, by order, authorize and direct the Sheriff or any
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Constable or Constables of the County where such person shall

be dwelling or inhabit, and from whence he shall be committed
^j.£°"''*gij^j.f/

as aforesaid, or where he shall have any goods within the f^;;JP^ ^^goo^s

County, to sell so much of the goods and chattels of the person ^°^
p^^ '=°^'^^'

so to be committed as shall satisfy and pay the charges of con-
g. s. 2655!

veying and sending him to the said jail as aforesaid. ^- ^- ^°' ^''•

Sec. 81. The appraisement of the goods and chattels of such

person so convicted shall be made by three freeholders, inhabi- of^such ^|^d"!

tants of the said County where such goods or chattels shall '^^^Li^^_^

be (the said freeholders being first sworn to make a just andj^l; g^-. f^f*^'

true appraisement of the same) ; and the Constable shall return

the sum so by him levied to the County Treasurer, and the

overplus of the money which shall be made on such levy shall

be delivered to the part^.

See. 82. Any sale of the goods and chattels made by the

person committed, as provided by Section 79 of this Chapter, gop^al/ Ic., by

between the time of the commitment and the time of conviction,
p"soner, void.

in order to avoid the payment of the aforesaid charges, Isr/I. Isj^l^!'

hereby declared to be null and void.

Sec. 83. When a prisoner shall be discharged, by reason of the

non-attendance of the prosecutor, or on account of a bill pre- qui^[ed?'^^fre^ed

sented against him being rejected by the grand jury, or by from costs.
^

reason of an acquittal by the petit jury, such prisoner shall notg/l. ^. ifgi;

be bound or liable to pay any charges which may have been ^^^•' ^^^' ^^-

incurred in his apprehension, detention, or prosecution.

Sec. 84. In all recognizances by any person for keeping the

peace, or good behavior, or for appearing as a party, surety or Recognizances

witness at any Court of criminal jurisdiction within the State, 0° the'state!"^

the sum or sums of money in which any such person shall be' g. s. 2659;

bound shall be made payable to the State; and every suchy!, 13, '§ i;

recognizance shall be good and effectual in law, provided it 450.'

be signed by every party thereto in the presence of a Judge,

Cl€rk of a Court of Common Pleas, Magistrate or Notary

Public, who shall sign the same as a witness.

Authorizes Clerk to take recognizance under order of the Judge.—State v.

Satterwhite, 20 S. C, 540.

Seal not necessary.—State v. Foot, 2 Mill, 123.

Principal's duty to surety.—Reynolds v. Harral, 2 Strob., 87.

Obligation of surety is that principal shall appear and abide judgment.

—

lb.

In felonies the personal appearance is necessary.—State v. Rowe, 8 Rich., 17.

Not invalid for mere irregularity.

—

lb.

It cannot be executed by attorney.—State v. Ahrens, 12 Rich., 493.

Sec. 85. Whenever such recognizance shall become forfeited

by non-compliance with the condition theraDf, the At-

torney General, or Solicitor, or other person acting
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'-^v-'*^ for him, shall, without delay, issue a notice to sum-

in ^a's°e'^ o^/ f"o?
"^°^ every party bound in such forfeited recognizance to

feiture of re-
j^g ^^^^ aopcar at the next ensuing; Court of Sessions, to show

cognizance. ^^ °

—G~~s~~266Ch cause, if any he has, why judgment should not be confirmed

V ^is^^i Y^^'
against him ; and if any person so bound fail to appear, or

appearing, shall not give such reason for not performing the

condition of such recognizance as the Court shall deem suf-

ficient, then the judgment on such recognizance shall be con-

firmed.

Court of General Sessions may estreat by scire facias.—State v. Wilder, 13

S. C, 344. Rule to show cause not appealable.—State v. McNinch, 13 S. C, 452.

No lien on land until estreated.—State v. Morgan, 2 Bail., 601.

Objections to validity of, too late after it has been estreated.—Barton v.

Keith, 2 Hill, 537.

Objection that paper, on its face, is not a recognizance, can be made ore tenus.—
State V. Ahrens, 12 S. C, 493. -*

Invalid if it does not appear to have been taken by one authorized to take

recognizance.

—

lb.

Sureties liable notwithstanding discharge of prisoner by U. S. Judge.—State v.

Davis, 12 S. C, 528.

Surety not estopped from disputing validity because another party has made
payment thereon.—State v. Bright, 14 S. C, 7.

May be estreated before trial where defendant fails to appear and plead.

—

State V. Minton, 19 S. C, 282.

The dismission of a prosecution by a prosecuting officer, or the finding of no

bill by a grand jury is not the legal termination of the prosecution. It must

be terminated by order of Court discharging the defendant.—Whaley v. Lawton,

57 S. C, 256; 35 S. E., 558; Smith v. Shackleford, i N. & McC, 36; O'DriscoU

v. McBurney, 2 N. & McC, 54; Thomas v. DeGraffenreid, lb., 143; Teague v.

Wilks, 3 McC, 46s; Heyward v. Cuthbert, 4 McC, 354; Tisdale v. Kingman, 34

S. C, 326; 13 S. E., 547.

Execution to Scc. 86. In cvcry case where any such recognizance shall
issue for sale ,.,, .1., , ^
of estate of of- bc adjudged so forfeited, or where anv fine shall be imposed by
fender, Sac. ... .,r^^. _

or recovered for the use of the State, m any Court or before
G. S. 2661; . .

' -

R. s. 86; lb. a Magistrate, if the party incurring such fine or forfeiture

shall fail to pay down the same, with the costs of prosecution,

then a writ, in the nature of an execution, shall issue, by virtue

of which the Sheriff, or his deputy, shall sell (in the same

manner as property is sold under execution in civil cases) 30

much of such offender's estate, real or personal, as may be

necessary to satisfy the fine or forfeiture, and also the costs

of prosecution, and also the reasonable charges of taking, keep-

ing, and selling such property, returning the overplus, if any,

to the offender, together with a bill of the fine or forfeiture,

with costs and charges, if he requires it.

mid^e'TXnder Scc. 87. If the Sheriff, or his deputy, return on oath that

mft^ed^lo Taii^
such offender refused to pay, or has not any property, or

^1 not sufficient *vhereon to levy, then a writ of capias ad satis-

R % §!';ib'^' f^^^^^'^^diuii shall issue, whereby he shall be committed to the
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common jail, until the forfeiture, costs, and charges shall be

satisfied—entitled, however, to the privilege of insolvent

debtors.

Hursts V. Samuels, 29 S. C, 476; 7 S. E., 822.

Sec. 88. If any person shall forfeit a recognizance from

ignorance or unavoidable impediment, and not from wilful

default, the Court of Sessions may, on affidavit stating the 57
excuse or cause thereof, remit the whole or any part of the ^; ^'2

^^' ^^"

Court may-
remit forfeit-
ure in certain
cases.

2663;

forfeiture, as may be deemed reasonable.

CHAPTER VIII*

Of the Writ of Habeas Corpus.

Sec.

89. Persons entitled to the benefit of

this Chapter.

90. Persons indicted for treason or

felony shall be indicted the

next term or let to bail.

91. If not asked for two terms, &c.

92. Judges to grant writs.

93. Writs to be directed to whom.
94. Service of writ.

95. Prisoners to be brought up on
payment of charges, &c.

96. Time within which prisoner

must be brought before

Court.

97. Proceedings upon hearing of the

return.

Sec.

98. Notice to be given to Attorney
General, &c.

99. Granting of writs during ses-

sions of Court.

100. After adjournment.
101. Persons discharged not to be

rearrested.

102. Two Magistrates to grant writ.

103. Penalty on officers neglecting

their duty.

104. Penalties, how recovered.

105. Persons not removed from one
prison to another without
cause.

106. Penalty for signing warrants,

&c.

107. Appeals allowed.

The protection intended by this Chapter against unlawful confinement goes no

farther than the enlargement of the prisoner on bail, if the offense be bailable.

—

State V. Everett, Dud., 295.

The writ of habeas corpus cannot be used as a substitute for a writ of error.

—

State V. Garlington, 56 S. C, 414; 34 S. E., 689; ex parte Bond, 9 S. C, 80; State

V. Lunly, 19 S. C, 601; ex parte Williams, 32 S. C, 583; 10 S. E., 551.

The prisoner himself can waive his presence at the return of the writ.—State

V. Jones, 32 S. C, 583; 10 S. E., 577.

Section 89. If any person or persons shall be or stand com- .
Persons en-

•' ^ ^ titled to benefit

mitted or detained for any crime, unless for felony, (the pun- of this Chapter

ishment of which is death,) or treason, plainly expressed in g. s. 2322; it.

the warrant of commitment, or unless charged as accessory c 2; i., ns.
' *= -' 123, §§ 3 and

before the fact to treason or felony, (the punishment of which 21 ; 1339,22, § a.

felony is death,) or with suspicion thereof, or unless charged

with suspicion of treason or felony, (which felony is pun-

ishable with death,) which shall be plainly expressed in the

warrant of commitment, they shall be entitled to the writ of

habeas corpus:
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"^—^Y^*-^ Sec. 90. If any person committed for treason or felony,

mSeTfor trS- P^^^^^y ^^^ Specially expressed in the warrant of commit-

Ihaii be tdicl^^^^' ^Pon his prayer or petition in open Court, the first week

tfrm *or let^to
^f the term, to be brought to his trial, shall not be indicted

bail, &c. gQj„g |-jj^g jj^ ^j^g j^g^^ |.gj.j^ ^£|.gj. g^gj^ commitment, it shall

R. %. ^bof^l:,
^^d may be lawful to and for the Judge of thfe Circuit Court,

119, § 7. ^j^^ ]^g jg hej-eijy required, upon motion made in open Court

the last day of the term, either by the prisoner or any one
in his behalf, to set at liberty the prisoner upon bail, unless it

appear to him, upon oath made, that the witnesses for the

State could not beproduced the same term ; and if any person

committed as aforesaid, upon his prayer or petition in open

Court, the first week of the term, to be brought to his trial,

shall not be indicted and tried the second term after his com-
mitment, or upon his trial shall be acquitted, he shall be dis-

charged from his imprisonment.

Bail refused while defendant is confined under sentence on plea of guilty of

assault and battery.—State v. Jones, 36 S. C, 607; 15 S. E., 544.
Form of order for bail under writ of habeas corpus.—In re Draher, 16 S. E.,

840; 38 S. C, 551.

Prisoner not entitled to be set at liberty on bail when true bill was found
against him for murder at the term during which he surrendered and demanded
trial.—State v. Holmes, 3 Strob., 272.

Prisoner committed for felony and demanding in open Court, during the first

week of the term next succeeding his commitment, that he be brought to trial,

has the right to bail if not then indicted.—State v. Williams, 35 S. C, 160; 14

S. E., 309. Such prisoner must be discharged hereunder, if not indicted and tried

within two terms after his commitment.—State v. Fasket, 5 Rich., 256; State v.

Williams, 35 S. C, 160; 14 S. E., 309. But he is not entitled to such bail, nor
such discharge, unless it appear that he is in custody.—State v. Williams, 35 S. C,
160; 14 S. E., 309. And a person accused of forgery, and admitted to bail, is

not entitled to his discharge from the prosecution at the second term.—State v.

Buyck, 2 Bay, 563. See also Logan Ads. State, 3 Brev., 415; 2 Tr. Const.,

493. One discharged under habeas corpus act is not thereby protected from
further prosecution on same charge.—State v. Fley, 2 Brev., 338. One tried at

the first term for horse stealing and mistrial had, was not entitled to discharge

upon continuance by State at second term.—State v. Spergin, i McC, 363-

The jurisdiction of the Court over a person charged with violation of the law of

this State is not affected by his being wrongfully brought into the State.—State v.

Smith, I Bail., 283; 19 Am. Dec, 679.

Transfer of cases to United States Court.—State v. Smalls, 11 S. C, 262; State

v. Davis, 12 S. C, 528. Where day for execution of sentence has elapsed,

prisoner is not entitled to discharge.

—

Ex parte Nixon, 2 S. C, 4.

^Jf not asked Scc. 91. If any persou shall have wilfully neglected, by the

^ space of two whole terms after his imprisonment, to pray a

R^ |- 2324; //a,&^a.y corpus for his enlargement, such person, so wilfully

§ *• 'neglecting, shall not have any habeas corpus to be granted in

vacation time, in pursuance of this Chapter.

Judges to Sec. 92. Any of the Judges of this State, in vacation time
grant writs, ore. j j o
—-

g ^ggg. ^ and out of term, upon view of the copy or copies of the warrant
s. 92; lb., 118, or warrants of commitment and detainer, or otherwise, upon
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oath made that such copy or copies were denied to be given

by the person or persons in whose custody the prisoner or

prisoners is or are detained, are hereby authorized and re-

quired, upon request, made in writing, by such person or per-

sons as are committed as aforesaid, or any on his, her, or their

behalf, attested and subscribed by two witnesses who were

present at the deHvery of the same, to award and grant a writ

of habeas corpus, under the seal of such Court, whereof he

shall be one of the Judges.

Circuit Judge cannot hear application for writ outside of Circuit.

—

Ex parte

Parker, 6 S. C, 472.

Sec. 93. Such writ shall be directed to the officer or officers ^/'L*° ''t
*^'"

rected to whom
in whose custody the party so committed or detained shall be,

—
-"^-2326"^

and shall be returned immediately, before the Judge issuing^- ^'^' ^^•

the same.

Sec. 94. The said writ shall be served upon the said officer, ^^f^
^ " ^'"^^ °*

or left at the jail or prison with any of the under-officers, q g. 2327- r
under-keepers, or deputy of the said officers or keepers. %'2.^'' ^^" ^^'^'

Sec. 95. The said officer or officers, his or their under-of- Prisoners to

ficers, under-keepers, or deputies, shall, within three days after ^^ payment"of

the service thereof, upon payment or tender of charges ofprovfs^o.'
^'^''

bringing the said prisoner, (to be ascertained by the Judge or q g. 2328; k
Court that awarded the same, and endorsed upon the said xiy.', 406,^8!

writ,) not exceeding ten cents per mile, and upon security

given by his own bond to pay the charges of carrying back the

prisoner, if he shall be remanded by the Court or Judge to

which he shall be brought, and that he will not make any es-

cape by the way, make return of such writ, and bring, or cause

to be brought, the body of the party so committed or restrained,

unto or before the Judge or Court from whence the said writ

shall issue, or unto and before such other person or persons

before whom the said writ is made returnable, according to

the command thereof, and shall then certify the true cause of

his detainer or imprisonment : Provided, however. That if any

prisoner be not able to pay the said charges, the same shall

be paid by the County wherein he is confined : Provided, fur-

ther. That if such prisoner .shall be acquitted of the charge

against him, or finally discharged on habeas corpus by the

Judge or Court hearing the same, the expenses of the proceed-

ings in habeas corpus shall be paid by the County in which the

case is situated.

Sec. 96. If the place of imprisonment of the said party be

beyond the distance of twenty miles from the place where such
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Court is held, and not above one hundred miles, he shall be

whiciT^ ^ison"
brought before the Court, or the person or persons before

brou"iit* before
whom the writ is returnable, within the space of ten days, and if

Cou^i.
^_ beyond the distance of one hundred miles, then within the

s^'J- ^^^m' space of twenty days after the delivery of such writ, and not

§ 2. longer.

Proceedings Scc. 97. If, upou a hearing, the party shall be entitled to

of the return, his discharge, then the Judge before whom he is brought shall,

G. s. 2330; R. within two days after the party shall be brousfht before him,
S. 97; lb., 118, 1-1 . r , • • • , •

§ 3. discharge the said prisoner from his imprisonment, taking

his recognizance, with one or more surety or sureties, in any

sum according to his discretion, having regard to the nature

of the oiTense, for his appearance in the Court of General

Sessions, the term following, for such County where the of-

fense was committed, or in the Court of such other County

where the said offense is properly cognizable, as the case shall

require, and then shall certify the said writ, with the return

thereof, and the said recognizance or recognizances, into the

said Court where such appearance is to be made ; but if no

legal cause be shown for the imprisonment or restraint, the

prisoner shall be discharged therefrom.

Under this Chapter the Judge can neither let to bail nor discharge a prisoner

committed for an offense not bailable.

—

State v. Everett, Dud., 295. The Judge

can only discharge on bail, not absolutely.

—

State v. Jones, 32 S. C. 583; 10 S. E.,

577. But independently of this Chapter the Judge may, at chambers, let to bail

for any offense whatever, and in making up his judgment may look beyond the

commitment.

—

State v. Hill, 3 Brev., 89; State v. Everett, Dud., 295; State v.

Arthur, I McM., 456. But party convicted of infamous crime cannot be bailed.

—

State V. Connor, 2 Bay, 34. As to discretionary power to bail.

—

State v. Hill, i

Tr. Con. Rep., 242; State v. Golden, 2 McC, 5^4-

.Notiw^o^be gec. 98. When it appears, from the return of the writ or

n^ey tienerai, Q^}^gj-^jgg^ |-|-j^^ ^]^g party is imprisoucd on a criminal accusa-

G~s 2331-^'^*^*^' b^ shall not be discharged until sufficient notice has been
R. s. 9S. given to the Attorney General, or Circuit Solicitor, or other

attorney acting for the State, that he may appear and object to

such discharge, if he thinks fit.

w ?[r* during Sec. 99. During the term of the Circuit Court for that County

Court"
°^ *^ where any prisoner is detained, no person shall be removed from

g'
s. 2332; R. the commou jail upon any writ of habeas corpus granted in pur-

f
18.'^'

^^'' ^^^' suance of this Chapter, but, upon any such writ, shall be brought

before the Circuit Judge, in open Court, who is thereupon to

do what to justice shall appertain.

A f t e r ad- gec. 100. After the Circuit Court adjourns, any person or
journment.

_

' ' j l

2333- R Persons detained may have a writ of habeas corpus, according

s. 100; I., 122, ^Q |-he direction and intention of thi= Chapter.
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Sec. 101. No person who shall be delivered or set at large

upon any writ of habeas corpus shall, at any time, be again ^j^Per^ons^ dis-

imprisoned or committed for the same offense by any person ^^
re-an-ested,

or persons whatsover, other than by the legal order and process g g 2334- r.

of such Court wherein he shall be bound by recognizance to|-g^°^' ^^•' ^^^'

appear, or other Court having jurisdiction of the cause; and

if any other person or persons shall knowingly, contrary to this

Chapter, re-commit or imprison, or knowingly procure or cause

to be re-committed or imprisoned for the same offense, or

pretended offense, any person delivered or set at large, as

aforesaid, or be knowingly aiding or assisting therein, then he

or they shall forfeit to the prisoner or party grieved the sum
of two thousand five hundred dollars, any colorable pretence

or variation in the warrant or warrants of commitment not-

withstanding, to be recovered as aforesaid.

Sec. 102. Any two Magistrates a,re authorized and required Two Magis-

to grant the writ of habeas corpus as fully, effectually and law-^^rits oi habeas
o L J ' . corpus.

fully as may any Judge of the Court of Common Pleas and Gen--——^^^7^
eral Sessions or Justice of the Supreme Court of this State, ex- S- 102; i'^i2 11,

•^ -^

_ _ 400, s 1 ; icay,

cept in cases of felony, the punishment for which is death or im- xi., 23, § 9.

prisonment for life, in which cases Magistrates shall have no ju-

risdiction in applications of habeas corpus.

Two Magistrates cannot admit a person to bail who is charged with murder in tlie

warrant.—State v. Arthur, i McM., 456.

May do so on charge of passing counterfeit money.-—Barton v. Keith, 2 Hill, 537.

Two Magistrates may discharge absolutely hereunder.—State v. Jones, 32 S. C,

583; 10 S. E., 577.

If one of the two Magistrates refuse to sign the writ, he is liable.—Ashe v.

O'Driscoll, 2 Tr. Con. Rep., 698.

An appeal from an order made by two Magistrates in habeas corpus proceedings

must be to the Circuit Court and not directly to the Supreme Court.—State v.

Duncan, 22 S. C, 8g.

Sec. 103. Every person whatsoever to whom any power is ^Penalty on ^of-

given, either judicial or ministerial, by this Chapter, and which, '"g ^^heir duty.

by virtue hereof, he is required and commanded to do, who
g^^ff^lf ' i\

shall wilfully neglect, refuse, or omit to do the same, when ii^^
1,^5

;^Y.''^'

the same shall be legally requested and demanded, according

to the directions herein, and when the person or persons so

requesting and demanding the same are legally entitled to

request or demand by the provisions of this Chapter, then and

in such case such person, whether Magistrate or officer, wil-

fully so refusing, neglecting, or omitting what this Chapter

requires and commands, for each such wilful neglect, refusal,

or omission, shall forfeit the sum of five hundred (500) dol-

17.—C. P.
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""^—

' lars, and shall be thereafter incapable of holding or executing

his office.

Penalties, how gee. 104. The Said penalties may be recovered by the pris-
recovered. -^ "^

.

---r-T—„—r-oner or party grieved, his executors and administrators, agamst

s. 104; I., 119, such offender, his executors or administrators, by action m
§ 5.

any Court of competent jurisdiction, wherein no protection,

privilege, injunction, or stay of prosecution, shall be admitted

or allowed.

Persons not gee. 105. If any person or persons, citizens of this State,
removed from -' -"^ -^

one prison to shall bc Committed to any prison, or in custody of any officer
another with- j r > j j

^ ^

out cause. pr officcrs whatsocvcr, for any criminal or supposed criminal

G. s 2338; R. jnatter, the said person shall not be removed from the said
b. 105; i., IzU, ' ^

i 9- prison and custody, into the custody of any other officer or

officers, unless it be by habeas corpus or some other legal writ,

or where the prisoner is delivered to the Constable or other

inferior officer, to carry such prisoner to some common jail,

or where any person is sent, according to law, to any common
work house of correction, or where the prisoner is removed

from one place or prison to another within the said County, in

order to his or her trial or discharge in due course of law,

or in case of sudden fire or infection, or other necessity, or

when brought into Court as a witness in some matter or cause

as provided by law.

Penalty for Scc. 106. If any pcrson or persons shall, after such com-

rams? &a^
^

"^

" mitment aforesaid, make out and sign or countersign any war-

G. s. 2389; R. rant or warrants for such removal aforesaid, contrary to this

.
106, J

. Chapter, as well he that makes or signs or countersigns such

warrant or warrants, as the officer or officers that obey or ex-

ecute the same, shall suffer and incur the pains and forfeitures

mentioned in Sections loi and 103 of this Chapter.

Appeals ai- Sec. 107. An appeal from all final decisions rendered on
°^^ '

applications for writs of habeas corpus shall be allowed as is

s. 107!
'

' ' provided by law in civil actions.
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CHAPTER IX.

Offenses Against the Person.

Sec.

108.

109.

110.

111.

112.

113.

114.

115.

116.

117.

118.

119.

120.

121.

122.

123.

124.

125.

126.

Felonies Capital. Sec.

127.

Murder defined.

Punishment. 128.

Killing by stabbing, &c.

Death from obstructing railroad. 129.

Killing by poison.

Killing in a duel. 130.

Rape. 131.

Carnal knowledge of a woman
child under fourteen years. 132.

Injuries within limits and death
beyond limits of this State. 133.

Injuries beyond limits and death 134.

within limits of the State. 135.

Where parties are in different 136.

Counties.

Where injury in one County and 137.

death in another.

Felonies Not Capital. 138.

Manslaughter.

Attempt to poison. 139.

Causing abortion.

Punishment for placing obstruc- 140.

tion on railroads.

Obstructing railroad without 141.

death ensuing.

Misdemeanors.
Sending or accepting a challenge 142.

to fight.

Carrying or delivering challenge.

Principal or second compellable

to give testimony.

Persons engaged in duel may be

used as witnesses.

Manufacture, sale and carrying

of certain pistols prohibited.

Carrying concealed weapons.
Count as to concealed weapons

in certain indictments.

Assault, &c., with concealed

Weapons.
Kidnapping sailors.

Kidnapping minors.

Ill treating children.

Punishment for cruelty to chil-

dren.

Unskillful management of steam-

boats, &c.

Willful neglect of railroad em-
ployees.

Administering or advising means
to cause abortion.

Punishment for the use of cer-

tain means by women.
As to testimony under the two

preceding Sections and Sec-

tion 122.

Officer permitting prisoner to be

lynched.

Felonies Capital.

Murder.

Murder
fined.

de-

S. 108;
41S.

1712,11,

Section 108. Murder is the kiUing of any person with mahce

gTs. 2453; eT aforcthought, either express or impHed.

This Section does not make murder a statutory offense; it is still a common law

crime.—State v. Coleman, 8 S. C, 2.-?7.

Distinction between murder and manslaughter.—State v. Ferguson, 2 Hill, 619.

Upon trial for the greater offense defendant may be found guilty of the less.

—

State v. Gaffney, Rice, 431.

Principals—
All present aiding and abetting are.—State v. Fley, 2 Brev., 33S; State v. Crank,

2 Bail., 66: State v. Anthony, i McC, 285; State v. Arden, i Bay., 487; State v.

Cannon, 49 S. C, 550; 27 S. E., 526; State v. Carson, 36 S. C, 524; 15 S. E., 588.

Murder may be committed as the result of some illegal act; a formed design to

take life is not necessary.—State v. Alexander, 30 S. C, 74; 8 S. E., 840.

State v. Merriman, 34 S. C, 16; 12 S. E., 619.

In attempting to commit felonious homicide, the killing of another is murder.

—

State V. Levelle, 34 S. C, 120; 13 S. E., 319.

Malice is a term of art importing wickedness and excluding a just cause or ex-

cuse.—State V. Doig, 2 Rich., 179.

State v. Levelle, 34 S. C, 120; 13 S. E., 319.

The fact that the killing was by a crowd engaged in a riot does not affect the

degree of the homicide.—State v. Jenkins, 14 Rich., 215.
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Mere words can constitute no provocation.—State v. Workman, 39 S. C, 151; ^ -"^ v '^ '

17 S. E., 6.

If the killing is proved and no more, the law implies malice.—State v. Jones, 29

S. C, 201; 7 S. E., 296; State v. Alexander, 30 S. C, 74; 8 S. E., 440; State v.

Mason, S4 S. C, 240; 32 S. E., 357; State v. Ariel, 38 S. C, 221; 16 S. E, 799.

But where all the facts are proved the jury must say whether there was malice,

and not imply it from the mere fact of killing.—State v. Alexander, 30 S. C, 74; 8

S. E., 440. The State must prove it.—State v. Coleman, 6 S. C, 186; State v.

Hopkins, 15 S. C, 157; State v. Jones, 29 S. C, 201; 7 S. E., 296.

It may be presumed.—State v. Smith, 2 Strob., "jy.

As from use of deadly weapon.—State v. Sisson, 3 Brev., 59; State v. Ferguson,

2 Hill, 619; State v. Smith, 2 Strob., tj; State v. Levelle, 34 S. C, 120; 13 S.

E., 319; State V. Jackson, 36 S. C, 487; iS S. E., 559; State v. Way, 38 S. C,
333; 17 S. E., 39.

Or from circumstances showing a depraved spirit.—State v. Smith, -2 Strob., tt,

State v. Ford, i Spears, 146.

Killing another, while attempting to commit suicide.—State v. Levelle, 34 S. C;
120; 13 S. E., 319.

Whipping slave of unknown owner to death, after pursuit and capture.—State

V. Motley, 7 Rich., 327.

Where the killing was in a quarrel and encounter, if the facts show that it

arose out of his misconduct, malice on the part of the defendant might be in-

ferred.—State V. Hammond, s Strob., loi.

Killing of another when shooting at one to make his horse throw him presumes
,

malice and is murder.—State v. Smith, 2 Strob., "jy.

Where one interferes in an affray to separate the combatants, and gives notice

of his intent; and is slain by one of the combatants, it is rnurder.—State v. Fer-

guson, 2 Hill, 619.

Wherever there is a previously formed intention to kih, it cannot be excused by

a provocation at time of the homicide.—State v. Sullivan, 43 S. C, 206; 21 S. E., 4.

Indictment—
No trial without sufficient and valid indictment; acquittal upon an invalid one

no bar to second.—State v. Ray, Rice, i.

Surplus words may be rejected.—State v. Fley, 2 Brev.. 338; State v. Huggins,

12 Rich., 402; State v. Coleman, 8 S. C, 241.

Not vitiated by concluding "against the peace and dignity of the same State

aforesaid," instead of "against the peace and dignity of the State," as prescribed

by the Constitution.—State v. Robinson, 2^ S. C, 615; 4 S. E., 570; State v.

Mason, 54 S. C, 240; 32 S. E., 357.

Party entitled to demand and to have copy of, three days before trial.—State v.

Winningham, 10 Rich., 257.

Too la*e to demand copy three days after arraignment and trial had commenced.

—State v. Briggs, 2-j S. C, 80; 2 S. E., 854.

Must state

:

That offense was committed in County where indictment is found.—State v.

Fant, 2 Brev., 487; State v. Blakeney, 33 S. C, iii; 11 S. E., 637.

When deceased died with certainty.—State v. Coleman, 8 S. C, 237.

But it is alleged with sufficient certainty, if it appear by reference back to prior

allegations.—State v. Coleman, 8 S. C, 237; State v. Stewart, 26, S. C, 125; 1

S. E., 468.

That death ensued in consequence of the act of prisoner.-—State v. Wimberly,

3 McC, 190.

What it is necessary to state in indictment for murder committed by a number

of persons engaged in a riot.—State v. Jenkins, 14 Rich., 215.

Counts for murder charging A as principal with pistol and B. as accessory, and

charging B as principal with knife and A as accessory, properly joined.—State v.

Norton, 28 S. C, 572; 6 S. E., 820.

Must state place of death of deceased, and failure to do so cannot be amended.

—State V. Blakeney, 33 S. C, iii; 11 S. E., 637.

But sufficiently stated when, after stating time and place of wounding, it

charges that defendant did then and there feloniously, etc., kill and murder de-
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ceased.—State v. Huggins, 12 Rich., 402; State v. Blakeney, 33 S. C, iii; 11

S. E., 637.

Good, if sufliciently certain in all respects.—State v. Turnage, 2 N. & McC., 158;

State V. Freeman, i Speer, 65; State v. Green, 4 Strob., 133; State v. Huggins, 12

Rich., 402.

It need not charge those present aiding and abetting as being there with malice

—State V. Rabon, 4 Rich., 260.

What is suificient description of wound.—State v. Crank, 2 Bail., 60.

In death from whipping.—State v. Chiles, 44 S. C, 338; 22 S. E., 339.

As against principal and accomplice.^—State v. Norton, 28 S. C, 572; 6 S. E., 820.

Not necessary that it should state precise day or year of the alleged crime.

—

State V. Branham, 13 S. C, 380.

Doubted whether Solicitor's signature to it is necessary.—State v. Coleman,

8 S. C, 287.

Venue—
Prior to Constitution of 1895 motion for change of, could be made before -bill

found; but it is better that it should be made after issue joined.—State v. Addison,

2 S. C, 356. The Constitution of 1895 so requires.

Notice thereof should be given to the Solicitor.

—

lb.

The jury may find the venue from the facts in evidence.—State v. Sweat, 16

S. C, 625; State v. Dent, 6 S. C, 383-

Defense—
Self-defense

:

Necessity to kill not a defense when defendant brought such necessity upon

himself.—State v. Jacobs, 28 S. C, 29; 4 S. E., 799; State v. Murrell, 33 S. C, 83;

II S. E., 682; State v. Becham, 24 S. C, 283; State v. Pletsch, 43 S. C, 132; 20

S. E., 993; State v. Trammell, 40 S. C, 331; 18 S. E., 940; State v. Summer, 55

S. C, 32; 32 S. E., 771.

It is made out when jury is satisfied that prisoner really believed, as a man
of ordinary reason and firmness, that there was necessity to kill to save himself

from death or serious bodily harm; it is not necessary to show that there was no

other means of escape.—State v. McGreer, 13 S. C, 464; State v. Turner, 29

S. C, 44; 6 S. E., 891. State v. Jones, 29 S. C, 201; 4 S. E.. 799. State v.

Jackson, 32 S. C, 27; 10 S. E., 769. State v. Wyse, 33 S. C, 582; 12 S. E., 5S6.

State V. Bodie, 33 S. C, 117; 11 S. E., 624. State v. Littlejohn, 33 S. C, 599".

II S. E., 638. State v. Merriman, 34 S. C, 16; 12 S. E., 619. State v. Symmes, 40

S. C, 383; 19 S. E., 16. State v. Mcintosh, 40 S. C, 349! 18 S. E., 1033. State

V. Sullivan, 42 S. C, 205; 21 S. E., 4. State v. Ariel, 38 S. C, 221; 16 S. E.,

799. State V. Corley, 43 S. C, 128; 20 S. E., 989.

This may be shown by preponderance of testimony.—State v. Merriman, 34 S. C,
16; 12 S. E., 619. State V. Brown, 34 S. C, 41; 12 S. E., 662. State v. Summers,

36 S. C, 479; IS S. E., 369.

But a witness testifying as to all the circumstances cannot give his opinion as

to whether the prisoner's life was in danger from the deceased.—State v. Sum-
mers, 36 S. C, 479; IS S. E., 369.

But the bare fact that deceased was presenting a gun at defendant when he

shot does not necessarily make the killing self-defense.—State v. Bodie, 33 S. C,
117; II S. E., 624.

Where deceased had some days before fired at prisoner and then threatened his

life, it was not self-defense to kill unless deceased showed an intention to take his

life.—State v. Jackson, 32 S. C, 27; 10 S. E., 769.

Seeking or inciting provocation.—State v. Nance, 25 S. C, 168; State v. Rich-

ardson, 47, S. C, 18; 24 S. E., 1028.

Necessity of withdrawal.-—State v. Jacobs, 28 S. C, 29; 4 S. E., 799.

Defense of habitation.^—State v. Mcintosh, 40 S. C, 349; 18 S. E., 1033. State

V. Cannon, 52 S. C, 453; 30 S. E., 589.

Resisting unlawful arrest.—State v. Davis, 53 S. C, isi; 31 S. E., 62.

Provocation is not an element in self-defense.—State v. Byrd, 52 S. C, 484;

30 S. E., 482.

Insanity :

Moral insanity or acting under mere uncontrollable impulse is no defense.

—

State V. Alexander, 30 S. C, 74; 8 S. E., 440. State v. Levelle, 34 S. C, 120;

13 S. E., 319.
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To be proved by preponderance of the evidence; not to be disproved beyond
a reasonable doubt.—State v. Stark, i Strob., 479; State v. Paulk, 18 S. C, 515;
State v. Coleman, 20 S. C, 441; State v. Bundy, 24 S. C, 439; State v. Alexander,

30 S. C, 74; 8 S. E., 440.

If there is reasonable doubt as to the capacity to commit the crime, the defend-

ant must be acquitted.—State v. Coleman, 20 S. C, 441 ; State v. Bundy, 24 S. C,
439.

Voluntary drunkenness, of whatever degree, is no excuse for crime committed
under its influence.—State v. Bundy, 24 S. C, 439.

Intoxication no excuse for crime.—State v. Morgan, 40 S. C, 345; 18 S. E., 937;
State V. Bundy, 24 S. C, 439: State v. Paulk, 18 S. C, 515.

It must appear that defendant was unable to recognize that the act was either

morally or legally wrong.—State v. Mcintosh, 39 S. C, 97; 17 S. E., 446.

Rebutal of presumption as to insanity from committal to asylum.—State v.

Davis, 4 S. E., 537.

Alibi:

Not necessary that it should be proved beyond all reasonable doubt; clear pre-

ponderance of testimony sufficient.—State v. Jackson, 36 S. C, 487; 15 S. E., 559.

Ignorance of Lazv:

A disturber of the peace cannot excuse himself from the charge of murder by
showing ignorance of the authority, under the law, of the officer whom he killed,

knowing him to be an officer.—State v. Williams, 36 S. C, 493; 15 S. E., 554.

Accident:

Exercise of care.—State v. Morgan, 40 S. C., 345; 18 S. E., 937.

Duress:

"A mere threat by another to take one's life, with nothing more, does not

amount to a sufficient excuse for such an one to commit homicide."—State v.

Howard, 35 S. C, 197; 14 S. E., 481.

Arraignment—
Not necessary again after mistrial.—State v. Stewart, 26 S. C, 125; i S. E., 468.

Challenges—
A right of challenge is a right to reject, and not to select, a jury—State v. Wise,

7 Rich., 412; State v. Prater, 26 S. C, 198; 2 S. E., 108; State v. Jacobs, 30 S. C,
131; 8 S. E., 698; State v. Jackson, 32 S. C, 27; 10 S. E., 769; State v. Campbell,

35 S. C, 28; 14 S. E., 292.

But it is regarded as a sacred right never to be refused.—State v. Briggs, 27

S. C, 80; 2 S. E., 854.

To one jury not to be refused in part because some of the challenges had been

made to another jury exhausted by challenges of several prisoners.—State v. Briggs,

27 S. C, 80; 2 S. E., 854.

Reduction of number of peremptory challenges by statute does not affect Con-

stitutional right of trial by jury.—State v. Wyse, 32 S. C, 45; 10 S. E., 612.

A juror rejected because not indifferent to one of the prisoners is no ground for

complaint by the others.—State v. Prater, 26 S. C, 198; 2 S. E., 108.

As to challenge to array.-—State v. Merriman, 34 S. C, 16; 12 S. E., 619; State

V. Toland, 36 S. C, 515; 15 S. E., 599.

Evidence—
As to motive.—State v. Posey, 4 Strob., 142; State v. Coleman, 20 S. C, 441;

State v. Aughtry, 49 S. C, 286; 26 S. E., 619.

Motive need not be proved, intent is sufficient.—State v. Workman, 39 S. C,
151; 17 S. E., 694.

Of express malice makes the killing murder.—State v. Sisson, 3 Brev., 59.

Law presumes malice, but where all the facts come out the State must prove it.

—State v. Jones, 29 S. C, 202; 7 S. E., 296.

What declarations of deceased are admissible.—State v. Freeman, i Speer, 57.

When defendant proves declaration of deceased looking to suicide, the State can

prove reasons assigned by him.—State v. Crank, 2 Bail., 66.

Dying declarations are admissible.—State v. Ferguson, 2 Hill, 619; State v.

Quick, 15 Rich., 342; State v. McEvoy, 9 S. C, 208; State v. Nance, 25 S. C, 168.

Those of one of two killed by poison admissible against defendant on trial for

murder of the other.—State v. Terrill, 12 Rich., 321.
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Declarant must have no hope of life, and the circumstances of the death must
be the subject of the declaration.—State v. McEvoy, 9 S. C, 212; State v. Wash-
ington, 13 S. C, 458; State V. Gill, 14 S. C, 415; State v. Johnson, 26 S. C, 152;

I S. E., 510; State v. Belton, 24 S. C, 185; State v. Nance, 25 S. C, 168; State v.

Wyse, 32 S. C, 45; 10 S. E., 612; State v. Bradley, 34 S. C, 136; 13 S. E., 315;
State V. Head, 60 S. C, 516; 39 S. E., 6; State v. Jaggers, 58 S. C, 41; 36 S. E.,

434; State V. Lee, 58 S. C, 335; 36 S. E., 706; State v. Faile, 43 S. C, 52; 20

S. E., 798.

Not inadmissible because under oath.-—State v. Talbert, 41 S. C, 526; 19 S. E.,

852.

The whole declaration admitted.—State v. Petsch, 43 S. C, 132; 20 S. E., 993.

The fact that physician did not think the declarant would die does not affect

the testimony.—State v. Johnson, 20 S. C, 155.

Declaration after wound, but not in face of death, not admissible.—State v.

Bodie, 33 S. C, 117; II S. E., 624.

Of wife, on trial of husband, for murder.—State v. Belcher, 13 S. C, 459. -

Dying declaration cannot be impeached by proving other statements of the de-

ceased made not under oath, nor shadow of impending death.—State v. Taylor,

56 S. C, 372; 34 S. E., 939; State v. Bannister, 35 S. C, 290; 14 S. E., 678;

State v. Stuckey, 56 S. C, 576; 35 S. E., 263.

• Declaration as part of res gestae.—State v. Arnold, 47 S. C, 9; 24 S. E., 926.

As to Character—
Good character may be considered by jury.—State v. Barth, 25 S. C, 175; State

V. Brown, 34 S. C, 41; 12 S. E., 662.

Not limited in its effect to doubtful cases.-—State v. Barth, 25 S. C, 175.

Of general bad character, not admissible.—State v. Smith, 12 Rich., 430; State

V. Turner, 29 S. C, 34; 6 S. E., 891.

Violence of character admissible if probably known to prisoner or there were
sufficient reasons to suppose that they were known to him.—State v. Smith, 12

Rich., 430; State v. Turner, 29 S. C, 34; 6 S. E., 891.

Even particular acts of violence known to the prisoner and reasonably con-

nected in point of time with the killing may be shown—State v. Smith, 12 Rich., 430.

Reasonable Doubt:

State must prove its case beyond a reasonable doubt.—State v. Senn, 32 S. C,
392; II S. E., 292; State v. Bodle, 33 S. C, 117; 11 S. E., 624; State v. Merriman,

34 S. C, 16; 12 S. E., 619.

Defendant entitled to benefit of doubt upon the whole testimony.—State v. Bodie,

33 S. C, 117; II S. E., 624.

But it must be a well founded doubt.—State v. Bodie, 33 S. C, 117; 11 S. E., 624.

Special Defense:

Must be proved by preponderance of testimony.—State v. Bodie, 33 S. C., 117;

II S. E., 624.

Insanity :

Physicians cannot give their opinions as to insanity from the testimony given,

but can do so on similar case stated.—State v. Coleman, 20 S. C, 441.

Standard authors on the subject may be read to the jury.

—

lb.

Judge having fully instructed the jury as to the law of insanity and their duty

to acquit the prisoner if insane when he committed the homicide, he did not err

in refusing to instruct them that the Court was authorized to send the prisoner

to the Asylum if found by them to be non compos.—State v. Robinson, 27 S. C,

615; 4 S. E., 570.

Circumstantial Evidence:

Conviction on, is proper. But the circumstances should be proved to entire sat-

isfaction of jury, and when established should point conclusively to the defendant

as the guilty party, and must be inconsistent with any other reasonable hypothesis.

—State v. Anderson, 20 S. C, 581; State v. Milling, 25 S. C, 16.

Concealment of death of bastard child.—State v. Love, i Bay., 167.

Confessions:

Must be voluntary, not induced by fear or hope improperly excited.—State v.

Howard, 35 S. C, 197; 14 S. E., 481; State v. Carson, 36 S. C, 524; 15 S. E.,

588; State V. Workman, 15 S. C, 540; State v. Moorman, 27 S. C, 22; 2 S. E., 621.
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No warning that it would be used against defendant is necessary to render it

admissible.—State v. Baker, 58 S. C, iii; 36 S. E., 501.

Corroboration of.—State v. Derrick, 44 S. C, 344; 22 S. E., 337.

Confession of one cannot be used against other defendant.—State v. Anderson,

24 S. C, 109.

Two prisoners being tried for the same murder, their separate written statements

so far as charging each the other with the homicide without implicating himself,

was improperly received.—State v. Carson, 36 S. C, 524; 15 S. E., 588.

Confessions generally.-—State v. Crank, 2 Bail., 66; State v. Kirby, i Strob.,

iSS; State v. Clark, 4 Strob., 311; State v. Veigneur, 5 Rich., 391; State v.

Motley, 7 Rich., 327; State v. Gossett, 9 Rich., 428; State v. Clayton, n Rich.,

581; State V. Cook, 15 Rich., 29; State v. Branham, 13 S. C, 369; State v. Dodson,

14 S. C, 628; State V. Workman, 15 S. C, 540; State v. Dodson, 16 S. C, 453.

Confidential Communications:

Where an accomplice testifies as State's witness, his confidential communications

made by him to his attorney cannot be disclosed by the attorney as a witness.

—

State V. James, 34 S. C, 49; 12 S. E., 657.

While husband cannot be compelled to disclose the confidential communications

of his wife, yet having voluntarily told part of a communication he must disclo.se

the whole.—State v. Turner, 36 S. C., 534; 15 S. E., 602.

Expert Testimony:

State V. Coleman, 20 S. C, 452; State v. Senn, 32 S. C, 392; 11 S. E., 292;

State V. Bradley, 34 S. C, 136; 13 S. E., 315; State v. Milling, 35 S. C, 16; 14

S. E., 284; State v. Foote, 58 S. C, 218; 36 S. E., 551.

Threats:

Threat reasonably connected in point of time with the killing may be received.

—

State V. Smith, 12 Rich., 430; State v. Jackson, 32 S. C, 27; 10 S. E., 769; State

V. Campbell, 35 S. C, 28; 14 S. E., 292.

Uncommunicated threats sometimes competent.—State v. Bodie, 33 S. C, 117;

II S. E., 624.

One month before killing considered reasonable time.—State v. Campbell, 35

S. C, 29; 14 S. E., 292.

But at the time of the homicide the deceased must have made some demonstra-

tion of an intention to execute his threats.—State v. Jackson, 32 S. C, zy; 10

S. E., 769.

Improperly admitted as in reply.—State v. Jaggers, 58 S. C, 41; 36 S. E., 434.

A mere threat no excuse for committing homicide.—State v. Howard, 35 S. C,

197; 14 S. E., 481.

Threats after homicide and bad blood between prisoner and family of deceased

may be proved.—State v. Anderson, 26 S. C, 599; 2 S. E., 699.

Prisoner as Witness:

Subject to cross-examination like other witnesses.—State v. Merriman, 34 S. C,
18; 12 S. E., 619; State v. Turner, 36 S. C, 534; 15 S. E., 602.

Effect of good character considered.—State v. Edwards, 13 S. C, 32.

His character may be impeached.—State v. Merriman, 34 S. C, 18; 12 S. E., 619.

His contrary statement to others may be proved.—State v. Merriman, 34 S. C,
18; 12 S. E., 619.

Improper for Solicitor to comment on failure of defendant to testify, but not

reviewable; error when Judge corrected the inference suggested.—State v. How-
ard, 35 S. C, 197; 14 S. E., 481.

Testimony at Coroner's inquest is inadmissible against the witness under a

charge afterwards preferred against them of the murder of the deceased person.

—

State V. Senn, 32 S. C, 392; 11 S. E., 292.

Acts and declarations of conspirators.—State v. James, 34 S. C, 49; 12 S. E., 657.

Where only two of the rioters were indicted, proof that the fatal injury was
inflicted by others of the rioters will sustain verdict against the two.—State v.

Jenkins, 14 Rich., 215.

Wife of father competent on separate trial to testify against the son indicted

with him.—State v. Anthony, i McC, 285.

So is wife of one not on trial competent witness against his accomplices.—State

V. Drawdy, 14 Rich., 87.
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The Corpus Delicti does not embrace the identity of the person charged with
agency causing the death.—State v. Taylor, 56 S. C, 376; 34 S. E., 939.

It does embrace the identity of the victim, but this may be shown by circum-

stantial evidence.—State v. Martin, 47 S. C, 70; 25 S. E., 113.

A conviction may be based on the testimony of an accomplice.—State v. Green,

48 S. C, 136; 26 S. E., 234.

Trial—
Judge may permit jury to disperse during trial.—State v. Belcher, 13 S. C, 46.

Conduct of:

Argument of counsel is restricted by general rules under control of the trial

Judge, but if improper statements are made by counsel in a law case they can be

reviewed in the Supreme Court only by appeal from some ruling of the Judge
thereon.—State v. Turner, 36 S. C, S34> IS S. E., 602.

Postponement:

Irregular to postpone trial to another week before another jury when first jury

was exhausted.—State v. Briggs, 27 S. C, 80; 2 S. E., 854.

Charge to Jury:

Judge must not allow his opinion as to the facts of the case, either inadvertently,

intentionally or otherwise, to reach the jury.—State v. White, 15 S. C, 381; State

V. Jenkins, 21 S. C, 585; State v. Addy, 28 S. C, 4; 4 S. E., 814; State v. Nor-
ton, 28 S. C, 572; 6 S. E., 820; State v. James, 31 S. C, 281; 9 S. E., 844; State

V. Williams, 31 S. C, 238; 9 S. E., 853; State v. Wyse, 32 S. C, 45; State v.

Milling, 35 S. C, 16; 14 S. E., 284.

As to what is a charge upon the facts.—State v. Summers, 19 S. C, 95; State

V. Atterberry, 19 S. C, 597; State v. Jenkins, 21 S. C, 596; State v. James, 31

S. C, 218; 9 S. E., 844; State v. Milling, 35 S. C, 16; 14 S. E., 284; State v.

Jackson, 36 S. C, 487; 15 S. E., 559; State v. Turner, 36 S. C, 534; 15 S. E., 602.

Generally Erroneous: To exclude from jury all questions of manslaughter.

—

State v. Kirkland, 14 Rich., 230; State v. Jenkins, 21 S. C., 596; State v. Norton,

28 S. C., 572; 6 S. E., 820; State v. Turner, 29 S. C, 34; 6 S. E., 891; State v.

Wyse, 32 S. C, 45; 10 S. E., 612.

But if there be no testimony to raise the question of self-defense or manslaughter

the Judge may so charge.—State v. Summers, 19 S. C, 94; State v. Nance, 25 S. C.,

168.

But not material when verdict is "guilty of manslaughter."—State v. Jenkins,

21 S. C., 596.

Also erroneous to instruct jury that prisoner was guilty if he knew right from

wrong, when insanity was not the only defense.—State v. Leonard, 32 S. C, 201;

10 S. E., 1007.

Also to charge that good character should have great weight.—State v. Brown,

34 S. C., 41; 12 S. E., 622.

An omission to charge any particular proposition of law unless requested is not

a reversible error when the principle is otherwise substantially charged.—State v.

Anderson, 24 S. C, 113; State v. Prater, 26 S. C., 198; 2 S. E., 108; State v.

Turner, 29 S. C., 34; 6. S. E., 891; State v. Murrell, 33 S. C, 83; 11 S. E., 682;

State V. Milling, 35 S. C., 16; 14 S. E., 284; State v. Chiles, 58 S. C, 47; 36 S. E.,

496; State V. Smith, 57 S. C, 489; 34 S. E., 657; 35 S. E., 727.

Or to instruct the jury in the precise terms in which a request is presented.—

•

State V. Jacobs, 28 S. C, 29; 4 S. E., 799.

No error to tell jury when asked by them that prisoner could be recommended to

mercy, or in failing to instruct them that such recommendation could not affect

sentence.—State v. Gill, 14 S. C, 415; State v. Murrell, 33 S. C, 83; 11 S. E., 682.

No error to omit to instruct jury that the Court could commit to Asylum after

verdict of non compos mentis.—State v. Robinson, 27 S. C, 615; 4 S. E., 570.

Nor as to effect of recommendation to mercy where there is no request to do so.

—State V. Owens, 44 S. C, 324; 22 S. E., 244.

Verdict.

May be referred to such of several counts as are supported by the evidence.

—

State V. Crank, 2 Bail., 66.

Not inconsistent when it finds murder both by drowning and by beating, charged

in separate counts.—State v. Posey, 4 Strob., 103.

Some irregularity not suflScient to annul it.—State v. Coleman, 8 S. C, 237.
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Verdict against one under indictment against him and another jointly is good.

—

State V. Bradley, 9 Rich., 169.

Foreman may correct in open Court a mere informality in verdict just rendered.

—State V. Anderson, 24 S. C, 114.

Prisoner may waive his right to be present at its rendition.—State v. Haines,

36 S. C, 504; IS S. E., 555.

New Trial—
Power to grant, on questions of fact, lodged exclusively with the Circuit Judge.

—

State V. Nance, 25 S. C, 168; State v. Haines, 36 S. C, 504; 15 S. E., 555.

Granted:

For charge of Judge upon the facts.—State v. Norton, 28 S. C, 572; 6 S. E., 820.

Upon sufficient demand of copy of indictment not being complied with.—State

V. Winningham, 10 Rich., 257.

Upon refusal to allow prisoner to cross-examine a witness before he leaves the

stand.—State v. McNinch, 12 S. C, 89.

Upon newly-discovered testimony.—State v. David, 14 S. C, 432; State v. Nance,

25 S. C, 168.

Supreme Court will not grant, where no errors of law are alleged.—State v.

Clark, 15 S. C, 407; State v. Nance, 25 S. C, 168.

Not granted on part of State.—State v. Reilly, 2 Brev., 444; State v. Wright,

3 Brev., 421.

Nor where there appears no reason to question sanity after fair trial.—State v.

Stork, I Strob., 479.

Refused where jury might well have convicted upon the evidence.-—State v. Mc-
Lendon, 5 Strob., 85; State v. Prater, 26 S. C, 198; 2 S. E., 108.

And where Judge's charge was humane.—State v. Hammond, 5 Strob., 91.

And where guilt is clear, though no motive for the murder appears.—State v.

Whitman, 14 Rich., 113.

No necessity for presence of prisoner at hearing of motion for new trial, unless

he claims Constitutional right of being heard in person.—State v. Jeffcoat, 20 S.

C, 386.

Sentence—
Failure to ask prisoner "if he has anything to say why judgment should not be

pronounced on him" is error, and he must be resentenced.—State v. Trezevant,

20 S. C, 363; State V. Jeffcoat, 20 S. C, 383.

Appeal stays sentence.—State v. Prater, 2"; S. C, 599; 4 S. E., 562. .

Appeal does not operate as supersedeas of; only stays its execution.—State v.

Prater, 27 S. C, 599; 4 S. E., 562.

Arrested when conviction of murder is by a jury illegally drawn.—State v.

Pratt, 15 Rich., 47; State v. Jennings, 15 Rich., 42.

But the objections to such irregularity must be made before verdict.—State v.

Coleman, 8 S. C, 241.

But not because the indictment concludes against the statute.—State v. Cole-

man, 8 S. C, 237.

Nor when it fails to allege the time of the offense when there is enough in it

to notify when the offense was committed.

—

lb.

Where Supreme Court on motion in arrest of judgment orders a new trial, the

second trial is on the same indictment.—State v. Stephens, 13 S. C, 287.

Second Trial—

•

Defendant properly put on second trial when former conviction was simply re-

versed by the Supreme Court.—State v. Stephens, 13 S. C, 285; State v. Wyse,

33 S. C, 582; 12 S. E., 556.

Constitution of 1868 exempted from second trial only where there had been

an acquittal.^State v. Shirer, 20 S. C, 404; State v. Jenkins, 20 S. C, 353;

State V. Briggs, 27 S. C, 80; 2 S. E., 854; State v. Wyse, 33 S. C, 582; 12 S.

E., 556; otherwise under Constitution of 1895.

Jeopardy of life defined.—State v. McKee, i Bail., 651.

No discharge for, because one panel of jurors was exhausted and trial adjourne9

over until next week.-—State v. Briggs, 27 S. C, 80; 2 S. E., 854.

Assault and battery with intent to kill is a misdemeanor.—State v. Welsh, 29

S. C, 4; 6 S. E., 894.
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-"-^/"^-^ Embraces all the elements of murder except the death.—State v. White, 21 S. C,

597-

By attempt to poison.—State v. Glover, 27 S. C, 602; 4 S. E., 564.

Necessity of act, as a defense.—State v. McGreer, 13 S. C, 464; State v. Little-

john, 33 S. C, 599; II S. E., 638.

Charge containing declaration of law as to how far the law permits a husband to

go in punishing a man committing adultery with his wife.—State v. Chiles, 58 S. C,

47; 36 S. E., 496.

Where the testimony for the State was such that the defendant relied upon it

to show an alibi, and offered no testimony, it was error for the Judge to charge

that the burden of proving the alibi was upon defendant.—State v. Atkins, 49

S. C, 481; 27 S. E., 484.

On indictment for assault and battery with intent to kill defendant may be con-

victed of an assault of a high and aggravated nature.—State v. Robinson, 31 S. C,

453; 10 S. E., loi; State v. Lightsey, 43 S. C, 113; 20 S. E., 975.

What constitutes an assault.

—

Ih.

for murd^n^''* Sec. 109. Whocver is guilty of murder shall suffer the pun-

Proviso. ishment of death : Provided, however. That in each case where

G. s. 24.51; the prisoner is found guilty of murder, the jury may find a

XIV,' 175! 'ism! special verdict recommending him or her to the mercy of the
XXI., 78o.

Court, whereupon the punishment shall be reduced to impris-

onment in the Penitentiary with hard labor during the whole

lifetime of the prisoner.

Killing b y Sec. 110. Whoever shall stab or thrust anv person or persons
stabbing, &c. ' \

^

G s 9455 • R ^'^^^ ^^^ ^'-'^ ^^^^ ^"^' weapon drawn, or that has not then first

%1'^X'V^'^'''
^^' stricken the party which shall so stab or thrust, so as the person

or persons so stabbed or thrust shall thereof die within the

space of six months then next following, although it cannot

be proved that the same was done of malice aforethought, yet

the party'so offending, and being thereof convicted, shall suffer

death as in the case of wilful murder : Provided, That nothing

herein contained shall extend to any person who shall kill any

person or persons in self-defense, or by misfortune, or in any

other manner than as aforesaid ; nor to any person who, in

keeping and preserving the peace, shall chance to commit man-

slaughter, so as the said manslaughter be not committed wit-

tingly, willingly, and of purpose, under pretext and color of

keeping the peace ; nor shall extend to any person who, in

chastising or correcting his child, shall, besides his or their

intent and purpose, chance to commit manslaughter.

Death from Sec. 111. Where the death of any human being results from

raUroad.'^
'^''''^ any obstruction placed upon a railroad, as described in Section

G. s. 2456; R.' 124 of this Chapter, the person placing or causing to be placed

xviri^'ioL^'^'such obstruction or impediment on said railroad shall be ad-

judged guilty of murder, and shall suffer death.
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Killing by Poison.

Sec. 112. All wilful killing by poisoning of any person shall p^j^^'^^
i'"^ ^^

be adjudged, taken, and deemed wilful murder, of malice pre- q § 2457. r
pense; and the offender therein, his aiders, abettors, procurers,

fj
^^\'

^^^^'

and counsellors, shall suffer death, as in other cases of wilful

murder.

Killing in a Duel.

Sec. 113. In case any person shall kill another in any duel Killing in a

with a deadly weapon, or shall inflict a wound or wounds upon--——-—r-

any person in any duel, so as the person so wounded shall
xVii^" 'so/^^'^'

thereof die within the space of six months then next following,

such person so killing another, or so wounding any person

whereby such person so wounded shall die as aforesaid, being

thereof convicted, shall suffer death, as in the case of wilful

murder.

Rape.

See. 114. Whosoever shall ravish a woman, married, maid, ^^p^-

or other, where she did not consent, either before or after, and '^\^- '^^2^^ ^
' ' ' b. 114; 1(12,11,

likewise where a man ravisheth a woman with force, although f!?' Jf?^- $LY'
' o 1/5; 18(8, XVI,

she consent after, he shall be deemed guilty of rape, and shall, ^^^' § ^

upon conviction, suffer death by hanging, m the same form

and manner as is now provided by law for wilful murder

:

Provided, hoivever, That in each case where a prisoner is

found guilty, the jury may find a special verdict, recommending

him to the mercy of the Court, whereupon the punishment shall

be reduced to imprisonment in the Penitentiary with hard labor

during the whole life-time of the prisoner.

This is a different offense from that in Sec. 115; but under an indictment for

rape at common law, it is competent to show the age of the victim on the issue of

force or consent.—State v. Haddon, 49 S. C, 308; 27 S. E., 194.

And the Constitution, Art. III., Sec. 33, furnishes the rule of evidence as to want

of consent where the victim is under the age of fourteen years.

Verdict of guilty of an assault with intent to ravish sustained on an indictment

containing counts under both Sections 114 and 115, where no motion was made to

elect.—State v. Gilchrist, 54 S. C, 160; 31 S. E., 866.

Deposition of injured party since deceased, made for warrant and in absence of

prisoner, not admissible.—State v. Hill, 2 Hill, 607.

If defendant testifies in his own behalf, his general reputation for veracity may
be assailed.—State v. Robertson, 26 S. C, 117; i S. E., 443.

Admitting connection while denying the rape is not an affirmative defense, but

leaves the burden of proof on the State.—State v. Taylor, 57 S. C, 483; 35 S. E.,

729.

Testimony as to condition of victim; force used.—State v. Suddath, 52 S. C,

488; 30 S. E., 488.
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'^'•^v ' Sec. 115. If any person shall unlawfully and carnally know
Carnal knowi- ^nd abusc any woman child under the agre of fourteen years,

edge of woman -' & .; >

'^earl a"fdon'^*
cvery such uulawful and carnal knowledge shall be felony,

G s 2460- R ^^"^ ^^^ offender thereof being duly convicted shall suffer as
Sgii-5;

"^"^I'^l'
for a rape : Provided, however, That in any case where the

Const \rt T'l
woman or child is over the age of ten years and the prisoner

33- is found guilty the jury may find a special verdict recom-

mending him to the mercy of the Court, whereupon the punish-

ment shall be reduced to imprisonment in the Penitentiary for

a term not exceeding fourteen years at the discretion of the

Court.

This is a statutory offense, distinct from rape.—State v. Haddon, 49 S. C, 308;

27 S. E., 194; State v. Coleman, 54 S. C, 162; 31 S. E., 866; and a boy between

seven and fourteen years of a.e may be convicted of it, if the physical capacity

be shown.—State v. Coleman, i^ upra.

As to necessity to show the age of the woman child under this statute, see State

V. Haddon, Supra.

By the amendment of 1896, a different punishment is prescribed for this offense,

where the jury recommends to mercy, from that provided in Sec. 114 for rape.

—

Ih.

Place of Trial where Death results from certain Injuries.

in^"/m[t^s ^and ^®^' ^^^' When any person shall be struck, wounded, poi-

Hmi\'^ o^^^tMs
^°^^^' °^ otherwise injured or ill-treated, within the limits of

^^^^^- this State, and shall die thereof beyond the limits of this State,

s^' lie^^'^Vas^'
whether on the high seas or elsewhere, the person so striking,

XII., 822, § 1. wounding, poisoning, or otherwise causing death as aforesaid,

shall be subject to indictment, trial, and punishment in the

County in which said stroke, wound, poisoning, or other injury

or ill-treatment was committed, in all respects the same as if

the death had occurred in the said County.
Injury beyond gee. 117. Where any person within the limits of this StateJimitsand j ir

Hmite^of^tate"
^^^^^ inflict an injury on any person, who, at the time said

G s 2462^ ^"J^^y ^^ inflicted, is beyond the limits of this State, or where
S-jjiip, 1^5^, any person beyond the limits of this State shall inflict an injury

on any person at the time within the limits of this State, and

such injury shall cause the death of the person injured, in either

case, the person causing such death shall be subject to be

indicted, tried, and punished ; in the first case, in the County

of this State where the person inflicting the injury was at the

time when the same was inflicted ; and, in the second case, in

the County in which it was received; and the procedure and

punishment shall be in all respects the same as if both parties

were within the said County at the time said injury was in-

flicted, and the homicide had been in all respects completed in

said County.
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Sec. 118. Where an injury is inflicted by any person within '^'^^"v
'

the bounds of one County of this State on a person within the
tjcs^arJ^jn P^f!

bounds of another County, and death shall ensue therefrom, and
tf^g^"*

c o u n-

the party dies within this State, indictment, trial, and punish-' q g 2^03- r.

ment shall be the same as if the homicide had been committed \'^}^'' ^^-' ^^^'

altogether within the County where the party dies ; and where

the party dies without the jurisdiction of this State, indictment,

trial and punishment shall be the same as if the homicide had

been completed in the County where the injury causing death

was received.

Sec. 119. When any person shall be struck, wounded, poi- jury^'^^n^ o'ne

soned, or otherwise injured in one County, and die thereof inde°tli"[/ ^an'^

another, any inquisition or indictment thereon found by jurors
°'^^^^'

of either County shall be as good and effectual in law as if s^' ii9^;^*^*]'8^;

the stroke, wound, poisoning, or other injury had been com-'^^^^"
^^^'

mitted and done in the County where the party shall die. And
the person guilty of such striking, wounding, poisoning, or

other injury, and every accessory thereto, either before or after

the fact, shall be tried in the County where such indictment

shall be found, and, if convicted, punished in the same mode,

manner, and form, as if the deceased had suffered such strik-

ing, wounding, poisoning, or other injury and death, in the

County where such indictment shall be found.

Does not apply to trial for murder from blows inflicted before its enactment.—

^

State V. Sweat, i6 S. C, 624.

Felonies not Capital.

Sec. 120. Manslaughter, or the unlawful killing of another ten
^"^^"^ '

without malice, express or implied, shall be punishable by hard g. s. 2465; R.

labor in the Penitentiary, not exceeding thirty years nor less xiv.," 175, § 2!

than two years.

Manslaughter—
Beiined:

Is the taking the life of another in sudden heat and passion, under reasonable

provocation, without premeditation or malice.—State v. Ferguson, 2 Hill, 619;

State V. Smith, 10 Rich., 341; State v. Jacobs, 28 S. C, 29; 4 S. E., 799.

The provocation must be such as to provoke a high degree of resentment, and

ordinarily induce a great degree of violence when compared with those of a slight

and trivial character from which a great degree of violence does not usually fal-

low.—State V. Ferguson, 2 Hill, 619.

No mere words, however, insulting, can excuse the killing and reduce the de-

fense to manslaughter.—State v. Jacobs, 28 S. C, 29; 4 S. E., 799; State v.

Levelle, 34 S. C, 120; 13 S. E., 319; State v. Davis, 50 S. C, 424; 27 S. E., 905.

But no provocation, however grievous, will excuse from the crime of murder,

where, from the weapons used or the manner of assault, an intention to kill or do

some bodily harm is manifest.—State y. Ferguson, 2 Hill, 619; State v. Way, 38

S. C, 333; 17 S. E., 39.
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Whether the killing was under sudden heat and passion, or from a settled, de-

liberate purpose, must be concluded by the jury upon the facts of the case.—State

V. Ford, I Speer 154; State v. Wyse, 32 S. C, 45; 10 S. E., 612.

Where the original provocation, given shortly before the killing, was then suf-

ficient to reduce the killing to manslaughter, the jury must inquire, not whether

the suspension of reason under such sudden heat and passion continued down to

the moment of the killing, but whether the prisoner did cool, or v/as there time, all

circumstances being considered, for a man of ordinary reason to have cooled.

—

State V. McCants, i Speer, 389; State v. Jacobs, 28 S. C, 29; 4 S. E., 799.

Any signs of deliberation or reflection would be evidence of cooling.—State v.

McCants, i Speer, 389.

Distinction between murder and manslaughter.—State v. Summer, 55 S. C, 34;

32 S. E., 771.

Manslaughter defined in Act of 1821 as the killing of a slave in sudden heat and

passion, includes killing by, or under excessive correction.—State v. Fleming, 2

Strob., 464.

Charge—
If error to charge that defendants could not under certain circumstances be con-

victed of manslaughter onl}', not material when verdict was for manslaughter.—

•

State v. Jenkins, 21 S. C, 596.

Where defendant is convicted of manslaughter, error in charging as to murder

is eliminated.—State v. Stuckey, 56 S. C, 586; 35 S. E., 263; State v. Robertson,

54 S. C, 147; 31 S. E., 868; State v. Richardson, 47 S. C, 18; 24 S. E., 1028.

Sentence—
If error only in sentence, defendant is not entitled to new trial.—State v. Ault-

man, 23 S. C, 601.

Persons aiding and abetting in the commission of manslaughter are guilty of the

crime.—State v. Putman, 18 S. C, 177.

Sentence postponed to allow application for pardon.—State v. Faink, i Bay., 168.

ing o^r™ttenpt- Scc. 121. Whocver shall unlawfully and maliciously admin-

istlr,^°p ofTo^n ister to, or attempt to administer to, or in any way aid or assist

kiii\ felony.
''° therein, or cause to be taken by any person, any poison or

G. s. 2466; other destructive thing, with intent to kill such person, every

xiL,' 832; isos^ such offender, and every person counselling, aiding or abetting
XXII., 812.

s^cj-^ offender, shall be guilty of felony, and shall be punished

by imprisonment in the Penitentiary not exceeding ten years

nor less than two.

This Section does not supersede the common law offense of assault and battery

with intent to kill; and when a person, with intent to kill, administers to a little

child a drug which he believes to be poisonous and of sufRcent quantity to destroy

life, such common law offense is complete, even though the dose is insufficient for

the purpose intended.—State v. Glover, z"/ S. C, 602; 4 S. E., 564.

to'^cause^mfs^ ^^^' '^^' ^"^^ pcrsou who shall administer to any woman

tfo'n" w-'^'prema-
"^^' ^^^ child, or prcscribc for any such woman, or suggest to

ture labor. ^^ advisc or procurc her to take, any medicine, substance, drug

188?" xv?ii ' o'" thing whatever, or who shall use or employ, or advise the
^'^-

use or employment of, any instrument or other means of force

whatever, with intent thereby to cause or procure the mis-

carriage or abortion or premature labor of any such woman,

unless the same shall have been necessary to preserve her life,

or the life of such child, shall, in case the death of such child

or of such woman results in whole or in part therefrom, be

deemed guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction thereof, shall
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be punished b}' imprisonment in the Penitentiary for a term '-^

'

not more than twenty years nor less than five years. But no .
Punishment

-' -' ' for using such

conviction shall be had under the provisions of this Section ™^^"^-

upon the uncorroborated evidence of such woman.
Administering through innocent agents; sending by mail.—State v. Morrow,

40 S. C, 221; 18 S. E., 453. Sent from another State.

—

lb.

Sec. 123. If any person or persons shall by himself or others for p"acin™ob-

place, or cause to be placed, on the track or other part of the railroads.^

passage way of any railroads on which steam engines or hand g. s. 1020I

cars are used, any timber, stone, or other obstruction, withxvii., 109.
"'

intent to injure or impede the passage of any cars or means of

conveyance, or shall in any other manner obstruct any engine

or car passing upon such railroad, or endangers the safety of

persons conveyed in or upon the same, or aids or assists there-

in, such person or persons shall be deemed guilty of felony,

and, on being thereof convicted by due course of law, shall be

punished by imprisonment in the Penitentiary for not exceed-

ing thirty years, and fined in the discretion of the Court, ex-

cept w^here the death of some human being results from such

impediment, and in that case the oflfender shall be adjudged

guilty of murder and shall suffer death : Provided, That noth-

ing herein shall in any manner take away any right of action

for damages for injuries to the person or property of any

person or body corporate caused by any injury, obstruction, or

damage done to any railroad or its buildings, tracks, or con-

structions.

Sec. 124. Any person who shall wilfully and maliciously Obstructing

, ,,,- ,^, ., railroad, with-
place, or cause to be placed, on the track or other part 01 the out death en-

passage way of any railroads, on which steam engines or hand
. , , .... G. S. 2467;

cars are used, any timber, stone, or obstruction, with intent to r. s. 124.

injure or impede the passage of any cars or means of convey-

ance, shall be deemed guilty of felony, and, on being convicted

thereof, shall be punished by imprisonment in the Penitentiary

for not less than one nor more than thirty years, and fined in

the discretion of the Court.

Misdemeanor.

Sec. 125. Whoever shall challenge another to fight at sword. Sending or

1 • 1 1 11 1 1 11
accepting chal-

pistol, rapier, or any other deadly weapon, or who shall accept lenge to fight.

any such challenge, shall, for every such offense, on conviction G. s. 2468;

thereof, be deprived of the right of suffrage, and be disabled xVii., 501, §7.'

from holding any office of honor or trust whatever in this

18.—C. P.
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State, and shall be imprisoned in the Penitentiary for a term

not exceeding two years, at the discretion of the Court.

Indictment—
Will lie in this State for challenge to fight a duel in Georgia.—State v. Taylor,

3 Brev., 243; State v. Cunningham, 2 Speer, 246.

Or for a verbal challenge.—State v. Strickland, 2 N. & MtC, 181.

Or against the principal who sends challenge or fights.—State v. Strickland, 2

N. & McC, 181; State v. Dupont, 2 McC, 334.

Or for any agreement to fight with loaded pistols and actually fighting.—State v.

Heriot, I McM., 126.

Sentence—
The disability to hold office, imposed by the Section, does not constitute a part

of the sentence.-—State v. Dupont, 2 McC, 334.

d iii^enn"chai^
^^^' ^^^' Whoever shall willingly or knowingly carry or

^g"g^- deliver any such challenge in writing, or verbally deliver any

R s' 126- i88o'"^^^^^§^^
intended as, or purporting to be, such challenge, or

xviL, 502, § 8 ^y]^Q shall be present at the fighting of any duel as a second,

or who shall aid or give countenance thereto, shall, for every

such offense, on conviction thereof, be forever disabled from

holding any office of honor or trust in this State, and shall be

imprisoned in the Penitentiary for a term not exceeding two

years, at the discretion of the Court, and shall be fined in a

sum not less than five hundred dollars nor more than one

thousand.

Principal or Scc. 127. Upou the trial of all indictments for duelling, any
second compel-

. . . . , ,

labie to give person conccrncd therem, either as principal or second, or as
testimony.——counselling, aiding, and abetting in such duel, shall and may
R. s. 127; 1823', be Compelled to give evidence against the person or persons

actually indicted, without criminating himself or subjecting or

making himself liable to any prosecution, penalty, forfeiture,

or punishment, on account of his agency in such duel.

Person challenged may testify as to conversation with bearer of the challenge.

—

State V. Taylor, 3 Brev., 243. Declaration of second admissible against principal.

—

State V. Dupont, aMcC, 334.

gaged*^ hi" duel Scc. 128. In evcry case where two or more persons

S^witn^ess"^^*^ shall be charged in any indictment for fighting a duel, or being

G. s. 2471- R. concerned therein, either of such persons may be used as a
s. 128; lb.

witness or witnesses in behalf of the State, by having his or

their names stricken out of the indictment, or otherwise, at

the discretion of the Attorney General or Solicitor, or other

attorney acting for the State, conducting such prosecution, of

which an entry shall immediately be made on the minutes of

the Court ; and in case of any such person or persons so used as a

witness or witnesses in behalf of the State, in any prosecution

for fighting a duel, or for being concerned therein shall after-

wards be indicted for the same offense, the fact of his or their
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being used as a witness or witnesses in the former prosecution ^~-^~v

for the same offense, shall and may be pleaded in bar to such

subsequent indictment, and, on proof thereof, by competent evi-

dence, such person or persons shall be thereof acquitted and dis-

charged.

Sec. 129. From and after the first day of July, 1902, it shall j^^^'^^g^ ^^Ye
be unlawful for anyone to carry about the person, whether con- ^

"
cei-S"^p?s°

cealed or not, any pistol less than 20 inches long and 3 pounds ^°'^ prohibited.

in weight. And it shall be unlawful for any person, firm oTj^I^^'
^^m-

corporation to manufacture, sell or offer for sale, or transport

for sale or use into this State, any pistol of less length and

weight. Any violation of this Section shall be punished by a

fine of not more than one hundred dollars, or imprisonment for

not more than thirty days and in case of a violation by a firm

or corporation it shall forfeit the sum of one hundred dollars

to and for the use of the school fund of the County wherein

the violation takes place, to be recovered as other fines and

forfeitures : Provided^ This Section shall not apply to peace offi-

cers in the actual discharge of their duties, or to persons while

on their own premises.

The fines and forfeitures above provided for, when collected,

shall go to the school fund of the County where the violation

occurred.

In case it shall appear to the satisfaction of the presiding

Judge or Magistrate before whom such offender is tried that

the defendant had good reason to fear injury to the person or

property and carried said weapon to protect himself or prop-

erty, he may, in his discretion, suspend sentence.

Sec. 130. Any person carrying a pistol, dirk, slingshot, metal Carrying con-

111 1 1 11 11 1 r 1
cealed weapons

knuckles, razor, or other deadly weapon usually used lor the a misdemeanor.

infliction of personal injury, concealed about his person, shall g. s. 2472^ > "
. .

R- S. 129; 1880

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof before x v 1 1 . ,
448*='•' '

> f 1894, XXI.
a Court of competent jurisdiction, shall forfeit to the County §2 4; 1897^ •' '

-^^XXII., 423
the weapon so carried concealed, and be fined in the sum of 1900, xxiii.

not more than one hundred dollars and not less than twenty

dollars, or imprisoned not more than thirty nor less than ten

days, in the discretion of the Court. Nothing herein contained

shall be construed to apply to persons carrying concealed

weapons upon their own premises, or peace officers in the actual

discharge of their duties as peace officers.

It is necessary to conviction under this Section for carrying a concealed weapon
for the State to prove that it was concealed about the person.—State v. Johnson,

16 S. C, 187.
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^"-""v^^-^ To prove that it was so concealed as to be generally hidden from ordinary ob-

servation completes the offense.

—

lb.

ffr^f"cLes°'for ^cc. 131. In cvcry indictment for murder, manslaughter,

™aught4r,
™

a^-
assault and assault and battery of a high and aggravated nature,

tlrl\ Ic^
^^^'

assault and assault and battery with intent to kill, and in every

1897, XXII., case where the crime is charged to have been committed with a
^^'^'

deadly weapon of the character specified in Section 130,

there shall be a special count in said indictment for carrying

concealed weapons, and the jury shall be required to find a

verdict on such special count; and all cases embraced in this

Section, including the carrying of the weapons, shall be in the

exclusive jurisdiction of the Court of General Sessions : Pro-

vided, That one-half the fine shall go to the free school fund of

the County and the other half to the pension fund of said

County.

wittf^conceSed ^®^- ^^^* ^^ ^^3" P^^sou bc couvictcd of assault, assault and
weapon.

battcrv. assault or assault and battery with intent to kill, or of

s^iso'- z&^^'s^'
manslaughter, and it shall appear upon the trial that the assault,

assault and battery, assault or assault and battery with intent

to kill, or manslaughter, shall have been committed with a

deadly weapon of the character specified in Section 130,

carried concealed upon the person of the defendant so

convicted, the presiding Judge shall, in addition to the punish-

ment provided by law for such assault, assault and battery,

assault or assault and battery with intent to kill, or man-

slaughter, inflict further punishment upon the person so con-

victed, by confinement in the penitentiary for not less than three

months, nor more than twelve months, with or without hard

labor, or a fine of not less than two hundred dollars, or both

fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of the said Judge.

Under indictment for assault with pistol with intent to kill, where jury find a

verdict of "guilty of an aggravated assault and battery," the words "and battery'*

were stricken out as surplusage and the verdict was held good.—State v. Robinson,

31 S. C, 453; ID S. E., loi.

saifors'^"^^^'''"
Sec. 133. Any attempt, by fraud or force, to ship, against his

G s 2474- R will, any person as a seaman, on board any vessel in any port

I'li.f462, ^fi. of this State, is hereby declared a misdemeanor, to be punished

by fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of the Court.

minors
"^^^'''^ Scc. 134. Any person who shall procure and carry without

G. s. 2475; R. the limits of the State any minor or person under the age of

xiv^.^^^e.'^^'^' twenty-one years, without the consent of the parent or guardian

of such minor, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined in a

sum not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred
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dollass, or be imprisoned in the penitentiary of the State for a

period of not more than one year.

Sec. 135. Whoever, being legally liable, either as V3.rent,
^^^j^^'^^^^^^l^^^_

guardian, master, or mistress, to provide for any child or p'^^"tices, &c.

children, apprentice or servant, idiot or helpless person, neces-s^' 133-'^^%^'

sary food, clothing, or lodging, shall wilfully and without law- ^^•' '^°*-

ful excuse refuse or neglect to provide the same, or shall un-

lawfully and maliciously do, or cause to be done, any bodily

harm to any such child or children, apprentice, servant, idiot,

or helpless person, so that the life of such child or children, ap-

prentice, servant, idiot, or helpless person shall be endangered,

or the health or comfort of such child or children, apprentice,

servant, idiot, or helpless person shall have been, or is likely

to be, permanently injured, shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be liable to a

fine of not less than two hundred dollars nor more than one

thousand dollars, or be imprisoned for any term not exceeding

two years, with or without hard labor, one or both, at the dis-

cretion of the Court.

Sec. 136. Whoever tortures, torments, cruelly ill treats, or ^j^^^'j.^^e ity to

whoever deprives of necessary sustenance or shelter, or who-

ever inflicts unnecessary pain or suffering, upon any child, or

whosoever causes the same to be done, whether such person be

the parent^r guardian of such child, or have charge or custody

of the same, shall for every such offense be deemed guilty of

a misdemeanor, and be punished by imprisonment in jail not P"n'shment.

exceeding thirty (30) days, or by fine not exceeding one hun- ^^^' -^^^•' ^•

dred ($100) dollars.

All the provisions of Chapter XXX. in reference to the pre-j^ade' afi^fa-

vention of cruelty to animals shall be extended to the enforce- ^^^

ment of this Section.

Sec. 137. If any person within this State shall suffer injury Unskilful or
' r i J negligent man-

to life or limb, by the explosion of any boiler of a steamboat, 1^.1^^™^!^"^
*^°^

or by reason of the unskilfulness, mismanagement, or negli- ^ g ^^^^, -^

gence of the persons having the charge or command of the|/j ^|^^'
^^^^'

said boat, or her engine, or by reason of any defect in the said

engine or boat, or by reason of the deficiency or want of any

matter or thing necessary and proper for the management or

seaworthiness of the said boat, the captain, master, or other

person having the command or charge of such boat, shall, for

every such injury, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on

conviction, shall be punished by fine or imprisonment, or both.
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" at the discretion of the Court before which such conviction shall

be had : Provided, hozvever, That nothing contained in this Sec-

tion shall be so construed as to prevent the defendant from

showing, on the trial, that the injury arose from unavoidable

accident, or without fault on his part, and that this Section

shall not in any manner be construed to restrict the liability of

any person to be indicted, tried, and punished under any law

existing.

Wilful ne- §qq 138. Any engineer or conductor of anv railroad- com-
glect of rail- jo
road employes, pany in the State, who shall wilfully neglect to observe, or

s^' ise^^'^m^'
^^^^^ wilfully violate, any rule or regulation of the company

XII., 634. -(-Q which such engineer or conductor may belong, whereby any

person or persons shall sustain, or be in danger of sustaining,

any bodily injury, such engineer or conductor shall be liable to

be indicted for every such offense, and, upon conviction thereof,

shall be fined two hundred dollars, and be imprisoned not ex-

ceeding one year, at the discretion of the Judge before whom
such case may be tried: Provided, hozvever. That nothing

herein contained shall be so construed as to relieve such en-

gineer or conductor from responsibility, in cases where the life

of any person is destroyed, under the law as it now exists,

fof c e r 'tTi'^n
^^^- 1^9. Any pcrson who shall administer to any woman

vice°to wonfen '^'^'ith child, or prescribe or procure or provide for any such

tion^&c!
^^°''' woman, or advise or procure any such woman to take, any medi-

1882 XVIII. cine, drug, substance or thing whatever, or shall use or employ
547; R. s. i3(. ^^ advisc the use or employment of, any instrument or other

means of force whatever, with intent thereby to cause or pro-

duce the miscarriage or abortion or premature labor of any such

woman, shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by imprison-

ment in the penitentiary for a term not more than five years,

or by fine not more than five thousand dollars, or by such fine

convict^ m\i It and imprisonment both, at the discretion of the Court; but no

ed. ''°"°''°"*' conviction shall be had under the provisions of this Section

upon the uncorroborated evidence of such woman,

as to^'the'uses Scc. 140. Any womau with child who shall apply to or so-

means^ by ^v(> licit from any physician, druggist or other person whomsoever
^^^'

any medicine, drug, substance or thing whatever, or shall take

1882,' xviii.', or administer the same, or shall submit to or perform upon

herself any operation of any sort or character whatever, with

intent thereby to cause or produce a miscarriage or abortion or

premature labor, unless the same shall have been necessary to

preserve her life or the life of such child, shall be deemed
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guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be '^"^^'^
'

punished by imprisonment in the County jail or State peni-

tentiary for a term not more than two years, or by fine not

exceeding one thousand dollars, or by such fine and imprison-

ment both, at the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 141. In any preliminary examination, and on any in- As to testj-
^ -^

_

^
_

' mony for al-

quiry before a grand jury, and on the trial of any indictment leged offenses
^ •' o J y ' J under bections

for any alleged offense under Sections 122, 139 and 140, no i-'^> isQ and i40.

person shall be protected from testifying as a witness for the ^^^^' xviii.,

reason that the testimony of such witness would tend to crimi-

nate or disgrace such witness : Provided, hoivever. That no tes- Proviso as
o •" •" to certain tes-

timony SO given of a character tending to criminate or disgrace timony.

such witness shall ever be used in evidence in any action, prose-

cution or proceeding, civil or criminal, against such witness,

or against his or her representatives.

All prosecutions under Sections 122, 1^9 and 140 shall be when prose-
^

. 7 ,
cutions shall

commenced within two years after the commission of the commence.

ofifense.

Sec. 142. In the case of any prisoner lawfully in the charge, Penalty to of-

custody or control of any officer, State, County or municipal, whom a^^p^is-

being seized and taken from said officer through his negli-
^^^^ ^^^.^

-

gence, permission or connivance, by a mob or other unlawful 213, § 1.

assemblage of persons, and at their hands suffering bodily vio- To be prose-

lence or death, the said officer shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and upon true bill found shall be deposed from his

office pending his trial, and upon conviction shall forfeit his

office, and shall, unless pardoned by the Governor, be ineligible

to hold any office of trust or profit within this State. It shall

be the duty of the prosecuting attorney within whose Circuit

or County the offense may be committed to forthwith institute

a prosecution against said officer, who shall be tried in such

County in the same Circuit, other than the one in which the

offense was committed, as the Attorney General may elect.-

The fees and mileage of all material witnesses, both for the

State and the defense, shall be paid by the State Treasurer

on a certificate issued by the Clerk and signed by the presiding

Judge, showing the amount of said fee due the witness.
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CHAPTER X.

Offenses Against Property.

Sec. Sec.
Felonies. 173.

143. Arson.

144. Burglary. 174.

145. House breaking in day time, &c.

146. Dwelling house defined in case
of burglary and arson.

175.

147. Stealing bonds, &c. 176.

148. Stealing or letting loose boats.

149. Stealing live stock.

150. Larceny of bicycles. 177.
151. Stealing bedding, &c., from lodg- 178.

ing. 179.
152. Stealing from the person. 180.
153. Restitution of stolen goods. 181.

154. Breach of trust with fraudulent
intent. 182.

155. Firing turpentine farms.
156. Interfering with police alarms,

&c.

157. Burning stacks of corn, &c., in

the night time.

183.

Misdemeanors. 184.

158. Burning stacks of corn, &c., in

the day time. 185.
159. Burning carts, wood, &c.

160. Setting fire to grass. 186.
161. Carrying fire on lands of another 187.

without permit.

162. Burning and cutting frames of

timber and untenanted
188.

houses, &c. 189.

163. Entering house with intent to 190.
steal. 191.

164. Larceny of goods below twenty 192.

dollars. 193.

165. Buying and receiving stolen 194.

goods. 195.
166. Stealing melons and fruit from

the field.

167 and 168. Obtaining property by
false pretenses.

196.

169. Stealing grain or cotton from
the field. 197.

170. Malicious injury to horses, &c.

171. Malicious injury to trees, houses,

&c.

198.

172. Prosecutor cannot have both
criminal and civil action.

Marking and branding larger
animals.

Marking and branding smaller
animals.

Using stock without owner's
consent.

Removing, destroying or leaving
down fences, or letting stock
run at large.

Rescuing trespassing stock.

Traveling outside of road.

Satisfaction as a defense.

Injuring and chasing stock.

Obstructions of rivers and
creeks.

Cutting or floating trees, logs,

&c., in river at night with-

out suflicient light or men to

prevent damage, &c.

Certain obstructions of streams
in certain Counties.

Obstructions of streams in cer-

tain Counties.

Counties excepted from 183 and
184;

Entry on lands of another.

Trespass on State House and
grounds.

Embezzling, stealing or damag-
ing books in State Library.

Injury to telegraph poles.

Obstructing engine on railroad.

Penalty for injury to railroad.

Breaking into railroad cars.

Injury to electric signals.

Interferance with sewers.

Failure to return boat, flat or

tool used for mining phos-

phate.

Penalty for taking up and sell-

ing drifted lumber without
accounting for same.

Penalty for stealing crude tur-

pentine.

Wilful injury to certain proper-

ty by officers of corpora-

tions, &c.

Arson.

G
R. S

S. 2480;

Felonies Capital.

Arso)i.

Section 143. The wilful and malicious settine: fire to or burn-

xivi/irJ/lf;'
ii"'§' ^"y house, of whatever name or kind, within the curtilage or

i|^'-^^^>j^\^' common inclosure of any house or room wherein persons
290.
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habitually sleep, whereby any such dwelling- house or sleeping

apartment shall be endangered; also, the wilful and malicious

setting fire to or burning any court house or other public btnld-

ing, whether owned by the State or a corporation, or a building

owned by an individual or individuals, and kept or let for public

meetings or exhibitions, barn, stable, coach house, gin house,

store house, warehouse, grist or saw mill, railroad depot, coach

or cotton factory, or other house used for manufacturing pur-

poses, of whatever name or kind, or setting fire to or burning

any house habitually used for public religious worship, shall be

deemed arson, whether the setting fire to or burning be in the

day or night-time ; and the person setting fire to or burning

any such house as aforesaid, and the aiders, abettors, and ac-

cessories before the fact, shall, upon conviction, suft"er death by

hanging in the same form and manner as is now provided by

law for wilful murder: Provided, hozvever, T-hat in each case

where the prisoner is found guilty, the jury may find a special

verdict, recommending him to the mercy of the Court, where-

upon the punishment shall be reduced to imprisonment in the

penitentiary with hard labor, for a term of not less than ten

years.

Soliciting another to commit arson, and bribing him and preparing him to do

it, is an indictable offense.—State v. Bowers, 35 S. C, 262; 14 S. C, 488.

Acquittal under charge of arson is not a good plea to indictment for statutory

offense of burning an untenanted house.—State v. Jenkins, 20 S. C, 352.

It is not arson to burn one's own house.—State v. Sarvis, 45 S. C, 668; 24 S. E.,

53-

Arson is an offense against the possession rather than the property.—State v.

Copeland, 46 S. C, 13; 23 S. E., 980.

The house may be alleged as the property of either the owner or the occupant.

—

State V. Carter, 49 S. C, 265; 27 S. E., 106.

It is not arson to burn a corn crib, not within the curtilage of the dwelling.

—

State V. Jeter, 47 S. C, 2; 24 S. E., 8S9.

Indictment—
Not fatally defective because it omits to state the Court House or other place

v.'here crime was committed, when it names the County.—State v. Moore, 24 S. C,

150.

It is good practice to allege thet the crime was committed at Court House.

—

State V. Colclough, 31 S. C, 156; 9 S. E., 811.

It need not allege location of stable or gin house burned, nor charge that it

was within the curtilage.—State v. Gwinn, 24 S. C, 146; State v. Moore, 24 S. C,

150.

Defendant waived his right to copy of, three days before trial, when he had

received it two days before, and went to trial without objection.—State v. Col-

clough, 31 S. C, 156; 9 S. E., 811.

Evidence—
Of pecuniary condition, is irrelevant and incompetent.—State v. Moore, 24 S. C,

ISO.

Where one is on trial as accessory before the fact; conversations at and after

fire inadmissible.^—State v. Dukes, 19 S. E., 134; 40 S. C, 174.

Confession of co-conspirator.—State v. Green, 40 S. C, 328; 18 S. E., 933.
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Confessions must be shown to have been voluntary and free from inducement.

—

State V. Moorman, 27 S. C, 22; 2 S. E., 621.

Burglary, pun- Charge.—State v. Rhodes, 44 S. C, 325; 22 S. E., 306.

'-—
« Sec. 144. Any person who shall commit the crime of burglary

R. s'. ui; i883^at common law shall, upon conviction, be imprisoned in the
XVIII., 290. „ T-.- • -11 111 1- 1111-r-

btate remtentiary, with hard labor, durmg the whole lifetime

of the prisoner: Provided, however, That in each case where

the prisoner is found guilty, the jury may find a special verdict,

recommending him to the mercy of the Court, whereupon the

punishment shall be reduced to imprisonment in the Peniten-

tiary, with hard labor, for a term of not less than five years.

Burglary defined.—State v. Ginns, i N. & McC, 583; State v. Sampson, 12

S. C, 567; State V. Clary, 24 S. C, 116.

Cannot be committed in mill house, which was not a parcel of dwelling house

and separated by public road.^—State v. Sampson, 12 S. C, 567.

Nor in a house, in which no one slept, near but not appurtenant to the dwelling

house, used for storage.—State v. Anderson, 24 S. C, 109.

Breaking into a dwelling house with intent to steal an article of less value than

$20, is burglary.—Stjte v. Clary, 24 S. C, 116.

Neither the Act of 1866, enlarging the limits within which burglary may be

committed, nor the Act of 1878, increasing its punishment, repealed burglary at

common law.—State v. Branham, 13 S. C, 389.

Where party breaks out of a dwelling house at night, having committed a felony,

no matter how he entered, it is burglary.—State v. Bee, 29 S. C, 81; 6 S. Ga., 911.

Evidence that out house is separated by public road from the dwelling does not

show it could not be appurtenant to the dwelling.—State v. Johnson, 45 S. C, 483;

23 S. E., 619.

Indictment—
May join count for burglary with a count for receiving stolen goods.—State v.

Strickland, 10 S. C, 192.

Misnomer not fatal, unless objected to.—State v. Branham, 13 S. C, 389.

Precise day or year need not be alleged, provided day named is anterior to bill.—

•

State v. Branham, 13 S. C, 389; State v. Dawkins, 32 S. C, 17; 10 S. E., ttz;
State V. Howard, 32 S. C, 91; 10 S. E., 831.

Ownership of house properly laid in wife, who had a separate estate when she

leased it, and goods were hers.—State v. Trapp, 17 S. C, 470.

It must allege that offense was committed in night time.—State v. Dawkins,

32 S. C, 17; 10 S. E., TTz.

It is not necessary to specify the particular chattels defendant intended to steal.

—State V. Langford, 55 S. C, 327; 33 S. E., 370.

Where two are indicted for burglary, if one be convicted only of larceny, the

other cannot be convicted of burglary.—State v. Davis, 3 McC, 187.

Allegation that out house was within the curtilage, how to be made.—State v.

Evans, 18 S. C, 137.

Evidence—
Confession may be proved, though manner of officer was rude.—State v. Bran-

ham, 13 S. C, 389.

The false denial of a party charged, of an important fact, made voluntarily at

preliminary hearing, may be proved by parol.—State v. Howard, 32 S. C, 91;

10 S. E., 831.

Prosecutor may testify that house was his.—State v. Brown, 33 S. C, 151;

11 S. E., 641.

Proof of acquittal of burglary in house of one no bar to conviction of burglary

in house of another.—State v. Brown, 33 S. C, 151; 11 S. E., 641.

Whether circumstances shown are sufficient to corroborate the testimony of an

accomplice, must be left wholly to the jury.^State v. Robinson, 35 S. C, 340;

14 S. E., 766.
*
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Charge— ^-^^/^~-^

No error to decline to give legal definition of burglary when correct principles

of law applicable had already been stated.—State v. Dawkins, 32 S. C, 17; 10

S. E., 772.

There being one count for burglary and another for larceny, upon conviction

of burglary, error in charge as to larceny immaterial, and no ground for new trial.

—lb.
To effect that prisoner was a thief and was guilty, violates Article 4, Section

26, of Constitution of 1868.—State v. Brown, 33 S. C, 151; 11 S. E., 641.

Verdict—
General verdict on indictment with three counts, one for burglary, one for an-

other burglary, and third for petit larceny, is good.—State v. Nelson, 14 Rich., 169.

Jury having published their verdict cannot afterwards reassemble and render a

second verdict with recommendation to mercy.—State v. Dawkins, 32 S. C, 17;

10 S. E., 772.

New Trial—
Must be granted if sentence was based upon second verdict, after first had been

rendered.-—State v. Dawkins, 32 S. C, 17; 10 S. E., 772.

When entire failure of proof as to the breaking, the only remedy is by motion

for.—State v. Dawkins, 32 S. C, 17; 10 S. E., 772.

Sec. 145. Every person who shall break and enter, or who ing^°whfcir^^s

shall break with intent to enter, in the day time, any dwelling ""^ urgary.

house or other house, or who shall break and enter, or shall r. s.
' iti]

break with intent to enter, in the night time, any house, the xix.,' 792.

breaking and entering of which would not constitute burglary,

with intent to commit a felony or other crime of a lesser grade,

shall be held guilty of a felony, and punishable at the discretion felony.

of the Court by imprisonment in the County Jail or Peniten- Punishment.

tiary for a term not exceeding one year.

This Section creates two distinct offenses; both felonies, but committed at dif-

ferent times, and where both are charged in the same indictment, the Solicitor

may be required to elect upon which count he will go to trial.—State v. Bouknight,

55 S. C, 354; 34 S. E., 451. As to form indictment for breaking and entering in

the night time.

—

lb. Allegation as to character of house.

—

lb.

Evidence—
Letters purporting to be written by defendant.—State v. Head, 38 S.

C, 258; 16 S. E., 892; State v. Weldon, 39 S. C, 318; 17 S. E., 688. Prior of-

fenses.

—

lb. Competency of deaf mute.

—

lb.

Sec. 146. With respect to the crimes of burglary and arson, d w e ii i ng
. .

cj ^ house defined

and to all criminal offenses which are constituted or aggravated in case of
. . , . . burglary and

by being committed in a dwelling house, any house, out-house, arson.

apartment, building, erection, shed, or box, in which there g. s. 2483;^ '

.

^' ' ' '

R. S. 143; 1866,

sleeps a proprietor, tenant, watchman, clerk, laborer, or person xiii., 405, § 3.

who lodges there with a view to the protection of property,

shall be deemed a dwelling house ; and of such a dwelling house,

or of any other dwelling house, all houses, out-houses, build-

ings, sheds, and erections which are within two hundred yards

of it, and are appurtenant to it, or to the same establishment of

which it is an appurtenance, shall be deemed parcels.

Indictment—
Should have alleged that the house, in which burglary was committed, was within
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''^""^v^^-' two hundred yards of the dwelling house and appurtenant thereto.—State v. Evans,

i8 S. C, 139; State v. Langford, 55 S. C, 327; 33 S. E., 370. So as to arson.

—

State V. Jeter, 47 S. C, 2; 24 S. E., 889.

Evidence—
Whether circumstances corroborate testimony of accomplice is a question for

jury; Judge cannot so charge.—State v. Robinson, 35 S. C, 340; 14 S. E., 766.

Charge—
No error to refuse to charge a request that has no application, nor to neglect

to charge, as requested, in the language of Supreme Court, when Judge has already
charged the law correctly.—State v. Robinson, 35 S. C., 340; 14 S. E., 766.

Appeal—
Held on, that improper conviction under the Section could not be referred to the

charge in the indictment of the higher offense of burglary at common law.—State

V. Evans, 18 S. C, 139.

Neither alleged error of fact by Judge in refusing motion for new trial,- nor
testimonj' received without objection, can be considered by Supreme Court.—State

v. Robinson, 35 S. C, 340; 14 S. E., 766.

Construed not to be arson.—State v. Pope, 9 S. C, 273.

Trial—
Prisoner only entitled to five peremptory challenges.—State v. Pope, 9 S. C, 273.
As to original Act.—State v. Bosse, 8 Rich., 276; State v. DeBruhl,' 10 Rich., 23.

bonds!' &f.
°^ ^^^' ^^'^' ^^^ Stealing, or taking by robbery, of any bond,

^^-^^-^^ warrant, bill, or promissory note, for the payment, or securing

ffi^'/^'g^^f'the payment, of any money, being the property of any other

person, or of any corporation, notwithstanding any of the said

particulars are termed in law a chose in action, shall be deemed
and construed to be felony if of or above the value of twenty

dollars, and a misdemeanor if below the value of twenty dol-

lars; and such offender shall suffer such punishment as if he

had stolen other goods of the like value with the moneys due
on such bond, warrant, bill, or note, respectively, or secured

thereby and remaining unsatisfied.

The taking need not be by robbery.—State v. Cassados, 2 N. & McC, 91.

Bank bills included in Statute.

—

Ih.

Distinction between bank bills and notes defined.—State v. Wilson, 3 Brev., 243.
At common law choses in action were not the subject of larceny; made so by

the Act of 1737.—State v. Tillery, I N. & McC, 9.

Indictment.—Sufficient, if it describe the bills as of a certain bank named;
general description only required.—State v. Wilson, 3 Brev., 243; State v. Smart,

4 Rich., 356; State v. Evans, 15 Rich., 31.

Evidence.—Some necessary, that the bills were of value and genuine; but not
such as would be necessary to recover the money due thereon, in proper action.

—

State V. Tillery, i N. & McC, 9; State v. Smart, 4 Rich., 356.
But it is not necessary to prove a minute description of the bills or to show

that the banks were incorporated.—State v. Smart, 4 Rich., 356.

If it show that bills were taken from another source than that alleged in

indictment, the variance is fatal.—State v. Waters, 3 Brev., 507.

Charge.—Not error to charge that if jury believed the money was taken by
surprise and defendant converted it to his own use, it was larceny.—State v.

Watson, 7 S. C, 63; lb., 7 S. C, 67.

Verdict.—"Guilty of larceny only," sufficient.—State v. Smart, 4 Rich., 356.

New Trial.—Granted when evidence was suspicious.—State v. Smart, 4 Rich.,

356.
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Sec. 148. Whoever shall steal, take away or let loose any ^~""^^^

boat, periauger or canoe, or steal or take away any grappling, 1^"^'"^ ^°^^^'

painter, rope, sail or oar from any landing or place whatsoever g. s! 24S8; r!

where the owners or persons in whose service or employ they li., ^toi l^^il

were last had made fast or laid the same (except all boats or 122.^'^'
^"'^^^'

canoes as are let loose from another boat, canoe or vessel),

shall be liable to such fine or fines as the Court of Sessions shall

impose in its discretion if the matter of fact be felony or lar-

ceny, and make good to the person or persons injured all dam-

ages they shall sustain ; and in case the matter of fact be a in a trespass

, , . . -the offenders
trespass only, the person or persons committmg such oiiense shall pay dam-

shall make good to the person injured all damages that may
accrue thereby, and, moreover, forfeit and pay for every time

he or they shall be found guilty thereof the sum of twenty

dollars, one moiety thereof to be paid to the State Treasurer

for the public use, the other moiety to him or them that will

sue and prosecute for the same in any Court of competent

jurisdiction in this State, beside his charges therein expended

:

Provided, That when the boat, periauger, canoe, grappling,

painter, rope, sail or oar, or any or all of them so taken away,

stolen or let loose, shall be of the value of twenty dollars or

less, the offender, upon conviction before a Magistrate, shall

be subject to a fine not to exceed one hundred dollars or im-

prisonment not exceeding thirty days, in lieu of the penalties

prescribed in the foregoing Section.

Prior to the addition of the provision in 1897, Magistrates had no jurisdiction

of this offense.—State v. Weeks, 14 S. C, 400.

Sec. 149. Any person found guilty of the larceny of anyg^Q^|f^^'"=
^'"^

horse, mule, cow, hog, or any other live stock, shall suffer im-~^ g 2489; r.

prisonment in the State Penitentiary at hard labor for a period xvl*%.2.^^'^^'

of not less than one year nor more than ten years, and such

fine as the Court, in its discretion, may see fit to impose.

Larceny defined.—State v. Garvin, 48 S. C, 258; 26 S. E., 570.

Construed.—As repealing all former Acts on the subject.—State v. Corley, 13

S. C, I. It gives jurisdiction to Court of General Sessions for stealing cow
below the value of $20.

—

lb. And provides punishment without regard to value.

—

State V. Moore, 30 S. C, 69; 8 S. E., 437.

The Act of 1893, 21 Stats., 411, attempting to reduce the punishment where

the property did not exceed a certain value, was held unconstitutional in State

V. Crosby, 51 S. C, 248; 28 S. E., 529.

Indictment.—For stealing a colt cannot be sustained, it seems, as colt is not

the term used in the Section.—State v. Major, 14 Rich., 76. The word "mare"
is included in the term "horse."—State v. Dunnovant, 3 Brev., 9.

Property may be laid in one who has merely the lawful possession.—State v.

Addington, i Bail., 310.

Where horse is, stolen in one County and carried into and sold in another, the

indictment may be in the latter County.—State v. Bryant, 9 Rich., 113.
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^~--—"-v^-— An indictment cannot be quashed because the prosecution is barred by lapse

of time.—State v. Howard, 15 Rich., 274.

Indictment sufficient under Act of 1789.—State v. Hamlin, 4 S. C, i.

Arraignment.—Is not necessary.-—State v. Moore, 30 S. C, 69; 8 S. E., 437.

Where the value of the stock stolen is under twenty dollars, the State is only

entitled to two peremptory challenges.—State v. Anderson, 59 S. C, 229; 37

S. E., 820.

Evidence.—Not necessary to prove the time as laid in the indictment.—State

V. Porter, 10 Rich., 145. Any time prior to finding of indictment is sufficient.

—

State V. Anderson, 59 S. C, 229; 37 S. E., 820; State v. Reynolds, 48 S. C, 384;

26 S. E., 679.

Voluntary confession of prisoner in jail to prosecutor in presence of jailer

admissible.—State v. Cook, 15 Rich., 29.

The proof must sustain the allegation of ownership.—State v. Thomas, 14

Rich., 163.

Charge.—Illustrative of difference between stealing a horse, and riding one off

without knowledge or consent of owner.—State v. Sanders, 56 S. C, 415; 35

S. E., 133.

Burden of proof as to alibi is on the defendant.—State v. Anderson, 59 S. C,

229; 37 S. E., 820.

Chasing and shooting hog, without removing it after it is shot, not larceny.

—

State v. Seagler, i Rich., 30. Proof of ownership.—State v. Washington, 15 Rich.,

39; State v. London, 3 S. C, 230; State v. Pitts, 12 S. C, 180; State v. Evans,

23 S. C, 209; State V. Garvin, 48 S. C, 258; 26 S. E., 570.

Rebuttal of presumption arising from possession of recently stolen goods.

—

State V. Garvin, 48 S. C, 258; 26 S. E., 570; State v. Wallace, 44 S. C, 357;

22 S. E., 411.

Sentence.—Without notification to counsel is not error of law.—State v. Moore,

30 S. C, 69; 8 S. E., 437.

Larceny of gec. 150. The larccny of any bicycle shall be punishable as

--
yyjjj prescribed in the last preceding Section for the larceny of live

749- ' '

stock.

Stealing bed- gee. 151. Whoevcr shall take away, with intent to steal,
ding, &c., from '

,

lodgings. embezzle, or purloin, any chattel, bedding, or furniture, which

G. s. 2490; R.|3y contract or agreement he is to use, or shall be let to him
S. 14i ; 3 & 4 -' *->

w. & M-, c 9
; iQ use^ in or with lodging, such taking, embezzling, or purloin-

1712 1 11*) uo^j

§ 5. ing, shall be, to all intents and purposes, taken, reputed and

adjudged to be larceny and felony, and the offender shall suffer

as in case of felony.

^j^steaHng^from ggg^ 152. The offeusc of privily stealing from the person

G s 2491- R shall, in all cases, be deemed and adjudged grand larceny, and

2' c^^V^ fyig' subject to the same punishment.

yxT *E^l
^^^^' Evidence.—State not bound to prove that no force was used.—State v. Chavis,

All., 706. o ^ c^ T-
34 S. C, 132; 13 S. E., 317.

Charge.—No error to further charge that the State need not show that the

property was not taken by force, when Judge had already charged that it must

have been secretly and privately taken from the person.—State v. Chavis, 34

S. C, 132; 13 S. E., 317.

Restitution ggg^ 153_ ^^7 felou who shall rob, or take away, any money,
of stolen goods. -' j ^ j j ^

G s 2492- r"
goods, or chattels, from any person, from their person or other-

f l^\-^^'vn2
wise, and be found guilty thereof, the party so robbed, or owner,

li., 458. shall be restored to his said money, goods, and chattels ; and
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the Judge, before whom any such felon shall be found guilty, ^"-^^v

shall award, from time to time, writs of restitution for the said

money, goods, and chattels.

Sec. 154. Any person committing a breach of trust with a-^j.^]^(.'"^^j^jj^j^g°^

fraudulent intention shall be held guilty of larceny; and so '^"'^'^'^ intent.

shall any person who shall hire or counsel any other person to g^-
fso^^^^'sefi'

commit a breach of trust with a fraudulent intention. xiir., 406, § 6.

Construed.—As applying not only to cases which the common law did not reach,

but also to cases where a fraudulent appropriation did constitute larceny at

common law.—State v. Shirer, 20 S. C, 392. Merely extends the crime of larceny

at common law.—State v. Butler, 21 S. C, 353.

Where an agent receives and retains money which he knows belongs to his prin-

cipal, with intent to defraud his principal, he is guilty.—State v. Ezzard, 40 S.

C, 313; 18 S. E., 1025.

Indictment.-—Sufficient, if offense be so described that the defendant may know
how to answer it, the Court what judgment to pronounce, and that a conviction

or acquittal on it may be pleaded in bar to another indictment for same offense.

—

State V. Shirer, 20 S. C, 392; State v. Butler, 21 S. C, 353.

Ownership of property must be alleged with the same accuracy and after same

rule as in common law larceny.—State v. Shirer, 20 S. C, 392.

Sufficient if it describe the money taken, in an amount of dollars of "lawful

currency of the United States, of denomination and issue unknown," although

the kind of currency is not charged.

—

lb.

The motion to quash is not of right, but is addressed to the discretion of the

Court, and generally his decision is not appealable.—State v. Shirer, 20 S. C, 392.

Defense.—Not good, by way of plea of former acquittal, where, after mistrial,

the first indictment was marked nolle prosequi, and a new bill found.—State v.

Shirer, 20 S. C, 392.

Evidence.—^Vhere it shows the trust to consist in that which is different from

that alleged in the indictment, it is fatal.—State v. Green, 5 S. C, 66.

Charge.—Error in refusing to charge that there must be fraudulent intent, and

that the mere fact of not paying over the money was not sufficient in itself to

convict.—State v. Butler, 21 S. C, 353.

Sec. 155. It shall be unlawful for any person to set fire to _^'j|^'^s^^t^u^r

-

any woods so near to any turpentine farm in this State as to (. g 2494"-"^

injure or burn any such farm; and whoever shall wilfully and|-yj^^^^j ^^'^'^'

maliciously set fire to any woods at any time, whereby such

farm or farms are injured and burned, shall be adjudged guilty

of a felony, and liable to be punished at hard labor in the Peni-

tentiary for the period of one year, or fined in the sum of five

hundred dollars.

Sec. 156. Any person or persons who shall wilfully and ^,jth'LlarmTnd

maliciously interfere with, cut or injure, or who shall malic- ^I^I^^YeYoTy!

iously attempt to interfere with, cut or injure any pole or poles, rT^sTI^
wire or wires, insulator or insulators, alarm box or alarm boxes, ^^^^' ^^' ^'

of the police alarm and signal service of any city or other mu-

nicipal corporation, or any of the appliances or apparatus con-

nected therewith, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and pun- Punishment,

ished by fine or imprisonment, in the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 157. Whoever shall in the night time maliciously, un-
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lawfully and wilfull}^ burn, or cause to be burned or destroyed,

fof b u'r n'^^ng ^^y ^^^^^ or stacks of hay, straw or grain, or kilns, shall for

knns^^&c.,^7u^^'^^3' such offense be punished by hard labor in the Peniten-
mght-time.

tJar}- for life or for a period not less than two years, according

s^ifi;^22*'aifdto ^^^ aggravation of the offense.

^i,~"'j-r ' ,p', 'i Different offense for arson.—State v. Pope, 9 S. C, 273.

2; 'lS69,'' XIV.,
175, § 3; 1SS7,

XIX., 793. Misdemeanors.

o"'com,'\-c.! Sec. 158. Whoever shall maliciously, unlawfully, and wilfully
m day time, bum, or causc to be burned or destroyed, any ricks or stacks

s^' 155^^"fsisi of corn, or grain, or kilns, in the day-time, shall be adjudged
VI., 061, § 1. guilty of a misdemeanor, and liable to be fined and imprisoned,

in the discretion of the Court, for said offense.

By construction of similar words in Stat. 22 and 23, Charles II., Chapter 7, it

seems that the words "bum or caused to be burned or destroyed," in this Section

mean that the property must be demolished or unfitted for its purpose, and that

by the use of fire.—State v. DeBruhl, 10 Rich., 23.

Burning carts, gee. 159. Whocvcr shall maliciouslv, wilfully, and unlaw-
wood, &c. ' ' •' '

Q ^ ;^^ fully burn, or cause to be burned, any wain, cart, laden or to be
R. s. 156. laden, with coals or any other goods or merchandise, of any

other person or persons, or maliciously, wilfully and unlawfully

do burn, or cause to be burned, any heap of wood of any other

person, prepared, cut, and felled, or to be prepared, cut, or

felled, for making of coals, billets, or talwood, shall not only

lose and forfeit unto the party grieved treble damages for such

offense, to be recovered by action, but also shall be punished

b}- fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the Court.

for'SftntS Sec. 160. AA'hoever shall wilfully, maliciously or negligentlv
firing grass, &c

^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ bum any grass, brush or other combustible matter,

5^157'; 1787; v; SO as thereby any woods, fields, fences or marshes of any other

eifj 1I91, xxi; person or persons be set on fire, or cause the same to be done,
^^^^'

or be thereunto aiding or assisting, shall, upon conviction there-

of, be punished by a fine of not less than five nor more than

one hundred dollars, or imprisonment of not more than thirty

days in the County jail, and shall moreover be liable to the ac-

tion of any person or persons who may have sustained dam-

to ^n°e^s^°o\v^i age thereby : Provided, That no person or persons shall be
premises.

prevented from firing woods, fields, lands or marshes within his

own bounds, so that he suffer not the fire to get without the

bounds of his lands and injure the woods, fences or grass of

his neighbor or neighbors.

Only one who willfully sets fire to his neighbor's grass or fence may be indicted

under this Section. Prior to the amendment of 1891; it did not apply to cases

of negligently suffering fire to so burn.—State v. Lewis, 10 Rich., 20.
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Sec. 161. It shall be unlawful for any person to carry a '^ v '

lighted torch, chunk, or coals of fire, in or under any mill or
carryino- fire

wooden building, or over and across any of the enclosed or un-
°"hiT'v/ithoSt

enclosed lands of another person at any time without the special p^'"""^-

permit of the owner of such lands, mill or wooden building, ^g^- ^ ^^^'

whether any damage result therefrom or not.

Any person, upon conviction of a violation of the provisions Punishment.

of this Section, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and

shall be subject to imprisonment in the County jail for a term

not to exceed thirty days, or to a fine not to exceed one hundred

dollars.

Sec. 162. Whoever shall maliciously, unlawfully and wilfully ^i^^'^'^^JS'
cut-

burn or cause to be burned, cut or cause to be cut or destroyed, finished^ buiid'-

any untenanted or unfinished house or building of any frame '"^^-

or frames of timber of any other person, made and prepared, s^'ifii;^!^ 'il^

or hereafter to be made or prepared, for or towards the making %g^ ^^ 2^^^i8S7',

of any house or houses, so that the same shall not be suitable ^^^'
''^^•

for the purpose for which it was prepared; and any tenant or

tenants at will, for years or for life, who shall wilfully and injury done

maliciously cut, deface, mutilate, burn, destroy or otherwise ^^ tenants.

injure any dwelling house, outhouse, erection, building or crops

then in the possession of such tenant or tenants, shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be

punished by fine or imprisonment, or both, in the discretion of ^^^^^ ™^"*'

the Court.

Challenges.—Defendant only entitled to five peremptory.—State v. Workman,

15 S. C, S40.

Defense.—Not, upon trial for burning an untenanted house, that prisoner had

been acquitted on trial for arson for same burning.—State v. Jenkins, 20 S. C, 351.

Plea of autre fois acquit was properly overruled upon trial on a second in-

dictment, when the first had been quashed, because it charged the offense to have

been committed at a future day.—State v. Jenkins, 20 .S. C, 351.

Evidence.—Whether a confession was free and voluntary depends upon circum-

stances, and is a question for the Circuit Judge in his discretion to decide.—State

v. Workman, 15 S. C, 540.

Confession of one not testimony against his co-defendant; but it was not

error to allow it in full, without suppression of name of co-defendant, the jury

having been instructed that it was testimony only against the party who made

it.—State V. Workman, 15 S. C, 540.

Two men being tried jointly for same crime, wife of one not a competent wit-

ness for her husband, nor, as to any common ground of defense, for the other.

—

State V. Workman, 15 S. C, 540.

New Trial!—Motion for, on ground of after-discovered evidence, properly re-

fused, where the affidavits did not show that it could not, by due diligence, have

been discovered before trial.—State v. Workman, 15 S. C, 540.

Indictment not sufficient under this Section.—State v. Jeter, 47 S. C, 2; 24

S. E., 889.

Sec. 163. Any person who shall enter, without breaking, or

attempt to enter, any house whatsoever, with intent to steal or

19.—C. P.
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^"'^^'^^^ commit any other crime, or shall conceal himself or herself

house ^without ^'^ ^^Y housc with like intent, shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

intent"to' steaL
dcmeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished in the

^ g ;^53. discretion of the Court.
1887, XIX, 798. ggp_ ^Q^ ^^^ simple larceny of any article of goods, choses

wiSiln'^ju/isdi'c^ i'^ action, bank bills, bills receivable, chattels, or any article of

trates?*
^^^'^' personalty, of which by law larceny may be committed, and

G. s. 2498^ of ^11 such fixtures and parts of the soil as were severed from

xin, 407;' 1887; the soil by an unlawful act, below the value of twenty dollars,

XIX., 820. shall be a misdemeanor and considered a petit larceny, and be

punished by imprisonment in the County jail for not more than

thirty days, or by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars.

On indictment for grand larceny jury may find petit larceny.—State v. Wood,

1 Mills Const., 29. But where two are jointly indicted one cannot be convicted

of petit larceny and the other of grand larceny.—State v. Davis, 3 McC, 187.

But verdict against only one of the defendants may be rendered.—State v. Lee,

29 S. C, 11.-^; 7 S. E., 44.

This offense being exclusively a statutory one, an indictment at common law

will not lie; and the indictment, therefore, must conclude, "contrary to the form

of the statute," &c.—State v. Gray, 14 Rich., 174.

If article is of any value, the exact value need not be shown to sustain a con-

viction for petit larceny.—State v. Stack, 1 Bail., 330. Sufficiency of description

of money in indictment.—State v. Evans, 15 Rich., 31. An indictment for stealing

chickens of the value of five dollars from fowl house charges only petit larceny.

—

State V. Johnson, 45 S. C, 483; 23 S. E., 619.

Stealing a dog below the value of twenty dollars is petit larceny.—State v.

Wheeler, 15 Rich., 362; State v. Langford, 55 S. C, 324; 33 S. E., 370.

Petit larceny is not a felony, but only a misdemeanor.—Cherry v. McCants,

7 S. C, 224.

Only simple petit larceny is made a misdemeanor by this Section.—State v.

Clary, 24 S. C, 116. Variance between proof and allegation as description of

property.—State v. Cockfield, 15 Rich., 316.

Prior to its amendment in 1887 (19 Stat., 819) Magistrates did not have juris-

diction of petit larceny under this Section.—State v. Williams, 13 S. C, 546;

State V. Jenkins, 26 S. C, 121; i S. E., 437.

Since amendment of 1887, Magistrates have jurisdiction of such petit larceny.

—

State V. Cooler, 30 S. C, 105; 8 S. E., 692. Concurrently with the General Ses-

sions.—State V. Langford, 55 S. C, 326; 33 S. E., 370.

Even where the offense was committed before.

—

lb.

This Section does not include stealing of live stock.—State v. Moore, 30 S. C,

69; 8 S. E., 437.

Larceny may be committed of goods obtained by delivery from owner, animo

furandi.—State v. Gorman, 2 N. & McC, 90. So of goods taken and carried away

without felonious intent, afterwards feloniously appropriated.—State v. Davenport,

38 S. C, 348; 17 S. E., 37-

Possession of recently stolen goods as evidence of larceny.—State v. Slack, i

Bail., 330.

stoknloods."^ Sec. 165. In all cases whatever, where any goods or chattels

G. s. 25, 26a; or Other property, of which larceny may be committed, shall

n.,^'643;' 176a; havc been feloniously taken or stolen by any person or persons,

Sx.,TiL
^^'^^

every person who shall buy or receive any such goods or chat-

tels, or other property, knowing the same to have been stolen,

shall be held and deemed guilty of, and may be prosecuted
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for, a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be pun-

ished by imprisonment", although the principal felon or felons Guilty of

be not previously convicted, and whether he, she or they is, or'"'®'^^™^^"°*'-

are, amenable to justice or not: Provided, That when the chat- where prop-

tel or other property stolen shall be of less value than twenty fg^J thin "^$20!^'

dollars, the punishment shall not exceed imprisonment in the

County jail for thirty days or a fine of not more than one hun-

dred dollars.

At common law, receiver was not an accessory.—State v. Butler, 3 McC, 383;

State V. Council, Harp., 53.

In an indictment for receiving stolen goods it is not necessary to state the name
of principal felon, or, if stated, to prove it.—State v. Coppenberg, 2 Strob., 277.

Nor the place where stolen, &c.—State v. Crawford, 39 S. C, 343; 17 S. E., 799.

An indictment for buying and receiving stolen goods is good.— State v. Posey,

7 Rich., 497.

Where party received goods from servant and concealed them under circum-

stances suiificient to indicate that servant had stolen them, he was held guilty

of receiving stolen goods.—State v. Tiedman, 4 Strob., 303.

One cannot be convicted for this offense under same indictment against him

and others for burglary and grand larceny, and against him alone for this

offense.—State v. Nelson, 14 Rich., 199.

So receiving stolen goods above the value of twenty dollars, properly held to

be a misdemeanor, and the defendants were only entitled to five challenges each.

—

State V. Jacob, 30 S. C, 131; 8 S. E., 698.

The wife receiving stolen goods, knowing them to be stolen, jointly with her

husband and under his coercion, her greater activity in consummating the offense

will not, as matter of law, make her guilty.—State v. Houston, 29 S. C, 108;

6 S. E., 943.

When the defense was that the defendant had received the goods in payment

of wages, it was error for Judge to charge that the goods were of more value

than the services rendered.

—

lb.

Allowing stolen goods to be shipped as part of one's baggage.—State v. Scovel,

I Mills Const., 274.

Sec. 166. Whoever shall steal from the premises of another J^^f^^.^t
any melons or fruits, whether severed from the freehold or not,

-,^ggg^ xH7,

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction ^^^' ^- ^- ^^^•

thereof, shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than Punishment,

thirty days, or by fine of not more than fifty dollars.

Sec. 167. Whoever shall, falsely and deceitfully, obtain org^^^J'^Vd'e?

get into his or their hands or possession, any money, goods. ^^^^^ pretenses.

chattels, jewels or other things, of any other person or persons,
824^f^ 33 ^\

by color and means of any false token or counterfeit letter ^^g^^-g
2!'^^'

^'^'

made in any other man's name, every person or persons so

offending, and being thereof lawfully convicted, shall suffer

such imprisonment as the Court may adjudge : Provided, That

when the money, goods, chattels and other things so obtained

do not exceed in value twenty dollars, then the such offense

shall be punished by a fine not to exceed one hundred dollars, or

by imprisonment for a term not exceeding thirty days.

Cheating by false token.—State v. Stroll, i Rich., 244.
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^"""^''^"^
Sec. 168. Any person who shall, by any false pretence or

perty^by^ false ^^P^^^^^^^^^°^' Obtain tlic signature of ahy person to any writ-

pretense. ^^^ instrument, or shall obtain from any other person any

s^' i62^^^^f87^'
chattel, money, valuable security, or other property, real or

xxi" 507'- 1894' P^^s*^"^^' "^^^h intent to cheat and defraud any person of the.

lb., 824. same, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, on con-

viction, be sentenced to pay a fine not exceeding five hundred

dollars, and undergo an imprisonment not exceeding three

years : Provided, always. That if the sum in the written instru-

ment or the value of the property so obtained does not exceed

twenty dollars, the punishment shall be by fine not exceeding

one hundred dollars or by imprisonment not exceeding thirty

days : And provided, further, That if, upon the trial of any

person indicted for such a misdemeanor, it shall be proved that

he obtained the property in such a manner as to amount in law

to larceny, he shall not, by reason thereof, be entitled to be

acquitted of such misdemeanor; and no person tried for such

misdemeanor shall be liable to be afterwards prosecuted for

larceny upon the same facts.

Construed.—False pretense is such a fraudulent representation of an existing

or past fact, by one who knows it not to be true, as is adapted to induce the

person to whom it is made to part with something of value.—A mere promise to

do something in the future is not such a pretense.—State v. Haines, 23 S. C, 170.

Obtaining goods by means of false representation as to the balance due on a

note.—State v. Freeman, 43 S. C, 105; 20 S. E., 974.

Indictment.—Should charge that the defendant made the false pretenses at the

time, knowing them to be false.

—

lb.

o?cott"nfrom ^cc. 169. Whosocvcr shall steal from the field any grain,

^^g fig^'^- cotton or vegetables, whether severed from the freehold or not,

gG-
i64^*^\'g2^;

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction

^] j'j 284j^ i|'^6,
l-hereof shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than

1885', xS^,"i46 five years or by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars.

Corn growing in the field is included in this Section, though not severed from

the soil.—State v. Stephenson, 2 Bail., 334-

Peas are included under grain.—State v. Williams, 2 Strob., 475.

Indictment.—Fatally defective, that charges stealing corn "in the field" instead

of "from the field."—State v. Shuler, 19 S. C, 142; State v. Nelson, 28 S. C, 16;

4 S. E., 792.

Under indictment for this offense, defendant cannot be foU'hd guilty of petit

larceny.—State v. Washington, 26 S. C, 604; 2 S. E., 623.

Judgment.—Arrested, because defendant was convicted of petit larceny.—State

v. Washington, 26 S. C, 604; 2 S. E., 62.'?.

The Act of 1893, XXI., 411, attempting to give Magistrates jurisdiction where

the property did not exceed $20 in value, held unconstitutional in State v. Crosby,

51 S. C, 247; 28 S. E., 529. And the provision as to larceny from the field was

left out of the amended Act of 1894, XXI., Stats., 824.

A laborer working under a verbal contract with a farmer for a part of the

crop may commit a larceny by taking and carrying away a portion of the crop

with intent to steal it.—State v. Sanders, 52 S. C, 582; 30 S. E., 616; State v.

Gay, 1 Hill, 364.
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Sec. 170. Whoever shall wilfully, unlawfully and maliciously ^^ -^
'

cut, shoot, maim, wound or otherwise injure or destroy any ^ ^/j^^^j'jj^g*"^^

horse, mule, neat cattle, hog, sheep, goat, or any other kind,^f!i_^-

class, article, or description of personal property, the goods and g*^'
lesf'^j^sq^;

chattels of another, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon fg^^
^
xxm.',

conviction thereof, shall be fined or imprisoned, at the dis- IqI] -f^l'. ^|gi;

cretion of the Judge before whom the case shall be tried : ^^o-J^i^.^gf'c? l]

vided, That when the injury or loss of the property affected by 4^^|2 tnd ts'

c

such act or acts does not exceed twenty dollars, the punishment 521'; iL2!'^xxi;

shall be a fine of not more than one hundred dollars, or im--^^^'

prisonment for a period of not more than thirty days.

Act 1857 not repealed by the Act of December 19, 1865.—State v. Alexander,

14 Rich., 247.

Not determined whether a dog is embraced in the term "other personal property."

State V. Trapp, 14 Rich., 203.

Unlawfully and maliciously turning oil out of a tank is embraced in the term

"any other personal property."—State v. Switzer, 59 S. C, 225; 37 S. E., 818.

Malicious injury to cow.—State v. Howard, 15 Rich., 274.

Indictment.—Is sufficient if it contain a general description of the offense in

the words of the Section, although the manner of killing be not described.—State

V. Cantrell, 2 Hill, 389.

If it charge that prisoner shot "one sow,'' it is good.—State v. Shubrick, 2

S. C, 21.

Evidence.—Not necessary to prove malice towards the owner of the property.

—

State V. Toney, 15 S. C, 409; State v. Doig, 2 Rich., 179.

The capacity of defendant under fourteen years of age to commit the crime

may be determined by the facts of the case, without independent evidence there-

of.—/&.
Where a defendant admits that he is on bad terms with another, he cannot

be asked as to special collateral acts of bad humor.—Cobb v. Cater, 59 S. C, 562;

38 S. E., 114.

If one puts out poison with intent to kill his neighbor's animals, he is liable.

—

lb.

Sec. 171. Whoever shall wilfully, unlawfully, and malic- jury^ to ° trees!

iously cut, mutilate, deface, or otherwise injure, any tree, house, -f^f!!:

—

-—
. ^ r 1 •. ^i. G. S. 2501; R.

out-house, fence, or fixture of another, or commit any others. i66; is92,

XXI 93' 1893

trespass upon real property in the possession of another, shall xxi^'m'; 1894;

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall xii.! mi § 2.

be fined and imprisoned at the discretion of the Judge before

whom the case shall be tried : Provided, That when the damage

to such property does not exceed twenty dollars, the punish-

ment shall be a fine of not more than one hundred dollars, or

imprisonment for a period of not more than thirty days.

Construed.—A mere license to plant the land in possession of owner does not

give such possession of real property required by the Section as would sustain

an indictment for malicious trespass for cutting up the crop planted.—State v.

Gadsden, 20 S. C, 456.

Magistrates had no jurisdiction of this offense before Act 1892, the punishment

being left to the discretion of the trial Judge.—State v. Mays, 24 S. C, 190.

The General Sessions has no jurisdiction where the damage from fire to fodder

house and corn crib does not exceed twenty dollars.—State v. Jeter, 47 S. C, 2;

24 S. E., 889.
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Sec. 172. "Whenever any person shall be prosecuted for any

norhTve°c'rim'i- o^ ^^e misdemeanors in the two preceding Sections created,

action "both"^'^^^^ owner of the property injured shall not have the right to

G. s. 2502; R. maintain a civil action for the same injury,
s. i67;/b.;§3.

sgg_ 173^ Whoever shall be lawfully convicted of wilfully

ma^kfng!^&c.^^^d kuowiugly marking, branding or disfiguring any horse,

oTInothTr™^^^ mare, gelding, filly, ass, mule, bull, cow, steer, ox or calf of,

G. s. 2503; R. o^ belonging to, any other person, shall for each and every

fs'gfis'Qi'x'xX; horse, mare, gelding, colt, filly, ass, mule, bull, covv^ steer, ox
^^^'

or calf which he shall or may be convicted of marking, brand-

ing or disfiguring as aforesaid, be subject to a penalty of one

hundred dollars, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding

fense.°°
°

' six months, or both, in the discretion of the Court; and in

case the said offender shall afterwards repeat or commit a like

offense, on conviction thereof he shall be liable to a fine of two

hundred dollars, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding

one year, or both, in the discretion of the Court, for each and

every horse, mare, gelding, colt, filly, ass, mule, bull, cow, steer,

ox or calf by him so marked, branded or disfigured.

Construed.—Applies only to such fraudulent marking, &c., as intended to pre-

vent the owner from knowing his property.—Shelton v. Gage, Chev., io8.

Shaving the mane and cropping the hair from the tail of a mare does not con-

stitute the offense of disfiguring.—State v. Smith, Chev., 157.

Indictment.—Is sufficient, it seems, if it charge the offense in the general terms

of the Section.

—

lb.

Penalty for Sec. 174. AVhocvcr shall be lawfullv convicted of wilfully
marking small- - -^

another™^^^
°^ ^^^ knowingly marking, branding or disfiguring any sheep,

G s 9504- R 8"^^^ '-'^ ^^S" °-^"' *-"" belonging to, any other person, shall, for

V i4o'- 1P2'
^2.ch and every sheep, goat or hog which he shall or may be

XXI., 115. convicted of marking, branding or disfiguring, as aforesaid, be

fen^r°'^^
°^- subject to a penalty of twenty-five dollars or to imprisonment

for a term not exceeding twenty days ; and in case the said

offender shall afterwards repeat or commit a like offense, on

conviction thereof he shall be liable to a fine of fifty dollars

or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding thirty days for

each and every sheep, goat or hog by him so marked, branded

or disfigured.

Indictment for marking a hog.—State v. Nichols, 12 Rich., 672.

Misdemeanor Sec. 175. W^hocvcr kuowinglv and wilfullv shall take and
to take ana use '

,

certain animals use auv horsc, mare or mule without the consent of the owner
v.-ithout con- -

sent of owner, thereof, and without intent to steal the same, shall be deemed
Funishment

^ guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished

isss' xvm ' ^y ^ ^^^ '^^ "°^ more than fifty dollars or by imprisonment for

434.'
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a period of not more than six months, or both fine and im-

prisonment, in the discretion of the Court.

Charge illustrative of distinction between stealing a horse and taking it to use

without consent of owner.—State v. Sanders, 56 S. C, 415; 35 S. E., 133.

Sec. 176. Any person, other than owner, who shall remove ^^T^f^'Pf^/^^^;

or destroy, or leave down, any portion of any fence in this State, ^^^"^g"/ ^misd^

intended to enclose animals of any kind, or who shall leave open ^i^^g°nt.

^'''^'

any gate or leave down any bars or other structure intended q g ngg. r

for a like purpose, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor ; Ivn^^^gs.'^/f^;

and any person who shall wilfully or negligently violate Section ^
^"

1497 of the Civil Code shall also be guilty of a misdemeanor;

and both classes of offenders shall be punishable by a fine of

not less than five nor more than thirty dollars, or be imprisoned

in the County jail not less than five nor more than thirty days.

See. 177. Whenever any animal shall be taken up under the^. ^Rescui_n|

provisions of this Chapter, it shall be unlawful for any person ^tock^a misde-

to rescue the same or deliver it from the custody of the person—
g ngi^

impounding it; and whoever shall violate this provision shall b'cl.-yjY^^ggg^^l^^

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be punished as provided

in Section 176.

Sec. 178. It shall be a misdemeanor for any person wilfully ^^^.r a vd^img

to walk, drive, ride, or to allow his team to travel outside of
^.^vf^^'!''^^''"'''

the road on the cultivated lands of another, punishable as in the
g. s. n92; r.

next preceding Section : Provided, That in case any person S- I'S; ib., § 9.

charged with this misdemeanor be brought before, or reported

to, a Magistrate, he may discharge himself from any further

proceedings therein by paying such fine within the above limits

as the Magistrate may impose.

Sec. 179. In all criminal prosecutions for violations of the
p ^.^

J'g ^ "™i "^g

provisions of Sections 176, 177 and 178 the defendant mdjy ^ll^^^^^l^^H

plead, as a matter of defence, the full satisfaction of all reason-!^-

able demands of the party or parties aggrieved by such viola- s^i7|-.j\^^'594;_

tion ; and upon said plea being legally established, and upon ^
-^°-

pavment of all costs accrued up to the time of such plea, he

shall be discharged from further penalty.

Sec. 180. If any person whose field is not inclosed by a injur^g,*^cha°s^

lawful fence, shall kill, wound, maim, chase, worry, or m any'"^'^*^'' ^^°iJ.

manner injure any cattle, horses, mules, hogs, sheep, or goats, xx.,' 14,

'

which shall be found in such field, whether cultivated or not,

or shall cause or procure the same to be done by any other

person, such person, so offending, shall be liable to an action,

and the plaintiff shall recover full satisfaction for the injury,
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^-^''^ with costs; and in addition thereto, the said offending party-

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction

thereof, punished by a fine, not exceeding one hundred dollars,

or imprisonment in the County jail, not more than thirty days.

CoJnties'^appli- ^his Scctiou shall not apply to those Counties and parts of
cable. Counties where the law commonly known as the Stock Law is

now of force.

floating"°tre°es^ ^^c. 18L Any pcrsou who shall be found guilty of cutting

rivers 'afn'igiit ^^y trccs or tree tops, brush or logs, or throwing any refuse

dent'^lilht '^or
material whatever into any navigable river or harbor in South

damagefa^mis- Carolina, Or who shall float logs singly or in rafts in any man-

tiS^ers m'ay°be^^^ whatsocvcr witliout being properly or plainly lighted at

sofd."'^^'^
^^'^ night, and attended by day with sufficient number of men to

G. s. 2505; r" prevent said rafts and logs from negligently damaging prop-

xxi^'ns; 1897,' crty along the river banks, or from catching on snags, sinking
'XII., 426. ^^^ forming obstructions, or in any manner whatsoever inter-

fering with the navigation or obstructing said rivers or har-

bors, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and punished

by fine not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars or by im-

prisonment not exceeding two years.

And all such trees, logs, rafts, floating booms or pens of

timber dangerous to navigation in said river may be captured

and secured and properly rafted to market and sold, one-half

of the net proceeds over the expense of capturing and market-

ing to be paid to the County Treasurer of the County in

which such timber may be 'captured, and the other half to the

person or persons capturing the same : Provided^ This Sec-

tion shall not apply to logs or timber accidentally drifting loose

from a raft or from any stationery boom where timber is kept

for proper use or for proper rafting, or to any logs floated off

from the owner by a sudden freshet before his having an op-

portunity to raft the same.
Certain ob- ggg^ jgg^ 'pj-^g cutting or felling trees across or into anv of

s t r u ctions of 00
streams a mis- ^j^g running Streams of the Counties of Anderson, Cherokee,
d e m e anor in o
certain Coun- (^j^ggter, Greenvillc, Oconee, Union, Fairfield, Laurens, New-
ties. ' 77;
~im' XXIII ^^^^y> Abbeville, Pickens, Spartanburg and York, obstructing

xxni ^448*^ 'the same by throwing any timber or other materials therein,

or erecting any dam across any such stream whereby the fall

in such stream is lessened and the flow of water and sand is

obstructed, or the land along said stream above such obstruc-

tion is damaged, or the health of the community is endangered,

or having erected any such obstruction and refusing to re-
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move the same within eight and forty hours after notice by

any one to do so, shall be deemed a misdemeanor, and any per-

son so convicted shall be punished by a fine of not less than

five nor more than twenty-five dollars, or imprisonment for not

less than ten nor more than thirty days, at the discretion of the

Court : Provided, That nothing- contained in this Section shall

apply to the construction of mill dams, or dams for the purpose

of generating power for any purpose.

See cases of State v. Tucker, 54 S. C, 251; 32 S. E., 361; 56 S. C, 522; 35

S. E., 215.

Sec. 183. It shall be the duty of all land-owners to clean out ^ DJ^^^^ °„^
^f^^^„

all streams upon and adjacent to their lands at least twice in °treams.^
'^

^ '
'^

each year, at such particular times as said Boards may appoint,
1900, xxiii.

and according to the directions of said Boards, and to keep the ^^^•

same clear of all obstructions to a free and uninterrupted flow

of sand and water through the channels thereof: Provided,

That this Section shall not be construed to prevent the erection

and maintenance of any dam across any of said streams for any

useful purpose : Provided, further, That said Boards shall

have power and authority to require the owner of any such dam
to build and maintain therein suitable and sufficient floodgates

and waterways to afford free passage through the same of the

sand and water, so that the streams above may be properly

cleaned out and the lands adjacent thereto properly drained, for

which purpose they rnay require the owner of any such dam
to open the floodgates or waterways therein and keep them

open for such reasonable time as they may deem to be neces-

sary. Any person violating any of the provisions of this Sec-

tion shall be deemed guilty of maintaining a nuisance, and,

upon conviction, shall be fined not more than fifty dollars, or

imprisoned not more than thirty days : Provided, That ten

days notice to abate such nuisance shall have been given.

Sec. 184. Any person who shall fell, cut or throw, or cause Obstructing
, . . . .

,
stream a mis-

to be felled, cut or thrown, across or mto any of said streams, demeanor.

any tree, log or other timber, or any trash, brush, debris or ob- ib.

struction of any kind whatsoever, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor, and on conviction shall be punished by a fine of not

more than fifty dollars, or imprisonment for not more than

thirty days.

Sec. 185. The provisions of Sections 183 and 184 shall not Exceptions to

. . ^ . §§ 1S3 and 184.

apply to nor be enforced in the following Counties of Bam
berg, Aiken, Greenwood, Colleton, Dorchester, Fairfield, Clar-
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XVIIl
189
811

'^""'^"'-^
endon, Union, Chesterfield, Sumter, Darlington, Richland,

Berkeley, Lancaster, Barnwell, Hampton, Florence, Beaufort,

Horry, Kershaw, Lexington, Marlboro, Pickens, York, Abbe-

ville, Georgetown, Williamsburg, Saluda, Anderson, Oconee

and Chester.

lan^s^^o/ In- ^®^* ^^^- Evcry entry upon the lands of another, after notice

tke^prohiSting ^^o^""^ ^^^^ owucr or tenant prohibiting the same, shall be a

*dem^eanon
™'^ ^^s*^^"^^^^*^^' ^^^ ^^ puuishcd by fine uot to cxcccd one hun-

G. s. 2507; R. dr^d dollars or imprisonment with hard labor on the public

xiiL,'^4?oe 1883; works of the County not exceeding thirty days : Provided,

^x'x/i .', That whenever any owner or tenant of any lands shall post

a notice in four conspicuous places on the borders of any

land prohibiting entry thereon, and shall pulish once a week

for four consecutive weeks such notice in any newspaper cir-

culating in the County where such lands are situate a proof

of the posting and of publishing of such notice within twelve

months prior to the entry, shall be deemed and taken as notice

conclusive against the person making entry as aforesaid for

hunting and fishing.

Construed.—Its terms must be taken in their ordinary acceptation, and they

do not restrict the offense to those only who so enter under claim of title.—State

V. Cockfield, 15 Rich., 53.

Nor do they limit the remedy to pferson holding the legal title, but extend it

to the tenant at will.—State v. Green, 35 S. C, 266; 14 S. E., 619.

Such entry is a misdemeanor without regard to intention.

—

lb.

Warrant.—Affidavit for, must show plainly that the offense charged is entry

upon lands with notice, and not mere trespass upon them.—State v. May, 24.

S. C, 190.

Affidavit alleging trespass after notice sufficient.—State v. Tenney, 58 S. C,
215; 36 S. E., 555; State v. Hallback, 40 S. C., 298; 18 S. E., 919.

Trespassing on gee. 187. It shall bc uulawful for any person or persons to

gfoi^nds f or-trespass upon the grass plots or flower beds of the State House
—r—r—^grounds, to cut down, deface, mutilate or otherwise injure any
1889, XX., 317. of the trees, shrubs, grasses or flowers on said grounds, or

to commit any other trespass upon an}^ property of the State,

real or personal, located thereon.

mTdVconsf" "^^^ ^^^ purposc of enforcing the provisions of this Section,

^^^^- the Watchmen of the State House, or either of them, shall

have power to arrest any person or persons committing said

trespass upon said grounds, and to carry any person or per-

sons so arrested before either of the Magistrates of the city of

Columbia, to be dealt with as shall be hereinafter directed ; and

for such purpose the said Watchmen shall have all the powers,

privileges and immunities of Constables.
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Any person or persons who shall violate the provisions of
p

trespass.this Section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con- ^^
" mshment

viction thereof before either of the Magistrates of the city of

Columbia shall be fined no less than five or more than one

hundred dollars, or be imprisoned not less than five or more

than thirty days.

Sec. 188. Any person wilfully embezzling, stealing, defac- g^gfj-^j^^Hf "^^

ing, damaging or in any manner mutilating or destroying while •"! books!'"&f]

in his possession or in the custody of the State Librarian, any ^ misdemeanor

book, document, or other property, confided to the safekeep- 764',^^|§ n^and

ing of the State Librarian, or any person wilfully violating
^^•

any of the rules and regulations prescribed by the Board of

Trustees for the management of the State Library, shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be

punished by a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, or by

imprisonment not exceeding thirty days.

The said Board of Trustees are hereby charged with the ^^Tmstees^^t^o

enforcement of this Section. All fines when collected shall section.

be paid into the State Library fund and shall be expended for ^Disposition of

the increase of the State Library.

Sec. 189. Any person who shall wilfully and unlawfully in-
^.^j^^^ljlj^pyj^

°

jure, damage, or destroy any pole or wire of any telegraph, ^^;

telephone, or electric light company in this State, shall be g*^-
fjg^^^^i/sa

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, xvii., 576.

shall be punished by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars,

or imprisonment not exceeding thirty days, or both, in the

discretion of the Court or a Magistrate.

Sec. 190. Whoever wilfully does or causes to be done any- For obstruct-

. . . mg engine.

thing with intent to obstruct any engine or carriage passing— ^
upon a railroad, or with intent to endanger the safety of per- s. 179

;
ib., §

sons conveyed in or upon the same, or aids or assists therein,

shall be punished by imprisonment in the State Penitentiary

not more than five years, or by fine not exceeding five hun-

dred dollars and imprisonment in the County jail not more

than one year, and shall forfeit to the use of the corporation

for each offense treble the amount of damages proved to have

been sustained thereby, to be recovered in an action in any

Court of competent jurisdiction.

Sec. 191. Whoever wilfully and maliciously injures in ^^J i^-^^l^l^^^yl°[.

way any railroad or anything appertaining thereto, or any^^fff:

material or instrument for the construction or use thereof, ^^g^- ;^^^^'
^|J,^

or aids or abets in such trespass, shall be punished by fine notggl^^*
xvii.,
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"^^ exceeding one thousand dollars or imprisonment not exceed-

ing one year.

enda^lered.^
'^ AA'hoever commits any of the acts mentioned in this Section

in such manner as thereby to endanger life shall be punished

as herein provided, or by imprisonment in the Penitentiary

not exceeding twenty years.

ing^Sto'^^sl S^c- 192. Whoever breaks and enters, in the night-time, any

^ railroad car, or enters in the night-time without breaking, or
^G. s^^i^22^^R. breaks and enters in the day-time, or shoots with any fire-arm,
XVII., S33, §-j^^Q ^^^, railroad car, with intent to commit the crime of lar-

ceny, or any other crime, shall, in addition to any other punish-

ment now prescribed by law for such offense, be punished by
imprisonment in the State Penitentiary not exceeding ten

years, or by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars.

Indictment for.—State v. Crawford, 38 S. C, 330; 17 S. E., 36.

For injury to Sec. 193. AVhocvcr unlawfullv and intcntionallv iniurcs, mo-
electnc signals. - . j j

G s 1523- R ^^^^^' °^ destroys, any of the electric signals of a railroad cor-

S4 §'ii2
'^^' poration, or any of the lines, wires, posts, or any other struc-

ture or miechanism used in connection with such signals on any

railroad, or destroys, or in any way interferes with, the proper

working of such signals, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

meanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine not

exceeding five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment not ex-

ceeding two years, or both.

Interference Scc. 194. Xo pcrson shall tum, Tcmovc, raisc, or in anvwith sewers . ,
'

prohibited. manner tamper with any cover ot any man-hole, filter, bed or

1900, XXIII., other appurtenance of any public sewer, without a written

permit from the proper authorities of such Avorks ; and no

person except those engaged by the proper authorties shall

enter any public sewer without special written permit.

Damages to And uo pcrson shall, either within or without anv citv or
prohibited.

' - -

tovrn, obstruct, damage or injure any pipe, ditch, drain, filter,

beds or appurtenance of any waterworks, sewerage or drain-

age of any such city or town.

Penalty for Evcrv^ pcrsou violating the provisions of this Section shall,
violation. '

.
.

o JT _ J

upon conviction, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be

subject to a fine not to exceed one hundred dollars, or impris-

onment for thirty days.

tiS"bolt!°fiat
S^c- 195. Any person being entrusted with any boat, flat or

for m1nfS^°°^^ ^°^ gathering phosphate rock, by the owner thereof, for

msdemeano^r.^^^^ purposc of mining or gathering phosphate rock, who shall

~i9oo, xxiii
^'^^ ^^ return same to the owner within two davs after being

445. '

'
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quired by such owner so to do, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor, and, upon conviction thereof before a Court of com-

petent jurisdiction, shall be fined in the sum of not more than

fifty dollars, or imprisoned not more than thirty days, in the

discretion of the Court : Provided, It shall be a complete de-

fense to any indictment or prosecution instituted under this

Section, if the defendant shall make it appear that his or her

failure to return the said property was due to his or her in-

ability so to return the same, such inability not being the result

of the defendant's act, or that the agreed time in which such

property was to be returned had not expired at the time of his

or her failure to return the same.

Sec. 196. No person shall take up and sell any drifted boat, ^
Penalty for

^ ir .' ' taking up and

flat, or other water craft, lumber or timber not the property f^i"? drifted
' ' '^'^^lumber and

of such person without accounting for the same ; and if any
ac'^ountin^^for

person shall take up and sell any drifted boat, flat or other the same.

water craft, lumber or timber without paying the proceeds to g^-
fg^^^^{^-

the owner on application, after deducting expenses, such per- ^^^' 23*-

son shall be liable for an indictment as for a misdemeanor,

and fined and imprisoned at the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 197. Whoever shall steal any crude turpentine of the Penalty for
stealing crude

value of five dollars, whether dipped or scraped from the trees turpentine.

or not, or whether barreled or not, from any place what- R- s. i84;
' ... 1S93, XXI., 506.

soever, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on con-

viction thereof shall be punished by imprisonment for not more

than one year or by a fine of not more than one hundred dol-

lars or imprisonment not exceeding thirty days.

Sec. 198. Any officer, agent or member of any corporation, wiifui in-
^ ' <^ -' -r jury to>- prop-

created under Article II of Chapter XLVIII, Sections 1002 erty of certain
^

_
^ c o r poration a

to 191 1, of the Civil Code, who shall knowingly or wilfully misdemeanor.

injure or damage any property belonging to the corporation, ,gj^°°'
x^n^-.

in violation of the charter or by-laws of said corporation, shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be pun-

ished b}^ a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars or impris-

oned not exceeding thirty days.
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CHAPTER XL
Offenses Against Public Policy.

Sec.

199.

200.

201.

202.

203.

204.

205.

206.

207.

208.

209.

210.

211.

212.

213.

214.

215.

j
Sec

Penalties for setting up letter- 216.

ies. I

Penalties for venturing in lot- 217
teries.

Penalty for selling lottery tick-

ets. 218
Penalty for bringing conTicts

into the State. I

Penalties, how recovered.

Free passes and franks, prohib 219.

ited.

Issuing of free passes, &c., pro-

hibited. 220.

No gift or premium to be oflEered

to the purchaser. ' 221.

Violations of Sections in Civil

Code, relating to warehouse
men. I 222.

Fraudulent misrepresentations

by directors. ' 223.

Fraudulent misrepresentations

of capital, &c. 224.

Penalty for discounting pension
claim. 225.

Penalty for making fraudulent
j

claim for pension. i

Trusts and combinations affect-
;
226.

ing competition in trade pro-

hibited. 227
Attorney-General to bring action

to forfeit charter. 230.

Injured party may recover dam- 281.

ages.

All persons compelled to testify. 232.

Officers in discharge of duties

exempt.
Combination of Fire Insurance

Companies to control rates,

prohibited.

Violation of laws governing
Banking Companies by Di-

rectors or officers thereof,

punished.

Fraudulent statements by offi-

cers or agents of Fraternal
Beneficiary Societies.

Agents of such association act-

ing in violation of law.

Procuring board by false written

representation that there is

money due.

False certificates to jurors, wit-

nesses, &c.

Acceptance of rebates by State

and County officers.

Xo municipal officer to contract

with municipality.

Interference with Phosphate
Commissioners and mining
without license.

Obstructing State Bank Exam-
iner,

to 229. Protection of aids to nav-

igation.

Desecration of grave yards.

Season in which ginsing may
not be gathered.

Digging ginsing on lands of an-

other.

Penalty for Sectioii 199. \\ lioever shall publiclv or pnvatelv erect, set up
setting up lot-

, , , ,
, ,,

teries. Or cxpose to be played, drawn at, or shall cause or procue to

G. S. 2596; R. be crcctcd, set up, exposed to be plaved, drawn, or thrown at,
S. 185; 1762,

, ,
...

IV., 180, § 1. any lottery, under the denomination ot sales ot houses, lands,

plate, jewels, goods, wares, merchandise, or others things what-

soever, or for monev, or by any undertaking whatsoever, in the

nature of a lotterv, bv way of chances, either by dice, lots, cards,

balls, numbers, figures, or tickets, or who shall make, write,

print or publish, or cause to be made, written, or published, any

scheme or proposal for any of the purposes "aforesaid and sliallbe

convicted of any of the offences aforesaid, on any indictment

for the same, at the Court of General Sessions, shall forfeit

the sum of one thousand dollars, one-third part thereof to

and for the use of this State, one-third part thereof to the
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informer, and the other third part thereof to the County where

the offense shall be committed ; and shall, also, for every such

offense, be committed by the said Court to the common jail

for the space of twelve months.

Raffling not a lottery.—State v. Pinchback, 2 Mill, 128.

Sec. 200. Whoever shall be adventurer in, or shall pay any ^^^^^"yj.*j^g^j^

moneys or other consideration or shall any way contribute unto l^!!f!!!l

or upon account of, any such sales or lotteries, shall forfeit, s^ise- /&.!'§ ^!

for every such offense, the sum of one hundred dollars, to be re-

covered, with costs of suit, by action or indictment in any

Court of competent jurisdiction in this State, one moiety

thereof to and for the use of the State, and the other moiety

thereof to the person or persons who shall inform and sue

for the same.

Sec. 201. It shall be unlawful to offer for sale anv lottery Penalty for
-' selling lottery

tickets, or to open or keep any office for the sale of lottery tickets.

tickets ; and if any person shall offend against any of the pro- g*^-
fs7^^^^]'8^'

visions of this Section, he shall, on conviction thereof, forfeit ^^' ^'^^' § ^•

and pay to the State a sum not exceeding ten thousand dol-

lars ; and it shall be the duty of the County Treasurer of the

County to prosecute the offender.

See State v. Allen, 2 McC, 55—prior to amendment of 1846.

Sec. 202. Every master or person having charge of any shipj,j.?|"j^g^Q°^

or other vessel who shall bring into this State any convicted g^'^^'^
^^^° ^^^

malefactor or person ordered for transportation, for any crime q g 2599. r.

whatever, from any foreign county, State, or dominion, the f^ -^l^j

•^^^^' ^'

ship or vessel bringing such persons shall be obliged to leave

the port in which she shall arrive within ten days after ar-

rival, and shall not be permitted to take or receive on board

any lading whatsoever, on pain of forfeiture of such ship or

vessel ; and if any master shall land, or suffer to be landed, or

dispose of the time or service of such person for the payment

of his passage or any other claim or demand, such master of

vessel, or other person having the charge thereof, shall forfeit

and pay for every convicted malefactor or person ordered for

transportation, which such master shall bring into this State,

and offer to dispose of, on indenture, or other contract for

service, the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars.

Sec. 203. The fines and forfeitures inflicted by the preceding. Penalties
J IT es how recovered.

Section shall and may be recovered by indictment, to which ^ g 2500- r
any person offending shall be compelled to give security to^/ g^''^ ^'^^^'

abide the issue of the suit; one-half of which forfeiture shall
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go the prosecutor who shall inform and sue for the same, and

the other half for the benefit of the State,

an/franifs^^ro^
^^^- ^^^- -^^ ^^^^^ ^^ unlawful for any person while a mem-

^^^^'^^^- ber of the Senate or of the House of Representatives, State or

189?" XX 1047' ^'^ational, or any State or County official, or any Judge of a

Court of Record in this State to use any free pass, express or

telegraph frank or complimentary ticket, or to ride without

paying the usual fare on any railroad in this State,

for usfn?™^^* Any person upon conviction of a violation of the provision

of this Section shall be deemed guilty of a miisdemeanor and

shall be liable to a fine not to exceed five hundred dollars or

imprisonment not to exceed six months,

prohibited
'^^^^ Sec. 205. It shall be unlawful for any transportation or

R s 191 7b" transmitting company, or any person representing same, to

issue, or offer to issue, a free pass or any special or reduced

rates not common to the public, to any member of the Leg-

islature of this State, or member of Congress from this State,

or any State or County official or any Judge of a Court of

Record in this State,

for issufng^^"'^ -"^^y company or person upon conviction of a violation of the

provisions of this Section, shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and shall be fined not less than five hundred dollars,

or shall be imprisoned not exceeding six months, in each case,

pr^ium^'o be Scc. 206. Xo pcrsou shall sell, exchange or dispose of any

puSier?
^^^ article of food, or attempt to do so, upon any representation,

^^ s. 192; advertisement, notice or inducement that an}i;hing other than
1887, XIX., 812.

^yj^^i- jg specially stated to be the subject of the sale or exchange

is or is to be delivered or received, or in any way connected

with or a part of the transaction as a gift, prize, premium, or

reward to the purchaser. Any person violating an}^ of the

provisions of this Section shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
Penaity for (jgj^canor, and, upon conviction thereof shall be punished bv a

violation. ' ' tr r ,

fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment

not exceeding thirty days.

w a rehouse- ggg^ 207. Anv Warehouseman, wharfinger, inspector, cus-m e n violating - - o ' f '

Cwii^Code
°^todian or other person who shall wilfully violate any of the

jgg-.—^^^^ foregoing provisions of Sections 1716 to 1721 of the Civil Code
^^- shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon indictment

and conviction, shall be fined in any sum not exceeding five

hundred dollars or be imprisoned for a term not exceeding

one year, or both.
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Sec. 208. Any director who shall knowingly and willingly ' -^—

'

make, or cause to be made, any fraudulent misrepresentation in Fraudulent
^ ^ m isrepresenta-

any certificate required by Sections 1851 and 1852 of the Civil
*J^°^

^y ^'''^c-

Cod'e, as to the increase and decrease of capital stock, shall be ^ggg xxiiF
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall^^-

be punished by a fine of not more than two thousand dollars or

by imprisonment for not more than two years, or both, in the

discretion of the Court.

Sec. 209. Any officer or stockholder of any corporation who Fraud by of-

•1 iMci ficer or stock-

shall knowmgly and wilfully make, or cause to be made, any holder a mis-

.
demeanor.

fraudulent misrepresentation as to either capital, property or
;

resources of the corporation, shall be held euilty of a misde-isoe, xxii.ioi-
^

.
.

t, J
;^8gg^ XIX, 540;

meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine civil Code §

of not more than $2,000 or by imprisonment for not longer

than two years, or both, at the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 210. Any person who shall discount, shave, or in any Penalty for
^ -^

_

-^ d 1 s c o untmg,
manner speculate in, the claim or application of any soldier, &Cv pension

sailor, or widow, made under the pension laws of this State ^^—z—-—

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall is^-". xi^'^-'S23.

be fined not exceeding one thousand dollars, or imprisonment

not exceeding thirty days, or both, at the discretion of the

Court.

Sec. 211. Any person who shall fraudulently personate anv Penalty for
•' ^ ' * • making traudu-

soldier, sailor, or widow, for the purpose of obtaining the benefit 'e"t claims.

of the pension laws of this State, or who shall knowingly make K- S- i9^; tt-

or cause to be made any false application or statement, or by

any false or fraudulent statement procure such statement to be

made, approved or paid, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and

upon conviction shall be punished by fine not exceeding two

hundred dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding six months, or

both, at the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 212. All arrangements, contracts, agreements, trusts or
^ ^ ™^),'fnati"ns

combinations between two or more persons as individuals, firms
p^^^^^j'"fjj^°'J^

or corporation made with a view to lessen, or which tend to*^^*^^
prohibit-

lessen, full and free competition in the importation or sale of 1397 xxii
articles imported into this State, or in the manufacture or sale f^\^^l xxii'^

of articles! of domestic growth, or of domestic raw material, '^^^•

and all arrangements, contracjj|ii'agreements, trusts or combina-

tions between persons or corporations, designed or which tend

to advance, reduce or control the price or the cost to the pro-

ducer or to the consumer of any such product or article, and all

arrangements, contracts, trusts, syndicates, associations or com-

20.—C. P.
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"^^'^^^'^^
binations between two or more persons as individuals, firms,

corporations, syndicates or associations, that may lessen or

affect in any manner the full and free competition in any tariff,

rates, tolls, premiums or prices, or seeks to control in any way or

mannersucH tariffs, rates, tolls, premiums orprices in any branch

of trade, business or commerce, are . hereby declared to be

against public policy, unlawful and void ; and any violation of

the provision hereof shall be deemed, and is hereby declared to

be, destructive of full and free competition and a conspiracy

against trade, and any person or persons who may engage in

any such conspiracy, or who shall, as principal, manager, direc-

tor or agent, or in any other capacity, knowingly carry out any

of the stipulations, purposes, prices, rates or orders made in

punished.^
*°"^

furtherance of such conspiracy, shall, on conviction, be pun-

ished by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars or more

than five thousand dollars, and by imprisonment in the Peni-

tentiary not less than six months, or more than ten years, or,

in the judgment of the Court, by either such fine or such im-

prisonment.

efai°To^^b?fng Scc. 213. Whenever complaint is made upon afifidavit or

fdt°ciii°rter,- affidavits showiug a prima facie case of violation of the pro-

. visions of the preceding Section by any corporation, domestic

or foreign, it shall be the duty of the Attorney General to bring

action against such domestic corporation to forfeit its charter,

and for the purpose of such forfeiture he shall apply to any

Court of competent jurisdiction for an order restraining such

offending corporation, and in cases where, in his discretion,

it is necessary, for the immediate appointment of a receiver for

such offending corporation, where such forfeiture affects a credi-

tor or creditors of such offending corporation, and in case such

violation shall be established the Court shall adjudge the charter

of such corporation to be forfeited, and such corporation shall

be dissolved and its charter shall cease and determine ; and in

the case of such showing as to a foreign corporation an action

shall be begun by the Attorney General in said Court to deter-

mine the truth of such charge, and in case such charge shall

be considered established the effect of the judgment of the

Court shall be to deny such corporation the recognition of its

corporate existence in any Court of law or equity in this State.

But nothing in this Section shall be construed to affect any

right of action then existing against such corporation.

when.

lb., § 2.
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Sec. 214. Any person or persons or corporation that may be

injured or damaged by any such arrangement, contract, agree- jj^^^^y'^^^gP^vlr

ment, trust or combination described in Section 212 may sue f!!!!.!5!f^

for and recover, in any Court of competent jurisdiction in this434^^^§^'4'^^^^"

State, of any person, persons or corporation operating such

trust or combination, the full consideration or sum paid by

him or them for any goods, wares, merchandise or articles the

sale of which is controlled by such combination or trust.

Sec. 215. Any and all persons may be compelled to testifycompeiie"''To

in any action or prosecution under the three preceding Sec-!!!!!!^:

tions : Provided, That such testimony shall not be used in any

other action or prosecution against such witness or witnesses,

any such witness or witnesses shall forever be exempt from

any prosecution for the act or acts concerning which he or they

testify.

Sec. 216. Nothing contained in the four preceding Sections a i s c harge of

shall be taken or construed to apply to any person or persons -

acting in the discharge of official duties under the laws of this

State.

Note: The Act of 1897, embracing the last five Sections, is also embraced in Sec.

2845-2847 of the Civil Code; but the amending Act of 1898 was omitted through

mistake.

Sec. 217. Any attempt to evade the provisions of Sections for"^ct's^i^"^n[o-

1819, 1820 of the Civil Code, prohibiting combinations to con- |fro\i°bi ting

trol rates of insurance, shall be punished by a fine of five hun- o°f insurance.
^^

dred dollars, and any false statement in the affidavit required in 1399, xxiii.,

Section 1820, of the Civil Code, shall be deemed perjury, and

punished by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more

than one thousand dollars, and by confinement in the peniten-

tiary for one year, or, in the discretion of the Court, by confine-

ment in jail for a period of not less than thirty days nor more

than twelve months.

Sec. 218. If any director or other officer of any bank incor-
j^^yg°gfy'°"„j °g

porated under the Statutes of the State providing for "Banking ^|'^|;'"\^°j™g

Companies" shall be convicted upon indictment of directly or ^|5g^j.<=gt°'"|jf/j.
°/j

indirectly borrowing therefrom, except on good security, ap- pu'^'shed.

proved in writing by two-thirds of the whole Board of Direc- 463^^^^^'
^'^^''

tors of such bank ; or shall become an endorser or surety upon

any loan or credit made or extended to any other director or

officer of such bank; or shall borrow from such bank, or lend

to any of its directors, or any firm of which such director is

a member, or any company or corporation of which such direc-

tor is an officer, an amount or amounts exceeding at any one
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time one-tenth part of the capital stock of such bank actually

paid in,in yiolation of Sections 1776 and 1777, of the Civil Code,

he shall be punished by fine or imprisonment, or by both fine

and imprisonment, at the discretion of the Court,

f r'a'ifd u^i ent ^^^- ^^^' ^^7 pcfson, officcr, member or examining physi-

office™^"l*genC ^^^^ "^^^ ^^^^^ knowiugly or willfully make any false or fraudu-

nai' beneficiary ^^^^ Statement or representation in or with reference to any
associations,

application for membership, or for the purpose of obtaining

in3^^^^§''ia ^^^' any money or benefit in any association transacting business

under the Act regulating Fraternal Beneficiary Societies, or-

ders and associations of this State, embraced in Chapter XLVL,
Sections 1830 to 1841, of the Civil Code, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine

of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hun-

dred dollars, or imprisonment in the County jail for not less

than thirty days nor more than one year, or both, in the discre-

tion of the Court; and any person who shall willfully make a

false statement of any material fact or thing in a sworn state-

ment as to the death or disability of a certificate holder in any

such association for the purpose of procuring payment of a

benefit named in the certificate of such holder, and any person

who shall wilfully make any false statement in any verified

report of declaration under oath required or authorized by said

Act, shall be guilty of perjury, and shall be proceeded against

and punished as provided by the Statutes of this State in rela-

tion to the crime of perjury

Agents of Sec. 220. Any officer, agent, or person acting for anv Frater-
fraternal bene- ,

-r-, ,- . . , ., i
...'..,

ficiary associa- nal Bcneficiary association, while such association is enjoined
tions doing , . , . ^, _ _ -_ . , r^- $
business in vio- from doiug busiucss, pursuaut to Chapter XJLVi. of the Civil

Code, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on con-
1896, XXII.,

. . .

103. viction thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not less than twen-

ty five or more than one hundred dollars.

Procuring Sec. 221. Any person who procures board and lodging or
board by false-

. . . .

ly making writ- board from anv boarding-house or inn-keeper in this State upon
ten representa- '

.

. . .

tion that there the representation in writing that there is money due or to be-
is money due a "

_

misdemeanor, comc due to him, to be paid on a future day, out of which he

1898. XXII., promises to pay for such board and lodging or board, and fails

or refuses to so apply such money when collected b}^ him, shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall pay a fine

not exceeding fifty dollars or be imprisoned not more than thirty

days : Provided, That if such person shall pay the amount due

by him for such board and lodging or board and the costs of
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the prosecution, the case may be discontinued, in the discretion ""—^' '

of the Magistrate issuing the warrant.

Sec. 222. Any officer whose duty it is to certify to the mile- ^^ f^'/'^^^^^^;

age of any juror, witness or other person required to at- fa'^fse certTfkatt

tend Court or to travel to perform any legal duty, who shall ^^ ^'^^
r^o' r"^of

knowingly allow any claim for mileage otherwise than is herein ™df^^^
travel-

prescribed shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon ^gg^^ xxii.,

conviction shall be punished by fine or imprisonment, or both,
''^^•

in the discretion of the Court, and shall, whether indicted crimi-

nally or not, be liable in a civil action to pay as a penalty for

the benefit of the County, a sum equal to ten times the amount

which the County may lose by reason of any payment for mile-

age in excess of that allowed by law.

Sec. 223. Any State or County officer in this State who shall lected^ and "re-

receive or collect any rebate, commission or discount from any pubik ^officer a
,

• ,1 1 r 11 misdemeanor.
person, persons or corporations upon the purchase 01 any books, —

-

or any other property, or supplies, or from printing or advertis- 519.
' " "

''

ing, whether for use of State or County, and shall fail or refuse

to pay the same to the proper State or County authorities at the

time of receiving the same, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

demeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine or

imprisonment, in the discretion of the Court, and shall also for-

feit his said office.

See also Sec. 382, Act of 1899, XXIII., 96, as to acceptance of rebates.

. . , ~_ No municipal
Sec. 224. No municipal officer shall take a contract to per- officer may con-

r ir-i • 1 r 1 ••! • -tract with mu-
form work or furnish material for the municipal corporation ot nicipaiity.

which he is an officer, and no such officer shall receive any com- i90o, xxiii.,
455.

pensation on any contract for said purpose : Provided, That

in cities of over thirty thousand inhabitants, such contracts may
be allowed by the unanimous vote of City Council upon each

specific contract, such vote to be taken by yeas and nays, and

entered upon Council's journal.

Any person violating the provisions of this Section shall be violations a
-^ -^ o i

^ ^
misdemeanor.

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be

punished by fine or imprisonment, in the discretion of the Court

before whom such conviction is had.

See. 225. Any person or persons wilfully interfering with,. Penalty for
' i^ f J o inte rierence

molesting, or obstructing, or attempting to interfere with, mo-^ith Phosphate
cj' »' jr o ' Commissioners

lest, or obstruct, the State or the said Board of Phosphate Com-
°ut"|pj"„°se

'*^''

missioners, or any one by them authorized or licensed, in the -^ g , ^ .

.

peaceable possession and occupation of any of the marshes ^^°'^' ^^•' ^^'^•

and navigable streams and waters of the State, including the
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""^ ' Coosaw River phosphate territory, or who shall dig or

mine, or attempt to dig or mine, any of the phosphate rock or

phosphate deposits of this State, without a license so to do by

the Board of Phosphate Commissioners, shall be punished for

each offense by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars or

more than five hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not less

than one or more than twelve months, or both, at the discretion

of the Court.

of^s^a^te'^^Bank
^^^' ^^^' ^"-^ officcr of a Banking corporation or any em-

Examiner a pjQyg thcrcof who shall obstruct the State Bank Examiner in
misdemeanor. '^ '

1896 XXII ^^ discharge of his duties shall on conviction be deemed guilty

^^^- of a misdemeanor, and any person convicted of wilfully swear-

ing falsely on any such examination shall be deemed guilty of

perjury.

thf^ids^oTna^ ^cc. 227. Any person or persons who shall moor any vessel
vigation.

Qj. ygssels of any kind or name whatsoever, or any raft or any

xxL,^a%/ri! P^rt of a raft, to any buoy, beacon or day mark placed in the

waters of South Carolina by the authority of the United States

Light House Board, or shall in any manner hang on with any

vessel or raft, or part of a raft, to any such buoy, beacon or day

mark, or shall wilfully remove, damage or destroy any beacon

or beacons erected on lands in this State by the authority of the

said United States Light House Board, or having through un-

avoidable accident run down, dragged from its position, or in

any way injured any buoy, beacon or day mark as aforesaid,

and shall fail to give notice as soon as practicable of having

done so to the Light House Inspector of the district in which

said buoy, beacon or day mark may be located, or to the Board

of Wardens for the Port of South Carolina, shall, for every

punfshme^nt^"'^ s^c^ offensc, bc dccmcd guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon

conviction thereof before any Court of competent jurisdiction

shall be punished by a fine not to exceed two hundred dollars

or imprisonment not to exceed three months, or both, at the

of^fine"'^"'^*'""
discretion of the Court ; one-third of the fine in each case shall

be paid to the informer and two-thirds thereof to the Light

House Board, to be used in repairing the said buoys or beacons.

^4"et7plIaUy Scc. 228. It shall be unlawful for any vessel to anchor on the

R. s. 519; ih„ range line of any range lights established by the United States

^
^"

Light House Board in this State, and the master of any vessel

so anchoring shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and

upon conviction thereof before any Court of competent jurisdic-

tion shall be punished by a fine not to exceed fifty dollars, one-
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half of the fine in each case to be paid to the informer and one-

half to the State.

Sec. 229. The cost of repairing or replacing any such buoy, Cost of re-

beacon or day mark which may have been misplaced, damaged Hen.

or destroyed by any vessel or raft whatsoever having been made R. s. 520; ib.,

fast to any such buoy, beacon or day mark shall, when the same
shall be legally ascertained, be a lien upon such vessel or raft,

and may be recovered against said vessel or raft and the owner

or owners thereof in an action of debt in any Court of competent

jurisdiction in this State.

Sec. 230. Any person or persons who shall wilfully obliterate Destruction

or desecrate any grave, or shall wilfully destroy any plants, gravJ->'ards^"a
, J ,• 1 I 1 J J- misdemeanor.
trees, decorations, shrubbery, or deface or remove any grave- ——
stone, or shall wilfully destroy, tear down or injure any fence 98.

'

or other enclosure of any graveyard, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor, and upon conviction shall pay a fine of not more than

one hundred nor less than twenty-five dollars, or be confined

in the County chain gang not more than thirty days nor less

than ten days.

Sec. 231. If any person shall dig in this State anv ginsing, Digging 9r
-^ -^ ° . o o' pulling up gin-

pull up the roots or in any manner injure them, from the isthsing a misde-
^ -^

_

-^ '
_

^ meaner; when.

day of March till the 15th day of September in any year, such
xxiii

person shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction 92.

thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than one hundred

dollars, or imprisonment for not more than thirty days.

Sec. 232. Where any person in this State shall plant ginsing, Digging on
' ^ 1- & o land of anotn-

upon any lands belonging to such person or persons, whether er, when pi^ant-

the same be enclosed or not, then it shall be unlawful for any —

person to dig said ginsing at any time of the year without the

permission of the person so planting the same ; and any person

convicted of a violation of the provision of this Section shall

be fined for each and every such offense not exceeding one

hundred dollars, or imprisonment for a term not exceeding

thirty days.
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CHAPTER XII.

Offenses Against the Public Peace.

Sec.

233. Conspiracy against persons.

234. If other crimes committed, how
punished.

235. Sheriffs, &c., to execute war-
rants. May call out posse

comitatus.

236. Penalty for hindering officers or

rescuing prisoners.

237. Persons injured may prosecute

County for damages.
Mobs and Riots.

238. Owners of buildings destroyed

by, indemnified.

239. When damages cannot be recov-

ered.

240. Persons injured may sue partici-

pants.

241. County Commissioners may pros-

ecute offenders.

242. Sheriffs, &c., to enforce preced-

ing provisions.

Sec.

243. Jurisdiction of Circuit Courts.

Of Insdekection ok Rebellion,

244. Governor to call out militia

;

when.
245. Proclamation to disperse.

246. Militia subject to Articles of

War.
247. Penalty for disobedience of or-

ders.

248. Governor to take possession of

telegraph ; when.
249. Governor to employ sufficient

force to suppress insurrec-

tion, &c.

250. Governor may suspend lialieas

corpus.

251. Prize fighting prohibited.

252. Shooting or boisterous conduct

on highway.

Con spiracy
against persons

Of Conspiracy.

Section 233. If any two or more persons shall band or con-

.„. n spire together, or go in disguise upon the public highway, or

§^T,,-^^^l^ ^f'^V npon the premises of another, Avith intent to injure, oppress, or
XIV., o60, g 2. ^

violate the person or property of any citizen, because of his po-

litical opinion or his expression or exercise of the same, or shall

attempt, by an}^ means, measures, or acts, to hinder, prevent,

or obstruct any citizen in the free exercise and enjoyment of

any right or privilege secured to him by the Constitution and

laws of the United States, or by the Constitution and laws of

this State, such persons shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and,

on conviction, thereof, be fined not less than one hundred or

more than two thousand dollars, or be imprisoned not less than

six months or more than three years, or both, at the discretion

of the Court ; and shall thereafter be ineligible to, and disabled

from, holding any office of honor, trust, or profit in this State.

If oiher ci-ime ggg 234. If in violating any of the provisions of Sections
commuted, now o j r
punisiied.

233 and 236 of this Chapter, any other crime, misdemeanor, or

s^i|;/lf.^'§^: felony shall be committed, the offender or oft'enders shall, on

convicted thereof, be subjected to such punishment for the same

as is attached to such crime, misdemeanor, and felony, by the

existins: laws of this State.
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Sec. 235. It shall be the duty of all Sheriffs, Constables, and ^^"'•^v '

other officers who may be specially empowered, to obey and
^^ |ijg"J[|' ^^^^i^

execute all warrants and other processes issued under the pT^o-^^^p^J'^p'^^jf^l

visions of Sections 233 to 239, inclusive, of this Chapter, to *°*"^-

them directed; and should any Sheriff, Constable, or other offi-g'^goo- zT.^'§^6!

cer specially empowered, refuse to receive such warrant or

other process, when tendered to him, or neglect or refuse to

execute the same, he shall, on conviction thereof, be fined in the

sum of five hundred dollars, to the use of the citizens deprived

of the rights secured by the provisions of this Chapter, or be

imprisoned in the County jail, in the discretion of the Court.

And the better to enable the Sheriffs, Constables, and other

officers specially empowered, to execute all such warrants and

other processes as may be' directed to them, they shall have

authority to summon and call to their aid the bystanders or

posse comitatus of the proper County; and all persons refusing

to obey the summons or call of the officers thus empowered

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction

thereof, be punished. And such warrants and other processes

shall run and be executed by said officers anywhere within the

Circuit or County in which they are issued.

Sec. 236. Any person who shall hinder, prevent, or obstruct hinleHn^ offic^

any officer or other person charged with the execution of any p^ggj^g^g^'^^*"^

warrant or other process issued under the provisions of Sec- q g 2570 ; r.

tions 233 to 242, inclusive, of this Chapter, in arresting any per-|'7^°"^'
^^' ^^^'

son for whose apprehension such warrant or other process may
have been issued, or shall rescue, or attempt to rescue, such

person from the custody of the officer or person or persons

lawfully assisting him, as aforesaid, or shall aid, abet, or assist

any person so arrested, as aforesaid, directly or indirectly, to

escape from the custody of the officer or person or persons as-

sisting him, as aforesaid, or shall harbor or conceal any person

for whose arrest a warrant or other process shall have been

issued, so as to prevent his discovery and arrest, after notice

or knowledge of the fact of the issuing of such warrant or

other process, shall, on conviction for either of said offences, be

subject to a fine of not less than fifty nor more than one thou-

sand dollars, or imprisonment of not less than three months

nor more than one year, or both, at the discretion of the Court

having jurisdiction.

Sec. 237. Any citizen who shall be hindered, prevented, or

obstructed in the exercise of the rights and privileges secured
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^^^ to him by the Constitution and laws of the United States, or by

jure/ may pro- the Constitution and laws of this State, or shall be injured in

for^dlmages"*^^^^ pcrson or property because of his exercise of the same, may
G. s. 257il^ claim and prosecute the County in which the offence shall be

XIv^^^s'ei/fs: committed for any damages he shall sustain thereby; and the

said County shall be responsible for the payment of such dam-
ages as the Court may award, which shall be paid by the Coun-
ty Treasurer of such County on a warrant drawn by the Coun-
ty Commissioners thereof; which warrant shall be drawn by
the County Commissioners as soon as a certified copy of the

judgment roll is delivered to them for file in their office.

Of Mobs and Riots.

h^Ti^ngVdl Sec. 238. In all cases where any dwelling house, building,

demmfied^'
'"" o^ ^ny property, real or personal, shall be destroyed in conse-

G. s. 2572; R. qucncc of any mob or riot, it shall be lawful for the person or
s. 203; 76., § 9.pgj.gQj^g owniug or interested in such property to bring suits

against the County in which such property was situated and
being, for the recovery of such damages as he or they may have
sustained by reason of the destruction thereof ; and the amount
which shall be recovered in said action shall be paid in the

manner provided by Section 237 of this Chapter.

agS^clnno't^be Scc. 239. No pcrson or persons shall be entitled to the re-
recovere^^

covcry of such damagcs if it shall appear that the destruction

s. 204^ lb., § 10 of his or their property was caused by his or their illegal con-

duct, nor unless it shall appear that he or they, upon knowledge
had of the intention or attempt to destroy his or their property,

or to collect a mob for that purpose, and sufficient time inter-

vening, gave notice thereof to a Constable, Sheriff, or Magis-

trate of the County in which such property was situated and

being; and it shall be the duty of such Constable, Sheriff, or

Magistrate, upon receipt of such notice, to take all legal means
necessary for the protection of such property as is attacked,

or threatened to be attacked; and if such Constable, Sheriff",

or Magistrate, upon receipt of such notice, or upon knowledge

of such intention or attempt to destroy such property, in any

wise received, shall neglect or refuse to perform his duty in

the premises, he or they so neglecting or refusing shall be

liable for the damages done to such property, to be recovered

by action, and shall also be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor

in office, and, on conviction thereof, shall forfeit his commis-

sion.
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Sec. 240. Nothing in the foregoing Sections of this Chapter

shall be construed to prevent the person or persons whose -^^^^^^^ ^"'

property is so injured or destroyed from having and maintain- participants.

ing his or their action against all and every person and persons g^-
fo5^.'^'"\'g7^"

engaged or participating in said mob or riot, to recover full ^^^•' ^^^' § ^^

damages for any injury sustained : Provided, hozvever, That no

damages shall be recovered by the party against any of said

rioters for the same injury for which compensation shall be

made by the County.

Sec. 241. It shall be lawful for the County Commissioners County Com-
missioners may

of the County against which damages shall be recovered under pro secute of-... . . . .
fenders.

the provisions of this Chapter to bring suit, or suits, in the—-r

—

z~r^
name of the County, against any and all persons engaged or in s. 206; ib., §

any manner participating in said mob or riot, and against any

Constable, Sheriff, Magistrate, or other officer charged with

the maintenance of the public peace, who may be liable, by

neglect of duty, to the provisions of this Chapter, for the re-

covery of all damages, costs, and expenses incurred by said

County ; and such suits shall not abate or fail by reason of too

many or too few parties defendant being named therein.

Sec. 242. Sheriffs, Constables, and other officers in the sev- Sheriffs, &c.,
' '

_ to enforce pre-

eral Circuits or Counties vested with powers of arresting, im- ceding provis-

prisoning, and bailing offenders against the laws of this State, "^^"^(jT^
are hereby specially authorized and required to institute pro-|-^207; /&., 560,

ceedings against all and every person and persons who shall

violate the provisions of the preceding Sections of this Chap-

ter, and cause him and them to be arrested, imprisoned, or

bailed, as the case may require, for a trial before such Court

as shall have jurisdiction of the offence.

Sec. 243. The Circuit Courts of this State, within their re- JprjsdicUon^of

spective Circuits, in the Counties of which the Circuits are re--^
g 2577^"^"

spectively composed, shall have cognizance of all offences com-S- 20s; /&., § 5.

mitted against the provisions of Sections 233 to 241, inclusive,

of this Chapter.

Of Insurrection or Rebellion.

Sec. 244. Whenever, by reason of unlawful obstructions, ^^jp°^^™°y^°

combinations, or assemblages of persons, or rebellion against ^^^"-

the authority of the government of this State, it shall become ^- %q!'^^{^'

impracticable, in the judgment of the Governor of the State, '^^^•' ss, § 1.

to enforce, by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings, the

laws of the State within any County or Counties of the State,
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^-''-s,-''^^ it shall be lawful for the Governor of the State to call forth

the militia of any or all the Counties in the State, and employ-

such parts thereof as he may deem necessary to enforce the

faithful execution of the laws, or to suppress such rebellion.

to^d^sSTe^*'°"
Sec. 245. Whenever, in the judgment of the Governor, it

G s. 2579- R. "^^y ^^ necessary to use the military force hereby directed to
s.^210; lb., 86,|jg employed and called forth, the Governor shall forthwith,

by proclamation, command such insurgents to disperse and re-

tire peaceably to their respective abodes within a limited time.

jec^/'Jo'lrtid^ Sec. 246. The militia so called into the service of the State
°^ '^^'""

.shall be subject to the same rules and articles of war as troops

s!^2n; j&.^'§^; of the United States, and be continued in the service of the

State until discharged by proclamation by the Governor : Pro-

vided, That such continuance in service shall not extend beyond

sixty days after the commencement of the regular session of

the General Assembly, unless the General Assembly shall ex-

pressly provide therefor : Provided, further. That the militia

so called into the service of the State shall, during their term

of service, be entitled to the same pay, rations, and allowances

for clothing, as are or may be established by law for the army

of the United States.

disobedilnce^of ^^^' '^^'^* Evcry officcr, non-commissioned officer, or private

orders. qf ^hc militia, who shall fail to obey the orders of the Governor

s*^2i2' f^^^'§^'ofthe State in any of the cases before recited, shall forfeit a sum
not exceeding one year's pay, and not less than one month's

pay, to be determined by a court-martial ; and such officer shall

be liable to be cashiered by sentence of court-martial, and be in-

capacitated from holding a commission in the militia, for a

termnot exceeding twelve months, at the discretion of the Court

;

and such non-commissioned officer and private shall be liable to

imprisonment by a like sentence, on failure of the payment of

the fines adjudged against them, for one calendar month for

every twenty-five dollars of such fine.

Governor to gee. 248. The Govcmor of the State, when, in his judgment,
take possession ... J o '

°f telegraphs, j;];^e pubHc Safety may require it, is hereby authorized to take

—
g 2532- R possession of any or all of the telegraph lines in the State, their

s. 213; lb., § 5. offices and appurtenances; to take possession of any or all rail-

road lines in the State, their rolling stock, their offices, shops,

buildings, and all their appendages and appurtenances ; to pre-

scribe rules and regulations for the holding, using, and main-

taining of the aforesaid telegraph and railroad lines in the man-

ner most conducive to the interest and safetv of the govern-
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ment; to place under military control all the ofificers, agents,

and employes belonging to the telegraph and railroad lines

thus taken possession of, so that they shall be considered a part

of the military establishment of the State, subject to all the

restrictions imposed by the rules and articles of war.

Sec. 249. The Governor is authorized to employ as many gj^°^'=''"°^^ ^°

persons as he may deem necessary and proper for the suppres- f^j^^fff:_

sion of such insurrection, rebellion, or resistance to the laws
;
g^-

fi4^^^\'j3f^'

and for this purpose he may organize and use them in such ^^^- ^^' § *"•

manner as he may judge best for the public welfare.

Sec. 250. If, during any insurrection, rebellion, or any un- Governor mayirii • 1-11 r 1 • r^ r
suspend habeas

lawful obstruction of the laws, as set forth m Section 244 01 corpus, when.

this Chapter, the Governor of the State, in his judgment, shall g. s. 2534; r.

deem the public safety requires it, he is authorized to suspend

the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus in any case through-

out the State or any part thereof ; and whenever the said privi-

lege shall be suspended, as aforesaid, no military or other offi-

cer shall be compelled, in answer to any writ of habeas corpus,

to return the body of any person or persons detained by him

by authorit}^ of the Governor ; but upon the certificate, under

oath, of the officer having cTiarge of any one so detained, that

such person is detained by him as a prisoner under the authority

of the Governor, further proceedings under the writ of habeas

corpus shall be suspended by the Judge or Court having issued

the said writ, sO' long as said suspension by the Governor shall

remain in force and said rebellion continue.

Sec. 251. It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to. P"^^,
.,%^^i''I- ^ mg prohibited.

engage in prize fighting, or to be a second in a prize fight,—1^—^—2"i6^

within the limits of this State; and any person violating the^^Ds, x>a,^397;

provisions of this Section shall be punished by a fine of not^^*-

exceeding one thousand dollars or imprisonment not exceeding

three years, or both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of

the Court. Any person or persons, either upon their responsi-

bility or as officers or agents of any club or association, who
shall aid or abet by offer of a purse or money or other valuable

inducement, or by letting or giving the use of a house or

grounds, or who shall in any way whatsoever effect or cause a

violation of this Section, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

meanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by imprison-

ment not exceeding six months or by a fine not exceeding two

hundred dollars.
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Sec. 252. Any person who shall, without just cause or ex-

boi^t'e°r°oi!is°con'^*^^se, or while under the influence, or feigning- to be under the

hrg^hw°ay a^mis'^ influence, of intoxicating liquors, engaged in any boisterous
demeanor. couduct. or who shall, without just causc or excuse, discharge

9 tT^' 'if 0^0^,'' any gun, pistol or other firearm while upon or within fifty

XXIII., 449.
ya^j-(js Qf 2iny public road or highway, except upon his own pre-

mises, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction

thereof, shall pay a fine of not more than one hundred dollars,

or be imprisoned for not more than thirty days.

CHAPTER XIII.

Offenses Against Public Justice.

255
256

257.

258.

259.

Sec.

253. Perjury.

254. Procuring witness to c(immlt

perjury.

Disposition of forfeiture.

False swearing before persons

authorized to administer

oaths.

Additional punishment for per-

jury.

Perjury for President or Cashier

to malse false returns.

Felony to receive deposits after

knowledge of insolvency.

260. False swearing before Courts for

the arbitration of mercantile

disputes in the city of

Charleston.

Beibeet.

261. Giving or offering bribes to offi-

cers.

2'62. Acceptance of bribes by officers.

263. Corrupting jurors, &c.

264. Accepting bribes by jurors, &c.

265. Bribery to procure office.

266. Penalty for accepting bribes.

267. Informer free from arrest.

Of Aiding Escapes and Peisonees.

268. Of aiding escapes from prisons

and rescuing prisoners.

269. Aiding escapes from an officer.

270. Jailor or other officer wilfully

suffering escapes.

Sec.

conceening elections.

271. Betting on elections.

272. Voting more than once.

273. Bribery at election.

274. Offering to procure votes by
bribery.

275. Abusing voters, &c.

276. Place of trial ; informer's share,

&c.

277. Assault, &c., on account of po-

litical opinion.

278. Perjury to swear falsely by
voters.

279. Punishment of Managers at pri-

mary election for violating,

&c.

280. Punishment of officers for neg-

lect or corrupt conduct.

281. Penalty for messengers and
others defeating due deliv-

ery of certificates.

282. Punishment for neglect or cor-

rupt conduct on part of of-

ficer or messenger.

283. Punishment for violation of

election laws.

284. Wilful neglect of duty by Com-
missioner or Manager of

Election.

285. Improperly furnishing registra-

tion certificates.

286. Receiving fraudulent certificate

of registration.

Of Perjury.

Section 253. Whoever, either by the subornation, unlawful

procurement, sinister persuasion or means, of any other per-
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son, or by his own act, consent or agreement, shall wilfully and """^"^^v

corruptly commit any manner of wilful perjury, by his depo- ^^ ^^^^^'^^^^^'J^'l

sition in any of the Courts of this State, or being- examined ad pe^jm-y
.

perpetuam rei meinoriam, and being thereof duly convicted, g^gf/.^f^fu^^

shall be fined in the sum of one hundred dollars, and shall suf-^g^^'g^g^^^'
^^•'

fer imprisonment by the space of six months, and the oath of

such person shall not be received in any Court of record within

this State.

Perjury consists in false swearing without any regard to the form of the oath.--

Patrick v. Smoke, 3 Strob., 152.

The false swearing must be wilful and corrupt.—State v. Cockran, i Bail., 50.

It must relate to some fact material to the issue.—State v. Hattaway, 2 N. &

McC, 118; State v. Kennerty, 10 Rich., 152.

If done to mitigate sentence, it is perjury.—State v. Keenan, 8 Rich., 456.

Perjury cannot be committed in giving evidence in a cause of which Court

had no jurisdiction.—State v. Jenkins, 26 S. C, 121; i S. E., 437.

Nor before arbitrators not having power to administer an oath.—State v. Mc-

Croskey, 3 McC, 308. But it was assigned on oath before a Justice of the Peace,

on investigation before arbitrators.—State v. Stephenson, 4 McC, 165.

Not on oath for naturalization.—State v. Helle, 2 Hill, 290.

Defendant's mental condition a material fact.—State v. Gaymon, 44 S. C, 333;

22 S. E., 305.

Indictment—Which charges that the oath was taken on the Gospels will not

be sustained by proof that the oath was taken with uplifted hand.—State v.

Porter, 2 Hill, 611.

Where it sufficiently charges a common law perjury, its conclusion against the

statute, &c., may be regarded as surplusage.—State v. Kennedy, 10 Rich., 152.

Sufficient to allege that defendant was duly sworn.—State v. Farrow, 10

Rich., 165.

Not defective in failing to allege that the proceeding before Magistrate was

commenced by information under oath.—State v. Byrd, 28 S. C, 18; 4 S. E., 793.

It need not allege that the matter sworn to was material to the issue.

—

lb.

Evidence.—Testimony showing location of defendant, when it affects the issue,

is material.—State v. Byrd, 28 S. C, 18; 4 S. E., 793.

Two witnesses not necessary to disprove facts sworn to; but where there is

only one, independent evidence ought to be adduced.—State v. Heyward, i N. &
McC, 546.

Same amount of testimony required to prove the facts sworn to as the falsity

of the oath.—State v. Howard, 4 McC, 159.

One who has been charged with crime by the oath of defendant is a competent

witness.—State v. McKennan, Harp., 302.

Prosecutor was a competent witness unless he had immediate interest in the

record.—State v. Farrow, 10 Rich., 165.

Verdict.—Where it finds guilty of perjury before two persons, and the indict-

ment charges it before one of them, the variance is fatal.—State v. Mayson, 3

Brev., 284.

Judgment—Will be arrested when the words stated do not from the face of

the indictment appear to be material.—State v. Heyward, i N. & McC, 546.

Sec. 254. Whoever shall unlawfully and corruptly procure ^/g°<="[j,'^Sj,'J^:

any witness or witnesses by letters, rewards, promises, or by ^^j^^^j^
P^^'Jpg^;

any other sinister and unlawful means whatsoever, to commit \°^ to"^te™ffy

any wilful and corrupt perjury, in any matter or cause what- thereafter.

soever, in suit and variance, by any writ, action, complaint, or
jj^-s_^2i8;^7f.i

information, in any wise touching or concerning any lands, ^
^-
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'""""^^^'"^ tenements, or hereditaments, goods, chattels, debts, or dam-

ages, in any of the Courts of this State, or shall unlawfully and

corruptly procure or suborn any witness or witnesses, which

shall be sworn to testify in perpetuam rei memoriam, shall be

fined in the sum of two hundred dollars, and shall be im-

prisoned for the space of six months, unless such fine shall be

sooner paid, and thenceforth shall not be received as a witness

in any Court of record within this State.

Attorney at law disbarred for subornation of perjury.—State v. Holding, i

McC, 379-

of forfeiture?" Scc. 255. The onc moiety of the fine imposed by the pre-

~G. s. 2533; R. ceding Sections of this Chapter shall be for the State, and the

c' 9; i7i2, ii!' other moiety to such person as shall be grieved, hindered, or
488 § 8

molested by reason of the offence or offences before mentioned,

that will sue for the same by action in any Court of competent

jurisdiction.

inJbeforTpIr- ^80. 256. Whocvcr shall, wilfully and knowingly, swear

ed"to adminis- falscly in taking any oath required by law, and administered by
ter oaths.

^^^^ persou directed or permitted by law to administer such

s^' 22o1''^\'83^', oath, shall be deemed guilty of perjury, and, on conviction,
VI., 485. incur the pains and penalties of that offence.

Such offense may be assigned for making false affidavit before one officer,

charging another with a misdemeanor.—State v. Cockran, i Bail., 501.

One cannot be tried for perjury for taking an oath falsely before an officer

not qualified to administer it.—State v. Heyward, i N. & McC, 546.

It cannot be assigned as perjury to make a false affidavit on application for

naturalization, as to previous residence.—State v. Helle, 2 Hill, 290.

It is not necessary to constitute the crime of perjury under this Section that

the matter falsely sworn to should be material to the issue. It is sufficient if

the oath was required by law, was administered by one authorized to do so, and

was willfully and knowingly false.—State v. Byrd, 28 S. C, 18; 4 S. E., 793.

iNDicTMENT.^Need not charge that tne Court at which the oath was taken had

jurisdiction of the subject matter.—State v. Byrd, 28 S. C, 18; 4 S. E., 793.

Additional gcc. 257. Bcsidcs the punishment already to be inflicted by
punisnment for ' -^

perjury- law for SO great crimes, it shall and may be lawful for the Court

G. s^ 2535; or Judgc before whom any person shall be convicted of wilful

7, iii., 470, § 4 and corrupt perjury, or subornation of perjury, to order and

send such person to the State Penitentiary, there to be kept to

hard labor for any term or time not exceeding the term of seven

years.

Perjury for gec. 258. Any President or Cashier of any bank of issuePre sident or ' -^

_ _

Cashier to make s^gaj-jjfg falsely to any accouut required by the provisions of

G s 134G- R Section 1760 of the Civil Code, shall be deemed guilty of per-

xii^^6^9
^'^^^' jury, and shall be subject to the pains and penalties thereof.

Sec. 259. It shall be felony for any President, Director,

Manager, or Cashier, or other officer, of any banking institu-
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tion, to receive any deposits or trusts, or to create any debts

for such corporation, after he shall become aware that such cor- Felony to re-
^ ceive deposits

poration is insolvent; and every officer of such failing corpora- 1^^*^^^^
i'n-oTv

tion shall become personally liable to the amount of such de- ^""^y-

posits or trusts received by him, or with his knowledge or as- g^-
|23'':^^^]'s7^'

sent, in any such case, to the person thereby damaged, whether ^^^' 2•^^•

criminal prosecution be made or not. And all persons con-

victed for felony, as herein provided, shall- be punished by im-

prisonment for a term of not less than one year and by a fine

of not less than one thousand dollars.

Sec. 260. All wilful false swearing in any proceeding under inJ^^gfore'The

the provisions of Chapter XC. of the Civil Code, shall be^°bUration o^f

deemed and held to be wilful perjury, and indictable and i^J^j^g';^"'-^^ "jlf^

punishable as such. ^j,*y
°^ Charies-

Sec. 261. Whoever corruptly gives, offers, or promises to~^^^ ^ ^
any executive, legislative, or judicial officer, after his election ^^''^' ^^^•' *^-

or appointment, either before or after he is qualified or has
fgj^|7g'i,fjbes°to

taken his seat, any gift or gratuity whatever, with intent to
°^^^^^-

influence his act, vote, opinion, decision, or judgment on any g^'
f^sf^^fsegi

matter, question, cause, or proceeding, which may be pending ^^^' ^o^' §
^^

or may by law come or be brought before him in his official

capacity, shall be punished by imprisonment in the State Peni-

tentiary at hard labor, not exceeding five years, or by fine not

exceeding three thousand dollars, and imprisonment in jail not

exceeding one year. *

See. 262. Every executive, legislative, or judicial oi^cer,]^^^^^^^y'^omc-

who corruptly accepts a gift of gratuity, or a promise to make !!!:

a gift or to do an act beneficial to such an officer, under an s^m- iT.!'§^'.

agreement, or with an understanding that his vote, opinion, or

judgment shall be given in any particular manner, or on any

particular side of any question, cause, or proceeding, which is

or may be by law brought before him in his official capacity,

or that, in such capacity, he shall make any particular nomina-

tion or appointment, shall forfeit his office, be forever dis-

qualified to hold any public office, trust, or appointment under

the laws of this State, and be punished by imprisonment in the

State Penitentiary at hard labor, not exceeding ten years, or

by fine, not exceeding five thousand dollars, and by imprison-

ment in jail not exceeding two years.

Indictment.—Against a member of Congress is not arrested by the privileges

secured to Representatives by the Constitution of the United States.—State v.

Smalls, II S. C.) 262.

21.—C. P.
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No duplicity in charging in a count the corrupt acceptance of a gift and of

the promise to make one.

—

lb

Not defective for repugnancy, because it charges the corrupt acceptance of

a bribe to vote for a question which was, and might be, by law, brought before

the defendant as State Senator.

—

lb.

When charging a bribe to vote for a certain resolution, it is sufficient to desig-

nate it by its title only.

—

lb.

Evidence.—Journals of the Senate are the highest legal proof of the pendency
of a matter before that body at a particular time.—State v. Smalls, ii S. C, 262.

Where accomplice testified that the bribe was by bank check, it is competent
to prove by the books of the same bank a credit to defendant for like amount
two days after the bribery.

—

lb.

uror°&c"^*^'""
Sec. 263. Whoever corrupts, or attempts to corrupt, any

~^~^"^r^" juror, arbitrator, umpire, or referee, by giving, offering, or

xr/^%g Ts'
promising any gift or gratuity whatever, with intent to bias

the opinion or influence the decision of such juror, arbitrator,

umpire, or referee, in relation to any cause or matter pending

in the Court, or before an inquest, or for the decision of which

such arbitrator, umpire, or referee has been chosen or appointed,

shall be punished by imprisonment in the State Penitentiary

at hard labor, not exceeding five years, or by fine not exceeding

one thousand dollars, and imprisonment in jail not exceeding

one year.

Party charged with this offense cannot be punished by rule to show cause, as

for contempt, but only by indictment.—State v. Blackwell, 10 S. C, 35.

f^ribes^b^^u^
^^^' ^^^' ^^ ^"^ pcrsou summoucd as a juror, or chosen or

''p''^' ^^- appointed as an arbitrator, umpire, or referee, corruptly receives

s^228-'^ib^''%^i ^^y sift or gratuity whatever from a party to a suit, cause, or

proceeding, for the trial or decision of which such juror has

been summoned, or for the hearing or determination of which

such arbitrator, umpire, or referee has been chosen or appointed,

he shall be punished by imprisonment in the State Penitentiary

at hard labor not exceeding five years, or by fine not exceeding

one thousand dollars, and imprisonment in jail not exceeding

one year.

pro^ure7ffice.° Scc. 265. If any person shall, directly or indirectly, offer,

G. s. 2540; R. give, or engage to pay any sum of money or other valuable

VI., ^24!, §^T' consideration to another, in order to induce such other person

to procure for him, by his interest, influence, or any other means

whatsoever, any office or place of trust within this State, or shall

offer, give, promise, or bestow any reward by meat, drink, or

otherwise, for the aforesaid purpose, and be thereof convicted,

he shall forfeit the sum of not less than one nor more than five

hundred dollars, and suffer imprisonment for a term of not

exceeding six months.

Sec. 266. If any person shall receive of another any sum of
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Informer free
rom ar-

rest.

money, or reward of meat, drink, or otherwise valuable consid-

eration, for procuring or assisting to procure any office or place
^ c^c^e^pTi n°r

of trust in this State, for any other person whatever, and be ^"^^^-

thereof convicted, he shall forfeit the sum of not more than one 5*^230-
/If''^ m'

hundred dollars, and suffer imprisonment at the discretion of

the Court having cognizance of the same ; and if such offender

be in any office, he shall, on the conviction, be disabled from

holding the same.

Sec. 267. If either of the parties offending as aforesaid shall fre"e^°f

give information, upon oath, against the other offending party,

and shall duly prosecute such information, such informer shall s?23^';^|&"/§^4

be free from the penalties aforesaid.

Of Aiding Escapes and Prisoners.

Sec. 268. Whoever conveys into a iail, house of correction. Aiding es-
J J > ' capes from pri-

State Penitentiary, house of reformation, or other like place of ?°" ^".'^ ''^^'="-

-' ' ' ^ ing prisoners.

confinement, any disguise, instrument, tool, weapon, or other g s 2543- r
thing adapted or useful to aid a prisoner in making his escape, ^^j |^|^'

g^l^*'

with intent to facilitate the escape of any prisoner there lawfully

committed or detained, or by any means whatever aids or assists

such prisoner in his endeavor to escape therefrom, whether

such escape is effected or attempted or not, and whoever forcibly

rescues any prisoner held in custody upon any conviction or

charge of offense, shall be punished by imprisonment in the

State Penitentiary, at hard labor, not exceeding seven years

;

or, if the person whose escape or rescue was effected or intended

was charged with an offense not capital, nor punishable by im-

prisonment, then by imprisonment in the State Penitentiary, at

hard labor, not exceeding two years, or by fine not exceeding

five hundred dollars.

Sec. 269. Whoever aids or assists a prisoner in escaping, or Aiding es-
^ JT o' capes irom an

attempting to escape, from an officer or person who has the office r.

lawful custody of such prisoner, shall be punished by imprison- gG^J- fb^'s^'

ment in the State Penitentiary, at hard labor, not exceeding two

years, or by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars.

Sec. 270. If a jailer or other officer wilfully suffers a prisoner g/^o^ce7 wii-

in his custody, upon conviction or on any criminal charge, to es- ^^^^^y
^suffering

cape, he shall suffer the like punishment and penalties as the 'q s "545- R
prisoner suffered to escape was sentenced to, or would be liable S- ^^i; ib., §3.

to suffer upon conviction of the crime or offense wherein he

stood charged.
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' -.- y — ' Indictment.—Lay against two Magistrates, who admitted to bail one who was
charged with murder.—State v. Arthur, i McM., 456.

Sufficient to set out that prisoner did escape in any words that express it.

—

State V. Mayberry, 3 Strob., 144.

Not objectionable, because the Constable, who had not been formally appointed

and qualified, was charged with negligence as a lawful Constable.

—

Ih.

Concerning Elections.

eie^tfons"^
°" Scc. 271. Whoevcr shall make any bet or wager of money,

G. s. 25i6; R^o^ wager of any other thmg of value, or shall have any share

xii.^tI, %^\.'^^ PS-i't in any bet or wager of money, or wager of any

other thing of value, upon any election in this State,

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con-

viction in any Court of Sessions in this State, shall be fined in a

sum not exceeding five hundred dollars, and be imprisoned not

exceeding one month ; one-half of the fine to go to the informer,

and the other half to the use of the State.

Voting more Scc. 272. If any person qualified by the Constitution and laws
than once at ,.. . . ^
elections. of this State to votc at any election for members of the Congress

G. s. 2547; R. of the United States, members of the Legislature of this State,
S. 236; 1S58,

'

"., „
,

XII., 731, § 2. Sheriff, Clerk, Judge of Probate, or other County officer. Mayor
and Aldermen of any city, Intendant and Wardens of any in-

corporated town, officers of the militia or volunteer organiza-

tions of the State, or at any other election, now required, or that

shall hereafter be required, by law, to be held within this State,

shall vote more than once at such election for the same office,

such person so voting more than once shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be fined

and imprisoned at the discretion of the Judge before whom the

case shall be tried.

Bribery at gee. 273. If at any election hereafter held within this State
elections.

-^

^ c ^..o o for members of the Congress of the United States, members of
O. b. 2540; K. ^

|jj237;^ i|58.the Legislature of this State, Sheriff, Clerk, Judge of Probate,

or other County officer, Mayor and Aldermen of any city, In-

tendant and Wardens of any incorporated town, officers of the

militia or volunteer organizations of the State, or at any other

election now required, or that shall hereafter be required by law,

to be held within this State, any person shall, by the payment,

delivery, or promise of money, or other article of value, procure

another to vote for or against any particular candidate or

measure, the person so promising, and the person so voting,

shall each be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction

thereof, shall, for the first offense, be fined in any sum not less
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than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars,

and imprisoned for any term of time not less than one month

nor more than six months ; and, for the second offense, shall be

fined in any sum not less than five hundred dollars, nor more

than five thousand dollars, and imprisoned for any period of

time not less than three months nor more than twelve months.

Sec. 274. If at any election, as in Section 272 of this Chapter proffering j^o

is mentioned, any person shall offer or propose to procure an- ^y bribery.

other, by the payment, delivery, or promise of money, or other ^j^^-g |;
2^*^'

article of value, to vote for or against any particular candidate

or measure, or shall offer or propose, for the consideration of

money or other article of value paid, delivered, or promised, to

vote for or against any particular candidate or measure, such

person so offering to procure or vote shall be deemed guilty of

a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined and

imprisoned at the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 275. If any person shall, at any of the elections in anytg^t^^c"^
^°'

city, town, ward, or polling precinct, threaten, maltreat, or q g 2550 ; R.

abuse any voter, with a view to control or intimidate him in the^- ^^^' ^^"' ^
^"

free exercise of his right of suffrage, such offender shall suffer

fine and imprisonment at the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 276. All offenses against the provisions of Sections 265,
i^^^f'^^ "^^g'^'i

266, 267, and 275 of this Chapter, shall be heard, tried, and de- share, &c.

termined before the Court of General Sessions, and the pecuni-gG.^^s._2|5i;^R.

ary penalties accruing thereby shall go, one-third to the in-

former, and the remainder to the State.

Sec. 277. Whoever shall assault or intimidate any citizen ^^^^sauit^^&c.^

because of political opinions or the exercise of political rights P°^iJ;i=^i °p''''

and privileges guaranteed to every citizen of the United States ^ s. 2552; r.

by the Constitution and laws thereof, or by the Constitution |jy2^^^go_^fJ;

and laws of this State, or, for such reason, discharge Such citi-

zen from employment or occupation, or eject such citizen from

rented house or land or other property, such person shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof,

be fined not less than fifty or more than one thousand dollars,

or be imprisoned not less than three months or more than one

year, or both, at the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 278. Any voter who shall swear falsely at any primary ^^Perjury^j^o

election, in taking the prescribed oath, or shall personate another &c., by voters.

person and take the oath in his name, in order to vote, shall be^ggR-
x1^.,^ioi

guilty of perjury, and be punished, upon conviction, as for § 5-

perjury.
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Sec. 279. Any Manager at any primary election in this State

of M^Mg^^at w^° shall be guilty of wilfully violating any of the duties de-

,

tio^lor vioilt-
volved upon such position shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,

mg, &c. ^Yid upon conviction thereof shall be punished by fine not to
^R. s. 243; lb., exceed one hundred dollars or imprisonment not to exceed six

months ; and any Manager who shall be guilty of fraud or cor-

ruption in the management of such election shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in a

sum not to exceed five hundred dollars, or imprisonment for a

term not to exceed twelve months, or both, in the discretion of

the Court.

Punishment gcc. 280. If any officer on whom any duty is enjoined in
of officers guil- -^ j j J

ty of neglect Chapters lo, 1 1 and 12 of Title 2, Part I, of the Civil Code, shall
or corrupt con- r » > > >

'^"<^*- be guilty of any wilful neglect of such duty, or of any corrupt
„G- S- 140; R. conduct in the execution of the same, and be thereof convicted,
b. 244; lb. ' '

he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by fine

not exceeding five hundred dollars, or imprisonment not ex-

ceeding one year.

mefsTngel-sand ^®^" ^^^' ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ mcsscngers shall be guilty of destroy-

feating d°ue dl-
^"§" ^^^ Certificates entrusted to their care, or wilfully doing

ficatTs
°^ '^^^^^' ^^y ^^^ ^^^^ shall defeat the due delivery, of them, as directed

G s 150- R ^y ^^^^ Chapter, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the
S. 245; lb. Penitentiary, at hard labor, for a term not less than two, nor

exceeding four years ; and if any person shall be found guilty

of taking away from any of the said messengers, either by force

or in any other manner, any such certificates entrusted to his

care, or wilfully doing any act that shall defeat the due delivery

thereof, as directed by this Chapter, he shall be punished by

imprisonment in the Penitentiary, at hard labor, for not less

than two, nor exceeding four years,

fo^ n"gkcT^or ^60. 282. If any officer or messenger, on whom any duty is

duc™on part'if Gujoined in this Chapter, shall be guilty of any wilful neglect

ofBcers or mes- Qf such duty, or of any corrupt conduct in the execution of the
sengers. •' ' -' '^

G s 151- R ^^"^^' ^^^ t)e thereof convicted, he shall be deemed guilty of a
s. 246; 7b. n24niisdemeanor, punishable by fine not exceeding five hundred

dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding one year.

f o r
" vioiatfn

* ^^^' ^^^' Evcry pcrsou who shall vote at any general, special,

Election Laws, pj- municipal clcction, who is not entitled to vote, and every

8^247 • Yb'
^'person who shall, by force, intimidation, deception, fraud, brib-

ery, or undue influence, obtain, procure, or control the vote of

any elector to be cast for any candidate or measure other than

as intended or desired by such elector, or who shall violate any
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1896, XXII.
§ 2.

of the foregoing provisions in regard to elections, shall be pun-

ished by a fine of not less than one hundred nor more than one

thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in jail not less than three

months nor more than twelve months, or both, within the discre-

tion of the Court.

Sec. 284. If any of the Commissioners or Managers of Elec- ,
wiifui neg-

•^ '^ lect of duty oi*

tion, or any member of the State or County Board of Can- corrupt c p n -

-^ -^
_ duct a misde-

vassers, or any member of the Board of Registration, or Super- meanor.

visor of Registration, or any officers on whom any duty is im

posed by the election or registration laws, shall be guilty of any

wilful neglect of the same, or of any corrupt conduct in execut-

ing the same, and be thereof convicted, he shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, punishable by fine not exceeding five hun-

dred dollars or imprisonment at hard labor not exceeding one

year.

Sec. 285. Any member of the Boards of Registration, or anv, improperly
-' o J . furnishing reg-

Supervisor of Registration, who shall prepare and furnish to i?^tration ^cerd-

voters, or permit to be prepared and furnished to voters, reg- meanor.

istration certificates at other times than the times at which the ^^•' § s.

books of registration are to be opened according to law for that

purpose, and shall be convicted thereof, shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor and fined not more than five hundred dollars

or imprisonment at hard labor not more than one year.

Sec. 286. Any elector knowingly receiving a registration cer- frauduknt^wr^

tificate issued in violation of the Registration Law of this State,
^g^^l^nor

'"'^

or making use of the same, on conviction thereof shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not exceeding the

sum of two hundred dollars or imprisoned at hard labor not

more than three months.

lb., § 4.

CHAPTER XIV.

Offenses Against Chastity, Morality, Decency, &c.

Sec.

287. Abducting a maid under six-

teen years of age.

288. Abducting, deflowering or con-

tracting matrimony with a
woman under sixteen years

of age.

289. Bigamy.
290. Adultery.

291. Adultery defined.

292. Fornication defined.

293. Miscegenation.

Sec.

294. Buggery.
295. Incest.

296. Penalty for publisBing obscene

books, &c.

297. Punishment for exhibiting in-

decent pictures.

298. Cock fighting declared a misde-

meanor.
299. Use of obscene or profane lan-

guage on public highway,
&c.
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Section 287. Whoever, above the age of fourteen years, shall

mafd 'underlie ^^^^^^^^^y ^^^^ °^ coiivey. Or causc to bc taken or conveyed,
years of age, ^^y jj^aid or woman-child unmarried, being within the age of

s^'248-^^4^k^5 sixteen years, out of or from the possession and against the will

1712^ if.',' iso^i o^ th^ father or mother of such child, or out of or from the pos-
^- session and against the will of such person or persons as then

shall happen to have, by any lawful ways or means, the order,

keeping, education, or governance of any such maiden or

woman-child, shall, on conviction, suffer imprisonment for the

space of two years, or else shall pay such fine as shall be ad-

judged by the Court.

Indictment.—Must state that the defendant was above the age of fourteen

years and that the person taken away was a maid or woman-child.—State v.

O'Bannon, i Bail., 144.

The defendant must be brought within all the material words of the Section.

—

lb.

Bad, if it charge disjunctively, that defendant "did take and convey away or

caused to be taken and carried away."

—

lb.

It may join two counts, one under this Section, and one under the following

Section.—State v. Tidwell, 5 Strob., i.

deflowering! or Scc. 288. Whocvcr shall SO take away, or cause to be taken

trimonVwft™^a away, as aforcsaid, and deflower any such maid or woman-child,

iG°yea^s of"age as aforcsaid, or shall, against the will or unknowing of or to the

G. s. 25S6; R. father of any such maid or woman-child, if the father be in life,

p'. & i/L, c s;or against the will or unknowing of the mother of any such
1712, II., 485, § . 1 1 -1 J /I • .Li. 4. J C
4. maid or woman-child, (having the custody or governance, of

such child, if the father be dead,) by secret letters, messages,

or otherwise, contract matrimony with any such maid or

woman-child, shall, on conviction, suffer imprisonment for five

years, or else shall pay such fine as shall be adjudged by the

Court ; one moiety of which fine shall be for the State, and the

other moiety to the parties grieved.

Applied, as a wise and salutary law for the protection of inexperienced females

of all conditions.—State v. Findlay, 2 Bay, 418.

Indictment.—May join count under this Section with a count under the pre-

ceding Section.—State v. Tidwell, 5 Strob., i.

Verdict.—If general under such indictment of two counts, fixes the greater de-

gree of guilt in this Section, as well upon him who marries the woman-child, as

upon him who aided.—State v. Tidwell, 5 Strob., i.

^Bigamy.
^^^ ggg^ Whocvcr, being married, and whose husband or

s. '256-^f^j. 1, wife has not remained continually for seven years beyond the

608; 1874, xv", sca, or continually absented himself or herself, the one from the

other, for the space of seven years together, the one of them

not knowing the other to be living within that time, or who

were not married before the age of consent, or where neither

husband nor wife is under sentence of imprisonment for life,

or whose marriage has not been annulled by decree of a compe-
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tent tribunal having jurisdiction both of the cause and the par-

ties, shall marry another person, the former husband or wife

being alive, shall, on conviction, be punished by imprisonment

in the Penitentiary for not more than five years, nor less than

six months, or by imprisonment in the jail for six months, and

by a fine of not less than five hundred dollars.

Applied against a nephew who had lawfully married his aunt and while she

was alive married again.—State v. Barefoot, 2 Rich., 209.

Evidence.—Declarations of the prisoner that he had married the first wife, and
proof of long cohabitation, sufficient to prove the first marriage.—State v. Britton,

4 McC, 256; State v. Hilton, 3 Rich., 434.

Marriage of slaves prior to emancipation living together in 1865.—10 S. C, 500.

Confession of paramour inadmissible.—State v. Mims, 39 S. C, 557; 17 S. E., 850.

Variance in name of paramour.-

—

lb.

Sec. 290. Any man and woman who shall be guilty of the
Adultery

.

crime of adultery or fornication, shall be liable to indictment, s. ' 25it'^\'ssoi
XVTT *^28

and, on conviction, shall be severally punished by a fine of nof
less than one hundred dollars, nor more than five hundred dol-

lars, or imprisonment for not less than six months nor more
than one year, or by both fine and imprisonment, at the discre-

tion of the Court.

Adultery not indictable at common law, and was not an indictable offense in

this State in 1831.—State v. Brunson, 2 Bail., 149.

Sec 291. Adultery is the living together and carnal inter-
Defi"^"-

course with each other, or habitual carnal intercourse with eachs^25l';^|&^'
^'

other without living together, of a man and woman, when
either is lawfully married to some other person.

Sec. 292. Fornication is the living together and carnal inter-
I'o'-nication.

course with each other, or habitual carnal intercourse with eacliR. s'. 253;"ib!'

other without living together, of a man and woman, both being

unmarried.

"Habitual carnal intercourse" means more than occasional intercourse, but it is

for the jury to say how frequent it must be to make it "habitual."—State v.

Carroll, 30 S. C, 85; 8 S. E., 433.

The words "without living together" are not elements in the offense of adultery,

and may be omitted from indictment.

—

Ib.

Sec. 293. It shall be unlawful for any white man to inter- Miscegena-
., -•, 1X1- tion: punish-

marry with any woman ot either the Indian or negro races, or ment for.

any mulatto, mestizo, or half-breed, or for anv white woman R. s. 5i7; G.
S. 2032 2033

to intermarry with anv person other than a white man, or for and 2034'; 1879,
'

. . XVII., 3; § 2;

any mulatto, half-breed, Indian, negro or mestizo to intermarry Const.Art. £, §

with a white woman ; and any such marriage, or attempted

marriage, shall be utterly null and void and of none effect; and

any person who shall violate this Section, or any one of the

provisions thereof, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on

conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than
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five hundred dollars or imprisonment for not less than twelve

months, or both, in the discretion of the Court. Any clerg^^-

man, minister of the gospel. Magistrate, or other person

p^^"^o*^j^i° I
authorized by law to perform the marriage ceremony, who

ceremony. shall knowingly and wilfully unite in the bonds of matrimony
lb., % 3. ^^y persons of different races, as above prohibited, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be

liable to the same penalty or penalties as provided in this Sec-

tion.

Buggery.
ggg_ 294. Whoevcr shall commit the abominable crime of

R. *^s.
^2041^^2^ buggery, whether with mankind or with beast, shall, on con-.

R8, c. 1; ^i-.yiction, be deemed guilty of felony, and shall be imprisoned in

the penitentiary for five years, and shall pay a fine of not less

than five hundred dollars, or both, at the discretion of the

Court.

hibiteXdeg^ees Sec. 295. Any pcrsons who shall have carnal intercourse

R^ s^ ^with each other within the following degrees of relationship,
18S4, . ,

801.
^^ ^-^ . ^ ^g^^ with his mother, grandmother, daughter, grand-

daughter, stepmother, sister, grandfather's wife, son's wife,

grandson's wife, wife's mother, wife's grandmother, wife's

daughter, wife's granddaughter, brother's daughter, sister's

daughter, father's sister, or mother's sister ; a woman with her

father, grandfather, son, grandson, stepfather, brother,

grandmother's husband, daughter's husband, granddaughter's

husband, husband's father, husband's grandfather, husband's

son, husband's grandson, brother's son, sister's son, father's

brother, or mother's brother, shall be deemed guilty of incest,

and shall be punished by a fine of not less than five hundred
' dollars, or imprisonment not less than one year in the Peniten-

tiary, or both such fine and imprisonment.

State may show crime was committed seven years before date alleged in the

indictment.—State v. Reynolds, 48 S. C, 384; 26 S. E., 769.—Wife may testify

against husband.

—

lb.

publishing
^
ob^ Scc. 296. Whocver knowingly imports, prints, publishes,

paper's! &c.°^^' sclls or distributes any book, pamphlet, ballad, printed paper

R^ s. 255; or other thing containing obscene, indecent or improper print,

1885, I
., 3-4pjcture, figure or description manifestly tending to the corrup-

tion of the morals of youth, or introduces into a family, school

or place of education, or brings, procures, receives or has in

his possession any such book, pamphlet, printed paper, picture

or ballad, or other thing, either for the purpose of sale, ex-

hibition, to aid in a circulation, or with intent to introduce the

same into a family, school or place of education, shall be
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Punishment.

punished by imprisonment not exceeding two years or by a fine

not exceeding one thousand ($i,ooo) dollars, or both, at the

discretion of the Court.

Sec. 297. Whoever posts or exhibits in any public place any Exhibiting
^

. . indecent pic-
advertisement, show bill or other printed or written picture of tures a misde-

an indecent or obscene character shall be guiltv of a misde-
R. S. 256;

meanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by im- ib.

prisonment not exceeding two years or by a fine not exceeding Punishment.

one thousand dollars, or both, in the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 298. It shall be a misdemeanor for any person to engage .
Cock-fighting

' ^ ^*^incertain
in or be present at cock-fighting within three (3) miles of anv places declared

'^ && \^y -^ misdemeanor

chartered institution of learning in this State, and any person -^^—^

—

—
found guilty shall be fined not exceeding one hundred dollars, iss7, xix., soi

or imprisonment not exceeding thirty days.

Sec. 299. Any person or persons who shall be found on anv Disorderly
-> ^ '^

_
'cond uct, OD-

highway or at any public place or public gathering in a grossly scene
^°^^p^°^

intoxicated condition and conducting himself or herself in a in public.

disorderly manner, who shall use obscene or profane language, „^^^^'^' ^^^•

accompanied with disorderly conduct, on any highway or at

any public place or gathering, shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and upon conviction of either of said offenses shall

be fined not less than five dollars, nor more than fifty dollars,

or imprisoned not less than five days nor more than thirty days.

All fines collected for any and all of the offenses enumerated Fines to go
-' topublic

in this Section shall be paid to the County Treasurer and be- schools.

come a part of the public school fund of such County.

Misdemeanor

Punishment.

CHAPTER XV.

Offenses Against the Public Heahh.

Sec.

300. Penalties for practicing medi-

cine wittiout the proper

qualifications.

301. Penalty for practicing dentistry

without proper qualifica-

tions.

302. Pharmaceutists and druggists

must have license.

303. Unlawful for one not licensed

to make up prescriptions.

304. State Association to prosecute.

305. Selling diseased or injured

meats.

306. Adulteration of food or drink,

or selling or offering for

sale.

307. Adulteration of candy.

Sec.

308. Adulteration of milk.

309. Coloring matter in butter and
cheese.

310. Combinations of certain ingredi-

ents prohibited.

311. Imitation butter or cheese.

312. Substitute for butter or cheese

to be so marked.

313. Possession of unmarked imita-

tions.

314. Sale of imitations as genuine

prohibited.

315. Hotels and restaurants using

imitations to advertise the

same.
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Sec.

316. Violations of any of the seven
preceding Sections a mis-

demeanor.
317. Certificate of cliemist prima

facie evidence.

318. Adulteration, or selling adulter-

ated food, drugs, &c., a mis-

demeanor.
319. Interfering with Inspector of

food, drugs, &c., in the per-

formance of duty.

320. Punishment for supplying minor
with tobacco or cigarettes.

321. Limitation of work hours in

manufacturing establish-

ments.

322. Limitations of work hours by
street railway companies.

323. Violation of quarantine regula-

tions.

324. Masters of vessels neglecting or

refusing to obey certain

regulations.

Sec.

325. Masters of vessels giving false

information as to pilots, &c.

326. Penalty for landing vessel or un-

loading, &c.

327. Penalty for violating quarantine

laws or disobeying Health
Officer.

328. Penalty for pilot or other per-

son for violating law.

329. Fine and forfeitures, how re-

covered.

330. Township Assessors to report

infectious or contagious dis-

eases.

331. Infants born with diseased eyes

to be reported, &c.

332. Swine dying from natural causes

to be buried.

333. Women in mercantile establish-

ments to be provided with
seats.

334. Obstruction of drains in

Charleston County.

P r a c ticing
medicine with-
out authority
a misdemeanor.

R. S. 259, 2G0;

G. S. 919; ISSl,

X VII. , 571;
18S7, XIX, S20;
1888, XX, 54;
1S90, XX., 699.

1893, XXI.,40b,
§4.

Penalty.

Penalty for
practicing den-
tistry without
proper qualifi-

cations.

G. S. 943; R.
S. 261; 1875,

-XVI.,S56;1SS7,
XIX.,7S8;,1S99,
XXIII., 97.

Apothecary
must have li-

1876, XVI.,
116; 1893, XIX,
518.

Section 300. It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to

practice medicine in this State who has failed to comply with

the provisions of Section 1112 of the Civil Code, and any one

violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of

a misdemeanor, and for each offense, upon conviction by any

Court of competent jurisdiction, shall be fined in any sum not

exceeding three hundred dollars, or imprisonment in the County

jail for any period not longer than three months, or both, at the

discretion of the Court. One-half of said fine to go to the in-

formant and the other half to the State : Provided, That den-

tists and midwives shall not be subject to the provisions of this

Section.

Sec. 301. Any person who, for fee or reward, shall practice

dentistry in violation of the laws of this State regulating the

practice thereof, shall be liable to indictment, and on convic-

tion shall be fined not less than fifty nor more than three hun-

dred dollars, or be imprisoned at hard labor on the County

chain gang for a period of not less than one month nor more

than twelve months : Provided, That nothing in this Section

shall be construed as to prevent any person from extracting

teeth. All fines collected shall enure to the educational fund

of the County where the offender resides.

Sec. 302. Every pharmacist, apothecary or retail druggist

who has not been previously licensed according to law who
carries on and conducts the business o^f such occupation in this
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State must have a license therefor from the Board of Pharma-

ceutical Association of South Carolina; and any person who

shall carry on and conduct the business of said occupations, or

any of them, without such license shall be liable to indictment act^nr^itbo^

as for a misdemeanor, and on conviction subject to a fine not
^ ^ g. 925; R.

exceeding five hundred ($500) dollars or imprisonment not ^-
'"^^^

exceeding six months.

Sec. 303. It shall not be lawful for the proprietor of any Unlawful for

pharmaceutical shop to allow any person not qualified in ac- ed^o make up

cordance with the laws of this State regulating the licensing of ^!!!!!£^!!_

apothecaries and the sale of drugs and medicines to dispense 3^-263 .^^ W,
poison or compound the prescriptions of physicians

;
and any ^ •'

^

person who upon indictment for violation of this Section shall

be convicted of the same shall pay a fine not exceeding five

hundred dollars or suffer imprisonment for a period not more penalty.

than six months.
^ ^ ^ odation

Sec. 304. The Pharmaceutical Association of the State of^,; ^p°o"ecute

South Carolina is hereby authorized and directed to prosecute fo^merto 'get

. • r 1 . J' C^^ one-half of fine

all persons violating the provisions of the two preceding bee-______
tions or any of them. In case any person convicted of violating g. 2'64;' I'bl'

Selling flesh

any of the provisions of the same be punished by fine, one-half

of said fine to be paid to the informer through whose agency

such conviction shall be had.

Sec. 305. Anv person who shall knowingly sell or expose for diseased or in-
'

. , T 1
•

1 '.^ iured at the

sale the flesh of any animal which was diseased or seriously m- time of death
-^

1 • 1 J- J i. 1 a misdemeanor

jured at the time of slaughtering, or which died a natural_____
death, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, iss3;xix.,385;

shall be fined not less than five dollars, nor more than one

hundred dollars, or imprisoned not less than ten nor more than

thirty d2iys: Provided, That this Section shall not apply to the
^J "

^;tTso'^'

sale of the flesh of any animal which is accidentally killed,

when the same is immediately prepared for market, and the

seller informs the buyer of the time, place and nature of the

death of such animal.
Adulteration

Sec. 306. Whoever shall knowingly sell or expose, or offer ^/ ^^^f^

for sale, or have in his possession with intent to sell, or offer j^^^^^' J^ferfng

for sale,' any kind of meat or vegetables, or fruits or other arti- '^J"^
^°' '^'^-

cles of provisions, whether for food or drink, that are diseased, ^^85, xix., so!

corrupted or unwholesome for food or drink, or shall fraudu- penalty.

lently adulterate or cause to be adulterated for the purpose of

sale, or have in his possession with intent to sell or offer for

sale, any article or kind of food or drink so adulterated, shall
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be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, in

a Court of competent jurisdiction, shall be punished by fine

or imprisonment, not exceeding one hundred dollars' fine or

thirty days' imprisonment. And the articles so adulterated

shall be forfeited and destroyed,

of'^'in^d^'^^'^ro^
^^^- ^^^' ^^ person or corporation shall by himself, his ser-

^'^'^^'^- vant or agent, or as the servant or agent of any ether person or

^^^1896,
XXII., corporation, manufacture for sale, knowingly sell or offer to

sell, any candy adulterated by the admixture of terra alba,

barytes, talc or any other mineral substance, or by poisonous

colors or flavors or other ingredients deleterious or detrimental

to health.

Any person or corporation convicted of violating any of the

provisions of this Section shall be punished by a fine not ex-

ceeding one hundred dollars nor less than fifty dollars. The

candy so adulterated shall be forfeited and destroyed under

direction of the Court.

bufte°r?n^d Scc. 308. It shall not be lawful for any person or corpora-
cheese reguiat-^-Qj^ ^^ agent knowingly to sell or expose for sale, or deliver for

1896 xxfiZ domestic use, or to be converted into any product of human
^^^- food whatsoever, any unclean, impure, unwholesome, adulte-

rated or skimmed milk, or milk from which has been held back

what is known as strippings, or milk taken from an animal

having disease, sickness, ulcers or abscesses : Provided, That

this Section shall not prohibit the sale of buttermilk or of

skimmed milk when sold as such.

What is skim- YoT the purposes of this Section, milk which is proven by

any relialjle test or analysis to contain less than three per cen-

tum of butter-fat and eight and one-half per cent, of solids

other than butter-fat shall be regarded as skimmed milk.

What is imi- YoT the ourposcs of this Section, every article, substance, or
tation butter f f ^ >

or cheese. compouud. Other than produced wholly from pure whole milk,

or cream from the same, made in semblance of butter or of

cheese, and designed to be used as a substitute for butter or

cheese made from pure milk or cream from the same, is hereby

declared to be imitation butter or imitation cheese, as the case

may be : Provided, The use of salt, rennet and harmless color-

ing matter for coloring the product of pure milk or cream shall

not be construed to render such product an imitation.

Coloring mat- ggg 3Q9_ -^^ pcrson shall coat, powder or color with annatto
ter in suosn- J^ ' ^

ter"o/°chee"se or any coloring matter whatever any substance designed to be
prohioited. ^3g(^ ^^ ^ substitutc for buttcr or for cheese whereby such sub-

Ib.
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stance or product shall be caused to resemble butter or cheese

the product of pure milk or cream.

Sec. 310. No person shall combine any animal fat or yeg&- ^f^^'^iSifTl

table oil or other substance with butter or cheese, or combine |[S!''_^
with butter or cheese, or with animal fat or vegetable oil or ^_

combination of the two, or any other substance or substances

whatever, any annatto or any other coloring matter for the

purpose or with the effect of imparting thereto a yellow color,

or any shade of yellow, so that such substance shall resemble

genuine yellow butter or cheese, nor introduce any such color-

ing matter or any such substance into any of the ingredients of

which such substitute may be composed : Provided, That noth-

ing in this or the three preceding Sections shall be construed

to prohibit the use of salt, rennet or harmless coloring matter

for coloring the products of pure milk or cream from the same.

Sec. 311. No person shall by himself, or employe, or agent ^J^nufacture

produce or manufacture, or sell, or keep for sale, or offer for |^tation^^ butter

sale, any imitation butter or imitation cheese made or com- hJb'ted, when,

pounded in violation of this or the four preceding Sections, ^b., § 6.

whether such imitation shall have been made or produced in

this State or elsewhere: Provided, That said Sections shall

not be construed to prohibit the manufacture and sale of imita-

tion butter or imitation cheese, under the regulations herein-

after provided, not manufactured or colored as herein prohib-

ited.

Sec. 312. Every person who lawfully manufactures any sub-
^^ l^^s^o'^J^arS

stance designed to be used as a substitute for butter or forf^^^

cheese shall mark by branding, stamping or stenciling upon the ^^•' §
^

top and side of each tub, box or other vessel in which such sub-

stitute shall be kept, or in which it shall be removed from

the place where produced, in a clear and durable manner, in the

English language, the words "substitute for butter," or "sub-

stitute for cheese," as the case may be, in printed letters in plain

Roman type, each of which shall be not less than one inch in

height and one-half inch in breadth.

Sec. 313. No person shall have in his possession or control ^„^°f^^fi°^^^

any substance designed to be used as a substitute for butter or fg'
^'°^'^"

for cheese unless the tub, box or other vessel containing the
j,,., ^ g.

same shall be clearly and durably marked as provided in Sec-

tion 303 : Provided, That this Section shall not apply to a per-

son who has such imitation butter or imitation cheese in his

possession for the actual consumption of himself or family.
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Sec. 314. No person, by himself or agent or employe, shall

hitoed.°^'
^^°' s^^^ c>r offer for sale any imitation butter or imitation cheese

j^^ g 9_
under the pretense that the same is genuine butter or genuine

cheese.

Hotels and Scc. 315. No keeper or proprietor of any hotel or restaurant
restaurants us-

.

ing imitations or Other person haying charge thereof, shall knowingly use, or
to advertise the -^

_
o o a . '

^

same. serye therein, either as food or for cooking purposes, any imi-

ib., § 10. tation butter or cheese, as defined in Section 308, unless such

keeper, proprietor of other person in charge of such place of

entertainment shall keep constantly posted in a conspicuous

place in the room or rooms, or other place or places where such

imitations shall be seryed, so that the same may be easily seen

and read by any person in such room or place, a white card,

not less than ten by fourteen inches in size, on which shall be

printed in the English language, in plain black Roman letters,

not smaller than one inch in height and one-half inch in width,

the words "imitation butter used here," or "imitation cheese

used here," as the case may be, and the cards shall not contain

any other impressions than the words above prescribed,

misdemeamfr
^ ^®^' ^^^- That any pcrsou yiolating any provisions of Sec-

j^
tions 308 to 315 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and may be

proceeded against by any of the processes provided for misde-

meanors, and may be tried by any Court having jurisdiction

of misdemeanors in this State, and upon conviction shall be

punished by a fine not to exceed one hundred dollars and not

less than ten dollars. One-half of said fine to go to the in-

former through whose agency such conviction shall be had.

ch^e^mlTfo"! Sec. 317. The sworn certificate of "the Chemist of the Clem-

[;g"^°^ ^°^'son Agricultural College of South Carolina" of analysis of a

J^
~~ suspected sample shall be recognized in any and all Courts of

this State as prima facie evidence of such analysis and of the

composition and character of such sample.

Adulteration, Scc. 318. No pcrsou shall within this State manufacture,
or selling cer- -^

. , ^ ^ ,
tain aduiterat- brew, distill, havc, oft'cr for sale, or sell, any articles of food,
ed articles, a

,

.

. ,

misdemeanor, drugs, spirituous, fermented or malt liquors which are adulte-

1S9S, XXII., rated within the meaning of Section 1582 of the Civil Code,

• ' and any person violating this provision shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be pun-

ished by a fine not exceeding fifty dollars, or by imprisonment

not exceeding fifteen days, for the first offense, and not ex-

ceeding one hundred dollars or imprisonment for thirty days,

or both, for each subsequent offense.
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Sec. 319. Whoever hinders, obstructs or in any way inter- "-^^^-^

feres with any inspector, analyst, or other officer appointed under
o^s^ructin in^

the provisions of Section 1578 of the Civil Code, in the per- spector ofFood

formance of his duty, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, ^^' §
'^

and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in a sum not ex-

ceeding- one hundred dollars or imprisonment not exceeding

sixty davs. c 1
•

-' ^ Supplying

Sec. 320. It shall not be lawful for any person or persons, ^m^ ''^^^^

either by himself or themselves, to sell, furnish, give, or pro- ^"^^ forbidden

vide any minor or minors, under the age of eighteen years with ^^^- ^x 321!

cigarettes, tobacco, or cigarette paper, or any substitute there-

for.

Any person or persons violating the provisions of the pre- Punishment.

ceding Section, either in person, by agent, or in any other way,

shall be held and deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon

indictment and conviction therefor shall be punished by a fine

not exceeding one hundred dollars, nor less than twenty-five

dollars, or by imprisonment for a term of not more than one

year, nor less than two months, or both, in the discretion of

the Court; one-half of the fine imposed to be paid to the in- ^g f^ f o r mer

former of the offense, and the other half to be paid to thccount^^'^
^°

Treasurer of the County in which such conviction shall be had.

Sec. 321. Eleven hours shall constitute a day's work or ,,.o™'[fours "n

sixty-six hours a week's work in all cotton and woolen manu- ^epdon^s^'
^^"

facturing establishments in the State of South Carolina for all r g. 26S;is92,

operatives and employes except engineers, firemen, watchmen, ^^^•' ^^•

mechanics, teamsters, yard employes and clerical force : Pro-

vided, That nothing herein contained shall be construed to pre-

vent any of the employes in the aforesaid manufacturing

establishments from engaging to work, or working, such time .
^^*5^ '^°^^

s> b !s ' &' in certain con-

in addition, not to exceed seventy hours per annum, as m2iy ^'^^s^ndes.

be necessary to make up for lost time caused by accident or

other unavoidable circumstances ; or to prevent all such em-

ployees working such additional time as may be necessary to

clean up and make necessary repairs of or changes in the ma-

chinery.

The words "manufacturing establishments" where occurring
g^g^tabHsI'meSf

in this Section shall be construed to mean any buildings in defined,

which labor is employed to fabricate or produce goods, includ-

ing yarns, cloth, hosiery and other merchandise.

All contracts made for a longer day's work than eleven
tracts'^

c o n -

hours or week's work longer than sixty-six hours in said manu-

^2—CP.
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Penalties.

facturing establishments shall be, and the same are hereby de-

clared to be, absolutely null and void and contrary to law, and

any person making and enforcing such contracts with an em-

ploye in said establishments shall be deemed to be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and on conviction in a Court of competent juris-

diction shall be fined in each case a sum of money not less than

fifty nor more than one hundred dollars, together with the

costs of the proceedings.

w a^y "^^compan- ^®^- ^^^- ^^ incorporated horse railway company, electric

not r^'^q ui^fl I'ailway company, or other street railway company, and no ofiEi-

tors'^moto "men^ ^^^> ^g^^'^^ or scrvaut of such Corporation, and no person or per-

more *than™i2 ^ons or firm or joint stock company owning or operating any
hours each day. |j^g qj. jj^es of horsc railways, electric railways or other street

iQQ^^'''
^^^^' railways within the limits of this -.State , and no agent or ser-

vant of such firm, joint stock compan}^, person or persons, shall

require, permit or suffer its, his or their conductors, motormen

or drivers or other such employes, or any of them, in its, his

or their service, or under his, its or their control, to work more

than twelve hours during each or any day of twenty-four hours,

and shall make no contract or agreement with such employes,

or any of them, providing that they or he shall work for more

than twelve hours during each day or any day of twenty-four

hours.

mXdemeanor.
^ If ^uy corporatiou, or any officer, agent or servant of such

corporation, or any person or persons, or any firm or joint stock

company, managing or conducting any horse railway, electric

railway or other street railway in this State, or any agent or

servant of such person or persons, firm or joint stock com-

pany, shall do any act in violation of the provisions of this

Section, it, he or they shall be deemed to have been guilty of a

misdemeanor, and shall on conviction thereof in a Court of

competent jurisdiction be fined one hundred dollars for each

offense so committed : Provided, hozvever, That in cases of ac-

cident or unavoidable delay extra labor may be permitted for
Exception.

,g^|-j.^ compensation : Provided, The employes of the said cor-

porations of the city of Columbia, if they so desire, to work
more than twelve hours daily, conditioned that they receive

extra compensation for all work done over eleven hours,

to vfoiIt^^qSar- Sec. 323. All mastcrs of vessels, or other persons, violating

tions.^
^^°^ ^' the provisions of the quarantine laws of this State, or disobey-

~G. s. 960; R. ing any of the published regulations of the health authorities

XVII.! '597. 'of any port, and all persons whosoever who shall, without per-
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mission of said authorities, invade the quarantine grounds or "^--^v
—

'

station of such port, or who shall hold any communication, or

attempt to hold any communication, with any vessel, or any

officer, or any passenger, or member oi the crew, of any vessel

lying at the quarantine, or under control of the said authori-

ties, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con-

viction shall be punished by a fine not exceeding two thousand

dollars or by imprisonment not exceeding twelve months, or

both, in the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 324. Every master of a vessel subject to quarantine or Masters of
•^ J -1 vessels neglect-

visitation of the Health Officer, arriving in any of the ports of '^'^^^^^ ''^Jg^J.^^ijJf

this State, who shall refuse or neglect to proceed with and an- regulations.

chor his vessel at the place assigned for quarantine; or to sub-g
'^Jg.^'^'^j'gQg-

mit his vessel, cargo and passengers to the examination of the^^^-' ^^'^

Health Officer, and to furnish all necessary information to en-

able that officer to determine to what length of quarantine and

other regulations they ought, respectively, to be subject; or to

remain with his vessel at quarantine during the period assigned

for the quarantine, and while at quarantine to comply with the

directions and regulations prescribed by law, shall be guilty of

a misdemeanor, and be punished by fine not exceeding two

thousand dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding twelve Penalty.

months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

Sec. 325. If a master of any vessel hailed by a pilot shall give Masters o f

VCSSClS tJtVllI*^

false information to such pilot relative to the condition of his false informa"-

1 I- 1 1 1 1 r 1 1 f tion to pilots,

vessel, crew, or passengers, or of the health of the places from &c.

whence he came, or refuse to give such information as shall be g. s. 975; r.
- , ,, .,11 - 1 . 1

S. 271; lb., 117.

lawfully required; or land any person from his vessel, or per-

mit any person except a pilot to come on board of his vessel

;

or unlade or tranship any portion of his cargo before his vessel

shall have been visited and examined by the Health Officer ; or

shall approach with his vessel nearer to the wharves of any

port in this State than to the place of quarantine to which they

may be directed, shall be guilty of a like ofifense, and subject to Penalty .

the like punishment, as in the preceding Section.

Sec. 326. Any person who shall land from anv vessel, or un-. Penalty for
-^ -^

_

'
_

landing vessel

load or tranship any portion of her cargo, under the circum-or unloading,

stances of the preceding Section shall be guilty of a like offense ~^fT~Z^77^
and subject to a like punishment. s. 272; ib.

Sec. 327. Any person who shall violate the provisions of the .

Penalty for
-' ^ ^ violating quar-

quarantine laws of this State, or neglect or refuse to complva?*'"^ laws or
i ~ ' ^ rr ^ disobeying the

with the directions or regulations which any of the Health Of- Health officers

G. S. 976; R.
S. 273; lb.
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""^""^^
' ficers may prescribe, shall be guilty of the like offense, and be

subject for each offense to the like punishment.

piiot"or^other ^®^* ^^^' Every pilot or other person who shall bring-, or at-

iadri°^"the^iaw'^^"^P^ ^^ bring, or causc to be brought, into any port of this

~~G s 979- R~ State any vessel, or the whole or any part of the crew, passen-

IV %U- ilotlS^^^ or cargo, beyond the places appointed for her examination,

vi' 473'
^^^^' without such vessel being examined according to law, shall for-

feit and pay, the one-half to the use of the State and the other

half to use of such person as shall sue for the same, the sum of

five hundred dollars ; and the pilot shall, moreover, be deprived

of his branch as a pilot : Provided, That nothing herein con-

tained shall apply to persons who may be shipwrecked,

f o^r'f "i turls'! Sec. 329. All fines and forfeitures and penalties provided by
how recovered.

the laws of the State for the violation of the quarantine laws,

s.*^'275;^^^i'83l;or disobcdience of the orders of the Governor establishing

\ I., 1,3.
quarantine regulations, shall be recovered by indictment in a

Court of General Sessions ; and all persons offending against

the same, upon conviction, shall be liable to imprisonment not

exceeding twelve months, in addition to such fines, forfeitures

and penalties.

AsIessor"^¥o ^cc. 330. It shall be the duty of the Township Board of

tfo^us'^'and ^con-
'^^^^^^o''^' immediately upon their knowledge of the presence

eases"^
^

'

^
' of any infectious or contagious disease within their township, to

1900 XXIII report the same to the Secretary of the State Board of Health,
''"'**• giving all information with regard to the nature of the disease

that they are able to procure ; and any Township Assessor refus-

ing or neglecting to comply with the requirements of this Section

shall be fined not less than ten dollars nor more than twenty-

five dollars, to be recovered in any Court of competent juris-

diction.

disefse"d^e y^e s Scc. 331. Should ouc or both cycs of an infant become red-

to be reported.
^^^^^^ qj- inflamed at any time after birth, it shall be the duty

^^1896, XXII.,
q£ ^j^g midwife or nurse or person having charge of said in-

fant to report the condition of the eyes at once to the local

Board of Health of the city or town in which the parents of

the infant reside.

Punishment ^^v failure to comply with the provisions of this Section
for violations. -' '^ ' -"^

shall be punishable by a fine not to exceed twenty-five dollars

or imprisonment not to exceed one month, or both.

Not to apply 'p^jg Scctiou shall not apply to towns or cities of less than
to towns of ^^ J

less than 1000. Qj-^g thousaud inhabitants.
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Sec. 332. Whenever any swine shall die from any natural

cause whatever, the owner or owners of such dead swine, upon
^ r^J^^'^^nft^'^a^

notice thereof, shall immediately burn or bury, or cause to be^^'^fgl
*° ^^

burned or buried, such dead swine, and when- buried it shall
;^gQo^ xxii.,

be put not less than three feet under the ground.
^^'^

The owner or owners of any dead swine, who shall violate
f ^ f"yYoi^™o"s

the provisions of this Section, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, °^-

and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in a sum of not more

than ten dollars nor less than five dollars, or be imprisoned for

a period of not more than thirty days.

Sec. 333. It shall be the duty of all employers of females in mercanTiie es-

any mercantile establishment, or any place where goods or^ prTvMed
wares or merchandise are offered for sale, to provide and

^'

maintain chairs or stools, or other suitable seats, for the use loo.
'

of such female employes, to the number of one seat for every

three females employed, and to permit the use of such seats by

such employes, at reasonable times, to such an extent as may
be requisite for the preservation of their health. And such em-

ployes shall be perrhitted to use same, as above set forth, in

front of the counter, table, desk or any fixture when the female

employe for the use of whom said seat shall be kept and main-

tained is principally engaged in front of said counter, table,

desk or fixture ; and behind such counter, table, desk or fixture

when the female employe for the use of whom said seat shall

be kept and maintained is principally engaged behind said

counter, table, desk or fixture.

Any person who violates or omits to comply with any of the

foregoing provisions of this Section, or who suffers or permits

any woman to stand, in violation of its provisions, shall be guilty

of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, shall be punished by a

fine of not less than twenty dollars nor more than one hundred

dollars for each offense.

Sec. 334. Any and all persons who shall injure, obstruct or obstruction

1 . . . .. of, or injury-

otherwise interfere with any of the dramage canals, public to drains in

,., I'-iiio- J Charleston Co.

drams or ditches, opened or maintained by the Sanitarv and
/- 1 11 1 j' J ^901, XXIII,

Drainage Commission of Charleston County, shall be deemed soo.

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be

punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars, or .

be sentenced to work at hard labor on the chain gang of said

County for not more than thirty days.
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CHAPTER XVI.

Offenses of Selling Property Under Lien, Violation of Con-
tracts, Regulation of Trade in Certain Cases, &c.

Sec.

336. Selling property on which lien

exists without notice to pur
chaser.

337. Selling property under mortgage,

or lien, without paying
debt.

338. Contractors for erection of

buildings to pay for labor

and materials. Using money
received for other purposes.

339. Fraudulent removal of property

levied by Sheriff.

340. False packing of cotton.

341. Selling seed cotton between cer-

tain hours.

342. Traders in seed cotton to keep

a book, &c.

S48. Charge of breakage in weigh-

ing cotton prohibited.

544. Making way with produce be-

fore paid for, fraud.

545. Factors failing to account for

produce guilty of fraud.

546. Not guilty if produce destroyed

by accident.

S47-348. Traffic in seed cotton in cer-

tain Counties regulated.

849. Record book to be kept open

;

what to contain.

350. Traffic in long cotton, without

a license, prohibited.

851. Refusal of buyer to accept cot-

ton bales on account of

weight, if weight over 300
pounds.

852. Cotton buyers required to keep

a book ; what to contain.

S53. Weighing cotton regulated ; vio-

lations.

Sec.

354. Selling corn meal for less than
legal weight.

355. Violations of contracts between
landlord and laborer.

356. Penalty for Magistrate refusing

to act.

357. Violation of contract after re-

ceiving supplies.

358. Unlawful to offer checks to em-
ployees ; when.

359. Enticing or employing laborers

under contract.

360. Fraud in guanos.

361. Selling or offering for sale fer-

tilizers without complying
with law.

362. Fraudulent use and forgery of

inspection tags.

363. Selling or offering for sale goods
marked "Sterling" or "Ster-

ling Silver," without goods
come up to standard.

364. Penalty for hawking or peddling

without a license.

365. Failure to properly treat in-

fected trees.

366. Sale of diseased plants, &c.

367. Obstructing State Entomologist.

368. Certificate of inspection to ac-

company shipment of plants.

369. Sale of diseased live stock.

370. Importation of stock affected

with glanders.

371. Obstruction of State Veteri-

narian.

372. Sale of goods near Camp
Ground.

ei-f^^on^whufh
Sectioii 336. Any person or persons who shall wilfully and

lien exists. knowjngly Sell and convey any real or personal property on

R s' 2V6-
1872' which any lien exists without first giving notice of such lien

XXI '%V- 1893' to the purchaser or purchasers of such real or personal prop-

xxi', 824.'
^^^^' s^ty, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on con-

viction thereof shall be imprisoned for a term not less than ten

days nor more than three years, and be fined not less than ten

dollars nor more than five thousand dollars, or either or both,

in the discretion of the Court : Provided, That the penalties

enumerated in this Section shall not apply to public officers in
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the discharge of their official duties: Provided, further, When
the vahie of such property does not exceed twenty dollars, the

punishment shall not exceed a fine of one hundred dollars or

imprisonment not exceeding thirty days.

Construed.—The lien of a judgment is as much within the meaning of the

Section as any other lien.—State v. Johnson, 20 S. C, 387.

A sale without giving notice of lien of which the vendor was ignorant is no

offense.

—

lb.

Notice sufficient to lead to knowledge of the liens is all required.

—

Ih.

Trial.—The offense of selling is but one offense, no matter how many liens

then existing, and the Solicitor cannot be required to indicate which one of the

liens he relies upon.

—

lb.

Judgment.—Motion for arrest of, on refusal of Judge to require such election,

was properly refused.

—

lb.

Sec. 337. Any person or persons who shall sell or dispose of
gonlf'"operty

any personal property on which any mortgage or other lien ""f|'"
>"

"
> t -

exists, without the written consent of the mortgagee or lienee, ^ g .^^^g
j^"

or the owner or holder of such mortgage or lien, and shall fail xViF's^o -1892'

to pay the debt secured by the same within ten days after such
j^^^^J'^^^: ^gg^-

sale or disposal, or shall fail in such time to deposit the amount ^^i-'S^-i-

of the said debt with the Clerk of the Court of Common Pleas

for the County in which the mortgage or lien debtor resides,

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction

thereof shall be imprisoned for a term not more than two years

or be fined not more than five hundred dollars, or both, in the

discretion of the Court : Provided, That the provisions of this

Section shall not apply in cases of sales made without

knowledge or notice of such mortgage or lien by the person so

selling such property : Provided, further. That when the value

of such property does not exceed twenty dollars, the punish-

ment shall not exceed a fine of one hundred dollars, or im-

prisonment not exceeding thirty days.

This Section applies to all persons making such sales, and not to the lienor

alone, and applies to all sales made under junior liens.—State v. Reeder, 36 S.

C, 497; IS S. E., 544.

And to cases where prior lien arose under statutes subsequently enacted.

—

lb.

The motive or intent of the seller is immaterial.

—

lb.

Erroneous advice of counsel does not excuse the offense.

—

lb.

Indictment.—Motion to quash it is proper mode of objection when it is found

by an illegal grand jury.—State v. Williams, 35 S. C, 344; 14 S. E., 819.

JuRORS.^—Are not required to be freeholders or taxpayers, and need not possess

any other qualifications than those prescribed for electors or legislators.

—

lb.

Twelve constitute a legal grand jury.

—

lb.

Constitutional rights of trial by jury not violated as long as such trial by twelve

jurors is prescribed.-

—

lb.

Evidence.—Not necessary for State to prove, as alleged in indictment, that

lienor had not written consent of lienee to sell.

—

lb.

Action for malicious prosecution under this Section.—Stoddard v. Roland, 31

S. C, 342; 9 S. E., 1027.

Mere removal of property subject to lien for rent does not constitute a violation

of this Section.—Whaley v. Lawton, 57 S. C, 265; 35 S. E., 558. Nor does the

sale of property of the defendant lienor, against his will, under judicial process.
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^-^^~v^ ^ render him liable to conviction.—State v. Johnson, 51 S. C, 268; 28 S. E., 905.

A person selling property under lien for advances with knowledge of prior lien

for rent.—State v. Reeder, 36 S. C, 497; iS S. E., 544. Error in admitting

absolute bill of sale as a mortgage.—State v. Rice, 43 S. C, 200; 20 S. E., 986.

Disposition when complete.

—

lb.

This is not a felony; conviction does not render incompetent as witness.—State

V. Green, 48 S. C, 136; 26 S. E., 234.

Contractors to Sec. 338. It shall be the duty of any contractor or contrac-
pay all labor- -

_ _ . .

ers employed; tors, in the crcction, alteration or repairinar of buildings m the
using money' ±0 ^
received for State of South Carolina, to pay all laborers, sub-contractors
contract for

. . . j.

other purposes and material men for their lawful services and material fur-
than for work
or materials a nishcd out of the moncy receiyed for the erection, alteration
misdemeanor. '

1896 XXII ^^ repairs of buildings upon which said laborers, sub-contrac-

198; i897,xxii; ^-Qj-g and material men are employed or interested, and said la-

borers, as well as all sub-contractors and persons who shall fur-

nish material for said building, shall haye a first lien on the

money received by said contractor or contractors for the erec-

tion, alteration or repair of said buildings in proportion to the

amount of their respective claims. Nothing herein contained

shall make the owner of the building responsible in any way:

Provided, That nothing contained in this Section shall

be construed to prevent any contractor or contractors or sub-

contractors from borrowing money on such contract.

Any contractor or contractors or sub-contractors who shall

for other purposes than paying the money loaned upon said con-

tract expend and on that account fail to pay to any or all la-

borers, sub-contractors and material men out of the money re-

ceiyed as provided in this Section and as admitted by such con-

tractor or contractors, or as may be adjudged by any Court of

competent jurisdiction, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

meanor, and upon conviction, when the consideration

for such work and material shall exceed the value of one hun-

dred dollars, shall be fined not less than one hundred dollars

nor more than five hundred dollars, or imprisonment not less

than three months nor more than twelve months ; and when

such consideration shall not exceed the value of one hundred

dollars, shall be fined not more than one hundred dollars or im-

prisoned not longer than thirty days : Provided, Said contrac-

tor or contractors or sub-contractors may have the right of

arbitration by agreement with said laborers, sub-contractors

and material men.

Sec. 339. Whoever, with intent to defraud, removes or se-

crets personal prt>perty which has been attached or levied on by

the Sherift", or any other officer authorized by law to make such
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attachment or levy, shall be held guilty of a misdemeanor, and

upon conviction shall be punished by imprisonment in the
j. J^J ^

^'^"j^^^^^

County jail for a period not less than sixty days nor more than ^y°|^j[g'y;j^^^'^^^

one year or by fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more q g. 2516;

than two hundred. |v^; flf: l^l\

Sec. 340. Any person or persons convicted of knowingly and^^^^' ^^

wilfully packing into any bag or bale of cotton any stone, wood, ing'^of^cotton!'

trash cotton, cotton seed, water, or any matter or thing what- q g. 2517; r.

soever, or causing the same to be done, with the intent and pur- xv.f '97k
^^^^'

pose of cheating or defrauding any person or persons whomso-
ever in the sale of such cotton, or who shall exhibit or offer for

sale any bag or bale of cotton so fraudulently packed, at the

time of the said exhibit or offer for sale knowing the same to

be so fraudulently packed, shall, on conviction thereof, as afore-

said, be sentenced to pay a fine of not more than five hundred

dollars nor less than twenty dollars, and to be imprisoned for

a term of not more than six months nor less than one month.

Construed.—To embrace false packing with water.—State v. Holman, 3 McC,
306.

Evidence.—Must show that defendant had knowledge of the false packing.

—

State V. Pitts, 13 Rich., 27.

Sec. 341. It shall not be lawful for any person to buy or sel1,^^Seiiing^^eed

or receive by way of barter, exchange, or traffic of any sort, anv certain hours.

seed cotton between the hours of sundown and sunrise. g^-
fso^^'^ikrr

Any person convicted of a violation of the provisions of this ^^|j'
26^g^^8so,

Section shall be fined the sum of fifty dollars, or imprisoned in

the County jail for a period of thirty days, or both in the discre-

tion of the Court.

The Court of General Sessions has concurrent jurisdiction of this offense.

—

State V. Padgett, 18 S. C, 317-

Indictment.-—Sufficiently charged the offense when it alleged a sale "at nine

o'clock in the night of the same day."

—

lb.

Sec. 342. All persons who now are or may hereafter become seed '^cotton 'to

engaged in the traffic in seed cotton and unpacked lint cotton plnaity.°
°

'

are hereby required to keep legibly written in a book, which g. s. 2519;
. R S 281 1882

shall be open to public inspection, the name and place of resi- xvii., 740.

dence of the person or persons from whom they purchase or

receive by way of barter, exchange, or traffic of any sort, any

seed cotton or unpacked lint cotton, with the number of pounds

and date of purchase.

Any person who shall fail or refuse to keep the book in the

form and manner prescribed in this Section shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be

fined in a sum not less than ten dollars nor more than one hun-
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""

^'^
' dred dollars, or by imprisonment for not less than five nor more

than thirty days.

breika^^e^^
" ^ ^®^' ^^^* ^"y P^rson who shall put and make the charge

G. s 2520- R.
known as "breakage" upon the weighing of cotton shall be

xv/^lis
^^'^' guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be

fined not more than twenty-five dollars or be imprisoned not

more than thirty days, or both, in the discretion of the Court.

.flaking ^vvay gcc. 344. Any person engaged in the business of buying
before paid cottou, com, ricc, or such commodities, either on his own ac-
tor, fraud. T > 1 J

G s 2.521- R count or for others, v/ho shall buy such on sale from a planter,

xvi^'^^o
^^^^' commission merchant, or any other person or persons, for cash,

and shall fail or refuse to pay for the same, and shall make way

with or dispose of the same before he shall have paid therefor,

shall be deemed guilty of fraud and embezzlement, and shall be

liable, on conviction, to be imprisoned in the Penitentiary for a

term not less than one year nor more than five years, at the dis-

cretion of the Court.

Factors fail- Scc. 345. Auv factor or commission merchant who shall re-
ing to account
for produce ceive from any planter any cotton, rice, or other agricultural
gudty of fraud ' ^ ' ' '

.
*

T^~^~o^o^ r. produce, for sale, and shall sell the same and fail to pa\^ over

s. 2S4; lb. the net proceeds thereof to the planter on demand, or apply

the same to his own use and benefit, or shall fail to account for

the same in a satisfactory manner if unsold, shall be guilty of

fraud and embezzlement, and on conviction thereof shall be

imprisoned in the Penitentiary not less than one year nor more

than five years, at the discretion of the Coiirt.

rod°ucfs"^^d'i-
^®^- ^^^- ^^ pcrsou shall be convicted under the provisions

^ideut'^
^^ ^'^' °^ ^^c two preceding Sections if he can show that the cotton,

G s 2o''3- R corn, rice or other products received by him was destroyed by
s. 2S5; lb. accident, after due diligence on his part, or that he was forcibly

deprived of the possession thereof,

cottof^'i^n ^ce^r^
Scc. 347. Any person who shall traffic in seed cotton, by pur-

Ifrohibi^edvvit" chase, barter or exchange, in the Counties of Abbeville, Aiken,
out a license,

guj^ter, York, Edgefield, Berkeley, Kershaw, Richland, Or-

188?' xix.,795|angeburg, Charleston, Chester, Cherokee, Clarendon, Fairfield,

1892,' xxi', 22II Lancaster, Lexington, Darlington, INlarlboro, and in Broxton

1897, '^xx'Ti'', Township, in Colleton County, and that portion of Marion
6i4^i898^xxn,

(bounty lying north of a line parallel to and exactly one mile

XXII I.
',^'^4' sT- north of the Wilmington, Columbia and Augusta railroad, and

an^d' other cila^ Union, bctwccn the 15th day of August and the 15th day of

notl^o"^ 1549^ December of any year, and in theCounties of Anderson, Bam-
Civii Code.

i^QT^g^ Barnwell and Dorchester, between the 15th day of August
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and the ist day of December of any year, without first having

obtained a license from the Clerk of the Court of Common
Pleas for the County in which said traffic is to be carried on,

under the provisions of Sec. 1550 of the Civil Code, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor and, on conviction, shall be punished

for each offense by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars

or by imprisonment of not less than one year, or by both fine and

imprisonment, within the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 348. If any person residing in that portion of Marion violation of
regulations as

County south of a Ime parallel to and exactly one mile north of to sale of seed

1 iTr-i • /-I cotton in por-

the Wilmmgton, Columbia and Augusta Railroad engaged in tion of Marion
=' '^ =' *= County.

purchase, barter or exchange m seed cotton shall fail on any -—

—

^
' ^ -' 1884, XXI.,

Saturday night to post up in front of the place of business where tt*; 1 ^ ^ 1 -'<='' r r XXIII., 728.

seed cotton is purchased, bartered or exchanged the amount of

cotton purchased, bartered or exchanged during the week and

the name or names of parties from whom the purchase or pur-

chases were made, and the amount purchased and to keep said

record posted for three months, or shall purchase any seed

cotton within the limits above described after the hour of five

o'clock in the afternoon and before eight o'clock in the fore-

noon, as required by Sec. 1551 of the Civil Code, he shall, upon

conviction, be punishable by a fine of not less than twenty-five

dollars nor more than fifty dollars, or imprisonment for not

less than fifteen days nor more than thirty days, one-half of

which fine when collected shall be paid to the informer.

Sec. 349. Any person to whom license to traffic in seed cot- Licensee must
keep book;

ton may be granted shall keep at place of business a book in what must be
entered.

which shall be entered the date of everv purchase, from whom —
purchased, and the quantity purchased, which book shall always iss7, xix.,794,

lb,

be opened to inspection of persons applying therefor. Any per-

son to whom license may be granted failing to comply with the

requirements of this Section shall upon conviction be liable to

the penalties specified in the preceding Section.

Sec. 350. Traffic in long cotton, known as sea island cotton,. Traffic in sea
<=• '

^
island cotton

in the seed, by purchase, barter or exchange, without license, as without license.

provided in Sec. 1548 of the Civil Code, is absolutely prohibited •is99,xxiii,

and any' person who shall so traffic or attempt to traffic without "S2.

such a license shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on convic-

tion shall be punished for each offense by a fine of not more than

one hundred dollars or by imprisonment not exceeding thirty

days : Provided, That one-half of any such fine when collected

shall go to the informer : Provided, The provisions of this
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Section do not apply to the Counties of Colleton and Beaufort,

nor to Charleston County except within the Township of James

Island.

Cotton bales Scc. 351. It shall be unlawful for any cotton buyer to refuse

kss' th'an^ 300 to acccpt any bale of cotton, after he has bought the same by
pounds made
m erchantat

'

violation of
merchantable; sample thcrcof, Weighing over three hundred pounds, provided

same corresponds in quality with sample bought by; and any

90; civil Code! such buycr who docks or deducts any amount from the purchase

price of any such bale of cotton, or attempts to dock or deduct

any amount from the purchase price of such bale of cotton, shall

be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction before

any Court of competent jurisdiction shall be fined in the sum of

not more than one hundred dollars nor less than twenty dollars,

ers required to Scc. 352. Any pcrsou wlio shall fail to keep a book, or record
'-— of the number of the bales of cotton and furnish the seller a

793. '
" ''

bill thereof, as required by Sec. 1546 of the Civil Code, shall, on
i is_ emeanor

QQ^viction, bc filled in a sum not exceeding one hundred dollars,
I'unisnment. ' o ?

or imprisoned not exceeding thirty days.

Weighing Scc. 353. Any person, persons or agents of any corporation
cotton regulat- .,. "'Z ' ^ ,^

, ,t-,i.
ed; violation, weighing cottoii m any cotton market or markets where a rub-

1894, XXI., lie Weigher has been elected, except as prescribed in Article 2,
793 ;189G, XXII, ^ ' 1- i

58, § 4. Chapter XXXIV of the Civil Code, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined not less

than five nor more than ten dollars for each offense.

Weight o f Sec. 354. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, compan}-

ed corn meal; or corporatiou to scll or offcr for sale within the limits of the
selling bushel ^

for lesser State of South Carolina, unbolted corn meal of less weight
weight a mis-
demeanor. thaii at the rate of forty-eight pounds per bushel and bolted

^_^i90o, XXIII., corn meal at the rate of forty-six pounds per bushel. Any per-

son violating this law shall be fined fifty dollars, or be impris-

oned for the term of thirty days. The weight of bushel of

bolted corn meal shall be forty-six pounds.
Contracts to ggc. 355. All contracts made between owners of lands, their

be reaa and '

witnessed. agcnts, administrators or executors, and laborers shall be wit-

2084- r' s^2S8-"^^^^^ ^y ^^^ ^^ more disinterested persons, and excepting the

is69,^xiv^227;ygj-]3g^l coutracts provided for in Section 357, at the request of
^^''- either party be duly executed before a Magistrate, whose duty

it shall be to read and explain the same to the parties. Such

contract shall clearly set forth the conditions upon which the

laborer or laborers engage to work, embracing the length of

time, the amount of money to be paid, and when ; if it be on

shares of crops, what portion or portions thereof.
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Whenever such contract is violated, or attempted to be ^ -''

'

violated, or broken, or whenever fraud is practiced or at- contracts""
° ^

tempted to be practiced, by either party to such contract or j^_ . ^^ggg -^y^

contracts, at any time before the conditions of the same are^^^'

fulfilled and the parties released therefrom, complaint may
be made before a Mas^istrate. If the offending: partv be the, Violation by

•^ 01-. land-owner.

land owner or owners, his, her or their agent or agents,

and fraud has been practiced or attempted to be practiced, *

either in keeping in any account or accounts between him,

her and them or the other party or parties to such contract or

contracts, or in the division of the crop or crops, or the payment

of money or other valuable consideration, upon conviction such

offender or offenders shall be fined in a sum of not less than

five dollars nor more than one hundred ($100) dollars, or be Penalty.

imprisoned not less than ten days nor more than thirty days

;

or if it be a disinterested party chosen to make a division or

divisions of crops as provided in Section 2716 of the Civil Code,
arbitrator""

^^

he, she or they shall be liable for prosecution as for a misde- J^
meanor, and on conviction shall be fined in a sum of not less

than five nor more than one hundred dollars, or be imprisoned Penalty.

for a period not less than ten days nor more than thirty days.

If the offending party be a laborer, or laborers, and the of- iab^r°r^*'°"
^^

fense consists either in failing wilfully and without just cause
J^^

to give the labor reasonably required of him, her or them by

the terms of such contract, or in other respects shall refuse to

comply with the conditions of such contract or contracts, or

shall fraudulently make use of or carry away from the place

where the crop or crops he, she or they may be working or

planted any portion of said crop or crops, or anything connected

therew'th or belonging thereto, such person so offending shall

be liable to prosecution, and on conviction before any Magis- ^naity.

trate be fined in a sum of not less than five dollars nor more

than one hundred dollars, or be imprisoned for a period of not

less than ten days or more than thirty days.

The indictments for this violation of contract must show that the i^ritten con-

tract sets forth the time when the wages are to be paid the laborer and is such a

contract as the Section provides.—State v. Williams, 32 S. C, 123; 10 S. E., 876.

Sec. 356. Any Magistrate, or other officer before whom j^j^^^^^^^^^ °g';

complaint is made, and whose duty it is to try such cases as fusmg to act.

provided in the preceding Section, who shall offend against the g*^-
fs9^°^^;^s^'

true intent and meaning of Section 2716 of the Civil Code-^^^-' ^^^•

or shall refuse to hear and determine impartially all

cases that may be brought before him under the pro-
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^"^^^ ^ visions of said Section of the Civil Code, and all peace officers

whose duty it is to apprehend all offenders against the laws of

the State who shall refuse to perform their duty in bringing

to justice any and all offenders against the preceding Section

and the above mentioned Section of the Civil Code, shall be

liable to a charge of malfeasance in office, and upon proof to

convict, shall be forthwith removed from office and fined a

.. sum not less than fifty nor more than one hundred dollars.

coIt?'ad:'°" f°er Scc. 357. Any laborer working on shares of crop or for

piierT°misde- wagcs in moucy or other valuable consideration under a verbal
meanor. q^. ^j-ittcu contract to labor on farm lands who shall receive

457?^^'
'^^^^' advances either in money or supplies and thereafter wilfully

and without just cause fail to perform the reasonable service

required of him by the terms of the said contract shall be liable

to prosecution for a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be

punished by imprisonment for not less than twenty days nor

more than thirty days, or to be fined in the sum of not less than

twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, in the
Proviso.

discretion of the Court : Provided, The verbal contract herein

referred to shall be witnessed by at least two disinterested wit-

nesses.

This Act held constitutional.—State v. Chapman, 56 S. C, 420; 34 S. E., 961;

State V. Easterlin, 61 S. C, 74; 39 S. E., 250. Either party may testify as to the

terms of the contract. The brother of the prosecutor may be a disinterested

witness.-^State v. Easterlin, 61 S. C, 74; 39 S. E., 250.

A verbal contract for labor is good at common law; and a laborer making a

crop on the premises of a farmer under a verbal contract, under his direction,

for a part of the crop raised, is a laborer, and not a partner, of the farmer, and

commits larceny when he takes and carries away a portion of the crop with

intent to steal it.—State v. Sanders, 52 S. C, 580; 30 S. E., 616.

S'chedls'""*' ^®C' 25^- ^"y person or persons who shall offer to any

"g. s. 2086; R. laborer or employe, at the time when the wages of such laborer

XV ,^^2i'6; isTs! ©^ cmployc are due and payable by agreement, unless other-

xvi'i.f 7!

"^°^^' wise provided for by special contract, as compensation for labor,

or services performed, checks, or scrips of any description,

known as plantation checks, payable at some future time, or in

the shops or stores of employers, in lieu of lawful money, shall

be liable to indictment and punishment, by a fine not exceeding

Penalty. two hundred dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding one

year, or both, according to the discretion of the Court: Pro-

vided, The word "checks" herein shall not be construed so as

to prohibit the giving of checks upon any of the authorized

banks of deposit or issue in this State.

Not appiica- gcc. 359. Any person who shall entice or persuade by any
ble t o bank ' '^

checks. means whatsoever, any tenant, servant, or laborer, under con-
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tract with another, duly entered into between the parties before ^ "^ '

one or more witnesses, whether such contract be verbal or in
borers' u'n^d'er

writing, to violate such contract, or shall employ any laborer contract.

knowing such laborer to be under contract with another, shall ^-
fgi^^^^i's^"

be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall ^^^^-^ '"^•

be fined not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred

dollars, or be imprisoned in the County jail not less than ten

nor more than thirty days.

Sec. 360. Any person or corporation in this State who shall 3110^"*^ "^ ^"'

be guilty of short weight or fraud in the manufacture, prepar-^;^ s7~292l

ation, analysis or sale of guanos, fertilizers or commercial ^^^°' '^"^' ^°^"

manures in this State, or who shall make any wilful misrepre-

sentation as to the manufacture, preparation, analysis or quality

of such guanos, fertilizers, or commercial manures, or who shall

wilfully fail to attach the tags, labels or stamps as

now required by the Statutes of this State, or who shall wilfully

violate any of the provisions of Sections 1535 and 1537 of the

Civil Code, relating to commercial fertilizers, shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be

fined in a sum not exceeding one thousand dollars or impris-

oned for a term not exceeding one year, or both such fine and

imprisonment, in the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 361. Any person or corporation who shall sell or offer gP^n^^j^ks pre-

for sale any brand of fertilizer or commercial manure in this '^^'^s

°^^(f^^^'^_

State which contains ammonia derived from horns, hoofs, or
™fthout"'c o"m^

leather, or which shall, upon analysis, fall three per cent, below p^^l^^g
*'*'^ '^^

the -commercial value of said fertilizer or commercial manure
^^^ g 293.

certified to the Board of Trustees of 'The Clemson Agricultu-^g^^s, xxi.,505,

ral College of South Carolina," as provided by Section 1538,

Civil Code, or violate any of the provisions of said Section,

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon con-

viction thereof, be fined in a sum not exceeding one thousand

dollars, or imprisoned for a time not exceeding one year, or

both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 362. Any person or persons, company or, corporation, ^g^''^^^^'^!^!,^^.^^

who shall make use, or who shall attempt to make, print, sell,
^^^^^ tagi.'^^^'''^'

use or offer for sale, any counterfeit or any imitation whatever
iggg^ xxiii.,

of the inspection tax tags or stamps issued by the Board of ^^= §
*^-

Trustees of Clemson College, or their authorized agent, for the

purpose of evading or assisting in evading the payment of the

inspection tax on fertilizers or commercial manures, shall be

fined in a sum not less than two hundred and not more than five
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hundred dollars for each and every offense, and on failure to

pay such fine shall be imprisoned at hard labor for a period of

not less than one and not more than five years for each offense.

ing'^orVffering ^^^- ^^^- ^ persou who makcs or sells, or offers to sell or

marked^ '^Stefr-
dispose of , or has in his possession with intent to sell or dispose

iTn g °siiler" o^' ^^y article of merchandise marked, stamped or branded
punished.

-^y^|-]^ ^-^^ words "sterling" or "sterling- silver," or encased or

^^18 9 4, XXI., gj^^jQgg^ jj^ ^^y ]^Q^^ package, cover or wrapper, or other thing

in or by which the said article is packed, enclosed or otherwise

prepared for sale or disposition, having thereon any engraving

or printed label, stamp, imprint, mark or trade mark indicating

or denoting by such marking, stamping, branding, engraving

or printing that such article is silver, sterling silver or solid

silver, unless nine hundred and twenty-five one-thousandths of

the component parts of the metal of which the said article is

manufactured are pure silver, shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

demeanor.

A person who makes or sells, or offers to sell or dispose of,

or has in his possession with intent to sell or dispose of, any

article of merchandise marked, stamped or branded with the

words "coin" or "coin silver," or enclosed in any box, package,

cover or wrapper, or other thing in or by which the said article

is packed, enclosed or otherwise prepared for sale or disposi-

tion, having thereon any engraving or printed label, stamp,,

imprint, "mark" or "trade mark" indicating or denoting by

such marking, stamping, branding, engraving or printing that

such article is "coin" or "coin silver," unless nine hundred and

twenty-five one-thousandths of the component parts of the

metal of which the said article is manufactured are pure silver,

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.

Whoever violates the provisions of this Section shall,

upon conviction, be subject to a fine not exceeding one

hundred dollars for each offense or be imprisoned in the County

jail not more than thirty days.

Penalty for Scc. 364. If any hawker or peddler sell or expose for sale

peddiinf whh-any goods, wares or merchandise in any County in this State

without having obtained a license for that purpose from the

s. 294;" 1S76; Clcrk oiCourt of Common Pleas of the County within which he

XXL, 408. ' '

is exposing for sale or selling such goods, wares and merchan-

dise, as required by law, he shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined not more
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than fifty dollars or imprisoned in the County jail not more than

thirty days.

State V. Belcher, i McM.,.42; State v. Powell, 10 Rich., 373; State v. Morehead,

42 S. C, 211; 20 S. E., 544; Alexander v. Greenville, 49 S. C, 527; 2-j S. E.,

479; State V. Coop, 52 S. C, 508; 30 S. E., 609.

City ordinance held in violation of interstate commerce provisions of U. S.

Constitution.—City of Laurens v. Elmore, 55 S. C, 477; 33 S. E., 560.

Sec. 365. The failure or refusal on the part of the owner of
p^Q^g^^'|^''\reat

the premises, where any infested trees, plants or vineyards are ^"fegted trees.

situate, to execute the treatment prescribed by the State Ento- -^^^^' xxiii,

molog-ist, under Section 745 of the Civil Code, or to destroy

trees, plants or vineyards as directed by him, shall be deemed a

misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof such owner shall be

punished by a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars or im-

prisonment in the County jail not exceeding thirty days: And
Provided, hozvever, That the provision in reference to destroy-

ing plants shall not refer to cotton, corn, grain or such other

field plants as are not subject to sale and transportation.

Sec. 366. It shall be unlawful to sell, or offer for sale, or ^ased ""piantf a

transport plants, buds, trees, shrubs, vines, tubers, bulbs, roots
'"'sdemeanor.

or cuttings, known to be infested with dangerous or injurious
^^'

insects or plant diseases ; and any person or persons violating

the provisions of this Section shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

demanor, and upon conviction shall be fined in a sum not ex-

ceeding one hundred dollars, or imprisonment in the County

jail not exceeding thirty days.

Sec. 367. That the said Entomologist or his assistant, is
„ f °|"„*[„"^^X

hereby authorized and empowered to enter upon any premises g|^^^^^
misde--

in this State for the discharge of the duties hereby prescribed,
Yb

or that may be prescribed by said Board ; and any person or

persons who shall pester or hinder him in the discharge of such

duties shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con-

viction shall be punished by a fine not exceeding one hundred

dollars, or by imprisonment in the County jail not exceeding

thirty days.

Sec. 368. It shall be unlawful for any grower of fruit trees, jj^c«tjfj;^te of

nurserymen, or corporations to ship within this State any trees,
sHp'^fg™ \ ^"^

shrubs, cuttings, vines, bulbs or roots without having the same ^^^^^-

previously examined by said Entomologist, or by his assistant ^^

within six months next preceding date of such shipment, a cer-

tificate of such inspection in such form as may be adopted by

said Board to accompany each box or package.

Any person or corporation violating the provisions of this

Section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon

23.-C. P.
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conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine not exceeding one

hundred dollars, or be imprisoned in the County jail not ex-

ceeding thirty days.

eas?d^st°ocW ^^^- ^69. It shall be unlawful to sell or offer for sale, in this

misdemeanor, gtatc. any horsc, mulc, cattle, hog, or any other live stock, that

738.^°"^'
^'^^^^'

is known to be affected with any contagious disease the ten-

dency of which is to cause the death of any such live stock;

and any person or persons violating the provisions of this Sec-

tion, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con-

viction shall be fined in a sum, not exceeding one hundred dol-

lars, or be imprisoned in the County jail not exceding thirty

days.

Importation §60. 370. It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to
of stock iniec-

_

"^ ^

ted with gian- transport within the borders of this State anv horse, mule or
ders forbidden. -^ ^

, .—r—r—^ass infected with glanders. Any person or persons violating

1890, XX., 709. the provisions of this Section, unless he can produce a clean

bill of health from some veterinary surgeon that the said stock

was not infected with said disease when transported within the

borders of this State, shall be liable for all damages attending

the introduction of said disease, to be recovered by any person

so damaged, and shall also be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
Penalty. and on conviction shall be fined in a sum not exceeding five

hundred dollars or be imprisoned not exceeding twelve months.

Obstruction gec. 371. It shall not be lawful for any person or persons to

^"arian. hinder or obstruct said Veterinarian appointed under the pro-

^^1901' XXIII., visions of Section 1313 of the Civil Code, or his assistant, in

the enjoyment of the rights given by Section 1317 of the Civil

Code, in the discharge of the duties prescribed by the next suc-

ceeding Section 13 18 of said Code; and any person or persons

violating the provisions of this Section, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine not

exceeding one hundred dollars or be imprisoned in the County

jail not exceeding thirty days.

Sale of goods gee. 372. It shall be unlawful for anv itinerant trader or
etc., prohibited •"

within one-half tradesman or Other than established dealer of the community
mile of camp
grounti . to offer for sale any goods, wares or merchandise within one-

750^°^' ^^^^^' half of a mile of any camp ground or other place of religious

meeting while meetings are in progress outside an incorporated

town or city, except with the permission of the trustees or other

board of management of such meeting : Provided, This Section

shall not apply to vendors of fresh fruit or vegetables or any

farm product.
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Any person violating the provisions of this Section shall

be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall

be fined in a sum not exceeding fifty dollars, or be imprisoned

not exceeding twenty days.

Penalty.

CHAPTER XVII.

Forgery and Offenses Against the Currency.

Sec.

373. Forgery.

374. Counterfeiting.

375. Issuing paper resembling bank
notes.

Sec.

376. On trials for counterfeiting

notes of a bank, the bank to

furnish witnesses.

Forgery.

G. S. 2527; R.

Section 373. Whoever shall be convicted of falsely making,

forging, or counterfeiting, or causing or procuring to be falsely s!^205; is45,'x^

made, forged, or counterfeited, or of willingly acting or assist-
47j.'i-^'^§'§'''3^7:

ing in the false making, forging, or counterfeiting, of any
\gll'^ y.',' m',

writing or instrument of writing, or of uttering or publishing^
^'

as true any false, forged, or counterfeited writing or instru-

ment of writing, or of falsely making, forging, counterfeiting,

altering, changing, defacing, or erasing, or causing or pro-

curing to be falsely made, forged, counterfeited, altered,

changed, defaced, or erased, any record or plat of land, or of

willingly acting or assisting in any of the premises, with an

intention to defraud any person, shall be guilty of forgery, and

shall be sentenced to be imprisoned not less than one year nor

more than seven years, and also to pay such fine as may be

judged expedient, at the discretion of the Judge who may try

the case.

The "three essential elements in the crime of forgery" are: "i. A writing ap-

parently valid. 2. A fraudulent intent on the part of the accused. 3. The falsity

of writing, or the fact that the name signed thereon is fictitious." All of which

elements must be alleged and proved.—State v. Bullock, 54 S. C, 310; 32 S. E.,

424. It is a felony.—State v. Allen, 56 S. C, 497; 35 S. E., 204; State v. Rowe,

8 Rich., 17. But where the indictment follows the language of the statute defining

the crime, it is not defective for failure to charge that the act was done "felon-

iously."—State v. Allen, 56 S. C, 499; 35 S. E., 204.

Held to embrace forgery of school claims issued by County Superintendent of

Education.—State v. Allen, 56 S. C, 499; 35 S. E., 204; State v. Morton, 51 S. C,

323; 28 S.. E., 945. Of a witness pay certificate issued by a Clerk of Court.

—

State V. Bullock, 54 S. C, 300; 32 S. E., 424.

To embrace the forgery of a receipt on the back of an indent, with fraudulent

intent.—State v. Washington, i Bay, 120.

And the forgery of an order for the delivery of goods.—State v. Holly, 2 Bay,

262; State V. Holly, i Brev., 35.

And the altering the words and figures of a bank bill.—State v. Waters, 3

Brev., 507.

Also, the alteration of a receipt.—State v. Floyd, 5 Strob., 58.
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^ ^ Notwithstanding the Act of 1845, forgery was still considered a felony.—State

V. Rowe, 8 Rich., 17.

If a clerk, keeping the books of a merchant, made false entries therein with

fraudulent intent to injure him, and did injure him, the clerk committed forgery.

—

McConnell v. Kennedy, 29 S. C, 180; 7 S. E., 76.

Indictment.—Is good, though it describe the instrument as "a warrant or

order."—State v. Holley, i Brev., 35.

For "counterfeiting a note of hand, commonly called a promissory note, for

the payment of money," is good if the note be set forth in haec verba.—State v.

Houseal, 2 Brev., 219. So as to an order.—State v. Jones, i McM., 236.

It must state all the circumstances which constitute the offense.—State v. Foster,

3 McC, 442.

It is proper to charge the offense of an alteration as a forgery, in the words

of the statute.—State v. Floyd, 5 Strob., 58; State v. Allen, 56 S. C, 499; 35

S. E., 204.

Evidence.—A fraud committed on the Cashier is a fraud committed on the bank

he represents.—State v. Jones, i McM., 236.

The utterance of other forged instruments of like nature may be shown.—State

v. Allen, 56 S. C, 495; 35 S. E., 204.

It must be admitted or acknowledged or established by affirmative testimony

that papers are in the handwriting of defendant before they can be received in

evidence for the purpose of comparison with the forged paper.—State v. Ezekiel,

33 S. C, 115; II S. E., 635.

On indictment for forgery of one bank bill, it is admissible to prove that the

prisoner had passed other forged bills for which indictments were pending.

—

State V. Williams, 2 Rich., 420.

Where the paper was issued in duplicate; a duplicate is not a mere copy of the

original, but is equally evidence with the first copy issued.—State v. Allen, 56

S. C, 499; 35 S. E., 204.

Judgment—Is warranted upon a verdict which finds the passing of a forged note

with knowledge of the forgery.—State v. Fuller, i Bay, 245.

Counterfeiting. §£(,_ 374^ Whoever shall be convicted of counterfeiting, or

S^296'
^^^^' '^' uttering, or attempting to pass, knowing it to be counterfeit, any

of the following gold or silver coin, to wit : a Spanish milled

dollar, Johannes, half ditto, quarter ditto, eighth ditto, Moidore,

half ditto, quarter ditto, eighth ditto, French Crown of four to

the Louis d'or, English Crown, Pistareen, Spanish Doubloon,

Double Pistole, Pistole, half ditto, English Guinea, half ditto,

quarter ditto, French Guinea, German Piece, half ditto. Ducat;

or of making or keeping in possession any stamp or mould for

coining, shall suffer the punishment imposed in the preceding

Section for the offense of forgery.

Staking counterfeit coin at gaming table is an attempt to utter and pass it.

—

State V. Beeler, i Brev., 482.

Indictment.—Must charge attempt to defraud some particular person.—State

V. Odell, 3 Brev., 552.

Though it may state ingredients of which coin is made, it need not be proved

in this particular.—State v. Beeler, i Brev., 482.

Evidence.—To show defendant had counterfeited other dollars than silver dollars

as alleged in indictment was held inadmissible.—State v. Odell, 3 Brev., 552. But

this case was overruled in State v. Allen, 56 S. C, 503; 35 S. E., 204. See also

State V. Antonio, 3 Brev., 562; State v. Houston, i Bail., 300; State v. Williams,

2 Rich., 418; State v. Hooper, 2 Bailey, 37; State v. Tutt, 2 Bailey, 44.

Possession of coining instruments may be given in evidence to prove defendants

scienter.—State v. Antonio, 3 Brev., 562.
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Sec. 375. It shall be unlawful for any person to issue, utter,

or publish any printed or engraved paper bearing- a resemblance ^^^"^ .P^per
'^ ' ° resemb ling

to a bank note ; and any person who shall violate the provisions bank notes.

of this Section shall, upon indictment and conviction thereof,
f- %f.^^^{^-

be fined or imprisoned at the discretion of the Court. ^i^-- ^s's.

The Section embraces uttering and publishing counterfeits of notes of United
States Bank.—State v. Tutt, 2 Bail., 44. Or of its branches.—State v. Pitman,
I Brev., 32. Or of Bank of the State.—State v. Billis, 2 McC, 12.

Indictment.—Should describe the offense in the words of the Section.—State v.

Petty, Harp., 59.

In charging the uttering of a forged bill of e.xchange, payable to A B, it need
not allege the endorsement of A. B.—State v. Tutt, 2 Bail., 44.

Evidence.—Witness acquainted with handwriting of President of bank permitted

to prove falsity of signature.—State v. Stalmaker, 2 Brev., i.

Testimony to show that prisoner had in his possession other notes supposed
to be forged, admissible to show his knowledge of the counterfeit.—State v.

Petty, Harp., 59.

Or to show that another note passed by him was forged.—State v. Houston, i

Bail., 300; State v. Hooper, 2 Bail., 37; State v. Williams, 2 Rich., 418.

An officer of the bank is in no case the only corripetent witness to prove a

note counterfeit.—State v. Hooper, 2 Bail., 37; State v. Anderson, 2 Bail., 565.

The former case overruling State v. Petty, Harp., 59, on this point.

The person whose name is alleged to have been forged was not a competent
witness to prove the forgery.—State v. Whitten, i Hill, 100. Overruling State

v. Foster, 3 McC, 442.

Judgment.—Arrested where indictment omitted the word "did," before the words
"utter and publish, &c.,"—State v. Haider, 2 McC, 377.

Where pending appeal the punishment had been reduced, sentence should be

for lesser punishment.—State v. Williams, 2 Rich., 418.

Sec. 376. When information shall be given to the President On trials for
-

,
. ^ _, . _, ,

counterfeiting

of any bank m South Carolina, by the Attornev General, or by notes of a

any of the Solicitors of this State, that any person has been ap- to furnish wit-
^ nesses.

prehended, and is to be tried in any County in this State for———:—

—

G. o. 2530; R.

counterfeiting any of the notes of the said bank, or for passings. 29s; i828,

such counterfeit note, knowing it to be false, or for stealing anvViii-, ee-isss,'
' * ' !3 .- Vlll., 67.

note of said bank, it shall be the duty of the said bank to cause

its cashier, or some competent witness, to attend in person and

give evidence on such trial, on pain of the forfeiture of one

thousand dollars, for the use of the State, to be recovered by

indictment.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

Offenses by Certain Officers.

SBC.

377.

378.

879.

380.

381.

382.

383.

384.

385.

386.

387.

388.

389.

390.

391.

392.

393.

394.

395.

396.

397.

398.

399.

400.

401.

Public officers not to contract

in excess of sum limited nor

to divest public funds.

Embezzlement of public funds,

Misdemeanors.
Assumption of office without

giving bond.

Failure to lieep itemized state-

ment of costs and fees re-

ceived.

Misconduct by certain officers.

Acceptance of rebates pro-

hibited.

Failure of Clerk of Court or

Magistrate to pay over fines

or penalties.

Clerk of Court responsible for

books, papers, &c., in his

ofBce ; penalty for not

transferring to successor.

Failure of Clerk to report to

Auditor and Treasurer, fines,

licenses, &c.

S"heriff, or other officer, taking

revi^ard, &c.

Public officers to turn over

money to their successors

;

Probate Judge to turn over

books, &c.

Public officers guilty of mis-

conduct to be indicted.

Office, when declared vacant.

Allowing records to be taken.

Neglect of duty by Clerk of Cir-

cuit Court.

Officers reported by Solicitor to

be indicted.

Solicitors disabled by intoxica-

tion.

Failure of disbursing officers to

publish monthly statements.

Sheeiffs.

Official misconduct.

Refusing to execute writs of

habeas corpus.

Permitting criminals to escape.

Purchasing at their own sales.

Failing to turn over books, &c.,

to their successors.

Default, &c., in returning war-

rants of Magistrates.

Retiring Sheriff to turn over to

his successor.

Sec.

402. Monthly statements to be made
to Auditor and Treasurer.

403. For violating homestead law.

404. Duty of Sheriff to arrest es-

caped convicts.

405. Failing to enter tax executions

on Execution Book, &c.

COEONEE.

406. To report to the Governor in

certain capital cases.

407. Coroner of Charleston County

;

neglect of duty.

Magisteates.

408. To return papers to Court of

Sessions ten days before the

term.

409. Neglect to pay over fines.

410. Failure to make monthly reports.

411. Books held as public property

;

disposition of moneys.

412. Not to receive fees in criminal

cases where paid a salary,

nor take the Constable's pay.

413. Magistrates and Constables fail-

ing to enforce the vagrant

laws.

Constables.

414. Failing to execute process.

415. Oppression, &c.

416. Removed from office on convic-

tion.

417. Default in returning warrants,

&c.

County Auditoes, County Tkbasub-

EES, County Cojimissionebs and
School Commissionees.

418. Not to buy teachers' certificates.

419. School officers prohibited from

being agent for school books.

420. Failure of County Superinten-

dent of Education to appor-

tion school funds or of

Treasurer to enter same on

his books, &c.

421. Treasurer not to demand com-

missions on school funds.

422. Accepting or exercising the of-

fice without authority, and

for not turning over books,

papers, &c., to successor.

423. Keep account of poll tax.

424. To report to County Superin-

tendent of Education.
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Sec.

425. Neglecting to report school

funds to Superintendent of

Education.

426. Auditor to report polls, &c.

427. County officers not to issue cer-

tificates of debt.

428. Exercising office of Examiner or

Trustee after removal.

429. Penalty for failure of County
Superintendent of Education

or County Treasurer to keep

a book known as General

Cash Account.

430. To remove certain patients from
the State Hospital for the

Insane.

Sec.

431. Penalty for committing persons

to the State Hospital for the

Insane without physician's

certificate.

432. Physicians not to recommend
the commitment of idiots,

&c., to the State Hospital

for the Insane unless vio-

lent.

433. Jury Commissioners guilty of

fraud ; penalty.

434. Oppression and abuse of office

by municipal officers.

A. D. 1902.

Felonies.

Section 377. It shall be unlawful for any public officer, State Public oific-

ers must enter

or County, authorized to so contract, to enter into or contract, ^^^°|. ^^^°J^'^

for any purpose whatsoever, in a sum in excess of the tax levied, °^. ^^^. divert

or the amount appropriated, for the accomplishment of such p"'^'''= ^""'^^'^-

purpose ; or to divert or appropriate the funds arising from any ^^•. %^f' ^ggi

tax levied and collected for any one fiscal year to the payment ^^'^' ^^•' "^^•

bf any indebtedness contracted or incurred for any previous

year; and on violating the provisions of this Section, he shall

be deemed guilty of a felony, and upon conviction thereof shall

be punished by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars and

not less than five hundred dollars, and by imprisonment at hard

labor in the State Penitentiary for a period not exceeding five

years nor less than one year, or either or both, in the discretion penalty.

of the Court.

Sec. 378. All officers and other persons charged with the safe Embezzlement
'

. I
°^ public funds

keeping, transfer and disbursement of any public funds, who? felony; pun-

shall embezzle the same, shall be deemed guilty of felony, and-

upon conviction thereof shall be punished by fine and imprison- sio.

ment in the discretion of the Court ; said fine and imprison-

ment to be proportioned to the amount of the embezzlement;

and the party convicted of such felony shall be disqualified from

ever holding any office of honor or emolument in this State

:

Provided, however, That the General Assembly, by a two-thirds

vote, may remove the disability upon payment in full of the

principal and interest of the sum embezzled.

1898, XXII.
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^^^^'^'^
Misdemeanors.

Assumption Sec. 379. It shall be unlawful for any person to assume oi'
of office before

, , . ^ „ - , . , , , .

giving bond, attempt to assumc the duties of any office of which a bond is

^ 1901, XXIII., required, without having given the bond required ; and any

person assuming or attempting to assume the duties of any office

as aforesaid, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be

subject to a fine of five hundred dollars or imprisonment for not

less than three months in the discretion of the Court.

Non-compii- gee. 380. Any County officer neglecting: or refusing- to com-
ance with Civil -^

-^^
_ . ^ .

Code, § 611, as ply with any of the provisions of Section 6ii of the Civil Code,
to keeping^-' -^ -"^

itemized state- requiring: officers to keep an itemized statement of fees and
ment of costs t. o ir

and fees. costs receivcd, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and

.J^^l'or^-^lh' upon conviction shall be fined not less than fiftv nor more than
453; Ibao, 10., ^ •"

'^'^^- two hundred dollars or imprisoned in the County jail not less

^ ,. than two nor more than six months, either or both, at the dis-
Counties ex- ' '

cepted from cretion of the Court : Provided, That the provisions of this
this section. •" ^

Section shall not apply to the Counties of Sumter, Lexington,

Berkeley and Newberry.

The provision of Sec. 4 in the Act of 1900, XXIII., 293, as to the collection

of costs and fees by County officers is omitted, as the Act of which it is a part was

held unconstitutional in Nance v. Anderson Co., 60 S. C, 501; 39 S. E., 5.

County of- Sec. 38L Any County officer who is guilty of misconduct or
ficers guilty of •' •' o .

misconduct, &c, persistent neglect of duty in office, or any person who persists

in holding any County office to which he has been appointed or

423. ' elected the duties of which he has not the capacity to properly

discharge, shall, upon indictment and true bill after warrant, or

after presentment of a grand jury and indictment and true bill

thereon, be tried as for misdemeanor in office, and upon convic-

tion the office shall be declared vacant and the sentence shall be

removal of defendant from office, and the vacancy shall be filled

as when a vacancy occurs by death or resignation.

Acceptance Scc. 382. No pcrson holding an office or position of trust or
of rebates pro- _.,.„ ., ...... . riii
hibited. profit in this State, or m the public institutions thereof, shall

1899, XXIII., accept rebates or extra compensation, in addition to that pro-

vided by law.

Punishment Any pcrsou violating the provisions of this Section shall be

fined in a sum not less than one hundred dollars nor more than

five hundred dollars, or be imprisoned for not less than three

months nor more than five years.

Exception. This Scction shall not apply to officers accepting rebates, not

for their individual use, but for the benefit and in behalf of the

State.
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See also Sec. 223, ante, Act of 1897, XXII., 519, as to the collection and re- ^ >

tention of rebates by public officers.

Sec. 383. Any Clerk of the Circuit Court of General Sessions, cierk of Court
J ° r

.
Magistrate

County Sheriff, or Magistrate, who shall neglect or refuse to^^^Ji^^s
^Innll

immediately pa}^ over, as required, any and all fines and penal- ^^^^ punished.

ties collected by them in any criminal cause or proceeding, shall, g*^-
foo^^^^iW^'

on conviction thereof, be subject to a fine of not less than one-^^^'-' ^^^' ^ ^•

hundred, nor more than one thousand dollars, and imprisonment

not less than three, nor more than six months, and shall be dis-

missed from office, and disqualified from holding any office of

trust and profit under this State. .

Sec. 384. Every Clerk shall be held responsible for the books, ^fb'fe'to/^'oP"^^;

papers and furniture in his office; and upon his retiring fromfjf^^g'jl'j.l^'^''
^^

office, or death, he or his representative shall be bound to trans- g. s. 757; R.

fer the same to his successor, immediately after such successor xi.,^m.
^^^^'

has entered upon the duties of his office, under a penalty of one Penalty for
^ ' t- J not transferr-

thousand dollars and imprisonment not exceeding one year. i^s to his suc-
^ o J cessor.

Sec. 385. Every Clerk of the Court is required, on the first
^^^^^ ^^ ^g_

Wednesdav in each month, or within ten days thereafter, to Y°^^ *? 4^^^^'
' J ' tor and ireas-

make, in writing, to the Auditor and Treasurer of his County, "'"^'"-

a full and accurate statement of all moheys collected on account g ^'719 .^^^fg;^'

of licenses, fines, penalties and forfeitures during the past-^^^-' ^^^•

month, on pain of indictment, and, in case of conviction, of

being fined not more than one hundred dollars or imprisoned Penalty.

not more than two months, or both, at the discretion of the

Court.

Sec. 386. If a Sheriff, Deputy Sheriff, Constable, or other s h e r i ff or
-^ -^

_
other officer

officer authorized to serve legal process, receives from the de- taking reward,
<^ r '

^ ^(,_^ promised.

fendant, or any other person, any money or other valuable thing -

as a consideration, reward or inducement for omitting or delav- s. sos; 683;
' loo9, A. J. v., oUa

ing to arrest a defendant, or to carry him before a Magistrate,

or for delaying to take a person to prison, or for postponing the

sale of property under an execution, or for omitting or delaying

to perform any duty pertaining to his office, he shall be punished

by a fine not exceeding three hundred dollars.

Sec. 387. It shall be the duty of every Sheriff, Judge of Pro- Public offic-

bate. Clerk of the Court of Common Pleas, Countv Treasurer, over moneys in

1
' 1 r^ z-' rr I'-irii their hands to

and any other State or County officer entrusted with funds by their succes-

virtue of his office, upon retiring from office, to turn over to his
• J t 1 • ^ rr j G. S. 457, 779;

successor all monevs received by him as such officer, and re-R. s. 304;i874,

maining in his hands as such officer, withm thirty days from the xix., los.

time when his successor shall have entered upon the duties of
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his office, in the same manner as he is required by law to turn

over the furniture, books and papers; and the successor shall

receive and be responsible for the moneys so turned over to him,

in the same manner as he is liable for other moneys received

by him officially ; and any public officer neglecting or refusing

obedience to the requisition herein contained shall be held guilty

of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be liable to a fine

of one thousand dollars and imprisonment not exceeding twelve

Penalty. months, bcsidcs his liability on his official bond, at the suit of

any person aggrieved by such neglect.

Judge of Pro- Evcry Tudgc of Probate Shall be responsible for the books
bate responsi- ./ ^ o i

bie for books, and papers, and also for the furniture, in his office, and upon his

for not trans- retiring from office, or upon his death, he or his representatives
ferring to his ° ' sr ^ r
successor. g^^all bc bound to transfer the same to his successor immediately

1S39, XI., 70. after such successor shall have entered upon the duties of his

office, under a penalty of one thousand dollars, to be recovered

by indictment, and of imprisonment not exceeding one year.

Embraces Superintendent of Penitentiary.—State v. Neal, 59 S. C, 259; 37
S. E., 826. Clerk of Court.—State v. Assman, 46 S. C, 555; 24 S. E., 673.

ffuntv"of*mTs^ S^c- 3SS- A^y public officer hereafter to be elected or ap-
guilty of mis-
conduct
indicted
conduct to bepQjj^^g^^ whosc authority is limited to a single election or judicial

~^
s. 305. district, who shall be guilty of any official misconduct, habitual

1829, VI., 391,
j^gg|jggj^(,g^ habitual drunkenness, corruption, fraud, or oppres-

sion, shall be liable to indictment, and upon conviction thereof

shall be fined not exceeding one thousand dollars and imprison-

ed not exceeding one year.

This Section covers violations of law principally of an active nature.—State v.

Green, 52 S. C, 524; 30 S. E., 683; State v. Tarrant, 24 S. C, 593.

An officer whose term has expired or who has resigned or been removed may
be indicted under this Section.—State v. Sellers, 7 Rich., 370.

General official misconduct is punishable only under this Section.—State v.

Hall, 5 S. C, 120.

Furnishing prisoners with spirituous liquors by jailer is official misconduct.

—

State V. Sellers, 7 Rich., 368.

False voucher of Treasurer is an official fraud.—State v. Cardozo, 11 S. C., 232.

Indictment.—That joins a charge of general misconduct under this Section with

a charge of particular neglect of official duty is defective.—State v. Hall, 5

S. C, 120.

Defense.—None by jailer that his appointment was not in writing.—State v.

Sellers, 7 Rich., 368.

_ Duty of pre- Sec. 389. It shall be the duty of the presiding Judge before

when officer is whom such officcr shall be tried to cause a certified copy of the
' —indictment to be immediately transmitted to the Governor, who

s. ' 306; 1896^ shall upoii receipt thereof declare by proclamation his office

' vacant, and the same shall be filled as in the case of death or

resignation of the incumbent. And whenever it shall be brougfht
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to the notice of the Governor by affidavit that any officer who
has the custody of public or trust funds is probably guilty of

embezzlement, or the appropriation of public or trust funds to

private use, then the Governor shall direct his immediate prose-

cution by the proper officer, and upon true bill found the Gov-

ernor shall suspend such officer and appoint one in his stead un-

til he shall have been acquitted by the verdict of a jury. In case

of conviction the office shall be declared vacant and the vacancy

filled as may be provided by law.

Sec. 390. If any Clerk of any Court of Record, Judge of to ^ln,^^^^il

Probate, Master, Register of Mesne Conveyances, or Sheriff, ken, \c°

shall allow any record, or any part thereof, to be taken or re- g. s. 2557; r.

moved from their respective offices by any person or personsx vii'., 871-

whomsoever, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and

upon conviction thereof he shall be punished by a fine of fifty

dollars for the first offense, and for the second and any subse-

quent offense by a fine of one hundred dollars : Provided, That

nothing herein contained shall be held to apply to the attend-

ance of any of the said officers with any of the records of their

respective offices in any Court or Courts when the actual pro-

duction of such record is required by the proper process of

such Court for the purpose of evidence in any trial or trials

then proceeding therein : Provided, also. That the provisions

of this Section shall not apply to the taking or removal of any

books or records where the same is done under any order of a

Circuit Judge for the better preservation or protection of the

same.

Any person who shall take any record from the office of the

Clerk of the Court, Judge of Probate, or Master in Equity,

without the consent of the officer having control of the same

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and liable to the same penalty

as is provided in this Section.

Sec. 391. Any Clerk of the Court of Common Pleas and ,
Neglect o f

. -r* •
duty by Clerk,

General Sessions, or Sheriff, or Judge of Probate, or Register &c., how pun-

of Mesne Conveyances, in this State, who shall wilfully fail or———————
(j. o. 2558 ; X.

neglect to discharge all the duties and perform all the services s.^ sos; 1837,

which are required of him by law, in addition to his liability

to the party aggrieved, shall be liable to be indicted as for a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined at the

discretion of the Court, not exceeding five hundred dollars.

Construed with Sec. 388, and held to apply to wilful neglect or failure, passive

in its nature.—State v. Green, 52 S. C, 524; 30 S. E., 683.

Construed with Section 387.—State v. Hall, 5 S. C, 120.
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^ -/ Indictment—Which in effect and substance charges neglect of any official duty
• imposed by law on the officers named is founded upon this Section, and not upon

Section 387.—State v. Hall, 5 S. C, 120.

It must specify the particular duty neglected.

—

lb.

It will not lie against a Probate Judge for neglecting to pay out money arising

from partition sale until an order for distribution has been obtained.

—

lb.

po?t?d"J cfr- Sec. 392. If any of the said officers shall be reported by a

to'be fndTcted! Circuit Solicitor as having wilfully failed or neglected to dis-

G. s. 2559; R. charge any of the duties, or to perform any of the services, ap-
s. 309, b., 3.

pgj.|-3^jj^jj^g ^Q ]^ig office, which are required of him by law, it

shall be the duty of the Court to order a bill of indictment to

be preferred against such delinquent officer.

tors'^'^^if di's"- Sec. 393. Any Circuit Solicitor who shall, while in the pub-

citfon,^ "h^w lie discharge of the duties of his office, be drunk or intoxicated,
^""'^

or in any extent disabled, by reason of the use of intoxicating

s. ' siot is73, liquors, from the proper discharge of his duties, shall be held

guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall

be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred or more than

one thousand dollars, and imprisoned not less than one month

or more than one year, in the discretion of the Court, and be

dismissed from his office. And whenever it shall be brought

to the attention of the Attorney General that any Circuit Soli-

citor has been charged with the offense mentioned in this Sec-

tion; it shall be his duty to prepare a bill of indictment against

such officer, and prosecute the same in the County where the

offense was committed; and if said officer is duly convicted,

he shall cause to be forwarded to the Governor of the State a

record of such conviction, upon the receipt of which the Gov-

ernor shall forthwith declare the said office to be vacant, and

order an election to fill the same.

Failure o f Sec. 394. All persous who are now, or who may hereafter
disbursing of-

r 1 r > r^
'

1 11 -l
ficers to pub- become, authorized to disburse any funds of tne State, shall be
1 i s h monthly

, . , . .

statements pun- required to publish in some newspaper of general circulation m
ished. ^ ^

. . 1 - J—7— —the County where such disbursement is made or authorized to
G. S. 2563; R. -'

^ ,, . , . , , , ,

s._ 311; XVI., be made, a monthly statement of all funds received and the date

thereof, and of all funds paid out ; when, to whom, and on what

account; and any person failing to do shall, upon conviction

thereof, be liable to punishment therefor as for a misdemeanor

in a fine not less than fifty nor more than one thousand dollars,

or by imprisonment of not less than thirty days nor more than

one year, or both. The expense of such publication to be paid

out of the State funds in the hands of such persons, or funds

appropriated for State purposes.
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Sheriffs.

Sec. 395. If any Sheriff shall be attached for contempt for To be deem
r •>• r ^ • m • ^"^ guilty of o£-

failmg to execute or to return final process m any civil suit, or ficiai miscon-

r 1 -11 1-11 '^"'^'^

—

""' hen;
for not paying: over to the party entitled money which has come punishable o n

convic tion;

into his hands as Sheriff, and shall remain in contempt for the proviso.

space of thirty days after such attachment ordered, every such G. s. 674; r.

Sheriff shall be deemed guilty of official misconduct, and shall xi., 296.

be liable to be proceeded against by indictment, and, on con-

viction, be liable to fine of not exceeding one thousand dollars,

and imprisonment not exceeding one year, and be removed from

office : Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be con-

strued to deprive any such Sheriff of his right to appeal from

any order against him for a contempt, nor shall the provisions

of this Section be taken to apply during the pendency of such

appeal, nor until the same has been finally dismissed.

Sec. 396. Every Sheriff, Deputy Sheriff, or Jailer, shall have J ° /.xecute
-^

. .

' ~i '

^ writs of habeas

power, and he is authorized, required, and commanded, to give corpus.

due obedience to the execution of everv writ of habeas corpus, c *^' o?i .^^*l'co^"

made or signed by any person or persons by law empowered to ^i-- *^' § ^^

grant the same, and shall do and perform any matter or thing

which by the same he may be required to do ; and if he shall

wilfully neglect, refuse, or omit to obey or perform the same,

when legally requested and demanded in such case, for each

such neglect, refusal, or omission, he shall forfeit the sum of

five hundred dollars, to be recovered by indictment.

Sec. 397. If any Sheriff, Deputy Sheriff, Jailer, or other offi-
f^;'"i||!|Ji^ ^|

cer, wilfully suffer a prisoner in his custody, under conviction criminal.

or under any criminal charge not capital, to escape, he shall g '^'^1^.^^'%^'

suffer the like punishment and penalties as the prisoner suffered j^^^- |"|'' ^^q'

to escape was sentenced to, or would be liable to suffer, upon §
^^•

conviction of the crime or offense wherewith he stood charged.

Sec. 398. No Sheriff or Deputy Sheriff shall be concerned p^^^^^^^^g ^°^

or interested, directly or indirectly, m the purchase of any "^^""°^^"^^^^-

property sold by either of them officially ; and if any such Sheriff g^-
f/g.^^^igj^;

or Deputy Sheriff shall be concerned or interested in any such^J;'^ vl,^213

purchase, at any such sale, made by either of them, he shall, on
Yf''

^^^' -^^

conviction thereof, be deprived of his office, and shall be liable

to be fined and imprisoned at the discretion of the Court ; and

such purchase shall be null and void.

Sec. 399. It shall be the duty of every Sheriff to turn over

to his successor all the f*'miture appertaining to his office, the
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''

* ' original Writ Book, and Sale Book, and also the original Ex-

bolks!"™ pTrs!
^^^^^°^ Book, or a correct certified copy thereof, and also all

cts'soT
^'^ ^'^*^' original bonds officially taken by him, all mesne processes not

G. s. 657; JR. scrvcd, and all final processes partially or wholly unexecuted;
5^^316; i839,xi,g^j^^

if any Sheriff be dead, his personal representatives shall so

i859,"xii'.,\ss', t^^^ o'^'^^ ^he matters aforesaid; and the successor shall be
^ ^- bound to execute a receipt and duplicate, to be lodged in the

Clerk's office, specifying the matters and things so received by

him, and he shall be responsible for them. The retiring Sheriff,

or his successor, neglecting or refusing obedience to the requi-

sitions herein, shall, respectively, upon conviction by indict-

ment, be liable to a fine of one thousand dollars, or an action

may be instituted upon the official bond of any defaulting

Sheriff in this behalf, for the penalty aforesaid, and it shall be

the duty of such predecessor, who has levied upon personal

property and not sold it, to deliver it to his successor at the

time of turning over such books, bonds, and processes, taking

his receipt for the same, who is authorized to sell such pro-

perty,

fefs'^^^ind'^^'be
^^^- ^^^- ^^ ^^^ Sheriff shall neglect or delay to return any

of^^ffve doifars
^'^'^^''^^^ '^^ Other process pertaining to the Court of General

returain^g^^wa"
Scssions, issucd by 3. Magistrate, ten days before the meeting

Ma^istrfte'
°^ °^ ^^^ Court, he shall forfeit his fees, and be subject to a fine

G s em- R °^ ^^^ dollars, for every such default, if, upon a rule to show

VI ^552' ^^''' cause, he shall fail to excuse himself to the satisfaction of the

Court,

overmone/'to ^60. 401. It shall bc the duty of every Sheriff, on the expira-

wl t hTn^'^ rae tio^ o^ h^s term of office, to turn over to his successor all money
™°"^'^- remaining in his hands as Sheriff, within one month from the

and'696-^^R.^s^^i"^c his succcssor shall have entered on the duties of his office,

788* Y^i.'
'^^^'' i^ ^h^ same manner as he is required to turn over to his suc-

cessor the furniture, books, bonds, processes, and other papers

;

and his successor shall receive and be responsible for the money

so turned over to him, in the same manner as he is liable for

other money received by him as Sheriff.

Retiring Sher- The retiring Sheriff shall be entitled to retain onlv one-half
iff entitled to ° '

half commis- Qf the commissions allowed by law on monevs collected and so
sions. ' "

— turned over, and his successor the other half, for paying out

the same.
^^Liabilities to ^he retiring Sheriff, or his successor, neglecting or refusing

prisonment. obedience to the requisitions herein contained, shall, respec-

^''- tively, upon conviction by indictment, be liable to a fine of one
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thousand dollars and imprisonment not exceeding twelve ^-^-v-^^-^

months.

Sec. 402. All Sheriffs are required, on the first Tuesday in
j ^ h^^t'^^/^^^^"

every month, or within ten days afterward, to make in writing ™u°dftor^ ^aVd

to the Auditor and Treasurer of the several Counties a full and Treasurer.

accurate statement of all moneys collected by them on accounts'^' fi9;^'^is^'

of licenses, fines, penalties, or forfeitures during the past^^-^- ^^^•

month ; and in default thereof, upon conviction, shall be liable

to a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, or imprisonment

in the County jail not exceeding two months, or both at the

discretion of the Court.

Sec. 403. No Sheriff, Constable, or other officer whose duty .Penalty for
' ' •' violating home-

it is to enforce execution, shall proceed in any other manner stead law by
•^ -^ orncers.

than is prescribed in the homestead laws of this State to en- ^ g ^qqj. jj

force any execution in his hands ; and should any officer sell
xVii"°'5i6^^^^'

any real estate, or sell or remove any personal property, in vio-

lation of the homestead laws of this State, and of the Constitu-

tion of the State of South Carolina, he shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall for the first

offense be fined in a sum not less than five hundred dollars nor

more than one thousand dollars, and upon conviction of the

second offense his office shall be deemed vacant.

Sec." 404. It shall be the duty of the Sheriffs of this State, Duty of sher-
iffs to arrest

and they are hereby required, under the penalty heremafter escaped con-

provided, to arrest in their respective Counties, with or without

a warrant, all escaped convicts from the penitentiary or from

the chain gang or jails found in their said Counties; and upon

said arrest it shall be the duty of said Sheriffs to immediately

notify the proper authorities from whose care said convicts

escaped.

Upon anv wilful neglect or failure on the part of any such Neglect a
-^ '

_
°

_

'^
^

•' misdemeanor.

Sheriff to comply with the provisions of this Section, he shall
xxiii

be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction be^os.

fined in a sum of not more than five hundred dollars nor less

than one hundred dollars, or be imprisoned for not more than

six months, or be both fined and imprisoned, at the discretion

of the Court.

Sec. 405. Any Sheriff failing to enter tax executions upon Fining to en-
•^ ° ^ ter tax execu-

his execution book, or to take receipts thereon, as herein r^-'^}?'^ °". execu-
' c >

tion book a

quired, shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished as for a misdemeanor.

misdemeanor, „
i^o"- ^^^i-

306, §§ 7 and 8.
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Nothing herein contained shall be construed to relieve the

Sheriff from any of the penalties, civil or criminal, now pro-

vided by law for his failure to comply with the law prescribing

his duties in relation to tax executions.

Coroners.

the° Gov°erno? Scc. 406. It shall be the duty of each County Coroner, when-

tai'^clses"
'^^^'"'^ver a homicide has been committed in his County, and the

G. s. 721; R. pa-rty committing such homicide has not been arrested, or,

fsQ, 440.'
^^" having been arrested, has escaped custody before bill found,

to forward a report to the Governor within three days after the

holding an inquest by him, or, in cases of escape, within three

days after notice of such escape, which report shall embrace the

name of the person killed, and the name of the person, if known,

charged with committing such homicide, together with a copy

of the evidence taken before the jury of inquest, and the ver-

dict rendered thereupon : Provided, That, in case of escape, it

shall be the duty of the Sheriff, or other officer having custody

of the party, to notify such Coroner of the escape promptly.

Any Coroner who shall wilfully neglect to make the report, as

hereinbefore provided, shall be liable to indictment as for a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined not less than

fifty nor more than five hundred dollars, or imprisoned not

less than thirty days nor more than six months, or both, at the

discretion of the Court.

cimriesfon^Coj ^®°- ^^^* ^^^ ^^J ncglcct of the dutics of the ofHce of Coro-

a^mfs'demefnor "^^ ^^^ Charleston County, or for any malfeasance therein, the

^ ^ ^ Coroner, Deputy Coroner, or the Magistrate authorized by law
1885, XIX., 426. ^Q ^^^ g^g Coroner, so neglecting such duty, or so committing

malfeasance therein, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
Penalty. conviction thcrcof shall be fined not less than fifty dollars and

not more than one thousand dollars, or be imprisoned at the

discretion of the Court, or be both fined and imprisoned, as the

Court may direct; one-half of such fine shall be paid to the

person informing upon such neglect or malfeasance.

Magistrates.

M_agistrates gcc. 408. All papers pertaining the Court of General Ses-
must return pa- r r r o
pers to Court sious shall bc returned by each Magistrate to the Clerk at least
of sessions ten ' °
days before the ^gn (Jays bcforc the cusuing term of said Court except such as

may have been issued or received by him subsequent to that
G. S. 855, 856;

R. S. 323; 1839,
XI., 23.
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time, which shall be returned on the first day of said term ; and —-^—
if any Magistrate fail to return such papers to the Clerk, as

directed in this Section, he shall not receive any fee or com-
pensation for issuing or taking the same unless it shall appear

that the offense was committed or information made subse-

quent to such day, or by return of the Sheriff or Constable or

other officer issuing such warrant or other process, to be made
on oath, that the same could not be executed by him in time

therefor; and he shall be subject to the payment of a fine of ^g^^'^y
-

five dollars for every such default, within the discretion of the ^^^^' ^^' ^''^

Court to which a rule thereof shall be made returnable.

Sec. 409. Every Magistrate shall on the first Wednesday of Penalty for

.

-^ failing to make
each month, or within ten days thereafter, make, in writing: to monthly r e -

.
ports.

the Auditor and Treasurer of his County a full and accurate—r-^—--—
statement of all moneys collected by him on account of licenses, |\ -t^H? .

^^"^'

fines, penalties or forfeitures during the past month. In de-

fault thereof, he shall on conviction be liable to a fine not ex-

ceeding one hundred dollars or imprisonment in the County

jail not exceding two months, or both, at the discretion of the

Court.

Sec. 410. If any Magistrate shall neglect or refuse to im- Penalty for
•^ <=> o neglect to pay

mediately pay over all fines and penalties collected by him jn over fi^^s-

any criminal cause or proceeding, he shall on conviction thereof- g ^-.^^P^^^'

be subiect to a fine of not less than one hundred or more than^^-'^^''''^^''
-' 420.

one thousand dollars and imprisonment not less than three nor

more than six months, and shall be dismissed from office.

Sec. 411. Upon the expiration of the term of office of anv Regulations

-\ /r -111111 r 1 T\ T •
' as to books held

Magistrate, it shall be the duty of such Magistrate to return by Magistrates
as public prop-

to the Clerk of the Court of his County, within thirty days, allerty.

books received by him from said Clerk, under the law regulat- ^ G. S. S62; r.

.
°

. S. 326; 1871,

ing the distribution of books among Magistrates, in good condi- xvii., 872.

tion ; and any Magistrate neglecting or refusing to return such

books to the said Clerk, received by him under and by the terms

of this Section, or pay for the same or damage thereto, shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof

in any Court of competent jurisdiction shall be fined in the sum
of not less than ten dollars nor more than twenty-five dollars,

or be imprisoned not less than ten days nor more than thirty Penalty.

days, at the discretion of the Court.

The fines imposed or money received under this Section shall Disposition of

be paid over to the Clerk of the Court when collected, to be ex-

pended in replacing such books as are not returned or are too

24.—C. P.
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much damaged to be reissued, and to be used for no other pur-

pose,

ceive*" fees ?n ^^^- ^^'^- ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ uulawful for any salaried Magistrate in

criminal
^^lis State to rcceive any compensation for his services in crimi-

causes; nor to j ir

bies" My°'^^*^ 1^^^ causes Other than his salary, or to receive for his own use

R s 327Ta'^y portion of his Constable's fees or salary in any criminal

1887, XIX., 800
(^ai^^sgs whatsoever, whether said causes are actually tried, com-

promised or transferred for investigation to the Court of Gen-

eral Sessions.

Any Magistrate who shall violate the provisions of this Sec-

tion shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon convic-

tion thereof shall be fined not less than fifty dollars and not more

than two hundred dollars, or imprisoned not less than thirty

Penalty. dsLjs and not more than six months, or both fine and imprison-

ment, at the discretion of the Court.

M^lsfrate^or ^®^' ^^^- ^^ ^"^ Magistrate shall fail or neglect to execute

kctin-^^'to "If- ^'^y of the duties required of him by the vagrant laws of the

f^ws^
^^^'^^"^ State, he shall be liable to pay a penalty of fifty dollars ; and

Q g ^gQg. jj
any Constable neglecting or failing in his duty aforesaid shall be

s^ 328; 1787, V, liable to pay twenty-five dollars, to be recovered by information

before any Court of competent jurisdiction ; one moiety to go to

the informer and the other to the use of the County.

Constables.

fai^hfg^'to exe*^ ^®*^' ^^^- Evcry Coustablc appointed by a Magistrate shall

M^I-g^sTrlte's be bouud to exccutc, when required, every lawful order, judg-
^°^^^- ment and determination of the Magistrate and of any Magis-

s*^'329-^^%3^; trate's Court; and for disobedience herein he shall be liable to

XI., 81. ^Q indicted and punished as for a high misdemeanor.

£or^pp«ssion! Scc. 415. For Oppression in office, whether by undue personal

^i violence, cruelty, taking an amount of property in unreasonable

s.^aso; ^ibl
^' proportion to the sum to be collected, or for any wilful official

misconduct, habitual negligence, habitual drunkenness, or fraud,

when established to the satisfaction of a jury, upon indictment,

a Constable shall be punished by imprisonment not exceeding

one year and fined not exceeding one thousand dollars, at the

discretion of the Court.

'^^^f^^ If Sec. 416. Upon the conviction of anv Constable by indict-moved from of- r .J
fixm°"

'^°"^"^" ment, the Judge before whom the case may be tried shall have

G s 870- R power, by order, to declare the convict to be removed from of-

S. 331; lb. ^(,g^ whereupon his office shall be deemed vacant.
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Sec. 417. In all cases in which Magistrates shall fail to lodge

in the offices of the Clerks of the Court of their ^^D^^^^^^wa"
rants, &c.

respective Counties recognizances taken before them for the ap-

pearance of witnesses, defendants, or prosecutors, before the g *^-
gl^

.^'^'^^'^3^;

Court of General Sessions for such County, or information or '^^•' ^''^•

other papers made before them, and returnable to such Court,

at least ten days before the meeting of said Court, and such de-

fault shall arise from the neglect or improper delay of the Con-

stable or other officer charged with the execution of any war-

rant or other process pertaining to the Court of General Ses-

sions, such Constable shall forfeit his fee and be subject to a

fine of five dollars for every such default, if, upon a rule to show

cause, he shall fail to excuse himself to the satisfaction of the ^"^ *^'

Court.

County Auditors, County Treasurers, County Superintendents

of Education and School Trustees, and Other Officers.

Sec. 418. It shall be unlawful for any County Treasurer, ^^^^ f^^^^^^ff^

County Auditor, member of County Board of Education, or
°^'^'=jft'\^^herl'

School Trustee, to buy, discount or share, directly or indirectly,
pay certihcates

or be in any way interested, in any teachers' pay certificate, org 256if^\9oo',

other order on school fund, except such as are payable to him civii' Code',

for his own services, or for any School Trustee to make any xxii.,' iso, §

contract, or be pecuniarily interested, directly or indirectly, in

any contract with any school district of which he is Trustee. If

any of the officers aforesaid shall violate the provisions of this

Section, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on

conviction thereof shall pay a fine of not less than one hundred

dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, to be used for school

purposes in his County, and shall be imprisoned not less than

three months nor more than twelve months, or either or both,

and shall forfeit the amount of such claim or of his interest in

such claim.

Sec. 419. That it shall be unlawful for any teacher of a school erf"^pTohibitld

supported in whole or in part from the public school funds of /"^nt ^f of

this State, or any Trustee of any such school, or any other school ^_^^ °Ui__

officer, to become an active or silent agent of any school book 170, §'57.' "'

publisher, or be in any wise pecuniarily interested in the intro-

duction of any school book or books into any school in this

State. Any person violating any of the provisions hereof shall,
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upon conviction thereof, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,

and be subject to a fine of not less than one hundred dollars or

imprisonment in the County jail for a period of not less than

thirty days, or both, at the discretion of the Circuit Judge,

p frhuencknts ^^^- ^^^' Within ten days after the County Treasurer makes

to Apportion h^s monthly report to the County Superintendent of Education,

monthly amoni showing the amount of money collected by him since his last

tricts!"^""^
'^'^' monthly report, it shall be the duty of the County Superintend-

1898, XXII., 6i^t of Education to apportion the money arising from a tax on
^^^' property as shown by the Treasurer's report among the school

districts of his County and to certify such apportionment to the

County Treasurer, together with the poll tax belonging to each

district as shown by said report ; and it shall be the duty of the

County Treasurer to enter upon his book to the credit of each

school district the amount due each district according to such

certificate of apportionment, and the County Treasurer shall

pay out the money belonging to the respective districts, upon the

school warrants of such districts, duly signed and countersigned

by the school authorities, for that scholastic year in the order

of their presentation, provided that there be no outstanding

claims of the previous scholastic year ; and the Comptroller Gen-

eral shall receive the warrants thus paid as proper vouchers in

the hands of the County Treasurer.

The failure or refusal of a County Superintendent of Educa-

tion or a County Treasurer to comply with the foregoing pro-

visions, or any of them, shall constitute a misdemeanor, and

upon conviction thereof he shall be subject to a fine of not more

than one hundred dollars, or imprisonment in the County jail

for not more than thirty days.

Treasurer not Scc. 421. Any Couuty Treasurer who shall demand or re-
to demand com- . ..,. . iiiri-ij.mission on ccivc any commissions for paymg out the school funds paid out

^by him from the person charged with receiving them, or shall
G. S. 2503; R. /

^
. .^

, , 1, , , i

s. 334; 1876, charge any person commission on the same, shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be fined not

less than fifty dollars for each such offense or be imprisoned for

, a period not less than three months.
Penalty for ^

r i •

accepting or gcc. 422. If any person shall, contrarv to the statutes of this
exercising the -^ ^

.

'

office without State reafulatinsf the appointment of Countv Auditor and County
authority, and o o i i- -

^
'

for not turn- Treasurer, accept the offices of Countv Auditor or Treasurer,
ing over books, "^ -

_papers and gr shall hold or exercisc, or attempt to hold or exercise, anv such
property of to '^

_

-

successor. office, or fail, when application is made to him by his successor,

S^'335-^^^f8^'^°
^^^^^ °^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ books, papers and property of all kinds

XVII., 'l008.
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Treasurer to
e e p amount

whatsoever pertaining to said office ; or if any County Treas-

urer, County Auditor, or member of any County Board of

Equalization, shall neglect, refuse or evade the performance of

the duties imposed upon him by law regulating the assessment

and collection of taxes ; or if any County Auditor shall neglect

or refuse to comply with the requirements of law in the making

up of his duplicate, or shall fail to file with the Comptroller-

General the abstracts, vouchers and settlement sheets within the

time required by law ; or if any County Treasurer, after being

notified of his removal or suspension from office, shall fail to

settle with the County Auditor and the Comptroller-General,

and pay over all State and County moneys in his hands to the

officers entitled by law to receive the same, within ten days after

being so notified, he shall be deemed, and he is hereby declared

to be, guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon trial and conviction

thereof he shall be punished therefor by fine not exceeding five

thousand dollars or by imprisonment not exceeding five years,

or both said punishments, in the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 423. The' several County Treasurers shall retain all thcj^

poll tax collected in their respective Counties ; and it is hereby °^ p°^^ ^^"^^

made the duty of the said County Treasurer, in collecting the g ^- g^g^^^^-g^^-

poll tax, to keep an account of the exact amount of said tax col- ^^^' °^^-

lected in each school district in his County ; and the city of Char-

leston, for the purpose of this Section, shall be deemed a school

district, and the County Treasurer shall pay over to the City

Board of School Commissioners the amount of poll tax collected

in said city ; and the poll tax collected therein shall be expended

for school purposes in the school district from which it was col-

lected ; and any violation of this Section by the County Treas-

urer shall constitute, and is hereby declared, a misdemeanor,

and on conviction thereof the said County Treasurer shall pay a

fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more than five

thousand dollars, to be used for school purposes in the County Penalty,

sufifering from such violation, or imprisonment, in the discretion

of the Court.

Sec. 424. He shall, on the fifteenth day of each month; report reJo?t^\o'^Yh*e

to the School Commissioner of his County the amount of collec- m1ss°ioner.°

^

'

tions and disbursements made by him for the month on ac- g. s. 1022; r.

count of poll tax and all other school funds ; and it shall be a xvLf 'sk.'^^'^"

misdemeanor on the part of any County Treasurer to neglect,

fail or refuse to make such report, and on conviction thereof
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he shall pay a fine of not less than five hundred dollars, the

same to be used for school purposes in the County,

neglecting ^t°o
^cc. 425. He shall make out and forward annually to the

fun°ds to'^'^sS-
Superintendent of Education, on the first day of November, a

of^ Education"*^ certified statement showing, by school districts, the amount of

G. s. io237r^ po^l ^n:d other school taxes collected by him for the fiscal year
s. 338; lb. ending on the 31st day of October next preceding; and on fail-

ing, neglecting or refusing to make and forward such statement

the State Superintendent of Education shall make a written

complaint to the Circuit Solicitor for the County in which the

said County Treasurer resides, who shall prosecute the said

County Treasurer for the same; and on conviction thereof he

shall be subject to a fine of five hundred dollars, the same to be

used for free public school purposes in his County,

re^r" pons° Sec. 426. It shall be the duty of each Auditor to state, in a

"l^ separate column, the school district in which the taxpayer re-

1890," XX., 718; sidcs. At the expiration of the time prescribed by law to re-

1892', xx'i., is', ceive returns he shall make out and forward to the Board of

Trustees of each school district within his County a correct list

of the polls returned from their respective districts. When the

School Trustees have reported to him the names of all persons

who have failed or neglected to make returns, it shall be his

duty to enter upon his books the names of all persons thus re-

ported to him, and he shall enter the names of said persons upon

the tax duplicate furnished the County Treasurer. And any

Auditor failing to comply with either or all of the provisions of

this Section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon

conviction before a Court of competent jurisdiction shall be
Penalty. fined in a sum of not more than one hundred dollars or be im-

prisoned for a term not exceeding thirty days,

c o u nty of- gcc. 427. It shall not be lawful for any State or County offi-
ficers n o t t o

_ _

-' -'

i s s ue certifi- (,gj. ^q issue any certificate of indebtedness : Provided, That this
cate of debt. ^

_ _

'

G s 2565- R shall not apply to issuing of tickets to jurors or witnesses for

s. 340; lb. their attendance upon the Circuit Courts.
Exercising of- gcc. 428. If a member of any County Board of Examiners
nee of Exami- -' ''

aft'er'^removai^
^^ ^"^ County of this State, or a Trustee of any school district,

G s lOH- R shall attempt to act or discharge the duties of either of said

^•yj^^^gg^
^^''^' ofiices after he has been removed, or after his successor shall

have qualified, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,

and after conviction be punished by a fine of not less than one
Penalty. hundred and one dollars or imprisonment for not less than

thirty days, or both, at the discretion of the Court.
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Sec. 429. The failure of any County School Commissioner

or any County Treasurer of this State to keep a book of entry,
^

^?^'^^|ty ^°\

in which shall be kept an account known as "general cash ac-^^fg'°j^'^^.^°™;

count," as required by law, shall be deemed a misdemeanor, ^°^^[l kJep^k

and on conviction thereof he shall be subject to a fine of not !^Qg''jj^^"°'^(?j^g^

Account."less than two hundred dollars or imprisonment in the County

jail for a period not less than six months. xx^' ^si.'

^^^^'

Sec, 430. County Boards of Commissioners, or the muni- To remove
_ _

-^ certain pa-

cipal authorities of the city of Charleston, failing or refusing to tj^nts from the

remove from the State Hospital for the Insane, after thirty i°^ the insane.

days' due notice from the Superintendent thereof, a patient, a^gg^- x'vm'
beneficiary from their County or their city, as the case may be, ^^s.

who is simply physically or mentally infirm, or is a harmless

imbecile, idiot or epileptic, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in the dis-

cretion of the Court, and the bond of such County Board of

Commissioners shall be liable for the fine.

Sec. 431. Any Probate Judge committing to the State Hos-
^ /^^'J^f

[y ^f"^

pital for the Insane a person without a medical certificate con- state^Hospitll

forming to the requirements of the law, or a pauper lunatic not
4°ilhlul ^phys^

a bona fide resident of this State, shall be deemed guilty of a"^^"'^
certifi-

misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined in the discre- j^ q^t- is93

tion of the Court. ^^i'- ^^'' ^'^^'

Sec. 432. Physicians giving a certificate recommending the j^^^ \^ Vec'om^

commitment to the State Hospital for the Insane of a person J^^j^^jjg^n'f^f

who is simply idiotic, epileptic, physically infirm, or mentally ifje°^|tatt'^nos°

imbecile, unless such person is violent or dangerous, shall be fJ^g^^ne^^uniess

guilty of a misdemanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be^'°^^"*"

fined in the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 433. If any member of the Board of Jury Commission-

'

ers shall be guilty of fraud, either by practicing on the jury ^^^j^^sj^°j^^'^J'|

box previously to a draft, or in drawing a juror, or in return-
P^^'^^^fYmpris^

ing into the jury box the name of any juror which had been on^ent.

lawfully drawn out, and drawing or substituting another in ^- ^1^^^%^'

his stead, or in any other way in the drawing of jurors, he shall xiv.,694, § si.

be punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars or be

imprisoned not exceeding two years in the State Penitentiary.

Sec. 434. For any wilful violation or neglect of duty, mal- g^^;^g"'^|P^'^°^:

practice, abuse or oppression, the Mayor or Aldermen in cities
l^^^^ ^j Vfifce'

of over five thousand inhabitants so offending shall be liable ^f^

to punishment by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars or q^^'^^' ^^^^i-

imprisonment not exceeding thirty days, besides being liable

R. S. 345;

1884, XVIIl.,
827.

J." ry Com-
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for damages to any person injured by such neglect, malpractice,

abuse or oppression.

CHAPTER XIX.

Violation of the Provisions Regulating the Establishing and

Repairing of Highways.

Sec.

435. Neglect to work highway sud-

denly obstructed.

436. Neglecting to put highway in

repair.

437. Not furnishing toll bridges with
lights.

488. Driving fast over bridges.

439. Careless riding and driving on
public roads.

440. Transporting passengers within

a mile of an established

ferry ; proviso.

441. Penalty for injuring; for ob-

structing.

442. Traveling to be on right of cen-

tre.

443. Proprietors to keep up works

;

how penalties applied.

444. Neglect to post rate of charges.

445. Fords not to be obstructed.

446. Injuring mile posts.

447. Injuring guide posts.

448. Neglect of posting and number-
ing roads.

449. Gates on private roads may be

erected ; when and how.
450. Interfering with gates.

451. Erection of gates on highways.

452. Regulations as to such gates.

453. Damaging roads.

Sec.

454. Injury to bridges, &c. ; malic-

ious, &c., injury to bridges

on public roads ; obstructing

ditches, &c.

455. Leaving open certain gates.

456. Failing to apportion special road
tax and to disburse the same
as required by Act of 1897.

457. Cutting down shade trees on
public roads.

458. For obstructing roads.

459. Employers to furnish names of

employes to road overseers.

460. Neglect of road duty.

461. Interference with road survey-

ors.

462. Obstructing drains made by
overseers.

463. Overseers failing to obey orders

of County Boards of Com-
missioners.

464. Refusal to work under road con-

tractor.

465-468. Provisions as to working
roads in Colleton County.

469. Negligence of road officers in

Newberry.

470. Barbed wire fences near roads.

471. Destroying, defacing, &c., monu-
ments of U. S. Coast Survey.

Highway sud- Sectloii 435. When any highway shall be suddenly obstructed
denly obstruct-

.

> a -'
_

_

ed. by storm or otherwise, so as to require immediate labor to re-

G. s. 1086; R. movc Said obstruction, if any person liable to work on high-

ways, after being summoned for the purpose of removing such

obstruction by the order of the overseer, shall neglect to turn

out and assist in opening and repairing such highway, he

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction

thereof in any Magistrate's Court shall be fined three dollars

per day, said fine to be collected and expended in the repair

of highways where and when necessary in his district.

Penalty for gee. 436. If the Commissioners of anv County neglect to
neglect to work -

^
,

"i874 XV 784"^^"^^ repaired any of the highways and bridges which by law
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are required to be kept in repair, they shall be deemed guilty ' ^
'

of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
^^J'^^.ftVp°J

a sum of not less than one hundred or more than five hundred
Jlfr.''"^^

"' '^'

dollars, in the discretion of the Court. g. s. loss; r.
S. 348; 1874,

State V. Chappell, 2 Hill, 39 1- lb.

The Commissioners are not liable to private action for neglect of duty; the

remedy for injury is by indictment.—Young v. Commissioners, 2 N. & McC, 537-

Sec. 437. Every toll bridge within this State shall be fur- ^/en^ity
^^f

°r

nished at night, by the owners of the franchise or the keepers toii^^br^i^d^ges

of the said bridges, respectively, with sufficient light or lights-—^;^^
to enable persons traveling over the same to see their way and

|vi^i*f
=579^**^^'

to avoid danger.

Any person violating the provisions of this Section shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.

Sec. 438. No person shall drive, lead, or, having c^3.vge J^-^fy^l^l

thereof, shall permit any carriage, animal or other thing to
f,?dges.°

^ ^
""

travel over or on any bridge more than ten feet long, now con- ~g. s. iii2;R.

structed, or hereafter to be constructed by the authority of the^jJ^^J' ^^^^'

Legislature, in a gait faster than a walk, nor shall any person

having charge of any carriage, animal or thing cause or per-

mit it to stop on any such bridge, and every person so offend-

ing against this provision shall, on conviction thereof before

any Magistrate of the County, pay a fine not exceeding ten

dollars nor less than five dollars.

Sec. 439. It shall be unlawful for any person to ride or drive
i^^-'Tn^'drlv-

any horse or mule of bicycle, automobile and locomobile, uponin|^^°'i Public

any street or ally in any city or town or any public highway of ~7^;'5^^7n^

this State, in a wilfully careless or reckless manner. '^^7-

Any person convicted of violation of this Section shall be

punished by a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, or by

imprisonment not exceeding thirty days.

Sec. 440. If any person or persons living within the space P|;;|°^^^^°t^t°

of one mile of any established ferry in any part of this State f"g?f-| ^i^'^^ll

shall for any fee, toll or reward whatsoever transport any per-
^^'f pr^'^fs'l,.^^'"

son, goods or cattle from one side only to the other of that river ~^. s. 1124; r.

where any such established ferry shall be kept, the person tak-|-jj^g|.
Ysri',

ing any such fee, toll or reward shall forfeit and pay to the pro- ^^^ '^^^•

prietor of the ferry next adjacent to the place where such fare

was taken up treble the value of the fee, toll or reward given,

paid or promised, to be recovered by warrant, under the hand

and seal of one Magistrate, or be imprisoned in the County ^.^^^n^
^
°

'

jail for a period of not exceeding thirty days, any law, usage or

custom to the contrary notwithstanding: Provided, always,
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^""^"-^'^^ That in case any passenger shall be detained more than half an

hour at an}^ such ferry, then any persons living near such ferries

may be at liberty to transport them, anything herein to the con-

trary notwithstanding.

in^ir?ng^
^ ° ^ ^^^' ^^^' ^^ ^^J psfson shall wilfully or maliciously destroy,

Q s 5^ or in any manner hurt, damage, injure or obstruct, or shall

1827,' vr.f i^il',
wilfully and maliciously cause, or aid and assist, or counsel and

lii, Til'. ^^' advise, any other person to destroy, or in any manner to hurt,

damage, injure or obstruct, any turnpike road or bridge now
or hereafter to be constructed by the authority of the Legisla-

ture, or any causeway, culvert, drain, ditch, wall, embankment,

-

toll house, or toll gate, of any such turnpike road or bridge, the

person so offending, on conviction thereof, shall be imprisoned

not more than three nor less than one month, and pay a fine not

exceeding five hundred dollars nor less than twenty dollars, at

the discretion of the Court before which such conviction shall

take place, and shall be further liable to pay all expenses of re-

obstructing^
° "^

P^^^^^S" ^^^ samc. If any person shall cause any obstruction to

1827 vi~3i3"^^ placed on any turnpike road, causeway or bridge now con-

^ ^- structed, or hereafter to be constructed by the authority of the

Legislature, so as to obstruct, or render dangerous or difficult,

the passage of carriages or other traveling thereon, or shall ob-

struct or in part or in whole fill up any drain, ditch or culvert

made for the purpose of conveying water over, under, from or

alongside of any such turnpike road, causeway or bridge, and

shall not immediately remove such obstruction, when required

so to do, he or she shall be deemed guilty of a nuisance, and on

conviction thereof before a Court of competent jurisdiction

shall pay a fine not exceeding ten dollars nor less than two dol-

lars, or in default of the payment thereof be imprisoned not

more than ten days nor less than one day, and shall be further

liable to pay the expenses of removing the said nuisance.

to'^be^'^^r'thl Sec. 442. Every person, carriage, animal, or other thing,

centre.
°^ *''® traveling, or passing on or over, any turnpike road, public

G. s. 1130; R. highway, causeway or bridge, now constructed, or hereafter to

XXIII.,' 101 ;be constructed, laid out or opened according to law, shall keep

entirely on the right of the centre of the said road, public high-

way, causeway, or bridge, so as not to obstruct the passage of

any other person, carriage, animal, or thing, on the other side

of the centre thereof. And every person who shall drive, lead,

or, having charge thereof, shall permit any carriage, animal or

other thing to travel on such road, public highway, causeway
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or bridge contrary to this provision, shall on conviction thereof "~-^^^^^

before any Court of competent jurisdiction pay a fine not ex-

ceeding ten dollars nor less than two dollars, or in default of

the payment thereof be imprisoned not more than ten days nor

less than one day, and be further liable for all damages oc-

casioned thereby.

Sec. 443. The proprietor or proprietors of every bridge ori;j^^iJ'°J'iJf(j°Jt!

turnpike road now constructed, or hereafter to be constructed |fg"gp[°g
"°p

by the authority of the Legislature, shall be liable to indictment their works.

at common law for not keeping their respective works in such ^; |; VsT^; 1827',

condition as to answer the ends of their creation. ^^^" ^"^^'

All the penalties which may be recovered for offenses against covered!'^^how

owners of bridges or turnpikes shall be paid one-half to the !^_^Lf£L!l_L

informer and the other half to the corporation or individual or
°'

individuals owning the works respecting which the said of-

enses shall have been committed.

Sec. 444. Managers and attendants of all public fewies and lect "of p'^o"!?

bridges having the privilege by law to charge toll for the pas-'chlrges, &c.
°

sage of persons, animals, vehicles or other goods shall cause ~g. s. iIsg

the rates chargeable for such passage to be posted in legible irss, ix., 274

letters or characters in some conspicuous place, stating the 1322; ix!' 520

amount to be paid, so as to be read for information without in- isioi xiv, m.

convenience, at the approach to such ferry or bridge. Any
neglect of the duties prescribed in this Section, or any toll

exacted at higher rates than may be allowed by law, shall upon

conviction of the parties so neglecting before any Magistrate

be punishable by a fine of not less than ten nor more than fifty

dollars, which fine shall be paid to the Treasurer of the County

for the use of the County where such ferry or bridge may be

situated.

Sec. 445. No keeper of any ferry or toll bridge, or other Fords not to
- ,, , , be obstructed.

person, shall, upon any pretense whatsoever, stop up or ob-
- ,. . - . . G. S. 1138; R.

struct any tordmg or crossing place on any river or creek s. 356;^ 1791,

within this State with a view to compel any person or persons

to cross over any ferry or toll bridge, under the penalty of two

dollars and fifty cents, to be recovered before the nearest

Magistrate, or in default of the payment thereof to be im-

prisoned not more than ten days nor less than one day for

every person or persons so prevented from passing over such

fording or crossing place.

Sec. 446. Any person or persons who shall cut down, burn

or deface any mile post or stone, erected by the County Com-
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"

"-^— missioners or County Supervisor of any County, he, she or

Penalty f orthcy upon couviction thereof shall forfeit and pay the sum of

post. ° ten dollars, to be recovered by indictment or information before

G. s. 1065; R. any Court of competent jurisdiction,

x'lv., 0136. ' Sec. 447. If any person shall wilfully demolish, throw down,

Wilfully de- alter, or deface any guide-board, every person so offending
m o 1 ishing or,, .. , .,. -n/r- i-i
altering guide sliall, upon conviction thereof before any Magistrate of the

'- proper County, be fined in a sum not exceeding ten dollars
1896, XXII., , , V .

, , , , ,

233. and. the cost of suit, or be sentenced to labor on the public

works of the County for a term of not more than thirty days,

and the money, when collected, shall be by the Magistrate col-

lecting the same paid over to the County Treasurer.

Penalty for Scc. 448. The County Board of Commissioners of any
ncfflcct of post-
ing and num- Couuty ncglccting to causc the public highways in their County

—to be posted and numbered and to have pointers erected at each
G. S. 1066;R. . , ^. . , , . , , i . , f. • r , , • i

s. 858; 1840, fork of Said highways declaring the direction of such high-

ways shall be liable to pay the sum of ten dollars for each and

every said neglect, to be recovered by indictment in the Court

of General Sessions of the County wherein the same occurs, to

be collected and paid to the Treasurer of such County for the

use of the County : Provided, That no County Commissioner

shall be liable to said penalty who shall put said pointer at

such times as he shall have his division of roads worked.

Gates on pub- Scc. 449. It shall be lawful for any citizen of this State over

ance. ' wliosc land any road may pass, other than a public highway,

G. S.1067; R. to crect gates thereon, and the person owning or erecting such

1SS5, XIX., 59'. gates shall be liable to be indicted for a nuisance if they fail

to keep them as herein provided ; that is to say, the owner or

keeper of any gate which obstructs a highway, either public

or private, shall have such gate constructed so as to afford a

R e q u i s ite roadway between the posts of at least nine feet, and shall keep
width; condi- -^ -^

^

tion- the said gate in such repair and condition as to be easily opened
lb. and shut, and that the latch or fastening will adjust itself on

being closed; and, further, that the said keeper shall erect or

cause to be erected, at convenient distance from such gate, a

suitable hitching post for the convenience of those traveling in

Hitching post vehicles. That the owner or keeper of such gate who sliall

^b- fail to comply with the requirements of this Section shall, upon

conviction, for each offense, pay a fine of not less than twenty-
Punishment, fiyg dollars, or be imprisoned in the County jail for a term not

^b- exceeding thirty days.

A neighborhood road or private path is within the provisions of this Section.

—

State V. Jeffcoat, 11 Rich., 529.
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Sec. 450. In case any person or persons shall interfere with,

injure, de'stroy or wilfully leave open any such gates, such per-
j ^f^^^^^ /^;°

^

son or persons shall be liable to indictment as for a misde- ^^'th g^tes.

—

G. S. 10G8; R.
meanor. s. seo; is53,

Sec. 451. County Boards of Commissioners of the several ^"•' ^°s-

Counties in this State are hereby authorized, on application to gaS'^on" high^

them for the purpose, to allow the erection of gates upon the ^^fZ!^—_

hiehwavs of the State, wherever in their judgment the same g^- lif'\vj

may be expedient and not detrimental to the public mterest, xxl', 481,' § i.

subjecting the person or persons owning or erecting such gate,

nevertheless, to the pain and penalties prescribed in Section

449-

Sec. 452. If any person shall wilfully cut or destroy any
^ ^^g p I c u ng

gate which may be put up by the authority of the Commis-5!!!! _

sioners in pursuance of the last preceeding Section whilst theigoi,' ix., soo.'

same is kept in good order, such person shall pay a penalty of

twenty dollars, to be recovered by an action at the suit of the

County before a Magistrate. And if any person shall wilfully

leave open any gate as aforesaid, such person shall be liable to

pay a like penalty, to be recovered as aforesaid.

Sec. 453. If any person shall wilfully destroy, injure, or '^ri
^^^^^^yj°l

any manner hurt, damage, impair or obstruct any of the public ^^^

highways, or any part thereof, or any bridge, culvert, drain, ^- %}^%f^^

ditch, causeway, embankment, wall toll-gate toll-house or ig-^ ^n-; i|^;

other erection belonging thereto, or any part thereof, the per- xix., 307.

son so offending shall upon conviction thereof be imprisoned

not more than six months or pay a fine not exceeding five hun-

dred dollars, or both, at the discretion of the Court, and shall

be further liable to pay all the expenses of repairing the same.

See Sec. 458, and note as to temporary obstructions. This section may refer to

permanent obstructions.

Sec. 454. Whoever shall wantonly or wilfully injure or de- ^^i^nj^u^^y to

stroy any bridge or bridges built by authority of the Commis- ^ g ^509,

sioners of any two Counties over any river or creek lying be-2g5io,_^j5ii;^j.

tween such Counties, on indictment and conviction of the same ix., 570, §
28.

at the Court of General Sessions in the County where the of-

fense was committed, shall be subject to such fine and im-

prisonment as the said Court shall direct : Provided, That noth-

ing herein contained shall extend, or be construed to extend, to

any of the toll bridges already established by law or that may

be hereafter established.

Any person or persons who shall wilfully or maliciously
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'—^-v— injure or destroy, by floating rafts or in any manner, any bridge

Malicious or on anv public roads in this State shall be guilty of a misde-
wilful injury ' ^

. .

& J

to bridges on meauor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in a sum
public roads.

not less than fifty nor more than five hundred dollars or be im-
1881, XVII., -'

570. prisoned not less than thirty nor more than ninety days in the

discretion of the Court : Provided, That nothing herein con-

tained shall affect the right of action for damages in a civil

suit against the person or persons so injuring or destroying

any such bridge,

p b structing Whocvcr shall obstruct, or cause to be obstructed, any ditch
d 1 t c h es and

_ _

•'

drains. or drain on the side of any road which has been, or may here-

i|26, IX., 570, after be, constructed under the authority and at the expense'

of the State, or any ditch or drain made as aforesaid, to drain

water from any part of the said roads, or any of them, by

throwing into the said ditches or drains any earth, logs, trees.

brushes or other things whatsoever, and shall not immediately

remove the same when required, shall be deemed guilty of a

nuisance, and on conviction thereof shall be fined in a sum not

exceeding ten dollars nor less than two dollars, and shall be

further liable for the expense of removing the same.

erec^ed^on°pub^ ^®^' '^^^' '^^^ Towuship Board of Commissiouers, for any

\nfencfs'e'reS^°'^'^'^^^^P ^" ^^^^ State exempted from the operation of the
ed to exclude Qgj-^gj.^1 Stock Law shall crcct and maintain across all public
exempted ter- i^

t hWt o'^c k ^^^S^^^^y^ suitable and durable gates at the points where said

Law. public highways may be intersected by fences constructed for

the purpose of making said exemption effective,

siich^^ ga^es^^a ^^"^y pe^son who may open any of such gates and shall fail or
misdemeanor, j-efusc to closc the samc shall be punished by a fine of not ex-

^^1898, XXII.,
^ggj^jj^g Qj-^g hundred dollars or imprisonment not exceeding

thirty days.

Failure to ap- Sec. 456. Anv pcrsou who shall violate the provisions of
portion and

.

"
. ^. .

properly dis- Scctious I ^'So, I ^QO and I ^01 of the Civil Code, in reference
burse road tax. o y oy oy >

to the apointment and disbursement of special road taxes, shall
1897, XXII., '

. .

421
; 1 8 9 8, be dccmcd guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall

XXII., 739.
& . ' 1-

be punished by a fine of not less than five dollars nor more than

thirty dollars, or by imprisonment for not less than ten days

nor more than thirty days for each and every ofi:ense, either or

both at the discretion of the Court.

Cutting down Scc. 457. AMiocvcr shall wilfully or wantonly cut down or
shade trees on _

. . .

' '

.

public roads, kill any tree growing within ten feet of any road which shall

G. s. 2.512; R. be laid out, altered or mended bv authority of the County
b. 364; 1788, " • ^

IX., 312, § 14. Board of Commissioners or the County Supervisor of any
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County, and which shall, by direction of the Highway Sur-

veyor in charge of such road, have been left standing as con-

venient for shade to the said road, for each tree so cut down

or killed shall be fined twenty-five dollars by any Court of

competent jurisdiction.

Sec. 458. If any person shall cause any obstruction to be ^ ^^^^f ^ uctini

placed in any part of the said highways or on any bridge or!^^!^l

causeway thereof, so as to obstruct or render dangerous org. 'ses; 1824;

difficult the passage of carriages, or other traveling thereon, ^^•' ^*^-

and shall not immediately remove the same when required, he

shall be deemed guilty of a nuisance, and on conviction thereof

before a Magistrate shall be fined in a sum not exceeding ten

dollars nor less than two dollars, and shall be further liable

for the expense of removing the said nuisance.

This Section applies to temporary, not permanent, obstructions, and the Circuit

Court has concurrent jurisdiction, under the Constitution of 1895, Art. V., Sec.

18, to try cases arising under it.—State v. Wolfe, 6i S. C, 25; 39 S. E., 179.

The mere obstructing of a highway is in itself a public nuisance.—State v.

Harden, 11 S. C, 366.

As to what roads the Section applies.—State v. Gregg, 2 Hill, 387; State v.

Mobley, i McM., 47; State v. Caldwell, 2 Speer, 163; State v. Randall, i Strob.,

no; State v. Thompson, 2 Strob., 16; State v. Sartor, 2 Strob., 64; State v. Huff-

man, 2 Rich., 619; State v. Lythgoe, 6 Rich., 112; State v. Pettis, 7 Rich., 392;

State V. Duncan, i McC, 404.

It does not apply to neighborhood roads.^State v. Harden, 1 1 S. C, 360.

Indictment—Is the proper remedy for obstructing highways.—Commissioners

V. Taylor, 2 Bay., 282.

It applies to neighborhood roads, which the public have acquired the right to use

by prescription.—State v. Tyler, 54 S. C, 294; 32 S. E., 422; State v. Floyd, 39

S. C, 25; 17 S. E., 505; State v. Sartor, 2 Strob., 60.

The actual opening of road by the County Commissioners may be shown by any

witness who knows the fact.—State v. Kendall, 32 S. E., 300; 54 S. C, 192.

The proceedings of the Commissioners in opening the road may be collaterally

attacked for jurisdictional defects, but not for mere irregularities.—State v.

Kendall, 54 S. C, 192; 32 S. E., 300.

Testimony to plat showing survey of road.—State v. Crocker, 49 S. C, 243;

27 S. E., 49.

Sec. 459. Each road overseer is hereby authorized to de- f ^ ™n^is°if'^over"

mand of any person or corporation the name of any and all nlmes^of^ em^

hands in his, her or its employ ; and any person or corporation £lZ^^!!^

receiving of such overseer, or warner by him appointed, such 2 3 1 ;' i s 9 9!

demand, failing or refusing, to furnish a list containing the'^

names of all male employes, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,

and for every such offense shall be subject to a fine of not less

than ten dollars nor more than thirty dollars, or imprisonment

in the County jail for not less than ten or more than thirty

days.

See Civil Code, Sec. 1363.

Sec. 460. If any person, being warned by such overseer to

perform road duty as provided in Section 1364 of the Civil
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Code, shall refuse or neglect, having had at least twelve hours'

Neglect of notice, to attend by himself or substitute to the acceptance of
road dut3'. •'

^
-^

_

. ,. ,^„. p the overseer, or, having attended, shall refuse to obey the direc-

?.-,r^r''T' ^^JF'tion of the overseer, or shall spend the time in idleness or any
A V I 1 . , 144;

_

-^
_ _

'

-fl^isoe \xii'
inattention to the duties assigned him, shall be guilty of a mis-

23

1

't
1^^ 9 9 ' demeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be fined not more

XXllI., 7.
'

than ten dollars nor less than five dollars, and costs, or be sen-

tenced to County chain gang not more than thirty days nor less

than five days.

See note to Sec. 1355 of Civil Code.

The notice must be personal.—Commissioners v. Kleckley, 4 McC, 463.

Party refusing to obey summons to open a new road, punishable under this

Section.—State v. Brown, 14 S. C, 380. No formal indictment necessary before

Magistrate Court.

—

lb. Appeal therefrom to be heard de novo.—Ih. Justifiable

excuse not defined.—State v. Hathcock, 20 S. C, 422.

Interference Scc. 461. It shall be a misdemeanor to interfere with the

laying out pub- survcyor employed by the County Board of Commissioners to
lie roads. . ^ ^ . \ . ,. ,, . rii-

assist them m laying out or changing the location oi public
1900 XXIII J <j i::i <:> j.

2b6. ' 'roads, under Section 1395 of the Civil Code, or his assistants,

or with the marks set up by him, or by his orders, punishable

by a fine of not more than ten dollars or imprisonment for not

more than twenty days for each offense.

Obstructing Scc. 462. The drains and ditches made by any road over-
drains made by

. . .
f-,

. , . , ,_. •< r' ^

road overseer, seer Under the provisions of -Section 1367 of the Civil Code,

-z;^r-— shall be kept open by such overseer, and shall not be obstructed
1900. XXIII, r r /

289. by the owner or occupant of such lands, or any other person or

persons having the same in charge, under the penalty of for-

feiting a sum not exceeding ten dollars or imprisonment for not

more than thirty days for each and every oflfense. Any person

interfering with any road overseer or his assistants in the per-

formance of their duty, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and

punished, on conviction, by fine of five dollars or imprisonment

for ten days for each offense.

Penalties for gee. 463. That each and every overseer who shall neglect or
neglect or re- -^ ^

form dut
^"' ^efusc to perform the several duties enjoined on him by law.

Overseers. pj- ^j^q shall, Under any pretense whatever, give or sign

^^^1896, XXII.,
^j^y receipt or certificate purporting to be a receipt or certificate

for labor in work performed or money paid unless the labor

shall have been performed, or money paid prior to the giving

or signing of such receipt or certificate, shall forfeit for every

such offense not less than ten dollars nor more than fifty dol-

lars, to be recovered by an action before any Magistrate of the

County ; and it is hereby made the duty of the Township Board
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of Commissioners to prosecute all offenses against the pro-
^^-^^-^^^

visions of this Section : Provided, That if any overseer con-

ceives himself aggrieved by the judgment of such Magistrate,

he may, on giving sufficient security, in double the sum of the

judgment found against the party offending, to said Magis-

trate for the payment of the cost, appeal to the Court of Com-
mon Pleas, which shall make such order therein as to it may
appear just and reasonable.

Sec. 464. Any person assigned to work under a contractor ^o^^^^l^g ^j®

as provided in Section 1383 of the Civil Code, and refusing or ^^^" '^""^ractor.

failing to do so shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and fined in 237^^^^'
^^^^•'

a sum not less than five nor more than twenty dollars, or be

imprisoned in the County jail for a period of not less than ten

nor more than thirty days, or sentenced for the same period

on chain gang.

Sec. 465. In the event the Board of County Commissioners County Com-
-' missioners ne-

of Colleton County shall fail and neglect to so order and direct giectmg to or-
-' c> der roads work-

any overseer of the County, as required by Section 1358 of the^f:

Civil Code, to summons the persons liable to work the roads, each
J|°^'

xxiii..

of the members of the said Board so failing and neglecting shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall

pay a fine of fifty dollars or be imprisoned on the County chain

gang for a period of twenty days.

Sec. 466. Any overseer in Colleton County who shall fail conefoTcoul^

or neglect to summon the hands liable to road duty and require ^y^^negiectmg

of them to labor upon the highways as aforesaid, when ordered
J^^

and directed so to do by the County Board of Commissioners,

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof

shall pay a fine of twenty-five dollars, or be imprisoned on the

County chain gang for a period of twenty days.

Sec. 467. It shall be the duty of the said County Board oi ^^°^^^l^°f;,

Commissioners in Colleton County to prosecute each of the fy^^n^li^tilfg

said overseers failing and neglecting to carry out the order

and direction of the said Board as aforesaid. In the event of

the failure of the said County Board of Commissioners to so

prosecute each of the overseers failing and neglecting to carry

out the, order of the said Board within thirty days after being

informed of the failure and neglect of such overseer, each of

the said Board so failing and neglecting to so prosecute such

delinquent overseer within the time aforesaid shall be guilty

of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof subject to pay

25.—C. P.

t o prosecute
overseers.
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^"'"^^'^^
a fine of fifty dollars, or be imprisoned on the County chain

gang for a period of twenty days.

more'^fhaS'^a"^
Sec, 468. The entire amount of money expended by the

roads'"'^'""
°" County Board of Commissioners in Colleton County for the

j^
repair of the highways and causeways and the repair and build-

ing of bridges shall not exceed in any one year, exclusive of

the support of the County chain gang, the sum of twelve hun-

dred dollars. That any member of the said Board who votes

for the approval of or pays any claim against the County, out

of the funds of the County, by check upon the County Treas-

urer, or otherwise, in excess of the said sum, shall be guilty

of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be sen-

tenced to pay a fine of one hundred dollars or be imprisoned on

the County chain gang for a period of thirty days for each and

every offense.

du?y^ by^'^road ^^^' ^^^' ^^ ^^^ Couuty of Ncwbcrry any overseer who shall

berrr^County! ^^^^ ^^ ncglcct to summou the hands liable to road duty and

1901, XXIII., rsc[uire of them to labor upon the highways as aforesaid, when
^*^- ordered and directed so to do by the County Board of Com-

missioners, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con-

viction thereof shall pay a fine of twenty-five dollars, or be im-

prisoned on the County chain gang for a period of twenty days.

It shall be the duty of the said County Board of Com-
missioners to prosecute each of the said overseers failing and

neglecting to carry out the order and direction of the said

Board as aforesaid. In the event of the failure of the said

County Board of Commissioners to so prosecute each of the

overseers failing and neglecting to carry out the order of the

said Board within thirty days after being informed of the fail-

ure and neglect of such overseer, each of the said Board so

failing and neglecting to so prosecute such delinquent overseer

within the time aforesaid shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and

upon conviction thereof subject to pay a fine of fifty dollars, or

be imprisoned on the County chain gang for a period of twenty

days.

R e guiations Sec. 470. All pcrsous or corporations building or using a

bar b"e^d^ and barbed or edged wire fence within fifty feet of any public

fenfel.
^"^^ highway, shall nail or place a plank or pole on or near the top

1894, XXI., of said fence : Provided, That the said plank or pole be not
747'IKQS
xxii., 8 7; required, when there is such an embankment at the side of the

455.' "'road as shall, in the judgment of the road overseer of such
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road, render it safe from injury to stock traveling said road,

without such plank or pole being on said fence.

All persons violating the provisions of this Section shall be ml^dimeanor.^

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof

shall be punished by a fine of not exceeding one hundred dol-

lars, or imprisonment not exceeding thirty days.

Sec. 471. If any person shall wilfully and maliciously de- defacing °Tf;

stroy, or in any manner hurt, damage, or obstruct, or shall wil- u°"s!"c"o\ °t

fully and maliciously cause, or aid, or assist, or counsel, or ad-

vise, any other person or persons to destroy, or in any manner s.
'

sesl'^^^ikr;

to hurt, damage, injure, or obstruct, any signal, monument, st." at 'Large

building, or any appendage thereto, used or constructed under 413.
''

°
'

''

and by virtue of the Act of Congress of the United States,

passed the tenth day of February, 1807, entitled "An Act to

provide for surveying the coast of the United States," and the

supplements thereto, he shall be liable to be indicted therefor,

and, on conviction, shall be imprisoned not less than one month,

or pay a fine not exceeding fifty dollars, or both, at the dis-

cretion of the Court before which such conviction shall take

place, and shall be further liable to pay all expenses of repair-

ing the same ; and it shall not be competent for any person so

offending to defend himself by pleading, or giving in evidence,

that he was the owner, or agent, or servant of the owner, of the

land where such damage was done, or caused, at the time the

same was caused or done.

CHAPTER XX.

Offenses by Railroad Companies, Their Agents and Em-
ployes, and Offenses Committed Against Rights of Rail-

road Companies.

Sec.

472. Injury by negligence or careless-

ness.

473. Gross carelessness and negli-

gence.

474. Negligence by employes.

475. Injury to baggage.

476. Unreasonable charges.

477. Unjust discrimination. ^

478. Regulation of movement of cars,

of freights, &c. ; penalty for

violation of.

479. Penalty for officer or employe
for violating separate coach

law.

480. Penalty for passenger refusing

to obey law.

Shc.

481. Penalty for loitering in station

houses.

482. Penalty for fraudulently avoid-

ing toll or fare.

483. Shooting at trains.

484. Police powers of conductors and
station agents.

485. Violation of interstate commerce
law.

486. Participation in any violation

of above Section.

487. Each act a separate offense.

488. Command of a superior officer

no defense.
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ness
gence.

""""^^^"^ Section 472. When an engineman, fireman, or other agent or

j^J^^J^Jg^^^/ Q^ officer of a railroad corporation, is guilty of negligence or

Penait'^^for^^^'''^^^^^^^'^^^^
whercby an injury is done to any person or corpo-

G s i5'6- r"
ration, he shall be punished by imprisonment not exceeding

xvii^^' 834^^^§ ^^^^^^ months, or by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars.

^^°- Sec. 473. Whoever, having management of, or control over,

Penalty f o r
g^ railroad train while being used for the common carriage of

gross careless- o is

'^^sii- persons, is guilty of gross carelessness or neglect in or in rela-

G s i5''7- R ^^°^ ^^ ^^^ management or control thereof, shall forfeit a^^um

835 fu6
^^" ^^^ exceeding five thousand dollars, or be imprisoned not more

than three years.

Negligence Scc. 474. Any engineer, conductor, or other agent or em-
by emploj'es.

. . . .— ploye of any railroad company in this State, who shall wilfully
R. S. 371.

neglect to observe, or shall wilfully violate, any rule or regula-

tion of the company to which such engineer or conductor may
belong, whereby any person or persons shall sustain, or be in

danger of sustaining, any bodily injury, such engineer or con-

ductor, or other agent or employe, shall be liable to be indicted

for every such offense, and upon conviction thereof be fined

two hundred dollars and imprisonment not exceeding one year,

at the discretion of the Judge before whom such case may be

tried : Provided, hoivever, That nothing herein contained shall

be so construed as to relieve such engineer or conductor from re-

sponsibility, in cases where the life of any person is destroyed

under the law as it now exists.

Baggage, in- Sec. 475. Any baggage master, or other person, whose duty

ih:^}^
°' ^^"

it is to handle, remove, or take care of the baggage of pas-

G. s. 1450; R. scugcrs, who shall wilfully or recklessly injure or destroy any

38. ' '' trunk, valise, box, package, or parcel, while loading, trans-

porting, unloading, delivering, or storing the same, shall be

punished by a fine not exceeding fifty dollars, or imprisonment

not exceeding thirty days.

Penalty for Sec. 476. If any railroad corporation organized or doing
charge of un-

, .,._, iiAr • ireaso n abiebusmess m this State under the Act of corporation, or general
rates.

. .

law of this State now of force, or which may hereafter be en-
G. S. 3 7 3 ;

'
, .

-'

1S92, XXI., 10. acted, or any railroad corporation organized or which may
hereafter be organized under the laws of any other State, and

doing business in this State, shall charge, collect, demand or

receive more than a fair and reasonable rate of toll or compen-

sation for transportation of passengers or freight of any de-

scription, or for the use and transportation of any railroad car

upon its track, or any of its branches,, or upon any railroad
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within this State which it has the right, hcense or permission ' --
'

to use, operate or control, the same shall be deemed guilty of

extortion, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in a sum

of not less than one hundred nor more than one thousand dol-

lars.

Sec. 477. If any railroad corporation, aforesaid, shall make Unjust dis-
-' ^ c r 1 m 1 nation

any unjust discrimination in its rates of charges of toll as com- prohibited.

pensation for transportation of passengers or freight of any R- ^s. 374;

description, or for the use and transportation of any railroad

car upon its said road or any branches thereof, or upon any

railroads connecting therewith which it has the right, license

or permission to operate or control within this State, the same

shall be deemed guilty of having violated the provisions of the

law for the regulation of railroad freight and passenger traffic

in this State, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in a Penalty.

sum not less than one hundred nor more than one thousand

dollars.

Sec. 478. Any person who shall wilfully violate or aid in violation of

. . regulations as

violating, or direct or order any one to violate Sections 2102, to through
°

. freight.

2103, 2104 and 2105 of the Civil Code, as to the transportation

of through freight, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon 121, § 7.

conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty dol-

lars nor more than five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment

not less than three months nor more than twelve months, or

both in the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 479. It shall be unlawful for the officers or employes Penalty for
^

officer or em-

having charge of such railroad cars as are provided for by Sec- pioye violating
^ "^ -^ -^ law as to sep-

tions 21 q8 to 2162, inclusive, of the Civil Code, to allow orarate cars for
^ each race.

permit white and colored passengers to occupy the same car
^^^^ ^^^^

except as herein permitted and allowed ; and for a violation of ty^lj ^
j^^

^'

this Section any such officer or employe shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by

a fine of not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred

dollars.

Sec. 480. Any passenger remaining in a car other than that
^g^^jf^^^ ^°l

provided for him, after request by the officer or employe in
^J^|'"j|J°jj°''^^

charge of said car to remove into the car provided for him, ff£f5^^f__ff

^

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof ^^

shall be fined not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than

one hundred dollars. Jurisdiction of such offenses shall be

in the County in which the same occurs. The conductor and

any and all employes on such cars are hereby clothed with
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power to eject from the train or car any passenger who refuses

to remain in such car as may be assigned and provided for him,

or to remove from a car not so assigned and provided.

See Section 2162, Civil Code, as to penal action against railroad company.

loi^e^r'in^'^'m^sta^
^^^' ^^^' Whocvcr, without right, loiters or remains within

tion iiouses,&c. ^^y. g^^tiou housc of a raih'oad corporation, or upon the platform

s^' n3i f^^fsosi or grounds adjacent to such station, after being requested to

1882,
^
xviii.i leave the same by any authorized railroad officer or employe,

^^^'
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall

pay a fine of not more than fifty dollars, or be confined in the

County jail or be required to work on the chain gang for not

more than thirty days.

ers oTcondtic- Scc. 482. Couductors of railroad trains and station or depot

tion agents.^
^ agcnts are hereby declared to be conservators of the peace, and

G. s. 1516; R. they and each of them shall have the common law power of con-

XXII.,' 776. ' stables to make arrests, except that the conductors shall only

have such power on board of their respective trains and the

agents at their respective places of business ; and said con-

ductors and agents may cause any person or persons so arrested

by them to be detained and delivered to the proper authorities

for trial as soon as practicable.

f r^a u^duientiy Sec. 483. Whocvcr fraudulently evades or attempts to evade
evading toll or

^j^^ payment of any toll or fare, lawfully established, for the

G. s. 1517; R. Carrying of passengers, by giving a false answer to the collector

xxiu'7K^^^' of the fare, by traveling beyond the point to which fare has been

paid, or otherwise attempting to ride without paying said toll

or fare, or by riding without permission on trains that do not

carry passengers, or by concealing themselves upon or about any

train, with intent to evade the payment of lawful toll or fare,

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof

shall pay a fine of not more than fifty dollars or be sentenced to

imprisonment or labor on the chain gang for not more than

thirty days.

tralnsTmsde- Scc. 484. Whocvcr wilfully discharges any kind of firearms
meanor.

^^ throws any kind of missile at or into the engine or any car

1808,' ^'x^xn.', of a train shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction
'^^'

thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred

dollars or imprisonment for not more than five years.

Unlawful for Circumstantial evidence; Judge's charge.—State v. Godfrey, 60 S. C, 498; 39
railroads to vio- S. E., i.

Congress to Scc. 485. It shall be unlawful for any railroad corporation
regulate com-. . , . „
merce. doiug busiucss 111 this State, or any officer, agent or employe

1897, XXII.,
448.
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thereof, to do herein any act'which constitutes a violation of the

Act of Congress entitled "An Act to regulate commerce," or the

Act amendatory thereof, or any order of the Inter-State Com-

merce Commission issued thereunder.

Any corporation aforesaid violating this Section shall be,^j^g'^g3°"j.^

guilty of a high misdemeanor and liable to indictment therefor

in any County where said offense is committed, and on convic-

tion shall be fined not less than $1,000.00 (one thousand dollars)

or more than $5,000.00 (five thousand dollars) for each such

offense. And the doing of such act or acts in addition shall con-

stitute a ground for the forfeiture of the charter and franchise

of any such corporation in this State and for the withdrawal

and forfeiture of any franchise or license or right to operate rail-

roads herein enjoyed or exercised herein by grant, contract,

statue or comity by any such corporation chartered elsewhere;

and any person or corporation, public or private, injured by any

such act of such railroad company may maintain quo waranto

in the Circuit Court of the residence, or, if non-resident, of the

principal office of such corporation, to enforce such forfeiture,

which said Court is hereby given jurisdiction so to decree. Con-

viction and punishment for a misdemeanor under this Section

shall not prevent proceedings also for forfeiture and judgment.

An}^ officer, agent or employe doing or engaged in any such violation by

act shall be also guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction misdemeanor,

shall be punished by a fine not to exceed $1,000.00 (one thou-

sand dollars) and imprisonment not to exceed twelve months,

or either or both of these penalties.

Sec. 486. That every person taking part in the said violation Unlawful to... . -- take part in

m any way, even m carrymg out the orders of superior ofncers, any violation

or in collecting the proceeds of any illegal charge, shall be equal

ly guilty of a violation of Section 485 ; and the offense shall be

equally held to have been committed in the County where said

act is finally carried out, or where any illegal charge is collected,

as well as where the act or charge is ordered or agreed upon,

or any step taken in execution thereof.

Sec. 487. That each act done in violation of said Section 48s Each act a
. s e p a r ate of-

to regulate commerce, its amendments, or of any orders, of said fense.

Commission, or of each separate failure to obey the same, or ib.

discrimination, or preference, or overcharge to each separate

person or corporation, shall constitute, both as to the railroad

company offending or said officers, agents or employes, sepa-

rate offenses hereunder, and render the corporation or person
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Command of
superior officer

no defense.

lb.

offending liable to successive indictment and punishment there-

for.

Sec. 488. That no command of a superior officer shall con-

stitute any defense or excuse for a violation of Section 485 by

any inferior.

TITLE XXI.

Violation of the Laws Regulating the Assessment and Col-

lection of Taxes.

Sec.

489. Disclosing assessments for in-

come tax.

490. Auditor may compel oath.

491. Refusing to appear before the

Auditor.

Sec.

492. Non-payment of poll tax.

493. Officer or agent refusing to

answer question by Comp-
troller General.

dit^r^r^ofiker
^^^^^0^ ^^9. It shall bc unlawful for any County Auditor or

d^scio'lt^fiie re°
°^^^^ officcr charged with any duty in carrying out the pro-

turns for the visions of Sections 32=; to 331, Articles IX of Chapter XIV of
assessment of

_ _

kj ^ ^^ j
j.

taxes on in- the Civil Codc, as to the assessment of taxes on incomes, tocomes.
_

.

'

1897 XXII
<^ivulge or in any manner whatever make known the amount or

529. source of income, profits, or expenditures, or any particular

thereof, set forth or disclosed in any income returns by any per-

son or corporation, or to permit any income return or copy

thereof in any book containing any abstract or particulars

thereof to be seen or examined by any person, except as pro-

vided by law ; and it shall be unlawful for any person to print

or publish in any manner whatever not provided by law any in-

come return or any part thereof, or the amount or source of in-

come, profits or expenditures, appearing in any income return

;

and any offense against the foregoing provisions shall be a mis-

demeanor, and be punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred

dolllars or imprisonment not exceeding six months ; and if the

offender be an officer of the State or any County thereof, or

deputy or employe, he shall on conviction be removed from

office by the Governor.

Auditor may Scc. 490. Any pcrson claiming not to have any property shall,

upon the demand of the Auditor, make oath to the fact that he
compel oath.

G. S. 212; R.
;

If

XVII., 1004.

s. 375; 1882; has no property ; and if he refuse to make such oath he shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon complaint of such

Auditor to the Court of General Sessions of the County, and

upon conviction thereof, shall be arrested and confined in the

jail of the County until he answers such questions, under oath,
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as may be propounded to him by such Auditor, and pay the costs ""^ '

of the proceedings.

Sec. 491. If any person notified, either as a party or witness,
j.gfjg^jfg'yj°p^

to appear before the County Auditor at a time fixed in said no- Audiw/.""^^
"'^

tice to be examined by said Auditor, under oath, touching the q g 240 ; rT

personal property and the vahie of such property, and^- ^''''' •^''•

everything which may tend to evince the true amount of such

property returned for taxation, shall refuse or neglect to appear

as notified, or shall refuse to be sworn, or refuse to answer any

question put to him by said Auditor touching the matter under

examination as aforesaid, he shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

meanor and be liable to indictment therefor in the Court of

General Sessions. Upon conviction thereof, or of any said re-

fusals, or of such neglect, he shall be fined in any sum not ex-

ceeding one hundred dollars and costs of prosecution and be

confined in County jail of said County until answer shall be

made to all questions which may be propounded to him by said

Auditor and such fine and costs paid ; and when such fine it

collected it shall be paid into the County treasury to the credit

of the County. In every such case the County Auditor shall

report the facts to the Solicitor of the Circuit, who shall forth-

with prepare an indictment thereon and submit the same to the

grand jury.

Sec. 492. Any person failing or refusing to pay his poll tax Non-payment

within the time prescribed by law, shall be deemed guilty of a
^^^_ ^^^^

misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by ^^^ j-
*^j! ^^|^.'

fine not exceeding ten dollars, together with costs of said suit, i^oi; ^^^ '^^o-

or by imprisonment at hard labor on the public works of the

County not more than twenty days : Provided, That the County

shall not pay the costs or fees of any Constable or Sheriff for

the execution of any warrant or other process issued in any

case by virtue of the provisions of this Section, unless the de-

fendant in such case shall be arrested and convicted.

Where the affidavit and warrant only alleged a neglect to pay, and not in the

language of the Section a failure and refusal to pay, that is sufficient.—Rogers v.

Marlborough Co., 32 S. C, 555; 11 S. E., 383.

Sec. 493. If any officer, receiver or agent of any railroad ce^^agent ^f'r

company having any portion of its tracks in this State shall re- [ng^To * anlwe^r

fuse or neglect to appear before the Comptroller-General, or the con^ptrViTe r^

person appointed by him, or to answer any question put to him ^^^^^^^-

or them, as provided for in Section 358 of the pivil Code, or gogf^|' i^qT^r!

submit the books and papers aforesaid for examination, in man- ^' ^^^"

ner provided in said Section, he shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
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demeanor, and, upon indictment and conviction therefor in the

Court of General Sessions for any County, (which Court shall

have complete and full jurisdiction in all such cases,) shall be

fined in any sum not exceeding five thousand dollars and costs

of prosecution and confined in the jail of said County until he

answers all questions which may be put to him by the Comp-
troller General until said fine and costs be paid.

CHAPTER XXII.

Bastardy.

Sec.

494. Reputed father of bastard to

maintain it, &c.

495. Women who refuse to declare

the father of bastard to be

committed to jail or give se-

curity.

Sec.

496. If warrant is resisted, Constable

to make return to Clerk, and
party may be indicted, &c.

497. In case of denial by reputed

father, the jury to try the

question. If convicted, to

give security, &c.

498. In case of twins, recognizance

to be for support of both.

father o^a^bas'^
Sectioii 494. If any woman be delivered of a bastard child or

ta[n it*°to"give^^^^'^^^^^' ^^^ shall, at any time after the birth thereof, give in-

bond, &c. formation to some Magistrate of the County in which she re-

s^" 379^^"^iV95'
sides, or may be so delivered, and will declare, on oath, who is

1839,
^
x'l.

^
2V th^ father of her child or children, it shall be the duty of such

^
^^" Magistrate to issue a warrant to apprehend and bring before

him, or some other Magistrate the person so accused, who shall

be obliged to enter into a recognizance, with two good and suf-

ficient sureties, in the penal sum of three hundred dollars, con-

ditioned for the annual payment of twenty-five dollars for the

maintenance of the child until the age of twelve years, and so

to save harmless the said County.

Conviction may be had on uncoiToborated testimony of the mother.—State v.

Meares, 60 S. C, 527; 39 S. E., 245.

Such recognizance is the judgment of the Court, and while unreversed cannot

be questioned.—State v. Harman, 3 Hill, 275.

A voluntary bond for maintenance of bastard is good at common law.—Com-

missioner V. Gilbert, 2 Strob., 154.

The child of a married woman may be a bastard.—State v. Schumpert, i S. C. 87.

Where the proceeding began before the child attained the age of twelve years,

the father, upon conviction, may be required to enter recognizance to pay twenty-

five dollars a year, commencing from the birth of the child, until that age.—State

V. Sarratt, 14 Rich., 29.

The annual installments to be paid do not bear interest in default of pay-

ment.

—

lb.

A prosecution for bastardy is a criminal proceeding; the money to be paid is

not a debt, and the defendant may be confined on execution.—State v. Brewer,

38 S. C, 263; 16 S. E., looi.
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Original jurisdiction is in the General Sessions.—State v. Glenn, 14 S. C, 118. '^^-^'^ "'-

Indictment; the question to be tried is whether defendant is the father of the

child, or not.—State v. Adams, i Brev., 279. Not necessary to allege child is

likely to be a burden on the County.—State v. McDonald, 2 McC, 299. Insufficient

indictment.—State v. Caspary, 11 Rich., 356.

Sec. 495. When any woman, who is charged with having had ref^s™To ^de-

a bastard child or children, shall be brought before a Magistrate fl^ti^ ^r°oi a

and shall not voluntarily give such information, such Magistrate committed* t'^o

may, on information thereof, and that such child is likely to be- iulity.
^'''^ ^^

come a burden to the County, issue his warrant against such g. s. isso; R.

mother, requiring her to be brought before him, or the next24f^§'i2!^^^' '

Magistrate, and declare who is the father, and, on her refusal

so to declare, the Magistrate aforesaid shall commit her to jail

until she shall declare the same, or shall give security that the

said bastard child shall not become chargeable to the County

wherein she resides.

It is not necessary to a conviction for bastardy where the information is given,

not by the mother, but by a third person, that the child is likely to become a

burden to the County.—State v. Crawford, 10 Rich., 361.

Sec 496. Should the person accused evade or resist the war- is resistll.Con-

rant so issued, it shall be the duty of the Constable to return the return to cierk

same to the Clerk of the Court as other Sessions papers, with party may be

a special note thereof, by way of return, on oath, whereupon a '-—^-

bill of indictment may be given out, and, if found, a bench war- s. ssi'; ib.

'

rant may issue, and, in case the accused shall be arrested on any

warrant issued and shall refuse to enter into such recognizance,

he shall be committed to prison, there to remain until he shall

enter into such recognizance.

Sec 497. Should such person be unable to comply with the ,
in

,
case of

^
_

^ ' denial by re-

requisitions hereinbefore mentioned, or should he deny that heputed father^

is the father of the said child or children, a iury shall be question, if
' ' / he be convict-

charged, in the Court of Sessions, to try the question whether ed, he_shaii^give

the accused is or is not the father of such child or children ; and——^-^5^7^
on his acquittal he shall be discharged ; or, if convicted, he shall s.^

^^I^.
^^^^'''-•

be required to give the security or recognizance hereinbefore

required ; and in default thereof, shall be liable to execution, as

are defendants convicted of misdemeanors : Provided, That on

the annual payment of the sum of twenty-five dollars, the execu-

tion, except as to costs, shall be stayed until another instalment

falls due.

Indictment for twin bastards should describe each child by name and com-
plexions, hair and sex, or by some means of separate identity.—State v. Derrick,

I McM., 339.

There is no law authorizing the Court to imprison a person convicted of bastardy.

—State V. Glenn, 14 S. C, 134; State v. Quick, 25 S. C, no.
But defendant may be confined in jail on execution.—State v. Brewer, 38 S. C,

263; 16 S. E., looi.
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"""^^-^'^
Sec. 498. If the birth be of twins, the recognizance or jndg-

twhTs, """recog-
"^^"^ ^^^^^ ^^ Conditioned for the support of both the bastards,

fi^support of ^"^ ^°^ ^^^ payment of double the amounts required in the case
^°^^' ^"^ of a single child.

S 383- 1795' ^^^^ recognizance must identify each child separately.—State v. Derrick, i

v., 270,' § 1. ' McM., 339.

13
521,

CHAPTER XXIII.

Vagrancy.

Sec. 499. Who to be deemed vagran ts. Penalty for. '
•

d ^*^m e d* va^ Sectloii 499. All persons wandering from place to place, with-
^^^^^^-

out any known residence, or residing in any city, County or

s. 384; 1787; town, who havc no visible or known means of gaining a fair,

1839, xi.,2-i,^i honest and reputable livelihood; all suspicious persons going

'21.
'' "about the country swapping and bartering horses, (without

producing a certificate of his or their good character signed by

a Magistrate of the County from which said person last came)
;

likewise all persons who acquire a livelihood by gambling or

horse racing, without any other visible means of gaining a

livelihood; all keepers of gaming tables, faro banks, or other

banks whatsoever used for gaming known under and other de-

nomination ; also, all persons who lead idle and disorderly lives

;

all who knowingly harbor horse thieves and felons, and those

who are known to be of that character and description ; likewise

all persons not following some handicraft, trade or profes-

sion, or not having some known or visible means of livelihood,

who shall be able to work, and occupying or being in posses-

sion of some piece of land shall not cultivate such a quantity

thereof as shall be deemed by the Magistrate to be necessary

for the maintenance of himself and his family; also, all per-

sons representing publicly for gain or reward, without being

fully licensed, any play, comedy, tragedy, interlude or farce,

or other entertainment of the stage, or any part thereof; all

fortune tellers for fee or reward, and all sturdy beggars, are,

and shall be, deemed vagrants, and upon conviction thereof

Punishment, bcforc a Court of Magistrate shall be fined m a sum not ex-

ceeding one hundred dollars or thirty days' imprisonment.

State V. Maxey, i McM., 501.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

Non-Observance of the Lord's Day, and Disturbing Re-

ligious Worship.

500. Working on Sunday.
501. Selling goods on Sunday.
502. No sports or pastimes.

503. Certain labor on Sunday pro-

hibited.

Sec.

504. Penalty for violation of this

Chapter.

505. Disturbing religious meeting.

Section 500. No tradesman, artificer, workman, laborer, or Penalty for
worKingon

Other person whatsoever, shall do or exercise any worldl}'- Sunday.

labor, business, or work of their ordinary callings upon the g. s. lesi; r.

Lord's Day, (commonly called the Sabbath,) or any part 69; 1712, 11.,

thereof, (work of necessity or charity only excepted;) and

every person being of the age of fifteen years or upwards, of-

fending in the premises, shall, for every such offense, forfeit

the sum of one dollar.

The violation of this Section does not render the required publication of a

legal notice made in a newspaper issued on the Sabbath illegal and invalid.—Eason

V. Witcofsky, 29 S. C, 239; 7 S. E., 291.

Sec. 50L No person or persons whatsoever shall publicly

cry, show forth, or expose to sale, any wares, merchandise, °" Sunday.

Penalty for
o o ds

fruit, herbs, goods, or chattels whatsoever, upon the. Lord's g^-
^ge?^^'/^'

Day, or any part thereof, upon pain that every person so of- § ^•

fending shall forfeit the same goods so cried, or showed forth,

or exposed to sale.

Sec. 502. No public sports or pastimes, as bear-baiting, bull- Public sports^ ^
. .

prohibited o n
baiting, foot-ball playing, horse-racing, interludes or common the Lord's day.

plays, or other games, exercises, sports or pastimes, such as g. s. less; r.
o. bS7

'f
lSy6,

hunting, shooting, chasing game, or fishing, shall be used on xxii., 221.

the Lord's Day by any person or persons whatsoever; and

every person or persons offending in any of the premises shall

upon conviction be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be

subject to fine not to exceed fifty dollars or imprisonment not

to exceed thirty days.

Sec. 503. In addition to the penalties prescribed against

tradesmen, artificers, workmen and laborers who shall do or hibited

Certain labor
on Sunday pro-

exercise any worldly labor, business or work^of their ordinary ^q^^^^-
^^m-

calling upon the Lord's Day (commonly called the Sabbath)

or Sunday, or any part thereof, any corporation, company, firm

or person who shall order, require or direct any work to be done

in any machine shop or shops on Sunday, except in cases of
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^""^^^
' emergency, shall, upon conviction, be deemed guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and shall be fined in a sum not less than one hun-

dred dollars and not more than five hundred dollars for each

offense,

offenseiiga^inst ^^^' ^^' ^^^ ^^^^ better exccution of all and every the fore-

this Chapter, g-ping provisions, every Magistrate within his County shall

5^g|g.^^^*' g^- have power and authority to summon before him any person

or persons whatsoever who shall offend in any of the particu-

lars before mentioned, and upon his own view, or confession

of the party, or proof of any one or more witnesses, upon oath,

the said Magistrate shall give a warrant, under his seal, to

seize the said goods cried, showed forth, or put on sale as afofe-

said, and to sell the same ; and as to the other penalties and for-

feitures, to impose the fine and penalty for the same, and to

levy the said forfeitures and penalties by way of distress and

sale of the goods of every such offender, returning the over-

plus, if any be, after charges allowed for the distress and sale.

All forfeitures and penalties recovered under this Chapter to

be paid over to County Treasurer for the use of the County.

Disturbance Scc. 505. Any pcrsou who shall wilfully and maliciously
of r e 1 1 g lous -^ ^

-^ "^

w9rship, &c., a disturb or interrupt any meeting, society, assembly or congre-
misdemeanor. -^ -' ° -^ -^

_

^

1635 R g^^^Q^ convened for the purpose of religious worship, or shall

S- 390; 18^7, enter such meeting while in a state of intoxication, or shall use
XaII., 4 9; *-'

Jon?' v^r oo^/ or sell spirituous liquors, or use blasphemous, profane or ob-
1894, A.A.i., oZ4. *- '

scene language at or near the place of meeting, shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, on conviction, be sentenced

to pay a fine of not less than twenty or more than one hundred

dollars, or be imprisoned for a term not exceeding one year or

less than thirty days, or both or either, at the discretion of the

Court.

Graham v. Bell, I N. & McC, 278. Embraces disturbing religious assemblage of

Jews, even by one of the members of their Church.—State v. Carvallo, MS. Dec,

1819.

A camp meeting of a denomination of Christians is such religious meeting; and

one who sells liquor at or near them is subject to the punishment prescribed

herein.—State v. Hall, 2 Bail., 151.
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CHAPTER XXV.

Gambling.

Sec.

506. Playing at certain games.
507. Keeping gaming tables.

508. Betting on elections.

509. Wager to be forfeited.

510. Eooms where offenses committed
may be broken open in the

City of Charleston.

511. Gamblers to give security for

good behavior or be com-
mitted.

Sec
512. Wager of five dollars to forfeit

recognizance.

Imprisonment ; proviso.

Challenge or fight on account

of wagers.

Swindling.

516. Keeping gaming table open on

Sabbath.

513
514

515.
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Section 506. If any person or persons shall play, at any tay- Penalty for
, ,

'

.,. ... ,.
.' playing at cer-

ern, mn, store for the retailms; of spirituous liquors, or m any tain games, or

1 1 1 f-
• • 11-1 ii' betting on the

house used as a place of gamm^, or m any barn, kitchen, stable, sides of those

. , . , ,
'.vho do play.

or other out-house, or m any street, highway, open wood, race-

field, or open place, at any game or games with cards or dice, s

or at any gaming table commonly called A B C, or E O, or any 1802,

gaming table known or distinguished by any other letters, or

by any figures, or roley poley table, or at rouge and noir, or

at any faro bank, or at any other table or bank of the same or

the like kind, under any denomination whatsoeyer (except the

game of billiards, bowls, backgammon, chess, draughts, or

whist, when there is no betting on the said game of billiards,

bowls, chess, backgammon, or whist), or shall bet on the sides

of hands o'f such as do game—any Magistrate may, upon view

or information upon oath before him, bind over, to appear at

the next Court of Sessions for the County in which such play

shall be carried on, all and singular the said person or persons,

who shall so play or bet, and shall require him or them to give

good and sufficient security for his or their appearance thereat

;

and on his or their failure to give such security, shall commit

him or them to the common jail of the said County ; and shall

also bind over the keeper or keepers of taverns, inns, stores for

the retailing of spirituous liquors, public places, or houses used

as a place of gaming, or other public house, to appear at the

ensuing Court of Sessions ; and every person or persons so

playing, or betting on the sides or hands of such as do game,

upon being convicted thereof, upon indictment, shall be im-

prisoned for a period not exceeding twelve months, and shall

forfeit a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars, one-half to the

use of the State, and the other half to the use of the informer,

G. S. 1715; R.
391 1816,

27, § 1;

v., 432,
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upon the conviction of such offender; and every person so

keeping such tavern, inn, retail store, public place, or house

used as a place for gaming, or such other public house, shall,

upon being convicted thereof, upon indictment, be imprisoned

for a period not exceeding twelve months, and forfeit a sum
not exceeding two thousand dollars, for each and every offense,

one-half thereof to the use of the State, and the other half to

the use of the informer.

Game called "Thimble" or "Thimble and Balls" within statute 1816.—State v.

Red, 7 Rich., 8.

A distillery is such an out-house.—State v. Faulkner, 2 McC, 438.

Gambling in dwelling.—State v. Brice, 2 Brev., 66. Betting on dice.—State

V. Robinson, 40 S. C, 553; 18 S. E., 891.

Betting on horse racing is embrated in such games.—Atcheson v. Gee, 4

McC, 211.

Doubtful whether this is confined to gambling in a public place.—Greenville v.

Kemmis, 58 S. C., 431; 36 S. E., 727. This Statute making gambling an offense

against the State does not prevent a municipality from making further regulations

against it.

—

lb.

Indictment.—Bad, which charges gaming and keeping public place and house

used as a place for gaming.—State v. Howe, i Rich., 260.

Evidence.—What should at that time be proved to subject party to pecuniary

penalty under statute.—State v. Dent, i Rich., 469; State v. Waters, i Strob., 59.

Witness unable to testify otherwise to the facts may testify to them as he sees

them made in an affidavit by him at the time of the gaming.—State v. Rawls, 2 N. &
McC., 331-

Must conform to the allegation.—State v. Rushing, 2 N. & McC., 560.

kee^^^^^^' Sc"^
^^^' ^^^

' ^"^ P^^son or pcrsous who shall set up, keep, or
|aming tables, ^gg^ ^ny gaming table commonly called A B C, or E O, or any

G s 1716- R.§^^"^^"§'
table known or distinguished by any other letters, or

VI ^27' s'a^^^'^y ^"y figrures, or roley poley table, or table to play at rouge

and noir^ or any faro bank, or any other gaming table or bank

of the like kind, or of any other kind, for the purpose of gam-

ing, (except the games of billiards, bowls, chess, draughts, and

backgammon,) upon being convicted thereof, upon indictment,

shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars, and not

less than two hundred dollars.

This is not confined to acts done in a public place.—Greenville v. Kemmis, 58

S. C, 431; 36 S. E., 727.

An indictment which in one count charges the offense of gaming under the

preceding Section and for the offense stated in this Section, is bad; they are two

sepaftte and distinct offenses.—'State v. Howe, i Rich., 260.

Penalty f o r gec. 508. Any person who shall make any bet or wager of
betting on elec- -^ ^

_

-^

t'o"s. money, or wager of any other thing of value, or shall have any

s^' sm-'^^do'
s^'^are or part in any bet or wager of money, or wager of any

XII., 72, § 1. other thing of value, upon any election in this State, shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall

be fined in a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars, and be im-

prisoned not exceeding one month, one half of the fine to go

to the informer, and the other half to the use of the State.
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Sec. 509. All and every sum or sums of money staked, betted,

or pending on the event of any such game or games, as afore-
fJ^eft«f.

*° ^^

said, are hereby declared to be forfeited, one-half thereof to q g .^y^g. j^

the State, and the other half to the informer or person seizing yj^ ^og,' §"6^.^^'

the same.

Sec. 510. Any Judge or Magistrate, the Mayor or any of the „ ff°eTseI^are

Aldermen or the Sheriff of the City of Charleston, on informa-^b°e"brokln'^o^en^

tion, by oath of any credible witness of such offense existing, q g. 1719 ; r.

is authorized to grant his warrant, under his hand and seal, to^' ^^°' ^^" ^^"

break open and enter any closed door or rooms, whenever the

said offenses are alleged to prevail.

Sec. 511. It shall and may be lawful for any two or more g p^'^^gecurity

Magistrates in any County or city whatsoever, to cause to havLrf°°or ^be

come or to be brought before them every person within their
'^°"^™"^^"

respective limits, whom they shall have just cause to suspect to s. ke"; V Ann.',

have no visible estate, profession, or calling to maintain them- ten^k e!^^'
"

selves by, but do, for the most part, support themselves by

gaming ; and if such person or persons shall not make it appear

to such magistrates that the principal part of his or their ex-

penses is not maintained by gaming, then such Magistrates

shall require of him or them sufficient securities for his or their

good behavior for the space of twelve months, and, in default

of his or their finding such securities, shall commit him or

them to the common jail, there to remain until he or they shall

find such securities, as aforesaid.

Sec. 512. If such person or persons so finding securities as a wager of
t^ r es gyg dollars to

aforesaid, shall, during the time for which he or they shall be forfeit recog
nizance.

SO bound to good behavior, at any one time or sitting, play or-——

—

zzrr^

bet for any sum or sums of money, or other thing, exceeding- s. 397; ib.,'% 7.

in the whole the sum or value of five dollars, such playing shall

be deemed and taken to be a breach of his or their behavior,

and a forfeiture of the recognizance given for the same.

Sec. 513. Upon conviction of every person under the pro-
j^gjJt-,^ proviso!

visions of any of the foregoing Sections of this Chapter, the q g. 1727; r.

Court before whom such convictions shall take place is hereby yi., ^28,' §^4.^^"

required to commit such offender to the common jail of the

County, where such conviction shall happen, for a period not

exceeding twelve months, unless such offender shall sooner

pay the fine or fines herein imposed, together with the cost of

prosecution : Provided, hozvever, That all persons who might

be subject or liable to the fines and penalties imposed herein,

either for gaming at or keeping a gaming table or tables, shall,

26.—C. P.
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^"^''^'^"^ Upon being permitted by the Circuit Solicitor to become evi-

dence in behalf of the State, be freed and exonerated from the

same; and shall, besides, be entitled to one-half of the fines

recovered from any individual upon his or their information.

cha"nenge*or ^®^* ^^^' ^^ ^^^^ ^"7 P^fson or pcrsons whatsoever shall

cfunt of wag- assault and beat, or shall challenge or provoke to fight, any

f!i other person or persons whatsoever upon account of any money

s^3l);'^9^Ann; won by gaming, playing or betting at any of the games afore-
c.^14; II., 567,

g^jj^^ such pcrson or persons assaulting and beating, or chal-

lenging or provoking to fight, such other person or persons

upon the account aforesaid shall, being thereof convicted, upon

an indictment or information, to be exhibited against him or

them for that purpose, suffer imprisonment in the common
jail of the County where such conviction shall be had, for the

term of two years.

Swindling. gee. 515. Whocvcr shall inveigle or entice, by any arts or

s^40o' i79i' V devices, any person to play at cards, dice, or any other game,
177, § 1. Qj. \)Q2lv a share or part in the stakes, wagers, or adventures,

or bet on the sides or hands of such as do or shall play as afore-

said, or shall sell, barter, or expose to sale any kind of pro-

perty which has been before sold, bartered, or exchanged by

the person so selling, bartering, or exchanging, or by any

one for the benefit or advantage of the person so selling,

bartering, or exchanging, m any house or other place

within this State, or shall be a party thereto, or shall

overreach, cheat, or defraud by any other cunning, swind-

ling arts and devices, so that the ignorant and unwary, who
are deluded thereby, lose their money or other property,

every such person exercising such infamous practices shall, on

conviction thereof in any Court of competent jurisdiction, be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be fined at the dis-

cretion of the Court, and, besides, shall refund to the party

aggrieved double the sum he was so defrauded of; and if the

same be not immediately paid, with costs, every such person

shall be committed to the common -jail or house of correction,

if there be any, of the County where such person shall be con-

victed, there to continue for any time not exceeding six months,

unless such fine, with costs, be sooner paid and discharged.

State V. Wilson, z M. Con. Rep., 135.

Selling a blind horse as a sound horse is not indictable under this Section.

—

State V. DeLyon, 1 Bay, 353-

Nor is selling a promissory note, knowing it to have been paid, but representing

it was still due.—State v. Middleton, Dud., 283.
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Obtaining property from ignorant person under threat of prosecution.—State

V. Vaughan, i Bay, 283. By using paper as bank bill.—State v. Grooms, 5

Strob., 158.

Sec. 516. Whoever shall keep, or suffer to be kept, slt^Y in'^lamin^t^a-

gaming table, or permit any game or games to be played in his, ^If sEth.°"
her, or their house, on the Sabbath day, such person or per- q g 2592; r.

sons, on conviction thereof before any Court having jurisdic-y., 350,' §T^'

tion, shall be fined in the sum of fifty dollars, to be sued for on

behalf of, and to be recovered for, the use of the State.

CHAPTER XXVI.

Protection of Fish, Oysters, Game, Animals, Etc.

Sec.

Fish, Otstbks, &c.

517. Obstructions in streams ; close

time.

518. Fish ways to be constructed.

519. Impurities not to be cast in

streams.

520. Fish sluices to be designated.

521. No fish traps to be kept up near

tne dams on any navigable

stream.

522. Obstructing navigation by fish

traps.

523. Stealing from fish trap.

524. Unlawful to fish with nets,

hooks or lines in certain

seasons in certain Counties.

525. Penalty.

526. Catching terrapins prohibited in

certain Counties.

527. Killing fish by dynamite, &c.

528. Catching sturgeon and shad reg-

ulated ; violations of.

529. Stealing oysters from oyster

beds.

530. Using nets, dredges, &c. ; not to

apply to fishing.

581. Unlawful to gather oysters,

clams and terrapins, except

on one's own land, without
license.

532. Unlawful to obstruct passage of

fish in certain Counties at

certain seasons.

533. Catching oysters and terrapins

regulated.

534. Fishing or trespassing in any
manner.

535. Poisoning waters of streams.

Sec.

536. Obstructing passage of fish in

Savannah River, near Au-
gusta.

537. Restriction as to fishing on
South Carolina side.

538. Placing traps on South Caro-
lina side.

539. Punishment for violation.

Deer.
540. Close season for deer ; penalty

for violation.

541. Persons having in possession lia-

ble as above.

542. Hunting on lands of others pro-

hibited.

543. Hunting with fire in night time.

544. Fines and forfeitures, how re-

covered and disposed of.

545. If fines not paid, offenders to

be imprisoned.

Insectivorous and Other Birds.

546. Shooting or entrapping certain

birds unlawful.

547. Killing certain birds.

548. Robbing nests.

549. Penalties to be recovered before

Magistrates.

550. To be committed in default of

payment.
551. Not applicable to persons killing

for scientific purposes.

552. Netting or trapping partridges

on others' lands.

553. Protection of game in certain

seasons.

554. Unlawful to kill Mongolian
Pheasant.
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Section 517. At no time during the year shall there be any

in^^s^^r'e'a.^ms^
permanent obstructions of any kind or nature whatever in any

'^enait
* * "^ ® ' of the inland creeks, streams or waters of the State to the free

~^~^"^^^^7^ migration of fish; nor shall any seine, net or any plan or device

xiv^'^1^8- 187?'^°^ ^^^ stoppage or collecting of fish which obstructs any por-

isT^'xY*^' 191-^^°^ ^^ ^^y creek, stream or inland waters of the State be set

1885' xix''^5s- ^^ used in any manner whatever in any such creek, stream or
1889, XX., 379. inland water within three miles of the ocean, nor within one

ne?s"prohibited
™^^^ ^^ ^^^ mouth of Waccamaw, Great Pee Dee and Bull

places^
r t a

1
n (^j-eck Rivcr, and not below a line from where Mosquito Creek

empties into Winyah Bay, across said bay in an easterly direc-

tion to the opposite shore of said bay; and there shall be a

close time in all the creeks, streams and inland waters of the

gygj.y°4g^gjj*'™^ State, from the setting of the sun each Thursday until the

rising of the sun on each Monday, during which time all seins,

nets or any plan or device for the stoppage or collecting of fish

which obstructs any portion of any creek, stream or inland
^^Dams except-

-^^g^ters, Other than a dam for manufacturing purposes, shall be

removed from said creeks, streams or inland waters; and any
Penalties. person Or persons using any such seine, net, plan or device in

violation of the provisions of this Section shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof before

any court of competent jurisdiction shall be fined in the sum

formei^ ^1 n"d of two hundred dollars, one-half of which shall go to the in-

half to Court, former, and the other half to the Courts in which the case shall

be tried, or be imprisoned for a period of not less than three

nor more than six months, or both, in the discretion of the

Court trying the case.

Nothing herein contained shall apply to fishing with dip

nets used by hand.
Fishways to gee. 518. All manufacturing companies or persons who have

be constructed.
.

G s 1670- R ^I'scted, or may erect, artificial dams across the inland creeks,

xiv^^Ui ^^2' streams, or waters of this State, which prevent the migratory

fish from ascending the same shall construct proper fish-

ways over the same ; and should such manufacturing com-

panies or persons refuse or fail so to do, they shall be liable

to a fine of five thousand dollars, recoverable by the County in

which such dam has been or may be erected, in a Court of com-

petent jurisdiction.

not 'to^ be"cist
^^^' ^^^' Should any person or persons cause to flow into

m fish streams, or be cast into any of the creeks, streams, or inland waters of

s^' tod^^^hm ^^^^ State, any impurities that are poisonous to fish or destruc-
lil., 270, §

"2;

lb., § 3.
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tive to their spawn, such person or persons shall, upon convic-

tion thereof, be punishable with a fine of not less than five hun-

dred dollars, or imprisonment of not less than six months in

the County jail ; the fine to go one-half to the informer, and the

other half to the County.

Sec. 520. It shall be the duty of the County Commissioners ^/^|^|i^ift!

to desigpnate the fish sluices on the several rivers, so as to leave "^'^^^-

one or more passages for fish up the said river, which sluices g
^-

^g-f^'' I'g^'

shall be sixty feet wide, or, where there are two or more such^^- |*^'
^^^J:

sluices, they shall be, together, sixty feet wide; and when they^^'^^'„
^.^Jivii

shall be so designated, it shall be lawful for any person to open c°^^' § 234s.

such sluices ; and if any person shall obstruct any such sluice,

when once opened, so as to prevent the free passage of fish up
the same, and every part thereof, he shall be deemed guilty of

a public nuisance, and, on conviction thereof in the Court of

General Sessions, shall be fined one hundred dollars, and shall

stand committed until such fine be paid, for a time not exceed-

ing ten days, at the discretion of the Court before which such

conviction may take place. One-half of the fine shall be paid

to the informer, and the other half into the Treasury of the

State. Whenever a fish sluice in any of the rivers aforesaid

shall have been designated as aforesaid, an5^ stoppage of the

same shall be regarded as a public nuisance, and may be abated

as such.

Sec. 521. It shall not be lawful for any person whomsoever. No fish traps
•^ ^

. to be kept up
at any time, to erect or keep up any fish trap or other device near the dams

. 7 ... on any naviga-

for catching fish, or to fish with any net or seine, within eighty bie streams.

yards of any dam erected by the order or at the expense of the g. s. 1^75 ;R.

State across any stream intended thereby to be made navigable, 1822, ix., sar-

in which dams there shall be left or constructed any sluice for

the passage of fish ; and all and every person or persons of-

fending shall for each and every offense pay the sum of twelve

dollars, to be recovered before the Court of General Sessions

of the County where the offense may have been committed,

one-half of which penalty shall go to the informer and the

other half to the support of the work to which the dam is at-

tached ; and all traps and other devices for catching fish erected

or kept up in violation of this Section are hereby declared pub-

lic nuisances and may be abated as such.

The right to take fish in a navigable river is common to all, and any party has

the right to construct fish traps beyond the prescribed distance from the dam.

—

Boatwright v. Bookman, 2 Rice, 447; Jackson v. Lewis, Chev., 259.
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Sec. 522. If any person shall keep, put, or cause to be kept,

o b sTr'^u ctin^ P^^ ^^ placed by him, her or them, any fish trap in or near any

fish^tfa^*s°"
^^ hoat sluice in any of the rivers within this State so as thereby to

G s 1676- R irijure or in the least obstruct the free navigation of said rivers,

VI ^393' §"2^^^' ^^^^y such person or persons so offending shall forfeit for

each and every such offense the sum of one hundred dollars,

for the use of the State.

Boatwright v. Bookman, z Rice, 447; Jackson v. Lewis, Chev., 259.

alilMrap^pe™ ^®^- ^^^' ^"^ person who shall take and carry away from
^^'y- any fish trap in the waters of this State any fish caught and

3^409'- if^^'i^'^^^^S" ^^ s^^^ ^^^P with intent to defraud and deprive the ov/ner

or owners of said trap of the said fish shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof by indictment shall

be punished for said offense by fine not exceeding two hundred

dollars and imprisonment not exceeding six months.

Boatwright v. Bookman, 2 Rice, 447.

Unlawful to gee. 524. It shall not be lawful for any person in the Coun-
fish with nets ' ^
at certain sea- ^jgg Qf fJorry, Alariou, Darlingtou, Clarendon, Chesterfield,
sons m certain -' ' ' o >

Counties. Georgetown, Marlboro, Williamsburg, Florence and Rich-

gG- s^^i678;^R. j^nd to fish with nets or gigs, or set traps, or shoot fish with

xvi.^,j92^ n^8, ^j^y j^jj^(^ Qf g^j^ [^ any of the fresh waters, rivers, creeks, lakes

.^o'^c.n'A)vTT' or other streams in said Counties between the first day of May
40a; lays,AAll, -^

S19- and the first day of September in any year hereafter. And it

shall not be lawful for any person to fish with hook and line

or otherwise in the waters of Black River, m Williamsburg

County, in this State, between the fifteenth day of June and the

fifteenth day of August in any year hereafter. One-half of all

fines collected for violation of this Section shall be paid to the

informer by the Magistrate collecting the same, and the other

half shall be paid into the County Treasury.

Penalty for Sec. 525. Any pcrsoH violating the provisions of the fore-
violating fore- . r-. . 1 n 1 1 -1 r • 1

going Section, going Scctiou shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and

G. s. 1679; R. upon convictiou thereof by a Court of competent jurisdiction
S. 411; 1878, ^

; , ,, . .

XVI., 393. shall be fined m a sum of twenty dollars or imprisonment m
the County jail for a period of thirty days.

Catching and Sec. 526. It shall be unlawful for ani^ person to catch, trap,
keeping terra- .

'
. ,

pins at certain purchase, scll or ( cxccpt as Otherwise provided in Chapter

LX of the Civil Code) to have in his possession terrapins be-

tween the first days of April and August in any year, within the

limits of Horry, Georgetown, Charleston, Beaufort, Colleton

and Berkeley Counties.
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It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to retain or

remove any female terrapin which shall measure less than Misdemeanor,

five and one-half inches along the shortest longitudinum

measurement on the bottom shell, that is, along the medial line

thereof, but all such terrapin if caught or trapped, or wherever

found, shall be immediately returned to the water ; and all

violations of this Section shall be punished by a fine not less Punishment.

than twenty dollars or more than fifty dollars, or by imprison-
g^g^^^lg^ xxi"

ment of not less than five days or more than ten days, for the^°^*^-

first seizure, and by a fine of not less than seventy-five dollars

or more than one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment of not

less than twenty days or more than thirty da>s, for each sub-

sequent offense : Provided, That nothing in said Section or any

amendment thereof shall be construed to apply to fresh water

terrapins.

Sec. 527. It shall be unlawful for any person to kill, injure, Killing fish
^ ' ' •" b y dynamite,

or destroy any fish in the fresh waters of this State by the use^^^

of dynamite, giant powder, or other explosive material, and any ^^^S. 4i3;i8sa,

person violating this Section shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

demeanor and be imprisoned for not more than six months or

be fined not more than one hundred dollars, or both fine and im- Penalty,

prisonment at the discretion of the Court : Provided, That

nothing herein contained shall be construed to forbid the use of

explosive material by the officers of the State or United States

Government in the discharge of their official duties : Provided,

further. That nothing herein contained shall be construed to

prevent the use of any such explosive material by any person

or corporation mining phosphate rocks in any of the navigable

streams of this State under license from the State.

Sec. 528. It shall be lawful for any person to catch, trap. Catching stur-
' ^ ' ^

' geon and shad

purchase or sell sturgeon above tide water from the ist day of regulated.

April to the ist day of August of every year, and in tide water, i^oe^ xxl,

between the first day of February and the first day of June, xxii., 430.

and during the months of September and October ; and shad

from the ist day of January to the 15th day of March of each

year, with gill nets, and until the 30th day of April with dip nets

and seines.

It shall be unlawful at any time during the year to stretch
gj^^gg^'l^.^^^^^

any staked nets, seines, wire fences or traps more than ^^^^%^^^^^^i^^ly

way across the river or streams, or to use any seines in any of ^'^''"^^ stream,

the lakes of this State except where such basins or lakes lie

wholly within limits of private property of this State.
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Any person who shall catch or trap any sturgeon or shad at

inisde°meinOT/ ^^y Other time during any year than is set out in this Section

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction

shall be punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dol-

lars or less than thirty ($30.00) dollars or imprisonment for

not more than thirty days or less than ten days. It shall be

the duty of the Terrapin Commissioner to enforce the provisions

of this Section, and he is authorized and empowered to

appoint deputies to assist in the enforcement thereof, and he

shall receive for such services the additional salary of $500, to

be paid out of the funds in the hands of the Treasurer collected-

from parties violating this Section.

The Act of 1896, XXII., 218, prohibiting fishing in Colleton and Berkeley by
citizens of other Counties having been held unconstitutional in State v. Higgins,

51 S. C, 51; 28 S. E., 15, is omitted.

ste^fhf^%^°s^ ^^^' ^^^' A^y person or persons who shall feloniously

ster bed?
°^^" g'^-thcr, rcmovc, take or steal from any oyster bed, laying or

G s 1712- R.
fishery any oysters or oyster brood there growing, lying or

XI ^ui
'^^^' tieing, such oyster bed, laying or fishery being the property of

any other person or persons, and cultivated and used by the

proprietor or proprietors thereof for the production, growing

and improvement of oysters, and being sufficiently marked out,

shall be deemed and held guilty of larceny, and he, she or they,

his, or her or their aiders, helpers, abettors or accessories, being

thereof convicted by due course of law, shall be punished as in

cases of larceny.

Penalty for gee. 530. If anv person or persons shall unlawfully and wil-usingnets, _
'-"^ -"^ _-'

dredges, &c. fully usc any dredge, or any net, instrument or engine whatso-
gG.

J^
1713; R. ever, within the limits of any such oyster bed, laying or fishery,

as aforesaid, for the purpose of taking oysters or oyster brood,

although none be actually taken, or shall with any net, instru-

ment or engine drag upon the ground or soil of any such oyster

bed, laying or fishery, every person or persons so offending shall

be held and deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon being

convicted thereof shall be punished by fine or imprisonment, or

both, as the Court may award, such fine not to exceed one hun-

dred dollars and such imprisonment not to exceed six months.

to^shing.^^^^^ ^^^' 5^1' Nothing contained in the two preceding Sections

G. s. 1714; R shall be so construed as to prevent any person or persons from
s. 43G; lb. catching, or fishing for, any swimming or floating fish within

the limits of any oyster bed, laying or fishery with any net, in-

strument or engine adapted for taking swimming or floating

fish.
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Sec. 532. From the first day of April to the first day of No- "^ ^ •

vember in the Counties of Colleton and Dorchester, and from
^
J^^^^?^^^^ ^s in

the first day of May to the first day of November in the Counties ties regulated.

of Darlington, Williamsburg, Bamberg, Barnwell, Aiken and gg^^^^||'g ^^^/j^

Orangeburg, in each and every year hereafter, it shall be ^^-l^ij .^^^isal'',

lawful to obstruct by any means the passage of any fish in or-^-^^^^"
^°^-

to take and catch any fish from any of the navigable streams by

seine or bow net, gill or fibre net.

Between November ist and April the ist in the Counties of ^'^ruSiIwf'S

Colleton and Dorchester, and between November the ist and *°j.tain^/o^u
k'^

May the ist in the Counties of Darlington, Williamsburg, Bam- ^ooj, ^^"1Pj-ne?"

berg, Barnwell, Aiken and Orangeburg, in each and every year

hereafter, there shall be a close time from 10 P. M. on Saturday

to sunrise on Tuesday morning in each week in which it shall

be unlawful to take or catch any fish except by hook and line.

Between November the ist and April the ist in the Counties T™es^n which

of Colleton and Dorchester, and between November ist and
^|^^^j^ ^^^^ ^ j^"

May the ist in the Counties of Darlington, Williamsburg, Bam-^^s with nets,

berg, Barnwell, Aiken and Orangeburg, in each and every year

hereafter, from sunrise on Tuesday morning to 10 P. M. on Sat-

urday, it shall be lawful to take or catch any fish with seine, gill

net, bow net or fibre net ; in no case shall any net or seine

extend more than two-thirds across the stream, nor shall any

two or more nets be used within fifty yards of each other.

Any person or persons who shall be convicted of the vio-, violations,
^ ' ^

_ _ ^
how punished.

lation of any of the provisions of this Section shall be punished

by a fine of not less than twenty-five nor more than one hun-

dred dollars, or by imprisonment of not less than ten nor more

than thirty days, for the first offense; and for the second or

any subsequent offense by a fine of not less than one hundred

nor more than five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment of not

less than thirty days nor more than six months, or both, in the

discretion of the Court, three-fourths of the fine or fines re-

covered to be paid to the informer.

Sec. 533. Anv person who shall violate any of the provisions violation of

.

"

^ ,-,..-„ , law as to oy-

of Sections 2333 and 2334 of the Civil Code, as to oysters, sters, &c.

clams and terrapins, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, 1900, xxiii.,

and on conviction thereof shall be fined not more than $500, or

imprisoned for a period of not more than one year, in the dis-

cretion of the Court, one-half of the fine to go to the informer.

Sec. 534. Whenever any one shall have made or created an

artificial pond on his own land, and shall put therein any fish,
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or the eggs of any fish or oysters, for the purpose of breeding
Penalty for

g^^(^ cultivatinsf fish or oysters, and shall g-ive notice thereof, by
fishing or tres- c> ^ ' Ja ' •>

passing in any written or printed handbills, put up in public places near the

G s 1680- R ^^^^ pond, any person or persons who shall thereafter enter in

XV ^\w §T' 3-bout such pond for the purpose of fishing, or shall catch or

take away any fish or oysters therefrom, or shall be guilty of

committing any trespass upon any artificial fish pond by fishing

in the same, or in any manner using any means to destroy the

fish or oysters raised or collected in such pond, or by breaking

the dam or dams for the purpose of permitting the fish or oys-

ters to escape, or by poisoning the same, or in any manner de-

stroying or injuring the same, upon conviction, shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be subject to a fine of not

less than twenty dollars nor more than one hundred dollars or

be imprisoned at the discretion of the Court; which fine, if im-

posed, shall go one-half thereof to the informer and the other

half thereof to the person or persons whose property shall have

been injured : Provided, That nothing in this Section shall be

construed as applying to ponds used as water power for manu-

' facturing purposes.

wa t°irs Tf Sec. 535. It shall not be lawful for any person in this State

fuiT^lnaify'!'^' to take any trout from the streams thereof, by impregnating the

G. s. 16S1; R. waters with poisonous or deleterious substances ; and any per-

xv.f Kii,
§^7.^' son violating this provision shall, upon conviction thereof, be

fined ten dollars for every such offense, or be imprisoned not

less than ten days ; which fine, if imposed, shall go one-half

thereof to the informer, and the other half to the school fund

of the County in which such offense shall have been committed.

Obstructing Scc. 536. It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to

by^^nlts "in Sa- obstruct the frcc and convenient passage of fish in Savannah

nea?^ city^^^o^f River by nets, seines, or other similar devices, or to fish with

hibfted.^'
^ ^ nets, seines, or similar devices in said river within one mile be-

G. s. 1682; R. low or oiic-half of one mile above the dam across said river

XVII., '783, § i near the City of Augusta, and known as the Augusta Canal dam.

Restrictions Scc. 537. It shall be unlawful for any person or persons here-
as to fishing on . , , . , /- i t ,

•
, , 1

South Carolina after to establish any fishery by nets, seines, traps, or other or
'-

similar devices, on the South Carolina side of said river within

s.'''4i7; lb.', %2. the locality set forth in the preceding Section hereof, or to enter

the said locality of said river from the South Carolina side

thereof, for the purpose of fishing with said devices, except for

the purpose of visiting traps already established.
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Sec. 538. It shall be a misdemeanor for any person or persons

to place any trap in Savannah River, on the South Carolina
to'^'^pifce^^traps

side thereof, within the above distances, v^^here no such traps °nnf°Sd*e
^""

are now located, or to fail to close up such traps as are now q g -^gg^. jj_

there during the close time now provided by law. ^- ^^^' ^^' ^^•

Sec. 539. Any person violating the provisions of the last three fof violation
'^'^

preceding Sections hereof, upon conviction before any Court of q § less- r.

competent jurisdiction, shall for each offense be imprisoned for^- ^^^' ^^' ^^^

a term of not less than three months, or fined in a sum of not less

than two hundred dollars, or both fined and imprisoned, in the

discretion of the Court.

Deer.

Sec. 540. It shall not be lawful for anv person in this State ,
Unlawful to

•' '^ kill or worry

to kill anv deer, or to worry them with dogs or otherwise with deer w i t h i n
" -' "-' c e r tain times

intent of destroying them, between the first day of January and'? certain coun-

the first day of September in any year hereafter, except in the „
g ^^g^. ^^

Counties of Clarendon, Colleton, Williamsburg, Marlboro, S-^^ 4^0; im
Kershaw, Horry, Hampton, Darlington, Marion, Beaufort, i^se.xix^, 715

;

Florence and Berkeley, in which Counties it shall not be lawful ^^^ ^^ ^ sii-

between the first day of February and the first day of August. i|g*^ °' xxiii.,

Any person violating this Section shall, upon conviction thereof,

be fined not less than ten nor more than twenty dollars, or be

imprisoned not less than ten nor more than twenty days, which

fine, if imposed, shall be recovered before any Court of compe-

tent jurisdiction ; one-half thereof shall go to the informer, and

the other half thereof to the use of the said County.

Sec. 541. Any person in whose possession recently killed jj^J^''f°"%^j^|y^

venison, or fresh deer skins, shall be found between the dates
|^J'|^||^'°^^^g^'

above mentioned, shall be liable to the same penalty as those q g ;^Qgg. ^
violating the preceding Section. ^- ^^^•

Htmting.—General Provisions.

Sec. 542. If any person, at any time whatsoever, shall hunt j^i]^^gd°t^^aSnt

or range on any lands whatsoever without the consent of the °^^e,s^'^^®
°^

proprietor, every such person so offending shall forfeit and pay g. s. i6S9; r.

the sum of ten dollars for every such offense. |io,'
§"^'1.^'

^^"

Sec. 543. Any person or persons who shall hunt with fire in, Penalty for
^ r r- hunting with

the night time, for every such offense shall forfeit and pay ^^IXAhne^^^
sum not exceeding ten dollars, and for every deer so killed ^ "g^s^wooHr"
sum not exceeding twenty-five dollars, and for every horse or^-

^||'gY®°'
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head of neat cattle, or other stock of any kind, a sum not ex-

ceeding fifty dollars,

f o^r fVitures"! ^ec. 544. All of the penalties and forfeitures mentioned in

co'vfred^andthe preceding" Section shall and may be recovered before any
disposed of. Magistrate in the County where any of the said offenses shall

s.^-fsif^Vye^^be committed, and when received shall be divided and paid one-
IV., 311, § 3. j^^|£ ^^ ^^^ £qj. ^j^g ^g^ q£ ^j^g p^Q^ ^£ ^j^g County where the of-

fense shall be committed and the other half to the person who
will inform for the same ; and the oath of one credible witness,

or the confession of the party accused, shall be allowed as suf-

ficient evidence to convict the offender by every Magistrate

before whom information shall be made of any of the offenses

aforesaid : Provided, That where the owners of any lands shall

prosecute for an}^ unlawful hunting and ranging on his or her

lands, the oath of such owner shall be sufficient evidence to con-

vict the offender; but in that case the whole penalty shall go
to the use of the poor of the County,

paid! off^iders ^^^- ^^^- ^^ casc any person or persons so convicted shall
to be imprison- refuse or ucglcct to pay such fine, then it shall and may be law-

G. s. 1692; R. ^^1, and the Magistrate before whom he is convicted is hereby

xxiLf'42ofl&' required, to commit such person or persons to the common jail
1/S9, \

.,
i2i,

-j^ ^j^g County where the offender or offenders shall have com-
mitted the said crime, there to remain without bail for a term

not exceeding thirty days for unlawfully hunting with fire in

the night time, and for a term not exceeding thirty days for vio-

lations of Section 542 of this Chapter,

allowed also."" "'"^ addition to the above penalties, any person or persons who
shall hereafter hunt with fire in the night time, or kill any horse

or neat cattle or stock of any kind, the property of another per-

son, shall be liable to a civil action by the person aggrieved.

Insectivorous and Other Birds.

entrap°S^ce°r' Scc. 546. It shall not bc lawful for any person in this State

lawfuL^^"^^ "''"to wantonly shoot, or entrap for the purpose of killing, or in

G. s. 1695; R. any other manner destroy, any bird whose principal food is

x'lv.i 160, § 5.' insects, or to take or destroy the eggs or young of any of the

species or varieties of birds that are protected by the provisions

of this Section, comprising all the species and varieties of

birds represented by the several families of bats, whip-poor-

wills, fly-catchers, thrashers, warblers, finches, larks, orioles,

nut-hatchers, wood-peckers, humming birds, blue birds, and all

other species and varieties of land birds, whether great or small,
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of every description, regarded as harmless in their habits, and '
-^^

whose flesh is unfit for food, including the turkey buzzard, but

excluding the jackdaw, the crow, the crow black bird,^ the

eagle, and all hawks and owls, which prey upon other birds

;

and any preson violating the provisions of this Section shall,

on conviction thereof, forfeit and pay a fine of ten dollars, or

be imprisoned not less than ten days, which fine, if imposed,

shall go one-half to the informer, and the other half thereof

to the use of the County in which the offense was committed

:

Provided, That no person shall be prevented from protecting

any crop of fruit or grain on his own lands from the depreda-

tions of any birds herein intended to be protected.

Sec. 547. No person or persons shall at any time or place
kiiT.nT^'c'^e/tain

within this State take, kill, sell, expose for sale, export beyond "^2^

the limits of the State, or cause to be taken, killed, sold, ex- ^_- l^f^'fs7^-

posed for sale or exported beyond the limits of the State, any ^gi-
*^^/n^.;

mocking bird, nonpareil, swallow, bee bird, red bird, wood-^^i-

pecker, thrush or wren, under a penalty of five dollars for each

bird so taken, killed, sold, exposed for sale or exported beyond

the limits of the State ; and it shall be lawful for any person to

take or destroy any net, traps or snares used tor taking such

birds wheresoever found set for such purpose :
Provided, That

nothing herein contained shall prohibit any person from taking

and keeping any bird of song or plumage for his own pleasure

or amusement and not for sale, traffic or gain.
^^ ^^^

Sec. 548. No person or persons shall destroy or rob the ^^bbrng /est.

nests of any of the said birds, under a penalty of ten dollars g. g. i697; r.
S. 428; 1878,

for each offense. xvi., (ioe, § 2.

Sec. 549. The penalties incurred for violation of any of the
^ f^^J^^^fered

provisions of the last two preceding Sections shall be before Magis-

recovered before any Magistrate in the County where such ^ ^ ^ggg. r_

offense shall be committed, and shall be paid one-half to the S- 429; ih., §3.

informer, and the other half to the County Treasurer for the

use of the County.

Sec. 550. In case of failure by any person or persons to pay ^^To^^be^ com^

any sum recovered under the provision of Sections 546, 547 ^^^^1^^''
°*

and 548, the said person or persons shall be committed to the -^-^-^^^^7^

jail of the County for a period not less than five days, and at s. 430; ih., §4.

the rate of one day for every dollar of the sum so recovered

and not paid when the amount recovered exceeds five dollars.

Sec. 551. Nothing in the four preceding Sections shall apply

to any person who shall kill or take any of the said birds for
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the purpose of studying its habits or history, or having the same
Not appiica- stuffed and set up as a specimen, or to any person who shall kill

sons killing for Qj^ his premises anv of the said birds in the act of destroying:
scientific pur- ^ - J &
poses. fruit or grain crops.

s^'m-^Ib^'
^' ^®^" ^^^' ^^ shall not be lawful for any person, except upon

Netting o r his owii lands, or upon the lands of another with the consent
trapping par
tridges on the of the owucr thereof, to net or trap a partridge, and it shall be
lands of others ...

,, ^^ .
, , .

prohibited. uulawful tor any person to sell, offer for sale, or ship or export

R. s. 4 3 1; for sale, and partridge or quail for the space of five vears from
1883 XVIII
4 48 ; 19 6; the uiuth day of February, A. D. 1900: Provided, That noth-

ing in this Section shall prevent the importation for sale of

any partridge or quail. Any person violating this Section shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be pun-

ished by a fine of not exceeding thirty dollars, or by imprison-

ment in the County jail for a term not exceeding thirty days.

.
Protection of Scc. 553. It shall uot be lawful for any person in this State,

game m cer-
tain seasons between the first dav of April and the first dav of November,
and of the ' ^

.

-

nests
_
of cer- in auv vcar hereafter, to catch, kill or injure, or to pursue with

tain biras. ' ' ^

such intent, or to sell or expose for sale, any wild turkey,

S- 432; isso, partridge, quail, woodcock, or pheasant, or between the first

}^-' $T$-'Fi' dav of Alarch and the first day of November anv dove; or at

1898' X x"i i*^'
^^y time during the year to catch, kill or injure, or to pursue

816. with such intent, by firelight, any of the birds named in this

Section; nor shall any person or persons destroy or rob the

nests of any of said birds. And any person so doing shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof,

shall be fined not more than twenty dollars or be imprisoned not

more than thirty days.

Unlawful to gec. 554. Until the first dav of Tanuarv, iQo;, it shall be un-
to kill Mon- -^ -' . i J o-!

goiian pheas- lawful for ally pcrsou to catch, kill, or injure, or to pursue with

1897 XXII such intent, any Mongolian pheasant, whether upon his own
^^- lands or otherwise, upon penalt}^ of not less than five dollars

or more than twenty-five dollars, or not more than thirty days'

imprisonment with labor upon the public works of the County.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

Violation of Laws Regulating the Sale of Spirituous Liquors.

Sec.

555. The manufacture, sale or keep-

ing spirituous liquors, except

as in this Chapter provided,

prohibited.

556. Board of Directors of State Dis-

pensary—election of, term
of office, &c.

557. Dispensary Commissioner ; elec-

tion of, term of office, duties

of, &c.

558. Bond of.

559. County Boards of Control.

560. Certificates to be placed on pack-

ages shipped.

561. How liquors must be shipped
and sold.

562. County Dispensers, how ap-

pointed.

563. County Dispensaries, how lo-

cated.

564. Oaths of Dispensers ; permits,

&c.

565. Office and clerk of ; books and
records ; profits ; compensa-
tion, &c.

566. Requests for liquor, how made
and to whom refused.

567. Requests for liquor to be made
on blanks furnished by the

County Auditor.

568. Returns to be made to County
Auditor, when, and form of

oath to be taken.

569. Enforcement of returns in case

of failure
; penalties for fail-

ure and for illegal pur-

chases.

570. Dispensers liable for damages
for violations of law.

571. Manufacture, sale or barter of

liquors prohibited, except by
permit. Permits, how ob-

tained ; how liquor shipped
out of State ; penalty for

manufacturer refusing in-

spection, &c.

572. Account book of Dispenser ; open
to inspection ; as evidence.

573. Special U. S. tax as a liquor-

seller prima facie evidence
of illegal sales.

574. Privileges to license druggists.

575. False signatures, statements,
&c. ; penalties.

576. False oaths and illegal acts of

Dispensers.

Sbc.

577. Liquors at clubs prohibited.

578. Liquor resorts declared nuis-

ances ; arrests, warrants,
seizures, &c.

579. Distillers to report quarterly to

State Board.
580. Search warrants, by whom is-

sued ; disposition of liquor

seized.

581. When seizures may be made
without a warrant.

582. Possession of illicit liquor pro-

hibited ; debt for, void.

583. Proceedings in rem.

584. Transportation or possession of

falsely branded packages
prohibited, penalties.

585. Powers of Constables to detain
suspicious packages.

586. Interference with officers for-

bidden.

587. Proceedings when goods are of

the value of $50 or more.
588. Liquor on arrival in State, sub-

ject to its laws.

589. Penalty for transporting liquor

^ in vehicles, except as in this

Chapter provided.

590. Arrest of open violators.

591. Punishment for violating for-

bidden acts.

592. Rescue from an officer
;
penalty.

593. Handling contraband liquor at

night.

594. Transportation by vehicles at

night.

595. Labels to be cancelled by Dis-

penser.

596. Common carriers liable to treble

damages for goods lost or

stolen.

597. Officers to notify Solicitors of

violations.

598. Competent to charge divers sales

on same or different days.

599. Affidavits may be on informa-

tion and belief.

600. Actions against officers acting
under this Chapter.

601. Use of false or misleading labels

by Dispensary Commissioner,
or any employee, a misde-

meanor.
602. Use of Palmetto label pro-

hibited.
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603. Committee of General Assembly
to examine Dispensary ac-

counts, when, pay of, &c.

604. Social, literary or other clubs

prohibited from dispensing

liquors without a license.

605. Selling liquor to known intem-

perate persons.

606. Physicians not to prescribe ex-

cept to patients.

The Dispensary Law was held unconstitutional in McCullough v. Brown, 41

S. C, 220; 19 S. E., 458. But this case was overruled in State v. Aiken, 42
S. C, 222; 20 S. E., 221; State v. Porterfield, 47 S. C, 75; 25 S. E., 39.

Joinder of counts for selling liquor, under Sec. 555; keeping a place where
persons are permitted to resort to drink liquor, &c., under Sec. 578; and for

storing liquors for illegal sale, under Sec. 555. May be united in same indict-

ment.—State V. Beckroge, 49 S. C, 484; 27 S, E., 658.

This does not repeal the former Dispensary Acts where consistent with this.

—

State V. Loftis, 49 S. C, 443; 2^ S. E., 451.

So far as the former Dispensary Act prohibited the purchasing and bringing

into the State from other States liquors for personal use, and not for sale, it was
held in violation with interstate commerce provisions of the Constitution.—Donald

V. Scott, 67 Fed., 854.
The manufac-

ture, sale or Section 555. The manufacture, sale, barter or exchanpfe, re-keepingof_ ''_ =>'
spirituous ^^_H^- ceipt, or acceptance for unlawful use, delivery, storing and keep-

hereiiT'^^TOvid^-
^"§^ ^^ posscssion within this State of any spirituous, malt,

f^; vinous, fermented, brewed (whether lager or rice beer), or other

537'^-^^i896''^7b"
'^^^^°^^' ^^y compouud OT mixturc thereof, by whatever name

721- ils'xxi" ^^^^^^ '-"" known, which contains alcohol and is used as a bev-
^^0- erage, except as is hereafter provided, is hereby prohibited un-

viofation
^ ^°^ ^^^ ^ penalty of not less than three nor more than twelve months

at hard labor in the St^te Penitentiary, or pay a fine of not

, less than $ioo nor more than $Soo, or both fine and imprison-
Liquors to be ^

. r^
tested by chem-ment, in the discretion of the Court, for each offense. All
ist.

. .

alcoholic liquors in this State, whether manufactured within

this State or elsewhere, not having been tested by the chem-

ist of the South Carolina College and found to be pure and

free from poisonous, hurtful and deleterious matters, are here-

by declared to be of a detrimental character, and their use

and consumption are against the morals, good health and

safety of the State, and all such liquors may be seized wher-

„ ,. ever found, without a warrant, and disposed of as herein-How liquors ' ' '^

"orted ^n State
^^^^^ provided. Any person resident in this State intending

to import for personal use and consumption any spirituous,

malt, vinous, fermented, brewed or other liquor containing

alcohol from any other State or foreign country shall first cer-

tify to the chemist of the South Carolina College the quan-

tity and kind of liquor proposed to be imported, together

with the name and place of business of the person, firm or

corporation from whom it is desired to purchase, accom-

panying such certificate with a statement that the proposed

consignor has been requested to forward a sample of such
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liquor to the said chemist at Columbia, South Carolina. Upon ^~-^v—

^

receipt of said sample the said chemist shall immediately pro-

ceed to test the same, and if found to be pure and free from

any poisonous, hurtful or deleterious matters he shall issue a

certificate to that effect, stating therein the names of the pro-

posed consignor and consignee, and the quantity and kind of
*

liquor proposed to be imported thereunder, which certificate

shall be dated and forwarded by the said chemist post paid to

the proposed consignor at his place of business. The said.

consignor shall cause such certificate to be attached to the

package containing the liquor when it is shipped into this State,

and no package bearing such certificate shall be liable to seizure

and confiscation, but any package of spirituous, malt, vinous,

fermented, brewed or other liquor or liquid containing alcohol

imported into this State without such certificate, or any package

containing liquor other than that described in the certificate

thereto attached, or any package shipped by or to any person or

persons not named in such certificate, shall be seized and con-

fiscated as provided in this Chapter. Any certificate obtained

from the chemist as herein provided shall be used within sixty

days after the date of its issue and shall be invalid thereafter.

It shall be unlawful to use said certificate for more than one im- Penalty for
. . .

,
unlawful use

portation, and any persons attempting to counterfeit said cer- of certificate,

tificate or to make any improper use thereof or who shall make

any false statement in obtaining or attempting to obtain the

same shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon con-

viction shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than

thirty days nor more than twelve months, or pay a fine of not

less than one hundred nor more than one thousand dollars.

Any person or persons convicted of selling or otherwise unlaw- Penalty f o r
^ ^ ^ o

^ ^
selling or dis-

fully disposing of any liquor imported under the provision of posing of li-

this Chapter shall suffer double the punishment provided for a

sale in violation of other provisions of this Chapter. All ex-

penses incurred in enforcing the provisions of this Section, in-

cluding compensation for such assistant chemists as may be

necessary to make prompt analysis and the express charges

on samples, shall be paid by the Board of Directors of the State

Dispensary hereinafter provided for, as an expense of the State

Dispensary established by this Chapter. If the chemist of the

South Carolina College shall wilfully fail or refuse to make
or have made an analysis of any sample sent to him in ac-

cordance with the provisions of this Section he shall, upon con-

27.—C. P.
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^—i-v;^-^ viction thereof before a Court of competent jurisdiction, be

fined one hundred dollars for each offense.

Sale may be shown on any day prior to finding of indictment, thougti not

alleged therein.—State v. Green, 6i S. C, 13; 39 S. E., 185.

Where liquor is purchased beyond the limits of the State and brought into the

State for personal use, it is not contraband merely because the purchaser does,

tot procure, and attach to it, the certificate from the State Chemist provided for

in this Section.—State v. McGee, 55 S. C, 247; 32 S. E., 353; Vance v. Vander-

cook, 170 U. S., 438.

Alcoholic liquors kept contrary to this Act are not subject to attachment. For

the reasons that it would defeat the State's right of forfeiture, under Sec. 581,

and could only be made effectual by a sale which this Section prohibits.—Lanahan
V. Bailey, 53 S.C, 489; 37 S. C, 333.

Keeping liquors for personal use w'ithout certificate being attached.—State v.

Chastian, 49 S. C, 170; 2j S. E., 2.

Board of Di- Scc. 556. A Board consisting- of three members, to be known
rectors creat-

. .

ed; elect ion as the Board of Directors of the State Dispensary, is hereby
of; term of of-

. .

fice, &c. established, whose duties and powers shall be hereinafter de-

1900, xxiiL, fined. The members of said Board shall be men of good moral
437.

. .....
character, not addicted to the use of intoxicating liquors as a

beverage, and shall be elected by the General Assembly in joint

session as follows : The Chairman of the Board shall be first

elected, and then shall be elected the two remaining members.

The term of office of the members of said Board shall be for

two years, unless sooner removed by the Governor; they shall

qualify and be commissioned in the same manner as other State

officers. In the event of vacancy on said Board by death, resig-

nation or otherwise, such vacancy shall be filled by appoint-

ment by the Governor, until the next session of the General

Assembly, when an election shall be held to fill said vacancy

for the unexpired term. Each member of the said Board shall

receive for his services the same per diem and mileage allowed

to members of the General Assembly : Provided, That no mem-
ber of said Board shall receive per diem for more than one

hundred days in any fiscal year. The said Board shall devise

such a system of book-keeping and accounting as it may deem

advisable. The said Board shall prescribe all rules and regu-

lations, not inconsistent with law, for the government of the

State Dispensary and the County Dispensaries : Provided, That

no member of this Board of Directors, while holding this office,

shall become a candidate for any other office.

Commissioner Sec. 557. A Dispcnsarv Commissioner shall be elected by the—election of; ^ -

term of office. General Assembly, who shall hold his office for the term of two
lb. years, and until his successor shall be elected and qualified, and

who shall receive an annual salary of three thousand dollars, to

be paid as now provided by law. The "Governor shall have the
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right at any time to suspend the said Commissioner for any
cause which he shall consider sufficient until the next meeting
of the General Assembly, and appoint some suitable person to

fill such vacancy during said suspension. In case of the re-

moval of said Commissioner by the Governor, he shall, on the

first day of the next meeting of the Legislature, make a report .

to said General Assembly, stating the reason for his action,

which action, if approved by the General Assembly, shall ope-

rate as a removal, and the General Assembly shall elect a suc-

cessor to said Commissioner. In case of death, suspension or

other disability of the Commission&r, the Governor shall have
the right to appoint a successor to fill said vacancy until the

next meeting of the General Assembly. Said Directors of ^^^
oF'^thf °Direc

Dispensary shall, within thirty days after the 13th day of^°"-

February, 1900, and thereafter quarterly, advertise in two
or more daily newspapers of this State, and one or more daily

newspapers published without this State, for bids to be made by
parties desiring to furnish liquor to the Dispensary for said

Purchases of
howquarter. Said bids shall be placed in an envelope, securely ^q^"'

sealed with the seal of the company, firm or corporation, and °'^'^^' ^<=-

having been so sealed, shall be placed in the Express Office,

directed to the State Treasurer, Columbia, S. C. ; and only one
bid shall be made by any one, which shall state the quality, price

and chemical analysis thereof, and accompanying said bids

there shall be a sample of each kind of liquor offered for sale,

containing not more than one-half pint each, which sample
shall, on its arrival, be delivered to the Dispensary Commis-
sioner, to be retained by him until after it has been ascertained

that the wines or liquors purchased correspond in all respects

with that purchased; said samples to be the property of the

State. Said bids shall be kept by the State Treasurer in his

office, and he shall not himself, or allow any one to inspect said

bids, or the envelopes containing said bids, but shall deliver

said bids to the Directors of the Dispensary, at a meeting of

the Board of Directors, who shall open said bids in public, and
record all said bids in a book, kept for the purpose. Said
Directors of the Dispensary may reject any and all bids, and
readvertise for other bids. Said Directors of the Dispensary
shall purchase all alcoholic liquors for lawful use in this State,

and shall have the same tested and declared to be chemically

pure ; and if the wines and liquors purchased fail to correspond
in any respect with the samples furnished, the seller thereof
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shall forfeit to the State a sum not exceeding the value of said

liquor, to be recovered in an action brought by the State against

such seller; and said contract shall be awarded to the lowest

responsible bidder, for such quantities and kinds of liquors as

ma}^ be deemed necessary to the Dispensary for the quarter,

and said contracts shall further provide that the Directors of

the Dispensary may order additional quantities of liquors suf-

ficient to supply the Dispensary, should there be need of more,

from the same persons or corporations, at the same price, for

that quarter. Said Directors shall require from the successful

bidder or bidders such bond, in such sum as they may deem

necessary, to insure the compliance of said bidder or bidders

with the terms of said contract : Provided, That the said

Directors of the Dispensary shall not purchase any liquor of

any person, firm or corporation, who shall solicit any orders,

either by drummer, agents, samples or otherwise, except as

hereinbefore provided. The fiscal year of the transactions of

Examination the State Dispcnsary shall end on the •^oth day of November
of books of.

r- ./ ^ ^
^

each year. The Governor of the State shall appomt, not later

than the 15th day of December in each year, two (2) expert

accountants, of good character and of high standing in their

profession, who shall make a thorough examination of the

books of account, trial balances and balance sheet of the Dis-

pensary for the year ending November 30th, together with all

bills, vouchers and any and all evidences of receipt and expen-

ditures whatsoever, and they shall certify to the General As-

sembly, in writing, at the beginning of the regular session in

January of each year, the result of such examination. This

certificate to be in addition to the annual report of the Board of

Directors. The accountants so named by the Governor of the

State shall each receive for his services ($4) four dollars per

day, for not exceeding thirty days in any one year, to be paid

from the earnings of the Dispensary. The Commissioner and

the members of the Board of Directors are hereby directed and

commanded to give to the accountants appointed by the Gov-

ernor free and full access to all books, of accounts, trial bal-

ances, balance sheets, and every and all books, invoices, receipts,

bank books, and every and all papers connected with the finan-

cial operations of the Dispensary: Provided, further, That

nothing herein contained shall prevent said Directors of the

Dispensary from making distillers in this State contracts for
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Bond of Com-
missioner.

the purchase of liquors manufactured by them within this

State.

Sec. 558. The Dispensary Commissioner shall, before enter-

ing upon the duties of his ofHce, execute a bond to the State of

South Carolina in the sum of seventy-five thousand dollars,

which bond shall be approved by the Attorney General of the

State, according to the provisions of the law as now provided,

or which may be hereinafter enacted, and for the faithful ob-

servance of all rules and regulations made and adopted by the

Directors of the Dispensary during his term of office; said

Commissioner shall be charged with the management and con-

trol of the State Dispensary, subject to the rules and regula-

tions of said Directors of the Dispensary and the provisions of

the Dispensary Law; said Commissioner shall enter into con-

tracts, employ all assistants and help necessary to manage the

State Dispensary, at salaries not to exceed those fixed by the

Directors of the Dispensary ; said Commissioner may discharge

any of the employes at pleasure, and report his reasons there-

for in writing to the Directors of the Dispensary : Provided,

That said Dispensary Commissioner shall not employ any per-

son who is related to him or to any member of the Directors of

the Dispensary by blood or marriage within the sixth degree:

Provided, further, That the liquor sold to the County Dis-

pensers shall be sold at a profit of not over ten per cent, of the

cost to the State.

Sec. 559. The County Board of Control shall be appointed of'"contro°^''
^

by the Board of State Directors by and with the advice and 1900, xxiii.,

consent of the members of the Senate and House of Represen- xxil, 127.

tatives from the respective Counties, or a majority thereof; the

County Dispensers shall be elected by the County Boards of

Control : Provided, That no person shall be elected County

Dispenser or Clerk, who is related within the sixth degree by

blood or marriage with any member of the Board of Directors

of the State Dispensary, with the Dispensary Commissioner,

or with any member of the County Board of Control by whom
such County Dispenser or Clerk are to be elected.

The County Board of Control composed of three persons be-

lieved by the said Board not to be addicted to the use of in-

toxicating liquors. The persons so appointed shall hold their

ofifice for a term of two years, and until their successors are

appointed, and shall be subject to removal for cause by the

Board of State Directors. Said County Board of Control shall
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^—^^^^^ make such rules as will be conducive to the best management

of the sale of intoxicating liquors in their respective Counties

:

Provided, All such rules shall be submitted to the State Board

of Directors and approved by them before adoption. The mem-

bers of the County Board of Control shall qualify and be com-

missioned as are other County officers without fees therefor.

Packages Scc. 560. In all purchases or sales of intoxicating liquors
shipped to have

. . ^. i t-> i r o
certificates o n made as Contemplated m this Chapter, the Board of State

Directors shall cause a certificate to be attached to each and
1896, XXII., . , .

,

126; 1897, lb., every package containing said liquors when the same is shipped

to the State Commissioner from the place of purchase, or by

the State Commissioner to the County Dispensers, certified by

their official signatures and seal, which certificate shall state

that liquors contained in said packages have been purchased by

the Board of State Directors for sale and use within the State

of South Carolina, under the laws of this State, and shall also

cause to be attached to all such liquors the certificate of the

chemist of the South Carolina College that samples of the

same have been tested as required by this Chapter, and without

such certificates any package containing liquors which shall

be shipped from place to place within this State, or delivered

to the consignee by any railroad, express company or other

common carrier, or be found in the possesion of any common
carrier, shall be regarded as contraband and may be seized

without warrant for confiscation, and such common carrier shall

be liable to a penalty of $500 for each offense, to be recovered

against said common carrier in any Court of competent juris-

diction by summons and complaint, proceedings to be insti-

tuted by the Solicitor of any Circuit, with whom evidence may
be lodged by any officer or citizen having knowledge or infor-

mation of the violation ; and any person attaching or using such

certificate without the authority of the Board of State Direc-

tors, or any counterfeit certificate for the purpose of securing

the transportation of any intoxicating liquors within this State

in violation of law, shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished

by a fine of not less than five hundred ($500) dollars, and im-

prisonment in the Penitentiary for not less than one year for

each offense.

How liquors Scc. 561. The Dispcnsary Commissioner shall before ship-

ped ancf soldi' ping any liquors to Dispensers, except lager beer, cause the

1896, XXII., same to be put into packages of not less than one-half pint nor

more than five gallons, and securely seal the same, and it shall
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be unlawful for the Dispenser to break any of such packages or

open the same for any reason whatsoever. He shall sell by

the packages only, and no person shall open the same on the

premises : Provided, This Section shall not apply to malt

liquors shipped in cases or kegs or bottles thereof shipped in

barrel ; and such malt liquors may be sold by the County Dis-

penser in such quantities, of not less than one pint, as he may

see proper : Provided, The same shall not be drunk on the

premises. Dispensers shall open their places of business and

sell only in the day time, under such rules as may be made by

the Board of State Directors, or by the County Board of Control

with approval of the Board of State Directors.

Sec. 562. Applications for positions of County Dispenser pen^se^sf h o w

shall be by petition, signed and sworn to by the applicant, and f££^!!!!L:

filed with the County Board of Control at least twenty days

before the meeting at which the application is to be con-

sidered, which petition shall state the applicant's name, place

of residence, in what business engaged, and in what business

he was engaged two years previous to filing petition ; that he

is a qualified elector of this State and a resident of the County
;

that he has never been adjudged guilty of violating the law

relating to intoxicating liquors, and is not a keeper of a res-

taurant or place of public amusement, and that he is not ad-

dicted to the use of intoxicating liquors as a beverage. The

appointment shall be made only on condition that the applicant

shall execute to the County Treasurer a bond in the penal sum

of three thousand dollars, with good and sufficient sureties,

in the form prescribed by Section 584 of the Civil Code : Pro-

vided, That the obligors shall be liable for all attorney's fees

incurred in the collection of any shortage covered by such

bonds.

The Attorney General is hereby authorized, in case he Attorn ey
-^

• 11 J*
General may

deems it necessary, to employ assistant counsel in all cases for employ assist-
^ '- -^

.
ant counsel to

the enforcement of said bonds and the collection of the pen- enforce bonds.

alties thereunder ; the compensation of said assistant counsel woo, xxiii.,
442.

shall be paid out of the sums recovered in such actions on such

bonds.

Said bonds shall be for the use of the State and County or

any person or persons who may be damaged or injured by

reason of any violation on the part of the obligor of the law

relating to intoxicating liquors purchased or sold during the

term for which said appointment is made. The said bond shall
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'^^"^•^'^'^
be deposited with the County Treasurer, and suit thereon shall

be brought at any time by the Solicitor or any person for whose

benefit the same is given ; and in case the conditions thereof, or

any of them, shall be violated, the principal and sureties thereon

shall also be jointly and severally liable for all civil damages,

costs and judgments that may be obtained against the principal

in any civil action brought by wife, child, parent, guardian, em-

ployer or other person under the provision of this law. All

other moneys collected for breaches of such bond shall be dis-

tributed as other funds arising from the Dispensary. Said

bond shall be approved as other official bonds for the County. '

pensariel- how ^^^' ^^^- There may be one or more County Dispensers ap-
located. pointed for each County, the place of business of each of whom
_^^i896, XXII.,

gi^^ii ^g designated by the County Board, but the State Board

of Directors must give consent before more than one Dispenser

can be appointed in any County ; and when the County Board

designates a locality for a dispensary, twenty days' public notice

of which shall be given, it shall be competent for a majority of

the voters of the township in which such dispensary is to be

located to prevent its location in such township by signing a

petition or petitions, addressed to the County Board, requesting

that no dispensary be established in that township. The County

Board may in its discretion locate a dispensary elsewhere than

m an incorporated town in the Counties of Beaufort and Horry,

and no others, except such as are authorized by special xA.ct of

the General Assembly : Provided, however, That any County,

town or city wherein the sale of alcoholic liquors was pro-

hibited by law prior to July i, 1893, may secure the establish-

ment of a dispensary within its borders in the following man-

ner : Upon petition signed by one-fourth of the qualified voters

of such County, town or city wishing a dispensary therein being

filed with the County Supervisor or Town or City Council, re-

spectively, they shall order an election submitting the question

of dispensary or no dispensary to the qualified voters of such

County, town or city, which election shall be conducted as

other special elections; and if a majority of the ballots cast be

found and declared to be for a dispensary, then a dispensary

may be established in said County, town or city : Provided,

That dispensaries may be established in the Counties of Wil-

liamsburg, Pickens and Marion and at Seneca and other towns

now incorporated in Oconee County without such election or

compliance with the other requirements of this Chapter : Pro-
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vided, That nothing in this Chapter contained shall be so con- ^^'"'"v-^^^

strued as to prohibit persons resident in Counties which shall

elect to have no dispensary from procuring liquors from dis-

pensaries in other Counties, or County Dispensers from ship-

ping same to their places of residence under proper labels or

certificates : Provided, further, That nothing in this Chapter

shall be construed to repeal an Act entitled "An Act to

allow the opening of dispensaries in Pickens and Oconee Coun-

ties," approved December i8th, 1894.

Action on bond.—Walker v. Holtzclaw, 57 S. C, 459; 35 S. E., 754.

Sec. 564. If the application for the position of Dispenser pensers
;°

pe'?-

be granted, the appointment shall not be made until the ap- ™^ ^'

plicant shall make and subscribe on oath, before some officer

authorized by law to administer oaths, which shall be endorsed

upon the bond, to the effect and tenor following : "I, ,

do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will well and truly per-

form all and singular the condition of the within bond, and keep

and perform the trusts confided in me to purchase, keep and

sell intoxicating liquors. I will not sell, give or furnish to any

person any intoxicating liquors otherwise than is provided by

law, and, especially, I will not sell or furnish intoxicating li-

qours to any minor, intoxicated person or persons who are in

the habit of becoming intoxicated, and I will make true, full

and accurate returns to the County Board of Control on the

first Monday of each month of all certificates and requests made

to or received by me, as required by law, during the preceding

month ; and such returns shall show every sale and delivery

of such liquors made by me or for me during the month em-

braced therein, and the true signature to every request received

and granted ; and such returns shall show all the liquors sold

or delivered to any and every person as returned." Upon tak-

ing said oath and the oath required by the Constitution, and

filing bond as hereinbefore provided, the County Board of Con-

trol shall authorize him to keep and sell intoxicating liquors as

in this Chapter provided, and every appointment so made shall

specify the building, giving the street and number or location,

in which intoxicating liquors may be sold by virtue of the same,

and the length of time in which the same shall be in force,

v/hich in no case shall exceed twelve months. Appointments

made under this Chapter shall be deemed trusts reposed in the

recipients thereof, not as a matter of right, but of confidence,

and may be revoked upon sufficient showing by order of the

lb.
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County Board of Control ; and upon the removal of any County
Dispenser, or upon demand of the County Board of Control, he
shall immediately turn over to the County Board of Control all

liquors and other property in his possession belonging to the

State or County. The County Board of Control shall be
charged with the duty of prosecuting the County Dispenser or

any of his employes who may violate any of the provisions of

this Chapter. On the death, resignation, or removal of a Coun-
ty Dispenser, or expiration of his term of office, the County
Board shall appoint his successor.

Office and ^®^- ^^^- ^hc County Board of Control shall use as their.

?y^% C^a?d"s;' °^^^ ^hc office of the Couuty Supervisor of their County and

ords^' rAfitsi
shall elect one of their number as Chairman and a clerk of

c ompensation', g^id County Board of Coutrol. The County Board shall pre-

18 94, XXL, s^^"^^ ^s a part of the records and files of their office all peti-

x^xii^so-^^o^s, bonds and other papers pertaining to the appointment of
1901, xxiiL, j3jgpgj^ggj.g ^^^ j^ggp guitabie books in which bonds shall be

recorded. The books shall be furnished by the County like

other public records. The County Board of Control shall des-

ignate or provide a suitable place in which to sell the liquors.

The members of the County Board of Control shall meet once
a month or oftener, on the call of the Chairman, and each mem-
ber of the Board shall receive a per diem of two dollars and
five cents mileage each way, but they shall not receive com-
pensation for more than thirty days in any one year, except in

the County of Charleston, where they shall not receive com-
pensation for more than sixty days in any one year, and in

Barnwell County not more than fifty days in any one year, and
in Chesterfield County, where the Chairman may receive per

diem for not more than fifty days and the other members of the

Board may receive per diem for not more than thirty days in

any one year. They shall, upon the approval of the Board of

State Directors, employ such assistants for the County Dis-

penser as may be necessary. The Dispenser and his assistants

shall receive such compensation as the Board of State Directors

may determine. All profits, after paying all expenses of the

County Dispensary, shall be paid, one-half to the County Treas-

urer and one-half to the municipal corporation in which it may
be located, such settlements to be made quarterly: Provided,

That if the authorities of any town or city, in the judgment of

the Board of State Directors, do not enforce this law, the State

Board may withhold the part going to the said town or city
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and use it to pay State Constables or else turn it into the Count}^

treasury. All moneys received by the County Dispenser be-

longing- to the State shall be forwarded on Monday of each

week to the State Treasurer, and at the same time the County

Dispenser shall forward to the Board of State Directors a

duplicate statement of the remittance so made to the State

Treasurer. On the same day of each week the County Dis-

penser shall deposit with the County Treasurer the portion of

all moneys received by him belonging to the County and to the

municipal authorities in which the dispensary is located. The

County Treasurer shall give his receipt therefor, and hold the

same until the quarterly settlement hereinbefore provided for is

had. The quarterly settlements herein provided for shall be

made on the fourth Monday in the months of March, June,

September and December in each year. Such settlements shall

be made in the presence of the County Auditor, who shall make

a memorandum of the items thereof and forward the same to

the Board of State Directors. The Mayor or Intendatit of the

city or town in which the dispensary is located may also attend

such settlement : Provided, That in Counties where dispen-

saries are established in other than incorporated cities or towns

the County shall get all profits that would otherwise go to such

cities and towns : Provided, That in the County of Barnwell

the clerk of the Board of County Commissioners shall be the

clerk of the Board of Control.

Sec. 566. Before selling or delivering any intoxicating li-ji^^^o^f^ijow

quors to any person a request must be presented to the County made, ^^^d^^^o

Dispenser, printed or written in ink, dated of the true date,
^^^^ xxii.,

stating that he or she is of age and the residence of the signer, 127, § 10.

for whom or whose use it is required, the quantity and kind

required and his or her true name; and the request shall be

signed by the applicant in his own true name and signature,

attested by the County Dispenser or his clerk who receives

and files the requests. But the requests shall be refused if the

County Dispenser filling it personally knows the person apply-

ing is a minor, that he is intoxicated, or that he is in the habit

of using, intoxicating liquors to an excess ; or if the applicant is

not so personally known to said County Dispenser, before filling

said order or delivering said liquor he shall require the state-

ment of a reliable and trustworthy person jof good character

and habits, known personally to him, that the applicant is not a
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lb.

^""'^-^''^^ minor and "is not in the habit of using intoxicating liquors to

excess.

iiquor"^tcf ^be
^®^' ^^^

'
Re^uests for purchasc of liquor shall be made upon

fifmished^^&c ^ ^^^"^^ fumishcd by the County Auditor, in packages of one
~ hundred each, to the County Dispenser, from time to time as

the same shall be needed, and shall be numbered consecutively

by the Auditor. The blanks aforesaid shall be furnished to the

County Auditor by the Board of State Directors in uniform

books like bank checks, and the date of delivery shall be en-

dorsed by the County Auditor on each book and receipt taken

therefor and preserved in his office. The Dispenser shall pre-

serve the application in the original form consecutively by the

Auditor. When return thereof is made the County Auditor

shall endorse thereon the date of return, and file and preserve

the same, to be used in the quarterly settlements between such

Dispenser and the County Treasurer. All unused or mutilated

blanks shall be returned or accounted for before other blanks

are issued to such County Dispenser.
Returns by ggc. 568. On or before the tenth day of each month each

Dispenser, &c. -^

Dispenser shall make full returns to the County Auditors of

requests filled by him and his clerks during preceding month,

upon blanks to be furnished by the Board of State Directors

for that purpose, and accompany the same with an oath, duly

taken and subscribed before the County Auditor or a Notary-

Public, which shall be in the following form, to wit: I,

, being duly sworn, state on oath that

the request for liquors herewith returned are all that were

received and filled at my place of business under my permit

during the month of , 189— ; that I have care-

fully preserved the same, and that they were filled up, signed

and attested at the date shown thereon, as provided by law ; that

said requests were filled by delivering the quantity and kind of

liquors required, and that no liquors have been sold or dispensed

under my permit during said month except as shown by the

request herewith returned; and that I have faithfully observed

and complied with the provisions of my bond and oath taken

by me, thereon endorsed, and with all the laws relating to my
duties in the premises.

Enforcement ^^^' ^^^" Upon failure of any Dispenser to make returns to

cfse'^of"fTiiure'^
*^^ Auditor as herein required, it shall be the duty of said

— Auditor to report such failure to the Board of State Directors,

and the said Board of State Directors shall immediately order
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the County Board to summon said delinquent Dispenser to

appear before them and show cause why his appointment should

not be revoked ; and if cause shall not be shown to the satisfac-

tion of the County Board of Control, they shall immediately

annul said appointment and give public notice thereof; and the

Circuit Solicitor shall proceed to enforce the penalties pre-

scribed in this Chapter for such violation against such County

Dispenser at the next succeeding term of Court in the County

in which such appointment is held ; and any Dispenser who

shall sell or dispose of any intoxicating liquors after his appoint-

ment shall have been revoked shall, upon conviction thereof,

be fined not less than five hundred (500) dollars and be im-

prisoned for six months. If any Dispenser or his clerk shall
; n'g"! I'^i pur^

procure any intoxicating liquors from any other person except*^ ^^^' '^

from the Dispensary Commissioner, or if he, or they, or any

person or persons in his or their employ, or by his or their

direction, shall sell or offer for sale any liquors other than

such as have been furnished by the Dispensar\ Commissioner,

or shall adulterate, or cause to be adulterated, any intoxicating

spirituous or malt liquors which he or they may keep for sale

under this Chapter, by mixing with some coloring matter or

any drug or ingredient whatever, or shall mix the same with

other liquors of difi'erent kind or quality, or with water, or shall

sell or expose for sale such liquors so adulterated, knowing it

to be such, or shall change the label upon any box, bottle or

package, he or they shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and be

fined in a sum not less than two hundred dollars or imprisoned

for not less than six months. If any County Dispenser shall

misappropriate, misuse or otherwise wrongfully dispose of any

moneys or other property belonging to the State, County or

municipality, he shall upon conviction be punished as in case

of breach of trust with fraudulent intent.

Sec. 570. Any County Dispenser who, in violation of his oath d i s p ensers

^ nr- r • 1 • • • T • violating the

of office, sells or furnishes intoxicating liquors to any minor, law liable to

intoxicated person, or person who is in the habit of becoming

-

intoxicated, or fails to make full and accurate returns as re-

quired by law, showing the true signature to every request

for liquor by him received and granted, or sells liquor to any

person without first requiring the written requests therefor to

be filled out and signed as provided by law or the regulations

of the State Board of Control, that on such information given

by any person, with sufficient evidence, it shall be the duty of

lb.
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the Solicitor to bring suit in the name of the County for two

hundred dollars' damages on the bond of the said County Dis-

penser against the principal and sureties of said bond for each

of such violations, for which said principal and sureties shall

be liable, jointly and severally, together with all cost and

judgments pertaining to the suit. And on judgments given

against him the said County Dispenser shall be immediately

deprived of his office as Dispenser, and his principal and sureties

aforesaid shall remain further liable, jointly and severally,

to the extent of their bond, to all civil damages, costs and judg-

ments which may be obtained against the principal in any civil

action brought by wife, child, parent, guardian, employe, or

other person, under the provisions of the law : Provided, That

if the said County Dispenser can show to the satisfaction of a

jury by way of defense that the said intoxicating liquor was ob-

tained from him by the infant, intoxicated person, or person

in the habit of becoming intoxicated, by fraudulent and deceit-

ful representations, the person making such fraudulent and

deceitful representation shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and

be fined in a sum of not less than two hundred dollars or im-

prisonment for not less than six months.
Manufacture, 3ec. 571. No pcrsou, firm, association or corporation shall

sale and barter >. ' ^ i

2^i-'i''j°" P™: manufacture for sale, or keep for sale, exchange, barter, or dis-
hibited, except ' ^ ' ° '

'

by permit. pensc, any liquors containing alcohol, for any purpose whatso-

^

^is96, ^xxiL, ever, otherwise than is provided in this Chapter. Any person,

1897 ^ib ^520- firm, association or corporation desiring or intending to manu-

706'^'«'^5^
11^-' facture or distill any liquors containing alcohol within this State

Permits how ^^^^^ ^^^^ obtaiu from the State Board of Directors a permit or

obtained. Hcensc SO to do ; nor shall' such permit or license be granted to

any person, firm, association or corporation to manufacture or

distill any liquors containing alcohol within this State within

two miles of any church or public school ; but in the case of dis-

tillers, such permit or license shall not be granted or renewed,

except on petition signed in person by a majority of the resi-

dent freeholders in the city, town or township in which it is pro-

posed to locate the distillery, and it shall be unlawful for any

such person, firm, association or corporation to manufacture or

distill any liquors containing alcohol within this State without

having such permit or license: Provided, That in the County

of Pickens it shall be lawful for the said Board to grant such

Special pro- permit or license, when the other provisions of this Section are
V i s i ons as to ,. , . , , . . . ., - , , , ,.

Pickens Coun- complied With, and within one mile of any church or public
ty.
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school. Any violation of the terms of the permit or license

shall authorize and warrant the seizure of the product on hand

at any distillery or place where liquors containing alcohol are

manufactured : Provided, The United States has no lien or

claim upon the same. And in the application for a permit or

license to manufacture liquors containing alcohol, the applicant

shall give the State full power upon any violation of this Chap-

ter to seize and take possession of any product on hand at the

distillery or place where such applicant shall manufacture such

liquors, and shall authorize the State to pay the United States

government the tax upon the same, if unpaid, and to dispose

thereof as provided herein for contraband goods. Every pack-

age, barrel or bottle of such liquor shipped beyond the limits of

this State shall have thereon the certificate of the State Board

of Directors allowing the same, otherwise it shall be liable to

confiscation, and the railroad conveying it shall be punished as

in Section 560 : And provided, That any person shall have the

right to make wine for his or her own use, from grapes or other

fruits. The Inspector appointed by the Board of State Directors,

as herein provided, shall have the right to enter and examine,

at any and all times not forbidden by the United States laws,

any distillery, brewery or place where liquors containing alco-

hol are manufactured within this State. Any manufacturer,

distiller or brewer who may refuse to allow the Inspector or

Constable to enter and examine his place of business and its ap-

purtenances at such time as the Inspector or Constable may
deem proper, shall forfeit his permit or license: Provided,

further, That the provisions of this Chapter shall not apply to

distilleries already established and operating according to law,

and so long as they continue so to operate : Provided, also, That

the State Board of Directors may grant privileges for the erec-

tion and operation of breweries, distilleries and establishments

for the bottling and sale of beer, styled "Beer Dispensaries," in

cities of over twenty thousand population, to be operated as

now prescribed by law.

Sec. 572. Every Dispenser shall keep a strict account of all Account book
. ,

^ of Dispenser.
liquors received by him from the Dispensary Commissioner, in —

a book kept for that purpose, which shall be subject at all times

to the inspection of the Circuit Solicitor, any peace officer or

grand juror of the County, or of any other citizen, and such

book shall show the amount and kind of liquors procured, the

date of receipt and amount sold, and the amount on hand of
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^--'^v^-^ each kind for each month. Each book shall be produced by the

party keeping the same, to be used as evidence on trial of any

prosecution against him on notice duly served that the same

will be required as evidence,

tax ' prima^ff- ^^^' ^^^' ^^^ payment of the United States special tax as

iUe^Ii'^sailt
°^ ^ liquor seller, or notice of any kind in any place of resort, or

j^
in any store or shop, indicating that alcoholic liquors are there

sold, kept or given away, shall be held to be prima facie evi-

dence that the person or persons paying said tax and the parties

displaying such notices are acting in violation of this Chapter,

and unless said person or parties are selling under appointment

as prescribed by this Chapter they shall be punished by a fine of

not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred

dollars, or by imprisonment for a term of not less than three

months nor more than twelve months. Conviction in the

United States Courts of illicit sales of liquors shall be taken as

prima facie evidence of violation of the provisions of this Chap-

ter, and any distiller or manufacturer of liquors containing alco-

hol so convicted in the United States Courts shall, by reason

of such conviction, forfeit the permit or license granted him by

the Board of State Directors in addition to the other penalties

herein provided.

iic^nsed^dru^° ^®^* ^'^^' Liccnscd druggists conducting drug stores, and
g'^*^^- manufacturers of proprietary medicines, are hereby authorized

^^- to purchase of Dispensers of the Counties of their residence

intoxicating liquors (not including malt) for the purpose of

compounding medicines, tinctures and extracts that cannot be

used as a beverage. The Dispenser shall not charge licensed

druggists more than ten per cent, net profits for liquors so sold.

Such purchaser shall keep a record of the uses to which the

same are devoted, giving the kind and quantity so used, and

quarterly they shall make and file with the County Auditor

and with the County Board of Control sworn reports, giving a

full and true statement of the quantity and kinds of such liquors

purchased and used, the uses to which the same have been de-

voted, and giving the name of the Dispenser from whom the

same was purchased, and the dates and quantities so purchased,

together with an invoice of each kind still in stock and kept for

such compoundings. If said licensed druggist shall sell, barter,

give away or exchange, or in any manner dispose of, said

liquors for any purpose other than authorized by this Section,

he shall, upon conviction, forfeit his license and be liable to all
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penalties, prosecutions and proceedings at law and in equity

provided against persons selling without authority, and upon

such conviction the Clerk of the Court shall, within ten days

after such judgment or order, transmit to the Board of Pharma-

ceutical Examiners the certified record thereof, upon receipt of

which the said Board shall strike the name of the said druggist

from the list of pharmacists and revoke his certificate : Pro-

vided, That nothing herein contained shall be construed to

authorize the manufacture or sale of any preparation or com-

pound, under any name, form or device, which may be used as a

beverage which is intoxicating in its character : And provided,

further, That the Dispensary Commissioner shall be authorized

to sell to manufacturing chemists and wholesale druggists al-

cohol by the barrel at not exceeding ten per cent, above the net

cost.

Sec. 575. If any person shall make anv false or fictitious sig- False signa-
•^

.
" tures, state-

nature or sign any name other than his or her own to any paper ments,&c.;pen-

required to be signed by this Chapter, without being authorized

to do so, or make any false statement in any paper, request or

application signed to procure liquor under this Chapter, the

person so offending shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon

conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than

twenty-five dollars or be imprisoned not more than thirty days.

Sec. 576. If any Dispenser or his clerk shall make false oath /aise oaths
' ^ and illegal acts

touching any matter required to be sworn to under the pro- of Dispensers.

visions of this Chapter, the person so offending shall, upon i^-

conviction, be punished as provided by law for perjury. If

any County Dispenser shall procure any intoxicating liquors

from any other person than the Dispensary Commissioner, or

make any false return to the County Auditor, or use any re-

quest for liquors for more than one sale, in any such case he

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction,

be punished by a fine of five hundred dollars or six months'

imprisonment.

Sec. 577. Every person who shall, directly or indirectly, keep
ciubi*^p?ohib1t-

or maintain by himself, or by associating or combining withf£^

others, or who shall in any manner aid, assist or abet in keeping ^°-

or maintaining, any club room or other place in which any in-

toxicating liquors are received or kept for use, barter or sale as

a beverage, or for distribution or division among the members

of any club or association by any means whatever, and every

person who shall receive, barter, sell, assist, or abet another in

28.—C. P. .
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receiving, bartering or selling, any alcoholic liquors so received

or kept, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than

one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, or by

imprisonment for a term of not less than three months nor more
than twelve months : Provided, That the Board of State Direc-

tors shall have the power, upon a proper showing, and under

such rules as they may adopt, to exempt hotels where tourists

or health seekers resort from being considered nuisances or as

violating this Chapter by reason of any manager of such hotels

dispensing liquors bought from the Dispensary by the bottle,

either night or day, but before any such exemption shall be

granted the Board of State Directors shall require the man-
ager of such hotel to give a good and sufficient bond in the

penal sum of three thousand dollars, conditioned for the ob-

servance of all the rules, regulations and restrictions prescribed

and imposed by the said Board, and with all the requirements

of this Chapter ; and it shall be lawful for any Constable or

officer thus employed under this Chapter to enter such hotel

and search it for contraband liquors at any time, day or night,

without a warrant.

Liquor resorts Sec. 578. All placcs whcrc alcoholic liquors are manufac-

nuisances; a r- tured, sold, bartered or given away in violation of this Chapter,

seizures, &c.
' or where persons are permitted to resort for the purpose of

drinking alcoholic liquors as a beverage, or where alcoholic

liquors are kept for sale, barter or delivery in violation of this

Chapter, are hereby declared to be common nuisances, and any

person may go before any Magistrate in the County and swear

out an arrest warrant on personal knowledge or on informa-

tion and belief, charging said nuisance, giving the names of

witnesses against the keeper or manager of such place and his

aids and assistants, if any, and such Magistrate shall direct such

arrest warrant either to the Sheriff of the County or to any

special Constable, commanding said defendant to be arrested

and brought before him to be dealt with according to law, and

shall issue a search warrant in which the premises in question

shall be particularly described, commanding such Sheriff or

Constable to thoroughly search the premises in question and to

seize all alcoholic liquors found thereon, and dispose of them

as provided in Section 587, and^o seize all vessels, bar fixtures,

screens, bottles, glasses and appurtenances apparently used or

suitable for use in retailing liquors, to make a complete in-
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ventory thereof, and deposit the same with the Sheriff.

Under the arrest warrant the defendant shall be arrested and

brought before such Magistrate, and the case shall be disposed

of as in case of other crimes beyond his jurisdiction, except that

when he commits or binds over the parties for trial to the next

term of Court of General Sessions for the County he shall make
out every paper in the case in duplicate and file one with the

Clerk of the Court for the County, and immediately transmit

the other to the Solicitor of the Circuit, whereupon the said

Solicitor shall at once apply to any Circuit Judge at chambers

within that Circuit, or to the nearest Circuit Judge if there be

none in that Circuit, for an order restraining the defendants,

their servants or agents, from keeping, receiving, bartering, orJer.^**^^*"'"^

selling or giving away any alcoholic liquors until the further

order of the Court. Such Circuit Judge is hereby authorized,

empowered and required to grant the said restraining order

without requiring a bond or undertaking upon the hearing or

receipt by him of said papers from the Court of the said Magis-

trate by the hands of the Solicitor ; and any violation of said re-

straining order before the trial of the case shall be deemed a

contempt of Court and punished as such by said Judge or Court,

or any other Circuit Judge, as for the violation of an order of

injunction. Upon conviction of said defendants of maintaining

said nuisance at the trial, they or any of them shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment in the

County jail for a term of not less than three months, or a fine

of not less than two hundred dollars, or by both, in the dis-

cretion of the Court, and the restraining order shall be made
perpetual. The articles covered by the inventory, which were

retained by the Sheriff, shall be forfeited to the State and sold,

and the net proceeds sent to the State Treasurer, and the Sheriff

shall forthwith proceed to dispose of the alcoholic liquors cov-

ered by said inventory as provided for in this Chapter as when
other liquors are seized. Liquors seized as hereinbefore pro-

vided, and the vessels containing them, shall not be taken from

the custody of the officers in possession of the same by any writ

of replevin or other process while the proceedings herein pro-

vided are pending. No suit shall lie for damages alleged to

arise by seizure and detention of liquors under this Chapter.

Any person violating the terms of any restraining order granted violation of
-^ ^

.
*

.
-^ tj & orderto becon-

m such proceedmgs shall be punished for contempt by a fine of tempt,

not less than two hundred dollars nor more than one thousand
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"""'"'^
dollars, and by imprisonment not less than ninety days nor more
than one year.

fof c"oStem™r* I" contempt proceedings arising out of the violation of any
injunction granted under the provisions of this Chapter, the

Court, or in vacation any Judge thereof, shall have power to

try summarily and punish the party or parties guilty, as re-

quired by law. The affidavits upon which the attachment for

contempt issues shall make a prima facie case for the State.

At the hearing upon the charge for contempt, evidence may be

oral or in the form of affidavits, or both. The defendant shall

not necessarily be discharged upon his denial of the fact stated

in the moving papers. The Clerk of the Court shall, upon the

application of either party, issue subpoenas for witnesses, and,

except as above set forth, the practice in such contempt proceed-

ings shall conform as nearly as may to the practice in the Court

torney General of Commou Plcas. When any Solicitor neglects or refuses
when Solicitor , j- ,, ,,' .,.,.,
n e g 1 e cts his to perform any duty, or to take any steps required of him by any
'^^'

of the provisions of this Section, or by any of the

provisions of this Chapter, the Attorney General, on his own
motion, or by request of the Governor, shall in person, or by
his Assistant, proceed to the locality and perform such neg-

lected duty, and take such steps as are necessary in the place

of such Solicitor, and at his discretion to cause a prosecution to

be instituted, not only in the matter so neglected, but also a

prosecution against the Solicitor for malfeasance or misfeasance

in office, or for official misconduct, or for other charges justified

by facts, and to pursue the prosecution to the extent of a con-

viction and dismissal from office of any such Solicitor.

And in such event the Attorney General shall be, and is

hereby, authorized and empowered to appoint one or more ad-

ditional assistants, who shall each have while actually employed

the same compensation, to be paid from the litigation fund of

the Attorney General.

Any duty herein imposed upon a Solicitor may be performed

with equal force and effect by the Attorney General or other

person authorized by him to perform such duty.

Keeping and maintaining a nuisance is continuous, and is properly alleged

as being kept on day certain, and on divers days before and since.—State v.

Prater, 59 S. C, 271; 37 S. E., 933.

Under indictment for maintaining a nuisance, sales to parties other than those

named in the indictment may be shown.—State v. Green, 61 S. C., 13; 39 S. E.,

185; State V. Robison, 61 S. C, 106; 39 S. E., 247.

So, it may be shown that liquors were found in an adjoining room over which
defendant had control.—State v. Green, 61 S. C., 13.; 39 S. E., 185.
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Responsibility for acts of servants.—State v. Moore, 49 S. C, 438; 27 S. E.,

454-

And that sales were made on day prior to indictment, other than alleged therein.

—

State V. Green, 61 S. C, 13; 39 S. E., 185.

Objection that question would tend to incriminate witness cannot be made by a

defendant.—State v. Butler, 47 S. C, 25; 24 S. E., 991.

Allegation and proof as to place of sale.—State v. Marchbanks, 61 S. C. 20;

39 S. E., 187.

Conduct of person going to and leaving house relevant.—State v. Marchbanks,

61 S. C, 20; 39 S. E., 187.

Defendant may be asked whether he has been convicted for similar charge;

subject to his right to refuse to answer.—State v. Mitchell, 56 S. C, 532; 35

S. E., 210.

Charge propounding certain questions to jury held not prejudicial error.—State

V. Ross, 58 S. C, 444; 36 i). E., 659.

Sec. 579. The manager of every registered distillery of liquor reporVquarter°

in this State shall report quarterly to the Board of State Direc- Board.°

tors, showing the number of gallons of each kind of liquor on

hand, manufactured or disposed of during the quarter; and if

the said report fail to correspond with the return of said dis-

tiller to the United States Revenue Collector of this State, or

it is shown that said manager has disposed of liquor contrary

to this Chapter, said distillery shall be deemed to be a com-

mon nuisance, and the said manager and his aiders and assist-

ants and the premises shall be proceeded against as in this Chap-

ter provided as to places where liquors are sold contrary to this

Chapter.

Sec. 580. In air places where liquors are unlawfully kept or ^^Sear^ch w^a r-

stored, the same not being in an open house or exposed to view, i^s.sued^;^dispos^

and a search being necessary, upon affidavit to that effect, or seized.
^

on information and belief that contraband liquor is in such place, •^^•

a search warrant may be issued by a Justice, Judge or Magis-

trate, or Mayor or Intendant of a city or town, to whom appli-

cation is made, empowering a Constable, or any person who

may be deputized, to enter the said place by day time, or in the

night time, and to search and examine the said premises for

the purpose of seizing the said contraband liquors therein con-

cealed, kept or stored, which said liquor when so seized shall

be disposed of as hereinafter provided.

Sec. 581. Any of the liquors set forth in Section 555 which whenseiz-
-' ^ •^•-'^ ures may be

are contraband, may be seized and taken without warrant by n^ade^^ without

any Constable, Sheriff or policeman while in transit or after —
arrival, whether in possession of a common carrier, depot, agent,

express agent, private person, firm, corporation or association,

and reported to the Dispensary Commissioner at once, who shall

dispose of the same as hereinafter provided : Provided, That
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liquors purchased outside the State, owned and conveyed as

personal baggage, shall be exempt from seizure when the quan-

tity does not exceed one gallon.

iiikitTfq°u o°r
^^^- ^^^- '^'^^ possession of said illicit liquors is hereby pro-

for'void^^''^^^*^^^'^^^*^ ^^*^ declared unlawful, and any obligation, note of in-

J^ debtedness, contracted in their sale or transportation is declared

to be absolutely null and void, nor shall any action or suit for

the recovery of the same be entertained in any Court in this

Proceedings "Jl^a-Le.

^^ ^^^-
Sec. 583. The proceedings against liquor so illegally kept,

^'^' stored, sold, delivered, elsewhere than at his or her residence,

transported or being transported, shall be considered a proceed-

T r ansporta- ii^g ^^* fem, unless Otherwise herein provided.

sion of fafsdy Scc. 584. The Carriage, transportation, possession, removal,

ages.
^ ^^'^^'

sale, delivery or acceptance of any of the said liquors or liquids

Yb. in any package, cask, jug, box or other package, under any

other than the proper name or brand known to the trade as

designating the kind and quality of the contents of the casks,

packages or boxes containing the same, or the causing of such

carriage, transportation, possession, removal, sale, delivery or

acceptance, shall work the forfeiture of said liquors or liquids

and casks or packages, and the person or persons so offending,

knowingly, be subject to pay a fine of not 'less than one hun-

dred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, or imprison-

ment for the term of not less than six months nor more than one

year, and the wrongful name, address, mark, stamp or style on

such liquor when seized shall be considered evidence prima

facie of guilt. The books and way bills of the common carrier

may be examined to trace said liquor to the shipper, v/ho shall

p o w e rs of be liable, upon conviction, in like penalty.

detain suspici- Scc. 585. All Coustablcs, Deputy Constables, Sheriffs, Magis-
ous packages.

. . , ,. i n i i
•

i j
trates or municipal policemen shall have the right, power and

authority, and it shall be their duty, whenever they are informed

or suspect that any such suspicious package in possession of

a common carrier contains alcoholic liquors or liquids, to detain

the same for examination for the term of twenty-four hours

without any warrant or process whatever. Any Constable,

Deputy Constable, Sheriff or Magistrate who shall neglect or

refuse to perform the duties required by this Chapter shall be

subject to suspension by the Governor. Any Sheriff or Magis-

strate seizing any alcoholic liquors or liquids as required by this

Section shall be paid one-half the value of said liquor or liquids
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SO soon as the same shall have been received at the State Dis- ^"-^v—

'

pensary, approved and disposed of according to law.

Sec. 586. Any interference by any person with, obstruction or ^ u^lf'^ o^m^cCTs

resistance of, or abusive language to, any officer or person in forbidden.

the discharge of the duties herein enjoined, or the use of abusive ^^•

language by any such officer or person to any other person or

persons, shall be deemed a misdemeanor, and the person or

persons so offending shall, upon conviction, be punished by a

fine of not less than one hundred dollars, nor more than five

hundred dollars, or imprisonment for a term of not less than

three months nor more than twelve months.

Sec. 587. In all cases of seizure of anv goods, wares, mer- Proceedings
•^ ° ' ' when goods

chandise, or any other property, hereafter or heretofore, made ^j^^^^^^^j^r^e of

as being subject to forfeiture under any provisions of this Chap-$^° °^ ^°'^^-

ter, or any former Act, which in the opinion of the officer or

person making the seizure are of the appraised value of fifty

dollars or more, the said officer or person shall proceed as fol-

lows : First. He shall cause a list containing a particular de-

scription of the goods, wares or merchandise seized to be pre-

pared in duplicate and an appraisement thereof to be made by

three sworn appraisers to be selected b)?- him, who shall be re-

spectable and disinterested citizens of the State of South Caro-

lina residing withiii the County wherein the seizure was made.

Said list and appraisement shall be properly attested by the

said officer or person, and the said appraisers, for which service

each of the said appraisers shall be allowed the sum of one

dollar per day, not exceeding five days, to be paid by the Board

of State Directors. Second. If the said goods are believed by when of less

the officer making the seizure to be of less value than fifty dol-
^^^"^ ^^^^ ^^^'

lars, no appraisement shall be made. The said officer or person

shall proceed to publish a notice for three weeks, in writing,

at three places in the County where the seizure was made, de-

scribing the articles and stating the time and place and cause

of their seizure, and requiring any person claiming them to ap-

pear and make such claim within thirty days from the date

of the first publication of such notice. Third. Any person

claiming the liquors or other property so seized as contraband

within the time specified in the notice may file with the Board of

State Directors a claim, stating his interest in the articles seized,

and may execute a bond to the Board of State Directors in the

penal sum of five hundred dollars, with sureties, to be approved

by the said Board of State Directors, conditioned that in the
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case of condemnation of the articles so seized the obHgors shall

pay all the costs and expenses of the proceedings to obtain such
condemnation

; and upon the delivery of such bonds to the Board
of State Directors he shall transmit the same with the duplicate

list or description of the goods seized to the Solicitor of the

Circuit in which such seizure was made, and the said Solicitor

licitor?"
°^ ^°' shall prosecute the case to secure the forfeiture of said contra-

band liquors or liquids in the Court having jurisdiction.

Fourth. If no claim is interposed and no bond given within the

time above specified, such liquors shall be forfeited without fur-

ther proceedings, and the Dispensary Commissioner shall have
the said liquors tested by the State Chemist, and, if pure, shall

furnish the same through the State Dispensary. If not pure,

the same shall be destroyed by the Chemist of the South Caro-
lina College, who shall make a report to the Board of State

Directors of the amount and kinds of liquors so destroyed:

Provided, That in seizures in quantities less in value than fifty

dollars of such illicit liquor or liquors, the same may be adver-

tised with other quantities at Columbia by the Board of State

Directors and disposed of as hereinbefore provided : Provided,

arul^ma'^^-i"e^^'^^^^^^^-'
^^^^ ^^c claimants of such liquors may give bond in

^^ one hundred dollars as when the value is fifty dollars or over,
^0- and shall bear the burden of showing before a Magistrate that

they have complied with the law and that the liquor is not liable
-'' to seizure.

arrivai°in^ the
^®^- ^^^- ^^^ fermented, distilled or other liquors, or liquids

fubfect^to°it'I^°"^^^"^"§'
alcohol, transported into this State, or remain-

laws. i„gr herein for use, sale, consumption, storage, or other dis-

-^^- position, shall, upon introduction and arrival in this State, be

subject to the operation and effect of this law to the same ex-

tent and in the same manner as though such liquors or liquids

had been produced in this State,

tran^rting"!!^ ^60. 589. No pcrsou, except as provided in this Chapter,

hicies!^ e x"Jpt shall bring into this State, or transport from place to place

vidid.'^^*'^
P''"" within this State, by wagon, cart or other vehicle, or by any

other means or mode of carriage, any liquor or liquids contain-

ing alcohol, under a penalty of one hundred dollars or imprison-

ment for thirty days for each offense, upon conviction thereof,

as for a misdemeanor. Any servant, agent or employe of

any persons, corporations or associations doing business in this

State as a common carrier, or any person whatever (except an

officer seizing or examining the same), who shall remove any
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intoxicating liquors from any railroad car, vessel or other ve-
^-^^-^^

hide of transportation at any place other than the usual and

established stations, wharves, depots or places of business of

such common carriers within some incorporated city or town

where there is a Dispensary, or who shall aid in or consent to

such removal, or attempt to remove, shall, upon conviction, be

sentenced to pay a fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor

more than five hundred dollars, or imprisonment for a term of

not less than three months nor more than twelve months : Pro-

vided, That said penalty shall not apply to any liquor in transit

when changed from car to car to facilitate transportation across

the State : Provided, That this Section does not apply to liquors

purchased from a Dispensary and bearing the proper label or

certificate. All liquors in this State, except Dispensary liquors

and those passing through this State, consigned to points be- tmnsftu.
^"^^ ^^

yond this State, shall be deemed contraband, and may be seized

in transit without warrant. And any steamboat, sailing vessel,

railroad, express company or other common carrier transporting

or' bringing into this State alcoholic liquors for sale

or use therein, except by the Dispensar)'-, shall suffer

a penalty of five hundred dollars and costs for each

offense, to be recovered by the Solicitor of the Cir-

cuit or the Attorney General by an action brought therefor

in any Court of competent jurisdiction. The State Constable,'en'ter" a™^d

Sheriff, municipal police or any lawful Constable may enfer^^^^*^
'^^^^'

any railroad car, or express car, or depot, or steamboat, or otlrer

vessel, without warrant, and make search for such contraband

liquors, and may examine the way bills and freight books of

said common carriers, and any one interfering with or resist-

ing such officer shall be punished by a fine of not less than one

hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, or im-

prisonment for a term of not less than three months nor more

than twelve months.

This Section does not apply to liquors being brought into the State by a pur-

chaser until his arrival at his home in this State.—State v. Holleyman, 55 S. C,

207; 33 S. E., 366; 31 S. E., 362. Applies to transportation of liquors between

points within the State.—State v. Pickett, 47 S. C, loi; 25 S. E., 46.

Sec. 590. Any person detected openly or in the act of vio- Arrest of open

lating any of the provisions of this Chapter shall be liable to

arrest without warrant : Provided, A warrant shall be procured

within a reasonable time thereafter.

Similar power to make arrest is had by United States Deputy Marshals.—State

V. Dill, 48 S. C, 249; 26 S. E., 567.
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Sec. 591. In case of conviction of violations of any of the

fo^ "ioto^^^of 2^^^^°"^ ^^ ^h^^ Chapter where punishment is not especially
forbidden acts, provided for, the person or persons or corporations so con-

victed shall be punished in the discretion of the Court trying

the same. All alcoholic liquors, other than domestic wine,

which do not have on the packages in which they are contained

the label and certificates going to show that they have been

tested by the Chemist and purchased from a State officer au-

thorized to sell them are hereby declared contraband, and on

seizure will be forfeited to the State, as provided in Section

587 : Provided, That this Section shall not apply to liquor held

by the owners of registered stills in bonded warehouses. Per-

may°be had for SOUS having liquor which they wish to keep for their own use
iquor store

. ^^^_^ throw the protcctiou of the law around the same by fur-

- nishing an inventory of the quantity and kinds to the Dispen-

sary Commissioner and applying for certificates to affix thereto.

stags'" prohib" ^"y persons affixing or causing to be affixed to any package
^^^^- containing alcoholic liquor any imitation stamp or other printed

or engraved label or device than those furnished by the Board

of State Directors shall, for each offense, be liable to a penalty

of ten days' imprisonment or twenty-five dollars' fine.

Rescue from gec. 592. Evcry person who dispossesses or rescues from a

Constable or other officer, or attempts so to do, any alcoholic

liquor taken or detained by such officer charged with the en-

forcement of this law shall, upon conviction, be imprisoned not

less than three months nor more than twelve months, or by a

fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five

hundred dollars,

comrabany "ii^
^®^' ^^^" "^"^ persou handling contraband liquor in the night

quor at night. \\ii^q or delivering the same shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
^^- and on conviction shall be punished by imprisonment for not

less than three months nor more than twelve months, or by a

fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five

hundred dollars.

State V. Holleyman, 55 S. C, 207; 33 S. E., 366; 31 S. E., 362; State v. Adams,

49 S. C, 518; 27 S. E., 523.

Transp9rtation gee. 594. Any wagou, cart, boat, or any other conveyance,

"'g^t. together with horses, mules, or other animal or animals and
^^- harness, accompanying the same, transporting liquors at night,

other than regular passenger or freight steamers and railway

cars, shall be liable to seizure and confiscation, ai>d to that end

the officer shall cause the same to be duly advertised and sold

and the proceeds sent to the State Treasurer.

lb.
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In determining whether the property should be confiscated under this Section, ^'-'-v "'- '

the acquittal of the person accused of illegally transporting such liquor under

Sec. 593, is a material circumstance to be considered.—Dobbins v. Gaines, 52 S. C,
180; 29 S. E., 401.

Sec. 595, Every Dispenser when he sells a package con- Labels to be

taining liquor shall put a cross mark in ink on the label or Dispenser.

certificate thereon extending from the top to the bottom and

from side to side. When any liquor is seized because it has

not the necessary certificates and labels required by this Chap-

ter, the burden of proof shall be upon the claimant of said

spirits to show that no fraud has been committed and that the

whiskey is not contraband.

Sec. 596. Any railroad, steamboat, express company or other
rier°s™HaWe'^Yo

common carrier shall incur a penalty of treble the invoice price
^^^^^l

^j^^g"^^
°l

of any alcoholic liquors lost or stolen in transit to or from the stolen.

Dispensary, whether shipped as released or not, such penalty to ^^'

be recovered by action in any Court of competent jurisdiction.

Sec. 597. It'shall be the duty of Sheriffs, Deputy Sheriffs and tiPy®fJik °to"rs;

Constables having notice of the violation of any of the pro-
^'^

visions of this Chapter to notify the Circuit Solicitor of the fact

of such violation, and to furnish him the name of any witness

within their knowledge by whom such violation can be .proven.

If any such officer or Solicitor shall wilfully fail to comply with

the provisions of this Section, he shall, upon conviction, be fined

in a sum not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five

hundred dollars, and such conviction shall work a forfeiture of

the office held by ^uch person, and the Court before whom such

conviction is had shall, in addition to the imposition of the fine

aforesaid, order and adjudge the forfeiture of his said office.

Sec. 598. In any indictment for the sale of intoxicating
^j^^°^gp^^?^Jj.*^°

liquors it shall be competent to charge a series of sales on the^^^|^jg" ^^|*^^

same or on divers days up to the finding of the true bill to one ^^^^^

person, or to different persons, naming one and stating the ^^

others to be unknown, in the same count, as was formerly the

practice in indictments for retailing liquor without license in

this State, and the prosecuting officer shall not be required to

elect which particular sale he will rely on, but may offer proof

of all, and proof of any one or of all the sales will sustain a

verdict : Provided, Upon a trial and conviction or acquittal

no other bill of indictment will lie for any sale occurring prior

to bill found on the case tried, and that punishment shall be in

such cases as for one sale : Provided, further, That this Sec-

tion shall not be so construed as to prevent the prosecuting
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officer from giving out several bills of indictment for several

sales in the first instance if he thinks best to do so.

So far as this Section attempts to authorize proof of sales to "divers other per-

sons" to the jurors unknown, it has been held inoperative under the Constitution,
Art. I., Sec. i8.—State v. Jeffcoat, 54 S. C, 196; 32 S. E., 298; State v. May,
45 S. C, 511; 23 S. E., 513; State v. Couch, 54 S. C, 286; 32 S. E., 408.
But sales may be alleged on a day certain and on "divers other days" both before

and since; and proved on any day prior to the finding of the indictment.—State
V. Prater, 59 S. C, 274; 37 S. E., 933.

he^nYnil^l ^^^- ^99. Whenever in this Chapter it is provided that
tion and belief, prpcess shall issuc upon an affidavit based on information and

^^- belief, the affidavit shall contain a statement setting forth the

sources of information, the facts and grounds of belief upon
which the affiant bases his belief: Provided, That it shall not

be necessary to set forth the sources of information, the facts

and grounds of belief in the affidavit upon which a warrant

of arrest shall issue, but it shall only be necessary in cases

of search warrants.

agtinst' officers Scc. 600. Chapter L, Title VII. of the Code of Civil Pro-

?hii''faw."'^^''cedure of this State, entitled "Of Provisional Remedies in Civil

Actions," shall not apply to any officer or person having duties

to perform under this Chapter, and in no case shall an action lie

against any such officer or person for damages to person or

property, as provided in said Chapter.

See Section 661 of Civil Code as to the appointment of Constables to enforce

the Dispensary Law.

Use of false Scc. 601. It shall be unlawful for the Dispensary Commis-
o r misleading

. ,
-^

labels a mis- sioucr, or auv officcr or employe of the State Dispensary, or
demeanor. _,

'
.

r j '

1900 XXIII
^^^ County Dispenser or his clerk, to put any false or mislead-

441. ' 'ing label on any package of liquor to be sold under the pro-

visions of this Chapter, or to receive any samples for personal

use, or to drink or to give away any liquors in stock ; and any

person found guilty of violating any provisions of this Sec-

tion shall, upon conviction in any Court of competent jurisdic-

tion, be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars

($100) or by imprisonment for not less than three months, and

such conviction shall work a forfeiture of the office or position

held by such person.

Use of pal- Sec. 602. The Board of State Directors of this State shallm e tto label

Boa°d''orstate
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ label with the palmetto tree printed on it, or

Directors. ^yty bottle in which the design or representation of a palmetto
^im, XXIII., ^j-gg J5 blown : Provided, That the provisions of this Section

shall not apply to the stock of labels and bottles cm hand at the

time of the approval of this Section. .
•
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Sec. 603. The presiding officers of the Senate and House of

Representatives shall annually appoint a Committee, consisting g^^^™'"^^j*°

of two members of the House of Representatives and one Sena- ^^^^^1
a r y ac-

tor, whose duty it shall be to make quarterly examinations of composition

the books and financial transactions of the State Dispensary for -^gg^ x x i.

the fiscal year beginning on the first day of November previous '^^^•

to the date of their appointment, and to make a written report of

such examinations to the General Assembly at the session next

succeeding after their appointment. It shall be the duty of at ^^^y-

least one member of said Committee to be present at the taking

of the inventory of the stock of the State Dispensary at the

end of each quarter.

Each member of said Committee shall receive the same per

diem and mileage as members of the General Assembly, to be ^^^'

paid out of the Dispensary funds by warrant of Dispensary jjow paid.

Commissioner on the State Treasurer : Provided, That no per

diem be allowed to the members of said Committee for more

than twenty-four days during any fiscal year.
roviso.

Sec. 604. It shall be unlawful for any club, company, asso-

ciation or corporation, or any chartered company now in exist- ciubs not to

ence, or hereafter to be incorporated, for social, literary or other quorfwuliout

purpose, within this State, to levy, sell, keep for sale, exchange, .

"^^"^^'

barter or dispense without a license any liquor, wine, beer, bit- isga, x'xi., ei'.

ters or other intoxicating spirits for any purpose whatever

either to members or to other persons ; and any member or

members knowingly belonging to any club, company, associa-

tion or corporation which receives and dispenses intoxicating

spirits contrary'to the provisions of this Section shall be deemed membership in

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof before ^ '-

a Magistrate shall be fined in a sum not less than thirty nor

more than fifty dollars, or imprisoned in the County jail not

exceeding thirty days, for each and every offense.

Passed because of decision in Columbia Club v. McMaster, 35 S. C, 1; 14

S. E., 290.

See. 605. Wilfully furnishing any intoxicating drink, by sale,

gift or otherwise, to any person of known intemperate habits, selling liquor

or to any person when drunk or intoxicated, or to a minor, or temperate" per-

to any insane person, for use as a beverage, shall be held andnors.
^" ™'

deemed a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof the of- g. s. 1738; r.

fender shall be fined not less than ten nor more than one hun- xV., 799.

dred dollars, and imprisoned not less than ten days nor more

than thirty days.
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'

^^^"^'^'^
Sec. 606. It shall be unlawful for any physician to give a pre-

not
^

to^ '""p^l
scription for any liquors except when actually in bona Me at-

p^^ig^t3^"P"° tendance upon patients, and upon violating this Section shall,

G. s. 1751; R"upon conviction, be fined in a sum not less than two hundred

xviL°'s95;^^"' dollars, or imprisonment not less than three months, or both

fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of the Court.

When druggist innocently fills prescription for three pints of liquor by de-

livering it on three several days, one pint each day, does not violate the law

—

Sec. 1/43, Gen. Stat.—State v. May, 33 S. C., 39; 11 S. E., 440.

Under Sec. 1749 General Statutes, as amended, 18 Stat., 694, the penalties for

violating Section 1751 applies alike to towns where sale of liquors has been pro-

hibited by special statute and by local option laws.-—State v. Atkinson, 33 S. C.,

100; II S. E., 693.

Povision in General Statutes that "any person violating Sections 1750 and 1751
of this Chapter shall, upon conviction, be fined, &c.," makes a violation of either

Section punishable.

—

lb.

Evidence of the number of prescriptions issued by defendant within a given

time, to be filled at the same drug store, is relevant to the issue of defendant's

good faith in making them.

—

lb.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

Violations of the License Laws by Insurance and Other
Companies, Emigrant Agents, Owners of Shows, &c., Per-

sons Selling Pistols, &c.

Sec.

607. Insurance companies doing busi-

ness without a license.

Sec.

609. Violation of law by persons rep-

resenting plays, shows, &c.

60S. Soliciting emigrants without a
j

610. Sale of pistols, &c., wLthout
license.

1
license.

Penalty f o t Section 607. Anv person who shall transact anv business of
acting as agent - -t^

for a foreign jj-^gyj-^j^(,g jj^ ^j-^jg g^ate for any company of the United States
insurance com- -' r j

Hc^ense
^^'"^''°"^ or foreign State not incorporated by the laws of this State with-

G s 1357-
T^^^ having first obtained license by law required, or after his

xiv^''^05^- isss'
licei^se has been withdrawn, or shall in any way violate the fore-

XX., 63. going provisions in relation to license of insurance companies

or agents thereof, shall upon conviction in any Court of com-

petent jurisdiction, be fined for every such offense not more
Proviso.

^j^^j^ Qj^g hundred dollars : Provided, That nothing contained

in this Section shall release such company or companies upon

any policy issued or delivered by it or them.

to^^soHcit^l?!^'^ See. 608. Xo person shall carry on the business of an emi-
grants withou t,

gj-^j^^ agent in this State without having first obtained a license

108 4;^'
i'Id^s', therefor from the State Treasurer. The term "emigrant

xxii.,*si^^^^^' agent," as contemplated in this Section, shall be construed to

mean any person engaged in hiring laborers or soliciting emi-
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grants in this State to be employed beyond the limits of the ^~—~v-^

same. Any person shall be entitled to a license, which shall be

good for one year, upon payment into the State Treasury for

the use of the State of five hundred dollars in each County in

which he operates or solicits emigrants for each year so en-

gaged. Any person doing business of an emigrant agent with-
gj^^'^^^lg^fs™''

out having first obtained such license shall be deemed guilty of ^ g 438.

a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by fine

not less than five hundred dollars and not more than five thous-

and dollars, or may be imprisoned in the County jail not less

than four months, or confined in the State prison, at hard labor,

not exceeding two years for each and every offense, within the ^^"^^'^y-

discretion of the Court.

Sec. 609. Any person or persons, company or companies, rep- v i oiation of

resenting publicly for gain or reward any play, comedy, trage- r^epresen "fi^g

dy, interlude or farce, or other entertainment of the stage, ot^^^^' ^
°^®'

any part therein, all fortune tellers, and those who exhibit wax g. s. 1759; r.

figures, or shows of any kind whatsoever, and any circus or xV., 845. '

°'

other show traveling in connection therewith, who shall give

any exhibition without complying with the law imposing a tax

or license therefor shall upon conviction in any Court of com-

petent jurisdiction be fined in the sum of two hundred dollars

and all costs and be imprisoned in the County jail for not less

than one month nor more than three months, in the discretion

of the Court.

Sec. 610. No person or corporation with in the limits of this Saie of pis-

State shall sell or offer for sale any pistol, rifle cartridge or out 'a license a

pistol cartidge less than .4'; calibre, or metal knuckles, without... R. S. 490;
first obtaining a license from the County in which such person iS9o,' xx., 053;

or corporation is doing business so to do. The County Board

of Commissioners of the several Counties of this State are County Board
1 . , . 1

.

... . „ . . , of Commission-
authorized to issue licenses m their respective Counties for the ers to issue

license
sale of pistols and pistol and rifle cartridges of less than .4=;

'

calibre, and metal knuckles, upon the payment to the County xxi., 426.

Treasurer by the person or corporation so applying for said li-

cense of the sum of twenty-five dollars annually; and any

person who shall sell or offer for sale any pistol, or pistol 01

rifle cartridge of less than .45 calibre, or metal knuckles, without

having obtained the license provided for in this Section shall

be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be

punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or by Penalty.
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imprisonment not exceeding- one year, or both, at the discretion

of the Court.

CHAPTER XXIX.

Violations of the Laws Concerning Sailors, Immigrants, &c.

Sec.
,

611. Offenses against laws regulating

seamen, &c., boarding houses,

&c.

612. No tavern keeper to harbor
mariner longer than one
hour. Not to extend to

mariners legally discharged.

613. Harboring deserting seamen and
enticing them to desert.

614. Magistrates may order search

for deserting seamen.
615. Last two Sections extend to all

shipping agreements.

Sec.

616. Articles of ship admissible in

evidence.

617. A misdemeanor to impress sea-

men.
618. Evidence of master of vessel

may be taken de bene esse

on trial.

619. Masters lodging seamen in jail

for desertion to give bond. *

620. Procurers of seamen not to

board vessels without per-

mission of master.

621. Masters may arrest offenders.

622. Burden of proof.

ag^kist'iaws "af
Sectloii 61 L Whocvcr shall offend against any or either of

andTe^a^nfen^h^ provisions Contained in Sections 2291, 2292, 2297, 2298,

demMnor;^n-2299, 2300, and 2301, of the Civil Code, shall be deemed guilty
ishment. pf ^ misdcmcanor, and shall, upon conviction thereof, be pun-

s^-4f3.^^|'6^; ished by imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year and
XVIII., 472, § j^Q|. iggg ^1^^^ thirty days, or by a fine not exceeding two hundred

and fifty dollars and not less than one hundred dollars, or by

both such fine and imprisonment.

No tavern gec. 612. It shall not be lawful for anv tavern keeper, punch
keeper to liar- - sr ' sr

bor ma r i n e r housc keeper, or victualler, within this State, to harbor, en-
more than one -^

hour; penalty; tertain, or employ any seaman or mariner, exceeding one hour
not to extend ' r j j .....
to mariners le- in four and twcnty, without an order or direction in writing
gaily discharg- ' ' °

^ for so doing under the hand of the master or commander of

c:*^- ?n.-^^®'^'--^' the ship or vessel to which such seaman or mariner shall be-
S. 494; lol, t-

III., 735, § 1. long, under pain of forfeiting the sum of ten dollars for every

such offense, to be recovered by indictment i;i any Court of

competent jurisdiction, and applied one-half to the informer

and the other half for the use of the State : Provided always,

nevertheless. That nothing herein contained shall extend, or be

construed to extend, to such seaman or mariner as shall be

Harboring de- legally discharged from any ship or vessel.

and'entiTufg ^cc. 613. Any pcrson who shall be convicted of harboring
them to desert, deserting scameu, or of inveigling or procuring them to desert

sJ^^fg.-^i^e'Q^; any service for which they have engaged, or disregard any

1836 ^Vi ^557' articles into which they have entered, shall be held guilty of a

§
1.'
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misdemeanor, and, upon trial and conviction, shall be punished '""-^v-^

by fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of the Judge, not

to exceed three hundred dollars' fine and three months' im-

prisonment ; and, upon a second conviction, the person so of-

fending, if the keeper of a public or lodging house for seamen,

in addition to the penalty before provided, shall forfeit his or

her license.

State V. Cordes, Rice, 152; Dudley, 225.

Sec. 614. In case any such seaman, or any boy apprenticed on may order

board any ship or vessel, shall be harbored, secreted, or de- s e r t ing sea-

tained, it shall be lawful for any Magistrate, upon complaint, '-

on oath, made by the master of the said ship, or on his behalf, i652;"r. s'. 496!

to inquire into the matter, and, if he shall see fit, by warrant

under his hand and seal, to cause search to be made into any

place wherein the said seaman or apprentice may be harbored

or secreted, and to cause such seaman or apprentice to be re-

stored to the master of the said ship.

Sec. 615. The provisions of the two preceding Sections shall tioni exTe°ndTo

extend to every agreement to proceed or continue on a voyage, agreemente'^"^^

made in this State or elsewhere, by a seaman, and whether in g. s. i653; r.

contemplation of a voyage to be commenced in this State or v'l., 576, § i.

'

elsewhere : Provided, That the said agreement, at the time

when any such seaman may be harbored or secreted contrary

to the provisions of the said Sections, shall not have been fully

executed and determined, but shall be of force and binding on

such seaman, according to the laws of this State, or of the

country where the same was entered into, or to which the ship

or vessel in which such voyage was to be made may belong.

Sec. 616. On the prosecution or trial of any indictment under

the provisions of this Chapter, a copy of the articles of the ship admissible

ship or vessel, authenticated by the affidavit of the captain,
'-—

.

sworn to before any Notary Public or Magistrate of this State, s. '498; issi',

shall be admissible in evidence, and shall be sufficient to estab- xiii., iVi, §§.12
lish the fact that any seaman whose name appears subscribed

thereto has signed the agreement contained in such articles,

until the contrary be made to appear by proof.

Sec. 617. Any attempt by fraud or force to ship, against his meaner to im-

.,, , , , . . press seamen.
Will, any person as a seaman on board any vessel m any port m
this State is herebv declared a misdemeanor, to be punished s. '499; 1855!

1 ^ , • . ' 11- • r , /- XII., 402, § 1.

by fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 618. When any prosecution shall be commenced against

any person under the provisions of this Chapter, providing

29.—C. P.
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for the punishment of harboring- seamen who have deserted, and

der"thii^chap-^^
shall appear to the Magistrate before whom the prosecution

of "^'ma^ster^^of
^^^ commenccd that the testimony of any master of a vessel

takln dl%enl '^^ Other transient person will be important on such trial, such

ffff: Magistrate shall have authority, after five days' notice to the

g *^- lio^^^^^'gg^-
party accused, to summon such witness before some Judge of

1855''xn \m ^^^ Court of General Sessions, or the Recorder of the City

§ ^- Court of Charleston, to appear and give evidence in the said

matter, when such witness shall be examined, with the right

to the party accused to examine or cross-examine such witness,

as in trials in open Court; and the Judge or Recorder shall

certify and seal up such evidence, to be used on the trial of the

cause, in the same manner as if the same had been given orally

on such trial : Provided, That such testimony shall in no case

be used unless it shall appear, by the affidavit of the Magis-

trate before whom such prosecution shall have been commenced,

that such witness is not at the time of such trial within the

jurisdiction of the State.

Masters lodg- ^®^' ^^^' ^^^ mastcrs of vcsscls, and others, lodging seamen

jafi for™dese"i" ^^'^^ j^i^^ o^ ^^'^^ State, for desertion, shall, previously thereto,

bond*^" ^'^^give bond, with security, to the Sheriff of the County, to be

G s 1659- R. by him approved, in the sum of five hundred dollars, for every

V T74'
^^^^' seaman so lodged in any jail in this State, with a condition that

he or they shall be bound to take away the said seaman or sea-

men from the jail, and pay the expenses thereof.

Procurers of ^^^- ^'^^' ^^ ^hall not bc lawful for any broker, shipping mas-

To^rd vessels tcr, or Other person engaged in the business of procuring sea-

sonT/ ma™en "^e"- for vessels, or furnishing them with such seamen, or

G. s. 1660; R making contracts for their services, to enter or attempt to go

xiL^^i?!^ §
1^' on board of any vessel lying at any port in any waters within

the jurisdiction of this State, except as herein provided, without

having previously obtained the permission of the master or

other person having the care, custody, and control of such ves-

sel ; and any such person so entering any vessel as aforesaid,

without such permission, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

meanor, and shall, upon conviction, be punished by fine and

imprisonment, at the discretion of the Judge who- tries the case,

not to exceed three hundred dollars and three months' imprison-

ment.

Masters may Sec. 621. It shall be lawful for the master or other person

ers. having the command of the said vessel, or the care, custody, and

/ b., G. s. control of the same, to seize and arrest all persons while so
1661; R. S. 503.
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offending, and to take them before any Magistrate, to be com-

mitted or bound over to appear as in other cases of misde- p^oY
^^^ °

meaner. jb., g. s!

Sec. 622. Upon the trial of any person indicted under the two ^*^^^' ^- ^- ^°*-

foregoing Sections of this Chapter, in case it shall be proved

that any such person shall have entered or attempted to go

on board any vessel within the jurisdiction of this State, it

shall be obligatory upon the person accused to prove that he

had previously received the required permission ; and in default

of such proof, such person shall be presumed to have entered

without such permission, and be found guilty accordingly.

CHAPTER XXX.

Cruelty to Animals.

Sec.

623. Cruelty to animals.

624. Owners liable to punishment.
625. Ill treatment of animals.

626. Cruel work, abandonment, &c.

627. Overloading and confinement of

on railroad cars, &c.

628. Arrest for violation made with
or without warrant.

Sec.

629. When search warrant may be

issued.

630. Meaning of "animal" and
"owner."

631. Duty of certain officers.

632. Fines, penalties, costs, a lien.

633. Society for prevention of cruelty

to animals may destroy cer-

tain animals.

Section 623. Whoever shall wilfully abuse or cruelly treat any animals
Cruelt y to

horse, mule, or draught animal or beast of burden, shall, upon ^.G- S- 2525; r.
° '

' ^ S. 505; 1878,
conviction thereof before any Court of competent jurisdiction, xvi., 492.

suffer imprisonment for fifteen days, or pay a fine of fifteen

dollars.
_ __ . ^.^ , . , . Owners liable

Sec. b«4. ii^very owner or person having the possession, to punishment.

charge, or custody of any animal, who cruelly drives or works, _ib., g. s.

when unfit for labor, or cruelly abandons, the same, or who car-

ries or causes the same to be carried, in or upon any vehicle,

or otherwise, in an unnecessarily cruel or inhuman manner, or

knowingly or wilfully authorizes or permits the same to be sub-

jected to unnecessary torture, suffering, or cruelty of any kind,

shall be punished for every such offense in the manner provided

in preceding Section.

Sec. 625. Whoever over loads, over drives, over works, tor- of animais"'^'^

tures, torments, needlessly mutilates, cruelly kills, ill treats, or g. s. 1703
-, R.

whoever deprives of necessary sustenance or shelter, or who- 1 s s 3, 'xviii.'

ever inflicts unnecessary pain or suffering upon any animal, or

whoever causes the same to be done, whether such person be •.
' . .
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the owner thereof or have the charge or custody of the same,

shall, for every such offense, be guilty of a misdemeanor, and

be punished by imprisonment in jail not exceeding thirty (30)

days, or by a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars.

Cruel work, ^^^' ^^^' Evcry owucr, possessor, or person having the

laf^mTfl"''- charge or custody of any animal, v^ho cruelly drives or works
^^^^°^- the same when unfit for labor, or cruelly abandons the same, or

s^'5ol';'^i°8'8^', who carrics the same, or causes the same to be carried, in or
XVII., 573, §2^^pQj^ ^jjy vehicle, or otherwise, in an unnecessarily cruel or

inhuman manner, or knowingly or wilfully authorizes or per-

mits the same to be subjected to unnecessary torture, suffering,

or cruelty of any kind, shall, for every such offense, be guilty

of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished for every such offense

in the manner prescribed in Section 625.

Overloading Scc. 627. No railroad company, in the carrying or transpor-

men t°of o n tation of animals, shall overload the cars, nor permit the ani-

mals to be confined in cars for a longer period than twenty-

s. 1705; R. s! eight consecutive hours, without unloading the same for rest,

water, and feeding, for a period of at least five consecutive

hours, unless prevented from so unloading by storm or other

accidental causes beyond the control of such railroad company.

In estimating such confinement, the time during which the

animals have been confined without such rest on connecting

roads from which they are received shall be included ; it being

the intent of this Chapter to prohibit their continuous confine-

ment beyond the period of twenty-eight hours, except upon

contingencies hereinbefore stated. Animals so unloaded shall

be properly fed, watered, and sheltered during such rest by the

owner or person having the custody thereof, or, in case of his

default in so doing, then by the railroad company transport-

ing the same, at the expense of the owner or person in custody

thereof ; and the said company shall, in such case, have a lien

upon such animals for food, care, and custody furnished, and

shall not be liable for any detention of such animals authorized

by this Chapter. Any company, owner, or custodian, of such

animals, who shall fail to comply with the provisions of this

Section, shall, for each and every such offense, be liable for and

forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than fifty nor more than

five hundred dollars, in any Court of competent jurisdiction

:

Provided^ however, That when animals shall be carried in cars

in which they can and do have proper food, water, space, and
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Opportunity for rest, the foregoing provisions in regard to their ^^-^v^~^

being unloaded shall not apply.

Sec. 628. Any person violating the laws in relation to cru-
Arrest for

elty to animals may be arrested and held, without warrant, ^Tth o?without

in the same manner as in the case of persons found breaking the
'^^'"'"^"^-

peace; and the person making the arrest, with or without war- q-^^j; ^^^^gf ^;

rant, shall use reasonable diligence to give notice thereof to the ^- ^'°-

owner of the animals found in the charge or custody of the

person arrested, and shall properly care and provide for such

animals until the owner thereof shall take charge of the same

:

Provided, The owner shall take charge of the same within fif-

teen days from the date of such notice. And the person making

such arrest shall have a lien on said animals for the expense of

such care and provision.

Sec. 629. When complaint is made on oath or affirmation, when search

to any Magistrate authorized to issue warrants in criminal be^^issued™
^

^

cases, that the complainant believes, and has reasonable cause to g. s. 1707 ; r.

believe, that the laws in relation to cruelty to animals have been xvir.,' 574, § 5!

or are being violated in any particular building or place, such

Magistrate, if satisfied that there is reasonable cause for such

belief, shall issue a search warrant authorizing any Sheriff,

Deputy Sheriff, Deputy State Constable, Constable, or police

officer, to search such building or place ; but no such search

shall be made after sunset, unless specially authorized by the

Magistrate, upon satisfactory cause shown.

Sec. 630. In this Chapter the words "animal" or "animals"

shall be held to include all brute creatures ; and the words ''animal''^ and

"owner," "person" and "whoever" shall be held to include cor- —^

—

porations as well as individuals ; and the knowledge and acts iros- r. 's. 512!

of agents of and persons employed by corporations in regard

to animals transported, owned or employed by or in the custody

of such corporations shall be held to be the acts and knowledge

of such corporation.

Sec. 631. It shall be the duty of all Sheriffs, Deputy Sheriffs,
,. A Duty of cer-

Deputy State Constables, Constables and police officers to pros- tain officers.

ecute all violations of the provisions of this Chapter which ib., § 7; G. S.^
1709; R. S. 513.

shall come to their notice or knowledge ; and all fines collected

upon complaint or information for violation of this Chapter

shall inure and be paid over, one-half to the South Carolina

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, in aid of the

benevolent objects for which it was incorporated.
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Sec. 632. All penalties, fines and costs incurred by reason of

tiS'^^^costf^^a
^^°^^^^*^^^^ °^ Sections 625, 626, 627 and 628 shall constitute

lien.

lb., 575, § 8;

G. S. 1710; R.
S. 514.

and be a lien upon such animal or animals so cruelly used.

Sec. 633. A person, being the owner or possessor, or having

charge or custody, of a maimed, diseased, disabled or infirm

p r^evenfion °of
animal, in any town or city of this State of not less than forty

m af
s^

author- thousaud inhabitants, who abandons such animal, or leaves it

inlmds'^ under to *^^^ ^^ ^ strcct, road, highway or public place, more than

stance".
'^*'^'^'^™" thrcc hours after he receives notice that it is left disabled, is

1899, XXIII.' &^^^ty °^ ^ misdemeanor, and shall be punished by
^^- a fine of not exceeding one hundred dollars, or im-

prisonment not exceeding thirty days. Any agent or

officer of the South Carolina Society for the pre-

vention of Cruelty to Animals, or any society duly incor-

porated for that purpose, may lawfully destroy, or cause to be

destroyed, any animal found abandoned and not properly cared

for, appearing, in the judgment of two reputable citizens called

by him to view the same in his presence, to be glandered, in-

jured or diseased past recovery for any useful purpose. When
any person arrested is, at the time of such arrest, in charge of

any animal, or any vehicle drawn by or containing any animal,

any agent of said society may take charge of such animal and

of such vehicle and its contents, and deposit the same in a safe

place of custody, or deliver the same into the possession of the

police or Sheriff of the County or place wherein such arrest

was made, who shall thereupon assume the custody thereof;

and all necessary expenses incurred in taking charge of such

property shall be a lien thereon.

CHAPTER XXXI.

Felonies; Acessories; Aiders and Abettors.

634. Accessories before fact punished
as principal.

635. Accessories before fact, when
and how tried.

Sec.

636. Where to be tried.

637. Accessories after the fact, how,
where and when tried.

In treason and misdemeanors tliere are no accessories; all participating are

P e r sons ac- principals.—Whittaker v. English, i Bay, 15; State v. Lymburn, i Brev., 397;
cessory before State v. Westfield, i Bail., 132.
fact punished
as principal. Sectlon 634. Whocvcr aids in the commission of a felony, or is

s*^52^i ^^sLe^i^^^^^^*^^^
thereto before the fact, by counselling, hiring, or

& 5 p. &
c. 4; 1712,

484.

& M., otherwise procuring such felony to.be committed, shall be
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punished in the manner prescribed for the punishment of the
""-^^^^^

principal felon.

A person cannot be convicted as accessory to crime of arson for procuring

another to burn his own dwelling.—State v. Sarvis, 45 S. C, 668; 24 S. E., 54.

Whatsoever will make one an accessory before the fact in felony will make him

a principal in treason, petit larceny and misdemeanors.—State v. Lymburn, i Brev.,

397; State V. Westfield, i Bail., 132.

There can be no accessory before the fact in manslaughter.—State v. Putnam,

18 S. C, 175. But see State v. Sims, 2 Bail., 29, and State v. Crank, 2 Bail., 66.

There may be accessories after the fact.—State v. Burbage, 51 S. C, 290; 28

S. E., 937.

All persons present and aiding in the commission of a felony are principals,

and there is no such distinction as principals of the first and second degree.

—

State v. Fley, 2 Brev., 338; State v. Posey, 4 Strob., 138; State v. Putnam, 18

S. C, 17s.

Indictment—Against an accessory before the fact need not allege the conviction

or execution of the principal.—State v. Sims, 2 Bail., 29; State v. Crank, 2 Bail.,

66; State v. Posey, 4 Strob., 103.

Sufficient if it allege that the murder was committed by a person unknown,

and the prisoner was an accessory before the fact.—State v. Green, 4 Strob., 138.

Against three persons for murder, alleging that one of them did the act, and

the other two were present aiding, is good.—State v. Putnam, 18 S. C, 175.

Sec. 635. Whoever counsels, hires, or otherwise procures a Accessories

felony to be committed, may be indicted and convicted as ^^l,tL°and^hol^

accessory before the fact, either with the principal felon or '^"ed-

after his conviction, or may be indicted and convicted of 3.
^^l^: '^/^\ ^^[

substantive felony, whether the principal felon has or has not

been convicted, or is or is not amenable to justice, and, in the

last mentioned case, may be punished in the same manner as

if convicted of being an acessory before the fact.

Applies only to accessories before the fact.—State v. Burbage, 51 S. C, 290;

28 S. E., 937-

The record of the conviction of the principal, if had, must be produced, unless

he and accessory are tried together.—State v. Crank, 2 Bail., 66.

Testimony of accomplice is altogether for the jury, and they may act upon

it without any confirmation of his statement.—State v. Brown, 3 Strob., 508.

Sec. 636. A person charged with the offense mentioned in ^y^l"^
*° ^^

the preceding Section may be indicted, tried, and punished in q 3.2612; r.

the same Court and County where the principal felon might be |- /^^
|ee^4

indicted and tried, although the offense of counselling, hiring,
^g^f ^

i^^^' "•'

or procuring the commission of such felony is committed on the

high seas, or on land either within or without the limits of

this State.

Applies only to accessories before the fact.—State v. Burbage, 51 S. C, 290;

28 S. E., 937-

Sec. 637. Whoever becomes an acessory to a felony after the ^
a^c c^essories

fact may be indicted, convicted, and punished (whether the how, wheyd

principal felon has or has not been previously convicted, or is-y^—^-^;

not amenable to justice) by any Court having jurisdiction to|'i3;^R^^s. |24.

try the principal felon, and either in the County where such per-
l'j%J^' §

\^.^^'
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son became an accessory, or in the County where the principal

felony was committed.

Applies to accessories after the fact. It does not effect any change in criminal
pleading. It merely prescribes the place of trial.—State v. Burbage, 51 S. C, 290;
28 S. E., 937.

TITLE III.

PRISONS AND IMPRISONMENT.

Chapter XXXII. Jails and Prisoners.

Chapter XXXI II. State Penitentiary.

CHAPTER XXXII.

Jails and Prisoners.

Sec.

638. Sheriff to have custody of jail,

&c.

639. To appoint jailer ; jailer to de-

liver jail.

640. Appointment of jailer.

641. Prisoners committed by United
States to be kept in custody.

642. Felons and debtors to be lodged
apart.

643. Sheriff to keep prisoner to be
committed by Coroner.

644. To set apart rooms for Cor-
oner's prisoners.

645. Lunatics, &c., not to be im-
prisoned, but sent to the
Hospital for the Insane.

646. Sheriff to report prisoners.

647. Jailers to report lunatics, idiots,

&c.

648. No discrimination in treatment
of prisoners

; penalty.

649. Removal of prisoners on destruc-
tion of jail.

650. Sheriff may impress a guard
and call out a posse comi-
tatus.

Sec.

651. To report condition of jail, &c.
652. County to furnish blankets and

bedding for prisoners.

653. County Board of Commissioners
may make alteration in

court house or jail.

654. Governor to appoint physician
for Charleston jail.

655. Buildings and fences not to be
erected on jail or court
house lots.

656. Penalty for injuring court house
or jail.

657. Courts may sentence to harQ
labor.

658. Towns and Counties may ex-

change convict labor.

659. County Board of Commissioners
may purchase bloodhounds.

660. Executions to be within enclos-

ure of jails ; who may be
present.

Sheriff to Sectlon 638. The Sheriff shall have custody of the iail in hisnave custody of _,
-' •"

jail, &c. County, and if he appoint a jailer to keep it, the Sheriff shall

sG-gS-.2690;yR-be liable for him; and the Sheriff, or jailer, shall receive and
XI., 4 § 42! safely keep in prison any person delivered or commited to either

of them, according to law.
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Sec. 639. Every Sheriff in this State, who does not Hve in

the jail, shall employ a proper and discreet person as Jsl^^^t^, jJier-^jLneV'to

who shall live within the same, and who is hereby prohibited !^Il^i!^l^

from using the house for any other purpose than that for which s.^526;ifi2,'v.;
fi79 S 2 * 1839

it was designated by law. xi!, 48, § 41.
'

Sec. 640. The Sheriff shall appoint such jailer in writing, a

copy of which appointment shall be deposited in the office oi ^^^jlf^l'^^"^^^

the Clerk of the Circuit Court of the County wherein such j^ • g. s.

... . •
J. J 2692; R. S. 527.

jailer is appointed.
Where Sheriff collects salary for jailor from the County, he cannot refuse to

pay it over to the de facto jailer acting for him on the ground that his appoint-

ment was not in writing.—McLemore v. Lancaster, 57 S. C, 384; 35 S. E., 743.

Sec. 641. The Sheriffs or jailers, in the several Counties of prisoners
„ .... . r 1 11 1

• committed by
this State, shall keep m safe custody all such prisoners as may u. s.. to be

be committed to them under the authority of the United States, tody.

until such prisoners are discharged by due course of law of the g.s. 2693;R.

United States, under the like penalties as in case of prisoners vil, 257, §
3',

1800 V 379 §

committed under the authority of this State, and upon thd; '1839, xi.,

terms of the resolution of the Congress of the United States

at their session begun and holden on the fourth day of March,

Anno Domini one thousand seven hundred and eighty-nine.
. II.' Felons and

Sec. 642. Sheriff or jailers shall keep prisoners for debt, m debtors to be
. , . ., J ii £!t!

lodged apart.

cases of fraud, in separate apartments of the jail ; and the otticer_—-

^^ ^^

herein offending shall be liable to an action of the party ag- s. 2694'; 'r. s"

erieved, and also to an indictment, and, on conviction, shall

be punished as for a misdemeanor. ^ , . „.
'^ .Sheriftto
Sec. 643. All Sheriffs and jailers are required to receive, and keep prisoners

•' committed b y

keep securely, all persons committed by the Coroner. Coroner.

Sec. 644. The Sheriff of each County shall set apart in the gs 2695; r.

jail a room for the confinement of such persons as may be ex-xi., 76, § 29.

clusively in the custody of the Coroner, of which the Coroner ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

shall have exclusive control.
on°e?s*°prison-

Sec. 645. No pauper, lunatic, idiot, or epileptic, shall here- ers.

after be confined for safe keeping in any jail; and if any such^i&^, 7S'g|. ^s;

person shall be imprisoned, under and by virtue of any legal s.^ ssi^^ 1 8 2 5,

process, it shall be the duty of the Sheriff, in whose custody
^^^^^^^ ^^

he may be, to obtain his discharge as speedily as possible, and
^^^^^f!^p=;}g^°!

send him forthwith to the State Hospital for the Insane, ac- ed, b^ut^^s^en^ to

cording to law, at the expense of the County within whose li"^"
f
j^'g^^^jg^"''

*^^

its he shall have gained a settlement. o s 2696; r.

Sec. 646. Every Sheriff shall make a return to every Courts.^ 5.32- isjd,

of General Sessions of his County, on the first day of the term,

'
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^ of the name of every prisoner, and the thne and cause of his

port 'iunadcs^^'
o'" ^^^^ Confinement, whether civil or criminal.

jb., 52, § 5;
Sec. 647. It shall be the duty of the jailers of the several

s: 533. ^fn.'^; Counties of this State, at the sitting of each Court of Sessions,
c.^3; 1712, II., ^Q report to the Presiding- Judge the names of the persons

Sheriff to re-
coufined in jail, who are lunatics, idiots, or epileptics, with the

Tris^on^rl ?o
causc of their detention.

^°"'''-
Sec. 648. It shall be unlawful for Sheriffs or jailers to

s.^53^4;"T8l3^; "lake any discrimination in the treatment of prisoners placed in

fsk vi.,^t2;' their custody.

^
^' Every violation of this Section shall be a misdemeanor, and,

naSonlnTrl^t-UPOi^ couvictiou thcrcof, the party convicted shall be fined not

"nefs. Penalty ^^^s than twcuty-fivc dollars, and imprisoned for not less than

tfon.'^'^''"™'"^"
one month nor more than twelve months.

G. s. 2700; R.
S®^' ^^9- I" ^-ll cases where any person shall be appre-

xiv^f'io\f^§V^^^*^^^ ^^ ^" confinement according to law, in any County in

^' -• this State, wherein the jail may be destroyed by fire or other

p?i^s™neJs' on accident, he shall be committed to the jail nearest the one de-
(kstruction o f g^j-oycd, for safe keeping; and the several jailers in this State,

G. s. 2701; R.
keepers of the jails nearest to those jails that may be destroyed

v.,^^672,^§\^;'^s aforesaid, are authorized and required to receive and safely
1839, XL, 47, § i^egp such pcrsou.

Sheriff may ^^^' ^^^- When any person accused of a capital offense shall

gjrar^dyand'cauhe iu custody, and the Sheriff, acting by himself or his regular

mus°'''
'"'"'' deputy, shall have cause to suspect that such person may be

G. s. 2702; i^ unlawfully taken from his custody, or will probably effect his

xi.fsi §
52^ "' escape, he may impress a sufficient guard for securing and

keeping safely such prisoner, so long as it may be his duty to

keep said prisoner in jail, or in his custody. And the Sheriff,

by himself or his regular deputy, shall have power to call out

the posse comitatus to his assistance, whenever he is resisted,

or has reasonable grounds to suspect* and believe that such as-

sistance will be necessary in the service or execution of process

in any criminal case; and any person refusing to act as such

guard, or to assist as one of the posse comitatus in the service

or execution of such process, when required by the Sheriff,

shall be liable to be indicted therefor, and, upon conviction,

shall be fined and imprisoned at the discretion of the Court.

cJndidon of Sec. 651. Each Sheriff shall, annually, report to the County
jail, &c. Commissioners the actual condition of the jail, the repairs

G.'^^s. 2703^; *R.
which may be Avanting, and their probable cost.

s- ^^^- Sec. 652, It shall be the duty of the. County Commissioners
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in this State to furnish, at all times, blankets and such other

bedding as shall be necessary for prisoners confined in jail
f^,^^°;J|^V/an°

in their respective Counties ; and prisoners confined on a crim- k?^^^
Yo'^ ^^^^\

inal charge shall be provided with at least two blankets in the °"^"-

winter season.
q-^^s'. 2704; ^r!

Sec. 653. The several Boards of County Commissioners are |-j 539^^1 s^|q2,

authorized and required to make any alterations and additions ^ii-'j^^os.y^;

deemed advisable, or which may become necessary, to any court § 2, n 4.

house or jail now erected, or hereafter to be built, in their sev- ^^p^o^J^^y^ c^°^y

eral Counties: ^on' in Court

Sec. 654. The Governor of this State, for the time being. House or jaii.

is authorized and empowered, each year, to appoint a physician
g^gfo.^i^l'/i;

for the prisoners confined in the jail in Charleston County ; -^i- i^e.

his attendance to commence on the loth day of January, and ^
g o vernor^to

to continue for one year, and until another appointment shall sician^ to_^^^at-

be made as aforesaid. ^M^n^"^
He shall receive for such service, including medicine and all ^°^"^|^°^ 5°^^^!;

other charges, the sum of one thousand dollars per annum, servkes, not to

to be paid out of the funds of said County; and the account—̂
^ ^706; r'

of no other physician, surgeon, or apothecary, for attendance, s.^m^^i s 2 0,

operations, or medicines, on the said prisoners, shall be al-
^^^^ xvii.,

lowed or paid. ^^

Sec. 655. If any person shall erect, or cause to be erected, ^Bui^irigs^aiid

any dwelling house, out-house, or other building, or shall erect, Je.^
erected^ mi

or cause to be erected, any kind of fence, wall, or paling, of House lots.

any kind, on any public lot or square, whereon the jails and gG^J-2707;
r.

court houses in the several Counties are erected, or who may

hereafter hold, occupy, or use, any house, out-house, or other

building erected on such square or lot, such person shall, for

every such offense, upon being thereof legally convicted by

indictment, be fined in a sum not less than one hundred dollars,

nor more than one thousand dollars : Provided, nevertheless,

That the jailers of the respective Counties, who reside in the

jails, shall not be subject to such penalty for erecting or using

such buildings or fences for their private accommodation.

Sec. 656. If any person shall wilfully injure or destroy any
.

Penalty^f^o r

part of any court house or jail in this State, or the enclosures Court HousI or

of the same, or any part thereof, such person shall be liable to
^ ^ ^708; r.

be indicted for such offense, and, upon conviction, be fined 01
^^^^^^^\^l'^'

imprisoned at the discretion of the Court.

Sec. 657. All the Courts of this State and municipal authori-

ties which under existing laws have power to sentence convicts
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'"^"^^^"'^
to confinement in prison with hard labor, shall sentence all

Convicts may able-boclied male convicts to hard labor upon the public works

Couniy^'^ chain o^ ^^^ County in which said person shall have been convicted,

s^^ss.
a^j^(j in the alternative to imprisonment in the County jail or

1892 XXL W- State Penitentiary at hard labor : Provided, That municipal au-
1899, XXIII.,

thorities may sentence municipal convicts to work upon the

streets and other public works of the municipality in which they

have been convicted, and such convicts when so sentenced shall

work under the exclusive direction and control of the munici-

pal authority imposing sentence : Provided, That no convict

whose sentence shall be for a period longer than five years shall,

be so sentenced.

See Sections 772 to 784 of the Civil Code as to care, management and use of

convicts on County chain gangs.

M u n i c ipai Scc. 658. Whenever any town or municipal authority in this

viscTas to time! State liavc uot 3. Sufficient number of convicts sentenced to work

T o virn and o^^ the pubHc works of the town to warrant the expense of main-

Wes^authori^Td Gaining a town chain gang, the town authorities of said town

convict'^iabo""^ shall bc authorized to place said convicts on the County chain

~"i898, XXII., gang for the time so sentenced, and the County authorities of
^^'

the County in which said town is situated shall be authorized

and empowered to exchange labor with said town authorities

and place County convicts on the public works of the town for

the same number of days that town convicts work on the public

works of the County.

County Board Scc. 659. It shall bc the duty of the County Boards of Com-

ers °may'^ pu"- missioners of the several Counties in this State, when in their

hounds! &c°° judgment it is necessary, to require the Sheriff to purchase a

1897, XXII., pair of bloodhounds or other serviceable dogs, to be kept at the

court house, and used as he may deem expedient, for the track-

ing and arrest of escaped convicts and other fugitive law-break^

ers.

Appropriation The County Board of Commissioners of each County

are hereby authorized to appropriate the sum of one hundred

dollars, if so much be necessary, for the purchase of said blood-

hounds or other serviceable dogs.

Executions to Scc. 660. When the punisliment of death is inflicted upon any

ciosi^e oTjal"; pcrson pursuaut to the sentence of any Court, the exception

Jresent"^^
'^'^ shall take place within the jail or the enclosure of the jail of

G. s. 2709; Ethe County wherein such execution shall be made. No one

xvLf'381.^^^' shall be allowed to be present at such execution except the

Sheriff of the County or his deputy, and his assistants, the
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clergy, the State Solicitor, the attorney or attorneys who de-

fended the convict, the family of the convict, and not more than

ten discreet persons to be named by the Sheriff ; which said ten

persons shall be summoned by the Sheriff and be required to be

present.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

State Penitentiary.

Sec.

685. Board to hire to highest bidder.

686. Contractor to give bond. Pen-

alty for negligent escape.

687. Costs of maintaining convicts by

State institutions.

688. Governor may order return on

information of maltreat-

ment. Physician to inspect

and make report.

689. Rewards for capture of escaped

convicts and payment of ex-

penses.

690. Duty of Sheriff and other of-

ficers to arrest escaped con-

victs.

691. Penalty for harboring or em-

ploying escaped convicts.

692. Convicts to be under officer and
guards, who are responsible

to Superintendent.

693. Contracts for working and
hiring convicts.

694. Superintendent and Board of

Directors may purchase or

lease farms.

695. Violation of law a misdemeanor.

696. Punishment for violations of

regulations by contractors,

&c.

697. No convicts to work in phos-

phate mines.

698. Clerks to notify Superintendent

of the number of convicts.

699. Expenses for transportation. .

700. State Reformatory.

Sec.

661. Who to be confined in.

662. Board of Directors elected by
General Assembly ; vacan-

cies, how filled. Duties of.

663. Compensation of Directors.

664. Superintendent elected by Gen-

eral Assembly. Term of of-

fice.

665. Bond.
666. Duties of Superintendent.

667. May require aid to suppress dis-

orders.

668. Penalty for refusing.

669. Compensation to those aiding.

670. Superintendent guiltless if in-

jury results.

671. Powers of keeper.

672. Prisoners sentenced by United

States authorities to be re-

ceived.

673. Actions at law to be in name
of Superintendent.

674. Chaplain to be appointed.

675. Salary of Superintendent.

676. Penalty for connivance at es-

cape.

677. Transportation, &c., for dis-

charged convicts.

678. Payment of, &c.

679. Guards, &c., exempt from jury

duty, &c.

680. Certain convicts may be hired

out. Conditions of.

681. To whom convicts may be hired.

682. Disposition to be made of hire.

683. Hiring further regulated.

684. Treatment of convicts, &c.

Section 661. The Penitentiary at Columbia, in the County of who to be
... J., confined in

Richland, shall be the general penitentiary and prison of the penitentiary.

State, for the reformation as well as the punishment of all g. s. 2710; r.

, ^ , 1 1 , S. 546; 186 8,

offenders, in which shall be securely confined, employed, and xiv., 92, § 1.

governed, in the manner hereinafter directed, all offenders who

shall have been convicted and sentenced according to law to
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'""^^^'^'^
the punishment of soHtary imprisonment or confinement therein

at hard labor.

Persons convicted of assault and battery; not to be sentenced to confinement in

penitentiary.—State v. Hord, 8 S. C, 84. But if so sentenced, remedy is by
appeal.

—

Ex parte Bond, 9 S. C, 80. Service of sentence commences on entry
into penitentiary.—State v. Duckett, 15 S. C, 213.

Board of Di- Scc. 662. The General Assembly shall elect five suitable citi-

by'^Generai'^As- zcns of this State, who shall constitute a Board of Directors of

ciS, ifow^fifild! the State Penitentiary, with a term of office of two years, of

G. s. 2711; £ which the Governor of the State shall be ex oMcio a member.

XVI., 561; lb.', In case of the death or resignation of any member of said Board,

the Governor is authorized to fill said vacancy during the recess

of the General Assembly.

The Board of Directors shall have power and their duty

shall be

:

1. Have gen- I. To havc a general supervision of the Penitentiary, its in-

?on,
&<^^"^' mates, property, &c., and to meet at least once in every month,

and oftener if necessary, upon the call of the Governor.

2. To examine and inquire into all matters connected with the
2. Examine ,. . ,. - -. •

into discipline, government, discipline and police of the prison, the punishment

1868, X I v., and employment of the convicts therein confined, the money
concerns and contracts for work, and the purchases and sales

of articles provided for the prison, or sold on account thereof,

and the progress of the work.

3. Require 3. To rcquirc reports from the Superintendent and Keeper,
reports.

,
-_ .,..,.

or other officers of the prison, m relation to any or all the pre-

ceding matters.

4. Make regu- A To make such general regulations for the government and
lations. ... . .

discipline of the prison, or modify such regulations as may have

been made by the Superintendent, as they may deem expedient,

and from time to time to alter and amend the same ; and in

making such regulations, it shall be their duty to adopt such

as, in their judgment, while consistent with the discipline of the

prison, shall best condone to the reformation of the convicts,

s^investiga-
^_ To inquire into any improper conduct which may be al-

leged to have been committed by the Superintendent, Keeper,

or other officer of the prison, and for that purpose, to issue

subpoenas to compel the attendance of witnesses, and the pro-

duction before them of books, writings, and papers, in the same

manner, with like effect, and subject to the same penalties for

disobedience, as in case of trial before Magistrates ; and to

examine, under oath, any person or persons who may be brought

before them as witnesses.
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6. To keep regular minutes of their meetings and proceed-
"""^--^^"^

ings at the prison, which minutes shall be signed by them and utes.^^^^
™''^'

entered in a book which shall be kept for that purpose at the

prison.

7. To prescribe the articles of food and quantities of each kind f^^^^
'' ""'^^

that shall be inserted in each contract for the supply of pro-

visions to the prison.

8. To suspend or remove, with the consent of the Governor, remove^luper'^

the Superintendent, for oppression and misconduct in office ;

*"'^"'^^"'"

such suspension or removal shall not take place without giving

the Superintendent an opportunity to be heard in his defense.

9. To make an annual report to the Governor, on or before nuai report^to

the first day of November in each year, of the state and con-
°''^^^°^-

dition of the prison, the convicts confined therein, of the money
expended and received, and generally of all the proceedings

during the last year, to be laid before the General Assembly

:

Provided, No one shall be eligible to the office of Director who
has any interest in the hiring of convict labor, or who has any

direct personal pecuniary interest in any work upon which con-

vict labor is employed ; and should any Director at any time

during his term of office become disqualified as above, his office

shall become ipso facto vacant, and it shall be the duty of the

Governor to fill the same by appointment, and the Director so

appointed shall remain in office till the adjournment of the next

session of the General Assembly, and until his successor shall

have been elected and qualified.

10. To enquire and examine into the sentence under which Report as to
sentences con"

the convicts in the prison are confined, and also into the con- dition, &c., of
... -., ,

. -, . , . convictsto
dition, physical or otherwise, of the convicts so undergoing such Governor for

Executive
sentence, and to report to the Governor quarterly on the first clemency,

days of November, February, May and August in each year isss, xvu.i.,

such cases as they may deem, after such examination, fit sub-

jects for Executive clemency.

Sec. 663. The Directors, for services performed under this Compensation
„ . . .

, ,, ,. of Directors.

Chapter, shall receive as compensation four dollars per diem^ ^ ^
G. S. 2712; R.

for each day of attendance on the meetings of the Board at Co-s. 54s; isso,

1 1 • 1 , ^ XVII., 374;
lumbia, and also five cents per mile by the most direct route i893, xxi., 417.

going to and returning from said meetings. s u p erinten-

Sec. 664. The State Penitentiary shall be under the direction G^e n^emf as^

and government of a Superintendent, to be elected by the Gen- of™office.*

^^'^

eral Assembly, who shall hold his office for two years. In case g. s. 2713; r.

the office of Superintendent should become vacant, such vacancy x'vi., '702.
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shall be filled in the mode provided for certain other State of-

ficers.

Lipscomb v. Seegers, 19 S. C, 430.

Bond. Sec. 665. The Superintendent, before entering upon the

G. s. 2714; R. dutics of his office, shall take the oath prescribed for public of-

XIV., 92, §
3. 'ficers, and shall give bond, with two or more sufficient sureties,

in the sum of twenty thousand dollars, to the State of South

Carolina, conditioned for the faithful performance of the duties

of his office.

Duty of Su- Sec. 666. It shall be the duty of the Superintendent

:

1. To make and establish all such regulations, for the due
1. To make .,_,.. , . ,-

regulations. management of the concerns of the Penitentiary, and fo'r the

G^s. 2715; R. government and security of the prisoners therein, as may be

necessary and proper, and not repugnant to the laws of the

State, and the same to alter, from time to time, as shall be found

expedient, subject, however, to revision, alteration, or amend-

ment by the Directors.

2. To appoint and remove at pleasure a keeper, such servants

keeper, &c. and guards as shall be necessary for the due management of the

prison and safe keeping of the prisoners.

p
3- To purchase all provisions and materials and other articles

chases, &c. iieccssary for supporting and employing the prisoners, and for

.-^^^o^ $X-' effecting the objects of the institution. All bills of articles
96o; 1894, Xis.1, o j

S15. purchased for the said institution shall be submitted by the

Superintendent to the Board of Directors at their monthly meet-

ings, and upon their approval of the same the Superintendent

shall draw his order on the Comptroller General, countersigned

by the Chairman of the Board of Directors, in payment of said

articles purchased. Every bill for articles so furnished shall

be presented to the Board of Directors at their meeting next

ensuing thereafter.

4 Re airs 4' '^° Hiakc all ucccssary repairs of the prison, and superin-

tend the construction of the work.

5 Sales 5- To make sale of such articles produced in, or belonging to,

the prison, as are proper to be sold.

6 T o t ak e 6. To take the charge and custody of the buildings, furniture,

1ngs^^°^
'''^'''^"

tools, implements, stock, provisions, and every species of prop-

erty pertaining to the prison belonging to the State.

7. To receive and pay out all moneys granted by the Gen-

fund?. '
^ ^"^"^

eral Assembly, or in any other way accruing for the support

18 75, XV., of the prison and carrying on the work: Provided, liozvcver,

^^- That all accounts for payment, including the pay-roll, shall
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be submitted to the examination of the Directors on the first ^"^'^v
'

Monday of every month, and, on their approval of the same,

he shall draw his order on the Comptroller General, counter-

signed by the Chairman of the Directors, for the aggregate

amount thereof; and he shall not draw any order on the

Comptroller General without such countersignature. He shall

pay out all moneys at such times and in such manner as the

Directors may from time to time direct.

State V. Neal, 59 S. C, 264; 37 S. E., 826.

8. To keep suitable books, regular and complete accounts of s. Keep books.

all property, expenses, purchases, sales, income, business, and ib.

concerns of the establishment, and to make such monthly reports

to the Directors as they may from time to time require.

9. To report to the Directors, on or before the fifteenth day 9. Report an-

of October, annually, a list of the prisoners, the commencement rectors.

and expiration of their several sentences, and a copy of the ises, x i v.,

regulations of the prisons.

10. To make out and report to the Directors, and to the lo. Report ac-

Comptroller General, on or before the fifteenth day of October, '-—'-—
annually, minute statements of all his accounts and doings

up to that time.

11. To suppress any disorders, riots, or insurrection, that mav n. s u ppress
. disorders.

take place among the prisoners.

12. To appoint a physician for the prison, who shall receive 12. Appoint
.

, , , ,
physicians; sal-

such salary as may be provided by law. ary.

Sec. 667. In order to suppress any disorders, riots, or in- xvii., 373.

surrection among the prisoners, the Superintendent may re- May require

. . .
aid to suppress

quire the aid and assistance of any of the citizens of the State, disorders.

Sec. 668. If any person, when so required by the Superin- g. s. 2716; r.

tendent, shall neglect or refuse to give such aid and assistance, xiv., k, §
5.

'

he shall pay a fine not exceeding fifty dollars. Penalty for

Sec. 669. Any person so aiding and assisting the Superin- ——

—

tendent shall receive a reasonable compensation therefor, to s. 2717; R. s.

be paid by the Superintendent, and allowed him on the settle- ^
i: J r Compensation

ment of his account. to those aiding.

Sec. 670. If, in suppressing any such disorder, riot, or in- ^^- § 7; g.

surrection, any person who shall be acting, aiding, or assisting 554.

in committing the same, shall be wounded or killed, the Super- ^
s^u

ufitiess^ff

intendent. Keeper, or any person aiding or assisting him, shall inj ury results.

be held is justified and guiltless. 5^^2719^ r s'

555.

30.-C. P.
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See. 671. In the absence of the Superintendent, the Keeper

Kee'°eT'^^
° ^ shall havc the same power in suppressing disorders, riots, and

G s ^790- R insurrections, and in requiring aid and assistance in so doing,

|-j-^^^'g^^Y 9' that is herein given to the Superintendent.

Sec. 672. The Superintendent shall receive and safely keep,
Prisoners sen-

. j £
tenced by u. at hard labor, in the prison, all prisoners sentenced to connne-
S . authorities

. r 1 t t j
to be received mcnt, at hard labor therein, by the authority of the United

ib._,_^ § 10; G. States, until they shall be discharged agreeably to the laws of

557. ' the United States.

„ „ ^ ^ Sec. 673. All actions or suits at law accruing to the Peniten-
G- o. 2722 ; R.
s. 558; 1 8 s 2, tiary shall be brought in the name of the Superintendent there-

^ .

'

, of, who shall also appear for and defend actions or suits at law
suits at law

to be brought in wliich it is the interest of the Penitentiary to appear as a
in the name of ..,.,---
Superintendent party defendant : Provided, That no suit or action of law shall
o f Penitenti- 1- ' . „ . .

ary. be brought for or defended on behalt of the Penitentiary, ex-

Proviso, cept by authority of the Board of Directors.

Sec. 674. The Superintendent of the prison may appoint a

be appointed. Chaplain, who may be furnished with quarters within or near

lb
, 95, § 14; the enclosure, whose duty it shall be, on every Sabbath, and as

G. S. 2723; R. ' -'

. -

s. 559; 1880, often as the rules will permit, to perform m the prison such
A. V 1 1., 3/4;
1893, XXII., religious services as are usually performed in the churches of

this State, and attend to instruct the prisoners in their moral

and religious duties, and visit the sick on suitable occasions

;

said Chaplain shall receive as compensation six hundred dol-

lars per annum.

Sec. 675. The Superintendent shall receive a salary of nine-
Salary of bu- ^

. . J-, . .

perintendent; teen huudrcd dollars per annum; the Physician and Captain of
Physician and -^ ^

Captain of the Guard, each one thousand and fifty dollars per annum;
Guard, &c.

-, „ „,„, p
' and the other officers and employes, such compensation as may

(j. J, 2724
J K..

s. 560; 186
8, be fixed by the Superintendent and approved by the Board

XV iL,^ 132; of Directors, unless otherwise provided by law. The salaries

fS'' Joo?'$$j'of the Superintendent, Chaplain, Physician and Captain of the
418 ; 1894,AJv 1

,

751. Guard, and of all other officers and employes of the Peniten-

tiary shall be paid directly out of the earnings and funds of

that institution.

Penait for
^®^' ^^^' ^^ ^^^^ pcrsou employed in keeping, taking care of,

connivance a t or euardin? the Penitentiarv, or the prisoners therein, shall
escape. » fe - ' r

^

•

^ g ^y^g. -^ contrive, procure, connive at, or otherwise voluntarily suffer

xiv^Ho"^§ 17'°^ permit the escape of any such prisoner or prisoners, he, on

conviction thereof, shall be confined at hard labor in the Peni-

tentiary not exceeding twenty years.
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Sec. 677. Whenever a convict shall be discharged from the

Penitentiary, it shall be the duty of the Superintendent to fur- tipn,
"^

fof.r^for

nish such convict with a suit of common clothes, if deemed vkts.'"'^"^

necessarv, and transportation from the Penitentiary to his j^., 69, §-i;

*home, or as near thereto as can be done by public conveyances, s.' m. " '

Sec. 678. The cost of such transportation and clothes shall payments of,

be paid at the Treasury, on the draft of the Superintendent, J
&c.

G S 2727 * R.

countersisrned by the Comptroller General. s. 'sei; is'es",
"V T\T f\Q S 9

Sec. 679. All guards, keepers, employes, and other officers " '

that are now, or may be hereafter, employed at the Peniten- exempt IVom

tiary, shall be exempted from serving on juries, and from mili- !1J^!^_^—

tarv, road, or street duty. s. 'sei; 1872;
•^ XV., 232.

Convict Labor.

Sec. 680. The Board of Directors of the Penitentiary are certain con-

, 11 1 •
J.

victs may be

hereby authorized and empowered to lease or hire out any con- hired out;
. . -r-. . • • , 1 J r B o ard report

victs m the Penitentiary, except convicts under sentence forannuaiiy to

, , , 1 i 1 i • GeneralAssem-
rape, murder, arson and manslaughter when the sentence iSbiy; proceeds

over five years, under the following rules, regulations and re- tained for use

strictions with all others imposed by the said Board: That thcary

said Board of Directors shall make an annual report to the~G

General Assembly at the regular sessions, showing the number xvi., 263, § i
J <^ "

^
TODA WTT

said Board of Directors shall make an annual report to the g. s. 2729 ;R.

S. 565; 1877,
XVI., 263, § i.

'
. , . r 1 1 • J r 1 X 1880, XVII.,

and names of convicts hired out, to whom hired, tor what pur- 374, § i; 1901,

pose, and for what consideration; and the Board of Directors

are authorized to retain for the use of the Penitentiary all

amounts received by them for the hire or labor of convicts dur-

ing the current fiscal year.

Sec. 681. The Superintendent and Directors of the State to whom con-

, . , , • 1 j_ 1
• victs may be

Penitentiary are hereby authorized and required to hire hired.

out to such of the several Counties of this State, as may 1901, xxiii,
• 660.

desire them, all able-bodied male convicts to hard labor m
said institution to work on the public highways or the sanitary

drainage in said Counties as can be spared from the State

farms, and departments connected with the State Penitentiary,

and the convicts sentenced to hard labor in the State Peniten-

tiary shall not be hired out for farming purposes, and when

hired out to the Counties as aforesaid, the compensation for

their services shall be at the rate of four dollars per month, with

board, lodging, clothing and medical attendance: Provided,

That nothing herein contained shall apply to contracts now in

force.
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^^"^^"^
Sec. 682. The Board of Directors of the State Penitentiary

convicts^dispo^
^^^ hereby directed to pay into the Treasury of the State, at

^^^^^^^_^^^_^ the end of each three months or within five days thereafter,

7
7^9°^' 'I'sVe'^^^ amounts received by them from the hire of convicts and

XXII., 199. from other sources, after paying the necessary expenses of the'

said institution and all other disbursements authorized by lav/,

the said amounts to be paid into the Treasury to be held sub-

ject to the warrants of the Comptroller General to pay amounts

appropriated by the General Assembly in the same manner as

other funds in the Treasury.

The hiring of ^^^' ^^^- ^hc Board of Directors are hereby instructed, in

the " regulated! hiring out or working convicts to receive as compensation for

J^ 'the services of said convicts lawful money of the United States

only. And the said Board of Directors are hereby further in-

structed, in the hiring out of convicts, to give preference to 'the

Supervisor of any County, and of any person, firm or corpora-

tion whose purpose is to use said convicts in the working of the

public roads in any County in this State, or in the clearing out

of streams of any County of this State. The hire from said

convicts shall be paid at least monthly.

Treatment of Scc. 684. All convicts shall be safely kept within the State
convicts, &c. ^^^ humanely treated, the food, clothing, lodging, and modes

s.^se'eTi'sv^^of punishment, to be carefully provided for in any and all con-
XVI., 263.

tracts ; and shall not be required to labor more than ten hours

a day, or on Sundays or holidays.

Board to hire Scc. 685. It shall be the duty of the Board of Directors of
to^highest bid-^j^^

State Penitentiary in leasing convicts to hire them to the

G. s. 2731; R. highest responsible bidder : Provided, That the Board of Direc-

xviL,' 169.^^' tors shall have power to reject any and all bids: Provided,

further, That no bid shall be received that does not include the

board, clothing, and all other expenses connected with the

transportation and safe keeping of said convicts to be paid by

the bidder: Provided, further. That the said bidder do agree

that if any convict or convicts so hired shall be proved to the

satisfaction of said Directors to have been ill-treated, or the con-

tracts in relation to them to have been in any way violated, to

return said convict or convicts immediately to the Penitentiary,

upon the order of the said Directors.

Sec. 686. The contractor or company hiring said convicts
Persons hir- ir j o

ing convicts to gj^^i^ enter into bond, payable to the State, in the sum of ten
give bond. > i ^

'~^—3^^ thousand dollars of every hundred convicts, and a bond in like

xvni ^2^5!
^

' proportion for a less number, for the safe keeping of the con-
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victs ; and for each convict that shall escape through negligence

of any kind the contractor or company shall forfeit and pay to
^ ^ °/p^g^''^^°^

the State therefor the sum of fifty dollars per annum for each^^^^i

year of the unexpired term of the sentence of such escaped con-
g^'sel'.

^^^^' ^'

vict, and the fact of such escape shall be taken as prima facie

evidence of negligence on the part of the contractor or com-

pany : Provided, That the aggregate of said forfeiture shall Proviso as to

not exceed two hundred and fifty dollars for any one convict : fo^feitufl.*^
°^

Provided, further, That if the convict shall be captured within

two months and returned to custody free of cost to the State,

no penalty shall attach.

One of Directors hiring convicts is liable for convicts negligently permitted

to escape, though he did not give bond required.—Lipscomb v. Seegers, 19 S.

C, 430.

. The fifty dollars is not a technical penalty, but is stipulated damages.

—

lb.

An action therefor not barred in two years.

—

lb.

For fractions of a year such damages would be proportionate.

—

lb.

To recover them before the Act of 1882 the burden of proof is on plaintiff to

show that the escape was through negligence of defendant while he had them

in his possession.—Lipscomb v. Seegers, 22 S. C, 410.

Sec. 687. Any institution of this State getting convicts from ^^g^g ^f j^^^j^.

the State Penitentiary by any Act or Joint Resolution of the
^fj.ts" ^y" State

General Assembly of this State shall be required to pay to the ^jj^^ Vece*iv1d

Superintendent of the Penitentiary all moneys expended by him cenera/AsIem-

for transportation, guarding, clothing and feeding said convicts ^^
.

while working for said institutions, and also for medical at- 493.®*"^^'
^^^^•'

tention, and the officer or officers in charge of said institutions

shall also execute and deliver to said Superintendent of the

Penitentiary, at the end of each year, a receipt for five dollars

and fifty cents per month for the work of each convict so em-

ployed.

Sec. 688. In case it shall at any time be found to the satis- upon infor-

faction of the Governor that the said convicts, or any of them,Trlat'ment,Gov-

are maltreated or cruelly used, or insufficiently fed or clothed, der reTur°n;

it shall be his duty forthwith to issue his instructions to the fn^s^p *e ct and

Directors of the Penitentiary to recall all such convicts; and i^i-li^!£^i^_
G S 2733" R

thereupon the said contractors shall forthwith return such con-s." s'eo; issoj

victs to the State Penitentiary. In order to secure the intent

of this Section, it is hereby made the duty of the. Superinten-

dent of the Penitentiary to cause the convicts furnished under

the provisions of the foregoing Sections to be inspected by a

physician as often as may be deemed necessary by the Superin-

tendent or Board of Directors, and such physician shall report

the result of such inspection to the Superintendent, who shall

forward the same to the Governor.
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^"""^^^^^
Sec. 689. The Superintendent of the Penitentiary is author-

ca^tuTe'^of e°s^i^^d and required to offer a reward of twenty-five dollars for

anTpaym'lnTof t^^ Capture of each escaped convict, and besides said reward,
expenses.

^.q p^y |.q ^^^ person wlio capturcs and returns to the Peniten-

s.^5fd:^i^8'8^; tiary any escaped convict, five cents per mile each for said
x\ II., 9o2, § 1. pgj-son and convict, and any reasonable allowance for expenses

for board during the travel to the Penitentiary.

DutyofSher- Scc. 690. It shall be the duty of all Sheriffs, Magistrates,

officer^' to
*

ax- ^ud Coustablcs, forthwith to arrest any escaped convicts who

convicts.^
^^ may be found within their respective Counties, and to convey

lb., § 2, G. them to the State Penitentiary.

572. ' Sec. 691. Whoever shall harbor or employ any escaped con-

Penaity i o r vict, kuowiug him to bc such, shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

employing^ e°s- demeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined or im-

f^£f

—

prisoned, or both fined and imprisoned, in the discretion of the
lb., 953, § 3; . ,. t j

G. s. 2736; R. prcsidmg Judge.

Sec. 692. No convicts shall be hired out as provided in the

victs to be im- forcgoing Scctious unless such convicts shall be and remain
der officer and i,i • • r rr- ^ i • , \

guards. Under the supervision of a sworn orhcer and guards appointed

18S4, xviiL.by the Superintendent of the Penitentiary; and ever}^ contract

shall specify the hours of labor, and the time occupied in going

bor. to and returning from work shall be taken as a part of the hours

G. s._ 2722a; making the day's work, and no convict so hired out shall be

punished except by such ofificer. The pay allowance and rations

punished. of such officcr and guards shall be included in the hire of the

Pay of officers convicts and shall be paid and supplied by the person hiring

them ; the amount of pay of such officer and guards to be paid

by the person hiring convicts monthly in advance to the Su-

perintendent of the Penitentiary, to be by him paid to such offi-

cer and guards, such officer and guards to be responsible to

Responsi b 1 e the Superintendent of the Penitentiary, and to hold their offi-
to Superinten- ,. iiio • ,, -ro-
dent, ces subject to removal by the Superintendent; and the Direc-

tors of the Penitentiary shall rescind all contracts now in ex-
Contracts to . , ,. , ,

be rescinded, istencc at the earliest day they can, and m every new contract

enforce the provisions of this Section, and shall hire no convict

to be employed at any work or at any place until the phvsicians
Duty of phy- , , t-5 . . in, , , , .

sician. of the Penitentiary shall have declared m writing such work

, . , and place to be reasonably safe and healthv. The Superintend-
Uuties of offi-

-^ ... '

cer and guards, ent and Dircctors of the Penitentiary shall prescribe the rules

and regulations to be observed by said officer and guards in all

cases.
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Sec. 693. The Superintendent and Board of Directors "^ ^ '

of the Penitentiary are authorized to make contracts ^^.^^^j!^;''^^^ ^*°|

for the performance of specific work, svich work to '"""a convicts.

be done entirely under the control and direction of the officers ^^^^ xixt"?!'.

of the penitentiary. Also to hire out the convicts under the

provisions of the laws in force at the time of the passage of the

Act of the 24th day of December, 1884, (18 Statutes, 815) be-

ing- Section 688 of this Code, and such other rules and regula-

tions as they may adopt to secure the well being and humane
treatment of the convicts. And that they be authorized to em-

ploy a physician, to be nominated by the Surgeon of the peni- physician to

tentiary, resident in the neighborhood, to have medical super- ^^ employe .

vision of squads of fifty or more convicts, such physician to be

paid out of funds of the Penitentiary, and to report weekly to

the Surgeon of the Penitentiary, the Superintendent and Board

of Directors to have regard to such expense in fixing the com-

pensation for the hire of said convicts.

Sec. 694. The Superintendent and Board of Directors May purchase

of the Penitentiary are authorized, in their discretion, to pur- ^I_f!f!_ll!!lf:

chase or lease, out of the surplus earnings of the Penitentiary,

one or more farms in any part of the State, due regard being

had to the reasonable healthfulness of the locality.

Sec. 695. It shall be the duty of the Superintendent and violations of

Board of Directors, and they are hereby required, to prosecute c^uted.

^^^°^

Punishment.

all violations of the law in reference to the treatment of con- ib.; r. s. 576.

victs.

Sec. 696. Any contractor or any other person or per-

sons who shall violate the provisions of any law regulating the

hiring of convicts shall be held guilty of a misdemeanor, and,

on conviction thereof, shall be punished by imprisonment not

exceeding five years, or fine not exceeding five hundred dol- Convicts may

lars, or both in the discretion of the Court, and in all such ^-
1 ., , . . , , ,

. 7b.; R. S. 576.

prosecutions any convict shall be a competent witness m behali

of the State.

Sec. 697. No contracts for the hiring or leasing of convicts in No convicts to

phosphate mining shall hereafter be made by the Board of phate mines.

Directors of the Penitentiar^^ R. s. 5 7 8;

Sec. 698. It shall be the duty of the Clerks of the Court of ' "'
"

'

/— 1 (- • /— T11 r 1 1 /^ • •
Clerks to no-

General Sessions and Common Pleas of the several Counties m t i f y Superin-10 ii 1 1 1- 1 • -1 tendentof Pen-
this State, and they are severally hereby directed, immediatelv iten 1 1 a r y of

ri/-^ r/^ If-' •' number of con-

after the adjournment of the Court of General Sessions, m victs.

their respective Counties, to notify the Superintendent of the ^g^- -j^.-^^ 5 7^9;
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Penitentiary of the number of convicts sentenced by the Couri;

to imprisonment in the State Penitentiary; and it shall be the

Guards to be ^^^7 ^f the Said Superintendent as soon as he receives said
sent for them, notice to Send a suitable number of guards to convey said con-

victs to the Penitentiary.

Expenses of ^^^- ^^^- ^^ sum bcyond the actual expenses incurred in

^""how ""paiu"' conveying such convicts to the Penitentiary shall be allowed

lb.; R. S.57T ^or such scrviccs, which said sum shall be paid to the Superin-

tendent by the State Treasurer upon the warrant of the Comp-
troller General.

Penitentia r y Sec. 700. The Board of Directors and Superintendent of the

Le"xTn^gTo°n State Penitentiary are hereby authorized and required to set

len^formaTo/y.'^ apart SO much of the State farm in the County of Lexington as

1900, xxiii., may be necessary for such Reformatory. They shall also pro-
^^^'

vide suitable buildings and stockade for the safe-keeping and

comfort of persons sentenced thereto.

What moneys The Superintendent of the Penitentiary is authorized to use

ToV said pm-- any money on hand, or that may accrue out of the profits of the
^°^^'

State Penitentiary, to defray the expenses incurred in providing

such buildings and stockade and other appurtenances to the

State Reformatory Farm.

War d e n or Hc shall also appoint as warden or overseer, a person who,

appointed. ^ from practical experience, possesses the ability and qualifica-

tions necessary to successfully carry on the industries of the

Reformatory, and to enforce and maintain proper discipline

therein, and shall remove the same at will. Salary of the war-

den shall be paid of the profits of the State Penitentiary.

Rules for gov- The Board of Directors and Supermtendent of the Peniten-

tiary shall make rules and regulations for the government of

the Reformatory.

Who shall be The Superintendent of the Penitentiary shall place m the

formatory. Reformatory all male criminals, under sixteen years of age,

who shall be legally sentenced to said Reformatory on convic-

tion of any criminal offense in any Court having jurisdiction

thereof and punishable by imprisonment in the State Peniten-

tiary. Pie shall also remove all such convicts now in the Peni-

tentiary as soon as existing circumstances will allow. The
discipline to be observed in the said prison shall be reformatory,

and the warden shall have power to use such means of refor-

mation, consistent with the improvement of the inmates, as may
be prescribed by the Board and Superintendent. The Superin-

tendent shall provide for the instruction of the inmates in
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morals as well as useful labor. The white convicts shall be

kept and employed separately from the colored convicts.

TITLE IV.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

Of Inquests on Dead.

Sec.

701.

702.

703.

704.

705.

706.

707.

708.

709.

710.

711.

712.

713.

714.

715.

Mode of summoning a jury

;

form of warrant.

Any Constable or Sheriff to exe-

cute warrant.

Persons subject to jury duty.

Number of jurors and oath.

Coroner to charge jury.

Inquiry in case of suicide.

Proclamation.

Coroner has power to issue war-

rants, examine, bind over,

commit, &c.

Power to adjourn the jury, bind,

jurors, &c.

Absent jurors ; how supplied, &c.

Oath of witnesses.

Coroner to take down testimony

in writing, and bind over or

commit witnesses.

Form of verdict.

Finding in case of death by
means unknown.

Finding in case of death by self-

murder.

Sec.

716. Finding in case of death by mis-

chance.

717. Finding in case of death by the

hands of another.

718. Form of conclusion of inquisi-

tion.

719. AVarrant in case of murder.

720. Commitment.
721. Sheriff, &c., to keep persons

committed.

722. To bind over party killing by

mischance and witnesses.

723. Penalty for burying a body with-

out inquiry.

724. Body to be taken up on sus-

picion of violent death.

725. Record of body long dead, &c.

726. Liability for burial without in-

quest, &c.

727. Coroner may punish for con-

tempt.

728. Inquests to be held only on
written requests.

729. Duty of Coroner to hold pre-

liminary examination.

Section 701. When the Coroner shall be informed of, or shall Mode of

see, the dead body of any person, supposed to have come to aju™'^Form of

violent and untimely death, found lying within his County, he
""^"^^

.

shall make out his warrant, directed to all or any of the Con-s. "sso"; isss,

stables of his County, or to the Sherifif of his County, requiring isys, xv.,%.^'

them, or any of them, forthwith to summon a jury of fourteen

men of the County, within a radius of ten miles, to appear be-

fore him at the time and place specified in the warrant, which

warrant shall be in this form

:

"The State of South Carolina.

"To the Sheriff (or to any Constable or Constables, as the

case may be,) of County, Greeting

:

"These are to require you, immediately on receipt and sight
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hereof, to summon and warn, verbally or otherwise, fourteen

men of the said County, to be and appear before me, the Coro-

ner of said County, at , within the said County,

between the hours of .... o'clock, on the .... day of
,

then and there to inquire, upon the view of a body of a certain

person there lying dead, how he came to his death. Fail not

herein, as you will answer the contrary at your peril.

"Given under my hand and seal, at , this .... day

of , A. D , by me.

"A B,[l. s.]

"Coroner for County."

Any Con- Scc. 702. Any Constable or Sheriff, to whom such warrant

fff^ to "execute shall comc, shall forthwith execute the same, and repair unto

^^^—'- the place at the time therein mentioned, and make return of the

s. osi';" 183 0; warrant, with his proceedings thereon, to the Coroner that
-y" T ^O g 1

A

granted it ; and every Constable or Sheriff, failing to perform

the duty by such warrant required of him, or failing to return

the same, as aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay the sum of twenty

dollars, if without reasonable excuse, to be recovered by action

;

and each and every person summoned and warned, as aforesaid,

to be a juror, and failing to appear and act as such juror, shall

also forfeit and pay the sum of twenty dollars, if without rea-

sonable excuse, to be recovered by action.

Persons sub- gec. 703. All pcrsous subicct to jury dutv in the Circuit
ject to jury ^ •"

.'

duty. Courts shall be liable to serve as jurors on an inquest on a dead

c. ^hJ ^i' 9- body found within their County.
b. 2666; K. b. "^

582. Sec. 704. Of the jurors summoned and appearing, the Cor-

N u mber of oner shall swear twelve or more, and administer to the foreman
jurors and
oath. appointed by him an oath, in the form following: "You shall

G^s' 2667^- "r'
inquire and true presentment make, on behalf of the State of

s. 583. South Carolina, in what manner A B, here lying dead, came to

his death, and you shall deliver a true verdict thereon, according

to such evidence as shall be given, and according to your knowl-

• edge : So help you God ;" and to the others he shall administer

an oath in this form : "The oath which your foreman has taken

on his part, you shall well and truly observe and keep on your

part : So help you God."

c o roner to Scc. 705. The jury so sworn shall be charged by the Coroner
charge jury.

^^ dcclarc, upou oath, wlicther the deceased came to his death

s/ms^R! s!by mischance and accident, or by felony; and if by felony,
^*'

whether by his own or another's ; and if by mischance, whether
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by the act of God or of man ; and if he died of another's felony,

who were principals and who accessories, who threatened him

of life, or murder, and with what instrument he was struck or

wounded; and if by mischance or accident, by the act of God
or man, whether by hurt, fall, stroke, drowning or otherwise.

And he shall also charge them to inquire of the persons that

were present at the finding of the body whether he were killed

in the same place or elsewhere, and, if elsewhere, by whom or

how he was there brought, and of all other circumstances.

Sec. 706. If the jury so charged find that the deceased came gjg"^^ gu-^i^j'"

to his death by his own felony, they shall further inquire into 7^^ § 14. q
the manner, names, and instrument, and into all the circum-fgg^^^^' ^" ^"

stances of the death.

Sec. 707. The jury being charged, they must stand together
Proclamation.

until proclamation be made for any that can give evidence to s. 2670; 'r! s!

draw near, and they shall be heard.
^^^'

Sec. 708. The Coroner shall have the power to issue a war- coroner has

rant or warrants, to summon witnesses, and examine before the warrants, 'e^x^

ju-ry any person present, whether summoned or not, concerning l^er^' commit,

the death ; and every person summoned or required to give .

'^'

lb., § 16; G.
evidence, and disregarding such summons, or refusing to testify, s. 267i; r! s!

without such excuse as shall be lawful and sufficient, shall for-

feit and pay the sum of twenty dollars, and shall be committed

to jail by the Coroner until the next Court of General Sessions,

or until he testifies and is discharged by the Coroner (the said

forfeiture to be recovered by indictment) ; and, in addition,

shall be liable to be indicted at the next Court of General Ses-

sions for the County, and, upon conviction, shall be fined and

imprisoned at the discretion of the Court. And the Coroner

shall bind such witness or witnesses so appearing, by recogniz-

ance, with good and sufficient surety, to appear at the next Court

of General Sessions, to stand his trial ; and the witnesses refus-

ing to enter into such recognizance shall be forthwith committed

to the jail of the County, by commitment, under the hand and

seal of the Coroner, there to be kept until they enter into such

recognizance as before required.

Sec. 709. A Coroner shall have power, if he deem it neces- p^^-er to ad-

sary, to adjourn the jury, either from day to day, or any other
|,°f^"jj^'^jJj.o^r^;

day and place, to receive evidence, binding the jurors severally ^'^j

by one recognizance, in such amount as he shall think fit, for s|^-5^8.^i''|'3^;

their appearance ; which recognizance may be estreated, as to ^^•' ^^' ^
^^'
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any of the conusors for default, by the Court of General Ses-

sions.

Absent jurors, ^^^' '^^^' ^^ ^^^ °^ ^^^7 ^^ ^^^ jurors sliall fail to reappear at

ho w supplied,
|.j^g ^^y ^j^^j place to which they were adjourned, the Coroner

lb., § 18; G.
^^^^^ issue his warrant to supply the places of the absent jury,

fso.^*^"^'
^" ^' °^ ^^ ^^ many of the jurors absent as may be necessary; and

the jurors last summoned shall be sworn and charged as those

first summoned were, and shall have the same powers, and be

liable to the same penalties.

Oath of wit- Sec. 711. The witnesses examined upon the inquest shall be

sworn as follows, by the Coroner, who is empowered to admin-nesses,

s^'dio.^^'^^'' ^'ister the oath, that is to say: "The evidence you shall give to

this inquest, concerning the death of A B, here lying dead, shall

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth : So

help you God."

Coroner to Scc. 712. The testimony of all witnesses examined upon an

tfmony in"wr1t- inqucst shall be taken down in writing by the Coroner, and

oyer ^pr com- sigucd by the witncsscs, and if the testimony given tends to
mi wi nesses.

^ (.j-jj^ij-,^tg ^j-^y persou as conccmed in the death of the deceased,

s. 2675; r! s! the Coroner shall bind over the witness who gave it, in recog-

nizance, with sufficient surety, to appear at the next Court of

General Sessions to be holden for the County, to give evidence

concerning the death ; and such witness, for refusing to enter

into such recognizance, shall be committed by the Coroner to

the jail of the County, by warrant under his hand and seal,

there to be kept until the session of the Court, or until he shall

enter into recognizance as required.

Testimony of witness examined on inquest in absence of prisoner not competent

against him, on trial for murder, after death of witness.—State v. Campbell, i

Rich., 124.

The testimony so taken down is the best evidence of what a witness swore before

the Coroner, and other parol testimony as to what he swore should be rejected.^—
State V. Prater, 26 S. C, 198; 2 S. E., 108. When Coroner fails to have witness

to sign the testimony taken down in writing by person, proof of it by Coroner,

without his remembering it, is competent.—State v. Jones, 29 S. C, 201; 7 S. E.,

296. Testimony of witness may be contradicted by what he swore before Coroner

at inquest.

—

lb.

Formofver- Scc. 713. The jury having viewed the body, heard the evi-

dence, and made inquiry into the cause and manner of the death,
lb., § 21; G.

' ^ J ... , /-
s. 2677; R. s. shall render their verdict thereon, m writing, to the Coroner,
592.

under their hands and seals, in the manner following, (which

shall pass by indenture interchangeably between the Coroner

and jury,) that is to say:
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"South Carolina^ ^—'v—

'

"County,

"An inquisition indented, taken at , in County,

the day of , A. D. , before A B, Coroner (or

C D, Magistrate, acting as Coroner) for said County, upon view

of the body of E F, of , then and there being dead,

by the oaths of (inserting the names of the jurors,) being a

lawful jury of inquest, who, being charged and sworn to in-

quire, for the State of South Carolina, where and by what

means the said E F came to his death, upon their oath do say,

&c.
;

(inserting how, where, at what time, and by what instru-

ment the deceased was killed;)" and, if it shall appear that the

deceased was wilfully killed by another, the inquisition must be

concluded in this form: "And so the jurors aforesaid, upon

their oaths aforesaid, do say that the aforesaid J K, in manner

and form aforesaid, E F then and there feloniously did kill,

against the peace and dignity of the same State aforesaid,"

Sec. 714. If it shall appear that the deceased came to his j^^gg' ^f^ 'diath

death by means unknown to the jury, the inquisition shall con- ^^j,™^^"^
""'

elude thus: "That the said E F was killed and murdered by q g. 2677; r.

some person or persons (or, by some means,) to the jurors un-li.f^vi, §^2!.^'

known, against the peace and dignity of the same State afore-

said."

Sec. 715. If it appears that he died by self-murder, the in- case'^^or^eatS

quisition shall conclude : "That the said E F, in manner and ^^ seif-mur er.

form aforesaid, then and there, voluntarily and feloniously, s/leVs^; ^r. s!

himself did kill, against the peace and dignity of the same State
^^*"

aforesaid."

Sec. 716. If it appear that the deceased came to his death by case"^or^eath

mischance, the finding shall conclude : "That E F, in manner y ^^^^ a"'^^-

and form aforesaid, came to his death by misfortune, or acci- s 2679 • r' s'

dent."

Sec. 717. If the proof shall be that the death was occasioned case of 'death

by the hands of another, the conclusion shall be : "That J K thcofanother.^'^
^

said E F, by misfortune, and contrary to his will, in manner it., § 25; g.

and form aforesaid, did kill and slay." 596.

Sec. 718. After the conclusion above, according to the facts, Form of cqn-

the inquisition shall end in this form : "In witness whereof, I quisition.

, Coroner aforesaid, and the jurors aforesaid, to this ib., § 26; g.
•^

S. 2681; R. S.
597.
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inquisition have interchangeably put our hands and seal, the

day and year above mentioned.

"A B, [l. s.]

"Coroner County.

"C D, &c., [l. s.]

"Foreman of Jury of Inquest.

"E F, &c., [l. s.]

"Jurors."

Warrant in ^ec. 719. If the finding of the inqucst be wilful killing by the
case of ^^T^- ii2Lnds ov mcaus of another, the Coroner shall forthwith issue

G. s. 26S2; R. his Warrant, dictated to the Sheriff, or to one or more Con-

xi.f^7^^, 1 27!
^' stables for the County, for all the persons implicated by -said

finding, which warrant shall be in this form

:

"The State of South Carolina.

"By A B, Coroner (or C D, Magistrate, acting as Coroner)

for County

:

"To J Sheriff of County

:

"Whereas, by inquisition by me held, on (time and place in-

serted,) it was found that (here insert the finding of the jury) :

These are, therefore, to command you forthwith to apprehend

(here insert the name or names of the accused,) and bring him

(or them) before me, to be dealt with according to law.

"Given under my hand and seal, this .... day of
,

A. D
"A B, Coroner, [l. s.]

"(or C D, Magistrate, acting as Coroner)."

Commitment. Scc. 720. Upon the rctum of the said warrant, and the arrest

lb., § 2S; G. of the party or parties, the Coroner shall proceed to commit
S 2683 • R S

J-
.'

J- '

^

±

599. ' • •

j-^ii-Q^ her^ or them, by warrant, in the following form

:

"To the Sheriff, or Jailer of County :

"You are hereby commanded and required to receive and

keep in close confinement, in the jail of your County, (here in-

sert the name or names of the party or parties,) charged before

me by the finding of a jury of inquest held on the .... day of

, at , with (here insert finding,) until

he (she or they) shall be delivered by due course of law herein

fail not.

"Given under my hand and seal, this .... day of
,

A. D
"A B, Coroner [l. s.]

"(or C D, Magistrate, acting as Coroner)."
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Sec. 721. All Sheriffs and Jailers are required to receive and

keep securely all persons so committed by the Coroner. ,
Sheriff, &c.,'•'' -J to keep persons

Sec. 722. If the finding of the inquest be that the deceased committed.

came to his death by mischance, by the hands of another, the g ^^^-g|. 2^; g.

Coroner shall bind in recognizance, with sufficient surety, the^°°-

party against whom the verdict has been rendered, to appear J° ^^1';^°''^^

at the next Court of General Sessions for the County, that the mischance °and
-' ' witnesses.

matter may be then and there inquired into; and the Coroner-
j^ ^. ^ g^.

shall also bind over, by recognizance, with good surety, all ^- g^^
^^^' ^

such material witnesses as were examined before the jury of

inquest.

Sec. 723. If any person shall bury, or cause to be buried, the
buryhfg^I body

dead body of a person supposed to have come to a violent death,
^J^*

h o u t in-

before notice to the Coroner to examine the body, and before ^ g gese- i"

inquiry is made into the manner and circumstances of the |j ^^^^^^ §3/^'

death, such person shall be liable to indictment therefor before

the Court of General Sessions, and, upon conviction, shall be

fined and imprisoned at the discretion of the presiding Judge.

And the Coroner shall bind him in recognizance, with sufficient

surety, to appear and stand his trial at the ensuing term of

such Court.

Sec. 724. If the Coroner shall know, or be informed, of the t.?°f^^ 5,° J"^

interment of a body of a person, supposed to have come to a ^jgil Pt*"°"th°^

violent death, he shall proceed to empanel a jury, as is herein- ~"jj,__ g gg. q_

before directed, and order such body to be taken up, and shall fos.^^^'
'^^ ^'

conduct his examination into the cause and manner of the

death, as though such body had not been buried.

Sec. 725. If the body has been so long dead and buried or so bodyiong'^dead^

injured by improper keeping as that the causes of the death ^f^

cannot be ascertained upon the examination, the Coroner shall s.'^268l; ^R^ s."

make record of the fact, stating its condition, by whom, and^°*'

how long, it had been kept or buried, the circumstances of the

burial, and the identity (if discovered) ; which record shall be

entered in his book, and returned, as any other inquisition, to

the Clerk of the Court of General Sessions for the County.

Sec. 726. The person burying or directing the burial of the j^^^^'^^j'^'^^^yj^^"^

dead body of one supposed to have come to a casual or violent '"q^est, &c.

death, without due notice to the Coroner, upon conviction ^^ -^^g-
^^^g?

^'^

thereof, by indictment in the Court of Sessions, shall be liable ^- ^^

to be fined and imprisoned at the discretion of the Court. And
the Coroner shall bind him in recognizance, with sufficient
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^~"'^''''
surety, to appear and stand his trial at the ensuing term of such

Court.

Coroner may ^^^' '^'^'^- Whenever any person or persons shall wilfully

tempt!
^°^

'^°°' disturb or impede the proceedings of a jury of inquest while in-

G. s. 711; R. quiring into the cause of any death, or shall offer any contempt
*

xi.f'^4;'^ lirl', to the person or authority of the Coroner while so engaged, tlie

' °^^" Coroner is hereby empowered to commit such person or persons

to the common jail of the County for a time not exceeding

twentA^-four hours.

Any person who shall have been at any time duly summoned
to attend and serve upon a Coroner's jury who shall neglect or

refuse to so attend and serve without proper excuse shall be

liable to be punished for contempt ; and the Coroner is hereby

authorized and empowered to punish such contempt by fine not

exceeding twenty dollars or imprisonment not more than

twenty-four hours, or both, at his discretion.

See Sec. 888, Civil Code, as to when Magistrates may act as Coroner.
Tnotiests resf*

uiated. Sec. 728. It shall be unlawful for any Coroner or Magistrate

1S94, X X I., to hold an inquest over anv dead bodv, except upon the written
S15;1900, "'.

. :. ..
XXIII., 456. request of t^vo reputable citizens residing in the neighborhood

of where the dead body is found : Provided, That the provisions

of this Section shall not apply to Counties where Coroners are

paid salaries, except in the Counties of Bamberg, Charleston,

Florence and Dorchester, where such requests shall be neces-

san,-.

Preliminary Soc. 729. W'hereas great expense to the Counties is being
examinations.

. .——— — incurred by the apparent requirement of law that Coroners and
^2^. ^Magistrates acting for Coroners shall summon a jury, and often

one or more doctors, in case of every body found dead, even

where there is no suspicion of foul play at all therefore

:

Duty of Coro- In evcrv case where a bodv is found dead, and an investiga-
ner. - . j J5

tion or inquest is deemed advisable, it shall be the duty of the

Coroner, or of the Magistrate acting as Coroner, as the case

may be, to go to the body, and examine the witnesses most

likely to be able to explain the cause of death, take their tes-

timony in writing, and decide for himself whether there ought

to be a trial or whether blame probably attaches to any living

person for the death ; and if so, he shall proceed to summon a

quMt°"°^'
^"-jury and hold a formal inquest as now required by law: but if

there be, in his judgment, no apparent or probable blame

against living persons as to the death, he shall issue a burial
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permit, and all further inquiry or formal inquest shall be dis-

pensed with ; and for such preliminary examination such offi- "^^ \^ '^. ^'^^
^

\ .
pensed with.

cer shall receive the same fees paid in same way as a Magistrate ^
for any ordinary preliminary examination in a criminal case;

and the evidence and the finding of the officer on said prelimi-

nary shall be filed in the Clerk's office of the County, the find- Evidence filed.

ing to be that deceased came to death from natural cause, or

came to death at his own hand, or from act of God, or from

mischance, without blame on the part of another person. p^. ^j

In Counties where the Coroner receives a salary no fees shall

be allowed to any officer for services in such preliminary ex-

aminations.

See Sec. 3125, Civil Code, as to fees of physicians attending at inquests.

31—CP.





TO

Criminal Code.

Bein^ a List of Sections Construed by Supreme Court in Volumes 62 and 63

S. C. Reports.

Published Since Adoption of Code.

Section 20. Party swearing out, and constable serving warrant, not liable for false

imprisonment, where facts stated constitute no offense.—Whaley v.

Lawton, 62 S. C, 91; 40 S. E., 128.

Section 24. This Act does not prevent grand jury indicting without preliminary

examination.—State v. Brown, 62 S. C, 374; 40 S. E., '/T^.

Section 57. Preliminary examination before Magistrate not essential to validity of

dictment.—State v. Brown, 62 S. C, 374; 40 S. E., 776.

Section 171. Magistrate is not deprived of jurisdiction by plea of title to land.

—

State V. Holcomb, 63 S. C, 22; 40 3. E., 1017.

Section 359. Enticing a minor child, working under a coiitract mode by its father,

from the employ of a farmer 's not violation of thi;i Section.—State

V. Aye, 63 S. C, 458; 41 S. E., 519.

Section 458. Establishment of highway by adverse use.—Earle v. Poat, 63 S. C, 439;

41 S. E., 525. Kirby v. So. Ry., 63 S. C, 494; 41 S. E., 765.

Section 555. "Keeping and storing" involves the idea of continuity or habit.—Easley

Town Council v. Pegg, 63 S. C, 98; 41 S. E., 18.

Section 608. Constitutional; sufficiency of indictment.—State v. Napier, (>z S. C, 60;

41 S. E., 13.

I—ICC.





ALPHABETICAL INDEX

TO

CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

VOLUME II.

Criminal Code.

A
SEC.

Abandonment—
Of child by parent, &c 135

apprentices by masters 135

Abduction—
Maid under sixteen 287

Deflowering, or contracting matrimony with a maid under sixteen. 288

Kidnapping minors 134

Kidnapping sailors 133

Abortion—
Causing, punishment for 122

Administering or advising means to cause, punishment for 139

Use of certain means to cause, by women 140

Testimony in cases of 141

Absconding Felons—
Fugitives from justice 5

Abuse—
Of voter 27s
By municipal officers 434

Accepting a Challenge— *

Penalty for 125

Accessories—
Before fact punished as principal 634
When and how tried 635
Where to be tried 636
After the fact, how, when and where tried 637
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SEC.

Accident—
Finding of Coroner's Jury—death by ^ 71(5

Account—
With factors, fraudulent 345

Of fines, &c., received by Sheriffs 402

Book of Dispenser 572

Accusations—
In Magistrate's Court, on information 20, 49

Police Courts, on information •49

Courts—Martial 49

Other Courts, on indictment 48

Accused Persons—
In felonies, may have process to compel attendance of witnesses. .

.

45

To be informed of grounds of arrest, &c 47

To be prosecuted by indictment, except, &c 48

May have counsel, &c 49

Indicted, how convicted 50

When acquittal for variance in proof is no defense 51

Not to be punished until legally convicted 52

Acquittal—
Variance between indictment and proof no bar to new trial 51

Former 59

Action—
Election between civil and criminal for malicious mischief and

trespass 172

Adulteration—
Of food or drink, &c 306

candy 307

milk 308, 31b

food, drugs, liquors, &c 318

Adultery—
Punishment for 290

Defined 291

Affidavit—
Basis of charge before Magistrate 20

Who may make 34

Basis for search warrant 2)6, 614, 629, 580

On information and belief. . . . .* 599

False, by Dispenser 57^

Affrayers—
Magistrate may arrest 14

To give sureties for the peace 14

Agent—
To receive $3 a day and expenses, how paid. 6
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SEC.

Aids to Navigation—
Beacons, buoys and rangelights 227- 229

Aiding—
Superintendent of Penitentiary to suppress riots, &c 667

In execution of process 235

Escapes from prison and rescuing prisoners 268

Escapes from an officer 236, 269

Amendment—
Of indictment 58

Amusements—
On Sunday 502

License for 609

Animals—
Cruelty to 623

Owner liable to punishment, when 524

111 treatment of 625

Cruel work, abandonment of, &c 626

Overloading and confinement on railroad cars, &c. .' 62"]

Arrest for violation, made with or without warrant 628

When search warrant may be issued 629

Meaning of, and "owner" 630

Duty of certain officers 63

1

Fines, penalties, costs, a lien 632

Society for Prevention of Cruelty may destroy certain b^,},

Maliciously wounding, &c., certain 170

Wilfully marking certain 173, 174

Using horse or mule without consent of owner 175

Injury fences to enclose 176

Rescuing trespassing 177

Chasing and worrying certain 180

Selling diseased 369
Importing, affected with glanders 370
Swine dying from natural causes to be buried 332

Appeal—
From Magistrates' Courts 66

Time of ^-^

Notice, to be filed with Clerk of Court 68

Heard without examination of witnesses 71

Notice of, in criminal cases stays execution. -^t,

Practice and proceedings in ; from Sessions 75
From- order in habeas corpus proceedings 107

Bail pending 69, 74
Docketing 70

Appointment—
To office, buying, &c 265

Accepting bribe for 262
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SEC.

Apothecary—
Unlicensed mixing prescriptions 302

Appraisement—
Of prisoner's goods 80

Apprentices—
Abandonment and neglect of I35

Arbitrator—
Bribing '2^2,

Accepting bribe, &c 264

Arraignment—
Right of peremptory challenge on 55

Arrest—
Who may, a felon, and where i

When citizens may, and the means to be used 2

Refusal to aid officers in making 235, 26

Obstructing officer in making 236

By masters of vessels 621

Magistrate can make, when 23, 14, 19, 26, 30

Warrant of, to issue only upon information 20

Persons entitled to trial by jury when arrested 21

Persons to be informed of grounds, &c 47

When informer free from 267

For cruelty to animals, with or without warrant 628

Officers may issue warrants for fugitives from abroad 5

Conductors and station agents of railroad company may make 482

For violations of Dispensary Law 578, 590

For offences committed in view, without warrant 3

Under civil process, militia, when exempt 4

By special officers ^i

Warrants for, to be endorsed by Magistrate in County where

served Zl

Arson—
Punishment for I43

Entitled to arraignment, &c 55

Challenges on indictment for 55

Assaults—
Magistrate may punish I3

With concealed weapon , 132

For political opinion 277

Assessment of Taxes—
Disclosing returns for income tax 489

Oath to return 49°

Refusing to appear before Auditor 49^

Refusing to answer questions of Comptroller General as to 493
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SEC.

Assuming Office—
Illegally 379, 422, 428

Attempt—
To kill by poison 121

To procure abortion 139, 140

Attendance—
Of witnesses may be compelled 25, 30, 45, 9, 8

Of prosecutor 7, 9

Auditor—
[See County Auditor.]

Autre Fois Acquit or Convict—
Plea of 59

B

Baggage—
Injury to 475

Beacons—
Mooring vessels, &c., to 227

Removing 227

Damaging, &c 227

Cost of repairing, &c 229

Anchoring vessel.on line of range lights 228

Bail—
Magistrate cannot let to, in cases of capital felony 28

Magistrates to admit to, when 28

Pending appeal 69

Not to be granted in capital cases by Judges, after conviction 74
Not to be granted after conviction where punishment exceeds ten

years' imprisonment 74
On return to writ of habeas corpus 97
Recognizances to be in name of State 84

scale of 29

before whom to be taken 84

proceedings on, in case of forfeiture 85

forfeited, execution against property 86

Forfeited, execution against person 87

Forfeiture remitted, when 88

Banking Laws—
Violation by Directors 218

Barbed Wire Fences—
Near roads 470
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SEC.

Bastardy—
Reputed father of bastard to maintain it, &c 494

Women who refuse to declare the father to be committed to jail or

give security 495

If warrant is resisted. Constable to make return to Clerk, and

party may be indicted, &c 496

In case of denial by reputed father, the jury to try the question.

If convicted, to give security, &c 497

In case of twins, recognizance to be for support of both 498

Battery—
[See Assaults.]

Bedding—
Penalty for stealing. &c., from lodging 151

Betting—
On elections 291

[See also Gambling, 506-516.']

Bigamy—
Definition and punishment for 289

Billiards—
Gambling on 5^6

Birds—
Unlawful to shoot or entrap certain 546

Penalty for killing certain 547

Penalty for robbing nest 548

Penalties to be recovered before Magistrate 549

Offenders to be committed for non-payment 55°

Catching and killing for scientific purposes allowed 55

1

Not to net or trap certain, on others' lands, or within certain

seasons 552, 553

Mongolian Pheasant protected 554

Blcgd Hounds—
To be kept by Sheriff 659

Board—
Procuring by false statements 221

Boats—
Stealing or letting loose, canoes, &c 148

Failure to return certain I95

Drifted, taking up, &c., without accounting 196

Be nd—
Stealing, &c I47

Of less value than twenty dollars • • • 16
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•

SEC.

Books—
Obscene, indecent or improper 296

Of State Library, damages 188

embezzling, &c 188

BOUYS

—

[See Beacons, 22^-229.]

Branding—
Penalty for, animals, larger 173

Any sheep, goat, &c 174
J*

Breach cf the Peace—
Magistrate may punish for 13

may require sureties, on threaten 14

Breach of Trust—
With fraudulent intent, how punished 154

Breaking—
Into a house in the day time 145

railroad car 192

Bribery—
Giving or offering, to officers 261

Acceptance of, by officers 262

Corrupting jurors, &c 263

Accepting, by jurors, &c 264

To procure office by 265

Penalty for accepting 266

Informer free from arrest 267

Penalty for, at elections 273

Offering to procure votes by 274

Bridges—
Penalty for injuring 454
Injury to 454
Penalty for putting obstruction on 458

Not furnishing toll, with lights 437
Driving fast over 438

Bringing—
Convicts into the State 202

Buggery 294

BurglarY-i^

Punishment for 144

Dwelling house defined in cases of 146

Person charged with, entitled to arraignment and to ten per-

emptory challenges 55
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SEC.

Burial—
Of dead swine 332

Of persons supposed to come to death from violence, without in-

quiry 723- 1^^

Burning—
Of houses, public buildings,. &c., penalty for 143

Stacks of corn, in night time 157

Turpentine farms 155

Stacks of corn, &c., in day time 158

And cutting frames of timber, &c * 162

Carts, wood, &c. 159

Of grass, bush, &c., setting woods on fire 160

Butter and Cheese—
Adulteration of 308

Making imitations of 309- 312

Substitutes for to be stamped 312

unmarked, contraband 313

sale of under false pretense 314

hotels using to give notice 315

Penalty for violating law as to 316

Buying and Receiving Stolen Goods—
Penalty, &c 17, 165

Buying Seed Cotton—
When unlawful 347
Regulations as to 348, 349
Sea Island 350

c

Camp Meetings—
Sale of goods near place of 372

Disturbing religious worship at 505

Candy—
Adulteration of 307

Cars—
Shooting at 484

Cards—
Gambling at 506

Swindling at 515

False pretenses at, &c ^ 18

Carnal Intercourse—
Adultery 290, 291

Fornication 290, 292

Incest 295

Rape 114

With woman child under 14 years of age ; 115
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SEC.

Carriers—
[See Railroads.]

Negligence of railroad agents, servants, &c 472- 474
Injury to baggage 475

Excessive toll 476
Discrimination 477
Through freight 478
Separate cars 479
Loitering in station houses 481

Fraudulently evading payment of toll 483

Carrying Challenges—
Punishment for 126

Carrying Concealed Weapons—
Assault with 132

Punishment for 130

Special count for 131

Cemeteries—
Desecration of graves in 230

Certificates—
False, given jurors and w^itnesses 380

To allow liquor brought into State, &c 555

Chain Gang—
All Courts may sentence to 657

What convicts to be confined on yy

Municipal convicts on 658

Challenge to Jurors—
Persons arraigned for certain crimes

;
peremptory 55

No grand juror to sit on trial jury 53

Common interest in fine or forfeiture no ground of 54

Challenges—
To fight, punishment for 125

Carrying or delivering 126

Change of Place of Trial—
In Magistrates' Courts 33
In General Sessions, Civil Code Sec, 2/33.

Charleston—
Magistrates in, jurisdiction 22

Cheats—
Swindling ' 515
By false pretences 167, 168

[See also Fraud.]

Cheese—
[See Butter and Cheese, 308-316.]
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SEC.

Chemist—
Refusing to make analysis 555

Children—
Abandonment and neglect of 135

Cruelty to 136

Kidnapping 134

Carnal knowledge of female 115

Clerk of Court of Common Pleas and General Sessions—
Costs for taking recognizance 10

May take recognizances 84
Discharge prisoner on giving recognizance .7

Discharge witness on giving recognizance 8

Magistrate to file papers with, 10 days before Court 31, 408

To keep record of all persons tried for crime, and report 46
Duty as to appeals 68, 70
Failing to pay over funds, how punished 383

Responsible for books, papers, &c., in his office 384
Penalty for failing to report to Auditor and Treasurer 385

Penalty for failure to turn over moneys in his hands to his suc-

cessor 387
For misconduct, how punished 388

Penalt}^ for allowing records to be taken from his office 390

Neglect of duty by, how punished 391

Clues—
Sale of liquors by 004

Coast Survey—
Monuments and signals ; destroying, &c 471

Cock Fighting—
Punishment for ; 298

Cohabitation—
In adultery 290, 291

In fornication 290, 292

CoiN^
Counterfeiting 374

Combinations in Restraint of Trade—
Prohibited 212- 217

Commitment—
By Magistrates, of witnesses - 25

for breaches of peace 26

of persons charged with offences 28

Coroner 720, 708, 643

United States Courts 641

Warrant of 89

In violation of Habeas Corpus Act ic6
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SEC.

Common Carriers—
[See Carriers, Railroads, 4/2-483.]

Concealing—
Oneself in house with intent to steal 163

Concealed Weapons—
Penalty for carrying 130

Special count for carrying 131

Assault, &c., with 132

Conspiring—
Against persons for political opinions, penalty. 233

Penalty for other crimes referred to 234

Duty of Sheriffs in certain cases of conspiracy 235

Penalty for hindering officers or rescuing prisoners 236

Persons injured by conspiracy may prosecute County for dam-

ages 237

Constables—
Resisting or obstructing 235, 236, 586

Penalty for failing to execute process of Magistrate Court 414

Punishment for oppression, &c 415

May be removed from office on conviction 416

Penalty for default in returning warrants 417

Special appointment of 23

who may not be 35

Not to swear out warrants, exception 34

Contempt—
Coroner may punish for 727

Violating restraining order as to nuisance 578

Proceeding on 578

Punishment 578

Continuance—
Traverse not a 43

Contractors—
Duty of as to pay of laborers and for materials 338

Conveyances—
To defraud creditors [Civil Code, Sec. 2371.']

Conviction—
Persons indicted, how convicted 50

No person to be punished except on legal 52

Former, plea of 59

Convicts—
Penalty for bringing into the State 202

Penalties, how recovered 203

Treatment of 684
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SEC.

Convicts—(Continued.)

What, may be hired out 680

To whom may be hired 681

Disposition of hire from 682

Hire of, how to be paid 683

Hiring, preferences in 683

to highest bidder 685

to phosphate mines 697

bond by contractor, &c 686

Escaped, forfeit for 686

arrest of 690

reward for 689

harboring 691

Hired, guards for 692

physician for 693

Contracts for working 693

Expense maintaining 687

Maltreatment of 688

Transporting to Penitentiary 698

Expense of transporting 699

Penalties for violating law as to 696

As witnesses 696

Insolvent, discharge of 87

Municipal 658

[See State Penitentiary.]

Coroner—
To report to the Governor in certain capital cases; penalty 406

Of Charleston, punishment for neglect of duty 407/*

[See Inquests.]

Corporations—
Inj ury to property of certain 198

Issuing free passes 205

Fraudulent misrepresentations by Directors of 208

Fraudulent misrepresentations by stockholders and officers 209

Monopolies by ; 212

Officers of fraternal benefit association making fraudulent state-

ments 219, 220

[See Railroads.]

Corruption—
Public officers guilty of, how punished 388

Costs—
Prisoners liable to pay their own 79

goods sold to pay 80

goods ; appraisement 81

goods ; transfers of 82

acquitted, discharged from 83

*



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XIII

SEC.

Cotton—
Weight of bales 351

.

False packing of 340

Selling seed cotton between sundown and sunrise 341

Book to be kept by traders in 342, 349, 352

Charge of breakage on weighing 343

Making away with 344

Factors failing to account for 345

License for traffic in seed cotton 347

License for traffic in Sea Island 350

Regulations as to traffic in Marion County 348

Book kept by licensees to traffic for inspection 349

Weighing in certain markets 354

Counsel—
Prisoner's right to 41, 42, 49

Defendant may have 41, 49

Court may assign 42

Counterfeiting 374- zi^

Certain coin money 374
Certain bank notes, &c 375

Evidence on trial for 376

County Auditor—
Unlawful for, to buy teachers' certificates 418

Penalty for accepting or exercising the office without authority, and

for not turning over books, papers, &c., to successor 422

Penalty for failing to report polls 426

Not to issue certificate of indebtedness 426

May compel oath, when 490

Disclosing income tax assessments. 489

County Board of Control—
[See Sale of Spirituous Liquors.]

County Commissioners—
Not to issue certificate of indebtedness 427

Penalty for failing to remove certain patients from the Asylum. . . . 430

County Superintendent cf Education—
Not to discount teacher's pay certificates 418

Not to be agent for school books 419

To apportion school funds monthly 420

Treasurer to report monthly to 424

To keep general cash account 429

County Treasurer—
To keep general cash account 429

Not to demand or receive illegal commissions on school funds. .. . 421

Not to buy teachers' certificates 418



XIV INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SFX.

County Treasurer-—(Continued.)

Penalty for accepting or exercising the office without authority,

and for not turning over books, papers, &c 422

To keep account of poll tax
;
penalty 423

To report to County Superintendent of Education; penalty. . . .424, 420

Penalty for neglecting to report school funds to State Superin-

tendent of Education 425

Court Houses—
Penalt}^ for burning .- 143

Penalty for injuring 656

Alterations in 653

Buildings near 655

Courts of Sessions—
Appeals to 66- 71

Appeals from 75

Acquittal former 51, 59
Grand j urors, how drawn 38

term of service 38

new array of 38

who to be 39
not to be on trial j ury 53

Juries, Petit, who to be 39
challenges to 53> 54, 55

how empaneled 44
Defendant in capital cases to have copy of indictment 40

may testify 64

may have counsel 41

counsel assigned 42

privilege of, when witness 65

Continuance, traverse of indictment not to operate as 43
Compulsory process for witnesses 45

Clerk to keep and report statistics of trials in 46

Conviction, former 59

Convictions on confession 50

plea .^ 50

demurrer 50

verdict 50

punishment to follow 52

Variance, when material 51

Right of challenge to jurors. 53, 54, 55

Nolle pros (n) 53

Indictment, by Grand Jury 48

when sufficient 56

demurrer to 57

motion to quash 57

amendments to 58

for murder 60

for perjury 62



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XV

SEC.

Courts of Sessions— (Continued.)

Indictment, for forgery, &c., 6i

copy to be given defendant 4°

Witnesses for defence ; compulsory process for 45

to be sworn, &c 63

husband or wife as 65

defendant as 64, 65

New trials in 7^

Stay of execution 7^

Bail after conviction in 75

Proceedings in 3"- 4"

Rights of persons in 47" 52

Trials in 53- 65

Creditors—
Conveyances to defraud. [Civil Code, 2371.]

Creeks—
Penalty for obstructing rivers and 182, 184

Criminal Cases—
Before Magistrates, to be commenced by information 20

Prisoners' witnesses to be sworn in 63

Prisoners' witnesses ;
process for 45

Defendant may testify in 64

No person required to criminate himself in 65

Husband or wife not required to disclose communications 65

Clerk to keep and report statistics of 46

[See Court of Sessions.]

Criminal Jurisdiction—
Of Magistrates ^^' ^"^

Generally
1

1

Where punishment does not exceed $100 fine or 30 days' imprison-

ment ^^

Simple affrays ,-
^^

Simple assaults and batteries ^3

Simple breach of peace ^3

Carrying concealed weapons -^5

Disturbing religious meetings '^S

Disposing of property under lien ^5

Malicious mischief •,

^^

Malicious trespass ^^

Obtaining goods under false pretenses ' i"

Petit larcenies
^

Receiving stolen goods ^^

Riots
^^

Routs 5

To hold preliminary examinations and issue warrants for higher

offences ^4i 9

2—TCC.
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INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Criminal Jurisdiction—(Continued.)

Proceedings by information 20

may be amended -20

summary 20

Trial by jury before 21

In Charleston to try offenses against municipal ordinances 22

May appoint Special Constables 23

Preliminary examination, conduct of 24

May arrest and bind over witnesses 25, 30

command the peace 26

grant bail, in certain cases 28

Recognizances before 29

To return papers to Circuit Court 31

Duty on information of impending duel - 32

Change of venue by 24, 33

Warrants ; who may swear out 34

who may serve 35

to be endorsed, &c 37

search, when issued 36, 580

Cruelty—
To animals 623- 633

children 136

Currency-—Offenses Against—
Forgery 373

Counterfeiting 374

Issuing paper resembling bank notes 375

On trial for counterfeiting notes of a bank, the bank to furnish

witnesses 376

Cutting—

•

Frames of timber, punishment for 162

D
Dead Body—

Of swine dying from natural causes, how to be buried 332

[See Inquests.]

Deadly Weapons—
[See Concealed Weapons, 130, 131, 132.]

Death—
^ Place of trial, from injuries received within the State 116

Beyond the State 117

When parties are in different Counties 118

Where injury in one County and death in another 119

Deer—
Penalty for killing, at certain seasons 54°

having possession of venison recently killed. 541



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XVII

SEC.

Defects—
In indictments 57, 58

Defendant—
May testify 64

Have process to secure witnesses 45

Witnesses for, to be sworn 63

\Vitnesses for, pay of 45

Privilege as witness 65

Entitled to bail on appeal from Magistrate 69

Bail for, on appeal to Supreme Court 74

To pay their own costs, except when acquitted 79- 83

Recognizances for appearance 29, 84- 88

To have counsel 41, 49

Counsel, when assigned to 42

Copy of indictment, when furnished 41

How prosecuted 20, 48

How convicted 50

Peremptory challenges by 55

When to be indicted or bailed 90

Right to, and proceedings under writ of habeas corpus 98- 107

Dentistry—
Penalty for practicing without proper qualifications 301

Desecration—
Of graveyards 230

Desertion—
By sailors, &c 613- 622

Of children, apprentices and helpless persons 13S

Digging Ginsing—
On lands of another 232

At certain seasons 23

1

Dispensary Law 555- 603

Disposing of Property in Which Another Has a Claim—
Under lien 2>?>^> 3^7

Under attachment or levy 339

Disturbing Religious Worship—
Punishment generally 505

Where no weapons used nor wounds inflicted 15

Dogs—
Larceny of (n) 164

Bloodhounds kept by Sheriff 659

Drifted Timber, Lumber, &c.—
Taking up without accounting 196



XVIII INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Druggists—
Must have license 302

Unlawful to fill prescriptions without license 303

Association to prosecute offenders 304

Drunkenness, &c.—
On or near public highway 252

In public places 299

Duel—
Duty of Magistrate when informed of impending 32

Killing in, murder 113

Sending or accepting challenge to fight 125

Carrying or delivering challenge to fight 126

Principal or second compelled to give testimony 127

Persons engaged in, may be used as witnesses 128

Dwelling House—
Punishment for setting fire to 143

Defined in cases of burglary and arson 146

Burglary in 144

Breaking and entering in day time 145

Injury by tenant, &c 162

Entering, with intent to steal, &c 163

Malicious injury to 171

Counties liable for destruction, of, by mob or riot 238

E

Election—
Between civil and criminal action for malicious injuries 172

Elections—

•

Betting on 271

Voting more than once at 272

Bribery at 273

Offering to procure voters by bribery 274

Abusing voters 275

Place of trial, informer's share, &c 276

Assault, &c., on account of political opinions 277

Perjury to swear falsely at 278

Punishment of managers at primary, for violating, &c 279

Punishment of officers guilty of neglect or corrupt conduct 280

Penalty for messengers and others defeating due delivery of cer-

tificates 281

Punishment for neglect or corrupt conduct on part of officers or

messengers 282

Punishment for violation of, laws 283

Wilful neglect of duty or corrupt conduct of commissioner or

manager of 284



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XIX

SEC.

Elections—(Continued.)

Improperly furnishing registration certificate 285

Receiving a fraudulent registration certificate 286

Embezzlement—
Of public funds 378

Books, &c., from Library 188

Breach of trust with fraudulent intent 154

Emigrants—
Soliciting without license 608

Employes—
Injury by negligence or carelessness of, how punished 472

Gross carelessness and negligence of 473

Negligence of 474

Wilful neglect by engineer or conductor 138

Agricultural, violating contracts 355- 357

Offering to pay in plantation checks 358

Enticing to violate contract 359

Contractors to pay 338

Furnishing names to road overseers 459

Wilful or reckless injury to baggage 475

Placing white and colored passengers in same car 479

Violating Interstate Commerce Act 485- 488

Enticing Laborers—
To violate contracts 359

Entry—

•

On lands of another 186

Of house without breaking with felonious intent 163

Escape—
Aiding, from prison and rescuing prisoners 268

Aiding, an officer 236, 269

Jailer or other officer wilfully suffering 270

Sheriff punishable for wilful 397

Sheriff to arrest escaped convicts 404, 690

Examination—Preliminary—
Magistrate shall make, when 24

Execution—
To enforce fines, forfeitures, and recognizances, against property. . 86

To enforce fines, forfeitures, and recognizances, against the person. 87

To enforce payment of costs, &c., by convicts 80

Of sentence to imprisonment 76, 77

Of sentence to death, place of 660

Explosions—
Through negligent management of steamboats I37
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SEC.

Extortion—
In charges of toll by railroads 476

EXTR-\DITI0X

—

,

Of fugitives from justice 5. 6

E\TDENCE—
As to abortions, (Sec 122, 139, 140

duelling, &c 127, 128

trusts and monopolies 215

fertilizers 361

Perjun- 253- 260

As to adulteration of food, &c 317

agricultural contracts 355

counterfeiting bank notes, &c 376

violating game law 541

illegal sales of liquor 573

contempts, under Dispensary Law 578

transportation of contraband liquors 584

contraband liquors, in possession 595
of master of ships and vessels, taken be dene esse 618

Before Coroners, at inquests 712

Taking testimom- before ^Magistrates 24

[See Witnesses.]

Factors—
Failing to account for produce, &c 345. 346

False—
Pretenses or representations, obtaining goods bj' 15. 18, 167, 168

Pretenses or representations, obtaining board by 221

Certificates to jurors and witnesses 222

Token, &c., obtaining goods bj' 18, 167

Swearing, punishable as perjury 576, 256

before Court of Arbitration of mercantile disputes in

City of Charleston 260

Statement by President or Cashier of bank 258

Oath at primaiy election 278

Statements under Dispensary' Law 575, 576

[See Fraudulent.]

Feloxies—
Capital—
Murder, defined 108

Punishment 109

JCilling by stabbing, &c no
Death from obstructing railroad m
Killing by poison 112



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XXt

SEC.

Felonies—(Continued.)

Capital—
Killing ill a duel ^^3

Rape i^-t

Carnal knowledge of a woman child under fourteen years 115

Injuries within limits and death beyond limits of State , . 116

Injuries beyond limits and death within limits of State ii7

When parties are in different Counties u^

When injury in one County and death in another 119

Arson ^45

Magistrates cannot bail in 28

Persons indicted for capital, to have copy of indictment 40

may have counsel 4i

Court may assign counsel 42

may have process to compel attendance of wit-

nesses 45

Not Capital—
Manslaughter ^^°

Attempt to poison ^^^

Causing abortion ^^^

Punishment for placing obstruction on railroads 123, 124

Burglary ^44

Dwelling house defined in case of burglary and arson 146

Stealing bonds, &c., exceeding $20.00 in value I47

or letting loose boats ^4°

bicycles ^5°

live stock ^49

bedding, &c., from lodging 151

from the person, privily. ^52

Restitution of stolen goods ^53

Breach of trust with fraudulent intent IS4

Firing turpentine farms ^55

Interfering with police alarms, &c i5o

Officer, &c., embezzling public funds 37°

Officer diverting public funds 377

Officer entering into contract in excess of levy 377

Buggery 294

Burning ricks of hay, &c., in the night time iS7

Conspiracy against persons, &c ^23

Perj ury ^53

Bank officers receiving deposits after knowledge of insolvency 259

Forgery 373

Counterfeiting 374

Punishment for, where none specially provided •
• 76

Accessories before the fact, punished as principal 634

before the fact, when and how tried 63s

where to be tried 636

after the fact, how, when and where tried 637



XXII INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Felons—
Anyone may arrest, and when i

Who may arrest at night, &c 2

Arrest of, on Sunday 4

Fences—
Malicious injury to 171

Barbed wire, near roads 470

Ferries—
Transporting passengers within a mile of an established; proviso.. 440

Penalty for inj uring 441

Fertilizers—
Penalties for selling without compliance with regulations of Civil

Code 360, 361

Fraudulent sales, &c 360

inferior, sales of 361

Inspection tax tags, forgery of 362

Fighting—
Duels 32, 113. 125- 128

For prizes 251

[See Affrays, Riots, &c.]

Fines—
Executions to enforce 86, 87

Failure to paj^ over 409, 383

Report of, by Sheriff 402

Report of, by Magistrates 409

Disposition of 423, 424, 425, 411, 504, 516, 544. 549, 425

[See also Informer's Share Of.]

Constitute a lien on animals 632

For violation of quarantine laws 329

Fire—
Removal of prisoners in case of 649

Setting to turpentine farms I55

stacks of hay 157, 158

wains, carts, &c 159

grass, woods, fences 160

untenanted buildings 162

Carry on lands of another 161

Hunting with ^ 543, 545

Arson 143

Firearms—
[See Pistols, 129-134,610.]

Fish—
Obstructions in streams; close time Si/

Ways to be constructed 518



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XXIII

SEC.

Fish—(Continued.)

Impurities not to be cast in streams Si9

Sluices to be designated 520

No traps to be kept up near dams on any navigable stream 521

Obstructing navigation by traps 522

Stealing, from traps 5^3

Unlawful to, with nets, &c., in certain seasons in certain Counties

532, 524

Penalties 525

Staked nets not to extend more than half way across the stream. .

.

528

Catching terrapins prohibited in certain Counties 526

Killing by dynamite, &c 527

Trespassing on or injuring artificial fishponds 534

Poisoning waters of streams 535

Obstructing passage of, in Savannah River, near Augusta 536

Restriction as to, on S. C. side 537

Placing traps on S. C. side 538

Punishment for violation 539

[See Oysters.]

Catching sturgeon and shad regulated 528

Food—
Adulteration of, &c 305- 318

Fords—
Not to be obstructed 445

Forfeiture—
Of recognizances

;
proceedings thereon 85- 88

office ; by conviction of embezzlement 389, 378

passive misconduct 381

active misconduct 388

failing to pay over funds 383

official misconduct 388

habitual negligence 388

drunkenness 388

corruption 388

fraud 388

oppression 388

drunkenness 393

proceedings thereon 389

by allowing prisoner lynched 142

Forgery—
Indictment for 6

1

Punishment for person convicted of 373

Of inspection tax tags 362

Fornication—
Defined 292

Penalty 290
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SEC.

Frames of Timber—
For houses, punishment for cutting, burning, &c 162

Fraternal Benefit Societies—

False statements in reference to business 219

Violating inj unction 220

Fraud—
Fraudulent statements by Directors 208

statements by stockholders or officers 209

pension claims 211

statements, &c., in regard to fraternal insurance 219

representations to secure board 221

jury or witness certificates 222

removal of property levied on 339

use and forgery of inspection tax tags 362

False packing cotton 340

In making away with produce 344

factories, failing to account, &c 345

guanos, fertilizers, &c 360

false pretences 167, 168

Breach of trust with fraudulent intent 154

Swindling 515

Conveyances (See Civil Code, Sec. 2371.)

In selling goods marked "Sterling" 352

Free Passes and Franks—
Acceptance and use by officers prohibited 205

Issuance by transportation, &c., companies 2c6

Freights— .

Unreasonable charges 476

Discrimination as to 477

Through, violating regulations as to 478

Interstate Commerce Act 485- 488

Fugitives From Justice—
Officers may arrest ; warrants for 5

Pay agents appointed to bring back to State 6

G
Gambling—

Playing at certain games 506

Keeping gaming tables 507

Betting on elections 508

Wager to be forfeited 509

Rooms where offenses committed may be broken open in the Cit}^

of Charleston 510

Gamblers to give security for good behavior or be committed 511

Wager of $5 to forfeit recognizance . 512



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XXV

SEC.

Gambling—(Continued.)

Imprisonment ;
proviso 5^3

Challenge or fight on account of wagers 5^4

Swindling i8> 5I5

Keeping gaming table open on Sabbath 5^6

Setting up lotteries I99

Adventuring in lotteries 200

Selling tickets in lotteries 201

Game—
Protection of 540- 554

Deer ; close season for 540

evidence, having venison, &c S4i

Hunting on lands of others 542

with fire in night time S43j 553

fines for disposition of 544

fines, how enforced 545

civil action for damages 545

Shooting, &c., bats, blue birds, finches, fly catchers, humming birds,

larks, orioles, nut hatches, turkey buzzards, threshers, warblers,

whip-poor-wills, wood peckers and other insectivorous birds

prohibited 54^

Shooting crows, crow black birds, eagles, hawks, jackdaws and

owls permitted • 54°

Catching, killing, selling or exporting bee birds, mockmg birds,

nonpareils, red birds, swallows, thrushes, wood peckers or

wrens prohibited 547

Robbing bird nests 553, 548

Penalties 549> 550

Killing and catching birds for scientific purposes 55^

Partridges and quail; netting, trapping, selling, &c., prohibited. ... 552

Close season for hunting partridge, quail, woodcock, pheasants,

doves and wild turkeys 553

Mongolian pheasants protected 554

Gates—
May be erected on roads, when 449

Penalty for interfering with 450

Erection of, on highways 45 Ij 452

Gifts—
Offering with sales of food ; 200

GiNSING—
Digging at certain seasons 231

Digging on lands of another 232

Goats—
Penalty for malicious wounding, Sz:c i/O

Penalty for marking and branding I74
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SEC.

Governor—
Duty in event of insurrection 244- 250

On removal of officers 389

Grand Jurors—
When and how returned and term of service 38

Who to be 39

Grand Jury-
No member of, to try indictment found by 53

Graves—
Inj uries to ; 230

Growing Crops—

•

Punishment for stealing from the field 166, 169

Guano—
Sale of, &c 360, 361

H
Habeas Corpus—

Persons entitled to the benefit of this Chapter 89

Persons indicted for treason or felony shall be indicted the next

term or let to bail ' 90

If not asked for two terms, &c 91

Judges to grant writs 92

Writs to be directed to whom 93
Service of writ 94
Prisoners to be brought upon payment of charges, &c 95
Time within which prisoner must be brought before Court 96

Proceedings upon hearing of the return 97
Notice to be given to Attorney General, &c 98

Granting of writs during session of Court 99
After adjournment 100

Persons discharged not to be rearrested loi

Two Magistrates to grant writ 102

Penalty on officers neglecting their duty 103

Penalties, how recovered 104

Persons not removed from one prison to another without cause. . . 105

Penalty for signing warrants, &c 106

Appeals allowed 107

Highways—
Neglect to work, suddenly obstructed 435
Neglecting to put in repair 436
Injuring mile posts or pointers 446
Neglect for numbering and posting roads 448
Erection of gates on; how and when 45i- 45^

Careless driving, &c., on 439



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XXVII

SEC.

HiGKWAYs^(Continued.)
Travel to be right of center 442

Injuring guide posts 447
Damaging 453
Cutting down shade trees on 457
Obstructing 458

Barbed wire fences near 470

[See Roads.]

Hard Labor—
Punishment at y6, 77

Hawking and Peddling—
Without license 364

Health—
Offenses against public 300- 334
Practicing medicine without license 300

dentistry without license 301

pharmacy without license 302- 304

Selling diseased meats 305

Adulteration of food or drink, &c 306, 318

candy 307

milk 308

Imitations of and substitutes for cheese and butter 309- 316

Evidence as to . 317

Obstruction Inspector of Foods, &c 319

Supplying minors with tobacco, cigarettes, &c 320

Work hours in factories 321

Work hours on railroads 322

Quarantine regulations 323- 329

Reports of infectious and contagious diseases 330

Reports of infants with diseased eyes 331

Burial of swine dying from natural causes 332

Employers to provide seats for women in stores 323

Obstruction of drains in Charleston 334

Hogs—
Penalty for malicious wounding 170

Penalty for marking and branding 174

Penalty for stealing 149

Burial of, when dying from natural causes 332

Rescuing trespassing 177

Inj uring, chasing, &c 180

Homicide—
Murder defined 108

Punishment for IC9

Killing by stabbing, &c no
From obstructing railroad iii

By poison 112
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SEC.

Homicide—(Continued.)

In a duel ii3

Rules for places of trial when injuries in one County and death in

another 1 19

Where injury within and death beyond limits of State Ii6

Where injury beyond and death within limits of State 117

Where parties are in different Counties 118

Accidental (n. p. 263) 108

Accidental, Coroner's jury finding 716

Accidental, Coroner to bind over for 722

Suicide, Coroner's jury finding 715

Suicide, inquiry as to 706

By hands of another, finding as to 717

Coroners warrant for arrest 719

Coroner's commitment to j ail 720

Preliminary examinations as to 729

Reports of, to Governor by Coroner 406

Inquest as to 701- 729

Indictment for (n., page 261

)

60

Manslaughter 120

Lynching, permitting 142

Horses—
Penalty for malicious wounding 170

Penalty for marking and branding, &c I73

Penalty for stealing I49

Hours of Labor—
In factories, &c 321

On railways and street railways 322

Housebreaking—
In day time or night time I4S

Hunting—
Not allowed on lands of others without consent 542

Penalty for, with fire in night time 543. 553

Fines and forfeitures, how recovered and disposed of 544

On default of payment, offender to be imprisoned 545

Civil action for damages from 545

Deer 540

Game birds on lands of others 552

Game birds ; close season 553

Mongolian pheasants 554

Husband and Wife—
Privileged communications 65
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I

Immigrants and Seamen-^
Violating laws regulating boarding houses, &c., for seamen 6il

Tavern keeper harboring mariner 612

Search warrant for deserting seamen 614

Articles of ship as evidence 615

Evidence taken de bene esse 618

Impressing seamen 617

Imprisonment of deserting seamen 619

Procurers of seamen not to board vessels, &c 620

[See Seamen.']

Imprisonment—
Of deserting seamen 619

Where no special punishment provided for a felony ~6

Where imprisonment shall be 77

Costs and expenses of, when to be paid by prisoner, &c 83

In County j ail 638, 641, 643

On chain gang 657, 658

In Penitentiary 661

Limit of, which Magistrates may impose 13

[See Jail, State Penitentiary.]

Imitations—
Of butter and cheese 308- 316

III Treating—
Children, apprentices, &c 136

Incest 295

Indecent Pictures, Books^ &c.—
Punishment for exhibiting 297

Indictment—
Persons indicted for capital offenses may have a copy of 40

Traverse of, not a continuance 43

What shall be sufficient 56

How defects in, may be objected to 57

Amendments of 58

For forgery, &c 61

Prosecutions to be by 48

Fines and forfeitures to be recovered by 329

Joinder of counts in 59^

For murder, sufficiency of 60

For perj ury, what necessary in 62

Sheriff may be proceeded against by, for official misconduct 395

Demurrer to 5°' 57

Infants' Diseased Eyes—
Reports 2Z^
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IivFECTious Diseases—
To be reported 33°

Information—
Proceedings before ^Magistrate and Police Courts to be com-

menced by 20, 48

Informer's Share in Cases of—
Violation of Quarantine La^vs by pilots 328

Stealing or letting loose boats 148

Bringing convicts in State 202

Adventuring in lotteries 200

For setting up lotteries 199

abduction 288

gambling 506

betting on elections 5^8

neglect of duty by Magistrates in regard to vagrants 413

violation of laws as to fish 520, 521, 517, 533, 524

fishing or trespassing 534

taking fish by poisoning the waters 519, 535

killing deer within certain seasons 540

killing certain birds, &c 549

hunting on lands of others 544

Injuries Causing Death—
Within limits, and deaths beyond limits of the State; where tried. _. 116

Beyond limits, and death within limits of the State 117

Where parties in different Counties 118

Where in one County and death in another 119

Injury—
To stock 180

telegraph poles 189

electric signals I93

railroads 191

property of certain charitable, social and religious corporations. 198

[See Malicious Mischief, 170-172.]

Inquest—
Magistrate maj' hold, in certain cases (Civil Code, Sec. 888).

Mode of summoning jury by Coroner and form of warrant 701

Sheriff or Constable to execute warrant 702

Persons subject to jury duty 703

Number of jurors and oath 704

Coroner to charge jury 705

In case of suicide, inquiry as to circumstances of death 706

Proclamation for persons to give evidence . . 707

Coroner to issue v/arrants 708

Coroner to adjourn jur>^ and bind jurors 709

Absent jurors, how supplied 710

Oath of witnesses ....,..,..,..,,,... /H



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XXXI

SEC.

Inquest—(Continued.)

Coroner to take testimony in writing 712
May bind over witnesses and commit 712
Form of verdict 713
Finding in case of death by means unknown 714
By self-murder 715
By mischance 716
By hands of another 717
Form of conclusion of inquisition 718

Warrant in case of murder 719
Form of commitment 720
Sheriff and jailers to keep persons committed 721

To bind over party killing by mischance, and witnesses 722

Penalty for burying body without inquiry 723
Body may be taken up, on suspicion of violent death 724
Coroner to make record of body long dead 725
Liability for burial without inquest, &c 726

Insectivorous and Other Birds—
Protection of 546- 554

Insolvent Convicts—
Discharged as insolvent debtors 87

Insurance Companies—
Doing business without license 607
Combinations as to rates 217

Insurrection or Rebellion—
Governor to call out Militia ; when 244
Proclamation to disperse . 245
Militia subject to articles of war 246
Penalty for disobedience of orders 247
Governor to take possession of telegraph ; when 248
Governor to employ sufficient force 249
In time of. Governor may suspend habeas corpus 250

Intemperate Persons—
Selling liquors to 566, 605

Interfering—
With sewers 194

police alarm signals, &c 156
railroad signals 193
light house 227, 228

coast survey 471

Intimidating—
Voter 27s

Intoxication—
In public places 299
On or near highway 252
Of Solicitor 393
Habitual of officers 388

3-ICC
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J
PAGE.

Jails—
Sheriffs to have custody of 63S

To appoint jailers 639
Appointment of jailer; how made *..... 640

Prisoners committed by United States to be kept in 641

Felons and debtors to be lodged in, apart 642

Removal of prisoners on destruction of 649

Sheriffs to report condition of, to County Commissioners 651

County Commiissioners may make alteration in 653

Governor to appoint physician for, in Charleston 654
Buildings and fences not to be erected on lot of 655

Penalty for inj uring 656

Executions to be within inclosure of 660

Convicts in, may be worked on roads or streets 77, 657, 658

Imprisonment to be in 77

Judgment and Execution—
Punishment for felony where none specially provided 76

Punishment in cases where imprisonment is provided 77

Punishment ; none provided, sentence where 78

Prisoners to pay their costs on, when convicted 79- 82

Proceeding for, on recognizance .84- 88

Of capital punishment, in jail yard 660

Jurisdiction—
Of Magistrates and their Courts 11- 37

[See AIagist?-ates.]

Jurors—
Grand, how returned, and term of service 38

Who to be 39

Corrupting, &c 263

Acceptance of bribe by 264

On inquests, number 704

oath 704

who may be - 703

charge to 705

hearing 707

binding over 709

absent 710

form of verdict 713- 718

When objections must be taken to (Civil Code, 2946).

Trial by jury, before Magistrate 21

Grand juror not to be on trial jury S3

Jury Commissioners—
Punished for fraud 433



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XXXIII

i

K
SEC.

Kjlling—
Murder io8

Manslaughter 120

Place of 116- 119

[See Homicide.]

By poison ^ ^2

In a duel ^ ^3

By stabbing 11°

By placing obstruction on railroad m
Kidnapping—

Sailors ^33

Minors ^34

L
Labor—

Hours of, in manufacturing establishments 321

Hours of by employes of street railway companies 322

Convicts to be sentenced to 77) ^57

Laborers—
* Enticing or hiring, while under contract 359

Unlawful to pay, in plantation checks 358

Violation of contracts between landlord and 355

Violation of contracts after receiving supplies 357

Larceny—
Of bonds, &c ^47

Of boats 148

Of live stock I49

Of bedding, &c., from lodging ISI

From the person ^52

Breach of trust, with fraudulent intent
,

• ^54

Of goods below twenty dollars 16, 164

Of bicycles ^50

Of crude turpentine ^97

Of books, &c., from State Library 188

From fish traps 523

From oyster beds 529

Of melons and fruits from the field ^66

Of grain or cotton from the field • i°9

Jurisdiction of Magistrates in ^°

Library, State—
Embezzling, injuring, &c., books of ^88

Violating regulations of trustees as to ^°°



XXXIV INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

License Laws—
Violation of 607- 610

As to insurance 607

emigration agents 608

plays, shows, &c 609

sale of pistols 610

phosphate mining 225

physicians, &c 300

dentists 301

pharmaceutists 302

druggists 302

traffic in seed cotton 347, 349

traffic in Sea Island cotton 350

sales near camp ground 372

hawkers and peddlers 364

LlEXS

—

Selling property under, notice to be given purchaser 336

Selling property under, without paying debt 337

On vessel for damages 229

On animals, costs and fines 632

LwE Stock—
Larceny of I49

Malicious injury to 170

^Marking, disfiguring, &c 173; I74

Using without owner's consent I75

Rescuing distrained under stock lav/ 177

Injuring, chasing, &c 180

Cruelty to 623- 626

Overloading, &c., on railroads 627

May be destroyed, when 633

Sale of diseased 369

Importation of, affected with glanders 370

Liquors—
[See Sale of Spirituous Liquors, 555-606.]

Lottery—
Penalty for setting up I99

For venturing in 200

For selling tickets 201

Lynchixg—
Officer permitting, punishment 142

Sheriff may call out posse comitatus to prevent 650

Lumber, Timber, &c.—
Drifted, taking up and selling 196



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XXXV

H
SEC.

Magistrates—
Jurisdiction as to offences punished by fine not exceeding $ioo. ... 12

offences punished by imprisonment not exceed-

30 days 12

adulteration of food and drink 306, 318

adulteration of candy 307

adulteration of milk, butter, cheese, &c 308- 317

affrays IS

assaufts and batteries 13

adventuring in lotteries 200

agents fraternal associations, violating law 220

breaches of the peace 13

barbed vvrire fences near roads 470

boisterous conduct, shooting, &c., on public high-

ways 252

birds, protecting 546- 554

carrying concealed weapons I5) 130

carrying, sale or manufacture certain pistols. . .

.

129

carrying fire on lands of another 161

cutting and felling trees in certain streams. .182, 184

clearing out streams 183

cock fighting 298

charging breakage on weighing cotton 343

contracts between landowners and laborers. .355- 357

County Auditor failing to report polls 426

County Treasurer demanding commissions on

schools funds, &c 421

careless driving on highways 439

cutting, &c., shade trees near roads 457

cruelty to animals 633, 623, 624, 625, 626, 629

cruelty to children 136

chemist refusing to make analysis 555

disturbing religious meetings, when 15, 505

disposing of property under lien 15, 336, 337

desecration of graves 230

digging up, &c., ginsing 231, 232

disorderly conduct, &c., in public places 299

deer 54°

entry after notice on lands, &c 186

enticing laborers under contract 359

employers failing to furnish names of employes

to road overseer 459

evading payment of railroad fare 483

failure to return boats, &c., used in phosphate

mining I95

failure to bury swine dying from natural causes. 332

failure of merchants to provide seats for female

employes 333



XXXVI INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Magistrates—(Continued.)

Jurisdiction as to failure to keep record of cotton bales bought. . .

.

352

failure to properly treat diseased trees 365

fast driving over bridges 438

fast driving over highways 439
fraud in selling "Sterling silver" 363

firing grass 160

fish laws 522, 524, 525, 526, 528

gates on public roads ; 449, 452, 455

gambling 516

game 540, 552, 554

hawkers and peddlers 364

hunting 542-545,552- 554
insurance agents 607

interfering with sewers 194

interfering with road overseers 461

injury to corporate propert}' by officers 198

injury to telegraph poles 189

injuring and chasing live stock 180

injuring baggage on railroads, &c 475

injuring mile posts 446

injuring guide posts 447

improperly disbursing road funds. 456

loitering in railroad stations 481

larcenies of goods under $20 in value. . . .16, 147,

148, 164, 529

larcenies of melons and fruits 166

marking, &c., small animals 174

malicious mischief 15, 170, 171

malicious trespass 15, 171

municipal officer's, abuse, neglect, &c 434

negligently firing grass 160

neglect to enforce vagrant laws 413

neglect to work roads 436, 460, 464

neglect of road overseers 463, 466, 469

neglect to post charges at ferries, &c 444

neglect to post roads 448

neglect of County Commissioners 465, 467, 469

obtaining goods by false pretences. ... 15, 18, 167, 168

obtaining board by false pretences 221

offering premiums with food sold 206

obstructing Food Inspector. 319

obstructing Entomologist 367

obstructing drains 334, 441, 454, 462

obstructing fords 445

obstructing roads 458

obstructing Veterinarian 371

overworking employes in factories 321

overworking employes on railroads, &c 322



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XXXVII

SEC.

Magistrates—(Continued.)
Jurisdiction as to payment of laborers by contractors 338

riots and routs 15

receiving stolen goods 165, 171

removing and destroying fences 176

rescuing trespassing stock 177

reports of infectious diseases 330

reports of infants with diseased eyes 331

refusing to accept certain cotton bales 351

refusing to work roads under contractor 464

shooting on highways 252

selling diseased meat 305

selling diseased plants 366

selling diseased animals 369

selling seed cotton 341, 342, 343, 347, 348, 349

goods near camp ground 372

Sunday observance 500, 502, 516

school teachers acting agents for books 419

school officers, trustees, &c., acting after expira-

tion of term 428

shipping plants without certificate 368

separate cars for each race 479, 480

travel on roads 178, 442

trespassing on State House grounds 187

turning over books to successors 411

transferring passengers within mile of ferry. . . . 440

terrapin 526

vagrancy 499

violations rules of State Library, &c 118

weighing corn meal 354

weighing cotton 343, 353

May issue arrest warrants 14> I9

May bind over parties to keep the peace 14

Preliminary examinations before 13, 14, 19, 24

Proceedings before, are on information 20

Trial by jury before 21

In Charleston to try offences against city ordinances 22

May appoint special constables 23

Can bind over witnesses 25

May command the peace 26

May grant bail except in capital cases and where punishment is im-

prisonment for life 28

Recognizances before, scale 29

When constable may swear out warrants before 34

Cannot deputize prosecutor to serve warrant 35

May issue warrants 36, 580, 614, 629



XXXVIII INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Malicious Mischief—
Magistrates have jurisdiction in certain cases of 15

Definition, punisiiment 170, 171

Election between civil and criminal actions for 172

Malicious Trespass—
Magistrates have jurisdiction in certain eases of 15

Definition, punishment 171

Militia—
When may be called out, by Governor , 244
Subject to articles of war 246

Punishment for disobedience 247

Manslaughter—
Definition

;
punishment 120

Marking—
Larger animals 173

Smaller animals 174

Marriages—
Abducting and marrying woman child under 16 years of age 288

Bigamy 289

Of whites with negroes, &c., miscegenation 293

Of parties within prohibited degrees 295

Performing ceremony of between whites and negroes, &c 293

Masters—
Abandoning, &c., apprentices 135

Of vessels, disobeying quarantine regulations 324, 323

giving false information to pilots 325

landing passengers, cargo, &c., before visit of health

officer 325

permitting persons other than pilots to board before

health officer 325

disobeying health officer 325

may obtain search warrant for seamen 614

may authenticate articles of ship 616

testimony of may be taken de bene esse 618

to provide for seamen lodged in jail 619

may make arrests, when 620

Medicine—
Practicing without license ,. 300

Mile Posts—
Inj uring '. 446

Neglecting to erect 448

Milk—
Adulteration of 308, 316, 317



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XXXIX

SEC.

Minors—
Kidnapping I34

Supplying with tobacco and cigarettes 320 .

Miscegenation—
Defined

;
punishment 293

Misdemeanors—
Abortion, attempt at 139, 140

Abduction 287, 288

Accepting challenge to fight duel 126

Accepting rebates, officers 223, 382

Adulteration of food, drink, &c 306, 318

Adulteration of candy 3°?

Adulteration of butter, cheese and milk 308- 317

Adventuring in lotteries 200

Adultery 290, 291

Affrays 13

Agents for school books, officers acting as 419

Agents, insurance, without license 607

Agents, fraternal benefit societies, violating law 220

Banking laws, violation by directors 218

Barbed wire fences near roads 47°

Bastardy 494" 498

Bigamy 289

Board, procuring by false statements 221

Breaking into railroad cars, &c 192

Breaking into house, &c 14S

Breaches of the peace 13

Bringing convicts into State 202

Bribery 261-267, 273, 274"

Building on jail or court house lots 655

Boisterous conduct on highways 252

Burial swine dying from natural causes 332

Burning stacks of corn in day time 158

Burning carts, wood, &c 159

Burning grass, woods, &c 160

Burning frames and untenanted houses 164

Buying and receiving stolen goods 165

Careless driving on roads, &c 439

Carrying, &c., certain pistols 129

Carrying concealed weapons 130

Carrying fire on lands of another 161

Challenge, sending or accepting 125

Challenge, carrying ' 126

Challenge to fight on account of wager 514

Chemists refusing to make analysis 555

Clerk to turn over books, &c., to successors 384

Clerk to report to Auditor and Treasurer 385

Cock fighting 298



XL INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Misdemeanors— (Coiifiinied.)

Combinations, &c., in restraint of trade 212- 217

Concealed weapons, carrying 130

Concealed weapons, assault with 132

Contracts between landlord and laborer, violations 355- 357
Constables, violations by 414- 417
Coroners, violations by 406- 407

Counterfeiting 374, 375, 376

Cruelty to animals 623- 633

Cruelty to children 136

Deer, hunting 540

Desecration of graves and gravej-ards 230

Destroying U. S. Coast Survey monuments 471

Dentists practicing without license 302

Discounting pension claims 210

Discounting teachers' certificates 418

Discrimination in treatment of prisoners 649

Disclosing assessments for income tax 489

Disobe3-ing militia orders 247

Disorderly' conduct in public places ; 299

Disturbing religious meetings 505

Digging ginsing 231, 232

Driving over bridges, fast , 438

Driving and riding on public roads, careless 439

Entry into house with intent to steal 163

Entrjr after notice, on lands of another 186

Election laws, violations of 271- 286

Escapes, aiding, &c 268, 270

Escapes, connivance at 676
'

Escapes, negligent 686

Exercising office without authorit}^ 422

Evading payment of railroad fare 282

False certificates to jurors and witnesses 222

False packing of cotton 340

Failure to properly treat infected trees 365

Failure to construct fishwaj-s 518

Failure to construct fishwa}^ sluices 520

Fish, traps 521

Fish, killing by dynamite 527

Fish, artificial ponds, trespassing on 534

Fish, close seasons for, &c 524, 525, 532, 533

Fish, in Savannah River 536- 539

Fornication 290, 292

Fraudulent sales of fertilizers 360, 361

Fraudulent use of fertilizer tags 362

Fraudulent pension claims 211

Fraudulent removal of property levied on 339

Fraudulent misrepresentations of capital 209

Fraudulent misrepresentations by directors 210



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XLI

SEC,

Misdemeanors—(Continued.)

Fraudulent misrepresentations by agents 219

Free passes and franks, acceptance and use 204

Free passes and franks, issuance 205

Gates on roads 449, 450, 455
Gambling 506- 516

Game laws 540, 552- 554
Harboring escaped convicts 691

Hawking and peddling without license 364

Hiring convicts, violating law as to 696

Housebreaking in daytime 145

Hours for labor in factories 321

Hours for labor on railroads, &c. 322

Hunting deer 540

Hunting game birds 552- 554
Hunting generally 542- 545

111 treating children, apprentices, &c 135

Importing live stock affected with glanders 370

Impurities and poisons in streams, &c 519, 535

Incest 295

Injuring, chasing, &c., stock 180

Injuring baggage 475

Injuring jail or court house buildings 656

Injuring guide posts 447

Inj uring mile posts 446

Injuring railroads, &c 191

Inj uring railroad signals ".

193

Injuring property certain corporations 198

Injuring bridges, roads, &c 454
Interfering with sewers, &c 194

Interfering with Phosphate Commissioner 225

Interfering with Inspector of Foods 319

Interfering with gates 450

Interfering with Road Surveyor 461

Inspection of plants, shipping without certificate 368

Interstate commerce, violations of Act of Congress as to 485- 488

Jury Commissioners, fraud on part of 433

Kidnapping sailors 133

Kidnapping minors 134

Laborers violating contracts 355- 358

Laborers, payments by contractors 338

Laborers, payments in plantation checks 358

Laborers, enticing to violate contract 359

Larceny, petit 164

Larceny, melons and fruits 166

Larceny, grain and cotton 169

Larceny, books from State Library 188

Larceny, crude turpentine 197

Larceny, from fish traps 523



XLII INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Misdemeanors—(Continued.)

Larceny, from oyster beds 529
Light house service, injuring buoys and beacons of 227- 229

Liquors, sale and manufacture of, regulated 565- 606

Liquors, sale of, &c. ;
penalty 555

Liquors, illegal purchase of, by Dispensers 565

Liquors, sales by druggists 574
Liquors, false signatures to requests for 575

Liquors, false oaths in reference to sales, &c 575

Liquors, dispensing at clubs, &c 577, 604

Liquors, places where dispensed, &c., nuisances 578

Liquors, transporting 589, 594
Liquors, counterfeit stamps on 591

Liquors, rescue of from officer 592

Liquors, handling at night 593

Liquors, false labels on 601

Liquors, Palmetto labels on 602

Liquors, sale to drunkards, minors, &c 566, 605

Liquors, physicians' prescriptions 606

Loitering in station houses 481

Lotteries, setting up 199

Lotteries, venturing in 200

Lotteries, selling tickets in 201

Manufacture of certain pistols 129

Magistrates, negligences, &c., by 408- 413

Malicious mischief 170

Malicious trespass 171

Marking and branding animals : 173, 174

Municipal officers, abuse and oppression by 434
Municipal officers, contracting with municipality 224

Miscegenation 293

Neglect to apportion road tax 456

Neglect of road officers, &c 465- 469

Neglect to furnish lights on toll bridges 437
Neglect to furnish names employes to road overseer 459

Neglect to return boats used in phosphate mining 195

Neglect to provide seats for female employes in stores ;iS3

Neglect to pay over fines, &c 383, 409

Neglect of contractors to pay laborers 338

Neglect of duty by officers 391, 381, 388

Neglect to work public roads 435, 436, 460, 463, 464

Neglect to post toll rates 444
Neglect to post and number roads 448

Neglect in management of steamboats 137

Neglect of railroad employes 138, 472, 473, 474
Non payment of poll tax 492

Non observance of Sunday 500- 504

Obscene books 296

Obscene pictures • 297
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SEC.

Misdemeanors—(Continued.)

Obscene language 299

Obstruction of ditches 454

Obstruction of drains 334^ 462, 454

Obstruction of engine on railroad 190

Obstruction of rivers, creeks and streams 181-185, 517, 522

Obstruction of fords 445

Obstruction of roads 453, 458

Obstruction of fish passing in Savannah River 536

Obstruction of State Bank Examiner 226

Obstruction of State Entomologist 3^7

Obstruction of State Veterinarian 37i

Obstruction of State Food Inspector 3i9

Obtaining goods by false pretences 167, 168

Offering premiums with food sold 206

Officer permitting prisoner lynched 142

Officer to keep statement of fees, &c.. received 380

Officer to pay over funds to successor 387

Officer, misconduct of 381, 388

Officer allowing removal of records 390

Officer to publish statement of disbursements 394

Officer, issuing certificate of indebtedness 427

Officer, assuming office without giving bond 379

Officer, assuming office without authority 422

Officer, refusing to assist 235

Officer, resistance of 236, 586

Officer, not providing protection against mobs, &c 239

Pharmacists practicing without license 303

Physicians improperly giving certificate on commitment of lunatic. 432

Physicians prescribing liquors 606

Physicians practicing without license 300

Plays and shows, without license 609

Prize fighting 251

Probate Judge, not turning over books to successor 387

Probate Judge, improperly giving commitment to Asylum 431

Quarantine regulations, violations of 323- 329

Railroad officials refusing to answer inquiries of Comptroller

General 493

Railroad officials violating regulations as to movement of cars 493

Refusing to appear before Auditor 49^

Refusing to assist Superintendent of Penitentiary quell riot 668

Refusing to accept certain cotton bales 3Si

Rescuing trespassing stock I77

Rescuing prisoners 236

Rescuing liquors seized by officers 592

Removal of fences 176

Reports of infectious diseases 330

Reports of infants with diseased eyes 33'^

Reports of criminal statistics 46



XLIV INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Misdemeanors—(Continued.)

Riots and routs ^. 15

Sale of certain pistols 129

Sale of pistols, &c., without license 610

Sale of property under lien 336, 337

Sale of seed cotton, &c 341, 352

Sale of corn meal 354

Sale of fertilizers 361

Sale of silverware 363

Sale of diseased plants 366

Sale of diseased animals 369

Sale of goods near camp grounds 372

Sailors and seamen 611- 622

School officers, misdemeanors by 418- 429

Separate coaches 479, 480

Shooting at railroad trains 484

Shooting into railroad trains 192

Shooting on public roads, &c , 252

Shooting or entrapping certain birds 546- 554

Shad fishing, close season, &c 528

Sheriffs, misconduct, &c 395- 405

Sheriffs, accepting rewards 386

Solicitor, intoxication of 393

Solicitor, neglect of duties, &c 57^

Soliciting emigrants without license 608

Sturgeon, fishing, season, &c 528

Supplying minors with tobacco and cigarettes 320

Swindling S^S

Taking up drifted boats, lumber, timber, &c 196

Terrapin, close season for 526

Terrapin, use of certain nets 53°

Transporting passengers near ferries 440

Travel on public roads 44^

Travel outside public roads 178

Trees on public roads, cutting, &c 457

Trespass on State House grounds 187

Trusts, monopolies and combinations 212- 216

Unreasonable charges by railroads 476

Unjust discrimination by railroads 478

Using stock without owner's consent I75

Use of means to procure abortion, &c 140

Vagrancy 499

Weighing cotton 343- 353

Weighing corn meal 354

Mobs and Riots—
Owners of buildings destroyed by, indemnified 238

When owner cannot recover damages 239

Persons inj ured by, may sue participants . , 240



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XLV

SEC.

• Mobs and Riots—(Continued.)

County Commissioners may sue participants 241

Jurisdiction 243

Monopolies ' 212

Mortgaged Property—
Disposing of, without notice I5) 33^

Disposing of, without paying debt I5> 337

Monuments—
Erected by U. S. Coast Survey, injuring 47i

In grave yards, damaging 230

Municipal Convicts—
Use on public works 658

Municipal Ordinances—
Magistrates in Charleston may punish violations of 22

.Municipal Officers—
Cannot contract with municipality 224

Abuse and oppression by 434

Murder— •

.
. .

Defined I09

Punishment for lOQ

By stabbing no

By obstructing railroad m
By poison 112

In a duel ii3

Indictment for 60

N

Navigable Rivers—
Cutting trees, logs, &c., into 181

Neglect—
To work roads 435- 460

To repair highway 43o

To post toll rates 444

To post and number roads 44^

To apportion road tax 45"

Of road officers in Colleton County 465- 467

. Of road officers in Newberry County 4^9

In managing steamboat '^37

Of railroad employes 4/2, 473> 474> 138

To support children, apprentices, &c I35

New Trials—
Circuit Court may grant 7^



XLVI INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Nolle Prosequi—
When may be entered (n) 53

Notice of Appeal—
Time for (>7

Filing 68

Nuisance—
Obstructions, &c., of roads 441, 453

Obstructions of bridges and drains 454

Maintaining place for sale, &c., of liquor. 578

Obscene Books, &c.—
Penalty for publishing 296

Obscene Language—
In public place 299

Obstructing—
Rivers and creeks 183, 184, 182

Engine on railroads 190

Running streams in certain Counties 183- 185

Officer, acting under Dispensary Law 586

Officer, in execution of process 22,6

Railroads 123, 124

State Bank Examiner 226

Inspector of Food 3^9

State Entomologist 367

State Veterinarian ZT^

Obstructions—
On railroads ^•'2.^, 124, 190

On railroads, death from m
Obtaining—

Property by false pretenses, &c 18, 15, 167, 168

Officers—
Offences by certain—

Resisting 586, 236

Contracting in excess of levy 377

Issuing certificates of indebtedness 4^7

Diverting public funds 377

Use of free passes 204

Embezzlement of public funds 378

Assumption of office without bond 379

Assumption of office without authority 422

Giving false juror or witness certificate 380

Persistent misconduct "• 381
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SEC.

Officers—(Continued.)

Ojfenses by certain—
Persistent neglect 381

Acceptance of rebates 223, 382

To turn over money, &c., to successors 387

Active misconduct 388

Habitual negligence 388

Habitual drunkenness 388

Corruption 388

Fraud 388

Oppression ' 388

Office vacated on indictment 389

Allowing records removed 390

Failure to publish monthly statement of disbursements 394

To be indicted on report of Solicitor 392

By Clerks of Court 387, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 390, 391

Probate Judge 387, 431

Solicitors 393> 578, 597

Sheriffs 395-405. 597

Coroners 406, 407

Magistrates 383, 408- 413

Constables 413- 417

County Treasurers 418, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 429

County Auditors 418, 422, 426

County Superintendent of Education 420, 429

County Commissioners 43°

Jury Commissioners 433

municipal officers 434. 224

school officers 418, 419, 428

physicians 432, 606

From whom a prisoner is taken punished 142

Action against officers acting under Dispensary Law 600

Oysters—
Stealing oysters 529

Use of dredges in taking prohibited 53°

Violating provisions Civil Code as to 533

P

Parent—
Omitting to provide for child I35

Pass, Free—
.
Issuing to officers 205

Officers accepting and using 204

Peace—
Breaches of, Magistrate's jurisdiction. 13, I4

Magistrates may command the 26

Offences against the public 233- 252

4—ICC.



XLVIII INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

PeX5I0NS—
Penalty for discounting claims 210

Penalty for making fraudulent claims 211

Pexitextiary—
[See State Penitentiary.]

Perjury—
Definition of, and punishment for 253

Procuring witness to commit 254

Disposition of forfeiture 255

Before persons authorized to administer oaths 256

Additional punishment for 257 -

Indictment for 62

By witness for prisoner 63

For president or cashier to make false returns 258

Before Courts for the arbitration of mercantile disputes in the

City of Charleston 260

To swear falsely by voters 278

False oath by Dispensers, &c 576

Physicians—
Not to recommend the commitment ' of idiots, &c., to the State

Hospital for the Insane unless violent 432

Not to prescribe liquors except to patients ^ 606

Phosphate Commissioners—
Unlawful interference with 225

Pilots—
False information to 325

Bringing vessels beyond place for examination 326

Pistols—
Manufacture, sale and carrjang of certain prohibited 129

Carrying concealed 15. 130, 131, 132

License for sale of 610

Place of Trial—
Where injury within limits and death beyond limits of this State.

.

116

Where injury beyond limits and death within limits of this State.

.

117

Where parties are in different Counties 118

Where injury in one County and death in another Iig

Plants—
Treatment of infected 365
Sale of diseased ^66
Shipment of diseased 367

Poison—
Poisoning fish streams 519, 535
Poisonous articles, sale of 318
Killing by 112

Attempt to ' 121



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. XLIX

SEC.

Poll Tax—
Not! payment of 492

Preliminary Examination—
Before Magistrate 24

Return of papers on 31, 408

Pretence—

•

[See False Pretence.^

Prints—
Obscene, penalty for publishing and circulating, &c 296

Prisoners—
Liability of for costs . 79- 83

Committed by U. S. to be kept in custody 641

Committed by Coroner, Sheriff to keep 643

Committed by Coroner, to have separate rooms 644

Lunatics committed to be sent to the State Hospital for the Insane. 645

Sherifif to report 646

No discrimination in treatment of 648

Removal of, on destruction of the j ail . 649

Sherifif may impress guard for ; when 650

County to furnish bedding and blankets for 652

May be worked on roads and streets ; when 657, 658

[Also see Defendant, Jails, Convicts.]

Prize Fighting—
Prohibited

;
penalty 251

Probate Judge—
Penalty for committing persons to the State Hospital for Insane

without physician's certificate 431

To turn over books to successor 387

Process—
Refusal to aid in executing 235

Obstructing service of 236

Civil, execution of 4

Special officers to execute 23

Prosecutor should not execute 35

Endorsement of, by Magistrate 37

To enforce Dispensary Law, obstructing 586

Issued by Coroner, execution of ' 702

Property—
Obtaining by false pretences 15, 167, 168

Under lien, sale or disposition of iS, 336, 337

Stolen, receiving 17, 165

Prosecutions—
Commenced by indictment 48

Commenced on information 20



L INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Prosecutors—
May be discharged on their own recognizances in cases not capital

.

7

Penalty for failing to appear . 9

Not to serve warrants 35

Protection—
Of fish, oysters, game, &c 517- 554

Public Officers—
[See Officers.]

Punishment—
For felony when not specially provided 76

Where imprisonment is provided 77

Where none is provided by Statute 78

a

Quarantine—
Violations of regulations of 323

Masters of vessels neglecting or refusing to obey regulations 324

Masters of vessels giving false information as to pilots 325

For landing vessels or unloading 326

For violating laws or disobeying Health Officer 327

Pilot or other person violating law 328

How fines and forfeitures recovered 329

R
Railroads—

Death from obstruction on 1 1

1

Obstructing engine on 190

Penalty for inj ury to 191

Breaking into, cars 192

Obstructing trains 123, 124

Injuring electric signals of 193

Loitering in station houses 482

Stealing rides, evading payment of fare 483

Shooting into railroad cars, &c 192

Shooting at cars or engines 484

Negligence and carelessness of officers 472, 473, 474

Baggage, injury to hy agents, &c., of 475

Unreasonable or excessive charges 476

Unj ust discrimination by 477

Violating regulations to through freight 478

Separate cars for white and colored passengers 480, 479

Police powers of conductors and station agents 4S2

Violations of Interstate Commerce Act 485- 4S8

Hours of labor on . 322



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. LI

SEC.

Rape—
Punishment for ^^4

Carnal knowledge of a woman child under 14 years punished as.
. . 115

Rebates to Officers—
Acceptance prohibited . :

223, 382

Receiving—
Stolen goods ^7- ii^S

Deposits by bank officers after knowledge of insolvency 259

Recognizance—
[See Bail]

Religious Worship—
Disturbing ^5, 505

Sale of goods near camp grounds 372

Requisitions—
Compensation of agents acting under

Rescuing—
Trespassing stock ^7/

Prisoners, &c ^3

Liquors seized by officers 592

Resisting Process—
[See Process.]

Restitution—
Of stolen goods ^^3

Riots—
Jurisdiction of Magistrates in. ^5

Roads and Highways—
Violations of laws pertaining to 435" 47°

Barbed wire fences near 47°

Bridges, fast driving over 43°

Bridges, toll, lights on 437

Bridges, injuring, &c 454

Careless riding and driving on 439

Damaging • 453

Failing to apportion funds for ,
45o

Fords not to be obstructed 445

Gates on highways 45°, 455, 45i, 452

. Gates on private ways 449

Guide posts, injuring 447

Injuring bridges, drains, &c., on 454

Injuring mile posts 447

Interfering with road surveyors 4oi

Interfering with gates on 45°

Leaving gates open, on 45^



LII INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Roads and Highways—(Continued.)

Names of road hands to be furnished 459

Neglecting to work 435, 460, 464

Neglecting to repair 436

Neglecting to post rates, &c 444

Neglecting to post and number 448

Negligence road officers 465- 469

Obstructing drains 462, 454

Obstructing roads 453) 458

Obstructing ferries, &c 44i

Obstructing fords 445

Overseers not obeying road officers 463

Provisions in Colleton 465- 468

Provisions in Newberry 469

Regulations as to gates on 452

Refusing to work under Road Contractor 464

Transporting passenger within mile of ferry 440

Travel to be on right of road 442

Trees on, cutting, &c 457

Injuring monuments of U. S. Coast Survey 47i

s

Sailors, Immigrants, &c.—
Violation of laws concerning 611- 612

[See Immigrants and Seamen.]

Sale—
Of prisoner's goods to pay costs 80, 81

By prisoners void 82

[See Sale of Spirituous Liquors, Selling, &c.]

Sentence—
Where no punishment is provided 78

Sale of Spirituous Liquors 555- 606

Prohibited except as provided for 555

Appointment of Commissioner for 557

Bond of 558

State Board of Directors 556

County Boards of Control 559

Certificates on packages shipped 560

Packages in which shipped and sold 561

Dispensers, how appointed 562

number of, location, &c 5^3

oath of, and regulations governing 564

Office of County Board, &c 565

Requests of purchase, &c 566

Blanks for requests to be preserved 567

Return to County Auditors • '568



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. Llil

SEC.

Sale of Spirituous Liquors—(Continued.)

Proceedings on failure to make returns
;
penalties 569

Liability of Dispenser for civil damages 57°

Manufacture and distilling alcoholic liquors 57

1

Beer dispensaries ,.
57^

Accounts of Dispensers 57^

U. S. license evidence of unlawful sale 573

Purchased by druggist 574

Penalties for false signatures and statements 575

County Dispenser swearing falsely to be punished as perjury 576

Penalty for keeping liquor for sale 577

Places for, declared nuisances 57°

Action where such nuisance exists 5/8

Restraining order 57°

Violation of injunction, contempt 57°

Duty Solicitors 57°

Distillers to report quarterly 579

Seizure of contraband liquors 581

Possession of contraband liquors 5o2

Contracts as to contraband liquors 582

Proceedinms in rem against 587? 583

Transporting 589, 59i

Transporting under false labels 584

Detention of suspicious packages 585

Obstructing officers under Dispensary Law 586

Arrest of violators without warrant 590

Pleading and practice on indictments as to 598

Affidavits on information and belief 599

Use of false labels on liquors 601

Use of palmetto tree as label 602

Committee to investigate accounts of Dispensary officers 603

Sales to intemperate persons 566, 605

Sales to minors 570, 605

Physicians to prescribe only for patients 606

Search warrants S8o

Disposition of liquors seized 587

Liquors, how sold by hotel keepers 578

Actions against officers acting under. 000

Proceedings when goods below the value of $50 587

Liquor subject to laws of State on arrival 588

Clubs not to dispense 604, 577

Arrest of open violators 59^

Punishment for forbidden acts 59i

Rescue from officer 592

Handling contraband liquor at night 593

Transporting at night • • • • 594

Dispenser to cancel labels 595

Common carriers liable ; when 59"

. Officers to notify Solicitors of violations 597



LIV INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Schools—
Discounting teachers' certificates 418
Teachers and trustees acting as agents for school books 419
Apportionment of funds for 42Q
Report of school funds by Treasurer 424, 425
Report of poll to trustees 426
Officers acting after expiration of term, or removal 428
County Superintendents to keep "General Cash Account" 429

Search Warrants—
Magistrates may issue ^Q
For contraband liquors 580
For deserting seamen 614
For discovering cruelty to animals 629

Secretion of Property—
Levied on by Sherifif 339

Selling—
Drifted lumber without accounting for same 1*96

Diseased or injured meats 305
Adulterated food or drink 318, 306
Adulterated candy 307
Adulterated milk, butter, &c 308- 316
Tobacco or cigarettes to minors 320
Property under lien vi^ithout giving notice to purchaser 2;i6

Personal property under lien vi^ithout paying debt ^37
Seed cotton between certain hours 341
Seed cotton in certain Counties without a license 347- 350
Licensee must keep books 349
Corn meal for less than legal weight 354
Fertilizers without complying with law ^63
Goods as "Sterling silver" below standard 363
Diseased animals 369
Diseased plants ;^66

Goods near camp ground 372

Sentence—
Where no punishment provided by statute 78
Death, execution of '. 660

Setting Fire to Grass 160

Sewers—
Interference with ; 194

Sheriffs—
And Deputies, may arrest for offences committed in view 4
To keep bloodhounds 659
Wilful neglect of duties 391

Allowing removal of records 390
Failing to execute or return civil process 395
To execute writs of Jiahcas corpus 396



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. LV

SEC.

Sheriffs—(Continued.)

Permitting prisoner to escape 397

Permitting prisoner to be lynched 142

Purchasing at his own sale 398

Failing to turn over books and papers to successor 399

Failing to execute Magistrate's process 400

Failing to pay over moneys to successor 401

Monthly report of fines to Auditor and Treasurer 402

To arrest escaped convicts 404, 690

Failing to enter tax executions, &c 405

Duty as to mobs and riots 242

Shows^ Plays, &c.—
License required 610

Shooting—
On highvi^ay 252

Into railroad cars 192

At railroad cars or engines 484

Malicious, of certain animals. 170

Signals—
On railroads, &c., interfering with 193

Of alarm and police systems 156

Of U. S. Light House Board 227, 228

Of U. S. Coast Survey 471

Solicitors—
Officers reported by, to be indicted 392

Intoxication of 393

Duty as to nuisances 578

Duty under Dispensary Law 579

Stabbing—
Killing by no

State House and Grounds—
Trespass on 187

Steamboat—
Endangering life by explosion of boiler 137

Stealing—
[See Larceny.]

State Penitentiary—
Who to be confined in 661

' Board of Directors of 662

Compensation of Directors of 663

Superintendent of 664

Bond of Superintendent 665

Duties of Superintendent 666

Superintendent may require aid to suppress disorders 669



LVI INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

State Penitentiary—(Continued.)

Penalty for refusing 668

Compensation to those aiding 669

Superintendent guiltless if injury results 670
Powers of Keeper 671

Prisoners sentenced by United States authorities to be received in. 672

Actions at law to be in name of Superintendent 673
Chaplain to be appointed 674

Salary of Superintendent 675

Penalty for connivance and escape 676

Transportation for discharged convicts 677

payment of 678

Guards, &c., exempt from jury duty 679

Board of Directors of, may hire out certain convicts 680

To whom convicts may be hired 681

Disposition to be made of hire 682

Hiring further regulated 683

Treatment of convicts 684

Convicts to be hired to highest bidder 685

Contractor to give bond 686

Penalty for negligent escape 686

Costs of maintaining convicts working for State institutions 687

Physician to inspect convicts . .
.

688

In case of maltreatment of convicts the Governor may order re-

turn to 688

Rewards for capture of escaped convicts 689

Duty of Sheriffs and other ofificers to arrest escaped convicts 690

Penalty for harboring or employing escaped convicts. .' 691

Convicts to be under officers and guards, who are responsible to

Superintendent 692

Contracts for working and hiring convicts 693

Superintendent and Directors may purchase and lease farms 694

Violation of law regulating the hiring of convicts 695

Expenses of transportation to, how paid 699

Clerks of Court to notify Superintendent of number of convicts. .

.

698

No convict to work in phosphate mine 697

Violations of law by contractors hiring convicts 696

State Reformatory farm 700

Stay of Execution—
By appeal 73

Stock—
Rescuing trespassing 177

Using without owner's consent 175

Injuring, chasing, etc 180

Importation of, infected with glanders 370

Sale of diseased live 369

Larceny of 149

Malicious injury to 170

Marking, branding and disfiguring . 173, 174



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. LVII

SEC.

Stolen Goods—
Buying and receiving ^^5

Restitution of ^53

Streams— «

Obstructing in certain Counties i8i- 185

Subpoena—
Process to secure attendance of witnesses in misdemeanors 45

Suicide—
Finding as to

7i5

Sunday—
Non-observance of ; working, &c., on 50°

Selling goods on • SOi

No sports or pastimes on 502

Penalties for violating 504

Keeping gaming table open on Sio

Ordering, requiring or directing work in machine shops on 503

Surgery—
See Medicine ^°°

Swine—
Dying from natural causes to be buried 332

Larceny of ^'^^

Malicious injury to
^^o

Marking, branding or disfiguring ^74

Rescuing trespassing ^74

Injury and chasing certain ^^°

Taking Property Temporarily—
Using live stock without consent of owner i/S

Taxes—
Violation of laws regulating the assessment and collection of. .489- 493

Disclosing assessments for income tax 489

Auditor may compel oath • • •
• 49°

Refusing to appear before Auditor • • 49i

Non-payment poll tax 492

Officers of railroad refusing information to Comptroller General.. 493

Telegraph, &c.—
Injuring poles of telegraph, telephone and electric light company.

Governor may seize

Timber—
Taking up drifted

^^o



LVIII INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE.

SEC.

Toll Bridges—
Not furnishing with lights 437

Driving fast over 438

Penahy for inj uring 441

Traveling to be on right of centre 442

Proprietors to keep up 443

Neglecting for posting rates of charge 444

Tramps—
See Vagrants 499

Traveling Outside of Road—
Punishment 178

'

Defence to • • • I79

Trespass—
On lands of another 186

On State House grounds 186

Malicious 170, 171

Election of remedy as to 172

Trees and Plants—
Treatment of infected 36S

Sale of diseased 2i^^

On public roads, cutting 457

Trials—
In Court of Sessions 53- 65

No grand juror to be on trial jury 53

Payment of taxes not a cause of challenge 54

Right of challenge peremptory 55

What indictment shall be sufficient 56

How defects may be objected to 57

- Amendments of indictments 58

Autre fois acquit or convict 59

Indictments for murder 60

Indictments for forgery, &c 61

Indictments for perjury 62

Defendant may testify 64

Defendant's privileges as witnesses 65

Husband or wife as witness 65

Defendant's witnesses to be sworn 63

Defendant's witnesses, process for 45

Defendant's witnesses, pay for 45

Jurors, grand, drawing, &c 38

Jurors, grand and petit, who are 39

Jurors, empaneling 44

Counsel for defendant 4i> 42, 49

Right to copy of indictment 4°

Traverse of indictment works no continuance 43



INDEX TO CRIMINAL CODE. LVIX

SEC.

Trusts and Combinations—

•

To prevent competition in trade prohibited 212- 216

Of Fire Insurance Companies 217

Turnpike Roads—

•

Penalty for injuring 441

Proprietors of to keep up 443
To post charges 444

Turpentine Farms—
Firing or burning 155

Trusts and Combinations—
In restraint of trade '. 212- 216

By insurance companies 217

TJ

Unwholesome Food—
Selling diseased meats 305
Selling adulterated food and drink 306, 318

Selling adulterated candy 307
Selling adulterated milk, butter and cheese 308- 317

Using—
Stock without owner's consent 175

V
Violation of Contracts—

Between landlord and laborer 355, 357
Penalty for Magistrate refusing to act 356

Vagrancy 499

Venue^ Change of—
Before Magistrates 24, 33
In General Sessions. Civil Code 2735

Vessels—
Mooring to buoy beacon or day mark 227

Anchorage on range line of lights 228

Lien for damages to buoy, &c 229

Procurers of seamen not to board, without permission 620

Master may arrest offenders on 621

Communications within violation of quarantine 323

Anchor at quarantine 324
Boarding, before Health Officer . . . . ; 325

Leaving, before Health Officer 326

Quarantine regulations as to 323- 329



LX INDEX TO CRHIIXAL CODE.

W
SEC.

Warehouseman—
Violation of law relating to 207

Wark-.\nts—
Based on information, under oath 20

Based on information and belief 599, 578

See search warrants 36, 580, 614, 629

To be endorsed by Magistrate in Count}^ where served 37

Must be subscribed by officer (n) 5

Xeed not be under seal '.
. (n) 5

Weight^ &c.—
Bales of cotton 351

Com meal 354

Weighing cotton 353

WiTXESSES

—

May be discharged on their own recognizances in cases not capital 8

Penalty for failing to appear 9

Magistrates may examine 23

Magistrates may bind over 25, 30

Magistrates may arrest 30

Compulsory process for 45

For defendant to be sworn 64

For defendant, when paid by County 45

Defendants as 64, 65

Husband and wife as 65

Xot required to criminate themselves ^5

WOMEX

—

In mercantile establishments to be provided with seats 333

Woods—
Negligenth^ wilfully or maliciously burning 160

Written" Ixstrumexts—
Description in indictment 61
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CONSTITUTION
OF THE

United States of America

1787,

PREAMBLE—OBJECTS OF THE CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

Sec.

1. Legislative powers, in whom
vested.

2. House of Representatives, how
Representatives and , direct

and by whom chosen. Quali-

fications of a Representative,

taxes, how apportioned. Cen-

sus. Vacancies to be filled.

Power of choosing officers, and
of impeachment.

3. Senators, how and by whom
chosen. How classified. State

Executive to make temporary
appointments in case, &c.

Qualifications of a Senator.

President of the Senate has
right to vote. President pro

tern, and other oflicers of Sen-

ate, how chosen. Power to try

impeachment. When President

is tried. Chief Justice to pre-

side. Sentence.

4. Times, &c., of holding elections,

how prescribed. One session

in each year.

5. Membership. Quorum. Ad-
journments. Rules. Power to

punish or expel. Journal.

Time of adjournment limited

unless, &c.

6. Compensation. Privileges. Dis-

qualification in certain cases.

7. House to originate all revenue
bills. Veto. Bill may be

passed by two-thirds of each

House, notwithstanding, &c.

Bill not returned in ten days.

Provision as to all orders, &c.,

except, &c.

Sec.

8. Powers of Congress.

9. Provision as to migration or im-

portation of certain persons.

Habeas corpus. Bills of at-

tainder, &c. Taxes, how ap-

portioned. No export duty.

No commercial preferences.

No money drawn from Treas-
ury unless, &c. No titular no-

bility. Officers not to receive

presents, unless, &c.

10. States prohibited from the exer-

cise of certain powers.

ARTICLE II.

1. President and Vice President,

their term of office. Electors

of President and Vice Presi-

dent, number, and how ap-

pointed. Electors to vote on
same day. Qualification of

President. On whom his du-

ties devolve in case of his re-

moval, death, &c. President's

compensation. His oath.

2. President to be Commander-in-
Chief. He may require opin-

ion of, &c., and may pardon.

Treaty-making power. Nomi-
nation of certain officers.

When President may fill va-

cancies.

3. President shall communicate to

Congress. He may convene
and adjourn Congress in case,

&c. Shall receive ambassadors,
execute laws, and commission
officers.

4. All civil offices forfeited for cer-

tain crimes.



UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION. ART. I.

^EC.
ARTICLE III.

1. Judicial power. Tenure. Com-
pensaiion.

2. Judicial power, to what cases it

extends. Original jurisdiction
of Supreme Court. Appellate.
Trial by jury, except, &c.
Trial, where.

3. Treason defined. Proof of. Pun-
ishment.

ARTICLE IV.

1. Credit to be given to public
Acts, &c., of every State.

2. Privileges of citizens of each
State. Fugitives from justice
to be delivered up. Persons
held to service, having es-

caped, to be delivered up.
3. Admission of new States. Power

of Congress over territory and
other property.

4. Republican form of government
guaranteed. Each State to be
protected.

ARTICLE V.

Constitution, how amended. Proviso.

ARTICLE VI.

Certain debts, &c., adopted. Suprem-
acy of Constitution, treaties and
laws of the United States. Oath
to support Constitution, by whom
taken. No religious test.

ARTICLE VII.

What ratification shall establish Con-
stitution.

AMENDMENTS.

ARTICLE I.

Religious establishment prohibited.

Freedom of speech, of the press,

and right to petition.

ARTICLE IL

Right to keep and bear arms.

Sec.

ARTICLE III.

No soldier to be quartered in any
house unless, &c.

ARTICLE IV.

Right of search and seizure regulated.

ARTICLE V.

Provisions concerning prosecutions,

trials and punishments. Private

property not to be taken for public

use without, &c.

ARTICLE VI.

Further provisions respecting crimi-

nal prosecutions.

ARTICLE VII.

Right of trial by jury secured.

ARTICLE VIII.

Bail, fines and punishments.

ARTICLE IX.

Rules of construction.

ARTICLE X.

Same subject.

ARTICLE XI.

Same subject.

ARTICLE XII.

Manner of choosing President and
Vice President.

ARTICLE XIII.

1. Slavery abolished.

2. Power of Congress, &c.

ARTICLE XIV.

1. Who citizens ; privileges.

2. Apportionment and basis of rep-

resentation.

3. Political disabilities.

4. Validity of public debt ; debts of

the rebellion, or for slaves,

invalid.

5. Power of Congress, &c.

ARTICLE XV.

1. Right to vote not abridged by
race, color or previous con-

dition.

2. Power of Congress, &c.

Upon questions arising under United States Constitution the State Courts must
conform to the decisions of the United States Supreme Court.—Cochran v. Darcy,
5 S. C. 126.



ART. I. UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION. 5

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more Preamble.

perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility,

provide for the common defence, promote the general Wel-

fare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our

Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the

United States of America.

Chisholm v. Georgia, z Dall., 419; McCulloch v. State of Maryland et al., 4

Wh., 316; Brown et als. v. Maryland, 12 Wh., 419; Barron v. The Mayor and

City Council of Baltimore, 7 Pet, 243; Lane County v. Oregon, 7 Wall., 71; Texas

V. White et al., 7 Wall., 700; Claflin v. Houseman, assignee, 93 U. S., 130; Wil-

liams V. Bruffy, 96 U. S., 176; Tennessee v. Davis, 100 U. S., ^7; Langford v.

United States, loi U. S., 341; United States v. Jones, 109 U. S., 513; Fort Leaven-

worth Railroad Co. v. Lowe, 114 U. S., 525; The Chinese Exclusion Case, 130

U. S., 581; Geofroy v. Riggs, 133 U. S., 258; in re Neagle, 135 U. S., i ; in re

Ross, 140 U. S., 453; Logan v. United States, 144 U. S., 263; Lascelles v. Georgia,

148 U. S., 537; Fong Yue Ting v. United States, 149 U. S., 698; in re Tyler, 149

U. S., 164; United States v. E. C. Knight Co., 156 U. S., i; Mattox v. United

States, 156 U. S., 237; in re Quarles and Butler, 158 U. S., 532; in re Debs,

Petitioner, 158 U. S., 564; Ward v. Race Horse, 163 U. S., 504.

ARTICLE. I.

Section 1. All legislative Powers herein granted shall be Legislative

vested in a Congress of the United States, which shall consist whom vested,

of a Senate and House of Representatives.

Hayburn's case (notes), 2 Dall., 409; Field v. Clark, 143 U. S., 649.

Sec. 2. ^The House of Representatives shall be composed of h o u s e o f

Members chosen every second Year by the People of the several tives, how and

States, and the Electors in each State shall have the Oualifica- sen.

tions requisite for Electors of the most numerous Branch of

the State Legislature.

^No Person shall be a Representative who shall not have Qualifications11A !• (--tr 11 -57-°^^ Represen-
attamed the Age of twenty-five Years, and been seven Years tative.

a Citizen of the United States, and who shall not, when elected,

be an Inhabitant of that State in which he shall be chosen.

^* [Representatives and direct Taxes shall be apportioned Representa-

1 10 1-1 , • 1 1 1 • 1 • 1 • ''"^^s and di-

among the several States which may be included withm this rect taxes, how

Union, according to their respective Numbers, which shall be

determined by adding to the whole Number of free Persons,

including those bound to Service for a Term of Years, and

excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other Persons.]

The actual Enumeration shall be made within three Years after Census.

the first Meeting of the Congress of the United States, and

within every subsequent Term of ten Years, in such Manner

as they shall by Law direct. The Number of Representatives

shall not exceed one for every thirty Thousand, but each State
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shall have at Least one Representative; and until such enu-

meration shall be made, the State of New Hampshire shall be

entitled to chuse three, Massachusetts eight, Rhode-Island and

Providence Plantations one, Connecticut five, New-York six.

New Jersey four, Pennsylvania eight, Delaware one, Maryland

six, Virginia ten, North Carolina five. South Carolina five, and

Georgia three.

*The clause in brackets is amended, in respect to the apportionment of Repre-

sentatives by the 14th amendment, Sec. 2.

Veazie Bank \^ Fenno, 8 Wall., 533; Scholey v. Rew, 23 Wall., 331; De Treville

V. Smalls, 98 U. S., 517; Gibbons v. District of Columbia, 116 U. S., 404; Pollock

V. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co. (Income Tax case), 157 U. S., 429; Pollock v.

Farmers' Loan & Trust Co. (Rehearing), 158 U. S., 601; Downes v. Bidwell, 182

U. S., 260.

be\lfed.'^'^^
*° *When vacancies happen in the Representation from any

State, the Executive Authority thereof shall issue Writs of

Election to fill such Vacancies.

choosi^g^ offic- ^The House of Representatives shall chuse their Speaker

peachment.
™ and Other Officcrs ; and shall have the sole Power of Impeach-

ment.
Senators, ]iow
and by whom Scc. 3. ^Thc Senate of the United States shall be composed
ciosen.

^£ ^^^ Senators from each State, chosen by the Legislature

thereof, for six Years ; and each Senator shall have one Vote.

fie(?°^
^^^^^^' 'Immediately after they shall be assembled in Consequence

of the first Election, they shall be divided as equally as may
State Execu-

|-,g jj^^q three Classes. The Seats of the Senators of the first
tive to make
temporary ap- Qass shall be vacatcd at the Expiration of the second Year,
pomtnents, in r '

case, &c. Qf ii^Q second Class at the Expiration of the fourth Year, and

of the third Class at the Expiration of the sixth Year, so that

one-third may be chosen every second Year; and if Vacancies

happen by Resignation, or otherwise, during the Recess of

the Legislature of any State, the Executive thereof may make

temporary appointments until the next Meeting of the Legis-

lature, which shall then fill such Vacancies.

Cited in Simpson v. Willard, 14 S. C, 199.

Quaiifica- 3]\Jq Persou shall be a Senator who shall not have attained
tions of a Sen-

. .

ator. to the Age of thirty Years, and been nme Years a Citizen of

the United States, and who shall not, when elected, be an In-

habitant of that State for which he shall be chosen.

President of ^Thc Vicc President of the United States shall be President

right to vAte. of the Senate, but shall have no Vote, unless they be equally

divided.
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^The Senate shall chuse their other Officers, and also a t^^'and*" dti°

President pro tempore, in the Absence of the Vice President,
|^gj^°j^''^'"f^ q°|

or when he shall exercise the Office of President of the United chosen.

States.

®The Senate shall have the sole Power to try all Impeach- .
Power to try

^ ' impeachments.

ments. When sitting for that Purpose, they shall be on Oath

or Affirmation. When the President of the United States is ^
when Presi-

dent IS tried,

tried, the Chief Justice shall preside: And no Person shall be Chief justice
^ •> ^

_
to preside.

convicted without the Concurrence of two-thirds of the Mem-
bers present.

^Judgment in Cases of Impeachment shall not extend further Sentence.

than to removal from Office, and disqualification to hold and

enjoy any Office of honor, Trust or Profit under the United

States : but the Party convicted shall nevertheless be liable

and subject to Indictment, Trial, Judgment and Punishment,

according to Law.

Sec. 4. ^The Times, Places and Manner of holding Elec- ^^ '^jJ'oTd i^'^g

tions for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed ii''
pr^efcribed.

''°^''

each State by the Legislature thereof; but the Congress may y. s. stats.,

dt any time by Law make or alter such Regulations, except as^^*^' ^^' §
^•

CO the places of chusing Senators.

£x parte Siebold, loo U. S., 371; ex parte Clarke, 100 U. S., 399; ex parte

farborough, no U. S., 651; United States v. Waddell et al., 112 U. S., 76; in re

Coy, 127 U. S., 731.

^The Congress shall assemble at least once in every Year,
jj^^g^^j^^^l^^'""^

and such Meeting shall be on the first Monday in December,

unless they shall by law appoint a different Day.

Sec. 5. '^Each House shall be the Judge of the Election.^
Membership.

Returns and Qualifications of its own Members, and a Majority

of each shall constitute a Quorum to do Business ; but a smaller
Quorum.

Number may adjourn from day to day, and may be authorized
Adjournments.

to compel the Attendance of absent Members, in such Manner,

and under such Penalties as each House may provide.

United States v. Ballin, 144 U. S., i; in re Loney, 134 U. S., 317.

"Each House may determine the Rules of its Proceedings, ^^R^^J^es.Pow-

punish its Members for disorderly Behavior, and, with theo'" ^xpei.

Concurrence of two-thirds, expel a Member.

Anderson v. Dunn, 6 Wh., 204; Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U. S., 168; United

States V. Ballin, 144 U. S., i ; in re Chapman, 166 U. S., 661.

^Each House shall keep a Journal of its Proceedings, and J°"''"ai.

from time to time publish the same, excepting such Parts as

may in their Judgment require Secrecy; and the Yeas and
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Nays of the Members of either House on any question shall,

at the Desire of one-fifth of those Present, be entered on the

Journal.

Field V. Clark, 143 U. S., 649; United States v. Ballin, 144 U. S., i; Twin
City Bank v. Nebeker, 167 U. S., 196; Wilkes County Com'rs v. Coler, 180

U. S., 522.

iou^nment^iim-
^Neither House, during the Session of Congress, shall, with-

ited, unless, &c. q^^ ^^le Couscnt of the other, adjourn for more than three days,

nor to any other Place than that in which the two Houses shall

be sitting.

Compensation. ggg_ Q I'pj^g Seuators and Representatives shall receive a

Compensation for their Services, to be ascertained by Law, and

paid out of the Treasury of the United States. They shall

in all Cases, except Treason, Felony and Breach of the Peace,
Privileges. ^^ privileged from Arrest during their Attendance at the Ses-

sion of their respective Houses, and in going to and returning

from the same ; and for any Speech or Debate in either House,

they shall not be questioned in any other place.

Cox V. M'CIenachan, 3 Dall., 478; Kilbcurn v. Thompson, 103 U. S., 168; Worth
V. Norton, 56 S. C, 479; 32 S. E., 792; State v. Smalls, 11 S. C, 285.

tioPTn"Mrfafn "^o Scuator or Representative shall, during the Time for
'^^^^^- which he was elected, be appointed to any Civil OfQce under

the Authority of the United States, which shall have been

created, or the Emoluments whereof shall have been encreased

during such time ; and no Person holding any Office under the

United States, shall be a Member of either House during his

Continuance in Office.

House to ori- gcc. 7. ^All Bills for raising Revenue shall originate in the
ginate all rev- ^ '-'

enue Bills. Housc of Representatives ; but the Senate may propose or

concur with Amendments as on other Bills.

Field V. Clark, 143 U. S., 649; Twin City Bank v. Nebeker, 167 U. S., 196.

Veto. -Every Bill which shall have passed the House of Repre-

sentatives and the Senate, shall, before it become a Law, be

presented to the President of the United States ; If he approve

he shall sign it, but if not he shall return it, with his Objec-

tions to that House in which it shall have originated, who
shall enter the Objections at large on their Journal, and pro-

Biii may be ^eed to recousidcr it. If after such Reconsideration two thirds
passed by two-
thirds of eachQf

|-i^a|- House shall agree to pass the Bill, it shall be sent,
House, not- o jr '

w^i thstanding, i-Qggthgj- ^[^^ ^hc Objcctious, to the Other House, by which it

shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by two thirds

of that House, it shall become a Law. But in all such Cases
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the Votes of both Houses shah be determined by Yeas and

Nays, and the Names of the Persons voting for and against the

Bill shall be entered on the Journal of each House respectively.

If any Bill shall not be returned by the President within ten
^.^^^^'^^j 'f^

^^s^-

Days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented to^^^^-

him, the Same shall be a Law, in like manner as if he had

signed it, unless the Congress by their Adjournment prevent

its Return, in which Case it shall not be a Law.
Field V. Clark, 143 U. S., 649; United States v. Ballin, 144 U. S., i; Twin

City Bank v. Nebeker, 167 U. S., 196; La Abra Silver Mining Co. v. United States,

175 U. S., 423-

^Every Order, Resolution, or Vote to which the Concur-
^^^^"[•"^^"Jgj.^g^

rence of the Senate and House of Representatives may be ^^•' ^-^^ept, S;c

necessary (except on a question of Adjournment) shall be pre-

sented to the President of the United States ; and before the

Same shall take Effect, shall be approved by him, or being

disapproved by him, shall be repassed by two thirds of the

Senate and House of Representatives, according to the Rules

and Limitations prescribed in the Case of a Bill.

Field V. Clark, 143 U. S., 649; United States v. Ballin, 144 U. S., i.

Sec. 8. The Congress shall have Power ^To lay and col- cragrTss.'^
^
°^

lect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the Debts and

provide for the common Defence and general Welfare of the

United States ; but all Duties, Imposts, and Excises shall be

uniform throughout the United States
;

Hylton V. United States, 3 Dall., 171; McCulloch v. State of Maryland, 4 Wh.,

316; Loughborough v. Blake, 5 Wh., 317; Osborn v. Bank of the United States,

9 Wh., 738; Weston et al. v. City Council of Charleston, 2 Pet., 449; Dobbins v.

The Commissioners of Erie County, 16 Pet., 435; License Cases, 5 How., 504;

Cooley V. Board of Wardens of Port of Philadelphia et al., 12 How., 299; McGuire
V. The Commonwealth, 3 Wall., 387; Van Allen v. The Assessors, 3 Wall., 573;
Bradley v. The People, 4 Wall., 459.

License Tax Cases, 5 Wall., 462; Pervear v. The Commonwealth, 5 Wall., 475;
Woodruff V. Parham, 8 Wall., 123; Hinson v. Lott, 8 Wall., 148; Veazie Bank
V. Fenno, 8 Wall., 533; The Collector v. Day, 11 Wall., 113; United States v.

Singer, 15 Wall., iii; State tax on foreign-held bonds, 15 Wall., 300; United States

V. Railroad Company, 17 Wall., 322; Railroad Company v. Peniston, 18 Wall.,

S; Scholey v. Rew., 23 Wall., 331; National Bank v. United States, loi U. S., i;

Springer v. United States, 102 U. S., 586; Legal Tender Case, no U. S., 421; Head
Money Cases, 112 U. S., 580; Van Brocklin v. State of Tennessee, 117 U. S., 151;

Field V. Clark, 143 U. S., 649; New York, Lake Erie and Western R. R. v. Penn-
sylvania, 153 U. S., 628; Pollock V. Farmers' Loan and Trust Co. (Income Tax
Case), 157 U. S., 429; United States v. Realty Company, 163 U. S., 427; in re

Kollock, 1 6s U. S., 526; Nichols v. Ames, 173 U. S., 509; Fairbank v. United
States, 181 U. S., 295; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 249; 231; 260; 278; 288;

352; 373-

^To borrow Money on the credit of the United States

;

McCulloch V. The State of Maryland, 4 Wh., 316; Weston et al. v. The City

Council of Charleston, 2 Pet., 449; Bank of Commerce v. New York City, 2 Black,
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620; Bank Tax Cases, 2 Wall., 200; The Bank v. The Mayor, 7 Wall., 16; Bank v.

Supervisors, 7 Wall., 26; Hepburn v. Griswold, 8 Wall., 603; National Bank v.

Commonwealth, 9 Wall., 353; Parker v. Davis, 12 Wall., 457; Legal Tender Case,

no U. S., 421; Home Insurance Company v. New York, 134 U. S., 594.

•'To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among
the several States, and with the Indian Tribes

;

Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wh., i; Brown et als. v. State of Maryland, 12 Wh., 419;

Wilson et al. v. Black Bird Creek Marsh Company, 2 Pet., 245; Worcester v. The
State of Georgia, 6 Pet., 515; City of New York v. Milii, 11 Pet., 102; United

States V. Coombs, 12 Pet., 72; Holmes v. Jennison et al., 14 Pet., 540; License

Cases, 5 How., 504; Passenger Cases, 7 How., 283; Nathan v. Louisiana, 8 How.,

73; Mager v. Grima et al., 8 How., 490; United States v. Marigold, 9 How., 560;

Cowley v. Board of Wardens of Port of Philadelphia, 12 How., 299; The Propeller

Genesee Chief et al. v. Fitzhugh et al., 12 How., 443; State of Pennsylvania v.

The Wheeling Bridge Company, 13 How., 518; Veazie et al. v. Moor, 14 Ho-w.,

568; Smith V. State of Maryland, 18 How., 71; State of Pennsylvania v. The
Wheeling and Belmont Bridge Company et al., 18 Plow., 421; Sinnitt v. Davenport,

22 How., zzT, Foster et al. v. Davenport et al., 22 How., 244; Conway et al. v.

Taylor's ex., i Black, 603; United States v. HoUiday, 3 Wall., 407; Gilman v.

Philadelphia, 3 Wall., 713; The Passaic Bridges, 3 Wall., 782; Steamship Com-
pany V. Port Wardens, 6 Wall., 31; Crandall v. State of Nevada, 6 Wall., 35;

White's Bank v. Smith, 7 Wall., 646; Waring v. The Mayor, 8 Wall., no; Paul

v. Virginia, 8 Wall., 168; Thomson v. Pacific Railroad, 9 Wall., 579; Downhara
et al. V. Alexandria Council, 10 Wall., 173; The Clinton Bridge, 10 Wall., 454; The
Daniel Ball, 10 Wall., 557; Liverpool Insurance Company v. Massachusetts, 10

Wall, 566; The Montello, 11 Wall., 411; ex parte McNiel, 13 Wall., 236; State

freight-tax, 15 Wall., 232; State tax on railway gross receipts, 15; Wall.. 284;

Osborn v. Mobile, 16 Wall., 479; Railroad Company v. Fuller, 17 Wall., 560;

Bartemeyer v. Iowa, 18 Wall., 129; The Delaware railroad tax, 18 Wall., 206;

Peete v. Morgan, 19 Wall., 581; Railroad Company v. Richmond, 19 Wall., 584;

Railroad Company v. Maryland, 21 Wall., 456; The Lottawanna, 21 Wall., 558;

Welton V. The State of Missouri, 91 U. S., 275; Henderson et al. v. The Mayor
of the City of New York, 92 U. S., 259; Chy Lung v. Freeman et al., 92 U. S., 275;

South Carolina v. Georgia et al., 93 U. S., 4; Sherlock et al. v. Ailing, adm., 93

U. S., 99; United States v. Forty-three Gallons of Whiskey, etc., 93 U. S., 188;

Foster v. Master and Wardens of the Port of New Orleans, 94 U. S., 246; Mc-
Cready v. Virginia, 94 U. S., 391; Railroad Co. v. Husen, 95 U. S., 465; Pound
V. Turck, 95 U. S., 459; Hall v. De Cuir, 95 U. S., 485; Pensacola Telegraph

Company v. Western Union Telegraph Company, 96 U. S., i; Beer Company v.

Massachusetts, 97 U. S., 25; Cook v. Pennsylvania, 97 U. S., 566; Transportation

Co. V. Wheeling, 99 U. S., 273; Packet Co. v. St. Louis, 100 U. S., 423; Guy v.

Baltimore, 100 U. S., 434; Kirtland v. Hotchkiss, 100 U. S., 491; Machine Co. v.

Gage, 100 U. S., 676; Trade-mark Cases, 100 U. S., 82; Wilson v. McNamee, 102

U. S., 572; Tiernan v. Rinker, 102 U. S., 123; Lord v. Steamship Co., 102 U. S.,

541; County of Mobile v. Kimball, 102 U. S., 691; Telegraph Co. v. Texas, 105

U. S., 460; Bridge Co. v. United States, 105 U. S., 470; Wiggins Ferry Co. v.

East St. Louis, 107 U. S., 365; Turner v. Maryland, 107 U. S., 38; Escamba Com-
pany v. Chicago, 107 U. S., 678; Miller v. Mayor of New York, 109 U. S., 385;

Moran v. New Orleans, 112 U. S., 69; Foster v. Kansas, 112 U. S., 201; Head
Money Cases, 112 U. S., 580; Cardwell v. American Bridge Co., 113 U. S., 205;

Cooper Manufacturing Co. v. Ferguson et al., 113 U. S., 727; Gloucester Ferry

Co. V. Pennsylvania, 114 U. S., 196; Brown et al. v. Houston, Collector, et al.,

114 U. S., 622; Railroad Commission Cases, 116 U. S., 307, 347, 352; Walling v.

Michigan, 116 U. S., 446; Coe v. Errol, 116 U. S., 517; Pickard v. Pullman

Southern Car Co., 117 U. S., 34; Tennessee v. Pullman Southern Car Co., 117

U. S., 51; Morgan v. Louisiana, 118 U. S., 455; Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific Rail-

way V. Illinois, 118 U. S., 557; United States v. Kagama, 118 U. S., 375; Phila-

delphia Fire Association v. New York, 119 U. S., no; Johnson v. Chicago &
Pacific Elevator Co., 119 U. S., 388; Robbins v. Shelby County taxing District,

120 U. S., 489; Corson v. Maryland, 120 U. S., 502; Fargo v. Michigan, 121 U.

S., 230; Philadelphia & Southern Steamship Co", v. Pennsylvania, 122 U. S., 326;
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Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Pendleton, 122 U. S., 347; Sands v. Manistee

River Improvement Co., 123 U. S., 288; Smith v. Alabama, 124 U. S., 465; Wil-

lamette Iron Bridge Co. v. Hatch, 125 U. S., i ; Pembina Mining Co. v. Pennsyl-

vania, 123 U. S., 181; Bowman v. Chicago & Northwestern Railway Co., 125 U.

S., 465; Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Massachusetts, 125 U. S., 530; Cali-

fornia v. Pacific Railroad Co., 127 U. S., i; Ratterman v. Western Union Tele-

graph Co., 227 U. S., 411; Leloup V. Port of Mobile, 127 U. S., 640; Kidd v.

Pearson, 128 U. S., i; Asher v, Texas, 128 U. S., 129; Nashville, Chattanooga,

etc., Railway v. Alabama, 128 U. S., 96; Stoutenburgh v. Hennick, 129 U. S.,

141; Kimmish v. Ball, 129 U. S., 217; Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Alabama,

132 U. S., 472; Fritts V. Palmer, 132 U. S., 282; Louisville, New Orleans, etc.,

R. R. V. Mississippi, 133 U. S., 587; Leisy v. .Harding, 133 U. S., 100; Cherokee
Nation V. Southern Kansas R. R., 133 U. S., 641; McCall v. California, 136 U. S.,

104; Norfolk & Western R. R. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 136 U. S., 114; Minnesota v.

Barber, 136 U. S., 318; Texas & Pacific R. R. v. Southern Pacific Co., 137 U. S.,

48; Brimmer v. Rebman, 138 U. S., 78; Manchester v. Massachusetts, 139 U. S.,

240; in re Rahrer, 140 U. S., 545; Pullman Palace Car Co. v. Pennsylvania, 141

U. S., 18; Massachusetts v. Western Union Telegraph Co., 141 U. S., 40; Crutcher

V. Kentucky, 141 U. S., 47; Voight v. Wright, 141 U. S., 62; Henderson Bridge

Co. V. Henderson, 141 U. S., 679; in re Garnett, 141 U. S., i; Maine v. Grand
Trunk Railway Co., 142 U. S., 217; Nishimura Ekiu v. The United States, 142

U. S., 631; Pacific Express Co. v. Seibert, 142 U. S., 339; Horn Silver Mining
Co. V. New York, 143 U. S., 303; Field v. Clark, 143 U. S., 649; O'Neil v. Ver-

mont, 144 U. S., 323; Ficklen v. Shelby County Taxing District, 145 U. S., i;

Lehigh Valley Railroad v. Pennsylvania, 143 U. S., 192; Harmon v. Chicago,

147 U. S., 396; Monongahela Navigation Co. v. United States, 148 U. S., 312;

Brennan v. Titusville, 133 U. S., 289; Braes v. Stoeser, 133 U. S., 391; Ashley

V. Ryan, 133 U. S., 436; Luxton v. North River Bridge Co., 133 U. S., 323; Postal

Telegraph Co. v. Charleston, 133 U. S., 692; Covington & Cincinnati Bridge Co.

V. Kentucky, 134 U. S., 204; Interstate Commerce Commission v. Brimson, 154

U. S., 447; Plumley v. Massachusetts, 133 U. S., 461; Texas & Pacific Railway

V. Interstate Transportation Co., 133 U. S., 383; Hooker v. California, 133 U. S.,

648; Postal Telegraph Cable Co. v. Adams, 133 U. S., 688; United States v. E. C.

Knight Co., 136 U. S., i; Emert v. Missouri, 136 U. S., 296; Pittsburg & Southern

Coal Co. V. Bates, 136 U. S., 377; Pittsburg & Southern Coal Co. v. Louisiana, 156

U. S., 590; Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway Co. v. Hefley, 138 U. S., 98; New
York, Lake Erie & Western R. R. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 138 U. S., 431; in re

Debs, Petitioner, 138 U. S., 564; Geer v. Connecticut, 161 U. S., 319; Western
Union Telegraph Co. v. James, 162 U. S., 630; Western Union Telegraph Co. v.

Taggart, 163 U. S., i; Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. Illinois, 163 U. S., 142;

Hennington v. Georgia, 163 U. S., 299; Osborne v. Florida, 164 U. S., 630; Scott

V. Donald, 165 U. S., 38; Adams Express Co. v. Ohio State Auditor, 163 U. S.,

194; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway Co. v. Ohio, 163 U. S., 363; N. Y.,

N. H. & Hartford R. R. Co. v. New York, 163 U. S., 628; Gladson v. Minnesota,

166 U. S., 427; Henderson Bridge Co. v. Kentucky, 166 U. S., 130; St. Anthony
Falls Water Power Co. v. St. Paul Water Commissioners, 168 U. S., 349; Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Co. v. Solan, 169 U. S., 133; Missouri, Kansas &
Texas Railway Co. v. Haber, 169 U. S., 613; Richmond & Alleghany R. R. Co. v.

R. A. Patterson Tobacco Company, 169 U. S., 311; Rhodes v. Iowa, 170 U. S.,

412; Vance v. W. A. Vandercook, No. i, 170 U. S., 438; SchoUenberger v. Penn-
sylvania, 171 U. S., i; Collins v. New Hampshire, 171 U. S., 30; Patapsco Guano
Co. V. North Carolina, 171 U. S., 345; New York v. Roberts, 171 U. S., 658; Hop-
kins V. United States, 171 U. S., 578; Anderson v. United States, 171 U. S., 604;
Green Bay & Mississippi Canal Co. v. Patten Paper Co., 172 U. S., 38; Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern Railway Co. v. Ohio, 173 U. S., 283 > Henderson Bridge Co.

V. Henderson City, 173 U. S., 392; Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway Co. v. Mc-
Cann, 174 U. S., 380; Addystone Pipe and Steel Co. v. United States, 173 U. S.,

211; Louisiana v. Texas, 176 U. S., i; United States v. Bellingham Bay Boom Co.,

176 U. S., 211; Lindsay & Phelps Co. v. Mullen, 176 U. S., 126; Waters-Pierce
Oil Co. V. Texas, 177 U. S., 28; New York Life Insurance Co. v. Cravens, 178
U. S., 401; Williams v. Fears, 179 U. S., 270, 276; Wisconsin, M. & P. R. Co.

V. Jacobson, 179 U. S., 296; Austin v. Tennessee, 179 U. S., 371; State v. Holley-
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man, 55 S. C, 207; 33 S. E., 366; City of Laurens v. Elmore, 55 S. C, 477; 33
S. E., 560; McCandless v. Railroad Co., 38 S. C, 103; 16 S. E., 429; Mobile Ins.

Co. V. Columbia & Greenville R. Co., 41 S. C, 408; 19 S. E., 858; Hall v. Ry.
Co., 25 S. C, 564; Sternberger v. Ry. Co., 29 S. C, 510; 7 S. E., 836; State v.

Town Council of Aiken, 42 S. C, 222; 20 S. E., 221; Harbor Commissioners v.

Pashley, 19 S. C, 319; Charleston v. Oliver, 16 S. C, 47; So. Express Co. v. Hood,
15 Rich., 66; State v. Pinckney, 10 Rich., 474; State v. Napier, 63 S. C, 60; 41
S. E., 13; Porter v. C. & S. Ry. Co., 63 S. C, 169; 41 S. E., 108; Lowe v. S. A. L.

Ry. Co., 63 S. C, 248; 41 S. E., 297.

*To establish an uniform Rule of Naturalization/ and uni-

form Laws on the subject of Bankruptcies throughout the

United States f
^Sturges V. Crowningshield, 4 Wh., 122; ^McMillan v. McNeil, 4 Wh., 209;

^Farmers and Mechanics' Bank, Pennsylvania, v. Smith, 6 Wh., 131; ==Ogden v.

Saunders, 12 Wh., 213; ^Boyle v. Zacharie and Turner, 6 Pet., 348; ^Gassies v.

Ballon, 6 Pet., 761; ^Beers et al. v. Haughton, 9 Pet., 329; ^Suydam et al. v.

Broadnax, 14 Pet, 67; ^Cook v. Moflfat et al., 5 How., 295; ^Dred Scott v. Sanford,

19 How., 393; iNishimura Ekiu v. The United States, 142 U. S., 651; Ex parte

McKenzie, 51 S. C, 244; 28 S. E., 468.

^To coin Money, regulate the Value thereof, and of foreign

Coin, and fix the Standard of Weights and Measures

;

Briscoe v. The Bank of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 11 Pet., 257; Fox
v. The State of Ohio, 5 How., 41a; United States v. Marigold, 9 How., 560.

•^To provide for the Punishment of counterfeiting the Se-

curities and current Coin of the United States
;

Fox V. The State of Ohio, 5 How., 410; United States v. Marigold, 9 How., 560.

^To establish Post Offices and post Roads

;

State of Pennsylvania v. The Wheeling and Belmont Bridge Company, 18 How.,
421; Pensacola Telegraph Co. v. Western Union Telegraph Co., 96 U. S., i; ex

parte Jackson, 96 U. S., 727; in re Rapier, 143 U. S., no; Horner v. United States,

143 U. S., 207; in re Debs, Petitioner, 158 U. S., 564; Illinois Central Railroad
Co. V. Illinois, 163 U. S., 142; Gladson v. Minnesota, 166 U. S., 427.

^To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by
securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the ex-

clusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries

;

Grant et al. v. Raymond, 6 Pet., 218; Wheaton et als. v. Peters et als., 8 Pet.,

Sgi; Trade-mark Cases, 100 U. S., 82; Burrow Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony,
III U. S., 53; United- States v. Duell, 172 U. S., 576.

''To constitute Tribunals Inferior to the Supreme Court

;

Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 363.

^°To define and punish Piracies and Felonies committed on

the high Seas, and Offenses against the Law of Nations

;

United States v. Palmer, 3 Wh., 610; United States v. Wiltberger, s Wh., -](>•,

United States v. Smith, 5 Wh., 153; United States v. Pirates, 5 Wh., 1S4; United
States V. Arjona, 120 U. S., 479.

^^To declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal, and

make Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water;
Brown v. United States, 8 Cr., no; American Insurance Company et al. v.

Canter (356 bales cotton), i Pet., 511; Mrs. Alexander's cotton, 2 Wall., 404;
Miller v. United States, 11 Wall., 268; Tyler v. Defrees, 11 Wall., 331; Stewart
V. Kahn, 11 Wall., 493; Hamilton v. Dillin, 21 Wall., 73; Lamar, ex., v. Browne
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et al., 92 U. S., 187; Mayfield v. Richards, 115 U. S., 137; The Chinese Exclusion

Cases, 130 U. S., 581; Mormon Church v. United States, 136 U. S., i; Nishimura
Ekiu V. The United States, 142 U. S., 651.

^"To raise and support Armies, but no Appropriation of

Money to that Use shall be for a longer Term than two Years

;

Crandall v. State of Nevada, 6 Wall., 35; Nishimura Ekiu v. The United States,

142 U. S., 651.

^^To provide and maintain a Navy

;

United States v. Bevans, 3 Wh., 336; Dynes v. Hoover, 20 How., 65.

"To make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the

land and naval Forces

;

^^To provide for calling forth the Militia to execute the

Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and repel Invasions
;

Houston V. Moore, 5 Wh., i; Martin v. Mott, 12 Wh., 19; Luther v. Borden,

7 How., i; Crandall v. State of Nevada, 6 Wall., 35; Texas v. White, 7 Wall., 700.

^^To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining, the

Militia, and for governing such Part of them as may be em-
ployed in the Service of the United States, reserving to the

States respectively, the Appointment of the Officers, and the

Authority of training the Militia according to the discipline

prescribed by Congress

;

Houston V. Moore, 5 Wh., i; Martin v. Mott, 12 Wh., 19; Luther v. Borden,

7 How., i; Presser v. Illinois, 116 U. S., 252; Ansley v. Timmons, 3 McC, 329.

^^To exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever,

over such District (not exceeding ten Miles square) as may, by

Cession of particular States, and the Acceptance of Congress,

become the Seat of the Government of the United States, and

to exercise like Authority over all places purchased by the

Consent of the Legislature of the State in which the Same
shall be, for the Erection of Forts, Magazines, and Arsenals,

dock-Yards, and other needful Buildings ;—And
Hepburn et al. v. Ellzey, 2 Cr., 444; Loughborough v. Blake, 5 Wh., 317; Cohens

V. Virginia, 6 Wh., 264; American Insurance Company v. Canter (356 bales cotton),

1 Pet., 511; Kendall, Postmaster-General, v. the United States, 12 Pet., 524; United
States v. Dewitt, 9 Wall., 41; Dunphy v. Kleinsmith et al., 11 Wall., 610; Willard
v. Presbury, 14 Wall., 676; Kohl et al. v. United States, 91 U. S., 367; Phillips

V. Payne, 92 U. S., 130; United States v. Fox, 94 U. S., 315; Fort Leavenworth
R. R. Co. V. Lowe, 114 U. S., 525; Gibbons v. District of Columbia, 116 U. S.,

404; Van Brocklin v. State of Tennessee, 117 U. S., 151; Stoutenburgh v. Hennick,
129 U. S., 141; Geofroy v. Riggs, 133 U. S., 258; Benson v. United States, 146
U. S., 325; Shoemaker v. United States, 147 U. S., 282; Chappell v. United States,

160 U. S., 499; Ohio V. Thomas, 173 U. S., 276; Stearns v. Minnesota, 179
U. S., 248..

^^To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for

carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other

Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of ^he

United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof.
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McCuUough V. The State of Maryland, 4 Wh., 316; Wayman v. Southard, 10

Wh., i; Bank of United States v. Halstead, 10 Wh., 51; Hepburn v. Griswold,

8 Wall., 603; National Bank v. Commonwealth, 9 Wall., 353; Thomson v. Pacific

Railroad, 9 Wall., 579; Parker v. Davis, 12 Wall., 457; Railroad Company v.

Johnson, 15 Wall., 195; Railroad Company v. Peniston, 18 Wall., 5; United States

V. Fox, 95 U. S., 670; United States v. Hall, 98 U. S., 343; Tennessee v. Davis,

100 U. S., 257; ex parte Curtis, 106 U. S., 371; Legal Tender Case, no U. S.,

421; Stoutenburgh v. Hennick, 129 U. S., 141; The Chinese Exclusion Case, 130

U. S., 581; Crenshavi' v. United States, 134 U. S., 99; Cherokee Nation v. Southern

Kansas R. R., 135 U. S., 641; Nishimura Ekiu v. The United States, 142 U. S.,

651; Field V. Clark, 143 U. S., 649; Logan v. United States, 144 U. S., 263; Fong
Yue Ting v. United States, 149 U. S., 698; Lees v. United States, 150 U. S., 476;

Interstate Commerce Commission v. Brimson, 154 U. S., 447; Clune v. United

States, 159 U. S., 590; Fairbank v. United States, 181 U. S., 287.

to migratTon or ^^^' ^- ^Thc Migration or Importation of such Persons as

cTrtdn persons ^^^y of the States now existing shall think proper to admit,

shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the Year one

thousand eight hundred and eight, but a Tax or duty may be

imposed on such Importation, not exceeding ten dollars for

each Person.

Dred Scott v. Sanford, 19 How., 393.

Habeas corpus, oj^^
Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be

suspended, unless when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the

public Safety may require it.

United States v. Hamilton, 3 DalL, 17; Hepburn et al. v. Ellzey, 2 Cr., 445;
ex parte Bollman and Swartwout, 4 Cr., 75; ex parte Kearney, 7 Wh., 38; ex

parte Tobias Watkins, 3 Pet., 192; ex parte Milburn, 9 Pet., 704; Holmes v.

Jennison et al., 14 Pet., 540; ex parte Dorr, 3 How., 103; Luther v. Borden, 7

How., i; Ableman v. Booth and United States v. Booth, 21 How., 506; ex parte

Vallandigham, i Wall., 243; ex parte Mulligan, 4 Wall., 2; ex parte McCardle, 7

Wall., 506; ex parte Yerger, 8 Wall., 85; Tarble's case, 13 Wall., 397; ex parte

Lange, 18 Wall., 163; ex parte Parks, 93 U. S., 18; ex parte Karstendick, 93 U. S.,

396; ex parte Virginia, 100 U. S., 339; in re Neagle, 135 U. S., i; in re Frederick,

149 U. S., 70.

tainder, sfc.

^^' ^^'^ ^^^^ *^^ Attainder or ex post facto Law shall be passed.

Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Cr., 87; Ogden v. Saunders, 12 Wh., 213; Watson et al. v.

Mercer, 8 Pet., 88; Carpenter et al. v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 17 How.,

456; Locke v. New Orleans, 4 Wall., 172; Cummings v. the State of Missouri, 4
Wall., 277; ex parte Garland, 4 Wall., 333; Drehman v. Stifle, 8 Wall., 595; Klinger

v. State of Missouri, 13 Wall., 257; Pierce v. Carskadon, 16 Wall., 234; Hopt
V. Utah, no U. S., 547; Cook v. United States, 138 U. S., 157.

ap^r?kmed.°^ '^^^ Capitation, or other direct, tax shall be laid, unless in

Proportion to the Census or Enumeration herein before directed

to be taken.

License Tax Cases, 5 Wall., 462; Springer v. United States, 102 U. S., 586;

Nichol V. Ames, 173 U. S., 509; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 260; 352.

^No Tax or Duty shall be laid on Articles exported from

any State.

No export Cooley v. Board of Wardens of Port of Philadelphia, 12 How., 299; Pace v.

y- Burgess, collector, 92 U. S. 372; Turpin v. Burgess, 117 U. S., 504; Pittsburg &
Southern Coal Co. v. Bates, 156 U. S., 577; Nichols v. Ames, 173 U. S., 509;

Williams v. Fears, 179 U. S., 270, 276; Fairbank v. United States, iSi U. S., 283,

313, 317; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 352. -
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*^No Preference shall be given by any Regulation of Com- ^,5^^° ^=°'^'^7:

merce or Revenue to the Ports of one State over those of ^"'^'^^ •

another : nor shall Vessels bound to, or from, one State, be

obliged to enter, clear, or pay Duties in another.

Cooley V. Board of Wardens of Port of Philadelphia et al., 12 How., 299; State

of Pennsylvania v. Wheeling and Belmont Bridge Company et al., 18 How., 421;

Munn V. Illinois, 94 U. S., 113; Packet Co. v. St. Louis, 100 U. S., 423; Packet

Co. V. Catlettsburg, 105 U. S., 559; Spraigue v. Thompson, 118 U. S., 90; Morgan
V. Louisiana, 118 U. S., 455; Johnson v. Chicago & Pacific Elevator Co., 119 U. S.,

388; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 249, 254, 255, 352; Harbor Commissioners

V. Pashley, 19 S. C, 315; Charleston v. Oliver, 16 S. C, 47; State v. Penny, 19

S. C, 222; Chapman v. Miller, 2 Speer., 772.

^No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Conse- ^ r ^w n ™fr"om

quence of Appropriations made by Law; and a regular State- lessf^&cf'

ment and Account of the Receipts and Expenditures of all

public Money shall be published from time to time.

Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 355.

«No Title of Nobility shall be granted by the United States : biiiV.'*"^"
"°"

And no Person holding any Office of Profit or Trust under officers, not

them, shall without the Consent of the Congress, accept of s°e nTsTuniest

• any present, Emolument, Office, or Title, of any kind what- ^^'

ever, from any King, Prince, or foreign State.

Sec. 10. ^No State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, orj^.Stetes^p.r^o^

Confederation; grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal; coin certain powers

Money; emit Bills of Credit; ^make any Thing but gold and

silver Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts
;
pass any Bill of

Attainder, ex post facto Law,^ or Law impairing the Obliga-

tion of Contracts,^ or grant any Title of Nobility.

^Calder and wife v. Bull and wife, 3 Dall., 386; ^Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Cr., 87;

^State of New Jersey v. Wilson, 7 Cr., 164; ^Sturgis v. Crowningshield, 4 Wh.,

122; ^McMillan v. McNeil, 4 Wh., 209; ^Darmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wh.,

518; ^Owings V. Speed, 5 Wh., 420; ^Farmers and Mechanics' Bank v. Smith,

6 Wh., 131; sGreen et al. v. Biddle, 8 Wh., i; ^Ogden v. Saunders, 12 Wh., 213;

^Mason v. Haile, 12 Wh., 370; =>Satterlee v. Matthewson, 2 Pet., 380; ^Hart v.

Lamphire, 3 Pet, 280; ^Craig et al. v. State of Missouri, 4 Pet., 410; ^Providence

Bank V. Billings and Pitman, 4 Pet, 514; ^Byrne v. State of Missouri, 8 Pet,

40; ^Watson V. Mercer, 8 Pet., 88; ^Mumma v. Potomac Company, 8 Pet., 281;

^Beers v. Haughton, 9 Pet., 329; ^Briscoe et al. v. The Bank of the Commonwealth

of Kentucky, 11 Pet, 257; ^xhe Proprietors of Charles River Bridge v. The

Proprietors of Warren Bridge, 11 Pet., 420; ^Armstrong v. The Treasurer of

Athens Company, 16 Pet., 281; ^Bronson v. Kinzie et al., i How., 311; ^McCracken

v. Hayward, 2 How., 608; ^Gordon v. Appeal Tax Court, 3 How., 133; ^State of

Maryland v. Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co., 3 How., 534; ^Neil, Moore & Co. v

State of Ohio, 3 How., 720; ^Cook v. Moffatt, s How., 295; ^Planters' Bank v.

Sharp et al., 6 How., 301; ^West River Bridge Company v. Dix et al., 6 How.,

507; ^Crawford et al. v. Branch Bank of Mobile, 7 How., 279; ^Woodruff v.

Trapnall, 10 How., 190; ^Paup et al. v. Drew, 10 How., 218; ^^^Baitimore and

Susquehanna R. R. Co. v. Nesbitt et al., 10 How., 395; ^Butler et al. v. Pennsyl-

vania, ID How., 402; 'Darrington et al. v. the Bank of Alabama, 13 How., 12;

^Richmond, &c., R. R. Co. v. The Louise R. R. Co., 13 How., 71; ^Trustees for

Vincennes University v. State of Indiana, 14 How., 268; ^Curran v. State of

Arkansas et al., 15 How., 304; ^State Bank of Ohio v. Knoop, 16 How., 369-,
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-Carpenter et al. v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 17 How., 456; ^Dodge v.

Woolsey, 18 How., 331; '^Beers v. State of Arkansas, 20 How., 527; ^Aspinwall

et al. V. Commissioners of County of Daviess, 22 How., 364; ^Rector of Christ

Church, Philadelphia, v. County of Philadelphia, 24 How., 300; ^Howard v.

Bugbee, 24 How., 461; ^Jefferson Branch Bank v. Skelley, i Black, 436; ^Franklin

Branch Bank v. State of Ohio, i Black, 474; ^Trustees of the Wabash and Erie

Canal Company v. Beers, 2 Black, 448; ^Oilman v. City of Sheboygan, 2 Black, 510;

^Bridge Proprietors v. Hoboken Company, i Wall., 116; ^Hawthorne v. Calef,

2 Wall., 10; "The Binghamton Bridge, 3 Wall., 51; ^The Turnpike Company v.

The State, 3 Wall., 210; ^Locke v. City of New Orleans, 4 Wall., 172; ^Railroad

Company v. Rock, 4 Wall., 177; ^Cummings v. State of Missouri, 4 Wall., 2TT,
^Ex Parte Garland, 4 Wall., 333; ^Von Hoffman v. City of Quincy, 4 Wall., 535;

^Mulligan v. Corbin, 7 Wall., 487; ^Furman v. Nichol, 8 Wall., 44; ^Home of the

Friendless v. Rouse, 8 Wall., 430; "The Washington University v. Rouse, 8

Wall., 439; "Butz V. City of Muscatine, 8 Wall., 575; «Drehman v. Stifle, 8 Wall.,

595; ^Hepburn v. Griswold, 8 Wall., 603; -Gut v. The State, 9 Wall., 35; ^Railroad

Company v. McClure, 10 Wall., 511; ^Parker v. Davis, 12 Wall., 457; ''Curtis v.

Whiting, 13 Wall., 68; ^Pennsylvania College Cases, 13 Wall., 190; ^Wilmington

R. R. V. Raid, sheriff, 13 Wall., 264; ^Salt Company v. East Saginaw, 13 Wall.,

373; ^White v. Hart, 13 Wall., 646; ^Osborn v. Nicholson et al., 13 Wall., 654;

^Railroad Company v. Johnson, 15 Wall., 19s; ^Case of the State tax on foreign-

held bonds, 15 Wall., 300; 'Tomlinson v. Jessup, 15 Wall., 454; ^Tomlinson v.

Branch, 15 Wall., 460; ^Miller v. The State, 15 Wall., 478; ^Holyoke Company
V. Lyman, 15 Wall., 500; "Gunn v. Barry, 15 Wall., 610; ^Humphrey v. Pegues,

16 Wall., 244; ^Walker v. Whitehead, 16 Wall., 314; ^Sohn v. Waterson, 17

Wall., 596; ^Barings v. Dabney, 19 Wall., 1; ^Head v. The University, 19 Wall.,

526; ^Pacific R. R. Co. v. Maguire, 20 Wall., 36; ^Garrison v. The City of New
York, 21 Wall., 196; ^Ochiltree v. The Railroad Company, 21 Wall., 249; ^Wilming-

ton, &c.. Railroad v. King, ex., 91 U. S., 3; ^County of Moultrie v. Rockingham
Ten Cent Savings Bank, 92 U. S., 631; ^Home Insurance Company v. City Council

of Augusta, 93 U. S., 116; ^West Wisconsin R. R. Co. v. Supervisors, 93 U. S.,

595; "New Jersey v. Yard, 95 U. S., 104; ^Railroad Company v. Hecht, 95 U. S.,

168; ^Terry v. Anderson, 95 U. S., 628; ^Farrington v. Tennessee, 95 U. S., 679;

^Blount V. Windley, 95 U. S., 173; Murray v. Charleston, 96 U. S., 432; Edwards

V. Kearzey, 96 U. S., 595; ^Tennessee v. Snead, 96 U. S., 69; ^Williams v. Bruffy,

96 U. S., 176; "Railroad Co. v. Richmond, 96 U. S., 521; ^Beer Company v. Massa-

chusetts, 97 U. S., 25; ^Fertilizing Co. v. Hyde Park, 97 U. S., 659; ^Railroad Co.

V. Gaines, 97 U. S., 697; ^United States v. Memphis, 97 U. S., 284; Keith v. Clark,

97 U. S., 454; Railroad Co. v. Georgia, 98 U. S., 359; ^University v. People, 99

U. S., 309; ^Newton v. Commissioners, 100 U. S., 548; Railroad Co. v. Tennessee,

loi U. S., 337; Wright V. Nagle, loi U. S., 791; Stone v. Mississippi, loi U. S.,

814; Railroad Co. v. Alabama, loi U. S., 832; ^Louisiana v. New Orleans, 102

U. S., 203; Hall V. Wisconsin, 103 U. S., s; Penniman's case, 103 U. S., 714;

Wolf V. New Orleans, 103 U. S., 358; ^Koshkonong v. Burton, 104 U. S., 668;

^Railroad Co. v. Hammersley, 104 U. S., i; ^County of Clay v. Society for Savings,

104 U. S., 579; Guaranty Co. v. Board of Liquidation, 105 U. S., 622; Greenwood
V. Freight Co., 105 U. S., 13; ^Asylum v. New Orleans, 105 U. S., 362; ^Louisiana

V. Pillsbury, 105 U. S., 278; ^New Orleans v. Morris, 105 U. S., 600; ^Kring v.

Missouri, 107 U. S., 221; ^Close v. Glenwood Cemetery, 107 U. S., 466; ^Antoni

V. Greenhow, 107 U. S., 769; ^Vance v. Vance, 108 U. S., 514; ^Memphis Gas

Light Co., 109 U. S., 398; ^Canada Southern Railway v. Gebhard, 109 U. S., 527;

Louisiana v. New Orleans, 109 U. S., 285; Gilfillan v. Union Canal Co., 109 U. S.,

401; ^Spring Valley Water Works v. Schottler, no U. S., 347; ^Butchers' Union

Co. v. Crescent City Company, in U. S., 746; Nelson v. St. Martin's Parish, in
U. S., 716; ^Marys v. Parsons (Virginia Ta.x), 114 U. S., 325; S^Virginia Coupon
Cases, Poindexter v. Greenhow, 114 U. S., 270; ^Amy et al. v. Shelby County

Taxing District et als., 114 U. S., 387; S^Allen, Auditor, et al. v. Baltimore &
Ohio R. R. Co., 114 U. S., 311; ^Effinger v. Kenney, Trustee, 115 U. S., 566; ^New
Orleans Gas Co. v. Louisiana Light Co., 115 U. S., 650; ^Louisville Gas Co. v.

Citizens Gas Co., 115 U. S., 683; ^New Orleans Water Works Co. v. Rivers, 115

U. S., 674; ^Fisk v. Jefferson Police Jury, 116 U. S., 131; ^Mobile v. Watson, 116
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U. S., 2S9; ^New Orleans v. Houston, 119 U. S., 265; ^St. Tammany Water Works
V. New Orleans Water Works, 120 U. S., 64; ^Church v. Kelsey, 121 U. S., 282

^Lehigh Water Co. v. Easton, 121 U. S., 388; ^Seibert v. Lewis, 122 U. S., 284

^New Orleans Water Works v. Louisiana Sugar Refining Co., 125 U. S., 18

^Maynard v. Hill, 125 U. S., 190; =Jaehne v. New York, 128 U. S., 189; ^Denny

V. Bennett, 128 U. S., 489; ^Williamson v. New Jersey, 130 U. S., 189; ^Freeland

V. Williams, 131 U. S., 405; ^Campbell v. Wade, 132 U. S., 34; ^Pennsylvania

Railroad Co. v. Miller, 132 U. S., 75; ^Pennie v. Reis, 132 U. S., 464; ^Hans v.

Louisiana, 134 U. S., ^; ^Crenshaw v. United States, 134 U. S., 99; ^Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway Co. v. Minnesota, 134 U. S., 418; ^Minneapolis Eastern

R. R. Co. V. Minnesota, 134 U. S., 467; ^Hill v. Merchants' Ins. Co., 134 U. S.,

515; "Medley, Petitioner, 134 U. S., 160; ^Virginia Coupon Cases, 135 U. S., 662;

^United States v. North Carolina, 136 U. S., 211; ^Wheeler v. Jackson, 137 U. S.,

24s; ^Holden v. Minnesota, 137 U. S., 483; ^Sioux City Street Railway Co. v.

Sioux City, 138 U. S., 98; ^Wheeling and Belmont Bridge Co. v. Wheeling Bridge

Co., 138 U. S., 287; ^Pennoyer v. McConnaughy, 140 U. S., i; ^Scotland County

Court V. Plill, 140 U. S., 41; "Essex Public Road Board v. Spinkle, 140 U. S., 334;

^Stein V. Bienville Water Supply Co., 141 U. S., ()T, ^New Orleans v. New Orleans

Water Works Co., 142 U. S., 79; ^New Orleans City & Lake Railroad Co. v. New
Orleans, 143 U. S., 192; ^Louisville Water Co. v. Clark, 143 U. S., i; ^New York
V. Squire, 145 U. S., 175; ^Baker v. Kilgore, 145 U. S., 487; ^Morley v. Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern R. R. Co., 146 U. S., 162; ^Hamilton Gas Light &
Coke Co. V. Hamilton City, 146 U. S., 258; ^Wilmington & Weldon Railroad Co.

V. Alsbrook, 146 U. S., 279; ^Illinois Central Railroad v. Illinois, 146 U. S., 387;

^Bier v. McGehee, 148 U. S., 137; ^Schurz v. Cook, 148 U. S., 397; "New York
and New England Railroad Co. v. Bristol, 151 U. S., 556; ^Bryan v. Board of

Education, etc., 151 U. S., 639; ^Duncan v. Missouri, 152 U. S., 377; ^New Orleans

V. Benjamin, 153 U. S., 4ii;^Eagle Insurance Co. v. Ohio, 153 U. S., 446; ^New
York, Lake Erie & Western R. R. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 153 U. S., 628; ^Mobile &
Ohio R. R. Co. V. Tennessee, 153 U. S., 486; ^United States, ex rel. Siegel v.

Thoman, 156 U. S., 353; ^St. Louis & San Francisco Railway Co. v. Gill, 156 U. S.,

649,; ^New Orleans City & Lake R. R. Co. v. Louisiana ex rel. New Orleans, 157

U. S., 219; ^Bank of Commerce v. Tennessee, 161 U. S., 134; ^Baltzer v. North

Carolina, 161 U. S., 240; ^Barsall v. Great Northern Railway Co., 161 U. S., 646;

^Louisville & Nashville R. R. Co. v. Kentucky, 161 U. S., 677; ^Woodruff v.

Mississippi, 162 U. S., 291; ^Gibson v. Mississippi, 162 U. S., 565; ^Barnitz v.

Beverly, 163 U. S., 118; ^Hanford v. Davies, 163 U. S., 273; ^Covington & Lex-

ington Turnpike Co. v. Sandford, 164 U. S., 578; ^St. Louis & San Francisco

Railway Co. v. Mathews, 165 U. S., i; ^Grand Lodge F. & A.- Masons v. New
Orleans, 166 U. S., 143; ^Baltimore v. Baltimore Trust and Guarantee Co., 166

U. S., 673; ^City Railway Co. v. Citizens' Street Railroad Co., 166 U. S., 557;

^Wabash R. R. Co. v. Defiance, 167 U. S., 88; ^Shapleigh v. San Angelo, 167 U. S.,

646; ^St. Anthony Falls Water Power Co. v. St. Paul Water Commissioners, 168

U. S., 349; ^Douglas V. Kentucky, 168 U. S., 488; ^Hawker v. New York, 170

U. S., 189; ^Galveston, Harrisburg, etc., Railway Co. v. Texas, 170 U. S., zzd;

^Houston & Texas Central Railway Co. v. Texas, 170 U. S., 243; ^Williams v.

Eggleston, 170 U. S., 304; ^Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. v. Nebraska, 170

U. S., 57; ^Laclede Gas Light Co. v. Murphy, 170 U. S., 78; ^Louisville Water
Co. V. Kentucky, 170 U. S., 127; ^Thompson v. Missouri, 171 U. S., 380; ^Walla

Walla City v. Walla Walla Water Co., 172 U. S., i; ^McCulIough v. Virginia, 172

U. S., 102; ^Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Spratley, 172 U. S., 602; ^Citizens'

Savings Bank v. Owensboro, 173 U. S^, 636; "Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railway Co. v. Smith, 173 U. S., 684; ^Covington v. Kentucky, 173 U. S., 231;

^Henderson Bridge Co. v. Henderson City, 173 U. S., 592; ^Walsh v. Columbus,

Hocking Vallej- & Athens R. R. Co., 176 U. S., 469; ^Adirondack Railway Co. v.

New York Stale, 176 U. S., 335; ^New York Life Insurance Co. v. Cravens, 178

U. S., 389; DeLima v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 197; ^Stearns v. Minnesota, 179 U. S.,

24s; iBlythe v. Hinckley, 180 U. S., 333, 339; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 263;

^Mallett v. North Carolina, 181 U. S., 592; ^Freeport Water Co. v. Freeport, 180

U. S., 594; ^Columbia & G. Ry. Co. v. Gibbes, 24 S. C, 60; ^Thomas v. Daniels,

a McC, 354; ^Morton v. Hoge, 4 S. C, 430; ^Gibbes v. Greenville & C. R. Co.,

2—C.
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13 S. C, 228; ^State V. Cardoza, 8 S. C, 71; "Ex Parte Graham, 13 Rich., 277;

^State V. Gailliard, 11 S. C, 309; ^Withers v. Jenkins, 14 S. C, 597; "Rose v.

Charleston, 3 S. C, 369; "Blackman v. Gordon, 2 Rich. Eq., 43; ^ Calhoun v.

Calhoun, 2 S. C, 283; ^Bouknight v. Epting, 11 S. C, 71; ^Walker v. State, 12

S. C, 200; sShuler v. Bull, 15 S. C, 421; nVitte v. Clarke, 17 S. C, 313; ^McLure
V. Melton, 24 S. C, 559; ^King v. Belcher, 30 S. C, 381; 9 S. E., 359; ^Henry v.

Henry, 31 S. C, i; 9 S. E., 726; ^Warren v. Johns, 9 S. C, 288; ^State v. Town
Council of Chester, 39 S. C, 309; 17 S. E., 752; ^Whaley v. Gailliard, 21 S. C,
360; "In re Malone, 21 S. C, 435; ^In re Gibbes, i DeS., 587; ^Hays v. Harley,

I Mills Const. Rep., 267; ^Alexander v. McKenzie, 2 S. C., 81; ^C. C. & A. Ry. Co.

V. Gibbes, 27 S. C, 385; 4 S. E., 49; ^Att'y General v. Clergy Society, 10 Rich.

Eq., 604; ^State v. Heyward, 3 S. C, 389; ^State v. Bank of State, i S. C, 63;

^McCandless v. Richmond & D. R. Co., 38 S. C, 103; 16 S. E., 429; ^Lipfield v.

C. C. & A. R. Co., 41 S. C, 285; 19 S E., 497; ^Mobile Ins. Co. v. C. & G. R. Co.,

41 S. C, 408; 19 S. E., 858; ^Dunham v. Elford, 13 Rich. Eq., 190; 2,2Callahan v.

Callahan, 36 S. C, 454; 15 S. E., tz-j; "Gilliland v. Phillips, i S. C, 152; ^Hardin

V. Trimmier, 27 S. C, no; 3 S. E., 46; ^Hayes v. Clinkscales, 9 S. C, 441; ^Miles

V. King, s S. C, 146; ^Lumb v. Pinckney, 21 S. C, 471; ^O'Neil v. McKewn, i

S. C, 147; ^Central R. R. & B'k'g Co. v. Ga. Const. & Inv. Co., 32 S. C, 319;

II S. E., 192; ^Hand v. Savannah & C. R. Co., 12 S. C, 315; ^Cochran v. Darcy,

5 S. C, 125; ^Alexander v. Gibson, i N. & McC, 480; ^Neeley t. McFadden, 2

S. C, 169; ^Harmon v. Wallace, 2 S. C, 208; "In re Kennedy, 2 S. C, 216; ^Howze
V. Howze, 2 S. C, 229; "Shelor v. Mason, 2 S. C, 233; ^Norton v. Bradham, 21

S. C, 375; HVare v. Miller, 9 S. C, 13; ^Peoples Bank v. Garlington, 54 S. C,

413; 32 S. E., 513; ^Wood V. Wood, 14 Rich., 148; ^Goggans v. Turnipseed, i S. C,
80; ^Wardlaw v. Buzzard, 15 Rich. L., 158; ^j^loore v. Holland, 16 S. C, 15;

^State V. Carew, 13 Rich., 498; ^Graniteville Co. v. Roper, 15 Rich., 138; ^Barry

V. Iseman, 14 Rich., 129; ^Cuj-tis v. Renneker, 34 S. C, 468; 13 S. E., 664;

^Rutland v. Copes, 15 Rich., 84; ^Duke v. Williamsburg Co., 21 S. C, 414; ^Byrne

V. Stewart, 3 DeS., 466; ^State v. Solomons, 3 Hill, 96; ^City Council of Anderson

V. O'Donnell, 29 S. C, 355; 7 S. E., 523; -State v. Sullivan, 14 Rich., 481; ^State

V. Cooler, 30 S. C, 105; 8 S. E., 692; ^State v. Williams, 2 S. C, 418; ^Johnstone

V. Crooks, i S. C, 200; ^State v. Billis, 2 McC, 12; ^Bond Debt Cases, 12

S. C, 284.

-Xo State shall, without the Consent of the Congress, lay

any Impost or Duties on Imports or Exports, except what may
be absolutely necessary for executing it's inspection Laws : and

the net Produce of all Duties and Imposts, laid by any State

on Imports or Exports, shall be for the Use of the Treasury of

the United States ; and all such Laws shall be subject to the

Revision and Controul of the Congress.

McCulloch v. State of Maryland, 4 Wh., 316; Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wh., i;

Brown v. The State of Maryland, 12 Wh., 419; Mager v. Grima et al., 8 How.,

490; Cooley V. Board of Wardens of Port of Philadelphia et al., 12 How., 299;
Almy V. State of California, 24 How., 169; License Tax Cases, 5 Wall., 462;
Crandall v. State of Nevada, 6 Wall., 35; Waring v. The Mayor, 8 V/alL, no;
Woodruff v. Perham, 8 Wall., 123; Hinson v. Lott, 8 Wall., 148; State Tonnage
Tax Cases, 12 Wall., 204; State tax on railway gross receipts, 15 Wall., 284; Inman
Steamship Company v. Tinker, 94 U. S., 238; Cook v. Pennsylvania, 97 U. S., 566;

Packet Co. v. Keokuk, 95 U. S., 80; People v. Campagnie General Transatlantique,

107 U. S., 59; Turner v. Maryland, 107 U. S., 38; Brown et al. v. Houston, Col-

lector, et al., 114 U. S., 622; Coe v. Errol, 116 U. S., 517; Turpin v. Burgess, 117

U. S., 504; Pittsburg & Southern Coal Co. v. Bates, 156 U. S., 577; Pittsburg &
Southern Coal Co. v. Louisiana, 156 U. S., 590; Scott v. Donald, 165 U. S., 58;

Patapsco Guano Co. v. North Carolina, 171 U. S., 345; May & Co. v. New Orleans,

178 U. S., 501.

^No State shall, without the- Consent of Congress, lay any
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Duty of Tonnage, keep Troops, or Ships of War in time of

Peace, enter into an Agreement or Compact with another

State, or with a foreign Power, or engage in War, unless

actually invaded, or in such imminent Danger as will not

admit of delay.

Green v. Biddle, 8 Wh., i; Poole et al. v. The Lessee of Fleeger at al., 11 Pet.,

185; Cooley V. Board of Wardens of Port of Philadelphia et al., 12 How., 299;

Peete v. Morgan, 19 Wall., 581; Cannon v. New Orleans, 20 Wall., 577; Inman
Steamship Company v. Tinker, 94 U. S., 238; Transportation Co. v. Wheeling, 99

U. S., 273; Packet Co. v. St. Louis, 100 U. S., 423; Packet Co. v. Keokuk, 95

U. S., 80; Vicksburg v. Tobin, 100 U. S., 430; Packet Co. v. Catlettsburg, 105

U. S., 5S9; Wiggins Ferry Co. v. East St. Louis, 107 U. S., 365; Transportation

Company v. Parkersburg, 107 U. S., 691; Presser v. Illinois, 116 U. S., 252; Mor-
gan V. Louisiana, 118 U. S., 455; Huse v. Glover, 119 U. S., 543; Ouachita Packet

Co. V. Aiken, 121 U. S., 444; Indiana v. Kentucky, 136 U. S., 479; Virginia v.

Tennessee, 148 U. S., 503; Wharton v. Wise, 153 U. S., 155; St. Louis & San
Francisco Railway Co. v. James, 161 U. S., 545; Harbor Commissioners v. Pashley,

19 S. C, 315; State V. Penny, 19 S. C, 222; State v. City Council, 4 Rich., 287;

Alexander v. R. R. Co., 3 Strob., 598; Chapman v. Miller, 2 Speer., 772.

ARTICLE. II.

Section 1. ^The executive Power shall be vested in a Presi- Pf^i^^^?,* '-^^P-V 1 c e - P resi-

dent of the United States of America. He shall hold his Ofhce den t, t he i

r

term of omce.

during the Term of four Years, and, together with the Vice

President, chosen for the same Term, be elected, as follows

:

Field V. Clark, 143 U. S., 649.

-Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature
p^f}^^^°P ^nl

thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole vice^Rresid^nt^

Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State ^°w appointed,

may be entitled in the Congress : but no Senator or Repre-

sentative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under

the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.

Chisholm, ex., v. Georgia, 2 Dall., 419; Leitensdorfer et al. v. Webb, 20 How.,

176; ex parte Siebold, 100 U. S., 271; in re Green, 134 U. S., 377; McPherson
V. Blacker, 146 U. S., i.

["The electors shall meet in their respective States, and vote

by ballot for tzvo Persons, of z^hom one at least shall not be an

Inhabitant of the same State with themselves. And they shall

make a List of all the Persons voted for, and of the Number of

Votes for each; which List they shall sign and certify, and

transmit sealed to the Seat of the Government of the United

States, directed to the President of the Senate. The President

of the Senate shall, in the Presence of the Senate and House of

Representatives, open all the Certificates, and the Votes shall

then be counted. The Person having the greatest Number of

Votes shall be the President, if such Number be a Majority of
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the ivhole Number of Electors appointed; and if there be more
than one who have such Majority, and have an equal Number
of Votes, then the House of Representatives shall immediately

chuse by Ballot one of them for President; and if no Person

have a Majority, then from the five highest on the List the said

House shall in like Manner chuse the President. But in

chusing the President, the Votes shall be taken by States, the

Representation from each State having one Vote; A quorum for

this Purpose shall consist of a Member or Members from tivo-

thirds of the States, and a Majority of all the States shall be

necessary to a choice. In every Case, after the Choice of the

President, the Person having the greatest Number of Votes of

the Electors shall be the Vice President. But if there should

remain tzuo or more who have equal Votes, the Senate shall

chuse from them by Ballot the Vice President."]

This clause has been superseded by the twelfth amendment.

Electors t o "The Congfress may determine the Time of chiisinar the Elec-
vote on same o y o
day. tors, and the Day on which they shall give their Votes ; which
u. S. Stats., Day shall be the same throusfhout the United States.

1845, 1 .
' '='

In re Green, 134 U. S., 377.

oPpfe^Tent!^^ *^o Pcrson cxccpt a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of

the United States, at the time of the Adoption of this Consti-

tution, shall be eligible to the Office of President ; neither shall

any Person be eligible to that Office who shall not have attained

to the Age of thirty five Years, and been fourteen Years a

Resident within the United States.

English V. The Trustees of the Sailors' Snug Harbor, 3 Pet., 99; Downes v.

Bidwell, 182 U. S., 357.

On whom his sjn Casc of the Removal of the President from Office, or
duties devolve
in case of his of his Death, Resignation, or Inability to discharge the Powers
S:c. and Duties of the said Office, the same shall devolve on the

Vice President, and the Congress may by Law provide for the

Case of Removal, Death, Resignation or Inability, both of the

President and Vice President, declaring what Officer shall then

act as President, and such Officer shall act accordingly, until

the Disability be removed, or a President shall be elected.

President's ^The President shall, at stated Times, receive for his Ser-
compensation. '

_

'

vices, a Compensation, which shall neither be encreased nor

diminished during the Period for which he shall have been

elected, and he shall not receive within that Period any other

Emolument from the United States, or any of them.
His oath. 'Before he enter on the Execution of his Office, he shall take
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the following Oath or Affirmation:
—

"I do solemnly swear (or

affirm) that I will faithfully execute the Office of President of

the United States, and will to the best of my Ability, preserve,

protect and defend the Constitution of the United States."

In re Neagle, 135 U. S., i.

Sec. 2. ^The President shall be Commander in Chief of the ^ e^ command"

Army and Navy of the United States, and of the Militia of the
"''^^^^^^•

several States, when called into the actual Service of the United

States; he may require the Opinion, in writing, of the principal qu;r\^ 'Opinion

Officer in each of the executive Departments, upon any Subject °„^^y pardon."*^

relating to the Duties of their respective Offices, and he shall

have power to grant Reprieves and Pardons for Offences

against the United States, except in Cases of Impeachment.

United States v. Wilson, 7 Pet., 150; ex parte William Wells, 18 How., 307;

ex parte Garland, 4 Wall., 333; Armstrong's Foundry, 6 Wall., 766; The Grape

Shot, 9 Wall., 129; United States v. Padelford, 9 Wall., 542; United States v.

Klein, 13 Wall., 128; Armstrong v. The United States, 13 Wall., 152; Pargoud v.

The United States, 13 Wall., 156; Hamilton v. Dillin, 21 Wall., 73; Mechanics and

Traders' Bank v. Union Bank, 22 Wall., 276; Lamar, ex., v. Browne et al., 92

U. S., 187; Wallach et al. v. Van Riswick, 92 U. S., 202; Eustis v. Bolles, 150

U. S., 361.

^He shall have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent ing power!"^

of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two-thirds of the

Senators present concur; and he shall nominate, and by and

with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, shall appoint

Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, Judges of

the supreme Court, and all other Officers of the United States,

whose Appointments are not herein otherwise provided for,

and which shall be established by Law : but the Congress may n o mination

,T- 1A- r 1 • r • /-\rr ^f certain offic-

by Law vest the Appomtment of such mterior Officers, as ers.

they think proper, in the President alone, in the Courts of

Law, or in the Heads of Departments.

Ware v. Hylton et al., 3 Dall, 199; Marbury v. Madison, i Cr., 137; United

States V. Kirkpatrick, 9 Wh., 720; American Insurance Company v. Center (356

bales cotton), i Pet., 511; Foster and Elam v. Neilson, 2 Pet., 253; Cherokee

Nation V. State of Georgia, 5 Pet., i; Patterson v. Gwinn et al., s Pet., 233; Wor-
cester V. State of Georgia, 6 Pet., 515; City of New Orleans v. De Armas et al.,

9 Pet., 224; Holden v. Joy, 17 Wall., 211; United States v. Germaine, 99 U. S.,

508; United States v. Corson, 114 U. S., 619; United States v. Perkins, 116 U. S.,

483; United States v. Rauscher, 119 U. S., 407; Mormon Church v. United States,

136 U. S., i; Field v. Clark, 143 U. S., 649; Shoemaker v. United States, 147

U. S., 282; Parsons v. United States, 167 U. S., 324; De Lima v. Bidwell, 182

U. S., 194.

^The President shall have Power to fill up all Vacancies that
de^^^ may '^"li

may happen during the Recess of the Senate, by granting Com- vacancies,

missions which shall expire at the End of their next Session.

The United States v. Kirkpatrick et al., 9 Wh., 720.
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shii/comLt^iS- ^^^- ^' -^^ ^^^^^ ^^o"^ t™^ ^o time give to the Congress In-

gress
^° ^°" formation of the State of the Union, and recommend to their

He mav con-
Consideration such Measures as he shall judge necessary and

Jo^u r n" c o^n- ^^P^*^^^^^ '
^'^ may, on extraordinary Occasions, convene both

|ress, m case, Houscs, or either of them, and in Case of Disagreement between

a m'b^assldors!
them, with Respect to the Time of Adjournment, he may ad-

a^'nT^^com^s- joum them to such Time as he shall think proper ; he shall

sion officers, receive Ambassadors and other public Ministers ; he shall take

Care that the Laws be faithfully executed, and shall Com-
mission all the Officers of the United States.

Marbury v. Madison, i Cr., 137; Kendall, Postmaster-General, v. The United

States, 12 Pet., 524; Luther v. Borden, 7 How., i; The State of Mississippi v.

Johnson, President, 4 Wall., 475; Stewart v. Kahn, 11 Wall., 493; In re Neagle,

135 U. S., I.

fic«
^

foJfiit°ed Sec. 4. The President, Vice President and all civil Officers

crimes^
""*''*

"of the United States, shall be removed from Office on Impeach-

ment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high

Crimes and Misdemeanors.

Langford v. United States, loi U. S., 341.

ARTICLE. III.

er
^"^ ^°'"'

Section 1. The judicial Power of the United States, shall

be vested in one supreme Court, and in such inferior Courts

as the Congress may from time to time ordain and establish.

Tenure. The Judgcs, both of the supreme and inferior Courts, shall

c o m pensa- hold their Offices during good Behaviour, and shall, at stated

Times, receive for their Services, a Compensation, which shall

not be diminished during their Continuance in Office.

Chisholm ex., v. Georgia, 2 Dall., 419; Stuart v. Laird, i Cr., 299; United States

V. Peters, 5 Cr., 115; Cohens v. Virginia, 6 Cr., 264; Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, i

Wh., 304; Osborn v. United States Bank, 9 Wh., 738; Benner et al. v. Porter, 9

How., 23s; The United States v. Richie, 17 How., 525; Murray's Lessee et al. v.

Hoboken Land and Improvement Company, 18 How., 272; Ex Parte Vallandig-

ham, I W^all., 243; Pennoyer v. Neff, 95 U. S., 714; United States v. Union Pa-

cific Railroad Co., 98 U. S., 569; Mitchell v. Clark, no U. S., 633; Ames v. Kan-
sas, III U. S., 449; In re Loney, 134 U. S., 373; In re Green, 134 U. S., 377;

McAllister v. United States, 141 U. S., 174; Robertson v. Baldwin, 165 U. S., 275;

Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 266, 363 and 364; State v. Davis, 12 S. C, 534;

State V. Wells, 2 Hill, 687; State v. McBride, Rice, 96.

er," tT what Ssc. 2. ^Thc judicial Power shall extend to all Cases, in Law
tends.

* ^'^'and Equit}^, arising under this Constitution, the Laws of the

See amend- United States, and Treaties made, or which shall be made,
'"^"^ under their Authority ;—to all Cases affecting Ambassadors,

other public Ministers and Consuls ;—to all Cases of admiralty

and maritime Jurisdiction ;—to Controversies to which the
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United States shall be a Party ;—to Controversies between two

or more States ;—between a State and Citizens of another

State ;—between citizens of different States,—between Citizens

of the same State claiming Lands under Grants of different

States, and between a State, or the Citizens thereof, and foreign

States, Citizens or Subjects.

Hayburn's case (note), 2 DalL, 410; Chisholm, ex., v. Georgia, 2 Dall., 419;

Glass et al. v. Sloop Betsey, 3 Dall., 6; United States v. La Vengeance, 3 Dall.,

297; Hollingsworth et al. v. Virginia, 3 Dall., 378; Mossnian, ex., v. Higginson, 4

Dall., 12; Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cr., 137; Hepburn et al. v. Ellezley, 2 Cr., 444;

United States v. Moore, 3 Cr., 159; Strawbridge et al. v. Curtiss et al., 3 Cr., 267;

Ex parte Bollraan and Swartwout, 4 Cr., 75; Rose v. Himley, 4 Cr., 241; Chappede-

laine et al. v. Dechenaux, 4 Cr., 305; Hope Insurance Co. v. Boardman et al., 5 Cr.,

57; Bank of United States v. Deveaux et al., 5 Cr., 61; Hodgson et al. v. Bowerbank

et als., s Cr., 303; Owings v. Norwood's Lessee, s Cr., 344; Durousseau v. The Uni-

ted States, 6 Cr., 307; United States v. Hudson and Goodwin, 7 Cr., 32; Martin

V. Hunter, i Wh., 304; Colson et al. v. Lewis, 2 Wh., 377; United States

V. Bevans, 3 Wh., 336; Cohens v. Virginia, 6 Wh., 264; Ex parte Kearney,

7 Wh., 38; Matthews v. Zane, 7 Wh., 164; Osborn v. United States Bank,

9 Wh., 738; United States v. Ortega, 11 Wh., 467; American Insurance

Company v. Canter (356 bales cotton), i Pet., 511; Jackson v. Twentyman,

2 Pet., 136; Cherokee Nation v. State of Georgia, s Pet., i; State of New
Jersey v. State of New York, 5 Pet., 283; Davis v. Packard et al., 6 Pet., 41;

United States v. Arrendondo et al., 6 Pet., 691; Davis v. Packard et al., 7 Pet.,

276; Breedlove et al. v. Nicolet et al., 7 Pet., 413; Brown v. Keene, 8 Pet., 112;

Davis v. Packard et al., 8 Pet., 312; City of New Orleans v. De Armas et al., 9

Pet., 224; The State of Rhode Island v. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 12

Pet., 657; The Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 13 Pet., 519; The Commercial and Rail-

road Bank of Vicksburg v. Slocomb et al., 14 Pet., 60; Suydam et al. v. Broadnax,

14 Pet., 67; Prigg v. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 16 Pet., 539; Louis-

ville, Cincinnati and Charleston Railway Company v. Letson, 2 How., 497; Cary et

als., V. Curtis, 3 How., 236; Warring v. Clark, s How., 441; Luther v. Borden, 7

How., 1 ; Sheldon et al. v. Sill, 8 How., 441 ; The Propeller Gennessee Chief v.

Fitzhugh et al., 12 How., 443; Fretz et al. v. Ball et al., 12 How., 466; Neves et

al. v. Scott et al., 13 How., '268; State of Pennsylvania v. The Wheeling, &c..

Bridge Company et al., 13 How., 518; Marshall v. The Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

Co., 16 How., 314; The United States v. Guthrie, 17 How., 284; Smith v. State of

Maryland, 18 How., 71; Jones et al. v. League, 18 How., 76; Murray's Lessee et al.

V. Hoboken Land and Improvement Company, 18 How., 272; Hyde et al. v. Stone,

20 How., 170; Irvine v. Marshall et al., 20 How., SS8; Fenn v. Holmes, 21 How.,

481; Moorewood et al. v. Erequist, 23 How., 491; Commonwealth of Kentucky v.

Dennison, Governor, 24 How., 66; Ohio and Mississippi Railroad Company v.

Wheeler, i Black, 286; The Steamer Saint Lawrence, i Black, 522; The Propeller

Commerce, i Black, 574; Ex parte Vallandigham, i Wall., 243; Ex parte Milli-

gan, 4 Wall., i; The Moses Taylor, 4 Wall., 411; State of Mississippi v. Johnson,

President, 4 Wall., 475; The Hine v. Trevor, 4 Wall., 555; City of Philadelphia

V. The Collector, 5 Wall., 720; State of Georgia v. Stanton, 6 Wall., 50; Payne v.

Hook, 7 Wall., 425; The Alicia, 7 Wall., 571; Ex parte Yerger, 8 Wall., 85; In-

surance Company v. Dunham, 11 Wall., i; Virginia v. West Virginia, 11 Wall., 39;

Coal Company v. Blatchford, 11 Wall., 172; Railway Company v. Whitton's adm.,

13 Wall., 270; Tarble's Case, 13 Wall., 397; Blyew et al. v. The United States, 13

Wall., 581; Davis v. Gray, 16 Wall., 203; Case of the Sewing Machine Companies,

18 Wall., 553; Insurance Company v. Morse, 20 Wall, 445; Vannevar v. Bryant,

21 Wall., 41; The Lottawanna, 21 Wall., 558; Gaines v. Fuentes et al., 92 U. S.,

10; Claflin V. Houseman, assignee, 93 U. S., 130; Muller v. Dows, 94 U. S., 444;

Doyle V. Continental Insurance Company, 94 U. S., 535; United States v. Union
Pacific Railroad Co., 98 U. S., 569; Tennessee v. Davis, 100 U. S., 257; Ex parte

Boyd, 105 U. S., 647; Bush v. Kentucky, 107 U. S., no; Transportation Com-
pany v. Parkersburg, 107 U. S., 691; Goss v. United States Mortgage Co., 108 U.
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S., 477; Chicago and Alton R. R. Co., v. Wiggins Ferry Co., 108 U. S., 18; Louisi-

ana V. New Orleans, 108 U. S., 568; Ellis v. Davis, 109 U. S., 485; Carroll County

V. Smith, III U. S., 556; Southern Pacific Railroad Co., v. California, 118 U. S.,

109; Barron v. Burnside, 121 U. S., 186; Lincoln County v. Luning, 133 U. S., 529;

Hans V. Louisiana, 134 U. S., i; North Carolina v. Temple, 134 U. S., 22; In re

Neagle, 135 U. S., i; Nashua and Lowell R. R. v. Boston and Lowell R. R., 136

U. S., 356; Jones v. United States, 137 U. S., 202; Cook County v. Calumet and

Chicago Canal Co., 138 U. S., 635; Manchester v. Massachusetts, 139 U. S., 240;

In re Garnett, 141 U. S., 1; United States v. Texas, 143 U. S., 621; Southern Pa-

cific Company v. Denton, 146 U. S., 202; Cooke v. Avery, 147 U. S., 375; Cates v.

Allen, 149 U. S., 451; McNulty v. California, 149 U. S., 645; In re Tyler, 149 U.

S., 164; Newport Light Co. v. Newport, 151 U. S., 527; New York and New Eng-

land Railroad Co. v. Bristol, 151 U. S., 556; Israel v. Arthur, 152 U. S., 3S5; Mich-

igan V. Flint and Pere Marquette R. R. Co., 152 U. S., 363; New Orleans v. Ben-

jamin, 153 U. S., 411; Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co. v. Tennessee, 153 U. S., 486;

Reagan v. Farmer's Loan and Trust Co., 154 U. S., 362; Inter-State Commerce

Commission v. Brimson, 154 U. S., 447; Plumley v. Massachusetts, 155 U. S., 461;

Andrews v. Schwarz, 156 U. S., 272; St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Co.

V. Gill, 156 U. S., 649; Stevens' administrator v. Nichols, 157 U. S., 370; In re

Debs, Petitioner, 158 U. S., 564; Central Land Co. v. Laidley, 159 U. S., 103;

Folsom V. Ninety-Six, 159 U. S., 611; Laing v. Rigney, 160 U. S., 531; St. Louis

and San Francisco Railway Co. v. James, 161 U. S., 545; Woodruff v. Mississippi,

162 U. S., 291; Fallbrook Irrigation District v. Bradley, 164 U. S., 112; Scott v.

Donald, 165 U. S., 107; Robertson v. Baldwin, 165 U. S., 27s; Chicago, Burling-

ton and Quincy R. R. Co. v. Chicago, 166 U. S., 226; Forsyth v. Hammond, 166

U. S., 506; Oxley Stave Company v. Butler County, 166 U. S., 648; In re Lennon,

166 U. S., 548; City Railway Co. v. Citizens' Street R. R. Co., 166 U. S., 557;

Douglas V. Kentucky, 168 U. S., 488; Miller v. Cornwall R. R. Co., 168 U. S., 131;

Baker v. Grice, 169 U. S., 284; Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S., 466; Backus v. Fort

street Union Depot Co., 169 U. S., 557; Tinsley v. Anderson, 171 U. S., loi;

Walla Walla City v. Walla Walla Water Company., 172 U. S., i; Green Bay and

Mississippi Canal Co. v. Patten Paper Co., 172 U. S., 58; Meyer v. Richmond, 172

U. S., 82; McCullough V. Virginia, 172 U. S., 102; Fitts v. McGhee, 172 U. S., 516;

Dewey v. Des Moines, 173 U. S., 193; Nichol v. Ames, 173 U. S., 509; Coving-

ton V. Kentucky, 173 U. S., 231; La Abra Silver Mining Co. v. United States,

173 U. S., 423; Louisiana v. Texas, 176 U. S., i; Whitman v. Oxford National

Bank, 176 U. S., 559; Hancock National Bank v. Farnum, 176 U. S., 640; Car-

ter V. Te.xas, 177 U. S., 442; Smith v. Reeves, 178 U. S., 436; Wiley v. Sinkler,

179 U. S., 58; Workman v. Mayor, etc., of New York, 179 U. S., 557; Downes v.

Bidwell, 182 U. S., 266, 363, 364; Missouri v. Illinois, 180 U. S., 219; State ex rel

Barker v. Bowen, 8 S. C, 384; State v. Davis, 12 S. C, 539; State v. Corbin, 16

S. C, 545; Hyatt V. McBurney, 18 S. C, 212; McCollough v. Hicks, 63 S. C, 543;

41 S. E., 761; Kennedy v. Rountree, 63 S. C, ; 41 S. E., 477.

\s^il^oT\lll\- "^In all Cases affecting- Ambassadors, other public jMinisters
preme Court.

^^^ Consuls, aiid thosc in which a State shall be a Party, the

supreme Court shall have original Jurisdiction. In all the

Other Cases before mentioned, the supreme Court shall have

appellate Jurisdiction, both as to Law and Fact, with such

Exceptions, and under such Regulations as the Congress shall

make.

Chisholm, ex., v. Georgia, 2 Ball., 419; Wiscart et al. v. Dauchy, 3 Dall., 321;

Marbury v. Madison, i Cr., 137; Durrousseau et al. v. United States, 6 Cr., 307;

Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, i Wh., 304; Cohens v. Virginia; 6 Wh., 234; Ex parte

Kearney, 7 Wh., 38; Wayman v. Southard, 10 Wh., i; Bank of the United States

v. Halstead, 10 Wh., 51; United States v. Ortega, 11 Wh., 467; The Cherokee Na-

tion V. The State of Georgia, 5 Pet., i; Ex Parte Crane et als., 5 Pet., 189; The

State of New Jersey v. The State of New York, 5 Pet., 283; Ex parte Sibbald v.

United States, 12 Pet., 488; The State of Rhode Island v. The State of Massachu-

Appellatc.
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setts, 12 Pet., 657; State of Pennsylvania v. The Wheeling, &c., Bridge Company,

13 How., 518; In re Kaine, 14 How., 103; Ableman v. Booth and United States v.

Booth, 21 How., 506; Freeborn v. Smith, 2 Wall., 160; Ex parte McCardle, 6 Wall.,

318; Ex parte McCardle, 7 Wall., 506; Ex parte Yerger, 8 Wall., 85; The

Lucy, 8 Wall., 307; The Justices v. Murray, 9 Wall., 274; Pennsylvania v. Quick-

silver Company, 10 Wall., 553; Murdock v. City of Memphis, 20 Wall., 590; The

"Francis Wright," 105 U. S., 381; Bors v. Preston, 11 1 U. S., 252; Ames v. Kan-

sas, III U. S., 449; Craig v. Leitensdorfer, 127 U. S., 764; Wisconsin v. Peli-

can Ins. Co. 127 U. S., 26s; United States v. Texas, 143 U. S., 621; Louisiana

v. Texas, 176 U. S., i.

^The Trial of all Crimes, except in Cases of Impeachrnent, ^Triai by jury,

shall be by Jury; and such Trial shall be held in the State

where the said Crimes shall have been committed ; but when

not committed within any State, the Trial shall be at such ^riai, where.

Place or Places as the Congress may by Law have directed.

Ex parte Milligan, 4 Wall., 2; Barton v. Barbour, 104 U. S., 126; Ex parte Wall,

107 U. S., 26s; Callan v. Wilson, 127 U. S., 540; Nashville, Chattanooga, etc.. Rail-

way V. Alabama, 128 U. S., 96; Eilenbecker v. Plymouth County, 134 U. S., 31;

Jones V. United States, 137 U. S., 202; Cook v. United States, 138 U. S., 157; In

re Ross, 140 U. S., 453; Fong Yul Ting v. United States, 149 U. S., 698; In re

Debs, Petitioner, 158 U. S., 564; Thompson v. Utah, 170 U. S., 343.

Sec. 3. ^Treason against the United States, shall consist only ^Jd?^'"*"
'^^'

in levying War against them, or in adhering to their Enemies,

giving them Aid and Comfort. No Person shall be convicted

of Treason unless on the Testimony of two Witnesses to the ^^°°^ °^-

same overt Act, or on Confession in open Court.

United States v. The Insurgents, 2 Dall., 33s; United States v. Mitchell, 2 Dall.,

348; Ex parte Bollman and Swartwout, 4 Cr., 75; United States v. Aaron Burr,

4 Cr., 469.

^The Congress shall have Power to declare the Punishment Puiiishment
o or.

of Treason, but no Attainder of Treason shall work Corruption

of Blood, or Forfeiture except during the Life of the Person

attainted.

Bigelow v. Forest, 9 Wall., 339; Day v. Micou, 18 Wall., 156; Ex parte Lange,

18 Wall., 163; Wallach et al. v. Van Riswick, 92 U. S., 202.

ARTICLE. IV.

Section 1. Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State ii/^Acts° '&c.^

to the public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every °^ every state.

other State. And the Congress may by general Laws prescribe 1790; li;" Lsoi;

the Manner in which such Acts, Records and Proceedings shall ^^' ^^^'

be proved, and the Effect thereof.

Mills V. Duryee, 7 Cr., 481; Hampton v. McConnel, 3 Wh., 234; Mayhew v.

Thatcher, 6 Wh., 129; Darby's Lessee v. Mayer, 10 Wh., 465; The United States

V. Amedy, 11 Wh., 392; Caldwell et al. v. Carrington's heirs, 9 Pet., 86; M'Elmoyle

V. Cohen, 13 Pet., 312; The Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 13 Pet., 519; Bank of the

State of Alabama v. Dalton, 9 How., 522; D'Arcy v. Ketchum, 11 How., 165;

Christmas v. Russell, 5 Wall., 290; Green v. Van Buskirk, 7 Wall., 139; Paul v. Vir-

ginia, 8 Wall., 168; Board of Public Works v. Columbia College, 17 Wall., 521;
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Thompson v. Whitman, i8 Wall., 457; Pennoyer v. Neff., 95 U. S., 714; Bona-

parte V. Tax Court, 104 U. S., 592; Robertson v. Pickrell, 109 U. S., 608; Brown
et al., V. Houston, Collector, et al., 114 U. S., 622; Hanley v. Donoghue, 116 U. S.,

i; Renaud v. Abbott, 116 U. S., 2Tj\ Chicago & Alton R. R. v. Wiggins Ferry

Co., 119 U. S., 615; Borer v. Chapman, 119 U. S., 587; Cole v. Cunningham, 133

U. S., 107; Blount V. Walker, 134 U. S., 607; Simmons v. Saul, 138 U. S., 439;
Reynolds v. Stockton, 140 U. S., 254; Carpenter v. Strange, 141 U. S., 87; Hunt-

ington V. Attrill, 146 U. S., 657; Glenn v. Garth, 147 U. S., 360; Laing v. Rigney,

160 U. S., 531; Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Co. v. Sturm, 174 U. S.,

710; Thormann v. Frame, 176 U. S., 350; Hancock National Bank v. Farnum, 176

U. S., 640; Clarke v. Clarke et al., 178 U. S., 186; Wabash R. R. Co. v. Townville,

179 U. S., 379; Atherton v. Atherton, 181 U. S., 160; Jacobs v. Marks, 182 U. S.,

585; Burkhim v. Pinkhussohn, 58 S. C, 469; 36 S. E., 908; Coskery v. Wood, 52

S. C, 516; 31 S. C, 47s; Campbell v. Home Ins. Co., i S. C, 165; Hilton v.

Townes, i Hill, 439; McCollough v. Hicks, 63 S. C, 543; 41 S. E., 761.

c i u'feTs of Sec. 2. ^The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all

each State.
Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several States.

Bank of United States v. Devereux, 5 Cr., 61; Gassius v. Ballou, 6 Pet., 761;

The State of Rhode Island v. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 12 Pet., 657;

The Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 13 Pet., 519; Moore v. The People of the State of

Illinois, 14 How., 13; Conner et al. v. Elliott et al., 18 How., 591; Dred Scott v.

Sanford, 19 How., 393; Crandall v. State of Nevada, 6 Wall., 35; Woodruff v.

Parham, 8 Wall., 123; Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall., 168; Downham v. Alexandria

Council, 10 Wall., 173; Liverpool Insurance Company v. Massachusetts, 10 Wall.,

566; Ward V. Maryland, 12 Wall., 418; Slaughterhouse Cases, 16 Wall., 36; Brad-

well V. The State, 16 Wall., 130; Chemung Bank v. Lowery, 93 U. S., 72; Mc-
Cready v. Virginia, 94 U. S., 391; Philadelphia Fire Association v. New York, 119

U. S., no; Pembina Mining Co. v. Pennsylvania, 125 U. S., 181; Kimmish v.

Ball, 129 U. S., 217; Cole v. Cunningham, 133 U. S., 107; Manchaster v. Massa-

chusetts, 139 U. S., 240; Pittsburg & Southern Coal Co. v. Bates, 156 U. S., 577;

Vance v. W. A. Vandercook, No. i, 170 U. S., 438; Blake v. McClung, 172 U. S.,

239; Williams v. Fears, 179 U. S., 270; New York v. Barker, lb., 279; Central

R. R. and B'k'g. Co. v. Ga. Co., 32 S. C, 319; 11 S. E., 192; Cummings v. Wingo,

31 S. C, 427; 10 S. E., 107.

Fugitives from '^h. Person charged in any State with Treason, Felony, or
justice to be .

delivered up. other Crime, who shall flee from Justice, and be found in an-

other State, shall on Demand of the executive Authority of the

State from which he fled, be delivered up, to be removed to the

State having Jurisdiction of the Crime.

Holmes v. Jennison et al., 14 Pet., 540; Commonwealth of Kentucky v. Denni-

son, governor, 24 How., 66; Taylor v. Tainter, 16 Wall., 366; Carroll County v.

Smith, III U. S., 556; ex parte Reggel, 114 U. S., 642; Mahon v. Justice, 127 U. S.,

700; Lascelles v. Georgia, 148 U. S., 537; Utter v. Franklin, 172 U. S., 416; Ex
parte Swearengen, 13 S. C, 74; State v. Anderson, i Hill, 327.

to^ervl?!, hll'^
"^0 Pcrsou held to Service or Labour in one State, under

to" be deHvere^dthe Laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, in Consequence

^ of any Law or Regulation therein, be discharged from such

1793,' vtis^sMo.' Service or Labour, but shall be delivered up on Claim of the

Party to whom such Service or Labour may be due.

Prigg V. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 16 Pet., 539; Jones v. Van Zandt,

5 How., 215; Strader et al. v. Graham, 10 How., 82; Moore v. The People of the

State of Illinois, 14 How., 13; Dred Scott v. Sanford, 19 How., 393; Ableman v.

Booth and United States v. Booth, 21 How., 506.

new'^stltls"
°^ Sec. 3. ^Ncw States may be admitted by the Congress into
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this Union ; but no new State shall be formed or erected within

the Jurisdiction of any other State; nor any State be formed

by the Junction of two or more States, or Parts of States, with-

out the Consent of the Legislatures of the States concerned as

well as of the Congress.

American Insurance Company et a!, v. Canter (356 bales cotton), i Pet, 511;

Pollard's Lessee v. Hagan, 3 How., 212; Cross et al. v. Harrison, 16 How., 164;

Benson v. United States, 146 U. S., 32s; Ward v. Race Horse, 163 U. S., 504;

Bollin V. Nebraska, 176 U. S., 83.

-The Congress shall have Power to dispose of and make all cong^rels^ 'over

needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other ^^^^^"^^operly.

Property belonging to the United States ; and nothing in this

Constitution shall be so construed as to Prejudice any Claims

of the United States, or of any particular State.

McCulloch V. State of Maryland, 4 Wh., 316; American Insurance Company v.

Canter, i Pet., 511; United States v. Gratiot et al., 14 Pet, 526; United States v.

Rogers, 4 How., 567; Cross et al. v. Harrison, 16 How., 164; Muckey et al. v. Coxe,

18 How., 100; Gibson v. Chouteau, 13 Wall., 92; Clinton v. Englebert, 13 Wall.,

434; Beall V. New Mexico, 16 Wall., 535 ; National Bank v. Yankton County, 101

U.- S., 129; United States v. Waddell et als., 112 U. S., 76; Van Brocklin v. State

of Tennessee, 117 U. S., 151; Clayton v. Utah Territory, 132 U. S., 632; Wis-

consin Central Railroad Co. v. Price, 133 U. S., 496; Geofroy v. Riggs, 133 U. S.,

258; Mormon Church v. United States, 136 U. S., i; Jones v. United States, 137

U. S., 202; St Paul, Minneapolis, etc., Railway Co. v. Phelps, 137 U. S., 528;

Talton V. Mayes, 163 U. S., 376; American Publishing Co. v. Fisher, 166 U. S.,

464; Camfield v. United States, 167 U. S., 518; Thompson v. Utah, 170 U. S., 343;

Green Bay & Mississippi Canal Co. v. Patten Paper Co., 173 U. S., 179; DeLima

V. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 207; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 290.

Sec. 4. The United States shall guarantee to every State in foSn^ ^of"L""

this Union a RepubHcan Form of Government, and shall pro- ^^^^df e?''c h

tect each of them against Invasion; and on Application of the J^^f^d!"
''^ ^'^°"

Legislature, or of the Executive (when the Legislature cannot

be convened) against domestic Violence.

Luther v. Borden, 7 How., i; Texas v. White, 7 Wall., 700; In re Duncan, 139

U. S., 449; Taylor et al. v. Beckham, 178 U. S., 548; Downes v. Bidwell, 182

U. S., 279.

ARTICLE. V.

The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall j^^Consmutkm,

deem it necessary, shall propose Amendments to this Consti-

tution, or, on the Application of the Legislatures of two thirds

of the several States, shall call a Convention for proposing

Amendments, which, in either Case, shall be valid to all Intents

and Purposes, as Part of this Constitution, when ratified by

the Legislatures of three fourths of the several States, or by

Conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the other

Mode of Ratification may be proposed by the Congress ; Pro-
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Proviso. vided that no Amendment which may be made prior to the

Year One thousand eight hundred and eight shall in any ]\Ian-

ner affect the first and fourth Clauses in the Ninth Section of

the first Article; and that no State, without its Consent, shall

be deprived of its equal Suffrage in the Senate.

ARTICLE. VI.

Certain debts,
&c., adopted.

1^^^ Debts contracted and Engagements entered into, before

the Adoption of this Constitution, shall be as valid against the

United States under this Constitution, as under the Confed-

eration.

c, r Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 319.
Supremacy 01
Constitution 2'p|^j Constitutiou, and the Laws of the United States which
treaties, ana '

UnHed°states^ shall be made in Pursuance thereof ; and all Treaties made, or

which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States,

shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in

every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Consti-

tution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.

Hayburn's case, 2 Dall., 409; Ware v. Hylton, 3 Dall., 199; Calder and wife v.

Bull and wife, 3 Dall., 386; Marbury v. Madison, i Cr., 137; Chirac v. Chirac, 2

Wh., 259; McCulloch V. The State of Maryland, 4 Wh., 316; Society v. New
Haven, 8 Wh., 464; Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wh., i; Foster and Elam v. Neilson, 2

Pet., 253; Buckner v. Finley, 2 Pet., 586; Worcester v. State of Georgia, 6 Pet.,

515; Kennett et al. v. Chambers, 14 How., 38; Dodge v. Woolsey, 18 How., 331;

State of New York v. Dibble, 21 How., 366; Ableman v. Booth and United States

V. Booth, 21 How., 506; Sinnot v. Davenport, 22 How., 227; Foster v. Davenport,

22 How., 244; Haver v. Yaker, 9 Wal., 32; Claflin v. Houseman, assignee, 93 U. S.

130; United States v. 43 Gallons of Whiskey, 93 U. S., 188; Hanenstein v. Lyn-

ham, 100 U. S., 483; Neal v. Delaware, 103 U. S., 370; Ex parte Crow Dog, 109

U. S., 556; Carroll County v. Smith, 111 U. S., 556; Head Money Cases, 112 U.

S., 580; Van Brocklin v. State of Tennessee, 117 U. S., 151; United States v.

Rauscher, 119 U. S., 407; Kerr v. Illinois, 119 U. S., 436; Whitney v. Robinson,

124 U. S., 190; The Chinese Exclusion Cases, 130 U. S., 581; Geofroy v. Riggs,

133 U. S., 258; In re Neagle, 135 U. S., i; Horner v. United States, 143 U. S.,

570; Fong Yue Ting v. United States, 149 U. S., 698; Gulf, Colorado and Santa

Fe Railway Co. v. Hefley, 158 U. S., 98; Ward v. Race Horse, 163 U. S., 504;

McClellan v. Chipman, 164 U. S., 347; Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S., 466; Missouri,

Kansas & Texas Railway Co. v. Haber, 169 U. S., 613; Ohio v. Thomas, 173 U.

S., 276; DeLima V. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 195; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 362.

ort^^Consfitu-
'The Senators and Representatives before mentioned, and

tion, by whom
^^ Members of the several State Legislatures, and all execu-

taken. "^^

tive and judicial Officers, both of the United States and of the

several States, shall be bound by Oath or Affirmation, to sup-

No religious port this Constitution ; but no rehgious Test shall ever be re-

^"*- " quired as a Qualification to any Office or public Trust under

the United States.

Ex parte Garland, 4 Wall., 333; 'Davis v. Beason, 133 U. S., 333; Mormon Church

V. United States, 136 U. S., i. .
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ARTICLE. VII.

The Ratification of the Conventions of nine States, shall be ^„t)^n^sha'ifes-

sufficient for the Establishment of this Constitution between t.^^ljf^^
^onsti-

the States so ratifying the Same.

Done in Convention by the Unanimous Consent of the States

present the Seventeenth Day of September in the Year of

our Lord one thousand seven hundred and Eighty seven and

of the Independence of the United States of America the

Twelfth. In Witness whereof We have hereunto subscribed

our*Names,
Go. WASHINGTON—

Presdt. and Deputy from Virginia

New Hampshire.

John Langdon, Nicholas Gilman.

Massachusetts.

Nathaniel Gorham, Rufus King.

Connecticut.

Wm. Same. Johnson, Roger Sherman.

Nezv York.

Alexander Hamilton.

WiL : Livingston,

David Brearley,

B. Franklin,

RoBT. Morris,

Tho: Fitzsimons,

James Wilson,

Geo : Read,

John Dickinson,

Jaco. Broom,

James M'Henry,

Dane Carroll

Neiv Jersey.

Wm. Paterson,

Jon A. Dayton.

Pennsylvania.

Thomas Mifflin,

Geo : Clymer,

Jared Ingersoll,

Gouv: Morris.

Delaware.

Gunning Bedford, Jun'r,

Richard Bassett.

Maryland.

Dan : of St. Thos. Jenifer,
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Virginia.

John Blair^ James ]\Iadison^ Jr,

Xortli Carolina.

W'yi, Blouxt^ Rich'd Dobes Spaight^

Hu. Williamson.

South Carolina.

]. RuTLEDGE^ Charles Cotesworth Pixckxey,

Charles Pinckney_, Pierce Butler.

Georgia.

\\'iLLiAM FeWj Abr. Baldwin.

Attest

:

\\'ILLIA:\I JACKSOX, Secretary.
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AMENDMENTS.
Articles in Addition to, and Amendment of, the Consti-

tution OF THE United States of America, Proposed by

Congress, and Ratified by the Legislatures of the Sev-

eral States Pursuant to the Fifth Article of the

Original Constitution,

[ARTICLE L]

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
j a^b nThment

religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridg-f/g°e^jjo^^oi

ing the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the p^gg^
'^'^d ^^isht

people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government '^° P^t'*"'"-

for a redress of grievances.

Terret et al. v. Taylor et al., 9 Cr., 43; Vidal et al. v. Girard et al., 2 How.,

127; Ex parte Garland, 4 Wall., 333; United States v. Cruikshank et al., 92 U. S.,

542; Reynolds v. United States, 98 U. S., 145; Spiers v. Illinois, 123 U. S., 131;

Davis V. Beason, 133 U. S., 333; Eilenbecker v. Plymouth County, 134 U. S., 31;

Mormon Church v. United States, 136 U. S., i; In re Rapier, 143 U. S., no;
Horner v. United States, 143 U. S., 207; Bradfield v. Roberts, 175 U. S., 291;

Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 277; Magee v. O'Neill, 19 S. C, 187.

[ARTICLE II.]

A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of ^^^^^^^^^"^^^p

a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms,

shall not be infringed.

Presser v. Illinois, 116 U. S., 252; Spiers v. Illinois, 123 U. S., 131; Eilenbecker

V. Plymouth County, 134 U. S., 31.

[ARTICLE III.]

No Soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any house, ,
No soldier to

^
_ _

-be quartered in

without the consent of the Owner, nor in time of war, but in any house, un-
less, &c.

a manner to be prescribed by law.

Spiers V. Illinois, 123 U. S., 131; Eilenbecker v. Plymouth County, 134 U. S., 31.

[ARTICLE IV.]

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, ^>s''* *?*
o sr L r > search and seiz-

papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, "^e ree;uiatpd.

shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon

probable cause, supported by Oath or afhrmation, and par-

ticularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons

or things to be seized.
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Smith V. State of Maryland, i8 How., 71; Murray's Lessee et al. v. Hoboken
Land and Improvement Company, 18 How., 272; Ex parte Alilligan, 4 Wall., 2;

Boyd V. United States, 116 U. S., 616; Spiers v. Illinois, 123 U. S., 131; Eilen-

becker v. Plymouth County, 134 U. S., 31; Fong Yue Ting v. United States, 149 U.

S., 698; Interstate Commerce Commission v. Brimson, 154 U. S., 447; in re Chapman,
166 U. S., 661; Fairbank v. United States, 181 U. S., 302; State v. Atkinson, 40

S. C, 363; 18 S. E., 1021; State v. Aiken, 42 S. C, 222; 20 S. E., 221.

[ARTICLE v.]

c o /c°eVn?ng No pcrson shall be lield to answer for a capital, or other-
p r o secutions, • r •

1 j.i-Tij.
trials and pun- wisc mfamous Crime, unless on a presentment or mdictment

men s.

^^ ^ Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval

forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War
or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same

ert" rnit^ t'o^be offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be

ifc ^use^ with- Compelled iii any Criminal Case to be a witness against himself,
°"

'

^'^'

nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process

of law ; nor shall private property be taken for public use, with-

out just compensation.

United States v. Perez, 9 Wh., 579; Barron v. The City of Baltimore, 7 Pet.,

243; Fox V. Ohio, 5 How., 410; West River Bridge Company v. Dix et al., 6

How., 507; Mitchell v. Harmony, 13 How., 115; Moore, ex., v. The People of the

State of Illinois, 14 How., 13; Murray's Lessee et al. v. Hoboken Land and Im-

provement Company, 18 How., 272; Dynes v. Hoover, 20 How., 65; Withers v.

Buckley et al., 20 How., 84; Gilman v. The City of Sheboygan, 2 Black, 510; ex

parte Milligan, 4 Wall., 2; Twitchell v. The Commonwealth, 7 Wall., 321; Hep-

burn V. Griswold, 8 Wall., 603; Miller v. United States, 11 Wall., 268; Legal

Tender Cases, 12 Wall., 457; Pumpelly v. Green Bay Company, 13 Wall., 166;

Osborn v. Nicholson, 13 Wall., 654; ex parte Lange, 18 Wall., 163; Kohl et al.

v. United States, 91 U. S., 367; Davidson v. New Orleans, 96 U. S., 97; Sinking

Fund Cases, 99 U. S., 700; Langford v. United States, loi U. S., 341; Kelly v.

Pittsburgh, 104 U. S., 78; ex parte Wall., 107 U. S., 265; United States v. Jones,

109 U. S., 513; United States v. Great Falls Manufacturing Co., 112 U. S., 645;

ex parte Wilson, 114 U. S., 417; Boyd v. United States, 116 U. S., 616; Mackin v.

United States, 117 U. S., 348; ex parte Bain, 121 U. S., i; Parkinson v. United

States, 121 U. S., 281; Spiers v. Illinois, 123 U. S., 131; Callan v. Wilson, 127

U. S., 540; United States v. De Walt, 128 U. S., 393; Manning v. French, 133

U. S., 186; Eilenbecker v. Plymouth County, 134 U. S., 31; Louisville & Nashville

R. R. Co. V. Woodson, 134 U. S., 614; in re Ross, 140 U. S., 453; Counselman v.

Hitchcock, 142 u. S., 547; Simmonds v. United States, 142 U. S., 148; Thorington

V. Montgomery, 147 U. S., 490; Monongahela Navigation Co. v. United States,

148 U. S., 312; Fong Yue Ting v. United States, 149 U. S., 698; Lees v. United

Stales, 150 U. S., 476; Marchant v. Pennsylvania Railroad Co., 153 U. S., 380;

Linford v. Ellison, 155 U. S., 503; Johnson v. Sayre, 158 U. S., 109; Sweet v.

Rachel, 159 U. S., 380; Brown v. Walker, 161 U. S., 591; Wong Wing v. United

States, 163 U. S., 228; Talton v. Mayes, 163 U. S., 376; Bauman v. Ross, 167

U. S., 548; Wilson V. Lambert, 168 U. S., 611; United States v. Joint Traffic As-

sociation, 171 U. S., 505; Maxwell v. Dow, 176 U. S., 581; Fairbank v. United

States, 181 U. S., 302; Chapin v. Fye, 179 U. S., 127; French v. Ba-ber Asphalt

Paving Co., 181 U. S., 329, 355; Wight v. Davidson, Ih., 387; Tonawanda v.

Lyon, Ih., 392; Cass Farm Co. v. City of Detroit, Ih., 398; Detroit v. Parker,

Ih., 401; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 298; State v. Atkinson, 40 S. C, 363;

18 S. E., 1021; State v. Aiken, 42 S. C, 222; 20 S. E., 221; City Council v.

Werner, 38 S. C, 488; 17 S. E., 33; State v. Shumpert, i S. C, 86; State v.

Shirer, 20 S. C, 404; ex parte Schmidt, 24 S. C, 365.
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ARTICLE VI.

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right ^,.|'^^^'^j.'g''gpP^°;

to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of thei^J'Jg^J^^^^^"^'

State and district wherein the crime shall have been commit-

ted, which district shall have previously ascertained by law,

and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation

;

to be confronted with the witnesses against him ; to have com-

pulsory process for obtaining Witnesses in his favor, and to

have the Assistance of Counsel for his defence.

United States v. Cooledge, i Wh., 415; ex parte Kearney, 7 Wh., 38; United

States V. Mills, 7 Pet., 142; Barron v. City of Baltimore, 7 Pet., 243; Fox v. Ohio,

5 How., 410; Withers v. Buckley et al., 20 How., 84; ex parte Milligan, 4 Wall.,

2; Twitchell v. The Commonwealth, 7 Wall., 321; Miller v. The United States, 11

Wall., 268; United States v. Cook, 17 Wall., 168; United States v. Cruikshank et

al., 92 U. S., 542; Reynolds v. United States, 98 U. S., 145; Spiers v. Illinois,

123 U. S., 131; Brooks v. Missouri, 124 U. S., 394; Callan v. Wilson, 127 U. S.,

540; Eilenbecker v. Plymouth County, 134 U. S., 31; Jones v. United States, 137

U. S., 202; Cook V. United States, 138 U. S., 157; in re Shubuya Jugiro, 140

U. S., 291; in re Ross, 140 U. S., 453; Fong Yue Ting v. United States, 149 U. S.,

698; Mattox V. United States, 156 U. S., 237; Rosen v. United States, 161 U. S.,

29; United States v. Zucker, 161 U. S., 475; Wong Wing v. United States, 163

U. S., 228; Thompson v. Utah, 170 U. S., 343; Maxwell v. Dow, 176 U. S., 581;

Motes V. United States, 178 U. S., 458; Chapin v. Fye, 179 U. S., 126; ex parte

Schmidt, 24 S. C, 365.

ARTICLE VII.

In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall ^^^'^gjj.ty^j^*!^^!

exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be pre-^d-

served, and no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-exam-

ined in any Court of the United States, than according to the

rules of the common law.

United States v. La Vengeance, 3 Dall., 297; Bank of Columbia v. Oakley, 4

Wh., 23s; Parsons v. Bedford et al., 3 Pet, 433; Lessee of Livingston v. Moore

et al., 7 Pet., 469; Webster v. Reid, 11 How., 437; State of Pennsylvania v. The

Wheeling, &c., Bridge Company et al., 13 How., 518; The Justices v. Murray,

9 Wall., 274; Edwards v. Elliott et al., 21 Wall., 532; Pearson v. Yewdall, 95

U. S., 294; McElrath v. United States, 102 U. S., 426; Spiers v. Illinois, 123

U. S., 131; Arkansas Valley Land & Cattle Co. v. Mann., 130 U. S., 69; Eilen-

becker V. Plymouth County, 134 U. S., 31; Whitehead v. Shattuck, 138 U. S., 146;

Scott V. Neely, 140 U. S., 106; Cates v. Allen, 149 U. S., 451; Fong Yue Ting

V. United States, 149 U. S., 698; Coughran v. Bigelow, 164 U. S., 301; Walker

V. New Mexico & Southern Pacific Railroad, 165 U. S., 593; Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy v. Chicago, 166 U. S., 226; American Publishing Co. v. Fisher, 166 U. S.,

464; Chapin v. Fye, 179 U. S., 126; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 270.

ARTICLE VIII.

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines im- ^^'^
a n,^ fines

posed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted. "lents.

Pervear v. Commonwealth, 5 Wall., 475; Spiers v. Illinois, 123 U. S., 131; Man-

ning V. French, 133 U. S., 186; Eilenbecker v. Plymouth County, 134 U. S., 31;

McElvaine .v Brush, 142 U. S., 155; O'Neil v. Vermont, 144 U. S., 323.

3-C.
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ARTICLE IX.

Rule of con- j\^q enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall
straction.

.

not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the

people.

Lessee of Livingston v. Moore et al., 7 Pet., 469; Spiers v. Illinois, 123 U. S.,

131-

ARTICLE X.

Same subject. The powers not delegated to the L'nited States by the Con-

stitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the

States respectively, or to the people.

Chisholm, ex., v. State of Georgia, 2 Dall., 419; Hollingsworth et al. v. The State

of Virginia, 3 Dall., 378; Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, i Wh., 304; McCulloch v.

State of Marj^land, 4 Wh., 316; Anderson v. Dunn, 6 ^^'^l., 204; Cohens v. Vir-

ginia, 6 Wh., 264; Osborn v. United States Bank, 9 \Vh., 738; Buchler v. Finley,

2 Pet., 586; Ableman v. Booth, 21 How., 506; The Collector v. Day, 11 Wall., 113;

Claflin V. Houseman, assignee, 93 U. S., 130; Inman Steamship Company v.

Tinker, 94 U. S., 238; United States v. Fox, 94 U. S., 315; Tennessee v. Davis,

100 U. S., 257; Spiers v. Illinois, 123 U. S., 131; Pollock v. Farmers' Loan &
Trust Co. (Income Tax Case), 157 U. S., 429; Forsyth v. Hammond, 166 U. S.,

506; St. Anthony Falls Water Power Co. v. St. Paul Water Commissioners, 168

U. S., 349; Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway Co. v. Haber, 169 U. S., 613;

Downes v. Bidwcii, 182 U. S., 381; State v. Davis, 12 S. C, 528; State v. An-

tonio, 2 Tread. Const., 776; State v. Billis, 2 McC, 12.

ARTICLE XL

Same subject. jj^g Judicial power of the L'nited States shall not be con-
Judicial pov/er. • ^

strued to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or

prosecuted against one of the L'nited States by Citizens of an-

other State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.

State of Georgia v. Brailsford et al., 2 Dall., 402; Chisholm, ex., v. State of

Georgia, 2 Dall., 419; Hollingsworth et al. v. Virginia, 3 Dall., 378; Cohen v. Vir-

ginia, 6 Wh., 264; Osborn v. United States Bank, 9 Wh., 738; United States v.

The Planters' Bank, 9 W^h., 904; the Governor of Georgia v. Juan Madrazo, i Pet.,

no; Cherokee Nation v. State of Georgia, 5 Pet., i; Briscoe v. The Bank of the

Commonwealth of Kentucky, 11 Pet., 257; Curran v. State of Arkansas et al., is

How., 304; Louisiana v. Jumel, 107 U. S., 711; New Hampshire v. Louisiana,

108 U. S., 76; Clark v. Barnard, 108 U. S., 436; Cunningham v. Macon & Bruns-

wick Railroad, 109 U. S., 446; Virginia Coupon Cases: Poinde.xter v. Greenlow,

114 U. S., 270; Allen, auditor, et al. v. Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co., 114 U. S.,

311; Hagood V. Southern, 117 U. S., 52; Ralston v. Missouri Fund Commissioners,

120 U. S., 390; in re Ayers, 123 U. S., 443; Lincoln County v. Luning, 133 U. S.,

529; Christian v. Atlantic & North Carolina R. R. Co., 133 U. S., 233; Hans v.

Louisiana, 134 U. S., i; North Carolina v. Temple, 134 U. S., 22; New York Guar-

anty Co. V. Steele, 134 U. S., 230; Virginia Coupon Cases, 135 U. S., 662; Pennoyer

V. McConnaughty, 140 U. S., i; United States v. Texas, 143 U. S., 621; in re

Tyler, 149 U. S., 164; Reagan v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., 154 U. S., 362; Scott

v. Donald, 165 U. S., 58; Scott v. Donald, 165 U. S., 107; Tindal v. Wesley, 167

U. S., 204; Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S., 466; Fitts v. McGhee, 172 U. S., 516;

Louisiana v. Texas, 176 U. S., 1; Smith v. Reeves, 178 U. S., 436; Illinois Central

R. Co. V. Adamg, 180 U. S., 37.
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. ARTICLE XII.

The Electors shall meet in their respective states, and vote chooslng^rresi-

by ballot for President and Vice-President, one of whom, at president,

least, shall not be an inhabitant of the same state with them-

selves ; they shall name in their ballots the person voted for

as President, and in distinct ballots the person voted for as

Vice-President, and they shall make distinct lists of all per-

sons voted for as President, and of all persons voted for as

Vice-President, and of the number of votes for each, which

lists they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the seat

of the government of the United States, directed to the Presi-

dent of the Senate ; The President of the Senate shall, in pres-

ence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all the

certificates and the votes shall then be counted. The person

having the greatest number of votes for President, shall be the

President, if such number be a majority of the whole number of

Electors appointed ; and if no person have such majority, then

from the perspns having the highest numbers not exceeding

three on the list of those voted for as President, the House of

Representatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the Presi-

dent. But in choosing the President, the votes shall be taken by

states, the representation from each state having one vote ; a

quorum for this purpose shall consist of a member or members

from two-thirds of the states, and a majority of all the states

shall be necessary to a choice. And if the House of Representa-

tives shall not choose a President whenever the right of choice

shall devolve upon them, before the fourth day of March next

following, then the Vice-President shall act as President, as in

the case of the death or other constitutional disability of the

President. The person having the greatest number of votes as

Vice-President, shall be the Vice-President, if such number be

a majority of the whole number of Electors appointed, and if

no person have a majority, then from the two highest numbers

on the list, the Senate shall choose the Vice-President ; a quo-

rum for the purpose shall consist of two-thirds of the whole

number of Senators, and a majority of the whole number shall

be necessary to a choice. But no person constitutionally ineli-

gible to the office of President shall be eligible to that of Vice-

President of the United States.

In re Green, 134 U. S., 377; Downes v Bidwell, 182 U. S., 357.
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Slavery abol-
ished.

Who are citi-

zens.

Privileges.

ARTICLE XIII.

Section 1. Xeither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except

as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been

duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any

place subject to their jurisdiction.

Sec. 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by

appropriate legislation.

Dred Scott v. Sanford, 19 How., 393; White v. Hart, 13 Wall., 646; Osborn v.

Xicholson, 13 \^'all., 654; Slaughter-house Cases, 16 Wall., 36; ex parte Virginia,

100 U. S., 339; Civil Rights Case, 109 U. S., 3; Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U. S., 537;
Robertson v. Baldwin, 165 U. S., 275; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 251, 277,

282, 336, 358.

ARTICLE XIV.

Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United

States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of

the L'nited States and of the State wherein they reside. X'o

State shall make or enforce an}^ law which shall abridge the

privileges or immunities of citizens of the L'nited States ; nor

shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property,

without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its

jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Crandall v. The State of Nevada, 6 Wall., 35; Paul v. \'irginia, 8 Wall., 168;

Ward v. Maryland, 12 Wall., 418; Slaughter-house Cases, 16 Wall., 36; Bradwell

V. The State, 16 Wall., 130; Bartemeyer v. Iowa, 18 Wall., 129; Minor v. Happer-

sett, 21 Wall., 162; Walker v. Sauvinet, 92 U. S., 90; Kennard v. Louisiana, ex

rel. Morgan, 92 U. S., 480; United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U. S., 542; Munn v.

Illinois, 94 U. S., 113; McMillen v. Anderson, 95 U. S., 37; Pennoyer v. Neff,

95 U. S., 714; Pearson v. Yewdall, 95 U. S., 294; Kirtland v. Hotchkiss, 100 U. S.,

491; Railroad Co. v. Richmond, 96 U. S., 521; Davidson v. New Orleans, 96

U. S., 97; Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U. S., 303; Virginia v. Rivers, 100 U.

S., 313; ex parte Virginia, 100 U. S., 339; Missouri v. Lewis, loi U. S., 22; Xeal

V. Delaware, 103 U. S., 370; Fox v. Cincinnati, 104 U. S., 783; Kelly v. Pittsburgh,

104 U. S., 78; Pace V. Alabama, 106 U. S., 583; Goss v. United States Mortgage

Co., 108 U. S., 477; Civil Rights Cases, 109 U. S., 3; Louisiana v. New Orleans,

109 U. S., 285; Hurtado v. California, no U. S., 516; Hagar v. Reclamation Dist.,

Ill U. S., 701; Elk v. Wilkins, 112 U. S., 94; Foster v. Kansas, 112 U. S., 201;

Head v. Amoskeag Man'f. Co., 113 U. S., 9; Barbier v. Connolly, 113 U. S., 27;

Provident Institution for Savings v. Mayor and Aldermen of Jersey City, 113

U. b., 506; Soon Hing v. Crowley, 113 U. S., 703; ex parte Reggel, 114 U. S., 642;

Wurts et al. v. Hoagland et als., 114 U. S., 606; Kentucky Railroad Tax Cases,

115 U. S., 321; Missouri Pacific R. R. Co. v. Humes, 115 U. S., 512; Campbell

et al. V. Holt, 115 U. S., 620; Presser v. Illinois, 116 U. S., 252; Railroad Com-
mission Cases, 116 U. S., 307, 347, 352; Royall v. Virginia, 116 U. S., 572; Arrow-
smith V. Harmoning, 118 U. S., 194; Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U. S., 356; Santa

Clara County v. Southern Pacific R. R., 118 U. S., 394; Philadelphia Fire Asso-

ciation V. New York, 119 U. S., no; Home Insurance Co. v. New York, iig U. S.,

129; Schmidt V. Cobb, 119 U. S., 286; Kerr v. Illinois, 119 U. S., 436; Hayes v.

Missouri, 120 U. S., 68; Baldwin v. Franks, 120 U. S., 678; Church v. Kelsey, 121

U. S., 282; Spiers v. Illinois, 123 U. S., 131; Sands v. ^Manistee River Improve-

ment Co., 123 U. S., 288; Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U. S., 623; Pembina Mining Co.

V. Pennsylvania, 125 U. S., 181; Spencer v. Merchant, 125 U. S., 345; Dow v.

Beidelman, 125 U. S., 680; Bank of Kedemption v. Boston, 125 U. S., 60; Call-
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fornia v. Pacific Railroad Co., 127 U. S., i; Ro Bardo v. Lamb, 127 U. S., 58;

Missouri Pacific Railway Co. v. Mackey, 127 U. S., 205; Powell v. Pennsylvania,

127 U. S., 678; Mahon v. Justice, 127 U. S., 700; Kidd v. Pearson, 128 U. S., i;

Nashville, Chattanooga, etc., Railway v. Alabama, 128 U. S., 96; Walston v. Nevin,

128 U. S., 578; Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway v. Beckwith, 129 U. S., 26; Dent

v. West Virginia, 129 U. S., 114; Huling v. Kaw Valley Railway & Improvement

Co., 130 U. S., 559; Freeland v. Williams, 131 U. S., 405; Cross v. North Carolina,

132 U. S., 131; Pennie v. Reis, 132 U. S., 464; Sugg v. Thornton, 132 U. S., 524;

Manning v. French, 133 U. S., 186; Davis v. Beason, 133 U. S., 333; Palmer v.

McMahon, 133 U. S., 660; Eilenbecker v. Plymouth County, 134 U. S., 31; Bell

Gap R. R. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 134 U. S., 232; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway Co. v. Minnesota, 134 U. S., 418; Minneapolis Eastern Railroad Co. v.

Minnesota, 134 LT. S., 467; Home Insurance Co. v. New York, 134 U. S., 594;

Louisville & Nashville R. R. Co. v. Woodson, 134 U. S., 614; Cherokee Nation v.

Southern Kansas R. R., 135 U. S., 641; in re Kemmler, 136 U. S., 43JS; York v.

Texas, 137 U. S., 15; Crowley v. Christensen, 137 U. S., 86; Wheeler v. Jackson,

137 U. S., 24s; Holden v. Minnesota, 137 U. S., 483; in re Converse, 137 U. S.,

624; Caldwell v. Texas, 137 U. S., 692; Kauffman v. Wooters, 138 U. S., 285;

Leeper v. Texas, 139 U. S., 462; in re Manning, 139 U. S., 504; Natal v. Louisiana,

139 U. S., 621; Lent v. Tillson, 140 U. S., 316; in re Rahrer, 140 U. S., 545; New
Orleans v. New Orleans Water Works Co., 142 U. S., 79; McElvaine v. Brush,

142 U. S., 155; Kaukauna Water Power Co. v. Green Bay and Mississippi Canal

Co., 142 U. S., 254; Charlotte, Augusta & Columbia Railroad Co. v. Gibbes, 142

U. S., 386; Pacific Express Co. v. Seibert, 142 U. S., 339; Horn Silver Mining Co.

v. New York, 143 U. S., 305; Budd v. New York, 143 U. S., 517; Schwab v.

Berggren, 143 u. S., 442; Fielden v. Illinois, 143 U. S., 452; O'Neil v. Vermont,

144 U. S., 323; New York v. Squire, 145 U. S., 175; Brown v. Smart, 145 U. S.,

454; McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U. S., i; Morley v. Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern R. R. Co., 146 U. S., 162; Hallinger v. Davis, 146 U. S., 314; Yesler

v. Washington Harbor Line Commissioners, 146 U. S., 646; Jennings v. Coal Ridge

Improvement & Coal Co., 147 U. S., 147; Giozza v. Tiernan, 148 U. S., 657;

Paulsen v. Portland, 149 U. S., 30; Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway v. Emmons,
149 U. S., 364; Fong Yue Ting v. United States, 149 U. S., 698; McNulty v.

California, 149 U. S., 645; Columbus Southern Railway Co. v. Wright, 151 U. S.,

470; New York & New England Railroad Co. v. Bristol, 151 U. S., 556; Lawton v.

Steele, 152 U. S., 133; Montana Co. v. St. Louis Mining & Milling Co., 152 U. S.,

160; Duncan v. Missouri, 152 U. S., 377; Marchant v. Pennsylvania Railroad Co.,

I S3 U. S., 380; Braes v. Stoeser, 153 U. S., 391; McKane v. Durston, 153 U. S.,

684; Scott V. McNeal, 154 U. S., 34; Reagan v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., 154

U. S., 362; Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Co. v. Backus,

154 U. S., 421; St. Louis & San Francisco Railway Co. v. Gill, 156 U. S., 649;
Bergeman v. Backer, 157 U. S., 655; Gray v. Connecticut, 159 U. S., 74; Central

Land Co. v. Laidley, 159 U. S., 103; Moore v. Missouri, 159 U. S., 673; Winona
& St. Peter Land Co. v. Minnesota, 159 U. S., 526; Iowa Central Railway Co. v.

Iowa, 160 U. S., 389; Eldridge v. Trezevant, 160 U. S., 452; Gibson v. Mississippi,

162 U. S., 565; Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Taggart, 163 U. S., i; Lowe v.

Kansas, 163 U. S., 81; Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U. S., 537; Talton v. Mayes, 163

U. S., 376; Fallbrook Irrigation District v. Bradley, 164 U. S., 112; Missouri

Pacific Railway Co. v. Nebraska, 164 U. S., 403; Covington & Lexington Turnpike
Co. v. Sandford, 164 U. S., 578; St. Louis & San Francisco Railway Co. v.

Matthews, 165 U. S., i; Gulf, Colorado & Sante Fe Railway v. Ellis, 165 U. S.,

150; Jones V. Brim, 165 U. S., 180; Adams Express Co. v. Ohio State Auditor,

16s U. S., 194; Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Indiana, 165 U. S., 304; Allgeyer

V. Louisiana, 165 U. S., 578; N. Y., N. H. & Hartford R. R. v. New York, 165

U. S., 628; Allen v. Georgia, 166 U. S., 138; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R.

Co. V. Chicago, 166 U. S., 226; Gladson v. Minnesota, 166 U. S., 427; Sentell v.

New Orleans & Carrollton R. R. Co., 166 U. S., 698; Henderson Bridge Co. v. Ken-
tucky, 166 U. S., 150; Davis v. Massachusetts, 167 U. b., 43; Merchants' & Manu-
facturers' Bank v. Pennsylvania, 167 U. S., 461; Turner v. New \ork, 168 U. S.,

90; Craemer v. Washington State, 168 U. S., 124; Hodgson v. Vermont, 168 U. S.,

262; Nobles V. Georgia, 168 U. S., 398; McHenry v. Alford, 168 U. S., 651; Holden
V. Hardy, 169 U. S., 366; Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S., 466; Wilson v. North Caro-
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* lina, 169 U. S., 586; Savings & Loan Society v. ^Multnomah County, 169 U. S.,

421; United States v. Wong Kim Ark, 169 U. S., 649; Backus v. Fort street Union

Depot Co., 169 U. S., 557; Williams v. Mississippi, 170 U. S., 213; Magoun v.

Illinois Trust & Savings Bank, 170 U. S., 283; Williams v. Eggleston, 170 U. S.,

304; Tinsley v. Anderson, 171 U. S., loi; King v. Mullins, 171 U. S., 404; New
York V. Roberts, 171 U. S., 658; Meyer v. Richmond, 172 \J. S., 82; Blake v.

McClung, 172 U. S., 239; Norwood v. Baker, 172 U. S., 269; Orient Insurance Co.

V. Daggs, 172 U. S., 557; Wilson v. Eureka City, 173 U. S., 32; Dewey v. Des

Moines, 173 U. S., 193; St. Louis, Iron Mountain & St. Paul Railway Co. v.

Paul, 173 U. S., 404; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway Co. v. Smith,

173 U. S., 684; Central Loan & Trust Co. v. Campbell Commission Co., 173 U. S.,

84; Henderson Bridge Co. v. Henderson City, 173 U. S., 592; Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe R. R. Co. v. Matthews, 174 U. S., 96; Brown v. New Jersey, 175 U. S.,

172; Addyston Pipe and Steel Co. v. United States, 175 U. S., 211; Tvillis v. Lake

Erie & Western R. R. Co., 175 U. S., 348; Cumming v. Richmond County Board

of Education, 175 U. S., 528; Bolln v. Nebraska, 176 U. S., 83; Clark v. Kansas

City, 176 U. S., 114; Wyerhauesser v. Minnesota, 176 U. S., 550; Maxwell v. Dow,

176 U. S., 581; Roller v. Holly, 176 U. S., 398; Adirondack Railway Co. v. New
York State, 176 U. S., 335; Petit v. iviinnesota, 177 U. S., 164; Grundling v.

Chicago, 177 U. S., 183; Ohio Oil Co. v. Indiana, No. i, 177 U. S., 190; Louisville

& Nashville R. R. Co. v. Schmidt, 177 U. S., 230; Saranac Land & Timber Co. v.

Comptroller of New York, 177 U. S., 318; Carter v. Texas, 177 U. S., 442; L'Hote

V. New Orleans, 177 U. S., 587; Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v. Texas, 177 U. S., 28;

Taylor et al. v. Beckham, 178 U. S., 548; Sully et al. v. American National Bank,

178 U. S., 289; Wheeler et als. v. N. Y., N. H. & Hartford R. R., 178 U. S., 321;

Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 251, 357; Carson v. Sewer Commissioners of Brock-

tc-n, 182 U. S., 401; Simon v. Craft, 182 U. S., 437; Williams v. Fears, 179 U. S.,

274, 275; Chesapeake & O. R. Co. v. Kentucky, 179 U. S., 393; Chapin v. Fye,

lb., 126; Wisconsin, M. & P. R. Co. v. Jacobson, 179 U. S., 291; Davis v. Burke,

lb., 404; Tyler v. Judges of the Court of Registration, lb., 410; Lampasas v.

Bell, 180 U. S., 283; Cargill Co. v. Minnesota, 180 U. S., 625; Lombard v. West
Chicago Park Commissioners, 181 U. S., 38, 41-43; French v. Barber Asphalt

Paving Co., 327-346, 351-357; Wright v. Davidson, 181 U. S., 383-388; Tonawanda
v. Lyon, 181 U. S., 392; Webster v. Fargo, 181 U. S., 394; Cass Farm Co. v.

Detroit, 181 U. S., 398; Shumate v. Heman, 181 U. S., 403; Mallett v. North

Carolina, 181 U. S., 599; American Sugar Refining Co. v. Louisiana, 179 U. S., 91;

Mason v. Missouri, 179 U. S., 335; Missouri, Kansas & Texas R'y Co. v. Ferris,

179 U. S., 602; State V. Brownfaeld, 60 S. C, 509; 39 S. E., 2; State v. Chapman,

56 S. C, 420; 39 S. E., 961; State v. Atkinson, 40 S. C, 363; iS S. E., 1021; 41

S. C. 551; 19 S. E., 691; State v. Berlin, 21 S. C, 292; State v. City Council of

Aiken, 42 S. C, 422; 20 S. E., 221, overruling McCollough v. Brown, 41 S. C,
220; 19 S. E., 458; Cummings v. Wingo, 31 S. C, 427; 10 S. E., 107; McCandless

V. Richmond & Danville R. R. Co., 38 S. E., 103; 16 S. E., 429; Lipfield v. C, C.

& A. R'y Co., 41 S. C, 285; 19 S. E., 497; MoDile Ins. Co. v. C. & G. Ry. Co.,

41 S. C, 408; 19 S. E., 858; C, C. & A. R'y Co. v. Gibbes, 27 S. C, 385; 4 S. E.,

49; Blum v. Richland Co., 38 S. C, 291; 17 S. E., 20; Port Royal Co. v. Hagood,

30 S. C, 519; 9 S. E., 686; Town Council v. Pressley, 33 S. C, 56; 11 S. E., 545;

State V. Napier, 63 S. C, 60; 41 S. E., 13; Porter v. C. S: S. Ry. Co., 63 S. C, 178;

41 S. E., 108; Simmons v. ^^'. U. Tel. Co., 63 S. C, 425; 41 S. E., 521.

ment^'oVreore- ^^^' ^* Representatives shall be apportioned among the sev-
sentation.

gj.^| States according to their respective numbers, counting the

whole number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not

taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the choice

of electors for President and Vice President of the United

States, Representatives in Congress, the Executive and Judicial

officers of a State, or the members of the Legislature thereof,

is denied to any of the male inhabitants of such State, being

twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the United States, or
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in an}^ way abridged, except for participation in rebellion, or

other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced j.gg^^^^'^^;°^^^P"

in the proportion which the number of such male citizens shall

bear to the whole number of male citizens twenty-one years of

age in such State.

McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U. S., i.

Sec. 3. No person shall be a Senator or Representative in Political dia-

. .
bilities.

Congress, or elector of President and Vice President, or hold

any office, civil or military, under the United States, or under

any State, who, having previously taken an oath, as a Member
of Congress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a

member of any State legislature, or as an executive or judicial

officer of any State, to support the Constitution of the United

States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against

the same, or given aid or comfort to the enemies thereof. But

Congress may by a vote of two-thirds of each House, remove R?infvai of
^ •' -'

' political d 1 sa-

such disability. hiiities.

Sec. 4. The validity of the public debt of the United States, ^?^^^y ° ^
-' ' pub.ic debt

authorized by law, including debts incurred for payment of

pensions and bounties for services in suppressing insurrection

or rebellion, shall not be questioned. But neither the United

States nor any State shall assume or pay any debt or obliga-
j.g^^J|^=^<J^^^|'^^

tiOn -incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion against the^^^^^^ i"'*^^''^.

United States, or any claim for the loss or emancipation of any

slave; but all such debts, obligations and claims shall be held

illegal and void.

Sec. 5. The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appro- Power o t

priate legislation, the provisions of this article.

Congress to en-
force.

ARTICLE XV.

Section 1. The right of citizens of the United States to^5f'^^^^t°iJg°J|

vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or^^ p^revTo°us

by any State on account of race, color, or previous condition of '^°'^'^'*'°"-

servitude.

Sec. 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this article

by appropriate legislation.

United States v. Reece et al., 92 U. S., 214; United States v. Cruikshank et al.,

92 U. S., 542; ex parte Yarborough, no U. S., 651; Neal v. Delaware, 103 U. S.,

370; United States v. Waddell et al., 112 U. S., 76; McPherson v. Blacker, 146

U. S., i; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S., 358.
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RATIFICATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION.

The Constitution was adopted by a Convention of the States September 17, 1787,

and was subsequently ratified by the several States, in the following order, viz:

Delaware, December 7, 1787.

Pennsylvania, December 12, 1787.

New Jersey, December 18, 1787.

Georgia, January 2, 1788.

Connecticut, January 9, 1788.

Massachusetts, February 6, 1788.

Maryland, April 28, 1788.

South Carolina, May 23, 1788.

New Hampshire, June 21, 17S8.

Virginia, June 26, 1788.

New York, July 26, 1788.

North Carolina, November 21, 1789.

Rhode Island, May 29, 1790.

The State of Vermont, by convention, ratified the Constitution on the loth of

January, 1791, and was, by an Act of Congress of the i8th of February, 1791,

"received and admitted into this Union as a new and entire member of the United
States of America.'

RATIFICATIONS OF THE AMENDMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION.

The first ten of the preceding articles of amendment, (with two others which
were not ratified by the requisite number of States,) were submitted to the several

State Legislatures by a resolution of Congress which passed on the 25th of Sep-

tember, 1789, at the first session of the First Congress, and was ratified by the

Legislatures of the following States:

New Jersey, November 20, 1789.

Maryland, December 19, 1789.

North Carolina, December 22, 1789.

South Carolina, January ig, 1790.

New Hampshire, January 25, 1790.

Delaware, January 28, 1790.

Pennsylvania, March 10, 1790.

New York, March 27, 1790.

Rhode Island, June 15, 1790.

Vermont, November 3, 1791.

Virginia, December 15, 1791.

The Acts of the Legislatures of the States ratifying these amendments were

transmitted by the Governors to the President, and by him communicated to Con-

gress. The Legislatures of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Georgia, do not appear

by the record to have ratified them.

The eleventh article was submitted to the Legislatures of the several States

by a resolution of Congress passed on the 5th of March, 1794, at the first session

of the Third Congress; and on the 8th of January, 1798, at the second session of

the Fifth Congress, it was declared by the President, in a message to the two

Houses of Congress, to have been adopted by the Legislatures of three-fourths of

the States, there being at that time sixteen States in the Union.

The twelfth article was submitted to the Legislatures of the several States,

there being then seventeen States, by a resolution of Congress, passed on the

12th of December, 1803, at the first session of the Eighth Congress; and was ratified

by the Legislatures of three-fourths of the States, in 1804, according to a

proclamation of the Secretary of State dated the 25th of September, 1804.

The thirteenth article was submitted to the Legislatures of the several States,

there being then thirty-si.x States, by a resolution of Congress passed on the ist
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of February, 1865, at the second session of the Thirty-eighth Congress, and was

ratified, according to a proclamation of the Secretary of State dated December 18,

1865, by the Legislatures of the following States:

Illinois, February i, 1865.

Rhode Island, February 2, 1865.

Michigan, February 2, 1865.

Maryland, February 3, 1865.

New York, February 3, 1865.

West Virginia, February 3, 1865.

Maine, February 7, 1865.

Kansas, February 7, 1865.

Massachusetts, February 8, 1865.

Pennsylvania, February 8, 1865.

Virginia, February 9, 1865.

Ohio, February 10, 1865.

Missouri, February 10, 1865.

Indiana, February 16, 1865.

Nevada, February 16, 1865.

Louisiana, February 17, 1865.

Minnesota, February 23, 1865.

Wisconsin, March i, 1865.

Vermont, March 9, 1865.

Tennessee, April 7, 1865.

Arkansas, April 20, 1865.

Connecticut, May 5, 1865.

New Hampshire, July i, 1865.

South Carolina, November 13, 1865.

Alabama, December 2, 1865.

North Carolina, December 4, 1865.

Georgia, December 9, 1865.

The following States not enumerated in the proclamation of the Secretary of

State also ratified this amendment:
Oregon, December 11, 1865.

California, December 20, 1865.

Florida, December 28, 1865.

New Jersey, January 23, 1866.
_

Iowa, January 24, 1866.

Texas, February 18, 1870.

The fourteenth article was submitted to the Legislatures of the several States,

there being then thirty-seven States, by a resolution of Congress passed on the

1 6th of June, 1866, at the first session of the Thirty-ninth Congress; and was
ratified, according to a proclamation of the Secretary of State dated July 28, 1868,

by the Legislatures of the following States:

Connecticut, June 30, 1866.

New Hampshire, July 7, 1866.

Tennessee, July 19, 1866.

*New Jersey, September 11, 1866.

tOregon, September 19, 1866.

Vermont, November 9, 1866.

New York, January 10, 1867.

lOhio, January 11, 1867.

Illinois, January 15, 1867.

West Virginia, January 16, 1867.

Kansas, January 18, 1867.

*New Jersey withdrew her consent to the ratification' in April, 1868.

tOregofi withdrew her consent to the ratification October 15, 1868.

lOhio withdrew her consent to the ratification in January, 1868.

Maine, January ig, 1867.

Nevada, January 22, 1867.

Missouri, January 26, 1867.

Indiana, January 29, 1867.

Minnesota, ,February i, 1867.

Rhode Island, February 7, 1867.
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Wisconsin, February 13, 1867.

Pennsylvania, February 13, 1867.

Michigan, February 15, 1867.

Massachusetts, March 20, 1867.

Nebraska, June 15, 1867.

Iowa, April 3, 1868.

Arkansas, April 6, 1868.

Florida, June 9, 1868.

*Xorth Carolina, July 4, 1868.

Louisiana, July 9, 1868.

*South Carolina, July 9, 1868.

Alabama, July 13, 1868.

*Georgia, Julj' 21, 1868.

*The State of Virginia ratified this amendment on the Sth of October, 1869,

subsequent to the date of the proclamation of the Secretary of State.

The States of Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky, and Texas rejected the amend-

ment.

*North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Virginia had previously rejected

the amendment.
The fifteenth article was submitted to the Legislatures of the several States,

there being then thirtj'-seven States, by a resolution of Congress passed on the

27th of February, 1869, at the first session of the Forty-first Congress; and was

ratified, according to a proclamation of the Secretary of State dated March 30,

1870, by the Legislatures of the following States:

Nevada, March i, 1869.

West Virginia, March 3, 1869.

North Carolina, March 5, 1869.

Louisiana, March 5, 1869.

Illinois, March 5, 1869.

Michigan, March 8, 1869.

\\'isconsin, March 9, i86g.

Massachusetts, March 12, 1869.

Maine, March 12, 1869.

South Carolina, March 16, 1869.

Pennsj'lvania, March 26, 1S69.

Arkansas, March 30, 1869.

*New York, April 14, 1869.

Indiana, May 14, 1869.

Connecticut, May 19, 1869.

Florida, June 15, 1869.

New Hampshire, July 7, 1869.

Virginia, October 8, 1869.

\'ermont, October 21, 1869.

Alabama, November 24, 1869.

Missouri, January 10, 1870.

Mississippi, January 17, 1870.

Rhode Island, January 18, 1870.

Kansas, January 19, 1870.

tOhio, January zy, 1870.

Georgia, February 2, 1870.

Iowa, February 3, 1870.

Nebraska, February 17, 1870.

Texas, Februarj' 18, 1870.

Minnesota, February 19, 1870.

JThe State of New Jersey ratified this amendment on the 21st of February, 1871,

subsequent to the date of the proclamation of the Secretary of State.

The States of California, Delaware, Kentucky, Marj-land, Oregon, and Tennessee

rejected this amendment.
*New York withdrew her consent to the ratification January 5, 1870.

tOhio had previously rejected the amendment May 4, 1869.

+New Jersey had previously rejected the amendment.



CONSTITUTION
OF THE

State of South Carolina

1895.

RATIFIED IN CONVENTION, DECEMBER 4.

Sec.

ARTICLE I.

Declaration of Rights.

1. Political power in people.

2. Apportionment ' of Representa-

tives.

3. Meeting of General Assembly.
4. Religious worship. Freedom of

speech. Petition.

5. Equal protection of laws.

6. Taxation.

7. No taxation without consent.

8. Bill of attainder. Ex post facto

law.

9. Right of suffrage protected.

10. Elections free and open.

11. Qualifications of electors. Term
of office. Dueling.

12. Residence.

13. Suspension of laws.

14. Departments of government sep-

arate.

15. Courts public.

16. Searches. Seizures.

17. Grand jury. Not tried twice.

Private property.

18. Criminal prosecutions.

19. Bail. Corporal punishment.
Contempt.

20. Right to bail.

21. Prosecutions for libel.

22. Treason.

23. Habeas corpus.

24. Imprisonment for debt.

25. Trial by jury.

26. Military subordinate to civil.

Quartering soldiers.

27. Martial law.

28. Navigable waters.

29. Provisions of Constitution.

Sec.

ARTICLE II.

Right of Suffrage.

1. Elections by ballot.

2. Elector eligible to office. Two
offices.

3. Elector defined.

4. Qualifications of electors ; a—
Residence ;

6—Registration ; c

—Read or understand Consti-

tution ; d—Read and write, or

$300 ; f—Certificate of Regis-

tration.

5. Appeal.

6. Disqualification.

7. Residence.

8. Registration. Holding elections.

9. Polling precincts.

10. Primary elections.

11. Closing Registration books.

12. Municipal electors.

13. Election for bonded debt.

14. Arrest of electors.

15. Right of suffrage unmolested.

ARTICLE III.

Legislative Department.

1. Legislative power.

2. Members House of Representa-

tives.

3. Number of Representatives.

4. Assignment.
5. Apportionment.
6. Members of Senate.

7. Qualification of Senators.

8. First election.

9. Sessions. Place of meeting.

10. Terms of office.

11. Judge of elections.
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Sec.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

Officers. Rules.

Imprisonment of members.
Members protected.

Bills for revenue.

Style of laws.

One subject.

Read three times.

Compensation.
Elections "viva voce."

Adjournments.
Journals. "Ayes" and "Nays."

Doors open.

Two offices.

Vacancies.

Oath of office.

Removal of officers.

Homestead.
Assessment.
Extra compensation.

Sale of lands.

Salary of deceased officers. Pen-

sions.

Marriage—white and negro.

Age of consent.

Special laws.

Lands held by aliens.

ARTICLE IV.

Executive Depaetment.
1. Chief Magistrate.

2. Election of Governor.

3. Qualifications for office of Gover-

nor.

4. Returns of election for Gover-

nor. Result.

5. Lieutenant Governor.

6. Vote of Lieutenant Governor.

7. President pro tempore of Senate.

8. Senator acting Governor or

Lieutenant Governor.

9. Vacancy.
10. Commander-in-Chief.

11. Pardons. Board of Pardons.

12. Execution of laws.

13. Compensation.
14. Officers and Boards report .

15. Communications to General As-

sembly.

16. Convene or adjourn General As-

sembly.

17. Commission officers.

18. Seal of buate.

19. Grants and commissions.

20. Oath of office.

21. Residence of Governor.

22. Removal of officers.

23. Signature of Governor. Veto.

24. Other State officers.

ARTICLE V.

Judicial Department.

1. Judicial power.

Sec.

2. Supreme Court.

3. Present Justices. Fourth Jus-

tice.

4. Powers of Supreme Court.

5. Times of holding.

6. Judge disqualified. Vacancy

filled.

7. Clerk and Reporter.

8. Judgments.
9. Compensation.

10. Qualification.

11. Vacancies.

12. Three Justices pronounce judg-

ment. Circuit Judges.

13. Circuits.

14. Interchange of circuits.

15. Jurisdiction of Common Pleas.

16. Field twice in each County.

17. Decisions.

18. Jurisdiction of General Sessions.

19. Court of Probate.

20. Magistrates.

21. Jurisdiction of Magistrates.

22. Trial by Jury- Jurors.

23. Actions cognizable by Magis
trates.

24. Compensation for officers.

25. Powers at chambers.

26. Charging juries.

27. Clerk of Court.

28. Attorney General.

29. Solicitor.

30. Sheriff and Coroner.

31. Writs and processes.

32. Publication of decisions.

33. Labor on highways.

34. Matters now pending.

ARTICLE VI.

Jurisprudence.

1. Arbitration.

2. Change of venue.

3. Pleading.

4. Statutes.

5. Codification of laws.

6. Lynching.

ARTICLE VII.

Counties and County Government.

1. New Counties.

2. Petition for new Counties.

3. Population, property, area.

4. Old County. Area. Property.

5. Eight mile limit.

6. Indebtedness.

7. County lines.

8. County seat.

9. Election district.

10. Consolidation.

11. Townships.
12. County boundaries.
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13. Judicial and Congressional Dis-

tricts.

14. County lines in towns.

ARTICLE VIII.

Municipal Coepok.\tions and Police
Regulations.

1. Municipal corporations.

2. Organization of cities and towns.
3. Restriction of powers.
4. Street railways, &c.

5. Waterworks, &c.

6. Taxation.

7. Bonded debt.

S. Manufactories.
9. Armed police force.

10. Boards of Health.
11. Alcoholic liquors.

12. Prize fighting.

ARTICLE IX.

Corporations.

Corporation defined.

Charter.

Common carrier defined.

Local agent.

Discrimination.

Intersection. Transportation.

Parallel lines.

Domestic charter.

Banking corporations.

Stocks' and bonds.

Election officers.

Business of corporation.

Trusts, &c.

The Railroad Commission.
Injuries to employees.

Existing charters.

Forfeit of franchise.

Liability of stockholders.

Controlling interest in another
corporation.

Right of way.
Previsions to be enforced.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

ARTICLE X.

Finance and Taxation.

1. Assessment and taxation.

2. Expenses.

3. Tax levied.

4. Exemptions.
5. Taxes for corporate purposes.

Bonded debt.

6. Credit of State.

7. State indebtedness.

8. Receipts and expenditures.

9. Payment of money.
10. Fiscal year.

11. Increase of public debt.

12. Account of public money. Em-
bezzlement.

Sec.

13. All taxes based on State levy.

ARTICLE XL

Education.

1. Superintendent of Education.
2. State Board.
3. School officers.

4. Salaries.

5. School age. School districts.

6. Three mill tax. Enrollment.
Trustees. Supplementary tax.

7. Separate schools.

8. South Carolina University.

9. Sectarian institutions.

10. Gifts for educational purposes.

11. Gifts. Escheated property. Di-

rect taxes.

12. Profit from sale of liquors.

ARTICLE XII.

Charitable and Penal Institutions.

1. Insane. Blind, deaf and dumb.
2. Officers and employees.
3. County poor.

4. Directors.

5. Officers of Penitentiary.

6. Convicts.

7. Juvenile reformatory.

8. Vacancies.

9. Control of Penitentiary.

ARTICLE XIII.

Militia.

1. Militia age.

2. Arrest.

3. Call out.

4. Adjutant
ficers.

5. Pensions.

General. Staff of-

ARTICLE XIV.

Eminent Domain.

1. Jurisdiction of State.

2. Title to lands.

3. Lands revert.

ARIICLB XV.

Impeachments.

1. Power of impeachment.
2. Court of impeachments.
3. Officers liable to.

4. Removal of officers.

ARTICLE XVI.

Amendment and Revision.

1. Amendment.
2. Two or more amendments.
3. Constitutional Convention.
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Sec.

ARTICLE XVII.

Miscellaneous Mattees.

1. Qualiflcation of officers.

2. Claims against the State.

3. Divorces.

4. Denying Supreme Being.

5. Public printing.

6. Removal of cases.

7. Lotteries.

8. Gambling and betting.

9. Property of married woman.
10 Laws now of force.

Sec.

11.

First—Laws now of force. Ordi-

nances.

Second—Writs, &c.

Third—Present laws.

Fourth—Fines, penalties, &c.

Fifth—Actions, prosecutions, &c.

Sixth—Officers elected.

Seventh—Elections.

Eighth—Constitution in force

and effect.

Ninth—Repeal of Constitution of

1868.
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CONSTITUTION.

THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA:
At a Convention of the People of the State of South Caro-

Hna, begun and holden at Columbia, on the Tenth day of

September, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and ninety-five, and thence continued by divers

adjournments to the Fourth day of December, in the year

of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.

We, the people of the State of South Carolina, in Conven-

tion assem.bled, grateful to God for our liberties, do ordain and

establish this Constitution for the preservation and perpetuation

of the same.

The Constitution "is a form of government delineated by the mighty hand of the

people."—Grier v. Taylor, 4 McC, 206. Its object is to lay down the funda-

mental principles and limit the powers of government.-—Ex parte Lynch, 16 S. C, 55.

While the Courts must determine the constitutionality of a statute.—Byrne v.

Stewart, 3 DeS., 466; White v. Kendrick, i Brev., 469; they will not declare it

unconstitutional unless clearly so.'^R. R. Co. v. Gibbes, 24 S. C, 60; Pelzer v.

Campbell, 15 S. C, 582; State v. Aiken, 42 S. C, 222; 20 S. E., 221; McCollough

V. Brown, 41 S. C, 220; 19 S. E., 458; Mauldin v. Greenville, 42 S. C, 293; 20

S. E., 842; Feldman v. City Council, 23 S. C, 57.

The Act, 22 Stat., 427, making it a misdemeanor for a laborer to violate a con-

tract made with a land owner after receiving supplies, is constitutional.—State v.

Chapman, 56 S.' C, 420; 34 S. E., 961.

Where a case presents two questions, one of which is a constitutional question, and

the other is not, if the view taken by the Court below ox the latter question is

decisive of the case, and the Supreme Court is divided on the question of public

policy, and not the constitutional question, there is no ground for a rehearing.

—

Johnson v. Railway Company, 55 S. C, 178; 32 S. E., 2; 33 S. E., 174.

An exception alleging the unconstitutionality of an Act must state what Article

and Section, or what principle, of the Constitution it conflicts with.—State v. Wash-

ington, 55 S. C, 372; 33 S. E., 453.

An Act of the Legislature will not be declared unconstitutional where there are

other grounds upon which the case can be disposed of.—Butler v. Ellerbe, 44

S. C, 257; 44 S. C, 256; 22 S. E., 425; Scottish Co. v. Deas, 35 S. C, 42; i4

S. E., 486; ex parte Board Com. Florence, 43 S. C, i; 20 S. E., 794.

The question must be raised by exceptions.—Frazee v. Beattie, 26 S. C, 348;

2 S. E., 125; and not for the first time on appeal.—Tompkins v. R. R. Co., 21 S. C,

421. Who may question.—State v. Porterfield, 47 S. C, 75! 25 S. E., 39.

Weight should be given contemporaneous construction.—State v. Williams, 40

S. C, 373; 19 S. E., 5; Simpson v. Willard, 14 S. C, 195.

Validation of existing laws.—Cohen v. Hoff, 3 Brev., 500.

The Constitution of 1895 held not to affect bonds issued by a city after its

adoption under Act passed prior to it.—McCreight v. Zemp, 49 S. C, 78; 26

S. E., 984.

The State will not be permitted to deny her liability for the salaries of her

registration and election officers for services rendered by her direction on the plea

that the registration law w-as unconstitutional; and therefore the Court of Equity

will not, at the instance of a citizen and taxpayer of the State, enjoin the fiscal

oflicers of the State from paying the appropriation made by the Legislature for

such purpose.—Butler v. Ellerbe, 44 S. C, 257; 22 S. E., 425.

A Court of Equity, in action to enjoin the payment of appropriations made by

the Legislature for registration and election oiBcers will not grant the relief de-
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manded, nor consider the constitutionality of the registration laws, where the pe-

tition does not show that the petitioner, or any other person entitled, has been
denied his rights of registration and voting.

—

Id.

Constitutions should be construed as a whole.—Smith v. McConnell, 44 S. C,
494; 22 S. E., 721; Norton v. Bradham, 21 S. C, 383.

Constitutional questions not raised in or passed on by the circuit court will not
be considered on appeal.—Burnett v. So. Ry. Co., 62 S. C, 281; 40 S. E., 679;
Hunter v. Bamberg County, 63 S. C, 149; 41 S. E., 26. It is not necessary to raise

a constitutional question that the section and article infringed be stated in the

pleadings and proceedings. It is sufficient to state the principle.—Porter v. C. &
S. Ry. Co., 63 S. C, 169; 41 S. E., 108.

As to waiver of objection to the constitutionality of Acts, see Goodale v. Sowell,

62 S. C, 516; 40 S. E., 970; State v. Faile, 43 S. C, 52; 20 S. E., 798; ex parte

Hilton, 64 S. C, 201; 41 S. E., -.

ARTICLE I.

Declaration of Rights.

Political pow- Sectioii 1. All political power is vested in and derived from
er in people.

the people only, therefore they have the risfht at all times to
See Const.,

,! , \ . /

'

,

^ ^
1868, I., 1. modify their form of government.

a p p ortion- Scc. 2. Representation in the House of Representatives shall
ment Represe- . .

sentatives. be apportioned according- to population.

See Const. Scc. 3. The General Assembly ought frequently to assemble
1868, I,. 34.

.

J fe 1 J'

for the redress of grievances and for making new laws, as the
Meeting Gen- °

.

'^

erai Assembly, common good may require.

See Const. Sec. 4. The General Assembly shall make no law respecting
1868, I., 27. .... .

an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise
R e 1 i g i ous

. .

'^ ^ *=

worship. thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech or of the press ; or

Freedom of the right of the people peaceably to assemble and to petition

the Government or any department thereof for a redress of
Petition.

.

-^ ^

grievances.
See Const. '^ ..... ^ . .

1868, I., 6, 7, 9 Sec. 5. The privileges and immunities of citizens of this
and 10.

t" fe

. ., State and of the United States under this Constitution shall not
P r 1 V lieges

. .,.-,.,and immuni-be abridged, nor shall any person be deprived of life, liberty or

—3 property without due process of law, nor shall any person be

1868, I,. 12. denied the equal protection of the laws.

Protection of The Act of 9th March, 1896, No. 98 of 22 Stats., which in its Title and the pro-

'^'ws. visions of the first Section clearly make it a general law, applicable to fishing in any

of the waters of this State, within any of the Counties of this State, and the pro-

vision in the third Section expressly confines its operations to the two Counties

therein specified, thereby makes the Act a local or special law. And the intention

of the Act being to prohibit the citizens of every other County, except those of

Colleton and Berkeley, from fishing for profit in the waters of Colleton and Berkeley

without a license; and there being nothing in the Act to forbid the citizens of

Colleton and Berkeley from fishing in the waters of every other County in the State

without a license, it is a discrimination in favor of the citizens of those two

Counties, and is unconstitutional under the above Section.—State v. Higgins, 51

S. C, si; 28 S. E., IS.

"Due process of law" means the common law and the statute law existing in

this State at the adoption of our Constitution. Altogether they constitute the
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body of the law, prescribing the course of justice to which a freeman is to be

considered amenable in all times to come.—Stehmeyer v. City Council, 53 S. C,
281 ; 31 S. E., 322.

Similar provision in former Constitution construed.—State v. Mitchell, 2 Bail.,

225.

The emigrant agents' Act, Criminal Code, Sec. 608, held not violative of this

Section.—State v. Napier, 63 S. C, 60; 41 S. E., 13. The Act requiring carriers

to adjust claims for damages within sixty days. Civil Code, Sec. 1711, is not vio-

lative of this Section.—Porter v. C. & S. Ry. Co., 63 S. C, 169; 41 S. E., 108.

So also the Act allowing damages against telegraph companies for mental an-

guish, Civil Code, Section 2223—Simmons v. W. U. Tel. Co., 63 S. C, 425; 41

S. E., 521. Acts exempting portions of Chesterfield County froin the general stock

law. Civil Code, Section 1508, held unconstitutional tmder this section in that they

confer upon the commissioners arbitrary powers of discrimination against the

rights of those living on the outside or inside who might desre to be excluded or

ncluded.—Goodale v. Sowell, 62 S. C, 516; 40 S. E., 970.

Sec. 6. All property subject to taxation shall be taxed in pro- Taxation .

See Coi
1868, I., 37.

portion to its value.
isfif V *^°"^*"

A system of special assessment by a municipal corporation, whereby the owners
of property abutting on the streets through which water mains are to be laid,

not in accordance to its valuation, but in as much as it is to result in a benefit to

the land owners whose land abut on the streets, is unconstitutional.—Stehmeyer v.

City Council, 53 S. C, 284; 31 S. E., 322.

An assessment or valuation of property for taxation is essential to constitute a

legal liability to pay taxes, and a valuation of such property is expressly enjoijied

by the Constitution, and taxes are not to be laid upon taxable property merely,

nor upon its actual value, but upon its actual value as ascertained by an assessment

made for the purpose of laying such tax.—State v. Railroad Co., 54 S. C, 573!

32 S. E., 691.

Sections 1273 and 1274 of the Revised Statutes of 1893 ars unconstitutional, as

violating the above and other Sections, when considered as a tax on property.

—

State v. Tucker, 56 S. C, 522; 35 S. E., 216.

Sec. 7. No tax, subsidy, charge, impost tax or duties shall No tax with-

be established, fixed, laid or levied, under any pretext whatso '—

•

., , ., , ,. . See Const.
ever, without the consent of the people or their representatives ises, i., 36.

lawfully assembled.

Sec. 8. No bill of attainder, ex post facto law, law impair- Attainder—
1 1 ... - . .,.«.«• post facto

ing the obligation of contracts, nor law granting any title of no- law.

bility or hereditary emoluments, shall be passed, and no convic- See Const.
^

1868 I 4 * 21

tion shall work corruption of blood or forfeiture of estate.

See cases noted under Sec. lo, Art. I., Constitution of United States, ante.

The Act of 1883, providing that contingent remainders cannot be barred by deed

or feoffment with livery of seizin, is neither unconstitutional nor retroactive, when
applied to a power vested before, but not executed until after the enactment of the

statute, and is not violative of the above Section.—Bank v. Garlington, 54 S. C,

425; 32 S. E., 513.

Sec. 9. The right of suffrage, as regulated in this Consti- suffrage.

tution, shall be protected by law regulating elections and pro-

hibiting, under adequate penalties, all undue influences from

power, bribery, tumult or improper conduct.

Sec. 10. All elections shall be free and open, and every in- Elections free

habitant of this State possessing the qualifications provided for ^" °^^"'
,

See Const.
1868, I., 31.

4-C.
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in this Constitution shall have equal right to elect officers and

be elected to fill public offices.

quaHfications* ^ ^®^- ^^- '^'^ property qualification, unless prescribed in this

Constitution, shall be necessary for an election to or the hold-

ing of any office. No person shall be elected or appointed to of-

ficl^™
°^ °^"fice in this State for life or during good behavior, but the terms

See Const of all officcrs shall be for some specified period, except Notaries
1868, 1., 32. Public and officers in the militia. After the adoption of this

Constitution any person who shall fight a duel or send or accept

a challenge for that purpose, or be an aider or abettor in fighting
Duelling.

^ duel, shall be deprived of holding any office of honor or trust

in this State, and shall be otherwise punished as the law shall

prescribe.
Residence.

g^^^ ^2. Temporary absence from the State shall not forfeit

1868, ^L,
35."^^' a residence once obtained.

Suspension of §60. 13. The power of suspending the laws or the execu-
^'^"^"

tion of the laws shall only be exercised by the General Assem-

1868, ^L, 24.'^^*^' bly or by its authority in particular cases expressly provided

for by it.

separa'tiy''™^'^*^ Scc. 14. In the government of this State the legislative, exec-

See Const, utivc and judicial powers of the Government shall be forever
'' ' separate and distinct from each other, and no person or persons

exercising the functions of one of said departments shall assume

or discharge the duties of any other.

The hearing and deciding a question by the Legislature as to the result of an

election, to decide whether a new County should be established, is an exercise of

judicial power, and as such is unconstitutional under the above Section.—Segars

V. Parrott, 54 S. C, 27; 31 S. E., 677, 865.

edy°"'*^~''^™" §6^* ^^' ^^1 Courts shall be public, and every person shall

See Const, havc spccdy remedy therein for wrongs sustained.
1868, 1., 15.

ggg_ jg_ -Yhe right of the people to be secure in their per-

sekures.'^
^ ^ ^' sons, houscs, papers and effects against unreasonable searches

See Const. ^^^ scizures shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue

1868, I., 22. ^^^ upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and

particularly describing the place to be searched and the person

or thing to be seized.

A warrant under which a defendant was arrested was not supported either by

oath or affirmation, and the arrest was therefore illegal, and the Sheriff had no

lawful authority to retain him in custody, as the warrant was unconstitutional, null

and void, under the above Section.—State v. Huggins, 51 S. C, 54; 28 S. E., 16.

ofVkndW^y^ Sec. 17. No person shall be held to answer for any crime

s'e e Const
^'^hcrc the puuishmcnt exceeds a fine of one hundred dollars or

1868, I., 17. imprisonment for thirty days, with or without hard labor, un-

less on a presentment or indictment of a grand jury of the
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County where the crime shall have been committed, except in

cases arising in the land or naval forces or in the militia when in

actual service in time of war or public danger ; nor shall any

person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeop-t^^e.*^
tned

ardy of life or liberty, nor shall be compelled in any criminal s e e Const.

case to be a witness against himself. Private property shall ^^^^' ^' ^^-

not be taken for private use without the consent of the owner, ert*"^^*^^
^^°^'

nor for public use without just compensation being first made s e e Const

therefor. ''''' '' '-

Sections 1175 and 1180 of the Revised Statutes of 1893 are unconstitutional under

the present Constitution, in that they are repealed by the Constitution when the

Sections apply to a state of facts whereby M goes upon the land of B, tears down
the fencing because he conceives he could obtain a right of way from his dwelling

house over the lands of B without her consent; when, in fact, he already had a

right of way whereby he could enter his lot, and when B's land did not entirely

surround his lot.—Beaudrot v. Murphy, 53 S. C, 119; 30 S. E., 823.

Remaindermen are within the protection of this Section.—Cureton v. South
Bound R. R. Co., 59 S. C, 371; 37 S. E., 914.

A city under our present Constitution has no right to enter into a contract for

the purchase of waterworks and light plant to be paid for by a scheme of taxation

to be laid on lot owners whose lots abut the streets in which the water pipes are

laid.—Stehmeyer v. City Council of Charleston, 53 S. C, 259; 31 S. E., 322.

The great weight of authority is to the effect that the change in the grade of a

street, which diminishes the value of adjacent property is not a "taking" of prop-

ertj' within the limitation of the above Section, and there is no implied liability

resting upon a municipality to make compensation for injury resulting from grading

its streets.—Garraux v. Greenville, 53 S. C, 577; 31 S. E., 597.

One is in jeopardy when a legal jury is sworn and empannelled to try him upon
a valid indictment, in a competent Court, unless the jury before reaching a verdict

be discharged with the prisoner's consent, or upon some ground of legal necessity,

or the verdict, if rendered, be set aside according to law. In this State the in-

ability of the jury to agree upon a verdict is regarded as presenting a case of

legal necessity, authorizing the discharge of the jury.—State v. Stephenson, S4
S. C, 237; 32 S. E., 305. The Constitution of 1895 governs in trials subsequent

to it for offences previously committed.—State v. Richardson, 47 S. C, 166; 25

S E., 220. Compare Sec. 18, Art. I., of Constitution of 1868.

Unless the defendant expressly consents thereto, he is not put in jeopardy when
tried before a jury of eleven men, as the Constitution requires a jury of twelve

men.—State v. Coleman, 54 S. C, 285; 32 S. E., 406.

It is unconstitutional to require a defendant charged with a crime to testify

against himself, even when he raises no objection to testifying, as he might be

punished for contempt if he refused to testify.—Town Council v. Owens, 61 S. C,
24; 39 S. E., 184.

Right under former Constitution to deprive individual of property for great

national purposes.—Stark v. McGowen, i N. & McC, 387. Unde'- that Constitu-

tion compensation was not required.—Lindsey v. Commissioners, 2 Bay, 38; Patrick

V. Commissioners, 4 McC j 541.

The exemption of property within certain territorial limits from the operation

of the general stock law, is not a taking, within the meaning of this Section. But
the Civil Code, Section 1508, requiring the residents within the exempted terri-

torial lirriits to build and keep in repair a fence along the lines therein described

is such a taking for a private purpose, without compensation and without con-

sent, and renders the act unconstitutional.—Goodale v. Sowell, 62 S. C, Si 6; 40
S. E., 970.

The Criminal Code, Section 24, requiring Magistrates to hold preliminary exami-
nations in cases beyond their jurisdictions, does not oust the grand jury in their

ancient right under the Constitution to find bills of indictment where there has been
no previous examination before a magistrate.—State v. Brown, 62 S. C, 374; 40
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S. E., 776; State v. Bowman, 43 S. C, 108; 20 S. E., loio; State v. Bullock, 54 S.

C,. 313; 32 S. E., 424.

Trial by jury. ggg_ 28. Ill all Criminal prosecutions the accused shall en-
Witnesses. jgy ^j^g right to a speedy and public trial by an impartial jury;

1868 Y 13°®*' and to be fully informed of the nature and cause of the accusa-

tion ; to be confronted with the witnesses against him ; to have

compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to

be fully heard in his defence by himself or by his counsel or

by both.

The words "to be fully informed of the nature and cause of the accusation"

are equally as strong as the words employed in Sec. 13 of Art. 1. of the Consti-

tution of 1868, and an indictment charging the defendant with selling spirituous

liquors "to divers other persons" is unconstitutional, and those words may be

either stricken out or regarded as surplusage.—State v. Jeffcoat, 54 S. C, 198;

32 S. E., 298.

Section 43 of the Dispensary Act of 1896, authorizing a conviction under the

charge in an indictment of a sale "to divers other persons" is unconstitutional.

—

State V. Couch, 54 S. C, 286; 32 S. E., 408.

The provision that a defendant shall have compulsorj- process for obtaining wit-

nesses in his favor does not carry to the witness for a defendant charged with

assault and battery with intent to kill, the right to claim fees from the County in

such a case, as the liabilitj' of the County to pay defendant's witness fees is limited

to felonies.—Ex parte Henderson, 51 S. C, 331; 29 S. E., 5; Whittle v. Saluda

Co., 59 S. C, 554; 38 S. E., 168.

An indictment under Criminal Code, Section 608, charging Defendant on a day

certain with unlawfully hiring laborers and soliciting emigrants to labor without

the State, wthout first having obtained a license therefor, is sufl&ciently definite

without specifying the specific acts of hiring or soliciting: as it charges sufficiently

a continuation or succession of acts, under the exception to the rule of pleading

\\here the off^ense consists of a single act.—State v. Napier, 63 S. C, 60; 41 S. E., 13

bafr'^'^^^^^^^
Sec. 19. Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive

s e » Const ^^"^^ imposcd, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted, nor
1863, 1., 3s. shall witnesses be unreasonably detained. Corporal punish-

ish^nt"^'
^^^' ^^^^^ shall not be inflicted. The power to punish for contempt

Contempt shall uot in any case extend to imprisonment in the State peni-

tentiary.

Where a fine imposed by a Maj-or is within the limits prescribed by charter and

ordinance, there is no error of law in" imposing a fine within those limits, and

the matter is exclusively within the discretion of the Mayor.—Greenville v.

Kemmis, 58 S. C, 434; 36 S. C, 727.

s^rltks?^
'^^'^' ^^^- ^0- ^11 persons shall, before conviction, be bailable by

See Const, sufficient surctics, except for capital offences when the proof
1868, 1., 16. -g gyj(;jgnt or the presumption great.
^'^^^-

Sec. 21. In all indictments or prosecutions for libel, the

isJ,x, s°^^^' truth of the alleged libel may be given in evidence, and the jury

shall be the judges of the law and the facts.

State V. Brock, 61 S. C, 141; 39 S. E., 359.

Treason.
ggg_ 22. Trcasou against the State shall consist alone in levy-

ing war or in giving aid and comfort to enemies against the

State. No person shall be held guilty of treason, except upon
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Trial by jury.

Keep and bear

testimony of at least two witnesses to the same overt act, or

upon confession in open Court.
.. ^ 1 • r 1 1 Lt,„11 .^r^t- Habeas corpus.

Sec. 23. The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not .

be suspended unless when, in case of insurrection, rebellion ov .^^^^^^l^ ly.''^

'

invasion, the public safety may require it.
_ ^^ risonment

Sec. 24. No person shall be imprisoned for debt except m foJ?^^.""^''

cases of fraud. .cJ V 9?''^*'

Selling property under lien.—Criminal Code, Sec. 337: State v. Barden, 64 b. C,

206; 41 S. E.

Violation of labor contract.—State v. Easterlin, 61 S. C, 71; 39 S. b., 251.

Sec. 25. The right of trial by jury shall be preserved inviolate.

Rule of Court requiring copy of indictment for felony to be obtained by order

of the Judge who tried it before an action for malicious prosecution shall be com-

menced is no abridgement of right to jury trial.—Burton v. Watkins, 2 Hill, 674-

It only preserves jury trials in those cases where they were allowed at time of

adoption of the Constitution.—Commissioners v. Seabrooke, 2 Strob., 563-

The mode of forming and empanelling jury may be changed.—State v. Boat-

wright, 10 Rich., 407; State v. Clayton, 11 Rich., 581. See Sec. 11, Art. I., of

Constitution of 1868 and note.

Where a demurrer to the indictment is overruled the defendant is entitled

to plead over and be tried by jury.—^tate v. Barden, 64 S. C, 206; 41 S. E.

Sec. 26. A well regulated militia being necessary to the se-

curity of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear^^se^e Const,

arms shall not be infringed. As in times of peace armies are

dang-erous to libertv, they shall not be maintained without the
'

rr-i ^• c ji General As-

consent of the General Assembly. The military power ot tnCsembiy may
- ... ,1 maintain ar-

State shall always be held in subordination to the civil author- ,^ies.

ity and be governed by it. No soldier shall in time of peace q^|g[die^j/°^

be Quartered in any house without the consent of the owner, g^^ ^onst.'1111 1 RfiS T ^Q

nor in time of war but in the manner to be prescribed by law. ' -
—

Sec. 27. No person shall in any case be subject to Martial. Martial law.

law or to any pains or penalties by virtue of that law, except ^gg|^j^^
2.5.°°^*'

those employed in the army and navy of the United States, and

except the militia in actual service, but by the authority of the

General Assembly.
• n •

bie

Sec. 28. All navigable waters shall forever remain public ^^^^^J
^^^^a

his-hways free to the citizens of the State and the United States
1 1 " J. N^o t&x for

without tax, impost or toll imposed; and no tax, poll, impost or use of wharf.

wharfage shall be imposed, demanded or received from the gee Const.

owners of any merchandise or commodity for the use of the^^es, .,40.

shores or any wharf erected on the shores or in or over the

waters of any navigable stream unless the same be authorized

by the General Assembly.

There can be no doubt that an obstruction of any highway is a public nuisance,

which, ordinarily, can only be redressed by indictment.—Steamboat Co. v. Railroad

Co., 46 S. C, 333; 24 S. E., 337.
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cStution°* S^c- 29- The provisions of the Constitution shall be taken,

deemed and construed to be mandatory and prohibitory, and not

merely directory, except where expressly made directory or per-

missory by its own terms.

Carolina Grocery Co. v. Burnett, 6i S. C, 205; 39 S. E., 381.

ARTICLE II.

Right of Suffrage.

Elections by Sectioii 1. All elections bv the people shall be bv ballot, and

elections shall never be held or the ballots counted in secret.
ballot.

See Const
1868, VIII., 1. Martin v. School District Laurens, 57 S. C, 123;- 35 S. E., 517; State ex rel.

Martin v. Moore, 54 S. C, 556; 32 S. E., 700.

for^offine.'^^*'"'' Sec. 2. Every qualified elector shall be eligible to any of-

fice to be voted for, unless disqualified by age, as prescribed in

Two offices,
^j^-g Constitution. But no person shall hold two offices of honor

igj %?xn°"fi or profit at the same time : Provided, That any person holding
xi\

.,
1.

another office may at the same time be an officer in the militia

or a Notary Public.

The Intendant of a town is an office of trust, and the office of Clerk of a Circuit

Court is an office of profit, and they cannot be held by the same person, and a Clerk

of Court accepting the office of Intendant of a town thereby vacates the office of

Clerk of Court.—State v. Coleman, 54 S. C, 283; 32 S. E., 406.

A person may hold the office of Postmaster and Notary Public at the same

time, as the office of Notary Public is not incompatible with any other office.—Ex
parte Furniture Co., 49 S. C, 40; 27 S. E., 9.

The term "qualified elector," as used above, means "registered elector," and one

who has not been registered as an elector in the County when the Court sits is not

qualified to serve as a juror in said Court.—Mew v. Railroad Co., 55 S. C, 95;

32 S. E., 828.

Electors. ggg_ 3_ ]7yerv male citizen of this State and of the United

isef Viii""?
*' States twenty-one years of age and upwards, not laboring under

the disabilities named in this Constitution and possessing the

qualifications required by it, shall be an elector.

Sec. 4. The qualifications for suft'rage shall be as follows

:

Residence. (a) Residence in the State for two years, in the County one

See Const, vcar, in the polling precinct in which the elector oft'ers to vote
1868, VIIL, 2. - '

f b t-
_ , , . 1 .

four months, and the payment six months betore any election

of any poll tax then due and payable : Provided, That minis-

ters in charge of an organized church and teachers of public

schools shall be entitled to vote after six months" residence in

the State, otherwise qualified.

Registration. (5) Registration, which shall provide for the enrollment of

every elector once in ten years, and also an enrollment during

each and every year of every elector not previously registered

under the provisions of this Article.
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A juror must be a registered elector.—Mew v. Railroad, 55 S. C, 95; 32 S. E.,

828.

(c) Up to January ist, 1898, all male persons of voting age ^^ Qj.^^\'g^^^^*|°|{

applying for registration who can read any Section in this Con- ^pJ°
January,

stitution submitted to them by the registration officer, or under-

stand and explain it when read to them by the registration of-

ficer, shall be entitled to register and become electors. A sepa-

rate record of all persons registered before January ist, 1898,

sworn to by the registration officer, shall be filed, one copy with ^g^'J%°Q^g7s^'®

the Clerk of Court and one in the office of the Secretary of

State, on or before February ist, 1898, and such persons shall

remain during life qualified electors unless disqualified by the

other provisions of this Article. The certificate of the Clerk of

Court or Secretary of State shall be sufficient evidence to estab-

lish the right of said citizens to any subsequent registration and

the franchise under the limitations herein imposed.

(d) Any person who shall apply for registration after Jai""-^- £01.-1."^' g'^ratlon

ary ist, 1898, if otherwise qualified, shall be registered: Pro-a|ter January,

vided, That he can both read and write any Section of this Con-

stitution submitted to him by the registration officer or can

show that he owns, and has paid all taxes collectible during the

previous year on property in this State assessed at three hun-

dred dollars ($300) or more.

(e) Managers of election shall require of every elector offer- Payment of
^ '

_ _ ,
taxes necessary

ing to vote at any election, before allowing him to vote, proof for voting.

of the payment of all taxes, including poll tax, assessed against

him and collectible during the previous year. The production

of a certificate or of the receipt of the officer authorized to col-

lect such taxes shall be conclusive proof &f the payment thereof.

(/) The General Assembly shall provide for issuing to each Certificate of
^1 ' / -^

_

^ registration.

duly registered elector a certificate of registration, and shall pro-

vide for the renewal of such certificate when lost, mutilated or

destroyed, if the applicant is still a qualified elector under the

provisions of this Constitution, or if he has been registered as

provided in subsection (c).

Sec. 5. Any person denied registration shall have the right Appeal,

to appeal to the Court of Common Pleas, or any Judge thereof,

and thence to the Supreme Court, to determine his right to

vote under the limitations imposed in this article, and on such

appeal the hearing shall be de novo, and the General Assembly

shall provide by law for such appeal, and for the correction of

illegal and fraudulent registration, voting, and all other crimes ^^^j^^^^^j^-^^^j^^

against the election laws. '^^^-
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Sec. 6. The following persons are disqualified from being

registered or voting

:

quafifieT^rom P'^'^t, Persons convicted of burglary, arson, obtaining goods
'^"'^'"g- or money under false pretenses, perjury, forgery, robbery, brib-

isel^vin""!*' ^^y> adultery, bigamy, wife-beating, house-breaking, receiving

stolen goods, breach of trust with fraudulent intent, fornica-

tion, sodomy, incest, assault with intent to ravish, miscegena-

tion, larceny, or crimes against the election laws : Provided,

That the pardon of the Governor shall remove such disquali-

fication.

Second, Persons who are idiots, insane, paupers, supported

at the public expense, and persons confined in any public prison.

See Mew v. Railroad, 55 S. C, 93; 32 S. E., 828.

The above Section disqualifies a citizen from being a juror who has been con-

victed of larceny, and where none of the parties to an action, or their respective

counsel, had knowledge of the conviction of the juror during the trial, a new
trial must be granted.—State v. Robertson, 54 S. C, 146; 31 S. E., 868.

See McCreight v. Camden, 49 S. C, 94; 26 S. E., 984; Garrett v. Weinberg,

54 S. C, 127; 31 S. E., 341.

A summary of the terms of the Constitution regarding the registration of voters

for municipal elections is as follows: i. A County Board of Registration certifi-

cate of registration must be produced. 2. Residence for four months before the

election in the town or city in which he desires to vote must exist. 3. Payment of

all taxes due and collectible for the preceding fiscal year must appear to have been
made by the applicant for registration. 4. "The General Assembly shall provide
for the registration of all voters before each election in municipalities; and the

General Assembly has, of its own motion, provided an additional requirement,
that registration must be had for what may be called regular, as contradistinguished

from special elections."—Hunter v. Senn, 61 S. C, 67; 39 S. E., 235.

gained %'r'^i?s?
^®^" '^" -^°^ ^^^ purposc of voting, uo pcrson shall be deemed

See Const
^° ^avc gained or lost a residence b}^ reason of his presence or

and's"^^^^"
* absence while employed in the service of the United States, nor

while engaged in the navigation of the waters of this State, or

of the United States, or of the high seas, nor while a student of

any institution of learning.

provfled.'^'''''""
^®^' ^- The General Assembly shall provide by law for the

See Const
registration of all qualified electors, and shall prescribe the

1868, VIII., 3. manner of holding elections and of ascertaining the results of
Elections,

^j^g same : Provided, At the first registration under this Consti-

tution, and until the first of January, 1898, the registration shall

iftration^
^^^ ^c couductcd by 3. Board of three discreet persons in each Coun-

ty, to be appointed by the Governor, by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate. For the first registration to be provided

is^ation°^
^^^ ^°^ Under this Constitution, the registration books shall be kept

open for at least six consecutive weeks, and thereafter from time

to time at least one week in each month, up to thirty da}'s next

preceding the first election to be held .under this Constitution.
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The registration books shall be public records open to the in-

spection of any citizen at all times.

Sec. 9. The General Assembly shall provide for the estab- j,;j^°g^^"°
^^^'

lishment of polling precincts in the several Counties of the State,

and those now existing shall so continue until abolished or

changed. Each elector shall be required to vote at his own pre-

cinct, but provision shall be made for his transfer to another

precinct upon his change of residence.

Sec. 10. The General Assembly shall provide by law for the timis™^"^^
^^^^'

regulation of party primary elections and punishing fraud at

the same.

Sec. 11. The registration books shall close at least thirty oP°eg?stratiott!

days before an election, during which time transfers and regis-

tration shall not be legal : Provided, Persons who will become

of age during that period shall be entitled to registration before

the books are closed.

Sec. 12. Electors in municipal elections shall possess the elections!
'^
^^^

qualifications and be subject to the disqualifications herein pre-

scribed. The production of a certificate of registration from the

registration officers of the County as an elector at a precinct in-

cluded in the incorporated city or town in which the voter de-

sires to vote is declared a condition prerequisite to his obtaining

a certificate of registration for municipal elections, and in ad-j Registration

dition he must have been a resident within the corporate limits

at least four months before the election and have paid all taxes

due and collectible for the preceding fiscal year. The General

Assembly shall provide for the registration of all voters before

each election in municipalities : Provided, That nothing herein

contained shall apply to any municipal elections which may be

held prior to the general election of the year 1896.

Sec. 13. In authorizing a special election in any incorporated jjj-^°^y^'^p;p|}j^

city or town in this State for the purpose of bonding the same, *'"•

the General Assembly shall prescribe as a condition precedent

to the holding of said election a petition from a majority of the

freeholders of said city or town as shown by its tax books,

and at such elections all electors of such city or town who are

duly qualified for voting under Section 12 of this Article, and

who have paid all taxes. State, County and municipal, for the

previous year, shall be allowed to vote; and the vote of a ma-

jority of those voting in said election shall be necessary to au-

thorize the issue of said bonds.
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The Act of Dec. 24th, 1890, 20 Stat., 976, is not repealed by the above Section,

but the effect of the Constitution is not to wholly nullify said Act, but merely
to nullify so much of said Act as is inconsistent with the Constitution, or rather

the special Act must be read as if amended so as to prescribe for electors there-

under the qualifications required under the Constitution, and to require a petition

by a majority of the freeholders, instead of one-third.—Cleveland v. Spartanburg,

54 S. C, 8s; 31 S. E., 871.

See McCreight v. Camden, 49 S. C, 93; 26 S. E., 984; Hunter v. Senn, 61

S. C, 67; 39 S. E., 23s; Bray v. Florence, — S. C, ; 39 S. E., 810.

The above Section plainly provides that the General Assembly, in authorizing a

special election for the purposes referred to, shall prescribe, as a condition precedent

to holding such election, a petition from the majority of the freeholders of said

city or town as shown by its tax books.—Ex rel. McWhirter v. Newberry, 47
S C, 424; 25 S. E., 216.

Arrests o f Sec. 14. Elcctors shall in all cases except treason, felony, or
electors. s: ' j '

—-r- —-a breach of the peace, be privileged from arrest on the days of

1868, VIII., 6. election during their attendance at the polls, and going to and

returning therefrom.

Right of suf- Sec. 15. No power civil, or military, shall at any time inter-

fere to prevent the free exercise of the right of suffrage in

this State.

ARTICLE III.

Legislative Department.

Legislative Scction 1. The legislative power of this State shall be vested
power. ^ '^

—^~

—

~—T in two distinct branches, the one to be styled the "Senate" andbee Const. ' '

18C8, II., 1. the Other the "House of Representatives," and both together the

"General Assembly of the State of South Carolina."'

Legislative distinguished from judicial power.—Segars v. Parrott, 54 S. C, 29;

31 S. E., 677, 86s.

Power under former Constitution.—State v. Williams, 2 McC, 301.

House of Re- Scc. 2. The House of Representatives shall be composed of

^members chosen by ballot every second year by citizens of this
See Const. .-n ^ 1 • ^ • • • , ^

1868, IL, 2. State, qualified as m this Constitution is provided.

Number of Sec. 3. The Housc of Representatives shall consist of one

hundred and twenty-four members, to be apportioned among
the several Counties according to the number of inhabitants

contained in each. Each County shall constitute one Election

Enumeration District. An enumeration of the inhabitants for this purpose
of inhabitants.

shall be made in the year nineteen and one, and shall be made
See Const.

1868, IL, 3 and in the coursc of every tenth year thereafter, in such manner as

shall be by law directed : Provided, That the General Assem-

bly may at any time, in its discretion, adopt the immediately

preceding United States Census as a true and correct enumera-

tion of the inhabitants of the several Counties, and make the

apportionment of Representatives among the several Counties
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according to said enumeration: Provided, further, That until ^^^p

p

° ''*'°'^"

the apportionment which shall be made upon the next enum-

eration shall take effect, the representation of the several Coun-

ties as they now exist (including the County of Saluda estab-

lished by ordinance) shall be as follows : Abbeville, 5 ; Aiken, 3 ;

Anderson, 5 ; Barnwell, 5 ; Beaufort, 4 ; Berkeley, 4 ; Charleston,

9 ; Chester, 3 ; Chesterfield, 2 ; Clarendon, 3 ; Colleton, 4 ; Dar-

lington, 3 ; Edgefield, 3 ; Fairfield, 3 ; Florence, 3 ; Georgetown,

2; Greenville, 5; Hampton, 2; Horry, 2; Kershaw, 2; Lan-

caster, 2 ; Laurens, 3 ; Lexington, 2 ; Marion, 3 ; Marlboro, 3

;

Newberry, 3 ; Oconee, 2 ; Orangeburg, 5 ; Pickens, 2 ; Richland,

4 ; Saluda, 2 ; Spartanburg, 6 ; Sumter, 5 ; Union, 3 ; Williams-

burg, 3 ; York, 4 : Provided, further, That in the event other

Counties are hereafter established, then the General Assembly

shall reapportion the Representatives between the Counties.

Sec. 4. In assigning Rpresentatives to the several Counties,^ Ass ig^nment

the General Assembly shall allow one Representative to every ^'ves.
^

one hundred and twenty-fourth part of the whole number of iJl^n "g/*"

inhabitants in the State: Provided, That if in the apportion-

ment of Representatives any County shall appear not to be en-

titled, from its population, to a Representative, such County

shall, nevertheless, send one Representative; and if there be

still a deficiency in the number of Representatives required by

Section third of this Article, such deficiency shall be supplied by

assigning Representatives to those Counties having the largest

surplus fractions.

Sec. 5. No apportionment of Representatives shall take effect ^^^p \2ils°^i-

until the general election which shall succeed such apportion-^-
.^^^t- See Const.
ment. ises, in., 7.

Sec. 6. The Senate shall be composed of one member from ge^^te

each County, to be elected for the term of four years by the g^^ cThTl
qualified electors in each County, in the same manner in which ^^^^' "•' ^•

members of the House of Representatives are chosen.

Sec. 7. No person shall be eligible to a seat in the Senate or^^Q^fff^^;^

House of Representatives who, at the time of his election, is ^^^^^^^g"'''^
" ^

not a duly qualified elector under this Constitution in the g^^ const.

County in which he may be chosen. Senators shall be at least i^'^^' "- ^°-

twenty-five and Representatives at least twenty-one years of

age.

Sec. 8. The first election for members of the House of Rep- ^ Election o f

Senators and
resentatives , under this Constitution shall be held on Tuesday R e p r e senta-

• 1
tives.

after the first Monday in November, eighteen hundred and
See Const.

1868, II., 9 and
11.
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ninety-six, and in every second year thereafter, in such manner

and at such places as the General Assembly may prescribe ; and

the first election for Senators shall be held on Tuesday after the

first Monday in November, eighteen hundred and ninety-six,

and every fourth year thereafter, except in Counties in which

there was an election for Senator in eighteen hundred and

ninety-four for a full term, in which Counties no election for

Senator shall be held until the general election to be held in

eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, and every fourth year there-

of^Sena^ors!°" ^ftcr, cxccpt to fill vacancics. Senators shall be so classified

that one-half of their number, as nearly as practicable, shall-be

chosen every two years. Whenever the General Assembly

shall establish more than one County at any session, it shall so

prescribe the first term of the Senators from such Counties as

to observe such classification.

Sessions Gen- Scc. 9. The auuual scssion of the General Assembly here-
eral Assembly. -^—

;:: tofore elected, fixed by the Constitution of the year eighteen
See Const. '

_
' j a

1868, II., 12. hundred and sixty-eight to convene on the fourth Tuesday of

November, in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-five, is

hereby postponed, and the same shall be convened and held in

the City of Columbia on the second Tuesday in January in the

year eighteen hundred and ninety-six. The first session of

the General Assembly elected under this Constitution shall con-

vene in Columbia on the second Tuesday in January in the year

eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, and thereafter annually at

the same time and place.

Should the casualties of war or contagious disease render it

unsafe to meet at the seat of government, then the Governor

may, by proclamation, appoint a more secure and convenient
Compensation pjacc of meeting. Members of the General Assembly shall not

of members or. r^ o J

receive any compensation for more than forty days of any one

session : Provided, That this limitation shall not afifect the first

four sessions of the General Assembly under this Constitution.

ficl^™^
°^ °^" Sec. 10. The terms of office of the Senators and Representa-

See Const
^^^cs choscii at a general election shall begin on the Monday fol-

1868, II., 13. lowing such election.

turas^'^''""
^^' ^^^' ^^' Each house shall judge of the election returns and

qualifications of its own members, and a majority of each house
Quorum. shall constitutc a quorum to do business ; but a smaller number

may adjourn from day to day, and may compel the attendance

ber's^^^"'^
™^'"' °^ absent members, in such manner and under such penalties as

See Const "^^y ^^ provided by law or rule.

1868, II., 14.
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The General Assembly did not, by Section 5 of the Act of 9th March, 1896,

intend to invest itself with judicial power; and if it did, then that Section of the

Act is clearly unconstitutional, and is null and void. That the framers of the

Constitution never intended the General Assembly to exercise judicial powers is

shown by the above Section.—Segars v. Parrott, 54 S. C., 29; 31 S. E., 677, 865.

^ Sec. 12. Each house shall choose its own officers, determine Officers.

its rules of procedure, punish its members for disorderly be- jg||^jj °;[^^^'

havior, and, with the concurrence of two-thirds, expel a mem- Rules,

ber, but not a second time for the same cause.
xpusion.

Sec. 13. Each house may punish by imprisonment during its ishment°^
^"'^"

sitting any person not a member who shall be guilty of disre- see c o nTt
spect to the house by any disorderly or contemptuous behavior ^^®^' ^^' ^^•

in its presence, or who, during the time of its sitting, shall

threaten harm to the body or estate of any member for anything

said or done in either house, or who shall assault any of them

therefor, or who shall assault or arrest any witness or other

person ordered to attend the house in his going thereto or re-

turning therefrom, or who shall rescue any person arrested by

order of the house : Provided, That such time of imprisonment

shall not in any case extend beyond the session of the General

Assembly.

Sec. 14. The members of both houses shall be protected in ^^^^1™''^''^
p"""'

their persons and estates during their attendance on, going to „ —^^^
and returning from the General Assembly, and ten days prev-^^^^- i^-- ^'''•

ious to the sitting and ten days after the adjournment thereof.

But these privileges shall not protect any member who shall be

charged with treason, felony or breach of the peace.

See Worth v. Norton, 56 S. €., 66; 33 S. E., 792, for comments on this Section.

For provision under former Constitution.—Tillinghast v. Carr, 4 McC, 152.

Sec. 15. Bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House ^^^^^ ^°^ ''^^"

of Representatives, but may be altered, amended or rejected by
see Const

the Senate; all other Bills may originate in either house, and^^^^' ^^' ^^

may be amended, altered or rejected by the other. ^^^^^ ^'^^^

Sec. 16. The style of all laws shall be : "Be it enacted by the .

^ ^ °
^^^'

General Assembly of the State of South Carolina." ises.^ii., 19.

Sec. 17. Every Act or resolution having the force of law '-'"^ supject.

shall relate to but one subject, and that shall be expressed in the
^gfl^^jj- °2o_^

*•

title.

See also Sec. 20, Art. II., Const, of 1868.

Act violative of this Section.—State v. Crosby, 51 S. C, 247; 28 S. E., 529;

Blair v. Morgan, 59 S. C, 32; 37 S. E., 45.

This provision has no application to municipal ordinances.—State v. Gibbes, 60

S. C, see; 39 S. E., I.

The Act of 1892, 21 Stats., 92, Rev. Stats., 1893, is not violative of the above

Section, since its title and body relate to the same subject, and it covers damages
resulting from negligent mismanagement of a steam roller used by a municipality

in working its streets.—Barksdale v. Laurens, 58 S. C, 415; 36 S. E., 661.
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^jFoj maiities gec. 18. No Bill or Joint Resolution shall have the force of

—^-^

—

~—7 law until it shall have been read three ,times and on three sev-
S e e Const.

1868, II., 21.
gj-g^i (j^ys in Q2iQ\i housc, Tias had the Great Seal of the State

affixed to it, and has been signed by the President of the Sen-

ate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives : Pro-

vided, That either branch of the General Assembly may pro-

vide by rule for a first and third reading of any Bill or Joint

Resolution by its title only.

Mileage. ggg_ \Q Each member of the General Assembly shall receive

jgg|^jj^°2^^^-' five cents for every mile for ordinary route of travel in going

Increase o f
^^ ^^^^ returning from the place where its sessions are held

;

per diem.
j-^q General Assembly shall have the power to increase the per

Extra session, jigj^ q{ jj^g owu members ; and members of the General Assem-

bly when convened in extra session shall receive the same com-

pensation as is fixed by law for the regular session.

Elections ggg 20. In all elections by the General Assembly, or either
viva voce. J J '

See Const housc thereof, the members shall vote "viva voce," and their

1S68, II., 24. votes, thus given, shall be entered upon the journal of the house

to which they respectively belong.

merits
^
°
"

"^ "" ^^^' ^•^- Neither house, during the session of the General

See Const Assembly, shall, without the consent of the other, adjourn for

1868, II., 25. niore than three days, nor to any other place than that in which

it shall be at the time sitting.

J°"'""^'- Sec. 22. Each house shall keep a journal of its own proceed-

1868 ^11 ^^26^*' ii'igs, and cause the same to be published immediately after its

adjournment, excepting such parts as, in its judgment, may re-

"na^^"^"
^^^ quire secrecy ; and the yeas and nays of the members of either

house, on any question, shall, at the desire of ten members of

the House or five members of the Senate, respectively, be en-

tered on the journal. Any member of either house shall have

the liberty to dissent from and protest against any Act or reso-

lution which he may think injurious to the public or to an indi-

vidual, and have the reasons of his dissent entered on the

journal.

Doors open. gec. 23. The doors of each house shall be open, except on

,
See Const, such occasions as in the opinion of the House may require

1868, li., 27.

secrecy.

Holding two gec. 24. No person shall be eligible to a seat in the Gen-

eral Assembly while he holds any office or position of profit or

trust under this State, the United States of America, or any of

them, or under any other power, except officers in the militia

and Notaries Public ; and if any member shall accept or exercise

offices.

1868, II., 28.
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any of the said disqualifying offices or positions he shall vacate

his seat.

Sec. 25. If any election district shall neglect to choose a "Vacancies.

member or members on the day of election, or if any person jg^|^j^- °Jg®*-

chosen a member of either house shall refuse to cjualify and take

his seat, or shall resign, die, depart the State, accept any dis-

qualifying office or position, or become otherwise disqualified

to hold his seat, a writ of election shall be issued by the Presi-

dent of the Senate or Speaker of the House of Representatives,

as the case may be, for the purpose of filling the vacancy

thereby occasioned for the remainder of the term for which the

person so refusing to qualify, resigning, dying, departing the

State, or becoming disqualified, was elected to serve, or the de-

faulting election district ought to have chosen a member or

members.

Sec. 26. Members of the General Assembly, and all officers -^o^th of of-

before they enter upon the duties of their respective offices, and
see Const

all members of the bar, before they enter upon the practice of '^s^' ^^' ^°-

their profession, shall take and subscribe the following oath : "I

do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I am duly qualified, accord-

ing to the Constitution of this State, to exercise the duties of

the office to which I have been elected, (or appointed,) and

that I will, to the best of my ability, discharge the duties thereof,

and preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of this State

and of the United States. I do further solemnly swear (or

affirm) that I have not since the first day of January, in the

year eighteen hundred and eighty-one, engaged in a duel as

principal or second or otherwise ; and that I will not, during the

term of office to which I have been elected (or appointed) en-

gage in a duel as principal or second or otherwise. So help

me God."

Sec. 27. Officers shall be removed for incapacitv, misconduct Removal o f
^ -

_
omcer.

or neglect of duty, in such manner as may be provided by law,—r —

-

when no mode of trial or removal is provided in this Consti-i^^^- H-- si-

tution.

Sec. 28. The General Assemblv shall enact such laws as will Homestead.

exempt from attachment, levy and sale under any mesne or fee Const,

final process issued from any Court, to the head of any family

residing in this State, a homestead in lands, whether held in fee

or any lesser estate, to the value of one thousand dollars, or so

much thereof as the property is worth if its value is less than

one thousand dollars, with the yearly products thereof, and to
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man's exemp-
tion.
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every head of a family residing in this State, whether entitled

to a homestead exemption in lands or not, personal property to

the value of five hundred dollars, or so much thereof as the

property is worth if its value is less than five hundred dollars.

The title to the homestead to be set off and assigned shall be

absolute and be forever discharged from all debts of the said

debtor then existing or thereafter contracted except as herein-

after provided : Provided, That in case any woman having a

separate estate shall be married to the head of a family who has

not of his own sufficient property to constitute a homestead as

hereinbefore provided, said married woman shall be entitled to

a like exemption as provided for the head of a family : Pro-

vided, further. That there shall not be an allowance of more

than one thousand dollars' worth of real estate and more than

five hundred dollars' worth of personal property to the husband
Taxes. and wife jointly : Provided, further, That no property shall

p u r c h a se be exempt from attachment, levy or sale for taxes, or for pay-
money.

ment of obligations contracted for the purchase of said home-

stead or personal property exemption or the erection or making
Yearly p r o- of improvements or repairs thereon: Provided, further. That

the yearly products of said homestead shall not be exempt from

attachment, levy or sale for the payment of obligations con-

Waiver. tractcd in the production of the same : Provided, further, That

no waiver shall defeat the right of homestead before assign-

ment except it be by deed of conveyance, or by mortgage, and

only as against the mortgage debt; and no judgment creditor

or other creditor whose lien does not bind the homestead shall

have any right or equity to require that a lien which embraces

the homestead and other property shall first exhaust the home-

Deed of hus- stead : Provided, further. That after a homestead in lands has
band and wife. . ^^ , i i i 111 1

• 1 i_ j j
been set oit and recorded the same shall not be waived by deea

of conveyance, mortgage or otherwise, unless the same be exe-

cuted by both husband and wife, if both be living : Provided,

Exemption further. That any person not the head of a family shall be en-

son, titled to a like exemption as provided for the head of a family

in all necessary wearing apparel and tools and implements of

trade, not to exceed in value the sum of three hundred dollars.

Money borrowed to pay purchase price of land bought from a third party is not

purchase money.—McNair v. Moore, 54 S. C, 82; 41 S. E.

A life estate in real property is the subject of homestead exemption, and the

value of such estate, and not the value of the fee simple in tlie same lands, must

be taken as the basis of appraising the exemption. Bank v. Gibbes, 54 S. C, 579;

32 S. E., 690. The provision of the above section, abrogating the two-fund doc-

trine as applied to homesteads, is not retroactive, does not apply to judgri\<JUt§ Qb'
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tained before adoption of the Constitution, and is not a mere incident to the

remedy. Bank v. Kohn, 52 S. C, 120; 29 S. E., 625. A request to charge "that

if the improvements were made on the lands that had been assigned to the de-

fendant for a homestead, then neither the plaintiff nor those through whom he

claims would have the right to recover judgment against such homestead for im-

provements made thereon," was properly refused. Wilson v. Counts, 52 S. C,
218; 29 S. E., 649. The mere failure to give the sheriff notice of the claim of

homestead cannot be deemed a waiver of the right or estoppel to assert the right

of homestead. Gray v. Putnam, 51 S. C, loi; 28 S. E., 150. The right to a

homestead is not tested by the existing conditions at the time of the contraction

of the debt on which the judgment sought to be enforced was rendered. The test

is, did the conditions "head of a family, resident of this State" exist at the time

of the levy or attempted levy. lb.

Sec. 29. All taxes upon property, real and personal, shall be Taxes laid^^^^ ^ upon actual

laid upon the actual value of the property taxed, as the samevaiue.

shall be ascertained by an assessment made for the purpose of s e e Const.
-' r i" 1868, II., 33.

laying such tax.

See Thomas v. Moultrieville, 52 S. C, 181; 29 S. E., 647; State v. Tucker, 56

S. C, 522; 35 S. E., 216; State v. Railroad Co., 54 S. C, 573; 32 S. E., 691;

Stehmeyer v. City Council, 53 S. C, 275; 31 S. E., 322.

Sec. 30. The General Assembly shall never erant extra com- Extra c o m

-

r 11

"

, 1- rr
pensation not

pensation, tee or allowance to any public orncer, agent, servantpermitted.

or contractor after service rendered, or contract made, nor au-

thorize payment or part payment of any claim under any con-

tract not authorized by law ; but appropriations may be made a p p ropria-
-^

.
. .

tions for re-

for expenditures in repelling invasion, preventing or suppress-peiHng invas-

ing insurrection.

Sec. 31. Lands belonging to or under the control of the State Public lands,

shall never be donated, directly or indirectly, to private corpora-

tions or individuals, or to railroad companies. Nor shall such

land be sold to corporations or associations, for a less price

than that for which it can be sold to individuals. This, how-

ever, shall not prevent the General Assembly from granting a

right of way, not exceeding one hundred and fifty feet in width,

as a mere easement to railroads across State lands, nor to inter-

fere with the discretion of the General Assembly in confirm-

ing the title to lands claimed to belong to the State, but used

or possessed by other parties under an adverse claim.

Sec. 32. The General Assembly shall not authorize payment Salary of de-

to any person of the salary of a deceased officer beyond the

date of his death ; nor grant pensions except for military and

navy service; nor retire any officer on pay or part pay.

Sec. 33. The marriage of a white person with a negro or Marriages of
, 1 1 11 1 -1,1 whites and ne-

mulatto, or person who shall have one-eighth or more negrogroes.

blood, shall be unlawful and void. No unmarried woman shall Sexuai i n -

legally consent to sexual intercourse who shall not have at-

tained the age of fourteen years.

5-C.
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See State v. Gilchrist, 54 S. C, 159; 31 S. E., 866. Under the common law the

age of-consent was ten years, this rule was not of force after December 31st, 1895,

under the above section and since that day no unmarried woman under the age of

fourteen years, can consent to sexual intercourse. State v. Haddon, 49 S. C, 313,

27; S. E. R., 194. This provision did not create a new crime, but merely created

a new rule of evidence in proof of consent, lb., 314.

prolfibittd.^'''^^
Sec. 34. The General Assembly of this State shall not en-

act local or special laws concerning any of the following sub-

jects or for any of the following purposes, to wit

:

I. To change the names of persons or places.

II. To lay out, open, alter or work roads or highways.

III. To incorporate cities, towns or villages, or change,

amend or extend the charter thereof.

IV. To incorporate educational, religious, charitable, social,

manufacturing or banking institutions, not under

the control of the State, or amend or extend the

charters thereof.

V. To incorporate school districts.

VI. To authorize the adoption or legitimation of children.

VII. To provide for the protection of game.

VIII. To summon and empanel grand or petit jurors.

IX. To provide for the age at which citizens shall be sub-

ject to road or other public duty.

X. To fix the amount or manner of compensation to be

paid to any County officer except that the laws may
be so made as to grade the compensation in propor-

tion to the population and necessary service re-

quired.

XL In all other cases, where a general law can be made

applicable, no special law shall be enacted.

XII. The General Assembly shall forthwith enact general

laws concerning said subjects for said purposes,

which shall be uniform in their operations : Pro-

vided, That nothing contained in this Section shall

prohibit the General Assembly from enacting spe-

cial provisions in general laws.

XIII. The provisions of this Section shall not apply to chari-

table and educational corporations where, under the

terms of a gift, devise, or will, special incorporation

may be required.

See State v. Tucker, 56 S. C, 522; 35 S. E., 215. The Act of 1896, 22 Stat.,

218, is in violation of the provisions of the above section, provided it concerns any

of the subjects, or is for the purposes mentioned in the above section, and is in

direct violation of sub-division XI. This is conclusively shown by the terms of

the first section of the act, which, if it stood alone, would have been a good gen-
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eral law, but when the Legislature saw fit, by the provision of the third section,

to limit its operation to certain specified localities, the act was deprived of its

character as a geiieral law and became a special or local law concerning a subject,

and for a purpose expressly forbidden by the Constitution. State v. Higgins, 51

S. C, 54; 28 S. E. R., 15. The above section is not retroactive, and legislation

had before the adoption of the Constitution, is not repealed by the section, which
only repeals the provisions of all laws inconsistent with the self-enacting provis-

ions of the Constitution. A law that was valid when enacted cannot be held in-

consistent with the provisions of the Constitution relating to prospective legisla-

tion. State v. Tucker, 54 S. C, 253; 35 S. E., 215.

County government law as to working roads, etc. Carolina Grocery Co. v. Bur-

nett, 61 S. C, 205; 39 S. E., 381.

Special law as to compensation of County officers. Dean v. Spartanburg County,

S9 S. C, no; 37 S. E., 226; Nance v. Anderson County, 60 S. C, 501; 39 S. E., 5.

The words "summon and empanel," used in sub-division 8 of this Section include

listing and drawing juries, and under the jury act of 1900, XXIIL, 313, amending
the jury law of the State is violative of this Section. Its operation not being uni-

form throughout the State.—State v. Queen, 62 S. C, 247; 40 S. E., 553.

But Civil Code Sec. 2931, as to drawing jurors in Counties having over 40,000

inhabitants, is not unconstitutional as special legislation.—State v. Berkeley, 64
S. C, 194; 41 S. E. .

Sec. 35. It shall be the duty of the General Assembly to enact ,
Lands owned

-' -'by aliens.

laws limiting the number of acres of land which any alien or

any corporation controlled by aliens may own withm this State.

ARTICLE IV.

Executive Department.

Section 1. The supreme executive authority of this State shall
igt^a'te!^

m a g-

be vested in a Chief Magistrate, who shall be styled "The Gov- s e e Const.

ernor of the State of South Carolina." ^^^' ^^^' ^

Sec. 2. The Governor shall be elected by the electors duly Governor.

qualified to vote for members of the House of Representatives, ;LS68,^ni^°2!^'"

and shall hold his office for two years, and until his successor

shall be chosen and qualified, and shall be re-eligible. He shall

be elected at the first general election held under this Constitu-

tion for members of the General Assembly, and at each general

election thereafter, and shall be installed during the first ses-

sion of the said General Assembly after his election on such day

as shall be provided by law. The other State officers-elect shall ^^ate officers,

at the same time enter upon the performance of their duties.

Sec. 3. No person shall be eligible to the office of Governor Qualifications
'^ c> oi Governor.

who denies the existence of the Supreme Being; or who at the—g^^ —

7

time of such election has not attained the age of thirty years ;
^^^^' ™-' '^

and who shall not have been a citizen of the United States and a

citizen and resident of this State for five years next preceding

the day of election. No person while governor shall hold any

office or other commission (except in the militia) under the

authority of this State, or of any other power, at one and the

same time.
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c?nvasfe?s ^®^' ^' ^^^ Tetums of cvcry election for Governor shall be

turnl""of eiec"
Sealed up by the Boards of Canvassers in the re^ective Coun-

em^or.^""^
^°^ ^^^s, and transmitted by mail, to the seat of Government, di-

See Const,
^ected to the Secretary of State, who shall deliver them to the

186S, III., 4. Speaker of the House of Representatives at the next ensuing

session of the General Assembly; and duplicates of said re-

turns shall be filed with the Clerks of the Courts of said Coun-

ties. It shall be the duty of any Clerk of Court to forward to

the Secretary of State a certified copy of said returns upon be-

ing notified that the returns previously forwarded by mail have

not been received at his office. It shall be the duty of the Sec-

retary of State, after the expiration of seven days from the day

upon which the votes have been canvassed by the County Board,

if the returns thereof from any County have not been received,

to notify the Clerk of the Court of said County, and order a

copy of the returns filed in his office to be forwarded forthwith.

iivered™o the
^^^^ Secretary of State shall deliver the returns to the Speaker

Speaker of Qf ^j^g Housc of Representatives, at the next ensuing session
House of Rep- ^ ' s>

resentatives. of the General Assembly ; and during the first week of the ses-

sion, or as soon as the General Assembly shall have organized

by the election of the presiding officers of the two houses, the

Speaker shall open and publish them in the presence of both

houses. The person having the highest number of votes shall

be Governor ; but if two or more shall be equal, and highest in

votes, the General Assembly shall during the same session, in

the House of Representatives, choose one of them Governor

elections*
^ ^^^^ viva vocc. Contested elections for Governor shall be deter-

mined by the General Assembly in such manner as shall be pre-

scribed by law.

In Sec. III. of Art. III., and in the above Section of the General Assembly is

given the right in two cases to pass on elections. In these two cases, and these

only, is the General Assembly invested with the power to determine the result of

any popular election; and they are not only invested with any power to determine

the result of any other election, but they are forbidden to assume or exercise such a

power in any other case by the terms of Sec. 14 of Art. i. Segars v. Parrott, 54

S. C, 28; 31 S. E., 677, 865.

Lie utenant gee. 5. A Lieutenant Governor shall be chosen at the same
Governor.

—

I

'z—7 time, in the same manner, continue in office for the same periodSee Const. ' ' '^

1868, III., 50. 2t.n(\ be possessed of the same qualifications as the Governor,

and shall ex officio, be President of the Senate.

An erroneous reference to this Section made in amending resolution.—Bray v.

Florence, S. C, ; 39 S. E., 810.

Vote of Lieu- gec. 6. The Lieutenant Governor while presiding in the Sen-
tenant G o ver- ^ ^

_
_

"°''- ate shall have no vote, ufiless the Senate be equally divided.

See Const.
1868, III., 6.
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Sec. 7. The Senate shall, as soon as practicable after the con- .^''^i'^^"'
^''^

' J^ t e in p o r e 01

vening of the General Assembly, choose a President pro tcm- Senate.

p07'e to act in the absence of the Lieutenant Governor, or when jgg|^j^j^°^^*-

he shall fill the office of Governor.

Sec. 8. A member of the Senate acting as Governor or Lieut-
senate^'actin-^

enant Governor shall thereupon vacate his seat and another per- ^^ Governor.

son shall be elected in his stead. ^gj ^nj'^T^*'

Sec. 9. In case of the removal of the Governor from office v a c ancy in
office of Gover-

by impeachment, death, resignation, disqualification, disability, nor, how filled.

or removal from the State, the Lieutenant Governor shall then See Co n s t.
'

1868, III., 9.

be Governor ; and in case of the removal of the last named of-

ficer from his office by impeachment, death, resignation, dis-

qualification, disability, or removal from the State, the Presi-

dent pro tempore of the Senate shall be Governor ; and the last

named officer shall then forthwith, by proclamation, convene the

Senate in order that a President pro tempore may be chosen. In

case the Governor be impeached, the Lieutenant Governor shall

act in his stead and have his powers until judgment in the case

shall have been pronounced. In case of the temporary disa-

bility of the Governor the Lieutenant Governor shall perform

the duties of the Governor. ^ ,^^Commander-

Sec. 10. The Governor shall be Commander-in-Chief of the ^^^-Chief

.

militia of the State, except when they shall be called into the^gJ^j^jjConst.

active service of the United States.

Sec. 11. He shall have power to grant reprieves, commu- Pardons.

tations and pardons after conviction (except in cases of ini-
^^gj ^/JJ^°5l*•

peachment), in such manner, on such terms and under such re-

strictions as he shall think proper; and he shall have power

to remit fines and forfeitures, unless otherwise directed by law.

It shall be his duty to report to the General Assembly, at the

next regular session thereafter, all pardons granted by him,

with the report of the Board of Pardons. Every petition for

pardon or commutation of sentence may be first referred by him

to a Board of Pardons, to be provided by the General Assem- f°^l'^
°^ ^^^'

bly, which Board shall hear all such petitions under such rules

and regulations as the General Assembly may provide. The

Governor may adopt the recommendations of said Board, but in

case he does not he shall submit his reasons to the General As-

sembly.

Sec. 12. He shall take care that the laws be faithfuly exe- Laws exe-
^ cuted.

cuted in mercy. —

^

~ ~
•^ - bee Const.

1868, III., 12.
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tion "o"? ^g'ov-
^^^' ^^- ^^^ Governor and Lieutenant Governor shall, at

I'ieu tenant Stated timcs, receive for their services compensation, which shall
Governor.

|3g neither increased nor diminished during the period for which

1868 ^ni^°i3^'" ^^^y shall have been elected.

Officers and Sec. 14. All officcrs in the Executive Department, and all
Boards report -p, . ,

to Governor. Boards of public mstitutions, shall, when required by the Gov-
s ee Const, ernor, give him information in writing upon any subject relat-

ing to the duties of their respective offices or the concerns of

their respective institutions, including itemized accounts of re-

ceipts and disbursements,

to L^i's^tSre'! ^^^- ^^- The Govcmor shall, from time to time, give to the

See Const.
General Assembly, information of the condition of the State,

1868, ni., 15. ^j^^ recommend for its consideration such measures as he shall

deem necessary or expedient,

sio?^^"^^
^^^'

^®^' ^®* -^^ ^^y '^^ extraordinary occasions convene the

See Const.
General Assembly in extra session. Should either house remain

1868, III., 16. without a quorum for five days, or in case of disagreement be-

tween the two houses during any session with respect to the

m fy° ^adjourn time of adjournment, he may adjourn them to such time as he

^mWy.^ ^^" shall think proper, not beyond the time of the annual session

then next ensuing.
Commissions, gg^^ j^^ jjg gj^^jj commissiou all officcrs of the State.

i8(l,^ni^°i7!*' S®c. 18. The seal of the State now in use shall be used by the

Seal of State. GovcHior officially, and shall be called "The Great Seal of the

s ee Const. State of South Carolina."
1868, III., 18.

Grants and Scc. 19. All grants and commissions shall be issued in the
commissions.

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^-^^ authority of the State of South Carolina, sealed

1868, III., 19.
' with the Great Seal, signed by the Governor, and countersigned

by the Secretary of State.

Oath of Gov- Sec. 20. The Governor and Lieutenant Governor, before en-ernorana
Lieut. Gov-tering upon the duties of their respective offices, shall take and
ernor.

.— subscribe the oath of office as prescribed in Article IIL, Section
See Const. ^ '

1868, IIL, 20. 26, of the Constitution.

Residence of Scc. 21. The Govcmor shall reside at the Capital of the State,
Governor.

_ _

'-

except in cases of contagion or the emergencies of war ; butSee Const.
1868, IIL, 21. during the sittings of the General Assembly he shall reside

where its sessions are held.

Suspension of Scc. 22. Whenever it shall be brought to the notice of the
omcers.

,

Governor by affidavit that any officer who has the custody of

public or trust funds is probably guilty of embezzlement or the

appropriation of public or trust funds to private use, then the

Governor shall direct his immediate- prosecution by the proper
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officer, and upon true bill found the Governor shall suspend

such officer and appoint one in his stead, until he shall have

been acquitted by the verdict of a jury. In case of conviction

the office shall be declared vacant and the vacancy filled as may
be provided by law.

Above Section prescribes that the three requisites must exist before the gov-

ernor can remove an officer: i. The officer must have in custSdy public or trust

funds. 2. He must be probably guilty of embezzlement, or appropriation of such

funds to private use. 3. There must be true bill for such crime. And when an

officer is suspended under above section, the appointee to fill such vacancy may ob-

tain possession of books, etc., without judicial determination of his rights of of-

fice. McMillan v. Bullock, 53 S. C, 172; 31 S. E., 860.

Sec. 23. Every Bill or Joint Resolution which shall have „ ^iii or joint
' -^ Kesolut ion

passed the General Assembly, except on a question of adjourn- ™"st ^be s^ign-

ment, shall, before it becomes a law, be presented to the Gov-^y t^^^ ^ov-

_ _
^ ernor.

ernor, and if he approves he shall sign it; if not, he shall return—gee Const

it, with his objections, to the house in which it originated, which ^ses, iii., 22.

shall enter the objection at large on its Journal and proceed to

reconsider it. If after such reconsideration two-thirds of that

house shall agree to pass it, it shall be sent, together with the

objections, to the other house, by which it shall be reconsidered,

and if approved by two-thirds of that house it shall have the

same effect as if it had been signed by the Governor ; but in all

such cases the vote of both houses shall be taken by yeas and

nays, and the names of the persons voting for and against the

Bill or Joint Resolution shall be entered on the Journals of both

houses respectively. Bills appropriating money out of the

Treasur}' shall specify the objects and purposes for which the

same are made, and appropriate to them respectively their sev-

eral amounts in distinct items and Sections. If the Governor

shall not approve any one or more of the items or Sections con-

tained in any Bill, but shall approve of the residue thereof, it

shall become a law as to the residue in like manner as if he had

signed it. The Governor shall then return the Bill with his ob-

jections to the items or Sections of the same not approved by

him to the house in which the Bill originated, which house shall

enter the objections at large upon its Journal and proceed to re-

consider so much of said Bill as is not approved by the Gov-

ernor. The same proceedings shall be had in both houses in

reconsidering the same as is provided in case of an entire Bill

returned by the Governor with his objections ; and if any item

or Section of said Bill not approved by the Governor shall be

passed by two-thirds of each house of the General Assembly,

it shall become a part of said law notwithstanding the ob-
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jections of the Governor. If a Bill or Joint Resolution shall

not be returned by the Governor within three days after it

shall have been presented to him, Sundays excepted, it shall

have the same force and effect as if he had signed it, unless the

General Assembly, by adjournment, prevent its return, in which

case it shall have such force and effect unless returned within

two days after the next meeting.

offi?er^s!'

^^""^ Sec. 24. There shall be elected by the qualified voters of the

See Const. State a Secretary of State, a Comptroller-General, an Attor-
1868, III., 23. ney-General, a Treasurer, an Adjutant and Inspector-General,

and a Superintendent of Education, who shall hold their re-

spective offices for the term of two years, and until their sev-

eral successors have been chosen and qualified ; and whose du-

ties and compensation shall be prescribed by law. The com-

pensation of such officers shall be neither increased nor dimin-

ished during the period for which they shall have been elected.

ARTICLE V.

Judicial Department.

er^'^vest/Tn Scctioii 1. The judicial power of this State shall be vested in
certa in Courts. ^ Supreme Court, in two Circuit Courts, to wit: A Court of

1868^ iv.f i"^^'
Common Pleas having civil jurisdiction and a Court of General

Sessions with criminal jurisdiction only. The General Assem-

bly may also establish County Courts, Municipal Courts and

such Courts in any or all of the Counties of this State inferior

to Circuit Courts as may be deemed necessary, but none of such

Courts shall ever be invested with jurisdiction to try cases of

murder, manslaughter, rape or attempt to rape, arson, common
law burglary, bribery or perjury: Provided, Before a County

Court shall be established in an}^ County it must be submitted

to the qualified electors and a majority of those voting must vote

for its establishment.

Court.
^ "^ ^

™
'^ Sec. 2. The Supreme Court shall consist of a Chief Justice

See Const, aiifl three Associate Justices, any three of whom shall constitute
1868,

.,
2. ^ quorum for the transaction of business. The Chief Justice

shall preside, and in his absence the senior Associate Justice.

They shall be elected by a joint viva voce vote of the General

Assembly for the term of eight years, and shall continue in office

until their successors shall be elected and qualified, and shall

be so classified that one of them shall go out of office every two

years.
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The Supreme Court as organized under the Constitution of 1868 had jurisdic-

tion to hear any causes pending therein before the meeting of the General Assem-

bly at which the third associate justice was to be elected. Middleton v. Taber, 46

S. C, 337; 24 S. E. R., 282.

The provision of the Constitution requiring the concurrence of three justices to

reverse a circuit judge, does not apply to a case decided below before the adop-

tion of the Constitution of 1895, and argued in this Court before it was com-

pleted by election of a third associate justice, as contemplated by the Constitution.

Hunt V. Nolen, 46 S. C, 554; 24 S. E., 543.

Sec. 3. The present Chief Justice and Associate Justices of /"yf^M^and

the Supreme Court are declared to be the Chief Justice and two :^ce?"^'^
^"'"

of the Associate Justices of said Court as herein estabHshed s e e Const,

until the terms for which they were elected shall expire, and the^^^®'
^^"' ^'

General Assembly at its next session shall elect the third As-

sociate Justice and make suitable provision for accomplishing

the classification above directed.

Sec. 4. The Supreme Court shall have power to issue writSof supr'^eme

or orders of injunction, mandamus, quo warranto, prohibition,

certiorari, habeas corpus and other original and remedial writs, ises, ^iV, "l!^

'

And said Court shall have appellate jurisdiction only in cases of

chancery, and in such appeals they shall review the findings of

fact as well as the law, except in chancery cases where the facts

are settled by a jury and the verdict not set aside, and shall

constitute a Court for the correction of errors at law under such

regulations as the General Assembly may by law prescribe.

Under the above section the Supreme Court has power to grant bail in any case

where a person is in custody under a charge of violating the criminal law of the

State. State v. Farris, 51 S. C, 178; 28 S. E., 308.

The Supreme Court not being a court of original jurisdiction, only matters

brought up before it by exceptions from the lower court could be entertained under

the power given it by the Constitution and Statutes. If action should be taken

without such appeal or exceptions from the lower court, such action would be be-

yond the powers given by that tribunal. The phraseology of the present Consti-

tution imposes an obligation on the Supreme Court to accept as final fact found

by a jury in a chancery case, unless their verdict had been set aside.—Pollick v.

Association, 51 S. C, 431; 29 S. E., tj.

The Supreme Court is invested with jurisdiction in only three classes of cases:

I. To issue certain specified writs as well as other original and remedial writs. 2.

To hear and determine appeals in cases of chancery. 3. For the purpose of cor-

recting errors at law. The Court, therefore, has no jurisdiction to hear an ap-

plication for naturalization. Ex parte McKenzie, 51 S. C, 245; 28 S. E., 468.

The Supreme Court has power to issue writs or orders of injunction, and such

power is not restricted to cases pending in this Court either in its original or ap-

pellate jurisdiction. A justice of the Supreme Court has power at chambers to

grant an interlocutory order of injunction in a cause not pending in the Supreme
Court.—Salinas v. Aultman, 49 S. C, 378; 27 S. E. R., 385; Gilmer v. Hunnicutt,

57 S. C, 166; 35 S. E., 521; see ex parte Bank, 56 S. C, 25; 33 S. E., 781.

It is now settled that the Supreme Court may reverse a finding of fact by the

Circuit Court, when the appellant satisfies the Supreme Court that the preponder-

ance of the evidence is against the finding of the Circuit Court. Finley v. Cart-

wright, 55 S. C, 203; 33 S. E., 359; Bleckley v. Goodwin, 51 S. C, 363; 29 S. E.,

3, ; see also Wagener v. Kirven, 47 S. C, 347; 25 S. E., 130; Land, Mortgage,

Invest, and Agency Co. v. Faulkner, 45 S. C, 503; 24 S. E., 288. See Segars v.

Parrott, 54 S. C, 50; 31 S. E., 677,865; Brown v. Newell, 64 S. C, z-j; 41

S. E., .
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Demurrer for failure to state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action can-
not be interposed for the first time in the Supreme Court. Green v. Green, 50 S.

C, 514; 27 S. E., 953.

yeS-^ScS?aL ^60. 5. The Supreme Court shall be held at least twice in

See Const. ^^^^ 3^^^^ ^.t the Seat of government and at such other place or
1868, IV., 5. places in the State as the General Assembly may direct.

tiof orfidgls Sec. 6. No Judge shall preside at the trial of any cause in the

cases'!
^ "^ ^ ""'" sv^^t of which he may be interested, or when either of the

See Const, partics shall be connected with him by affinity or consanguinity,
186S, IV., 6. within such degrees as may be prescribed by law, or in which

he may have been counsel or have presided in any inferior

Court. In case all or any of the Justices of the Supreme Court

shall be thus disqualified, or be otherwise prevented from pre-

siding in any cause or causes, the Court or the Justices thereof

shall certify the same to the Governor of the State, and he shall

how fiiied"^'^^' immediately commission, specially, the requisite number of men
learnedJn the law for the trial and determination thereof. The
same course shall be pursvied in the Circuit and inferior Courts

as is prescribed in this Section for cases of the Supreme Court.

The General Assembly shall provide by law for the temporary

appointment of men learned in the law to hold either special

cuit°Coufts.
"' or regular terms of the Circuit Courts whenever there may be

necessity for such appointment.

The disqualification of Judge, if known, is waived by not objecting to him.

—

Ex parte Hilton, 64 S. C, 201; 41 S. E. .

The term "judge," as usual in this section, includes magistrates. Marchbanks v.

Marchbanks, 58 S. C, 92; 36 S. E., 438.

In this State the rule for ascertaining the relationship between a judge and a

party litigant is to count up from either to the common ancestor and then down
to the other, each step in the ascending and descending scale to count one degree.

—

Ex parte Kreps, 61 S. C, 29; 39 S. E., 181.

^^R^eporter.
ggg_ ^^ ^j^^^.^ ^j^^jj ^^ appointed by the Justices of the Su-

See Const, pfemc Court a Reporter and a Clerk of said Court, who shall
1 68, .,

7. j^qI^ their offices for four years, and whose duties and compen-

sation shall be prescribed by law.

s u p^r'Tm°e Scc. 8. When a judgment or decree is reversed or affirmed

-f^ by the Supreme Court, every point made and distinctly stated in

1868, IV.,
8."^*' the cause and fairly arising upon the record of the case shall be

considered and decided, and the reason thereof shall be con-

cisely and briefly stated in writing and preserved with the re-

cord of the case.

Requires specific exceptions. Garrett v. Weinberg, 59 S. C, 162; 37 S. E., 51;

State V. Mears, 60 S. C, 527; 39 S. E., 244.

of °jlldgerand Scc. 9. The Justiccs of the Supreme Court and Judges of

_^l!Jf!i the Circuit Court shall each receive compensation for their ser-
S e e Const.

1S68, IV., 9.
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vices to be fixed by law, which shall not be increased or dimin-

ished during their continuance in office. They shall not be

allowed any fees or perquisites of office, nor shall they hold any

other office of trust or profit under this State, the United States,

or any other power.

Sec. 10. No person shall be eligible to the office of Chief ^j^Q"^|_^ ^
^"^^^

Justice, Associate Justice or Judge of the Circuit Court who is see Const,

not at the time of his election a citizen of the United States and ^^^^' ^^- ^°-

of this State, and has not attained the age of twenty-six years,

has not been a licensed attorney at law for at least five years,

and been a resident of this State for five years next preceding

his election.

Sec. 11. All vacancies in the Supreme Court or inferior Vacancies.

tribunals shall be filled by elections as herein prescribed: -P^o- jgg|''fv!r°iL'

vided, That if the unexpired term does not exceed one year

such vacancy may be filled by Executive appointment. All

Judges, by virtue of their office, shall be conservators of the Conservators.

peace throughout the State; and when a vacancy is filled by

either appointment or election, the incumbent shall hold only ^^J^"
^ "^

^'"'^'^

for the unexpired term of his predecessor.

Sec. 12. In all cases decided by the Supreme Court the con- Three neces-
•' ^ sary lor re-

currence of three of the Justices shall be necessary for a re- versai.

versal of the judgment below, but if the four Justices equally^g^Se^e^ Const,

divide in opinion the judgment below shall be affirmed, subject

to the provisions hereinafter prescribed. Whenever, upon the

hearing of any cause or question before the Supreme Court, in

the exercise of its original or appellate jurisdiction, it shall ap-

pear to the Justices thereof, or any two of them, that there is

involved a question of constitutional law, or of conflict between
^j

ConstUut^on-

the Constitution and laws of this State and of the United States,

or between the duties and obligations of her citizens under the

same, upon the determination of which the entire Court is not

agreed ; or whenever the Justices of said Court, or any two of

them, desire it on any cause or question so before said Court,

the Chief Justice, or in his absence the presiding Associate

Justice, shall call to the assistance of the Supreme Court all of

the Judges of the Circuit Court: Provided, hozvever, That ^^ J"'^4ge shall

when the matter to be submitted is involved in an appeal from

the Circuit Court, the Circuit Judge who tried the cause shall

not sit. A majority of the Justices of the Supreme Court and

Circuit Judges shall constitute a quorum. The decision of the

Court so constituted, or a majority of the Justices and Judges
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In the absence of legislation on the subject the probate courts have jurisdiction

in cases of persons non compos mentis. State v. Gregory, 58 S. C, 116; 36 S.

E-. 433
Acting as public guardian is a new duty imposed by the Legislature upon the

Judge of Probate, and is merely incidental to his office, and does not create a new
office. State v. Green, 52 S. C., 526; 30 S. E., 1006.

Magistrates. gg^^ gQ. A Sufficient number of Magistrates shall be ap-

pointed and commissioned by the Governor, by and with the

advice and consent of the Senate, for each County, who shall

ii'L^^^
°^ °^' hold their offices for the term of two years and until their suc-

See Const, ccssors are appointed and qualified. Each J\Iagistrate shall
1868, IV., 21. ]-,^yg power, under such regulations as may now or hereafter be
Constables.

pj-Qvidcd by law, to appoint one or more Constables to execute

writs and processes issued by him. The present Trial Justices

are declared Magistrates as herein created, and shall exercise

the powers and duties of said office of Magistrate until their

successors shall be appointed and qualified. Each Magistrate
^ ^^'

shall receive a salary, to be fixed by the General Assembly, in

lieu of all fees in criminal cases.

Trial Justices were continued in office upon the adoption of the Constitution of

189s under the name of Magistrates, with all the powers and duties previously be-

longing to the office of Trial Justice. Delk v. Zorn, 48 S. C, 149; 26 S. E. R., 466.

May appoint a special Constable for a particular occasion. Cromer v. Watson, 59
S. C, 560; 38 S. E., 126.

of^ia^fs'tr'ates"
^^^' ^^* Magistrates shall have jurisdiction in such civil cases

See Const. ^^ ^^ General Assembly may prescribe : Provided, Such juris-

1868, IV., 22. (Jiction shall not extend to cases where the value of property

in controvers)', or the amount claimed, exceeds one hundred

dollars, or to cases where the title to real estate is in question,

or to cases in chancery. They shall have exclusive jurisdiction

in such criminal cases as the General Assembly may prescribe

:

Provided, further. Such jurisdiction shall not extend to cases

where the punishment exceeds a fine of one hundred dollars or

imprisonment for thirty days. In criminal matters beyond
E X a m ining their jurisdiction to try, they shall sit as Examining Courts, and

commit, discharge or (except in capital cases) recognize per-

sons charged with such offenses, subject to such regulations as

the General Assembly may provide. They shall also have the

power to bind over to keep the peace and for good behavior for

a time not to exceed twelve months.

Jurisdiction in Dispensary cases. State v. Adams, 49 S. C, 518; 27 S. E., 523.

A Magistrate has jurisdiction to bind over a party to keep the peace, and in de-

fault of bond, put him in jail. State v. Garlington, 56 S. C, 413; 34 S. E., 689.

Generally as to jurisdiction, see Harby v. Wells, 52 S. C, 161; 29 S. E., 563. See

Delk v. Zorn, 48 S. C, 150; 26 S. E. R., 466; State v. Wolfe, 61 S. C, 28; 39 S.

E., 179; Baker v. Irvine, 61 S. C, 114; 39 S. E., 252; Holliday v. Poston, 60 S.

C, 103; 39 S. E., 449; Burckhalter v. Jones, 58 S. C, 90; 36 S. E., 495; Dill v.

Durham, 56 S. C, 425; 35 S. E., 3.
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tion of inferior Courts, except from such inferior Courts from

which the General Assembly shall provide an appeal directly to

the Supreme Court.

In the absence of legislative authority therefor, the Court of Common Pleas have

appellate jurisdiction of all cases within the jurisdiction of the Probate Court.

—

State V. Gregory, 58 S. C, 116; 36 S. E., 433. See Segars v. Parrott, 54 S. C,
51; 31 S. E., ejT, 865.

The Court of Common Pleas has jurisdiction to enjoin special proceedings, under

Civil Code, Section 2211-2219, to obtain a right of way, on the ground of the

inadequacy of the remedy provided by the Statute.—S. C. & Ga. R. R. Co. et al.

V. Am. Tel. &c., Co., 63 S. C, 199; 41 S. E., 307

See. 16. The Court of Common Pleas shall sit in each County sit twice.

in this State at least twice in every year at such stated times ,^
s e e Const.

-^ -^ IS68, i V ., 16. '

and places as may be appointed by law.

Sec. 17. It shall be the duty of the Justices of the Supreme d e c\s^o-as.

Court to file their decisions within sixty days from the last day—;

—

7-' -' -^ See Const.
of the Court at which the cases were heard ; and the duty of is^s, iv., 17.

the Judges of the Circuit Courts to file their decisions within

sixty days from the rising of the last Court of the Circuit then

being held.

Failure to file decision within time limited, not occasioned by act of the parties,

does not affect its validity. Griffith v. Cromley, 58 S. C, 448; 36 S. E., 738.

Sec. 18. The Court of General Sessions shall have jurisdic-erai" sessions"'

tion in all criminal cases except those cases in which exclusive see Const,

jurisdiction shall be given to inferior Courts, and in these it^
'''

shall have appellate jurisdiction. It shall also have concurrent

jurisdiction with, as well as appellate jurisdiction from, the in-

ferior Courts in all cases of riot, assault and battery, and lar-

ceny. It shall sit in each County in the State at least twice in

each year at such stated times and places as the General As-

sembly may direct.

See State v. Langford, 55 S. C, 327; 33 3. E., 370. The Court of General Ses-

sions has jurisdiction of all cases of larceny of live stock. State v. Crosby, 51 S.

C., 249; 28 S. E., 529.

Under the above section the Court of General Sessions has concurrent jurisdic-

tion in all cases except those in which the General Assembly may prescribe exclus-

ive jurisdiction in cases cognizable before Magistrates, or in which exclusive juris-

diction shall be given to some other inferior court. State v. Wolfe, 61 S. C, 28;

39 S. E., 179.

Sec. 19. The Court of Probate shall remain as now estab- ,
Court of Pro-

bate.

lished in the County of Charleston. In all other Counties of—————

r

J See Const.
the State the jurisdiction in all matters testamentary and of ad-^s^s, iv., 20.

ministration, in business appertaining to minors and the allot-

ment of dower, in cases of idiocy and lunacy, and persons non

compos mentis, shall be vested as the General Assembly may
provide, and until such provision such jurisdiction shall remain

in the Court of Probate as now established.
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sitting-, shall be final and conclusive. In such case the Chief

Justice, or in his absence the presiding Associate Justice, shall

one'^^must^^re-
Preside. Whenever the Justices of the Supreme Court and the

t""e- Circuit Judges meet together for the purposes aforesaid, if the

number thereof qualified to sit constitute an even number, then

one of the Circuit Judges must retire; and the Circuit Judges

present shall determine by lot which of their number shall

retire.

Upon appeal, the judgment of the Circuit Court being affirmed by reason of the

equal division of the Supreme Court Judges the decision of the issue so made and

affirmed is final for the purposes of that case. Johnson vs. Railway Co., 58 S. C,

490; 36 S. E., 851.

A judgment of the Supreme Court affirming a circuit judgment by a divided

court is binding authority in all similar subsequent cases.—City of Florence v.

Berry, 62 S. C, 469; 40 S. E., 871.

The Supreme Court being divided upon a question of public policy and not upon

a constitutional question, there is no ground upon which the Circuit Judges should

be called to the assistance of the Supreme Court upon a re-hearing. Johnson vs.

Railroad, 55 S. C, 179; 32 S. E., 2; 33 S. E., 174. See Segars v. Parrott, 54

s. c, 17, 6s; 31 s. E., e^^, 865.

The Constitution and the Statute provide for but two contingencies in which the

Circuit Judges shall be called to the assistance of the Supreme Court: i. Where a

constitutional question is involved. 2. Where at least two of the Supreme Court

Judges desire that the Circuit Judges shall be called in. Florence v. Brown, 49

S. C, 343; 2^ S. E., 273. See Middleton v. Taber, 46 S. C, 343; 24 S. E., 282.

Judicial Cir- gee. 13. The State shall be divided into as manv Judicial
cults. ^ •'

—See Const
Circuits as the General Assembly may prescribe, and for each

1868, IV., 13. Circuit a Judge shall be elected by joint viva voce vote of the

judief
'""^ °^ General Assembly, who shall hold his office for the term of four

years ; and at the time of his election he shall be an elector of

a County of, and during his continuance in office he shall reside

jud-es^ ^^"*^in, the Circuit of which he is Judge. The present Judges of

the Circuit Courts shall continue in office until the expiration

of the terms for which they were elected, and, should a new

division of the Judicial Circuits be made, shall be the Judges of

the respective Circuits in which they shall reside after said

division.

Application for writ of mandamus must be heard within circuit.—State v. Smith,

50 S. C, 558; 2y S. E., 933.

Interchange Sec. 14. Tudgcs of the Circuit Courts shall interchange Cir-
of Circuits. J & &

cuits with each other, and the General Assembly shall provide
See Const.

1868, IV., 14. therefor.

Jurisdiction gee. 15. The Courts of Common Pleas shall have original
of Courts of

.

Common Pleas, jurisdiction, subjcct to appeal to the Supreme Court, to issue

^
See Const, ^yi-its or ordcrs of injunction, mandamus, habeas corpus, and

loDSy X V .J 15.

such other writs as may be necessary to carry their powers into

. full effect. They shall have jurisdiction in all civil cases. They

shall have appellate jurisdiction in all cases within the jurisdic-
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A Magistrate is not deprived of jurisdiction in cases under Criminal Code, 171,

because title to real estate may be incidentally involved.—State v. Holcomb, 63

S. C, 22; 40 S. E., 1018.

Sec. 22. All persons charged with an offence shall have the
j^J^'^

' ^ ^ ^^

right to demand and obtain a trial by jury. The jury in cases g^^ const,
civil or criminal in all municipal Courts, and Courts inferior to^^^^' ^•' ^^•

Circuit Courts shall consist of six. The grand jury of each ^^
Jj^j;^^^^^^^.^^""

County shall consist of eighteen members, twelve of whom must Q^a^^ ju^y.

agree in a matter before it can be submitted to the Court.

Mandatory.—State v. Powers, 59 S. C, 200; 37 S. E., 690.

The petit jury of the Circuit Courts shall consist of twelve •^^*'* ^'"''y-

men, all of whom must agree to a verdict in order to render the

same.

Each juror must be a qualified elector under the provisions of ^p j^j-'or's^'^'""^

this Constitution, between the ages of twenty-one and sixty-five

years and of good moral character.

"Qualified elector" means "registered elector" in the above section, and all jurors

must be registered in the County in which the court sits. Mew v. Railroad, 55

S. C, 9S; 32 S. E., 828. See State v. Robertson, 54 S. C, 150; 31 S. E. 868. A
person convicted of larceny is disqualified from sitting as a juror, and where such

a person is drawn and it is a fact that none of the parties to the action had knowl-

edge of the conviction, his disqualification entitled defendants to a new trial. Gar-

rett V. Weinberg, 54 S. C, 144; 31 S. E., 341, 34 S. E., 70. A juror regularly

drawn cannot have substituted in his place another, without the consent of de-

fendant, and where such was the case a new jury was properly drawn. State v.

Coleman, 54 S. C, 285; 32 S. E., 406. Qualifications of jurors. State v. Brown-
field, 60 S. C, 509; 39 S. E., 2. The first clause of the above Section did not

change the law then of force, but only made it permanent by incorporating it in

the organic law of the land. Burkhalter v. Jones, 58 S. C, 90; 36 S. E., 495. The
Act of 1887, 19 Stats., 1027, providing that a Magistrate shall have jurisdiction in

two Counties, is unconstitutional, and in violation of the above Section.—Dill v.

Durham, 56 S. C, 425; 35 S. E., 3. See Delk v. Zorn, 48 S. C, 150; 26 S. E., 466.

Jury trial may be waived. Belcher v. Commissioners, 2 McC, 23.

On demurrer under Criminal Code Sec. 50 to indictment being overruled the de-

fendant is entitled to plead over, and be tried by jury.—State v. Barden, 64 S. C,
206; 41 S. E., .

Sec. 23. Every civil action cognizable by Magistrates shall be. Actions in
-'

_
^

=5 .'to Magi strates

brought before a Magistrate in the County where the defendant Courts.

resides, and every criminal action in the County where the of- See Co ns t.

fence was committed. In all cases tried by them, the right of

appeal shall be secured under such rules and regulations as may
be provided by law : Provided, That in Counties where Magis-

trates have separate and exclusive territorial jurisdiction, crimi-

nal causes shall be tried in the Magistrate's district where the

ofifence was committed, subject to such provision for change

of venue from one Magistrate's district to another in the same

County as may be provided by the General Assembly.

Sec. 24. All officers other than those named in Section nine ^.
c o m p ensa-

tion for all

provided for in this Article shall receive for their services such "^'^^'' officers.

See Const.
1S68, IV., 25.
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compensation as the General Assembly may from time to time

by law direct.

Powers at gee. 25. Each of the Justices of the Supreme Court and
Chambers. •' ^

Judges of the Circuit Court shall have the same power at cham-

bers to issue writs of habeas corpus, mandamus
,
quo tvarranto,

certiorari, prohibition and interlocutory writs or orders of in-

junction as when in open Court. The Judges of the Circuit

Courts shall have such powers at chambers as the General As-

sembly may provide.

Application for writ of mandamus must be heard within circuit. State ex rel

LaMotte v. Smith, 50 S. C, 558; 27 S. E., 933. Issuance of injunction by Supreme

Court Justice. Salinas v. Aultman, 49 S. C, 385; 27 S. E., 385.

ries. Sec. 26. Judgcs shall not charge juries in respect to matters

See Const, of fact, but shall declare the law.
IS6S, IV., 26.

'

Remarks made by a judge while the witnesses are testifying cannot be consid-

ered as part of a charge, and as coming under this section. State v. Marchbanks,

61 S. C, 21; 39 S. E., 187. Any direct reference to the testimony in charging the

jury, any expression as to what is in evidence, any remark that would amount to

a stating of the testimony in whole or in part, is absolutely prohibited. Norris v.

Clinkscales, 47 S. C, 489; 25 S. E., 798. It is unconstitutional for a judge to

state in the interrogative form to the jury facts sworn to by witnesses. Burnett

V. Crawford, 50 S. C, 161; 27 S. E., 645; State v. Stello, 49 S. C, 488; 27

S. E., 659.

When a trial judge says: "If the city place obstructions there, not giving any

notice, and he sustains damages, it would be an act of negligence and misman-

agement, and the city would be liable," he charges on the facts, and violates the

above section. China v. Sumter, 51 S. C, 453; 29 S. E., 206.

Negligence is a mixed question of law and fact and shovild be submitted to the

jury, under proper instructions from the Court.—Hunter v. The Pelham Mills, 52

S. C, 278; 29 S. E., 727.

The reasons assigned by a Circuit Judge for asking a witness a question, is not

a part of his charge, and did not convey to the jury his impressions of the testi-

mony. Wilson v. Ry. Co., 52 S. C, 539; 30 S. E., 406.

Magistrates are included in the word "judges" in the above section, and it is

their duty to charge juries in their court. Marchbanks v. Marchbanks, 58 S. C,

94; 36 S. E., 438.

A charge of legal propositions based on hypothetical statements of fact, includ-

ing admitted facts, is not violative of constitutional inhibition. Jenkins v. Rail-

way Co., 58 S. C, 373; 36 S. E., 703. A judge in advising the jury how they might

weigh the testimony, or whether any force or effect should be given to contradictory

testimony, charges in respect to matters of fact and commits error. State v.

Mitchell, 56 S. C, 524; 35 S. E., 210.

Charge not in contravention to above Section. Kingman v. Ins. Co., 54 S. C,

599; 32 S. E., 762. See State v. Aughtry, 49 S. C, 285; 26 S. E., 619; 27 S. E.,

199; State V. Dill, 48 S. C, 249; 26 S. E., 567; State v. Godfrey, 60 S. C, 498;

39 S. E., i; State v. Taylor, 54 S. C, 174; 32 S. E., 149; McDaniel v. Monroe

Bros., 63 S. C, 307; 41 S. E., 465; Kirby v. So. Ry. Co., 63 S. C, 494; 41

S. E., .

What is not a charge on the facts.—Sec. 26, Art. 5; McDaniel v. Monroe Bros.,

63 S. C, 307; 41 S. E., 465; Kirby v. So. Ry. Co., 63 S. C, 494; 41 S. E.

It is error to state to the jury the undisputed facts where no uncontradicted evi-

dence is introduced of a case. State v. Cannon, 49 S. C, 558; 27 S. E., 526.

What is a charge on the facts—Edwards v. So. Ry. Co., 63 S. C, 271; 41

S. E.,-4S8.

Clerk of Sec. 27. There shall be elected in each County, by the electors

-thereof, one Clerk for the Court of Common Pleas, who shall
t.

Court

See Cons
EGS, IV.. 2T.
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hold his office for the term of four years, and until his successor

shall be elected and qualified. He shall, by virtue of his office,

be Clerk of all other Courts of record held therein, but the Gen-

eral Assembly may provide by law for the election of a Clerk,

with a like term of office, for each or any other of the Courts

of record, and may authorize the Judge of the Probate Court

to perform the duties of Clerk for his Court under such regula-

tions as the General Assembly may direct. Clerks of Courts

shall be removable for such cause and in such manner as shall

be prescribed by law.

Sec. 28. There shall be an Attorney General for the State, ^,^^^^^^^0
r n ey

who shall perform such duties as may be prescribed by law. g^^ const
He shall be elected by the qualified electors of the State for the '^^^^' ^^^- ^^•

term of two years, and shall receive for his services such com-

pensation as shall be fixed by law.

Sec. 29. There shall be one Solicitor for each Circuit, who Solicitor.

shall reside therein, to be elected by the qualified electors of the^Jl^j^""/*-

Circuit, who shall hold his office for the term of four years, and

shall receive for his services such compensation as shall be fixed

by law. In all cases when an Attorney for the State of any Cir-

cuit fails to attend and prosecute according to law, the Court

shall have power to appoint an Attorney pro tempore. In the

event of the establishment of County Courts the General As-

sembly may provide for one Solicitor for each County in the

place and instead of the Circuit Solicitor, and may prescribe

his powers, duties and compensation.

Sec. 30. The qualified electors of each County shall elect acoronen
^""^

Sheriff and Coroner for the term of four years, and until their g^^ const,

successors are elected and qualified ; they shall reside in their re- ^^^^' ^^'' ^^"

spective Counties during their continuance in office, and be dis-

qualified for the office a second time if it should appear that

they, or either of them, are in default for moneys collected by

virtue of their respective offices.

Sec. 31. All writs and processes shall run and all prosecutions _!!i!!!^ .

shall be conducted in the name of the State of South Carolina
; is68,^iv.° 31^

*'

all writs shall be attested by the Clerk of the Court from which

they shall be issued ; and all indictments shall conclude "against

the peace and dignity of the State."

An indictment concluding "against the peace and dignity of the same State

aforesaid" is good and the words "same" and "aforesaid" are mere surplusage.

State V. Mason, 54 S. C, 241; 32 S. E., 357.

Does not apply to prosecutions by a City Council for violations of municipal

ordinances. City Council of Abbeville v. Leopard, 6i S. C, 99; 39 S. E., 248.

6—C.

Indictments.
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s u^"^rTm°e ^®^- ^^- ^^^ General Assembly shall provide by law for the
^°"'''^- speedy publication of the decisions of the Supreme Court made

i868^iv° 32^
^' under this Constitution.

Sentence to Sec. 33. Circuit Courts and all Courts inferior thereto and
labor on high-

. 1111 -i-i-
ways. municipal Courts shall have the power, m their discretion, to

impose sentence of labor upon highways, streets and other

public works upon persons by them sentenced to imprisonment.

Matters now Scc. 34. All matters, civil and criminal, now pending within
pending.

. .

the jurisdiction of any of the Courts of this State shall continue

therein until disposed of according to law.

See Delk v. Zorn, 48 S. C, 515; 26 S. E., 466.

ARTICLE VI.

Jurisprudence.

Arbitration.
Scctioii 1. The General Assembly shall pass laws allowing

asfs,^ V.
°

1.
^ *' differences to be decided by arbitrators, to be appointed by the

parties who may choose that mode of adjustment.

ve^ue^"^^
°* S-C- 2- It shall be the duty of the General Assembly to pass

See Co ns t.Is-^"^'^ ^^^ the change of venue in all cases, civil and criminal,
1S6S, v., 2. Q^.gj. ^yj^j(.]-| ^Y^Q Circuit Courts have original jurisdiction, upon a

proper showing, supported by affidavit, that a fair and impartial

trial cannot be had in the County where such action or prosecu-

tion was commenced. The State shall have the same right to

move for a change of venue that a defendant has for such of-

fences as the General Assembly may prescribe. Unless a

change of venue be had under the provisions of this Article the

defendant shall be tried in the County where the offence Avas

committed : Provided^ hoivever, That no change of venue shall

be granted in criminal cases until after a true bill has been

found by the grand jury: And provided, further, That if a

change be ordered it shall be to a County in the same Judicial

Circuit.

Findings of fact by a Circuit Judge in application for a change of venue, can-

not be reviewed in the Supreme Court. McCown vs. Railroad Co., 55 S. C, 389;

33 S. E., 506.

uit^^"'
^"'^ ^^ ^^c- 2- Justice shall be administered in a uniform mode of

See Const. Pleading without distinction between law and equity.
1868 v., 3. ggg_ ^ Every Statute shall be a public law, unless otherwise

statute pub- -^ ^
lie law. declared in the Statute itself.

ofSaw'^i.^"''"" Sec. 5. The General Assembly, at its first session after the

~^ee Const, adoption of this Constitution, shall provide for the appointment
1868,

., 5. ^j. eigction of a Commissioner, whose duty it shall be to collect
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and revise all the General Statute law of this State then of

force as well as that which shall be passed from time to time,

and to properly index and arrange the said Statutes when so

passed. And the said Commissioner shall reduce into a sys-

tematic Code the general statutes, including the Code of Civil

Procedure, with all the amendments thereto, and shall, on the

first day of the session for the year nineteen hundred and one,

and at the end of every subsequent period of not more than ten

years, report the result of his labors to the General Assembly,

with such recommendations and suggestions as to the abridge-

ment and amendments as may be deemed necessary or proper.

Said report when ready to be made, shall be printed and a copy

thereof laid upon the desk of each member of both houses of

the General Assembly on the first day of the first session, but

shall not be taken up for consideration until the next session of »

said General Assembly. The said Code shall be declared by

the General Assembly, in an Act passed according to the forms

of this Constitution for the enactment of laws, to be the only

general statutory law of the State; but no alterations or ad-

ditions to any of the laws therein contained shall be made except

by Bill passed under the formalities heretofore prescribed for

the passage of laws. Provision shall be made by law for filling

vacancies, regulating the term of office and the compensation

of said Commissioner, not exceeding five hundred dollars per

annum, and imposing such other duties as may be desired.

And the General Assembly shall by committee inquire into the

progress of his work at each session.

Sec. 6. In the case of any prisoner lawfully in the charge, Prisoner

custody or control of any officer. State, County or municipal, through negli-
gence of of-

being seized and taken from said officer through his negligence, ficer, penalty^ ^ ^ ^ ' on officer.

permission or connivance, by a mob or other unlawful assem-

blage of persons, and at their hands suffering bodily violence or

death, the said officer shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,

and, upon true bill found, shall be deposed from his office pend-

ing his trial, and upon conviction shall forfeit his office, and

shall, unless pardoned by the Governor, be ineligible to hold any

office of trust or profit within this State. It shall be the duty

of the Prosecuting Attorney within whose Circuit or County the

offence may be committed to forthwith institute a prosecution

against said officer, who shall be tried in such County, in the

same Circuit, other than the one in which the offence was com-

mitted, as the Attorney General may elect. The fees and mile-
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age of all material witnesses, both for the State and for the

defence, shall be paid by the State Treasurer, in such manner

as may be provided by law : Provided, In all cases of lynching

when death ensues, the County where such lynching takes place

shall, without regard to the conduct of the officers, be liable in

exemplary damages of not less than two thousand dollars to the

legal representatives of the person lynched: Provided, furtlier,

f^^"^"j^^J'^l^'^
That any County against which a judgment has been obtained

for damages in any case of lynching shall have the right to

recover the amount of said judgment from the parties engaged

in said lynching in any Court of competent jurisdiction.

The Act of the Legislature, 22 Stat., 213, is intended to make the County liable

in those cases only which fall within the provisions of the Constitution. Brown v.

Orangeburg, 55 S. C, 49; 32 S. E., 764.

ARTICLE VII.

Counties and County Government.

Formation of Scction 1. The General Assembly may establish new Coun-
new Counties. -' •'

ties in the following manner : Whenever one-third of the quali-

fied electors within the area of each section of an old County

proposed to be cut off to form a new County shall petition the

Governor for the creation of a new County, setting forth the

boundaries and showing compliance with the requirements of

this Article, the Governor shall order an election, within a rea-

sonable time thereafter, by the qualified electors within the pro-

posed area, in which election they shall vote "Yes" or "No"
upon the question of creating said new County ; and at the same

and°nrm^.
^^^^ election the question of a name and a County seat for such

County shall be submitted to the electors.

See Segars v. Parrott, 54 S. C, 40; 31 S. E., 677, 865. This and the following

Section do not require a two-thirds vote for County seat of a new County, but its

name and location may be determined by majority vote, and the ordering and hold-

ing of more than one election to determine the name and location of a new County

seat for a new County, is not in violation of the Constitution. State v. Parler,

$2 S. C, 207; 29 S. E., 651.

Section of Sec. 2. If two-thirds of the qualified electors voting at such
old County to

_ .

be cut off. election shall vote "Yes" upon such questions, then the Gen-

eral Assembly at the next session shall establish such new Coun-

ty : Provided, No section of the County proposed to be dis-

membered shall be thus cut off without consent by a two-thirds

vote of those voting in such section ; and no County shall be

formed without complying with all the conditions imposed in

this Article. An election upon the question of forming the
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same proposed new County shall not be held oftener than once

in four years.

See Segars v. Parrott, 54 S. C, i; 31 S. E., 677; 865.

Sec. 3. No new County hereafter formed shall contain less ^^^3^j'g'''''*p"Q'p'.

than one one hundred and twenty-fourth part of the whole ^^•^'^^^^^7.°^

number of inhabitants of the State, nor shall it have less as-

sessed taxable property than one and one half millions of dol-

lars as shown by the last tax returns, nor shall it contain less

area than four hundred square miles.

Sec. 4. No old County shall be reduced to less area than five p^tpl^tyfInd

hundred square miles, to less assessed taxable property than
"Jlj^'^Q^'Jl^fy^

°*

two million dollars, nor to a smaller population than fifteen

thousand inhabitants.

Sec. 5. In the formation of new Counties no old County shall u^lt^^^
"" ^ ^

^

be cut within eight miles of its court house building.

Sec. 6. All new Counties hereafter formed shall bear a just
i^^d^ttedness.

apportionment of the valid indebtedness of the old Count}^ or

Counties from which they have been formed.

See Abbeville v. McMillan, 52 S. C, 70; 29 S. E., 540.

Sec. 7. The General Assembly shall have the power to alter ^^ Alteration^ of

County lines at any time : Provided, That before any existing

County line is altered the question shall be first submitted to

the qualified electors of the territory proposed to be taken from

one County and given to another, and shall have received two-

thirds of the votes cast: Provided, further, That the change

shall not reduce the County from which the territory is taken

below the limits prescribed in Sections 3, 4 and 5 of this Ar-

ticle : Provided, That the proper proportion of the existing

County indebtedness of the section so transferred shall be as-

sumed by the County to which the territory is transferred.

Sec. 8. No County seat shall be removed except by a vote (3ountJf°'^eit.°^

of two-thirds of the qualified electors of said County voting in

an election held for that purpose, but such election shall not be

held in any County oftener than once in five years.

Sec. 9. Each County shall constitute one election district, andtrif[^'^'''B"ody

shall be a body politic and corporate.
corporate.

Sec- 10. The General Assembly may provide for the consoli- oMw5°or'^mo°re

dation of two or more existing Counties if a majority of the^°""*'^^'

qualified electors of such Counties voting at an election held for

that purpose shall vote separately therefor, but such election

shall not be held oftener than once in four years in the same

Counties.
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Townships. Sec. 11. Each of the several townships of this State, with

names and boundaries as now estabhshed by law, shall con-

^^Body corpor-
g^ji-^^^g ^ body poHtic and corporate, biit this shall not prevent

the General Assembly from organizing other townships or

changing the boundaries of those already established ; and the

government
^"^ General Asscmbly may provide such system of township gov-

ernmenet as it shall think proper in any and all the Counties,

and may make special provision for municipal government and

for the protection of chartered rights and powers of munici-

palities.

ofVountfes"^^ ^^^- l^' Until changed by the General Assembly, as allowed

by this Constitution, the boundaries of the several Counties shall

remain as now established, except that the boundaries of the

County of Edgefield shall undergo such changes as are made

necessary for the formation of a new County from a portion

ofVoun'tfe^s"of oi Edgefield, to be known as Saluda, the boundaries of which

Idgifiefcf ^""^are set forth in a Constitutional ordinance. The election or-

dered in said ordinance for the location of its County seat shall

be held under the Constitution and laws now of force. And the

General Assembly shall provide for the assessment of property

in the County of Saluda for the fiscal year beginning January

first, eighteen hundred and ninety-six, and for the collection of

said taxes when assessed.

Judicial, and ggc. 13. The General Assembly may at any time arrange the
Congressional j j j ^^
Districts. various Counties into Judicial Circuits, and into Congressional

Districts, including the County of Saluda, as it may deem wise

and proper, and may establish or alter the location of voting pre-

cincts in any County.
No County ggg 14 Hereafter no County lines shall be so established

line through ^

city or town, ^g |-q p^gg through any incorporated city or town of this State.

ARTICLE VIII.

Municipal Corporations and Police Regulations.

and'^cTaiS Sectioii 1. The General Assembly shall provide by general

pal'' co^pw'^l- laws for the organization and classification of municipal cor-

tions.
porations. The powers of each class shall be defined so that no

such corporation shall have -any powers or be subject to any

restrictions other than all corporations of the same class. Cities

and towns now existing under special charters may reorganize

under the general laws of the State, and when so reorganized

their special charters shall cease and determine.
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Sec. 2. No city or town shall be organized without the con- conl^rtJ^or-

sent of the majority of the electors residing and entitled by law s'^"'^^*^°"-

to vote within the district proposed to be incorporated; such

consent to be ascertained in the manner and under such regu-

lations as may be prescribed by law.

Sec. 3. The General Assembly shall restrict the powers of '^'^^'^^•

cities and towns to levy taxes and assessments, to borrow money

and to contract debts, and no tax or assessment shall be levied

or debt contracted except in pursuance of law, for public pur-

poses specified by law.

The Act of 1871, 14 Stats., 569, conferring on the City of Columbia power to

assess license tax, is not repealed by above Section. Ry. Co. v. Columbia, 54 S. C,

2,()T, 32 S. E., 408; See Stehmeyer v. City Council, 53 S. C, 275; 31 S. E., 322.

Sec. 4. No law shall be passed by the General Assembly ,,-ay^Tc!
^^''^'

granting the right to construct and operate a street or other

railway, telegraph, telephone or electric plant, or to erect water

or gas works for public uses or to lay mains for any purpose,

without first obtaining the consent of the local authorities in

control of the streets or public places proposed to be occupied

for any such or like purposes.

Sec. 5. Cities and towns may acquire, by construction or pur-
gri^^pfJ^ntTfor

chase, and may operate, water works systems and plants for
f;^|^[g"

'
^ ^ "^^

furnishing lights, and may furnish water and lights to indi-

viduals, firms and private corporations for reasonable compen-

sation : Provided, That no such construction or purchase shall

be made except upon a majority vote of the electors in said

cities or towns who are qualified to vote on the bonded indebted-

ness of said cities or towns.

This Section plainly makes it a condition precedent to the election on the ques-

tion of issuing city bonds, that there should be a petition from a majority of the

freeholders of the city as shown by its tax books. Ex rel McWhirter v. Newberry,

47 S. C, 424; 25 S. E., 216.

Sec. 6. The corporate authorities of cities and towns in this c o r p o rate
^ taxes must be

State shall be vested with power to assess and collect taxes for uniform.

corporate purposes, said taxes to be uniform in respect to per-

sons and property within the jurisdiction of the body com-

posing the same ; and all property, except such as is exempt by

laAV, within the limits of cities and towns shall be taxed for the

payment of debts contracted under authorify of law. License License.

or privileged taxes imposed shall be graduated so as to secure a

just imposition of such tax upon the classes subject thereto.

Constitution authorizes General Assembly to provide for license or privilege

taxes, and municipalities are allowed to graduate the same, and the city of Ab-

beville can levy such taxes on businesses and occupations carried on in the city.
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The above section provides that such taxes shall be just, but not uniform, but the

city must tax without discrimination all businesses or avocations of the same class.

Hill V. Abbeville, 59 S. C, 396; 38 a. E., 11. See Ry. Co. v. Columbia, 54 S. C,
-77 \ 3~ S. E. R., 408; Stehmeyer v. City Council, 53 S. C, 275; 31 S. E., 322.

Bonded debt. Scc. 7. No city Of town ill this State shall hereafter incur any

bonded debt which, including existing bonded indebtedness,

shall exceed eight per centum of the assessed value of the tax-

able property therein, and no such debt shall be created without

submitting the question as to the creation thereof to the qualified

electors of such city or town, as provided in this Constitution

for such special elections ; and unless a majority of such electors

voting on the question shall be in favor of creating such further

• '"/uI^a"'^''^
°^ bonded debt, none shall be created : Provided, That this Sec-

mdebtedness. '
_•'

tion shall not be construed to prevent the issuing of certificates

of indebtedness in anticipation of the collection of taxes for

amounts actually contained or to be contained in the taxes for

the year when such certificates are issued and payable out of

Sinking fund.
gi^Q\y taxcs : And pvoz'ided, further, That such cities and towns

shall on the issuing of such bonds create a sinking fund for the

bond^ed deift^"^ ^^^^"^P^^'^" thereof at maturity. Nothing herein contained

shall prevent the issuing of bonds to an amount sufficient to re-

fund bonded indebtedness existing at the time of the adoption

cert'Sn^" dties ^^ ^^^^ Constitution : Provided, That the limitation imposed by

amendn'^ent
^ ^ ^his Scctiou and by Section 5, Article IV., of this Constitution

1901 XXIII shall not apply to bonded indebtedness incurred by the cities of

^^^- Columbia, Rock Hill, Charleston and Florence, where the pro-

ceeds of said bonds are applied solely for the purchase, estab-

lishment, maintenance or increase of water works plants, sewer-

age system ; and by the City of Georgetown, when the proceeds

of said bonds are applied solely for the purchase, establishment,

maintenance or increase of water works plant or sewerage sys-

tem, gas and electric light plants where the entire revenue aris-

ing from the operation of such plants or systems shall be de-

voted solely and exclusively to the maintenance and operation

of the same, and where the question of incurring such indebted-

ness is submitted to the freeholders and qualified voters of such

municipality, as provided' in the Constitution, upon the question

of other bonded indebtedness.

Where city and school district cover same territory, the city may incur a debt

not exceeding eight per cent, of the value of the taxable property therein, pro-

vided the aggregate indebtedness on such property does not exceed fifteen per cent,

of the value thereof.—Todd v. City of Laurens, 48 S. C, 395; 26 S. E., 682.

Under the Constitution city may issue bonds to refund outstanding maturing

bonds, without submitting the question to the voters of the city, when so authorized

by its charter.—McCreight v. Camden, 49 S. C, 78; 26 S. E., 9S4.
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Contract in violation of limitations.—Duncan v. City of Charleston, 60 S. C,

532; 39 S. E., 265. Constitutional amendment of 1901 construed.—Bray v. City

Council of Florence, S. C,
; 39 S. E., 810.

Sec. 8. Cities and towns may exempt from taxation, by gen- j^^^*^"^^^*"""^^^

eral or special ordinance, except for school purposes, manufac-^^P^^ fromtax-

tories established within their limits for five successive years

from the time of the establishment of such manufactories : Pro-

vided, That such ordinance shall be first ratified by a majority

of such qualified electors of such city or town as shall vote at an

election held for that purpose.

Sec. 9. No armed police force or representatives of a detec- i^lf^^'^
vo\ic&

tive agenc}^ shall ever be brought into this State for the suppres-

sion of domestic violence; nor shall any other armed or un-

armed body of men be brought in for that purpose, except upon

the application of the General Assembly or of the Executive of

this State (when the General Assembly is not in session), as

provided in the Constitution of the United States. The Gen-

eral Assembly shall provide proper penalties for the enforce-

ment of the provisions of this Section.

Sec. 10. It shall be the duty of the General Assembly tOH?a°th.''^'
°^

create Boards of Health wherever they may be necessary, giving

to them power and authority to make such regulations as shall

protect the health of the community and abate nuisances.

Sec. 11. In the exercise of the police power the General quor'^and^'bev-

Assembly shall have the right to prohibit the manufacture and
*^'"'*"^^-

sale and retail of alcoholic liquors or beverages within the State.

The General Assembly may license persons or corporations to

manufacture and sell and retail alcoholic liquors or beverages

within the State under such rules and restrictions as it deems

proper ; or the General Assembly may prohibit the manufacture

and sale and retail of alcoholic liquors and beverages within the

State, and may authorize and empower State, County and

municipal officers, all or either, under the authority and in the

name of the State, to buy in any market and retail within the

State liquors and beverages in such packages and quantities,

under such rules and regulations, as it deems expedient : Pro-

vided, That no license shall be granted to sell alcoholic bever-

ages in less quantities than one-half pint, or to sell them be-

tween sundown and sunrise, or to sell them to be drunk on tfie

premises : And provided, further. That the General Assembly

shall not delegate to any municipal corporation the power to

issue licenses to sell the same.
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The city of Florence, under its charter, cannot pass an ordinance prohibiting the

sale of liquors anywhere in the city, and the dispensary law does not preclude a

municipal corporation from passing and enforcing an ordinance prohibiting the

sale of liquors, except by duly authorized officers, where the charter gives the mu-
nicipality such power. Florence v. Brown, 49 S. C, 332; 26 S. E., 880.

ing."^'^^
^ ^'

Sec. 12. All prize-fighting is prohibited in this State, and

the General Assembly shall provide by proper laws for the pre-

vention and punishment of the same.

ARTICLE IX.

Corporations.

defined''°'^^*'°"
Sectioii 1. The term corporation as used in this Article 'in-

cludes all associations and joint stock companies having powers

and privileges not possessed by individuals or partnerships, and

excludes municipal corporations.

incorporation"^ Scc. 2. No charter of incorporation shall be granted, changed

See Const. 01' amended by special law, except in the case of such charitable,

xn. 1^" ^' educational, penal or reformatory corporations as may be under

the control of the State, or may be provided for in this Con-

stitution, but the General Assembly shall provide by general

laws for changing or amending existing, charters, and for the

organization of all corporations hereafter to be created, and any

such law so passed, as well as all charters now existing or here-

after created, shall be subject to future repeal or alteration:

Provided, That the General Assembly may by a two-thirds vote

of each house on a concurrent resolution allow a Bill for a

special charter to be introduced, and when so introduced may

pass the same as other Bills.

In order to enable stockholders to claim the benefits of the Constitution of 1895,

it is necessary to show that a new or amended charter was taken out under the

provisions of the Constitution. Laura Glenn Mills v. Ruff, 52 S. C, 449; 30 S. E.,

587.

Transporting Scc. 3. All railroad, express, canal and other corporations
and transmit-

. ...
1 11 1 1 j 1

t i n g corpora- engaged m transportation for hire, and all telegraph and other

such. corporations engaged in the business of transmitting intelli-

gence for hire are common carriers in their respective lines of

business, and are subject to liability and taxation as such. It

shall be unlawful for any such corporation to make any con-

Common law tract relicvino- it of its common law liabilitv or limiting the
liability. '='

.

.0
same, in reference to the carriage of passengers.

Agent of cor- Sec. 4. Evci'v corporatiou organized or doing business in this
poration. y i o

State, other than religious, educational or benevolent associa-

tions, shall have and maintain at least one agent in this State
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upon whom process may be served, and at least one public office ^^^fQ^°^
^°'^'

for the transaction of its business : Provided, This Section shall

not apply to mercantile corporations : Provided, That nothing

contained in this Section shall be construed to prohibit the Gen-

eral Assembly .from providing for the service of process on any

agent of a corporation so as to bind such corporation.

Sec. 5. No discrimination in charges or facilities for trans-
^j^^fj^'^"^™^^^'

portation of the same classes of freight or passengers, or for the^^-

transmission of intelligence within this State, or coming from or

going to any other State, shall be made by any railroad or other

transportation or transmission company between places or per-

sons.

Persons and property transported by any railroad or any

other transportation or transmission company or corporation,

shall be delivered at any station, landing or port at charges not

exceeding the charges for the transportation of persons and

property of the same class, in the same direction, to any more

distant station, landing or port. Excursion and commutation e x c u r sion

tickets may be issued at special rates. This Section shall not

prevent the Railroad Commission from making such competi- Competitive

tive rates as shall, in their judgment, be just and equitable be-

tween the railroads and the public, at all junctional and com-

petitive points or at points where water competition controls

the traffic or at points where the competition of points located in

other States may make necessary the prescribing of different

rates for the protection of the commerce of this State.

Sec. 6. Any railroad or other transportation corporation, and
^-

Jj^"" ^^Implny

any telegraph or other transmitting corporation, organized
^'J^^^'^^^^^gg*^ °f

under the laws of this State, shall have the right to connect its
another.

roads or lines, at the State line, with those in other States, and

shall have the right to intersect with or cross any other railroad,

street railway, transportation road or transmitting line, and

shall each receive and transport the freight, passengers, cars

(loaded or empty) and messages delivered to it by another

without delay or discrimination.

Sec. 7. No railroad, or other transportation company, and no oP^tock'^^vi'th

telegraph or other transmitting corporation, or the lessees, pur- t^o^petms ime.

chasers or managers of any such corporation, shall consolidate

the stock, property or franchises of such corporation with, or

lease or purchase the works or franchises of, or in any way
control, any other railroad or other transportation, telegraph or

other transmitting company owning or having under its control
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a parallel or competing line ; and the question whether railroads

or other transportation, telegraph or other transmitting com-

c lYe whether P^nics are parallel or competing lines shall, when demanded by

aiid or^ com-' the party complainant, be decided by a jury as in other ciyil

P"*'"^- causes.

c (^r°p o^radon ^60. 8. The General Assembly shall not grant to any foreign

operate" a^ ran"- corporation or association a license to build, operate or lease

Stite.
'" *^'^ ^^y railroad in this State ; but in all cases where a railroad is

to be built or operated, or is now being operated, in this State,

and the same shall be partly in this State and partly in another

State, or in other States, the owners or projectors thereof shall

first become incorporated under the laws of this State ; nor shall

any foreign corporation or association lease or operate any

railroad in this State, or purchase the same or any interest

therein. Consolidation of any railroad lines and corporations

in this State with others shall be allowed only where the con-

solidated company shall become a domestic corporation of this

specifMa" for State. No general or special law shall ever be passed for the

poratTo nl ex- benefit of any foreign corporation operating a railroad under

tkfns.°"
'^°"

' any existing license of this State or under any existing lease,

and no grant of any right or privilege and no exemption from

any burden shall be made to any such foreign corporation, ex-

cept upon the condition that the owners or stockholders thereof

shall first organize a corporation in this State under the laws

thereof, and shall thereafter operate and manage the same and

the business thereof under said domestic charter.

A foreign corporation operating a railroaQ in this and other States, which has

complied with the requirements of the Act of 1896, 22 Stat., 92, is under the above

Section a domestic corporation, and it was held could not remove a case against it

out of the Courts of this State to the United States Circuit Court, upon the ground

of diverse citizenship.—Mathis v. Southern Railway Co., 53 S. C, 246; 31 S. E., 241.

This case was subsequently overruled, and the right of removal held to still

exist.—Calvert v. So. Ry. Co., 64 S. C, 139; 36 S. E., 750; Wilson v. So. Ry.

Co., 64 S. C, 162; 36 S. E., 701.

The Act of 1896, XXII., 92, allowing a foreign corporation, by filing a copy of

its charter, to become a domestic corporation is not in violation of this Section.

State ex rel Southern Railway Company v. Tompkins, 48 S. C, 49; 25 S. E., 982.

^^°^^- Sec. 9. The General Assembly shall have no power to grant

xu°^6^'
^^^^' ^"y special charter for banking purposes, but corporations or

associations may be formed for such purposes under general

laws, with such privileges, powers and limitations, not inconsist-

ent with this Constitution, as it may deem proper. The Gen-

eral Assembly shall provide by law for the thorough examina-

tion and inspection of all banking and fiscal corporations of this

State.
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Sec. 10. Stock or bonds shall not be issued by any corpora- .
s*°=^ ^^^"^"^

-' •' t- for money or

.
tion save for labor done, or money or property actually receiyed '^^°''-

or subscribed ; and all fictitious increase of stock or indebted-

ness shall be void.

Sec. 11. The General Assembly shall provide by law for the J^^'^^'?"
°*

' IT J omcers oi cor-

election of directors, trustees or managers of all corporations p°'"^^'°"^-

so that each stockholder shall be allowed to cast, in person or by

proxy, as many votes as the number of shares he owns multi-

plied by the number of directors, trustees or managers to be

elected, the same to be cast for any one candidate or to be dis-

tributed among two or more candidates.

See Looker v. Maynard, 179 U. S., 45, declaring constitutional a similar provis-

ion in another State.

Sec. 12. Corporations shall not engage in any business ex- Business of

r 11 1 • 1-1 corporations.

cept that specmcally authorized by their charters or necessarily

incident thereto.

Sec. 13. The General Assem.bly shall enact laws to prevent .Trusts, com-
binations, &c.

all trusts, combinations, contracts and agreements against the

public welfare; and to prevent abuses, unjust discriminations

and extortion in all charges of transporting and transmitting

companies ; and shall pass laws for the supervision and regula-

tion of such companies by commission or otherwise, and shall

provide adequate penalties, to the extent, if necessary' for that

purpose, of forfeiture of their franchises.

Sec. 14. A Commission is hereby established to be known as „The Railroad
-^ Commission.

"the Railroad Commission," which shall be composed of not

less than three members, whose powers over all transporting

and transmitting corporations, and duties, manner of election

and term of office shall be regulated by law ; and until other-

wise provided by law the said Commissioners shall have the

same powers and jurisdiction, perform the same duties' and

receive the same compensation as now conferred, prescribed and

allowed by law to the existing Railroad Commissioners : Pro-

vided, That the members thereof shall be elected at the expira-

tion of the terms of the present Railroad Commissioners, who
are hereby continued in office for the terms for which they were

elected.

Sec. 15. Every employe of any railroad corporation shall Rights and
1 . , . . ^^ r e m e d ies of

have the same rights and remedies for any injury suffered by employes,

him from the acts or omissions of said corporations or its em-

ployes as are allowed by law to other persons not employes,

when the injury results from the negligence of a superior agent
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or officer, or of a person having a right to control or direct the

services of a party injured, and also when the injury results

from the negligence of a fellow servant engaged in another de-

partment of labor from that of the party injured, or of a fellow

servant on another train of cars, or one engaged about a differ-

ent piece of work. Knowledge by any employe injured of the

defective or unsafe character or condition of any machinery,

ways or appliances shall be no defence to an action for injury

caused thereby, except as to conductors or engineers in charge

of dangerous or unsafe cars or engines voluntarily operated by

them. When death ensues from any injury' to employes, the

legal or personal representatives of the person injured shall

have the same right and remedies as are allowed by law to such

representatives of other persons. Any contract or agreement,

expressed or implied, made by any employe to waive the benefit

of this Section shall be null and void ; and this Section shall not

be construed to deprive any employe of a corporation, or his

legal or personal representative, of any remedy or right that he

now has by the law of the land. The General Assembly may

extend the remedies herein provided for to any other class of

employes.

This Section construed in Rutherford v. So. Ry., 56 S. C, 446; 35 S. E., 35.

A contract whereby a railroad company beforehand seeks immunity from dam-

ages caused by its negligence, is not prohibited by above section, but is contrary

to public policy, and is, therefore, void. Johnson v. Ry. Co., 55 S. C, 152; 32

S. E., 2. Under above Section a servant may recover of a railroad company for

injuries caused by the carelessness of a fellow servant directing him. Bussy v.

Ry. Co., 52 S. C, 438; 30 S. E., 477. See Wilson v. Ry. Co., 51 S. C, 95; 28 S.

E., 91; Youngblood v. Ry. Co., 60 S. C, 9; 38 S E., 232; Bodie v. Ry. Co., 61

S C, 468; 39 S. E., 715.

^j^E x^i^s t i n g Sec. 16. All existing charters or grants of corporate fran-

chise under which organizations have not in good faith taken

place at the adoption of this Constitution shall be subject to the

provisions of this Article.

See Lauraglenn Mills v. Ruff, 52 S. C, 450; 30 S. E., 587.

benefit" of ^cor-
^^^- ^'^

' ^^^ General Assembly shall never remit the for-

cd'^^^Lnl ^''on
feiture of the franchise of any corporation now chartered, nor

conditions. gj^^^ j^qj. amend the charter thereof, nor pass any general or

special law for the benefit of such corporation, except upon the

condition that such corporation shall thereafter hold its charter

and franchise subject to the provisions of this Constitution, and

the acceptance by any corporation of any provision of any such

laws or the taking of any benefit or advantage from the same

shall be conclusively held an agreement by such corporation to
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hold its charter and franchise under the provisions of this

Article.

Sec. 18. The stockholders of all insolvent corporations shall
g^o^jfjl'jjjfy.s.

°^

be individually liable to the creditors thereof only to the extent see Const,

of the amount remaining due to the corporation upon the stock ^^^^' ^^^
'

^•

owned by them : Provided, That stockholders in banks or bank- ^" ''''"^^•

ing institutions shall be liable to depositors therein in a sum

equal in amount to their stock over and above the face value of

the same.

See Lauraglenn Mills v. Ruff, 52 S. C, 448; 30 S. E., 587; Cotton Mills v.

Springs, 56 S. C, 436; 35 S. E., 222; Parker v. Bank, 53 S. C, 583; 31 S. E., 673.

Sec. 19. Nothing prohibited in this Article shall be permitted cannoTdo^'Tt'

to be done by any corporation or company, persons or person, f^rough'^cVn'^

either for its or their own benefit or otherwise, by its or their gs°^''"f o"her

holding or controlling in its or their own name or otherwise, or
corporations.

in the name of any other person or persons, or other corporation

or company whatsoever, a majority of the capital stock, or of

bonds having voting power, of any railroad or transportation

company, or corporation created by or existing under the laws

of this State, or doing business within this State.

Sec. 20. No right of way shall be appropriated to the use ^^g'^'^ °^ ^^y-

of any corporation until full compensation therefor shall be first ^gj ^xiP"!.*'

made to the owner or secured by a deposit of money, irre-

spective of any benefit from any improvement proposed by such

corporation, which compensation shall be ascertained by a jury

of twelve men, in a Court of record, as shall be prescribed by

law.

It is doubtful under this Section, whether a person who has taken an appeal to

the Circuit Court can be denied the right to have the issue of the amount of com-

pensation, tried by a jury. Railroad Co., v. Johnson, 58 S. C, 563; 36 S. E., gig;

see Gilmer v. Hunnicutt, $7 S. C, 172; 35 S. E., 523. A party applying under

a statute for condemnation of a right of way is estopped from saying that the

statute is unconstitutional. Sections 1744, 1746, 1747 of Revised Statutes of i8g3,

Civil Code Sections 2188, 2igo and 2191, are not violative of the above Section.

—

Railroad Co. v. Railroad Co., 57 S. C, 317; 35 S. E., 553.

Sec. 21. The General Assembly shall enforce the provisions

of this Article by appropriate legislation.

See Lauraglenn Mills v. Ruff, 52 S. C, 450; 30 S. E., 587.

ARTICLE X.

Finance and Taxation.

Sec. 1. The General Assembly shall provide by law for a
^
J^^^^^Jo^

and

uniform and equal rate of assessment and taxation, and shall see Const

prescribe regulations to secure a just valuation for taxation of i^^' ^^' ^-
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all property, real, personal and possessory, except mines and

mining claims, the products of which alone shall be taxed ; and

also excepting such property as may be exempted by law for

municipal, educational, literary, scientific, religious or charitable

purposes : Provided, however. That the General Assembly may
impose a capitation tax upon such domestic animals as from

their nature and habits are destructive of other property : And
provided, further. That the General Assembly may provide for

a graduated tax on incomes, and for a graduated license on

occupations and business.

See State v. Tucker, 56 S. C, 516; 35 S. E., 215; Stehmeyer v. City Council,

53 S. C, 277; 31 S. E., 322; Hill V. City Council, 59 S. C, 404; 38 S. E., 11. '

state^^Govern- Scc. 2. The General Assembly shall provide for an annual

!!lf!L tax sufficient to defray the estimated expenses of the State for

1868, ^ix.,°3!^*' each year, and whenever it shall happen that the ordinary ex-

penses of the State for any year shall exceed the income of the

State for such year the General Assembly shall provide for

levying a tax for the ensuing year sufficient, with other sources

of income, to pay the deficiency of the preceding year together

with the estimated expenses of the ensuing year,

levied \n pur^ Scc. 3. No tax shall bc Icvicd except in pursuance of a law

fl^^^^fl-^—^ which shall distinctly state the object of the same; to which

is68,^ix.,
°4!^

' object the tax shall be applied.

This means an Act of the Legislature, except where there is a self-executing pro-

vision of the Constitution, as in the case of the three-mill school tax. So. Ry. Co.

V. Kay, 62 S. C, 28; 39 S. E., 787.

eim)t°?rom tax-
^^^' ^' There shall be exempted from taxation all County,

^*'°"- township and municipal property used exclusively for public

i8(;|^jx^°5^*'
purposes and not for revenue, and the property of all schools,

colleges and institutions of learning, all charitable institutions

in the nature of asylums for the infirm, deaf and dumb, blind,

idiotic and indigent persons, except where the profits of such

institutions are applied to private uses ; all public libraries,

churches, parsonages and burying grounds ; but property of as-

sociations and societies, although connected with charitable ob-

jects, shall not be exempt from State, County or municipal tax-

ation : Provided, That as to real estate this exemption shall not

extend beyond the buildings and premises actually occupied by

such schools, colleges, institutions of learning, asylums, librar-

ies, churches, parsonages and burial grounds, although con-

nected with charitable objects.

A parsonage belonging to a church which the pastor rents, collecting and apply-

ing the rents as a part of his salary, or to the rent of another residence, does not

thereby lose its character as a parsonage, and is exempt from taxation. The Pro-
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testant Episcopal Church of the Parish of St. Phillips v. Prioleau, as County Au-
ditor, 63 S. C, 70; 40 S. E., 1026.

Sec. 5. The corporate authorities of Counties, townships, ig'^fg^^^f^^^o^^!

school districts, cities, towns and villages may be vested with p^" ^g^ * "^ ^^^'

power to assess and collect taxes for corporate purposes; such s"ee Const.

taxes to be uniform in respect to persons and property within ^^^^' ^^' ^

the jurisdiction of the body imposing the same. All shares of j,tQ^j.^hoiders.°

^

stockholders in any bank or banking association located in this

State, whether now or hereafter incorporated, or organized

under the laws of this State or of the United States, shall be

listed at their true value in money, and taxed for municipal pur-

poses in the city, ward, town or incorporated village, where

such bank is located, and not elsewhere : Provided, That the

words "true value in money" as used in line 12 [line 12 of origi-

nal MS. and line 9 of this printing.

—

Editor] of this Section

shall be so construed as to mean and include all surplus or extra

moneys, capital, and every species of personal property of value

owned or in possession of any such bank : Proinded, A like rule

of taxation shall apply to the stockholders of all corporations

other than banking institutions. And the General Assembly

shall require that all the property, except that herein permitted

to be exempted within the limits of municipal corporations,

shall be taxed for corporate purposes and for the payment of

debts contracted under authority of law. The bonded debt of bonded debt,

any County, township, school district, municipal corporation or

political division or subdivision of this State shall never exceed •

eight per centum of the assessed value of all the taxable prop-

erty therein. And no County, township, municipal corporation

or other political division of this State shall hereafter be au-

thorized to increase its bonded indebtedness if at the time of

any proposed increase thereof the aggregate amount of its al-

ready existing bonded debt amounts to eight per centum of the

value of all taxable property therein as valued for State taxa-

tion. And wherever there shall be several political divisions or

municipal corporations covering or extending over the territory,

or portions thereof, possessing a power to levy a tax or contract

a debt, then each of such political divisions or municipal cor-

porations shall so exercise its power to increase its debt under

the foregoing eight per cent, limitation that the aggregate debt

over and upon any territory of this State shall never exceed

fifteen per centum of the value of all taxable property in such

territory as valued for taxation by the State : Provided, That

7-C. .

•
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nothing herein shall prevent the issue of bonds for the purpose

of paying or refunding any valid municipal debt heretofore con-

tracted in excess of eight per centum of the assessed value of

all the taxable property therein.

A Statute authorizing a. city council to tax owners of abutting property on one

street between certain limits for two-thirds of the cost of improvement to the side-

walk, is unconstitutional. Mauldin v. City Council, 53 S. C, 285; 31 S. E., 252.

The above section does not apply to issues of bonds to refund a previously exist-

ing debt. McCreight v. Camden, 49 S. C, 79; 26 S. E., 984.

No city or town can create a larger bonded indebtedness than eight per cent, of

the value of its property as assessed for State taxation, nor greater than 15 per cent,

of such property so assessed, including the bonded debts of all the political divis-

ion embracing such city or town.—Todd v. Laurens, 48 S. C, 395; 27 S. E. R.,

683. See amendment of 1901 to Art. 8, Sec. 7, as to limit of indebtedness of cer-

tain cities, construed in Bray v. City Council of Florence, S. C, ; 39 S.

E., 810. Contract made prior to that amendment held in violation of this Section.

Duncan v. City of Charleston, 60 S. C, 532; 39 S. E., 265.

The Legislature may authorize the levy of a tax by the County or Township au-

thorities, or itself make the levy directly. In either event the power to collect is

conferred on the fiscal authorities of the County.—So. Ry. Co. v. Kay, 62 S. C,
28; 39 S. E., 787.

Stete.^'^^^
°^ ^^^' ^' The credit of the State shall not be pledged or loaned

for the benefit of any individual, company, association or cor-

poration; and the State shall not become a joint owner of or

pfses ^tax* ^lev- stockholder in any company, association or corporation. The

Itsued!
'^°"^^ General Assembly shall not have power to authorize any Coun-

ty or township to levy a tax or issue bonds for any purpose ex-

cept for educational purposes, to build and repair public roads,

buildings and bridges, to maintain and support prisoners, pay

jurors. County officers, and for litigation, Cjuarantine and Court

expenses, and for ordinary County purposes, to support pau-

pers, and pay past indebtedness.
Scrip, certi- ggg 7 ^s^q scrip, Certificate or other evidence of State indebt-

ficate, or evi- -t^'

debt"
°^ ^'^*^ edness shall be issued except for the redemption of stock, bonds

—See Const
°^ Other evidence of indebtedness previously issued, or for such

186S, IX., 10. (;iebts as are expressly authorized in this Constitution.

Receipts and ggp g A^^-^ accuratc Statement of the receipts and expendi-
expenditures. ^ -^

See Const tures of the public money shall be published with the laws of

1868, IX., u. each regular session of the General Assembly, in such manner

as may by law be directed.

^°°^y- Sec. 8. Money shall be drawn from the Treasury only in pur-

1S6S
^
n^°"22' suance of appropriations made by law.

and IX., 12. ggg_ -^Q q-j^g fiscal year shall commence on the first day of
Fiscal year. _ . ,

J anuary m each year.

1868, IX., 13.
'

See. 11. To the end that the public debt of South Carolina
Public debt.

^^^^^, ^^^ hereafter be increased without the due consideration

am^ndmenf \o and free consent of the people of the State, the General Assem-
Const., 1868.
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bly is hereby forbidden to create any further debt or obHgation,

either by the loan of the credit of the State, by guaranty, en-

dorsement or otherwise, except for the ordinary and current

business of the State without first submitting the question as to

the creation of such new debt, guaranty, endorsement or loan

of its credit to the qualified electors of this State at a gen-

eral State election; and unless two-thirds of the qualified elec-

tors of this State, voting on the question, shall be in favor

of increasing the debt, guaranty, endorsement, or loan of its

credit, none shall be created or made. And any debt con-

tracted by the State shall be by loan on State bonds, of amounts

not less than fifty dollars each, bearing interest, payable not

more than forty years after final passage of the law authorizing

such debt. A correct registry of all such bonds shall be kept

by the Treasurer in numerical order, so as to always exhibit

the number and amount unpaid, and to whom severally made

payable. And the General Assembly shall levy an annual tax

sufficient to pay the annual interest on said bonds.

Sec. 12. Suitable laws shall be passed by the General As-
^
/^^^-^^^P/f

§

sembly for the safe-keeping, transfer and disbursement of the ^""^^-

State, County and school funds; and all officers and other p^^'-
-^s^^^ An°^io,

sons charged with the same shall keep an accurate entry of each ^ec 12.

sum received, and of each payment and transfer, and shall give

such security for the faithful discharge of such duties as the

General Assembly may provide. And it shall be the duty of the J^^^Yony"^"^

General Assembly to pass laws making embezzlement of such

funds a felony, punishable by fine and imprisonment, propor-

tioned to the amount of the deficiency or embezzlement, and

the party convicted of such felony shall be disqualified from

ever holding any office of honor or emolument in this State

:

Provided, however, That the General Assembly, by a two-thirds General As-
•" •" J ' J sembly may

vote, may remove the disability upon payment in full of theiemove.

principal and interest of the sum embezzled.

Sec. 13. The General Assembly shall provide for the as- ^^o^ie ^ assess^

sessment of all property for taxation ; and State, County, town- ^^a^es.

ship, school, municipal and all other taxes shall be levied on the

same assessment, which shall be that made for State taxes ; and

the taxes for the subdivisions of the State shall be levied and

collected by the respective fiscal authorities thereof.

See State v. Tucker, 56 S. C, 523; 35 S. E., 215; State v. Railroad Co., 54 S.

C, 574; 32 S. E., 691; So. Ry. Co. v. Kay, 62 S. C, 28; 39 S. E., 787.
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ARTICLE XI.

Education.

The provisions of this Article do not repeal the laws applying to the special

school districts and graded schools in this State, and the Act 19 Stat., 1050, and 20

Stat. 935, are not unconstitutional. Voting for a school tax in a special school

district viva voce is not in violation of the provisions of the constitution as to elec-

tions.—Martin v. School District, 57 S. C, 125; 35 S. E., 517.

enf"of"Educa Scctioii 1. The Supervision of public instruction shall be
t'o"-

^
vested in a State Superintendent of Education, who shall be

1868 ^x
?°"^'' elected for the term of two years by the qualified electors of the

State, in such manner and at such time as the other State officers

are elected ; his powers, duties and compensation shall be defined

by the General Assembly.

of^Educadon'^'^ ^^^- ^- There shall be a State Board of Education, composed

See Const ^^ ^^''^ Govemor, the State Superintendent of Education, and
186S, X., 2. j^Q|. exceeding seven persons to be appointed by the Governor

every four years, of which Board the Governor shall be Chair-

man, and the State Superintendent of Education, Secretary.

This Board shall have the regulation of examination of teachers

applying for certificates of qualification, and shall award all

scholarships, and have such other powers and duties as may be

determined by law. The traveling expenses of the persons to be

appointed shall be provided for by the General Assembly.
School officers, ^qq 3_ j^g General Assembly shall make provision for the

1868^
x" V ^ * election or appointment of all other necessary school officers,

and shall define their qualifications, powers, duties, compensa-

tion and terms of office.

scS!f"officers ^®^- ^- ^^^ Salaries of the State and County school officers

T"reasurer
" * ^ ^^""^ Compensation of County Treasurers for collecting and dis-

bursing school moneys shall not be paid out of the school funds,

but shall be otherwise provided for by the General Assembly,

schoofs^
P"'''^'= Sec. 5. The General Assembly shall provide for a liberal sys-

See Const ^cm of frcc public schools for all children between the ages of

]S68, X., 3. gj^ ^j^(j twenty-one years, and for the division of the Counties

tri^ts
°°' ^

' ^" i^to suitable school districts, as compact in form as practicable,

having regard to natural boundaries, and not to exceed forty-

nine nor be less than nine square miles in area : Provided, That

in cities of ten thousand inhabitants and over, this limitation of

area shall not apply : Provided, further. That when any school

Bonded debt, district laid out under this Section shall embrace cities or towns

already embraced into special school districts in which graded

school buildings have been erected by the issue of bonds, or by
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special taxation, or by donation, all the territory included in said

school district shall bear its just proportion of any tax that may

be levied to liquidate such bonds or support the public schools

therein: Provided, further, That nothing in this Article con- ^

^[^f^^J
^^'^""^

tained shall be construed as a repeal of the laws under which the

several graded school districts of this State are organized. The

present division of the Counties into school districts and the pro-

visions of law now governing the same shall remain until

changed by the General Assembly.

Martin v. School District, 57 S. C, 125; 35 S. E., 517.

Sec. 6. The existing County Boards of Commissioners of the, Thjee miii
o J tax for public

several Counties, or such officer or officers as may hereafter be schools.

vested with the same or similar powers and duties, shall levy
^g
J ^^ Const.

an annual tax of three mills on the dollar upon all taxable prop-

erty in their respective Counties, which tax shall be collected at

the same time and by the same officers as the other taxes for the

same year, and shall be held in the County treasury of the re-

spective Counties ; and the said fund shall be apportioned among

the school districts of the County in proportion to the number of

pupils enrolled in the public schools of the respective districts,

and the officer or officers charged by law with making said ap-

portionment shall notify the Trustees of the respective school
(..J™®*'^^®

^'^'

districts thereof, who shall expend and disburse the same as the

General Assembly may prescribe. The General Assembly shall

define "enrollment." Not less than three Trustees for each Enrollment,

school district shall be selected from the qualified voters and Trustees.

taxpayers therein, in such manner and for such terms as the

General Assembly may determine, except in cases of special

school districts now existing, where the provisions of law now
governing the same shall remain unchanged by the General As-

sembly : Provided, The manner of the selection of said Trustees

need not be uniform throughout the State. There shall be as- ^°^^ ^^^-

sessed on all taxable polls in the State between the ages of i8(;|^jx.p2."^''

twenty-one and sixty years (excepting Confederate soldiers

above the age of fifty years,) an annual tax of one dollar on

each poll, the proceeds of which tax shall be expended for school

purposes in the several school districts in which it is collected.

Whenever during the three next ensuing fiscal years the tax Sup piemen-
•^ & J tary tax.

levied by the said County Boards of Commissioners or similar

officers and the poll tax shall not yield an amount equal to three

dollars per capita of the number of children enrolled in the

public schools of each County for the scholastic year ending the
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thirty-first day of October in the year eighteen hundred and

ninety-five, as it appears,in the report of the State Superinten-

dent of Education for said scholastic year, the Comptroller Gen-

eral shall, for the aforesaid three next ensuing fiscal years, on

the first day of each of said years, levy such an annual tax on

the taxable property of the State as he may determine to be

necessary to make up such deficiency, to be collected as other

State taxes, and apportion the same among the Counties of the

State in proportion to the respective deficiencies therein. The.

sum so apportioned shall be paid by the State Treasurer to the

County Treasurers of the respective Counties, in proportion to

the respective deficiencies therein, on the warrant of the Comp-

troller General, and shall be apportioned among the school dis-

tricts of the Counties, and disbursed as other school funds ; and

from and after the thirty-first day of December, in the year

eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, the General Assembly shall

cause to be levied annually on all the taxable property of the

State such a tax, in addition to the said tax levied by the said

County Boards of Commissioners or similar officers, and poll

tax above provided, as may be necessary to keep the schools

open throughout the State for such length of time in each

scholastic year as the General Assembly may prescribe ; and said

tax shall be apportioned among the Counties in proportion to

the deficiencies therein and disbursed as other school funds.

trkt'S
'^

'

^' Any school district may by the authority of the General Assem-

bly levy an additional tax for the support of its schools.

Under above Section and Section 12 and Joint Resolution of 1898, the surplus

of net income from the dispensary in the State treasury in 1898 can only be di-

* vided among the Counties after making up the deficiencies provided for in the

Constitution. Capers v. Derham, 54 S. C, 349; 32 S. E., 418.

Separate Scc. 7. Separate schools shall be provided for children of the

^12^11:
^ white and colored races, and no child of either race shall ever

1868, Yi.,
7."^

'be permitted to attend a school provided for children of the

other race.

State Univer- Scc. 8. The General Assembly may provide for the main-

^'ciemson Ag- tcnaucc of Clcmsou Agricultural College, the University of

ricuiturai Col-
g^^^^j^ Carolina, and the Winthrop Normal and Industrial Col-

lege, a branch thereof, as now established by law, and may
Land scrip, create scholarships therein ; the proceeds realized from the land

Const. 1868, scrip givcu by the Act of Congress passed the second day of

July, in the year eighteen hundred and sixty-two, for the sup-

port of an .agricultural college, and any lands or funds which

have heretofore been or may hereafter be given or appropriated
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for educational purposes by the Congress of the United States,

shall be applied as directed in the Acts appropriating the same

:

Provided, That the General Assembly shall, as soon as practi- ^^^^^^"^
^ " '"

cable, wholly separate Claflin College from Claflin University, colored Nor-

and provide for a separate corps of professors and instructors
f{^^' Ag"fcui'tu-

therein, representation to be given to men and women of the
Jhinicai^ c^l-

negro race; and it shall be the Colored Normal, Industrial, ^*=se.

Agricultural and Mechanical College of this State.

Sec. 9. The property or credit of the State of South Caro- '^/P^^^'^l^^Jtr c J credit of state

lina, or of any County, city, town, township, school district, or |han ^not_ bene-

other subdivision of the said State, or any public money, from stitutions.

whatever source derived, shall not, by gift, donation, loan, con-

tract, appropriation, or otherwise, be used, directly or indirectly, .

in aid or maintenance of any college, school, hospital, orphan

house, or other institution, society or organization, of whatever

kind, which is wholly or in part under the direction or control of

any church or of any religious or sectarian denomination, so-

ciety or organization.

Sec. 10. All gifts of every kind for educational purposes, i^
caWaf°'^^ur-

accepted by the General Assembly, shall be applied and used poses,

for the purposes designated by the giver, unless the same be in

conflict with the provisions of this Constitution.

Sec. 11. All gifts to the State where the purpose is not desig- Gifts to state.

nated, all escheated property, the net assets or funds of all es-^^^^^|seis^of ^es-

tates or copartnerships in the hands of the Courts of the State nerships.

where there have been no claimants for the same within the last

seventy years, and other money coming into the Treasury of the

State by reason of the twelfth Section of an Act entitled "An

Act to provide a mode of distribution of the moneys as direct Direct tax.

tax from the citizens of this State by the United States in trust

to the State of South Carolina," approved the twenty-fourth

day of December, in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-one,

together with such other means as the General Assembly may

provide, shall be securely invested as the State School Fund, ^^^^^^
^'^^°°^

and the annual income thereof shall be apportioned by the Gen-

eral Assembly for the purpose of maintaining the public schools.

Sec. 12. All the net income to be derived by the State from
sJ^'o°"fcensS

the sale or license for the sale of spirituous, malt, vinous and ^^^^^^^^ °^ ^^^'

intoxicating liquors and beverages, not including so much

thereof as is now or may hereafter be allowed by law to go to

the Counties and municipal corporations of the State, shall be

applied annually in aid of the supplementary taxes provided for
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in the sixth Section of this Article ; and if after said appHcation

there should be a surplus, it shall be devoted to public school

purposes, and apportioned as the General Assembly may deter-

mine : Provided, hozvever, That the said supplementary taxes

shall only be levied when the net income aforesaid from the sale

or license for the sale of alcoholic liquors or beverages are not

sufficient to meet and equalize the deficiencies for which the said

supplementary taxes are provided.

See Capers v. Derham, 54 S. C, 350; 32 S. E., 418.

ARTICLE XIL

Charitable and Penal Institutions.

Institutions Scctioii 1. Institutions for the care of the insane, blind, deaf
for blind, m- '

sane, deaf and and dumb and the poor shall always be fostered and supported
—

;77rbv this State, and shall be subject to such regulations as the
Const. 1S6S, '

.

X' '' General Assembly may enact..

.Stat^e^Hos- Scc. 2. The Regents of the State Hospital for the Insane and
sane, officers the Superintendent thereof, who shall be a physician, shall be

See Const ^Ppo^^^ed by the Governor, by and with the advice and consent

1868, XL, 6. of the Senate. All other physicians, officers and employes of

the Hospital shall be appointed by the Regents, unless other-

wise ordered by the General Assembly.
County poor, gcc. 3. The respective Counties of this State shall make such

,Jo^^vS-°?®*' provision as mav be determined by law for all those inhabitants
1od8, A1., 0. ^ ^ ^

who by reason of age, infirmities and misfortune may have a

claim upon the sympathy and aid of society.

Directors of gee. 4. The Dircctors of the benevolent and penal State in-
nenevolent and i

st'itutio^nr^
'" stitutions which may be hereafter created shall be appointed or

~"^
;; 7 elected as the General Assemblv mav direct.

See Const. ^ -

1868, XL, 3. Sec. 5. The Directors and Superintendent of the Peniten-
Directors of. ini -i 1 1 ^ r^

Penitentiary, tiary shall be appointed or elected as the General Assembly may
See Const, direct.

Convict! sen- Scc. 6. All couvicts Sentenced to hard labor by any of the

labor. ° ^^ Courts ill tliis State may be employed upon the public works of

the State or of the Counties and upon the public highways.

for^fm°etiife°o'^f^
^^^' '^

'
Provisiou may be made by the General Assembly for

lenders. |-he establishment and maintenance by the State of a Reforma-

1868
*^
X ° " ^ * ^°0' for juvenile offenders separate and apart from hardened

criminals.
Vacancies. ggg^ g_ 'pj^g Govcmor sliall havc power to fill all vacancies

i868^^xi° 4
^'' '^^^^ "^^y occur in the offices aforesaid, except where otherwise
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provided for, with the power of removal until the next session

of the General Assembly and until a successor or successors

shall be appointed and confirmed.

Sec. 9. The Penitentiary and the convicts thereto sentenced ^^c^9^^^t''oi of

shall forever be under the supervision and control of officers

employed by the State; and in case any convicts are hired or

farmed out, as may be provided by law, their maintenance, sup-

port, medical attendance and discipline shall be under the direc-

tion of officers detailed for those duties by the authorities of the

Penitentiary.

ARTICLE XIII.

Militia.

Section 1. The militia of this State shall consist of all able- Militia.

bodied male citizens of the State between the a^es of eisrhteen See Const.® *
IS6S, XIII., 1.

and forty-five years, except such persons as are now or may be

exempted by the laws of the United States or this State, or who
from religious scruples may be averse to bearing arms, and

shall be organized, officered, armed, equipped and disciplined as

the General Assembly may by law direct.

Sec. 2. The volunteer and militia forces shall (except for When exempt
from arrest.

treason, felony and breach of the peace) be exempt from arrest

by warrant or other process while in active service or attending

muster or the election of officers, or while going to or returning

from either of the same.

Sec. 3. The Governor shall have the power to call out the Governor
^ may call out.

volunteer and militia forces, either or both, to execute the laws, —z—
See Const.

repel invasions, suppress insurrections and preserve the public isos, xiii., 2.

peace.

Sec. 4. There shall be an Adjutant and Inspector General, Adjutant and
•^ Inspector Gen-

elected by the qualified electors of the State at the same timeerai.

and in the same manner as other State officers, who shall rank See Co n s t.
'

IS68, XIII., 3.

as Brigadier General, and whose duties and compensation shall

be prescribed by law. The Governor shall, by and with the ad-

vice and consent of the Senate, appoint such other staff officers staff officers.

as the General Assembly may direct.

Sec, 5. The General Assembly is hereby empowered and re- Pensions.

quired, at its first session after the adoption of this Constitution,

to provide such proper and liberal legislation as will guarantee

and secure an annual pension to every indigent or disabled Con-

federate soldier and sailor of this State and of the late Confed-
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erate States who are citizens of this State, and also to the

indigent widows of Confederate soldiers and sailors.

ARTICLE XIV.

Eminent Domain.

j.;^j.°
" '^

'^ ^""^ Section 1. The State shall have concurrent jurisdiction on all

See Const, ^ivers bordering on this State, so far as such rivers shall form
1868, VI., 1. ^ common boundary to this and any other State bounded by the

same; and they, together with all navigable waters within the

limits of the State, shall be common highways and forever free,

as well to the inhabitants of this State as to the citizens of the

United States, without any tax or impost therefor, unless the

same be expressly provided for by the General Assembly.

S. C. Steamboat Co. v. Wilmington, C. & A. Ry. Co., 46 S. C, 327; 24 S. E., 337.

tail'^Mds.
''^'^'

Sec. 2. The title to all lands and other property which have

See Const, heretofore accrued to this State by grant, gift, purchase, for-

1868, \i., 2. feiture, escheats or otherwise shall vest in the State of South

Carolina, the same as though no change had taken place.

p^oVeny *in Sec. 3. The people of the State are declared to possess the
'^"^^-

. ultimate property in and to all lands within the jurisdiction of

1868? VL,
"3^*' the State; and all lands the title to which shall fail from defect

of heirs shall revert or escheat to the people.

See Mauldin v. City Council, 53 S. C, 288; 31 S. E., 322; Stehmeyer v. City

Council, 53 S. C, 259; 31 S. E., 322.

ARTICLE XV.

Impeachment.

Power of im- Sectioii 1. The House of Representatives shall have the sole
peachment. '-

power of impeachment. A vote of two-thirds of all the mem-
Officer i m- j^gj-g elected shall be required for an impeachment. Any officer

peached. ^ ^
-^

_

See Const impeachcd shall thereby be suspended from office until judg-

1868, VII., 1. rnent in the case shall have been pronounced ; and the office shall

be filled during the trial in such manner as may be provided

by law.

Senate try gec. 2. All imocachmcnts shall be tried by the Senate, and
impeachment. '

—z—r when sitting for that purpose they shall be under oath or
See Const. ^ j- i j

^

1868, VII., 2. affirmation. No person shall be convicted except by a vote of

two-thirds of all the members elected. When the Governor is

Chief Justice impeached, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, or if he be

disqualified, the Senior Justice shall preside, with a casting vote

in all ^Preliminary questions.
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Sec. 3. The Governor and all other executive and judicial to^^'"''"
^'^^^^

officers shall be liable to impeachment; but judgment in such "^g const,

cases shall not extend further than removal from office. The ^^^®' ^^ ''
^'

persons convicted shall, nevertheless, be liable to indictment,

trial and punishment according to law.

Sec. 4. For any wilful neglect of duty, or other reasonable ofRce""^^

cause, which shall not be sufficient ground of impeachment, see Const,

the Governor shall remove any executive or judicial officer on

the address of two-thirds of each house of the General As-

sembly : Provided, That the cause or causes for which said re-

moval may be required shall be stated at length in such address,

and entered on the Journals of each house : And provided, fur-

ther, That the officer intended to be removed shall be notified

of such cause or causes, and shall be admitted to a hearing in

his own defence, or by his counsel, or by both, before any vote

for such address ; and in all cases the vote shall be taken by yeas

and nays, and be entered on the Journal of each house respec-

tively.

The Constitution does not require the impeachment of a Probate Judge as con^

dition precedent to indictment for failure to perform official duties. State v. Green,

52 S. C, 521; 30 S. E., 683.

ARTICLE XVI.

Amendment and Revision of the Constitution.

Section 1. Any amendment or amendments to this Constitu- -

tion may be proposed in the Senate or House of Representa- ises, xv., 1.

"

tives. If the same be agreed to by two-thirds of the members

elected to each house, such amendment or amendments shall be

entered on the Journals respectively, with the yeas and nays

taken thereon ; and the same shall be submitted to the qualified

electors of the State at the next general election thereafter for

Representatives ; and if a majority of the electors qualified to

vote for members of the General Assembly, voting thereon, shall

vote in favor of such amendment or amendments, and a ma-

jority of each branch of the next General Assembly shall, after

such an election and before another ratify the same amendment

or amendments, by yeas and nays, the same shall become part

of the Constitution : Provided, That such amendment or

amendments shall have been read three times, on three several

days, in each house.

Sec. 2. If two or more amendments shall be submitted at the

same time, they shall be submitted in such manner that theises, xv., 2.

Two or more.
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electors shall vote for or against each of such amendments sep-

arately,

ai *^ConventiCn! Scc. 3. Whenever two-thirds of the members elected to each

~^e~c o n s t.
branch of the General Assembly shall think it necessary to call

1868, x\
., 3. ^ Convention to revise, amend or change this Constitution, they

shall recommend to the electors to vote for or against a Con-

vention at the next election for Representatives ; and if a major-

ity of all the electors voting at said election shall have voted for

a Convention, the General Assembly shall, at its next session,

provide by law for calling the same ; and such Convention shall

consist of a number of members equal to that of the most nu-

merous branch of the General Assembly.

See Mew v. Railway Co., 55 S. C, 94; 32 S. E., 828.

ARTICLE XVII.

AIlSCELLANEOUS MATTERS.

oi'^officers^'^^^
Scctioii 1. No pcrson shall be elected or appointed to any

"~See Const office in this State unless he possess the qualifications of an
i8t)S,-xiv., 1. elector : Provided, The provisions of this Section shall not

apply to the offices of State Librarian and Departmental Clerks,

to either of which offices any woman, a resident of the State

two years, who has attained the age of twenty-one years, shall

be eligible.

A minor may serve by special appointment a Magistrate's summons, and he is

not, by so acting, an officer in the sense of the above section. Bell v. Pruitt, 51

S. C, 347; 29 S. E., 5.

s^ite"^
^^^™^^ Sec. 2. The General Assembly may direct by law, in what

See Cons^ manner claims against the State mav be established and ad-
1868, XIV., C justed_
Divorces.

ggg_ 3^ Divorccs from the bonds of matrimony shall not be

igg^jpi^"; I*- allowed in" this State,

ing"^"^^™^
^^ ^^^- ^- -^"^o person who denies the existence of a Supreme

See Const. Being shall hold any office under this Constitution.

1868, XIV., 6. ggg_ ^ 'pj^g printing of the laws, journals, bills, legislative
Public print- r t> J ' ' o

ing- documents and papers for each branch of the General Assem-
See Const, bly with the printing required for the Executive and other de-

IS68, XIV., 7. -
' f b I

partments of the State, shall be let, on contract, in such manner

as shall be prescribed by law.

Removal of Scc. 6. The General Assembly shall provide for the removal
causes. -^ ^

_——-— of all causes which mav be pending when this Constitution goes
See Const. . r o •->

1868, XIV., 9. into efifect to Courts created by the same.

See Middleton v. Taber, 46 S. C, 343; 24 S. E., 282.
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Sec. 7. No lottery shall ever be allowed, or be advertised by. Lotteries.

newspapers, or otherwise, or its tickets be sold in this State ;^gf|^^j^j^'^|
*•

and the General Assembly shall provide by law at its next ses-

sion for the enforcement of this provision.

Sec. 8. It shall be unlawful for any person holding an office ^^^ ^^tt'-jg"^

of honor, trust or profit to engage in gambling or betting on

games of chance ; and any such officer, upon conviction thereof,

shall become thereby disqualified from the further exercise of

the functions of his office, and the office of said person shall be-

come vacant, as in the case of resignation or death.

Sec. 9. The real and personal property of a woman held at^g^^Pf'^^o^

the time of her marriage, or that which she may thereafter ac-
'"^"^

quire, either by gift, grant; inheritance, devise or otherwise, xiv°r8*'
^'^^^'

shall be her separate property, and she shall have all the rights

incident to the same to which an unmarried woman or a man
is entitled. She shall have the power to contract and be con-

tracted with in the same manner as if she were unmarried.

See Holtzclaw v. Gassway, 52 S. C, 553; 30 S. E., 399; Glenn v. Gerald, 64

S. C, 236; 42 S. E. .

Sec. 10. All laws now in force in this State and not repug- fo^^e!"
"""^ °^

nant to this Constitution shall remain and be enforced until al-

tered or repealed by the General Assembly, or shall expire by

their own limitations.

See Burkhalter v. Jones, 58 S. C, 91; 36 S. E., 495.

Sec. 11. That no inconvenience may arise from the change in

the Constitution of this State, and in order to carry this Consti-

tution into complete operation, it is hereby declared :

First. That all laws in force in this State, at the time of the .
^^^'^ "°^ °^

' force.

adoption of this Constitution, not inconsistent therevs^ith and

constitutional when enacted, shall remain in full force until

altered or repealed by the General Assembly or expire of their

own limitation. All ordinances passed and ratified at this Con- Ordinances,

vention shall have the same force and effect as if included in and

constituting a part of this Constitution.

These words are the usual repealing words of a statute. Bank v. Kohn, 52 S.

C., 120; 29 S. E., 625; Beaurot v. Murphy, 53 S. C., 120; 30 S. E., 825. 'See Mc-
Creight v. Camden, 49 S. C, 94; 26 S. E., 984; Railroad Co. v. Railroad Co., 57 S.

C-, 317; 35 S. E., 553- All laws of force at the time of the adoption of the present

Constitution remained in force, unless they were unconstitutional when enacted, or

were inconsistent with the provisions of the Constitution. Railroad Co. v. Colum-
bia, 54 S. C, 277; 32 S. E., 408. When two sections of a Constitution are incon-

sistent, effect will ordinarily be given to that which is in harmony with other pro-

visions, rather than to that which is inconsistent with more than one provsion.

Delk v. Zorn, 48 S. C, 149; 26 S. E. R., 466.
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Writs, ac- Second. All writs, actions, causes of action, proceedings,
lions, &o. ' '

_

^ °

prosecutions, and rights of individuals, of bodies corporate and

of the State, when not inconsistent with this Constitution, shall

continue as valid,

sisten'r w iTii
Third. The provisions of all laws which are inconsistent with

Constitution.
|-j^jg Constitution shall cease upon its adoption, except that all

laws which are inconsistent with such provisions of this Consti-

tution as require legislation to enforce them shall remain in

force until such legislation is had.

See Railroad Co. v. Columbia, 54 S. C, 277; 32 S. E., 408. An indictment

charging a crime committed before the adoption of the present Constitution should

be prosecuted as if no change had been made, except as otherwise provided in the

present Constitution.—State v. Richardson, 47 S. C, 173; 25 S. E. R., 210. See

Middleton v. Taber, 46 S. C, 344; 24 b. E. R., 282; State v. Tucker, 54 S. C,

251; 32 S. E., 361.

Fines, &c., ac- Foiifth. All fines, penalties, forfeitures and escheats accruing
crmng. ' ^ . .

to the State of South Carolina under the Constitution and laws

heretofore in force shall accrue to the use of the State of South

Carolina under this Constitution, except as herein otherwise

provided.

Recogni- Fifth. All rccognizanccs, obligations and all other instru-

ments entered into or executed before the adoption of this Con-

stitution to the State, or to any County, township, city or town

therein, and all fines, taxes, penalties and forfeitures due or

owing to this State, or to any County, township, city or town

therein, and all writs, prosecutions, actions and proceedings,

except as herein otherwise provided, shall continue and remain
Indictments, unaffcctcd by the adoption of this Constitution. All indict-

ments which shall have been found, or may hereafter be found,

for any crime or offence committed before the adoption of this

Constitution may be prosecuted as if no change had been made,

except as otherwise provided herein.

State V. Richardson, 47 S. C, 173; 25 S. E., 220.

All officers SLxth. All officcrs. State, executive, legislative, judicial, cir-
hold over. . . ^ , . . . , . . .

cuit, district. County, township and municipal, who may be m
office at the adoption of this Constitution, or who may be elected

before the election of their successors as herein provided, shall

hold their respective offices until their terms have expired and

until their successors are elected or appointed and qualified as

provided in this Constitution, unless sooner removed as may be

c o m p ensa- provided by law ; and shall receive the compensation now fixed

by the Statute Laws in force at the adoption of this Constitu-

tion.

Delk V. Zorn, 48 S. C, 149; 26 S. E., 466.
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Seventh. At all elections held for members of the General As- Elections.

sembly in case of a vacancy, or for any other office, State,

County or municipal, the qualifications of electors shall remain

as they were under the Constitution of eighteen hundred and

sixty-eight until the first day of November, in the year eighteen

hundred and ninety-six.

Eighth. This Constitution, adopted by the people of South ^^^^^ ^^^f^'^*-

Carolina in Convention assembled, shall be in force and effect

from and after the thirty-first day of December, in the year

eighteen hundred and ninety-five.

Ninth. The provisions of the Constitution of eighteen hun-pf'--°g^g®'^^j.gp*g°"

dred and sixty-eight and amendments thereto are repealed by ^'^•

this Constitution, except when re-ordained and declared herein.

Middleton v. Taber, 46 S. C, 346; 24 S. E., 282; Delk v. Zorn, 48 S. C, 153;

26 S. E., 466.

Done in Convention in Columbia on the fourth day

of December, in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.

JOHN GARY EVANS,
President of the Convention.

IRA B. JONES, •

Vice President of the Convention.

Attest

:

S. W. Vance,

Secretary of the Convention.

Delegates from Abbeville :

FRANK B. GARY.
ROBERT R. HEMPHILL.
J. C. KLUGH.
I. H. McCALLA.
R. F. McCASLAN.
W. C. McGOWAN.

Delegates from Aiken :

D. S. HENDERSON.
R. L. GUNTER.
F. P. WOODWARD.

Delegates from Anderson :

J. E. BREAZEALE.
GEO. E. PRINCE.

J. M. SULLIVAN.
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D. H. RUSSELL.
J. PERRY GLENN.
L. D. HARRIS.

Delegates from Barnwell:

W. C. SMITH.
C. M. HIERS.
A. HOWARD PATTERSON.
ROBERT ALDRICH.
G. DUNCAN BELLINGER.
GEO. H. BATES.

Delegates from Beaufort :

None.

Delegates from Berkeley:

E. J. DENNIS.

J. B. MORRISON.
H. H. MURRAY.
JAS. B. WIGGINS.
R. C. McMAKIN.
A. H. DeHAY.

Delegates from Charleston :

JULIAN MITCHELL.
J. N. NATHANS.
W. St. JULIEN JERVEY.
GEO. F. VON KOLNITZ, Jr.

J. P. K. BRYAN.
JOS. L. OLIVER.
WILLIAM MOSELEY FITCH.

Delegates from Chester :

J. L. GLENN.
T. J. CUNNINGHAM.
R. O. ATKINSON.
GEORGE WILLIAMS GAGE.

Delegates from Chesterfield:

E. J. KENNEDY.
E. N. REDFEARN.
F. P. TAYLOR.
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Delegates from Clarendon :

DANIEL J. BRADHAM.
JOSEPH S. CANTEY.
JOHN W. KENNEDY.
*J. M. SPROTT.

Delegates from Colleton :

D. H. BEHRE.
L. E. PARLER.
C. W. GARRIS.
M. R. COOPER.
M. P. HOWELL.

Delegates from Darlington :

J. O. A. MOORE.
HENRY CASTLES BURN.
J. N. PARROTT.

Delegates from Edgefield :

B. R. TILLMAN.
W. J. TALBERT.
W. H. TIMMERMAN.
G. D. TILLMAN.
J. C. SHEPPARD.
R. B. WATSON.

Delegates from Fairfield :

G. W. RAGSDALE.
W. L. ROSBOROUGH.
THOS. W. BRICE.

Delegates from Florence :

R. M. McGOWAN.
W. F. CLAYTON.
BROWN B. McWHITE.
*J. O. BYRD.

Delegates from Georgetown :

I. HARLESTON READ.
E. F. MATHEWS.

Delegates from Greenville :

J. WALTER GRAY.
G. G. WELLS.
J. THOMAS AUSTIN.

*Died during session.

8—C.
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HUGH M. BARTON.
HUGH B. BUIST.
HENRY J. HAYNESWORTH.

Delegates from Hampton :

WILLIAM J. GOODING.
CHARLES J. C. HUTSON.
AMOS J. HARRISON.

Delegates from Horry :

JOHN P. DERHAM.
J. A. McDERMOTTE.
JEREMIAH SMITH.

Delegates from Kershaw :

J. W. FLOYD.
C. L. WINKLER.
J. T. HAY.

Delegates from Lancaster :

J. N. ESTRIDGE.
JNO. W. HAMEL.

Delegates from Laurens :

ALEX. J. SMITH.
R. L. HENRY.
J. H. WHARTON.

Delegates from Lexington :

C. M. EFIRD.

J. L. SHULER.
E. L. LYBRAND.

Delegates from Marion :

W. J. MONTGOMERY.
J. EDWIN ELLERBE.
E. B. BERRY.
JAMES D. MONTGOMERY.

Delegates from Marlboro :

THOMAS EDWARD DUDLEY.
W. DeWITT EVANS.
THOS. IRBY ROGERS.
*ROBERT HAYNE HODGES.

*Die(i during session.
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Delegates from Newberry:

GEORGE JOHNSTONE.
J. A. SLIGH.
GEO. S. MOWER.
JOS. L. KEITT.

Delegates from Oconee :

J. C. ALEXANDER.
O. M. DOYLE.
WM. J. STRIBLING.

Delegates from Orangeburg :

L W. BOWMAN.
L. S. CONNOR.
E. H. HOUSER.
OSCAR R. LOWMAN.
A. K. SMOKE.
J. WM. STOKES.

Delegates from Pickens :

WM. THOS. FIELD.
WM. THOS. BOWEN.
R. FRANK SMITH.

Delegates from Richland :

JOHN T. SLOAN.
JOHN JOSEPH McMAHAN.
WILIE JONES.
H. C. PATTON.

Delegates from Spartanburg :

C. A. BARRY.
M. O. ROWLAND.
W. T. BOBO.

' W. E. CARVER.
A. S. WATERS.
T. EARLE JOHNSON.
STANYARNE WILSON.

Delegates from Sumter :

T. B. FRASER.
RICHARD D. LEE.
GEO. P. McKAGEN, Sr.
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SHEPARD NASH.
JAS. H. SCARBOROUGH.
R. P. STACKHOUSE.

Delegates from Union :

JAMES T. DOUGLASS.
WM. A. NICHOLSON.
C. H. PEAKE.

J. C. OTTS.

Delegates from Williamsburg:

S. W. GAMBLE.
THOS. M. GILLAND.
GEORGE J. GRAHAM.
WM. R. SINGLETARY.

Delegates from York :

A. H. WHITE.
W. BLACKBURN WILSON.

J. FRANK ASHE.



Articles in Addition to, and Amendments, of the

Constitution of the State of South

Carolina, 1895.

Article I. of Amendments to the Constitution.

The General Assembly shall provide by law for the con- Drainage.

demnation, through proper official channels, of all lands neces- i^oi- xxiii.,

sary for the proper drainage of the swamp and low lands of this

State, and shall also provide for the equitable assessment of all

lands so drained, for the purpose of paying the expenses of

such condemnation and drainage.

Act ratifying amendment approved February 8, 1901,

Amendment to Section 7, Art. VIII. , of the Constitution,

Relating to Municipal Bonded Indebtedness.

Whereas the General Assembly did, by Joint Resolution, ap-

proved February 19, 1900, submit to the qualified electors of

the State, at the general election next thereafter, an amend-

ment to the Section 7, of Article VIII., of the Constitution of

the State of South Carolina by adding thereto a clause pro-

viding that the limitation imposed by said Section 7, Article

VIII., and by Section 5, Article IV., of said Constitution (Ar-

ticle IV. in said Joint Resolution being inadvertently written

for Article X., and hereinafter designated as Article IV. instead

of Article X., so as to conform to the amendments as proposed

and voted on) should not apply to bonded indebtedness incurred

by the cities of Columbia, Rock Hill, Charleston, Florence and

Georgetown, when the proceeds of said bonds are applied to

certain purposes

:

And whereas a majority of the electors qualified to vote for

members of the General Assembly, voting thereon at the gen-

eral election next succeeding the passage of the said Joint Reso-

lution, did vote in favor of said amendment.

Section 1. Be if enacted by the General Assembly of the ^ .
,-' -^ special pro-

State of South Carolina: That the amendment to Section 7, of y^^io^s as to
' ' indebted n e s s

Article VIII., submitted by the last General Assembly to the 0.^^.^^^
e rt a i n

qualified electors of the State at the general election next there-
1901 xxiii
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after, and upon which a majority of the electors qualified to

vote for the members of the General Assembly, voting thereon

at the last past general election voted in favor thereof, be, and

the same is hereby, ratified and made a part of the Constitution

of the State of South Carolina, that the said amendment so

made, a part of the said Constitution, is as follows

:

That the following amendment to Section 7, of Article VIII.,

of the Constitution be agreed to : Add at the end thereof the

following words : Provided, That the limitation imposed by this

Section and by Section 5, Article IV., of this Constitution shall

not apply to bonded indebtedness incurred by the cities of Co-

lumbia, Rock Hill, Charleston and Florence, where the pro-

ceeds of said bonds are applied solely for the purchase, estab-

lishment, maintenance or increase of water works plants, sewer-

age system ; and by the City of Georgetown, when the proceeds

of said bonds are applied solely for the purchase, establishment,

maintenance or increase of water works plant or sewerage sys-

tem, gas and electric light plants where the entire revenue

arising from the operation of such plants or systems shall be

devoted solely and exclusively to the maintenance and operation

of the same, and where the question of incurring such indebted-

ness is submitted to the freeholders, and qualified voters of such

municipality, as provided in the Constitution, upon the question

of other bonded indebtedness.

Approved the 8th day of February, A. D. 1901.

The reference to Sec. s, Art. IV., held nugatory.—Bray v. City Council,

S. C, ; 39 S. E., 812.



CONSTITUTION
OF THE

Commonwealth of South Carolina

1868.

We, the People of the State of South Carolina, in Convention assent- D ? c laration

bled, Grateful to Almighty God for this opportunity, deliberately

and peaceably of entering into an explicit and solemn compact with

each other, and forming a new Constitution of civil government for

ourselves and posterity, recognizing the necessity of the protection

of the people in all that pertains to their freedom, safety and tran-

quility, and imploring the direction of the Great Legislator of the

Universe, do agree upon, ordain and establish the following

DECLARATION OF RIGHTS AND FORM OF GOVERNMENT
AS THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMON-

WEALTH OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

Tbe State did not lose her position as a State in the Union by secession.

—

Calhoun v. Calhoun, 2 S. C, 293. And the approval of the Constitution of 1868

by Congress did not give it the force and effect of an Act of Congress.—In re

Kennedy, 2 S. C, 220; nor give the force of law to provisions therein in conflict

with the United States Constitution.-—Calhoun v. Calhoun, 2 S. C, 299.

Inasmuch as many of the provisions of the Constitution of 1868 have been

"reordained and declared" in the Constitution of 1895, which are still of force,

and unrepealed—Middleton v. Taber, 46 S. C, 346; 24 S. E., 282; Delk v. Zorn,

48 S. C, 153; 26 S. E., 466—it has been here inserted for reference in this Code
of Laws.

ARTICLE I.

Declaeation of Rights.

See opinion of McGowan, A. J., in Pelzer, Rodgers & Co. v. Campbell & Co.,

15 S. C, s8i.

Section i. All men are born free and equal—endowed by their Creator Equality o f

with certain inalienable rights, among which are the rights of enjoying °^^"-

and defending their lives and liberties, of acquiring, possessing and pro-

tecting property and of seeking and obtaining their safety and happiness.

McCollough V. Brown, 41 S. C, 220; 19 S. E., 458, overruled in State v. City *

Council of Aiken, 42 S. C, 222; 20 S. E., 221; Lumb v. Pinckney, 21 S. C, 471.

Sec. 2. Slavery shall never exist in this State ; neither shall involun- Slavery pro-

tary servitude, except as a punishment for crime, whereof the party
'^^

shall have been duly convicted.
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Enforcement of penalty for violation of contract for labor.—State v. Williams,

32 S. C, 583; 10 S. E., 551.

Political pow- gec. 3. All political power is vested in and derived from the people

the people. only; therefore they have the right, at all times, to modify their form of

~~See Const government in such manner as they may deem expedient, when the pub-
of 1895, Art. 1, jic good demands.

Para mount ^^^- 4- Every citizen of this State owes paramount allegiance to the

allegiance. Constitution and Government of the United States, and no law or ordi-

nance of this State in contravention or subversion thereof can have any

binding force.

• T-^^ ,^?,' ° '^ Sec. 5. This State shall ever remain a member of the American Union,
indissoluble.

and all attempts from whatsoever source, or upon whatever pretext, to

dissolve the said Union, shall be resisted with the whole power of the

State.

_
Right of pe- Sec. 6. The right of the people peaceably to assemble to consult for the

cussfon^'^
'^' common good and to petition the Government, or any department

~"^
;:; "thereof, shall never be abridged.

See Const. ' °
. ,,,.,,.

of 1895, Art. 1, Sec. 7. All persons may freely speak, write, and publish their senti-

, ,ments on any subject, being responsible for the abuse of that right; and

speech and of no laws shall be enacted to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech
the press. r .^

1 .or of the press.

of 1895 Art^l' License tax on newspapers not an abridgement .of the liberty of the press.—In

§4. ' 're Jager, 29 S. C, 438; 7 S. E., 605.

Trials for Sec. 8. In prosecutions for the publication of papers investigating the

__!j .official conduct of officers or men in public capacity, or when the matter

^^^ § ^^' _^^^. pui3iig]-ig(^ is proper for public information, the truth thereof may be

and note. 'given in evidence; and in all indictments for libel, the jury shall be the

judges of the law and the facts.

Does not prevent Judge charging the law, nor the Supreme Court hearing ap-

peal in such cases.—State v. Syphrett, 27 S. C, 29; 2 S. E., 624.

Freedom o f Sec. 9. No person shall be deprived of the right to worship God ac-

_^ '

cording to the dictates of his own conscience : Provided, That the lib-

^C^
^j^'^gCrty of conscience hereby declarted shall not justify practices incon-

sistent with the peace and moral safety of society.

Provision for religious training in bequest.-—Magee v. O'Xeill, 19 S. C, 170.

Sunday laws, under similar provision in former Constitution.—City of Charleston

V. Benjamin, 2 Strob., 508.

R e 1 i g i ous Sec. 10. No form of religion shall be established by law ; but it shall

tected!^ ^
"^ °"

be the duty of the General Assembly to pass suitable laws to protect

~S § 4 A t
6'^'61'y religious denomination in the peaceable enjoyment of its own

1, Const. 1895. mode of worship.

Trial by jury. Sec. II. The right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate.

See § 22, Art. Juries in inferior Courts.—State v. Williams, 40 S. C, 373; iQ S. E., s; Ander-

5, Const. 1895. son v. O'Donnell, 29 S. C, 355; 7 S. E., 523. Considered in connection with

Sec. 2 of Art. 5.—Utsey v. Railroad Co., 38 S. C, 399; 17 S. E., 141. Does not

forbid trial without jury by Trial Justice in special proceeding to eject tenant.

—

* Frazee v. Beattie, 26 S. C, 348; 2 S. E., 125. Does not prevent change of law

as to number of peremptory challenges.—State v. Wyse, 32 S. C, 45; 10 S. E.,

612. Nor does it apply to cases in the equitable jurisdiction of the Court.—Lucken
'

V. Wichman, 5 S. C, 412. Construed in State v. Williams, 35 S. C, 344; i4 S. E.,

820; State V. Boatwright, 10 Rich., 407; Cregier v. Burton, 2 Strob., 487; Gilmer

V. Hunnicutt, 57 S. C, 166; 35 S. E., 521; Murray v. Alston, i Mills Const., 128;

Smith V. Bryce, 17 S. C, 538; Beaufort v. Ohlandt, 24 S. C, 162.
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Sec. 12. No person shall be disqualified as a witness, or be prevented ^.P^^j s o n a 1

from acquiring, holding and transmitting property, or be hindered i" -
^^^ ^ ^ ^^^

acquiring education, or be liable to any other punishment for any of-
y^ Q^^st isy&.

'

fence, or be subjected in law to any other restraints or disqualifications

in regard to any personal rights than such as are laid upon others under

like circumstances.

Liability of railroads for fires.—McCandless v. Railroad Co., 38 S. C, 103;

:6 S. E., 429; Mobile Ins. Co. v. Railroad Co., 19 S. E., 859; 41 S. C, 408; Lip-

field V. R. R. Co., 41 S. C, 28s; 19 S. E., 497-

Liability of Counties for defective bridges.—Blum v. Richland Co., 38 S. C,

^^Class legislation.—Utsey v. Hiott, 30 S. C, 360; 9 S. E., 338; Sanders v. Ven-

ning, 38 S. C, 502; 17 S. E., 134; Town Council v. Pressley, 33 S. C, 56; n
S. E., 545-

Rights of citizens.—McCollough v. Brown, 41 S. C, 220; 19 S. E., 458, over-

ruled in State v. City Council of Aiken, 42 S. C, 222; 20 S. E., 221; Mauldin v.

Greenville, 42 S. C, 293; 20 S. E., 842; Charleston v. Oliver, 16 S. C, 47; State

v. Chester, 18 S. C, 464; State v. Berlin, 21 S. C, 294; Information v. Oliver,

21 S. C, 319; State V. Williams, 32 S. C, 123; 10 S. E., 551.

Sec. 13. No person shall be held to answer for any crime or offence
^^lf^l^°l^f^l

until the same is fully, fairly, plainly, substantially, and formally de-
is Art

scribed to him; or be compelled to accuse or furnish evidence against
^_ Const. ' 1895',

himself ; and every person shall have a right to produce all proofs that and note,

may be favorable to him, to meet the witnesses against him face to face,

to have a speedy and public trial by an impartial jury, and to be fully

heard in his defence by himself or by his counsel, or by both, as he may

elect.

Waiver, of constitutional rights by consent in open Court.—State v. Faile, 43

S. C, 42; 20 S. E., 799- ,,,.„. „ „
Juries in inferior Courts and rights of appeal.—State v. Williams, 40 b. U,

373; 19 S. E., 5.
. . , c

Stenographer's notes of testimony may be read over to jury m absence ot priss-

oner.—State v. Haines, 36 S. C, 504; 15 S. E., 555.

Right to hearing.—State v. Atkinson, 40 S. C, 363; 18 S. E., 1021.

Privilege of defendant to testify or not as he desires.—State v. Howard, 35 S. C,

197; 14 S. E., 481.

Suificiency of indictment—State v. Jeffcoat, 54 S. C, 196; 32 S. E., 298; State

V. Brown, 24 S. C, 227.

Prevents taking testimony in criminal case by commission, without consent of

the defendant.—State v. Murphy, 48 S. C, 4; 25 S. E., 43; State v. Bowen, 4

McC, 253; State V. Smith, 8 Rich., 461.

Right to be heard by counsel.—State v. Courteney, 23 -S. C, 185.

Sec. 14. No person shall be arrested, imprisoned, despoiled, or dispos- ^Ex Po^^^^^^H

sessed of his property, immunities, or privileges, put out of the pro-g^^

tection of the law, exiled, or deprived of his life, liberty, or estate, but ^^^ ^ g_
^^^-

by the judgment of his peers or the law of the land. And the General Const. 1895.

Assembly shall not enact any law that shall subject any person to pun-

ishment without trial by jury; nor shall he be punished but by virtue of

a law already established, or promulgated prior to the offence, and

legally applied.

Dispensary Law constitutional.—State v. City Council of Aiken, 42 S. C, 222;

20 S. E., 221; overruling McCollough v. Brown, 41 S. C, 220; 19 S. E., 458.

Justices Courts, trial by jury in.—State v. Williams, 40 S. C, 373; i9 S. E., 5.

Jury trial in municipal Courts.—Ex parte Schmidt, 24 S. C, 365-

Betterment law sustained.—Lumb v. Pinckney, 21 S. C, 71-
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Taking property by due process of law.—State v. Stackhouse, 14 S. C, 422;

ex parte Lynch, 16 S. C, 32; Information v. Oliver, 21 S. C, 319; Mauldin v.

Greenville, 42 S. C, 293; 20 S. E., 842.

See also State v. Bowen, 3 Strob., 573; State v. Maxey, i McC, 501; State v.

Simons, 2 Speer, 761; Talvade v. City Council, 3 McC, 147; City Council v.

Goldsmith, 2 Speer, 428; State v. Allen, 2 McC, 55.

Publicity of gec. 15. All Courts shall be public, and every person, for any injury

that he may receive in his lands, goods, person, or reputation, shall have

1 ^Const^isgs.* remedy by due course of law and justice administered without un-

necessary delay.

The object of this Section was not to open the Courts of the State to all persons,

to demand redress for injuries received anywhere, but simply to secure to the

inhabitants of this State, for whom the Constitution was made, access to the

Courts for the redress of any injury they may have received.—Central R. R. &
B'k'g Co. V. Ga. Construction & I. Co., 32 S. C, 319; 11 S. E., 192.

Right of bail. gg(,_ jq_ /^jj persons shall, before conviction, be bailable by sufficient

See § 20, Art. sureties, except for capital offences, when the proof is evident or the

presumption great ; and excessive bail shall not, in any case, be required,

nor corporal punishment inflicted.

Habeas Cor- Sec. 17. The privilege of the writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be sus-_ pended, except when, in case of insurrection, rebellion or invasion, the

1 ^cfonst^' I895'
public safety may require it.

Not triable Sec. 18. No person, after having been once acquitted by a jury, shall

slme off°ense^" ^g^"^' ^°^ *^be Same offence, be put in jeopardy of his life or liberty.

~r Z~7— Where defendant was placed on trial Mch. 2, 1896, after the Constitution of

1 CDnst/ I895! 1895 took effect, for an offence committed Nov. 27th, 189S, when the Constitution

of 1868 was in force, the plea of former jeopardy must be determined under the

Constitution of 1895.—State v. Richardson, 47 S. C, 166; 25 S. E., 220. Where

defendant was acquitted, the State could not appeal.—State v. Gathers, 15 S. C,

370. New trial may be had after arrest of judgment on motion of defendant.

—

State v. Stephens, 13 S. C, 285. The Constitution of 1868 only exempted pris-

oner from a second trial, where there had been an acquittal.—State v. Wyse, 33

S. C, 582; 12 S. E., 556; State v. Syphrett, 27 S. C, 29; 2 S. E., 624; State v.

Shirer, 20 S. C, 406. What amounts to an acquittal.—State v. Briggs, 27 S. C,

8s; 2 S. E., 854; State v. McKee, i Bail., 651; State v. Stephens, 13 S. C, 286;

and other cases cited in note to Sec. 59, Criminal Code.

Punishments, ggc. 19. All offences less than felony, and in which the punishment

See § 17, Art. does not exceed a fine of one hundred dollars, or imprisonment for

a'nd^note.
^^^^'

thirty days, shall be tried summarily before a Justice of the Peace, or

other officer authorized by law, on information, under oath, without in-

dictment or intervention of a Grand Jury, saving to the defendant the

right of appeal; and no person shall be held to answer for any higher

crime or offence unless on presentment of a Grand Jury, except in cases

arising in the land and naval service, or in the militia when in actual

service in time of war or public danger.

Violation Dispensary Law.—State v. Pickett, 47 S. C, loi; 25 S. E., 46.

Municipal Courts, appeals from.—City Council of Anderson v. Fowler, 25 S. E.,

900; 48 S. C, 8; City Council of Charleston v. Brown, 42 S. C, 184; 20 S. E.,

56. Appeals from Trial Justices.—Beaufort v. Ohlandt, 24 S. C, 161. Could

not sentence to hard labor.—State v. Williams, 40 S. C, 373; 19 S. E., 5.

Waiver of presentment of grand jury.—State v. Faile, 43 S. C, 52; 20 S. E.,

798.

Under this Section the powers were conferred on Trial Justices.—State v. Fille-

brown, 2 S. C, 404; State v .Harper, 6 S. C, 464; State v. Sims, 16 S. C, 492;

State v. Padgett, 18 S. C, 319; State v. Penny, 19 S. C, 222.
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Trial Justices had no jurisdiction where punishment was not limited.—State v.

Jenkins, 26 S. C, 121; i S. E., 439; State v. Cooler, 30 S. C, 105; 8 S. E., 692.

Construed in connection with Art. IV., Sees, i and 22, in State v. Glenn, 14

S. C, 118.

Jurisdiction of Trial Justices in cases between landlord and tenant.—Frazee

V. Beattie, 26 S. C, 348; 2 S. E., 123.

Sec. 20. No person shall be imprisoned for debt, except in cases of ^^j^ foj. debt.

fraud; and a reasonable amount of property, as a homestead, shall be ^^^ ^^ ^^^_

exempted from seizure or sale for the payment of any debts or liabili-i, Const. 1895.

ties, except for the payment of such obligations as are provided for in

this Constitution.

Imprisonment under bastardy law constitutional.—State v. Brewer, 38 S. C,

263; 16 S. E., looi. For failure to pay license tax.—City of Charleston v. Oliver,

16 S. C, 47. For violation of labor contract.—State v. Williams, 32 S. C, 583;

10 S. E., 551.

Order committing executor to jail until he pays ascertained balance due by him

is imprisonment for debt.—Golson v. Holman, 28 S. C, 353; 4 S. E., 811.

Abolishing imprisonment for debt held not to impair the obligation of prior

contracts.—Ware v. Miller, 9 S. C, 13.

The right of homestead was defined and restricted in Art. 2, Sec. 32.—Duncan

V. Barnett, 11 S. C, 33; Pelzer v. Campbell, 15 S. C, 594; Bank v. Harlin, 18

S. C, 434; Elliott v. Mackorell, 19 S. C, 242; Norton v. Bradham, 21 S. C, 375

;

Munro v. Jeter, 24 S. C, 35; Simonds v. Haithcock, 24 S. C, 210. Does not

apply to taxes.—Charleston v. Oliver, 16 S. C, 47.

Sec. 21. No bill of attainder, ex post facto law, nor any law impairing Obligation of
. . contracts.

the obligation of contracts, shall ever be enacted; and no conviction, .

shall work corruption of blood or forfeiture of estate.
-^^ Const.' iSQo!

See cases noted under subdivision i. Sec. 10, Art. I., of United States Con-

stitution, ante.

Sec. 22. All persons have a right to be secure from unreasonable Right of

searches or seizures of their persons, houses, papers or possessions. All '.

warrants shall be supported by oath or affirmation, and the order of the
;^^^Qj|st^' 1^95;

warrant to a civil officer to make search or seizure in suspected places,

or to arrest one or more suspected persons, or to seize their property,

shall be accompanied with a special designation of the persons or ob-

jects of search, arrest or seizure; and no warrant shall be issued but in

the cases and with the formalities prescribed by the laws.

A warrant must be supported by oath.—State v. Wimbush, 9 S. C, 309- See

also Rogers v. Marlboro County, 32 S. C, 555; 11 S. E., 383.

Held not to prevent the use, as evidence against defendant, of papers taken

from his room.—State v. Atkinson, 40 S. C, 363; 18 S. E., 1021.

Sec. 23. Private property shall not be taken or applied for public use. Right of way.

or for the use of corporations, or for private use, without the consent See § 17, Art.

of the owner or a just compensation being made therefor: Provided, > °"^ •

however, That laws may be made securing to persons or corporations

the right of way over the lands of either persons or corporations, and,

for works of internal improvement, the right to establish depots, sta-

tions, turnouts, etc.; but a just compensation shall, in all cases, be first

made to the owner.

Insufficient provision for compensation.-—Fort v. Goodwin, 36 S. C, 445; IS

S E., 723.

Betterment law.—Lamb v. Pinckney, 21 S. C, 471. •

Law as to liability of railroads for fires.—McCandless v. Railroad Co., 38 S. C,

103; 16 S. E., 429; Mobile Ins. Co. v. Railroad Co., 41 S. C, 408; 19 S. E., 858.

Application to corporations.—R. R. Co. v. Gibbes, 27 S. C, 385; 4 S. E., 49.
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Police power as to lots in city.-—City Council v. Werner, 38 S. C, 488; 17

S. E., 33. .

Acquirement of right of way by railway companies.—Ross v. Ry. Co., 33 S. C,
477; 12 S. E., loi; Tompkins v. R. R. Co., 37 S. C, 382; 16 S. E., 149.

As to acquirement of right of way by business corporations.—Ex parte Bacot,

36 S. C, 125; IS S. E., 125.

Changing the grade of a street, after it has been once established, held not a

"taking" within the meaning of this Section.—Garraux v. City Council of Green-

ville, S3 S. C, S75; 31 S. C, 597; see also Mauldin v. Greenville, 42 S. C, 293;

20 S. E., 842.

The exemption of certain sections of a County from the operation of the gen-

eral stock law is not a taking of property for either public or private use.—Good-

ale V. Sowell, 62 S. C, S16; 40 S. E., 970. «#

The proviso did not affect rights of way existing before 1868.—Guignard v.

Kinsler, 4 S. C, 330. Nor was it violated by giving right of way to the nearest

highway.—State v. Stackhouse, 14 S. C, 417, since held unconstitutional under
the Constitution of 1895.—Beaudrot v. Murphy, 53 S. C, 118; 30 S. E., 825;

see also York v. Fewell, 21 S. C, 109. As to opening new road by County, see'

State V. Brown, 14 S. C, 383.

Suspension gec. 24. The power of suspending the laws, or the execution of the
of laws. .

laws, shall never be exercised but by the General Assembly, or by au-

1 cfonst. ' 1895! thority derived therefrom; to be exercised in such particular cases only

as the General Assembly shall expressly provide for.

Martial law. Sec. 25. No person shall, in any case, be subject to martial law, or to

See § 27 Art. ^^y pains or penalties by virtue of that law, except those employed in

1, Const. 1805. the army or navy of the United States, and except the militia in actual

service, but by authority of the General Assembly.
D epartraents gec. 26. In the government of this Commonwealth, the Legislative,

of Government
. ,_,?., - , „ , 11 , r

distinct. Executive and Judicial powers of the Government shall be forever sep-

See § 14 Art. arate and distinct from each other, and no person or persons exercising

1, Const. 1895. the functions of one of said departments shall assume or discharge the

duties of any other.

Held not to prevent issuance of mandamus to State officer to perform a legal

duty.—State ex rel. Wallace v. Hayne, 8 S. C, 367; see also McLaughlin v. County

Commissioners, 7 S. C, 375; Mauldin v. Greenville, 42 S. C, 293; 20 S. E., 842.

Red ress of ggg^ 37. The General Assembly ought frequently to assemble for the
grievance. '

. . , ,

redress of grievances and for making new laws as the common good
See § 3, Art.

1, Const. 1895. may require.

Right to bear Sec. 28. The people have a right to keep and bear arms for the com-
^"^^' mon defence. As in times of peace, armies are dangerous to liberty.

See § 26, Art. ^hey ought not to be maintained without the consent of the General As-
1, Const. 189o. -^ °

sembly. The military power ought always to be held m an exact subor-

dination to the civil authority and be governed by it.

Quartering of ^q^ 39. In time of peace no soldier shall be quartered in any house

without the consent of the owner; and, in time of war, such quarter

1, cfonst. ' I895! shall not be made but in a manner prescribed by law.

Non-combat- Sec. 30. No person who conscientiously scruples to bear arms shall be
^"*^'

compelled so to do, but he shall pay an equivalent for personal service.

Freedom of gg^, 01. All elections shall be free and open, and every inhabitant of
elections. "^ .. .,..,._,

this Commonwealth possessing qualifications provided for in this Con-

1, cfonst!*' I89.5'. stitution, shall have an equal right to elect officers and be elected to fill

public office.

A person could not hold two incompatible offices.—State v. Buttz, 9 S. C, 186.

Cited in dissenting opinion.—Butler v. Ellerbe, 44 S. C, 287; 22 S. E., 425.
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Sec. 32. No property qualification shall be necessary for an election ^^Pj^^^o^ 5^ t y

to or the holding of any office, and no office shall be created, the ap-

pointment to which shall be for a longer time than good behavior. Af-

ter the adoption of this Constitution, any person who shall fight a duel,
q °||^g^^'^

^'^'

or send or accept a challenge for that purpose, or be an aider or abettor -

^^^ ^^ ^^^

in fighting a duel, shall be deprived of holding any office of honor or^^ Const. ' 1895'.

trust in this State, and shall be otherwise punished as the law shall

prescribe.

Sec. 33. The right of suffrage shall be protected by laws regulating ^
R^|ht of suf-

elections, and prohibiting, under adequate penalties, all undue influences ' 3°^
g g j^^^

from power, bribery, tumult or improper conduct. 1, Const.' 1895.

Cited in dissenting opinion.—Butler v. Ellerbe, 44 S. C, 287; 22 S. E., 425.

Sec. 34. Representation shall be apportioned according to population, ^^"^P P^o rtion-

and no person in this State shall be disfranchised or deprived of any of sentation.

the rights or privileges now enjoyed, except by the law of the land or gee § 2, Art.

, . , r , • 1, Const. 1895.
the judgment of his peers.

Sec. 35. Temporary absence from the State shall not forfeit a resi- ^ForfeUure of

dence once obtained. —
:;

1

—-

—

Sec. 36. All property subject to taxation shall be taxed in proportion ^^^«=^§^i^' £g^t.

to its value. Each individual of society has a right to be protected in Taxation of

the enjoyment of life, liberty, and property, according to standing laws, property.

He should, therefore, contribute his share to the expense of his pro-
_
See § 6, Art.

J., L^onst. xoJo.

tection, and give his personal service when necessary.

Compared with Art. 2, Sec. 33.—State v. Hayne, 4 S. C, 422; a license tax on

business sustained.

—

lb.

Act requiring property owners to remove trash from adjoining streams an un-

warranted tax on property.—State v. Tucker, 35 S. E., 218; 56 S. C, 516. See

also Thomas v. Town of Moultrieville, 29 S. E., 647; 52 S. C, 181. Application

to corporations.—R. R. Co. v. Gibbes, 27 S. C, 385; 4 S. E., 49; State v. C. & D.

R. R. Co., 54 S. C, 565; 32 S. E., 691.

Sale for non-payment of taxes.—Ex parte Lynch, 16 S. C, 32-

Sec. 37. No subsidy, charge, impost tax, or duties shall be established, ^^^gg'^^^P^^^jg^;

fixed, laid, or levied, under any pretext whatsoever, without the ^on- —^^^-y^-^^
sent of the people or their representatives lawfully assembled. 1, Const.' ie95.

Considered in connection with Art. II., Sec. 33.—State v. Hayne, 4 S. C, 422.

Sec. 38. Excessive fines shall not be imposed, nor cruel and unusual ^
E^x c e s s ive

Dunishment inflicted, nor shall witnesses be unreasonably detained. '- -—
'^ See 1 19. Art.

Ex parte Keeler, 45 S. C, 537; 23 S. E., 865. 1, Const. 1895.

Sec. 39. No title of nobility or hereditary emolument shall ever be ^^Jitles^of no-

granted in this State. Distinction on account of race or color, in anytinctions of

case whatever, shall be prohibited, and all classes of citizens shall enj oy
^^^^ibited.'^"

""^

equally all common, public, legal, and political privileges.

Sec. 40. All navigable waters shall remain forever public highways, ^
^r^eedom^ of

free to the citizens of the State and the United States, without tax, im- waters.
°

post or toll imposed ; and no tax, toll, impost, or wharfage shall be im- 5^,^ g .^g^ ^^rt.

posed, demanded, or received from the owner of any merchandise orL Const. 1895.

commodity, for the use of the shores, or any wharf erected on the

shores, or in or over the waters of any navigable stream, unless the

same be authorized by the General Assembly.

Steamboat Co. v. R. R. Co., 46 S. C, 333; 24 S. E., 337.
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Reserved gec. 41. The enumeration of rights in this Constitution shall not be

construed to impair or denj^ others retained by the people, and all pow-
ers not herein delegated remain with the people.

Dispensary law constitutional.—State ex rel. George v. City Council of Aiken,

42 S. C, 222; 20 S. E., 221; overruling McCollough v. Brown, 41 S. C, 220;

19 S. E., 458.

License law sustained.—Information v. Oliver, 21 S. C, 319. Taxation for

public purposes only.—Feldman v. City Council, 23 S. C, 57. Does not reserve

legislative powers granted in Art. II., Sec. i.—State v. Hayne, 4 S. C, i.

ARTICLE II.

Legislative Departmext.

Legislature. Section I. The Legislative power of this State shall be vested in two
See § 1, Art. distinct branches, the one to be styled the "Senate," and the other the

'^'
"House of Representatives," and both together the "General Assembly

-

of the State of South Carolina."

As to change of venue, Art. 5, Sec. 2, is not exhaustive.—Utsey v. R. R. Co.,

38 S. C, 399; 17 S. E., 141.

Considered in Floyd v. Perrin, 30 S. C, i; 8. S. E., 14; Mauldin v. Greenville,

42 S. C, 293; 20 S. E., 842; State v. City Council of Aiken, 42 S. C, 222; 20

S. E., 221, overruling McCollough v. Brown, 41 S. C, 220; 19 S. E., 458. See

also Pelzer v. Campbell, 15 S. C, 582.-—Ex parte Lynch, 16 S. C, 32; State v.

Gaillard, 11 S. C, 312; State v. Hayne, 4 S. C, 420; State v. Co. Treas., 4 S.

C, 520.

Delegation of Legislative power.—State v. Columbia, 17 S. C, 80; Port Royal
Mining Co. v. Hagood, 30 S. C, 519; 9 S. E., 686.

_R e p resenta- Sec. 2. The House of Representatives shall be composed of members
'. chosen by ballot every second year, by the citizens ai this State, qualified

a Const^' IS95'
^^ '^^ ^^^^ Constitution is provided.

Judicial dis- Sec. 3. The Judicial Districts shall hereafter be designated as Coun-
^"'^^^"

ties, and the boundaries of the several Counties shall remain as they are

See § 3, Art. now established, except the County of Pickens, which is hereby divided
' into two Counties, by a line leaving the southern boundary of the State

of North Carolina where the White Water River enters this State, and

thence down the centre of said river, by whatever names known, to

Ravenel's Bridge, on Seneca River, and thence along the centre of the

road leading to Pendleton Village, until it intersects the line of the

County of Anderson; and the territory lying east of said line shall be

known as the County of Pickens ; and the territory lying west of said

line shall be known as the Count}' of Oconee : Provided; That the

General Assembly shall have the power at any time to organize new
Counties by changing the boundaries of any of the old ones ; but no new
County shall be hereafter formed of less extent than six hundred and

twenty-five square miles, nor shall any existing Counties be reduced to

a less extent than six hundred and twentj^-five square miles. Each

County shall constitute one Election District.

Amended: 1875, XV., 1014. See amendments, post.—Segars v. Parrott, 54 S. C,

23; 31 S. E., 677.

A p p o rtion- Sec. 4. The House of Representatives shall consist of one hundred

resenta°ives.^^ and twenty-four members, to be apportioned among the several Counties

~^ s 3 ^j.^ according to the number of inhabitants contained in each. An enumera-

3, Const.' 1S95. tion of the inhabitants, for this purpose, shall be made in eighteen hun-
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dred and sixty-nine, and again in eighteen hundred and seventy-five,

and shall be made in the course of every tenth year thereafter, in such

manner as shall be by lawr directed ; and Representatives shall be assigned

to the different Counties in the above mentioned proportion, by Act of

the General Assembly at the session immediately succeeding every

enumeration: Provided, That until the apportionment, which shall be

made upon the next enumeration shall take effect, the representation of

the several Counties, as herein constituted, shall be as follows

:

Abbeville five, Anderson three, Barnwell six, Beaufort seven, Charles-

ton eighteen, Chester three, Clarendon two, Colleton five, Chesterfield

two, Darlington four, Edgefield seven, Fairfield three, Georgetown

three, Greenville four, Horry two, Kershaw three, Lancaster two, Lau-

rens four, Lexington two, Marion four, Marlboro two, Newberry three,

Oconee two, Orangeburg five, Pickens one, Richland four, Spartan-

burg four, Sumter four. Union three, Williamsburg three, York four.

Amended: being struck out and new Section inserted, 1886, XIX., 499. See

amendments, post.

Cited in Williams v. Benet, 35 S. C, 150; 14 S. E., 311; Sullivan v. Speights,

14 S. C, 361.

Sec. 5. If the enumeration herein directed shall not be made in the grnor^ a s "t^o

course of the year appointed for the purpose, it shall be the duty of the enumeration.

Governor to have it effected as soon thereafter as shall be practicable.

Amended by being struck out: 1886, XIX., 499. See amendments, post.

Sec. 6. In assigning Representatives to the several Counties, the Gen- ^(^^^f^^^^l
eral Assembly shall allow one Representative to every one hundred and tives^

twenty-fourth part of the whole number of inhabitants in the State: see § i, Art.

Provided, That if in the apportionment of Representatives any County 3. Const. 1895.

shall appear not to be entitled, from its population, to a Representative,

such County shall nevertheless send one Representative ; and if there be

still a deficiency of the number of Representatives required by Section

fourth of this Article, such deficiency shall be supplied by assigning

Representatives to those Counties having the largest surplus fractions.

Sec. 7. No apportionment of Representatives shall be construed to
g^^J.^"

*° ^^'^^

take effect, in any manner, until the general election which shall sue-—
bee s 5, Art.

ceed such apportionment. 3, Const. 1895.

Sec. 8. The Senate shall be composed of one member from each Coun- Senators.

ty, to be elected, for the term of four years, by the qualified voters of See § 6, Art.

the State, in the same manner in which members of the House of Rep- 3' Const. i89o.

resentatives are chosen; except the County of Charleston, which shall

be allowed two Senators.

Cited in Williams v. Benet, 35 S. C, 150; 14 S. E., 311.

Sec. 9. Upon the meeting of the first General Assembly which shall Two classes.

be chosen under the provisions of this Constitution, the Senators shall See § 8, Art.

be divided, by lot, into two classes, as nearly equal as may be ; the seats ^' Const. 1895.

of the Senators of the first class to be vacated at the expiration of two

years after the Monday following the general election, and of those of

the second class at the expiration of four years ; so that, except as above

provided, one-half of the Senators may be chosen every second year.

Cited in Simpson v. Willard, 14 S. C, 198.
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Eligibility. gec. lo. Xo person shall be eligible to a seat in the Senate or House
See I 7, Art. of Representatives ^vho at the time of his election is not a citizen of the

" United States ; nor any one who has not been for one year next preced-

ing his election a resident of this State, and for three months next pre-

ceding his election a resident of the County whence he may be chosen,

nor any one who has been convicted of an infamous crime. Senators

shall be at least twenty-five, and Representatives at least twent\--one

years of age.

Time of elec- Sec. II. The first election for Senators and Representatives under the
^^°°- provisions of this Constitution shall be held on the fourteenth, fifteenth

See § s, Art. and sixteenth days of April, of the present year ; and the second elec-

' tion shall be held on the third Vv'ednesday in October, eighteen hundred
and seventy, and forever thereafter on the same day in ever}- second

year in such nianner and at such places as the General Assemblj^ may
hereafter provide.

Amended, 1873, XV., 467. See am.endments, post.

Cited in dissenting opinion.-—Butler v. Ellerbe, 44 S. C, 289; 22 S. E., 425.

Time for election of State officers.—State v. Sims, 18 S. C, 462.

Meetings of Sec. 12. The first session of the General Assembly after the ratifica-

'- tion of this Constitution shall be convened on the second Tuesday of

3 Const ' 1895 -^^^Y o^ the present year in the city of Columbia (which shall remain

the seat of Government until otherwise determined by the concurrence

of two-thirds of both branches of the whole representation) and there-

after on the fourth Tuesday in Xovember annualh'. Should the casual-

ties of war or contagious diseases render it unsafe to meet at the seat

of government, then the Governor may, by proclamation, appoint a more
secure and convenient place of meeting.

Term of of- §60. 13. The terms of office of the Senators and Representatives

chosen at a general election, shall begin on the Mondav following such
See § 10, Art. , ^

3, Const. 1895. election.

Quorum. Sec. 14. Each House shall judge of the election returns and qualifi-

See § 11 Art. cations of its own members; and a majority of each House shall con-

3, Const. 189.5. stji-uj-g g, quorum to do business; but a smaller number ma}- adjourn

from daj- to day. and may compel the attendance of absent members, in

such manner and under such penalties as may be provided by law.

Cited in w'illiams v. Benet, 35 S. C, 150; 14 S. E., 311. Sixty-three members
a quorum of the House of Representatives.—State ex rel. Wallace v. Hayne, 8

S. C, 367-

Officers. Sec. 15. Each House shall choose its own officers, determine its rules

See § 12, Art. oi proceedn:;g, punish its members for disorderly behavior, and, with
3, Const. iS9o.

|-}^g concurrence of two-thirds, expel a member, but not a second time

for the same cause.
Right to ar- ggj,^ jg_ £ach House mav punish bv imprisonment, during its sitting,

rest and pun- - -^ '
. . .

ish. any person not a member, who shall be guilt}- of disrespect to the House

See § 13, Art. by any disorderly or contemptuous behavior in its presence ; or who,
3, Const. 1S95. (juj-jng the time of its sitting, shall threaten harm to body or estate of

any member for anything said or done in either House, or who shall

assault any of them therefor, or who shall assault or arrest any witness

or other person ordered to attend the House, in his going thereto or

returning therefrom, or who shall rescue any person arrested by order
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of the House : Provided, That such time of imprisonment shall not in

any case extend beyond the session of the General Assembly.

Sec. 17. The members of both Houses shall be protected in their per- Privileges of
. . f . members.

sons and estates durmg their attendance on, going to, and returning

-

from, the General Assembly, and ten days previous to the sitting, ands^ cfonst. ' I895!

ten days after the adjournment thereof. But these privileges shall not

be extended so as to protect any member who shall be charged with

treason, felony, or breach of the peace.

Sec. 18. Bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House of Rep- g.,? e v e n u e

resentatives, but may be altered, amended, or rejected by the Senate;

and all other bills may originate in either House, and may be amended,
3, Const. ' 1895."

altered, or rejected by the other.

Sec. 19. The style of all laws shall be, "Be it enacted Ipy the Senate ^^^^^ °^ ^^^^-

and House of Representatives of the State of South Carolina, now met See § 16, Art.

and sitting in General Assembly, and by the authority of the same."

Sec. 20. Every Act or Resolution having the force of law shall relate .
^}^^ °^^ ^^^'

. . .
ject.

to but one subject, and that shall be expressed in the title.

See also Sec. 17, Art. 3, Const, of 1895. Acts violative of this Section.—States^ Const.' 1895.

V. Crosby, 51 S. C, 247; 28 S. E., 529; Floyd v. Perrin, 30 S. C, i; S S. E., 14;

Utley V. Cavender, 31 S. C, 282; 9 S. E., 957; Charleston v. Oliver, 16 S. C, 47.

Construed with Sec. 3, Art. 5, as to General Statutes of 1882.—State v. Mc-
Daniel, 19 S. C, 114; City Council v. Weller, 34 S. C, 357; 13 S. E., 630;

Kaminitsky v. R. R. Co., 25 S. C, 53.

Act sustained.—Connor v. Railway Co., 23 S. C, 427.

Also construed in Morton, Bliss & Co. v. Comptroller General, 4 S. C, 430;
State V. County Treasurer, 4 S. C, 520; Bond Debt Cases, 12 S. C, 203.

Sec. 21. No bill shall have the force of law until it shall have been .,^^"^^^^ ^^^^
three times.

read three times, and on three several days, in each House, has had the
See 5 IS Art

great seal of State affixed to it, and has been signed in the Senate Houses, Const. '1895!

by the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Repre-

sentatives.

An Act must have had three readings in each House.—State v. Hagood, 13

S. C, 53; State V. Piatt, 2 S. C, 150. But this does not require three readings

of amendments, &c.-—State v. Brown, 33 S. C, 151; 11 S. E., 641.

Sec. 22. No money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in pur- Treasury""
suance of an appropriation made by law ; and a regular statement and ac-—:; ; 7

—

count of the receipts and expenditures of all public moneys shall be pub- 10, Const.' 1895!

lished annually, in such manner as may be by law directed.

Cited in dissenting opinion.—Butler v. Ellerbe, 44 S. C, 296; 22 S. E., 425;
State V. Corbin, 16 S. C, 534.

Sec. 23. Each member of the first General Assembly under this Con- bars,

stitution shall receive six dollars per diem while in session ; and the See < 19 -Vrt

further sum of twenty cents for every mile of the ordinary route of 3. Const. 1895.

travel in going to and returning from the place where such session is

held ; after which they shall receive such compensation as shall be fixed

by law; but no General Assembly shall have the power to increase the

compensation of its own members. And when convened in extra session

they shall receive the same mileage and per diem compensation as are

fixed by law for the regular session, and none other.

Sec. 24. In all elections by the General Assembly or either House Votes viva
voce.

thereof, the members shall vote "viva voce" and their votes, thus given,
'-

See § 20, Art.
3, Const. 1895.

^C.
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shall be entered upon the journal of the House to which they respec-

tively belong.

State V. Hagood, 13 S. C, 62.

Ad
j
o u r n- gec. 25. Neither House during the session of the General Assembly,

3, cfonst. ' I895! days, nor to any other place than that in which the Assembly shall be

shall, without the consent of the other adjourn for more than three

days, nor to any c

at the time sitting.

•
""'""^ ^"

Sec. 26. Each House shall keep a journal of its own proceedings, and

^cf
^

t^'1^95
'-^"^^ *^^ same to be published immediately after its adjournment, ex-

cepting such parts as in its judgment may require secrecy; and the yeas

and nays of the members of either House, on any question, shall at the
Protests. desire of any two members present, be entered on the journals. Any

member of either House shall have liberty to dissent from and protest

against, any Act or Resolution which he may think injurious to the

public or to an individual, and have the reasons of his dissent entered

on the journals.

State V. Hagood, 13 S. C, 62; State v. Piatt, 2 S. C, 150, overruled in State

ex rel. Groeschel v. Town Council of Chester, 39 S. C, 307; 17 S. E., 752; see

also State v. Smalls, 11 S. C, 262.

Open doors. Sec. 27. The doors of each House shall be open, except on such occas-

See § 23 Art. ioi^s as in the opinion of the House may require secrecy.

,
Const. 1S9.5.

Sg(;_ 28. No person shall be eligible to a seat in the General Assembly
ne igi 11 y.

^yj^jjg^ Yyt holds any office of profit or trust under this State', the United
See § 24, Art. 3|;ates of America, or any of them, or under any other power, except

officers in the militia, magistrates or Justices of inferior Courts, while

such Justices receive no salary. And if any member shall accept or ex-

ercise any of the Said disqualifying offices, he shall vacate his seat:

Provided, That this prohibition shall not extend to the members of the

first General Assembly.

Fail ure to Sec. 29. If any election district shall neglect to choose a member or

members on the day of election, or if any person chosen a member of

Refusal t o either House shall refuse to qualify and take his seat, or shall resign,
^^^ ^

^'
die, depart the State, accept any disqualifying office, or become other-

' ^Const^' 1895
^^'^^^ disqualified to hold his seat, a writ of election shall be issued by

'writs of the President of the Senate, or Speaker of the House of Representa-
election.

tives, as the case may be, for the purpose of filling the vacancy thereby

occasioned, for the remainder of the term for which the person so re-

fusing to qualify, resigning, dying, departing the State, or becoming dis-

qualified, was elected to serve, or the defaulting election district ought to

have chosen a member or members.

Sec. 30. Members of the General Assembly, and all officers before they

enter upon the execution of the duties of their respective offices, and all

members of the bar, before they enter upon the practice of their profes-

sion, shall take and subscribe the following oath

:

fic&^^^
°^ °^ "I do solemnly swear (or affirm as the case may be) that I am duly

-^———-— qualified according to the Constitution of the United States and of this

3," Const.' is9.5. State to exercise the duties of the office to which I have been elected

(or appointed), and that I will faithfully discharge to the best of my
abilities the duties thereof ; that I recognize the supremacy of the Con-

stitution and laws of the United States over the Constitution and laws
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of any State ; and that I will support, protect, and defend the Constitu-

tion of the United States and the Constitution of South Carolina as rati-

fied by the people on the sixteenth day of April, 1868. So Help me
God." (And the President of this Convention is authorized to fill the

blanks in this Section whenever he shall receive satisfactory information

of the day on which this Constitution shall be ratified.)

McCoy V. Curtis, 14 S. C, 375.

Sec. 31. Officers shall be removed for incapacity, misconduct, or ne- Cause of re-

lect of duty, m such manner as may be provided by law, when no-
mode of trial or removal is provided in this Constitution. 3 (fonst.'isgs!

State V. Courtenay, 23 S. C, 186.

Sec. 32. The family homestead of the head of each family residing in ^J^^^
h o m e-

this State, such homestead consisting of dwelling house, out-building

-

and lands appurtenant, not to exceed the value of one thousand dol-3 Q)nst^l895!

lars, and yearly product thereof, shall be exempt from attachment, levy

or sale on any mesne or final process issued from any Court. To secure

the full enjoyment of said homestead exemption to the person entitled

thereto, or to the head of any family, the personal property of such per-

son of the following character, to wit, household furniture, beds and
bedding, family library, arms, carts, wagons, farming implements, tools,

neat cattle, work animals, swine, goats, and sheep, not to exceed in value

in the aggregate the sum of five hundred dollars, shall be subject to like

exemption as said homestead, and there shall be exempt in addition

thereto all necessary wearing apparel : Provided, That no property shall

be exempt from attachment, levy or sale, for taxes, or for payment of

obligations contracted for the purchase of said homestead, or the erec-

tion of improvements thereon: Provided, further, That the yearly pro-

ducts of said homestead shall not be exempt from attachment, levy or

sale for the payment of obligations contracted in the production of the

same. It shall be the duty of the General Assembly at their first ses-

sion to enforce the provisions of this Section by suitable legislation.

This Section was amended Dec. 13, 1880, XVII., 213, 320. See amendments, post.

It applies where debtor is head of a family residing in this State at time of

attempted levy.—Gray v. Putnam, 51 S. C, 97; 27 S. E., 149; so contra, where he

is not the head of a family until after levy.—Pender v. Lancaster, 14 S. C, 30;

Chafee v. Rainey, 21 S. C, 20; Rollins v. Evans, 23 S. C, 327.

Lands of husband appurtenant to dwelling on lands of wife.—McClenaghan
V. McEachern, 47 S. C, 446; 25 S. E., 296; Trimmier v. Winsmith, 41 S. C, 109;

19 S. E., 691.

Homestead in lands held in common, after partition.-—Riley v. Gaines, 14 S.

C, 457-

Homestead in dower lands.—Lanham v. Glover, 46 S. C, 65; 24 S. E., 49.

Jriomestead in lands held by equitable title.—Munro v. Jeter, 24 S. C, 36; ex

parte Kurz, 24 S. C, 471.

Homestead in mortgaged lands.—People's Bank v. Brice, 47 S. C, 134; 24

S. E., 1038.

Not allowed in money prior to amendment of 1880.—Union Bank v. Northrop,

19 S. C, 476; see also Lawrence v. Grambling, 19 S. C, 465.

Widow and children entitled to homestead in lands of deceased husband.

—

Brown
V. Williamson, 37 S. C, 181; 15 S. E., 926.

Childless widow.—Moore v. Parker, 13 S. C, 489; Bradley v. Rodelsperger, 17

S. C, II.

Each child not entitled to a separate homestead.—Bank v. Senn, 25 S. C, 572.

Obligation contracted in production of property.—Berry v. Berry, 55 S. C, 303;

33 S. E., 363.—Purchase money.—Edwards v. Edwards, 14 S. C, 20.
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Exemption in personal property could not be extended.—Duncan v. Barnett,

II S. C, 336.

Right to, how determined.—Charles v. Charles, 13 S. C, 387; ex parte Lewie,

17 S. C, 156; Scruggs V. Foot, 19 S. C, 279; Myers v. Ham, 20 S. C, 527.

Does not apply where debt was contracted prior to 1868.—Agnew v. Adams,

17 S. C, 370; Withers v. Jenkins, 21 S. C, 370. The existing homestead law at

the time of the contraction of the debt governs.—Gray v. Putnam, 51 S. C, 975

28 S. E., 149; Norton v. Bradham, 21 S. C, 378.

Created no new estate, a mere right of exemption.—Elliott v. Mackorell, 19 S. C,

242; ex parte Ray, 20 S. C, 249; Chalmers v. Turnipseed, 21 S. C, 136. See also

note to Sec. 2626, Civil Code, and cases there cited.

Assessments, gg^^ 23. All taxes Upon property, real or personal, shall be laid upon

See § 29, Art. the actual value of the property taxed, as the same shall be ascertained

"' ^°'^-^^- "" by an assessment made for the purpose of laying such tax.

Only one assessment permitted.-—Germania Savings Bank v. Town of Darling-

ton, 50 S. C, 337; 27 S. E., 846. See also State v. Tucker, 56 S. C, 516; 35

S. E., 216.

As to railroad companies.-—R. R. Co. v. Gibbes, 27 S. C, 385; 4 S. E., 49;

State v. R. R. Co., 54 S. C, 573; 32 S. E., 691

Does not apply to license tax on occupations.—Charleston v. Oliver, 16 S. C,

47; Information v. Oliver, 21 S. C, 319; State v. Hayne, 4 S. C, 421.

ARTICLE III.

Executive Department.

The Gover- Section I. The Supreme Executive authority of this State shall be

^^ vested in a Chief Magistrate, who shall be styled "The Governor of the

l,^Co4"-il95^ State of South Carolina."

Election of. Sec. 2. The Governor shall be elected by the electors duly qualified to

See Art 4 ~§ "^'^te for members of the House of Representatives, and shall hold his

2, Const. 1895. office for two years, and until his successor shall be chosen and quali-

fied, and shall be re-eligible. He shall be elected at the first general elec-

tion held under this Constitution for members of the General Assembly,

and at each general election thereafter, and shall be installed during the

first session of the said General Assembly after his election, on such day

as shall be provided for by law. The other State officers elect shall, at

the same time, enter upon the performance of their duties.

Qualification on re-election.-—Ex parte Norris, 8 S. C, 408; ex parte Smith,

iCsis.
Eligibility of. Sec. 3. No person shall be eligible to the office of Governor who de-

See Art. 4, § "ies the existence of the Supreme Being ; or who at the time of such

3, Const. 1895. election has not attained the age of thirty years, and who, except at the

first election under this Constitution, shall not have been a citizen of

the United States and a citizen and resident of this State for two years

next preceding the day of election. No person while Governor shall

hold any other office or commission (except in the militia) under this

State, or any other power, at one and the same time.

He may be e.v ofRcio member of certain Boards.—State v. Porterfield, 47 S. C,

75 ; 25 S. E., 39; State v. Town Council of Chester, 39 S. C, 307; 17 S. E., 752.

Returns of Sec. 4. The returns of every election of Governor shall be sealed up

If^!^: by the managers of elections in their respective Counties, and transmit-

4 ^Coris[*'i895^ted, by mail, to the seat of government, directed to the Secretary of

State, who shall deliver them to the Speaker of the House of Represen-

tatives at the next ensuing session of the General Assembly, and a du-
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plicate of said returns shall be filed with the Clerks of the Courts of

said Counties, whose duty it shall be to forward to the Secretary of

State a certified copy thereof, upon being notified that the returns previ-

ously forwarded by mail have not been received at his office. It shall

be the duty of the Secretary of State, after the expiration of seven days

from the day upon which the votes have been counted, if the returns

thereof from any County have not been received, to notify the Clerk of

the Court of said County, and order a copy of the returns filed in his of-

fice to be forwarded forthwith. The Secretary of State shall deliver the

returns to the Speaker of the House of Representatives, at the next ensu-

ing session of the General Assembly; and during the first week of the

session, or as soon as the General Assembly shall have organized by the

election of the presiding officers of the two Houses, the Speaker shall

open and publish them in the presence of both Houses. The person hav-

ing the highest number of votes shall be Governor; but if two or more

shall be equal, and highest in votes, the General Assembly shall during

the same session, in the House of Representatives, choose one of them

Governor viva voce. Contested elections for Governor shall be deter-

mined by the General Assembly in such manner as shall be prescribed

by law.

Construed in ex parte Smith, 8 S. C, 516.

Sec. 5. A Lieutenant Governor shall be chosen at the same time, in Governor Pres-

the same manner, continue in office for the same period, and be pos- g^^"\ °^ ^^^

sessed of the same qualifications as the Governor, and shall ex officio be

President of the Senate. 5,' Const. 1S95.

Sec. 6. The Lieutenant Governor, while presiding in the Senate, shall To have no

have no vote unless the Senate be equally divided.
''"

Sec. 7. The Senate shall choose a President pro tempore, to act in the ^rf jf^['' 1395^

absence of the Lieutenant Governor, or when he shall exercise the of- 'president pro

fice of Governor. tempore.

Sec. 8. A member of the Senate, or of the House of Representatives, See Art. 4, §

being chosen and acting as Governor or Lieutenant Governor, shall 'y^^^^^q^ ^ f

thereupon vacate his seat, and another person shall be elected in his seats.

stead. See Art. 4, j
Sec. 9. In case of the removal of the Governor from his office, or his ^' Const. iS9o.

death, resignation, removal from the State, or inability to discharge the moval or resig-

powers and duties of the said office, the same shall devolve on the Lieut- "^^'°"-

enant Governor, and the General Assembly, at its first session after the See Art. 4, §

ratification of this Constitution, shall, by law provide for the case of '

removal, death, resignation, or inability, both of the Governor and

Lieutenant Governor, declaring what officer shall then act as Governor,

and such officer shall act accordingly, until such disability shall have

been removed, or a Governor shall have been elected.

Sec. 10. The Governor shall be Commander-in-Chief of the militia .
C ommander-

of the State, except when they shall be called into the actual service of '—

the United States. xtconsl'ml
Sec. II. He shall have power to grant reprieves and pardons after Reprieves and

conviction (except in cases of impeachment), in such manner, on such Pardons.

terms, and under such restrictions as he shall think proper; and he See Art. 4, §

shall have power to remit fines and forfeitures, unless otherwise directed
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by law. It shall be his duty to report to the General Assembly, at the

next regular session thereafter, all pardons granted by him, with a full

statement of each case, and the reasons moving him thereunto.

Governor may grant conditional pardon.—State v. Barnes, 32 S. C, 14; 10

S. E., 611. See also, under former Constitution, Rowe v. State, 2 Bay, 565; State

V. \\'illiams, i N. & McC, 26.

To execute ggc. 12. He shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed, in
the laws. ^

mercv.

12, ^onst!'i8'95! Sec. 13. The Governor and Lieutenant Governor shall, at stated times,

C o m p ensa- receive for their services a compensation, which shall be neither in-

creased nor diminished during the period for which the}- shall have been
tion.

See Art. 4, § elected
13, Const. 1895.

^^'='-'-^'^-

„ ^^ . , . . ,

Reports o f See. 14. All officers m the Executive Department shall, when required
°*^'^^'"^ by the Governor, give him information in writing upon any subj ect re-

See Art. 4, § lating to the duties of their respective offices.

,
ons

.^ 0. gg^^ ^ The: Governor shall, from time to time, give to the GeneralGive infor- •'.. .. .. '

mation to the Assembly information of the condition of the State, and recommend for
egis a ure.

tj^pj,- consideration such measures as he shall judge necessary or ex-
See Art. 4 § pedient.

lo. Const. lS9o. ^
. . ^ 1 A

Extra ses- Sec. 16. He ma}' on extraordinary- occasions, convene the General As-
s'ons. sembly ; and should either House remain without a quorum for five days,

See Art. 4, § or in case of disagreement between the two Houses with respect to the
,

ons
.

a.
^jj^g q£ adjournment, ma}- adjourn them to such time as he shall think

proper ; not beyond the time of the annual session then next ensuing.

Commissions, gec. 17. He shall commission all officers of the State.

_See Art. 4, § McCoy v. Curtis, 14 S. C, 375.

Seal of State Sec. 18, There shall be a seal of the State, for which the General As-

—

z

7 ~r sembly, at its first session, shall provide, and which shall be used by the

18, Const.' 1895'. Governor officially, and shall be called "The Great Seal of the State of

South Carolina."

Grants, &c., §60. 19. All grants and commissions shall be issued in the name and
'

by the authority of the State of South Carolina, sealed with the great

19 Const!' I895! seal, signed by the Governor, and countersigned by the Secretary of

State.

Oath of of- Sec. 20. The Governor and the Lieutenant Governor, before entering

—'- upon the duties of their respective offices, shall take and subscribe the

2of Const' isbo! oath of office as prescribed in Article two. Section thirt}\ of this Con-

stitution.

Residence of gec. 21. The Governor shall reside at the capital of the State; but
'-

during the sittings of the General Assembly he shall reside where its

2if^Const!' 1^5! sessions are held, except in case of contagion.

Bills to be Sec. 22. Ever}' bill or joint resolution which shall have passed the Gen-
^'^°^'^'

eral Assembly, except on a question of adjournment, shall, before it be-

„„^S? -^''*^-,ti.-^ comes a law, be presented to the Governor, and, if he approve, he shall
23, Const. lS9o.

> ±- .,,.,.. 1 tt
sign it; if not, he shall return it, with his objections to the House in

^®*°'
which it shall have originated ; which shall enter the obj ections at large

on its Journals, and proceed to consider it. If, after such reconsidera-

tion, two-thirds of that House shall agree to pass it, it shall be sent, to-

gether with the objections, to the other House, by which it shall be re-

considered, and, if approved by two-thirds of that House, it shall have
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the same effect as if it had been signed by the Governor ; but, in all such

cases the vote of both Houses shall be taken by yeas and nays, and the

names of the persons voting for and against the bill or joint resolution

shall be entered on the Journals of both Houses respectively. If a bill or

joint resolution shall not be returned by the Governor, within three days

after it shall have been presented to him, Sundays excepted, it shall have

the same force and effect, as if he signed it, unless the General Assembly,

by their adjournment, prevent its return, in which case it shall not have

such force and effect unless returned within two days after their next

meeting.

State V. Hagood, 13 a. C, 58, 59, 69; State v. Mancke, 18 S. C, 85; State v.

Piatt, 2 S. C, 150; Corwin v. Comptroller General, 6 S. C, 690; Arnold v. Mc-
Kellar, 9 S. C, 335.

Sec. 23. There shall be elected by the qualified voters of the State, a Co mptroller

Comptroller General, a Treasurer, and a Secretary of State, who shall urer, arid Sec-

hold their respective offices for the term of four years, and whose du-
'"etaryof State.

ties and compensation shall be prescribed by law. See Art. 4, §

24, Const. 1895.
Amended, making term two years, 1875, XV., 1009. See amendments, post.

Duties of Comptroller General.^State v. Corbin, 16 S. C, 538.

ARTICLE IV.

Judicial Department.

Section i. The judicial power of this State shall be vested in a Su- Judicial De-

preme Court, in two Circuit Courts, to wit : a Court of Common Pleas,

having civil jurisdiction, and a Court of General Sessions, with crimi-^
Const"^* 1895

nal jurisdiction only; in Probate Courts, and in Justices of the Peace.

The General Assembly may also establish such municipal and other in-

ferior Courts as may be deemed necessary.

Right of ?ipeal from inferior Courts.—City Council v. Fowler, 48 S. C, 8;

25 S. E., 900; City Council v. Weller, 34 S. C, 357; 13 S. E., 629; City Council

V. Brown, 42 S. C, 184; 20 S. E., 56.

Proceedings in bastardy criminal in their nature.—State v. Brewer, 38 S. C.
•863; 16 S. E., looi. Jurisdiction in, given Trial Justices.—State v. Glenn, 14

S. C, 118.

What is a Court?—Whaley v. Campbell, 42 S. C, 528; 20 S. E., 415.

Tlie continued existence of the Supreme Court.—Middleton v. Taber, 46 S. C,

347; 24 S. E., 282.

The Court of Common Pleas is one throughout the State.—Ex parte Furniture

Co., 49 S. C, 28; zy S. E., 9.

Court of General Sessions.—State v. Wilder, 13 S. C, 346. Cited in County

V. Miller, Clerk, 16 S. C, 249. As to Trial Justices, see note to Sec. 22.

Sec. 2. The Supreme Court shall consist of a Chief Justice and two q^^ p r e m e

Associate Justices, any two of whom shall constitute a quorum. They —
shall be elected by joint vote of the General Assembly, for the term of

2, Const. 1895.

six years, and shall continue in office until their successors shall be

elected and qualified. They shall be so classified that one of the Jus-

tices shall go out of office every two ^''ears.

Where there is a vacancy in the office of Chief Justice, and one Associate Jus-

tice was disqualified to hear a case, the acting Justice and remaining Justice con-

stitute a quorum of the Court.-—Williams v. Benet, 35 S. C, 150; 14 S. E., 311;

Sullivan v. Speights, 14 S. C, 358; Aultman v. Utsey, 35 S. C, 596; 14 S. E., 351.

Election to fill vacancy.—Simpson v. Willard, 14 S. C, 194.
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^Jerm of of- Sec. 3. The Chief Justice elected under this Constitution shall con-

g^^ ^^^ . ^
tinue in office for six years, and the General Assembly immediately after

3, Const. '1895^ the said election shall determine which of the two Associate Justices
elect shall serve for the term of two years and which for the term of
four years ; and having so determined the same, it shall be the duty of
the Governor to commission them accordingly.

Williams v. Benet, 35 S. C, 150; 14 S. E., 311; Simpson v. Willard, 14 S. C, 194.

Jurisdiction
. gg^.^ ^^ jj^g Supreme Court shall have appellate jurisdiction only in

See Art. 5 § cases of Chancery, and shall constitute a Court for the correction* of
4, Const. 1S95. ^ , , , , .

errors at law, under such regulations as the General Assembly may by
law' prescribe

: Provided, The said Court shall always have power to

issue writs of injunction, mandamus, quo zvarranto, habeas corpus, and
sucli other original and remedial writs as may be necessary to give it

a general supervisory control over all other Courts in the State.

Original jurisdiction in mandamus.—State v. Mclver, 2 S. C, 25; State v.

Gaillard, 11 S. C, 309; State v. Hayne, 8 S. C, 367.
Quo Warranto.—Alexander v. McKenzie, 2 S. C, 81.

Compared with jurisdiction under new Constitution of 1895, Art. V., Sec. 4.

—

Mortgage Co. v. Faulkner, 45 S. C, 508; 23 S. E., n;i6; Pollock v. Ass'n. .qi S.

C, 431; 29 S. E., 77; Finley v. Cartwright, ss S.^C, 199; 33 S. E., 3.SQ.

Prohibition issues only to Courts.—Hunter v. Moore, 39 S. C, 394; 17 S. E.,

797. This Section did not give jurisdiction in prohibition.—State v. Columbia,
16 S. C, 412; see also State v. R. R. Co., i S. C, 46.

Jurisdiction in certiorari.—State v. Fort, 24 S. C, 517; ex parte Childs, 12
S. C, 117.

Supreme Court cannot review finding of fact by Circuit Court in law cases.

—

Redfearn v. Dougla.ss, 35 S. C, 569; iS S. E., 244; State v. Washington, 13 S. C,
4S3; State v. Belcher, lb., 459; Warren v. LaGrone, 12 S. C, 51.

Appellate jurisdiction in chancery.—State v. Duncan, 22 S. C, S7; Sullivan v.

Thomas, 3 S. C, 531.

No power to dissolve injunction granted on Circuit.—State v. Westmoreland,
27 S. C, 625; 7. S. E., 256. It has power to issue injunction itself.—Salinas v.

Aultman, 49 S. C, 383; 27 S. E., 407.

Sessions. gg^^ g_ q-j^g Supreme Court shall be held at least once in each year,

See Art. 5 § at the seat of government, and at such other place or places in the State
5, Const. 1895. ^1 ,- 1 a 1 , ,•

as the General Assembly may direct,

ti^s.^"^"^^'^*^^" ^^'^- ^- ^^ Judge shall preside on the trial of any cause in the event

""s

—

At 5 ~s°^
which he may be interested, or where either of the parties shall be

6, Const. '1895. connected with him by affinity or consanguinity, within such degrees as

may be prescribed by law, or in which he may have been counsel, or
have presided in any inferior Court, except by consent of all the par-

ties. In case all or any of the Judges of the Supreme Court shall be
thus disqualified from presiding in any cause or causes, the Court or

the Judges thereof shall certify the same to the Governor of the State,

and he shall immediately commission, specially, the requisite number
of men learned in the law for the trial and determination thereof. The
same course shall be pursued in the Circuit and inferior Courts as is

prescribed in this section for cases of the Supreme Court.

Williams v. Benet, 35 S. C, 150; 14 S. E., 311; Trimmier v. Winsmith, 23
S. C, 451.

Judicial officers prohibited to practice law.—Byrne v. Stewart, 3 DeS., 136.

Ckrk^'^*^'^
^"^ ^^*^' ^* '^here shall be appointed by the Judges of the Supreme Court

a Reporter and Clerk of said Court, who shall hold their offices for two

7, ConstVi895. years, and whose duties and compensation shall be prescribed by law.
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Sec. 8. When a judgment or decree is reversed or affirmed by the Su- Judgments
' ° •' and decrees.

preme Court, every point made and distinctly stated in w^riting in the-

cause, and fairly arising upon the record of the case, shall be consid-
g^ cons[. 1S95.

ered and decided ; and the reasons therefor shall be concisely and briefly

stated in writing, and preserved with the records of the case.

Ex parte Dial, 14 S. C, 586.

Sec. 9. The Judges of the Supreme Court and Circuit Courts shall, .
^ o m p ensa-

at stated times, receive a compensation for their services, to be fixed by
See Art 5 ^

law, which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office.
9^ Const. 1895.

They shall not be allowed any fees or perquisites of office, nor shall

they hold any other office of trust or profit under this State, the United

States, or any other power.

Sec. 10. No person shall be eligible to the office of Judge of the Su- Eligibility.

preme Court or Circuit Courts who is not at the time of his election a gee Art. 5, §

citizen of the United States, and has not attained the age of thirty ^O' Const. i89o.

years, and been a resident of this State for five years next preceding

his election, or from the adoption of this Constitution.

Sec. II. All vacancies in the Supreme Court or other inferior tribun- Vacancies,

als shall be filled by elections as herein prescribed : Provided, That if see Art. 5, §

the unexpired term does not exceed one year, such vacancy may be^^' Const. 1895.

filled by Executive appointment. All Judges, by virtue of their office,

shall be conservators of the peace throughout the State.

jrToviso does not indicate that a vacancy in the otfice of the Probate Judge means

the unexpired term of the office by whose resignation the vacancv has been oc-

casioned.—Smith V. McConnell, 44 S. C, 491; 22 S. E., 721.

Vacancies in Supreme Court.—Williams v. Benet, 35 S. C, 150; 14 S. E., 311;

Simpson v. Willard, 14 S. C, 194.

Vacancies in Circuit Court.^Whipper v. Reed, 9 S. C, 5.

Vacancies in Probate Court.—Whitmire v. Langston, 11 S. C, 381; Smith v.

McConnell, 44 S. C, 491; 22 S. E., 721.

Sec. 12. In all cases decided by the Supreme Court, a concurrence of
Pensions.

two of the Judges shall be necessary to a decision. ^
See Art. 5, §

-^ °
. . 12, Const. 1895.

Sec. 13. The State shall be divided into convenient Circuits, and for
(Circuits.

each Circuit a Judge shall be elected by joint ballot of the General As-—- . ^ ^ „

, , . See Art. 5, §

sembly, who shall hold his office for a term of four years, and during 13, Const. 1S95.

his continuance in office he shall reside in the Circuit of which he is

Judge.

While holding Court in one Circuit, Judge cannot try case pending in another.

—

Ex parte Parker, 6 S. C, 472; State v. Black, 34 S. C, 194; 13 S. E., 364.

Term of Circuit Judge.—Simpson v. Willard, 14 S. C, 194.

Election of Circuit Judge by joint ballot.—State v. Shaw, 9 S. C, 94.

Sec. 14. Judges of the Circuit Court shall interchange Circuits with jj^g.'^
^^'^ ^^^'

each other, in such manner as may be determined by law.
See Art 5 §

Sec. 15. The Courts of Common Pleas shall have exclusive juris- 14, Const. 1895.

diction in all cases of divorce, and exclusive original jurisdiction in a\l^^^^o^^°^

civil cases and actions ex delicto, which shall not be cognizable before

Justices of the Peace, and appellate jurisdiction in all such cases as may
^5^ c^o^st.' 1895.

be provided by law. They shall have power to issue writs of man-

damus, prohibition, scire facias, and all other writs which may be neces-

sary for carrying their powers fully into effect.

Cited in State v. Glenn, 14 S. C, 130; Chamblee v. Tribble, 23 S. C, 77.
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Exclusive jurisdiction.—City Council v. Weller, 34 S. C, 357; 13 S. E., 629;
McCreery v. Davis, 44 S. C, 222; 22 S. E., 178.

Appellate jurisdiction in cases from Probate Court.—Ex parte White, 33 S. C,
442; 12 S. E., 5.

Prohibition, writs of.—State v. Kirkland, 41 S. C, 29; 19 S. E., 215; State v.

Co. Treas., 4 S. C, 520. Certiorari.—State v . Fort, 24 S. C, 517.

Construed with Sec. 22.—City Council v. Ashley, 33 S. C, 25; 11 S. E., 386.

No jurisdiction over County claims.—Jennings v. Abbeville, 24 S. C, 546. Con-
current jurisdiction with Justices Courts.—Burge v. Willis, 5 S. C, 212.

Times of gec. 16. The Court of Common Pleas shall sit in each Judicial Dis-
holdmg. ... .

trict in this State at least twice in every year, at such stated times and
See Art 5 5

15, Const.' 1895. places as may be appointed by law. It shall have jurisdiction in all

matters of Equity, but the Courts heretofore established for that pur-

pose shall continue as now organized until the first day of January, one

thousand eight hundred and sixty-nine, for the disposition of causes

now pending therein, unless otherwise provided by law.

Stated times construed.—Hardin v. Trimmier, 30 S. C, 391; 9 S. E., 342. It is

one Court throughout the State.—Ex parte Furniture Co., 49 S. C, 28; 27 S. E.,

9. Equity powers.—Thorpe v. Thorpe, 15 S. C, 154; Jordan v. Moses, 10

S. C, 431.

of^Records*^°'^ ^®'^* '^7* ^^^^ General Assembly shall provide by law for the preser-

vation of the records of the Courts of Equity, and also for the transfer

17, Const. 1895. to the Court of Common Pleas and Probate Courts for final decision

of all causes that may remain undetermined. It shall be the duty of

the Judges of the Supreme and Circuit Courts to file their decisions

within sixty days from the last day of the term of Court at which the

causes were heard.

Failure to file decree in sixty days does not affect its validity.—Gary v. Burnett,

16 S. C, 632; Koon V. Munro, 11 S. C, 140.

Jurisdiction. gec. 18. The Court of General Sessions shall have exclusive juris-

See Art. 5, § diction over all criminal cases which shall not be otherwise provided
18, Const. 1895.

^^^ ^^ j^^^,_ j^ ^^laU sit in each County in the State at least three times

in each year, at such stated times and places as the General Assembly

may direct.

Jurisdiction.—State v. Jenkins, 26 S. C, 121; i S. E., 437; State v. Pickett, 47

S. C, 105; 25 S. E., 46; State v. Glenn, 14 S. C, 128, 130; State v. McKettrick,

14 S. C, 351; State V. Sims, 16 S. C, 491; State v. Padgett, 18 S. C, 319; State

V. Mclver, 2 S. C, i; State v. Williams, 11 S. C, 288; State v. Harper, 6 S. C,

464; State V. Williams, 13 S. C, 546.

County Com- See. 19. The qualified electors of each County shall elect three persons
missioners.

^^^ ^j^^ term of two years, who shall constitute a Board of County Com-
missioners, which shall have jurisdiction over roads, highways, ferries,

bridges, and in all matters relating to taxes, disbursements of money for

County purposes, and in every other case that may be necessary to the

internal improvement and local concerns of the respective Counties

:

Provided, That in all cases there shall be the right of appeal to the

State Courts.

This Section repealed by amendment Dec. 20, 1890, XX., 649.

Jurisdiction.—Aiken Co. v. Murray, 35 S. C, 508; 14 S. E., 954; Chick v. New-

berry, 27 S. C, 419; 3 S. E., 387; Floyd v. Perrin, 30 S. C, i ; 8 S. E., 14; Wal-

pole V. City Council, 32 S. C, 547; 11 S. E., 391; Lancaster Co. v. R. R. Co., 28

S. C, 134; State V. Railroad, 13 S. C, 316; State v. Brown, 14 S. C, 382; County

V. Miller, Clerk, 16 S. C, 248; Duke v. Williamsburg, 21 S. C, 416; Beaufort v.

Ohlandt, 24 S. C, 162; Jennings v. Abbeville, 24 S. C, 546; McLaughlin v. Co.

Commissioners, 7 S. C, 375. . '
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Sec. 20. A Court of Probate shall be established in each County, with Court of Pro-

jurisdiction in all matters testamentary and of administration, in busi-

ness appertaining to minors and the allotment of dower in cases of idiocy j9(?q^^*']^S95^

and lunacy, and persons non compotes mentis. The Judge of said Court

shall be elected by the qualified electors of the respective Counties for

the term of two years.

Amended, 1889, XX., 281, to make term four years. See amendment, post.

A person elected to fill vtcancy occasioned by the resignation of the previous in-

cumbent is entitled to hold for the full term of four years.—Smith v. McConnell,

44 S. C, 491; 22 S. E., 721.

Jurisdiction in matters of administration, &c.—Ex parte White, 33 S. C, 442;

12 S. E., 5; State v. Glenn, 14 S. C, 130; Poole v. Brown, 12 S. C, 556; Waller

V. Cresswell, 4 S. C, 353; Caldwell v. Little, 15 S. C, 236.

Sale of land in aid of assets.—Scruggs v. Foot, 19 S. C, 274.

No jurisdiction in partition.—Herndon v. Moore, 18 S. C, 348; Davenport v.

Caldwell, 10 S. C, 317.

Its jurisdiction in lunacy and idiocy concurrent with that of the Common Pleas.

—

Walker v. Russell, 10 S. C, 82.

Prior to amendment of 1889, Judge held office only two years.—Whitmire v.

Langston, 11 S. C, 381.

Sec. 21. A competent number of Justices of the Peace and Constables Justices of

shall be chosen in each County by the qualified electors thereof, in such '.

manner as the General Assembly may direct; they shall hold their offices gQ^^^*^*' -^|'gg^

for a term of two years and until their successors are elected and

qualified. They shall reside in the County, city or beat for which they

are elected, and the Justices of the Peace shall be commissioned by the

Governor.

State V. Cohen, 13 S. C, 201; Tinsley v. Kirby, 17 S. C, i.

Sec. 22. Justices of the Peace, individually, or two or more of them Jurisdiction,

jointly, as the General Assembly may direct, shall have original juris- See Art. 5, §

diction in cases of bastardy, and in all matters of contract, and actions "'^' Const. 1895.

for the recovery of fines and forfeitures where the amount claimed does

not exceed one hundred dollars, and such jurisdiction as may be pro-

vided by law in actions ex delicto, where the damages claimed do not

exceed one hundred dollars ; and prosecutions for assault and battery

and other penal offences less than felony, punishable by fines only.

Jurisdiction of Trial Justices; actions of tort.-—Billiard v. Samuels, 25 S. C,
318; City Council v. Weller, 34 S. C, 357; 13 S. E., 628. Jurisdiction dependent

on amount claimed.—Catawba Mills v. Hood, 42 S. C, 203; 20 S. E., 91. Crimi-

nal cases.—State v. Glenn, 14 S. C, 130; State v. Corley, 13 S. C, 4; State v.

Penny, 19 S. C, 222; Rhodes v. R. R. Co., 6 S. C, 385; State v. Shumate, 1

S. C, 85.

Sec. 23. They may also sit as examining Courts and commit, dis- Powers,

charge, or recognize (except in capital cases) persons charged with^'ggg ^^t. 5, §

offences, subject to such regulations as the General Assembly may pro- 21. Const. 1895.

vide; they shall also have power to bind over to keep the peace, or for

good behavior. For the foregoing purposes they shall have power to

issue all necessary processes.

Sec. 24. Every action cognizable before Justices of the Peace insti- Right of ap-

tuted by summons or warrant, shall be brought before some Justice of ^
.

the Peace in the County or city where the defendant resides, and in all See Art. 5, §

such causes tried by them, the right of appeal shall be secured under

such rules and regulations as may be provided by law.

Beaufort v. Ohlandt, 24 S. C, 162.
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Compensa- gec. 25. The Judges of Probate, County Commissioners, Justices of
'-

the Peace, and Constables, shall receive for their services such com-

24, ^Const'ilbtP^nsation and fees as the General Assembly may from time to time by

law direct.

Charge of ggc. 26. Judges shall not charge juries in respect to matters of fact,

but mav state the testimony and declare the law.
See Art 5 ^

25, Const, 'of Distinguished from provision in Constitution of 1895.—China v. Sumter, 51 S.

1895. C., 458; 29 S. E., 206; Norris v. Clinkscales, 47 S. C, 501; 25 S. E., 797; State

V. Stello, 49 S. C, 496; 27 S. E., 659.

Charge referring to matters of fact erroneous.—State v. Cannon, 49 S. C, 350;

27 S. E., 526.

Stating the testimony not error.—Gable v. Rauch, 50 S. C, 95; 27 S. E., 555.

This Section does not affect the granting of new trials.—Wood v. Ry. Co., 19

S. C, 581. Does not prevent Judge examining witness.—Wilson v. R. R. Co., 52

S. C, 537; 30 S. E., 406.

Charge not erroneous.—Bradley v. Drayton, 48 S. C, 234; 26 S. E., 613; State

V. Crawford, 39 S. C, 343; 17 S. E., 799; Durham Fertilizer Co. v. Pagett, 39 S.

C, 69; 17 S. E., 563; State v. Way, 40 S. C, 294; 18 S. E., 676; State v. Jackson,

36 S. C, 487; 15 S. E., 559; State v. Turner, 36 S. C, 534; iS S. E., 602; State

V. Milling, 35 S. C, 16; 14 S. E., 284; State v. Moorman, 27 S. C, 22; 2 S. E.,

621; Richards v. Munro, 30 S. C, 284; 9 S. E., 108; Rembert v. R. R. Co., 31

S. C, 309; 9 S. E., 968; State v. Glover, 27 S. C, 602; 4 S. E., 564; State v.

Davis, 27 S. C, 609; 4 S. E., 567; State v. Robinson, 27 S. C, 615; 4 S. E., 570;

State V. Howard, 32 S. C, 91; 10 S. E., 831; State v. Atkinson, 33 S. C, 100;

II S. E., 693; Foggette v. Gaffney, 33 S. C, 303; 12 S. E., 260; Ebaugh v. MuUinax,

34 S. C, 364; 13 S. E., 613; Brice v. Miller, 35 S. C, 537; iS S. E., 272; Sanders

V. Bag^vell, 37 S. C, 145; 15 S. E., 714; Obear v. Blalock, 40 S. C, 31; 18 S. E.,

264; State V. Ezzard, 40 S. C, 312; 18 S. E., 1025; State v. Atkinson, 40 S. C,

363; 18 S. E., 1021; State v. Sims, 16 S. C, 49s; State v. Summers, 19 S. C, 90;

State V. Atterberry, 19 S. C, 597; Acker v. Anderson, 20 S. C, 495 State v. Jones,

21 S. C, 596.

Charge erroneous as on the facts.—State v. White, 15 S. C, 381; State v.

Jenkins, 21 S. C, 595; State v. Smalls, 24 S. C, S9i; State v. Addy, 28 S. C, 4;

4 S. E., 814; State v. Howell, 28 S. C, 250; 5 S. E., 617; State v. Norton, 28

S. C, 572; 6 S. E., 820; State v. Caddon, 30 S. C, 609; 8 S. E., 536; State v.

Jacob, 30 S. C, 131; 8 S. E., 698; White v. R. R. Co., 30 S. C, 218; 9 S. E., 96;

State V. Williams, 31 S. C, 238; 9 S. E., 853; Jackson v. Jackson, 32 S. C, 591;

II S. E., 204; State v. Brown, 33 S. C, 151; 11 S. E., 641; State v. Milling, 35

S. C, 16; 14 S. E., 284.

This Section construed and applied.—Fripp v. Williams, 14 S. C, 502; Sullivan

V. Blythe, 14 S. C, 621; Howard v. Wofford, 16 S. C, 148; Benedict v. Rose, 16

S. C, 629; Jones v. Cathcart, 17 S. C, 592; Lynn v. Thomson, 17 S. C, 129;

Russell V. Arthur, 17 S. C, 478; State v. James, 31 S. C, 218; 9 S. E., 844; State

V. Wyse, 32 S. C, 45; 10 S. E., 612; Amaker v. New, 33 S. C, 39; 11 S. E., 3S6;

Greene v. Duncan, 37 S. C, 239; 15 S. E., 956; State v. Green, 5 S. C, 65;

Redding v. R. R. Co., 5 S. C, 67.

Clerks of gec. 27. There shall be elected in each Countj% by the electors thereof,
Courts. .

' one Clerk for the Court of Common Pleas, who shall hold his office for

27^^onst!' 1S95! ^he term of four years, and until his successor shall be elected and

qualified. He shall, by virtue of his office, be Clerk of all other Courts

of Record held therein; but the General Assembly may provide by law

for the election of a Clerk, with a like term of office, for each or any

other of the Courts of Record, and may authorize the Judge of the

Probate Court to perform the duties of Clerk for his Court, under such

regulations as the General Assembly may direct. Clerks of Courts shall

be removable for such cause, and in such manner as shall be prescribed

by law.
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Term.—Simpson v. Willard, 14 S. C, 209; McCoy v. Curtis, 14 S. C, 372;

State V. Sims, 18 S. C, 463; Charles v. Wright, 4 S. C, 178; Reister v. Hemphill,

2 S. C, 178.

Sec. 28. There shall be an Attorney General for the State, who shall
General'

''

" ^ ^

perform such duties as may be prescribed by law. He shall be elected—r :

—

by the qualified electors of the State for the term of four years, and 2s, Const.' 1895.

shall receive for his services such compensation as shall be fixed by law.

Amended, making term two years, 1875, XV., 1009. See amendments, post.

Sec. 29. There shall be one Solicitor for each Circuit, who shall reside Solicitors.

therein, to be elected by the qualified electors of the Circuit, who shall See Art. 5, §

hold his office for the term of four years, and shall receive for his^^'
Const. 1895.

services such compensation as shall be fixed by law. In all cases where

an Attorney for the State, of any Circuit, fails to attend and prosecute,

according to law, the Court shall have power to appoint an Attorney

pro tempore.

State V. Buttz, 9 S. C, 186.

Sec. 30. The qualified electors of each County shall elect a Sheriff Sheriffs and

and a Coroner, for the term of four years, and until their successors are '

elected and qualified; they shall reside in their respective Counties ,Q(^jj^^'"jg'95^

during their continuance in office, and be disqualified for the office a

second time, if it should appear that they or either of them are in de-

fault for money collected by virtue of their respective offices.

Sec. 31. All writs and processes shall run, and all prosecutions shall Writs and
processes.

be conducted in the name of the State of South Carolina ; all writs shall

be attested by the Clerk of the Court from which they shall be issued
;g;^(?QJ^g^*^]^g'95^

and all indictments shall conclude "against the peace and dignity of the

State."

State V. Robinson, 27 S. C, 615; 4 S. E., 570; State v. McKettrick, 14 S. C,
350; State V. Hill, 19 S. C, 435.

Sec. 32. The General Assembly shall provide by law for the speedy Decisions of

publication of the decisions of the Supreme Court made under this Con- court.
"^^^'"^

stitution.
See Art. 5, §

Sec. 33. The first General Assembly convened under this Constitution, 21, Const. 1895.

at their first session, immediately after their permanent organization, ,
Constitution-

. _ . . . al amendment.
shall ratify the amendment to the Constitution of the United States,

known as the Fourteenth Article, proposed by the Thirty-Ninth Con-

gress.

Sec. 34. All contracts, whether under seal or not, the consideration Slave c o n-

of which were for the purchase of slaves, are hereby declared null and

void, and of no effect ; and no suit, either at law or equity, shall be com-

menced or prosecuted for the enforcement of such contracts, and all

proceedings to enforce satisfaction or payment on judgments or decrees

rendered, recorded, enrolled, or entered up on such contracts, in any

Court of this State, are hereby prohibited, and all orders heretofore

made in this State, in relation to such contracts, whereby property is

held subject to decision as to the validity of such contracts, are also

hereby declared null and void, and of no effect.

Void as impairing obligation of contracts.—Calhoun v. Calhoun, 2 S. C, 283.
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ARTICLE V.

Jltusprudexce.

Arbitrators. Section I. The General Assembly shall pass such laws as may be

See Art. 6, § necessan* and proper to decide differences by arbitrators, to be appointed
1, Const. 1 o.

^y ^j^g parties who may choose that summary mode of adjustment.

Change of gec. 2. It shall be the duty of the General iVssembly to pass the neces-
venue. ^ . . ,, ..,,..,

sar>^ laws tor the change ot venue m all cases, civil and criminal, over

2 Const'^i895 which the Circuit Courts have original jurisdiction, upon a proper show-

ing, supported bj- affidavit, that a fair and impartial trial cannot be had

in the County where such trial or prosecution was commenced.

State V. Sullivan, 39 S. C, 400; 17 S. E., 865; Willoughby v. X. E. Ry. Co.,

46 S. C, 317; 24 S. E., 308; Utsey V. Railroad Co., 38 S. C, 399; 17 S. E., 141.

Co dification ggg^ ^_ The General Assembly, at its first session after the adoption
of laws.

of this Constitution, shall make provision to revise, digest, and arrange.

3 and 5 '^

Consi:. under proper heads, the body of our laws, civil and criminal, and form
1S95. a penal code, founded upon principles of reformation, and have the same

promulgated in such manner as they xmy direct; and a like revision,

digest, and promulgation shall be made within every subsequent period

of ten years. That justice may be administered in a uniform mode of

pleading without distinction between law and equity, they shall provide

for abolishing the distinct forms of action, and for that purpose shall

appoint some suitable person or persons, whose duty it shall be to revise,

simplify, and abridge the rules, practice, pleadings, and forms of the

Courts now in use in this State.

New trials may be granted in equity cases as at law.—Covington v. Covington,

47 S. C, 263; 25 S. E., 193; Durant v. Philpot, 16 S. C, 126.

Code of Civil Procedure.—Rutherford v. Johnson, 49 S. C, 465; 27 S. E., 470;

Utsey V. Railroad Co., 38 S. C, 399; 17 S. E., 143; Dunham v. Carson, 42 S. C,

383; 20 S. E., 197; Jerkowski v. Marco, 56 S. C, 245; 34 S. E., 386; ex parte

Carolina Xat'l Bank, 56 S. C, 19; 33 S. E., 781.

Construed with Sec. 20, Art. 2.—State v. McDaniel, 19 S. C, 114; City Council

V. Weller, 34 S. C, 357; 13 S. E., 628.

ARTICLE VI.

Emixext Domaix".

Eminent do- Section I. The State shall have concurrent jurisdiction on all rivers
'- bordering on this State, so far as such rivers shall form a common boun-

1 Const'^'^is^g^o'
^ dary to this and any other State bounded by the same; and they, to-

gether with all other navigable waters within the limits of the State,

shall be common highways, and forever free, as well to the inhabitants

of this State as to the citizens of the United States, without any tax or

impost therefor, unless the same be expressly provided for by the Gen-

eral Assembly.

Land titles. Sec. 2. The title to all lands and other property, which have here-

~See Art. 14, § tofore accrued to this State by grant, gift, purchase, forfeiture,^ escheats,

2, Const. 1895. or Otherwise, shall vest in the State of South Carolina, the same as

though no change had taken place.

Ultimate gec. 3. The people of the State are declared to possess the ultimate

erty. property in and to all lands within the jurisdiction of the State; and all

See Art. 14, § lands, the title to which shall fail from defect of heirs, shall revert or

3, Const. 1S95. escheat to the people.
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ARTICLE VII.

Impeachments. *••'

Section i. The House of Representatives shall have the sole power of Impeachment,

impeachment. A vote of two-thirds of all the members elected shall be See Art. 15, §

required for an impeachment, and any officer impeached, shall thereby '
^°"^*-

be suspended from office until judgment in the case shall have been

pronounced.

Sec. 2. All impeachments shall be tried by the Senate, and when How tried,

sitting for that purpose they shall be under oath or affirmation. No gee Art. 15, §

person shall be convicted except by vote of two-thirds of all the members !• Const. 1895.

elected. When the Governor is impeached, the Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court, or the senior Judge, shall preside, with a casting vote

in all preliminary questions.

Sec. 3. The Governor and all other executive and judicial officers, Who liable,

shall be liable to impeachment; but judgment in such case shall not ex- ~See Art. 15, §

tend further than removal from office. The persons convicted shall 2' Const. 1S95.

nevertheless be liable to indictment, trial, and punishment according

to law.

Sec. 4. For any wilful neglect of duty, or other reasonable cause Causes of im-

. . , peachment.
which shall not be sufficient ground of impeachment, the Governor shall

remove any executive or judicial officer on the address of two-thirds of
4 Qjnst.' I895!

each House of the General Assembly : Provided, That the cause, or

causes, for which said removal may be required, shall be stated at length

in such address, and entered on the journals of each House: And pro-

vided, further, That the officer intended to be removed shall be notified

of such cause or causes, and shall be admitted to a hearing in his own
defence, before any vote for such address ; and in all cases, the vote

shall be taken by yeas and nays, and be entered on the journals of each

House respectively.

ARTICLE VIII.

Rights of Suffrage.

See Butler v. Ellerbe, 44 S. C, 256; 22 S. E., 425; where the question as to the

constitutionality of the former registration law was attempted to be raised.

Section i. In all elections by the people the electors shall vote by

ballot.
The ballot.

Sec. 2. Every male citizen of the United States, of the age of twenty- See Art. 2^ §

one years and upwards, not laboring under the disabilities named in this '

Oualification

Constitution, without distinction of race, color, or former condition, of electors,

who shall be a resident of this State at the time of the adoption of this See Art. 2, §§

Constitution, or who shall thereafter reside in this State one year, and^ggg'^^' Const.

in the County in which he offers to vote, sixty days next preceding any

election, shall be entitled to vote for all officers that are now, or here-

after may be, elected by the people, and upon all questions submitted to

the electors at any elections : Provided, That no person shall be allowed

to vote or hold office who is now or hereafter may be disqualified there-

for by the Constitution of the United States, until such disqualification

shall be removed by the Congress of the United States : Provided, fur-

ther. That no person, while kept in any alms-house or asylum, or of
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unsound mind, or confined in any public prison, shall be allowed to vote

or hold office.

Does not require voter to be a freeholder or taxpayer.—State v. Williams, 35
S. C, 344; 14 S. E., 819.

Registration. gg^^ ^^ j^ shall be the duty of the General Assembly to provide from
See Art. 2, § time to time for the registration of all electors.

'
. , Sec. 4. For the purpose of voting no person shall be deemed to have

lost his residence by reason of absence while employed in the service
See \Tt ' § •

7, Const. is95. of the United States, nor while engaged upon the waters of this State

or the United States, or of the high seas, nor while temporarily ab-

sent from the State.

Soldiers and gg^^ ^ -^q soldier, seaman, or marine in the army or navy of the— United States shall be deemed a resident of this State in consequence

7, Const. 1895. of having been stationed therein.

E X e m ption Sec. 6. Electors shall, in all cases, except treason, felony, or breach of
'-— the peace, be privileged from arrest and civil process during their at-

14 C St* 1S95
tendance at elections, and in going to and returning from the same.

Eligibility to Sec. 7. Every person entitled to vote at any election shall be eligible

^ '^^- to any office which now is or hereafter shall be elective by the people in

See Art. 2, § the County where he shall have resided sixty days previous to such
2, Const. 1895. , .

,
. .,.._.. 1 /-.

election, except as otherwise provided 111 this Constitution or the Con-

stitution and law"s of the United States.

State V. Buttz, 9 S. C, 156.

tion'
squahfica-

ggj,_ g_ ^Yhe General Assembly shall never pass any law that will de-

prive anv of the citizens of this State of the right of suffrage except
c^g Art. 2 5"

6, Const. 1895. for treason, murder, robbery, or duelling, whereof the persons shall

have been duly tried and convicted.

Amended, 1882, XVIII., 3. See amendments, post.

Electo"'.'^^'^*^^^ ^^^- 9- Presidential electors shall be elected by the people.

Who elected. Sec. lo. In all elections held by the people under this Constitution, the

person or persons who shall receive the highest number of votes shall

be declared elected.

Ex parte Norris, 8 S. C, 485; ex parte Smith, lb., 515.

ble to
^^^ ^'^^'

Sec. II. The provisions of this Constitution concerning the term of

residence necessary to enable persons to hold certain offices therein,

shall not be held to apply to officers chosen by the people at the first

election, or by the General Assembly at its first session.

Former slaves gg^. 12. No person shall be disfranchised for felony or other crimes
not d 1 s I r an-

. .

chised. committed while such person was a slave.

ARTICLE IX.

Finance and Taxation.

Appropriation of unexpended balance in the State Treasury at the end of the

fiscal year violates no provision of this Article.—State v. Leapheart, 11 S. C, 459.

How taxes may be levied.—Morton, Bliss & Co. v. Comptroller General, 4

S. C, 431.

Assessment Section I. The General Assembly shall provide by law for a uniform

and equal rate of assessment and ta.xation, and shall prescribe such regu-
See Art 10 § • .

1, Const. 1895. lations as shall secure a just valuation for taxation of all property, real,
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personal, and possessory, except mines and mining claims, the pro-

ceeds of which alone shall be taxed; and also excepting such property

as may be exempted by law for municipal, educational, literary, scienti-

fic, religious, or charitable purposes.

Germania Savings Bank v. Town of Darlington, 50 S. C, 337; 27 S. E., 846;

R. R. Co. V. Gibbes, 27 S. C., 385; 4 S. E., 49; 24 S. C, 69; State v. R. R. Co.,

54 S. C, 573; 32 S. E., 691; State v. Tucker, 56 S. C, 522; 35 S. E., 215; ex

parte Lynch, 16 S. C, 32; ex parte Hayne, 4 S. C, 423.

Sec. 2. The General Assembly may provide annually for a poll tax not Poll tax.

to exceed one dollar on each poll, which shall be applied exclusively to See Art. 11, §

the public school fund. And no additional poll tax shall be levied by '

any municipal corporation.

Rogers v. Marlboro Co., 32 S. C, 555; 11 S. E., 383; ex parte Hayne, 4 S. C, 423.

Sec. 3. The General Assembly shall provide for an annual tax suffi-
Annual tax.

cient to defray the estimated expenses of the State for each year ; and See Art. 10, §

• , ,, 1 , 1 J- n ^^ c. 1 n 2, Const. 1895.
whenever it shall happen that such ordinary expenses of the btate tor

any year shall exceed the income of the State for such year, the General

Assembly shall provide for levying a tax for the ensuing year sufficient,

with other sources of income, to pay the deficiency of the preceding year,

together with the estimated expenses of the ensuing year.

Ex parte Hayne, 4 S. C, 424; State v. Leaphart, 11 S. C, 459.

Sec. 4. No tax shall be levied except in pursuance of a law, which
stated?'^

° ^

shall distinctly state the object of the same; to which object such tax— TTTZl.•' ^ See Art. 10, §

shall be applied. 3, Const. 1895.

State V. Leaphart, ii S. C, 439; Duke v. Williamsburg, 21 S. C, 416; State

V. Cardoza, 5 S. C, 311; Morton, Bliss & Co. v. Comptroller General, 4 S. C,

520; McLaughlin v. Charleston Co., 7 S. C, 375; Bond Debt Cases, 12 S. C, 200.

Sec. 5. It shall be the duty of the General Assembly to enact laws for Exemptions.

the exemption from taxation of all public schools, colleges, and insti- See Art. 10, §

tutions of learning, all charitable institutions in the nature of asylums > °^^ •

for the infirm, deaf and dumb, blind, idiotic and indigent persons, all

public libraries, churches;, and burying grounds ; but property of asso-

ciations and societies, although connected with charitable obj.ects, shall

not be exempt from State, County or municipal taxation : Provided,

That this exemption shall not extend beyond the buildings and prem-

ises actually occupied by such schools, colleges, institutions of learning,

asylums, libraries, churches, and burial grounds, although connected

with charitable objects.

Germania Savings Bank v. Town of Darlington, 50 S. C, 337; 27 S. E., 856.

Sec. 6. The General Assembly shall provide for the valuation and as-
^

^^g"^*^'°" °^

sessment o-f all lands and the improvements thereon prior to the assem-

bling of the General Assembly of one thousand eight hundred and sev-

enty, and thereafter on every fifth year.

State ex rel. Ross v. Kelly, 45 S. C, 457; 23 S. E., 281; ex parte Lynch, 16

S. C, 32; State V. Hayne, 4 S. C, 424.

Sec. 7. For the purpose of defraying extraordinary expenditures, the Public debts.

State may control public debts ; but such debts shall be authorized by See Art. 10, §

law for some single object, to be distinctly specified therein; and no such ^^'
^^(."jf^g^jjgjj^;

law shall take effect until it shall have been passed by a vote of two- ment, post.

thirds of the members of each branch of the General Assembly, to be

10—C.
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recorded by yeas and nays on the journals of each House respectively;

and every such lavi^ shall levy a tax annually sufficient to pay the annual

interest of such debt.

Amended by sixteenth amendment.
Act for redemption of Brown consol bonds, 1892, XXI., 94, not for defraying

extraordinary expenses.—Robertson v. Tillman, 39 S. C, 298; 17 S. E., 678.

Suificient Act.—Bond Debt Cases, 12 S. C, 202; State v. Hagood, 13 S. C, 62;

Whaley v. Gaillard, 21 S. C, 561; Morton, Bliss & Co. v. Comptroller General, 4
S. C, 430; State V. Leaphart, 11 S. C, 459.

License tax.—State v. Hayne, 4 S. C, 424.

taxes"
° ' " '^^^ ^^^- ^- '^hat the corporate authorities of Counties, Townships, School

— Districts, Cities, Towns, and Villages may be vested with power to assess
See Art. 8, § , „ ^ ..

, , . ^ .

6, Const. 189.5; and collect taxes tor corporate purposes; such taxes to be uniform m
5,^ Const! 1895.^ respect to persons and property within the jurisdiction of the body im-

posing the same. And the General Assembly shall require that all the

property except that heretofore exempted within the limits of municipal

corporations, shall be taxed for the payment of debts contracted under

authority of law.

Bonds in aid of railroads.—Congaree Const. Co. v. Columbia Township, 49 S. C,

535 ; 27 S. E., 570; Coleman v. Broad River Township, 50 S. C, 321; 27 S. E.,

774; Floyd V. Perrin, 30 S. C, i; 8 S. E., 14; State v. X^eeley, 30 S. C, 587; 9

S. E., 664; State v. Railroad, 13 S. C, 317.

Municipal Bonds: Germania Savings Bank v. Town of Darlington, 50 S. C, 337;

27 S. E., 856. Same assessment made for State and Count}' taxes. State ex rel

Ross V. Kelly, 45 S. C, 457; 23 S. E., 281.

Uniform taxes: !Mauldin v. City Council of Greenville, 42 S. C, 293; 20 S. E.,

842

Power of municipality to grant exemption from taxation. State ex rel Bartless

V. Town Council of Beaufort, 39 S. C, 5; 17 S. E., 355. Rose v. Charleston, 3

S. C, 369.

Power to require license tax. White v. Town Council of Rock Hill, 34 S. C,
242; 13 S. E., 416; State v. Morehead, 42 S. C, 211; 20 S. E., 544; State v. Co-

lumbia, 6 S. C, 1.

Taxation by school districts. State v. Bacon, 31 S. C, 120; 9 S. E., 765.

The Legislature may itself impose a tax on a municipality for any public purpose

affecting it.—State ex rel. Dickinson v. X^eele}', 30 S. C, 587; 9 S. E., 664. County

taxes. Duke v. Williamsburg, 21 S. C, 416.

I n c o rpora- gg^^ g_ -p^g General Assembly shall provide for the incorporation and

— organization of cities and towns, and shall restrict their powers of tax-

1 Constf\895. ation, borrowing money, contracting debts, and loaning their credit.

Germania Savings Bank v. Town of Darlington, 50 S. C, 337; 27 S. E., 856;

R. R. Co. v. Columbia, 54 S. C, 279; 32 S. E., 408; State ex rel Ross v. Kelly,

45 S. C, 457; 23 S. E., 281; State ex rel Bartless v. Town Council of Beaufort,

39 S. C, 5; 17 S. E., 355.

^ Evidences of Sec. lo. No scrip, certificate, or other evidence of State indebtedness

ness!^
"^ ^ shall be issued, except for the redemption of stock, bonds, or other evi-

See Art 10 § dences of indebtedness previously issued, or for such debts as are ex-

7, Const. 1895. pressly authorized in this Constitution.

Act of 1892, XXL, 24 for redemption of Brown consol bonds sustained. Robert-

son v. Tillman, 39 S. C, 298; 17 S. E., 678.

Certificates in payment of claims for printing. 5 S. C, 297; 317.

Receipts and ggp_ jj_ ^j^ accurate Statement of the receipts and expenditures of the
expenditures.

public money shall be published with the laws of each regular session

8, Cons[.*l895.^ of the General Assembly, in such manner as may, by law, be directed.
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Sec. 12. No money shall be drawn from the Treasury but in pursuance ^Drafts on the

of appropriations made by law. —
:;

;

^^ ^ See Art. 10, §

State V. Baldwin, 14 S. C, 138. 9, Const. 1895.

Sec. 13. The fiscal year shall commence on the first day of November Fiscal year.

in each year. See Art. 10, §

Sec. 14. Any debt contracted by the State shall be by loan on State '

sta°te^ bonds.'

bonds of amounts not less than fifty dollars each, on interest, payable

within twenty years after the final passage of the law authorizing such

debt. A correct registry of all bonds shall be kept by the Treasurer in

numerical order, so as always to exhibit the number and amount un-

paid, and to whom severally made payable.

Amended 1889, XIX., 528. See amendments, post.

Bond debt cases, 12 S. C, 203; State v. Leaphart, 11 S. C, 459.

Sec. 15. Suitable laws shall be passed by the General Assembly for the^y^*^^^^' ^°y^^i

safe keeping, transfer and disbursement of the State, County and School funds.

funds, and all officers and other persons charged with the same, shall See Art. 10, §

keep an accurate entry of each sum received, and of each payment and ^^' Const. 1895.

transfer ; and shall give such security for the faithful discharge of such

duties as the General Assembly may provide. And it shall be the duty

of the General Assembly to pass laws making embezzlement of such

funds a felony, punishable by fine and imprisonment proportioned to

the amount of deficiency or embezzlement, and the party convicted of

such felony shall be disqualified from ever holding any office of honor

or emolument in this State: Provided, however, That the General As-

sembly, by a two-thirds vote, may remove the disability upon payment

in full of the principal and interest of the sum embezzled.

Sec. 16. No debt contracted by this State in behalf of the late rebel- Rebel debts,

lion, in whole or in part, shall ever be paid.

Sec. 17. Any bonded debt hereafter incurred by any County, munici- ^^ ^ n" c iVa 1

pal corporation or political division of this State shall never exceed b^o^nds^J^^7,

eight per centum of the assessed value of all the taxable property ed^

therein. 1884, XVIII.,

Germ-ania Bank v. Town of Darlington, 50 S. C, 337; 27 S. E., 846; State ex rel ^S^-

Morse V. Cornwell, 40 S. C, 26; 18 S. E., 184; Floyd v. Perrin, 30 S. C, i; 8

S. E., 14; State v. Tolly, 37 S. C, 551; 16 S. E., 195-

ARTICLE X.

Education.

Section i. The supervision of public instruction shall be vested in a Superinten-
111 1-11 ji

"^nt of Educa-
State Superintendent of Education, who shall be elected by the qualified tion.

electors of the State in such manner and at such time as the other g^^ ^^.^ ^-^^ g

State officers are elected ; his powers, duties, term of office and com- 1, Const. 1895.

pensation shall be defined by the General Assembly.

Sec. 2. There shall be elected biennially, in each County, by the quali- ^ifsKrs^""""

fied electors thereof, one School Commissioner, said Commissioners to — . . ._ -.,.,,„ _, • . J bee Art. 11, s

constitute a State Board of Education, of which the State Superintend- 3, Const. 1895.

ent shall, by virtue of his office, be Chairman; the powers, duties, and

compensation of the members of said Board shall be determined by law.

Pettigrew v. Bell, 34 S. C, 104; 12 S. E., 1023.
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Free schools. Sec. 3. The General Assembly shall, as soon as practicable after the

See Art. 11, § adoption of this Constitution, provide for a liberal and uniform system
'
^°'^^*- °^°- of free public schools throughout the State, and shall also make pro-

vision for the division of the State into suitable School Districts. There

shall be kept open at least six months in each year one or more schools

in each School District.

Construed, State v. Rice, 32 S. C, 97; 10 S. E., 833; Holler v. Rock Hill School

District, 60 S. C, 41; 38 S. E., 220.

attendance.^"'^^ ^^^- 4- ^^ shall be the duty of the General Assembly to provide for

the compulsory attendance, at eithel- public or private schools, of all

children between the ages of six and sixteen years, not physically or

mentally disabled, for a term equivalent to twenty-four months at least

:

Provided, That no law to that effect shall be passed until a system of

public schools has been thoroughly and completely organized and facili-

ties afforded to all the inhabitants of the State for the free education

of their children.

School tax. Sec. 5. The General Assembly shall levy at each regular session after

~T A~r~ii~§ ^^^ adoption of this Constitution an annual tax on all taxable property

6, Const. 1895. throughout the State for the support of public schools, which tax shall

be collected at the same time and by the same agents as the general

State levy, and shall be paid into the Treasury of the State. There shall

be assessed on all taxable polls in the State an annual tax of one dollar

on each poll, the proceeds of which tax shall be applied solely to educa-

tional purposes : Provided, That no person shall ever be deprived of

the right of suffrage for the non-payment of said tax. No other poll

or capitation tax shall be levied in the State, nor shall the amount as-

sessed on each poll exceed the limit given in this section. The School

Tax shall be distributed among the several School Districts of the State,

in proportion to the respective number of pupils attending the public

schools. No religious sect or sects shall have exclusive right to, or

control of any part of the school funds of the State, nor shall sectarian

principles be taught in the public schools.

Amended, 1878, XVI., 639. See amendments, post.

County Commissioners may sue for. Aiken County v. Murray, 35 S. C, 508;

14 S. E., 954.

Normal See. 6. Within five years after the first regular session of the General
^"^ °° Assembly, following the adoption of this Constitution, it shall be the

duty of the General Assembly to provide for the establishment and sup-

port of a State Normal School, which shall be open to all persons who
may wish to become teachers.

Blind, deaf. Sec. 7. Educational institutions for the benefit of all the blind, deaf
and dumb.

^^^^ dumb, and such other benevolent institutions, as the public good
See Art. 12,_ § niay require, shall be established and supported by the State, subject to

1, Const. i89o. •;
, . , -1 1 1 1

such regulations as may be prescribed by law.

Reform Sec. 8. Provisions shall be made by law, as soon as practicable, for
^^^°°^-

the establishment and maintenance of a State Reform School for juve-

6 ^Contt'^''i895
^ ™^^ offenders.

State Univer- Sec. 9. The General Assembly shall provide for the maintenance of

sity. the State University, and as soon as practicable, provide for the estab-

A g ricultural lishment of an Agricultural College, and shall appropriate the land given
^^^'

to this State, for the support of such a colle-ge, by the Act of Congress,
See Art. 11, §

8, Const. 1895.
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passed July second, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two, or the

money or scrip, as the case may be, arising from the sale of said lands,

or any lands which may hereafter be given or appropriated for such pur-

pose, for the support and maintenance of such college, and may make
the same a branch of the State University, for instruction in Agriculture,

the Mechanic Arts, and the Natural Sciences connected therewith.

Sec. 10. All the public schools, colleges, and universities of this State, Open to all.

supported in whole or in part by the public funds, shall be free and open See Art. 11, §

to all the children and youths of the State, without regard to race or '
°"^^'

color.

Holler V. School District of Rock Hill, 60 S. C, 41; 38 S. E., 220.

Sec. II. The proceeds of all lands that have been or hereafter may School fund.

be given by the United States to this State for educational purposes,

and not otherwise appropriated by this State or the United States, and
of all lands or other property given by individuals, or appropriated by
the State for like purpose and of all estates of deceased persons who
have died without leaving a will or heir, shall be securely invested and
sacredly preserved as a State School Fund, and the annual interest and
income of said fund, together with such other means as the General As-
sembly may provide, shall be faithfully appropriated for the purpose of

establishing and maintaining free public schools, and for no other pur-

poses or uses whatever.

Escheated lands belonging to school fund cannot be given by the Legislature to

any person. Harvey v. Harvey, 25 S. C, 283.

ARTICLE XL

Charitable and Penal Institutions.

Section i. Institutions for the benefit of the insane, blind, deaf, and Charitable

dumb, and the poor, shall always be fostered and supported by this g^tutimis^^
^^'

State, and shall be subject to such regulations as the General Assembly"^ TTTT";See Art. 12, §
may enact. 1, Const. 1S95.

Sec. 2. The Directors of the Penitentiary shall be elected or appointed. Penitentiary,

as the General Assembly may direct. See Art. 12, §

Sec. 3. The Directors of the benevolent and other State institutions, 5' Const. 1895.

such as may be hereafter created, shall be appointed by the Governor,
^^^'^ °"'

by and with the consent of the Senate ; and upon all nominations made , %^ ^F*',!?'- ^

.

' f
4^ Const. 1805.

by the Governor, the question shall be taken by yeas and nays, and en-

tered upon the journals.

Sec. 4. The Governor shall have power to fill all vacancies that may Vacancies.

occur in the offices aforesaid until the next session of the General As- See Art. 12, §

sembly, and until a successor or successors shall be appointed and con- '

firmed.

Sec. 5. The respective Counties of this State shall make such pro- Poor laws,

vision as may be determined by law, for all those inhabitants who by See Art. 12, §

reason of age and infirmities, or misfortunes, may have a claim upon^' Const. 1895.

the sympathy and aid of society.

Duke V. Williamsburg, 21 S. C, 417.

Sec. 6. The Physician of the Lunatic Asylum, who shall be Superin- Lunatic Asy-

tendent of the same, shall be appointed by the Governor, with the advice

-

See Art. 12, §

2, Const. 1895.
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and consent of the Senate. All other necessary officers and employes

shall be appointed by the Governor.

ARTICLE XII.

Corporations.

Corporations. Section I. Corporations may be formed under general laws ; but all

See Art. 9, § such laws may from time to time be altered or repealed.
2, Const. 1895. „„„ „.,, c n o cttR. R. Co. V. Gibbes, 27 S. C, 385; 4 S. E., 49.

Taxation of. gec. 2. The property of corporations now existing or hereafter created,

shall be subject to taxation, except in cases otherwise provided for in

this Constitution.

Right of way. Sec. 3. No right of way shall be appropriated to the use of any cor-

See Art. 9, §
poration until full compensation therefor shall be first made, or secured

20, Const. 1895.
j^y ^ deposit of money to the owner, irrespective of any benefit from any

'

improvement proposed by such corporation, which compensation shall

be ascertained by a jury of twelve men, in a Court of record, as shall be

prescribed by law.

Debts. Sec. 4. Dues from corporations shall be secured by such individual

See Art. 9, § liability of the stockholders and other means, as may be prescribed by
18, Const. 1895.

j^^^

Includes damages for personal injuries. Flenniken v. Marshall, 43 S. C, 80;

20 S. E., 788.

spoifs'ibifity
^^' ^^^- 5- ^^^ general laws and special Acts passed pursuant to this Sec-

tion, shall make provisions therein for fixing the personal liability of

stockholders under proper limitations ; and shall prevent and punish

fraudulent misrepresentations as to the capital, property, and resources

of such corporation ; and shall also regulate the public use of all fran-

chises which have heretofore been, or hereafter may be, created or

granted, by or under the authority of this State, and shall limit all tolls,

imposts, and other charges and demands under such laws.

Regulating use of franchise: Kaminitsky v. R. R. Co., 25 S. C, 53. Liability

of stockholders, Bird v. Calvert, 22 S. C, 297.

Banking cor- gec. 6. The General Assembly shdl grant no charter for banking pur-
porations. . . .

poses, nor renew any bankmg corporations now in existence, except

9, Const!*i8^9'5. upon the condition that the stockholders shall be liable to the amount of

their respective share or shares of stock in any such banking institu-

tion, for all its debts and liabilities, upon note, bill, or otherwise; and

upon the further condition that no director or other officer of said cor-

poration shall borrow any money from said corporation; and if any

director or other officer shall be convicted upon indictment of directly

or indirectly violating this Section, he shall be punished by fine or im-

prisonment, at the discretion of the Court. The books, papers, and ac-

counts of all banks shall be open to inspection, under such regulations

as may be prescribed by law.

The provision as to liability of stockholders is not self-executing.—Parker v.

Bank, 53 S. C, 592; 31 S. E., 673.
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ARTICLE XIII.

Militia.

Section i. The Militia of this State shall consist of all able-bodied Militia.

male citizens of the State between the ages of eighteen and forty-five See Art. 13, §

years, except such persons as are now, or may hereafter be, exempted ' °"^ '

by the laws of the United States, or who may be adverse to bearing

arms, as provided for in this Constitution ; and shall be organized,

armed, equipped and disciplined as the General Assembly may by law

provide.

Sec. 2. The Governor shall have power to call out the militia to exe- May be called

cute the laws, repel invasion, repress insurrection, and preserve the.

public peace.
_

s.^Co^st*' I895!

Sec. 3. There shall be an Adjutant and Inspector General elected by Adjutant and

the qualified electors of the State, at the same time and in the same Inspector Gen-

manner as other State officers, who shall rank as a Brigadier General,
See Art 13 §

and whose duties and compensation shall be prescribed by law. The
4^ Const.' 1895.

Governor shall appoint, by and with the advice and consent of the Sen-

ate, such other staff officers as the General Assembly may direct.

ARTICLE XIV.

Miscellaneous.

Section i. No person shall be elected or appointed to any office in this Qualifications
_ , , , ,.- . . ,

for office.

State, unless he possess the qualifications of an elector.

Minor cannot be appointed regular constable, but may serve as special deputy. 2 Const
'

1895.

McConnell v. Kennedy, 29 S. C, 180; 7 S. E., }(>.

Sec. 2. Lotteries, and the sale of lottery tickets, for any purpose what- Lotteries.

ever, are prohibited, and the General Assembly shall prevent the same See Art. 17, §,11 7, Const. 1895.
by penal laws.

Sec. 3. The State Library shall be subject to such regulations as the S tate Library.

General Assembly may prescribe. See Art. 17, §

Sec. 4. The General Assembly may direct, by law, in what manner "' 5:°"®'' ^^^^'

, ,r- , 11-11 11-1 Claims.
claims against the State may be established and adjusted.

Campbell v. Sanders, 42 S. C, 532; 20 S. E., 415; ex parte Childs, 12 S. C, iii.

Sec. 5. Divorces from the bonds of matrimony shall not be allowed
ivorces.

but by the judgment of a Court, as shall be prescribed by law. See ^5*^-
gg'g^

McCreery v. Davis, 44 S. C, 222; 22 S. E., 178.

Sec. 6. No person who denies the existence of the Supreme Being
^ ; ^'j^^'^f^^' of-

shall hold any office under this Constitution. fice^

Sec. 7. The printing of the laws, journals, bills, legislative documents See Art. 17, §

and papers for each branch of the General Assembly, with the printing ' ?"^

'

required for the Executive and other departments of the State, shall be

let, on contract, in such manner as shall be prescribed by law.
5^ cfonst. 189'5.

Sec. 8. The real and personal property of a woman, held at the time Woman's
of her marriage, or that which she may thereafter acquire, either bv i'''°p g'"ty-

gift, grant, inheritance, devise, or otherwise, shall not be subject to levy ^
See Art. 17, §

° '
° ' 111 ^' Const. 1895.

and sale for her husband's debts ; but shall be held as her separate prop-

erty, and may be bequeathed, devised, or alienated by her the same as
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if she were unmarried : Provided, That no gift or grant from the hus-

band to the wife shall be detrimental to the just claims of his creditors.

See note to Sees. 2665 and 2667 of Civil Code.

Did not repeal Act 1795, V. 257, prescribing mode of release of estates of in-

heritance by married women. Brown v. Pechman, 49 S. C, 546; 27 S. E., 520;

53 S. C, 1; 30 S. E., 586.

Did not affect vested rights.—Garrett v. Weinberg, 48 S. C, 28; 26 S. E., 3;
Bouknight v. Eptmg, 11 S, C, 71, Shuler v. Bull, 15 S. C, 421; Pelzer v. Camp-
bell, 15 S. C, 590.

Rights of married women. Townsend v. Brown, 16 S. C, 92; Wallace v. John-
son, 17 S. C, 454; Witte Bros. v. Clark, 17 S. C, 327; Howard v. Henderson, 18

S. C, 191; Aultman v. Rush, 26 S. C, 517; 2 S. E., 402; Brown v. Prevost, 28

S. C, 123; 5 S. E., 274; Sibley v. Parks, 28 S. C, 607; 5 S. E., 809; Dial v. Ag-
new, 28 S. C, 454; 6 S. E., 295; Brown v. Thomson, 27 S. C, 500; 4 S. E., 345;
Gwynn v. Gwynn, 27 S. C, 525; 4 S. E., 229; Bridges v. Howell, 27 S. C, 425;

3 S. E., 790; Kincaid v. Anderson, 33 S. C, 260; Rabb v. Flenniken, 29 S. C,
278; 7 S. E., 597; Hogan v. Hoover, 33 S. C, 219; 11 S. E., 725; ex parte Middle-

ton, 42 S. C, 178; 20 S. E., 34.

Gifts from husband to wife. State v. Pitts, 12 S. C, 1S3; Gerald v. Gerald, 28

S. C, 442; 6 S. E., 290; Ferguson v. Harrison, 41 S. C, 340; 19 S. E., 619; Mc-
Gee V. Wells, 52 S. C, 477; 30 S. E., 602.

Rem oval of Sec. 9. The General Assembly shall provide for the removal of all

'. causes, which may be pending when this Constitution goes into effect, to

1895^ Art
'^ 17' Courts created by the same.

§ ^- A contract of wife to renounce dower should be entirely free from doubt, clear,

positive and express in terms.—Moon v. Bruce, 63 S. C, 126; 40 S. E., 1030.

Election of Sec. 10. The election for all State officers shall take place at the same
time as is provided for that of members of the General Assembly, and

the election for those officers whose terms of service are for four years,

shall be held at the time of each alternate general election.

Smith V. McConnell, 44 S. C, 491; 22 S. E., 721; Pettigrew v. Bell, 34 S. C,
104; 12 S. E., 1023; McCoy V. Curtis, 14 S. C, 372; State v. Sims, 18 S. C, 460.

ARTICLE XV.

Amexdmext axd Revisiox of the Coxstitution.

Amendments Section I. Any amendment or amendments to this Constitution, may

tution. be proposed in the Senate or House of Representatives. If the same be

"T nrm^ agreed to bv two-thirds of the members elected to each House, such
See Art. 16, § ° -

.

'
.

1, Const. 1S95. amendment or amendments shall be entered on the journals respectively,

with the yeas and nays taken thereon ; and the same shall be submitted

to the qualified electors of the State at the next general election there-

after for Representatives, and if a majority- of the electors qualified to

vote for members of the General Assembly, voting thereon, shall vote in

favor of such amendment or amendments, and two-thirds of each branch

of the next General Assembly shall, after such an election, and before

another, ratify the same amendment or amendments, by yeas and nays,

the same shall become part of the Constitution : Provided, That such

amendment or amendments shall have been read three times, on three

several days in each House.

If two or ^^^- 2- If two or more amendments shall be submitted at the same
more. time, they shall be submitted in such manner that the electors shall vote

See Art. 16, § for or against each of such amendments separately.
2, Const. 1S95. *
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Sec. 3. Whenever two-thirds of the members elected to each branch Conventions.

of the General Assembly shall think it necessary to call a Convention to See Art. 16, §

revise, amend, or change this Constitution, they shall recommend to the '
°^^

'
°'

electors to vote at the next election for Representatives for or against

a Convention; and if a majority of all the electors voting at said election

shall have voted for a Convention, the General Assembly shall, at their

next session, provide by law for calling the same ; and' such Convention

shall consist of a number of members, not less than that of the most

numerous branch of the General Assembly.

AMENDMENTS.
In construing an amendment the section amended must be considered. Norris

V. Clinkscales, 47 S. C, 488; 25 S. E., 797.

ARTICLE 16.

To the end that the public debt of South Carolina may not hereafter Pro hibiting

be increased, without the due consideration and free consent of the^g^^ without

people of the State, the General Assembly is hereby forbidden to create consent of the

any further debt or obligation, either by the loan of the credit of :he
•

State, by guaranty, endorsement, or otherwise, except for the ordinary
j^j^^ ^(^oj^Jt.' 1S95;

and current business of the State, without first submitting the question 1873, XV., 466.

as to the creation of any such new debt, guarantee, endorsement, or loan

of its credit, to the people of this State at a general State election ; and

unless two-thirds of the qualified voters of this State, voting on the

question, shall be in favor of a further debt, guaranty, endorsement, or

loan of its credit, none such shall be created or made.

Robertson v. Tillman, 39 S. C, 298; 17 S. E., 678; Whaley y. Gaillard, 21 S.

C, 580.

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 2, SECTION 11.

Strike out all that portion of Section 11, Article 2, following the words A m endment
clisn°^in2' elcc-

"eighteen hundred and seventy," occurring in the fourth and fifth lines, tion °from Oc-

and insert the follov%fing: "And forever thereafter, on the first Tuesday *^j^^gj._
° ^

°'

following the first Monday in November, in every second year, in such———7— —-
* •'

. . J „ 1873, XV., 467.

manner and at such places as the Legislature may provide.

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 3, SECTION 23.

Strike out of Section 23 or Article 3 the word "four," occurring in the
^/^l^' ^^^.^ ^^f

third line, and insert the word "two," so that the Section of the Con- office, amend-
ed,

stitution will read, when amended, as follows :

"Sec. 23. There shall be elected by the qualified voters of the^^^^''^^' -^ ^'•'

State a Comptroller General, Secretary of State, Treasurer, Attorney

General, Adjutant and Inspector General, and Superintendent of Edu-

cation, who shall hold their respective offices for the term of two years,

and whose duties and compensation shall be prescribed by law."
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AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 2, SECTION 3.

subltitutedT^^'r
^^^^ Section 3 of Article 2 of the Constitution of the State be

"White W a- amended by striking out the words "White Water River," in the fifth— line of said Section, and inserting in the place thereof the words "Toxa-
187 5, X""

1014.
way River."

ARTICLE 10, SECTION 5, AMENDED.

Tax of two "The Boards of County Commissioners of the several Counties shall

Ik^lchooL.^"^ '^'^y ^" annual tax of not less than two mills on the dollar upon all the

^^g~":^7Y"
taxable property in their respective Counties, which levy shall not be

639. '
' increased unless by special enactment of the General Assembly, for the

support of public schools in their respective Counties, which tax shall

be collected at the same time and by the same officers as the other taxes

for the same year, and shall be held in the County Treasuries of the
respective Counties, and paid out exclusively for the support of public

Poll tax. schools, as provided by law. There shall be assessed on all taxable polls

in the State an annual tax of one dollar on each poll, the proceeds of

which tax shall be applied solely to educational purposes : Provided,

That no person shall ever be deprived of the right of suffrage for the

non-payment of said tax. No other poll or capitation tax shall be levied

in the State, nor shall the amount assessed on each poll exceed the limit

given in this Section. The school tax shall be distributed among the

several school districts of the Counties in proportion to the respective

number of pupils attending the public schools. No religious sect or

sects shall have exclusive right to or control of any part of the school

funds of the State, nor shall sectarian principles be taught in the public

schools."

ARTICLE 2, SECTION 32, AMENDED.

"That Section 32, Article 2, of the Constitution of this State be, and is

hereby, stricken out, and the following inserted in lieu thereof

:

Art. 2, § 32, "The General Assembly shall enact such laws as will exempt from at-

stead° amend- tachment and sale under any mesne or final process issued from any
ed. Court to the head of any family residing in this State a homestead in

1880, XVII., lands, whether held in fee or any lesser estate, not to exceed in value

one thousand dollars, with the yearly products thereof; and every head

of a family residing in this State, whether entitled to a homestead

exemption in lands or not, personal property not to exceed in value the

sum of five hundred dollars : Provided, That in case any woman having

a separate estate shall be married to the head of a family who has not

of his own sufficient property to constitute a homestead as hereinbefore

provided, said married woman shall be entitled to a like exemption as

provided for the head af a family: Provided further, That there shall

not be an allowance of more than one thousand dollars worth of real

estate and more than five hundred dollars worth of personal property to

the husband and wife jointly: Provided, That no property shall be

exempt from attachment, levy or sale for taxes, or for payment of obli-

gations contracted for the purchase of said homestead or the erection of

improvements thereon : Provided further, That the yearly products of
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said homestead shall not be exempt from attachment, levy or sale, for

the payment of obligations contracted in the production of the same. It

shall be the duty of the General Assembly at their first session to enforce

the provisions of this Section by suitable legislation."

Allows homestead out of any lands debtor may own. Swandale v. Swandale, 25

S. C, 389. Obligations contracted for the purchase of the homestead. Willingham

V. Willingham, 55 S. C, 445 ; 33 S. E., 500.

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 8, SECTION 8.

That Section 8, Article 8, of the Constitution be amended bv inserting Burglary, lar-

ceny, perjury, •

therein after the word "murder" the following words : "burglary, lar- forgery or any

ceny, perjury, forgery or any other infamous crime." So that the Sec- ^^jj^g '"(j|^° t^

tion when amended shall read as follows :
d i s q u ahfica-

. tions as elec-

"Sec. 8. The General Assembly shall never pass any law that will tors.

deprive any of the citizens of this State of the right of suffrage, except " "^"^§2^ XVIII.,

for treason, murder, burglary, larceny, perjury, forgery or any other 3.

infamous crime, or dueling, whereof the person shall have been duly

tried and convicted."

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 2, SECTION ii.

That Section ii, Article 2, of the Constitution of this State be, and the
^j^^^^J^j^j^^^'l^:

same is hereby, stricken out and the following inserted in lieu thereof : ed by the Leg-

"The general election for Senators and Representatives shall be held.

in every second year, in such manner, at such time and at such places as ^
'^^^' ^^IlI-»

the Legislature may provide."

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 2, SECTIONS 4 AND 5.

Sections 4 and 5 of Article 2 stricken out and the following inserted S e c t i ons 4

_ . and 5 of the
as Section 4 : Cons titution

"That Article two (2) of the Constitution of the State of South Caro-^ Ihi^Tiser't-

lina be, and the same is hereby, amended so that in place of Sections 46^ as Section

and 5 of said Article the following shall be substituted, and shall be^
known as Section 4 thereof, to wit: ^gg '

"

"Sec. 4. The House of Representatives shall consist of one hundred Census,

and twenty-four members, to be apportioned among the several Counties

according to the number of inhabitants contained in each ; an enumora-

tion of the inhabitants for this purpose shall be made in eighteen hun-

dred and ninety-one, and shall be made in the course of every tenth year

thereafter, in such manner as shall be by law directed : Provided, That

the General Assembly may at any time in its discretion adopt the imme-
diately preceding United States census as a true and correct enumera- Apportion-

tion of the inhabitants of the several Counties, and make the apportion- S. Census,

ment and assignment of Representatives among the several Counties

according to said enumeration: Provided, however, This amendment Proviso,

shall not prevent the General Assembly from providing for an enumera-

tion and apportionment prior to 1891 in the manner now provided for

by law."
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AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 9, SECTION 14.

That Section 14, Article 9, of the Constitution of the State of South
Carolina be amended so as to read as follows

:

Character of "Sec. 14. Any debt contracted by the State shall be by loan on State

stock to be is- bonds or stock, of amounts not less than one hundred dollars each,

Sta^e, and thl
bearing interest, payable semi-annually, and payable within fifty years

manner o f after the final passage of the law authorizing such debt. A correct
eir regis ry.

j-ggjg^j-j, ^f ^jj ^^^^ bonds or stock shall be kept by the Treasurer in
^1889, X I X., numerical order, so as always to exhibit the number and amount unpaid,

and to whom severally made payable."

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 4, SECTION 20.

That Section 20 of Article 4 of the Constitution of this State is hereby
stricken out and the following inserted in lieu thereof:

Term of Pro- "Sec. 20. A Court of Probate shall be established in each County, with
bate Judge...... •"

changed from jurisdiction m all matters testamentary^ and of administration, in busi-

years.'^"

our
j^^gg appertaining to minors, and the allotment of dower, in cases of

1889 XX ^^'^'^^^ ^^'^ lunacy and persons non compos mentis. The Judge of said

281.
••""•' Court shall be elected by the qualified electors of the respective Counties

for the term of four years."

ARTICLE 4, SECTION 19, REPEALED.

ig'^f^ln °IV^
^^^^ ^^^ amendment to Article four (4) of the Constitution of the

of Cons titu- State of South Carolina, which was submitted by Joint Resolution of

.

^°^'
the last past General Assembly, approved December 23d, A. D. 1889,

288-^1896 "xx"
^*^ *^^ qualified electors of the State, at the general election next there-

650.' ' ' after, to repeal Section nineteen (19) of Article 4 of the Constitution of

South Carolina, relating to the Judicial Department, which provides for

a Board of County Commissioners, and upon which a majority of the

electors qualified to vote for members of the General Assembly of this

State, voting thereon at the last past general election, voted in favor of

the said amendment, be, and the same is hereby, ratified.

Approved December 20th, A. D. 1890.



ALPHABETICAL INDEX

TO

United States Constitution, State Constitutions of 1895 and 1868.

A
Able Bodied—

Male citizens between i8 and 45 compose the militia—Const. 1895, Art.

XIII., Sec. I ; Const. 1868, Art. XIII., Sec. i.

Abridged—
Privileges and immunities of citizens shall not be—Const. U. S., Art.

14A., Sec. I ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 5.

Freedom of speech or of press shall not be—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 7 ; Const. U. S., Art. lA.

Right to assemble and petition for redress of grievances shall not be

—

Const. U. S., Art. lA.; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 4; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 6.

Absence—
Temporary does not forfeit residence—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 12;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 35.

Absent Members—
Each House may compel attendance of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec. 14.

Accounts—
Of receipts and expenditures of public moneys shall be published,

when—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 7; Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 11.

Adoption of Children—
Special legislation as to prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34,

Clause 6.

Amendments to Constitution—
Whenever two-thirds of both Houses deem it necessary. Congress

shall propose—Const. U. S., Art. V.

On application of two-thirds of the States, Congress shall propose

—

Const. U. S., Art. V.

Shall be ratified by the Legislatures or Conventions of three-fourths of

the States—Const. U. S., Art. V.

To State Constitution, how made—Const. 1895, Art. XVI., Sees, i and 2

;

Const. 1868, Art. XV., Sees, i and 2.
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Answer—
For capital or infamous crime, persons shall be held to only on present-

ment of grand jury—Const. U. S., Art. 5A.

For any crime where punishment exceeds fine of $100 or 30 days im-

prisonment—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 19 ; Const. 1895, Art. I.,

Sec. 17.

Until charge is fully explained to him, no one shall be held to—Const.

U. S., Art. 6A.; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I.,

Sec. 13.

Exceptions as to Courts Martial—Const. U. S., Art. 5A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Appeals—
To Supreme Court of United States—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2,

Clause 2.

To Supreme Court of State—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 4; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. 4-

From Magistrates' Courts—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 22,.

From Justices of the Peace—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 24.

From Common Pleas—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 15.

To Common Pleas—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 15 ; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. 15.

From Registration officers—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 5.

From County Commissioners—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 19.

Accusation—
In criminal prosecutions the accused shall be informed of the cause and

nature of the—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 18

;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

Accused—
To be confronted with witnesses—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 18 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

To have public trial by jury—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895, Art.

I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

To have compulsory process for witnesses—Const. U. S., Art. 6A.

;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

To have assistance of counsel—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895, Art'.

I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

To be heard in his own defence—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

To be informed of nature of accusation—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const.

189s, Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

To be tried in district where crime was committed—Const. U. S.,

Art. 6A.

Acquittal, Former—
Bar to second trial. See "Jeopardy"—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 18.
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Acts—
Or Joint Resolutions to relate to but one subject, to be expressed in the

title—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 20.

Records or judicial proceedings of another State; full credit given;

proof of—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. i.

Of Congress ; Land Scrip Fund under—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8.

Actions—
At common law involving over twenty dollars to be tried by jury

—

Const. U. S., Art. 7A.

Civil, in Magistrates' Courts, to be tried in County where defendant

resides—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 23.

Ex delicto, jurisdiction of Common Pleas—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 15.

Pending, continued—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 11, Clause 2.

Adjourn—
From day to day, less than quorum of House may—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 5, Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art.

II., Sec. 14.

For more than three days, or to place other than where sitting, neither

house can, during session, without consent of other—Const. U. S.,

Art. L, Sec. 5, Clause 4; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 21; Const.

1868, Art. IL, Sec. 25.

Adjournment—
By President or Governor, to such time as he may think, m case of dis-

agreement between the two Houses as to—Const. U. S., Art. IL,

Sec. 3; Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 16; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 16.

Exemption from arrest for ten days after—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec.

14; Const. 1868, Art. II. , Sec. 17.

Adjutant and Inspector General—
Election, rank, term, duties, compensation—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec.

4; Const. 1868, Art. XIIL, Sec. 3.

Election, term—Const. 1868, Art. 3A., Sec. 23.

Election, compensation not to be changed during term—Const. 1895,

Art. IV., Sec. 24.

Admiralty—
And maritime jurisdiction, the judicial power of the United States ex-

tends to all cases in—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause i.

Admission—
Of new States—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 3, Clause i.

Adoption—
Of the Constitution ; effect on debts and contracts—Const. U. S., Art.

VI., Clause i.

Of the Constitution ; laws continued of force—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL,
Sec. II, Clause i.

Of the Constitution; actions, proceedings, &c., continued—Const. 1895,-

Art. XVIL, Sec. 11, Clause 2.
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Adoption—(Continued )

Of the Constitution ; repeals inconsistent laws—Const. 1895, Art. XVII.,

Sec. II, Clause 3.

Of the Constitution; forfeitures, fines, ,&c.—Const. 1895, Art. XVII.,

Sec. II, Clause 4.

Of the Constitution; recognizances continued—Const. 1895, Art. XVII.,

Sec. II, Clause 5.

Of the Constitution; indictments continued—Const. 1895, Art. XVII.,

Sec. II, Clause 5.

Of the Constitution; officers hold over on—Const. 1895, Art. XVII.,

Sec. II, Clause 6.

Of the Constitution; elections under—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 11,

Clause 7.

Of the Constitution; takes effect—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 11,

Clause 8.

Of the Constitution; repeals provisions of Constitution of 1868 not re-

ordained—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 11, Clause 9.

Advice and Consent of the Senate—
President has power to make treaties by and with—Const. U. S., Art.

II., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

President has power to appoint Ambassadors, Ministers and Consuls by

and with—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

President has power to appoint all other officers not otherwise provided

for—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Agent—
No extra compensation to be granted—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 30.

Resident, of foreign corporation—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 4.

Agreement or Compact—
None between States without consent of Congress—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. 10, Clause 3.

Agricultural College—
To be established—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 9.

Clemson—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8.

Colored, Normal, Industrial, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8.

Aid and Comfort—
To enemies of United States, treason—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 3,

Clause I.

To enemies of State, treason—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Aliens—

•

Lands held by, amount to be limited—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 35.

Suits between citizens and—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause i.

Alliance or Confederation—
No State shall enter into any—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i.
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Ambassadors, &c.—
The President may appoint—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Judicial power of United States extends to cases affecting—Const. U.
S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause i.

AFFIRMATION

—

Senators sitting to try impeachments to be on oath or—Const. 1895, Art.
XV., Sec. 2; Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 6; Const. 1868,

Art. VII., Sec. 2.

To be taken by President of the United States ; form of oath or—Const.
U. S., Art. IL, Sec. i, Clause 7.

To be taken by members of General Assembly and all State officers;

form of oath or—Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 30; Const. 1895, Art.
III., Sec. 26.

To support the Constitution, all officers to be bound by oath or—Const.
U. S., Art. VI., Clause 3.

No warrants to be issued but upon probable cause, and on oath or

—

Const. U. S., Art. 4A.; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 22; 1895, Art. I.,

Sec. 16.

Age—
Of Representatives in Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

United States Senators—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 3.

President—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. i, Clause 4.

Electors—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 2.

Representative in Legislature—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 7; Const.
1868, Art. IL, Sec. 10.

State Senator—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art. IL,

Sec. 10.

Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 3; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 3.

Judges—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 10; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 10.

School children—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 5; Const. 1868, Art.
X., Sec. 4.

Application—
Of State authorities to United States for protection against invasion or

domestic violence—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Of two-thirds of States for Convention to amend Constitution—Const.
U. S., Art. V.

Appointment—
Of militia officers, &c., reserved to States—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 18,

Clause 16.

Of inferior officers, &c., may be vested in President—Const. U. S., Art.
IL, Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Apportionment—
Of representation and direct taxation among the States—Const. U. S.,

Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 3 ; Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 2.

Of Representatives among Counties—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sees. 3-5.
Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 4; Const. 1868, (Amend. 1886.)

II—C.
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Appropriation—
Money only to be drawn pursuant to—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9,

Clause 7; Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 9; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 12;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 22.

For raising and supporting armies—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 12.

For repelling invasion, suppressing insurrections, &c.—Const. 1895, Art.

III., Sec. 30.

Approval—
Of Bills by the President—Const. U. S;, Art. I., Sec. 7, Clause 2.

Of Bills by the Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 23; Const. 1868,

Art. III., Sec. 22.

Arbitrators—
Settlement of disputes by—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. i ; Const. 1868,

Art. v., Sec. i.

Armies^
Congress may raise and support—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 12.

Congress may make rules and regulations for—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 8, Clause 14.

:
Limitation on appropriations for—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 12.

Not to be maintained without consent of Legislature—Const. 1895, Art.

I., Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 28.

Not to be brought into State, except when—Const. 1868, Art. VIII.,

Sec. 9.

Arms— '

Right to keep and bear—Const. U. S., Art. 2A. ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec.

26 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 28

Not compelled to bear against conscience—Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 30.

Arrest—
Exemption of Congressmen from, when—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6,

Clause I.

Exemption of Legislators from, when—Const. 1S95, Art. III., Sec. 14;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 17.

Exemption of Electors from, when—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 14 ; Const.

1868, Art. VIII., Sec. 6.

Exemption of militiamen from—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec. 2.

Arsenals—
Authority of Congress over—Const.'U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 17.

Articles—
Exported from any State ; no tax or duty on—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

9, Clause 5.

Arts—
Promotion of by copyright and patent laws—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause 8.
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Assessment for Taxes—
Uniform rate provided for—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. i ; Const. 1868,

Art. IX., Sec. i.

One only, of all property—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 13.

Of lands every fifth year—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 6.

Assessed Value for Taxation—
Limitation of indebtedness according to—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5

;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 17.

Assistance of Counsel—
Accused shall have—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 18;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

Associate Justices—
Election of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 2.

Classification of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 2.

Term of office—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 2.

Present Justices to form part of Court—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 3.

Additional Justice to be elected—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 3.

Assumption—
Of debts incurred in aid or rebellion—pConst. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 16.

Asylums—
Certain property of exempt from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 5.

Officers of Lunatic, appointment, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 6;

Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. 2.

Attainder—
No bill of, shall be passed—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 3 ; Const.

1895, Art. L, Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 21.

No State shall pass any bill of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i.

Of treason shall not work forfeiture, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec.

3, Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 21.

Attendance—
Of absent members may be compelled—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec. 14.

Attorneys at Law—
Oath of—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 30.'

Attorney General— •

Term of office; election—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 28; Const. 1895,

Art. IV., Sec. 24; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 23; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. 28; Const. 1868, (Amend. 1875.)

Compensation of—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 24; Const. 1895, Art. V.,

Sec. 28 ; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 23 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 28.

Compensation not to be changed during term—Const. 1895, Art. IV„

Sec. 24.

Duties of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 28 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 28.
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Authority—
Supreme executive vested in Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. i

;

Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. i.

Authors—
Rights of, protected by copyright—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 8.

Ayes and Noes—
To be called, vi^hen—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause 3; Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec. 22; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 26.

Taken on vote after veto—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7, Clause 4 ; Const.

1895, Art. IV., Sec. 22, ; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 22.

Recorded on bill to create public debt—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 7.

B
Bail—

Excessive shall not be required—Const. U. S., Art. 8A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 19; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 16.

Ballots—
Election for President and Vice President by—Const. U. S., Art. 12A.

Election for Circuit Judges to be by—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 13.

All elections by people shall be by—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. i ; Const.

1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. i.

No to be counted in secret—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. i ; Const. 1895,

Art. IL, Sec. i.

Banks—
To be formed only under general laws—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 9.

Examination and inspection of—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 9; Const.

1868, Art. XIL, Sec. 6.

Liability of stockholders—Const. 1868, Art. XIL, Sec. 6.

Directors not to borrow from—Const. 1868, Art. XIL, Sec. 6.

Taxation of shares in, for municipal purposes—Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 5.

Bankruptcy—
Congress may enact uniform laws on—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 4.

Basis—
Of Representation among the States—Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 2.

Of Representation among Counties—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 6.

Bastardy—
Jurisdiction Justices of Peace as to—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 22.

.Bear Arms—
Right to. shall not be infringed—Const. U. S., Art. 2A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 26 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 28.
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Behavior—
Judges of U. S. Courts to hold offices during good—Const. U. S., Art.

III., Sec. I.

Benevolent Institutions—
To be supported by State—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. i ; Const. 1868,

Art. XL, Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 7.

Exemption from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4 ; Const. 1868, Art.

IX., Sec. 5.

Directors of, how appointed or elected—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 3.

Bills—
Of attainder shall never be enacted—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause

3 ; Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i ; Const. 1895, x\rt. I., Sec.

8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 21.

Of rights—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sees. 1-28; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sees. 1-41-

Of credit, no State shall emit—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i.

For raising revenue, must originate in House—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec.

7, Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 15; Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec. 18.

For raising revenue, may be amended in Senate—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 7, Clause i ; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 15 ; Const. 1868, Art.

II., Sec. 18.

Printing of, contract for, to be let—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 5.

Appropriation, Governor may veto part of—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 23.

Which have passed Senate and House to be presented to President-

Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7, Clause 2.

Which have passed Senate and House to be presented to Governor-

Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 23; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 22.

Approval, or veto, of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7, Clause 2; Const.

1895, Art. IV., Sec. 23; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 22.

Reconsideration, and passage, over veto—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7,

Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 23; Const. 1868, Art. III.,

Sec. 22.

When to become law without approval—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7,

Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 23; Const. 1868, Art. III.,

Sec. 22.

To be read three times—Const. 1895, Art. III.. Sec. 18 ; Const. 1868. Art.

II., Sec. 21.

To have "great seal"—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art.

II., Sec. 21.

To be signed by President of Senate—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 18;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 21.

To be signed by Speaker of the House—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 18;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 21.

Blin]

Institutions for, to be supported, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. i

Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. i ; Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 7.
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Board—
Of County Commissioners, term, duties, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 19.

Repealed—Const. 1868, (Amend. 1890.)

Of County Commissioners, to levy taxes—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 5.

Of Canvassers to the duplicate election returns—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 4.

Of Canvassers to forward original election returns—Const. 1895, Art.

IV., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 4.

Of Pardons provided—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 11.

Of Registration provided—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 8.

Of Public Institutions, to report to Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 14.

Of Health provided for—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 10.

Bonds—
Of municipalities, elections to issue—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 13.

Of municipalities, how issued—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 7.

Of municipalities, limitation as to amount—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec.

7; Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5; Const. 1868, Art. IX., 17.

Fictitious, by corporations, void—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 10.

To be issued only for value actually received—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 10.

Books of Registration—
Close of^Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 11.

Borrow Money—
Congress may, on credit of United States—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause 2.

Povvfer of towns and cities to—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 3 ; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 9-

Boundary Rivers—
Are public highways—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art.

VI., Sec. I.

State has concurrent jurisdiction over—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec i;

Const. 1868, Art. VI., Sec. i.

Bounties—
Granted by United States not to be questioned—Const. U. S., Art. 14A.

;

Sec. 4.

Breach of Peace—
Senators and Representatives not exempt from arrest for—Const. U. S.,

Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 14; Const.

1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 6.

Bribery—
Right of suffrage to be protected from—Const. 1895; Art. I., Sec. 9;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 33.

Conviction of, disfranchises voter—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 6, Clause i.

Conviction of, removal of officers on—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 4.
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Burying Grounds—
Exempt from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art.

IX., Sec. 5-

Capital—
Of State, Columbia to be—Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 12; Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec. 9.

Of State, Governor shall reside at—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 21 ; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 21.

Of United States, authority of Congress over—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause 17.

Cases, indictment by grand jury in—Const. U. S., Art. 5A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Cases, bail in—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 20 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 16.

Capitation—
And direct taxes proportionate to census enumeration—Const. U. S.,

Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 4.

Tax on domestic animals—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. i.

Tax on taxable polls for school purposes—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6

;

Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 5; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 2; Const.

1868, A. .1878.

Tax only for school purposes under Constitution 1868—Const. 1868,

Art. IX., Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868, A. 1878.

Tax, efifect of non payment on suffrage—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4,

Clause a ; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868, A. 1878.

Captures—
On land and water, power of Congress as to—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause 11.

Casting Vote— .

When Senate equally divided—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 4;

Const. 189s, Art. IV., Sec. 6 ; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 6.

Causes—
Removal of into Courts created—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 6.

Removal of, from Courts of Equity to Common Pleas—Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. 17.

Of action pending, continuance of—Const. 1895, Art. 17, Sec. 11; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 16.

Census—
When to be taken—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 3 ;

Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 4.

Representation apportioned according to—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2,

Clause 3 ; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 4-

Capitation and direct taxes apportioned according to—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. 9, Clause 4.

Duty of Governor when not taken, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 5.

United States may be adopted by State—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 3.
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Certificate—
Of officer, proof of payment of taxes—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4.

Of registration to be issued to elector—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4.

Of registration, renewal of—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4.

Of registration, in municipal elections—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 12.

Of State indebtedness, not to be issued, except—Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 10.

Of municipal indebtedness, when to be issued—Const. 1895, Art. VIII.,

Sec. 7.

Challenge to Duel—
Sending or accepting, disfranchises—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 11; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 2,2.

Change of Names—
By special legislation prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34, Clause i.

Charge—
None levied without consent of people, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 7

;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 2,7-

Charges of Carriers^ &c.—
Extortion in to be prevented—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 13.

Limitation of—Const. 1868, Art. XII., Sec. 5.

Limitation of and discrimination in—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 5.

Charitable Institutions—
Property of, exempt from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 5.

To be fostered and supported by State—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. i

;

Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 7.

Directors of, appointment, &c—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. XL, Sec. 3.

For the poor, maintained by Counties—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. 3

;

Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 5.

State Hospital for Insane, Superintendent, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XIL,

Sec. 2.

State Lunatic Asylum, Superintendent, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

Charleston County—
Allowed two Senators under former Constitution—Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec. 8.

Court of Probate in—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 19.

Charter—
Bill for special, how may be introduced—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 2.

Under General Laws—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art.

XIL, Sec. I.

For banking purposes—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 9 ; Const. 1868, Art.

XIL, Sec. 6.

Effect of Constitution on existing—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 16.
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Charter—(Continued.)

Amendment of existing—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art.

XII., Sec. I.

Foreign corporations to obtain domestic—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 8.

Corporations not to engage in business unauthorized by—Const. 189S,

Art. IX., Sec. 12.

Chief Justice—
Shall preside when President is tried upon impeachment—Const. U. S.,

Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 6.

Shall preside when Governor is tried upon impeachment—Const. 1895,

Art. XV., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 2.

Election and term of office—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 2; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. 2.

Present, declared to be—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 3.

May call Circuit Judges to assistance of Supreme Court—Const. 1895,

Art. v.. Sec. 12.

Compensation not to be increased or diminished—Const. 1895, Art. V.,

Sec. 9 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 9.

Who eligible as—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 10; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 10.

Chief Magistrate—
Supreme executive authority vested in—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. i

;

Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. i.

Styled "The Governor of the State of South Carolina"—Const. 1895,

Art. IV., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. i.

Child—
Of either race not to attend school for the other—Const. 1895, Art. XL,

Sec. 7.

Adoption of, &c., by special legislation—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34,

Clause 6.

Choosing—
Electors, Congress may determine time of—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i,

Clause 3.

Circuit Courts—
Judicial power vested in—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. I.

Where Judge cannot sit. Governor to appoint substitute—Const. 1895,

Art. v.. Sec. 6 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 6.

Judges of, powers of at Chambers—Const. 189S, Art. V., Sec. 25 ;
Const.

1895, Art. v.. Sec. 9 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 9.

Judges, eligibility of—Const. 189S, Art. V., Sec. 10; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. 10.

Judges, vacancies in, how filled—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 11; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 11.

Judges, how elected, residence—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 13; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 13.

Judges, shall interchange Circuits—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 14; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 14.
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Circuit Courts—(Continued )

Judges, shall file decisions within 60 days—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec.

17; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 17.

Judges, must be elector of Circuit—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 13.

Judges, one to retire when called to aid of Supreme Court—Const. 1895,

Art. v., Sec. 12.

Judges, when disqualified to sit in Supreme Court—Const. 1895, Art.

v.. Sec. 12.

Judges, term of office—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 13.

Judges, term of office—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 13; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. 13.

Judges, Clerk of, term, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 27; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. 27.

Judges, Clerk of to attest process of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 31

;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 31.

Citizen—
Of United States, only natural born eligible as President—Const. U. S.,

Art. II., Sec. i, Clause 4.

Of United States, for nine years eligible as Senator—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. 3, Clause 3.

Of United States, for seven years, eligible as Representative—Const. U.

S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Of United States, is citizen of State of residence—Const. U. S., XIVA.,
Sec. I. s

Of United States, no State shall abridge rights and privileges of—Const.

U. S., Art. XIVA., Sec. i.

Of United States, not to be deprived of property without due process

of law—Const. U. S., Art. XIVA., Sec. i.

Of United States, entitled to equal protection of laws—Const. U. S., Art.

XIVA., Sec. I.

Of each State entitled to privileges and immunities of citizens of the

several States—Const. U. S.. Art. IV.. Sec. 2, Clause i.

Or subject of foreign State, jurisdiction of courts as to—Const. U. S.,

Art. XIA.
Of United States and of this State an elector, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. II.,

Sec. 3; Const. 1868, Art. VIII., Sec. 2.

Cities—
None to be organized except by consent of electors—Const. 1895, Art.

8, Sec. 2.

No County line shall be cut through—Const. 1895. Art. VII., Sec. 14.

Incorporation of—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art.

IX., Sec. 9.

Powers of taxation, &c., restricted—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 3;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 9.

May be vested with power of taxation—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 6

;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 8.

Taxation by to be uniform—Const. 1895. Art. VIII., Sec. 6.

May acquire and operate water and light plants—Const. 1895. Art. VIII.,

Sec. s.
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Cni-ES—(Continued.)

Graduated license taxes imposed by—Const. 1895, Art. Viii., bee. 0.

Bonded debt of-Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art. IX.,

Sec. 17.

Special charter to cease when reorganized—Cons. 189S, Art. VIIL, Sec. i.

When and how factories may be exempted from taxation by—Const.

1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 8.

'^'''

Actions before Magistrates, to be tried where defendant resides-Const.

1895, Art. v.. Sec. 23.

Officers of United States, removal of—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 4-

Officers of State, removal of-Const. 189S, Art. IV., Sec. 22; Const. 1868,

Art. III., Sec. 27.

Claflin College— vt c q
State College for negro race—Const. 1895, Art. XL, bee. «.

Claims— ,^^^-rT ^ /" 4.

Against State, how adjusted-Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 2; Const.

1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 4-
c a T^/ Q

Of State or of United States not prejudiced—Const. U. S., Art iV., bee.

3, Clause 2.

Classification— ^ tt c a f t

Of Senators, 3 classes in United States Senate—Const. U. b., Art. i.

Sec. 3, Clause 2.
„ * ttt c q •

Of Senators, 2 classes in State Senate-Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. «,

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 9-

Of Justices of Supreme Court-Const. 189S, Art. IV., Sec. 2; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 2.

Clem SON Agricultural College—
Maintenance of—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8.

Land Scrip for—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 8.

Clerk OF Court—
-tr c

Of Common Pleas, term, duties, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. V., bee. 27,

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 27.

Of Common Pleas, duty as to election returns—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 4-

Of Common Pleas, to keep list of registered electors—Const. 1895, Art.

II., Sec. 4.

Of Common Pleas, removal of-Const. 189S, Art. V., Sec. 27; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 27.

Shall attest writs and process-Const. 189S, Art. V., Sec. 31
1
Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 31-

Of Supreme Court, appointment of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 7; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 7-

Of Supreme Court, term of office of, &c.-Const. 189S, Art. V., Sec. y,

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 7-
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Code—
Of Laws, to be prepared, &c., every ten years—Const. 1895, Art. VI.,

Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868, Art. V., Sec. 3.

Adoption of—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 5.

Commissioner, duties, term, compensation—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 5.

Coin—
Gold and silver only legal tender—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i.

Congress may coin money, &c,—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 5.

Of United States, counterfeiting—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 6.

Colleges—
Property of, exempt from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. X., Sec. 5.

Supported by public funds open to all—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 10.

Clemson Agricultural—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8.

Colored Normal, Industrial, Agricultural and Mechanical—Const. 1895,

Art. XL, Sec. 8.

University of South Carolina—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8.

Winthrop Normal and Industrial—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8.

Color—
Rights of citizens of U- S. to vote not to be abridged because of—Const.

U. S., Art. 15A., Sec. i.

Distinctions on account of prohibited—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 39.

Schools open to person of—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 10.

Marriage of whites with persons of, prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. 33.

Separate schools for persons of—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 7.

Separate college for persons of—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 8.

Combinations—
Illegal, in restraint of trade, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 13.

Comfort—
And aid to enemies, treason—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 3, Clause i

;

Const. 189s, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Commerce—
With foreign nations and Indian tribes—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 3.

No preference between ports in regulating—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

9, Clause 6.

No duties on between States—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 6.

Commissions—
To fill vacancies during recess ; expiration—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec.

2, Clause 3.

Of all officers, to be by President—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. 3-

Of all officers to be by Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 17; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 17.

To be in name of State, sealed, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 19;

Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 19.
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Commissioner, Code—
Election ; duties—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 5.

Report of, to lay on desks of members—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 5.

Committee to inquire as to work by—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 5.

Common Defense—
Promotion of (Preamble)—Const. U. S.

Congress to provide for—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause i.

Right to bear arms for—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 28; Const. 1895, Art.

I., Sec. 26.

Common Good—
Frequent meetings of General Assembly for—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 3

;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 27.

Right to consult for—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 6.

Common Law—
Trial by jury m actions at—Const. U. S., Art. 7A. ; Const. 1895, Art. I.,

Sec. 25; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 11.

New trials in actions at—Const. U. S., Art. 7A.

And equity, uniform system of pleading—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 3

;

Const. 1868, Art. V., Sec. 3-

Liability of carriers of passengers—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 3.

Commutations—

-

President may grant—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2.

Governor may grant—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art.

III., Sec. II.

Compact—
None between States without consent of Congress—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. 10, Clause 3.

Company—
Company, certain connect or cross lines of others—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 6.

Company, to receive, transport or transmit, freight and messages without

delay—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 6.

Company, consolidation with, or control of parallel lines—Const. 1895,

Art. IX., Sec. 7.

Companies—
Regulation of certain—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 13.

[See Corpoi'ations.]

Compensation—
Of Senators and Representatives—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause i

;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 9; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 19; Const.

1868. Art. II., Sec. 23.

Of President, no change of during term—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i.

Clause 6.

Of Governor, no change of during term—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 13;

Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 13.
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Compensation—(Continued.)

Of Judges, no change of during term—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. i ;

Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 9; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 9.

Of Secretary of State, no change of during term—Const. 1895, Arts.

IV. and v.. Sec. 24.

Of Comptroller General, no change of during term—Const. 1895, Arts.

IV. and v., Sec. 24.

Of Attorney General, no change of during term—Const. 1895, Arts. IV.

and v., Sec. 24.

Of Adjutant and Inspector General, no change of during term—Const.

1895, Arts. IV. and V., Sec. 24.

Of State Superintendent of Education, no change of during term—Const.

1895, Arts. IV. and V., Sec. 24.

Of State Treasurer, no change of during term—Const. 1895, Arts. IV.

and v., Sec. 24.

Of Attorney General—Const. 1895, Arts. IV. and V., Sec. 24; Const.

1895, Art. v., Sec. 28 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 28.

Of Adjutant and Inspector General—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 24;

Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 24; Const. 1895. Art. XIII., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. XIII., Sec. 3-

Of Lieutenant Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 13; Const. 1868,

Art. III., Sec. 13.

Of Code Commissioner—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 5.

No extra to be allowed—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 30.

Private property not to be taken without just—Const. U. S., Art. 5A.

;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 23.

Of County officers ; special legislation prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. 34, Clause 10.

Comptroller General—
Election, duties, term, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 24; Const. 1868,

Art. III., Sec. 23.

Compensation—Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 23 ; Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec.

24; Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 24.

Compulsory Process—
Accused may have to obtain witnesses—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

Concurrent Jurisdiction—
State to have on boundary rivers—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec. i ; Const.

1868, Art. VI., Sec. i.

Confederate Soldiers—
Pensions for indigent—Const. 1895, Art. XIII., Sec. 5.

Over 50 years of age, exempt from poll tax—Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

Confederation—
No State shall enter into any alliance or—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10,

Clause I.

Debts of, contracted before adoption Constitution—Const. U. S., Art.

VI., Clause i.
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Confession in Court—
Conviction for treason on—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 3, Clause I ;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Congress of the United States—
Legislative powers vested in—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. i.

Shall consist of a Senate and House of Representatives—Const. U. S.,

Art. I., Sec. i.

Shall assemble once a year—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 4, Clause 2.

Shall assemble on first Monday of December—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 4, Clause 2.

May alter regulations for elections, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 4,

Clause I.

Each House shall be judge of the elections, returns and qualifications of

its members—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause i.

A majority shall constitute a quorum—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause I.

A smaller number may adjourn from day to day—Const. U. S., Art. L,

Sec. 5, Clause i.

A smaller number may compel attendance of absent members—Const.

U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause i.

Each House may determine its rules, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause 2.

Each House may punish disorderly behavior—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

5, Clause 2.

Each House may expel members, when—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause 2.

Each House shall keep a journal of proceedings—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 5, Clause 3.

Neither House during session of Congress to adjourn without consent of

other for more than three days—Const. U. S., ,'Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause 4.

Compensation of members of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause i.

Exemption of members from arrest—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. &,

Clause I.

Members not to be appointed to offices created, or of which emoluments

have been increased during term—Const. U. S., Art. I.. Sec. 6,

Clause 2.

Bills to raise revenue must originate in House—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 7, Clause i.

Proceedings on veto of Bill—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7, Clause 2.

Power to tax, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause i.

Power to borrow money, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec 8, Clause 2.

Power to regulate commerce—Const U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 3.

Power to regulate naturalization—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 4.

Power to enact bankruptcy law—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 4.

Power to coin money, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 5.

Power to fix standard of weights and measures—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 8, Clause 5. ^
Power to punish counterfeiting—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 6.
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Congress of the United States—(Continued.)

Power to establish post offices and post roads—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 8, Clause 7.

Power to promote progress of science and arts—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 8, Clause 8.

Power to constitute inferior Courts—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 9.

Power to punish piracies, felonies on high seas, and offences against laws

of nations—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 10.

Power to declare war—^Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 11.

Power to grant letters of marque and reprisal—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 8, Clause 11.

Power to regulate captures on land and water—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 8, Clause 11.

Power to raise and support armies, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 12.

Power to raise and support navy—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8; Clause 13.

Power to regulate and govern army and navy^Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause 14.

Power to call out militia, when, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 15.

Power to organize, arm and equip militia—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 16.

To exercise legislation over District of Columbia—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. 8, Clause 17.

To exercise legislation over forts, dockyards, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 8, Clause 17.

To make necessary laws under Constitution—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause 18.

To consent to acceptance by officers of presents and honors from foreign

States—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 8.

To determine time for presidential elections—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec.

I, Clause 3.

* President may convene extra session of—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 3.

To prescribe proof of records of States—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. i.

Admission of new States by—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 3, Clause i.

Power over territory and property of United States—Const. U. S., Art.

IV., Sec. 3, Clause 2.

Proposal of amendments to Constitution by—Const. U. S., Art. V.

Disqualification for membership in, and removal of—Const. U. S., Art.

14A., Sec. 3.

To enforce 13th amendment—Const. U. S., Art. 13A., Sec. 2.

To enforce 14th amendment—Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 5.

To enforce 15th amendment—Const U. S., Art. 15A., Sec. 2.

Congressional Districts—
General Assembly may form—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 13.

Consent—
JSFo State shall be deprived of equal suffrage in the Senate without its-

Const. U. S., Art. V.
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Consent—(Continued.)

Of Congress, no officer shall accept gifts, honors, &c., from foreign

States without—Const. U. S., x\rt. I., Sec. 9. Clause 8.

Of Congress, no State shall levy import tax without—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. 10, Clause 2.

Of Congress, no State shall levy tonnage tax without—Const. U. S.,

Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause 3.

Of Congress, No State shall keep troops, &c.. without—Const. U. S.,

Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause 3.

Of Congress, No State shall enter alliance, &c., without—Const. U. S.,

Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause 3.

Of Congress, No State shall engage in war, &c., without—Const. U. S.,

Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause 3.

Of Congress, required for creation of new State—Const. U. S., Art. IV.,

Sec. 3, Clause i.

Of Legislature to exercise of jurisdiction by Congress over forts, dock-

yards, &:c.—Const. U. S., xA.rt. I., Sec. 8, Clause 17.

Of Legislature to creation of a new State, when—Const. U. S., Art.

lY., Sec. 3, Clause i.

Of other House; adjournments without—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause 4; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 23; Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec. 25.

Of owner; before quartering soldiers in house—Const. U. S., Art. III.,

A.; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 29.

Of Senate, to treaties—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Of Senate, to appointment of certain officers—Const. U. S., Art. II.,

Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Constables—
Appointment, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 20.

Election, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 21.

Compensation—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 25.

Constitution—
Of United States, adoption—Const. U. S., Art. VIL, Clause 2.

Of United States, ratification of—Const. U. S., Art. VII.

Of United States, supreme law—Const. U. S., Art. VI., Clause 2 ; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 4.

Of United States, Congress to enact necessary laws, under—Const. U. S.,

Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 18.

Of United States, citizen at time of adoption, eligible as President

—

Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i. Clause 4.

Of United States, jurisdiction of Courts in cases arising under—Const.

U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause i.

Of United States, construction of—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 3,

Clause 2.

Of United States, amendments to—Const. U. S., Art. V.

Of United Stat^, Judges to be bound by—Const. U. S., Art. VI.,

Clause 2.

Of United States, no religious tests under—Const. U. S., Art. "VT.,

Clause 3.

12—C.
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Constitution—(Continued.)

Of United States, debts prior to adoption of—Const. U. S., Art. VI.,

Clause I.

Of United States, rights reserved to people—Const. U. S., Art. 9A.

Of United States, rights reserved to States—Const. U. S., Art. loA.

Of United States, oath to support, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i,

Clause 7; Const. U. S., Art. VI., Clause 3; Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 30.

Of United States, disqualification for office, after oath to support—Const.

U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 3.

Of United States, paramount allegiance to—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 4.

Of United States, ratification 14th amendment—Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 33.

Of 1895, takes effect when—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 11.

Of 1895, ratified—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 11.

Of 1895, oath to support—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 26.

Of 1895, construction of—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 29.

Of 1868, repeal of—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 11.

Of 1868, oath to support—Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 30.

Of 1868, how amended—Const. 1868, Art. XV., Sees. 1-3.

Of 189s, how amended—Const. 1895, Art. XVI., Sees. 1-3.

Constitutional Questions—
When Circuit Judges are to assist in determining—Const. 1895, Art. V.,

Sec. 12.

Contempt—
Punishment for, not to extend to imprisonment in penitentiary—Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Punishment for in Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause 2.

Punishment for in General Assembly—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sees. 12

and 13; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sees. 15 and 16.

Contracts—
No law to impair obligation of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i

;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 21.

Against public welfare—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 13.

Controversies—
Arbitration of—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. V., Sec. i.

To which United States is a party—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2,

Clause I.

To which a State is a party—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause i.

To which a foreign State is a party—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2,

Clause I.

To which foreign citizens are parties—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2,

Clause I.

Between citizens of different States—Const. U. S.. Art. III., Sec. 2,

Clause I.

Between a State and its citizens—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause i.
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Convening Extra Sessions—
Of Congress, or either House of—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 3.

Of General Assembly—Coiist. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 16; Const. 1868, Art.

III., Sec. 16.

Convention—
Adoption of Constitution in—Const. U. S., Art. VII. ; Const. 1895, Art.

XVIL, Sec. 9.

Adoption of Constitution in (Preamble)—Const. 1868.

To amend Constitution—Const. U. S., Art. V. ; Const. 1895, Art. XVI.,

Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. XV., Sec. 3.

Conviction—
Not to work corruption of blood or forfeiture—Const. 1895, Art. I.,

Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 21.

On impeachment, by two-thirds vote—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3,

Clause 6; Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. VII.,

Sec. 2.

Copyrights—
Congress may provide for—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 8.

Coroner—
Election, term, qualifications, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 30; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 30.

Corporal Punishment—
Prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 10; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec 16.

Corporate Franchises— "

Subject to provisions Constitution 1895—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 16.

Corporations—
Term defined—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. i.

When subject to provisions Constitution 1895—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 16; Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 17.

Domestic only can build or operate railroad—Const. 1895, Art. IX, Sec. 8.

Foreign cannot build or operate railroad—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 8.

Foreign may acquire domestic charters—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 8.

Foreign, service of process on—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 4.

Foreign, resident agent in State—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 4.

Foreign, business office in State—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 4.

Controlled by aliens, right to hold land—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 35.

Acquisitions of rights of way by—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec 20; Const.

1868, Art. XII., Sec. 3-

Formation under general laws—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec- 2; Const.

1868, Art. XII., Sec. i.

Property of, subject to taxation—Const. 1868, Art. XII., Sec. 2; Const.

1895, Art. IX., Sec 3.

Liability of stockholders—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec- 18; Const. 1868,

Art. XII., Sections 4-6.

Banking, no special charters for—Const. 1895, Art. IX.. Sec. Q,
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Co'R'PO'RATio:ss^(Cout inucd.)

Banking, organized under general laws—Const. 1895, Art. 9, Sec 9;

Const. 1868, Art. XII., Sec 6.

Banking, liability of stockholders in—Const. 1868, Art. XII., Sec. 6 and

4; Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 18.

Banking, liability of Directors in—Const. 1868, Art. XII., Sec. 6.

Banking, inspection of books, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. XIL, Sec. 6.

Banking, inspection and examination—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 9.

Cannot relieve themselves of common law liability as carriers of pas-

sengers—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,. Sec. 3.

Certain, are common carriers—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 3.

Discrimination in charges by carriers—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 5.

Discrimination in connections by carriers—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 6.

Consolidation with competing lines by carriers—Const. 1895, Art IX.,

Sec. 7.

Railroad, owning, operating and leasing lines—Const. 1895, x\rt. IX.,

Sec. 8.

Railroad, regulation of carriers—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 14.

Railroad, rights of employes ; fellow servants—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 15.

Controlling interests in other corporations—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 19.

Confined to business authorized by charter—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 12.

Fictitious issue of stock by—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 10.

Cumulative stock in, voting in elections—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 11,

Combinations by, in restraint of trade—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 13.

May buy public lands—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 31.

Donation of public lands to, prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 31.

Grant of easement for right of way to railroads—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. 31.

Punishment for offences by officers of—Const. 1868, Art- XIL, Sec. S;

Const. 1868, Art. XIL, Sec. 6.

Exemption of factories by cities and towns from taxation—Const. 1895,

Art. VIIL, Sec 8.

Special acts incorporating municipal—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34,

Clause 3.

Special acts incorporating private—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34,

Clause 4.

Special acts incorporating School Districts—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec.

34, Clause 5.

Counsel—
Right of accused to assistance of—Const. U. S., Art. VI. A; Const. 1895,

x\rt. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec 13.

COUNTERFEITIXG

—

Congress shall provide for punishment of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause 6.
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Counties—
Bodies politic and corporate—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. g.

Bonded debt of, limited—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5 ; Const. 1895, Art.

IX., Sec. 7.

Each one election district—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec 3 ; Const. 1895,

Art. VII., Sec 9 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 3.

Each entitled to one Representative—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec 6.

Each entitled to one Senator—Const- 1895, Art. III., Sec. 6 ; Const. 1868,

Art. II., Sec. 8.

Appointment of Representatives amgng—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 3;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec 4.

Creation of new—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sees. 1-6 ; Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec 3.

Creation of new; petition for—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. i.

Creation of new; election as to—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. i and 2.

Creation of new ; inhabitants—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 3.

Creation of new ; area—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art-

IL, Sec. 3.

Creation of new
;
property—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 3.

Creation of new ; indebtedness—Const. 1895, Art. VIL, Sec. 6.

Alteration of County lines—Const. 1895, Art. VIL, Sec. 7.

Removal of County seat—Const. 1895, Art. VIL, Sec. 8.

Consolidation of two or more—Const. 1895, Art. VIL, Sec. 10.

No County line to run through city or town—Const. 1895, Art. VIL,

Sec. 14.

Boundaries of—Const. 1895, Art.VIL, Sec- 12 ; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 3.

County Courts may be established—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i.

County Courts, election as to—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. I.

Funds of, safe keeping of—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12; Const. 1895,

Art. IX., Sec. 15.

Liability for damages in case of lynching—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 6.

Power to assess and levy taxes—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5 ; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 8.

Power to issue bonds, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 6.

Arrangements into Circuits and Congressional Districts—Const. 1895,

Art. VIL, Sec. 13.

Old, minimum size—Const. 1895, Art. VIL, Sec. 4; Const. 1895, Art.

IL, Sec. 3.

Residence of one year in, requisite to vote—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 4.

Residence of 60 days in, requisite to vote—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL,

Sec. 2.

Shall provide for poor—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. 3; Const. 1868,

Art. XL, Sec 5.

Division into School Districts—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec- 5 ; Const.

1868, Art. X., Sec. 3.

Name and County seat, election on—Const. 1895, Art. VIL, Sec. i.

Salaries of officers not to be paid out of school funds—Const. 1895, Art.

XL, Sec 4.

Shall levy school tax—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6.
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Courts—
Shall be open and public—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 15 ; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 15.

Shall retain jurisdiction of causes pending—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 34.

Congress may constitute inferior—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 9.

Judicial povv^er vested in—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 1.

Judges of, to hold during good behavior—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. i.

Judges of, compensation not to be changed during term—Const. U. S.,

Art. III., Sec. i ; Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 9 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 9.

Appointment to offices may be vested in—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2,

Clause 2.

Supreme Court, established—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. i ; Const. 1895,

Art. v.. Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 2.

Supreme Court, judicial power vested in—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. i

;

Const. 189s, Art. V., Sec. I; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. i.

Supreme Court, composed of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 2; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. 2.

Supreme Court, quorum of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. 2.

Supreme Court, jurisdiction of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Supreme Court, held twice a year at capital—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec.

5 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 5.

Supreme Court, vacancies in certain cases—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 6

;

Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 6; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 11.

Supreme Court, Clerk and Reporter of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 7;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 7-

Supreme Court, decisions of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 8; Const. 1895,

Art. v.. Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 17.

Supreme Court, Circuit Judges called to assistance of—Const. 1895, Art.

v.. Sec. 12.

Supreme Court, concurrence of three justices necessary to reversal

—

Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 12.

Supreme Court, concurrence of two justices necessary to reversal

—

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 12.

Supreme Court, determination of Constitutional questions—Const. 189S,

Art. v.. Sec. 12.

Supreme Court, powers of Justices at Chambers—Const. 1895, Art. V.,

Sec. 25.

Supreme Court, to have supervisory control over all—Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. 4.

Supreme Court, qualification of Judges on—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec.

10; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 10.

Circuit, judicial power vested in—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. i.

Circuit, special terms and Judges—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 6.

Circuit, special Judges—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 6.
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Courts— (Continued.)

Circuit Judges, no change in compensation during term—Const. 1895,

Art. v., Sec. 9 ; 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 9.

Circuit Judges, powers at chambers—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 25.

Circuit Judges, to reside in Circuits—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 13;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 13.

Circuit Judges to interchange Circuits—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 14;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 14.

Circuit Judges to file decisions, when—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 17;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 17.

Circuit, petit juries in—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 22.

Circuit, may sentence to hard labor—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 33.

Common Pleas established—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. i.

Common Pleas, jurisdiction in all civil cases—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec.

IS ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 15.

Common Pleas, jurisdiction to issue writs—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 15;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 15.

Common Pleas, jurisdiction on appeal^Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 15;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 15.

Common Pleas, to sit at least twice a year—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 16

;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 16.

Common Pleas, jurisdiction in equity causes—Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 16.

Common Pleas, transfer to, of equity causes-Const- 1868, Art IV, Sec- 17.

General Sessions, establishment—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i ; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. i.

General Sessions, jurisdiction and sessions—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec.

18; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 18.

General Sessions, Solicitor pro tern, in—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 29;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 29.

Probate, in Charleston County—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 19.

Probate, jurisdiction—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 19; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. 20.

Probate, jurisdiction (amendment)—Const. 1868, 1889.

Probate Judge may also act as Clerk—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 27;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 27.

Probate, judicial power vested in—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. i.

Probate, removal of equity causes to—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 17.

Probate Judge, election, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 20.

Probate Judge, election (amendment)—Const. 1868, 1889.

Probate Judge, compensation—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 25; Const.

1868, Art. v., Sec. 24.

County, establishment, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i.

Justices of the Peace—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sees. 21-25.

Magistrates—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sees. 20-23.

Municipal, may be established—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i ; Const. 1895,

Art. IV., Sec. i.

Inferior, may be established—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i ; Const. 1868.,

, Art. IV., Sec. I.
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Credit—
No State shall emit bills of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. lo, Clause i.

Of United States, Congress may borrow money on—Const. U. S., Art.
I., Sec. 8, Clause 2.

Of State shall not be pledged for private benefit—Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 6.

Of State shall not be pledged for sectarian institutions—Const. 1895,
Art. XL, Sec. 9.

Of State, loans on—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 11.

Of State, loans on (amendment)—Const. 1868, Art. XVI.
Full faith and, given records of other States—Const. U. S., Art. IV.,

Sec. I.

Crime—
Indictment by grand jury for infamous, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. 5A.
Indictment by grand jury for higher, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 17;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Charge for, to be fully described to accused—Const. U. S., Art. 6A;
Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 18 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

Committed by slave not to disfranchise—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 12.

Involuntary servitude as punishment for—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 2;
Const. U. S., Art. 13A., Sec. i.

Conviction for certain, to disfranchise—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 6,

Clause I ; Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 8; Const. 1868 (Am. 1882.)

Impeachment for—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 4; Const. 1895, Art. XV.,
Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. VIL, Sec. 4.

Trial for, by jury, except on impeachments—Const U. S., Art. III., Sec.

2, Clause 3.

Trial for, by jury—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 22; Const. 1895, Art. L,

Sec. 18; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 25; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 14;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 11.

Trial for, place of—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause 3 ; Const. 1895,

Art. v.. Sec. 31.

Trial for, place of, change of—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868,

Art. v.. Sec. 2.

Punishment for in military and naval service—Const. U. S., Art. 5A.

;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Prosecutions for, speedy trial in—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

Prosecutions for, confronting with witnesses in—Const. U. S., Art. 6A.

;

Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

Prosecutions for, compulsory process for witnesses—Const. U. S., Art.

6A. ; Const 1895, Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 13.

Prosecutions for, assistance of counsel in—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

Prosecutions for, criminate himself on—Const. U. S-, Art. V- A. ; Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

Cruel and unusual punishments for—Const. U. S., Art. 8A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 19; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 38.
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Crime—(Continued.)

Excessive fines for—Const. U. S., Art. 8A. ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 19

;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 38.

Against election laws, protection against—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 5;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 9 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 33.

D

Danger—
Imminent, when State may engage in war because of—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. 10, Clause 3.

Day—
Election, Congress may determine—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i, Clause

3; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 11.

Election (amendment)—Const. 1868, 1873.

To day, adjourning from—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause i
;
Const.

1895, Art. III., Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 14.

« Deaf and Dumb—
Institutions for, exempt from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4;

Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 5.

Institutions for, establishment of—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. i
;
Const.

1868, Art. X., Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. i.

Death—
Of President ; succession of Vice President—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec.

I, Clause 5.

Of President; Congress to provide in case of—Const. U. S., Art. II.,

Sec. I, Clause 5.

Of Governor ; succession of Lieutenant Governor—Const. 1895, Art. I\ .,

Sec. 9 ; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 9.

Debt—
Of United States, incurred in War Between States—Const. U. S., Art.

XIV., Sec. 4-

Of United States, Congress may pay—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause I.

Of United States, incurred prior to Constitution—Const. U. S., Art. VI.,

Clause I.

Incurred in aid of Rebellion—Const. U. S., Art. XIV., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 16.

On slave contracts—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 34.

Legal tender in payment of—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 10, Clause i.

Imprisonment for, prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 24; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 20.

Of State ; loan on bonds—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. li ;
Const. 1868, Art.

IX., Sec. 14.

Of State; loan on bonds (amendment)—Const. 1868, 1889.

Of State; how increased (amendment)—Const. 1868; 1889; Const- 1895,

Art. X., Sec. 11.
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Debt—(Continued.)

Of State, evidence of, issuance of—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 7; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 10.

Municipal, bonded, limitation, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 7;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 17.

Municipal, bonded, limitation, &c. (amendment)—Const. 1895; 1901.

Municipal, bonded, election as to—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 7 ; Const.

1895, Art. II., Sec. 13.

Decisions—
Of Courts, when to be filed—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 17; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. 17.

Of Supreme Court, to be published—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 32 ; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 32.

Declaration of Rights—
In 1895—Const. 1895, Art. I.

In 1868—Const. 1868, Art. I.

Declaration of War—
By Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 11.

Defendant-—
Rights of on trial—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I.,

Sec. 13 ; Const. U. S., Art. 6A.

Place of trial—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause 3 ; Const. 1895, Art.

v.. Sec. 23.

[See Accused, Crime, &c.]—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 2.

Defense—
Common, right to bear arms for—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 26; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 28.

Common, right to bear arms for (Am.)—Const. U. S., Art. 2A.

Common, Congress to provide for—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause i.

In criminal prosecutions, rights of—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

[See Accused, Crime, prosecutions for.]

Deficiencies—
To be provided for by taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 2 ; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 3.

Delay—
When State may engage in war without-—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10,

Clause 3.

Delegated—
To United States, rights—Const. U. S., Art. loA.

To State—Const. 1868, Art. I., 41.

Denial—
Of rights retained by people—Const. U. S., Art. 9A. ; Const. 1868, Art.

I., Sec. 41. . .
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Departments—
Of government to be kept separate—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 14; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 26.

Heads of, appointment of officers by—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2,

Clause 2.

Heads of, information from—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2, Clause i.

Clerks in, women may be—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. i.

Detective Agencies—
Armed representatives of, importation of—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 9.

Direct Tax—
To be in proportion to census—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 4.

Apportionment of among States—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 3

;

Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 2.

Unclaimed proceeds invested as school fund—Const. 1895, Art. XL.
Sec. II.

Directors—

Of Penitentiary elected by Legislature, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec.

5 ; Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 2.

Of other State institutions—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. 4; Const. 1868,

Art. XL, Sec. 3.

Of banks, shall not borrow from—Const. 1868, Art. XIL, Sec. 6.

Of corporations, election of—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 11.

Disability—
Of President and Vice President, provisions—Const. U. S., Art. II.,

Sec. I, Clause 5.

Of Governor, provisions in case of—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 9 ; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 9.

To hold office, political action—Const. U. S., Art. XIV A., Sec. 3.

To hold office, embezzlement—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12.

To hold office, removal of—Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1895,

Art. X., Sec. 12.

Discrimination—
By carriers, &c., in charges—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sees. 5 and 13.

By carriers, in service—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 6.

Disfranchisement of Voters—
Under Constitution of 1895—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 6, Clause i.

Under Constitution of 1868—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 34; Const. 1868,

Art. VIIL, Sec. 12.

Disorderly Behavior—
Each House may punish its members for—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 5,

Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 12; Const. 1868, Art. IL,

Sec. 15.

Disparage—
Rights retained by people—Const. U. S., Art. 9A. ; Const. 1868, Art. I.,

Sec. 41.
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Disqualification—
Of members of Congress to hold offices created by Congress during

their term, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause 2.

Of executive officers to be members of Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 6, Clause 2.

Of officers of one department to assume functions of any other—Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 26.

To hold office, because of participation in War Between the States.

—

Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 3.

As to personal rights, impartial—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 12.

As to voting—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 6; Const. 1868, Art. VIII.,

Sec. 8.

As to voting (amendment)—Const. 1868; 1882.

Because of participation in duel, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 11 ; Corist.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 32.

Distinction on Account of Race, &c.—
Prohibited—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 39.

Districts, Congressional—
Arrangement of—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 13.

District of Columbia—
Congress to exercise legislative power over—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause 17.

Divorces—
Shall not be allowed—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 3.

Jurisdiction of Common Pleas—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 15.

Only by judgment of Court—Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 5.

Dockyards—
Jurisdiction of Congress over—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 17.

Domestic Tranquility—
To insure (preamble)—Const. U. S.

Domestic Violence—
The United States shall protect each State against—Const. U. S., Art.

IV., Sec. 4.

Doors—
Of Each House shall be open, except—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 23

;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec 27.

Duel—
Fighting or aiding in, disqualiiies, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 11;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 32.

Fighting or aiding in, disfranchises—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 8.

Due Process of Law—
Life, liberty and property protected by—Const. U. S., Art. 5A. ; Const.

U. S., Art. XIV. A., Sec. i ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868,

Art. L, Sec. 36.
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Duties, Imposts and Excises—
Power of Congress to lay and collect—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause I.

None on exports from States—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 5.

In another State ; vessel clearing in one not liable to—Const. U. S-,

Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 6.

No State shall lay without consent of Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 10, Clause 2.

Disposition of proceeds ; for use of United States—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 10, Clause 2..

Control of Congress over—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause 2.

Levied only by consent of people—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 7; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. Z7-

E

Education—
State Superintendent of, election, term, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec.

I ; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. i.

State Board of, composition, duties, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 2;

Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 2.

Free public schools, provision for—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 5 ; Const.

1868. Art. X., Sec. 3.

Free public schools, separate for each race—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 7.

Free public schools, open to all races—Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 10.

Free public schools, tax to maintain—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6

;

Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 5; Const. 1868 (Am. 1878.)

Free public schools, compulsory attendance—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 4.

Land Scrip Funds, from United States—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 11;

Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8.

Gifts for school purposes, use of—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 10.

State school fund—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 11.

State profits from Dispensary used for—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 12.

School officers. General Assembly to provide—Const. 1895, Art. XL,
Sec. 3.

School Commissioners—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 2.

State Normal School—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec 6; Const. 1895, Art.

XL, Sec. 8.

Reform school for juvenile offenders—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 8.

Agricultural College—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 9.

Agricultural College, Clemson—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8.

State University—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 9.

University of South Carolina—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8.

Winthrop Normal and Industrial College—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8.

Sectarian schools not to receive public funds—Const. 1895, Art. XL,
Sec. 9; Const. 1868 (Am. 1878.)

To be impartially offered all—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 12.
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Election—
Of President and Vice President, day for—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. I,

Clause 3.

Of Senators and Representatives—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 4, Clause i

;

Const. 1895, Aft. III., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 11.

Of Senators and Representatives (amendment)—Const. 1868; 1873;

Const. 1868; 1882.

Of Governor and Lieutenant Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sees. 2

and 4; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sees. 2 and 4.

Of State officers—Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 10 ; Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 24.

Of Attorney General—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 28; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. 28.

Of Solicitor—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 29 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 29.

Of Clerk of Court—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 27 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 27.

Of Sheriff and Coroner—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 30; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. 30.

Of State Superintendent of Education—Const. 1895 ; Art. XL, Sec. i

;

Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 24 ; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. i.

Of Adjutant and Inspector General—Const. 1895, Art. XIII. , Sec. 4;

Const. 1895, Art. 4, Sec. 24; Const. 1868, Art. XIIL, Sec. 3.

Of Secretary of State—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 24.

Of Comptroller General—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 24.

Of State Treasurer—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 24.

Of Code Commissioner—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 5.

Of Directors of State institutions—Const. 1895, Art. XII. , Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. XL, Sec. 3.

Of Directors of Penitentiary—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868,

Art. XL, Sec. 2.

Of County Commissioners—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 19.

Of Probate Judge—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 20.

Of Probate Judge (amendment)—Const. 1868; 1889.

Of Presidential Electors, as Legislature directs—Const. U. S., Art. IL,

Sec. I, Clause 2.

Of Presidential Electors by people—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 9.

As to new Counties—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sees, i and 2.

As to alteration of County lines—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 7.

As to removal of County seat—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 8.

As to consolidation of Counties—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 10.

As to exemption of factories from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL,

Sec. 8.

As to municipal bonds—Const. 1895, Art. VllL, Sec. 7.

As to increase of State debt—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 11; Const. 1868,

Art. XVI.
Of Justices of Supreme Court—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 2 ; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec 2.

Of Circuit Judges—Const. 1895, Art- V., Sec. 13; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 13.
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Election—(Continued.)

Shall be free and open—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 10; Const. 1868, Art.

X., Sec. I.

Shall be by ballot—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. VIIL,

Sec. I.

Shall never be held in secret—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. i.

In General Assembly, viva voce—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 20; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 24.

No property qualification required to vote—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 32.

What property qualification required to vote—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec.

4, Clause d; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 11.

To be protected from improper influences—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 9;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 33.

Apportionment to take effect at succeeding—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec.

S; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 7.

Who may vote at—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. VIIL,

Sec. 2.

Registration of voters prior to—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 8; Const.

1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 3.

Plurality of votes elects—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 10.

Manner of holding—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 8.

Ascertaining results—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 8.

Primary, regulations, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 10.

Municipal—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 12.

Special as to municipal indebtedness—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 13.

As to Constitutional Convention—Const. 1895, Art. XVI., Sec. 3 ; Const.

1868, Art. XV., Sec. 3.

As to Constitutional amendments—Const. 1895, Art. XVI., Sec. i ; Const.

1895, Art. XV., Sec. i.

District, each County an—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1895, Art.

VII., Sec. 9; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 3.

Electors—
Qualifications of—Const. U. S., Art, I., Sec. 2, Clause i ; Const. 1895,

Art. II., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 2.

Qualifications of in municipalities—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 12; Const.

189s, Art. II., Sec. 13 ; Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 2.

Privileged from arrest, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 14; Const. 1868,

Art. VIIL, Sec. 6.

Residence not forfeited by absence, when—Const. 1868, Art. IV.; Const.

1895, Art. II., Sec. 7.

Must have paid all taxes—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4.

Eligible to office—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. VIIL,

Sec. 7.

Provisions for registration of—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sees. 4 and 8;

Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 3.

Disfranchisement of by conviction for crime, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. II.,

Sec. 6; Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 8 (amended 1882).

Presidential, chosen by people—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 9.

Presidential, how chosen, number—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i.

Clause 2.
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Electors—(Continued.)

Presidential, qualifications of—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i. Clause 2.

Presidential, time of choosing, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i,

Clause 3.

Presidential, when to cast their votes—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i,

Clause 3.

Presidential, how to vote—Const. U. S., Art. 12A.

Presidential, form of ballots, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. 12A.

Presidential, returns of vote by—Const. U. S., Art. 12A.

Presidential disqualification—Const. U. S., Art. XIV. A., Sec. 3 ; Const.

U. S-, Art. II., Sec. i, Clause 2.

Electric Plant—
Grant of right to construct—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 4.

Emancipation of Slave—
Claim for loss by, void—Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 4.

Embezzlement of Public Funds—
To be made a felony—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12 ; Const. 1868, Art.

IX., Sec. 15.

Removal of ofl^cer, because of—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 22.

Eminent Domain—
Jurisdiction of ways and waters—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec. i ; Const.

1868. Art. VI., Sec. i.

Title to lands acquired by State—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec. 2; Const.

1868, Art. VI., Sec. 2.

Ultimate right of property—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec, 3 ; Const. 1868,

Art. VI., Sec. 3.

Acquirement of rights of way under—Const. 1895. Art. IX., Sec. 20;

Const. 1868, Art. XII., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 23.

Taking private property for public use—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 17;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 23.

Emit Bills of Credit—
No State shall—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i.

Equity—
Common Pleas jurisdiction in—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 15; Const.

1868, Art. IV.. Sec. 16.

Cases, Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction in—Const. 1868, Art-

IV., Sec. 4; Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 4-

Records, transfer and preservation of—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 17.

Cases, judicial power of United States in—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec.

2, Clause I.

Escheats—
Disposition of funds from—Const. 1895. Art. XL. Sec. 11.

Accrued to State—Const. 1895, Art. XIV.. Sees. 2 and 3 ; Const. 1895,

Art XVII., Sec. 11, Clause 4; Const. 1868, Art. VI., Sec. 3.
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EstablishMEXT

—

Of Constitution, by ratification—Const. U. S., Art. VII.

Of religion, none by Congress—Const. U. S., Art. lA., Sec. i.

Of religion, none by State—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art.

I., Sec. 10.

Evidence—
No one required to give, against himself—Const. U. S., Art. sA. ; Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

Of State indebtedness, issuance of—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 7; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 10.

Excessive—
Bail or fines prohibited—Const. U. S., Art. 8A. ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec.

19; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 38.

Excises—
Power of Congress to lay and collect—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause I.

Shall be uniform throughout United States—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause i.

Exclusive—
Legislative power of Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 17.

Jurisdiction of inferior Courts—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 18.

Jurisdiction of General Sessions—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 18.

Jurisdiction of Common Pleas—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 15.

Expenditures of Public Moneys—
Punishment of statement as to—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 7;

Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 22; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 11.

Expenses—
Of State Government annually provided for—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec.

2 ; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 3.

EXPORTATIONS

—

From any State, no tax on—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 5.

Exports—
Congress to control tax on—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause 2.

Ex Post Facto Laws—
Shall not be passed by Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 3.

Shall not be passed by State—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i

;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 14; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 21.

Extraordinary—
Occasions, convening Congress on—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 3.

Occasions, convening General Assembly on—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 16; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 16.

Expenditures; public debt for—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 7.

13-C.
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Executive—
Power vested in President—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i, Clause i.

Power vested in Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. i ; Const. 1868,

Art. III., Sec. i.

And judicial officers, oath—Const. U. S., Art. VI., Sec. 3; Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 30.

Departments,- President may require information-—-Const. U. S., Art. II.,

Sec. 2, Clause i.

Departments, Governor may require information—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 14; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 14.

Departments, appointments in—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Of State, application of for protection, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. IV.,

Sec. 4.

Department, distinct from others—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 14; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 26.

Officers liable to impeachment—Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 3 ; Const.

1868, Art. VII., Sec. 3-

Officers liable to removal—Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 4; Const. 1868.

Art. VII., Sec. 4.

Exemptions—
Of homestead, from levy and sale—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 28;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 32.

Of homestead, from levy and sale (amendment)—Const. 1868; 1880.

From taxation of certain property—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 5-

From taxation of factories in towns, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec 8.

Expel a Member—
Either House may, by two-thirds vote—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 12; Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec. 15.

Emoluments—
Not to be accepted by officers from foreign powers—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. 9, Clause 8.

Employes—
Of railroads, rights and remedies—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 15.

Of railroads, contracts to waive rights void—Const. 1895, Art. IX..

Sec. 15.

Of railroads, injury by death of—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 15.

Of railroads, assumption of risks—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 15.

Of railroads, fellow servants, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 15.

Enemies—
Treason to assist, &c—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 3, Clause i ; Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Engagements—
Contracted before adoption of Constitution—Const. U. S., Art. VI.,

Clause I.
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Enumeration—
Of inhabitants, every ten years—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 3

;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 3; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 4-

Of inhabitants, duty of Governor—Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 5.

Of inhabitants, State may adopt that by U. S.—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. 3.

Of certain rights, not to impair others—Const. U. S., Art. 9A.
;
Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 41.

Equality—
Of all men declared—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. i.

Equal—
Protection of laws, rights of any person to—Const. U. S., Art. 14A.,

Sec. I ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 36.

Privileges by all races, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 39.

Suffrage in the Senate, each State has—Const. U. S., Art. V.

Faith and Credit—
Given Acts, records and judicial proceedings—Const. U. S., Art. IV.,

Sec. I.

Felony—
On high seas, power of Congress as to—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 10.

To embezzle certain funds—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12; Const. 1868,

Art. IX., Sec. 15.

Offences less than, &c., how tried—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 17; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Arrests for. Congressmen liable to—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause i.

Arrests for. Legislators liable to—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 14; Const.

1868, Art. IL, Sec. 17.

Arrests for, Electors liable to—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 14; Const. 1868,

Art. VIII., Sec. 6.

Committed while slave not to disfranchise—Const. 1868, Art. VIII.,

Sec. 12.

Finance and Taxation—
Provisions as to-«-Const. 189S, Art. X., Sees. 1-13; Const. 1868, Art. IX.,

Sees. 1-17..

Fines—
Excessive, shall not be imposed—Const. U. S., Art. 8A.

;
Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 19; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 38.

Fiscal Year—
Commencement of—Const 1895, Art. X., Sec. 10; Const. 1868, Art. IX.,

Sec. 13.
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Foreign—
Coin, Congress to regulate value—Const- U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 5.

Nations, Congress to regulate trade with—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 3.

Power, agreement by State with—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause 3.

Foreign Corporations—
Cannot build, operate, &c., railroads—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 8.

Regulations as to—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 8.

[See Corporations.]

Forfeiture of Estate—
By conviction for treason, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 3, Clause 2.

No conviction shall work—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art.

I., Sec. 21.

Forfeitures—
Accruing shall come to State—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 11, Clause 4.

Formation—
Of new States, provisions as to—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 3, Clause i.

Of new Counties, provisions as to—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sees. 1-6;

Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec 3-

Of Saluda County, provisions as to—Const. 1895, Art. VIL, Sec. 12.

Of municipal corporations, provisions as to—Const. 1895, Art. VIII.,

Sees. I and 2; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 9.

Of corporations, provisions as to—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 2 ; Const.

1868, Art. XII., Sec. i.

Form of Government—
Republican, guaranteed States—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Forts—
Jurisdiction of Congress over—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 17.

Fourteenth Amendment—
To be ratified by State—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 33.

Fraud—
No imprisonment for debt, except for—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 24;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 20.

At primary elections punished—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 10.

Freedom—
Not to be abridged; of press or speech—Const. U. S., Art. lA; Const.

189s, Art. I., Sec. 4; Const. 1868; Art. I., Sec. 7.

Not to be abridged; of conscience—Const. U. S., Art. lA; Const. 189S,

Art. I., Sec. 4 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 9.

Freeholders—
Must petition for election to issue bonds—Const 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 13.
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Free Schools—
The General Assembly shall provide—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 5

;

Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 3.

Age of pupils attending—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868, Art.

X., Sec. 4.

Compulsory attendance on—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 4.

School Districts—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. S; Const. 1868, Art. X.,

Sec. 3.

Tax for support of—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6; Const. 1868, Art. X.,

Sec. S.

Funds from United States for—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 11.

Open to all—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 10.

Separate for each race—Const. 1895, Art. XI |, Sec. 7.

Lands given or escheated to State to be for—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec.

11; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 11.

Income from Dispensary to be used, for—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 12.

Free State—
Militia necessary to security of—Const. U. S-, Art. II. A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 26.

Fugitives—
From justice, surrender of—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

From slavery, surrender of—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 2, Clause 3.

Funds—
Unclaimed, for use of schools—Const 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 11 ; Const.

1868, Art. X., Sec. 11.

From Dispensary, for use of schools—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 12.

From U. S., for Agricultural College—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8;

Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 9.

Account of public, to be published—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 8; Const.

1868, Art. IL, Sec 22; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec 11.

G

Gambling—
By ofScers, disqualifies, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 8.

Game—
Special legislation as to protecting—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34,

Clause 7. •

Gas Works—
Grant of right to erect—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 4.

General Assembly—
Shall frequently assemble—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art.

I., Sec. 27.

May authorize suspension of laws—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 13; Const.

^ 1868, Art. I., Sec. 24.
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General Assembly—(Continued.)

May consent to maintenance of army—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 26;
Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 28.

May declare martial law—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 27; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 25.

May authorize erection of wharves and collection of tolls—Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 28; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 40.

Shall provide for registration of voters—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4,

Clause f ; Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. VIII., Sec. 3
Shall provide for appeals in registration cases—Const. 1895, Art. II.,

Sec. 5.

Shall provide for correction of illegal registration—Const. 1895, Art.

II., Sec. 5.

Shall provide for correction of illegal voting—Const. 1895, Art. II.,

Sec. 5.

Shall provide for punishment of offenses against elections laws—Const.

1895, Art. II., Sec. 5.

Shall provide for holding elections—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 8.

Shall provide for polling precincts—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 9.

Shall provide for regulation of primary elections—Const. 1895, Art. II.,

Sec. 10.

Shall require petition of freeholders before election as to bonded in-

debtedness—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 13.

Consists of Senate and House of Representatives—Const. 1895, Art.

Ill, Sec. I ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. i.

Session of 1895 postponed—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 9.

Sessions when and where held—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 9 ; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 12.

Members of, compensation—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 9; Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec. 19 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 23.

Members of, when protected—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 14 ; Const. 1868,

Art. II., Sec. 17.

Members of, cannot increase own compensation—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. 19; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec 23.

Members of, same compensation in extra session—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. 19; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 23.

Elections, in viva voce—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 20 ; Const. 1868, Art.

IL, Sec. 24.

Elections in to be entered on Journal—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 20;

Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 24.

Who are eligible as members—Const. 1895, Art. VL, Sec. 7; Const.

1868, Art. IL, Sec. 14.

Who are ineligible as members—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 24; Const.

1868, Art. IL, Sec. 28.

May grant right of way over public lands—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 31.

May confirm title to public lands—Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 31.

When may grant pensions—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 32 ; Const. 1895,

Art. XIIL, Sec. 5.

Shall not authorize payment of salary beyond term of ofificers—Const.

189s, Art. III., Sec. 32.
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General Assembly—(Continued.)

Shall not retire officer on part pay, &c.—Const. 1895, Krt. III., Sec. 32.

Shall not enact special laws for certain purposes—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. 34.

Shall limit right of aliens to hold lands—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 35.

Shall enact homestead laws—Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 28 ; Const- 1868,

Art. II., Sec. 32; Const. 1868; am. 1880.

Shall possess legislative powers—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. i ; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. I.

Shall choose its own officers, punish its members, &c.—Const. 1895, Art.

III., Sec. 12; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 15.

Shall judge of elections of its members—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 11;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 14.

Shall judge of qualifications of its members—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec.

11; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 14.

Shall determine its own rules—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 12; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 15.

Revenue Bills in regulated—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 15 ; Const. 1868,

Art. II., Sec. 18.

Style of laws enacted by—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 16; Const. 1868,

Art. II., Sec. 19.

Bills in to be read three times—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 18; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 21.

Bills to relate to one subject, expressed in title—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 20.

Adjournment by Governor, when—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 16; Const.

1868, Art. v.. Sec. 16.

Adjournment of either House of—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 21; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 25.

Journal to be kept in each House—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 22; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 26.

Doors of each House to be open, except—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 23

;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 27.

Vacancies in, how filled—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 25; Const. 1868,

Art. II., Sec. 29.

May be convened in extra session—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 16 ;
Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 16.

How to vote on vetoed Act—Const. 1895. Art. IV., Sec. 23 ;
Const. 1868,

Art. III., Sec. 22.

Must open election returns for Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 4.

Shall elect Governor, when—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 4; Const. 1868,

Art. III., Sec. 4.

Shall prescribe how contested elections for Governor shall be deter-

mined—Const. 1868, Art. HI., Sec. 4 ; Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 4-

Shall provide Board of Pardons—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 11.

Report to, of pardons granted—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 11; Const.

1868, Art. HI., Sec. 11.

Shall elect Circuit Judges—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 13; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. 13.
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General Assembly—(Continued.)

Shall elect Justices of Supreme Court—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 2;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 2.

Shall provide for interchange of Judges on Circuits—Const. 1895, Art.

v., Sec. 14; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 14.

Shall provide for preservation of equity records—Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 17.

Shall provide for publication Supreme Court decisions—Const. 1895,

Art. v., Sec. 32 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 32.

Shall prescribe jurisdiction of Magistrates—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 21.

Shall provide for Justices of the Peace—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 21.

Shall provide Clerks for Courts of Record—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec.

27 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 27.

May fix compensation of officers—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 24.

May establish County Courts—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i.

May provide for County Solicitor—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 29.

May establish inferior Courts—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i ; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. i.

May regulate sessions of Supreme Court—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 5

;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 5.

Shall provide for arbitration of disputes—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. i

;

Const. 1868, Art. V-, Sec. i.

Shall provide for change of venue—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 2 ; Const.

1868, Art. v.. Sec. 2.

Shall provide for codification of laws—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 5

;

Const. 1868, Art. V., Sec. 3.

May establish new Counties, when, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sees.

I and 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 3.

May alter County lines, when, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 7;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 3.

May consolidate Counties, when, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 10.

May establish or change townships—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 11.

May provide township government—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 11.

May provide special provisions as to municipal government—Const.

1895, Art. VII., Sec. 11.

May arrange Congressional Districts—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 13.

May provide and change polling precincts—Const. 1895, Art. VII.,

Sec. 13.

Shall provide for incorporation of municipalities—Const. 1895, Art.

VIIL, Sec. I ; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. g.

Shall restrict taxation by municipalities—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 3

;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 9.

Shall not grant certain franchises without consent of local authorities

—

Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 4.

Shall create Boards of Health—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 10.

Shall regulate traffic in liquors—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 11.

May authorize sale by State and County officers—Const. 1895, Art.

VIIL, Sec. II.

Shall provide for organization of corporations—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 2; Const. "1868, Art. XII., Sec. i.
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General Assembly—(Continued.)

Special charters granted by two-thirds vote—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 2.

Special charters for banks, &c., no—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 9.

Special charters for banks, &c., conditions—Const. 1868, Art. XII., Sec. 6.

Shall not license foreign corporations to build or operate railroads

—

Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 8.

Shall provide for voting cumulative stock—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 11.

Shall legislate to prevent illegal trusts, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 13.

Shall never remit forfeiture of franchise, except—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 17.

May extend rights railroad employes to others—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 15.

Shall enforce Constitutional provisions as to corporations—Const. 1895,

Art. IX., Sec. 21.

Shall provide for uniform taxation and assessment—Const. 1895, Art.

X., Sec. I ; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. i.

Shall provide for annual State expenses—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 2;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 3.

Shall provide for annual poll tax—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 2.

Shall exempt certain property from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec.

4; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 5.

Shall provide for assessment of all property—Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 13.

Shall provide for assessment of property—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 6.

Shall require all property taxed, purposes—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5

;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 8.

May authorize municipal bonds issued, when—Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 6.

Forbidden to create debt except, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 11;

Const. 1868, Art. XVI.
Shall provide for safe keeping of public funds—Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 12; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 15.

Shall make embezzlement public funds felony—Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 12; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 15.

Shall prescribe duties, &c., Superintendent of Education—Const. 1895,

Art. XL, Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. i.

Shall provide for all school ofificers, &c.—-Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 3.

Shall provide for free schools—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 5 ; Const.

1868, Art. X., Sec. 3-

Shall provide for compulsory school attendance—Const. 1868, Art. X.,

Sec. 4.

Shall provide separate schools for each race—Const. 1895, Art. XL,

Sec. 7.

Shall define enrollment in schools^—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

Shall provide for maintenance of colleges—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8;

Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 9.
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General Assembly—(Continued.)

Shall apportion school funds—Const. 1895, Art. XL. Sees. 11 and 12;

Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 11.

Shall provide for State Normal School—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8;

Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 6.

Shall provide for State Reformator}'—Const. 1895. Art. XIL, Sec. 7;

Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 8.

Shall provide for Directors Penitentiary'—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. 5

;

Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 2.

Shall provide for Directors other institutions—Const. 1895. Art. XIL,
Sec. 4.

Shall direct appointment of staff officers—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec.

4; Const. 1868, Art. XIIL, Sec. 3.

Shall direct equipment of Militia—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL. Sec. i ; Const.

1868, Art. XIIL, Sec. i.

Shall pension certain soldiers^Const. 1895, Art. XIIL. Sec. 5.

IVIaj- impost toll, &c., on navigable -waters—Const. 1895, -'^I't- XIV., Sec.

I ; Const. 1868, Art. VI., Sec. i.

May ask removal of officers, when—Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868. Art. VII., Sec. 4.

]May provide for calling Constitutional Convention—Const. 1895, Art.

XVL, Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. XV., Sec. 3.

;May direct how claims against State shall be established—Const. 1895,

Art. XVIL, Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. XIV.. Sec. 4.

Shall provide for removal of causes—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL. Sec. 6;

Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 9-

Shall prohibit lotteries—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 7; Const. 1868,

Art. XIV., Sec. 2.

Shall provide for special Judges—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 6.

Shall arrange Judicial Circuits—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 13 ; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 13.

Shall protect religious denominations—Const. 1868. Art. I.. Sec. 10.

Shall provide "seal of State"—Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 18.

Shall ratify 14th amendment—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 33.

Shall not subject persons to punishment, without trial—Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 14.

Shall not deprive electors of suffrage, except. &c.—Const. 1868, Art.

VIIL, Sec. 8.

General Laws—
Required on certain subjects—Const. 1895, Art. III.. Sec. 34.

General Sessions^ Court of—
Judicial power vested in—Const. 1S95, Art. V., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. I.

Jurisdiction of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 18; Const. 1868. Art. IV.,

Sec. 18.

General AA'elfare—
Promotion of (Preamble)—Const. U. S.

Congress may provide for—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause i.
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Gifts—
For educational purposes, to be so used—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 10.

Used for educational purposes—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 11.

Gold and Silver Coin—
No State shall make anything but, legal tender—Const. U. S-, Art. L,

Sec. 10, Clause i.

Good Behavior—
Judges of United States Court to hold during—Const. U. S., Art. IIL,

Sec. I.

Government—
Guarantee of Republican form of—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Form of, modified by people—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. i ; Const? 1868,

Art I., Sec. 3.

People may petition the—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art.

L, Sec. 6.

Departments of distinct—Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec. 14; Const. 1868, Art.

L, Sec. 26.

Paramount allegiance due United States—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 4.

Governor—
Supreme Executive authority vested in—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. i

;

Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. i.

Who may be ;
qualifications, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 3 ;

Const.

1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 3-

When may change place for meeting Legislature—Const. 1895, Art. IIL,

Sec. 9; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 12.

Elected by—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 2.

Term of office—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. IIL,

Sec. 2.

When elected—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. IIL,

Sec. 2.

Installation of—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. IIL,

Sec. 2.

Returns of election for—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 4 ; Const. 1868, Art.

IIL, Sec. 4.

Contested election for, how determined—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 4.

Vacancy in office, how filled—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 9; Const. 1868,

Art. IIL, Sec. 9.

Commander-in-Chief of Militia, except—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 10;

Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 10.

May grant reprieves, pardons, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 11 ;
Const.

1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 11.

May remit fines and forfeitures—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 11; Const-

1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 11.
*

To see laws executed, in mercy—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 12; Const.

1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 12.

Compensation of—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 13; Const. 1868, Art. IIL,

Sec. 13.
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Governor—(Continued.)

Executive officers and Boards to report to—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec.

14; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 14.

Appoints Alagistrates—Const. 1895,, Art. V., Sec. 20.

May order election for new County—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. i.

May apply for protection against domestic violence or invasion—Const.

1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 9 ; Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 4.

To give information to Legislature—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 15;
Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 15.

To make recommendations to Legislature—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec.

IS ; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 15.

May convene extra session of Legislature—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec.

16; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 16.

•May adjourn session of Legislature, when—Const. 1895, Art. IV.. Sec.

16; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 16.

Shall commission all officers—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 17; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 17.

Signs grants and commissions—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 19; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 19.

Oath of office of—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 20; Const. 1868, Art. IIL,

Sec. 20.

Residence of—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 21; Const. 1868, Art. IIL,

Sec. 21.

To sign bills and joint resolutions approved—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec.

23; Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 22.

May veto bills and joint resolutions—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 23;
Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 22.

Shall suspend and remove officers, when—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 22.

Shall appoint special Judges, when—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 6; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 6.

May appoint Judges to fill vacancies, when—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec.

11; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. ii-

Is Chairman State Board of Education—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 2.

Shall appoint officers State Hospital for Insane—Const. 1895, Art. XII.,

Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

Shall fill vacancies in offices State penal and charitable institutions

—

Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 4 ; Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. 8.

May call out Militia, when—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868,

Art. XIIL, Sec. 2.

Shall appoint staff officers—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec. 4; Const. 1868,

Art. XIIL, Sec. 3.

Impeachment of—Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sees. 2 and 3 ; Const. 1868, Art.

VII., Sees. 2 and 3.

May remove officers, when—Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 4; Const. 1895,

Art. IV., Sec. 22; Const. 186S, Art. VII., Sec. 4.

Graded School Districts—
Not abolished—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 5.

Indebtedness of—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 5.
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Grand Jury—
Indictment by necessary in graver crimes—Const. U. S., Art. 5A. ;

Const.

189s, Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Consists of eighteen—Const 1895, Art. V., Sec. 22.

Twelve must agree to indictment—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 22.

Grants—
How issued—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 19; Const. 1868, Art. III.,

Sec. 19.

Of public lands, when forbidden—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 31.

Of corporate franchises, subject to Constitution—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 16.

Great Seal of State—
Provided—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 18.

To be used by the Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 19; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 19.

Guarantee—
Of Republican form of government—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 4.

H
Habeas Corpus—

Not to be suspended, except, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 2

;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 23; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 17.

Jurisdiction of Supreme Court in—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Jurisdiction of Common Pleas in—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 15 ;
Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 15.

Heads of Departments—
Power of appointment to ofhce—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

President may require opinion of—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2, Clause i.

Governor may require information of—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 14;

Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 14.

High Crimes and Misdemeanors—
Impeachment for—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 4.

Highways—
Navigable waters are—Const. 189S, Art. XIV., Sec. i

;
Const. 189S, Art.

I., Sec. 28; Const. 1868, Art. VI., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 40.

Special laws as to, forbidden—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34, Clause 2.

Homestead—
To be exempted—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 20.

Established, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 32.

Established (amended) -Const. 1868, (1880); Const. 189S, Art. III.,

Sec. 28.

Husband and wife must join in conveyance or mortgage of—Const. 1895.

Art. III., Sec. 28.
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House—
Each shall judge of election and qualification of its members—Const.

U. S., Art. L, Sec. 5, Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 11;

Canst. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 14.

Majority of each House shall constitute quorum—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 5, Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art.

II., Sec. 14.

Each, chooses its own officers—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 12; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 15.

Each determines its own rules—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause 2;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 12; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 15.

Each, punishes its members—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause 2;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 12; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 15.

Each, may expel a member, when—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause 2

;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 12; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 15.

Each, may punish for contempt—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 13 ; Const.

1868, Art. IL, Sec. 16.

Each, shall keep a journal—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause 3;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 22 ; Const. 1868, Art. II. , Sec. 26.

Each, shall publish same—Const. U. S.. Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause 3 ; Const.

1895, Art. III., Sec. 22; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 26.

Each, doors open, except—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 23 ; Const. 1868,

Art. IL, Sec. i-j.

Neither, shall adjourn without consent of other, more than three days

—

Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 25; Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause 4;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 21.

Either, privileges of members—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause i

;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 14; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 17.

Of Representatives, a branch of Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. i.

Of Representatives, a branch of Legislature—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. I ; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. i.

Of Representatives, composed of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause i

;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 2.

Of Representatives, qualifications of members—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 2, Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art. IL,

Sec. 10.

Of Representatives, elected biennially—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2,

Clause I ; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 2.

Of Representatives, vacancies in, how filled—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

2, Clause 4; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 25; Const. 1868, Art. IL,

Sec. 29.

Of Representatives, has sole power of impeachment—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. 2, Clause 5 ; Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art.

VII., Sec. I.

Of Representatives, certain ofiice holders shall not be members—Const.

U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 24;

Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 28.

Of Representatives, members shall not be appointed to offices created, or

the emoluments of which have been increased during their mem-
bership—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 6, Clause 2.
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House—(Continued.)

Of Representatives, all Bills to raise revenue shall originate in—Const.

U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7, Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 15;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 18.

Of Representatives, number, apportionment—Const. U. S., Art. I.. Sec.

2, Clause 3; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 3; Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec. 4. .

Of Representatives, may propose amendments to Constitution—Const.

1895, Art. XVI., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. XV., Sec. i.

Of Representatives, election for members—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec.

8; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 11; Const. 1868 (Am. 1873.)

Of Representatives, yeas and nays, when had—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 5, Clause 3 ; Const. 189S, Art. III., Sec. 22 ;
Const. 1868, Art.

II., Sec. 26.

Of Representatives, disqualification for—Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 3-

Of Representatives, vote for President counted in presence of—Const.

U. S., Art. 12A.

Of Representatives, election of President by—Const. U. S., Art. 12A.

Of Representatives, vote for Governor published in presence of—

Const. 189s, Art. IV., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 4-

Of Representatives, Governor elected by—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 4

;

Const. 1868, Art. Ill-, Sec. 4.

Husband and Wife—
q .. a f

Must join in conveyance or mortgage of homestead—Const. i«9S, ^'^r^-

III., Sec. 28.

Gifts between, not to prejudice creditors—Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 8.

Power married women as to property—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 9

;

Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 8.

Divorces prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 3-

Divorces regulated—Const. i868, Art. XIV., Sec. 5-

Imminent Danger—
tt c a f T «;

When State may engage in war because of—Const. U. b., Art. i., :3ec.

10, Clause 3.

Immunities— -- ^ ,q„- a^^
Shall not be abridged-Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. i; Const. 189S, Art.

I., Sec. 5. T c ^
Of members of Congress from arrest, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6,

Clause I. o A TTT c
Of members of Legislature from arrest, &c.-Const. 189S, Art. 111., bee.

14; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. I7-

From quartering soldiers in time of peace—Const. U. S., Art. 3A.;

Const 1895, Art. I., Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. I„ Sec. 29.

From being twice in jeopardy-Const. U. S., Art. sA.; Const. 189S, Art,

I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 18.
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Impeachment—
Officers liable to—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 4; Const. 1895, Art. XV.,

Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 3.

House of Representatives has sole power of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

2, Clause 5 ; Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. VII.,

Sec. I.

House of Representatives may by two-thirds vote—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. 2, Clause 5 ; Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art.

VII., Sec. I.

No jury trial on—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause 3.

No pardon in case of—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2, Clause i ; Const.

1895, Art. IV., Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art. Ill, Sec. 11.

Removal of officers upon—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 4; Const. 1895,

Art. XV., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 3.

Extent of judgment on—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 7; Const.

1895, Art. XV., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 3.

Does not prevent indictment also—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 7;

Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 3.

Tried by Senate—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 6; Const. 1895,

Art. XV., Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 2.

When Chief, or Senior, Justice shall preside—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

3, Clause 6; Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. VII.,

Sec. 2.

Two-thirds vote necessary' to conviction—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3,

Clause 6; Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. VII.,

Sec. 2.

Implements and Tools—
Exempt from levy and sale—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 28; Const. 1868,

Art. II., Sec. 32.

Importation of Slaves—
Not prohibited prior to 1808—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause i.

Tax or duty on—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause i.

Imports on Exports—
No State shall tax, without consent, &c.—Const. U. S., j^rt. L, Sec.

10, Clause 2.

Use of produce of tax on—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 10, Clause 2.

Tax on, subject to control of Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10,

Clause 2.

Imports and Excises—
Congress may laj^—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause i.

Shall be uniform throughout United States—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause i.

Only with consent of people—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 37.

For wharfage, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 28; Const. 1868, Art. L,

Sec. 40.
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Imprisonment—
Only by law of land—Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. i, Clause 3 ;

Const.

189s, Art. I., Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 14.

For debt prohibited, except for fraud—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 24;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 20.

Of strangers by House for contempt—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 13;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 16.

Inability—
Of President to act; who does, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i.

Clause 5.

Of Governor to act ; who does, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 9 ;
Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 9.

Incapacity—
Removal of officers for—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 27 ;

Const. 1868, Art.

II., Sec. 31.

Income—
From sale of liquors, used for schools—Const. 1893, Art. XL, Sec. 12.

From school funds—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art.

X., Sec. II.

Incorporations—
See Corporations—Const. 1895, Art. IX. ; Const. 1868, Art. XII.

Special charters for educational and charitable when required by will,

&c.—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34, Clause 13.

Increase of Public Debt—
Only with consent of people—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 11.

Only with consent of people (Amend.)—Const. 1868, Art. XVI.

Under Constitution of 1868.—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 7.

Indian Tribes—
Congress to regulate commerce with—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 3.

Indictment—
Necessary to trial for higher crimes—Const. U. S., Art. 5A. ;

Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Cumulative to impeachment—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 7;

Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 3-

How to conclude—Const. 1895, Art. V„ Sec. 31 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 31.

For libel, jury judge of law and facts on—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 21;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 8.

Infamous Crimes—
Indictment for—Const. U. S., Art. sA.

Inferior Courts—
Congress may establish—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 9.

General Assembly may establish—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. i.

14—C.
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Inferior Courts—(Continued.)

Jurisdiction of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i.

Juries in—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 22.

May impose sentence at hard labor—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 33.

Judges of, receiving no compensation—Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 28.

Judges of, hold during good behavior—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. i.

Judges of, compensation unchangeable during term—Const. U. S., Art.

III., Sec. I.

Inferior Officers—
Appointment of—Const- U. S-, Art. II., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Influences—
Elections to be protected against undue—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 9;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 33.

Information—
Permitted for smaller offences—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 17 ; Const.

1868. Art. I., Sec. 19.

Inhabitants—
United States Senator m»ust be, of State—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3,

Clause 3.

Representative shall be inhabitant of State in v.'hich chosen—Const. U.

S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Governor must be, of State—Const. 1895, xA.rt. IV., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868,

Art. III., Sec. 3.

Every, possessing qualification, elegible—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 10;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 31.

Census of—Const. U. S-, Art. L, Sec. 2, Clause 3 ; Const. 1895, Art.

III., Sec. 3; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 4.

Injunction—
Supreme Court may issue writs of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Common Pleas may issue writs of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 15 ; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 15.

Insane—
Institutions for, to be fostered—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. i ; Const.

1868, Art. XL, Sec. i.

State Hospital for; ofificers, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. 2.

State Lunatic Asylum for, officers, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

Institutions—
State; appointment, &c., of officers—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 3.

State, vacancies in offices of—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. 8; Const.

1868, Art. XL, Sec. 4-

State, Boards of, report to Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 14.

State, for deaf, blind, dumb and insane—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. i

;

Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. i.
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Institutions—(Continued.)

Certain exempted from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 5-

Sectarian, not to receive public funds—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 9;

Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 5; Const. 1868 (Am. 1878.)

Insurrection—
Disqualification, for participation in—Const. U. S., Art. XIV., Sec. 3.

Debts contracted in aid of, void—Const. U. S., Art. XIV., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 16.

Calling forth Militia to suppress—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 15;

Const. 1895, Art. XIII., Sec 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. XIII., Sec 2.

Calling on U. S. for help to suppress—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec 4.

Calling for help to suppress—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 9.

Internal Improvements—
Rights of way and private property for—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec 17;

Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 20 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 23 ; Const.

1868, Art. XII., Sec. 3-

In municipalities—Const 1895, Art. VIIL, Sees. 4 and 5.

In Counties—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 19.

In Counties, &c., bonds for—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec 6.

Invasion—
U. S. shall protect State against—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Congress may call out Militia to repel—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 15.

Governor may call out Militia to repel—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec 3

;

Const. 1868, Art. XIIL, Sec. 2.

When State may engage in war, because of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

10, Clause 3.

Suspension writ habeas corpus in case of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9,

Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec 23 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 17.

Inventors—
Protection of by patents, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec 8, Clause 8.

Involuntary Servitude—
To exist only as punishment for crime—Const. U. S., Art. 13A., Sec. I

;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 2.

Jeopardy—
Former, as defence—Const. U. S., Art. 5A. ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec

17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 18.

Joint Resolution—
To be read three times—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 18.

To be signed by President of Senate—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec 18.

To be signed by Speaker of House—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec 18.

To have great seal of State affixed—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 18.
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Joint Resolutions—(Continued.)

Governor must sign or veto—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 23 ; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 22.

Governor must return in three days, unless—Const. 1895, Art. IV.. Sec.

23; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 22.

Shall relate to but one subject, expressed in title—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 20.

May be read by title only on first and third readings—Const. 1895, Art.

IV., Sec. 18.

Journal—
Each House must keep a—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause 3 ; Const.

1895, Art. III., Sec. 22; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 26.

Yeas and nays, when to be entered on—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause 3; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 22; Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec. 26.

Dissent and protest to be entered on—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 22;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 26.

Record of votes to be entered on, in elections—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. 20; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 24.

Record of votes to be entered on, on vetoed Bills—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 23 ; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 22.

Record of votes to be entered on, on public debt—Const. 1868, Art. IX.,

Sec. 7.

Record of votes to be entered on, on nominations—Const. 1868, Art.

XL, Sec. 3-

Judges—
Bound by the Constitution, law and treaties of U. S.—Const. U. S.,

Art. VI., Clause 2.

Of U. S. Courts, hold during good behavior—Const. U. S., Art. III.,

Sec. I.

Compensation not changed during term—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. i

;

Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 9 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 9.

Allowed no fees or perquisites—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 9; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 9.

Hold no other office—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 9 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 9.

Qualifications of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 10; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 10.

Filling vacancj^, holds for unexpired term—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 11;

Const. 1868, Art. IV„ Sec. 11.

Are conservators of the peace—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 1 1 ; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 11.

Disqualifications in certain cases—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 6; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 6.

Temporary vacancy filled by special Judge—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 6

;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 6.

Who heard case below, disqualified on appeal—Const. 1895, Art. V.,

Sec. 12.
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Judges-—(Continued.)

Of Probate Court, may act as Clerk—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 27;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 27.

To file decisions within 60 days—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 17; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 17.

Circuit, election, residence, term—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 13 ; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 13.

Circuit, shall interchange Circuits—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 14; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 14.

Circuit, shall not charge on facts-—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 26; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 26.

Circuit, when to sit on Supreme Court—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 12.

Powers at Chambers—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 25.

Of Probate, election, term—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 20; Const. 1868

(Am. 1889.)

Of Probate, compensation—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 25.

Judgment—
In cases of impeachment, extent—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 7;

Const. 189s, Art. XV., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art VII., Sec. 3-

Of Supreme Court to be in writing, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 8;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 8.

Reversed by concurrence of three Judges on appeal—Const. 1895, Artj

v., Sec; 12.

Judicial Circuits—
Division of State into—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 13; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. 13.

General Assembly may arrange—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 13.

Judicial Districts—
To be called Counties—Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 3.

Judicial Officers—
Oath to support Constitution—Const. U. S., Art. VI., Clause 3.

Judicial Power—
Vested in Supreme Court—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. i ; Const. 1895,

Art. v.. Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. i.

Vested in inferior Courts—Const. U. S., Art. Ill, Sec. i ; Const. 1895,

Art. v.. Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. i.

Vested in Common Pleas—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i ; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. i.

Vested in General Sessions—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i ; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. i.

Vested in Probate Court—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. i.

Vested in Justices of the Peace—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. i.

Congress may establish inferior Courts—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 9; Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec i.

General Assembly may establish inferior Courts—Const. 1895, Art. 5,

. Sec. I ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. i.
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Judicial Power—(Continued.)

Of the United States, extends to, what cases—Const. U. S., Art. III.,

Sec. 2 ; Const. U- S., Art. XI. A.

Vested in a separate department—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 14; Const.

1895, Art. v.. Sec. i; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 26; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. i.

[See Courts.]

Judicial Proceedings—
Faith and credit given in other States.—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. i

;

Congress to prescribe manner of proving—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. i.

Junction—
Of two or more, to form new. State—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 3,

Clause I.

Jurisdiction-—
Erection of new, in, of another State—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 3,

Clause I.

Of Supreme Court—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause 2; Const.

189s, Art. v.. Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Of Common Pleas—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 15 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sees. IS and 16.

Of General Sessions—Const. 1S95, Art. V., Sec. i ; Const. 1895. Art. V.,

Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. IV.. Sees, i and 18.

Of Probate Court—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 19; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 20; (amendment) Const. 1868, 1889.

Of Magistrates—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 21.

Of Justices of the Peace—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 22.

Of County Commissioners—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 19; (repealed)

Const. 1868, 19CO.

Jurisprudence—
In Constitution of 1868, Art. V. ; Const. 1895. Art. VI.

Jury—
Trial by in criminal cases—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2. Clause 3;

Const. U. S., Art. VI. A.; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1895,

Art. v.. Sec. 22 ; Const. 1868, x\rt. I., Sec. 13.

Trial by in actions at law—Const. U. S., Art. VII. A.; Const. 1895, Art.

I., Sec. 25; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 11.

In inferior Courts consist of six—Const. 1895, Art. V:. Sec. 22.

In Circuit Courts consist of twelve—Const 1895, Art. V., Sec. 22.

Qualification of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 22.

Judges not to charge on facts—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 26; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 26.

In prosecutions for libel—Const. 1895, Art. I.. Sec. 21 ;
Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 8.

May decide as to competing lines, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 7.

Special legislation as to summoning and empanelling—Const. 1895. Art.

III., Sec. 34, Clause 8.
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^""^Tbe administered without delay-Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 15; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. iS- . ,.. c: .

To be administered without distinction-Const 189S, Ait. Vi., bee. 3.

Between law and equity-Const. 1868, Art. V., Sec. 3.

To establish (preamble)—Const. U. S.

^""Th.V,?n"A"ocrat:;;iec«o„. .er.^Const .8,5, An. V., Sec; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 2.
o a . a/ c:^^ ,

Chief and Associate; present continued-Const. 189S, Art. V., bee. 3.

Classification as to term of-Const. 1868, Art IV Sec.
3^

When disqualified; substitutes-Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 6; Consu 1868,

Art IV., Sec. 6.
a -it- c ^.

Compensation, not subject to change-Const. 189S, Art. V., Sec. 9,

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 9.

Who eligible as-Const. 189S, Art. V., Sec 10; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

To preside' on impeachment of President-Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3,

Clause 6. ^ a \ ^ ^\t '^^r -?•

To preside on impeachment of Governor-Const. 189., Art. XV., bee. 2,

Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 2.
, ^ , ,0^, Art V Sec

Concurrence of three necessary to reversal-Const. 1895, Art. V., bee.

Concurrence of two necessary to decision-Const 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 12.

Affirmance by divided Court-Const. 1895, Art V., Sec^ 12.

May call Circuit Judges to aid-Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 12.

Powers at Chambers-Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 25.

Justices of the Peace—
. t c

Offences triable by-Const. 1868, Art. I Sec 19.

Judicial power vested in-Const. 1868, Art IV Sec i.

How chosen, residence term-Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 21.

Jurisdiction-Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 22.

. Powers of-Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 23.

Actions before, how commenced-Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 24.

Compensation-Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 25.

Juvenile Offenders- ^ggg a^. X.,

Reformatory for—Const. 189S, Art. Ail., oec. /,

Sec. 8.

"^""iurrender of fugitives from-Const. U. S.,' Art. IV., Sec. 2, Clause 3.

"^"""imount to be held by aliens limited-Const. 189S, Art. Ill Sec. 35.

Script proceeds of, how used-Const. 189S, Art. XL, Sec. 8, Const.

1868. Art. X., Sec. 9; Const. 1868; Art. X., Sec. 11.

Public sale of-Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 31
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Land— (Continued.)

Public, donation of, prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 31.

Title to certain vested in State—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec. 2; Const.

1868, Art. VI., Sec. 2.

Ultimate right of property in—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec. 3; Const.

1868, Art. VI., Sec. 3.

T:tle to, on failure of heirs, reverts to State—Const. 1895, Art. XIV.,
Sec. 3; Const. 1868, Art. VI., Sec. 3.

.' ^.d naval forces, government of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 14.

Law^
' e Constitutions, laws and treaties supreme—Const. U. S., Art. VI.

Sec. 2.

Of nations, punishment violations of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 10.

.\nd fact, appellate jurisdiction as to—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2,

Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art. V., Art. 4; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Ex post facto, prohibited—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. g. Clause 3 ; Const.

U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause 6; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 8; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 14; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 21.

Impairing obligation of contracts, prohibited—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

10, Clause 6; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 21.

Granting title of nobility, &c., prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 8;

Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 6; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 39.

Granting hereditary emolument prohibited—-Const. 1S95, Art. I., Sec. 8;

Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 39.

Martial, no person subject to, except—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 27;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 25.

For benefit of foreign corporations conditions—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 8.

Laws—
Suspension of—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 13 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 24.

Equal rights under—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. i.

Crimes against election—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868, Art.

I., Sec. 32 ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 9.

Style of—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 16; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 19.

Certain special prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34.

Governor shall have executed—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 12; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 12.

President shall have executed—Const. U. S., Art. II.. Sec. 3, Clause 3.

Printing of—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 5; Const. 1S68, Art. XIV,
Sec 7.

Now of force, continued, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 10; Const-

1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 11, Clause i.

Repugnant to Constitution—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 10.

Inconsistent with Constitution—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 11,

Clause 3.

Calling forth militia to execute—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. S, Clause 15.

Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec. 3; Const. 1868, Art. XIIL, Sec. 2.
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Laws— (Continued.)

And treaties of United States, cases under—Const. U. S, Art. III., Sec.

2, Clause I.

Necessary to carry out Constitution—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 18.

Legal Tender—
Gold and silver coin—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i.

Legislation—
Congress shall exercise over District of Columbia, and other places

—

Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 17.

Congress shall enforce amendment by—Const. U. S., Art. XIII. A., Sec.

2; Const. U. S., XIV. A., Sec. 5 ; Const. U. S., Art. XV. A., Sec 2.

Legislative—
Powers vested in Congress—Const. U- S-, Art. I., Sec. i.

Powers vested in General Assembly—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. i

;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. i.

Department separate—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec 14; Const. 1868, Art-

I., Sec. 26.

Documents, printing—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868, Art.

XIV., Sec 7-

Legislatures—
May apply for protection against invasion, &c-—Const. U. S., Art. IV.,

Sec. 4.

Of two-thirds of States, application to call Constitutional Convention

—

Const. U. S., Art. V.

[See General Assembly.]

Letters of Marque and Reprisal—
Congress may grant—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause ii-

No State shall grant—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec 10, Clause i.

Llabzlity—
Of stockholders—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec 18; Const. 1868, Art. XII.,

Sec. 5.

Of stockholders in banks—Const- 1895, Art. IX., Sec 18; Const. 1868,

Art. XII., Sec. 6.

Libel—
Juries to be judges of law and fact in—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec 21;

Juries to be judges of law and fact in—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 8-

Truth may be given in evidence—Const- 1895, Art. I., Sec. 21 ; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 8.

Liberty—
No one shall be deprived of, but by laws, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. V-

;

Const. U- S-, XIV. A., Sec. i ; Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec. 5 ; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec- 14.

Each individual to be protected in enjoyment—Const. 1868, Art. I-,

Sec. 36.
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Liberty—(Continued.)

Former jeopardy of—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I.,

Sec. 18.

Of conscience—Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 9.

Of speech and press—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. 1.,

Sec. 7, U. S., I. A.

License Tax—
On occupations and business—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. i.

In municipalities—Const. 1868, Art. VIII., Sec. 6.

Lieutenant Governor—
Qualifications, term of office, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 5 ; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 5.

President of Senate—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 5 ;Const. 1868, Art. III.-,

Sec. 5.

No vote in Senate, unless a tie—Const. 1895; Art. IV., Sec. 6; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 6.

Member Legislature acting as, vacates seat—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec-

8; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 8.

When to be Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 9; Const. 1868, Art.

III., Sec. 9.

Compensation unchanged during term—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 13

;

Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec 13.

Oath of office—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 20; Const. 1868, Art. HI.,

Sec. 20.

Life—
Not to be taken without due process of law—Const. U. S-, Art. V.

Const. U. S., Art. XIV. A., Sec. i; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 5;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 14.

Each individual protected in enjoyment of—Const. 1868; Art. I., Sec. 36.

Former jeopardy of—Const. U. S., Art. V. A.; Const. 1895, Art. I.,

Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 18.

Lights—
Plants in cities, towns, &c, for—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 5.

Liquors—
Sale and manufacture of—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 11.

State, County and Municipal officers, sale by—Const. 1895, Art. VIII.,

Sec. II.

General Assembly may license sale—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 11.

Municipalities cannot license sale—Const. 1895, Art- VIII., Sec. 11.

Loan of Credit—
Of State forbidden—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 11.

Loss OF Slave—
Claim for void—Const. U. S., Art. XIV. A., Sec. 4.

Lotteries—
Forbidden—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art XIV,

Sec. 2.
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Lynching—
Liability for—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec 6.

Magazines—
Authority of Congress over—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 17.

Magistrates—
How appointed, term, salary—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 20.

Jurisdiction—Const. 1895; Art. V., Sec. 21.

Place of trial in actions before—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 23-

Majority—
Of each House constitutes quorum—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause I ; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 11 ; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 14

Of all States necessary to choose President—Const. U. S., Art. XII. A.

Of all Senators to choice of Vice-President—Const. U. S., Art. XII. A.

Mains—
Grant of right to lay—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec. 3.

Managers—
Of election to require evidence payment of taxes—Const. 1895, Art. IL,

Sec. 4.

Of corporation, election of—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 11.

Mandamus—
Jurisdiction in. Supreme Court—Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Jurisdiction in. Common Pleas—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 15 ; Const.

189s, Art. IV., Sec. 15.

Marque and Reprisal—
Congress may issue letters of—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 8, Clause 11.

State cannot issue letters of—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 10, Clause i.

Martial Law—
Persons subject to—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 27; Const. 1868, Art. I.,

Sec. 25.

Maritime Jurisdiction—
Of United States Courts—Const. U- S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause i.

Marriages—
Of whites and negroes void—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 33.

MA.RRIED Women—
To hold property as separate, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 8 ; Const.

1895, Art. XVII., Sec 9-

Power over separate property, contracts—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 9
Exempt property of—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec 28; (amendment) 1868,

1880.
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Matters—
Pending at adoption of Constitution—Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec 34.

Measures—
Congress to fix standard of weights and—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 8,

Clause 5.

Meeting—
Of Congress, day for—Const. U. S., Art- L, Sec. 4, Clause 2.

Of General Assembly, day for—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 9; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 12.

Of General Assembly, classification of Senators at first—Const. 1868,

Art. II., Sec. 9.

Members—
Of Congress, oath—Const. U. S., Art. VI., Clause 3.

Of Congress, privilege of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6.

('See Congress )

Of General Assembly, oath of—Const. U. S-, Art. VI., Clause 3 ; Const.

1895, Art. III., Sec. 26 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 30.

Of General Assembly; privilege of—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 14;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 17.

Of General Assembly; punishment, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 12;

Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 15.

Of General Assembly, may demand ayes and noes—Const 1895, Art. III.,

Sec. 22 ; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 26.

Of General Assembly, may enter dissent, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec 22 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec 26.

Of General Assembly, per diem, mileage, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. Ill-,

Sec. 19; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 23.

Of Bar, oath—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. IL,

Sec. 30.

Of Senate, acting as Lieutenant Governor, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec 8; Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec 8.

Calling forth to execute laws, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause

15; Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec 3; Const. 1868, Art. XIIL, Sec 2.

Congress shall provide for organization, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause 16.

Congress shall provide for governing, &c.—Const- U. S. Art. I.,- Sec.

8, Clause 16.

General Assembly shall provide for organization, &c—Const. 1895,

Art. XIIL, Art. i; Const. 1868, Art. XIIL, Sec i-

States to train—Cons. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 8, Clause 16.

States to appoint officers—Const. U- S., Art- I., Sec. 8, Clause 16.

Necessary to security of State, &c.—Const. U- S., Art. II. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 26.

Officers in, may hold other offices—Const. 1895, Art. IIL. Sec 24; Const.

1895, Art. IL, Sec. 2-

Officers in, may be in Legislature—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 24; Const.

1868, Art. IL, Sec 28.
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Members—(Contimied.)

Governor, Commander-in-Chief, when—Const- 1895, Art- IV-, Sec. 10;

Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 10.

President, Commander-in-Chief, when—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2,

Clause I.

Who compose, organization, &c-—Const. 1895, Art. XIII., Sec. i ; Const.

1868, Art. XIII., Sec. i.

When exempt from arrest—Consr. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec. 2.

Who may call out—Const. U. S., Art. I-, Sec. 8, Clause 15 ; Const. 1895,

Art. XIIL, Sec. 3; Const. 1868, Art. XIIL, Sec 2.

When subject to martial law—Const. 1895, Art- I-, Sec. 27; Const. 1868,

Art. L, Sec 25.

In actual service, trial without jury—Const. 1895, Art. I, Sec. 17; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Pensions for—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec 5.

Military Power—

•

Subject to civil authority—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 26; Const. 1868,

Art. L, Sec. 28.

Mines—
How taxed

;
products of-—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. i ; Const. 1868. Art.

IX., Sec. I.

Ministers—
Residence required before voting—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec 4.

Miscellaneous Provisions—
In Constitution of 1895—Const. 1895, Art. XVH, ; Const. 1868, Art. XIV.

Misdemeanor—
Removal of officers because of—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 4.

To permit prisoner to be lynched—Const. 1895, Art. VL, Sec. 6.

Money—
Congress may borrow—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 2.

Congress shall regulate value, coin, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I, Sec 8,

Clause 5.

How to be drawn from Treasury—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause

7; Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 9; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec 12.

Publication of statement of receipts, &c., of—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec.

9, Clause 7; Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. IX.,

Sec II,.

Municipalities' power to borrow—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 3; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec g.

Municipal—
. Elections, registration for—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 12.

Elections, qualifications of voters in—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 12-

Courts, may be established-—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. i ; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec. i.

Courts, juries in—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 22.
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Municipal—(Continued.)

Courts, may sentence to hard labor-—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 33.

Corporations, organization—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 9.

Corporations, organization and classification—Const. 1895, Art. VIII.,

Sec. I.

Corporations, special provisions for government—Const. 1895, Art. VII.,

Sec II.

Corporations, electors' consent to organization—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL,

Sec. 2.

Corporations, powers to be restricted—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 3

;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec 9.

Corporations, grant of public franchise in—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL,

Sec. 4.

Corporations, internal improvements in—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 5.

Corporations, power of taxation—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 8.

Corporations, power of taxation in—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 6-

Corporations, bonded debt of—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5 ; (amended

189s.)

Corporations, bonded debt of, refunding—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5.

Corporations, bonded debt of—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 17.; Const.

189s, Art. VIIL, Sec. 7-

Corporations cannot license sale of liquors—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL,

Sec. II.

Corporations, exemptions from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec.

8; Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 5.

Corporation, special Act incorporations Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec.

34, Clause 3.

Property exempt from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4.

Municipalities—
Special government for—Const. 1895, Art. VIL, Sec. 11.

Names, Change of—
By special legislation prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34, Clause i.

Nations—
Commerce with foreign—Const. U. S., Art. i.. Sec. 8, Clause 3.

Ofifenses against laws of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 10.

Natural Born Citizens—
Eligible as President—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i. Clause 4.

Naturalization—
Congress may establish uniform rule of—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec 8.

Clause 4. ,

Naturalized Citizens—
Citizens of States where they reside—Const. U. S., Art. XIV. A., Sec i.
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Naval—
Forces ; Congress to make rules governing, &c-—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 8, Clause 14-

Navy—
Congress may provide for maintenance of—Const. U. S., Art. I-, Sec

8, Clause 13.

Navigable Waters—
Freedom of; highways—Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec 28; Const. 1895, Art.

XIV., Sec. I ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 40 ; Const. 1868, Art. VL,

Sec I.

Negroes—
Intermarriage with whites prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 33.

Separate schools for—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 7.

Colored Normal Agricultural, &c.. College for—Const- 1895, Art. XL,

Sec. 8.

Nobility—
Titles of not to be granted by United States—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

9, Clause 8.

Titles of not to be granted by State—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec 10;

Clause I ; Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 39.

Normal Schools, &c.—
To be established by State—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec 8; Const. 1868,

Art. X., Sec. 6.

Notaries Public—
Not limited in term—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 11.

May hold other office—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 2.

Oath—
Of office of President, form—Const. U- S., Art. IL, Sec. i. Clause 7.

Of office, generally, all officers—Const. U. S., Art. VL, Clause 3 ; Const.

189s, Art. III., Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec 30-

Of office of Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 20 ; Const. 1868, Art.

III., Sec 20.

Or affirmation, warrants supported by—Const. U. S., Art. 4A. ; Const.

189s, Art. I., Sec 16; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 22.

To support Constitution—Const. U. S-, Art. VL, Clause 3 ; Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec. 26 ; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 30.

Of Senators trying impeachment—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 6;

Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec 2; Const. 1868, Art. VIL, Sec 2.

Objections—
Return of bill with ; veto—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 7 ; Clause 2 ; Const.

189s, Art. IV., Sec 23 ; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec 22.
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Obligation—
Of contracts not to be impaired—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. X., Clause

i; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 21.

Imprisonment for non payment of certain—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 20.

In aid of insurrection, &c., void—Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 4.

Heretofore made valid—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 11.

Offense—
Not triable twice for same—Const. U. S., Art. 5A. ; Const. 1895, Art. L,

Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 18.

Offenses—
Against law of nations—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 10.

Against United States
;
pardon of—Const. U- S-, Art. II., Sec. 2,

Clause I.

Bailable—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 20; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 16.

Minor, how may be tried, by Magistrate—Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec. 21.

Minor, how may be tried, by Justice—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec 22.

Less than a felony; summary trial, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Office—
Who eligible to—Const. U.- S., Art. L, Sec. 6, Clause 2; Const. U. S.,

Art. 14A., Sec. 3; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 10; Const. 1895, Art.

XVIL, Sec. i; Const. 1895, Art- IL, Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. I.,

Sec. 31 ; Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec.

2 ; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 7-

Term of, for specified period—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 11.

Term of, for good behavior—Const. U. S., Art. IIL, Sec. i ; Const. 1868,

Art. L, Sec. 32; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 11.

Term of Senators and Representatives begin—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec.

10; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 13.

Disqualification for
;
participation insurrection—Const. U. S., Art. 14A.,

Sec. 3.

Disqualification for General Assembly—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 24;

Const. 1868, Art. II.,, Sec 28.

Disqualification for Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868,

Art. IIL, Sec 3.

Disqualification for Presidential Elector—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. i,

Clause 2.

Disqualification for dueling, &c.-—Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec. 11; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec 32.

Disqualification for Atheism—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 6.

Vacancies in, how filled by President—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. 2,

Clause 3.

Under United States, member of either House cannot hold—Const- U-

S., Art. I., Sec 6, Clause 2.

Under United States, members of Congress not to be appointed to cer-

tain—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause 2.

Under United States, persons holding not to accept presents or honors,

unless, &c.—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 8.
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Office—(Continued.)

Of President ; devolving on Vice President—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec.

I, Clause 5.

Of President; term, &c.—Const. U. S-, Art. IL, Sec i, Clause i.

• Appointment to, vested in whom—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Two not to be held by one person, except—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec 2.

Officers—

•

None to retire on pay or half pay, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 32.

No extra compensation to be granted—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 30-

To take prescribed oath—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 26; Const. 1868,

Art. IL, Sec. 30.

Removal for embezzlement, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV-, Sec. 22.

Removal for incapacity, &c.-—Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 4 ; Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec 27; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 31; Const. 1868, Art.

VII., Sec. 4.

Removal on impeachment—Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. i ; Const. 1895,

Art. XV., Sec. i ; Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. 4.

Permitting prisoner lynched—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec 6-

Gambling and betting disqualifies, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 8.

In Militia hold for good behavior—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 11.

In Militia, appointed by States—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 16.

Deceased, salary of—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 32.

Chosen by each House—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 12 ; Const. 1868,

Art. IL, Sec 15.

Chosen by House of Representatives—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2,

Clause 5.

Chosen by Senate—Const. LT. S., Art.* L, Sec. 5, Clause 3.

Oath of all—Const. U. S., Art. VL, Clause 3 ; Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec.

26: Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 30.

Election of—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 10; Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec 2;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 31; Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 10.

Commissioned by Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV-, Sec. 17; Const. 1868,

Art. IIL, Sec 17.

Commissioned by President—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec 2.

State, when to enter upon duties—Const. 1895, Art. I V-, Sec. 2 ; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec 2.

To keep accounts, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12; Const. 1868, Art.

IX., Sec. 15.

Embezzlement by, a felony—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12 ; Const. 1868,

Art. IX., Sec 15.

Present hold over, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec 11.

See also Compensation, ante.

Opinion—
May be required by President—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. 2, Clause i.

May be required by Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 14; Const.

1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 14.

Original Jurisdiction—
Of Supreme Court—Const. U. S., Art. IIL, Sec. 2, Clause 2 ; Const. 1895,

Art. v.. Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 4.

15-C.
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Overt Act—
Of treason, two witnesses required to—Const. U- S., Art. III., Sec. 3,

Clause I ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Pardon—
President may grant, except, &c—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2, Clause i.

Governor may grant, except, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 11; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 11.

Board of, to be provided—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec 11.

Report of—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 11.

Pardon removes certain disqualifications—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 6,

Clause I ; Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 6.

Pardon does not remove disqualification of oificer after conviction for

embezzlement—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 15 ; Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 12.

Passengers—
Carriers of, liability—Const- 1895, Art. IX., Sec 3.

Patents—
Congress may pass laws securing—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 8.

Peace—
Arrest for breach of—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec 6, Clause i ; Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec 14; Coost. 1895, Art. XIII., Sec 2; Const- 1868, Art.

IL, Sec. 17.

No State shall keep troops, &c., in time of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10,

Clause 3.

Quartering troops, without consent, in time of—Const. U. S., Art. 3A.

;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 29.

Maintaining armies, without consent, in time of—Const. 1895, Art. I-,

Sec 26 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 28.

Penal Institutions—
State Reformatory for juvenile offenders—Const. 1895, Art- XII., Sec.

27 ; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 8.

Directors of Penitentiary ; election, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. 5

;

Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec 2.

Directors of—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. 4.

Control of convicts in Penitentiary—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. 9.

Penitentiary—
[See Penal Institutions ]

Pensions—
Validity of certain not to be questioned—Const- U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 4.

For certain sailors, soldiers and widows—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec. 5.

Not to be granted, except, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 32.
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People—
Political power vested in—Const. 1S95, Art. I., Sec i ; Const. 1868, Art.

I., Sec. 3.

Have right to assemble and petition—Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec- 4 ; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 6; Const. U. S., Art. lA.

Have right to keep and bear arms—Const. U. S., Art. 2A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. L, Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 28..

Secured against unreasonable search, &c.—Const. U- S-, Art. 4A. ; Const.

189s, Art. I., Sec 16; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Powers not delegated remain with—Const. U. S., Art. loA. ; Const. 1868,

Art. L, Sec. 41.

Rights of; retained, not disparaged, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. 9A; Const.

1868, Art. L, Sec 41.

Possess the ultimate property in lands—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec. 3

;

Const. 1868, Art. VI., Sec. 3-

Perfect Union—
To establish a more (Preamble)—Const. U. S.

Persons—
Security against unreasonable search, &c.—Const. U- S., Art. 4A. ; Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec. 16; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Migration or imporation of prior to 1808—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9,

Clause I.

Registration of all male, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4.

Registration of, coming of age, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 11.

Registration of, who disqualified—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 6.

Petit Jury^
Consist of twelve—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 22.

All must concur in finding—Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec. 22.

Petition—
Right of—Const. U. S., Art. lA. ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec 6.

For election as to new County, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. i.

For election as to issue of bonds, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 13-

Physician—
Superintendent of State Hospital for Insane to be a—Const. 1895, Art.

XII., Sec. 2.

Superintendent of State Lunatic Asylum to be—Const. 1868, Art. XL,

Sec. 6-

Pieacies^—
Congress shall define and punish—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec 8, Clause 10.

Place—
Adjournment of either House to, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec 5,

Clause 4; Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 21; Const. 1868, Art. IL,

Sec. 25.

Of choosing Senators—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 4, Clause i.
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Police—
No armed force shall be brought into State—Const. 1895, Art. VIII.,

Sec 9.

Political—
Divisions of State, limitation of indebtedness—Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 5.

Power vested in the people—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. i ; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 3-

Rights of the people, equality—Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. i.

Rights of the people, no distinctions—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 39.

Polling Precincts—
To be provided—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 9.

Now existing continued—Const. 1895, Art. IT, Sec. 9.

Four months residence necessary to vote—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4.

Poll Tax—
For school purposes provided—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec 6; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec 2; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec 5-

Fixed at one dollar—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec 6 ; Const. 1868, Art. X.,

Sec. 5.

Non payment of, deprives of suffrage—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec 4.

Non-payment of, does not disfranchise—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 5-

Confederate soldiers over 50 exempted—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

How collected and disbursed—Const. 1895, Art- XL, Sec. 6.

Poor—
To be provided for by Counties—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. 3-

Institutions for to be fostered—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. i ; Const.

1868, Art. XL, Sec. i.

Population—
Representation apportioned according to—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec 2,

Clause 3; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sees. 3 and 4; Const. 1895, Art. L,

Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 4 ; Const. 1868, Art- I., Sec. 34-

Ports—
No preference to be given between of one State and another—Const. U.

S. Art. I., Sec 9, Clause 6.

No duties on trade between; of different States—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec 9, Clause 6.

Post Offices and Post Roads—
Congress shall establish—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 8, Clause 7.

Power—
Legislative vested in Congress—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. i.

Legislative vested in General Assembly—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec i

;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. i.

Political vested in people—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art.

L, Sec. 3.

Military, subordinate to Civil—Const- 1895, Art. I., Sec. 26 ; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 28.
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Powers—(Continued.)

Of government separate—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 14; Const. 1868, Art.

I., Sec. 26.

Of suspending the laws in Legislature—Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec. 13

;

Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 24.

Judicial, vested in certain Courts—Const. U- S., Art. III., Sec. i, Clause

I ; Const. 189s, Art. V-, Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. IV-, Sec. i.

Undue influences from prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 9; Const-

1868, Art. I., Sec. 33.

Not delegated; reserved—Const. U. S., Art. loA. ; Const. 1868, Art. I.,

Sec. 41.

Congress shall make laws necessary to carry powers vested in govern-

ment into effect—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause i8.

Of President devolved on Vice President—Const. U. S-, Art. 11., Sec.

I, Clause 5.

Precinct—
Polling, provided for—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 9.

Each voter to vote at his own—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 9.

Residence in, required—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4, Clause a.

Preference—
Between ports prohibited—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 6.

Prejudice—
Nothing in Constitution shall, certain claims—Const. U. S., Art. IV.,

Sec. 3, Clause 2-

Presents, &c.—
From foreign powers ; officers not to accept, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 9, Clause 8.

Presentment—
Of Grand Jury, necessary before trial, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. 5A.

;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec 17; Const* 1868, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Pkesipent cf the Senate—
Vice President to be—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 4.

Lieutenant Governor to be—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 5; Const. 1868,

Art. III., Sec. 5.

Only votes when Senate is equally divided—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec.

3, Clause 4; Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 6; Const. 1868, Art. III.,

Sec. 6.

Issues writs to fill vacancies—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec 25 ; Const. 1868,

Art. II., Sec. 29.

Pro tdhpvre, to be elected—Const. U. S.; Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 5; Const.

1895. Art. IV., Sec 7; Const. 1868, Art.JIL, Sec 7.

When to be Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV-, Sec. 9.

President cf the United States—
V>'hen Vice President shall be—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec- i, Clause 5.

Chief Justice to preside on trial of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3,

'^
,

Clause 6.
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President of the United States—(Continued.)

Shall approve and sign Acts of Congress—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 7,

Clause 2.

May veto Acts of Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7, Clause 2.

When Acts not approved must be returned b}-—Const. U. S., Art. L,

Sec. 7, Clause 2.

Acts on Joint Resolutions as on Acts—Const. U- S., Art. L, Sec. 7,

Clause 3.

Executive power vested in—Const. U- S., Art. II., Sec. i, Clause i.

Term of office, four years—Const. U. S-, Art. II., Sec i, Clause i.

Congress may provide for succession to—Const. U. S., An. II., Sec. i,

Clause 5.

Compensation unchangeable during term—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. i,

Clause 6.

Oath to be taken by—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i. Clause 7.

Commander-in-Chiet of military forces, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec.

2, Clause I.

May require opinions, &c., from Departments—Const. U. S., Art. IL,

Sec. 2, Clause i.

May grant reprieves or pardons, &c—Const. U. S-, Art. IL, Sec. 2,

Clause I.

May make treaties, with consent of Senate—Const. U. S., x\rt. IL, Sec.

2, Clause 2.

Appoints diplomatic, consular, judicial and others officers—Const. U- S.,

Art. IL, Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Fills vacancies in office, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. 2, Clause 3-

Messages to Congress—Const. U. S., Art- II. , Sec 3.

May convene extra sessions of Congress, &c—Const. U. S., Art. IL,

Sec. 3.

May adjourn Congress, when—Const. U- S., Art. IL, Sec. 3.

Receives Ambassadors, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. 3.

To see laws executed—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. 3.

Commissions all officers of U. S-—Const. U. S., xA.rt. IL, Sec. 3.

Removal, on impeachment—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. 4.

Who may be—Const. U. S-, Art. IL, Sec i. Clause 4.

Manner of choosing, by Electors—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec- i. Clause

2 ; Const. U. S., Art- 12A.

Time for choosing Electors—Const. U- S., Art. IL, Sec. i, Clause 3.

Electors to be chosen by the people—Const 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 9.

When and how elected by House of Representatives—Const. U. S.,

Art. 12A.

Press—
Freedom of not to be abridged—Const. U. S., Art. lA. ; Const. 1895, Art.

I., Sec 4; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 7.

Previous Condition of Servitude—

•

Distinctions on account of—Const. U. S., Art- 15A., Sec. i.

Printing—
Public, to be let on contract—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec- 5 ; Const.

1868, Art- XIV., Sec. 7. *
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Private Property—
Not to be taken for public use, without, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. sA.

;

Const. U. S-, Art. 14A., Sec i; Const. 1895, Art. T, Sec. 17; Const.

189s, Art. IX., Sec. 20; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 23; Const. 1868,

Art. XII., Sec. 3.

Not to be taken for private use, without, &c.-^Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec-

17 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 23.

Privileges—
Of Senators and Representatives—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec- 6, Clause i

;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 14; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 17.

And immunities of citizens in all States—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 2,

Clause I.

And immunities of citizens not to be abridged, &c.—Const. U. S., Art.

14A., Sec. I ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec 5.

Prizes—
Congress shall make rules concerning—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause II.

Probable Cause—
Warrants only to issue upon—Const. U. S., Art. 4A. ; Const. 1895, Art.

I., Sec. 16.

Probate Courts—
To be established; jurisdiction, term of Judge—Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 20; Const. 1868 (Am. 1889.)

Judicial power vested in—Const. 1868, Art. IV-, Sec. i.

Removal of equity causes to—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec 17.

In Charleston County—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 19.

Jurisdiction—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 20 ; Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec. 19.

Judge may act as Clerk—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 27 ; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. 27.

Process—
Service of, on corporations—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec 4.

Of law, due; deprivation of property, &c., without—Const. U. S., Art.

5A. ; Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 5;

Const. 1868, Art. I, Sec. 14.

For obtaining witnesses, accused to have—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const.

189s, Art. L, Sec 18 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 13.

Progress of Arts, &c.—
Congress has power to promote—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 8.

Prohibition, Writ of—
Supreme Court may issue—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 4; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec 4.

Common Pleas—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec: 15 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 15.

Property—
Of United States ;

power of Congress over—Const. U- S., Art. IV., Sec.

3, Clause 2.
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Property—(Continued.)

Private, not to be taken, without consent, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. 5A.

;

Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. i; Const- 1895, Art. L, Sec. 17; Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec. 5; Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec 20; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 22; Const. 1868, Art. XII., Sec. 3.

Qualification, for registration—Const- 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4.

Qualification, for office, none—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 32.

Qualification, for office, what—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 11.

To be taxed according to value—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 6 ; Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec. 29 ; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 36 ; Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec. 32,.

Uniform and equal rate of assessment, &c., on—Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. I ; Const. 1868, Art. IX-, Sec. i.

Certain exempted from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. i ; Const.

1895, Art. X., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec i; Const. 1868,

Art. IX., Sec 5.

Certain may be exempted from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 8.

Certain exempted from levy and sale—Const. 1895, Art. Ill-, Sec. 28;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 32.

All within municipal limits to be taxed—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5.

Of State, not for sectarian uses—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 9.

Of married Avomen, how held—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec 9 ; Const.

1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 8-

Ultimate in lands, in people—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec- 3 ; Const.

1868, Art. VL, Sec 3.

One assessment of all, for taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X-, Sec. 13.

Prosecutions—
To be in name of State—Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec. 31 ; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec 31.

For libel ; truth may be given in evidence—Const. 1895, Krt. I., Sec- 21

;

Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 8.

For libel
;
jury is judge of law and facts in—Const- 1895, Art. I., Sec. 21

;

Const. 1868, Art. I-, Sec 8.

Criminal, rights of accused in—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895, Art.

I., Sec 18; Const- 1868, Art. I., Sec 13.

Protection of Game—
Special legislation as to prohibited—Const- 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34,

Clause 7.

Protection of Laws—
Not denied to any person—Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. i ; Const. 1895,

Art- I., Sec. 5; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec- 36.

Provisions cf Constitution—
Are mandatory, except, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 29.

Public—
Debt of United States, not to be questioned—Const. U. S-, Art. 14A.,

Sec. 4.

Debt, increase of, vote necessary—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 11; Const.

1868. Art- XVI.
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Public—(Continued.)

Debt, how contracted—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec 7; Const. 1895, Art.

X., Sec. II.

Debt, evidences of—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. IX.,

Sec. 10.

Debt, bonds for, description, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 14; Const.

1895, Art. X., Sec. 11.

Debt, limit of bonded—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec 5.

Debt, limit of bonded (amendment)—Const. 1868.

Institutions, Boards report to Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 14.

Institutions, Directors in, appointment, &c.—Const- 1895, Art. XII., Sec-

4; Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 3.

Money, accounts of, to be published—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 8; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 22; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. ii-

Money, provisions for safe keeping—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec 15.

Printing, to be let on contract—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 5 ; Const.

1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 7-

Safety; requiring suspension of habeas corpus—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 9, Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art. I-, Sec. 23; Const. 186S, Art.

I., Sec. 17-

Schools, to be provided—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. s ; Const. 1868, Art.

X., Sec. 3-

Schools, to be open and free to all—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec 10.

Schools, separate for each race—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 7.

Schools, age of attendance—Const- 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868,

Art. X-, Sec. 4.

Schools, compulsory attendance—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 4.

Schools, tax for—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec 6; Const. 1895, Art- X.,

Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868, Art- IX., Sec 2.

Schools, trustees for, election, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6-

Schools, officers—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 3; Const. 1868, Art. X.,

Sec. 2-

Schools, officers, compensation—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 4.

Schools, teachers, examination, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 2.

Schools, districts, area, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 5-

Schools, districts, may levy tax, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5 ;
Const.

1895, Art. XL, Sec 6.

Schools, districts, indebtedness—Const. 1895, Art. X-, Sec. 5.

Trial, in criminal prosecutions—Const. U. S-, Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec 18; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec 13.

Use, taking property for—Const. LT. S., Art- 5A. ; Const. 1895, Art. I.,

Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 22,-

Punishment—
According to law; impeachment—Const. U. S., Art. L. Sec. 3, Clause 7;

Const. 1895, Art.- XV., Sec 3; Const. 1868. Art. VIL, Sec 3-

Cruel and unusual, shall not be inflicted—Const. U. S., Art. 8A. ; Const-

1895, Art. I., Sec. 19 ; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 38-
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Punishment—(Continued.)

Corporal, shall not be inflicted—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 19; Const. 1S68,

Art. I., Sec 16.

For contempt—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec 19.

May only follow trial by jury, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 14.

Affecting right to indictment—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec 17 ; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 19.

Affecting jurisdiction of Magistrate—Const. 1868, Art. V., Sec. 21.

a

QUALIFICATIOXS

Of Electors—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause i ; Const. 1895, Art.

II., Sees. 3 and 4; Const. 1868, Art. VIII-, Sec. 2.

Property; for voting and holding ofifice—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 11;

Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4, Clause d ; Const- 1868, Art. I., Sec. 32.

For office; religious test not to be required—Const. U. S., Art. VI.,

Clause 3.

For ofifice; Atheist, has not—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. 4; Const. 1868,

Art. XIV., Sec. 6.

For office—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec. i ; Const. 1895, Art- II., Sec- 2

;

Const. 1895, Art. I-, Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec- i; Const.

1868, Art. VIII., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 31; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec 32.

Of President—Const. U- S., Art- II., Sec. i. Clause 4.

Of Vice President—Const. U. S., Art- 12A.

For registration prior to 1898—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4, Clause c.

For registration after 1898—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4, Clause d-

Of Congressmen—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Of Senators—Const. U- S., Art. L, Sec. 3, Clause 3; Const. 1895, Art.

III., Sec 7; Const. 1868, Art. IL. Sec 10.

Of Legislators—Const. 1895. Art. III.. Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art. IL.

Sec. 10.

Of Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 3.

Of Lieutenant Governor—Const- 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868,

Art. IIL, Sec. 3.

Of Justices and Circuit Judges—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 10; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. lo-

Of Jurors—Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec. 22.

Each House to judge, of its own members—Const. U. S-, Art. L, Sec. S,

Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec 11; Const. 1868, Art. IL,

Sec. 14.

Quartered—
In any house; soldiers, without consent—Const. IJ- S., Art- 3A. ; Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec. 26 ; Const. 1868, Art. I-, Sec. 29.

Questions—
Decisions of Constitutional—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec- 12.

As to competing companies—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 7.
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Quorum—
Majority of each House to constitute—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 11; Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec. 14.

Of Senate for election of Vice President—Const. U- S., Art. 12A.

Quo Warranto-—
Supreme Court may issue writs of—Const. U- S., Art. V., Sec. 4; Const.

U. S., Art. IV., Sec 4-

B,

Race—
Rights of citizens not to be abridged because of—-Const. U- S., Art.

15A., Sec. I.

Distinctions on account of prohibited—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 39-

Schools open, without regard to—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 10.

Separate schools for each—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 7.

Railroads—
Railroad Commission—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 14-

Rights of way for, obtaining—Const. 1868, Art. XII., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec 23; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 20.

Are common carriers ; liability-—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec- 3.

Discrimination in charges by—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 5.

Rates for transportation on—Const. 1895, Art. IX-, Sec. 5-

Crossing or connecting tracks—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 6.

Discrimination in service on—Const- 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 6.

Consolidation with competing lines prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 7.

Foreign corporations cannot build or operate—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec 8.

Rights of employes of-—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 15-

Ratification—
Of amendments to Constitution—Const. U. S-, Art. V. ; Const. 1895, Art.

XVI., Sec. I ; Const. 1868, Art. XV., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 33.

Of Constitution by States—Const- U. S-, Art. VII.

Ratio—
Of representation in Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 3;

Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec 2.

Of representation in Legislature—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec 4; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 6.

Rebellion—
Debts in aid of, void, not to be paid—Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec 16.

Debts incurred in suppressing, valid—Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec. 4.

Disability for participation in—Const. U. S-, Art- 14A., Sec. 3.

Suspension of habeas corpus in case of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9,

Clauses; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 23; Const- 1868, Art- I., Sec. 17.
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Receipts—
Evidence of payment of taxes—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4.

And expenditures; publishing statement of—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec.

9, Clause 7; Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. IX.,

Sec. II.

Recess of Senate—
Filling vacancies occurring during—Const- U. S., Art. II., Sec. 2,

Clause 3.

Reconsideration—
Of vetoed Bill or Resolution—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7, Clause 2;

Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 23 ; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 22.

Records of Other States—
Full faith and credit to Be given—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. i

Congress shall prescribe manner of proving—Const. U. S., Art. IV.,

Sec. I.

Record of Persons Registered—
To be kept—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4.

Redress of Grievances—
Right of assembly and petition for—Const. U. S., Art. lA. ; Const. 189S,

Art. I., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 6.

Reformatory—
For juvenile offenders—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art-

X., Sec. 8.

Regents—
For State Hospital for Insane—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. 2.

For State Lunatic Asylum—Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

Registration of Electors—
Provided for—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 3; Const. 1895, Art. IL,

Sec. 8.

Qualifications for prior to 1898—Const. 1895, Art. II. , Sec. 4, Clause c-

Qualifications for after 1898—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 4, Clause d.

Certificate of—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 4, Clause f-

Record of Electors registered prior to 1898—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec.

4, Clause c.

Had every ten years—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 4, Clause b-

Appeals from registration officers—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 5.

Who should not be registered—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 6-

Books of, public records—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 8.

Books of, when to be open-^onst. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 8-

Books of, when to be closed—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 11.

Board of, appointment—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 8-

In municipal elections—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 12.
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Regulations—

•

By Congress as to electing Senators, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 4,

Clause I.

Of commerce or revenue; no preferences to ports of one State over

another—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 6.

Religion—
None to be established—Const. U. S., Art. lA. ; Const. 1895, Art- I.,

Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 10.

Free exercise of—Const. U. S., Art. lA. ; Const. 1895, Art- I.. Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 9.

Religious—
Test not required for office—Const. U. S., Art. 6, Clause 3.

Worship protected—Const. U. S., Art. lA. ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec 10.

Denomination, society or organization ; schools, colleges, hospitals, or-

phanages or other institutions under control of, not to receive public

aid—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 9.

Sect not to control school funds—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 5 ; Const.

1868 (Am. 1878.)

Societies ; certain property of exempt from taxation—Const. 1895, Art.

X., Sec 4 ; Const. 1868', Art. IX., Sec. 5-

Remedy—
For wrongs—Coiist. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 15 ; Const. 1868, Art- I., Sec. 15.

Removal—
Of President from office ; succession—Const. U. S., Art. II. , Sec. i,

Clause I.

Of Governor from office; succession—Const. 1895, Art. IV-, Sec. 9;

Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 9.

From office; judgment of impeachment—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3,

Clause 7; Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec 3; Const. 1868, Art. VII.,

Sec 3.

From office, for wilful neglect, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 4.

From office, for embezzlement—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12 ; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec 15.

From office, for permitting lynching—Const. 1895, Art' VI., Sec- 6.

From office, for incapacity, misconduct, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec

27; Const. 1868, Art. II. , Sec. 31.

Of disqualification—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12 ; Const. 1868, Art. IX.,

Sec. 15; Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec 2; Const. U. S., Art. XIV. A.,

Sec. 3.

Representation—
• Apportioned according to population, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

2, Clause 3; Const. U. S., Art. XIV. A., Sec. 2; Const. 1895, Art.

I., Sec. 34.

Equal in Senate, States to have—Const. U. S., Art. V.

Of any State, vacancies in, filling—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec 2, Clause 24.
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Representatpve—(Continued.)

Of any State, when reduced—Const. U. S., Art. XIV. A., Sec. 2.

Ratio of, in Congress—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 3; Const.

U. S., Art. XIV. A., Sec. 2.

Ratio of in Legislature—Const- 1895, Art. III., Sec. 4 ; Const. 1868, Art-

II., Sec. 6.

Representatr'es—
Congress shall consist of Senate and House of—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec- I.

General Assembly shall consist of Senate and House of—Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec i ; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. i.

Qualifications of—Const. U. S., Art. I-, Sec. 2, Clause 2 ; Const 1895,

Art. III., Sec 7; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 10.

Apportionment of—Const U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 3 ; Const. U. S.,

Art. XIV. A., Sec 2; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sees. 3-4; Const. 1868,

Art. IL, Sees. 4-6-

Apportionment, when to take effect—Const. 1895, xA.rt. III., Sec. 5 ; Const.

1868, Art. IL, Sec. 7-

Terms of, begin when—Const. 1895, Art- III.. Sec. 10; Const. 1868, Art.

IL, Sec. 13.

When to be elected—Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 11; Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec- 4, Clause i ; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 8

To be protected during session—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause i

;

Const. 1895, Art. Ill-, Sec. 14; Const. 1868. Art. IL, Sec 17.

Vacancies, how filled—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 4; Const-

1895, Art. HI.. Sec. 25 ; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec 29-

Compensation—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 6, Clause i ; Const- 1895,

Art- III., Sec 9; Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec 19; Const 1868, Art.

II, Sec. 23.

Who are disqualified to be—Const. U. S., x\rt. I-, Sec. 6, Clause 2; Const.

U. S., Art. XIV. A.. Sec. 3; Const. 1895, Art. HI. Sec. 24; Const.

1868. Art. IL, Sec. 28.

Disqualified to accept certain offices—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec- 6,

Clause 2.

Disqualified to be Presidential elector—Const- U. S., Art. IL. Sec i

;

Clause 2.

Oath of—Const. U. S., Art. VI., Clause 3; Const. 1895, Art. HI., Sec.

26; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec- 30.

[See House of Representatives, ante.'\

Reporter of Supreme Court—
Appointment, term, &c—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 7; Const. 1868., Art.

IV., Sec 7-

Reprie\t;s "and Pardons—
President may grant—Const. U. S., Art. IL. Sec. 2, Clause i.

Governor may grant—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec 11; Const. 1868. Art-

III., Sec II.

Petition for; reference of—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 11.
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Reprisal—
Letters of Marque and, Congress may grant—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec.

8, Clause 11.

Letters of Marque and, State cannot—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec- 10,

Clause I.

Republican-—
Form of government guaranteed—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec 4.

Reserved Rights—
Of the States and people not disparaged—Const. U. S., Art. IX. A.;

Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 41.

Those not delegated by, or prohibited to—Const. U. S., Art. X. A, Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 41.

Residence—
Not lost by temporary absence—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 12; Const.

1895, Art. II., Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 35; Const. 1868, Art.

VIII., Sec. 4.

Necessary to vote—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. VIII.,

Sec. 2.

Change of, necessitates change of precinct—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec 9.

Of Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 21 ; Const. 1868, Art. III.,

Sec. 21.

Of Circuit Judge—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec- 13; Const. 1868, Art. IV.,

Sec. 13.

Of Solicitor—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 29 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec 29.

Of Sheriff and Coroner—Const. 1895, Art V., Sec. 30; Const 1868, Art.

IV., Sec 30.

Of Representative—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Of Representative and Senator—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec- 6; Const.

1868. Art. IL, Sec. 10.

Of Senator—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec 3, Clause 3.

Of candidates for President and Vice-President—Const. U. S., Art.

XII. A.

Resignation—
Of President, succession on—Const. U. S-, Art. II. , Sec. i, Clause 5.

Of members General Assembly, action on-—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec.

25 ; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 29.

Of members of Senate, filling vacancies—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

3, Clause 2.

Of members of Congress, filling vacancies—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec 2,

Clause 4.

Of Governor, succession on—Const. 1895, Art. IV-, Sec. 9; Const. 1868,

Art. IIL, Sec 9.

Resolution—
To have but one subject, expressed in title—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec.

17; Art. 1868, Art. IL, Sec 20.

To be presented to Governor for approval, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 23 ; Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 22.

To be presented to President for approval, &c-—Const. U. S., Art. L,

Sec. 7, Clause 3.
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Returns—
Election for Grfjvernor-—Const. 1895, Art. V.,. Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art-

IV., Sec. 4.

Revenue—
Bills to raise originate in House—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7, Clause i

;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 15 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 18.

Preference between ports forbidden in regulating—Const. U. S.,, Art. I.,

Sec. 9, Art. 6.

Right—
Of petition not to be abridged—Const. U. S., Art. I. A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec 4; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 6.

To keep and bear arms not to be infringed—Const. U. S., Art. II. A.;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec- 28

X'ot disparaged by enumeration of others—Const. U. S., Art. IX. A.;

Const 1868, Art. I., Sec 41.

Reserv^ed, not delegated—Const. U. S., Art. X. A.; Const. 1868, Art.

I., Sec. 41.

Of suffrage, to be protected—Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec. 9; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec- 33.

Of suffrage, general provisions—Const. 1895, Art. II ; Const. 1868, Art.

VIII.

Of way, over public lands—Const. 1895, Art. Ill-, Sec. 31.

Of way, securing; compensation, &c.—Const- 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 20;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 23; Const.

1868, Art. XII., Sec. 3-

To worship God according to conscience—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 9;

Const. 189s, Art. I., Sec. 4; Const. U. S-, Art. I. A.

Of search, &c-—Const. U. S.. Art. IV. A; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 16;

Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec. 22

Of accused—Const. U. S., Art. V. A.; Const. U. S., Art. VI. A; Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec 17; Const. 1895, Art I., Sec 18; Const. 1868, Art.

I., Sees. 13-19.

Declaration of—Const. 1895, Art. I.: Const. 1868, Art. I.

Rr\'ERS

—

On boundaries, jurisdiction over—Const. 1895, Art. XIV-, Sec. i; Const.

1868. Art. VI., Sec. i.

Xavigable are highways—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec. i ; Const. 1868,

Art. VI., Sec i ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 28 ; Const. 1868, Art. I.,

Sec. 40.

Roads and Highways—
Special legislation as to working—Const 1895. Art. III., Sec. 34, Clause

2 ; Const. 1895. Art. III., Sec 34, Clause 9-

Rules—
Each House may determine its—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause 2;

Const. 1895, Art- III-, Sec 12; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 15.

Respecting territory of the United States—Const U. S., Art. IV., Sec.

3, Clause 2.

Of common law, jury trial—Const. U- S., Art- VII-

Of common law, new trials according to—Const. U- S., Art. VII.
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Sailor—
When not a resident-—Const. 1868, Art. VIII., Sec 5.

Residence not lost bj^—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 4; Const. 1895, Art.

II-, Sec 7.

Indigent; pensions for certain—Const. 1895, Art- XIII., Sec. 5.

Salaries—
Of school officers and County Treasurers—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 4,

Of deceased officers—Const. 1895, Art. Ill-, Sec- 32.

[See Compensation.]

Saluda, County of—
Creation of, provisions as to—Const. 1895, Art- VII., Sec. 12.

Schools—
Property of, exempt from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4; Const.

1868, Art- IX., Sec. 5.

Children, age for attendance—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec 5 ; Const. 1868,

Art. X., Sec. 4.

Children, compulsory attendance of-—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 4-

Free public to be provided—Const. 1895, Art- XL, Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868,

Art. X., Sec. 3-

Officers for—Const- 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 2-

Trustees, number; how elected—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

Trustees; disbursements of funds by—Const- 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

Funds for; apportionment—Const. 1895. Art. XL, Sec 6; Const. 1895,

Art. X., Sec 5.

Funds for; proceeds of land sales, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec 8;

Const. 1868, Art- X., Sec. 11.

Funds for; proceeds of gifts, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 10.

Funds for; proceeds of gifts, escheats, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XL,
Sec. II.

Funds for; income from sale of liquors—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 12.

Funds for, poll tax—Const. 1895, Art- XL, Sec. 6; Const. 1868, Art. X.,

Sec. 5 ; Const- 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 2.

Separate for each race—Const 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 7.

Open to all without regard to race—Const. 1868, Art- X., Sec 10.

Districts; division of State into—Const. 1868, Art. X-, Sec. 3; Const.

1895, Art. XL, Sec. 5.

Districts; special legislation creating—Const. 1895, Art. Ill-, Sec. 34,

Clause 4.

Districts ; taxation by—Const. 1895, Art- XL, Sec. 6 ; Const. 1895, Art.

X., Sec s; Const. 1868, Art. IX-, Sec 8-

Minimum term—Const. 1868, x\rt. X., Sec. 3.

Custody of, funds for—Const. 1868, Art. IX-, Sec- 15 ; Const- 1895, Art.

X., Sec. 12.

Assessment for taxes for—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 13.

Science and Useful Arts—
Promotion of—Const. U- S., Art- I., Sec- 8, Clause 8.

16—C.
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Scire Facias, Writ of—
Common Pleas may issue—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 15 ; Const. 1S68,

Art. IV., Sec. 15.

Scrip—
Not to be issued except for debts contracted, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 10.

Denomination, &c—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec 11; Const. 1868, Art.

IX., Sec. 14.

• Land, for Agricultural Colleges—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8; Const-

1868, Art. X., Sec. 9.

Seal of State—
To be procured—Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 18.

Same continued, described—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 18.

When to be used by Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV-, Sec. 19; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec 19.

Searches and Seizures—
Warrants for; requisites to, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. IV. A; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 16; Const. 1868, Art- I., Sec. 22

Unreasonable, security against—Const U. S., Art. IV., (amended)
;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 16; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Seat of Government—
Power Congress over place selected as—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 17.

City of Columbia to remain the—Const. 1895, Art- III., Sec. 9; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec 12.

Governor to reside at—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec 21 ; Const. 1868, Art.

III., Sec. 21.

Secession—
To be resisted by State—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 5.

Secretary of State—
Election returns, transmitted to, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec 4;

Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 4.

Countersigns, grants and commissions—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 19

;

Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec 19.

Election, term and compensation—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec 24; Const.

1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 23.

Further provisions as to compensation—Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec. 24-

Copy list of registered voters filed with—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4,

Clause c
Certificate as to registration given by—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4,

Clause c

Securities of United States—
Counterfeiting ;

punishment—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 6-

Security of a Free State—
Well regulated militia necessary to—Const. U. S., Art. II. A.; Const.

189s, Art. L, Sec. 26.
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Senate—
A branch of Congress—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. i.

A branch of General Assembl}'—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. i ; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. i.

Composed of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause i ; Const. 1895, Art.

III., Sec. 6; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 8.

Vacancies in filled by temporary appointment—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

3, Clause 2.

Vacancies in filled by Legislature—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec 3, Clause 2.

Vacancies in filled by election—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 25 ; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 29.

Vice President is President of—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 4;

Lieutenant-Governor is President of—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 5,

Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 5.

Lieutenant Governor, when may vote in—Const. 1895, Art. IV-, Sec. 6;

Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 6.

President pro tem., chosen; duties—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec 3, Clause

5; Const. 189s, Art. IV., Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec 7

President pro tem., when to be governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 9.

President pro tem-, vacancy in, filled—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 9.

Chooses its other officers—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 3 ; Clause S ; Const.

1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 12; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec 15

Tries impeachments—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 6; Const. 1895,

Art. XV., Sec 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec 2.

Is judge of its elections, returns and qualifications—Const. U. S., Art.

L, Sec 5, Clause i; Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 11; Const. 1868,

Art. II., Sec 14.

Determines its rules, punishes and expels members—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. 5., Clause 2 ; Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 12 ; Const. 1868,

Art. II., Sec. 15.

Keeps a journal, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 5, Clause 3; Const.

1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 22 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 26.

Adjournment for more than three days—Const. U. S., Art I., Sec. 5,

Clause 4 ; Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 21 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 25.

May amend or reject bills for revenue—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7,

Clause I ; Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec 15 ; Const. 1*68, Art. IL, Sec 18.

Shall advise and consent to ratification of treaties—Const. U- S., Art.

IL, Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Shall advise and consent to appointment of officers—Const. U. S., Art.

IL, Sec. 2, Clause 2.

May be convened in extra session—Const. U. S-, Art. IL, Sec. 3 ; Const.

1895, Art. IV., Sec. 9; Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 16; Const. 1895,

Art. IIL, Sec 16.

States to have equal suffrage in—Const. U. S., Art. V.

Proposal of Constitutional amendments in—Const. 1895, Art. XVI., Sec.

I., Const. 1868, Art. XV., Sec. i.

Senators—
Division into classes—Const. U. S-, Art. L, Sec. 3, Clause 2; Const. 1895,

Art. IIL, Sec 8; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec 9.
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Senators—(Continued.)

Qualifications, age, &c.—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 3 ; Const.

1895, Art. III., Sec. 7 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 10.

Disqualifications, office-holders—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause 2;

Const. 189s, Art. III., Sec. 24; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec 28.

Disqualifications, aiding, &c., rebellion—Const. U. S., Art. XIV. A.,

Sec 3.

Disqualifications to accept certain offices—Canst. U. S., Art. I., Sec.

6, Clause 2.

Disqualifications, to be President electors—Const. U. S-, Art. II., Sec.

I, Clause 2.

Place and time of choosing—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 4, Clause i.

Temporary appointment by Governor—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3,

Clause 2.

Filling vacancies in by Legislature—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 2.

Filling vacancies in by election—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 25 ; Const.

1868, Art. II., Sec. 29.

Privileges of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause i ; Const- 1895, Art.

III., Sec. 14; Const. 1868, Art. IT, Sec 17.

Compensation of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 6, Clause i ; Const. 1895,

Art. IIL, Sec 9; Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 19; Const 1868, Art.

IL, Sec. 23.

Oath of—Const. U. S-, Art. VI., Clause 3; Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec

26; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 30.

Election for—Const 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 8; Const 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 11.

Term commences—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 10; Const. 1868, Art IL,

Sec 13.

Seizures and Searches—
Requisites to support warrant for—Const. U. S., Art. IV. A. ; Const.

189s, Art. I., Sec. 16; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 22.

Unreasonable ; security against—Const. U. S., Art. XIV. A. ; Const- 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 16 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 22

Servant—
Public, extra compensation—Const 1895, Art- IIL, Sec. 30.

Master and; railroad employes' rights—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 15.

Service—
Fugitives from—Const. U. S., Art. IV-, Sec. 2, Clause 3.

Of process on corporations—Const. 1895, Art- IX., Sec. 4.

Servitude—

•

No involuntary, except for crime, &c—Const. U. S., Art- XIII. A., Sec.

I ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 2.

Distinction because of previous condition of—Const. U. S., Art. XV. A.,

Sec. I.

Sexual Intercourse—
Age of consent to—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 33.

Miscegenation—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 33.
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Shares—
Of stock in banks ; taxation of—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5.

Of stock in, cumulative, voting—Const. 1895, Art. IX-, Sec 11.

Of stock, in one corporation held by another—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,

Sec. 19.

Sheriff—
Election ; term ; residence ; duties ; second term—Const- 1895, Art. V.,

Sec. 30; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 30.

Permitting prisoner lynched, liability—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 6.

Ships of War—
State not to keep in time of peace without, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. ID, Clause 3.

Silver Coin—
Gold and, legal tender—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec 10, Clause i.

Sinking Fund—
For redemption of municipal bonds—Const. U. S-, Art. VIII., Sec. 7.

Slave—
Certain for loss or emancipation of—Const. U- S-, Art. XIV. A., Sec. 4.

Contracts for, the purchase of, void— Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec 34.

Crime committed by, does not disfranchise—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL,

Sec. 12.

Slavery—
Prohibited—Const. U- S-, Art. XIII. A-, Sec. i; Const. 1868, Art. I.,

Sec. 2.

Soldier—
Quartering in house, without consent prohibited—Const. U. S., Art.

III. A. ; Coiist. 189s, Art. L, Sec 26 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 29.

In army, when not a resident—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 5.

In army, does not lose residence, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. 4;

Const. 189s, Art. IL, Sec. 7.

Solicitor—
Circuit ; election, term, compensation, &c.—Const. 1895, Art- V., Sec. 29

;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 29.

County; election, term, compensation, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 29.

Pro tem. ; appointment by Court—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 29 ; Const.

1868, Art IV., Sec 29.

Speaker—
House of Representatives shall choose—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2,

Clause 5.

Bills and Joint Resolutions to be signed by—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec-

18; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 21.

Writs of elections issued by—Const. 1895, Art. Ill-, Sec. 25 ; Const. 1868,

IL, Sec. 29.

Election returns delivered to—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 4; Const. 1868,

Art. Ill-, Sec. 4.
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Special Legislation Prohibited—
As to change of names—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34, Clause i.

As to roads and highways, working, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec.

34, Clause 2.

As to road or other public duty—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 34, Clause 9.

As to incorporation of municipalities—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 34,

Clause 3.

As to incorporation of private corporations—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec.

34, Art. IV.

As to incorporations of school districts—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 34,

Clause 5.

As to adoption or legitimation of children—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec.

34, Art. 6.

As to protection of game—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 34, Clause 7.

As to summoning and empanelling jurors—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec.

34, Clause 8.

As to compensation County officers—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 34,

Clause 10,

Where general law can be made applicable—Sec 1895, Art. IIL, Sec.

34, Clause II.

Special Legislation Permitted—
To carry out charitable gift—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 34, Clause 13.

Speech—
Freedom of, not to be abridged—Const. U. S-, Art. I. A.; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 7.

Speedy Trial—
Accused entitled to—Const. U.' S., Art. VI. A.; Const. 1895, Art. L,

Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I, Sec. 13.

Standard of Weights and Measures—
Congress to fix the—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 5-

State—
Of the Union; President to give information as to—Const. U- S., Art.

II., Sec. 3.

Officers ; oath of, to support Constitution, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. VL
Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 26; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 30.

Filling vacancies in representation of the—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec 2,

Clause 4

Shall not enter into alliance treaty or federation—Const. U. S., Art. L,

Sec. 10, Clause i.

Shall not grant letters of marque or reprisal—Const. U- S., Art- I.,

Sec. 10, Clause i.

Shall not coin money—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i.

Shall not emit bills of credit—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i.

Shall not make anything but gold or silver legal tender—Const. U. S.,

Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i.

Shall not pass bill of attainder, ex post facto—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec- 10, Clause i.
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State— (Continued.)

Law, impairing obligation of contracts—Const 1895, Art. I., Sec.

8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 21.

Shall not grant title of nobility; hereditary emoluments—-Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 39; Const. U. S,

Art. I., Sec. 10, Clause i.

Shall not lay duties on imports and exports without, &c.—Const. U. S.,

Art. L, Sec. 10, Clause 2.

Shall not lay duty of tonnage, keep troops, &c., or ships of war or en-

gage in war, unless, &c.—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec. 10, Art. 3.

Faith and credit given records of each—Const. U- S., Art. IV., Sec. i.

Manner of proving records of each—Const. U. S., Art. IV-, Sec. I.

Citizens of ; rights in other States—Const. U. S., Art. IV-, Sec. 2,

Clause I.

Admission of new, by Congress—Const. U- S-, Art. IV., Sec. 3, Clause i.

Formation of new, in old—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 3, Clause i.

Formation of new, by junction of old States—Const. U. S., Art- IV-,

Sec. 3, Clause i.

Equal suffrage in Senate—Const. U. S., Art. V.

Ratification of amendments by—Const. U. S., Art. V.

Republican form of government guaranteed—Const. U. S., Art. IV.,

Sec. 4.

Protection against invasion, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Executive or Legislature may call for aid—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Ratifications of Constitution by—Const. 1894, Art. VII.

Choice of President in House by vote of—Const. U. S., Art. XII. A.

Powers not delegated reserved to—Const. U. S., Art. X. A.

Inter-State commerce, regulation—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 3.

May obtain change of venue—Const. 1895, Art. VI., Sec. 2.

Government; provision for expense of—Const. U. S., Art. X., Sec. 2;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 3.

Credit of, not to be pledged for private benefit—Const. 1895, Art. X.,

Sec. 6.

Not to become a stockholder, &c.-—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 6.

Bonds, denomination of—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 11; Const. 1895,

Art. IX., Sec. 14.

Bonds shall be registered—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 11; Const. 1895,

Art. IX., Sec. 14.

Bonds, annual tax for interest on—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec 11.

Bonds, redemption by new scrip—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 7; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 10.

Funds, safe keeping of, provision for—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 15.

Funds, embezzlement of—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12; Const. 1868,

Art. IX., Sec 15.

Board of Education ; composition, duties, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XL,
Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 2.

Hospital for the Insane ; ofiicers, &c—Const. 1895, Art. XIL, Sec. 2.

Lunatic Asylum, officers, &c.—Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

Library, regulations as to—Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 3.
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State—(Continued.)

Librarian, a woman eligible as—Const. 1895, Art. XVII.,, Sec. i.

Normal Schools to be established—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8; Const.

1868, Art. X., Sec. 6.

Reform School to be established—Const. 1895, Art. XII., Sec. 7; Const.

1868, Art. X., Sec. 8.

Treasurer, election, term, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec 24; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec 23.

Treasurer, compensation not to be changed—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 24.

University to be maintained—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8; Const. 1868,

Art. X., Sec. 9.

Residence in necessary before voting, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec 2.

Officers enter on duties, when—Const. 1895, Art. IV-, Sec. 2; Const.

1868, Art. III., Sec. 2.

Concurrent jurisdiction on boundary rivers—Const. 1895, Art. XIV.,

Sec I ; Const. 1868, Art. VI., Sec i.

Title to lands escheated, &c., vested in—Const. 1895, Art. XIV-, Sec 2

;

Const. 1868, Art. VL, Sec 2.

Ultimate right of property in—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec. 3; Const.

1868, Art. VL, Sec 3-

Statement—
Of account of public moneys published—Const- 1895, Art. X., Sec. 8;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., s'ec 11.

Staff Officers—
In militia; how appointed—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec. 4; Const- 1868,

Art. XIIL, Sec 3.

Statutes—
Public, unless it otherwise declares—Const. 1895, Art. VL, Sec. 4.

Indexing and arranging—Const. 1895, Art. VL, Sec. 5.

Revision and codification of—Const. 1895, Art. VI-, Sec 5 ; Const. 1868,

Art. v.. Sec. 3.

Street Railway—
Right to construct ; how granted—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 4.

Stock—
Only to be issued for value ; fictitious void—Const. 1895, Art. IX, Sec. 10-

Stockholders—
Liability generallj'—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec 18; Const. 1868, Art.

XII., Sees. 4-5.

In banks, liability—Const- 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. XII.,

Sec. 6.

Students Attending Institutions of Learning—
Residence of—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 7.
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Suffrage—
States have equal in Senate—Const. U. S., Art. V-

Right of protected—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec 9; Const. 1895, Art. II.,

Sec. 15 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 33. »

Rights of; general provisions as to—Const 1895, Art. II; Const. 1868,

Art. VIII.

[See Vote.]

Suits—
At common law, jury trial in—Const. U. S., Art. VII. A.

At common law and in equity; jurisdiction—Const. U. S., Art. XL A.

Superintendent of Education ; State—
Election, term, compensation—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 24; Const.

189s, Art. XL, Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 23 ; Const. 1868,

Art. X., Sec. i.

Duties and powers—Const 1895, Art. XL, Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. X.,

Sec. I.

Secretary of State Board of Education—Const 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 2.

Chairman of State Board of Education—Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 2.

Supplementary Taxes for Schools—
Levy and collection of—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

When levied—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 12.

Supreme Being—
No person denying shall hold office—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL, Sec 4

;

Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec 6.

Supreme Court—
Judicial power vested in—Const- U. S., Art. III., Sec. i ; Const. 1895,

Art. v., Sec i ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. i

Congress may constitute Courts inferior to—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec.

.VIIL, Clause 9.

Composed of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 2.

Quorum of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec 2; Const. 1868, Art IV., Sec. 2.

Jurisdiction of—Const. U. S., Art. IIL, Sec. 2, Clause 2; Const. 1895,

Art. v.. Sec 4; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 4.

Sessions twice a year—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 5 ; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec 5.

Clerk and Reporter of—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art.

IV., Sec. 7.

Calling Circuit Judges to assist—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 12-

When special Judges are to be appointed on—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec

6; Const. 1868, Art- IV., Sec 6.

Decisions to decide each point—Const- 1895, Art. V., Sec. 8; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec 8.

Decisions to be stated in writing—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec- 8; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec 8.

Decisions to be preserved in record—Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec. 8; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 8.
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Supreme Court—(Continued.)
'

Decisions to be published—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 32; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec Z'^-

Judges, to hold during »good behavior—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. i.

Judges, compensation unchangeable during term—Const. U. S., Art. III.,

Sec. I ; Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 9 ; Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec 9.

Judges, disqualifications, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec 6; Const- 1868,

Art. IV., Sec 6.

Judges, eligibility—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 10; Const- 1868, Art- IV.,

Sec. 10.

Judges, concurrence necessary to decision—Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec- 12;

Const. 1868, Art. IV-, Sec- 12.

Judges, vacancies, how filled—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 11; Const. 1868,

Art. IV., Sec 11.

Supreme Law—
Constitution of United States, laws and treaties—Const. U- S-, Art- VL,

Clause 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 4.

Sureties—
Who are bailable by, before conviction—Const. 1895, Art. T, Sec 20;

Const. 1868, Art. L, Sec- 16.

T
Tax—

Capitation or direct, proportionate to population—Const- U. S., Art. L,
Sec 9, Clause 4.

Capitation on domestic animals—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. i.

Capitation on polls—Const. 1895, Art. XI., Sec. 6 ; Const. 1868, Art. IX.,
Sec. 2; Const- 1868, Art. X., Sec. 5.

On exports prohibited—Const. U- S-, Art. I., Sec 9, Clause 5.

Direct, apportioned among States—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec 2, Clause
3; Const. U. S-, Art. 14A., Sec. 2-

Laid only by consent of people or representatives—Const. 1895, Art- I.,

Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec- 2>7-

On incomes—Const. 1895, Art. X-, Sec. i.

None, except pursuant to law, &c.—Const- 1895, Art. X., Sec- 2 ; Const.
1868, Art. IX., Sec 4.

For schools—Const. 1895, Art- XL, Sec. 6; Const. 1868, Art- X., Sec. 5.

For schools—Const. 1868 (Am. 1878.)

For interest on State debt—Const. 1895, Art- X., Sec. 11; Const- 1868,

Art. IX., Sec. 7.

By municipalities, for corporate purposes—Const. 1895. Art. X., Sec. 5;
Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 8-

By municipalities, to be uniform, &c.—Const- 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 6;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 8-

By municipalities, restricted—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 3; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec 9.

Payment of; prerequisite to voting—Const- 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4.

Payment of; evidence of—Const. 1895, Art. II-, Sec. 4.
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Tax—(Continued.)

Homestead; liable to levy for—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 28; Const,

1868, Art. II., Sec. 32.

To be laid according to value—Const. 1895, Art. Ill-, Sec. 29.

License or privilege ;
graduated—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec 6.

All taxes on same valuation—Const- 1895, Art. X., Sec. 13.

Congress has power to lay uniform—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec 8,

Clause I.

Taxation—
To be in proportion to value—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 6 ;

Const. 1868,

Art. I-, Sec- 36.

To be uniform—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 4; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec i.

To be sufficient for annual expense—Const. 1895, Art. X-, Sec 2; Const.

1868, Art. IX., Sec. 3-

Certain property exempted from—Const. 1895, Art- X., Sec. 4; Const-

1868, Art. IX-, Sec. 5.

Manufactures; how exempted from—Const- 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 8.

By cities, &c., to be restricted—Const. 1868, Art- IX., Sec. 9; Const-

1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 3-

By cities, regulated, uniformity, &c.—Const. 189S, Art. VIIL, Sec. 6;

Const- 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5.

Of property of corporations—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5 ;
Const. 1868,

Art- XII., Sec. 2.

Of bank stock, &c.—Const. 1895, Art- X-, Sec. 5.

Of common carriers—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 3.

Teachers—
• In public schools; residence before voting—Const. 1895, Art- 11., bee- 4-

In public schools ; examination of—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 2.

In public schools ; training—Const. 1868, Art. X.. Sec. 6-

Colored, in Colored Normal, &c-, College—Const. 1895. Art- XL, Sec. 8.

Telephone—
Plants ; right to construct—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec- 4.

Companies; common carriers—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 3.

Companies ; discrimination by—Const. 1895, Art. IX.,^ Sees- 5 and 6.

Companies; consolidation, &c—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 7.

Companies; regulation of, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec 14-

Temporary—
Of Senators, during recess, &c, by Governor—Const. U. S., Art. L,

Sec. 3, Clause 2-

Tender in Payment of Debts—
Gold and silver—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec! 10, Clause i.

Term—
Of four years; President and Vice President—Const. U. S., Art. II-,

Sec- I, Clause i.

Of four years; State Senators—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 6; Const.

1868, Art- II., Sec 8.
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Term-—(Continued.)

Of four years; Attorney General—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 28-

Of four years ; Solicitors—Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 29 ; Const. 1895,

Art. v., Sec 29.

Of four years; Sheriff and Coroner—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 30;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 30.

Of four years; Clerk of Court—Const. 1895, Art- V., Sec 27; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec. 27.

Of four years ; Circuit Judges—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 13 ; Const.

1868, Art. IV., Sec 13.

Of four years; Comptroller General—Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 23.

Of four years; Treasurer—Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 23.

Of four years; Secretary of State—Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 23.

Of four years; Probate Judge—Const. 1868 (Am. 1889.)

Of two years; Congressmen—Const- U. S., Art. I., Sec. 2, Clause i.

Of two years; Legislators—Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 2; Const. 1868,

Art. II., Sec. 2.

Of Governor; Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec 2; Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 2.

Of two years ; Lieutenant Governor—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 5

;

Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 5.

Of two years ; Attorney General—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 24 ; Const.

1895, Art. v., Sec. 28; Const. 1868 (Am. 1875.)

Of two years; Adjutant and Inspector General—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 24; Const. 1868 (Am. 1875-)

Of two years; Secretary of State—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 24; Const.

1868 (Am. 1875.)

Of two years; Comptroller General—Const. 1895, Art. IV-, Sec. 24;

Const. 1868 (Am. 1875.)

Of two years; Treasurer—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec- 24; Const. 1868

(Am. 1875-)

Of two years; Superintendent of Education—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec.

24; Const. 1868 (Am. 1875-)

Of six years ; United States Senators—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3,

Clause I.

Of six years ; Supreme Court Judges—Const. 1868, Art. IV-, Sec. 3.

Of eight years; Supreme Court Judges—Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec. 2.

No Senator or Representative shall be appointed to office created, or the

emoluments of which have been increased during his—Const. U. S.,

Art. L, Sec. 6, Clause 2.

Territory—

Of the United States, disposition, rules respecting—Const. U. S-, Art.

IV., Sec. 3, Clause 2.

Test—
No religious, required for office—Const. U- S., Art. 6, Clause 3.

Testimony—
Of two witnesses to act of treason—Const. LJ- S., Art. III., Sec. 3,

zz 'oas '"I -^JV '^^gi :isuo3 ; i 3sni3i3
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Three-Fourths—
Of Legislatures, to ratify amendments to Constitution—Const. U. S.,

Art. V.

Tickets—
Excursion or commutation allowed—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. g.

Tie—
Vice President votes only in case of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3,

» Clause 4.

Lieutenant Governor votes only in case of—Const. 1895, Art. IV-, Sec. 6

;

Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 6.

Times—
Places, and manner; Congressional and Senatorial elections—Const. U.

S., Art. I., Sec. 4, Clause i.

Title—
Of nobility not to be granted, by U. S.-—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec 9,

Clause 8.

Of nobility not to be granted, by any State—Const. U. S., Art- I., Sec.

10, Clause I-

Of State not to be granted, by State—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 8 ; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 39.

Of nobility not to be accepted from foreign State, without consent, &c.

—

Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 8.

Ultimate right and, to land in State—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec 3

;

Const. 1868, Art. VI., Sec. 3.

To lands escheated, &c., vest in State—Const. 1895, Art- XIV., Sec 2;

Const. 1868, Art. VI., Sec. 2.

Confirmation of, to lands, by General Assembly—Const. 1895, Art. III.,

Sec 31-

Tonnage-
No State shall lay, without consent of Congress—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 10, Clause 3.

TownSj Cities, &c —
Organization and incorporation of—Const. 1895, Art- VIIL, Sec. i

;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 9.

Special charters ceased on reorganization—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. i.

Consent of resident electors necessary to organization—Const. 1895,

Art. VIIL, Sec 2.

Power of taxation, &c., to be restricted—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec 3

;

Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 9.

Taxation by—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec 5 ; Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec.

S ; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 8.

Bonded indebtedness of; limitations, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec s

;

Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec 7; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec- 17-

May except manufactories taxation—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 8-

Municipal elections in, regulations, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 12.

Municipal elections in, as to bonds, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 13.
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TowNSj CiTiESj &c.

—

(Continued.)

Waterworks and light plants in—Const. 1895, Art. VIII. , Sec. 5.

Grant of public franchises in—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 4.

Licenses on occupations in—Const. 1895, Art. VIII., Sec. 6.

Cannot license sale of intoxicating liquors—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL,
Sec. II.

Special provisions as to government, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. il.

Townships—
Bodies corporate; organization, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. I*c.

Change of boundaries, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 11.

Government of; special provisions-—Const. 1895, Art. VII., Sec. 11. ?

Property of exempted from taxation—Const. 1895, Art. X-, Sec. 4.

Taxation by—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5.

Bonded debt; limitation—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5.

Bonded debt; purposes of—Const- 1895, Art. X-, Sec. 6.

Tranquility—
Insuring domestic (Preamble)—Const. U. S.

Treason—
Defined—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 3, Clause i ; Const. 1895, Art. I.,

Sec- 22.

Evidence necessary to convict of—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 3, Clause

I ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Congress may fix punishment for—Const. U- S., Art. IIL, Sec. 3,

Clause 2.

Attainder of; works no corruptix)n of blood—Const. U. S., Art. III.,

Sec. 3, Clause 2.

Attainder of; nor forfeiture; except, &c-—Const. U. S-, Art, III., Sec. 3,

Clause 2.

Impeachment for—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 4.

Arrests for, no exemption from—Const. U- S., Art. L, Sec. 6, Clause i

;

Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 14; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 17.

Treasurer—
State ; election, term and compensation—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 24

;

Const. 1868, Art. IIL, Sec. 23.

Further provision as to compensation—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 24.

Treasury—
Money to be drawn only on appropriation—Const. U. S.. Art. I., Sec. 0,

Clause 7; Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 9; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec.

12; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 22.

Tre.\ties—
President, with advice of Senate, may make—Const. U. S., Art. IL,

Sec. 2, Clause 2.

Judicial power extends to cases under—Const. U- S., Art. IIL, Sec. 2,

Clause I.

Supreme law of the land—Const. U. S., Art. VI-, Clause 2.

No State shall enter into any—Const. U. S., Art. L, Sec. 10, Clause i..
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Trial—
At law, cumulative to impeachment—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause

7; Const. 189s, Art. XV., Sec. 3; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 3.

Of impeachment, by Senate—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 6;

Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 2 ; Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec. 2.

By jury; for crimes—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 2, Clause 3.

By jury; to remain inviolate—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 25; Const. 1868,

Art. I., Sec. 11.

By jury; secured accused persons—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 18; Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 22; Const. 1868, Art. L,

Sec. 13.

By jury; no one to be punished without—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 14.

By jury; in civil cases at common law—Const. U. S., Art. 7A.

Rights of accused on—Const. U. S., Art. 5A. ; Const. U- S., xA^rt. 7A.

;

Const. 1895, Art. I., Sees. 17 and 18; Const. 1868, Art. L, Sees.

13 and 14.

Justices declared Magistrates—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 20.

Tribunals—
Congress may constitute inferior—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 9.

See Courts, ante.

Troops-
No State shall keep in time of peace, without, &c.—Const. U. S., Art.

I., Sec. IP, Clause 3.

Bringing into State; prohibited, except, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL,

Sec. 9.

See Militia, Armies and Soldiers, ante.

Trust—
And profit, holders of office of ineligible as Electors—Const. U. S., Art.

II., Sec. I, Clause 2.

And profit, holders of offices of ineligible as Legislators—Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec. 24 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 28.

And profit, no person to hold two offices of—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 2.

Fund, removal of officers for appropriating—Const. 1895, Art. IV.,

Sec. 22.

Illegal trusts and combinations prohibited—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5.

"True Value in MoNEr""

—

Defined—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 5.

Trustees—

•

Of corporations; how to be elected—Const. 1895, Art. IX., Sec. 11.

Of school districts; duties, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 6.

Truth—
May be shown on trial for libel—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 21 ; Const.

1868, Art. L, Sec. 8.
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IT

Union—
The establishment of a more perfect—Const. U. S. (Preamble.)

This State to remain a member of—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 5.

Information as to state of—Const- U. S., Art. II., Sec. 3, Clause i.

Admission of new States to the—Const. U. S., Art. IV., Sec. 3, Clause i.

Paramount allegiance due the—Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 4.

University—
State—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 8; Const. 1868, Art. X., Sec. 9.

Unreasonable Searches and Seizures—
Protection against—Const. U. S., Art. 4A. ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 16

;

Const. 1868, Art. I-, Sec. 22.

Unusual Punishments—
Not to be inflicted—Const. U. S., Art. 8A. ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 19.

Use—
Taking private property for public—Const- U. S-, Art. 5A. ; Const. 1895,

Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 23.

Taking private property for private—Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec. 17; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 23-

UsEFUL Arts—
Congress may promote the progress of the—Const- U. S., Art. L, Sec.

8, Clause 8-

V
Vacancies—

In representation of State in Congress—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec. 2,

Clause 4-

In representation of State in Senate—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3,

Clause 2.

Of offices ; filling during recess of Senate—Const. U. S., Art- II., Sec

2, Clause 3.

Of General Assembly—Const. 1895. Art. III., Sec. 25; Const. 1868, Art.

II., Sec. 29-

Of Supreme Courts and other tribunals—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 11;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec. 11.

Of Directors, State institutions—Const. 1895, Art- XII., Sec 8; Const.

1868, Art. XL, Sec. 4.

Caused by impeachment—Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. i; Const. 186S,

Art. VIL, Sec- i-

Caused by removal of officer—Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 22.

Validity—
Of public debt not to be questioned—Const. U. S., Art. 14A., Sec 4.

Venue—
In criminal trials—Const- U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895, Art. VL, Sec. 2.

Before IMagistrates—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 23.
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Venue—(Continued.)

Change of, Magistrates' Courts—Const- 1895, Art. V., Sec. 23.

Change of, Circuit Courts—Const. 1S9S, Art. VI-, Sec. 2; Const. 1868,

Art. v., Sec. 2.

Vessels—
Bound from one State to another; duties—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9,

Clause 6-

4

Veto—
Proceedings on—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7, Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art.

IV., Sec. 23; Const. 1868, Art. Ill-, Sec. 22.

Vice President—
President of the Senate ; vote—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 4.

President pro tempore acts in absence of—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec 3,

Clause 5.

Elected for four years—Const. U. S., Art. 11., Sec. i. Clause i.

Number and manner of appointing i^lectors for—Const. U. S., Art. II.,

Sec. I, Clause 2-

When to act as President—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. i. Clause 5.

Succession to, Congress shall provide for—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec. i,

Clause 5.

Impeachment of—Const. U. S., Art. II., Sec. 4.

Manner of choosing, by Electors—Const. U. S., Art. 12A.

Manner of choosing, by Senators—Const. U. S., Art. 12A.

Who eligible as—Const. U. S., Art- 12A.

Villages—
See Towns, ante.

Volunteer Forces—
See Militia, ante.

Vote—
Each Senator to have one—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause i.

Vice President has one on tie—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3, Clause 4.

Lieutenant Governor has one on tie—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 6;

Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 6.

Not to be abridged or denied because of race, &c.—Const. U. S., Art.

iSA., Sec. I.

Not to be denied because of commission of crime while a slave—Const.

1868, Art. VIII., Sec 12.

By ballot—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. VIIL, Sec. i.

Qualifications requisite to—Const. 1895, Art. II., Sec. 4 ; Const. 1868,

Art. VIIL, Sec. 2.

Disqualifications to—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 6; Const. 1868, Art.

VIIL, Sec 8.

Residence, requisite, what deemed—Const. 1895, Art. IL, Sec. 7 ; Const.

1868, Art. VIIL, Sees. 4 and 5.

Two-thirds convicts on impeachment—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 3

Clause 6; Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 2; Const. 1868, Art. VII.

Sec. 2.

17-C.
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Vote—(Continued.)

Two-thirds necessary to impeach—Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. i ; Const.

1868, Art. VII., Sec. 2.

Two-thirds expels a member—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5, Clause 2;

Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec 12; Const. 1868, Art. IL, Sec. 15.

Two-thirds passes bill, &c., over veto—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7,

Clause 2; Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec. 23; Const. 1868, Art. III.,

Sec. 22.

Two-thirds necessary to treaty—Const. U. S., Art. IL, Sec.*2, Clause 2.

Two-thirds to propose Constitutional amendments—Const. U. S., Art.

V. ; Const. 1895, Art. XVI., Sec. i ; Const. 1868, Art. XV., Sec. i.

Two-thirds to call Constitutional Convention—Const, tj. S., Art. V.

;

Const. 1895, Art. XVI., Sec. 3 ; Const. 1868, Art. XV-, Sec. 3.

Two-thirds of States elects President in House—Const. U. S., Art. 12A.

Two-thirds removes disabilities (political)—Const. U. S., Art. 14A.,

Sec. 3; Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec. 12; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 15.

Two-thirds required to create new County—Const. 1895, Art. VII.,

Sec. 2.

Two-thirds required to alter County lines—Const. 1895, Art. VIL, Sec. 7.

Two-thirds required to remove County seat—Const. 1895, Art. VIL,

Sec. 8.

Two-thirds required to increase State debt—Const. 1895, Art. X., Sec.

11; Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 7; Const. 1868, Art. XVI.

Two-thirds authorizes removal of oiBcer—Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec.

4; Const. 1868, Art. VIL, Sec. 4.

w
War—

Congress may declare—Const. U- S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 11.

Congress may make Rules and Articles of—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 8,

Clause 14.

No State shall engage in, unless, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 10,

Clause 3.

Against United States; treason, &c.—Const. U. S., Art. III., Sec. 3,

Clause I.

Against the State, treason—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Warrants—
Necessary to arrest, search or seizure—Const. U. S., Art. 4x\. ; Const.

1895, Art. L, Sec. 16; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Water Works—
Grant of right to erect, &c.—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 4.

Municipalities may acquire—Const. 1895, Art. VIIL, Sec. 5.

Waters—
Navigable, highways, free use of—Const- 1895, Art. L, Sec. 28; Const.

1868, Art. L, Sec. 40.

Navigable, highways, forever free—Const. 1895, Art. XIV., Sec. i

;

Const. 1868, Art. VI., Sec i.
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Weights and Measures—
Congress shall fix standard of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 8, Clause 5.

Welfare—
Promotion of the general (Preamble)—Const. U- S.

Wharves—
No tax for use of—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 28; Const. 1868, Art. I.,

Sec. 40.

White—
Person and negro ; intermarriage prohibited—Const. 1895, Art- III.,

Sec. 33.

Person and negro ; separate schools—Const. 1895, Art. XL, Sec. 7.

Widows—
Pensions for certain—Const. 1895, Art. XIIL, Sec- 5.

Winthrop Normal and Industrial College—
Provision as to—Const. 1895, Art. XI-, Sec. 8.

Witness-
No one compelled to be, against himself—Const. U. S., Art. 5A. ; Const.

1895, Art. I., Sec. 17; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

To be faced by accused—Const. U. S., Art. 6A. ; Const. 1895, Art. I-,

Sec. 18; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec 13.

Accused shall have compulsory process for—Const. U. S., Art. 6A.

;

Const. 1895, Art. L, Sec. 18 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 13.

Not to be unreasonably detained—Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 19 ; Const.

1868, Art. I., Sec. 38-

Disqualification of to be without distinction—Const. U. S., Art. I.,

Sec. 12.

Two witnesses required in treason—Const- U. S., Art. III., Sec. 3,

Clause I ; Const. 1895, Art. I., Sec. 22.

Woman—
Age of consent—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec. 33.

Eligible to certain offices, &c-—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. i-

Alarried; pi-operty of; power to contract—Const. 1895, Art. XVIL,

Sec. 9; Const. 1868, Art. XIV., Sec. 8.

Married ; consent required to alienation, &c., of homestead—Const. 1895,

Art. III., Sec. 28.

Writs—
Certain may be issued at chambers—Const. 1895, Art. V-, Sec. 25.

Certain may be issued by Supreme Court—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. IV., Sec 4.

Certain may be issued by Common Pleas—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec 15;

Const. 1868, Art. IV-, Sec. 15.

Of habeas corpus, suspension of—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 9, Clause 2;

Const. 189s, Art. I., Sec 23 ; Const. 1868, Art. I., Sec. 17.

Issued in name of State ; attested by clerk—Const. 1895, Art. V., Sec. 31

;

Const. 1868, Art. V-, Sec. 31.
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Writs—(Continued.)

Certain continued—Const. 1895, Art. XVII., Sec. 11.

Of election to fill vacancies in Congress—Const. U. S-, Art. I., Sec. 2,

Clause 4.

Of election to fill vacancies in Legislature—Const. 1895, Art. III., Sec

25 ; Const. 1868, Art. II., Sec. 29.

Y
Yeas and Nays—

Entry on Journal, on demand of members—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 5,

Clause 3; Const. 1895, Art. IIL, Sec. 22; Const. 1868, Art. II.,

Sec. 26.

Entry on Journal, after veto—Const. U. S., Art. I., Sec. 7, Clause 2;

Const. 1895, Art. IV., Sec 23 ; Const. 1868, Art. III., Sec. 22.

Recorded, on bill to create public debt—Const. 1868, Art. IX., Sec. 7.

. In Senate on nominations—Const. 1868, Art. XL, Sec- 3.

On address of removal to be recorded—Const. 1895, Art. XV., Sec. 4;

Const. 1868, Art. VII., Sec 4.

On amendments to Constitution—Const. 1895, Art. XVI., Sec. i ; Const.

1868, Art. XV., Sec i.



Rules of Practice in the Courts.

Rules of Court generally. Effect on statutory rights. Knobloch v. Bank, 43 S.

C, 233; 21 S. E., 13; Grollman v. Lipsitz, 43 S. C, 329; 21 S. E., 272; Columbia

W. P. Co. V. Columbia Land Co., 42 S. C, 488; 20 S. E., 378; 540.

Will be enforced when invoked. Johnson v. Johnson, 44 S. C, 556; 22 S. E.,

419; Trimmier v. Thompson, 39 S. C, 554; 17 S. E., 782; 851; Lysaght v. Berke-

ley Company, 41 S. C, 554; 19 S. E., 747; Rice v. Mahafley, 9 S. C, 283.

The Court will not let form over-ride substance. Ex parte Clyde, 14 S. C, 385.

An order in a cause not a rule of court. Scott v. Alexander, 27 S. C, 15; 2

S. E., 706.

Not to act retrospectively. Archer v. Long, 42 S. C, 545; 20 S. E., 539.

Rules of the Supreme Court of South Carolina.

RULE I.

For the purpose of an appeal to this Court the appellant shall Return,

cause the return to be made and filed with the Clerk of this

Court within twenty days after the record constituting said re-

turn has been completed : Provided, That upon an ex parte

application to any one of the Circuit Judges, upon good cause

shov/n, the time for filing the return may be extended, not, how- when filed,

ever, beyond twenty days. If he fails to do so within the time

prescribed by this rule, the appellant shall be deemed to have

waived the appeal, and upon an affidavit to that effect, and the Dismissal of
appeal for de-

certificate of the Clerk of this Court that no return has been fault,

filed—as above required or as hereinafter permitted—the re-

spondent may obtain from the Clerk of this Court an order dis-

missing the appeal for want of prosecution, with costs, and the

Court below may thereupon proceed as though there had been

no notice of appeal : Provided, That no appeal shall be dis- .Notice to be

missed by the Clerk under this rule unless the respondent shall

give the appellant ten .days notice, in writing, of the motion to

dismiss, and the appellant shall fail to file the return on or be-

fore the time fixed in the notice of said motion : Provided, how-

ever, That upon it being made to appear to the satisfaction of Motion to re-

this Court that such default on the part of the appellant has

arisen from some excusable neglect, he may on motion, upon at

least four days' notice, apply to this Court for an order rein-

stating the appeal: Provided, further. That upon a proper
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showing for that purpose the Court before whom the motion is

made may prescribe a shorter time.

As amended January 25, 1897: The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court attaches
on the filing of the Return. Pickens v. Sullivan, 31 S. C, 602; 9 S. E., 743; State
V. James, 34 S. C, 579; 13 S. E., 899; ex parte Whaley, 8 S. C, 344. And until

then the Circuit Court may adjudge it abandoned. State v. Johnson, 52 S. C, 505;
30 S. E., 592. If the Appellant fail to have the return filed within the twenty
days the Respondent may either cause same to bft filed, under Code Civil Proced-
ure, Sec. 340, or move to dismiss the appeal under this rule. In order to dismiss
under the rule it must be strictly shown by affidavit and certificate of Clerk thzl

no return has been filed within time limited. Dial v. Levy, 38 S. C, 552; 16 S.

E., 838.

The court divided as to v.-hether the notice required by this rule applies to

motions before the court, as well as to motions before the clerk. McClenaghan v.

McEachen, 56 S. C, 350; 34 S. E., 627; the ten days' notice is required before
the clerk, Hayes v. Sease, 49 S. C, 388; 27 S. C, 406. It is not necessary 'that

affidavit of respondent's attorney show that the return has not been filed. Lamb v.

Padgett, 45 S. C, 534= 23 S. E., 628.

Rule enforced and appeal dismissed for failure to file return in time limited.

Agnew V. Adams, 24 S. C, 90; Nabors v. Latimer, 30 S. C, 607; 10 S. E., 390;
Abney v. Cole, 30 S. C, 607; 10 S. E., 390; Calvo v. R. R. Co., 30 S. C, 608;

10 S. E., 389; Talbird v. Whipper, 31 S. C, 601; 9 S. E., 742 Crosswell v. As-
sociation, 49 S. C, 375 ; 2-j S. E., 388.

Even after cause has been docketed. Pregnall v. Miller, 2(1 S. C, 612; 7 S. E.,

71. The record constituting the return is complete when the exceptions are served,

and the time within which to file the return commences then, though the case may
not be settled. Dial v. Levy, 38 S. C, 552; 16 S. E., 838; Cummings v. Wingo,
28 S. C, 610; 7 S. E., 48; Tribble v. Poore, 28 S. C, 565; 6 S. E., 577; Swygert
V. Swygert, 30 S. C, 609; 9 S. E., 657; Talbot v. Gladney, 30 S. C, 609; 9 S. E.,

658; State V. Keels, 39 S. C, 553; 17 S. E., 724; 802;- Lamb v. Padgett, 45 S. C,
534; 23 S. E., 628; DeSchamps v. Ins. Co., 45 S. C, 536; 23 S. E., 737.

The record constituting the return is not complete during extension of time

granted Appellant to serve exceptions. Cunningham v. Cauthen, 34 S. C, 575;
13 S. E., 322.

Appeal re-instated, Davis v. Pollock, 35 S. C, 584; 13 S. E., 897; Buerhaus v.

DeSaussure, 39 S. C, 548; 17 S. E., 500; Geddes v. Hutchinson, 39 S. C, 550;

17 S. E., 560; McXair v. Craig, 34 S. C, 9; 12 S. E., 367; 664; Putney v. Mc-
Dow, 52 S. C, 428; 30 S. E., 1005. Cummings v. Wingo, 30 S. C, 610; 7 S. E.,

48; Stoddard v. Roland, 31 S. C, 600; 9 S. E., 741; Newman v. Clyburn, 40 S. C,
459; 19 S. E., 494.

Re-instated on condition. Dial v. Levy, 38 S. C, 552; 16 S. E., 838; Hughes v.

Shingle Co., 47 S. C, i; 128 S. E., 1023; Jacobs v. Gilreath, 44 S. C, 557; 21 S. E.,

885.

Motions to re-instate appeals refused. State v. Moore, 26 S. C, 614; 7 S. E.,

72. Beattie v. Latimer, 41 S. C, 552; 19 S. E., 748; Trimmier v. Thompson, 39
S. C, 554; 17 S. E., 782; 852; Harmon v. Lexington, 32 S. C, 583; 10 S. E., 552;

Shley v. Thompson, 32 S. C, 582; 10 S. E., 550; Talbird v. Whipper, 31 S. C, 601;

9 S. E., 742; Harle v. Morgan, 31 S. C, 600; 9 S. E., 742; Pregnall v. Miller, 26

S. C, 612; 7 S. E., 71; Abney v. Cole, 30 S. C, 607; 10 S. E., 390; Calvo v. R. R.

Co., 30 S. C, 608; 10 S. E., 389; Talbot v. Gladney, 30 S. C, 609; 9 S. E., 658;

Ballew V. Anderson, 31 S. C, 602; State v. Keels, 39 S. C, 553; 17 S. E., 724;

802; Venable v. Charvous, 40 S. C, 545; 18 S. E., 943; Margenhoff v. Margenhoff,

40 S. C, 545; 18 S. E., 942; Tompkins v. R. R. Co., 40 S. C, 550; 18 S. E., 893;

O'Leary v. Bradley, 40 S. C, 551; 18 S. E., 933; N. E. Mortgage Co. v. Mc-
Millan, 41 S. C, 541; 19 S. E., 692; 695.

When motion to re-instate must be made. Archer v. Long, 42 S. C., S45; 20 S.

E., 539-
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RULE 11.

When the appeal is from a Judgment, the return spoken of in
to^contain!^'^^*

the foregoing Rule shall consist of copies of the Judgment Roll,

the notice of appeal and exceptions, certified to by the Clerk of

the Court below. When the appeal is from an Order, as al-

lowed by the eleventh Section of the Code of Procedure, the

return shall consist of copies of the Order appealed from, with

the papers upon which the Court below acted in granting the

Order, together tvnth the notice of appeal and the exceptions

:

Provided, hozvever, If the parties agree upon a statement of the

case, as allowed by an Act entitled "An Act to facilitate and proc., \ 3I5,

save expenses in appeals," approved the 5th of March, 1875,
*"

'

^'

such statement, with the notice of appeal and exceptions, shall

constitute the return.

Contents of Return. Sullivan v. Thomas, 3 S. C, 548.

Proviso that agreed case shall constitute return. Pregnall v. Miller, 26 S. C,

612; 7 S. E., 71. Gardner v. Mays, 26 S. C, 613; 7 S. E., 71; McNair v. Craig,

34 S. C, 9; 12 S. E., 367, 664; Davis v. Pollock, 35 S. C, 584; 13 S. E., 897.

A proposed case with amendments accepted is not such agreed case. Geddes v.

Hutchinson, 39 S. C, 550; 17 S. E., 560.

"The Case must not only be agreed to but it must also be agreed that such case

shall constitute the return. Nabors v. Latimer, 30 S. C, 607; 10 S. E., 390.

The agreement of the parties is substituted for the rule of Court. Talbot v. Glad-

ney, 30 S. C, 609; 9 S. E., 658; Swygert v. Swygert, 30 S. C, 609; 9' S. E.,

658.

ADJUDICATIONS.

The return and "Case," or "Brief," for argument, move on separate and distinct

lines. The respondent may have the appeal dismissed under Rule i, because the

return has not been filed, though the "Case," or "Brief," for argument, has been

properly made up and served upon him; and he may have the appeal dismissed

for default of appellant in not serving three printed copies of the Case or Brief

on respondent, although the return has been filed in due time.

The agreed Statement, intended by the "Act to facilitate and save expenses in

appeals," approved March sth, 1875, (Code, Sec. 345,) to constitute the appeal,

should be filed, and the Case, or Brief, for argument, served in the time required;

otherwise the respondent is entitled to have the appeal dismissed. In other words,

that Act does not dispense with the other requirements as to the return so made

up, and the Case, or Brief, for the purpose of the argument.—Gardner et al v.

Mays et al, 26 S. C, 613; 7 S. E., 71.

The "Case," or "Brief," as prepared for argument, is no part of the Judgment

Roll. This is elaborately discussed and settled by the Court in the case of Tribble

vs. Poore, 28 S. C, 565; 6 S. E., 577.

The return should be certified to in writing by the Clerk of the Circuit Court;

or, in case of an agreed statement, signed in writing by the attorneys; though it

is not necessary that the return itself should be in writing.—Dickson v. Screven

et al, December 8th, 1884. Manuscript decision.

RULE IIL

If said return be defective, either party may, on affidavit Return,

specifying the defect, and, after eight days' notice to the oppo-
defelTs!*^^

^°*^
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site party, apply to one of the Justices of this Court for an order
that the appellant cause a further return to be made without
delay.

See Green v. Railroad Co., 6 S. C, 344; Redding v. Railroad Co., 5 S. C, 68;
Hornesby v. Burdell, 9 S. C, 306; Ransom v. Anderson, lb., 441.

RULE IV.

Guirdfans^aj The attomeys and guardians ad litem of the respective parties
htem.

-j^ ^YiQ Court below, shall be deemed the attorneys and guardians

of the same parties respectively in this Court, until others shall

be retained or appointed, and notice thereof shall be served on
the adverse party. When any party to a judgment, brought by
appeal into this Court, shall die pending such appeal, any party

in interest shall be entitled to move the Court for an order

tives^ o/dlceas- making the proper representative of such deceased person a
ed parties.

party to such appeal ; and when, by reason of such decease, the

proper parties appellant are not before the Court, and due means
to have the parties represented on the record of this Court are

not taken at the next ensuing term, the respondent shall be en-

titled, on due proof of such facts, to move this Court to dismiss

such appeal.

Practice as to substitution of legal representative. Aultman v. Utsey, 35 S. C,
596; 14 S. E., 289; 351.

RULE V.

CaseorEnef. 'p]^g ''Casc" required to be served by the second Sect^"on

of the Act in relation to appeals, approved December 9, 1878,

shall set forth the following particulars

:

ta]^.^^'
*° ''°"'

I- The title of the action.

2. The times of commencement of action.

3. The names of all parties to the action, designating which

of them are appellants and which are respondents.

4. The general nature and character of the pleadings, speci-

fying such defendants as answered or demurred, and the gen-

eral nature of each answer when several answers are filed.

5. When issues of fact are settled, the order settling the

same.

6. The mode in which the case was tried, whether by the

Court, by a jury, or by referees.

7. When error of law is alleged, the facts or conclusions of

fact to which such error relates.
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8. When error of fact is alleged, the evidence or fact on

which the determination complained of was based.

9. The judgment, order, finding, ruling or decision com-

plained of.

10. If error is alleged in the charge to the jury, the request to

charge the charge and exceptions.

11. When the question to be determined involves the con-

struction of any pleading, judgment, order, charge or instru-

ment, the whole matter thereof shall be set forth ; but if only

some matter constituting a distinct and separate part thereof is

involved in such construction, only such distinct and separate

part need be stated in full, and the residue thereof may be

briefly stated according to its general nature and effect.

12. All changes in parties.

13. The date of the judgment or order appealed from.

14. Copy of the exceptions.

Provided, however, If the parties agree upon a "statement of

the case," as allowed by an Act entitled "An Act to facilitate

and save expenses in appeals," approved March 5, 1875, such

statement shall constitute said "Case." If the case is volumi-

nous, an index to the pleading, exhibits, depositions and other

principal matters shall be added.

An exception for the purpose of an appeal must contain a Exceptions,

statement of the proposition of law or fact which it is desired

to review ; and a mere reference to an exception taken to the

report of the Master or Referee, or to the decree of a Judge of

Probate, will not be sufficient, and an exception so taken will

not be considered.

In the preparation of the "Case" for argument in this Court, Case,

where amendments have been proposed and allowed, the "Case"

must be printed ; or in a Case where printing is dispensed with,

must be written, as it would read after the amendments allowed

are incorporated ; and it will not be sufficient to set out the pro-

posed amendments with a statement as to which of them have

been allowed.

If a Respondent in a case, in which such a practice is allowed,
c^lrgi'^i^I'

desires to sustain the judgment appealed from upon other

grounds than those upon which it is rested by the Circuit Judge,

he must give written notice thereof to the Attorney for Appel-

lant stating the additional grounds upon which he proposes to

relv ; and said notice must be served in time to have the same Amended De-
•' ' cember 17, 1896.
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printed in the "Case" as prepared for argument in the Supreme
Court.

In the preparation of the "Case" for argument in this Court,

in which plats or diagrams are referred to which are larger than

a page of the "Case," such plats or diagrams must not be at-

tached to the "Case," but must be filed separately,

june^! "i9^Kx
'^ "Whenever an appeal shall be taken under the provisions of

Section 345, Sub-Division I. of the Code of Procedure, and the

party served with a case with exceptions, or his attorney, shall

within ten days after the service of such case, propose any ob-

jection thereto or alteration thereof, and serve a copy on the

party proposing the case with exceptions, or his attorney, then

the party proposing the case, or his attorney, may within four

days thereafter serve the opposite party, or his attorney, with

the notice that the proposed case with the proposed ob-

jections or alterations will be submitted at a time and place to

be specified in the notice (t#be not less than four nor more
than twenty days after the service of such notice) to the Judge,

before whom the cause was tried for settlement : Provided,

That the Judge before whom the cause was tried, or any Judge
of this Court, may at any time on application within twenty days

after the service of such notice, extend the time for settling

such cause. Should the Judge before whom the cause was tried

be disabled by death or any other cause from settling the case,

the same may then be settled before any Judge presiding or

next to preside in the Circuit in which the cause was tried."

As to the settlement of the case on appeal see Rule 50 of the Circuit Court. The
rule refers only to the case for argument in the Supreme Court. Nott v. Thom-
son, 35 S. C, 590; 14 S. E., 23.

Where the case does not conform to the rule and fails to give an intelligent

statement of the case and grounds of appeal it will be stricken from the docket.

Shumate v. Powell, 5 S. C, 286. It must state enough of the facts to show the

lelevancy of the questions raised. Charles v. Jacobs, 6 S. C, 73; all proceedings

had in the cause relative to the points raised by the appeal. Sullivan v. Thomas,

3 S. C, 531. For the Court can only consider such facts as are stated in the

case. Sheriff v. Welborn, 14 S. C, 487; State v. Richardson, 47 S. C, 18; 24 S. E.,

1028; Powen V. Stribling, 47 S. C, 61; 24 S. E., 986; Moore v. Parker, 13 S. C,
489; State V. Coleman, 17 S. C, 473; Burnett v. Burnett, 17 S. C, 552; Avery
V. Wilson, 47 S. C, 78; 25 S. E., 286; Sawyer v. Macauley, 18 S. C, 545; Sulli-

van V. Sullivan, 20 S. C, Sii; Greenville v. Eichelberger, 44 S. C, 351; 22 S. E.,

345; Quick V. Campbell, 45 S. C, 3; 22 S. E., 479; State v. Satterwhite 20 S. C,
538; Scott V. Alexander, 23 S. C, 125; Hubbard v. Camperdown, 25 S. C, 496;

I S. E., s; Archer v. Ellison, 28 S. C, 238; 5 S. E., 713; State v. Levelle, 34
S. C, 120; 13 S. E., 319; Sherard v. R. R. Co., 35 S. C, 467; 14 S E., 952;

Kuker v. Purvis, 42 S. C, 10; 19 S. E., 1014; Young v. Green, 46 S. C, 12; 23

S. E., 981; In re Perry, 42 S. C, 183; 20 S. E., 84; Moore v. Perry, 42 S. C,
369; 20 S. E., 200; Whaley v. Bartlett, 42 S. C, 454; 20 S. E., 745; Meinhard v.

Youngblood, 37 S. C, 223; 15 S. E., 947; State v. Leonard, 32 S. C, 201; 10 S.

E., 1007; Connor v. Ashley, 41 S. C, 67; 19 S. E., 201; Shaw v. Cunningham,
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16 S. C, 631; Stackhouse v. Wheeler, 17 S. C, 105. Lowrimore v. Mfg. Co., 60

S. C, 167; 38 S. E., 430; in re estate Neubert, Burkim v. Pinkhussolin, 58 S. C,

469; 36 S. E., 908; Mitchell V. Bates, 57 S. C, 44; 35 S. E., 420; Thompson v.

Brown, 56 S. C, 304; 33 S. E., 454; Cudd v. Calvert, 54 S. C, 4571 32 S. E., 503;

Moody V. Dickinson, 54 S. C, 526; 32 S. E., 563; Turpin v. Sudduth, 53 S. C,

29s; 31 S. E., 24s; 306; Devereaux v. McCready, 53 S. C, 387; 31 S. E., 294;

Lesley v. Lesley, 53 S. C, 44; 30 S. E., 635; Gaines v. Drakeford, 51 S. C, 37;

2-] S. E., 960; McCants v. McCants, 51 S. C, 503; 29 S. E., 387; Bratton v. Burris,

51 S. C, 4S; 28 S. E., 13; State V. Moore, 49 S. C, 438; 27 S. E., 454; Thomp-

son V. Brown, 48 S. C, 350; 2(1 S. E., 655. But only such testimony, as is ne-

cessary to understand the rulings and charge of the judge in a law case need be

inserted in the case. Hines v. Jarrett, 26 S. C, 480; 2 S. E., 393. The dates

should be affixed to all papers in the case. Ketchen v. Landecker, 32 S. C, 156;

10 S. E., 936. Fooshe v. Merriwether, 20 S. C, 339; Crane, Boyleston & Co. v.

Lipscomb, 24 S. C, 435; Robert v. Pawley, 50 S. C, 491; 2-j S. E., 913.

How matters omitted in case may be brought to the attention of the Court.—

State V. Wilder, 13 S. C, 347.

Matter stated only in the exceptions, and not in case, cannot be considered.

—

Lites V. Addison, 27 S. C, 226; 3 S. E., 214; Welch v. Gleason, 28 S. C, 247;

5 S. E., 599; Daniel v. Hester, 29 S. C, 147; 7 S. E., 65; Hodges v. Tarrant,

31 S. C, 608; 9 S. E., 1038; Richards v. Munro, 30 S. C, 284; 9 S. E., 108; Brown
V. McWhite, 30 S. C, 356; 9 S. E., 277; Fishburne v. Smith, 34 S. C, 330; 13

S. E., 525; Dobson v. Cothran, 34 S. C, 518; 13 S. E., 679; Rucker v. Smoke,

37 S. C, 377; 16 S. E., 40; Gentry v. R. R. Co., 38 S. C, 284; 16 S.. E., 893;

Whitney v. R. R. Co., 38 S. C, 365; 17'S. E., 147; Thackston v. R. R. Co., 40

S. C, 80; 18 S. E., 177; State v. Morrow, 40 S. C, 221; 18 S. E., 853; State v.

Ezzard, 40 S. C, 312; 18 S. E., 1025; Geddes v. Hutchinson, 40 S. C, 402; 19

S. E., 9; Simmons v. Bank, 40 S. C, 177; 19 S. E., 502; Rose v. Bank, 41 S. C,
177; 19 S. E., 487; Batesburg v. Mitchell, 58 S. C, 564; 37 S. E., 36; Simon v.

Sabb, 56 S. C, 38; 36 S. E., 799; State v. Scarborough, 56 S. C, 48; 33 S. E.,

779; Sloan V. Courtenay, 54 S. C, 314; 32 S. E., 431; Smith v. Walke, 43 S. C,
381; 21 S. E., 249.

Clerk cannot dismiss for defects in case.—Easterby v. Mcintosh, 51 S. C, 190;

28 S. E., 403. The Court will only dismiss for wilful disregard of rule in print-

ing as proposed instead of as amended.—Crosswell v. Assn., 51 S. C, 221; 28

S. E., 402.

Appeal dismissed where case did not contain the judgment appealed from.—All

V. Hiers, 59 S. C, SS7; 38, S. E., 157.

The index is not essential to case.—Archer v. Long, 35 S. C, 587; 14 S. E., 24.

Nor need the order of settlement be printed in it.—Watson v. 'Neai, 35 S. C,

595; 14 S. E., 289.

Exceptions; sufficiency under Constitution of 1895, Art. V., Sec. 8.-—State v.

Meares, 60 S. C, 527; 39 S. E., 245; Garrett v. Weinberg, 59 S. C, 162; 37 S. E.,

51. 225-

The exception must state clearly and specifically the proposition of law or fact

sought to be reviewed; too general.—Swygert v. Wingard, 48 S. C, 321; 26 S. E.,

653; Jumper v. Bank, 48 S. C, 430; 26 S. E., 725; Avery v. Wilson, 47 S. C,
78; 25 S. E., 286; Electric Co. v. Blacksburg Co., 46 S. C, 75; 24 S. E., 43;
Howard v. Quattlebaum, 46 S. C, 95; 24 S. E., 93; Floyd v. Floyd, 46 S. C, 184;

24 S. E., 100; Lagrone v. Timmerman, 46 S. C, 372; 24 S. E., 290; State v.

Derrick, 44 S. C, 345; 22 S. E., 337; Johnson v. Johnson, 44 S. C, 364; 22 S. E.,

419; Marshall v. Creel, 44 S. C, 484; 22 S. E., 597; ex parte Moscato, 44 S. C,
335; 22 S. E., 308; Groesbeck v. Marshall, 44 S. C, 538; 22 S. E., 743; Vann v.

Howie, 44 S. C, 546; 22 S. E., 735; Sims v. Jones, 43 S. C, 92; 20 S. E., 905;
Norton v. Livingston, 14 S. C, 178; Cureton v. Dargan, 16 S. C, 619; State ex

rel.. Detheridge v. Gilreath, 16 S. C, 105; Paris v. Dupre, 17 S. C, 288; Walker
V. Walker, 17 S. C, 388; Lanier v. Tolleson, 20 S. C, 62; Bauskett v. Keitt, 22

S. C, 200; State V. Turner, 18 S. C, 104; McDaniel v. Stokes, 19 S. C, 61;

Cureton v. Stokes, 20 S. C, 583; Johnson v. Frazee, 20 S. C, 427; McLure v.

Lancaster, 24 S. C, 280; Cureton v. Westfield, 24 S. C, 460; Coin v. Coin, 24
S. C, S97; Weatherby v. Covington, 51 S. C, 55; 28 S. E., i; Tucker v. Ry. Co.,

51 S. C, 306; 28 S. E., 943; Pearson v. Spartanburg, 51 S. C, 480; 29 S. E.,
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193; Hayes v. Sease, 51 S. C, 534; 29 S. E., 259; Peeples v. Warren, 51 S. C,
560; 29 S. E., 2; Gable v. Rauch, 50 S. C, 95; 27 S. E., 555; State v. Aughtry,

49 S. C, 28s; 2(s S. E., 619; 27 S. E., 199; Miller v. Bank, 49 S. C, 427; zy S. E.,

514; Burwell V. Chapman, 59 S. C, 581; 38 S. E., 222; Norhden v. R. R. Co.,

59 S. C, 87; 37 S. E., 228; Norris v. Clinkscales, 59 S. C, 232; 37 S. E., 821;
State V. Whittle, 59 S. C, 297; 37 S. E., 923; Elliott v. Jeter, 59 S. C, 483; 38
S. E., 124; Cromer v. Watson, 59 S. C, 488; 38 S. E., 126; Watts v. R. R. Co.,

60 S. C, 67; 38 S. E., 240; Westbury v. Simmons, 57 S. C, 467; 35 S. E., 764;
Alexander v. McDaniel, 56 S. C, 252; 34 S. E., 405; State v. Washington, 55
S. C, 372; 33 S. E., 453; Camden v. Roberts, 55 S. C, 374; 33 S. E., 456; Ander-
son V. Dicks, 55 S. C, 398; 33 S. E., 505; Sloan v. Courtney, 54 S. C, 314; 32
S. E., 431; Rawls V. Johns, 54 S. C, 394; 32 S. E., 451; Drakeford v. Supreme
Conclave Knights of Damon, 61 S. C, 338; 39 S. E., 523; Hawkins v. Collins, 61

S. C, 537; Z9 S. E., 768; Walters v. Cotton Mills, 53 S. C, 155; 31 S. E., i;

Butler V. W. U. Tel. Co., 62 S. C, 222; 40 S. E., 162; Levi v. Gardner, 53 S. C,
24; 30 S. E., 617; Lesley v. Lesley, 53 S. C, 44; 30 S. E., 635; Connor v. Johnson,

53 S. C, 90; 30 S. E., 833; Bomar v. Means, 53 S. C, 232; 31 S. E., 234; Garr-ick

V. R. R. Co., S3 S. C, 448; 31 S. E., 334; Armour v. London, 53 S. E., 539; 31
S. E., s8o;Calvert v. Nickles, 26 S. C, 304; 2 S. E., 116; Dial v. Agnew, 28 S. C,
454; 2 S. E., 295; Scott V. Alexander, 27 S. C, 15; 2 S. E., 706; Peeples v. Cum-
mings, 45 S. C, 107; 22 S. E., 730; Mole v. Folk, 45 S. C, 265; 22 S. E., 882;
Whilden v. Pearce, 27 S. C, 44; 2 S. E., 709; Meinhard v. Strickland, 29 S. C,
491; 7 S. E., 838; Hodge V. Fabian, 31 S. C, 212; 9 S. E., 820; Young v. Gar-
lington, 31 S. C, 290; 9 S. E., 960; Simmons v. Reid, 31 S. E., 389; 9 S. E., 1058;
Association v. Jones, 32 S. C, 308; Fishburne v. Smith, 34 S. C, 330; 13 S. E.,

525; Dobson V. Cothran, 34 S. C, 518; 13 S. E., 679; State v. Turner, 36 S. C,
53S; IS S. E., 602; Connor v. Edwards, 36 S. C, 563; 15 S. E., 706; Bendy v.

White, 36 S. C, S7o; i5 S. E., 712; Cunningham v. Cauthen, 37 S. C, 124; 15
S. E., 917; State v. Davenport, 38 S. C, 348; 17 S. E., 37; Stone v. Fitts, 38 S. C,
393; 17 S. E., 136; Summer v. Kelly, 38 S. C, 507; 17 S. E., 364; State v. Floyd,

39 S. C, 24; 17 S. E., 50s; Jumper v. Bank, 39 S. C, 296; 17 S. E., 980; Greene
V. Tally, 39 S. C, 338; 17 S. E., 779; Moorer v. Andrews, 39 S. C, 427; 17
S. E., 948; Thackston v. R. R. Co., 40 S. C, 80; 18 S. E., 177; State v. Atkinson,

40 S. C, 363; 18 S. E., 1021; Geddes v. Hutchinson, 40 S. C, 402; 19 S. E., 9;
Williams v. Washington, 40 S. C, 457; 19 S. E., i; Davis v. Elmore, 40 S. C, 533;
19 S. E., 204; Aultman v. Utsey, 41 S. C, 304; 19 S. E., 617; Knox v. Moore, 41
S- C, 35s; 19 S. E., 683; Buerhaus v. DeSaussure, 41 S. C, 457; 19 S. E., 926;
Younts V. Starnes, 42 S. C, 22; 19 S. E., loii; Whaley v. Bartlett, 42 S. C, 454;
20 S. E., 745; State v. Nance, 42 S. C, 421; 20 S. E., 279; Levi v. Blackwell, 35
S. C, 511; IS S. E., 243; Elkins v. R. R. Co., 59 S. C, i; 37 S. E., 20; Humphrey
V. Campbell, 59 S. C, 39; 37 S. E., 26; Hampton v. Ray, 52 S. C, 74; 29 S. E.,

537; Willoughby v. Ry. Co., 52 S. C, 156; 29 S. E., 629; Swearengen v. Ins. Co.,

52 S. E., 309; 29 S. E., 722; Lauraglenn Mills v. Ruff, 52 S. C, 448; 30 S. E.,

587; McGee v. Wells, 52 S. C, 472; 30 S. E., 602.

Exceptions should not merely refer back to exceptions to referee's report.—Bouk-
night V. Brown, 16 S. C, 164; Chapman v. Lipscomb, 18 S. C, 230; Harbin v.

Parker, 19 S. C, 598; Covar v. Sallat, 22 S. C, 271; State v. Seabrooke, 42 S. C,
74; 20 S. E., 58; Huggins v. Watford, 38 S. C, 504; 17 S. E., 363; Ross v.

Charleston County, 42 S. C, 447; 20 S. E., 285.

Exceptions referring to paragraphs of the complaint by number.—Ross v. Char-
leston Co., 42 S. C, 447; 20 S. E., 285.

An exception should not be in the form of an argument.—Alsobrook v. Watts,

19 S. C, 543; Cunningham v. Cauthen, 2>7 S. C, 124; 15 S. E., 917; Hall v. Hall,

45 S. C, 33; 22 S. E., 881.

Points not made by exception considered in favorem vitae.—State v. Davis, zj
S. C, 609; 4 S. E., 567; State v. Workman, 39 S. C, 151; 17 S. E., 604; State v.

McNinch, 12 S. C, 89; State v. Washington, 13 S. C, 455; State v. Dodson, 14
S. C, 619.

But generally in the absence of a specific exception, error cannot be considered.

—

Pinckney v. Inglesby, 28 S. C, 345; 5 S. E., 823; Stedham v. Creighton, 28 S. C,
609; 9 S. E., 46s; Talbott v. Padgett, 30 b. C, 167; 8 S. E., 845; Bryce v. Massey,

35 S. C, 127; 14 S. E., 768; Rumph v. Hiott, 35 S. C, 44; 15 S. E., 235; Davis
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V. Cardue, 38 S. C, 471; 17 S. E., 247; Gadsden v. Desportes, 39 S. C, 132; 17

S. E., 706; Ryttenberg v. Keels, 39 S. C, 204; 17 S. E., 441; Beasley v. Newell,

40 S. C, 17; 18 S. E., 224; Cooke v. Poole, 26 S. C, 321; 2 S. E., 609; Miller v.

Carrier, 30 S. C, 617; 9 b. E., 350, 741; Beattie v. Latimer, 42 S. C, 313; 20 S.

E., 53; Frazee v. Beattie, 26 S. C, 348; 2 S. E., 125; Cureton v. Dargan, 16 S. E.,

619; Ellis V. Cribb, 55 S. C, 328; 33 S. E., 484; Keller v. Pagan, 54 S. C, 255;

32 S. E., 353.

Exceptions based on misconceptions overruled.—Spellman v. R. R. Co., 35 S. C,

47S; 14 S. E., 947; State v. Toland, 36 S. C, 516; 15 S. E., 599; Suber v. Chandler,

36 S. C, 344; 15 S. E., 426; Geddes v. Hutchinson, 40 S. C, 402; 19 S. E., 9;

Buerhaus v. DeSaussure, 41 S. C, 457; 19 S. E., 926; 20 S. E., 64; Moss v. Johnson,

36 S. C, 551; IS S. E., 709; Martin v. Bowie, 37 S. C, 103; iS S. E., 736; Cheat-

ham V. Morrison, 37 S. C, 188; 15 S. E., 924; Greene v. Duncan, 37 S. C, 240;

IS S. E., 9s6; Richardson v. Wallace, 39 S. C, 216; 17 S. E., 725; Bickley v. Bank,

43 S. C, S29; 21 S. E., 886; 39 S. C, 281; 17 S. E., 977; State v. Morrow, 40

S. C, 221; 18 S. E., 853; Heyward v. Farmers' Mining Co., 42 S. C, 139; 19 S. E.,

963; Long V. McKissick, 50 S. C, 218; 27 S. E., 636; Sadler v. Nicholson, 49

S. C, 7; 26 S. E., 893; State v. Moore, 49 S. C, 438; 27 S. E., 454; State v.

Sullivan, 43 S. C, 206; 21 S. E., 4.

Exception must contain a statement of the finding o£ fact or matter excepted to.

—

Holtzclaw V. Green, 23 S. E., 515; 45 S. C, 494; Metz v. Bank, 45 S. C, 216; 23

S. E., 13.

Only a party who has answered and is affected by the decision can except.—Early

v. Law, 42 S. C, 330; 20 S. E., 136; Vv^hite v. Coleman, 38 S. C, S56; 17 S. E., 21;

State V. Rhodes, 44 S. C, 42; 21 S. E., 807; 22 S. E., 306.

Nor can a party in default.—Washington v. Resse, 56 S. C, 28; 33 S. E., 787;

Odom V. Burch, S2 S. C, 305; 29 S. E., 726.

Failing to charge what was not requested no ground of exception.—State v.

Atkinson, 33 S. C, 100; 11 S. E., 693; Ellis v. Mason, 32 S. C, 277; 10 S. E.,

1069; Davis v. Elmore, 40 S. C, S33; i9 S. E., 204; Sullivan v. Jones, 14 S. C,

365; Stackhouse v. Wheeler, 17 S. C, 105; State v. Coleman, 17 S. C, 473; Sawyer

V. Macauley, 18 S. C, 545; McPherson v. McPherson, 21 S. C, 267; State v.

Jenkins, 21 S .C, 596; Long v. Ry. Co., 50 S. C, 49; 27 S. E., S3i-

After settlement of case by Circuit Judge leave may be given by the Supreme

Court to appellant to file additional exceptions to the charge as settled.—McNamee
V. Huckabee, 20 S. C, 192.

But after the appeal has been perfected, an amendment to an exception cannot,

ordinarily, be allowed for the purpose of making a new point; it may be allowed

to amplify a point already made.—Watts v. R. R. Co., 60 S. C, 67; 38 S. E., 240.

Additional grounds to sustain Circuit Court.—Sumner v. Harrison, 54 S. C, 62s;

32 S. E., S72; Norris v. Ins. Co., SS S. C, 450; 33 S. E., 566; Graham v. Seignous,

S3 S. C, 132; 31 S. E., SI.

A constitutional objection to a statute not raised below cannot be considered on

appeal as an additional ground to sustain the judgment.—Hunter v. Bamberg Co.,

63 S. C, 129; 41 S. E., 26.

An exception based on point not made below will not be considered.—Bryce v.

Cayce, 62 S. C, S46; 40 S. E., 948; Hutmacher v. Charleston Consolidated &c.,

R. R. Co., 63 S. C, 123; 40 S.»E., 1039; Lampley v. A. C. L. R. R. Co., 63 S. C,

123; 41 S. E., S17; Hicks v. So. Ry. Co., 63 S. C, SS9; 4i S. E., 753.

The case must show that the ground of appeal was passed on by the Circuit

Court.—Lampley v. A. C. L. R. R. Co., 63 S. C, 123; 41 S. E., 517; Hicks v.

So. Ry. Co., 63 S. C, 569; 41 S. E.,

The case must also show the entry of judgment on the verdict rendered, or ap-

peal will be dismissed.—Hutmacher v. Charleston Consolidated Ry. &c., Co., 63

S. C, 124; 40 S. E., 1029; All V. Hiers, S9 S. C, 557; 38 S. E., 157.

The Supreme Court has power to require conformity to the order of the Cir-

cuit Court settling a case on appeal, and may remand a case to the Circuit Court

for further settlement. But the Supreme Court has no power itself to say what

the case shall contain.—Baker v. Irvine, 62 S. C, 293; 40 S. E., 672.

Exceptions held too general—Thompson v. Security Trust and Life Ins. Co., 63

S. C, 290; 41 Si E., 464; State ex rel de Zabaljauregui v. Commissioners of Pilot-

age, 62 S. C, six; 40 S. E., 959; Smith v. Bradstreet Co., 63 S. C, 524; 41

S. E., 763-
,
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pefs"'^*^'^
P ^' All papers printed for the use of the Court shall be on white

RULE VI.

the use of ti

writing paper, in book form ; and each Case or other paper com-
^^How prepar- prising morc than two leaves shall be stitched or bound. Such

printed matter may conform, as to external form and dimen-

sions, and as to dimensions of printed page, to the volumes of

the current series of the South Carolina Reports.

Small pica solid is the smallest and most compact mode of

composition allowed. The folio (of one hundred words),

numbering from the commencement to the end of the case, shall

be printed on the outer margin of the page.
'^^^^^' Each separate paper printed for the use of the Court shall

instead of being endorsed, set forth on the first page, or, if

covered, on the first page of the cover, the following particu-

lars : The style of the Court, the title of the cause, which, in

case of appeal, shall stand as it stood in the Circuit Court, with-

out further "change than adding the words "Appellant" and

"Respondent," so as to indicate the parties appealing to this

Court, the nature of the paper, and the names of the attorneys.

Effect of non- Xo charge for printing the papers mentioned in this rule
c o m p 1 1 anoe '-^ ^ " r l

with this shall be alloAved as a disbursement in a cause, unless the fore-
Rule.

_

'

going requirements shall be shown, by affidavit, to have been

complied with in all papers hereafter printed, nor where the

Brief shall be held by the Court to be insufficient.

22 April" li'cis. "If a party to an action or proceeding in the Court shall file

with the Clerk of the Court an affidavit that he or she is unable .

to pay for the printing of any briefs, report or other paper

connected with his or her appeal, he or she shall not be required

to print the same.

"Typewriting will be permitted only when a good quality of

ink is used, with ordinary spacing upon linen paper of ordinary

weight, eight by thirteen inches in size.

"Papers in typewriting must have a blank margin of an

inch and a half on the left. If more than two pages of type-

writing be used they shall be fastened at the top so as to read

continuously.

"Papers in typewriting shall be folded from the bottom in

four equal folds indorsed in the manner hereinbefore provided

as to printed papers.

"It shall be the duty of the Clerk of the Court to see that

this Rule is complied with before filing any of said papers.
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RULE VII.

Within twenty days after the "Case" has been settled or
^^^^^Y^°'"q^"||:

agreed upon, the appellant shall serve three printed copies oil^^J^^°^^^^°^'

the Case, or Brief, as prepared for argument, on the attorney

of the adverse party. If he fail to do so the respondent may,

by notice in writing, require the service of such copies within

ten days after the service of the notice ; and if the copies be not

served in pursuance of such notice the appellant shall be

deemed to have waived the appeal ; and on affidavit proving

the defavdt and the service of such notice, the respondent may
enter an order with the Clerk, dismissing the appeal for want

of prosecution, with costs ; and the Court below may proceed

as though there had been no appeal.

Notice of motion to dismiss.-—Dial v. Levy, 38 S. C, 552; 16 S. E., 838; De-

Loach V. Sarratt, 58 S. C, 117; 36 S. E., 532; McClenaghan v. McEachern, 56

S. C, 350; 34 S. E., 627.

Rule enforced.—Wallace v. Thomson, ^6 S. C, 604; 15 S. E., 510; Lysaght v.

Berkeley, 41 S. C, 554; 19 S. E., 747; Stokes v. Greenville, 14 S. C, 629.

Before the rule specified that the copies served should be printed, the service of

three manuscript copies on respondent's attorney was sufficient.—Detheridge v.

Gilreath, 14 S. C, 617.

Motion to restore to the docket an appeal dismissed under this rule must be on
affidavit.—Stokes v. Greenville, 14 S. C., 629.

\\here failure to serve case is caused by unavoidable failure of stenographer to

furnish transcript of evidence and charge, the appeal will not be dismissed. Wil-

son V. So. Ry. Co., 64 S. C, 162; 36 S. E., 701.

RULE VIII.

Three days- previous to the commencement of the argument Case or Brief,

of any case, the counsel for the appellant shall deliver to the Points.

Clerk of the Court ten copies of the Case or Brief, which shall ^^^ow disposed

be disposed of as follows : one copy to each of the Justices, one

for the Court, one for the Reporter, and one for the Library ^^^ ™^^
*i^^g| <^

of the Supreme Court ; and at the same time each party shall

deliver to the Clerk eight copies of the points, as required by

Rule IX, six copies to be disposed of as above stated, and the

remaining two copies to be delivered to the counsel of the other

party on demand.

Parties failing to furnish points will be confined to the dis-

cussion of questions that arise upon such points as shall be fur-

nished by other parties to the cause, in accordance with this

Rule.

Construed.—Wade v. Couch, 32 S. C, 583; 10 S. E., 11 03; Hargrove v. Wash-
ington, 32 S. C, 584; 10 S. S., 616; Archer v. Long, 42 S. C, 545; 20 S. E., 539.

Enforced.—Dial v. Dial, 33 S. C, 606; 12 S. E., 474; Hill v. Salinas, 33 S. E.,

606; 12 S. E., 475; Randolph v. Hahn, 33 S. E., 609; 12 S. E., 600; Garrison v.
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Nesbit, 33 S. C, 6io; 12 S. E., 628; Booker v. Smith, 33 S. C, 611; 12 S. E., 628;
Barnett v. Faust, 33 S. C, 612; 12 S. E., 664; Veronee v. Bell, 33 S. C, 612; 12
S. E., 664; Ussery v. Vogel, 36 S. C, 604; 15 S. E., 512; Mortgage Co. v. Telford,

38 S. C, 547; 16 S. E., 719; Russell v. Russell, 38 S. C, 547; 16 S. E., 839;
Mortgage Co. v. McMillan, 41 S. C, 547; 19 S. E., 692, 695; Archer v. Long, 41
S. C, 551; 19 S. E., 696; Mortgage Co. v. Brown, 39 S. C, 552; 17 S. E., 724;
Trimmier v. Thompson, 39 S. C, 554; 17 S. E., 782, 851.

RULE IX.

Statement. The points referred to in Rule VII shall be preceded by a
Points andbrief Statement of the nature of the action and defences, and

authorities. '

the nature of the question brought up by appeal, and shall set

forth the proposition of law and fact relied on, and a note of

the authorities and reference by folio to the evidence when, an
examination of the evidence is necessary.

At the opening of the case such statement shall be first read,

after which counsel may read such portions of the record as

they may deem necessary for a proper understanding of the

points made. But this Court will not consider any fact which
does not appear in the "Case" as prepared for argument in this

Court ; and, therefore, it is altogether useless for counsel to

em„body in their arguments, or in the statement of facts pre-

ceding the points and authorities required by this Rule, any fact

which does not appear in the "Case" as agreed upon or settled.

Nor will any fact stated in the exception or grounds of appeal

which does not appear in the "Case" be considered by the

Court. If counsel desire to add any facts to those stated in the

"Case," they must either obtain the written consent of opposing

counsel to the insertion of such additional facts, or they must,

upon due notice, move this Court before the argument com-
mences, to recommit the "Case" to the Circuit Court for

amendment.

No rule can be laid down as to how much should be printed in the points and
authorities.—McElwee v. Kennedy, 59 S. C, 335; 37 S. E., 920.

After the printed case has been served, the Court may, on motion, recommit
the case to the Circuit Court in order to obtain a further statement from the Cir-

cuit Judge as to the proceedings below.—Smith v. Lowery, 55 S. C, 50; 32
S. E., 1038.

RULE X.

caus°e*s'^
^ * ^

" ° Upou the filing of the return of the Court below, in con-

formity with the rules of this Court, the cause will be docketed

do?ket'^
^ *" ° ^ by the Clerk. Causes will be placed upon the docket according

to the respective Circuits in which they originally depended,

and in the order in which the returns were filed. Every cause
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shall be docketed before the first day of each term, and not

afterwards, except by consent of the opposite party.

See Code Civil Procedure, Sec. 13, as to what causes shall have preference.

Second appeal to be heard in order of first.—Mayo v. Ry. Co., 43 S. C, 225; 21

S. E., 10.

See also the following unreported manuscript decisions:

The Court refused to docket case by consent, after the Circuit had been passed

for that term.—Hellam v. Abercrpmbie, January 27th, 1880.

Causes docketed by consent after the first day of the term cannot be forced to
^

a hearing.—Whaley, Adm'r v. Keith et al, January 23d, 1882; Trimmier v. Win-

smith, January 27th, 1885.

After the docket is made up, if a party desires to take up a case out of its order

therein, under Section 13 of the Code, he should move to do so, after notice, on

the first day of the term.—LeConte v. Irwin, January i6th, 1885; Hall v. Wood-

ward, January nth, 1889.

RULE XI.

If, on the call of a cause, either party fail to appear, or shall ^DefauU of ap-

neglect to furnish and deliver the papers required by Rule

VIII, the opposite party may proceed as follows : the appellant

may argue or submit the Cause in his behalf; the respondent

may have an order dismissing the appeal ; Provided, Jioivever, °^'^^'' "p"*"-

that the Court, in its discretion, may reinstate an appeal dis-

missed for such default if good cause be shown therefor, under

a motion to that effect, of which at least one day's notice shall

be given to the attorney of the opposite party; such motion to

be made during the time assigned for the call of cases from the

Circuit from vrhich such appeal comes, or as soon thereafter

as it is practicable to give the required notice.

AVhen neither party appears to argue, on the call of a cause, -^^/{^ isl^
^

it will stand continued at the first term.

Dismissal for want of prosecution where appellant fails to appear.—State v.

Salters, 39 S. C, 553; 17 S. E., 724; Scott v. Carpenter, 13 S. C, 44.

Dismissal for failure to file points and authorities.—See cases ^Ited in note to

Rule 8, ante; also Vaughn v. Morgan, 31 S. C, 602; 9 S. E., 743.

Reinstated after dismissal.—Baker v. Irvine, 61 S. C, 115; 39 S. E., 252.

RULE XII.

Criminal causes shall have a preference, and may be moved. Criminal
causes.

on behalf of the State, out of their order. Order of
hearing.

RULE XIII.

In the hearing of causes in this Court, counsel will be lim- Counsel.
"^ L 1 m 1 ted in

ited to one hour on each side, in which will be counted the time *^™^-

occupied in reading the brief or case, and the time

thus allowed may be apportioned amongst the counsel on the

18—C.
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same side at their discretion ; Provided, hozvever, that the coun-

sel for appellant be allowed twenty minutes in which to reply to

the argument of respondent, whether the time allowed ap-

pellant for his opening- argument (one hour) be consumed or

not; Provided, hozvever, that such time may be extended upon

special application, in writing, to be filed before the case is

called for hearing, stating reasons satisfactory to the Court

for such extension.

f^mhookl?^^ Hereafter counsel, in the course, of their argument, will not

be permitted to read from books, except by special leave of the

Court, which will only be granted in such exceptional cases as,

in the opinion of the Court, may call for a departure from this

Rule. When counsel wish to quote from books, they will be

required to use written or printed extracts therefrom.

RULE XIV.

Members of j^q member of the Bar or officer of the Court shall sign,
the Bar and ^
officers ^^f^ the ^g surety, any bond or other obligation which may be required

sign as sure- by a.n order of this Court, under pain of being in contempt.

RULE XV.

I member of the Ba;

Dress. ^Oat.

Members of
]\jo member of the Bar will be heard unless wearing a black

the Bar. "

RULE XVL

Attorneys. No affidavit will be considered by the Court, or the Clerk

Affidavits be- thereof which has been sworn to before any party interested

in the cause or proceeding in which such affidavit may be
Amended

July 1, 1894. offered.

Affidavits before attorneys of record, prior to amendment.—Beattie v. Latimer,

41 S. C, 552; 19 S. E., 748.

RULE XVIL

No argument Counscl shall uot attempt to argue or explain a case, or

any matter arising therein, after he has been heard, and the

opinion of the Court has been pronounced.

RULE XVIIL

Consent must ]\[o private agreement or consent between the parties or their
be in writing.

. , i- •
1 11 1 1 • 1

attorneys, m respect to the proceedmgs m a cause, shall be bmd-
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ing, unless the same shall have been reduced to the form of an

order by consent and entered; or unless the evidence thereof

shall be in writing, subscribed by the party against whom the

same shaU be alleged, or by his attorney or counsel.

RULE XIX.

Motions, other than those that arise on the call of a cause, .Special mo-
' tions.

will be heard at the opening of the Court on the morning of when heard,

the day fixed for the call of causes from the Circuit to which

they appertain, and not afterwards, without the special leave of

the Court.

When a party intends to move the Court that an appeal be Notice,

dismissed, or the cause stricken from the docket, for any ir-

regularity in the taking of the appeal, or in the record filed in

this Court, such motion must be made at the time assigned by

this Rule for the hearing of special motions.

All motions, whether made before the Court, or a Justice at

Chambers, as to all matters of fact involved, not appearing

on the record filed in this Court, and not appertaining to the

class of which this Court takes judicial notice, must be made

on affidavits, copies of which must be served on the opposite

party, with notice of the motion, in conformity with Chap. XI,

Title 12, Second Part of the Code of Procedure, at least four

days before the day on which such motion may be heard ; Pro-

vided, that upon a proper showing for that purpose, the

Court, or Justice before whom the motion is made, may pre- ^xs^f^^'
^^

^^'

scribe a shorter time.

Motion to dismiss appeal will not generally be entertained, where notice has not

been given. Fripp v. Williams, 14 S. C, 505. See also DeLoach v. Sarratt, 58

S. C, 117; 36 S. E., 532; McClenaghan v. McEachern, 36 S. C, 350; 34 S. E.,

624; Dial V. Levy, 38 S. C, 352; 16 S. E., 838.

Should appeal be dismissed on ground that the order appealed from is not ap-

pealable, where parties have agreed on a case, in which notice of intention to make

such motion is not incorporated. Devereaux v. McCready, 53 S. C, 387; 31 S. E.,

294.

Where it is impracticable to make the motion at the regular time, the same

may be heard at some other time by special leave of the Court. This special leave

is not necessary in order to give the required notice, but may be obtained on the

day when the motion is made.—The State v. Prather, 26 S. C, 614; 2 S. E., 108.

Motions made during the session of the Court, though cognizable by a single jus-

tice, must be made to the Court. See minutes of January 20th, 1882.

Motion to suspend appeal in order to allow motion on the Circuit for a new trial

on after-discovered evidence dismissed, the appellant not having given the notice

required by this Rule.—The State v. Jacobs, 28 S. C, 609; 6 S. E., 577.

Where the notice was given, but the affidavit relied on to support it was not

served, the Court dismissed the motion.—Stokes v. Greenville, 14 S. C, 629.

Motion to dismiss appeal form an order, not appealable, may be made at any time.
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State V. Merriman, 34 S. C, 577; 12 S. E., 328; 898; State v. James, 34 S. C, 580;

13 S. E., 325; 899; State v. LeVelle, 36 S. C, 600; 15 S. E., 380.

Motion to reinstate appeal dismissed by Clerk; notice required. Cummings v.

Wingo, 28 S. C, 610; 7 S. E., 48.

Remittitur.

Form of.

RULE XX.

The remittitur shall contain a copy of the judgment of the

Court, and shall be sealed with the seal and signed by the

seili^^^?o
*°

the
Clerk of the Court, and shall not be sent to the Court below

Court below,
i^jntil ten days after the final determination, unless this Court

shall otherwise direct. When a decree or order shall be

affirmed or an appeal dismissed by default of apearance by the

appellant, the remittur shall not be sent to the Court below,

unless this Court shall otherwise direct, until ten days after

notice of the affirmance or dismissal shall have been served

on the attorney of the party in default. Service of notice shall

be proved to the Clerk, by affidavit, or by written admission of

the attorney on whom it was served.

Stay of re- Qii application to either of the Justices at Chambers, an
mittitur. ^^ •' '

order may be granted for a further stay of the remittitur for

such time as he may deem proper, not beyond the third day of

the ensuing term, subject to the order of the Court; Provided,

22d' De^
^

1892^ ^ petition for that purpose be presented, stating specifically the

grounds of such application, with a certificate from some coun-

sel not concerned in the cause, that there is merit in such

grounds, accompanied with a consent in writing, signed by the
^How obtain- p^j-j-jgg ^j^^^ j^^q|- ^^y ^\^q counsel, that the stay of the remittitur

shall be granted upon condition that the status of the property

involved in the case shall not be disturbed until after the final

determination of the case.

Time within which to act under an order is stayed during appeal therefrom, until

the filing of the remittitur. Barnwell v. Marion, 56 S. C, 54; 33 S. E., 719.

When the Supreme Court remands a case for further proceedings, all questions

are open for trial on circuit, except those specifically decided on appeal. Jennings

V. Parr, 54 S. C, 109; 32 S. E., 73.

Rehearing of decided case. Hartsfield v. Chamblin, 44 S. C, 112; 21 S. E., 798.

When the remittitur is sent by the Clerk of the Supreme Court to the Circuit

Court the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court ends. Pringle v. Sizer, 3 S. C, 337;

Whaley v. Bank, 5 S. C, 262; Ex parte Dial, 14 S. C, 584; Ex parte Dunnovant,

16 S. >^., 300; Brooks V. Brooks, 16 S. C, 261; Ex parte Knox, in re Cothran v.

Knox, 17 S. C, 217; Hand v. R. K. Co., 17 S. C, 264; State v. Way, 38 S. C,

333; 17 S. E., 39.

Directed to issue forthwith. Coleman v. Curtis, 36 S. C, 607; 15 S. E., 709; 16

S. E., 770; State v. Wilson, 39 S. C, 554; 17 S. E., 752; State v. Levelle, 38 S. C,
216; 16 S. E., 717; 17 S. E., 30.

Stay of Remittitur revoked. State v. Turner, 36 S. C, 608; 16 S. E., 687.

fused. State v. Jacobs, 28 S. C, 609; 6 S. E., 577; Hammett v. Hammett, 38 S.

C, 51; 16 S. E., 293; 839.

Stay of Remittitur revoked. State v. Turner, 36 S. C, 60S; 16 S. E., 687.
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Motions to recall remittitur refused. State v. Merriman, 35 S. C, 607; 14 S. E.,

394; State V. Keels, 39 S. C, 553; 17 S.E., 802.

Contents of remittitur. Ex parte Dunnovant, 16 S. C, 300; State v. Levelle,

38 S. C, 216; 16 S. E., 717; 17 S. E., 30.

But extension may be allowed by the Court where notice was served after expira-

tion of time. Bryson v. Whitney, 55 S. C, 51; 32 S. E., 1038.

RULE XXI.

The time prescribed by these Rules for doing' any act may Order for ex-
•^ ^

.
^ tension of time

be enlarged by the Court, or by either of the Justices thereof :
^r stay of pro-^ ' ' ' •' ceedings.

and either of the Justices may make orders in any cause pend-

ing in this Court to stay proceedings, which, when served with

the papers on which it was made, shall stay the proceedings,

according to the terms of the order. Any order may be re-

voked or modified by the Justice who made it, or, in case of his

absence or inability to act, by either of the other Justices.

Motion to enlarge time should be made before expiration of time. Stribling v.

Johns, 16 S. C, 115; Scurry v. Coleman, 14 S. C, 166.

Enlarging time. Code Civil Procedure, Sec. 348; Pelzer v. Cely, 40 S. C, 432;

18 S. E., 780.

Stay of sale pending appeal. Ry. Co. v. bheppard, 42 S. C, 543; 20 S. E., 481.

RULE XXIL

To make the service of an ex parte order, or rule to show^^;^* P'^^^" o"^"

cause, effectual, a copy of the affidavits, or other proofs on ^^f^
'° ^^'^^

which it was granted, must be served with a copy of such order Service of.

or rule ; and in order to bring any person into contempt for Contempt,

the disobedience of an order the original order must be ex-

hibited to such person, and a copy thereof left with him. When
any person avoids the service of an order, on application to this

Court, or to one of the Justices thereof, making proof of such

fact, special directions will be given as to the service thereof.

RULE XXIIL

Applicants for admission to practice as attorneys and coun-. Applicants
^ ^ '

_
-^

_
for admission

sellors in this Court, who are entitled to examination, shall be to practice,

examined in open Court, at a regular term thereof, and no

private examination shall be permitted.

Applications therefor shall be in writing accompanied by the

proofs required by law, and shall be filed on or before the

second Tuesday of each regular term. After the petitions are

filed, a day for examinations will be appointed, of which due

notice will be given.
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study!^^^^
°^ -'^ pursuance of an Act entitled ''An Act to enable citizenh

of this State to apply for admission to the Bar," approved

December 2.'^, 1879, 'the following course of study is hereby

prescribed for persons wishing to apply for admission to prac-

tice in the Courts of this State, viz : Blackstone's Commen-
taries ; Kent's Commentaries ; Parson on Contracts or Chitty

on Contracts ; Daniel on Negotiable Instruments, or Chitty on

Bills ; "Williams on Executors ; Pomeroy on Remedies ; Green-

leaf on Evidence; Story's Equity Jurisprudence, or Adam's
Equity ; Daniel's Chancery Pleading and Practice ; Bishop

on Criminal Law; Bishop on Criminal Procedure; Constitution

of the United States ; Constitution of South Carolina ; General

Statutes of South Carolina, and all ilcts of public nature which,

have been passed since the adoption of the General Statutes

;

Rules of the Supreme Court, Circuit and Probate Courts.

the'^^adm?s=;ion
^^ accordaucc with the provisions of the foregoing Act of the

of attorneys. Legislature (19 Stats., 521.) requiring the examination of

applicants for admission to the Bar to be in writing, the follow-

ing Rules are established for the conduct of such examination

:

1. The examination will be conducted in the Supreme Court

Room, during which no person will be admitted to the room,

except the Justices of the Supreme Court, the applicants, and

the officers of the Court.

2. Each applicant will be furnished with a copy of the ques-

tions to be answered numbered in regular order, together with

the stationery necessary for the preparation of the answers,

which must be numbered in the same order as the questions.

3. Each applicant, as he completes his answers, will sign

the certificate appended to the questions, deliver the same, both

questions and answers attached together to the Clerk of the

Court, and retire from the room.

4. Xo conversation upon any subject will be permitted in the

Court Room during the progress of the examination.

5. The examination papers will be delivered by the Clerk

to the Justices of the Court as soon as they are completed, and

the result will be announced by the Court as soon thereafter

as practicable.

The attention of applicants is called to the provision of the

Act of the Legislature, requiring the payment of a fee of five

dollars in advance.
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RULE XXIV.

No motion will be heard by the Court or by either of the
^^^^^^f^'^gj.""®

^^

Justices at Chambers on written applications. If the counsel j^g^^^^^^j^°^^j.j'^^

on record cannot attend, the motion must be submitted by ^?^j^
^ p p ^ ^

^^"

counsel representing them.

RULE XXV.

These Rules as hereby amended and republished shall take ^u'"-

effect on the ist day of July, 1879, from which time all rules gj-)^^^^"
^"^ ^^''^

inconsistent herewith are abrogated, except so far as it may former Rules,

be necessary to follow them in cases where causes are already

prepared for argument; and except, also, that all cases not

herein provided for are governed by the existing rules and

practice of this Court and of the late Court of Appeals, so far

as such rules and practice are conformable to existing laws.





Rules of Practice for the Circuit Courts of South

Carolina.

RULE I.

Every Clerk of the Circuit Court who cannot produce the ^^

^t^^.^utes and

Statutes at large, the Rules of Court and the Bar Calendar,

when required, shall be fined ten dollars for each default.

RULE IL *

The several Clerks of the Circuit Courts shall keep in their
JJj^^^^^

'° ^"p

respective offices a book, properly indexed, in which shall be

entered the titles of all civil papers filed, the orders made, and

the steps taken therein, with the dates of the several proceed-

ings ; also, an index of all undertakings filed in the office,

stating in appropriate columns, the title of the cause or pro-

ceeding in which it is given, (with a general statement of its

condition) or a reference to a Statute under which it is given,

the date, when and before whom approved, and when filed,

with a statement of any disposition or order made of or con-

cerning it ; and such other books, properly indexed, as may be

necessary to enter the minutes of the Court, record judgments,

enter orders and all necessary matters and proceedings.

RULE in.

The Clerk shall not enter, without special leave of the .^E^^tj^y °f

Court, any judgment until the expiration of five days after the

Court has adjourned for the term.

RULE IV.

Sheriff.

The Sherifif shall file with the Clerk the affidavits on which J^eriff to me

an arrest is made, within five days after the arrest. "sts.

RULE V.

At any time after the day when it is the duty of the Sherifif
,
^Jheriff^ com-

or other officer, to return or deliver or file any process, un- t«rn process,

dertaking, orders, or other papers, by the provisions of the
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Code of Procedure, any party entitled to have such act done

may serve on the officer a notice to return, dehver or file such

process, undertaking, order, or other paper, as the case may
be, within ten days, or show cause, at a time to be designated

in said notice, why attachment should not issue against him.

Elmore v. Davis, 4 S. C, 33.

RULE VI.

of'guardianTd ^'^ pcrson Other than the general guardian of an infant

litem. shall be appointed guardian ad litem, either on the applica-

tion of the infant or otherwise, who is not fully competent to

understand and protect the rights of the infant ; who has any

interest adverse to that of the infant, or who is connected in

business with the attorney or cotmsel of the adverse party

;

nor shall the attorney of the adverse party represent the

guardian ad litem. And the same rule as to the appointment

of guardian ad litem shall apply to other persons incapable of

representing themselves.

Morgan v. Morgan, 45 S. C, 323; 23 S. E., 64.

RULE VIL

Attorneys and Officers.

Change of at- An attomev mav be changed by consent, or upon cause
torney. - -^

. . ^.

shown, and upon such terms as shall be just, upon the applica-

tion of the client, by order of the Circuit Judge, and not

otherwise.

RULE VIIL

Dress of at- The habit of the gentlemen of the Bar and all officers of the
torneys. °

Court except constables shall be black coats ; and no gentleman

of the Bar shall be heard if otherwise habited ; and it shall be

the duty of the Sheriff to attend to the execution of this

Rule.

RULE IX.

Attorneys and -^q attorney or other officer of the Court shall become surety
o t h er officers -'

?ies
^° ^" ^""" upon any recognizance in the Court of General Ses-

sions, or upon any undertaking in the Court of Common
Pleas. Attorneys and other officers violating this Rule shall

be punished as for a contempt of Court.
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RULE X.

If the plaintiff resides beyond the State, security for costs coftT""*^
^°^

may be required. Whenever security for costs shall be re-

quired the following form and no other shall be regarded sls ^^°l^^°^
"""

a compliance with the order

:

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,

COUNTY
A. B.

vs.

CD. •

^

Complaint For

I (or we as the case may be) acknowledge my self (or our-

selves) liable for the costs of this case in the sum
dollars, and consent that if the plaintiff fail to recover, the de-

fendant may have execution for his costs against me (or us,

as the case may be) for not exceeding said sum.

Given under hand this

day of A. D., 190

E. F.

Witness

:

Approved

:

G. H.

C. C. P. &G. S.

The amount to be inserted therein shall be fixed by the Clerk

after careful examination of the whole case; Provided, how-

ever, that if the same be in the opinion of any party to the

cause, insufficient, application may be made on notice, as in

the case of any other interlocutory application, for an order

fixing the amount for which such security, or any additional

security shall be given.

This rule shall not be construed as to prevent the plaintiff d e p osit in

, ^ , . , . , . . , ^
lieu of under-

or others for him when security for costs is required from taking,

the deposit of a sum of money, as authorized by the Act en-

titled "An Act to authorize the deposit of money in proceed-

ings in the Courts of this State as security in lieu of bonds and

undertakings," approved 17th February, 1897; the sum to be

deposited to be fixed by the Clerk as hereinbefore provided.

Construed: Dulany v. Elford, 22 S. C, 304; Bomar v. R. R. Co., 30 S. C,

456; 9 S. E., 512; Cummings v. Wingo, 31 S. C, 431; 10 S. E., 107.

Security can only be required in Circuit Court. R. R. Co. v. Earle, 13 S. C, 44.

When succeeding judge may or may not grant further time to give security. Wil-

liams V. Connor, 14 S. C, 621; Burk v. Dillingham, 8 Rich., 256.
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What is not a compliance witli order. Willis v. Potter, 9 Rich., 411.

Order not appealable. McMillan v. McCall, 2 S. C;, 390.

How security may be enforced. Earle v. Cureton, 13 S. C, 19; Stuckey v. Cros-

well, 12 Rich., 273.

May be required from relator. Tharin v. Seabrooke, 6 S. C, 114.

RULE XL

A r g u m ent Counscl shall not attempt to arsrue or explain a case, or any
and request to 1. ^ i ' j

charge. matter arising- therein, after he has been heard and the opinion

of the Court has been pronounced ; nor shall one attorney in-

terrupt another in the course of his argument without first

obtaining the permission of the Court.

Before the argument of the case commences the counsel

on either side shall read and submit to the Court in writing

such propositions of law as they propose to rely on, which

shall constitute the request to charge ; Provided, hozvever,

that nothing herein contained shall prevent either counsel at

the close of the argument from submitting such additional re-

quests as may be suggested by the course of the argument, or

from withdrawing any or all of the requests submitted at the

istt dIc" isge! ^^to^^^^^S" °^ ^^^^ argument. When required by the Court,

counsel shall note in the margin opposite each request the

authorities relied on in support of the propositions of law

therein contained, and also produce the same.

Required requests to charge to be submitted. McPherson v. McPherson, 21 S. C,
267; Youngblood v. R. R. Co., 60 S. C, 9; 38 S. E., 232; Lourimore v. Mfg. Co.,' 60

S. C, 167; 38 S. E., 430; State v. Wine, 58 S. C, 94; 36 S. E., 439; Wagener v.

Kirven, 56 S. C, 126; 36 S. E., 439.

Time to present requests. State v. Hutchings, 24 S. C, 143.

Circuit Judge may dispense with the reading of the requests to charge. Her-
skovitz V. Baird, 59 S. C, 307; 37 S. E., 922.

If any part of a request to charge is unsound, the judge may refvise to charge

it.—Earle v. Poat, 63 S. C, 439; 41 S. E., 525. As to the necessity for a re-

quest for more specific statement of law, see Smith v. S. C. & G. R. R. Co., 62

S. C, 322; 40 S. E., 665; Brassington v. S. B. R. R. Co., 62 S. C, 322; 40 S. E.,

665; Kirby v. So. Ry. Co., 63 S. C, 494; 41 S. E., 765.

RULE XIL

M a n ner of All Original pleadings and other proceedings shall be written

pers. on legal cap paper, or printed in acordance with the require-

ments of Rule VI of the Supreme Court.

Typewriting will be permitted only when black indelible

ink is used, with ordinary spacing upon linen paper weighing

not less than four pounds to five hundred single cap sheets,

eight by thirteen inches in size ; and each page of typewriting

Amended shall be numbered and initialed by the attorney, officer or
17th Dec, 1895.

. .
,

-

person signing such paper.
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It shall be the duty of the Clerk of the Court to see that

papers are numbered and initialed as herein prescribed before

filing.

Papers in handwriting or in typewriting must have a blank

margin of an inch and a half on the left. If more than two

pages of handwriting or typewriting be used, they shall be

fastened at the top so as to read continuously.

Papers in handwriting or in typewriting shall be folded from

the bottom in four equal folds and endorsed with the style of

Court, the venue, the name of the parties, the nature of the

paper, and the name of the attorney or officer.

RULE XIII.

All pleadings and other proceedings, and copies thereof
, ,,g-'^/g^^yy^^^j.i\°

shall be fairly and legibly written or printed, and endorsed with ^o^sed"
'^

^^'

the title of the cause ; and if not so written or printed and en-

dorsed, the Clerk shall not file the same, nor will the Court

hear any motion or application founded thereon,

RULE XIV.

No agreement or consent between the parties, or their attor- Consent must°
. .

^ be in writing.

neys, in respect to the proceedings in a cause shall be binding,

unless the same shall have been reduced to the form of an order

by consent and entered ; or unless the evidence shall be in

writing, subscribed by the party against whom the same shall

be alleged, or by his attorney or counsel ; or unless made in

open Court and noted by the presiding Judge or the Stenog-

rapher on his minutes by the direction of the presiding Judge.

RULE XV.

Default Orders.

When any order is obtained by default the counsel obtain- f^^ft'^Yaken "by

ing the same shall endorse his name as counsel on the paper ^°^"®^''

containing the proof of notice, and the Clerk in entering the

order shall specify the name of such counsel.

RULE XVI.

Master's or Referee's Report.

The Master or Referee in all cases of reference, havine- .^^steror Re-
' ' o feree to file re-

prepared his report, shall file the same in the Clerk's office, p?J^ i'^ Clerk's
' oince.
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and at the same time give notice to the attorneys engaged in

the cause of such fiHng, and the party who shall be dissatisfied

therewith shall, within ten days after such notice, serve his ex-

ceptions thereto. Such notice of the filing of the Master's or

Referee's report shall be deemed and taken as service of such

report.

RULE XVII.

Notice of Appearance or Retainer.

pearaiicfe°o^rre-
Scrvice of noticc of appearance or retainer generally by

tamer. attomcy for the defendant shall in all cases be deemed an

appearance, and the plaintiff on filing such notice, at any time

thereafter, with proof of service thereof, may have the appear-

ance of the defendant entered as of the time when such notice

was served.

RULE XVIII.

Numbering In all cascs of more than one distinct cause of action,
causes of ac-
tion or ground defense, countcr-claim or reply, each shall be separately stated

and numbered ; and where the defendant intends to set up a

counter-claim, it shall be distinctly entitled and designated as

such.

Demurrer. ^ dcmurrcr must, in every case, be accompanied by a cer-

tificate of the counsel filing it that it is meritorious, and not

,„.^„..^^, intended merelv for delay.

Motion to dis- A motion to dism.iss a complaint or answer on the ground
miss complaint. ^

_

^

that the complaint does not state facts sufficient to constitute a

cause- of action, or the answer does not state facts sufficient to

constitute a defense, may be made orally, but the grounds upon

which said motion is made must be reduced to writing by the

counsel submitting the same, or taken down by the Stenogra-

pher under the direction of the Court, stating wherein the plead-

ing objected to is insufficient.

Amended A motion for a nonsuit must be reduced to writing by the
17th Dec, 1S95.

. .

moving counsel, or by the Stenographer, under the direction

of the Court, stating the grounds of the motion.

Counter claim sufficiently stated; no particular form prescribed. Co-operative

Publishing Co. v. Walker, 61 S. C, 31S; 39 S. E., 525.

Grounds for non-suit not presented to Circuit Judge cannot be considered on

appeal.—Hicks v. So. Ry. Co., 63 S. C, 566; 41 S. E., 753.

It is a sufficient compliance with the rule, that a written demurrer be inter-

posed stating merely that the complaint does not state facts sufficient to constitute a

cause of action; and the specific grounds of objection, showing wherein it is in-

sufficient, is submitted in writing at the hearing. Riggs v. Home, S:c., Ass'n., 61

S. C, 448; 39 S. E., 615.
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The Supreme Court cannot consider whether respondent complied with this rule,

by submitting grounds of demurrer in writing, where the "case" fails to show such

question was made on circuit. Elkins v. R. R. Co., 59 S. C, i; 37 S. E., 20; nor

can the Cotirt consider additional defects not brought to the attention of the Court

below, to sustain demurrer. Norris v. Ins. Co., 55 S. C, 454; 33 S. E., 566.

Certificate to demurrer, requirement construed. Elliott v. Pollitzer, 24 S. C, 85.

RULE XIX.

No order extending the time to answer or demur to a com- g^J^^^j^^
° |^"

plaint shall be granted unless the party applying for such order ^^"'^^^gj.^^gg^^^g

shall present to the Judge to whom the application shall be °^ ^^nts.

made a certifiicate of the attorney or counsel retained to defend

the action, that, from the statement made to him by the defen-

dant, he verily believes that the defendant has a good and sub-

stantial defense upon the merits to the cause of action set

forth in the complaint or to some part thereof. And if any

extension of tim.e to answer or demur has been previously

granted by stipulation or order, the fact shall be stated in extens^o^n.*^^^"^

the certificate.

RULE XX.

Motions to strike out of any pleading matter alleged to be ^ j^g nd'^piead^

irrelevant or redundant, and motions to correct a pleading on^'^^^'

the ground of its being "so indefinite or uncertain that the

precise nature of the charge or defence is not apparent," must

be noticed before demurring or answering the pleading, and

within twenty days from the service thereof.

, Construed. RuiT v. R. R. Co., 42 S. C, 118; 20 S. E., 27; Whaley v. Lawton, 53

S. C, 582; 31 S. E., 660; State v. Norris, 15 S. C, 242; Cohrs v. Fraser, 5 S. C,
351-

Practice on such motions. Long v. Hunter, 48 S. C, 179; 26 S. E., 228; Savage

V. Sanders, 51 S. C, 179; 29 S. E., 248.

RULE XXL

The defense of plene administravit shall not be effectual ^;°„^^^^"^?j°^^

unless the party making such defense shall file with the plead- ''''^^**-

ing, on oath, a full and particular account of the administra-

tion of the estate, with a certified copy of the inventory and

appraisement; or, if the party be charged as executor of his

own wrong, a full statement, on oath, of all the assets which

have come into his possession, and the value thereof, and an ac-

count showing the manner in which the same may have been

disposed of.

Willis V. Tozer, 44 S. C, 10; 21 S. E., 617.
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RULE XXII.

Real owner X^'herc a tenant is sued for land of which he is in posses-
admitted to de-

fend actio ngion, the real owner may, on motion, be admitted as a de-
agamst tenant. -^

fendant to the action, and shall be entitled to the service of a

copy of the complaint, and to answer or demur thereto, as if he

had been the original defendant.

"Whenever an action to recover the possession 'of real estate

shall be brought against any person claiming to be the owner

thereof, and such person intends to vouch any grantor under

and through whom he claims title, he shall vouch such person

in writing and before the time for answering has expired ; and

the person so vouched may, if he desires, be permitted to

apply to the Judge of the Circuit Court in which the action

is brought, within twenty days from being so vouched, to

come in and make such additional defenses as he may desire.

RULE XXIII.

Juries.

summons ^f o r
^o all writs of vciiire for jurors, the Sheriff and his deputies

jurors.
sh.2i\\ make a return, on oath, before the Clerk of the Court

from which the venire issues, including in one class the names

of those who have been summoned personally; in the second

class, of those for whom summionses have been left at their

houses ; and in the third class, of those who could not be found.

The summons for each juror shall state the day, the hour, and

the Court, at which he is to appear, the penalty for default,

t

and, also, whether he is to serve as a grand or petit juror.

RULE XXIV.

.
Defaulting jf ^^v luror, in attendance upon the Court, shall refuse or

jurors. - -'
' -^

neglect to attend punctually, and to answer to his name when-

ever the same shall be called, the Clerk shall note such default,

T , ^ and the defaulter shall forthwith be served with a rule to
J u d g m e nt

against. show cause why he should not be fined therefor. Upon the

adjournment of each term of the Court, the Clerk shall cause

to be served by the Sheriff on each and every juror noted for

non-attendance at that Court a notice, requiring him to show

cause, by affidavit, at ten o'clock on the first day of the next

regular term, why he should not be fined, according to law,

for failing to attend and serve as a grand or petit juror, as

the case mav be.
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And on or before the first day of sthe next regular term

the Sheriff shall make return of all such notices to the Clerk,

who shall, after entering the same on the Contingent Docket,

deliver them to the Attorney-General or solicitor, and the At-

torney-General or solicitor shall, upon the call of the Docket,

move for the judgment of the Court thereon.

.^ULE XXV.

In the empanelling of a jurv in criminal cases, where the .
Jury in crim-

^ "^ -^
-. . mal cases.

right of peremptory challenge is claimed and allowed a child

under ten years of age shall, in the presence of the Court, draw

one from the names of all the jurors in attendance, which one,

having answered, shall be presented to the accused; and so

on until, in regular course, the panel be exhausted or a jury

formed.

Construed. State v. Campbell, 35 S. C, 31; 14 S. C, 292; State v. Cardoza, 11

S. C, 196; State V. White, 15 S. C, 381.

RULE XXVI.

Xo Clerk shall enter a cause on the Calendar until the Common
Pleas C a 1 e n-

pleadings are made up. And no cause shall be entered on the'^^''-

Calendar except by the Clerk or his Deputy.

No cause shall be on more than one Calendar at the same

time; except in cases in which some of the defendants have

pleaded and others have made default.

Causes may be entered on Docket 3 at any time after the

time for answering has expired and before the beginning of

'the term ; after the beginning of the term no cause shall be en-

tered on said Docket by the Clerk or his Deputy except by

leave of the Court.

Where an issue has been settled by an order of the Court,

the Clerk shall give it place on the Calendar according to the

date of the order.

The Clerk shall preserve the Calendars as records of the

Court. He shall not only number the causes thereon but shall

indicate the number of terms they may have been at issue;

and he shall, also, in a separate column, copy the memoranda

of the disposition of the case at the previous term.

During the daily sessions of the Court the Calendars shall

not be subject to the inspection of the Bar; but it shall be

the duty of the Clerk to make a copy of the several Calendars,

in a Book designated "Bar Calendar," for the use of the "Rar.

19—C.
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JIULE XXA'II.

condnuTnce.^"^ ^'o motion for the postponement of trial beyond the term,

either in the Common Pleas or General Sessions, shall be

granted on account of the absence of a witness, without the

oath of the party, his counsel or agent, to the following

effect, to wit : That the testimony of the witness is material

to support the action or defense of the party moving; that the

motion is not intended for delay, but is made solely because

he cannot go safely to trial without such testimony; that he

has made use of due diligence to procure the testimony of the

witness ; or of such other circumstances as Avill satisfy the Court

that his motion is not intended for delay. In all such cases

where a writ of subpoena has been issued, the original shall be

produced, with proof of service, or the reason why not served,

endorsed thereon or attached thereto ; or, if lost, the same proof

shall be offered, with additional proof of the loss of the

original subpoena.

A party applying for such postponement on account of the

absence of a witness shall set forth under oath in addition to

the foregoing matters what fact or facts he believes the wit-

ness is present would testify to, and the grounds of such belief.

RULE XX\'III.

issuesin In equitv cases where a trial bv iurv of issues of fact may
equity causes, ^ -^ ..'."'.
how tried by be dcs-ired, the party desiring a jury trial shall within ten

davs after issue joined give notice in writing of his intention

to move the Court, upon the first day of the next term, imme-

diately after the call of Docket X'o. 3, for an order requiring

that the whole issue or certain specified questions of fact in-

volved be tried by a jury. With the notice of motion shall be

served a copy of the questions of fact proposed to be sub-

mitted to the jury for trial and in proper form to be incor-

porated in the order. (If the adverse party desires to submit

any other issue of fact to the jury, he shall within four days

from the service of such motion upon him notify the party

giving the notice, in writing, of his intention to move the

Court, at the same time, to submit certain issues to the jury

for trial, specifying the issues.)

The Court on hearing the motion may settle the issues, if

any are deemed necessary.

Construed. McCarter v. Armstrong, 32 S. C, 203; 10 S. E., 933; Ex parte

Apeler, 35 S. C, 417; 14 S. E., 931; Neal v. "Suber, 56 S. C, 298; 33 S. E., 463;

Lucken v. Wichman, 5 S. C, 412.

jury.
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RULE XXIX.

It shall not be necessary to call the plaintiff when the jury ^j^^^^J^^^s^P^^Yng

return to the bar to deliver their verdict, and the plaintiff shall *° nonsuit,

have no right to submit to a non-suit after the jury have

gone from the bar to consider of their verdict.

RULE XXX.

On a hearing before a Master or Referee, the plaintiff' may j^^j];lg™|."Q|?|i3°

submit to a non-suit or dismissal of his complaint, or may be
™j||fgj.''^Q

"""^^^

non-suited, or his complaint be dismissed, in like manner as j|''as'te°r™ or

upon a trial, at any time before the cause has been finally sub- ^^^^^^"^^^'^ ^
^'

mittted to the Master or Referee for his decision ; in which case

the Master or Referee shall report according to the fact, and

judgment may thereupon be perfected by the defendant.

Upon a trial by a Master or Referee, he shall, in his decision ^
^ ^j.o^^^^j^'^H

or report, state the facts found by him and his conclusions of °!;^^[gg^'^^"
°^

law separately, a copy of which shall be served with notice of

the judgment; and the time within which exceptions may be

taken to the report shall be computed from the time of such

service.

In references other than for the trial of the issues in an ac-

tion, upon the coming in of the report of the Master or Referee

the same shall be filed, and a note of the day of the filing shall

be entered by the Clerk in the proper book, under the title of

the cause or proceeding ; and the said report shall become abso-

lute and stand as in all things confirmed unless exceptions

thereto are filed and served within ten days after service of

notice of the fihng of the same. If exceptions are filed and

served within such time, the same may be brought to a hearing

on the notice of any party interested therein.

A point in report not excepted to within ten days cannot be reviewed. Verner

V. Perry, 45 S. C, 262; 22 S. E., 888. Cureton v. Mills, 13 S. C, 410-

Failure to report fiffdings of fact and conclusions of law separately. Bollman v.

Bollman, 6 S. C, 30; Moore v. Johnson, 7 S. C, 303.

RULE XXXI.

On the trial of issues of fact, one counsel only, on each side,
of^^f^|,'^sse°s"

shall examine or cross-examine a witness and not more than how ^ronduct-

one counsel on each side shall sum up or be heard in any cause
; ^l^^^'^^

"p °^

and during such examination the examining counsel shall stand

;

and the testimony, if taken down in writing, shall be written

by some other person than the examining counsel, but the
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Judge who holds the Court may otherwise order, or may dis-

pense with this requirement; Provided, that the time of two
hours, allowed by Statute, may be distributed among as many
counsel on each side as they may desire.

RULE XXXII.

fu?nfshe^d^°and '^^^ papers to bc fumishcd on motions shall be a copy of
by whom.

^|^g pleadings, when the question arises on the pleadings or

any part thereof, or of such parts only as relate to the question

raised by the demurrer; a copy of the special verdict, return

or other papers on which the question arises.

iJhlvf}^
^°^ ^^^ party whose duty it is to furnish the papers shall serve

a copy on the opposite party (except upon trial of issues of

law) at least four days before the time the matter may be

noticed for argument. If the party whose duty it is to furnish

the papers shall neglect to do so, the opposite party shall be en-

titled to move, on affidavit and notice of motion, that the cause

be stricken from the Calendar (whichever party may have no-

ticed it for argument), and that judgment maj'- be rendered in

his favor; Provided, however, that in mortgage and partition

cases where the plaintiff's rights are not contested no copies of

pleadings need be furnished the Court.

niS'^papers^."'^' The papers shall be furnished by the plaintiff when the

question arises on special verdict, and by the party demurring

in cases of demurrer, and in all other cases by the party making

the motion.

RULE XXXIIL

Change of Venue.
Order to stay j\Tq order to stav proceedings for the purpose of moving towith view to . jr t> r r &

change venue, change the placc of trial shall be granted unless it shall appear

from the papers that the party moving has used due diligence

in preparing the motion for the earliest practicable day after

st^ ^ no°tiM of
issue joined. Such order shall not stay the plaintiff* from taking

revocation. ^j-jy gteps cxccpt subpoeuaing witnesses for the trial without a

special clause to that effect.

RULE XXXIV.

hoTTxIcmed Commisisons when executed shall be sealed up by the Com-
and how open- missiouers shall have executed the same, and directed to
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the Clerk of the Court from which they were issued. Upon the

envelope shall appear the names of the Commissioners, written

by themselves across the place where the same is sealed, the title

of the cause, and when sent by mail, the proper post-mark.

Commissions shall not be opened but upon motion in open

Court or before a Master or Referee or Referees, hearing the

cause, or by consent of the parties, in writing, or by the Ckrk
or Master, or Referee, upon request of any of the parties, and

four days' notice to all parties of the time and place of such

opening.

Whenever an original document or paper is enclosed in a

commission, and such commission is opened in the manner

hereinbefore provided, it shall be lawful, and the Clerk is

hereby authorized to take such original document or paper

out of such commission and deliver the same to the party en-

titled thereto, to be used in taking other and further testimony

in reference to such document or paper, the same having first

been marked for identification.

Commission opened before Commissioner in Equity. Leaphart v. Leaphart, i S.

C, 199-

RULE XXXV.

Trial in General Sessions.

No person shall be tried on an indictment unless personally Presence o f

. , . , ^
the accused on

present, except for misdemeanors ; and upon the trial of any the trial.

person charged with an offense for which the law requires

that he should be arraigned the prisoner shall be placed in the

dock.

And after arraignment the prisoner shall remain in custody

of Sheriff until discharged therefrom by due process of law and

that the condition of all recognizances in cases of felony be

so drawn as to require the accused to appear and plead to such

indictment as may be preferred against him.

RULE XXXVI.

Surveys.

Surveys of land in any quantity of two hundred acres or less infde^when''^o^

shall be laid down by a sale of ten chains to the inch; all over^o^r't; \ottl
that quantity, by a scale of twenty chains to the inch.

"^'

No survey made under an order of the Court shall be re-

ceived in evidence unless it appear that at least ten days' notice
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of the time and place of commencing such survey has been given

to the parties.

p a r ticuiars Every surveyor shall represent in his plat, as nearly as he

can, the different enclosures of the parties, and the extent or

boundaries within which each party may have exercised acts of

ownership. He shall also represent a fence, buildings, or the

like, by a mark in due proportion in size, according to the scale

of the plat. He shall, by some small but distinct letter or

figure, distinguish every corner, station, blazed tree, or other

point which- is likely to be the subject of dispute. He shall

take care not to render the plat confused or indistinct by crowd-

ing too much upon it; but he shall rather refer the letters or

figures to a table (which may contain the course and distances

of lines, the marks at corners, stations and noted points, expla-

nations and remarks,) than attempt to write much on the lines,

or near to points on the plat. He shall also make two drafts

or duplicates of the plat, so that on the*trial there may be one

for the use of the Judge, and the other for the parties in Court.

Objections. After a cause has gone to a jury, and any evidence has been

heard on it, neither party shall be allowed to make any objection

to the order of survey, or the manner in which it may have

been obtained or the survey executed.
Copy of Rule. ^ ^^p^ ^^ ^j^jg j^^j^ gj^^j^ ^^ appended to every order of

survey served on a surveyor.

Provides for survey in actions to recover land, but does not require it. Patter-

son V. Crenshaw, 32 S. C, 534; 11 S. E., 390.

RULE XXXVH.

Judgment and Execution.

Judgment on When the plaintiff in the action is entitled to judgment upon
failure to an&-

1 1 1 • r
wer; when to failure of the defendant to answer the complamt, and the relief
be applied for.

, . . ^ r^ 1

demanded requires application to be made to the Court, such

application must be made in the Circuit Court in the County

in which the action is triable.

RULE XXXVHL

J u d g m ent In actions for the recovery of monev only, when the summons
after service by '_,. ^ r i r^ j
publication; h^s been served by publication, under Section 156 of the Code
affidavit; u n- -^ ^

i r i c^
dertaking. of Procedure, and the defendant is a non-resident of the State,

no judgment shall be rendered unless the plaintiff or his agent

at or before the time of making the application for judgment
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shall have been examined on oath respecting any payments that

have been made to the plaintiff or to any one for his use on

account of the demand mentioned in the complaint, and shall

show by affidavit that an attachment has been issued in the

action and levied upon property belonging to the defendant,

which affidavit shall contain a specific description of such prop-

erty, and a statement of its value and shall be filed with the

proof of publication.

Before judgment is rendered the plaintiff shall (unless the

Court in its discretion dispense with the same) cause to be

filed an undertaking in such amount as shall be ordered by the

Court with security to be approved by the Court or the Clerk

thereof, that the plaintiff will abide the order of the Court

touching the restitution of any estate or eft'ects which may be

directed by such judgment to be transferred or delivered, or

the restitution of any money that may be collected under, or

by virtue of, such judgment, in case the defendant or his rep-

resentative shall apply and be admitted to defend the action

and shall succeed in such defense.

RULE XXXIX.

The Clerk shall record in the Judgment Book, at length,
^ j^i'^ ho^w^made

all judgments entered in his office, with the names of all par-"P-

ties, plaintiff or defendant, who have appeared, or been served

with a stmimons therein, and the names of the attorneys, with

the time and place of the rendition of such judgment and the

number of the roll ; and when, by any judgment, any matter

shall be adjudged, or act or thing commanded, other than the

payment of money, space sufficient shall be left after the entry

thereof for the entering of such proceedings as may be there-

after had for the enforcement or satisfaction of such judg-

ment.

RULE XL.

When a judgment rendered by the Supreme Court shall be Recording
certified to the Circuit Court it shall be the duty of the Clerk ^s"u'^|''r"em°l

of the Circuit Court to adjust the costs and disbursements in*^""""*"

the Supreme Court to which any party may be entitled upon due co^s^ thereon.^

notice, as provided in the case of the adjustment of costs in

the Circuit Court ; and he shall record such judgments and enter

an abstract thereof in like manner as is provided in the case of
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judgments rendered by the Circuit Court. At the foot of such
record a reference shall be made to the page at which the

judgment appealed from is recorded and a like reference shall

be entered at the foot of the entry of the original judgment to

the page at which the judgment on appeal is recorded.

RULE XLI.

Sale of Lands.

at^lition.^^"'^ When lands are directed to be sold at auction, notice of sale

shall be given for the same time and in the same manner as is

required by law on sales of real estate by Sheriffs on ex-

ecution.

RULE XLIL

Infant's Money.

dian^^seciSity! After the appointment of the general guardian of an infant

he shall not be entitled to receive any money or other property

to which the ward shall thereafter become entitled until

the Court is satisfied, upon due inquiry, that he has given a good

and sufficient bond to account therefor.

RULE XLIIL

Discovery of Books and Papers.

A p p lication Applications may be made in the manner provided by law
for discovery, rr j sr j

how wade. ^o compcl the production and discovery of books, papers and

documents relating to the merits of any civil action pending in

this Court, or of any defense in such action, in the following

cases

:

1. By the plaintiff, to compel the discovery of books, papers

or documents in the possession or under the control of the de-

fendant which may be necessary to enable the plaintiff to frame

his complaint or to answer any pleading of the defendant.

2. The plaintiff may be compelled to make the like discov-

ery of books, papers or documents when the same shall be

necessary to enable the defendant to answer an}^ pleadings of

the plaintiff.

3. Either party may be compelled to make discovery, as

provided by Section 389 of the Code.
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RULE XLIV.

The moving papers, upon the application for such discovery, Moving p a-

shall state the facts and circumstances on which the same is state.

claimed, and shall be verified by affidavit stating that the books,

papers and documents whereof discovery is sought are not in

the possession nor under the control of the party applying

therefor. The party applying shall show to the satisfaction of

the Court or Judge the materiality and necessity of the dis-

covery sought and the particular information which he re-

quires.

RULE XLV.

Discovery may be compelled by requiring the party to pro- Order for dis-

duce and deposit the matters to be discovered with the Clerk

for the County in which the trial is to be had, or by requiring

him to deliver sworn copies thereof to the moving party, or in

such other manner as may be directed by the Court. The order

therefor shall specify the mode of making the discovery and the

time within which it is to be made; and when papers are re-

quired to be deposited the order shall specify the time that the

deposit shall continue.

RULE XLVL

The order directing the discovery of books, papers or docu- cOTery^o°oper'-

ments shall operate as a stay of all other proceedings in the Qf^pj-^^eedingsT

cause until such order shall have been complied with or va-

cated, and the party obtaining such order after the same is com-

plied with or vacated shall have the time to prepare his com-

plaint, answer, reply or demurrer to which he was entitled at

the making of the order; but the Judge in granting the order

may limit its effect by declaring how far it shall operate as a

stay of proceedings.

RULE XLVIL

New Trial and Appeals.

Whenever it shall be intended to move the Circuit Court exc^epdons^Ind

for a new trial (except for irregularity, surprise, or on thcdi^ts."^^
^^'''

minutes of the Judge,) in an action tried by a jury, a case

or exceptions, or case containing exceptions, as may be proper

and the party may elect, shall be prepared by the party in-
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tending to make the motion or to review the trial, and a copy

thereof shall be served on the opposite party within ten days

after trial, if by a jury, or within ten days after written notice

of the filing of the decision, if the trial be by referee; and the

party served within ten days thereafter, propose amendments

thereto and serve a copy on the party proposing the case or ex-

ceptions, who may then,, within four days thereafter, serve the

opposite party with a notice that the case or exceptions, with

the proposed amendments, will be submitted at a time and

place to be specified in the notice to the Judge or Referee before

whom the cause was tried for settlement. The Judge or Ref-

eree shall thereupon correct and settle the case as he shall

deem to consist with the truth of the facts. The time for set-

tling the case must be specified in the notice, and it shall not be

less than four, nor more than twenty days after service of

such notice.

The lines of the case shall be so numbered that each copy

shall correspond. Cases reserved for argument, and special

verdicts, shall be settled in the same manner.

Manner of settling case. McNamee v. Huckabee, 20 S. C, 195.

Right to move for new trial waived by appeal from judgment. Murdock v. Court-

ney Mfg. Co., 52 S. C, 428; 29 S. K, 856; 30 S. E., 142.

Code Civil Procedure, Sec. 287, referred to; Murdock v. Mfg. Co., 52 S. C, 428;

29 S. E., 856; 30 S. E., 142.

RULE XLA'III.

whaf '^to^'^'con-
Exceptions shall only contain so much of the evidence as

rrfentT ho^-'^to '^^X
'^^ ucccssary to prcscut the questions of law upon which

be marked.
^j^g same wcrc taken on the trial ; and it shall be the duty of

the Judge upon settlement to strike out all the evidence and

other matters not necessarily inserted.

Whenever amendments to a case or exceptions are proposed,

the party proposing such case or exceptions shall, before

submitting the same to the Judge for settlement, mark upon the

several amendments his proposed allowance or disallowance

thereof.

Rule 48 seems inapplicable to present procedure, under the Code, on appeals,

and no longer of force. Crosswell v. Ass'n., 49 S. C, 376; 27 S. E., 388.

RULE XLIX.

Where a party makes a case and exceptions, he shall pro-

cure the same to be filed in the office of the Clerk of the Circuit
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Court within ten days after such "case" has been settled or
^.^.p^f^fj^g^" o ^^^^

agreed upon ; and upon failure so to do, the respondent may, of^cierk of'the

by notice in writing, require the filing of such case and excep- ^^{^'^e^^. ^here

tion within ten days after the service of such notice; and if the ^'g^.^aj^ng''
3"^

same are not so filed within said ten days the appellant shall {^d^'j^ay'^bs'^ob-

be deemed to have abandoned the appeal; and satisfactory*"""^
'

proof that the case and exceptions have not been filed within

the time required by such notice in the office of the said Clerk,

the respondent shall be entitled to an order of the Supreme

Court, (if the appeal has been perfected) or (if not) to an

order of the Circuit Court declaring the appeal abandoned, and

the respondent may proceed as if no notice of appeal had been

given.

Construed. Donahue v. R. R. Co., 33 S. C, 608; 12 S. E., 560; 665; Aultman

V. Utsey, 33 S. C, 611; 12 S. E., 628; Lombard v. Brown, 33 S. C, 598; 11 S. E.,

634; Archer v. Long, 35 S. C, 588; 14 S. E., 26; Nott v. Thomson, 35 S. C, 589;

14 S. E., 23; Bomar v. Means, 35 S. E., 591; 14 S. E., 24; 309; Chisholm v. Ins.

Co., 35 S. C, 599; 14 b. E., 349; 480; Ridgeway v. Cutter, 36 S. C, 603; 15 S. E.,

429; McElhose v. Ludeke, 38 S. C, 552; 16 S. E., 771; Simonds v. Marco, 38 S. C,

554; 16 S. E., 830; Geddes v. Hutchinson, 39 S. C, 552; 17 S. E., 560; MargenhoflE

V. Margenhoff, 40 S. C, 547; 18 S. E., 942; O'Leary v. Bradley, 40 S. C, 552; 18

S. E., 933; Barwick v. Barwick, 59 S. C, 200; 37 S. E., 774; Crosswell v. Ass'n.,

49 S. C, 375 ; 27 S. E., 388.

RULE L.

In everv appeal to the Supreme Court from matter appeal- '^P^^ °^ p^^-
-' iri t^ rL paring a case

able, the appellant, or his attorney, shall, within ten days after o" appeal,

written notice of the filing of such matter appealable, or, if

filed within term time, within ten days after the rising of the

Circuit Court, give written notice to the opposite party, or his

attorney, of his intention to appeal therefrom, and within

thirty (30) days after such notice the appellant, or his at-

torney, shall prepare a case or exceptions, or a case containing

exceptions (which exceptions shall have been taken and served

within the time prescribed by law), and serve them on the

opposite party, or his attorney, or within such further time as,

upon ten (10) days' notice to the opposite party, or his attorney,

the Judge who tried the cause may for good cause grant. But

should the parties, within the time above named, be unable to

agree upon a case, then the proposed case, with the proposed

amendments and allowances and disallowances, sjiall be, within

ten days after failing to agree, referred for settlement to the

Circuit Judge who heard the cause, who shall settle the same

within the time and in the manner provided for settling a case

in Rule XLVII.
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The parties, if they agree on a case, or the Circuit Judge
who may settle the same, must see that the case shall, as to the

matter it contains, conform to the requirements of the Rules

of the Supreme Court in regard to the form and substance of

a case for hearing before that Court.

As to contents of case see Rule 5, Supreme Court. The motion to settle the case
must be made before the Circuit Judge, the Circuit Court having jurisdiction until

the return has been filed in Supreme Court and the papers in the cause are records
of that Court. Sullivan v. Thomas, 3 S. C, 548; Gibson v. Gibson, 7 S. C, 356.
The time within which the case should be served may be extended either by the

Circuit Judge under this rule or by a justice of the Supreme Court. Under Rule
21 of that Court, ante, the motion for extension should ordinarily be made before
the time has expired. See note to that rule, also Stribling v. Jones, 16 S. C, 115.

If made in the Circuit Court it must be before the Judge who tried the cause,, and
his decision is final. lb. Relief may be granted even where notice is served after

expiration of time under peculiar circumstances. Brj-son v. Whitney, 55 S. C,
50; 32 S. E., 1038.

The procedure before the Circuit Judge on motion to settle the case is stated

in Chalk v. Patterson, 4 S. C, 99. Crosswell v. Ass'n., 49 S. C, 374; 27 S. E., 388.

As to time for giving notice of appeal. Molair v. Railway Co., 31 S. C, 522;
10 S. E., 243. Willoughby v. Ry. Co., 49 S. C, 372; 27 S. E., 273.

Where notice is served of intention to appeal from judgment to be entered up,

the time within which the case must be served does not commence to run until

judgment is entered up. Publishing Co. v. Gibbes, 59 S. C, 215; 37 S. E., 753.
Computation of time within vrhich to appeal, Sec. Bigham v. Holliday, 52 S. C,

528; 30 S. E., 485.

The Supreme Court has power to require conformity to the order of the Circuit

Court settling a case for appeal to the Supreme Court, and may remand a case to

the Circuit Court for further settlement. But the Supreme Court has not the

power itself to say what the case shall contain.—Baker v. Irvine, 62 S. C, 293;
40 S. E., 672.

RULE LI.

Case, how If the partA' shall omit to make a case, or exceptions, or
waived and . '.

. , . , . , , . . , , 1,11
what deemed statement Of tacts. withm the time above limited, he shall be
settled. '

. .

*

deemed to have waived his right thereto; and when the same

is made, and the parties shall omit, within the several times

above limited, the one party to propose amendments, and the

other to notify an appearance before the Judge, IMaster or

Referee, they shall respectively be deemed, the former to

have agreed to the case as proposed, and the latter to have

agreed to the amendments as proposed.

RULE LII.

If in an ac- If in an action to foreclose a mortgage the defendant fails to
tion to f o r e-

. . _

00
close mortgage aiiswcr within the time allowed for that purpose, or the right

to answer. of the plaintiff as stated in the complaint is admitted by the

answer, the plaintiff may have an order referring it to the ]\Ias-

ter, Clerk, or some suitable person as Referee, to compute the

amount due to the plaintiff, and to- such of the defendants as
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are prior encumbrancers of the mortgaged premises, and to

examine and report wliether the mortgaged premises can be

sold in parcels, if the whole amount secured by the mortgage

has not become due. If the defendant is an infant, and has

put in a general answer by his guardian, or if any of the de-

fendants are absentees, the order of reference shall also direct

the person to whom it is referred to take proof of the facts

and circumstances stated in the complaint, and to examine

the plaintiff or his agent, on oath, as to any payments which

have been made, and to compute the amount due on the mort-

gage, preparatory to the application for judgment of fore-

closure and sale.

The plaintiff in such case, when he moves for judgment,

must show, by affidavit or otherwise, whether any of the de-

fendants who haA-e not appeared are absentees ; and, if so, he

must produce the report as to the proof of the facts and cir-

cumstances stated in the complaint, and of the examination of

the plaintiff, or his agent, on oath, as to any payments which

have been made. x\nd in all foreclosure cases the plaintiff,

when he moves for judgment, must show by affidavit, or by

the certificate of the Clerk for the County in which the mort-

gaged premises are situated, that a notice of the pendency of

the action containing the names of the parties thereto, the ob-

ject of the action, and a description of the property in that

County affected thereby, the date of the mortgage, and the

timie and place of recording the same, has been filed at least

twenty days before such application for judgment, and at or

after the time of filing the complaint, as recjuired by Section

153 of the Code of Procedure.

As to proof of paj'ments in case of absentees. Clemson v. Pickens, 42 S. C,
521 ; 20 S. E., 401.

RULE LIII.

Unless otherwise speciallv ordered bv the Court, the judg- Judgment for

ment shah direct that the mortgaged premises, or so much gaged premis-

,1 J- 1 rr • • ^ es ; w h a t t o
thereof as may be sufhcient to raise the amount due to the contain.

plaintiff for principal, interest and costs, and which may be

sold separately without material injury to the parties inter-

ested, be sold by or under the direction of the Sheriff of the

County or the Clerk or jMaster, and that the plaintiff or any
other party may become a purchaser on such sale; that the

officer making the sale execute a deed to the purchaser; that
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out of the proceeds of the sale he pay to the plaintiff or his at-

torney the amount of his debt, interest and costs, or so much
as the purchase money will pay of the same, and that he take

the receipt of the plaintiff or his attorney for the amount so

paid and file the same with his report of sale ; and that the

purchaser at such sale be let into possession of the premises on

production of the deed.

All surplus moneys arising from the sale of mortgaged

premises under any judgment shall be paid or deposited by

the Sheriff or other officer making the sale, within five days

after the same shall be received, in the manner provided by

law for the securing of moneys in the custody of this Court,
As to requiring payment of cash at time of sale. Tyer v. Charleston, 32 S. C,

598; ID S. E., 1067.

Rule in nature of writ of assistance. Crolwell v. Boozer, 1 S. C, 271; Arm-
strong V. Plumphrey, 5 S. C, 128. Trenholm v. Wilson, 13 S. C, 174; Cave v.

Hogg, 48 S. C, 325; 26 S. E., 686.

RULE LIV.

surpiuTLoney^ On filing the report of the sale, any party to the action,

or any person who had a lien on the mortgaged premises at

the time of the sale, upon filing with the Clerk where the

report of sale is filed ; a notice stating that he is entitled to

such surplus money or some part thereof, and the nature and

extent of his claim, may have an order of reference to ascer-

tain and report the amount due to him or to any other person

which is a lien upon such surplus moneys, and to ascertain the

priorities of the several liens thereon ; to the end that on the

coming in and confirmation of the report on such reference

such further order may be made for the distribution of such

surplus moneys as may be just. Every party who appeared

in the cause, or who shall have filed such notice with the Clerk

previous to the entry of the order of reference, shall be en-

titled to service of a notice of the application for the order

of reference and to attend on such reference and to the usual

notices of subsequent proceedings relative to such surplus.

But if such claimant has not appeared or made his claim by an

attorney of this Court, the notice may be served b}^ putting the

same into the postoffice directed to the claimant at his place of

residence, as stated in the notice of his claim.

What is not a report of sale.—Barnwell v. Marion, 62 S. C, 466; 40 S. E., S73.
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RULE LV.

No partition of real estate of a deceased person shall be had^^^^i^f^^[^t^an

unless the legal representative or representatives of such de-^^^^^J
^°^ p^'^'

ceased person be made parties to the action and it be

made to appear to the Court that the debts of such deceased

person are fully paid, or that the personal estate in the hands

of the personal representative or representatives is 'sufficient

for the payment of the debts of such deceased person, or unless

in the decree due provision is made for the payment of the

debts.

Where several tracts or parcels of land lying in this State

are owned by the same persons in common, no separate action

for partition of a part thereof only shall be brought without

the consent of all the parties interested therein; or if brought

without such consent the share of the plaintiff may be charged

with the whole costs of the proceeding. And when infants

are interested, it shall be stated whether the parties own any

other lands in common.
Prohibition of sale without providing for payment of ancestors' debts. Burnett

V. Burnett, 17 S. C, S45-
Separate writs should issue for each County in which lands are situate. Daniels

V. Moses, 12 S. C, 130.

RULE LVL

Where the rights and interests of the several parties, as Reference as
^

_
-"^ to title where

stated in the complaint, are not denied or controverted, if anypo defense is
'

.

-^ interposed.

of the defendants are infants, or absentees, or unknown, the

plaintiff, on an affidavit of the fact, and notice to such of the

parties as have appeared, may apply for an order of reference,

to take proof of the plaintiff's title and interest in the prem-

ises, and of the several matters set forth, and to ascertain and

report the rights and interests of the several parties in the

premises and an abstract of the conveyances by which the

same are held.

RULE LVIL

All questions for argument, and all motions, shall be brought ^^^^"^
bro^u^ht

before the Court on a notice, or by an order to show cause : court°
*" ^ * ^ ^

and if the opposite party shall not appear to oppose, the party

making the motion or obtaining the order shall be entitled

to the rule or judgment moved for on proof of due service of
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the notice, or order, and papers required to be served by him,

unless the Court shall otherwise direct.

Order to show Such ordcr to sliow causc shall only be granted when a
cause, when . , ,

.
, ^

.

granted. Special rcasou for a notice, less than four days, appears on the

papers presented ; and the party shall, in his affidavit, state

the present condition of the action, and whether at issue.

And when the motion is for irregularity, the notice or order

shall specify the irregularity complained of.

Res training ]\To restraining order pending return to a rule to show cause
order, when

, , i , i i rr i •

granted. shall be granted unless it shall be made to appear, by athdavit

to the satisfaction of the Judge, that irreparable injury is

likely to result to the moving party in the meantime.

Notice necessary to validity of order. State v. Parker, 7 S. C, 240.

If made without notice, party aggrieved should move to vacate. Earle v. Stokes,

5 S. C, 339; Ex parte Williams, in re Campbell v. County of Charleston, 7 S. C, tt.

Motion for irregularity, specific notice required. Guckenheimer v. Libby, 43

S. C, 166; 19 S. E., 999. Addison v. Sujette, 50 S. C, 192; 28 S. E., 948; Lipscomb

V. Rice, 47 S. C, 14; 24 S. E., 925; Smith v. Walker, 6 S. C, 169; Green v. R.

R. Co., Ih., 344.

The Judge cannot decide on motion any question not covered by the motion pa-

pers. Ford V. Calhoun, 53 S. C, 106; 30 S. E., 830.

Prior proceedings referred to in notice of motion may be referred to in consid-

eration of motion. Ex parte Wells, 43 S. C, 478; 21 S. E., 334.

Notice referring to other papers. Standard Co. v. Henry, 43 S. C, 17; 20 S.

E., 790.

RULE LVIII.

Points on mo- In all Calendar motions, each party shall briefly state upon

sioni' on fa'Ss. his poiuts the leading facts which he deems established, with

a reference to their folios where the evidence of such facts may

be found; and the Court will not hear an extended discussion

on a mere question of fact.

RULE LIX.

Opening and Reply.

A r g u m ent Qu all rulcs to show causc, whcrc a partv failing to answer
and reply.

, ,, , . . j
would be in contempt, the party called on shall begin and end

his cause ; and on all motions or special matters, either spring-

ing out of a cause or otherwise, the actor or party submitting

the same to the Court shall in like manner begin and close;

and so shall the defendant, where he admits the plaintiff's

cause by the pleadings, and takes upon himself the burden of

proof, have the like privilege.

The party having the opening in an argument shall disclose

his entire case; and on his closing shall be confined strictly
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to a reply to the points made and authorities cited by the

opposite party.

Boyce v. Lake, 17 S. C, 484; Mitchell v. Fowler, 21 S. C, 299; State v. Huckie,

22 S. E., 299; Addison v. Duncan, 35 S. C, 165; 14 S. E., 305; Beckham v. Ry.

Co., 50 S. C, 36; 27 S. E., 611; Columbia v. Tindal, 43 S. C, 547; 22 S. E., 341;

Brown v. Kirkpatrick, s S. C, 269; Davis v. Winsmith, lb., 335; Bennett v. San-

difer, 15 S. C, 418.

A defendant is not entitled to open and reply unless he admits in his answer

the plaintiff's cause of action, and sets up an affirmative defence.—Thompson v.

Security Trust and Life Ins. Co., 63 S. C, 290; 41 S. E., 464; Addison v. Dun-

can, 35 S. C, 165; 14 S. E., 30s; Beckham v. Ry. Co., 50 S. C, 25; 27 S. E., 611.

RULE LX.

Miscellaneous.

Where a party has suffered a non-suit, or discontinuance, Costs of for-
ir J '

^ ^
rner suits.

or has otherwise let fall his action, all proceedings in any new

action for the same cause shall be suspended until all costs of

such former action have been paid.

Blakeley v. Frazier, 11 S. C, 123; Daniel v. Moses, 12 S. C, 130; Tibbetts v.

Langley Mfg. Co., lb., 466.

RULE LXL

If any application for an order be made to any Judge and
^p^jf^^^f^^"^^*

such order be refused in whole or in part, or be granted condi-f^g|[ ^^^^^ ^^'

tionally or on terms, no subsequent application upon the same

state of facts shall be made to any other Judge; and if upon

such subsequent application any order be made it shall be re-

voked ; and in the affidavit for such order the party or his at-

torney shall state whether any previous application for such

order has been made.

RULE LXIL

In the Court of General Sessions, the defendant, after ver- Affidavit in
' '

_ m 1 1 1 g a tion,

diet against him, shall not be permitted to submit any affidavit ^ow submitted.

to the Court which goes to deny matters of fact, but he may
submit affidavits as to matters in extenuation or mitigation

;

Provided, they are filed so as to allow the Attorney General

or Solicitor a reasonable time to answer them.

RULE LXIII.

In all cases where a motion shall be granted on payment
^J^^^J^j^^ ^?^J

of costs or on the performance of any condition, or where the'^'*^^"-

order shall require such payment or performance, the party

20—C-
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whose duty it shall be to comply therewith shall have twenty

days for that purpose unless otherwise directed in the order,

but where costs to be adjusted are to be paid the party shall

have fifteen days to comply with the order after the costs shall

have been adjusted by the Clerk on notice unless otherwise

ordered.

Construed. Brown v. Brown, z^ S. C, 153; 3 S. E., 69; Meinhard v. Young-
blood, 37 S. E., 223; 15 S. E., 947; Brown v. Easterling, 59 S. C, 481; 38 S.

E., 118.

RULE LXR\

Orders on pe- Orders granted on petitions or relating thereto shall refer

to such petitions by the name and description of the peti-

tioners, and the date of the petitions if the same be dated,

without reciting or setting forth the tenor or substance thereof

unnecessarily. Any order or judgmient directing the payment

of money, or affecting the title to property, if founded on

petition, V\-here no complaint is filed, may, at the request of any

party interested, be enrolled and docketed as other judgments.

RULE LX\\

Order to stay Xo Order to staA^ a sale under a judgment in partition, or
judgment, now ' j o jr '

obtained. for the foreclosurc of a mortgage, shall be granted or made

by a Judge out of Court except upon notice of at least four

days to the plaintiff or his attorney.

Rice V. !Mahatfey, 9 S. C, 2S3.

to^^requiKd^
-^"'-* ordcr to Stay a sale under execution shall be granted

without requiring a written undertaking, with sureties, from

the moving party to the effect that he will pay to the adverse

party such damages, not exceeding an amount to be fixed by

the order and specified in the undertaking, as he may sustain

by reason of the injunction, if the Court shall finally decide

that he v/as not entitled thereto. Such damages may be ascer-

tained by a reference or otherwise as the Court shall direct.

RULE LXVI.

Sureties.

juftify.^*^"
^° \Mienever a Justice or other officer approves the security

to be given in any case or reports upon its sufficiency it shall

be his duty to require personal sureties to justify. And all

bonds and undertakings shall be duly proved by a subscribing
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witness, or acknowledged in like manner as deeds of real estate

before the same shall be received or filed.

Does not apply to special statutory proceedings. Sharp v. Palmer, 31 S. C,
444; 10 S. E., 98.

Probating undertakings. Grollman v. Lipsitz, 43 S. C, 329; 21 S. E., ZT2\ Sul-

livan V. Williams, 43 S. C, 501; 21 S. E., 642.

RULE LXVII.

Wherever sureties are required to justify they shall justify .Where sure-

within the County where the defendant shall have been ar-tify.

rested, or where the sureties reside.

RULE LXVIIL

Filing Papers.

Papers shall be filed in the Count}^ specified in the com- Where papers

plaint as the place of trial, or in the County to which the place

of trial has been changed. And in case the place of trial is

changed for the reason that the proper County is not specified,

papers on file at the time of the order making such change

shall be transferred to the County specified in such order; and

all other papers in the cause shall be filed in the County so

specified.

RULE LXIX.

It shall be the duty of the plaintiff's attorney forthwith to ^^wha^j^p^apers

file with the Clerk for the proper County all undertakings ^^^°-

given upon procuring an order of arrest, an injunction order

or an attachment, with the approval of the Judge or officer

taking the same endorsed thereon ; and in case such under-

taking shall not be filed within ten days after the order for

arrest, or injunction or attachment has been granted, the de-

fendant shall be at liberty to move the Court to vacate the

proceedings for irregularity, with costs, as if no undertaking

had been given. It shall also be the duty of the attorney to

file, within the same time and under the like penalty, the affi-

davits upon which an injunction or attachment has been

granted, and also the affidavit upon which an order for the

service of a summons by publication or an order for a substi-

tuted service of a summons has been granted, together with

the order for such service.

Affidavits in attachment. Ketchin v. Landecker, 32 S. C, 157; 10 S. E., 936;
Doty V. Boyd, 46 S. C, 39; 24 S. E., 59.

Undertakings. Meinhard v. Youngblood, 37 S. C, 229; 15 S. E., 947.
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RULE LXX.

Receivers.

ceTv^Tf "debt-
Every receiver of the property and effects of the debtor shall,

ors estate. unless restricted by the special order of the Court, have general

power and authority to use for and collect the 'debts, demands
and rents belonging to such debtor, and to compromise and settle

such as are unsafe and of a doubtful character. He may also

sue in the name of a debtor where it is necessary or proper for

him to do so.

Construed. Billing v. Foster, 21 S. C, 335.

RULE LXXL

Action for ^q actiou for malicious prosecution based upon an indict-
malicious pros- ^ ^

ecution, h o w nieut tried by the Court of Sessions shall be commenced unless
commenced. -^

a copy of the indictment has been first obtained by order of the

Judge before whom the case was tried.

RULE LXXIL

Damages on After a judgment has been recovered on an official bond it
breach,of bond, •" c>

how recovered, g^all Stand as a sccurity for any former or subsequent breach

of it, and any one who may conceive himself aggrieved by

the misconduct of the officer shall have a right to come in and

suggest the breach of the bond of which he complains and pray

execution for his damages ; and upon serving a twenty-day rule

upon such officer and his sureties, or such of them as judg-

ment has been rendered against in the first action, requiring

them to plead to the suggestion, shall in default of such plea,

or upon issue joined, have his damages assessed by the verdict

of a jury and have execution for the penalty to enforce the

payment of the damages assessed.

Effect on costs. Bratton v. Massey, 18 S. C, 560.

RULE LXXIIL

Motion for jf ^ motiou in arrest of judgment or for a new trial in a
arrest of judg- jo

^ ^

ment; when criminal casc be intended to be made, the party shall give notice
made. -^ "^ ^

.

thereof and of his grounds within two days after verdict.

No motion in arrest of judgment shall be heard after a mo-

tion for a new trial, but the motion in arrest of judgment and

for a new trial may, in the first instance, be made simultane-

ously.
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RULE LXXIV.

All Rules heretofore adopted for the government of the Ry/gg^jepe^ed!

practice of the Circuit Courts of this State shall be, and they are

hereby, repealed. In cases where no provision is made by

Statute or b}^ these Rules, the proceedings shall be according to

the practice as it has heretofore existed in the Courts of Law
and Equity of this State in cases not provided for by Statute

or the written Rules of the Court.

The Rules of Westminster (Miller's Compilation, p. 46) are such rules. Brown
V. Dunlap, 3 S. C, loi.

RULE LXXV.

In any case where a petition and bond for the removal of

any cause pending in any Court of this State to any Court of

the United States shall have been filed, no order accepting the

said petition and bond or directing the cause to be removed shall

be made except after due notice of the application therefor to

the other parties to the action as in the case of interlocutory

applications requiring notice.

Practice on removal to U. S. Courts. Sparkman v. Council, 57 S. C, 16;

35 S. E., 391; State v. R. R. Co., 45 S. C, 470; 23 S. E., 383.

RULE LXXVI.

Whenever any pleading or other paper in an action is not

filed within the time required by Section 416, of the Code of

Procedure, any party to the action may apply after due notice

to the Court or a Judge thereof at Chambers, for an order re-

quiring the party or attorney having served such pleadings or

in possession of such paper to file the same (or a copy if the

original pleading or paper be lost or destroyed) within a time

limited, and on failure so to do such party or attorney may be

proceeded against as for contempt.





Rules of Practice for the Courts of Probate of

South Carolina.

RULE I.

The Judge of Probate shall, m addition to the books required Books,

by law, keep a book, properly indexed, in which shall be en-

tered the titles of all cases instituted in his Court, with proper

entries under each, denoting the papers filed, the orders made,

and the steps taken therein, with the dates of the several pro-

ceedings. Also, a calendar of all cases which are pending in

his Court, until the same shall be disposed of by a final decree

or order.

RULE IL

At any time after the day when it is the duty of the Sheriff jf'^f"?
'^°™'

or other officer to return, deliver, or file any process, under- turn process,

taking, order or other paper, by the provisions of the Code of

Procedure, any party entitled to have such act done, may serve

on the officer a notice to return, deliver or file such process, un-

dertaking, order or other paper, as the case may be, within ten

days ; or show cause, at a time to be designated in said notice,

why an attachment should not issue against him.

RULE in.

No person other than the general guardian of an infant ^^^^^ m^^^^^^J^ree.

be appointed guardian ad litem, either on the application of the ^samst infants,

infant or otherwise, who is not fully competent to understand

and protect the rights of the infant, who has an interest adverse

to that of the infant, or who is connected in business with the

attorney or counsel of the adverse party ; and no decree against

an infant or other person not sui juris shall be made, except

upon proof of the facts necessary to support such decree.

RULE IV.

It shall be the duty of every attornev or other officer of this Duty of Guar-
^ -^ -

,
dian ad Mem.

Court to act as the guardian ad litem of any infant defendant,

in any suit or proceeding, whenever appointed for that purpose

by an order of the Court. And it shall be the duty of the guar-
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dian ad litem to examine into the circumstances of the case, so

far as to enable him to make the proper defence for the protec-

tion of the riarhts of the infant.

RULE V.

Summons. After a petition or complaint has be'en filed, it shall be the

duty of the Judge of Probate to issue his summons, directed

to each of the defendants named in said petition or complaint,

notifying them of the filing of such petition or complaint, and

that unless they plead thereto within twenty days from the time

of service of such summons, judgment will be rendered against

them for the relief demanded. Such summons shall be served

in the same manner and according to the same rules as are

prescribed by law in the case of a summons in the Court of

Common Pleas.

Publication. And, in casc any of the parties defendant are absent from or

reside beyond the limits of the State, or whose residence is

unknown, upon such fact being made to apear to the satisfac-

tion of the Judge of Probate, by affidavit, such summons shall

be published, in the same manner as required by law, in the

case of the publication of a summons for an absent defendant

in the Court of Common Pleas.
Personal ser- Personal service on any absent party, under an order of the

Court, shall be deemed sufficient without publication.

RULE VL

Timi of Trill! All pleadings in the Court of Probate must be in writing;

and the only pleading necessary on the part of the defendant

shall be an answer, in which issues both of law and fact may
be raised.

When the petition or complaint is verified, the answer must

also be verified.

Each case shall stand for trial at the session commencing on

the first Monday in the month, after the day on which the

time for answering shall expire; but may, on just cause shown,

be continued to such other day as may be appointed by the

Probate Judge; Provided, hozvever, that the case may be tried

on any day after the time to answer has expired, with the con-

sent of all parties interested, or their atttorne3'S.

vice
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RULE VII.

Counsel shall not attempt to arg^ue or explain a case, or any ^o argument
,

after decision.

matter arising therein, after he has been heard, and the opin-

ion of the Court has been pronounced.

RULE VIII.

All pleadinp-s and other proceedinsfs shall be written on each Manner o f
^ "^ -^ ^ preparing p a -

page of legal cap paper. If more than two pages are used, p^''^-

they shall be fastened at the top, so as to be read continuously.

Papers shall be folded from the bottom, in four equal folds, and

endorsed with the style of the Court, the names of the parties,

the nature of the paper, and the name of the attorney.

RULE IX.

No private agreement or consent between the parties or Consent must
1 • •

1 1- • 1 11 ^^ '" writing.
their attorneys, m respect to the proceedmgs m a cause, shall

be binding, unless the same shall have been reduced to the

form of an order by consent, and entered ; or unless the evi-

dence thereof shall be in writing, subscribed by the party

against whom the same shall be alleged, or by his attorney or

counsel.

RULE X.

Where the service of the summons, or notice accompanying Proof of ser-

the same, if any, shall be ma^e by any person other than the

Sheriff, it shall be necessary for such person to state in his

affidavit of service, when and at what particular place he served

the same, and that he knew the person served to be the person

mentioned and described in the summons as defendant therein

;

and also to state that he left with the defendant a copy of the

paper so served.

RULE XL

No order extending the time to answer shall be granted, .
Extension of

. ,,,,, ^-Ti time to an-

unless the party applymg for such order shall satisfy the Judge swer.

of Probate, by affidavit, that there are grounds therefor ; unless

such extension of time has been agreed upon, in writing, or

orally in open Court, by all the parties interested, or their

attorneys.
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RULE XII.

M o t i on to Motions to Strike out of any pleadinsr matter alleged to be
coriect plead j r- a o
i"gs. irrelevant or redundant, and motions to correct a pleading on

the ground of its being "so indefinite or uncertain, that the

precise nature of the charge or defence is not apparent," must

be noticed before answering the pleadings.

RULE XIIL

^Judgment of When a judgment rendered in the Circuit Court or in the

Court. Supreme Court, upon an appeal from the Judge of Probate,

is certified to the Judge of Probate, the same shall be recorded

with other judgments of the Probate Court, with proper ref-

erences made to the judgment appealed from.

RULE XIV.

Orders after After issuc has been joined in any case in the Court of Pro-
issue joined.

. .

bate, no order shall be granted therem except at the time ap-

pointed for the hearing thereof, unless two days' notice, in

writing, has been given to the parties to be affected thereby,

or their attorneys, where they reside in the same county ; but

where they reside in different counties, four days' notice shall

be given.

RULE XV.

Rules of Cir- j^^ ^11 cascs uot provided for by any of the foregoing Rules,
cult Court to ^ ^ '

J
govern. the Rulcs of the Circuit Court, so far as they can be made ap-

plicable, shall govern.

RULE XVI.

When to take Thcsc Ruks shall go into operation on the first day of July,

A. D., 1879.



Rules of Practice in the Circuit Courts of the United

States for the District of South Carolina.

AT LAW.

RULE L

Process.

As authorized by Revised Statutes, Section gis, the Court. As author-
-' '

. .
i^^d by R. S.

adopts in common law causes all State laws now in force in the u. s., Court
* adopts certain

State constituting this District, in relation to attachments and State laws.

other process, subject to the limitations contained in said Sec-

tion ; and such laws so adopted include all remedies by attach-

ment, or other process, against the property of defendants now
provided by the laws of said State, whether directly or by for-

eign attachment, with all the exemptions relating thereto.

As authorized by Revised Statutes, Section 916, the Court

adopts all State laws now in force in the State constituting this

District, in relation to remedies upon judgments in common
law causes, by execution or otherwise, to reach the property

of judgment debtors.

RULE IL

The forms of executions and other final process in all suits ^utions, °&cf^^

whatsoever, whether at law or in equity, shall be the same as

are now used in the Court, except in cases where the Court

or a Judge thereof shall otherwise direct ; but under the au-

thority of Revised Statutes, Section 918, the time for returning

such executions and other final process shall be distinctly set

forth in the same, and the same shall be returned in the same

time, and alias and pluries executions shall issue in the same

manner, as now required by the laws of the State constituting

this District, except as otherwise provided in these Rules.
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RULE III.

exfcuti^iS and ^^^ summons, executions, and other process shall be tested

how'teiteTani ^^ required by the Act of Congress, approved May 8th, 1792,
served.

^j^^j shall be servcd by the marshal.

R. S. U. S., 2d Ed. (1878), Sec. 911.

RULE IV.

hoi subs™ibeci
^^^ summons shall be subscribed by an attorney, and di-

and wharto "^^ ^^^'-^'^ ^° ^^^ defendant, and shall require him to answer the
quire. complaiut and serve a copy of his answer on the attorney,

whose name is subscribed to the summons, at a place within

the District to be therein specified, in which there is a post-

office, on or before the Rule Day, occurring twenty days next

after the service thereof, exclusive of the day of service. The
summons must be sealed and tested as required by Section 911,

Revised Statutes of the United States.

RULE V.

Summons; The plaintiff shall also insert in the summons a notice in sub-w h a t notice ^

plaintiff shall stance that if the defendant shall fail to answer the complaint
also insert.

_

-^

on or before the Rule Day occurring twenty days next after

the service of the summons, the plaintiff will apply to the Court

for the relief demanded in the complaint.

Chamberlain vs. Mensing, 47 F. R., 202.

RULE VI.

Com plaint; A copy of the complaiut need not be served with the sum-
copy need not -^-^ ^
be served with mons. In such casc the summons must state where the com-
s u m mons; m
w h i c h c a s e plaint is or will be filed, and if the defendant, within twenty
what summons - -^

to state; De- davs thereafter, causes notice of aopearance to be given, and,
lendant can ap- - ^ '^ o •» ^

p^a"" when and jn persou or by attorney, demands, in writing, a copy of the

time in which complaint. Specifying a place within the State where it may be

fei7d^ nf "t'^ ^n
scrvcd, a copy thereof must, within twenty days thereafter,

swer. -be served accordingly; and after such service the defendant

shall have until the Rule Day occurring at least twenty days

next after the service to answer; but only one copy need be

served on the same attorney.
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RULE VII.

The summons must be served by the marshal, and the service ^^g^"^™°^^'^°

shall be made and the summons returned to the clerk with Marshal and
served and re-

proof of service in the same manner that a summons is served ^j™^'^ }°^ *^^

and returned in the Circuit Courts of this State. ^'^^^ Courts).

RULE VIIL

Due time shall be allowed for the service of all process, not^^Pg'^^^^g'^j^'f^^

exceeding thirty days (except in case of executions) for any ^^^'^''^^ °^-

point within the State.

The summons and complaint, as soon as possible after the

service thereof, shall be filed in the clerk's office, not to be re-

moved therefrom without an order of Court, and in case the

complaint is not so filed, the defendant will be excused from

entering his appearance under the Rule next following until

the complaint is filed.

RULE IX.

The appearance of defendant shall be by entry of appearance ^^ p ?^j^j^^j?

with the clerk, and service of notice of appearance on the plain- how made and
^^ '^ entered.

tifif or his attorney.

RULE X.

"Pleadings."

The forms of pleadings in all civil actions, except in Equity,. ^" "7^^ ^'^:
•t^ * ' f ^ J tions (except

and Admiralty, and the rules by which the sufficiency of the^'^ljj'jy
)"to^be

pleadings are to be determined, are those now (and such as ^°^?'^ '^y- ^"4
ir & '

. \ sumciency o t

from time to time may be) prescribed by the Code of Procedure
ruies""?efcr^ib^

of this State.
the ^Sta*?e

'^^ °^

RULE XL

It shall not be necessarv for a party to set forth in a pleading .
Account;

.

"

-\,. items of need
the items of an account therein alleged; but he shall deliver to not be set forth

, i n pleadings;

the adverse party, within ten davs after a demand therefor m wiis of partic-

. ,

' '
ulars; how and

writing, a copv of the account, and every bond, deed or other when delivered

. .
!=

^-'
. . . ^ -r >

and verified.

writing sued on which, if the pleading be verified, must be

verified by his own oath, or that of his agent or attorney, to

the effect that he belives it to be true, or be precluded from

ffiving evidence thereof.
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If a bill of particulars furnished is defective or insufficient,

application may be made for a further account.

RULE XII.

"Judgment by Default."

In civil ac- j^ ^11 civil cascs founded on contract for the recovery of
tions on con- -'

tract for recov- nionev onlv and in which the complaint is verified, the plain-
er}' of money -' -' '^ ' ir

tafn^ed
^°'^ °^' ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ clcrk ou the Rule Day on which the de-

fendant is required to answer, or any Rule Day thereafter,

proof of service of the summons and complaint on one or more

of the defendants, or of the summons, according to Rule 6, and

that no answer, demurrer or notice of appearance has been re-

ceived. The clerk shall thereupon enter an order for judgment

by default and enter the cause on the docket for the next suc-

ceeding term of the Court, at which term the damages shall be

assessed or a verdict be taken before a jury.

RULE XIII.

In all other jn all Other cases the plaintiff may, upon filing like proof

on the Rule Day, at which the defendant is required to answer

and fails so to do, or on any Rule Day thereafter, have the

clerk enter an order for judgment by default and shall cause

the case to be docketed, and apply to the Court at the ensuing

term thereof for the relief demanded.

RULE XIV.

Where D e - Judgment shall in no case be entered for default of answer,
fendant has ap- .

peared u n d er where defendant has entered appearance m accordance with
Rule 9.

,
_

, , . f . . . ,

Rule 9, unless five days notice of intention to enter judgment

for want of answer is given to the attorneys of the defendant,

and such notice may be given by personal service or by mail.

RULE XV.

"Defences."

Defence o f 'p^g defence of plene administravit shall not be effectual,

made^efrectuaT
^"^^^^ ^^^ party making such defence shall file with the plead-

ing, on oath, a full and particular account of the administra-

tion of the estate, with a certified copy of the inventory and

appraisement ; or, if the party be charged as executor of his
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own wrong, a full statement, on oath, of all the assets which

have come into his possession, and the value thereof, and an

account showing the manner in which the same may have been

disposed of.

RULE XVI.

Neither partv shall, after pleading, demand the letter of attor-t„rneyTc°annot
•^^ ir J ' ^

^1 e demanded

ney of the opposite party. after pleading.

RULE XVIL

Where an answer sets up a counter-claim, plaintiff shall be ^^°^^ ^ ""^^^y^

entitled to the same time for the reply thereto as is allowed |,^f^^°^^^;^p''an-

defendant to answer to the complaint. It shall be accompanied '^^^d^^y^^bm o

with a copy of the bill of particulars and of any bond, deed or

other writing constituting the defence.

RULE XVIII.

"Custody of Papers."

Papers filed of record in the clerk's office shall not be ^^' be ^^rTn^o ved

moved therefrom under any pretense whatever. Office; citified

When any cases are referred to a special master (other than "^fX^hed" Spe^

the clerk), and such master requires, for the purposes of his^hL.

references or report, the records of the case in which he is

acting, or any part thereof, the clerk will, on his request, fur-

nish him certified copies of so much of the records as he may

require. Same to be taxed as costs in the case.

RULE XIX.

"Rules Days."

Rules shall be held monthly in the clerk's office on the fost^^^Ruies^Days;

Monday in everv month, for the purpose of entering all pro- -d^i-w^f
J:

ceedings and orders necessary for the speeding of the cause, low
;

specai or-

which mav be entered at the Rules, and not necessary to be

taken or be made in open Court. The rules shall be held under

the direction of the clerk, but either of the Judges of the Court

may make or allow any special order in any cause not incon-

sistent with the regulations herein prescribed, which shall be

entered in the Rule Book, and take effect accordingly.
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RULE XX.

wh^t""each °to
The clerk shall make three dockets. One docket shall contain

fofSnSe?'' ^11 cases at issue. The other docket shall contain all motions to

be tried by the Court. Docket number three shall contain all

cases wherein orders for judgment by default have been entered

at the Rule Day, but final judgment cannot be had except by an
application to the Court in term.

If causes are improperly docketed, either party may on the

first call of the docket, move for their transfer to the proper

docket.

RULE XXI
T e rminated

causers l^how^rV Causcs marked on the docket settled, discontinued or other-
ocketed.

^^^-gg terminated, shall not again be docketed, without leave of

Court or consent of both parties in writing.

RULE XXII.

recC^ds;^ what The clcrk shall preserve the dockets as records of the Court.

dockS;'"caii of He shall not only number the causes thereon, but shall indicate

ma y ' restore the number of tcrms that they may have been at issue ; and he

shall also, in a separate column, copy the memoranda made by

the Judge of the disposition made of the case at the previous

term. During the daily sessions of the Court the docket shall

not be subject to inspection of the Bar, but it shall be the duty of

the clerk to make a copy thereof for the use of the Bar.

On the calling of the docket on the first day of each term,

or whenever the same may be called, the parties shall imme-
diately announce ready, or move to continue; and if no an-

nouncement or motion is made, the plaintiff's case may be dis-

missed or the defendant's plea or answer stricken out.

But the Court may, on good cause shown, and on such terms

as it may deem proper, direct the revocation of the order of

dismissal or striking out of the answer, and the cause shall

thereupon be restored to the docket.

^ , ^ RULE XXIII.
Rule Day

docket; what
to contain; or- The clcrk shall prepare and keep a docket on which he shall
der the reon;
when called; enter all suits and matters which are to be brought before a
not answered, '-'

stricken off; Judge of the Court on Rules Days, or such other days as the
fee of Clerk; -' ^

^

' ' J

copy for Bar; Judge may appoint, on notice to an adverse party, by motion,
contingent doc--'o.'jrx' r j i j >

ket; w h a t to
contain; when
and how called
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petition, order to show cause or otherwise, of which a memo-
randa containing the title to the suit or matter, and the subject

of the notice and the names of the attorneys or sohcitors on

both sides, shall be filed with the clerk for the purpose.

The order of cases on the docket shall be the order of time

in which the memoranda are filed with the clerk. Every suit

and matter placed on the list shall remain thereon until the

hearing of such notice is had, or until it is otherwise disposed

of, and shall not lose its place by an adjournment of it. It may
be adjourned at any time, by a written consent of parties to

the next Rule Day, such consent to be handed to the Clerk of

the Court. ^

The docket will be called in its order on each Rule Day.

A case called and not answered to by either party will be

stricken off.

The fee to the clerk for every memorandum filed shall be

25 cents, which shall be taxable as costs in the case.

A copy of this docket shall be prepared for the use of the

Bar.

The clerk shall keep a docket to be called the contingent

docket, on which shall be entered all rules against defaulting

jurors or witnesses. All writs of scire facias issued upon re-

cognizances of persons accused of crimes, all indictments

against persons for whom bench warrants have issued, and who
have not been arrested thereon, and cases in which offers of

compromise may have been accepted, but with the terms of

which defendants have not complied.

This docket shall be called from time to time on motion of

the District Attorney.

RULE XXIV.

"Trial."

On the trial of an action founded on a bill of exchanare, pro-- I"
action on

j^v-, j^ w instrument for

missory note or other instrument for the payment of moneyp^^ "^^^*j °^

only, the plaintiff shall produce the instrument sued on, but^jj^^^
"^reduce

need not prove the signature to or the execution of such In- ^^<^ prove; pro-
^ =" VISO.

strument nor the consideration thereof, unless the defendant

in his answer, on oath, denies the consideration, or the execu-

tion of the instrument, or the genuineness of the signature to

the same.

21—C.
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RULE XXV.

insfruTtions;°to ^^ ^^'^ ^rial of evcry case, the counsel on either side shall,

b^e f o re^a'rS before argument, submit to the Court such prayer for instruc-
ment. tions as they may desire.

RULE XXVL

"Attachments."

pcKoVs u'po"!! That all persons upon whom warrants of attachments are

are '"s^ved'^if served shall, ^yithin twenty days thereafter, make due return

fsfiedfrnay^m^e thereto, under oath, setting forth whether they have in their

i's^tfe" to
^
be possession or under their con1?roi any moneys, claims, credits

tried by Court
Q J. property, real or personal, of the defendant, and if any, the

^u^ri^ a/tach- nature and value of them.

sue"Vh^n^
^^'

If the plaintiff is not satisfied of the correctness of the return

he may contest it by filing suggestions, setting forth the par-

ticulars wherein the return is defective or false and the issue

shall be tried by the Court or a jury, as the parties may elect.

If the party upon whom warrant of attachment is served

fails to make return thereto, in accordance with this rule, a

rule may be entered that an attachment issue against him unless

he show cause within four days, or on the first day of the en-

suing term.

RULE xxvn.

"Bail."

D e fendants The defendant may be arrested and held to bail in the same
may be arrest-
ed and held to cases and in the same manner as defendants are now arrested
bail as in State

r i
• o

Courts. and held to bail in the Courts of this State.

RULE XXVIIL

Undertaking xhe undertaking required of the plaintiff, before the order
to be made be- o i x

o /--
fore Clerk or gf arrcst is granted, mav be made before a Clerk or U. S. Com-
C ommissioner, o ' -

who shall ap- j;nissioner, who shall approve and certify his approval of the
prove same. ' '- ^ .- x ^

sureties.

RULE XXIX.

"New Tre-\ls."

Where judg- jf iuds^ment lias been rendered upon a verdict, the party in-
ment rendered jo
on verdict;

^gjTK^lJIj-io: to movc for a ucw trial shall give four davs' notice in
what notice re- "^

.

"

quired.
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writing to the opposite party of any motion to stay execution

thereon, and also of the petition intended to be filed pursuant

to Section 18 of the Act of September 24th, 1789, unless a

shorter time be allowed by the Court or a Judge thereof.

RULE XXX.

No party shall be entitled to move to set aside a verdict, or in asMe*'°"ve?dkt

arrest of judgment, unless notice, with the grounds thereof, "^^^^^l^^l^^
°^

shall be filed with the clerk and served on the opposite party

within two days after the rendition of the verdict or judgment

complained of, unless the time be enlarged by the Court.

RULE XXXL

No argument will be heard by the Court on motion in arrest^ Briefs must
^ -^ be f u r nished

of judgment, or for a new trial, until there has been delivered o"^ day before
•' ° •

a r g u ment on
to the Judges and opposing counsel, at least one day before the ™g*'°"| \^l'.

argument, a brief statement of the points intended to be in-™etit and for

,
new trial; cost

sisted on bv the coimsel on each side. And the costs, unless ^°
. ^^ ,

^^^^'^
' against loser.

otherwise directed by the Court, shall be taxed against the

party against whom judgment shall be rendered.

RULE XXXIL

When exceptions to the opinions and rulings of the Court
^ J^''^?^^^^^. ^^j

are taken by either party on the trial of the cause, or there is™^J^|r *s°pecrai

a demurrer to evidence interposed, or a special verdict found,
^^^^^^^^'^^g^^^'Jgj

the party shall not be required to prepare his bill of exceptions ^'^^ tTme-"a°fter-

at the trial, or his demurrer or statement of the evidence, or
J^'^'^^^j^°yp^

to put in form the special verdict, but shall merely reduce such ^^jj^^^^jj^^ "j^g

exceptions to writing, or make a minute of the demurrer to ^""^j^^''^'^"'^"'^

the evidence, and of the facts found specially by the jury, as

the case may happen to be, and deliver it to the Court ; or the

Court will themselves, at the request of either party, note the

point ; and the bill of exceptions, demurrer to the evidence and

special verdict shall afterwards be drawn up, and within four

days after the trial, unless further time be allowed by the Court,

served on the opposing counsel, who shall have four days after

such service within which to propose amendments, and at the

expiration of said four days, if not agreed upon, the same shall

be settled by the Court upon at least tv/o days' notice.
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RULE XXXIII.

A?"^ument^^ Arguments on questions of law arising on special proceed-

f oil owed inii^prg special vcrdicts, cases stated and agreed, cases reserved,
special p r o - o ' -t^ ' o ^

ceedings, etc. gj^^n ]^q govcmed by the principles laid down in Rule 31.

RULE XXXIV.

"Judgments."

Judgment xiic clcrk shall keep a judgment book, wherein shall be en-
Book; to be X- J C5

kept by Clerk; tercd all iudgmcnts obtained, the amount and date thereof,
what t o con- jo
tain. and the nature of the execution sued out, the satisfaction of

such judgments, and the date thereof.

RULE XXXV.

• j^ ^ "
i" °J Judsfments duly obtained and entered or enrolled shall have

judgments ob- Jo .'

tained and en- j-g^j^i^ [^ |jgn as of that date. All judgments obtained at the
tared on rules ' '-'

day; those at game term and enrolled up agreeably to the next Rule, shall
same term. i o .'

have equal rank and precedence.

RULE XXXVI.

me^^^o" bi'^fI- Judgments obtained during term time, to retain their rank

clrtain° ranks" ^T precedence, shall, unless otherwise ordered by the Court,

nof be'^eSterTd be entered up within five days after the last day of the term,

ti^n'^^at ruie^or but may be entered at any time before the next term after, to

Court
" °^"^ take precedence from date of entry. If not entered at any time

before the next term they shall not be entered without a motion

at Rules Day or in open Court, and then not until the Rules Day

next after such motion; Provided, that judgment may be en-

tered at any time after its rendition upon leave of the Court

first had and obtained.

RULE XXXVII.

fo/a'^lMif^ In all cases where judgment shall be signed for a penalty,

oth«''than foi satisfaction shall be entered on payment of principle, interest

payment of
^^^ costs ; and whcrc the condition is for the performance of

money only, ' ^

t'o"'' determine something Other than the payment of money the Court or the

amount due. jury^ as the casc may be, will determine the real amount due.
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RULE XXXVIII.

Whenever the existence of unsatisfied judgments or mort-j_^¥F^^^^|^^

gages impedes the payment over of moneys levied and in Court, ?^^^°g'^^j|^°^

or in the hands of the marshal, a notice must be served on the^^^^^^^^'^^^™^^^

parties interested in such judgments, or their attorneys, to p^^^^^'^^^ ^^^j^^^'

come forward and satisfy the Court that such judgments are ^°gj.|°^^^ ^°''^

actually subsisting unsatisfied judgments. If the parties inter- ^g^^°''^^'' ^^^^

ested fail to do this within tyenty days after such service the^'^^^-

Court may order the money to be paid over to the executions

in the hands of the marshal.

RULE XXXIX.

"Executions."

No execution shall issue within ten days after entry of judg-jj^^^^y^^^g^™^

ment, except by leave of the Court first had and obtained. Ttayed.™^^
^^

RULE XL.

The marshal shall return each execution to the clerk on the M^shai^
™ °-

first Rule Day occurring ninety days next after the receipt J."fion_^^^

^^^'

thereof, with a special note endorsed, exhibiting what has

been done thereunder, which execution and return shall be

filed and preserved with the judgment-roll; and no new execu-

tion shall be signed until that previously issued has been duly

returned, except by a special order of the Court or of a Judge.

RULE XLI. .

"Continuance."

Motions for continuances on the ground of absence of wit-absent^wkness;

ness, or the non-return of a commission, shall be accompanied c°o"m^m'ission;

with an affidavit, stating what the party expects to prove by Thali show.
^^'*

the witness or commission, and that he is not able to prove

the same by any other means.

The affidavit shall also show that due diligence has been

used to procure the same, by stating the steps that had been

taken, or the causes why the ordinary measures have not been

pursued, to the end that the Court may be satisfied that the

party making such motion does not afifect delay.
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RULE XLII.

c o^u n^s^e 1 "^n Where, in any case, there are two or more counsel employed

Ifnce ^'of ' o^ne°^ ^^'^ samc Side, the absence of one of them shall not, unless

grouncf'uniess s^^^c^^^^ rcasou be shown therefor, be deemed a ground of

iown;"wh'en continuance.

^peafs%7 affi-
Whenever it shall be made to appear to the Court, by affidavit,

bT c o'^ntfnued
°r Otherwise, that it will be for the convenience of counsel or

p*iaVe" whe^re
°^ wituesscs, and in furtherance of justice, that a cause upon

Court is to sit. f]^Q docket of the Circuit Court should be continued so that it

ma}^ be tried either at Charleston or at Greenville, or at Colum-
bia, it will be continued to the next succeeding term at the

place designated.

RULE XLIIL

"Juries."

po?nt""a *CoT- All jurors, grand and petit, including those sum-

tTes^^^ oT'^b«:k" moned during the session of the Court, shall be publicly drawn

sioner ^u nTer ^rom a box Containing at the same time of each drawing the

names of not less than three hundred (300) persons, possessing

the qualifications prescribed in Section eight hundred (800)

of the Revised Statutes, viz : They shall have the same qual-

ifications, and be entitled to the same exemptions as jurors of

the highest Court of Law in this State may have and be entitled

to at the time v/hen such jurors for service in this Court are

sumimoned, which names shall have been placed therein by the

clerk of this Court, and a Commissioner appointed by this

Court, which Commissioner shall be a citizen of good standing,

residing m the District in which this Court is held, and a well-

known member of the principal political party in this District

opposing that to v/hich the clerk ma}' belong, the clerk and

said Commissioner each to place one name in said box alter-

nately, without reference to party affiliations until the whole

number required shall be placed therein.

A list of the names of the persons so selected, signed by the

clerk and the Commissioner, with their places of residence,

shall be delivered to the Clerk of the Court, who shall file the

same and. who shall prepare slips containing the name and

residence of each person on said list, and shall place the same

in, and the clerk and the marshal shall, at least thirty days

before each succeeding term of the Court draw from the box

in the presence of one of the Judges of this Court, sixty names.
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unless otherwise ordered, to serve as jurors in the Circuit

Court; and the first twenty-three (23) names so drawn

shall be the grand jurors, and the residue shall be the petit

jurors of said Court.

And at the same time, and in the same manner, the said

Com.missioner and the said Clerk of this Court shall place in

separate and special apartments in the jury box, one apart-

ment for each city in which the Court shall sit, to be known

as the tales box, the names of one hundred and fifty (150) per-

sons c[ualified to serve as jurors as aforesaid, who reside within

seven miles of the said cities respectively, from which shall be

drawn jurors to supply deficiencies in the grand jury attending

the Court from any cause arising during the session thereof.

—

See Supplement R. S. U. S., Vol. i, p. 270.

RULE XLIV.

At least thirtv ( ^o) davs before each succeeding term of
,

Ju'^y ^° ^^
- \^ / - -^ drc'wn 30 days

Court it shall be the duty of the clerk and marshal to draw the before Court.

juries for such succeeding term at which such juries are to

serve.

RULE XLV.

There shall be an apartment in the jury box in which the^Jf P^nei not

Jury Coinmissioner and the Clerk shall place the names of the

persons to serve as jurors who reside within or just without

the corporate limits of the city in which the session of the Court

is held. No names shall be drawn from this box except for

the purpose of filling up the jury after the Court has been

organized, if the panel be not complete from any cause.

RULE XLVL

After drawing everv jurv, the clerk shall fold up the names Duty of cierk
* - -' ^

' -^ after jury is

of the jurors so drawn, seal the envelope, and endorse the same drawn.

Avith his name. Math the date of such drawing, and the Court

and jury for which they were drawn, which paper shall remain

sealed until the whole list be drawn throughout.

RULE XLVII.

The jury box shall be kept locked, except when opened for jury box.

the purpose of drawing jurors, and shall be furnished with

two locks, a key of one to be kept by one of the Judges of the
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Court, and the key of the other to be kept by the clerk, and the

box shall be kept by the marshal.

RULE XLVIII.

maT^'sunS'^ns
When a jury cannot be had from the persons so summoned

by-standers. or from a failure of the method of drawing perscribed, or if

the juries fall below the required number from any cause, a

number of names to meet the deficiency shall be drawn from
the apartment in the jury box provided in Rule 45, and in

case, after such drawing, there still be a deficiency, or a defi-

ciency should thereafter arise from any cause, or in case of

emergency, the Court will fill the jury de talihus circitmstan-

tihiis. Persons thus selected from the by-standers will serve

until the jury on which they are placed has been discharged of

the cause for which they were empanelled.

RULE XLIX.

doM''^noP"sh ^^ ^^^ Court should not sit at any term, the jurors drawn for

fends'^over?' " ^hat term shall stand over for the next term that shall be held.

RULE L.

M'a^'rsh'aTDlpu^ -^^ ^^^^ abscucc of the marshal a deputy marshal may, in
ty acts. drawing the jurors, do whatever the marshal himself may do.

RULE LI.

be^made^'out ^*^ ^^^^^ thirty days before the then next term of the Court

d^a y'^^'^'^before
^^^ clcrk shall make out and deliver to the marshal a venire,

Sfntam.^^^*
*° directing the marshal to summon all the persons drawn as men-
tioned in the preceding Rules (unless the Judge shall otherwise

direct) to attend as jurors at such term.

RULE LIL

Return to ve- To all writs of Venire the marshal or his deputy shall make
nire; what to sr j

contain. a rctum, on oath, to the clerk, exhibiting in three several col-

umns, those jurors on whom a summons has been served per-

sonally, those who have been summoned by copies or notices

left at their houses, and those who could not be found ; and
when the return is non est inventus as to any juror, the marshal

or his deputy shall, on oath, state the steps taken by him in

order to serve said juror.
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RULE LIIL

The marshal shall summon jurors by delivering to each
^
^'^"^^'^ ^°^.

personally, or by leaving at his usual residence, a written or^ ^^^^^ ^"™"
mons to con-

printed summons, expressing the day, hour and Court at which '^^"^'

he is to appear, and also whether he is to serve as a grand or

a petit juror.

RULE LIV.

"Commissions to Examine Witnesses."

Either party to a cause at issue, or ordered for judgment,; jj^l^'^^o^^is!

wishing to sue out a commission to examine witnesses, shall f°t eTrogator^

first file a copy of the interrogatories to be propounded to the Jfo^'i^^'-numblr

witness with the clerk, and shall give notice thereof, accom- °4*^°^J^'|^'°b'y

panied with a copy of such interrogatories to the opposite party, ^^}^°"^to^™ac't|

or his attorney; and each party may name any number of com- to°f|g'"nTcom-

missioners, not exceeding two, any two of whom shall be com- ™pos°"g^"j^r°y^

petent to execute the commission ; but at least one of these

shall be a commissioner named by the opposite party, unless a

good reason be shown for the omission, and the cross-interro-

gatories and name of commissioners in behalf of the opposite

party shall be rendered within ten days after such notice.

RULE LV.

No exception to a question shall prevail, unless it be filed queffion^s^?°hen

with the interrogatories before the issuing of the commission, "^^j^
'^^'^ p''^'

RULE LVI.

Commissions for examining witnesses may be forwarded by
^^^"^^'l^^^^^l

mail, and when executed may be returned in the same n^ode
;
^e t u r ned^by

Provided, that in the latter case the commissioner who de-^hat Commis-
•' sioner shall do.

posits it in the postoffice, certify the same on the envelope over

the seal, and if deposited by a messenger, that the commis-

sioner certify the delivery to the messenger, and the messenger

certify the delivery to the office. And if it should pass through

any number of hands, successively, the same to be done by

each, noting every stage of its progress, until delivered into

the office.
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RULE LVII.

f o^r^refurnlng ^^^ ^^™^ ^'-' ^^ allowcd for the retum of a commission from
commissions, ^^y p^j.|- qj-' ^i-jg United States, if not exceeding lOO miles dis-

tance, shall be one month ; if at a greater distance not exceeding

500 mJles, two months ; if at a greater distance, three months.

If from the West India Islands, three months. If from any

part of Europe, six months. If from any other quarter of the

globe, it must be judged of specially by the Court.

RULE LVIII.

c (PmmiTsfonsf A^^hcu 3. commission is returned, it may be opened by leave

ty'l°\^o ?ema1nOf the clcrk, upon conseutof both parties in writing, endorsed
with Clerk.

^^^ ^-j^q commission ; and after the return of a commission, it

shall be the property of both parties, and remain with the clerk

. to be used by either.

RULE LIX.

"WiTXESSES."

wiiP°pa>"°^per In no casc will a witness summoned by the Government for

whenT'fo°r"^De^the dcfcncc bc paid per diem by the United States, unless it

fendant.
g|^^|| appear that such witness has testified at the trial and that

the testimony was material to the issue. If the cause be aban-

doned by the prosecution, either by an entry of nol. pros, or by

consenting to a verdict of not guilty, or if the Court shall in-

struct the jury to find for the defendant upon the close of the

testimony for the prosecution, this rule shall not apply, if the

witness be present at the trial, and if it shall appear by affi-

davit that the testimony of such witness would have been ma-

terial if the witness had been sworn upon the trial.

RULE EX.

When attach- jf after scrvicc of subpoena and pavment or tender of fees
ment will issue -^ -^ -

to compel at_ (^{qj- ncccssary expenses) the witness summoned does not ap-

witness. pear to give evidence, the Court will, on motion, award an

attachment.

RULE LXI.

"Scire Facias."

Service of
jyy g^^j^-g commenced bv scire facias the service of the writ

the writ m - '

suites commenc- gi^j^ll be personal on the party to be summoned.
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RULE LXII.

A scire facias upon recognizance shall be served by personal
^ g^c o'^nfzance^

summons of the defendant, or if he cannot be found, by leaving
^^J^^^''^^^"'^.^

a copy at his residence or usual place of business ; and the mar- °^^'^^^ '^^^^^•

shal shall return the manner of service. If the defendant has no

known residence or place of business within the district, the

plaintiff may proceed as heretofore, by two v/rits of scire facias.

But the return of "nihil" by the marshal shall also state the

reason for not making the service as above directed.

• RULE LXin.

Upon the return of "scire feci" to a scire facias, or ''^^^/^^7"
return-! service

to a.n "alias scire facias," the rule shall be that the defendant r^ig/'"*''^^
°*

appear and plead in twenty days, or suffer judgment ; but notice

of the rule to appear need not be served, nor notice of the rule

to plead, unless the defendant appear.

RULE LXIV.

"Costs."

The costs in this Court are those prescribed by Acts of Con- ^^^ccording^.to

gress of the United States. ^d by Congress

RULE LXV.

In all cases marked settled the clerk may enter up judgment
jnaJkedse^ie^d^

against the plaintiff, if he be a non-resident, and defendant i

^
^t^'ios^^^^'^'^^;

for their respective costs, and in cases discontinued or dis-^J|™^^^'^' p™'

missed he may enter up judgment against the plaintiff for all

costs in the case, unless otherwise ordered by the Court.

RULE LXVI.

In no case shall the defendant be required to plead or an- Security for
•^ ^

^ costs; amount;

swer until the plaintiff shall have given security for costs, if
fy.''^^^j,g^'^"g'

notice be given to the plaintiff's attorney that such security quired,

will be required. The amount of such security, not exceeding

$50.00, shall be fixed by the clerk. On application made to a

Judge such further security may be ordered as may be deemed

necessary.
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RULE LXVII.

cord";by"whom Whenever any part of the record and report and testimony.

borne.
*° " ^ ^"^ either, in any cause shall be printed, the expense of printing,

in the absence of any agreement in writing to the contrary,

shall be borne equally by the parties for whose convenience

the printing shall be done, and shall be taxed up in the costs of

the case.

RULE LXVIIL

"Surveys."

2o^lrwt ll Surveys of lands in any quantity of two hundred acres or

ty^iarge^quan- ^^^^' ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^o^^'" ^y a scalc of ten chains to the inch;

miSon^fn evt "^ ^^^ °^^^ ^^^^ quantity by a scale of twenty chains to the inch.

m u^st" lippearS
-^^° survcy uudcr an order of the Court shall be received in

rljres^entfmui!
^vidcncc, uulcss it appear that at least ten days' notice of the

i'n d u p HMte"^
^^"^^ ^^^*^ placc of Commencing such survey has been given to

goni to^%^yt^^^
parties. Every surveyor shall represent in his plat, as

wm° fii ^to'^^or"
"'S^rly ^s he can, the diiiferent enclosures of the parties, and the

?e y s°^obtli'n-
^^^^"^ or boundaries within which each party may have exer-

cution%hereof i
^^^^^ ^^^^ °^ Ownership. He shall also represent a fence,

rX^ to%y\n^ ^^"^^"^§'^' ^^^ ^^"^^ ^^^^' ^y ^ mark, in due proportion in size,

ofIt ^served
^^c°^^^"& ^° ^^^ scalc of the plat. He shall, by some small

on surveyor, b^t; distinct letter or figure, distinguish every corner, station,

blazed tree, or other point which is likely to be the subject of

dispute. He shall take care not to render the plat confused or

indistinct by crowding too much upon it ; but he shall rather

refer by letters or figures to a table which may contain the

courses and distances of lines, the marks at corners, stations

and noted points, explanations and marks, than attempt to

write much upon the lines, or near to points on the plat. He
shall also make two drafts or duplicates of the plat, so that

on the trial there may be one for the use of the Court and the

other for the parties in Court.

After a cause has gone to a jury, and any evidence has been

heard on it, neither party shall be allowed to make any objection

to the order of survey, or the manner in which it may have

been obtained or the survey executed.

A copy of this rule shall be appended to every order of sur-

vey served on the surveyor.
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RULE LXIX.

"Marshal's Sales."

Sales of all property made under the order of this Court Sire..^^^l^^^^^^^^_

regulated b}' the Act of Congress, approved March 3d, i893,o}''c^jjg/gs^'^''

United States Statutes at Large, Vol. 27, Chap. 225, page 751.

RULE LXX.

"Attorneys."

Attorne3's of unexceptionable character, who have been ad- p ^f^ticL°;"re°

mitted into the Supreme Court or any of the Circuit Courts of commission"t^o

the United States, shall be admitted of course to practice in this
^^^™"^-

Court ; and those who have been admitted in the State Supreme

Court, and practiced therein for three years, and are of unex-

ceptionable character, shall be admitted to practice in this Court

on motion.

On application, the Court will appoint a Commission to ex-

amine attorneys of the State Supreme Coprt who have not yet

served the above required time, and upon report of their fitness,

their admission to this Court will be ordered.

RULE LXXL

In the trial of every action the plaintiff, and on all rules to Argument and
_

-^
_

-^
_ reply; general-

show cause, the parties cited, shall bes^in and end the argument : h actor opens
"^ OP - ^^(j concludes;

but in all special matters, either sprinarina: out of the cause time
_
allowed;

, , , . m criminal ac-

at issue or otherwise, the actor or parties submitting a point tions d i s trict
^ &r attorn ey to

to the Court will be heard last ; and generally the actor shall close.

open and conclude the cause. A fair opening of the case shall

be made by the party having the opening and closing argu-

ment, and no party shall be allowed to speak more than one

hour without the leave of the Court.

In all criminal prosecutions the District Attorney shall be

entitled to have the closing argument.

RULE LXXII.

Whenever anv proceeding, intervention or notice in a cause when any
- i- •-" proceeding m a

is filed in this Court by any attornev not resident within the^^"®^ ^^ ^^^^
•> •> - by n o n - resi-

District, in behalf of a non-resident party, such attorney, at ^^^^J^^^^^'^s^'^^^^

the time of filing such proceeding, shall designate some member "ained.

of this Bar, resident within the District, upon whom can be

served all papers in such cause, which properly could be served
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01^ such non-resident attorney were he resident within the

District.

RULE LXXIII.

ctu°n^^ei1ors ^'^ attorney or counsellor of this Court shall, on pain of

"^surety!
^^'^ being struck from the roll, be bail or surety in any cause pend-

ing before the Court, or to be returned thereto; and this rule

shall apply to both criminal and civil causes.

. RULE LXXIV.

Repeal.
epea

.

^j| j^^jgg heretofore adopted for the government of the

practice of this Court shall be and they are hereby repealed.

But this repeal shall have no application to causes pending at

the date of this enactment.

The United States of America,
^

In the Circuit Court,

District of South Carolina,
J

Fourth Circuit.

It appearing to the Court that a new and revised edition of

the Rules of this Court should be prepared, it is

Ordered by the Court, That R. Withers Memminger, Jr., C.

B. Northrop and Huger Sinkler, Attorneys and Solicitors of

this Court, be appointed a Committee, entrusted with the prepa-

ration of proper rules for the governm.ent thereof. And that

they be authorized and requested in such preparation to con-

sult with the other members of the Bar, thus obtaining the aid

of their learning and experience.

CHARLES H. SIMONTON,
Circuit Judge.

WILLIAM H. BRAWLEY,
District Judge.

loth April, 1896.

True copy.

J. E. HAGOOD,
C. C. C. U. S. Dist., S. C. .

In pursuance of this order the Committee submitted to the

Court a revision of the rules thereof, and the foregoing rules

were adopted as the Rules of the Court, to take effect July

6th, 1896.



Rules of Practice in the District Courts of the United

States for the District of South Carolina.

Note: The Rules of the local United States Courts are here given for the con-

venience of the Bar: The Rules of the United States Courts in Equity and Ad-

miralty cases prescribed by the Supreme Court are not here given, being easily

accessible in any work on Federal Practice.

RULE I.

Process.

A libel, information or petition, must state plainly the facts j^jj^^ "^ ^^^^^e

upon which relief is sought, without any repetitions or ampli- ^^=*^-

fication of charges.

RULE IL

Libels (except on behalf of the United States) praying an
^^ ^^^^j^^led

attachment in personam or in rem, or demanding the answer

of any party on oath, shall be verified by oath or affirmation.

RULE in.

Libels, informations or petitions, praying a monition or cita- ^verification "S

tion only, without attachments, need not be sworn to.
"° ^^'^^^^^''y-

RULE IV.

Amendments or supplementary matters must be connected ^LibeU^^amend-

with the libel or other pleading by appropriate references, with- ^ow connected

out a recapitulation or restatement of the pleading amended

or added to.

RULE V.

In suits for seaman's wages, any m.ariner in the same voyage,
J^'^^^l^ "^^Im^

not made a party, may by short petition to the Court in anyy°i^^?^ ^^^%^

stage of the cause previous to the final distribution af the fund p^***'°'^-

in Court, or discharge of the defendant and his sureties, be

joined as libellant in the cause, but no costs shall be allowed

for the proceedings taken to make him a party.
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RULE VI.

vors''may°jo^n ^^ ^^^6 of salvagc and Other causes, civil and maritime,

Terms!'*'"''
°" pcrsons entitled to participate in the recovery, but not made

parties in the original libel, may upon petition be admitted to

prosecute as co-libellants on such terms as the Court may deem
reasonable.

RULE VII.

iibds°whln ?e-
Process on libels or informations may be made returnable

wrifs^'of ^saie'^
°^ ^^Y ^ay at a stated special term, but writs for the sale of

property, under any order or decree of the Court and all final

process, shall be returnable at a stated term, unless upon cause

shown, an earlier day is specially appointed by the Judge.

RULE VIII.

be issued^ w'ith^ Proccss ui re 111 may be issued without a mandate of the

jud^rwhln?^ Judge except in foreign attachment or in suits for seamen's

wages. In the absence of the Judge from the District, the

process may issue as provided by Statute.

The "Berkeley" 58 F. R., 920.

RULE IX.

c o n7?r^m to
^^'herc no specific process is provided by the Rules parties

fhsenc^T/ruie" ™^y havc such proccss as is in use in like cases in the Circuit

Courts of the State.

RULE X.

perfo^nam^' in
-^'^ proccss ill personam for the arrest of any person, in cases

or^"un°iquIdat^ o^ torts or Unliquidated damages, shall issue, except upon the
ed damages, mandate of the Judge.

RULE XI.

t a'c h'ment of ^^ cascs of liquidated damages, when the certainty and

quidafed "dam- amount of the demand appear upon the face of the libel, an

ma"' be ^''issued attachment in personam may be issued by the Clerk without

to Spress^M^d an ordcr. The attachment shall plainly express the cause of

be^°'^made"* by action and the amount of the demand, and the Clerk shall en-
^^^"^^^

dorse thereon the sum for which bail is required, not exceeding-

one hundred dollars above the sum sworn to be due and un-
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paid ; but no attachment or citation shall be issued until the

libellant shall have filed a stipulation for costs in the sum of one

hundred dollars.

RULE XII.

Returint.

On the return of a citation or warrant by the marshal, somfiiy!" Par-

"served personally," the party shall be deemed in Court, and (y,urr"^^'^
'"

may be proceeded against accordingly.

RULE XIIL

When the citation or monition in suits in personam is not ^gg^g^'^pJgo°j^^

served personally, the defendant being within the jurisdiction
^^/y^^^/^^^^J^''^^

and evading service, the libellant may at his election pursue

the defendant to a decree of contumacy, in which decree may be

embraced an order for the attachment of the defendant as for

contempt process ; or, on verifying by oath the matters de-

manded by the libel, the libellant may have an attachment in

personam instanter, on the return of the citation "not served."

In the latter case all subsequent proceedings may be as if the

attachment had been sued out m the first instance.

RULE XIV.

All process to the marshal shall be returned on the return ^.^ai sh"ii re-

day thereof, and if he shall not return the same in four days, c"ess; return

after being required in writing so to do, by any party or hisj^elfed; ^vh^t

proctor, upon affidavit of such requirement, and of the delivery con"ahi.^

of the process to him, an order may be entered, of course, that

he show cause why an attachment shall not issue against him,

and in the case of process in rem, the return of the marshal

shall express the day of the seizure of the property or the day

of sale, if a process for that object.

RULE XV.

-r 1 /— • •
. .1 , r Of process re-

in case the Court is not m session at the return ot process, quiring action

requiring to be acted on in open Court, proceedings shall be if court not in

continued to the next sitting of the Court (either stated or continued,

special,) at which time the like proceedings may be had there-

upon as if then returnable.

22—C.
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RULE XVI.

Foreign Attachment.

f e^n d^anPa'^- ^^ CEScs of foreign attachment, if the defendant appear, the

defauU^^'^'^
'" Same proceedings may be had as is usual in suits in personam,

and if he make default, the Court will proceed ex parte, and

pronounce the proper decree, unless the attachment is dis-

charged; at the instance of the garnishee.

RULE XVIL

Default Cases.

prodamadon.
"^ On proclamation after due return of process, the libellant

shall be entitled to a decree of default or contumacy, accord-

ing to the nature of the case, and the three proclamations here-

tofore used are abolished.

RULE XA'IIL

Attachment.

to h"ve^attaci> In casc of the attachment of property or the arrest of the
men vaca ec.

pgj-gQj-^ jj^ causcs of civil and admiralty jurisdiction (except the

attachment is issued upon certificate pursuant to Sections 4,546

and 4,547 of the Revised Statutes) the party arrested, or any

person having a right to intervene in respect to the thing at-

tached may, upon evidence showing any improper practices, or

a manifest want of equity on the part of the libellant, have

a mandate from the Judge for the libellant to show cause

instanter why the arrest or attachment should not be vacated.

RULE XIX.

Bonds and Stipulations.

Amount of in "Yhe amouut of stipulations required of defendants in causes
rem and m ^ ^

personam.
/;;, personam, where stipulations can lawfully be required, shall

be the sum endorsed on the warrant.

On libels in rem the bond to release the property from arrest

shall conform to the provisions of Section 941, U. S. Revised

Statutes ; but the amount of the bond may be reduced by con-

sent. Or the bond may be given under the provisions of Ad-

miralty Rules 10 and 11 of the Supreme Court wherever they

apply. And in any case cash may be deposited in the registry
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of the Court in lieu of a bond equal in amount to the penalty

of the bond if one were required.

RULE XX.

Two days' notice shall be given the proctor of the libellant,
pii^°tSn °ior',

of application for delivering- up on stipulation property under ^^^^^^ *° ^p^"'

attachment, specifying the sureties intended to be given, and

their occupations and places of residence, and the officer before

whom, and in the place where, the stipulation will be offered,

except in suits by seamen for wages, when such notice may be

insfa liter.

RULE XXL

The stipulation or bond to be given upon releasing and de-
Conditions of

livering up property arrested by process of the Court, shall

be conditioned that the claimant and his sureties shall, at any

time upon the interlocutory order or decree of the Court, or

of any Appellate Court to which the cause may proceed, and

on notice of such order to the proctor of the party to whom
the property shall have been delivered, bring into Court the

appraised or agreed value of such property, or any part thereof,

so ordered or decreed, if no proctor is employed by such party,

the order or decree shall be deemed peremptory two days after

the same is entered.

RULE XXIL

The clerk shall provide a book in which shall be registered cierk to Re-

all stipulations filed in causes civil and admiralty, which shall

be open to the examination of all parties interested.

gister.

RULE XXIIL

No process in rem shall be issued, nor shall anv appearance Process in
^

.

'
. rem, no an-

or answer be received, or third party be permitted to mtervene swer, appear-

1 • • 1 r 1 J J J ^'^'-^ °^ inter-

and claim; unless a stipulation m the sum of two hundred andvention aiiow-
ed until stipu-

fifty dollars shall be first entered mto bv the partv, and at least i a t i o n nied

;

. . , . , , • .
"

1 • 1
'

1 1
• amount $250.

one suret}^ resident m the district, conditioned that the prin-

cipal shall pay all costs awarded against him by the Court, or

in case of appeal, by the Appellate Court.

Cash may be deposited with the clerk in lieu of stipulation.
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RULE XXIV.

f o^r"'*seamen"s "^^^ scamen suing m rem for wages in their own right, and
wages ;^jaivor^ for their own benefit, for services on board American vessels,

stfpuLtion^'^noi
^^'''^ salvors coHiing into port in possession of the property

may' w-der°"'^'
Hbelkd, shall not be required to give such security in the first

instance. The Court, on motion, with notice to the libellants,

may, after the arrest of the property, for adequate cause, order

the usual stipulations to be given in these cases, or that' the

property arrested be discharged.

RULE XXV.

Juratory cau- When uot Otherwise provided by law, suits can be prose-tion;poor ^ ' ' ^
Plaintiffs. cutcd Or defended, in forma pauperis, by express allowance of

the Court only, and in such cases no stipulation for costs will

be required, but process in rem in such cases, unless specially

allowed by the Court, shall not issue except upon proof of

twenty-four hours' notice of filing of the libel for opportunity

to appear.

See Benedict's Admiralty, (3d Ed.) Sec. 502. United States Statutes at Large,

Vol. 2y, page 252.

RULE XXVL
Monition in Bcforc mouitiou shall issue in personam in cases in which

personam with- ^

out arrest or neither a warrant in attachment nor of arrest is sought, a stipu-
a t t a c hment

;

o j r-

stipuiation $100 latiou must be entered into in behalf of libellant, with or with-

out surety in the discretion of the clerk or the Judge, in the

sum of one hundred dollars, for the payment of such costs as

shall be awarded against libellant by this Court.

RULE XXVII.

te'^^eTt^Vay ^^ ^^^ cases of Stipulations in civil and admiralty causes,

ter^s^ecurity^oii ^^y P^^y having an interest in the subject matter may move
notice.

|.]^g Court, ou spccial cause shown, for greater or better se-

curity, giving the opposite party two days' notice thereof, un-

less a shorter time is allowed by order of the Judge.

RULE XXVIII.

property in behc

seizures by°the praiscmcut for the purpose of bonding the same may be had

Appraisement \^ q^sc of scizurc of propcrtv in behalf of the U. S., an ap
for bonding m 11^
notice.
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by any party in interest, on giving one day's previous notice of

motion before the Court, or the Judge in vacation, for the ap-

pointment of appraisers. If the parties or their proctors and

the district attorney are present in Court, such motion may be

made instanter after seizure and without previous notice.

RULE XXIX.

Notice of Arrest and Sale.

Notice of arrest of property by attachment in rem, in behalf of rest°''o? Vop-

individual suitors, shall be pubhshed and affixed in the manner ^ent^^u"t%e

directed by Act of Congress in case of seizures on the part of the affixed.^

United States, except when the Judge, by special order, directs .

a shorter notice than fourteen days ; and except, instead of the

substance of the libel, a short statement of its purport may be

given.

See Admiralty, Rule 9.

RULE XXX.

no-
except

Notice of sale of property after condemnation in suits in ^'^^-^
f^'^g f^^g®^

(except under the revenue laws and on seizure by the United when.

States) shall be six days, unless otherwise specially directed in

the decree of condemnation and sale.

RULE XXXI.

Appraisement.

Orders for the appraisement of property under arrest at the ^a^y be'^^enter^

suit of an individual may be entered, of course, by the clerk,
"^

at the instance of any party interested therein, or upon filing

the consent of the proctors for the respective parties.

RULE XXXII.
Pay of ap-

Appraisers acting under an order of this Court shall bepraisers.

severally entitled to three dollars for each day necessarily em-

ployed in making the appraisement; to be paid by the party

at whose instance the same shall be ordered.

RULE XXXIII.

Tender.

A tender M!!^^f /'arfe.y shall be of no avail on defence or in dis-

charge of costs, unless on suit brought, and before answer,
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Must be de- pjg^ qj- claim filed, the same tender is deposited in Court, to

Court; after ^^j(jg the Order or decree to be made in the matter. Where
suit brought,
m u s t include

^gj-K^gj. jg f^j-st made, after suit brous^ht, it must include taxable
accrued costs. "

costs then accrued.

RULE XXXIV.

Defence.

proiT^iJi*te?lst^
-^^° third party can intervene by claim without proof of a

mode of proof, subsisting interest in the subject matter of the claim. This

proof may in the first instance be the oath of the claimant, but

subject to denial and disproof on the part of the libellantj on

issue thereto or on summary petition.

RULE XXXV.

swer or claim;cfaim; Defence may be made by answer or claim, of matters of law

be'^^^only^ for or fact, without the employment of exceptions or special plea

abifement;how usual in causcs of civil and maritime jurisdiction, other than
and when.

exccptious to the Competency of the party, or the process or

other matters of abatement.

The defence herein referred to must be filed in the clerk's

office within fourteen days (unless the Court shall direct other-

wise) after the service of process, that is to say, in proceedings

in rem, after the service of the warrant of arrest, and in pro-

ceedings in personam of the monition.

RULE XXXVL

Answer as A swom auswcr is not to be deemed higher evidence than
evidence! need
not be verified, the Hbcl or information to which it responds, unless made so
exceptto 11
sworn libel or by the act of the promovcnt. An answer need not be put m
one by United -^

i-i i j^i j i-
States. under oath unless so required by a sworn libel, or one filed by

the United States.

RULE XXXVIL

Answer in Jn the casc of bailable process in personam, unless the de-
bailable pro- ..,.
cess in person- fendaut appear and put in bail stipulation according to the
am; bail stipu- '^ ^ ^

lation required Rules of the Court, his claim or answer may be treated as a

nullity, and his default be entered.

An answer in such case shall be deemed filed from the time

the bail becomes perfected.
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RULE XXXVIII.

On due proof that a claimant or respondent is absent from
or^ns^wer'^mi'?

the United States, or resides out of the district and more than J^^^^^^^'.^^'^^jby

one hundred miles from the City of Charleston, a claim or applies to libei.

answer to a libel may be sworn to by a proctor, or attorney in

fact, in behalf of such party. And if thereupon the libellant,

by written notice to the respondent, demands a personal answer,

verified by the oath of the party, proceedings shall stay a reas-

onable time to enable such answer to be taken by commission

or dedimus protestatem.

The provisions of this rule may also be applied to the veri-

fication of a libel, by the oath of a proctor or attorney.

RULE XXXIX.

Exceptions.

The libellant may, within four days from the filinsf of the .
Practice for

' ' ' "-" insumciency,ir-

answer or claim, file exceptions thereto for insufficiency, irrel-
g^!|^|"j

<= y o f

evancy, or scandal, which exception shall briefly and clearly

specify the parts excepted to by the line and page of the papers

in the clerk's office, whereupon the party answering or claim-

ing shall in four days either give notice to the libellant of his

submitting to the exceptions, or set down the exceptions for

hearing, and give four days' notice thereof for the earliest day

of jurisdiction afterwards. In default whereof the like order

may be entered as if the exceptions had been allowed by the

Court.

RULE XL.

The defendant may, on the return day of the process and^^gf^'f^^ ^^|[^

before answering, demurring or pleading, file an exception ^^1^^^{^^q^s-
the libel that it is multifarious or ambiguous, or without plain ^™^"'^"^^"*-

allegations, upon which issue can be taken, and if it be ad-

judged by the Court insufficient for any of these causes, and

be not amended by the libellant within two days thereafter, it

shall be dismissed with costs.

RULE XLI.

If a party submit to exceptions for insufficiency, he shall F^irther an-
'^ -^ '^ ' ^ swer required

answer further within four days after notice of his submitting:, after excep-
^ o 1 1 o n s ; time

.

If the exceptions are allowed on hearing, he shall answer within w h i ch
^ °' to answer:
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further within such time as the Court shall direct, and if the

hearing- of the exceptions shall not be duly brought on, or the

further answer duly put in, the claim or answer excepted to

shall be treated as a nullity, and the default of the party be

entered.

RULE XLII.

Testimony by Commission.

whTcr^c'o^m" Commissions for taking testimony, if not sued out pursuant

moved"for°
^^ ^ the Rulcs of the Circuit Court, shall be moved for in four

days after the claim or answer is filed or perfected (if the same

shall have been excepted to), but if interrogatories shall be

propounded for the other party, by the party who moves for a

commission, he shall have four days for moving after the an-

swers to the interrogatories shall be perfected, otherwise such

commissions shall not operate to stay proceedings ; but on a

proper case shown, application for a commission may be made
at any time after the action is commenced and before issue

joined, after a default or interlocutory decree.

RULE XLIIL

to'specffy^what
Affidavits on which a motion for a commission is made shall

specify the facts expected to be proved, and the shortest time

within which the party believes the testimony may be taken

and the commission returned.

RULE XLIV.

Effect of ad- A commissiou will not be allowed to stay proceedings if the
mission by op-

_

-^
_ ^°

p o s i t e party opposite party admits in writing that the witness will depose

in affidavit. to the facts Stated in such affidavits ; such affidavit, with the

admission, may be read on the trial or hearing, and will have

the same effect as a deposition to those facts by the witness or

witnesses named.

RULE XLV.

Motion for ^]^^ motiou may be noticed and made at term before the
c o m m ission; '

when to be Court, or in vacation before the Judge out of Court ; and only
made; number ' -' o J

of commission- Qj^g commissioncr will be named, unless special cause is shown
ers; costs. ^

for the appointing a greater number, nor will costs be taxed

for the services of more than one except where both parties re-

quire a greater number.
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RULE XLVI.

Interrogatories for the direct and cross examination, in case jgj"j^''™^|'^°jj

the parties disagree respecting them, shall be presented to the
^^^^j^f^^^^™

p"g'.

Judge for his allowance at one time and one day's notice of ®^"*^*^°" °^-

such reference shall be given by the party objecting to the

opposite interrogatories.

RULE XLVIL

Cross-interrogatories shall be served four days after the di- j. oVa°t^o'ries;

rect have been received or they shall be regarded as assented ^^Ig'^gg^^g^'l

to, and if no notice of reference to the Judge is given within ^'eemed to'^^S

five days after both direct and cross-interrogatories have been®^"*'

served, each party shall be deemed to have assented to the

interrogatories served.
»

RULE XLVIIL

Depositions taken under commission or otherwise shall be ^^
^g*^ ?°furned

forwarded to the clerk immediately after they are taken. On ^°
^
*Ym^ediate-

their return to the clerk's office, each deposition shall be filed Jfgy ^"o'tified!"'^

by the clerk, who shall forthwith give notice to the attorneys

or proctors of the parties.

RULE XLIX.

Either party at anv time after the deposition or commission Motions to^-^- ^ open deposi-

is filed with the clerk mav move the Court or the Judge at * ^ ° " ^ ^ 'l?
^

-' o m a d e ; obj ec-

Chambers to open and publish the same-, giving two days' 1^°^^
s

;

h o w

notice to the other attorneys or proctors. All objections to the

form or manner in which the deposition or commission was

taken or returned shall be deemed waived, unless such objection

be specified in writing and served on the party at whose in-

stance the deposition was taken or commission issued, within

four days after the same are opened, unless further time be

granted by the Court.

RULE L.

Opening such commissions or depositions shall not preclude Opening does
^ "^ ' ^ n o t preclude

either party from objecting to the competency or relevancy ofobj actions at

the evidence when offered on trial.
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RULE LI.

Trial.

deemed^ "rea^d^
When all the pleadings in a cause of admiralty and maritime

^°^- jurisdiction shall have been filed and the cause shall be at issue,

the clerk shall enter it on the docket for trial. Thereupon,

without move the cause will be deemed for trial at the expira-

tion of four days thereafter. If for any reason the trial be

not begun at that time, any party to the suit may call it up for

trial by giving one day's notice to the other parties or their

attorneys, whereupon the trial shall proceed forthwith, unless

the Court shall order otherwise, on cause shown. By consent

of parties the delay of four days after pleadings filed can be

dispensed with.

RULE LII.

Court may Nothing in the above rule contained shall be construed so as
o r d er prompt °
hearing. to prevent the Court, when in its discretion the emergency shall

require it, from ordering the return of process instanter, im-

mediate pleading and prompt hearing of the cause.

RULE LIII. .

A d in i raity The Court of Admiralty shall always be deemed open for theC o u rt always -' -' '^

open; call of transaction of business. For the purpose of an orderlv dis-
docket; exami- sr ir .-

nations d
e patch of busiucss the Admiralty Docket will be called

bene esse or "^ -'

takeTe"stfmon
° Peremptorily on the Tuesday of each week, except when the

Circuit Court is in session. The cases on the docket at such

call will be disposed of, grounds of continuance under the rule

being admissible. No examination of witnesses will be had

but at the trial of a cause, except in such cases as require de-

positions and examinations de hene esse or by commission.

References to take testimony out of Court will not be made
except in cases of absolute necessity by the reason of the ab-

sence or inability of the Judge.

RULE LIV.

foi^d-^ docket-
When the Grand Jury find a true bill in any case, it shall

o'f^case.'^
'^"^'be placed on the docket, subject to peremptory call for trial,

unless cause be shown, on affidavit if urged, for a postponement

of trial for a day during the term for a continuance to the next

term.
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RULE LV.

New Parties.

Whenever from the death of any of the parties or changes
^ g^^^f^ ^^^^^^^

of interest in the suit, defect in the pleadings or proceedings, ™^^^ ^^ p^*^'

or otherwise, new parties to the suit are necessary, the persons

required to be made parties may be made such either by a peti-

tion on their part or by the adverse party.

RULE LVL

In either mode it shall be sufficient to allege brieflv the prayer Petition, what
"-"

_

•^ -^ ^ to contain.

of the original libel, the several proceedings in the cause and

the date thereof, and pray that such persons required to be

made parties to the suit may be made such parties.

RULE EVIL

On service of a copv of such petition and of notice of the pre- ,
Petition; or-ir^ir c jier upon; se-

senting thereof, such order shall be made for the further pro- '^'^"^y ^^I'^i'^ed.

ceeding in the cause as shall be proper for its speedy and

convenient prosecution as to such new parties, and the same

stipulations and security shall in all such cases be required

and given, as in cases of persons becoming originally parties

to a suit.

RULE LVIIL

Appeals.

Appeals shall be taken and matured as prescribed by the R^gJ c!^c a^

Rules of the Circuit Court of Appeals for this Circuit.

RULE LIX.

Summary Practice in Admiralty.

In admiralty and maritime causes, wherein the matter in Where amount
-^

_
does not ex-

demand does not exceed fiftv dollars, the proceedings for re-ceed fifty doi-
•^ ^ lars, proper.

covery thereof may be summary.

RULE LX.

Instead of filing a libel, the provement in suits bv individuals ^^^^^ ^°^ "^'
o T r ^ cessary; pro-

may by short petition, state the matter of his demand and the ^^^^|j^"''"
^=^"=

amount or value thereof, or present an account stated, or a
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bill of charges by items, on filing either of which with proof

that demand has been made for payment, process may issue

as on the filing of a libel in ordinary cases.

RULE LXI.

r'^TuTnlbie'l
'^''^^ monition or citation or attachment may be made re-

hearing of tuniablc the first day of a stated or special session of Court nextcase.

What rules
govern.

succeeding the service thereof—at least three days intervening

between the service and return of process i)i rem in suits by
individuals, and fourteen in suits by the United States :—and

on the return of process in open Court, duly served, the cause

may be put instanter upon the calendar, and either party with-

out other notice may proceed therein to proofs and hearing.

And the party obtaining a continuance of the cause, if in rem,

shall bear all expenses taxed for keeping the thing attached,

intermediate such continuance and the final hearing.

RULE LXIL

Pr.\CTICE IX IXFORMATIONS.

Informations on seizures upon land or water are to be drawn
in a precise form, only referring to. without reciting Statutes

or Sections of Statutes at large. The information should set

forth the gravamen of the suit by plain and issuable allegations

;

and when in rem the property demanded as forfeited is to be

specified, together with the alleged cause of forfeiture. Infor-

mations are subject to the same general rules as to their struct-

ure and amendment as ordinary libels.

RULE LXIII.

Joinder in Proceedings in rem for a forfeiture, and in personam for
what cases and '-' -f

when. an offence, fine, penalty or debt, may be joined in one informa-

tion when having relation to the same transactions.

RULE LXIV.

^^n,,^ ^ „ . Oi^ filing an information in personam or in rem, the clerk
VVnat process o r ^

Clerk shall is- shall issuc proccss thereon corresponding as nearlv as may be

with that employed in the Instance Court of Admiralty in

similar cases. But process in personam may be in the first

instance a capias or attachment against goods to compel an

appearance, or a monition at the election of the complainant.
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RULE LXV.

No party shall be held to bail on an information in personam
baTi^'^when.'^

*°

without the mandate of the Judge, except where bail is required

or authorized by Statute.

RULE LXVL

All rules applicable to the service of, or proceedings in rela- caWe^^to ^pro-

tion to, process in plenary causes in admiralty, shall equally "^^^^ °"'

apply to process on informations.

RULE LXVIL

If the information filed is multifarious or ambiguous, or does farimas^^o""m-

not supply plain allegations upon which issue can be taken or^e^^TI ormed

a distinct reference to the Statute upon which it is founded, how.
^'"^^ ^ '

the defendant or claimant may move the Court to have it re-

formed, giving two days' previous notice, together with a speci-

fication of the exceptive parts to the district attorney or proctor

in whose name it is filed. It may be amended, of course, in

conformity to such notice; if not reformed within two days

after pronounced defective by the Court, the defendant may
take an order of discharge from the action.

RULE LXVIII.

Amendments may be had to informations in any stage of the aifoweT;^™ hen

cause; but if after an issue is formed between the parties, it^"*^
^^°'^-

shall be on payment of all costs which may have accrued by

means of the amendment or the defective pleading.

RULE LXIX.

In informations in rem, a delivery on stipulation of property Delivery on
-' ^ r I- , stipulation and

ized, or a sale of perishable articles may be ha
'

proceedings in the Instance Court of Admiralty.

seized, or a sale of perishable articles may be had as in case of sale of perish-
'- -^ able property.

RULE LXX.

The claimant shall appear and interpose his claim or plea on Claimant;
' rules applica-

informations iii rem, within the same time and in the same tiie to.

manner as in causes on the instance side of the Court of Ad-
miralty ; and shall appear and plead to informations in per-

sonam within the same time and in the same manner as in
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causes at common law; but no plea other than in abatement,

the general issue, former recovery, pardon or remission of the

offence, fine or forfeiture, shall be received.

RULE LXXI.

generai^^ssue°' Instead of a traverse of each separate cause of forfeiture

alleged in the information, the defendant may plead as a gen-

eral issue to an information in rem "that the several goods in

the information mentioned did not, nor did any part thereof,

become forfeited in manner and form as in the information

in the behalf alleged."

RULE LXXIL

to conform"to Putting in and justifying bail on behalf of the defendants

when.°" ^ ^ ' on arrest, and the proceedings to and on trial and execution

when a trial by jury must be had, shall be the same as in cases

of common law jurisdiction.

RULE LXXIIL

Common Law Practice."

Rules days; Rulcs shall bc held monthly in the clerk's office on the first
what may be
entered on. Monday of cvcry month for the purpose of entering all pro-

ceedings and orders which may be entered at the Rules and

not necessary to be taken or made in open Court.

RULE LXXIV.

Calendars; Xhe clerk shall, before the first day of every stated term,
what to con- j j '

t^-in. prepare two calendars, one for the use of the Court and the

other for the use of the Bar, which calendars shall be each

divided under two titles, the first containing the jury cases no-

ticed for trial and the second containing the titles of all ad-

miralty suits and issues at law.

RULE LXXV.

rules ^o/^his ^^- ^ascs uot providcd for by the Rules of this Court, the

?u°es govem^^*^"^^s of the Circuit Court of the United States for this District,

for the tirne being (whether adopted before or after these

Rules), so far as the same may be applicable, shall regulate

the practice of this Court; and when there is no rule of the
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Circuit Court to apply, then the Rules of the Circuit Court of

the State, then in force, so far as the same may be applicable,

shall govern.

RULE LXXVI.

Proctor.

To secure the orderly and responsible transaction of the pj.Jg|P^ed b'y.''^

business of the Court, all papers in any case requiring the sig-

nature of the Judge must be presented by a proctor of the

Court.

RULE LXXVIL

All persons who have been admitted as attorneys of the practiceT°what

Courts of this State, and have practiced therein for one year,
"^'^^^^^''^'

and whose private and personal character appears fair, may, on

petition in writing, duly presented, be admitted to practice in

this Court. On application the Court will appoint a commis-

sion to examine attorneys of the State Courts who have not

yet served the above required time ; and, upon report of their

fitness, their admission to this Court will be ordered.

Admission to the Circuit Court will not entitle the attorney

to practice in this Court, except upon motion in this Court and

payment of the clerk's costs.

RULE LXXVIIL

Repeal.

All Rules heretofore adopted for the government of the

practice of this Court shall be and they are hereby repealed.

But this repeal shall have no application to cause pending at

the date of this enactment.

The United States of America, ^ r r t-. • • ^
^. . ^ ^ , „ ,. y In the District Court.
District of South Carolina. 1

It appearing to the Court that a new and revised edition of

the Rules of this Court should be prepared, it is

Ordered by the Court, That R. Withers Memminger, Jr.,

C. B. Northrop and Huger Sinkler, Attorneys and Solicitors of

this Court, be appointed a Committee, entrusted with the prepa-

ration of proper rules for the government thereof. And that

they be authorized and requested in such preparation to consult

Repeal.
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with the other members of the Bar, thus obtaining the aid of

their learning and experience.

WM. H. BRAWLEY,
U. S. Judge.

loth April, 1896.

True copy.

C. J. C. HUTSON,
C. D. C. U. S. Dist. S. C.

In pursuance of this order the Committee submitted to the

Court a revision of the Rules thereof, and the foregoing Rules

were adopted as the Rules of the Court, to take effect July 6,

1896.



ALPHABETICAL INDEX

TO

RULES OF COURTS.

References to Court Rules are indicated as follows: Supreme Court, S. C; Circuit
Court, C. C. ; Probate Court, P. C; United States Circuit Court, U. S. C; United States
District Court, U. S. D.

A
Account—

Items of need not be set out in pleading—U. S. C, ii.

Copy of to be furnished after demand—U. S. C, ii.

Accused—
To be present at trial, except in misdemeanors—C. C, 35.

Action—
For land; real owner may defend—C. C, 22.

For malicious prosecution; prerequisite order—C. C, 71.

Actor—
To open and conclude case—U. S. C, 70; C. C-, 59.

Admission of Attorneys—
[See Attorneys.]

Affidavit—
Must not be sworn to before attorney or party—S. C, id-

Motions must be made on—S. C, 19.

In mitigation of sentence; practice thereon—C. C, 62.

On motion for continuance; absent witness—C. C, 27; U. S. C, 41.

For arrest, filing—C. C, 4 ; C. C, 69.

For attachment, filing—C. C, 69.

For injunction, filing—C. C, 69.

Agreed Statement—
Of case on appeal ; sufficient return—S. C, 2.

Of case on appeal; to constitute "Case"—S. C, 5.

Agreements—
Must be reduced to form of consent order— S. C, 18; C. C, 14.

Or must be in writing signed by party or counsel—S. C, 18; P. C, 9;
C. C. 14.

Or made in open court and noted on minutes—C. C, 14.

k

23—C.
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Amend—
Motions to, when noticed—C. C, 20.

Amendments—
To case; when to be proposed and settled—C- C, 47.

To case; to be marked allowed or disallowed—C. C, 48.

To case, referred to Judge for settlement—C. C, 50.

To case, to be incorporated in body of case—S. C, 5.

To case, further, after settlement, recommittal for—S. C, 9.

Answer—
Time for answering; how extended—C. C, 19; P. C, 11.

Time within, which to—U. S. C, 6.

When to be verified—U. S. D., 36.

When not to be verified—U. S. D., ;}7.

By whom to be verified—U. S. D., 38.

Defence by—U. S. D., 35-

May raise issues of fact and law—P. C, 6-

Appeal^
To Supreme Court ; service and preparation of case—C. C, 50.

To Supreme Court ; service of notice of—C. C, 50-

To Supreme Court ; settlement of case on—C. C, 47.

To Supreme Court ; what case must contain—S. C, 5.

To Supreme Court; filing return—S. C, i.

To Supreme Court ; what return contains—S. C, 2.

To Supreme Court; dismissing for failure to file return—S. C, i.

To Supreme Court; dismissing for failure to serve copies—S. C, 7;

S. C, II.

To Supreme Court; dismissing for failure to appear—S. C, 11.

To Supreme Court; preference of causes; order—S- C, 12.

To Supreme Court ; time allowed for argument—S. C, 13.

From District Court
;
governed by rules C. C. A-—S. C, 58. •

Appearance—
What to be deemed an—C. C, 17; U- S. C, 9.

How indicted—U. S. C, g-

Dismissal of appeal for want of—S. C, 11.

Applicants for Admission to Bar—
[See Attorneys]—Applications regulated; rules—S. C, 23; U- S. C, 70-

Appraisement—
Of property under arrest—U. S. D., 31.

Fees of Appraisers—U. S. D-, 22.

Argument—
Confined to points furnished—S. C-, 8.

Limited in time—S. C, 13; U. S., 71; C. C, 31

Order of—S. C, 13; U. S. G, 71; C. C, 59-

Not to be interrupted without permission—S. C, 11.

Requests to charge to be submitted before—C. C, 11 ; U. S. C-, 25.

On motions in arrest of judgment; new trials—U. S. C-, 31.

On special proceeding; special verdicts, &c.—U. S. C-, 33.
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Arraignment—

•

Prisoner to be in dock at—C. C. 35.

Arrest and Bail—
Defendant subject to, as in State Courts—U. S. C, 27.

Undertaking on; before Clerk or Commissioner—U. S- C, 28.

Undertaking on, to be filed—C. C, 69.

Affidavits in, to be filed—C. C, 4.

Arrest of Judgment—
Motion for ; when made—C C, 73.

Motion for ; notice to be given—U. S. C, 30.

Motion for; practice on argument—U. S. C, 31.

Attachment—
Issued when service is by publication—C. C, 38.

Filing undertakings, and order in—C. C, 69.

State laws relative to adopted—U- S. C, i.

Return of warrant of—U. S. C, 26.

Return may be contested^U. S. C, 26-

Persons failing to make may be attached—U. S. C, 26.

How vacated—U. S. D., 18.

Foreign; procedure in—U S. D., 16.

Arrest and sale of property under—U. S. D., 29.

Attorneys—
Authority of, not to be demanded after pleading—U. S. C, 16.

Admission of, to practice—U. S. C, 70; S. C, 23.

Agreements between, evidence as to—S. C-, 18; P. C, 9; C. C, 14.

Notice of change of; change how made—S. C, 4; C. C, 7.

Habit of; black coats—S C, 15; C. C, 8.

Not to become surety— S. C, 14; C. C, 9; U. S. C, 72,-

Notice by to be deemed appearance—C. C, 14.

Must file undertaking in cases of arrest, &c.—C. C, 69.

Shall act as guardian ad litem-—P. C, 4.

Not to argue after decision—P. C, 7; S. C, 17; C. C, 11.

Not to read from books—S. C, 13.

Cannot submit motion on written application—S. C, 24.

To submit requests to charge in writing—C C, 11 ; U. S. C, 25.

One on each side to examine witnesses—C. C, 31-

To endorse name on default orders—C. C, 15.

Resident to be named in proceedings filed by non-resident—U. S. C, 72.

Order of arguments of—U. S. C-, 71 ; S. C, 13 ; C. C, 59.

Attorney General or Solicitor—
May move for judgment against defaulting jurors—C. C, 24.

To have time to answer affidavits in mitigation—C. C, 62.

B

Bail—
No Attorney to be—U. S. C. 73 ; S. C, 14 ; C. C, 9.
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Bar Docket—
To be prepared by Clerk—C. C, 26-

Bill of Exception—
Need not be prepared at trial—U. S. C, 32.

To be drawn and served within four days after trial—U. S. C, 32.

Settlement of, by Court—U. S. C, 32.

To be embraced in Case—S. C, 5 ; C. C-, 47 and 50.

What to contain—S. C, 5 ; C. C, 48.

Amendments to—C. C-, 48.

Filing, within ten days—C. C, 49.

Omission to make within time limited—C. C, 51.

Bill of Exchange—
Signature and consideration need not be proved on trial unless denied

—

U. S. C, 24.

Bill of Particulars—
To be furnished on demand of opposite party—U. S. C, 11.

Proceedings, if defective—U. S. C, ii-

To accompany counterclaim—U. S. C, 17.

Bonds—
To be proved or acknowledged before filing—C. C, 66-

For payment of costs, form—C. C, 10.

Clerk to keep index of—C. C, 2.

For restitution ; where service is by publication—C. C-, 38.

For stay of sale under execution—C. C, 65.

In provisional remedies ; filing—C. C, 69.

By defendant in personam—U. S. C.,19.

In seizure cases—U. S. C, 19.

Conditions of—U. S. C, 2i-

On removal of causes ; acceptance—C. C, 75.

Conditions of—U. S. C, 21.

To be registered with Clerk—U. S. C-, 22.

To be filed before process issues—U. S. C, 23.

When not required—U. S. C, 24.

Juratory—U. S. C-, 25.

Motion for greater—U. S. C, 27.

Copy of, declared on ; to be furnished opposite party on demand—U. S.

D., II.

Books—
To be kept by Clerk of Court—C. C, 2.

To be kept by Probate Judge—P. C, i.

Counsel not to read from, in argument—S. C, 13.

Calendars

Of cases to be provided—P. C, i.

Cases not to be on two at same time—C. C, 26.

Copy for use of Bar at Court—C- C, 26.
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Call of Docket—
» When causes may be dismissed on—S. C-, ii; U. S. C, 22.

Rule day—U. S. C, 23.

Contingent docket—U. S. C, 23.

Case—
How prepared ; settlement of—C. C, 47.

To be filed
;
penalty for neglect—C. C, 49.

On appeal ; when to be served, &c.—C. C, 50.

On appeal ; must conform to rules—C. C, 50.

On appeal ; what to contain—S- C, 5.

On appeal ; amendment of—S. C, 5.

On appeal ; three printed copies to be served—S. C, 7.

On appeal ; ten copies delivered to Clerk—S. C, 8.

On appeal ; facts stated in alone considered—S. C, 9.

On appeal; failure to make, &c., a waiver—C. C, 51.

Stated ; practice on arguments on—U. S. C, 33.

Settled; Clerk may enter judgment for costs in—U. S- C, 65.

Causes—
Marked settled; how re-docketed—U. S. C, 21.

Chambers—
Certain orders of stay of proceedings, &c., not granted at without no-

tice—C. C, 65.

Change of Venue—
Motion for; to be made promptly—C. C, 33.

Removal of papers, &c., where granted—C. C, 68.

Clerk—
May dismiss appeal where return is not filed—S. C-, i.

May dismiss appeal where case is not served—S. C, 7-

To distribute points and authorities—S. C, 8.-

To be fined for failure to produce Statutes, &c.—C. C, i-

To keep certain books—C. C-, 2.

Not to enter judgment for five days—C. C, 3.

Not to file papers unless properly written, &c.—C. C, 13 ; C. C, 12.

To specify name of counsel on default orders—C. C, 15.

To serve notice on defaulting jurors and report to the Attorney Gen-

eral or Solicitor—C. C-, 24.

Duties in preparing Calendars and Bar Docket—C. C, 26.

To open commissions on request and notice—C. C, 34.

To append copy of rule to order of survey-—C. C, 36-

To record judgments—C. C-, 39.

To adjust costs in Supreme Court—C. C, 40.

To enter appearance of Defendant—U. S. C, g.

To enter order for judgment by default in actions on contract for re-

covery of money only—U. S. C-, 12.

To enter judgment in other actions—U. S. C, 13.

To have custody of records—U. S. C, 18.

Not allow removal from office of records—U- S. C, 18.
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Clerk.—(Continued.)

To furnish certified copies of records—U. S. C, i8. •

To make and keep three dockets—U. S- C, 20.

To preserve dockets—U. S. C-, 22.

Manner of keeping dockets—U. S. C, 22.

To keep rule day docket—U. S. C, 23.

Fees allowed for filing memorandum—U. S. C, 23.

To take undertaking of Plaintiff in certain actions—U. S. C, 27.

To attest undertaking for costs—C. C-, 10.

To keep judgment book—U. S. C, 34-

To prepare venue for jurors—U. S. C, 51.

To enter up judgment for costs—U. S- C, 65-

To fix security for costs when demanded—U. S. C, 66.

To fix amount of deposit for costs when demanded—C. C, 10.

Code of Civil Procedure—
Forms of pleading to be those prescribed by—U. S. C-, 10.

Commission to Examine Witnesses—

•

Parties wishing to; may file interrogatories—U. S. C, 54.

Parties wishing to ; may name commissioners—U. S. C, 54.

Exceptions to questions to be filed before issuing of—U- S. C-, 55.

Forwarding and return of—U. S. C, 56.

Time allowed for return of—U. S. C, 57.

How returned after execution—C. C, 34.

Opening by Clerk—C. C, 34 ; U. S. C, 58.

When returned property of both parties—C. C, 34; U. S. C, 58.

Original documents enclosed may be delivered to party entitled—C.

C, 34-

Commissioner—
Undertaking of Plainti^^^^jiay be made before—U- S. C-, 28.

Jury; Court to appoint; duties—U. S. C, 43.

Complaint—
Copy need not be served with summons—U. S. C, 6.

Copy to be furnished on demand—U- S. C-, 6.

Time allowed for answering—U. S. C, 6.

Only one copy need be served on same attorney—U. S. C, 6.

Consent—
How evidenced—S. C-, 18; C. C, 14; P. C, 9.

Continuance—
At first term—S- C, 11.

Motion for, on ground of absence of witness ; to be accompanied by affi-

davits ; requisites—U. S. C, 41 ; C. C, 27

Absence of counsel as ground for—U. S. C-, 42.

As expedient, to another place where the Court sits—U. S. C, 42.

Contract—
Judgment by defaudt in actions on—U. S. C, 12.
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Costs—
Security for to be given—C. C, 10 ; U. S. C-, 66.

Of Supreme Court adjusted by Clerk—C. C, 40.

To be paid by plaintiff in partition where several actions are brought

—

C. C, 55-

Of former action to be paid—C- C, 60.

Time within which to pay—C. C-, 63.

On arguments for new trials—U. S. C, 31.

According to rates fixed by Congress—U. S. C, 64-

Clerk to enter judgment for in certain cases—U. S- C, 65.

Of printing records—U. S. C, 67; S. C, 6.

Counsel— [See also Attorneys; Argument.]

Absence of one, where two or more are employed, not ground for con-

tinuance—U. S. C-, 42.

Continuance for convenience of—U. S. C-, 42.

Not to argue after decision—S. C, 17; C. C, ii-

To submit requests to charge in writing—C. C, 11; U. S- C, 25.

One on each side to examine witnesses—C. C-, 31

To endorse name on default orders—C. C, 15.

Cannot submit motion on written application—S. C, 24.

Only one to be heard in argument on same side—C. C, 31.

Time allowed for argument by—C- C, 31 ; S. C, 13.

Counter-Claim—
Time allowed for reply to—U. S. C, 17.

To be accompanied by Bill of Particulars—U. S. C, 17.

To be distinctly entitled and designated as such—C. C, 18.

3)

Damages—
From breach of bond ; recovery of—C. C, 72.

Death—
Of party ; effect on appeal—S- C, 4.

Deed—
Declared on ; copy to be furnished opposite party on demand—U. S.C-,il.

Default—

•

Judgments by, obtaining—C. C, 37; U. S. D., 17; U. S- C, 12; U- S., 13;

14 and 15.

Orders to be endorsed by Counsel—C C, 15.

Defences—
Of Plene administravit—C. C, 21 ; U. S. C, 15-

By counter-claim—U. S. C, 17; C. C, i8-

How stated—C. C, 18; U. S. D., 34.

By answer or claim—U S. D., 35.

Demurrer—
Must be certified as meritorious—C. C, 18.

To evidence; practice prescribed—U. S. C, 32.
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Diagrams—
Filing with case—S. C, 5.

Discovery of Books and Papers—
Application for, how made—C. C, 43.

Application for, what to state—C. C, 44.

Order for—C. C, Sec. 45.

Stay of proceedings on—C. C-, 46.

Dismissal of Action—
May be done on call of docket if not ready—U. D. C, 22.

Order for ; may be revoked by. the Court—U. D. C, 22.

By Master or Referee—C. C, 30.

Because of failure complaint to state sufficient facts—C. C, 18.

Dismissal of Appeal—
For failure to file return—S. C-, i.

No representative of deceased party—S. C, 4.

Failure to serve brief—S- C, 7.

Dock—
Prisoner on arraignment to be placed in—C. C, 35.

Docket—
To be prepared for use of Bar—C. C-, 26.

Placing causes on, regulated—C. C, 26.

Order of causes on—S. C, 10.

Time to put causes on—S. C, 10.

Failure to appear on call of—S. C-, 11.

Clerk to make three dockets—U. S. C, 20.

Clerk to preserve as records of Court—U. S. C, 22.

Manner of keeping—U. S. C-, 22.

Inspection of, by the Bar—U. S. C, 22.

Call of the—U. S. C, 22.

Rule day and contingent—U. S. C, 23.

Dress of Officers of Court—
Supreme Court—S. C, 15.

Circuit Court—C. C, 8.

E
Evidence—

When surveys under order of Court may be given in—C. C-, 36; U. S.

C, 68.

Demurrer to ; practice prescribed—U. S. C, 32.

Exceptions—
What to contain, on appeal—S. C, 5.

What to contain, amendments to—C- C, 48.

To be filed, penalty for failure—C. C, 49.

For appeal, when to be filed—C. C, 50.

When waived—C. C, 51.

To Master's Report ; when to be filed—C C, 16.

May be taken for what—U. S. D., 39-40. •
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Exceptions—(Continued.)

Effect if allowed—U. S. D., 41.

Need not be prepared at trial—U. S. C-, 32.

When to be taken and served; settled by Court—U. S. C, 32.

Executions—
Certain laws as to adopted—U. S. C, i.

Forms of, &c.—U. S. C, 2.

How tested—U. S. C, 3-

To be served by Marshal—U. S. C, 3.

Not to issue for 10 days after judgment, except, &c.—U. S. C-, 39.

Return of—U. S. C, 40.

New, when can be issued—U. S. C, 40.

F
Facts—

Stated only in argument or exceptions riot considered—C C, ^.

File Book
To be kept by Clerk—C. C, 2.

Filing Papers—
Where to be done—C. C-, 6S.

Return for Supreme Court—S. C, i.

Points and Authorities on Appeal—S. C-, 8.

How enforced—C. C, 76.

Foeeclosure—
Copy pleading need not be furnished in—C. C, 32.

Prerequisites to taking judgment in—C. C, 52.

Sale in ; disposition of proceeds—C. C, 53.

Claims for surplus moneys in—C. C, 54.

Prerequisite to order staying sale in-—C. C, 65.

Forms—
Of pleadings to be those used in the State Courts—U. S. C, 10.

G
Guardian—

Ad Litem, who may not be—C. C, 6; P. C, 3.

Ad Litem, duties—P. C, 4.

Ad Litem, same in Supreme Court as below—S. C, 4.

Ad Litem, change of; notice—S. C, 4.

General
;
payment of money to—C. C, 42.

Grantor—
Of land; how vouched—C. C, 22.

Habit of Officers of Court—
Supreme Court—S. C, 15.

Circuit Court—C C, 8.
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I

Indigent Defendants—
When the United States will pay witnesses of—U. S. C, 59.

Index—
To undertaking, kept by Clerk—C. C, 2.

When added to case—S. C, 5.

Infants—
Guardians ad litem for—C. C, 6; P. C, 3-4; S. C, 4.

No decree against ; except on proof—P. C, 3 ; C C, 52.

Reference to ascertain rights of—C C, 56.

Allegations in partition cases as to—C. C, 55.

Proceedings in foreclosure cases as to—C. C, 52.

Injunctions—
Untiertaking to be filed—C C, 69.

To stay sale, &c.—C. C, 65.

Instructions—
Prayer for, to be submitted before argument—U. S. C, 25; C. C, 11.

Instrument for Payment of Money—
When signature, &c., need not be proved—U. S. C, 24.

Judgment by default on—U. S. C, 12.

Interrogatories—
To be filed with Clerk before commission issues—U. S. C, 54.

Notice to be given opposite party—U. S. C-, 54.

Exception to questions by, to be filed—U. S. C, 55.

Irregularities—
Motions to correct must specify-—C. C, 57.

Issues—
To be tried by jury; how settled—C- C, 28.

Judgment Book—
Clerk to keep—U. S. C, 34.

Judgments—
By default; when and how taken—U. S. C-, 12-14.

By default; endorsement on—C. C, 15.

By default ; where to be taken—C. C, 27-

By default ; after service by publication—C. C, 38.

On petitions ; may be enrolled and docketed—C- C, 64.

When to be entered—C. C, 3 ; U. S. C, 36-

Clerk to enter in Judgment Book—C. C, 39; U. S. C, 34-

Judgments on appeal to be recorded—C. C-, 40; P. C, 13.

On official bond to stand as security for former or subsequent breacli-

C. C-, 72. .
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Judgments— (Ccntinued.)

Notice to be given on motion to arrest-—U. S. C, 30.

Practice on argument on motion to arrest—U. S. C, 31-

Rank and lien of—U. S. C, 35.

Entry of satisfaction of—U. S. C, 2>7-

Payment of moneys on ; when others are unsatisfied—U. S. C, 38.

When execution can issue on—U. S. C-, 39.

Juries—
How empanelled in criminal cases—C. C, 25.

Issues for trials by; how applied for and settled—C. C, 28.

Jurors—
How to be selected and drawn—U. S. C-, 43-53.

Qualifications of—U. S. C, 43.

Who to be grand, and who petit—U. S. C, 43.

Bystanders—U. S- C, 48.

To stand over to following term, if Court not held—U. S. C-, 49.

When Deputy Marshal may draw—U. S. C, 50.

Venire for—U. S. C-, 51.

Venire for and summons—C. C-, 23.

Return of venire for—C. C, 23 ; U. S. C, 52.

Summoning—U. S. C, 53 ; C. C-, 23.

Defaulting; proceedings against—C. C, 24.

Jury—
To assess damages on breach of bond—C. C, 72.

Marshal to keep jury box—U. S. C-, 47.

Justice of Supreme Court—
May enlarge time; stay proceedings, &c.—S. C-, 21.

Will not hear motion on papers alone—S. C, 24.'

Land—
Auction sale of; necessary notice—C. C-, 41.

Libel (in Admiralty.)

Statement of cause of action—U. S. D., i.

When to be verified or not—U. S. D., 2 and 3.

In suit for wages—U. S- D., 5.

In case of salvage—U. S. D., 6-

When returnable—U. S. D., 7.

When to issue—U. S. D., 8-1 1.

When not necessary—U. S. D., 60.

M
Malicious Prosecution—

Action for—C. C, 72.
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Marshal—
To serve summons—U. S. C, 3.

To return executions, when—U. S. C, 40-

And Clerk to draw jurors—U. S. C, 44-53.

To keep jury box—U. S. C-, 47.

In absence of; deputy may draw jurors—U- S. C, 50.

To make return to Writs of Venire—U. S. C, 52.

How to summon jurors—U. S- C, 53.

Sales of property by—U. S. C, 69-

Master—
Trial before ; form of report—C. C, 30.

Commissions may be opened by—C. C, 34.

To file report—C- C, 16-

To give notice of filing—C. C, 16.

Minutes of Court—
Clerk to keep record of—C. C, 2.

Motions—
For arrest of judgment, when made—C. C, Ti-

To strike out or correct pleadings—C- C^ 20; P. C, 12.

For continuance—C. C, 27 ; U. S. C, 41-42.

For trial of issues by jury—C. C, 28.

Papers to be furnished on ; by whom, &c.—C C, 32.

How noticed ; orders on—C. C-, 57.

Points on, to be briefly stated—C. C, 58.

For irregularity—C. C, 57.

Refused ; not renewed on same state of facts—C. C-, 61.

Granted on condition ; time for compliance—C. C-, 63.

For new trial; practice prescribed—C. C, 47.

For new trial, when to be made—C. C, T2>-

For new trial ; notice of—U- S. C, 29.

For new trial; argument on—U. S. C, 31.

To restore appeal dismissed by Clerk—S. C, i.

When to be made—S. C-, 19.

To be on four days' notice and affidavits—S. C-, 19.

Must be presented by Counsel in person—S. C, 24.

To dismiss complaint as not stating cause of action—C. C, 18.

Day of hearing—S. C-, 19.

To set aside verdict or in arrest of judgment—C. C-, 30.

N
New Trials—

Motion for
;
practice prescribed—C. C, 47.

Motion for ; when to be made—C. C, Ti-

Motion for; notice to be given—U. S. C, 29.

Motion for; argument on—U- S. C, 31..
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Non-Suit—
May be had before Master or Referee—C. C, 30.

Not to be had after jury retires—C. C, 29.

Grounds for to be stated in writing, &c-—C. C, 18.

Notice—
To be inserted in summons—U. S- C, 5.

To be given of motion for new trial—U. S. C, 29.

To be given of motion to set aside verdict, &c.—U. S. C-, 30.

To have further return made—S. C-, 3.

To require appellant to serve copy brief—S. C, 7.

Of motions in Supreme Court—S. C, 19-

For order to stay sale in partition, &c.—C. C, 65.

Of appearance—C- C, 17; U. S. C, g-

Of appeal ; when to be given—C. C, 50

Of pendency of action, necessary to foreclosure^—C. C, 52.

Of motion for arrest of judgment—C. C-, 73; U. S. C, 30.

Of filing Master's report—C- C, 16.

Officers of Court—
Not to sign as sureties—S. C, 14; C. C, 9.

To wear black coats—S. C, 15 ; C- C, 8.

Opening and Reply—
Who are entitled to (see Argument)—C. C, 59; U. S. C, 71.

Order—
Of survey—U. S. C, 68 ; C C, 36.

Once refused; not again to be moved—C. C, 61.

Time for complying with condition, &c., of—C. C, 63.

On petition; entry as judgment, &c.—C- C, 64.

At Chambers, requiring notice—C. C, 65.

To show cause—C. C, 57.

To show cause ; shortening time of notice—S- C, 19.

P
Papers—

How to be printed and endorsed—S. C-, 6.

How to be written, folded and endorsed—C. C, 12.

Not to be filed unless properly prepared—C. C, 13.

Where to be filed—C. C, 68.

On file or record not to be removed—U. S- C, 18.

Copy to be furnished by Clerk when required—U. S. C, 18.

To be furnished on motions by whom—C. C-, 32.

Partition—
Furnishing Court with copy of papers in—C- C, 32.

Of lands of intestate; debts to be provided for—C. C, 55.

Of all lands in one proceeding—C. C-, 55.

Reference in, when necessary—C. C, 56.

Sale in ; stay of—C. C, 65.
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Parties—
New ; how made—U. S. D., 55.

New, how made; petition, order, &c.—U S. D., 56-57.

Payment of i^IoxEYS

—

Notice to be given—C. C, 38.

Plats—
To be filed with Case^S. C, 5.

Plead—
Defendant need not, until the Plaintiff gives security for costs, when de-

manded—U. S. C, 66.

Pleading—
How written, folded and endorsed—C. C, 12 ; P. C, 8.

How to be typewritten ; conditions—C. C, I2-

Not to be filed unless properly prepared—C. C, 13.

Causes in, to be separately stated, &c.—C. C, 18.

Further time for ; how to be obtained—C. C, 19 ; P. C, 12.

Motions to amend, when to be noticed—C. C, 20 ; P. C, 12.

Motions to strike out, or correct-—C C, 20.

^Motions to dismiss complaint or answer—C. C, 18.

Certificate to demurrer—C. C, 18.

Real owner admitted to defend—C. C, 22.

Copy pleadings to be furnished Court—C. C, 32.

Where to be filed—C. C, 68.

Forms, to conform to State practice—U. S. C, 10.

In defence of plene administravit-—U. S. C, 15 ; C. C, 21.

Letter of Attorney not be demanded after—U. S. C, 16.

Issues of both law and fact raised by answer—P. C, 6.

Plexe Admixistravit—
Plea of, how supported—C. C, 21 ; U. S. C, 15.

Points—
On calendar motions to be stated briefly—C. C, 58.

On motions to dismiss ; non-suits, &c., to be stated—C. C, 18.

And authorities to be delivered to clerk—S. C, 8.

And authorities to be preceded by statement—S. C, 9.

Practice—
Not provided for to be according to former-—C. C, 74 ; S. C, 25.

Certain State practice adopted—U. S. C, 1-2.

Summary practice in Admiralty—U. S. D., 59.

When process returnable; hearing of case—U. S. D., 61.

In information, what rules govern—U. S. D., 62.

In information, in what cases joinder—U. S. D., 63.

In information. Clerk shall issue process—U. S. D., 64.

In information, party held to bail, when—U. S. D., 65.

In information, how amended when multifarious—U. S. D., 67.

In information, rule applicable to claimant—U. S. D., 70.

In information, traverse to general issue—U. S. D., 71.
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Practice—(Continued.)

Common law, rules days—U. S. D., 7Z-

Common law, two calendars, contents—U. S. D., 74.

Common law, where no rules District Court—U. S. D., 75.

In Probate Court; when Circuit Rules apply—P. C, 15.

Printing—
Papers for Court ; manner of prescribed—S. C, 6.

Prisoner—
Except in misdemeanors, must be present at trial—C. C, 35.

Process—
Court adopts certain State Court forms—U. S. C, 1-2.

Teste of—U. S. C, 3- k

To be served by Marshal—U. S. C, 3.

Time allowed for service of—U. S. C, 8.

Proctors—
How admitted—U. S. D., 76.

Papers to be presented by—U. S. D., 76.

Property—
Seized under attachment—U. S. C, 26.

Purchaser—
At judicial sale; to be let into possession—U. S. C, 53.

E

Real Estate—
Sale at aucticm, notice—C. C, 41.

Sale by Marshal—U. S. C, 69.

Real Owner—
Admitted to defend action—C. C, 22.

Receivers—
Powers and duties—C. C, 70.

Records—
Not to be removed from Clerk's oiEce^C. C, 18.

Of judgments, to be kept—C. C, 39; P- C., 13.

Compelling parties to file—C. C, "76.

Referee—
Hearing by

;
practice ; report—C. C, 30.

May open commissions—C. C, 34.

Remittitur—
What to contain—S. C, 20.

When to be sent Court below—S. C, 20.

In default cases—S. C, 20.
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Removal of Causes—•

Notice prerequisite to order accepting bond—C. C, 75.

Repeal of Former Rules-—
Circuit Court—C. C, 74.

Supreme Court—S. C, 25.

Probate Court—P. C, 16.

United States District Court—U. S. D., 78.

United States Circuit Court—U. S .C, 74.

Report—
Of Master to be filed—C. C, 16.

Notice of filing to be given—C. C, 16.

Reply— !'

To counter-claim ; time allowed for—U. S. C, 17.

District Attorney has in criminal cases—U. S. C, "Jl.

In Circuit Court, on argument—C. C, 59.

Requests to Charge—
When to be presented, &c.—C. C, 11; U. S. C, 25.

Respondent—
Must give notice of additional grounds—S. C, 5.

Retainer—
Notice of, deemed an appearance—C. C, 17.

Return—
When to be filed—S. C, i.

What to contain— S. C, 2. ^

How corrected— S. C, 3.

Of process—U. S. C, 12-15.

Of process, by Sheriff—P. C, 2.

Of service of summons—U. S. C, 7.

To warrants of attachment—U. S. C, 26.

To executions—U. S. C, 40.

Venire for jurors—U. S. C, 52; C. C, 23.

Rule Book—
Special orders entered in—U. S. C, 19.

Rules held monthly under direction of Clerk—U. S. C, 19.

Sales—
Of land at auction, notice necessary—C. C, 41.

Of land under foreclosure of mortgage—C. C. 53.

Of land, claims for surplus proceeds of—C. C, 54.

Of lands, by marshal ; regulated by Act of Congress—U. S. C.
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Scire Facias—
Service of to be personal except in certain cases—U. S. C, 61.

Manner of service where Defendant cannot be found—U. S. C, 62.

Return to writ of—U. S. C, 62.

Rule on return of writ—U. S. C, Gz-

Notice of rule need not be served unless Defendant appears—U. S. C, 63.

Security for Costs—
In State Courts—C. C, 10.

In United States Circuit Court—U. S. C, 66.

Service—
Of order to be accompanied by affidavits—S. C, 22.

Of order, when evaded—S. C, 22.

Of process, time allowed for—U. S. C, 8.

Of writ of scire facias—U. S. C, 61.

Manner of—U. S. C, 62.

Settlement of Case—
On motion for new trial—C. C, 47.

On appeal—C. C, 50.

Sheriff—
To file affidavits on which arrests were made—C. C, 4.

Compelled to return process—C. C, 5 ; P. C, 2.

To make return to writs of venire—C. C, 23.

To make return of service on defaulting jurors—C. C, 24.

Signature—
To bill of exchange, &c., need be proved on trial only when denied

—

U. S. Q, 24.

Solicitor—
To move for judgment against defaulting jurors—C. C, 24.

To have notice of affidavits in mitigation—C. C, 62.

Special Order—
Judge may make to be entered in Rules Book—U. S. C, 19.

Special Proceedings—
Practice in arguments on—U. S. C, 22-

Special Verdicts—
When to be put in form—U. S. C, 32.

Arguments on—-U. S. C, 33.

State Causes—
May be advanced on docket—S. C, 12.

Statement of Case—
When sufficient return—S. C, 2.

When sufficient case—S. C, 5.

Statement of Facts—
To precede points and authorities—S. C, 9.

24—C.
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Stay—
Of sale in partition, &c., notice—C. C, 65.

Of sale under execution, undertaking—C. C, 65.

Of proceedings in cause—S. C, 21.

Suggestion—
Of breach of bond ; how made-—C. C, 72.

Summons—

•

To be issued—P. C, 5.

Order for publication of—P. G., 5.

Service of, how proved—P. C, 10.

How tested and served^U. S. C, 3.

Requisites of—U. S. C, 4.

Notice to be inserted in—U. S. C, 5.

Copy of complaint need not be served with—U. S. C, 6.

How returned—U. S. C, 7.

Surety—
Officers of Court not to be—S. C, 21 ; C. C, 9.

To justify—C. C, 66.

To justify within County—C. C, 67.

Surplus Moneys in Foreclosures—
To be deposited—C. C, 53.

Claims to; how determined—C. C, 54.

Surveys—
Under order of Court—C. C, 36; U. S. C, 68.

Tenant—
Sued for land ; real owner may defend—C. C, 22.

Tender—
Must be deposited in Court—U. S. D., 33.

Teste—
Of summons—U. S. C, 3.

Testimony by Commission—
Time within which to move for commission—U. S. D., 42.

Affidavit for; what to contain—U. S. D., 43.

Motion for commission—U. S. D., 45.

Effect of admission of fact in affidavit^—U. S. D., 44.

Interrogatory and cross-interrogatory—U. S. D., 46-47.

When to be returned to Clerk; motion to open—U. S. D., 46-4

How executed ; opening on return—C. C, 34.

Time—
For performance of acts enlarged by justices—S. C, 21.

To answer, &c., how extended—C. C, 19 ; P. C, 1

1

Within which to comply with conditional orders—C. C, 63.
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Time—(Continued.)

For serving rule in case of breach of bond—C. C, 72.

For serving notice motion for arrest of judgment—C. C, 62,-

Allowed for return of commission to examine witnesses—U. S. C, 57.

Trial—
Prisoner must be present at, except, &c.—C. C, 35.

By jury; settling issues for—C. C, 38.

When case deemed ready for—U. S. D., 51.

Admiralty Court always open for—U. S. D., 53.

When signature to bill of exchange need not be proved at—U. S. C, 24.

Day of—P. C, 6.

TT

Undertaking—
Clerk to keep index of—C. C, 2.

For restitution, where service was by publication—C. C, 38.

For stay of sale—C. C, 65.

To be proved or acknowledged—C. C, 66.

In provisional remedies to be filed—C. C, 69.

To be made before Clerk or Commissioner before order of arrest granted

—U. S. C, 28.

V
Venire—

Return to how made; when—C. C, 23.

Clerk to prepare—U. S. C, 51.

Return to—U. S. C, 52.

Venue—
Change of ; motion to be promptly made—C. C. 33.

Change of granted ; transfer of papers—C. C, 68.

Verdict—
Plaintiff need not be present at—C. C, 29.

Notice of motion to set aside—C. C, 73 ; U. S. C, 30.

Argument on—U S. C, 31.

Special, when to be put in form—U. S. C, 32.

Special, arguments on—U. S. C, 33.

w
Waiver—

Of appeal : failure to file return is—S. C, i.^

Of appeal : failure to serve copy case is—S. C, 7.

Witnesses—
To be examined by one counsel—C. C, 31.

Motion for continuance on ground of absence of—C. C, 27; U. S. C, 41.

Practice in regard to commission to examine—U. S. C, 54.

Practice on application by indigent Defendants—U. S. C, 59.

Attachment against—U. S. C, 60.




